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A

Prediction

1 saw

"GOODBYE,

I saw

a picture which

this year's Ten
I saw

Robert

destined

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents
ROBERT DONAT in "GOODBYE,
MR. CHIPS" with GREER GARSON,
A Sam Wood production. Screen
Play by R. C. Sherriff, Claudine
West, Eric Maschwitz. From the
book by James Hilton. Produced
by Victor Saville.

Miss

Greer

Garson,

the

with

Mr. Chips."

of a top spot

performance

as "Mr.

contender

to the box-offices
whose

theatre

immortal

and

beauty

among

Chips",

for this year's

works

of the world,
from

the

truth, stirring hearts

that

for emotional

an entertainment

shines

thrill.

that will take its place among
of

the

screen,

a picture

for

humanity's masses, to be beloved by people in every
walk of life, to be played with sensational success
now

and

1 am

proud

a symbol

''Goodbye,

is assured

tenderness

to be revived

in years

of "GOODBYE,

typical of the

Picked for 1 939 's new female
star sensation. Miss Greer
Garson as Katherine in

M-G-M

Award.
star born

1 saw

of

CHIPS".

a leading

a new

seek your

MR.

Donat's

I saw

screen

Leo

Best.

to be

Academy

hy

attractions

to picture-goers

to come.

MR.

which

CHIPS"

have

made

for it is
M-G'M

of the finest in films.

Picked for T939's Best Male
Performance Award, Robert
Donat as "Mr. Chips."
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Battle

fact remains that a possible solution from within the industry should call for at least an investigation of its
sincerity and possibilities. It shouldn't be turned down
with quite so much emphasis.
Anyway it clears up one point beyond argument. The
proponents of the bill are out to get Federal regulation
of the industry regardless of whether the industry or
the exhibitors will benefit from such regulation. The
mere fact that they flatly rejected so unusual an offer
without making any attempt to see whether it might
solve the present problem, is ample indication of how
futile any attempt for regulation from within the industry
is going to be.
On the other hand it likewise indicates that the major
companies, acting through the Hays office, are willing
and anxious to meet the other side half way in an effort
to restore harmony and avoid Federal legislation.

A

Question

Years ago we sounded a warning to salesmen and
exhibitors alike against the signing of contract forms in
blank. It may flatter one or the other that they trust
each other implicitly but too often a difference of opinion
arises which results in much bad feeling all around. We
have evidence of this before us in the form of three separate kicks hinging on the understanding that led up tp
the signing in blank.
When a deal is worked out it should be set forth
clearly on the regular contract forms and carefully read
by both the exhibitor and the salesman and then, if found
correct, signed. By so doing they will avoid calling each
other bad names and implying that someone
thing over on them.
A

U

Reports

A

of

put some-

A

Progress

A chat with Sales Manager WiUiam Scully reveals that
UniversaFs march of progress continues unabated and
with indications of a still greater run of product than
that which it has been delivering.
The combination of its perfect production and sales

A

A

Ownership

At regular intervals someone or other is supposed to
be a partner in STR. Recently several were mentioned
in the periodical round of rumors.
Just to keep the records straight, we again go on record
by stating emphatically and definitely that there are NO
partners in STR. It is owned one hundred per cent
exclusively by its editor and publisher and there never
have been, nor are there now any partnerships, division
of ownership or entanglements of any kind involved.
We hope this answers the latest flock of rumors.
A

Practice

Page

set-up is having the desired results. The terrific increase
in revenue registered by the company during the first
year of its present administration is ample testimony that
its heads know what they are doing and that its success
came about not from luck but because of efficient hau'
dling and planning by the organisation and its leaders.
Exhibitors, too, have contributed to this success by
their willingness to play ball with the new company and
pay a decent price for good product. They can go still
further by taking a liberal attitude on their buys for next
year with this company.

AAA
Bad

Page 3

Editorial

Charlie Pettijohn, of the Hays office, threw a nearbombshell into the Committee hearings on the Neely Bill
when he offered the proponents of the bill a proposition
giving exhibitors a right to select or reject pictures.
While those who flatly rejected this proposition may
have a right to be suspicious about any such offer, the

Another

w

A

A

UA's
Strong
Front
From Murray Silverstone we learn the inside details
of the new United Artists set-up of producers and truthfully speaking it indicates a powerful front for UA.
The wide variety of producers, as well as their number,
will definitely insure the steady flow of quality product.
They are, particularly, to be congratulated on bringing
into the fold producers Hke David Loew, Sol Lesser,
Ernst Lubitsch

and a continuation

of the Sehnick

con-

tract. These, together with the group formerly delivering pictures for UA distribution, adds up to a powerful
set-up and what looks like a strong box-office batting
order for the company.
On the question of UA's participation in the trade
practice reforms, Silverstone made it clear that UA did
NOT withdraw. It was never a part of it because most
of the points of the trade reform draft did not apply to
UA due to its method of distribution and the individual
seUing of pictures.
However, Mr. Silverstone tells us with emphasis, that
his company will always be a constructive force in any
trade pact; which, in itself, is a good sign since all the
companies will have to participate in the trade practices
in order to insure its success.
—"CHICK"
LEWIS
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26

Features,

24

From

April 8, 1939

Abroad
ACTION

Westerns

LAGS

INN.ISTRIKE
Are

Announced

By

Republic
Word

Houston

Meeting, First of Four Regionals
Hears Details of Product

Fifty features, including 24 Westerns, were announced by
Republic at the rirst of its four regional sales meetings in
Houston this week. The compan)- has cut down its schedule
j'ear with the"*^
fromthatlast
slightly
explanation
this is caused by Autry in liis famous singing cowboy
roles ; eight more will star Roy Rogers,
the dropping of
new
W'estern
alsothea
singer and
; theijopular
remaining
eight Star,
will star
the "B" pictures.
There will again
popular
Mesquiteers".
be four serials.
Two of"Three
the serials
will be of 15 chapters each. One will be "The Lone Texas
The complete
list of pictures
low up toa folthe
j Ranger",
includes four top
popular
"Lone
Ranger"
pictures as folthe
otherseries
will;
be "Drums of
lows : "Seven
Million Dollars"
based
on the
Fu Manchu"
by Sinclair Lewpopular
mystery
character.
The
is, the story of
a man who reotiher two serials ofeach12 will
chaptires with seven
ters
be
million dollars
"King of the
to do with as he Herbert ). Yates
and
■ ■ .1 im m y
Royal
Mounted"
Valentine
Strikes
pleases; "The
Dark Command by W. R. BurConvennett, a story laid during the pe- lionThe
in Houston
riod of the Quantrill Raiders af- was
jjreccded by
Again".
M. J. Siegel
ter the Civil War; "Two Or- the world premiere
of
"Man
phans", the famous French classic
of the Revolution; "Wagons of Conquest",
tion and its mostRepublic's
ambitious.latest
M. J.producSiegel
al lending the convention representing
Westward" by Armstrong Sperry, is
I he studio. From the liome office are
a yarn of the "Covered Wagon" Herbert J. Yates, James R. Grainger,
period.
Alvin Adams and William Saal. Clare
The si.x Auniversaiy specials ;ire headed Hilgers, southern district sales manager,
is
presiding.
by "Lady from New Orleans" bv 1-ietli
Brown,
played
against
the
background
of
Ollieis
attending the From
convention
the New Orleans
Atlanta are:
: A.
C. Bromberg.
Mardi Gras ; "'tillie
Geo. Tones, A.
the
Toiler" aby story
Russ
Westover,
E. Rock, S. T.
of the lovable car
Wilson. P .
toon character ;
Spencer
Carl
l'~ 1 o y d and
. From
"Storm
Over In
Charlotte:
Cy
dia"
b\' Aclmied
Dillon, H. P.
Abdullah; "Guili>
of Treason" by Peter
Rhodes, Jack
Fuinderburk,
B. Kyne : "Gant;London and R.
of Chicago" : " Tli'
H. Bradley.
Crooked
Nat
Ferber.Road" \>y
From New OrThe remainder of
leans: L. Seicthe feature jirograni
schnaydre, Geo.
Nungesser,
G. Y.1.
consists of "Escajie
Harrell and
From Sing" by
D.
DutTy.
From
Louis Berg; "Call
Memphis: W. M.
of the . North" by
Alvin Adams
Snelson and L.
Jack London; "The James R. Craniger
B. Miller. From
Champof Maker"
story
the life ofa
Tampa:
H. Glover
and
II.
Moore.
From
Dallas:
Wni.
Tex Rickard'; "Bengal Border Patrol" bv Underwood, C. Ezell, L. Rust,
D. RathAdrian Jolinson; "Forgotten Girls" bv
Earl Felton ; "Tom Sawyer Abroad", bone, G. McDonnell, M. Sexton and R. T.
Brown. From Oklahoma City: Sol Davis,
Mark Twain's lovable story; "Wolf of M.
Lowenstein, F. Moran, G. Alt, E.
New York" by Nat Ferber; "Girl From
Greggs,
Ona Jolinson and T. B. Nobie of
God's Country" by Nell Shipman ; "Bowthe
State
Theatre, and from Little I<ock;
ery Boy" by Sam Fuller"; "A Sporting B. F. Busby.
G. Jones and F. Lawrence.
Chance" by Richard Wormser; "Man of
.Sjieakers at the convention will include
the Hour" by George Broadhurst ; "Here
Come the Marines" bv Mildred Cram ; among others, >'ates, Grainger and Adams.
"The
Fighting
Irish"; and three Hig- They will also address the other three
gms Family
pictures.
Francisco. in New ^'ork. Chicago and San
Eight of the Westerns will star Gene meetings

Awaited

From

D. of J. in Wash.
PICKETING

Ben Goetz, in charge of British
production for MGM, as he arrived from England on the Normandie last week, bringing with
him a print of "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips" Robert
which Sam
Woodanddirected
with
Donat
Greer
Garson. Wood and Miss Garson
were also on the boat.

EQUIPMENT
AT

N.

SHOW

Y.

CONFAB

Convention

Exposition

Planned

CONTINUES

Berkley W. Henderson, special assistant attorney general in
charge of the New York antitrust division, closed his investigation of the projectors' strike
Tuesday and forwarded his report to the Department of Justice at Washington, with the local D of J office awaiting word
from headquarters as to whether
or not it is to intervene.
No one was questioned by the
Justice Department office early
in the week, and tlie Mediation
Board held no further meetings.
Other than that the strike front
was quiet. Principal efifects were
that there has been a slight delay in selling at exchanges. Exhibitors, itwas said, do not want
to make any commitments until
the strike is settled.
Picketing continued in front of
the exchange buildings. No action
was taken by counsel for the distributors who stated their position would be unchanged until the
unions took some kind of definite
action which would force them to
counter it with court procedure.

by N. Y. Allied

Jefferson Gets NSS Trailers
Jefferson Amusement Co. has
Yorkon Allied's
New
May 24 contracted for the exclusive use
starting World's
Conventi
Fair
at the Hotel Astor in New York, of National Screen Service prevue
will be industry wide, according trailers in all of its theatres and
to Max Cohen, president of the in all of its affiliated houses, it
organization. It will embrace a was announced this week.
on, 'he
major equipment expositi
said. Every manufacturer and
distributor of equipment in the
country will be asked to be represented. Full cooperation of all
MOTION PICTURE
equipment firms has been indicatS
Trade
Review
OWMEN'
response so far, de- SH
theCohen.
ed by clared
The Convention will include ex- Vol.30, No. 11
8, 1939
hibitors from all over the coun- Title and Trade Mark Reg. April
U. S. Pat.
Off.
try who will be invited to combine a visit to the World's Fair
Charles
"Chick"
with attendance at the convenEditorE. and
PublisherLewis
tion. At the latter they will have
an opportunity to see the latest TOM KENNEDY
Advertising
Mgr.
Associate Editor
in theatre equipment.
HAROLD RENDALL
The distributors will all be rep- ROBERT WILE
Managing Editor
resented itwas announced.
WEST COAST OFFICE
ANN LEWIS, West Coast Manager
Guaranty BIdg. 6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Cal., Tel. Hollywood 1390

Above the Republics five district managers, who are now engaged in regional meetings throughout the country
or planning tor them. Left to right are Clare Hilgers, southern district manager who is presiding at the Houston Convention
this
Friday and Saturday; Jack Bellman, eastern district manager who presides next Wednesday in New York- Harry La Vine
central district manager, presiding next Thursday in New York; Max Roth, mid-western district manager,
the Chicago meeting April 20 and 21 and Crover Parsons, western district manager, presiding 25 and 26 in Sanpresiding .it
Francisco.

CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE
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612 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
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Never hoard familiar words
carry such a convincing ring as
Joiin Joseph's "I really think it's
"the greatest program Universal
ever lined up," as the scholarlylooking, personable and highly efficient head of U's ad and publicity interrupted concentrated labor over announcement ammunition to say "Hello" to this visitor
at his temporary headquarters in
New York. Joseph, in the East
preparing for U's sales conventions, is in the Broadway environs for business and not pleasure— and is he busy!
The "men working" — but working— sign is up on all the home
office cubicles — what with conventions nearing or just over
with — while outside exchanges
pickets paddle along not very
enthusiastically displaying their
"strike" placards. That strike had
three strikes on it before it started and those headaches don't hurt
any the less because the people
who have 'em know they needn't
have invited them by starting the
thing in the first place.
And negotiation, which ought
to be welcomed any time, also has
three strikes on it so far as proponents of the Neely Bill (and
what a bill that will present the
'ndustry if it goes over) are con.:erned. C. C. Pettijohn, ofifering
a plan he said would give responsible local boards a say in
the selection of pictures for local
showing — prime aim claimed for
the bill by its backers — was told
"We'll look with suspicion upon
any attempt to settle this matter
hy negotiation," by a representative of the M. P. Research Council. They just wanna law.
Cincy Exhibs Get
Cuts In Clearance

Distribs

Will

Product

Under

Allied

Sell

For

Premiere

1939-40

Reform

Plan

Still Objects To Draft; UA
Says
Never Was Part of Trade Pact

It

Film for the 1939-40 season will be sold by most distributors
under the provision.s of the trade reform draft which was completed last week, it is revealed. Despite the fact that Allied is
dissatisfied with the proposals
the
tielieve
that doa '
start distributors
has been made
and will
TELEVISION
FOR
ever5rthing in their power to encourage exhibitor good will by
adopting
3 BDWY.
HOUSE
mediately. the proposed plan imUnited Artists was never a part
Now
Are
of the trade reform plans accord- Negotiations
Under
Way
ing to a statement made this week
by Murray Silverstone. The seven
producers now under contract to
three
Negotiations to equip
UA, increased to 11 next season,
Baird
Broadway
theatres
with
each have a claim to full jurisdictional rights in the selling of television apparatus by May IS
are under way, it was announced
their pictures, he said. "However," til is week b}- Arthur A. Lee, viceSilverstone added, "we would em- president and general manager of
phasize that many of the points
covered in the proposed Trade Gaumont-Britisli Corp., of America, which owns a controlling inPact actually have been in operterest in Baird Television.
ation since the inception of the
company 20 years ago and today
Projected on a 12 x 15-foot
screen, the television pictures will
are still a part of the producers' be a feature of the regular motion
sales
policy."
Letters
accompanying tiie trade picture entertainment, and will at
practice draft were sent last week first be limited to sporting events,
by William F. Rodgers, chairman such as baseball and prizefights.
It was also stated that negoto the distributors'
negotiating
tiations are under way with one
committee
to Ed Kuykendall,
of
the
broadcasting
networks for
MPTOA president, and Col. _ H.
A. Cole, president of Allied. dail}' pick-ups transmitted either
These suggested that if, as and from films or actual studio preswhen the draft is approved that
entations, providing 30-minute
a conference be held with the television shows in the motion
Department of Justice for the pur- picture theatres.
JimmAr MacFarland was appose of obtaining its approval and
pointed publicity director of Baird
putting the proposals into effect.
Meanwhile, Allied, in an official Television and Gaumont Britis'h.
statement, declared that the proVande for Keith, Boston
posals "do not provide
relief
all commensurate
with that
askedat
Boston — About three weeks of
by the government in its suit". Al- vauleville have been booked into
lied further said that they "do
not pretend to abolish compul- the Keith liere, starting April 6.
sorjr block booking or bling selling and do not touch on the subject of theatre divorcement."

Following conferences between
I. Libson, RKO theatres operator, and H. M. Richey, director
of exhibitor relations for RKO,
clearances in Cincinnati have
been reduced. First run clearSALES MEETING SET
ance has been cut from 44 days
to 30 days, while clearance be- Mono, to Hold Convention
tween second and subsequent
runs has been reduced from 57
in Chicago May 4-6
to 44 days. A proportionate alignment has been made among subMonogram's
seventh international sales convention
will be
sequents.
held at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
May 4-5-6. Plans for 32 features
and 24 westerns will be announced
Important Dates
April
12-13 : Republic regional meet, to 200 salesmen and executives by
New
York.
George W. Weeks, general sales
April 15-17: Universal regional meet, manager.
Cincinnati.
April 17-21; SMPE Spring convention, Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
April 18-20: U. regional meet, Chicago. Cosmopolitan Acquires
April 20-21 : Republic regional meet,
Chicago.
National Studios
22-24: Universal regional meet,
SanApril
Francisco.
Cosmopolitan Studios, 145 W.
April
25-26: Republic regional meet,
.San
Francisco.
45tli St., New York, have ac27-28 : Republic regional meet,
quired National Studios, formerly
SanApril
Francisco.
of 226 W. 56th St., according to
May 4-6: Monogram Convention, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Herman Rosenberg, CosmopoliMay 8-10: United Artists sales contan president. Dave Brandies, I.
vention, Los Apgeles.
Schnapp, Claire Miller, Ken
May 23-25 : N. Y. Allied "World's Fair
Walmslej" and Fred Bram are
Convention," Hctel Astor.
June 13-15: Allied National Conven- among the National executives
tion, Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis.
who
will join Mr. Rosenberg's
company.

Annabella, Tyrone Power, Loretta "young and Don Ameche arriving in San Francisco for the
premiere of "Story of Alexander
Graham Bell", Twentieth Century-Fox picture in which Miss
Young and Ameche are costarred. The premiere was held
on Treasure Island at the San
Francisco World's Fair. A party
of newspaper and trade paper
men was taken to the opening
along with officials and stars
from the 20th Century-Fox lot.
BONDY
RKO

CONFIRMS

REORG

PUN

Federaldecision
Judge confirming
Bondy's longawaited
the
reorganization plan of RKO
Corp., was filed this week. The
decision, only 13 words in length,
was
to the effect approved
that "theby plan
of reorganization
the
court is hereby confirmed. Settle
The order of settlement was
noticed this week to 24 principal
law firms representing interests
involved so as to be ready Thursday for formal execution, after
order."RKO was expected to be
which
out of 77-B except for the period
of consummation.

SIGNS 5GZ
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Gardner

UA

Convention

11

May

8;

Record

Number
Company

In Hollywood

Producers
of Pictures
For

on

Expected

1939-40

List
From

Season

United Artists will hold its 20th Annual Convention in
Hollywood beginning May 8, it was announced this week by
Murray Silverstone, head of the company. The entire field

Sam Gardner, salesman at MGM's Indianapolis Exchange, was
recently promoted to the branch managership in Salt Lake City.
A special dinner was given for him at the Variety Club. Around the
table are Gardner, Mrs. Gardner, Wade Willman, Jerry Adams, Doris
Rogers, Marie Kreilein, Ruth Sipe, Don MacLeod, Darlene Willman,
Klaska Johnson, Margaret Nancrede, Edward Farrell, Naoma Rhodes,
Robert Rigsbee, Jean Casserly, Hazel Gorman, Dorothy Reynolds,
Irene O'Brien, Katy Pyle, Ralph Ripps, Madalyn Cornet, Foster
Gauker, Harold Marshall, and H. A. Wagner.

Univ.
Fox

and

Lineup
Joseph

Nearly

Return

to Coast

Ready
As

Sales

staff, together
with home
office proex-'^
ecutives,
will attend.
Eleven
ducers who will contribute to the
1939-40 program of the company
will attend the convention sessions.
These include Samuel Goldwyn,
Alexander Korda, David O. Selznick, Walter Wanger, Edward
Small, Hal Roach, Charlie Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks, David Loew
and Sol Lesser-Ernst Lubitsch.
This is a record number of
producers for the company and
it is expected that they will turn
out a greater number of pictures
than ever before. Silverstone said
he
was withholding
the complete

WARNS

OF

CHAOS

IN NEELY

BILL

Proponents, Opponents
Discuss Measure
Washington — Hearings on the
Neely Bill to prohiliit block-booking and blind-selling continued
this week before the Senate interstate Commerce sub-committee.
Tlie hearings opened Monday
with Charles C. Pettijohn,
MPPDA
general
counsel, and

nouncement
R. Kent, testifying before
product an- theS. sub-committee
on Thursday
tion of deals
by afternoon, urged postponement of
pending
compleaction on the Neely Bill until
Universal home office executives are busily preparing the
several
pro- the Government suit against the
ducers.
line-up of products this week to present to the first of the three
majors is settled. He also said the
Among the bill was unnecessary in view of
regional meetings scheduled to begin in Cincinnati next Satururday, April IS, at the Hotel;j>
pictures to
be the revised trade practice draft.
definitelj'
made,
Netherland Plaza. John Joseph, Hobbs, manager ; Henry Martin, W. G.
He claimed that the bill was
Holstein. From Washingdirector of advertising and pub- Wray, ton:M.B. B.M. Kreisler,
Murray
Silverstone
strictly
minority legislation and
from informamanager; L. J.
licity, leaves for the Coast on
urged a complete study by some
tion
already
reYoung,
B.
Frank,
S.
Tabor,
W.
E.
Monday. Matthew Fox, assistant Davis and O. lilumenthal. From Alleased, will be Charlie Chaplin in- agency that will bring in facts
to President Nate Blumberg has
bany :Joe Engel, manager ; L. J. L^Sier, "The Dictator" which Silverstone from all parts of the industry,
W.
A.
Ryan
and
A.
J.
Marchetti.
From
already left for the Coast.
be definitely made de- before the bill's enactment.
: T. J. Scully, manager ; J. Fater, said would
spite denials. It will be released
A program of 40 features to be Buffalo
W. F. Bock and Carl Heedit. From
made by Universal, three more pro- Cleveland: D. Miller, district manager; in the Fall. Fairbanks will produce
duced by Harry Edington which J. R. Kaufmann, manager, J. V. Frew, "The Californian" in Hollywood. Robert Montgomery, representRosenbaum, J. Krenitz, A. W. Voung.
Universal will release, four serials G.
W. L. Sencer and Peter Rosian. From It is expected that he will not aping the Screen Actors' Guild, tellpear in it. Loew will make one or
and 66 short subjects will be an- Pittsburgh: Tules Lapidus, manager; D,
ing the sub-committee members
nounced.
two
pictures
a
year
on
the
Selznick
Barnholtz,
L". Guehl.
Hess, S. Meeting
E. Feld, them
W. Sa-at lot. Selznick will deliver three that passage of the Neely meastori
and F.
dustry.
Attending all the regional meet- Cincinnati will be the local group headed
ure would gravely affect the inUA
next
season.
Edings will be Nate Blumberg, by P. Kreiger, manager; N. LeVene, H. picturesward for
Small
announced
last
week
Young, G. B. Gomersall, J. Marks and
president; William A. Scully, gen- F.
When a proponent of the measSchreiber.
that he would make six pictures.
ure asked that local civic organieral sales manager; F. J. A. McBranch managers and salesmen at- Samuel Goldwyn has two pictending the Chicago meeting will be:
zations be given a greater choice
Carthy, eastern sales manager;
tures 3'et to deliver under his con- in the selection of films for the
Moines : J. J. .Spandau, manW. J. Heineman, western sales From Des
ager; H. Schiffrin. J. Smith, Hilton
manager; F. T. Murray, James Frost, I. Weincr. From Kansjis City :
tract with UA. They will be "An- community, Pettijohn stated that
Jordan, O. C. Bimder, Andrew J. Pete Dana, district manager, L. J. Millgels Making Music" and "The Real if that was the issue of the preser, row,manager,
R. M. Palmquist,
Sharick, Morris Alin and Louis
ent hearings, "we can save 3 or
R. Thompson,
J. Beiser L.andMor-E. Glory". Korda, Wanger, and
Pollock. The Chicago meeting Selig. From Omaha: Otto Siegle, man- Roach have not yet made their 4 days by laying on the table a
will be held at the Palmer House
^ ager.; R. J.
. Olson, L. Flensler, A. Hill announcements. The Lcsser-Lu- trade practice program to allow
bitsch combination will make
Lou.s : J.J. JH.E three pictures every two years this." Proponents later attacked
Hanns. From
W.
^
^'^'l
San Garrison, manager;
and . the
18-20
HarrySt.Hynes,
.1
..
•
April
from
Francisco meeting at the St, Sarfaty, S. H. Nesbit and Harry Hincs,
this proposal on the ground that
will make an addition- it could not be taken seriously in
Francis Hotel from April 22-24 Jr. From Detroit: E. Heiber, manager; and al Lesser
one
annually.
The branch managers, salesmen J. Stewart, A. Fischer, B. Tighe and
view of the industry's alleged
J. R. Susane. From Indianapolis : G. C.
breaking of promises.
and office managers to the at- Craddock, manager ; A. Kaufman, W.
tend the Cincinnati meeting are: B. Grant, W. Sherman. From MinneFrom Boston: W. Kelly, manager: F.
apolis: H. B. Johnson, manager; A.
Dervin, T. Shiffman, J. Curran, H. Kon- Zacherl, J. M. Fieldman. S. Leff, D.
M. FromFlollaran,
and F.
V. L.
Dicknis,
H. Martin
and manager,
J. "Murphy.andFrom
New Gutman, enson.
Milwaukee:
Mantzke,
Haven:
M. Joseph,
A. Titus.
manager,
E.
W.
Gavin,
R.
J.
Basett,
From Philadelphia: G. Schwartz manager;
J. Engel, W. Doyle, M. Koppleman, J. J. M. Hickey and O. Peterson. From
Leon and R. Bernhard. The New York Chicago : E. T. Gomersall, district manager ; M. Gottlieb, manager ; R. Funk,
exchange contingent will be headed by
Al Herman, district manager, and Eeo F. Meyers, E. Weinshenker, M. Brodsky,
A. Kent, and W. Hyland.
Abrams, manager, Max Cohen, Nat Goldberg, H. Furst, J. Ligget, P. Winnick
Branch managers and salesmen attending the San Francisco meeting will
and B. Price. From Atlanta: H. Graham, district manager; J. Ezell, man- be : From Denver : Jack Langan, manager, C. J. Jordan, R. Elliot, E. F.
ager; A. W. O'Connell. E. Warner and
Cox,
E. h.
O'Neill,
B. Gann.; R.
FromF. T. McMahon. From Los Angeles : A.
Charlotte
: P.
Baron,R. manager
O'Keefe,
district manager; C. J. FeldGood, R. H. Mesterman, J. Greenleaf, man, manager, A. Wog, L. Hoss, C.
and J. M. Bishop. From Dallas : E. S. R.
Wade
and E. manager;
Cooke. F'rom
O. Wilson,
F. M. Portland
Blake. J.:
Olsmith, manager; J. H. Lietzer, L. D.
Eeitzer, W. R. Pittergle, C. M. Miller Hommel, and J. Harvey. From Salt
and E. V. Green. From Memphis : A. J. Lake City : M. Aparton, manager ; L. J.
Pretchard, manager; H. I. Mansfield, McGinlev. manager. C. L. Theuerkauf.
B. H. Jordan and E. H. Andrews. From M. J. Whitman and A. M. Kallen. From
New Orleans : W. M. Richardson, man- San Francisco : B. Rose, manager, King
ager; P. Tiessier, C. McMillin and N. Trimble, AI Oztaby, C. E. Pace and
Lamantia. From Oklahoma City : J. E. C. F. McBride.
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After
Ind ions, Sam

Houston

enlists with General

Jackson

and

is

severely wounded while leading a charge at the battle of
Horseshoe Bend. Jackson commends him for his gallantry,
and a life-long friendship is formed. Jackson is elected to the
Presidency and Houston becomes Governor of Tennessee.
On the eve of Houston's re-election, he marries Eliza Allen
but after many misunderstandings they separate. Houston
resigns in the face of the scandal, goes into a long debauch
and returns to the Cherokee Notion.
He goes to Washington to protest the treatment of the
Cherokees by the government, and there meets Margaret
Leo at a Presidential boll. Jackson persuades Houston to go
to Texas, where he meets Margaret Leo again. Jim Bowie
and Dovey Crockett decline to join Houston in a fight to free
Texas. They are loyal to peace-loving Stephen Austin, who
refuses to enter into war with Mexico. Word is brought that
the Mexican Army is marching across Texas, killing and plundering. Austin is convinced that Texas must fight and Houston
ogrees to lead the ormy.
The Mexicans

attack the Alamo

ond others perish. Houston

and Crockett, Bowie. Travis

riding to re-inforce this garrison

arrives too late. Thus the cry, "Remember the Alamo!" is born.
At Son Jacinto, Houston outsmarts the enemy and with o
handful of troups routs the Mexican
ing the independence of Texas.

Army, thereby establish-

Houston is elected first president of the new Republic, and,
with Margaret Leo, now his wife, he watches the Lone Star
come down and the Stars and Stripes raised on the capitol
flagpole, signifying the annexation
Bock in Tennessee, Andrew

of Texas into the Union.

Jackson, dying, hears the news and

whispers, "All is safe at last. My old friend and companion
in arms . . . has been true to his trust."
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PRODUCT

and

Leave

For
THREE

Gillham
Coast
WEEKS

Neil Agnew, Paramouiit's vicepresident in charge of distrii)ution, and Robert M. Gillham, director of advertising and publicity, left New York Thursday
nil their westward trek' to confer
with Y. Frank Freeman and studio officials on the 1939-40 product.
Messrs. Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis, Edwin Weisl, Russell
Holman and Leon Netter left
Friday and will be joined by Agnew and Gillham in Chicago for
the rest of the trip.
It is expected that the home
office group will remain on the
Coast about three weeks.
"Not Guilty" Majors'
Plea in Contempt Case
Chicago — A general plea of not
guilty was filed by attorneys for
major companies and B & K in
Federal Court in answer to the
Government's
bill ofcase
particulars
in
the contempt
before
Judge Charles Woodward. This
puts in the issue all of the allegations of the information filed by
the Government.
N. Y. Allied

Attacks

Print Non-Availability
Albany — Highlight of the New
York' Allied monthly meeting held
this week at the Ten Eyck Hotel
was the allegation of spasmodic
non-availability of prints at schedule time for many independents
on many occasions. There has
been no waning of upstate opposition to crews of two men in a
booth bill, it was said. A delegation will attend the state convention in New York next month.
$25,000

T R A I) K

READIES

Agnew

TO STAY

S 11 ( ) W M E N •S

For Refugees

In Theatre "Drive"
Minneapolis — Sometime next
week, W. A. Steffes, Chief Barker
of the Twin City Variety Club, is
scheduled to present O. J. Arnold
local head of the German Refugee
drive, with a check for $25,000
the result of a two-month "drive"
by Twin City theatremen.

Film Daily Year Book
Now Being Distributed
The 21st annual edition of the
Film Daily Year Book was b^ing
distributed this week to motion
picture distributors, producers,
exhibitors, newspapers, and others w^ho rely on the publication
for vital information concerning
the industry. The book this year
has a total of 1216 pages.

The 20th Century-Fox sales convention held at the Congress Hotel in Chicago last vi^eek. On the dais are lack Fichelman, assistant to Heman Wobber, general sales manager, (standing centre). William Kupper, Western division sales manager; William Gehring, central division sales manager and William Sussman, Eastern division sales manager. The Convention
heard details of the program of 52 pictures which the compa ny will make for the 1939-40 season.
HITS AT GIVEWAYS
ROGERS
DRIVE PLANS
Goldwyn Is Sulking
Cleveland Exhibs to Get
Details of Observance On
Says Schwartz of UA
Plan
To Do Away With Ills
April 20th Nearly Ready
"Since the failure of Mr. April
Gold-4
Cleveland — At a meeting to be
Plans for this year's observance wyn's attempt to secure voting held April 14 the Cleveland Moof Will Rogers National Theatre
tion Picture Exhibitors Associacontrol (of UA) by having himWeek in major circuit and indeself designated as sole voting
tion will receive a three-point propendent theatres throughout the Trustee under a Voting Trust,
gram designed to do away with
country during the week begin- demanded by him, he has been exhibitor ills. Elimination of thening April 20 are rapidly nearing
atre premium advertisements from
declared Charles
completion, it was announced this sulking,"
Schwartz, UA attorney, this week theatre advertisements is sought
week by Major L. E. Thompson, in answer to statements from
in the proposed plan, as well as
chairman. Exhibitors have been
classified into two categories; to Goldwyn that he "would not be the seeking of an agreement
post" as to future dis- whereby premiums will be enrun an all-star short subject, left at the tribution.
"He reminds us of a
tirely eliminated upon expiration
which will be furnished to them schoolboy who
has been chastised of present premium contracts, and
gratis, and take audience collec- and who avenges himself by mak- the reducing of duals to certain
tions; or to make contributions
days of the week. The CMPE
ing faces,"
based on theatre capacities. Thir- company
has said
livedSchwartz.
up to the "This
spirit also passed a resolution reaffirmtv-two branch managers of major and letter of its contract and exing its endorsement of the Neely
film companies have already been
pects Mr. Goldwyn to do likewise anti-block-booking bill.
designated as zone chairmen.
of its term,"
The short subject produced for for the full balance
continued. The con- Turnbull to Manage
the annual drive includes in its the attorney
tract runs until Sept. 2, 1945.
cast Spencer Tracy. Deanna Durbin.
British Cinema at Fair
Lowell Thomas, Robert E. SherLondon — T. G. C. Turnbull, for
wood
and Screen
Raymond
Na- Mecca Acquires Sole
tional
ServiceA'lassey.
will handle
the past 12 years manager of the
orders for prints which may be
New Gallery, Regent Street, has
of "Tralee"
placed through the branch managers Ownership
Sole and exclusive
ownership been chosen by the Department
or salesmen of local National
of "Rose of Tralee" for distribu- of Overseas Trade as manager of
Screen offices.
tion in the United States have the cinema in the British Pavilion
been acquired by Mecca Film at the New York World's Fair.
Laboratories, Inc., 630 Ninth Turnbull was scheduled to leave
President To
Ave., New York. The rights here April 8 for New York. After
cover 35 mm and 16 mm. The about six months with the Fair,
Be Telecast
film was produced in Ireland with he will return to London.
President Roosevelt making his an all-star Iri.s'h cast.
Greenblatt Made
speech opening the World's Fair
will be the first subject to be tele- Columbia Shifts
Assistant to Rogers
cast, according to Lenox R. Lohr,
Branch Managers
NBC president.
Arthur Greenblatt, former eastern district manager for Gaumont
Denver — Wayne C. Ball, Columbia exchange manager here, British, has been appointed assisWithdraw Goldwyn
has been s'hifted to managership
tant to Budd Rogers, vice president and general manager of AlPicture in Quebec
of
the
company's
Los
Angeles
exchange. Bob Hill, Salt Lake
liance Films Corp. Headquarters
"Wuthering Heights", Samuel City exchange manager, will move for the company will be in the
Goldwvn's production for UA re- to Denver to make his headquar- RKO Building, Radio City.
lease, has been withdrawn from the
ters as manager of both the Denver and Salt Lake City branches Favors Passage of
entire province of Quebec because
of deletions reauired by the provin- of Columbia.
Anti-ASCAP Bill
cial censor, Goldwyn refused to
make the cuts.
Oklahoma City — Passage of the
bill to require ASCAP to file a
Its
In
"Bell"
See Week
77 First
61,8
list of their copyrights with the
Distributing Independently
At the end of the first four Secretary of State and thus void
Boston — Following his resignaASCAP's system of collections
t-'on as Grand National east'^rn days, 61.877 people had seen "The has been recommended by the
Story
of
Alexander
Graham
Bell"
division manag:er. Henrv Asher at the Roxy, thus assuring a hold- House Judiciary Committee numis distributing independently.
over for the film.
ber one.
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Editor, Showmen's Trade Review :
Here is the kind of letter you will NOT
print
in your
youwanted
don't
even read
it to magazine.
the finish. I'll
But bet
I just
to give you an opinion on the editorial you
wrote in a recent issue of STR concerning "The Florida Suit." It seems to me
that you should be thoroughly ashamed of
yourself for the attitude you took in defending a practice which is in itself shameful and
deserving only of the strongest criticism
possible.
Evidently you do not believe in the
principle of free enterprise and personal initiative. While I hold no brief for Herman
Weingarten (in fact, I never heard of him
before) I sincerely believe that the type of
criticism which you directed at him was
childish and unreasonable.
So you blandly admit that Mr. Weingarten could not get pictures to run in his
theatres and you say "Such a surprise!"
Well, it is a surprise. To think that any
group of exhibitors should be permitted to
conspire with the distributors of motion
picture films for the purpose of stifling
honest and legitimate competition is beyond
the limits of fair dealing. And to think
that you should condone and even encourage such unfair practices is bej'ond
belief.
Maybe
Weingarten
shouldn't
have
built
into Mr.
a town
that already
had enough
seating capacity, but that is his privilege in
a free country. He has just as much right
to build a theatre as he has to start a
grocery store or a radio station or a factory
or any other type of legitimate enterprise.
And once he has built it, he has as much
right to obtain pictures as any of the other
exhibitors. If, as you state, he ran into
a "tough" product situation, meaning a conspiracy to eliminate
then the
it's
about high
time that competition,
someone brought
matter out into the light of day.
I see you don't approve of Weingarten
taking his plea to court. Why not? If I
were in his place I would do the same thing
and I would be completely in the right.
Courts were made for just such a purpose
and I feel sure that Mr. Weingarten will
win his case very easily. Maybe you do not
realize that the monopoly which he is suing
is an illegal one and that the defendants
may have one hot time keeping out of jail
as a result of their practices.
Instead of letting yourself be carried away
in your unreasoning effort to defend the distributors and the exhibitor combines, it
might be a good idea to first consider the
matter from the point of business ethics and
legal rights. Then you won't have to
apologize to yourself for condoning a disreputable action.
(signed)
A. B. Nehman,
Cleveland, Ohio.
— And Here's the Answer
Dear Mr. Nehman:
I have your letter of recent date which
I found very interesting.
As for not reading it through, you would
lose that bet right off the reel because I've
read it through twice.
I am sure that if you were acquainted with
the background of the subject under discussion you would not take the attitude as conveyed in your letter, No doubt, as an exhibitor yourself, you can only view the
situation from what you have read about
it in the various trade papers.
I thoroughly agree with you that this is
a free country and that a man should be
allowed to build a theatre anywhere he
pleases and that he should be given an opportunity of sharing in the product used in
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that territory. However, let us assume that
you have two theatres in a community just
about large enough to support these two
theatres and that your policy is such that
you require all available product to keep
your theatre operating and to show a fair
return on your investment.
Just what would be your attitude if somebody came into that territory knowing full
well what the situation was and without
regard for the many years of hard work and
the amount of money you have put into your
business, proceeds to build one or two
theatres and then demands that you split
the product with him?
When you have sufficiently analyzed such
a situation I would ask you to review my
editorial as well as your letter to me and
see whether your attitude remains the same.
I am not as near concerned over the individuals involved in the Miami situation as
I am over the principle behind the whole
controversy. But I would point out that
one of the two circuits operating in the
Miami area has been built up by two of the
squarest independents in this business
who have had to battle for every bit of
product to keep their theatres operating.
Furthermore, they have to struggle through
nine months of pretty tough business conditions in order to benefit from the three
months when the tourist trade gives them
an opportunity of doing a decent business.
The only mystery about the whole situation down there right now, in my opinion,
is whether or not the gentleman who built
the two theatres did not do so for the purpose of forcing the existing operators in
that territory to make some sort of a deal
with him to take the theatres of? his hands.
I ani not saying that this thought was back
of his mind when he invaded that territory. But we are working on certain information which indicates that he was well
aware of the situation long before he invested any money in that territory.
Be assured of my appreciation, Mr. Nehman, for your interesting letter and my only
regret is that more theatremen do not express themselves on all topics so that trade
papers could better serve the whole industry.
Most assuredly I respect your opinions
to which you are definitely entitled just as
I hope you will agree I am entitled to mine.
Thanking you again and witli all good
wishes, I am
(signed)

"Chick" Leivis

Reserved for "Sweethearts"
This eye-catching display zvas used in the
lobby of the Fantasy Theatre, Rockville Centre, N. Y., by Manager Mannie Friedman for
the showing of MGM's "Sweethearts."

April 8, 1939
Ed Note: — The voice of the exhibitor is too
often unheard and unheeded. STR is constantly in receipt of letters from exhibitors
throughout the country offering suggestions
on various problems and presenting their own
individual problems and views. Your comments on these problems as presented
here and other situations peculiar to your
own operation will be welcome and will be
published with or without your name as you
may request.
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review:
Questionnaires are O. K. as far as trade
papers go and are helpful to us exhibitors in
buying new product; that is, if we get them
before the salesmen get us. But they are
also a big help to the distributors in gouging
us for more rentals as it shows them
which product we prefer and they do not
hesitate to increase prices each year.
I also dislike radio appearances of the stars
we make a living for.
Please get word to Metro to cut out their
"prestige" pictures such as "Marie Anand Garbo.toinette", "The Citadel", "The Great Waltz"
Iowa exhibitor.
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review
Your editorial in a recent issue, dealing
with "Hitting Below the Belt" and one bell
ratings by Fidler, prompts me to write you,
because I have wondered these many years
why producers and exhibitors have stood so
long
these up"symbol"
ratings, which would
neverforstand
in a court.
I can understand that criticism, whether
just or unjust, can be considered "free
press" or "Freedom of Speech", but grading by symbols is a horse of another color.
Whether it's bells, stars, percentages, or
what have you, none of these symbols can
be considered criticism. They definitely
place a definite commercial value on the
product much after the fashion of a sale.
What happens in a sale? A manufacturer
spends say $50,000 to make and market a
product. He assumes that he will make a
certain profit but finds that his calculations
are wrong and must make sacrifices to meet
his bank loans. Then comes the sales and
the mark down with the usual advertising
"Made to market at $1 — now being sold at
S9c". A picture producer turns out his product with a definite quota placed on it.
Added to his miscalculations he has the
hazard of some one person labeling his
product as worth only one or two stars,
one or two bells or a low percentage rating, truly a below-the-belt slam from a
single opinion that may be right or wrong
but yet may sway millions to stay away from
that product. The giving of the stars and
bells even when it is four and five, the highest rating, is not good for the public for it
has been noted that inferior product has
been given high rating, thereby misleading
the public.
I believe a court would sustain the criticism or written or spoken word by any
publication or radio commentator, irrespective of how wrong or cruel it might be, but
I would like to hear some publisher or radio
commentator get up in court and try to
define stars or bell ratings as legitimate
criticism. Webster gives a fine analysis of
symbol and if you will look it up there is
nothing there connecting the word "criticism" with any definition of the word
"symbol."
Let the publications and radio commentators start star and bell rating such articles
as cigarettes, soap, perfume or in fact any
nationally advertised brands and see the results. What would the results be, "Chick"?
You don't know? Ask any advertising manager. I'll give him one half of one per cent
of a guess and 20 to 1 he gives you the right
answer.
(signed)
Terry Turner.
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Exchange Members •
the members in the STR
list
a
is
Herewith
Afack LiCWiS Program
l^hile
USf
Exchange. ofIf you already have a list
check it against this for additional members.
innlrkin
N/il/j//
CAy^tflo
OnOWb
a
kJLULII
I UUIUIU
jhose of you who do not have lists will please
following as your mailing guide. This
J
-iu -4, . ,
Well, another week is here, and with it
^as been published at frequent intervals to
comes the addition of a new member and the
hg|p
^^^^
^j^^ ^^,1^^
withdrawal of another
The new member, hibitors with whom you exchange programs,
boys, is Mack Lewis, of the Grand Theatre,
, ^,
r ,
^
London Ga. Ont., Can.
Theatre Athens,
Centre Theatre,
M. Mills,Georgia
^loyd McCoy,
the
who has left-M, , . T,'. Ala.
-A
.And r the1 one
r\
PBessemer,
fold is Ed Ferris, of the Cjueen iheatre, VicSeth Field, 78 Oakland Ave., GWersville, N. Y.
J- E. Fawler, Orpheum Theatre, Elkhart, Ind.
toria Texas.
Theatre, Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Bundt, Garden
In
editor
letter to
Fxrhanfe cuilui
Prnoram nxcndn^e
thp rro^ram
tn tne
Tn'^a Ipttpr
,Milton
^ ^^^^
Theatre,
Cuthbert, Torrington,
Ga.
Ed regrets having to bow out, but indicates Pearce Parkhurst, State Theatre,
Conn,
that certain circumstances forced him to disBill Whyte, Walton Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
continue
Star. Members will
i^^^-R^^^^'^lv
^'^^Vvf^^f
, the
, Ben'ille
^ ,,
1re- -fc..
t. Bair, Strand
Theatre, Defiance, O. ^ Jgret that, for Eds paper was a newsy house william Justice, Majestic Theatre, Paragould, Ark.
publication. He says he's ready, willing and
S. J. Poppay, Rialto Theatre, York, Co.,
Pa. Minneapolis.
Amusemesnt
Minnesota
Olsen,Amherst
g. N Smith,
tabloid for
a first class
able, to, put■ ^ out .1
r 11movie
• „(.„,„
„^ Ray
Theatre,
Amherst, Mass.
anybody interested, preferably m a town of j^^^ q^^^,^ Theatre, Victoria, Tex.
over 5,000 population or in a good neighbor- Frank Gee, Missouri Theatre, Columbia, Mo.
Haven, Conn.
Inc., NewWilmington,
PostC. Fishman
but Jack
of course,^-f irr^ti
hood. 1Ed likes
ij u the South,
J
„
Wallace
Harding, Theatres,
Grand iheatre,
Uei.
says he could be coaxed away. If any of you j)^,^ Zarrelli, Cameo Theatre, Watertowji, Conn,
members have been having trouble getting out Harold Grott, Met Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
you need someone to put S V. Moorman, Columbia Theatre, Coldwater, O.
a good
1-r program,
• tU„ „„„if ,.„.,v<i »,^,,, ,'c-i-,,;,ifT irr^nV *I- H. Alger, Marius Theatre, Lakeview, Ore.
new life
in
the one you re now issuing, you a ^ ^ Edwirds, Westex-Olney Theatres, Olney, Tex.
better get in touch with Ed. He can be reached john Woylinek, Gayble Theatre, North Judson, Ind.
Floyd Faubion, Star Theatre, Teague. Tex.
of the Victoria County Mirror, Vic- Frank
in
. •careXeiac
W. Steele, Williams Theatre, Williams, Calif.
.
; ,11
t,
Tesse C. Lund, Rialto Theatre, Aliquippa, Pa.
And now let S get back to our new member. john R. Freeland, Roxy Theatre, Franklin, Ky.
Mack Lewis comes along with another of those W. F. Browm, Park Theatre, Worcester, Mass.
N Y. Iowa,
the orderTT of Cincmag
, >T tabloids,
I r- r on^7
n ■ J. r- and
1 Frank
Martin Boucher,
Renner, Glove
PastimeTheatre
Theatre,Glovers^ville,
La Porte City,
swell
the North End Obscr-JCr.
He calls it Grand Frank Sparrow, State Theatre, Cocoa, Fla.
Theatre NeiCS.
Folded, it measures 9 X 12 H. W. Ficken, Greenport Theatre, Greenport, N. Y.
Calif.
hrop, Oakdale
W. Lf
page con- Burges
inches. ,The „ main ,, story-' ,on .the front
^ .
Waltmon,
Varsity Theatre,
Theatre, Oakdale,
Columbus, Miss,
cerns the Grand S next important
attraction. g Thomas, Kentucky Theatre, Whitesburg, Ky.
But aside from this, there are personal notes U. HolHngsworth, Capitol, Capitol Heights, Md.
N M Can.
Vegas, Ont.,
Frank Maloof,
and
folk around
about
• .
J town, 1a highi_- 1school
■
J.1 Harland
Rankin,Kiva
PlazaTheatre
Theatre,La^Tilbury,
society Item, and a small box which gives the ^att Park. Audien Theatre, Wetaskiwin, Alberta, Can.
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This is the last time we will publish a complete
list of Program
Exchange Members.
Surely all members have a list, and can add
to it. H not, better hold on to this one. Note
that Ed Ferris has been taken out.

NESTOR F. AUTH, who 'has been floor
manager at Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh, has
been promoted to the assistant managership of Loew's Broad, Columbus, Ohio, by
District Manager MIKE CULLEN, who
formerly managed the Penn. ALBERT
MULLEN has been promoted from the
ushers' staff to AUTH'S position.
HARRY SEGAL, manager of the Strand
Theatre, Youngstown, O., has swapped
jobs with HENRY MILLER, manager of
the Family Theatre, East Liberty, Penna.
MILLER was recently promoted to manfrom the
post.
Both ager
houses
are assistant
operated manager's
by the Harris
Amusement Co.
E. E. BENHAM has returned as district
manager for National Theatres in Yuba
City, Calif. BENHAM is succeeded as
manager of the State, Marysville, bv
HARRY BROWN, who has been managing the Liberty in the same city. HARRY
HUNSAKER, publicit}- and advertising manager of the State, takes o\'er the management
of the Liberty. DAVID PETERSON has been
appointed
Theatre,
Yuba
City. He manager
has beenof atSmith's
the Shasta
Theatre,
Mount Shasta.
IRA TURNER, formerly a manager for
Warner Bros, in Philadelphia, has been appointed manager of the Tioga Theatre in
the City of Brotherly Love.
HARRY McDONALD, manager of the
RKO Albee Theatre, Providence, has been
appointed New England Division Manager
for RKO, succeeding CHARLES KOERNER, who has been transferred to the
Coast. McDONALD will have charge of
RKO theatres in Boston, Providence and
Lowell, Mass. KOERNER takes the place
of JACK GROSS, who succeeded to the
post of RKO Division Manager on the
Coast following the resignation of CLIFF
WORK, who joined Universal.
W. M. HARRISON, formerly manager
of the Paramount, Clarksdale, Miss., has
been switched to the Strand, Natchez, La.
He is succeeded by MELVIN S. GREENBLATT. RALPH BRACKEN has been
named as the latter's assistant.

Author

Attends

Opening

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Wylie (he is the author) zvitli Sonny Shepherd, manager of the
Lincoln Theatre, Miami, Fla., at the opening
of Universal' s "East Side of Heaven" starring
Bing Crosby, Joan Blondell and Mischa Auer.
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East Side of Heaven
(Hollywood Preview)
Univ.

Comedy

88 mins.

Bing Crosby with New Baby Star Plus
Swell Music Should Bring In Good Money
(National Release Date, April 7)
Cast: Bing Crosby, Joan Blondell, Mischa
Auer, Irene Hervey, C. Aubrey Smith,
Sandy Henville, Robert Kent, Jerome
Cowan, others. Screenplay by William Conselman from an original screen story by
David Butler and Herbert Polesie. Directed
by David Butler. Associate producer, Herbert Polesie.
Plot: When Bing gets fired from his job
of singing messages for Postal Telegraph,
he and Joan are forced to postpone their
wedding. Getting another job as cruising
troubadour for a taxi company, Bing takes
Joan to dinner to celebrate. The next day,
Irene Hervey, wife of Robert Kent, wealthy
playboy son of C. Aubrey Smith, leaves her
baby, "Sandy", in Bing's cab. Smith has
started a suit for custody of his son's child,
and the disappearance causes a sensation.
Bing promises to return the baby if Smith
will stop interfering with his son and
daughter-in-law. When Bing returns to the
flat with Smith, he finds the baby gone, with
Smith threatening to jail him. However,
after several hilarious circumstances, the
child is found, and Bing and Joan have no
more obstacles in the path of their wedding.
SUMMARY: Bing, in a made to order
singing role and the addition of some swell
music, a good story and fine direction,
should bring Universal fine returns and of
course, the exhibitor as well. It's Crosby's
best picture in a long time. He is perfectly
at ease in his handling of the new baby star,
Sandy, and will gain many new admirers
for his performance. Ditto for Joan Blondell
in her role. Word of mouth talk about
Sandy after the opening will be a big factor in this
picture's
success.
Mischa Auer
in one
of his
funniest
and meatiest
roles
and the balance of the cast as well, help
director David Butler swing this one along
at a merry clip. The production of the
swell screenplay handed in by William Conselman is only matched by the lilting tunes
of songsmiths Monaco and Burke. Plenty
of tieups can be made on this from music
and radio stores. Taxicab companies, restaurants and baby's wear shops are also good
for tieups on the picture.
OUTSTANDING: Bing Crosby, Baby
Sandy, Mischa Auer and David Butler*s direction.
Catchline: "Bing and Sandy, the newest
star team scintillate in movie heaven."
(FAMILY)
The

Kid

From

Texas

TRADE

REVIEW

Dodge

Legion of Decency Ratings:
(For Week Ending April 8)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE

Comedy

Drama

Night Riders
Streets of New York
Story of Alexander Graham Bell
Merlin and Byron Morgan. Screenplay by
Florence Ryerson, Edgar Allan Woolf, and
Albert Mannheimer. Directed by S. Sylvan
Simon. Produced by Edgar Selwyn.
Plot: Dennis O'Keefe, a Texas cowboy
whose 'horse, Lonestar, obeys only his
commands, is so far gone on the game of
Polo, he herds his cattle while wielding a
croquet mallet and smacking a tennis ball
around. When Lonestar is sold by ranch
owner Tully Marshall, to Long Island socialites, Florence Rice and Anthony Allan,
O'Keefe goes back East with the former
to take care of the horse. Overcoming
man}' difficulties he finally gets to play on
the Long Island Polo team but is ousted
by Robert Wilcox, jealous fiance of Florence Rice. O'Keefe quits his job on the estate and joins his pal Buddy Ebsen and
a pretty equestrienne, Virginia Dale, as
manager of their rodeo show. He forms a
polo team of cowboys and Indians, challenges and beats the social bunch much to
the
delight
Ralph,
Florence's
aunt, who seesofin Jessie
the cocky
cowhand
a man
who can help control the estate and also
the heart of her spoiled young niece. He
does both for the finish.
SUMMARY: There are enough good
laughs and acting bits to bring this to top
spots of many bills as action half, and
more than hold its own on any double as
second half with an "A" top feature. With
a likable, ingratiating personality Dennis
O'Keefe fits into this part of a free lance
cowboy like a hand in a glove, both for
acting and fine riding ability. He gets excellent support from Florence Rice, Jessie
Ralph, Buddy Ebsen and others in the
cast with lesser parts, especially Helen
Lynd in a brief but good bit as a cockney
housemaid on the estate. Edgar Selwyn
for his first production shows a master's
hand, while S. Sylvan Simon turns in a top
notch directorial effort with his snappy
pacing and deft handling of the not too
strong screenplay. Dress theatre attaches in
cowboy, Indian or polo outfits. Give lobby
a rodeo or polo field atmosphere. Give
tickets as prizes to kids for best letters
on "Do YOU think cowboys would make
good Polo players?" For street ballyhoo
have mounted Indians or cowboys with
polo mallets give throwaways telling of the
exploits of "Wild Bill Malone, The Kid
From Texas".
OUTSTANDING: O'Keefe's acting and
Simon's direction.
Catc'hline: "His cowpony helped him take
a girl off her high horse". (FAMILY)

O'Keefe Plus Smart Direction Makes
This
a Candidate
for Good Returns
(National Release Date, April 28)
Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Florence Rice,
Anthony Allan, Jessie Ralph, Buddy Ebsen and others. Original story by Milton
For Additional

Tex

70 mins.

Not

From

Texas

Having had Tex Ritter as "The Man From
Texas," Monogram has been doing some
map-changing of its own and has now designated the cowboy star's latest release as
"The Man From Wyoming." The western is
scheduled for release on May 5.
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WB

(Teehnicolnr)
(Hollywood Preview)
Western
102 mins.

Combination of Swell Acting, Direction
and Technicolor Makes Box Office Smash
(National Release Date, April 8)
Cast: Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland,
Ann Sheridan, Bruce Cabot, Frank McHugh,
Alan Hale, John Litel, Henry Travers,
Henry O'Neill, Victor Jory, William Lundigan, "Big Boy" Williams, others. Original
screenplay by Robert Buckner. Directed by
Michael Curtiz.
Plot: Flynn, a roving cattleman, brings a
herd of steers into Dodge City and while
there gets into trouble with Cabot, who
rules the town. At the request of law abiding citizens, particularly Olivia De Havilland, Flynn takes on the job of sheriff and
starts a clean up campaign. McHugh, a
crusading editor is murdered while collecting damaging evidence against Cabot. This
puts
to Flynn's which
determination
wipe the
out spur
the terrorists,
he does to
in
a series of brawling battles. His reward is
Olivia.
SUMMARY: In this magnificent production, Warners has again given the moviegoing door
public
a picture
is tops
outentertainment
andthat
should
be in
a sure
box
office direction,
winner. Under
Curtiz's
masterful
this filmMichael
is so crammed
full of thrills and action, that it will keep
the audience in a state of sustained excitement from beginning to end, especially the
free-for-all fight in the Gay Lady Saloon,
the like of which has never before been
seen. Errol Flynn is at his best as the fighting sheriff and will increase his already
large following with his fine performance.
Olivia De Havilland, Alan Hale, Victor
Jory,
Boy" supporting
Williams and
head "Big
a swell
castBruce
and Cabot
score
heavily with their forceful portrayals. All in
all it is an uproariously eye-filling spectacle
geared to entertain patrons of all ages.
Carry out the Western atmosphere in the
lobby and theatre front decorations with
ushers and doorman in Western regalia.
Secure an old horse drawn vehicle for street
ballyhoo. Offer free tickets through your
local newspaper for the best essay on the
history of Dodge City.
OUTSTANDING:
Technicolor and
Michael Curtiz's direction.
Catchline: "The roaring mile that made
the whole world gasp."
(FAMILY)
Broadway

MCM

Serenade

(Hollyzvood Previexv)
Musical Drama
112 mins.

Jeanette MacDonald Better Than Ever
Should Assure Top Box Office Returns
(National Release Date, April 7)
Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Lew Ayres
Ian Hunter, Frank Morgan, Wally Vernon,
Rita Johnson, William Gargan, Al Sliean
and others. Original story by Lew Lipton,
John Taintor Foote and Hans Kraly.
Screenplay by Charles
Lederer. Directed
of Exploitation

—

See Page 18
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and produced by Robert Z. Leonard.
Plot: Jeanette Mae Donald and Lew
A>Tes are a good song-and-piano team but
playing a chain of cabarets mainly through
the" pimching ability of the latter. Happily
married and living in a theatrical boardinghouse, they are separated by Jeanette's
engagement in Frank Morgan's musical
comedy, backed by Ian Hunter. Her success is Ayres' downfall until, just as she
reaches the top and divorces Ayres, he
shows up with the score of "Broadway
Serenade", having been egged on by Al
Shean, an old musician who had faith in
him. Morgan buys the score with the proviso that Ayres get Jeanette to give up
plans to marry Hunter and star in the
revue. He does and wins her back.
SUMMARY: With a lavish production
that has everything a theatregoer could
wish for, this first solo starring of Jeanette MacDonald, should stand on its own
for top boxoffice grosses everywhere.
Jeanette MacDonald, in better voice than
ever and showing more versatility than in
any of her previous efforts, swings, chants
and vocalizes as though she were enjoying
every minute of her work. There's a big
name supporting cast, headed by Lew
Ayres, Frank Morgan, Ian Hunter and last
but not least, Al Shean, in a standout performance as the old musician who is instrumental in bringing the pair together
again. For the first producing-directing
stint of Robert Z. Leonard, it is his best
effort by far and should make him very
near to top man in this category. Top
notch are music, dance numbers, photography, montage effects, screenplay and costumes. For exploitation see Showmanalysis
in issue of April 1, pages 26 and 27.
OUTSTANDING: Jeanette MacDonald,
Lew Ayres, Al Shean and the direction.
Catchline:
the her
pinnacle
success
alone "She
. . .reached
but made
husbandof
share it."
This

Man

(FAMILY)

Is News

(London Trade Shozv)
Para.
Mystery
78 mins.
Surprisingly Good Picture Almost Hits
"A" Rating For Direction and Acting
(National Release Date Not Set)
Cast: Valerie Hobson, Barry K. Barnes,
Alastair Sim, John Warwick, and others.
Screenplay by Allan MacKinnon and Basil
Dearden.
Directed by David MacDonald.
Plot: Barnes, a reporter, is fired because
he insists that Brown who has turned
King's evidence will be murdered. That
night he celebrates with his wife and,
slightly tipsy, phones Sim, the much harassed city editor to gag him that Brown
has been murdered. Taking him seriously
Sim an
publishes
the "story".
is shot,
but
hour after
the paperBrown
has gone
to
bed and Barnes is arrested. His alibi is accepted. A series of attacks is made on
Barnes' life and it is evident that the
crook's think he knows too much. However,
he succeeds in rounding them up and getting his job back.
SUMMARY: This is a surprise packet.
Produced on a modest budget, it only
wanted bigger names to be an "A" picture.
Perhaps the story is slightly incredible, but
then Hollywood has made many newspaper
films which have been fantastic. David MacDonald has made a fine job of the direction, keeping things moving at a fast tempo
and adding a polish and slickness not often
found in British films. It is a programmer
which can be shown in any theatre. The acting is excellent and there is little to complain about the accents. Barry Barnes is
an admirable hero and Valerie Hobson, a
For Additional

TRADE

REVIEW

Trailer Sells Cooling System

Professor Whizz, a unique character created by National Screen Service, will soon be
to exhibitors in a new and differpresented
ent way to lick the Summer bugaboo.
The application of this idea, according to
NSS, takes into consideration the investment
thousands of theatres throughout the country
put in cooling systems, and enables them to
publicize their cooling systems in a new and
individual manner.

pleasing heroine. It is, however, Alastair
Sim as MacGregor, the fussy, cantankerous
city editor, who steals the film. His is a
grand cameo which will please any audience; it was a nice directorial touch shooting him in the last reel! After his performances inworth
the Jessie
Matthews'
films,
he should be
billing.
Run a teaser
campaign on the title. Invite local newspapermen to a special screening. Borrow a
tape machine for the lobby. No need to
have this working, but have some strips
printed with copy about the murder and the
picture, as well.
OUTSTANDING: Direction and story.
Catchline: "A newshawk finds himself on
the front page".
(FAMILY)
Streets

of New

York

(Hollyzvood Previezv)
Mono.
Drama

73 mins.

Sure-Fire Audience Appeal in Story
Powerful Sentiment
by
Highlighted
(National Release Date, April 12)
Cast: Jackie Cooper, Martin Spellman,
Dick Purcell, David Durand, Marjorie
Reynolds, Sidney Miller, Buddy Pepper
and others. Screenplay by Robert Andrews.
Directed by William Nigh.
Plot: Jackie Cooper earns enough from
his newsstand to support himself and also
care for is
a crippled
orphan and
boy.he Jackie's
ambition
to be a lawyer,
studies
diligently and attends night school to atthat goal. A interested
judge of in
the the
Magistrate's
Courttain becomes
boy and
encourages him, after learning that Jackie
refuses to accept any money or have anything to do with an older larother who is
a notorious racketeer. The latter, pursued
by police following a fatal shooting, hides
in Jackie's basement room, threatening the
young brother. There is a scuffle and the
racketeer's revolver is fired, wounding the
crippled boy. Police arrest the gangster,
and Jackie's
way is once more clear to
follow
his studies.
SUMMARY: Well handled situations
stressing human interest and heart appeal
make this a film that will please general
audiences.
It tops will
"Gangster's
Boy" smiling
as an
audience picture,
have people
through their tears at the tender sentiment
of the Christmas party given by the kindly
judge to the newsboy and his young pals.
The element of melodrama is nicely developed to give the film a good climax with
police in pursuit of Jackie's older brother.
Ballyhoo along lines of newsboys distributing special editions or programs. Play up
the inspirational angle of a boy who makes
good despite temptations of racketeers and
life in city streets, but only as an added attraction to human interest.
OUTSTANDING: Sustained interest in
characters, acting by Jackie Cooper and
Martin Spellman.
Catchline: A boy who was bigger than
the obstacles a big cit}' put in his path.
(FAMILY)
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Bulldog

Police
Drummond's

Secret

Para.
Mystery
55 mins.
Fans Who Have Previously Enjoyed This
Series Will Find This Up To Standard
(National Release Date, April I'l)
Cast: John Ploward, Heather Angel, H. B.
Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, Elizabeth IPatterson, Leo Carroll, Forrester
Plarvey and others. Screenplay by Garnett
Weston. Based on "Temple Tower" by
H. C. "Sapper" McNeile. Directed by James
Hogan.
Plot: Ploward is about to get married to
Heather Angel (again). This time he is to
spend the night previous to his wedding at
his ancestral castle. That night Harvey, a
professor, comes to him with the tale of
secret treasure buried beneath the castle.
He reveals that his assistant has also been
seeking it. Later that night he is killed. The
killer is the assistant posing as Drummond's servant, newly hired. The pseudo
servant takes Heather into the tunnels beneath the castle but is followed by the
others who rescue her and the treasure.
SUMMARY: That is what might be
aptly ture
called
"briefie".
It's justwhich
about have
fealength.a Those
theatres
done well with previous pictures in this series will find this latest one satisfactory
filler for the action half of a dual bill. The
acting is all right and so is the direction.
If one isn't too critical, the story will pass
too, but in our opinion nothing can justify
the asinine actions of Bulldog Drummond
and his whole troupe of secret police including Scotland Yard's Commissioner. If the
British clubmen ever see this picture they'll
sputter into their whiskey and .... A
castle cutout would be appropriate for tht
lobby or front display. An eerie looking torture chamber such as is shown underneath
the castle would add to the illusion. Run a
contest for those who can name the greatest number of Bulldog Drummond pictures.
Catchline: "He's ofT again on the trail of
a clueless killer".
(ADULT)
I Am

WB

Not

Afraid

( H oUyz\.'Ood Preinci^')
Drama

59 mins.

Capable Program Offering Should Hold
Its Own In Support Of Any Dual Bill
(National Release Date, Not Set)
Cast: Jane Bryan, Charley Grapewin,
Henry O'Neill, Elizabeth Risdon, Jimmy
McCallion, Dickie Jones, John Gallaudet
and
others. Hubbard.
Original story
"Star Witness"
by Lucien
Screenplay
by Lee
Katz. Directed by Crane Wilbur. Associate Producer, Gordon Hollingshead.
Plot: Charley Grapewin, war veteran, and
his family, are witnesses to the bombing
of an automobile that kills a private detective and his wife, who were to appear before the Grand Jury with evidence concerning agraft scandal. In order to prevent
their testifying, John Gallaudet, chief of
the political machine strong-arm squad, has
Dickie Jones, Grapewin's grandson, kidnapped and threatened with death. Grapewin eludes the police guard hired to protect them, and knowing that Dickie, wherever he is, will recognize his harmonica
playing, goes through the district where
Dickie is thought to be held. Dickie hearing the familiar strains, crashes a football
through the window, which lands at Grapewin's feet.(Confiiiiied
Grapewin on recognizes
page 22) the ball
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1
FOR

BETTER

SHOW

SELLING

Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Ailventines of Ih;cklclit i ry Knin Feb. IS
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Christmas Carol
Dec. 10
Cowbov and the Lady
Dec. 3
Duke of West Point
Dec. 31
Flving Irishman
March 11
Gunga Din
Jan. 28
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Mound of the Baskervilles March 25
Idiot's Delight
Jan. 21
Jesse James
Jan. 21
Kentucky
Dec. 31
King of the Turf
Feb. 25
Little Princess
Mar. 4
Made For Each Other
Feb. 18
Prison Without Bars
This Issue
Pvgmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
Mar. 18
Stand Up and Fight
Jan. 7
Sweethearts
Dec. 24
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Thanks for Everything
Dec. 17
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Topper Takes a Trip
Jan. 14
Up the River
Dec. 3
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You
Can't Cheat An Honest Man Mar.
Feb. 18
18
Zenohia

MAY
7th

NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK. Sponsored by the National Music Week Committee, 45 West 45th St.,
New York City. This is the time to play musical
pictures and musical shorts, especially those featuring classical or semi-classical numbers. Contact
local musicians, musical appreciation groups, music
teachers, for cooperation in making your theatre the
center of the local National Music Week.

Big

$200,000

Advertising

Campaign

Will

Usher
in "Union
Pacific" All Over
Nation
An approximate $2()(),()0() national newspaper
and magazine campaign will be used to usher
Cus Sun's 50th Anniversary
in "Union Pacific" at theatres throughont the
coimtry, it has been announced by Robert AI.
The 50th anniversary of Gus Sun, head of
Gillham, Paramount director of advertising
the Gus Sun Booking Agency, and famed
and publicity.
circus and minstrel proprietor, in the show
business will be observed in Springfield,
The Union Pacific Railroad will get behind the film with a $50,000 national magazine
Ohio, with 3 week of special events and
other activities culminating with a banquet
campaign, which will hit the newsstands during April, May and June with ads ranging
on April 29, at which time an elaborate profrom half to full pages. Their ad schedule
gram will be aired. Split-week vaudeville,
which Sun instituted and popularized, as
calls
for
the
following:
April
—
Collier's,
Look,
Ncivsweck, Nezii Yorker, Saturday Evening
well as silent pictures and other atmospheric
entertainment will be featured at SpringPost, Time and Liberty; May — Life, Look,
field theatres.
Neivszveek, Nezu Yorker, Saturday Evening
Heading the entertainment arrangements
Post, Time, Liberty, Photoplay, Red Book and
committee is Phil Chakeres, president of the
American;
Collier's, NAll
civsweek,
New
Yorker, TimeJune
and— American.
of the above
Chakeres-Warner Corporation.
ads will feature Cecil B. DeMille, Barbara
Stanw}'ck and Joel McCrea along with scenes
cars of the same period, and for contrast, the
from "Union Pacific."
first of the 1939 new steam turbine-electric
It is estimated that $50,000 will be spent in
locomotives to be put into service by U. P.
national advertising by the following national
The following cities will be visited by the
advertisers, all of whom have arranged tieups
Special Train where Hollywood premieres are
with the Paramount production : Hamilton
planned at each opening : Salt Lake City,
Watch Company, Wonder Bread, Pennzoil,
Pan-American Oil Company, Montgomery
Cheyenne, North Platte, Denver, Omaha, Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, Erie, BufWard, California Fruit Growers' Exchange
falo, Rochester, Syracuse, Schenectadj',
(for
Sunkist
oranges)
and
Lipton's
Tea.
These manufacturers have arranged window
Springfield, Worcester, Albany, Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
display material for merchants in all cities
City.
Harrisburg,
Altoona, Pittsburgh, Louisville,
throughout the country. This material will be
Cincinnati,
Lidianapolis, St. Louis and Kansas
available to theatre owners at the time "Union
Pacific" is set for exhibition in their cities.
The "Union Pacific" Special Train, a travelThe place
worldon premiere
will
take
April 28ofin"LJnion
Omaha,Pacific"
Nebraska,
ing exhibit of 70 years of railroad histor}-,
will be made up of one 1869 locomotive used
coinciding with the 3-day civic celebration of
in filming the picture ; a number of railway
"Golden Spike Days" in that city.

8th
NATIONAL RESTAURANT WEEK. Sponsored by
the National Restaurant Association, 666 Lake Shore
Drive, Chicago. The restaurant owners of the country are trying to popularize their places during this
week. If you help them (and incidentally yourself
at the same time) you can obtain considerable cooperation from them in merchandising your attractions throughout the year. Offer specially printed
paper napkins, menu holders and other items of interest to them with your imprint.
10th
CONFEDERATE

MEMORIAL

DAY. Observed in
South Carolina. It's
and
aKentucky,
gala day North
in thoseCarolina
states so observe it by charging
holiday prices, displaying flags, etc.
11th

MINNESOTA ENTERED THE UNION, 1858. This
is
also This
Minnesota
in Newto
York.
is the Day
weekat the
for World's
MinnesotaFairpeople
visit the fair. Theatres in the Gopher State should
sponsor trips to the fair this week and observe the
day by cooperating with schools.
12th
NATIONAL HOSPITAL DAY. Sponsored by the
American Hospitals Association, 22 East Ontario
Street, Chicago. Give every cooperation to your
local hospital in its annual appeal for funds.
PEACE WEEK BEGINS. Sponsored by the Peace
Week Committee, Hotel New Yorker, N. Y. With
the trend of world events as it is, this week takes
on added significance this year. You can hardly fail
to obtain lots of goodwill by cooperating with local
groups in observing this week.

Checks

Awarded

To

Winners

In Contest

Ted Schlanqcr, head of Warner Bros. Philadelphia Circuit gives out checks to the tmnners
in the Fourth Annual Managers' Parade. Left to right front rozv are M. Aninsman (first in
Flynn's zone); At Garfield, (ivinner of the grand prise); Ted Schlanger; Stanley Benford
are
to right
row left A.
zone). Second
(first in Vanni's
M. JonesSeidenbcrg;
L. Harold
Weshner's
(first
Binnard;
Abe Werner;
Sol Getzozv;
Castello;
Paid zone);
J. inVanni,
A.
Herb Thatcher; Al Blumbcrg; Harry Tarrantc. Last rozv left to right arc _ Lou Davidoff,
Jack Flynn, Steve Barutio, Al Reh, Earl Finney and Nathan Wat kins.
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

REVIEW

April 8, 1929

PRISON

Witk

An

out

BARS

Exploitation

Which,

Should

If Sold

Create

(.REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)

is a picture tliat a real showman
HERE
— one worthy of the name — can get
his teeth into and show real results
wit'h. Believe it or not, you can sell this
picture along lines that with another picture would spell ruin. The reason is that its
very nature is such that it requires sensational selling.
First of all, it's a prison picture. Now, at
first glance, prison pictures may seem to
be anathema to you. But remember that
this is a dif¥erent kind of a prison picture.
There are girls in it— scores of 'em — and
beautiful girls at that. What more do you
want? Can anything excite more sympathy
in a potential audience than the sight of a
bunch of beautiful girls behind prison bars?
You've often heard of pictures which had
plenty of men in them but no women.
Well, here's the opposite. This one's got
women without men. Is there anything
more calculated to interest the average
male .... or for that matter, the average
woman, either.
Besides all these angles, you've got a
new star here. Corinne Luchaire is going
places. Mark these words well. She'll ap-

pear in a few more Korda pictures in England and then she'll be over here and once
again to
appearing
on her
yourasmarquee.
You'll
want
be billing
the sensational
star of "Prison Without Bars" and how in
the world can you do it unless you put
her over in her first picture?
Remember the Dead End kids? Their
name is now a by-word all over the world
following their success in the original
"Dead End" and subsequent releases. Here
are the "Dead End" girls. That's something
important to remember. You can use that
line in all your ads. Shea's Buffalo Theatre
used it and it's been sensational up there.
The Shea office reports that that is the best
suggestion made for a campaign on "Prison
Without Bars".
Let's see what has been done with the
picture in one typical opening. In Albany,
Charlie Smakwitz and his crew went to
work five days in advance and put on a
campaign that anyone will do well to emulate. Here are some of the high lights.
A special trailer was made up sensationalizing the picure. This was spotted in the
regular National Screen Service trailer and
inserted in the newsreel. Twice a day the
manager of the theatre got up on the stage

Natural

Properly,

Sensation

and told the audience about the picture. He
pointed out the unusual features of the
picture and urged his audience not to miss
it. This stunt is rarely pulled in any theatre, else your audience will soon become
accustomed to it and your speech will
merely bore it instead of exciting interest.
But take our word for it, here's a picture
which is really worth that effort.
A big display was put up in the lobby.
It was cut out of the 24-sheet figure with
stills mounted around it. Of course, the
title was very large and the copy played up
the "Dead End Girls" angle. The display
was illuminated and a special record with
talk was made to use in conjunction with it.
In the center space between the doors
in front of the theatre, the figure at the
top of this page was used blown up high
and large. Beneath it was copy reading,
"Shocking revelations in a reformatory for
delinquent girls". At the top, blown up
stills surmounted the doors further sensationalizing the picture. There were ten
blown up stills in this display. Copy tried
to play it up as an all girl production so all
Here
your inadsthe oncenter,
"Prisons
The
large are
layout
and Without
those toBars."
the right
of it, with the exception of the ad element of
Corinne Luchaire in the upper right-hand corner,
constitute the sensational 8-day newspaper advertising campaign which broke records for the
Strand Theatre, Hartford, Conn., managed by John
Hesse. The other layouts represent those in the
press book, from which Mr. Hesse got the inspiration forlike
his these.
adaptations. You can't go wrong
with ads

.Ipril cV. 1939
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Well, that's what we'd call a campaign.
You do all of that, Mr. Siiowman, and
you'll do the kind of business Warner
Bros. Ritz Theatre did in Albany. It's just
ordinary logic that prompts us to say that.
But let's see what else there is.
Here are some of the ideas available to
you which Charlie Smakwitz didn't use (or
at least didn't tell us about in detail).
Lije gave the picture three pages of
stills a few weeks ago. Get a copy of it,
cut out those pages and irtount them on a
board in your lobby together with plenty
of selling copy. If you can get a vacant
store window in a prominent location, use
another one there.

mm m iv w mm
<..»«, wui cmho his sis mmv
CORINNf iilCHAIflt ,

Your .Philco. dealer usually has a prominent store window. Want to get in? It's
easy. There are a couple of beautiful stills
of Corinne Luchaire posing with a Philco
Radio. What more could a store ask for? A
break like that ought to get you cooperative newspaper ads, too.
Telescope In Lobby
Colorful

Posters

Make

Sensational

Selling

a Cinch

When you place posters like these around town, you're gearing your campaign to take in every man,
woman and child. From left to right there's the colorful, sensational L-sheet, and take our word for
it, this poster is a humdinger; the 6-sheet, which is easily adaptable to cutout purposes: and the 3-sheet,
which'll stop 'em in their tracks. We suggest you get a big supply of these sales accessories and stick
'em on every available billboard within the city limits and along the highways leading into town.
It's the logical way to make sure that not one person misses your message.
described in the press book.
of the stills showing Barry Barnes were
A leading store was given 5,000 bags
omitted for this purpose. The marquee
which were imprinted and distributed to
shed a constant light on this sensational
every customer.
display. The title was used on the building
A girl was detailed to telephone various
with a cut-out figure of Corinne Luchaire,
people in the city telling them about the
similar to that used on the 24-sheet.
opening of the picture. Approximately 300
The newspapers were given plenty of
calls a day were made and over 20,000 peoart and stories for their Saturday and Sunple were directly or indirectly contacted.
day editions and they all came through
Heads of organizations were contacted
handsomely in response to the pleas of
and asked to make mention of the opening
Smakwitz and his boys. A teaser ad campaign was used in advance, teasing the title.
of the picture at their meetings. This cooperation was obtained by telling them that
A special screening was held for New
York State Representatives, including the
New York State's institutions were beingused as a model by French institutions and
head of the U. S. Department of Justice in
New York State; Deputy New York State
that they could see the comparison by seeing the picture.
Commissioner of Correction, Deputy New
York State Commissioner of Welfare and
various other officials from the Department of Correction and the Department of
Welfare. The heads of the local police department attended and so did judges and
local civic officials, newspaper editors, reporters and photographers. Pictures were
taken at the screening and used in advance of the opening. The newspapers cooperated handsomely in this stunt giving
plenty of space to it, partly because of the
big names involved.
Start with Teaser

Set up a telescope in the lobby (of course
It doesn't have to be real). Copy around it
reads, "Just discovered — see the brilliant
new
star" and they see a picture of Corinne
Luchaire.
Postal Telegraph windows are available
to you. The manager of each Postal Telegraph office has been notified to be on the
lookout for tihe tieup. It's one of Postal's
photo news bulletins containing a large
picture of the star plus a telegram sending
greetmgs and a strongly worded sales message to the fans.
There's another interesting angle on the
picture. The story involves a social worker
(Edna Best) who is trying to comhine a
career with her love for the prison physician. Now, here's a subject
the social
workers in your town. There for
are plenty
them these days, working on relief andof
other social problems. They should be
greatly interested in this picture. Write
them each a personaleven
letter,
empha
sizin
this
sensat
ionali
zeg your
angle. You might
campaign still further
by having bars built
on the outsid
e of the
theatre (not interfering with exits, of
course) and shadow
boxes with some of
the scenes of the
prison which can be
seen through peepholes or between
bars side
cutof the
in the
outshado
w

box.
You have the makings ofattraction
a big box
office
in this
picture if you sell it
right. We emphatically recommend the
sensational
angle as
the best one to put
over the member
theme. Re"The Deadthose lines,
End

Campaign

The advertising in the newspapers started
with a teaser campaign, broke to three columns on the day before the opening with
copy reading, "Women Without Men",
"Love In Prison", etc.
the
whole thing with pictures, sensationalizing
etc.
Spot announcements were used over two
radio stations daily for a week in advance
of the opening. These announcements taking
approximately two minutes contained just
the title and a phrase or two together with
the playdates. Seven of them were used
daily over each station.
A Department of Correction official was
scheduled to make a IS minute talk on correction and institutions in New York State.
Since he had seen the picture, it was easy
to tie up this talk with the picture in a
clever way.
Heralds were used in a big way, and we
mean BIG. There were 25,000 printed up
and distributed from house to house and
inserted in newspapers. Two hundred window cards were placed in advantageous
spots in the downtown section selling the
title and the line "Women Without Men".
Ten leading windows in town were obtained for displays of Corinne Luchaire with
various stills of the picture. They were obtained through utilizing the national tieups

Merchants

Will

Jump

At

These Tieups
Many showmen, even though they use the sensational angle, will want to
get the local merchants to tie up with them. Well, as you can see from the
display above, there are some good tie-up stills available on Corinne
Luchaire. Use them not only for window displays, but also utilize them for
illustrations in cooperative newspaper ads. And if you show those of Miss
Luchaire in cruise clothes, house coat, evening gown and sport suit to the
editor of the women's page, it's our bet she'll grab 'em in a hurry.

Girls" and "Women
Without Men". There
are some pictures
that definitely call
for this type of selling. "Prison Withoutnitely
Bars"
defione ofis them.
So get started on
your campaign as
soon as you can.
Charlie Smakwitz in
Albany, John Husse
in New Haven and
the Shea men in
Buffalo got good results from sational
their campaign.
senAnd so can you.
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SHOWMEN'S

OUTSTANDING: Crane Wilbur's direction.
Catchline: "A one-man crusade against
crime, in the Teddv
Roosevelt(FAMILY)
manner".

I Am Not- Afraid
(Continued from page 17)
and leads the police to the rescue of the
bov.
SUMMARY: Here's a capable program
offering that should hold its own on any
dual bill. Although the story is a bit dated,
having been done before, this new remake is
modernized by a plot that recalls the recent
bombing of a graft investigator in Los
Angeles, which received nationwide newspaper headlines. Charley Grapewin, in a
made-to-order role, heads a very competent
cast of fine performers. Crane Wilbur,
making his feature directorial debut, pioves
his ability to handle feature productions of
greater scope. Old newspaper headlines,
connected with graft and corruption should

Frank

Weatherford

are

Miss

Mary

M.

The

Canak,

Night

Riders

Republic
Western
58 mins.
Mesquiteers Score Again With Western
Abounding In Suspense And Excitement
(National Release Date, April 12)
Cast: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune, Doreen McKay, Ruth Rogers,
George Douglas, Tom Tyler, Kermit Maynard, Sammy McKim, Walter Wills, others.
Original screenplay by Betty Burbridge and
Stanlejr Roberts based on characters created

and

In MGM's
"Marie
The six winners in MGM's "Marie Antoinette" contest, including two theatre
managers and four patrons, whose prizes
will be all-expense round trips to France,
were announced this week by Howard
Dietz, Director of advertising and publicity
for MGM. Over ten thousand entries were
submitted from throughout the United
States and Canada.
The theatre men, selected for their campaigns on the film, are Frank Weatherford,
of the Worth Theatre of the Interstate Circuit, Ft. Worth, Texas, and Ray Bell, of
Loew's Theatre, Washington, D. C. The
winning moviegoers, who submitted the
best
300-word
subject,
I should
Like toessay
Visit on
the the
Country
of "Why
Marie
Antoinette",

REVIEW

be used for lobby dress-up. Law enforcement and civic organizations will cooperate if contacted previous to the showing of
the
picture.
An olda gentleman
a veteran's
uniform,
playing
harmonica, incan
be used
for street ballyhoo.

®-

^Jmt

TRADE

Ray

Bell

Win

Antoinette"
Contest
Mount Mary College, Milwaukee, Wise;
Miss Helen Virginia King, Denver, Colo.;
Miss Effie Burkhalter, Amarillo, Tex., and
Mrs. Helen Szold, Chicago, 111.
The six winners will sail from New York
on the Normandie, on May 3.
Final decision was reached after a series
of meetings at the Hotel Astor by a board
of five judges, including Count Henri
d'Ornano, director of the French Government Tourist Bureau of the Republique
Francaise; Edward F. Knight, director of
publicity for the French Line; William
Lewin, Department of Secondary Education of the National Education Ass'n.;
David Blum, of MGM's International Department, and William R. Ferguson, manager of exploitation for MGM.

April 8, 1939
Sends Out

Live Turtles

Pearce Parkhurst, manager of the State
Theatre, Torpngton, Conn., got some small
live turtles, painted the name of his attraction and the title on them and sent them out
to a selected mailing list. It was a sure way
of attracting attention. Of course, because
of the expense, he limited his mailing list to
a few select people, but the gag was a good
one.
by William Colt MacDonald. Directed by
George
Sherman. Associate Producer, William Berke.
Plot: Douglas, a crooked gambler, is
thrown from the Sacramento River boat
after being caught cheating at cards. The
Mesquiteers are on the boat. Later, Douglas finds refuge with Wills, former engraver
of the U. S. mint. Wills has prepared a
spurious land grant, supposedly issued by
King Phillip of Spain, to Don Luis de Serrano in 1744. It gives de Serrano sole ownership to 13 million acres of fictitious western
land. Douglas is induced to assume the role
of de Serrano, present the grant to the
Government, and claim the land. He does
this, and once in control, oppresses the
people. The Mesquiteers are driven from
their ranch, but become masked night riders to help the cause of the ranchers. They
"work themselves in" with Douglas, discover he is an imposter, and after a series
of anti-climaxes compel him, along with
Wills, to sign a confession.
SUMMARY:
The Mesquiteers have
scored again. This trio seems to get the
cream of western stories, and their latest
has been suspensefully and excitingly whipped up. Even Aunt Agatha, who has a positive aversion for outdoor thrillers, will find
herself all wrapped up in the situations in
this film as securely as little Willie. Wayne,
Corrigan (the right-way one) and Terhune
are as brave, reckless and carefree during
their most dangerous moments as any
heroes of fiction, and they make their performances believable. George Douglas is a
suave villain, and Doreen McKay and Ruth
Rogers furnish ample femininity to the proceedings. Of course, there may be a flaw or
two, but whoever dares make issue of the
fact that time marches backward according
to the dates on the newspapers in an old
boner-picker. If your program requires
thrills, action and excitement in a picture
with a plot away from the usual western
formula, then this should fit the requirements perfectly. From the stills, you should
be able to get the details for creating
masked costumes like those worn by the
Mesquiteers, and have three men wearing
them ride through the business district.
ing.
Place thead,word,
"Los free
Capaqueros"
in your
advance
and offer
tickets to the
first
ten people who call you and give its meanOUTSTANDING: The plot and production treatment.
Catchline: "They rode through the night
to protect the ranchers from tyranny."
(FAMILY)
Cunard

Planning "Streets of New York" Campaign
Gathered at New York Tavern following screening of Monogram's "Streets of Nezv York"
starring Jackie Cooper are left to right standing: Charles Panzer, Leon Frornkess, George Burroughs, Edward Van Pelt, William Moses, Ben Welansky, Mark Goldman, Edzmrd Golden,
Norton Ritchey, John Harrington. Seated left to right Joe Felder, Benjamin Schwartz, Lou
Lifton, Harry Bachman, Sidney Kulick, Sam Rosen, Steve Broidy, Lloyd Lind, Jerome Brandt,
George West, ILarry Berk son.

Ship Liner is Chicago

Ballyhoo for RKO's "Love Affair"
Due to
partonof athe
action liner,
of "Love
Affair"
taking
place
Cunard
the Chicago
office of the Cunard White Star Lines
loaned a 7-foot model of the Queen Mary
for a ballyhoo for the lobby of the Palace
Theatre in that city. With it there was used
a silver silk cloth background which, under
a spotlight, gave a wave effect. This attracted thousands of patrons.
The Cunard Line also devoted a window
at 346 Michigan Boulevard to the show.
It is estimated that 150,000 people pass and
look into tliis window daily.
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Dales Shown Are Release Dales
This department is primarily Intended to convey important information regarding product on which no
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find It a valuable
source. Listings will appear but once.

Col.

BLIND ALLEY
Drama

Not Set

Selling Names: Chester Morris, Ral|>li
Kcllatiw . Ann l_^vorak.
Director: C harles Vidor.
Assoc. Producer: Fred Kohhnar.
Story Idea: Ralph Bellamy, professor of
ps_\-cholu,i.;y, finds his home invaded by
Chester Morris, an escaped killer. Morris
has been ruthlessly killing everyone who
gets in his way. Bellam}- encourages Morris to brag about himself in order to find
the reason for his blood lust, and in so doing,
completely unnerves Morris, so that the
police find it easy to capture him.
Catchline: "A ruthless killer ... he turned
yellow when captured."
Para.

CERONIMO
Drama

Not Set

Selling Names: Preston Foster, Ellen
Drew, Andy Devine, Gene Lockhart, Chief
Th undercloud.
Director: Paul Sloane.
Story Idea: The story of the last great
Indian campaign, when the famous war lord,
Geronimo (Chief Tliundercloud), defied the
Army and terrorized the pioneers of Arizona and New Mexico. The gigantic struggle which resulted in massacre and destruction, with entire settlements being wiped
out.
Catchline: "The last of the Indian War
Lords."
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE
RKO
Western
Not Set
Selling Names:
George O'Brien, Marjorie
Reynolds,
Chill Wills.
Director: D. Ross Lederman.
Producer: Bert Gilroy.
Story Idea: George O'Brien, a cattleman,
wages a fight against a big packing corporation, who are forcing Marjorie Reynolds
to sell her ranch. Such a move by Marjorie,
would be disastrous to all the cattlemen in
the vicinity, as they would be forced to accept any price the corporation offered for
the sale of their cattle. O'Brien and Marjorie straighten everything out.
Catchline: "He waged a single-handed
battle against the rustlers."
ONLY
Col.

ANGELS HAVE
Drama

ing eyes and is the only one who helps him
when he gets into a serious jam. She finds
the student responsible for the offense for
which Jackie is being punished and makes
arrangements for Jackie to study the work
he l(i\cs, so that he will keep out of trouble.
Catchline: "Trouble was his shadow . . .
until young love took a hand,"
WOLF CALL
May 8
Drama
Selling Names: John Carroll, Movita,
George Cleveland.
Director: George Waggner.
Producer: Paul Malvern.
Story Idea: John Carroll is sent by his
father to his Canadian Radium Mine, to find
out whether or not the mine is worth keeping, as it has been losing money steadily.
Carroll meets Movita, whose father, George
Cleveland has found a new process for melting radium and so reducing the cost of
shipping. This makes the mine a success
and when Cleveland decides to keep it, Carroll and Movita decide to get married.
Catchline: "He proved his worth when
Mono.

put to the test."
RKO

GIRL

FROM
Drama

MEXICO
Not Set

Selling Names: Lupe Velez, Donald
Woods, Leon Errol, Donald MacBride.
Director: Leslie Goodwins.
Producer: Robert Sisk.
Story Idea: Donald Woods had gone to
Mexico to find a singer for a sponsored
radio program. Forced to spend the night
in a small town he hears Lupe Velez sing
at an impromptu party and brings her back
with him. She fails at her audition and it

WINGS

A LIFE

Para.
Comedy
Not Set
Selling Names: Jackie Cooper, Betty
Field, John Howard.
Director: Theodore Reed.
Story Idea: Jackie Cooper, a High School
student, is always in trouble. Betty Field,
another student, looks at Jackie with ador-

Catchline: "The firebrand whom

love sub-

Rep.
BLUE

MONTANA

SKIES

Western
April 28
Selling
Names:
dued."June Storey. Gene Autry, .Smiley Burnette,
Director: Breezy Eason.
Assoc. Producer: Harry Grey.
Story Idea: Gene Autry, making his regular trip into the Canadian Northwest to sell
cattle, runs into a smuggling situation and
finds one of his friends murdered. He traces
the smugglers to June Storey's ranch and
finds
Woods, that
is at June's
the head ranch-jiartner,
of a smuggling Harry
gang
without June's knowledge and that Woods
is responsible for the murder.
Catchline: "A dead man's message helped
him find the smugglers."
SECOND FIDDLE
Drama
Not Set
20th -Fox
Selling Names: Sonja Henie, Tyrone
Power, Rudy Vallee, Edna May Oliver.
Director: Sidney Lanfield.
Assoc. Producer: Gene Markey.
Story Idea: Tyrone Power, a press agent
for a motion picture company has been sent
to find the right heroine for a best seller
they want
He picks
Sonja and
Henie's
picture
out tooffilm.
a studio
collection
sets
forth to bring her to Hollywood. Sonja
proves a success but gives up her career to
go back to her teaching job and Power gets
a job on a local newspaper in the town and
they get married.
Catchline: "She gave up a glamorous
career for love."
YOUNG
MR. LINCOLN
20th Cent.-Fox
Drama
Not Set
Selling Names: Henry Fonda, Marjorie
Weaver, Arleen Whelan.
Director: John Ford.
Assoc. Producer: Kenneth Macgowan.
Story Idea: Henry Fonda, as Abraham
Lincoln, studies law while tending his store
in New Salem, 111. He is encouraged in this
by Marjorie Weaver and when, on his first
case, he saves the lives of Richard Cromwell
and Eddie Quillan by defending them on a
murder charge, Marjorie decides to accept
his offer of marriage and predicts that he is
on the road to greatness.
Catchline: "Abraham Lincoln . . . his road

April 30
Selling Names: Cary Grant, Jean Arthur,
Richard Barthelmess, Rita Hayworth.
Director and Producer: Howard Hawks.
Story Idea: Jean Arthur, enroute to Panama, decides to visit the small town at
which they stop. She immediately attracts
the attention of a group of American aviators working for Cary Grant, manager of
a small commercial airport. Attracted to
each other, Jean stays on and becomes interested in aviation. Jean is instrumental in
changing Grant's philosophy, "that no aviator should marry."
Catchline: "He changed his philosoph}when the right girl came along."
WHAT

is only after she gets a job singing at a
uplocal
night club, that the sponsors sign her

to greatness."
MILLION Comedy
DOLLAR
Para.

LEGS
Aug. 18

Selling Names: Betty Grable, John Hartle>-, Donald O'Connor, Jackie Coogan.
Director: Nick Grinde.
Assoc. Producer: William C. Thomas.
Snow

and Books — Success!

Nobody likes a blizzard — nobody but Lester
Pollock, manager of Loew's Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., zvho took advantage of the occasion to place 50 "snozvbirds" (top) in the
drifts around tozvn. He also landed a zvindow
in a local book store (bottom) utilising a
40x60 blowup, stills, etc. The attraction tvas
Aletro-Goldzvyn Mayer's "Idiot's Delight."

Storyrunning
Idea: John
Hartley's hefather
has
been
the College
attends,
through his pocketbook. Hartley finally
takes things into his own hands and together with Betty Grable and the student
'body, goes in for all athletics, very much
against his father'_s wishes. They build up
a swell rowing crew and by winning the big
crew race, prove themselves worthy of being
on the athletic map.
Catchline: "Young athletes modernize a
'dated' college."
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

IN

THE

Toucey, a pair who execute some intricate
dance steps on the steel blades, Eight Ice
Manikins, and Alfred Trenkler, the skating comic of the recent Ice Show. The musical end of the film is ably held up by the
Merry Macs, a quartet of swing singers who
are at present one of the best known on
the airwaves.
RKO

Vitaphone
The Technicolor 38-39 short subject and
featuret program will be completed late in
May with production of "Bill of Rights"
and "Rose of Monterey", historical pictures.
This will make a total of nine productions
ad's departHollingshe
by Gordon
produced
now ending.
the season
ment during
The first featuret on the schedule for the
39-40 season will be "Monroe Doctrine",
which goes before the cameras early in
June. Like its predecessors, it will be in
Technicolor.
Crane Wilbur, who will direct "Bill of
Rights," historical featuret dealing with
the origin and development of the basic
United States document, also will play a
role in the picture. He will portray King
John of England, whose Magna Carta
was the first of such guarantees of freedom.

Television is the subject matter of a
Pathe Reelism now in production. The short
is tentatively slated for release April 17,
two weeks before the first large-scale television broadcast. The short subject is being filmed partly in television research
labs and partly in transmitting studios.
Pathe cameramen have completed the
sportscope centered around the Chicago
Cubs in training. Veterans and neophytes
alike will be shown 'handling the ball and
bat, unlimbering the muscles that may
push the Cubs on top this season. The reel
features a study of the work of individual
players and the duties and technique of
covering each position. The fine points
of pitching, hitting, fielding and sliding are
covered. The short will be released this
month so that it will be dated in theatres
throughout the country at the time of the
centenary of baseball.
MGM

With the success of "Zero Girl", a tworeel musical extravaganza on ice, produced
last year, Warner Bros. Vitaphone Studios
in Brooklyn are currently filming a production with a similar background, but with a
new cast of ice-skating specialties, titled
"It's On Ice". Heading the cast are Snookie
Smith, Babs Savage, and Adele Inge. In
addition to these, Sam Sax has rounded out
the cast with Peggy
Fahy
and Richard

One of the world's most famous dancing
aggregations will finally be seen by the motion picture public. The Abbott Dancers,
famous from coast to coast and currently
appearing at the famed Cocoanut Grove in
Los Angeles, went before the cameras as
the featured entertainers in Louis Lewyn's
latest miniature, "Love On Tap." The eight
dancers will be seen in the one-reel musical
with Truman Bradley, Mary Howard, and
Garwood Van and his orchestra. George
Sidney directed.

.

SYNOPSES

.

NEWSREEL

(Released Saturday, April 8)
PARAMOUNT (No. 71)— First pictures of fall of
Madrid; Controversy over bridge or tunnel in New
York; Fire at Sandusky, O.; Acrobatic lions; Navy
reconditions destroyers ; Wasp plane carrier launched
at Quincy, Mass.; Two planes crash near East Weymouth, Mass.; National and Olympic ski meet at
Mt. Hood, Ore.; Kathryn Rawis trains in Stiver
Springs, Fla.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21. No. 60)— Senate neutrality
act hearing; Navy reconditions destroyers; Launch
new air carrier. Wasp, at Ouincy, Mass.; Fashions
in gowns and street clothes; Tennis doubles in Calif.;
Kids auto races in Calif.; Man O' War celebrates
22nd new
birthday;
tests
safety Lew
glass. Lehr's mule rodeo; Lew Lehr
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 75) — Plane fleet holds Army
Day prevues; Finger painting in N. Y.; Buddhists
honor founder of faith in Calif. ; Frontier day celebration at Dodge City, Kan.; Coed No. 1 on U.C.L.A.
polo team; Top dogs in Springfield trials; Junior
midgets burn up tracks on Coast.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 760)— Frontier Day
celebration at Dodge City, Kan.; Navy flyers crash
in Mass.; Navy reconditions destroyers; Senate neutrality hearing; Desert queen chosen at Palm Springs;
Typical American boy chosen ; Most beautiful child
chosen ; New safety glass tested ; Hats and hairnet
fashions; Underwater kids; Auerbach sets motorboat
record; National Olympic ski meet at Mr. Hood,
Ore.; St. Louis Browns in training. (St. Louis only.)
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 258)— Navy
reconditions destroyers; Giant air carrier, Wasp,
launched at Quincy, Mass.; Two planes crash near
East Weymouth, Mass. ; Coast Guard on mercy
flight; Roosevelt on vacation; New safety glass tested;
Chicago reelects Mayor Kelly; Girls ride mules in
Tennessee; Savate wins popularity in Paris; Midget
auto racing in Calif.

.

.

(Released Wednesday, April 5)
PARAMOUNT (No. 70)— Daffodil Festival at
Sumner, Wash.; Cherry Blossom fete in Washington. D. C. ; Gable and Lombard marry; Rainmaker
at
Frostproof,
Fla.; atHitler's
in
U. S. ; 16 cars crash
Edwards,nephew
Miss.; arrives
Events in
Poland on Anglo-French unity; England and France
strengthen ties; Workman wins Grand National
sweepstakes; Amateur boxing bout in Chicago;
Rough Time wins inaugural handicap at Bowie, Md.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 257)— LeBrun
hailedvelt in
; Italy'sPolice
king captain
urges peace
; RoosehailedLondon
at Tuskegee;
demonstrates
prowess in gunplay; Gable and Lombard marry;
Easter bonnets created from kitchen utensils; Workman wins Grand National sweepstakes.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 74)— LeBrun hailed in London; Gable and Lombard marry; Hungarians reach
Polish border; Italian king opens new council;
Workman wins Grand National sweepstakes.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 59)— LeBrun hailed in
London; Italian king opens new council; First of
six ultra-modern submarines launched in California;
Daffodil Festival at Sumner, Wash.; International
Kennel Club holds dog show in Chicago; California
Clipper makes first commercial flight across Pacific;
Workman wins Grand National sweepstakes; Ralph
Guldahl makes 280 to break golf tournament record;
Surfboard riding off Australian coast; Lew Lehr
raids mom's pantry for Easter headgear.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 759)— Hacha gives in
to Nazi threats; Bridge washout at Edwards, Miss.;
Fire sweeps city block in Sandusky, O. ; Roosevelt
dedicates hospital; Police captain demonstrates prowess in gunplay; Cherry Tree and Daffodil Festivals;
Cardinal Mundelein returns from Rome; King opens
Italian Congress; International Kennel Club holds
dog show in Chicago ; Amateur boxing bouts in Chicago; Workman wins Grand National sweepstakes.

Columbia
Immediately following the completion of
Buster Keaton's first short comedy preparations were started for the frozen-faced
comic's second opus. Clyde Bruckman is
writing the screenplay, and Jules White will
both produce and direct. Keaton's first
comed}% recently completed, has an extremely large cast. Lorna Gray played the
feminine lead, and supporting players included Gino Corrado, Linda Winters, Richard Fiske, James Craig, Forbes Murray,
Beatrice Curtis and Beatrice Blinn.
Sam Ash, Steve Clark, Sam Bernard and
Frank Hagney, this week were added to the
cast for the new 12-chapter serial, "Mandrake, the Magician", now in work under
the co-direction of Norman Deming and
Sam Nelson. Warren Hull and Doris Weston are the principals, while the supporting
players include Eddie Earle, Forbes Murray, Kenneth MacDonald, Eddie Laughton,
John Tyrrell and Don Beddoe. The story
was w-ritten bv Lee Falk and Phil Davis.
In recognition of his unusual musical arrangements for the recent Community Sing
presenting Strauss waltzes, Paul Mertz has
been assigned the arranging chore for two
forthcoming Sings. One, to star the King
Sisters, will be tuneful medley of songs
made famous by Bing Crosby. The other
will headline the Sons of the Pioneers in
range ballads.
20th-Fox

to Release

52

Adhering
the policy in
established
last
Short to
Subjects
'29- AO
year by Sidney R. Kent, president, of
making "fewer and better short subjects,"
20th Century-Fox will release, in addition
to the semi-weekly issue of Movietone
News, 52 single reel subjects for the 193940 season. This announcement was made by
Herman Wobber, general manager of disat thelastcompany's
annual sales
convention tribution,
held
week in Chicago.
Amplifying Mr. Wobber's statement,
Truman Talley, producer of Movietone
News and short subjects, and his staff. Lew
Lehr, Lowell Thomas, Ed Thorgersen and
Vyvj'an Doner discussed plans for the
year's shorts subjects in more detail.
"The trend in short subject production
is definitely away from quantity, as our
policy of making fewer and better shorts
demonstrated
this that
year,"
"and
it is reasonable
we Talley
should said,
continue
along the same line for the 1939-40 season.
Due provision has been made for expansion
or contraction for reasons either of unusual interest in subject matter or company
policy. We are going to stand on the
success of the past season's record and
make approximately the same number and
type of single reel subjects for the new
On the 1939-40 short subject schedule
there will be six in the series of "The
schedule."
Magic
Carpet
of Movietone;"
fourunder
Fashion
Forecasts,
filmed
in Technicolor
the
direction of Vyvyan Donner, with Ilka
Chase as narrator; six "Sports Reviews" by
Ed Thorgersen; four "Adventures of a
Newsreel Cameraman" and six "Dribble-puss
Parade Comedies," documentary comedies,
with Lew Lehr.
Paul Terry, producer of Terrytoons, will
deliver 26 cartoons, ten in Technicolor. The
cartoon characters, Captain McDoodle, the
two-headed giant, and Gandy Goose
be continued during the coming year. will
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REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
Prod. No. K8-5
Interesliiig
Para.
Color Cruise No. 5
9 mins.

PREST O CHANGE-0
Prod. l\o. 4514
(Tech.)
Good
Vita.
Merrie Melodies No. 14
7 mins.

Comment: The title of this is slightly a
misnomer as the first half of it is devoted
to the Panama Canal and the way it works
and the latter, as everyone knows, is not
part of the Republic of Panama. But the subject is interesting nevertheless, giving brief
views of Cristobal, Colon, the Canal, including the locks and the Gaillard Cut, the
ruins of old Panama and some views of the
modern city. Produced by Palmer Miller
and Curtis F. Nagel.
Exploitation: Tie up with travel agencies.
If tliere is a Grace Line office near you, this
would be an especially good tieup since one
of its ships, the Santa Lucia, is shovv'n going through the locks.

Comment: Although this cartoon can be
labeled as good, it nevertheless fails to
come up to the excellent ratings established
by predecessors in this series. Our two
lieroes take refuge in a house of magic on
a stormy night, and the comedy depends on
their predicaments at the hands of a vanishing rabbit. There are none too many laughs,
and the usual clever gags present in these
cartoons are absent here. Leon Schlesinger
produced.
Exploitation: You might invite amateur
magicians to appear on your stage and
demonstrate how well they can make the
demand, "Prest-O Change-O" work for
them. Tie up with dealers of magicians'
supplies.

GOING PLACES NO. 61
Prod. l\o. 3359
Interesting
Univ.
Going Places
9 mins.
Comment: Beautiful Rio de Janeiro, with
its unrivalled scenery, sunny beaches, gay
metropolitan life and handsome modern
buildings is the port of call in this latest
"Going Places." A vista of the city from
atop Sugar Loaf Mountain, together with
scenes of the Aveneeda Rio Bronco, Rio's
Broadwaj' and Fifth Avenue, are highlights.
Your audiences will get that vacation urge
when they see this. Produced by Joseph
O'Brien and Thomas Mead.
Exploitation: Since the recent Pan
American Conference brought South
America to the fore in front page news,
this subject comes at an opportune time.
Give it a good plug in your regular ads.
Try for a feature story on the travel page
of your local newspaper.
LITTLE TOUGH MICE
Prod. I\o. 3251
Good
Univ.
Lantz Cartune No. 11
7 mins.
Comment: The big tough mouse and his
pals grab the groceries of Baby Mouse as
he passes their hangout. But our little hero
gets revenge when he places a fire under
the trio, who had eaten his popcorn. They
pop all over the place, much to his delight,
and probably to the delight of most children. Alex Lov}- directed.
Exploitation: Regular mention in your
ads and in the lobby.
NOW
IT CAN BE SOLD
Prod. No. 9434
Funny
Col.
All Star No. 14
17 mins.
Comment: Andy Clyde, one of the screen's
oldest comedians, can still draw a good
laugh from an audience, judging from this
comedy. He keeps a "swap shop" in this
one and has added to his troubles an ornery
boy. The boy gets into all kinds of trouble
but the climax in which he hides a robber's
swag in a drawer of a secretary that is beinghoisted up the side of a building is a real
howl. More comedies of this kind wouldn't
be amiss on many programs ; but more's the
pity, there are fewer and fewer being made
these days.
Exploitation: A good gag on this one
would be to set up a swap shop in your
lobby. If handled right, this can be a great
stunt. Put Andy Clyde on j-our marquee.
He is well worth plugging.

RIVER

THAMES

Prod. No. Not Set
(Tech.)
UA.
World Window No. 8
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Beautiful
10 mins.

Comment: Starting at the source of Britain's major river, this beautiful film traces
its course by peaceful meadow and historic
building to the busy London docks and the
sea. In the upper reaches carefree bathers
play; lower down we see seemingly lazy
barges, fuss}^ tugs and ocean going liners,
bound for all corners of the earth. The
color is as near perfection as any yet seen
on the screen. Excellent as the short is,
those who know the Thames Vallej^ may be
disappointed that many lovely reaches and
beautiful sights like Windsor Castle have
been omitted. A less pedantic commentarj^
would improve matters. E. S. & E. W. Keller
produced.
Exploitation: Give this special mention in
ads and lobby displaj^ taking care to stress
the naturalness of the color. Also let all
English societies know about the showing.
FIRST

RUN SHORT PRODUCT
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning April 8)
ASTOR— Penny's Picnic (MGM) rev. 1-7-39;
Nostradamus (MGM)
rev. 10-15-38; Popular Science No. 2 (Para.) rev. 11-19-38.
CAPITOL
— Imperial
(MGM)
rev. 325-39: Marine
CircusDelhi
(MGM).
CRITERION— Clock Wise (RKO) rev. this
issue ; Swing
Vacation
(RKO) ; Lone
Ranger
18-39. Rides Again No. 8 (Rep.) rev. 2PARAMOUNT — Pictorial No. 9 (Para.)
Skates (Para.) ; Popular Science No.
3Good
(Para.).
RADIO
CITY MUSIC
HALL— The Ugly
Duckling (RKO) rev. 10-22-38.
RIALTO— The River (Para.) rev. 1-8-38.
RIVOLI— Merbabies
(RKO)
rev. 3-25-39;
Gems
3- 25-39. of the Orient (Modern Films) rev.
ROXY — G-Men Jitters (20th-Fox) ; Fashion
Forecast for Spring and Summer (20thFox).
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending April 8)
APOLLO — Unusual
Occupations
No. 4
(Para.) rev. 1-21-39; Dave Apollon and
Orchestra (Vita.) rev. 12-17-38.
GARRICK— Hunting Dogs (20th-Fox) rev.
4- 1-39; Happy Tots (Col.).
ROOSEVELT — Champagne
Music of Lawrence Welk (Para.) rev. 3-4-39; Mystic
Siam (20th-Fox) ; So Does An Automobile (Para.) rev. 4-1-39.
UNITED ARTISTS— Three Kings and a
Queen
(Para.) (Vita.)
rev. 4-1-39; Bars and
Stripes Forever

SPORTING

WINGS

Prod. No. 94,30ft
Very Good
RKO-Pathe
Sportscope No. 8
9 mins.
Comment: This subject, instead of treating aviation commercially, treats it as a
pastime for the man of average income. Air
enthusiasts, so we learn, have formed sport
aviation clubs in various parts of the country. Gar Wood, in the closing sequence, is
shown flying his amphibian, an example of
the aviator pursuing his hobby on a grander
scale. It's extremely interesting all the way,
and the comments by Andre Baruch are enlightening. Frederic Ullman, Jr. produced,
while Frank R. Donovan supervised.
Exploitation: Get members of the local
aviation club to attend a screening. Perhaps,
if facilities permit, you can screen it for
them at their club house. A model plane
contest would also be advisable.
CLOCK WISE
Prod. No. 93,404
Funny
RKO-Radio
16 mins.
Edgar Kennedy Comedy No. 4
Comment: Edgar can't stand the "boom
boom" of the grandfather clock his fatherin-law has built. He succeeds in getting rid
of it. onh^ to learn his wife had some money
in the clock. He gets it back again, only to
learn that the money was in the kitchen
clock. Then he starts after the old man.
He ends up by getting the worst of the deal.
There are several hilarious moments in this
comedy, which was directed by Charles E.
Roberts and produced by Bert Gilroy.
Exploitation: Tie up for window displays
with clock makers. You might conduct a
search for several different kinds of old
clocks to be displaj-ed in the lobby.
RANCH HOUSE ROMEO
Prod. No. 93,503
Diverting
RKO-Radio
Ray Whitley No. 3 17 mins.
Comment: Ray Whitley and the 6 Bar
Cowboys see their boss being swindled
when he trades his ranch for a worthless
mine. But when a hotsy-totsy chorus girl
offers to help the boys get the ranch back,
they accept her services. Interspersed with
some lively western tunes, this subject is
diverting entertainment.
Exploitation: Tie up with music shops for
window displaj'S. If you have a cowboy
band in your town, get them to play in
prominent public places to boost the subHELLO, MAMA
Prod.
No.
94,206
ject.
RKO-Radio
Nu-Atlas No. 6

Fair
9 mins.

Comment: As George Jessel talks to his
mother over the telephone about the big
show he's going to put on, the scene dissolves into the particular number he is describing. Notable among the entertainers
are the Four Eton Boys, Frieda Sullivan,
and Emerson's Mountaineers. It's a fair subject. Those who like Jessel will get a kick
out of his monologue.
Exploitation: Since Jessel broadcasts
every
for Reid's
Cream, Wednesday'
contact your night
local radio
station Ice
for
spot announcements before and after the
broadcast. If there are Reid branches in
your town, arrange cooperative tie-ups with
them.
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Strollin' Thru the Studios
William Boyd and Grace Bradley left
Jean Parker, who recently played a leadfor
Lone Pine where they will occupy
ing role in Hal Roach's "Zenobia", will
their ranch house during the production of
have the top feminine role in Monogram's
"Her Father's Daughter", from the novel
Harry Sherman's next "Hopalong", "Lawby Gene Stratton-Porter.
ful Outlaws", which gets the gun almost
in the actor's front yard. Boyd stars and
Russell Hayden, Britt Wood and Willard
June Storey has been signed to a term
Robertson will appear in prominent roles.
contract by Republic and will appear as
the feminine lead in all the Gene Autry
Lew Rachmil, who created the sets for
musical westerns. Miss Storey was Autry's
"Fisherman's
Wharf", has been re-signed
leading lady in "Home on the Prairie" and
by Principal Productions as art director on
is currently finishing "Blue Montana
Bob Breen's next starring vehicle, "Way
Skies".
Down South". Rachmil will visit Mississippi and Georgia to make sketches of a
Claude Rains, Beulah Bondi and Ruth
number of old plantations, before starting
work at the studio.
Donnelly join the cast of Frank Capra's
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" this
week. Columbia is virtually re-creating the
Ben Goetz arrived in Hollywood this
national capital on six sound stages with
week for conferences with Louis B. Mayer
an exact full-scale replica of the United
and other MGM executives on pictures
States Senate. Actual filming started this
to be produced in England. Goetz recently
week.
completed "Goodbye, Mr. Chips", and will
discuss building a laboratory in England.
Warner Bros, have officially stated that
Jane Wyman will hereafter be the "Torchy
"The Road to Mandalay", with Bing
Blane" in the series of that title. Miss
Crosby, Dorothy Lamour and Bob Hope
heading the cast, has been announced as a
Wyman
makeforat immediate
least four production.
"Torchys",
the
first will
slated
forthcoming production at Paramount. The
Gloria Dickson replaces her in "Light
"Mandalay" assignment will be Crosby's
Horse Harrv", the Bert Wheeler film.
next,
following
"The next
Star week.
Maker", which
is scheduled
to start
Mervyn LeRoy is instituting a search
for the most beautiful girl in America to
Steffi Duna, colorful Hungarian actress,
has
been awarded the top role opposite
typify the ideal Ziegfeld girl in MGM's
forthcoming "The Ziegfeld Girl", from an
Leo Carrillo in RKO's presentation of
original story by William Anthony Mc"The Dove". The picture will be produced
Guire. Applicants are requested to send
by Cliff Reid and directed by Lew Landphotographs to LeRoy at the MGM studio.
ers, with adaptation by Joseph Fields.
"Ordeal", sensational new novel by Nevil
Shute, has been assigned to Sam Engel,
associate producer, who will work under
David International.
O. Selznick's Winston
supervision
at Selznick
Miller
will
prepare the adaptation for the screen.
For the first time since she flashed to
stardom, Sonja Henie will perform with a
skating partner before the camera. 20th
Century-Fox officials announced that Stewart Reburn has been signed as her skating
partner for "Second Fiddle", in which she
is co-starred with Tyrone Power.
Larry Darniour's Columbia production,
"Power to Kill", starring Jack Holt and
featuring Gertrude Michael, went into production this week under the direction of
Lew Collins. This is Miss Michael's first
picture since her return from England.
Producer Miguel C. Torres has announced that premieres of "Juarez and
Maximilian" would be held in Hollywood,
New York and Mexico City in the near
future. The picture will introduce, for the
first time to American audiences, Medea
Novara, who stars in the production.
"Miracle of Main Street", first directorial
assignment for Steve Sekely, will get the
starting gun at Grand National this week,
with Margo heading the cast. The story is
by Samuel Ornitz and Boris Ino-.ster.
Rowland V. Lee moved "The Sun Never
Sets" company at Universal to jungle location at Tarzana for two weeks' shooting.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Basil Rathbone,
Virginia
the cast. Field and Barbara O'Neil head

Edward Small has sent the second unit
to film exteriors for "The Man in the Iron
Mask", to Beverly Canyon under the direction of Cullen Tate. The principals are
working at General Service Studios with
director James Whale.
Borzage Checks in at Para.
Frank Borzage checked in at Paramount
last week where he is scheduled to direct
"Disputed Passage", new Harlan Thompson production starring Dorothy Lamour,
Akim Tamiroff and Robert Preston. The
Lloyd C. Douglas best-seller adaptation will
go before the cameras on April 17.

Problem
Film director William Keigliley discusses a production
problem on the set of
"Each Daxvn I Die"
at Warner Bros., with
James Cagney, Victor
Jory and two members of his staff, William A. Buckley and
Frank Heath. Buckley, aMidwest prison
officer, viser
is technical
adfor the film.
Fleath assistant.
is Keighley's
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His Newest Production
Here is flic first print of a new Henry
Koster
production,
already Universal
titled, "Robert".
It ivas not
on the regular
release
schedule. Papa Roster's latest for the prowas "Three
Girls
He is gram
now
eagerly Smart
watching
one Grow
small Up."
hoy
grow up.
"Cat and the Canary" Starring
Bob Hope Goes Before Cameras
In the eerie setting of a Louisiana bayou,
"The Cat and the Canary", starring Bob
Hope and Paulette Goddard, went into
production last week at Paramount.
In the cast are Douglass Montgomery,
Gale Sondergaard, John Beal, Nydia Westman, Elizabeth Patterson, George Zucco
and Willard Robertson. Elliott Nugent, who
once played the leading role of the piece on
the stage,
is directing
for DeLeon,
Producer Lynn
Arthur Hornblow
Jr. Walter
Starling and Frank Ryan
for the screenplay.

are responsible

Curtiz Directs "Four Wives"
Michael Curtiz, who directed "Four
Daughters", will direct its sequel, "Four
Wives", which is on the Spring production schedule at Warner Bros. The cast
will be the same as in last year's popular
success, with the exception of John Garfield, who died in the original picture.
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Monogram Will Issue 250 Prints
on New Jackie Cooper Starrer

HCLLyWOCt)

with the "Oldtimer"
We've seen previews and previews, but
you will have to fro a lonji way to "lop" 20tli
Century-Fox's, "Story of Alexander Graham
Bell" at Treasure Island. That old saying
■"the
best and
to date",
goes for
entire
doubled
re-doubled
in the
spades
. . atl'air,
. and
*'the best to date" for Don Anieche, Loretta
Young and Director Irving Ciimniings.
Thanks, Harry Brand, for everything.
NEWS ITEM: Paramount stars are the first
in Hollywood to have niu'sic with their meals.
Wonder how the boys with the "hand-waving"
complex will keep time ... to say nothing of
the
musical Crosby
soup guzzlers.
one swell chance
of getting
with yourIt'shash.
Leave it to Hollywood to surpass the
magnitude and grandeur of both the Grand
Canyon and the Royal Gorge in a single
movie. America's two greatest subways,
owned by Martha Raye and Joe E. Brown,
will be seen in the same picture. Nail down
the "props" boys, or else.
The "Dead End Kids" will be starred by
Warner Bros, in a college picture with a football team as a vital part of the picture. We
know a dozen lads around Hollywood who
would for
pay about
a lot ten
of "dough"
team
minutes. to be on the other

More lliati 2.S0 prints will be issued immediately by Monogram on "Streets of
New York", starring Jackie Cooper with
Martin Spellman, it was announced this
company.
week by W. Ray Johnston, in-esident of the
Monogram salesmen in the New Y^ork
and Chicago zones saw the picture and
have voted it the best production to be released in a long time. George Weeks presided at the Chicago session and Edward
Golden at the New York showing.
Other district sales meetings devoted entirely to sales plans on the picture will be
held as soon as additional prints can be
shipped.
Small Announces Six Top-Budget
Pictures for 1939-40 Program
With the best selling novel, "My Son,
My Son", set to lead off the program, Edward Small has announced a list of six topbudget pictures for release by United Artists during the 1939-40 season. Small paid
$50,000 for the privilege of making the
Spring book into a picture and is scheduled
to spend one million dollars on the production.
The five other pictures to be produced by
Small were announced as follows: "South
of Pago-Pago", "Food for the Gods", "The
Life of Rudolph Valentino", "Two Years
Before the Mast", "Quantrill, the Raider".
At the present time. Small is filming "The
Man in the Iron Mask'", and immediately
upon completion will close his 1938-39
schedule with "Kit Carson, Avenger".
Ex-C-Man,

Here's the kind of news we like to hear.
Jack Mulhall, oldtime star of the silent
screen, has been signed to an acting contract
at MGM. Jack's first assignment is in "6,000
Enemies" with Walter Pidgeon and Rita
Johnson. Just show them what an "oldtimer" can do. Jack.
Gentlemen, we give you the world's greatest
commuters. Charles Einfeld of Warner Bros.,
Robert Gillham of Paramount and Lynn Farnol
of United Artists. Everytime you look around,
they are either on their way to New York or
just leaving to go some other place. Some fun,
hey boys!

Turrou, to Tour

With

"Confessions of a Nazi Spy"
Leon G. Turrou, former G-man who
broke the Nazi spy ring in America and
came to Hollywood to serve as technical
adviser on "Confessions of a Nazi Spy"
at Warner Bros., will make a series of personal appearances in conjunction with the
showing of the picture.
Turrou is expected in New York, where
he will make his first stop at the world
premiere of the picture, at the Strand Theatre. The former G-man is very popular
as a speaker and already has addressed
40,000 hearers at luncheons, meetings and
club affairs, in addition to making radio
broadcasts on the subject of Nazi espionage.

iOearUi II ^oyd lVete allp/zi^ to tJie ptemiet- ^
' 5howin(iof
flinONA MINN.ifout K^ncit'Hopubn^ CtiifiJif'picture

POST C^RO
Reason

for the Smile

Bill Boyd, star of Paramount' s " Hopalong
Cassidy" series, produced by Harry Sherman,
holds a postcard signed by 800 admirers from
Winona, Minn.
Boyd had this picture sent
back to Winona for lobby display.
Ryskind Signed by RKO
Morrie Ryskind, top-flight Hollywood
scenarist, has been signed by Pandro S.
Berman, vice-president in charge of RKO
production, to write the screenplay of "My
Fifth Avenue Girl", which Gregory La Cava
will ers
produce
starring. and direct with Ginger Rog-

Frenke to Produce "Anschluss"
Hitler's seizure of Austria and his dramatic entry into Vienna wdl be dealt with
in "Anschluss", a picture which will be
produced by Eugene Frenke very shortly.
Frenke is now looking for an actor to play
the part of the German leader.
Sutherland

Leaves Roach

A. Edward Sutherland has left the Hal
Roach studio after serving six months on
a one-year contract. "The Housekeeper's
Daughter", which he was scheduled to
make, will be taken over personally by
Roach, and will start the early part of May.

Number Fourteen of jones Family
Series Will Start in Two Weeks
Number fourteen of 20th Century-Fox's
popular series of Jones Family movies, will
find them in the picturesque setting of the
Grand Canyon, in two weeks, under the
supervision of Associate Producer Jo'hn
Stone. Malcolm St. Clair, who has directed
five previous Jones films, will again handle
the megaphone on the story which is being
whipped into shape by Joseph Hoffman.
Outside of the regular clan, Jed "Dad"
Prouty, Spring "Mother" Bjangton, Florence "Granny" Roberts, George "Roger"
Ernest, June "Lucy" Carlson, Ken "Jack"
Howell and Billy "Bobby" Mahan, no
other castings have been made as j^et.
Hawks

Looks Like It's Okay
Basil Rathbone (seated), Virginia Field and
John Burton take time off to go over the script
of Universal' s "The Sun Never Sets."

Winds

Up With

Thriller

A flaming tri-motored plane, forced into
a tailspin, pulled out after making 22 complete spirals. This was the spectacular and
concluding scene filmed by Howard Hawks
for his Columbia production, "Only Angels
Have Wings", which co-stars Cary Grant
and Jean Arthur. Richard Barthelmess
marks his return to the screen in this production, and other featured roles are played
by Thomas Mitchell, Rita Hayworth, John
Carroll and Noah Berry, Jr.

Making Up Her Face
Lucille Ball, -who teams zv-ith Alan. Lane in
"Panama Lady", RKO-Radio drama, prepares
for the next "take", making up her face to suit
the lighting conditions. Abner Biberman, also
in the cast, is intrigued by the procedure.
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a— BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE
DOPE.
b— BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial Before Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults.
GRAND NATIONAL
ASTOR PICTURES
Date
1938-39
Rel.
Title
Mins. Stars
Date
Title
Mins. Stars
Issue of
C. Morris-U. Merkel
Utah Trail (W)
55.. Tex Ritter
8/12/38 . . . .37/9/38
Bat Whispers (My-D)
86 . .Harry
Roy & Band
Everything is Rhythm (Mu)
.Not
Rev.
Issue
Cipher
Bureau
(D)
70.
.Ames-Woodbury
(F)
11/4/38 . .blO/29/38
Reissued
See of
See
Rel.
Front Page (C)
100.
2/15/39. . Reissued
Crashing Thru (D)
James Newill-Warren Hull
1/20/39
Menjou-P. O'Brien
Heart of New Yoric (Mu) 80. .A.
Jelson-Evans-Morgan
Empire of the West (W)
Geo. Houston
.Jean Harlow-B. Lyon
.312/31/38
Everything Happens to Ann (D) Heather Angel-John King
Reissued
Hell's Angels
110.
. 33/4/39
Prod.
Reissued
Monster
Walks (O)
(My-D)
60. . Mischa Auer
Exile Express (D)
61.. Anns Sten-Al3n Marshal
(A) 1/20/39 ...In
..b2/ll/39
Reissued
Out of Singapore (D)
76. .Noah Beery- Dorothy Burgess
Frontier
Scout
(W)
61.
.George
Houston
(F)
10/21/38
Reissued
.bl2/3l/38
Rain (D)
85 . .J. Crawford -W. Huston
Reissued
Long Shot (D)
69. .Marsha Hunt
(F) 1/6/39 .. .. .b9/l7/38
.b2/25/39
Scarf ace (D)
88. P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
P3n3m3 P3trol (D)
67. .Ch3rlotte Wynters-Leon Ames.. (F)
Reissued
Sea Ghost (D)
60 . .Alan Hale-Claude Allister ..
Renfrew
Saves
a
Lady
James
Newell
2/10/39. ..Not Rev.
Reissued
.Spencer
Tracy
. .bl/21/39
Sky Devils (C-D)
88 .
Ride
'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
.Dorothy Morgan
Page-Vince Barnett
(F)
Reissued
Street Scene (D)
79. Sylvia Sidney
Shadows
Shangh3i
(D) 52.
66..R3lph
(F) 1/20/39
10/14/38 . . .b9/l7/38
Reissued
Three Broadway Girls (C)
83. . Blondelt- Evans-Claire
Reissued
Singing Cowgirl
Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ....
Tombstone Canyon (W)..
67. Bob Burns
all/19/38
Reissued
(Former
"Lady Buckaroo")
Tonight Or Never (D)
92. Swanson -Douglas- Karloff ....
Six-Gun Rhythm (W)
55.. TexTitle
Fletcher-Joan
Barclay
(F)
Woman Unafraid (D)
66, . Gallagher-Gleason
Reissued
Sunset Murder Case (D)
57. .Sally Rand
11/11/38 b2/ 18/39
Reissued
1/19/38
(Former title,
"Murder
on Sunset Bsrton
Boulevard") (F) 10/28/38 .bl.38/20/38
Titans of the Deep (T)
47.. Dr.
Wm. Beebe-Otis
Trigger P3ls (W)
55.. Art Jsrrett-Lee Powell
(F) 1/13/39 . ..311/19/38
.bl/14/39
COLUMBIA
1937-38
Water Rustlers (W)
54 . Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ... 1/6/39 ..
(Former title, "The Last Barrier")
City Streets (D)
68. . Fellows-Carrillo
(F) 7/1/38 ,. .. .bl
1/5/38
.b6/25/38
Colorado Trail (W)
55. Starrett- Meredith
(F) 9/8/38
8/18/38 . . .b8/27/38
Convicted (D)
58. . Hayworth-Quigley
(A) 9/30/38
MCM
A.
Shirley-N.
Gray
(F)
Girl's
School
(D)
73.
.
Gladiator (C)
71 . .Brown-Travis
b8/6/38
(F) 8/15/38 .blO/l/38
1937-38
Highway Patrol (D)
58. Paige-Wells
. . .b6/n/38
(F) 6/27/38
Block-Heads (C)
58. .Laurel-Hardy
. . .b8/20/38
(F)
Holiday (C-D)
94. . K. Hepburn-C. Grant
(F) 6/15/38 . . .b5/2l/38
Chaser (C)
75
(F) 8/19/38
7/29/38
I Am the Law (D)
83. . E. Robinson-W. Barrie
(A) 9/2/38
Crowd Roars (D)
92 .O'Keefe-Stone-Pendleton
.b8/27/38
. .. .b7/30/38
.b7/30/38
laylor-Arnold-Morgan
(F)
8/5/38
.
Juvenile Court (D)
61 . . Kelly- Hayworth
(F) 9/15/38 .. ...b9/l7/38
Fast
M. Dougl3S-F. Rice
(F) 7/8/38 . .. ...b7/2/38
Lady Objects (D)
67. . L. Ross-G. Stuart
Hold Company
That Kiss(My-D)
(C)
(A) 9/9/38 . . .b9/l7/38
. .b5/l4/38
.
D.
O'Keefe-M.
O'Sullivan
(F)
5/13/38
Law of the Plains (W)
56 . C. Starrett-I. Meredith
(F) 5/12/38 . . .b7/30/38
Lord Jefl (D) . .
F. Bartholomew-M. Rooney
(F) 6/24/38
Main Event (D)
55. J. Wells-R. Paige
75. .Stone-Rooney-Garland
(F) 5/5/38 . . . .b5/l4/38
Love Finds Andy Hardy (C-D). .92.
(F) 7/22/38 . . b6/25/38
.79.
160.
Phantom Gold (W)
56. J. Luden-B. Marion
..bll/26/38
(F) 8/31/38
Marie
Antoinette
(H-D)
N.
She3rer-T.
Power
(F) 8/26/38 ,. .,.b7/l6/38
7/15/38 . .35/14/38
Pioneer Trail (W)
55. Luden-Barclay
.b7/l6/38
Port of Seven Seas (D)
.81 . . Beery-0'Sulliv3n
.84.
(A) 7/1/38 . ...b4/2/38
Reformatory (D)
61 . Jack Holt-Wynters
(F) 7/21/38 ....1)7/2/38
74
Rich
Man.
Poor
Girl
(C-D).
Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F)
8/12/38 . . .b8/l3/38
Starrett-Meredith
(F)
South of Arizona (W)
56.
, . .blO/8/38
7/28/38
Shopworn
Angel
(D)
87.
Sull3V3n-J. Stew3rt
(F) 7/15/38 ...b7/2/38
Stagecoach Days (W)
58. Jack Luden - Eleanor Stewart ....
Swiss Miss (C)
72. .M.
L3urel 3nd Hsrdy
(F) 5/20/38 . ..b5/l4/38
9/22/38 . . .34/9/38
6/20/38
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56. B. Jones-D. Fay
Three Comrades (D)
98. ..T3ylor-Tone-Young-Sullav3n
.38/27/38
....(A) 6/3/38 . . . .b5/28/38
(F) 6/30/38 .. ,b8/27/38
West of Cheyenne (W)
53. Starrett-Meredith
(A) 6/10/38 . . .b6/4/38
Toy
(D)
94. . R3iner-Dougl3s-Young
WomanWife Against
Woman (D) ...60.
, Mai-shall-Bruce-Astor
(A) 6/17/38
Yellow Jack (D)
83. R. Montgomery-V. Bruce
.^6/25/38
(F)
5/27/38 . .. .b5/2l/38
1938-39
.bl2/24/38
Adventure in Sshara (D)
58.. P. Kelly-L. Gray
.(A) 11/15/38 ..In Prod.
Arizona Cowboy (W)
Charles Starrett-lris Meredith..
. 34/8/39
Blind Alley (U)
Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..
I 1/30/38 .bl 1/5/38
1938-39
Adventures of Huckleberry
Blondie
(C)
68..
P.
Sinqleton-Ai-thur
Lake
(F)
. . .b3/4/39
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71. .P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F) 2/28/39
Finn (D)
90. . Mickey Rooney-Lynn Carver ..
12/15/38 .312/10/38
... ..b2/ll/39
.33/4/39
California Frontier (W)
54.. Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
10/5/38
Boys Town (D)
92.. S. Tracy-M. Rooney
.b9/IO/38
(F)
2/10/39
.
. . .b5/7/38
Crime Takes a Holiday (D) 58..Holt-M. Ralston
(F)
Brid3l Suite (C)
Rob't Young-Billie Burke ...
..al/14/39
(F) 9/9/38
..
5/26/39
First Offenders (D)
61.. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
4/12/39
(Former title, 0'"M3iden
Voyage")
Flight to Fame (D)
57. .C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F) 10/12/38
Burn 'Em Serenade
Up O'Connor
Keefe-Cecilia
P3rker
1/19/39 .bl2/24/38
(F) 1/13/39 . . b4/8/39
Bro3dway
(Mu-D)(D) ....
...1 7012.... J.Dennis
M3cDonald-L.
Ayres
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54. Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
.al 1/19/38
, .32/18/39
C3lling
Dr.
Kild3re
(D)
Lew
Ayres-L.
Bsrrymore
(Former
title,
"California
C3valC3de")
..In Prod.
Golden Boy
Bsrbara Stanwyck-A, Menjou. ..
Christm3s Carol (D)
69. R. Owen-T. Kilburn
4/28/39 . ..bl2/l7/38
.bl/14/39
..In
Prod.
(F)
4/7/39
Citadel
IIO..R.
Russell-R. Donat
Good Girls Go to Paris
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
. . .b2/4/39
(F) 10/28/38
12/16/38 .blO/29/38
Dramatic (D)
School (D)
78 Rainer-A.
Marshall
Homicide Bureau (D)
.63..B, Cabot-R, Hayworth
(F) 1/5/39
(F)
I
1/2/38
(A)
12/9/38
Fast 3nd Loose (My-C) 76. . R. Montgomery-RoS3lind Russell
In Early Arizona (W)
53. . Elliott-Gulliver
. . .a9/3/38
. .b2/l8/39
.bl2/3/38
Flirting With F3te (C)
70 .Joe E. Brown
Lady and the Mob (C)
65. Fay Bainter-ld3 Lupino
(F) 4/3/39 . . .b3/l 1/39
Four (Sirls in White (D)
73 Florence Rice-Alan Marsh3ll... (F)
. .32/25/39
Law Comes to Texas (W)
Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
(F) 2/17/39
12/2/38 .. . .bl/28/39
4/16/39
.
10/24/38
Girl Downst3irs (C)
76 . F. Tone-F. Gsal
.blO/29/38
Law
of
the
Texan
(W)
54
.
Buck
Jones-D.
Fay
(F)
(F)
1/27/39
.
Let Us Live (D)
68
2/22/39 . .b2/25/39
hl2/in
(F) 12/23/38 ..bl2/3l/38
O'Sullivan-Henry
Goodbye. Mr. Chips (D)
Robert Don3t-Greer Garson
.32/18/39HH
Little Adventuress (C-D) 62 Maureen
E. Fellows-R.
Fiske Fonda(A)
(F) 10/24/38
Gre3t Waltz (Mu)
104. . R3iner.Gr3vet
.32/18/39
3/16/39 ..bl2/l7/38
6/2/39
. .. ...bll/5/38
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
56 Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver
.31/14/39
H3rdys
Ride
High
(D)
Rooney-Stone-Rutherford
(F)
11/4/38
.
. .b2/4/39
Warren William-Ida Lupino
Lupino
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D)
65..W3rren
(F) 1/27/39 . . .bl/28/39
4/21/39 . . ..b3/ll/39
Honolulu
(Mu-C)
84..Ele3nor
Powell-Rob't.
Young
.. (F) .2/3/39
Missing Daughters (D)
Richard Arlen- Rochelle Hudson..
.. .b3/l8/39
33/25/39
Ice
Follies
of
1939
(D)
82.
.Cr3wford-Stewart
(P3rt
Tech.).,
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59. .Alan Baxter- Jacqueline Wells (F)
3/10/39 . . .bl/28/39
Idiot's
DelightWom3n
(D)(C-D), . 109. . Gsble-Shesrer
North of Shanghai (D)
58 . . Betty Furness-James Craig (F) 2/10/39 .. .. .b4/l/39
I T3ke This
Spencer Tr3cy-Hedy L3marr .... (F)
(A) 4/7/39
1/27/39 . ..311/12/38
.b4/8/39
Noi-th of the Yukon (W)
Chas. Starrett-Linda Winters
. ..33/18/39
3/30/39 . .32/4/39
It's
3
Wonderful
World
(My-C)
Jsmes
Stew3rt-Claudette
Colbert
(Former
title,
"Mounted
Police")
5/19/39
.
Kid
From
Texas
(C-O)
70
.
Dennis
0'
KeefeFlorence
Rice.
.
.
,
(F)
2/24/39
Oklahoma Trail
Charles Starrett-lris Meredith ,.
.. ..33/18/39
4/27/39
Let Freedom Ring (Mu-D)
87 . Nelson Eddy-Virginia Bruce ,. (F) 4/14/39 . .32/18/39
.b2/l8/39
.34/8/38
Only Angels Have Wings (D)
Jean Arthur-Cary Grant
Listen. Darling (C-D)
.73. . Bartholomew-Garland
4/30/39
(F) 10/21/38 blO/22/38
Outside These Walls (D)
Dolores Costello-Michael Whalen.
32/18/39
..In
Prod.
Lucky
Night
(D)
Myrna
Loy-Robeit
Taylor
12/8/38
Out
West
With
the
Hardys
Power to Kill
Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael
5/5/39 . bll/26/38
3/36/39'. .310/1/38
RiO Grande (W)
59..Ch3s. St3rrett-Ann Doran
(C-D)
83. . Rooney-Stone-Parker
(F) 11/25/38
blO/29/38
(Former
title.
"North
of
Texas")
5/12/39 . ..33/18/39
One
Hundred
to
One
(D)
Melvyn
Douglas-H.
B.
Warner...
Romance of the Redwoods (D) Jean Parker-Chas. Bickford
2/28/39 . bl2/24/38
.al/28/39
Pygmalion (D)
87. Leslie Howard-Wendy Hiller .... (A) 3/10/39 . . .b3/25/39
12/29/38
Smashing the Spy Ring (D)... 62. Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F) 12/15/38 .blO/29/38
Serge3nt
Msdden
(D)
80..W3ll3ce
Berry-Laraine
Johnson
(F) 3/24/39 .
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (D) . 65 . Jack Holt-Beverly Roberts
(F) 12/1/38
ShiningEnemies
Hour (D)
75. .Crawford-Sull3van-Younq
Prod.
bl. b4/l/39
1/19/38
"Outside the Law")
6.000
W3lter Pidgeon-Rit3 Johnson .. (F) 11/18/38 ..In
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu-W) . (Reviewed
. .60 . . All asMidget
Cast
(F)
bl
1/19/38
.
.b7/l6/38
Society
L3wyer
(D)
77..Virgini3
Bruce-Walter
Pidgeon...
(F)
3/31/39
6/9/39.
.
.
Texas
Stampede
(W)
57.
Charles
Starrett-I.
Meredith
.
.al/14/39
2/9/39 .
Spring
Madness
(C-D)
65.
There s That Woman Again
11/11/38 . .blO/8/38
(F) 10/7/38
Stablemates
(D)
89 .O'Sullivan-Ayres-Meredith
W. Beery-M. Rooney
. .bl/7/39
(My-C)
70.
.
Douglas-Bruce
(F)
1/12/39 .bl2/l7/38
12/24/38
Stand Up and Fight (D)
95. . Taylor-Beery-Rice
Thundering West (W)
(F)
1/6/39
.. b.32/18/39
57 . C. Starrett-I. Meredith
.al 1/19/38
1 2/24/38
Sweethearts
(Mu)
1
10
.
MacDon3ld-Eddy-Morg3n
(Tech.)
.
(F)
12/30/38
Trapped in the Sky (D)
60, .Jack Holt- Katherine DeMille ...(F)
b2/ 18/39
6/16/39 . .b9/3/38
.bl2/24/38
T3rz3n
(D)
Weissmuller-0'Sulliv3n
West of Sante Fe (W)
57. Starrett-Meredith
(F) '16/3/38 '. ...bl/7/39
Three
Has Nancy
(C) 105
67. .. C.
Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone
(F)
9/2/38 .. . .blO/8/38
Whisnerinq Enemies (D)
62 . J. Holt-D, Costello
3/24/39 . , .b8/27/38
(F) 9/29/38
(F)
Too HotLoves
to Handle
(C-O)
Gable-M. Loy
(F) 9/16/38
9/23/38 . .b9/l7/38
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125 . L. Barrymoi e-Arthur-Stewart (F)
Vscation
From
Love
(C)
65.
.0.
O'Keefe-F.
Rice
.b3/l8/39
Within the Law (D)
65 . . Ruth Hussey-Paul Kelly
(F) 3/17/39
10/14/38 . blO/15/38
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81.. L. Barrymore-L. Ayres
1939-40
.In Prod.
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington Jean Arthur-James Stewart
CAUMONT BRITISH
1938-39
Chicago Ben (C).
93. . Kennedy-Hay-Bupp
(Reviewed
as "Hey! Hey! U.S.A.")
Climbing High (C)
79. . Matthews-Redgrave
Crime Over London (D)
88. .Cawthorn-Sidney-Grahame
Lady Vanishes (D)
78. . Liikss-Whitty
Man With 100 Faces (D) 72.. Tom Walls-Lilli Palmer
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
78. .T3uber-Dun3
(Reviewed
3S "A Clown
Must L3ugh")
Sailing
Along
(Mu-C)
79.
Whiting
Show Goes On (D)
71. . MatthewsNeagle-C3rmin3ti
Strange Boarders (D)
73. T. Walls- R. St. Cyr
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
80. Donat-M3deleine C3rroll
Three on a Week End (C-D)... 72. Lodge-Lockwood
(Reviewed
as "lllegsl Holiday")
To the Victor (D)
71 . . Fyffe-Loder-Lockwood

(Dist. by
(F)
(F) 8/15/38
(F) 1 1/1/38
(F) 10/1/38
(A)
(A)
4/15/38
(F)
(F) 6/15/38
(A) 8/1/38
(F) 9/15/38
(A) 7/1/38
(F) 3/15/38

GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Dangerous Secrets (D).
..70. .P, Lukas-L, Travers
(A)
(Reviewed
as "Brief Withers
Ecstasy")
Held for Ransom (D)...
.60..B,
Mehaffey-G,
(F)
High Command (D)
59. .L, Atwill-L, M3nnheim
(A)
I Married a Spy (D)
59. .N,
Hamilton-B.
Horney
(A)
King of the Sierras (AD) 57. , Rex — Sheik, the wonder horse...
Life Returns (D)
60. .0. Stevens-L. Wilson
(F)
Renfrew of the Gre3t White
Trail (D)
Newell- Walker
Six Shootin' Sheriff (W)
.59. .Ken Mayn3rd
(F)

8/19/38
6/7/38
7/15/38
7/1/38
8/28/38
6/10/38
7/22/38
5/21/38

20th -Fox)
. blO/8/38
bl2/l7/38
....b9/3/38
. .b8/6/38
. .bl 1/5/38
blO/15/38
. .b2/l2/38
. .b8/l4/37
. . .b6/4/38
. Reissued
. . .b2/l2/38
...b2/l2/38

Gone With the Wind
On Borrowed Time
Wizard of Oz (Tech.)

1939-40
G3ble-Leinh-How3rd (Tech.) ...
Lionel B3rrymore-Beul3h Bondi
Judy Garland-Frank Morgan

MONOGRAM
1937-38
Gunsmoke Trail (W)
Jack R3nd3ll
Man's
(W)
53..
Randall
MarinesCountry
Are Here
(D)
60.. Jack
J. TravisG. Oliver
Mexican Kid (W)
55..Jsck R3ndall
Numbered
Woman
(D)
64.
.
Blane-Hughes-Methot
Phantom Ranger (W)
Tim McCoy
Romance of the Limberlost (D).82..J. Parker-E. Linden

..In Prod.
all/12/38

(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)

1938-39
Bsrefoot Boy (D)
63. . Moran-Morgan-Jones
(F)
.b8/28/37
Boys Reformatory (D)
Frankie Darro
Convict's Code (D)
66. .Robert Kent-Anne Nagel
(A)
, b6/l8/38
Dangerous Fingers (D)
65.. James Stevenson -Betty Lynne...(A)
. .b7/30/38
Drifting Westward (W)
J3ck Rand3ll-Ethel Dur3n
..Not
b7/30/38
(Former
title. Cooper
"Ssnta Fe Bound")
Rev.
G3ngster's Boy (D)
80. .Jackie
(F)
..b7/30/38
Gsng Bullets (D)
63. .Anne N3gel
(F)
Gun Pscker (D)
73..j3ck R3nd3ll
(F)
. .a6/l8/38
I Am 3 Criminal (D)
73. .John Carroll-Kay Lin3ker (F)
...b7/9/38
Little Pal (D)
66. Ralph Bellamy-Mickey Rooney ..(F)

5/31/38
7/6/38 .
6/8/38
8/17/38 ,
5/22/38
5/27/38 .
6/22/38 .

..34/30/38
.b8/B/38
.b5/28/38
.b9/IO/38
.b5/l4/38
.34/9/38
.b6/l8/38

8/3/38
b9/3/38
5/1/39 .. .34/1/39
1/18/39 ...b2/ll/39
4/19/39 ...b3/l8/39
1/25/39 al/7/39
11/19/38 .bM/12/38
11/23/38 .bl2/IO/38
11/16/38 .bll/12/38
12/14/38 ..bl2/3/38
2/15/39 ., Reissued

April S, 1939

SHOWMEN'S

T R A D E

MONOGRAM
(Continued) 1938-39
Rel
Title
Mins. Stai-s
Date
Issue
See of
Man From Wyonilng (W)
Tex Rittcr
5/5/39... In Prod.
(A) 10/5/38 . . .blO/8/38
Mr. Wong, Detective (My-D) 66. .Boris Karlofr
(F) 3/8/39 .. . .b3/l8/39
Mystery of Mr. Wong (D)
65. Boris Karloff
Mystery Plane (0)
60.
Trent-Marjorie Reynolds ..(F) 3/8/39 .. . . b3/4/39
Navy Secrets (D)
60. .John
Fay Wray
(F) 2/8/39 . . . .b2/l 1/39
Riders of the Rio Grande (W) ... . Jack Randall
4/26/39. . .b4/l/39
Prod.
RItter
(F) 3/1/39 . ...In
Rollln'of Westward
(W)
61. .Tex
Tex Ritter
(F) 12/7/38 . . .bl/14/39
Song
the Buckaroo
(W)
58.
Starlight Over Texas (W)
56. Tex Ritter
(F) 9/7/38 . . .b9/24/38
Star Reporter (D)
62. Warren Hull-Marsha Hunt
2/22/39 . . .b4/8/39
(F) 4/12/39 .. .al/28/39
Streets of Now York (D)
73. Jackie Cooper
Tex Ritter
2/1/39 .
Sundown on the Prairie (W)
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi (D)...75. Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F) 10/10/38 . a2/l8/39
Reissue
Tough Kid (D)
61. Frankie Darro
(F) 12/28/38 . , .,.bl/7/39
Trigger Smith (W)
Jack Randall
3/22/39 . .. .a2/25/39
.33/18/39
Undercover Agent (D)
64. .Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane...
4/5/39 ..
Under the Big Top (D)
63. Nagel-Main-La Rue
(F) 8/31/38 . .b9/l7/38
Wanted by the Police (0)
59. Frankie Darro
(F) 9/21/38 . .b9/24/38
(F) 10/19/38 blO/29/38
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) ..61. Tex Ritter
(F) 12/21/38 . .. .bl/7/39
Wild Horse Canyon (W)
50.. Jack Randall
Wolf Call (D)
John Carroll-Movita
5/8/39 . .a4/8/39
PARAMOUNT
Bar 20 Justice (W)
Booloo (D)
Bulldog Orummond in Africa
(D)
Cocoanut Grove (Mu-C)
Doctor Rhythm (M-C)
Farewell to Arms (D)
Give Me a Sailor (C)
Hunted Men (D)
Prison Farm (D)
Professor Beware (C)
Spawn of the North (D)
Stolen Heaven (M-D)
rexans (H-D)
Tropic Holiday (Mu-C)
You and Me (D)

66.
60
60.
88
85.
99.
80
64.
68.
90
110.
90.
91
75.
92.

1937-38
Boyd-Hayden
.C. Tapley-S. Asmara
H. Angel-J. Howard
MacMurray-H. Hilliard
B. Crosby-M. Carlisle-B. Lillie
Cooper-Hayes
Raye-Hope-Grable
Nolan-Carlisle-Crabbe
L. Nolan-W. Frawley
H. Lloyd-P. Welch
Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
G. Raymond-0. Bradna
Scott-J. Bennett
Lamour-B. Burns-Raye
Raft-Sidney

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
.(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)

6/24/38
7/22/38
8/19/38
5/20/38
5/6/38
6/3/38
8/5/38
5/27/38
6/17/38
7/15/38
8/26/38
5/13/38
8/12/38
7/1/38
6/1/38

.
.
.

.
.

.b4/l6/38
.b7/23/38
. .b8/6/38
.b5/l4/38
.b4/30/38
.b7/30/38
Reissued
. .b5/7/38
.b6/ll/38
.b7/l6/38
.b8/20/38
. .b4/2/38
.b7/l6/38
.. .b7/2/38
.b6/4/38

1938-39
Ambush (D)
62 .Gladys Swarthout
(F) 1/20/39 ...bl/21/39
Arkansas Traveler (D)
83 . B. Burns-M. Carlisle
(F) 10/14/38 ..blO/8/38
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
(My-D)
60. . Howard. Angel- Warner
(F) 11/25/38 .bl 1/26/38
Artists and Models Abroad (C) . .90. . Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
(F) 12/30/38 .blO/29/38
Back Door to Heaven (D)
Ford-Ei-win-Ellis
. . .a2/l8/39
Beachcomber (C-D)
94. . Laughton- Lanchester
(A) 4/21/39
3/10/39 ,,.b3/l2/38
(Reviewed
as
"Vessel
of
Wrath")
Beau Geste (D)
Gary Cooper-Ray Milland
a3/4/39
Boy Trouble (C)
70.. Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland (F) 2/27/39 b2/4/39
Bulldog Di'ummond's Secret
Police (My)
55 .. Howard-Angel
(A) 4/14/39 ...b4/8/39
Cafe Society (C)
83.. M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
(A) 3/3/39 b2/ll/39
Campus
Confessions
(D)
64
.
H.
Luisetti-B.
Grable
(F)
9/16/38 ...b9/24/38
In Prod.
Cat and the Canary
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard ....
Disbarred (D)
59. . Patrick- Kruger
(F) 1/6/39 b 1/28/39
Federal Offense (My)
Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel
6/9/39 ...a2/25/39
Frontiersman (W)
74.. Bill
Boyd
(F) 12/16/38 .bl 1/26/38
a4/8/38
Geronimo (D)
Preston
Foster-Ellen Drew
6/16/39 ..a2/25/39
Gracie Allen Murder Case (D) Gracie Allen-Warren William ...
Grand Jury Secrets (0)
John Howard-Gail Patrick
a2/l8/39
In Profl.
Heaven On a Shoestring
Pat O'Brien-Olympe Bradna
..b3/l8/39
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73. Donald Woods-Evelyn Vcnable ..(F) 6/23/39
5/19/39 . .al2/l7/38
Hotel Imperial (D)
Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
..h9/l7/38
If I Were King (H-D)
100. Colman-Dee-Rathbone
(F) 11/11/38
I 1/4/38 . . .bl 1/5/38
Illegal Traffic (D)
67. . J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F) 4/7/39
I'm
Missouri
(C)
77..
Burns-Gladys
George
(F) 9/9/38 b3/25/39
b8/6/38
In OldFromMexico
(W)
62.. Bob
W. Boyd-G.
Hayes
(F)
7/7/39 ...a2/25/39
Invitation to Happiness (D)
Fred MacMurray-lrene Dunne...
6/30/39
...a4/l/39
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn. ..
. . blO/8/3S
King of Alcatraz (D)
55. . Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(F) 9/30/38
3/17/39 . . .b3/l8/39
King of Chinatown (D)
60 . A. M. Wong-L. t^olan
(A) 4/28/39
. .a 12/24/39
Lady's
From Kentucky
(C) 56. . GillisGeo. Raft-Ellen
Drew
12/2/38 ...bl2/3/38
Little Orphan
Annie (C-D)
Kent-Travis
(F) 7/21/39
...a3/l8/39
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff
6/2/39 . . . a2/4/39
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour ...
10/28/38 .b..b3/ll/39
10/22 /.SS
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) .. 104. . MacMurray-Milland
(F) 3/24/39
Midnight (C)
90. . Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche.. (F) 8/19/39 ...a4/8/39
Million
Dollar
Legs
Betty
Grable-Jackie
Coogan
...
Mr. & Mrs. Bulluog Drummond
7/28/39 ..a3/25/39
(0)
John Howard -Heather Angel ....
..^9/24/38
Mysterious Rider (W) , 74. . Dumbrille-Toler- Fields
(F) 10/21/38 ...b3/ll/39
Never Say Die (C)
80. . Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F) 4/14/39
2/24/39
..bl2/l8/39
.."one
third of a (Mu)
nation (D) ..76
Sylvia
Sidney-Leif
Erikson . ...(F)
Paris Honeymoon
83. . B.
Crosby-F.
Gaal
(A) 1/27/39 ..bl2/24/38
...bl/28/39
Persons in Hiding (D)
69.. Patricia Morrison
(F) 2/10/39
b6/25/38
Pride of the West (W)
55. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F) 7/8/38
8/4/39
..all/26/38
Renegade Trail (W)
Bill Boyd
title,
"ArizonaErikson
Bracelets")
Ride a Crooked Mile (D) (Former
..78..F.
Farmer-L.
(F) 12/9/38 . .bl2/IO/38
Say It In French (C)
70. Milland-Bradna
(F) 11/25/38 .bll/26/3R
Silver on tne Sage (W)
66. Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
3/31/39 ...b2/l8/39
(F)
Sing You Sinners (C-D)
88. B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
(F) 9/2/38 ...b8/
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85. Nolan-Lamour-Guizar
(F) 2/3/39
....b(/28/39
b7/9/38
Laughton-Leigh
(F)
St.
5/12/39 . . .a2/25/39
SomeMartin's
Like ItLane
Hot (D)
(C) 80. Bob Hope-Shirley Ross
.(F)
9/23/38 . . .b9/l7/38
Sons
of
the
Legion
(D)
60..
D.
O'Connor-B.
Lee
..ciizaoein
5/26/39 In Prod.
Stolen Life
Elizabeth tsergner
Bergner ..
.61.
Rambeau ..,(F) 3/31/39 ...b3/25/39
Sudden
Money (W)
(C)
"67.. 0.
"W. Ruggles-Marjorie
~ Boyd-G. Hayes
.75.
Sunset Trail
2/24/39
(F) 1 1/18/38 ..bl0/22/3a
. .bl 1/5/38
Thanks For the Memory (C).
B. Hope-S. Ross
(F)
b4/8/39
This Man Is News (My)
.
.78.
.Valerie
Hobson-Barry
Barnes..
(F)
12/23/38 .bl2/24/38
Tom Sawyer, Detective (O... ..64..D. O'Connor-Cook
(F)
Touchdown, Army (D) .10/7/38
...blO/l/31
70.. M. Carlisle-J. Howard
(F) 5/5/39 al/17/39
Union Pacific (D)
Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea..
5/26/39 . .al2/3l/38
Unmarried (D)
Buck Jones-Helen Twelvetrees ...
.
(Former
title,
"Me
and
My
Gal")
a4/8/39
What a Life (C)
Jackie Cooper. Betty Field
Zaza (D)
86. .C. Colbert. H. Marshall
. (A) 1/13/39 ....bl/7/3g
1939-40
.Tech. Cartoon Feature
.In Prod.
Gulliver's Travels
R.K.O.-RADIO
Vivacious Lady (C)

1936-37
.90..G. Rogers-J. Stewart

Blind
6l'/2.
Blond Alibi
Cheat (D)
(C)
61.
Border G-Man (W)
61.
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82.
Carefree (Mu-C)
83.
Crime Ring (D)
70.
Fisherman's
Wharf (D)
70.
Gun
Law (W)
59.
Having Wonderful Time (C) 70.
I'm
City (C)
70.
King From
Kong the(D)
100..
Law of the Underworld (D) ...61.
Little Women (D)
115.
Mother
Painted Carey's
Desert Chickens
(W) (D) ..82.
60.
Renegade Ranger (W)
59.
Saint in New York (D)
72.
Sky Giant (D)
80.
Smashing the Rackets (D)
80.

1937-38
Dix-Bourne
Fontaine-DeMarney
Geo.
BobbyO'Brien
Breen
Astaire- Rogers
Lane-Mercer
Bobby Breen-Leo Carrillo
Geo.
O'Brien
G. Rogers-D.
Fairbanks, Jr
Joe Penner
Wray-Cabot-Armstrong
C. Morris-A. Shirley
Hepburn-J. Bennett-Lukas
R. Keeler-A. Shirley
Geo. O'Brien
G. O'Brien-R. Hayworth
L. Hayward-Kay Sutton
R. Dix-C. Morris
C. Morri$-F. Mercer

.(F) 5/13/38
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

5/20/38
6/17/38
6/24/38
8/26/38.
9/2/38 .
7/8/38 .
2/3/39 .
5/13/38
7/1/38 .
7/22/38
6/10/38
5/6/38 .
7/8/38 ,
7/29/38
8/12/38
9/16/38
6/3/38 .
7/29/38
8/19/38

.b5/7/3li
.b5/28/38
.b5/l4/38
.b6/ 18/38
.b8/27/38
. b8/27/38
.b7/2/38
.bl/28/39
.b5/l4/38
.b6/l8/38
.b7/30/38
. Reissued
.b3/26/38
. . Reissued
.b7/30/38
.b8/27/38
.b9/l7/38
..b5/7/38
.b7/23/38
.b7/23/38

R

V I E W

R.K.O.-RADIO
1938-39
Title
Mins. Stars
Affairs of Annabel (C)
75 J. Oakio-L. Ball
(F)
Almost a Gentleman (D)
65 James
Ellison-Helen Wood
(F)
Annabel Takes a Tour (C) ,...64 Oakio-Ball
(F)
Arizona Legion (W)
56 George O'Brien
(F)
Beauty for the Asking (D)
64 Lucille Ball-Donald Woods
(F)
Boy Slaves (D)
71 Anne_ Shirley-Roger Daniel
(A)
Five Came Back
Chester Morris-Wendy Barrio
Fixer Dugan (D)
Lee Tracy- Virginia Wcidler
Flying Irishman (D)
70.. Douglas Corrigan
(F)
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Albertson-Lynn
(F)
Girl From Mexico (D)
Lupe Velez. Donald Woods
Great Man Votes (C.D)
72. .J. Barrymore-Peter Holdcn
(F)
Gunga Din (D)
1 17 . .Grant-McLaglen. Fairbanks, Jr. ..(F)
Lawless
(W) CM) ...72..
59. .G.
O'Brien-K.
Sutton
(F)
Law WestValley
of Tombstone
Harry
Carey
(F)
Little Mother (C)
Ginger Rogers-David Niven
Love Affair (D)
85. . Dunne-Boyer
(F)
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78. .Stanwyck-Fonda
(F)
Man
to Remember
(D)
80.. Joe
A. Shirley-L.
Bowman
(F)
Mr. Doodle
Kicks Off
(C)
75..
Penner
(F)
Next Time I Marry (C)
65. . L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Pacific Liner
76.. Lucille
Victor M'Laglen-Chester
Morris .(A)
Panama
Lady (D)
(D)
Ball. Allen Lane
(Former
title,
"Second
Shot")
Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus (C)
68.. T. Kelly. A. Gillis
(F)
Racketeers
the Range (W)
Geo. O'Brien
Rookie
Cop of (D)
Tim
Holt. Virginia Weidler
title "G Dog")
Room Service (C)
78..(Former
Marx Bros
(F)
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63 . George Sanders. Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Sixty Glorious Years (H-D) . . .90 . . Neagle.Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
Sorority
Anne Shirley. James Ellison
Story of House
Vernon(D)
& Irene Castle
Fred
Astaiie-Ginger Rogers
(F)
(Mu-C)
93.
(A)
Tarnished Angel (D)
67. Eilers-Guilfoyle
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70. Sally Eilers-Allan Lane
(F)
Trouble in Sundown (W)
60. Geo. O'Brien-Rosalind Keith ...(F)
(F)
Twelve Crowded Hours (D) ...63. Richard Dix-Lucille Ball

Date
Rel.

Page 29

Set of
Issue
.
.b7/
16/38
.b3/25/39
9/9/38
11/11/38 ... .blO/22/38
3/31/39
.
.bl/14/39
1/20/39 . . .bl/28/39
2/24/39 . . .bl/2l/3»
2/10/39 . In Prod.
.a2/25/39
.b3/l 1/39
8
/3
23
9/
.
9
3/24/3 . ..1)8/27/38
. .bl/l4/3S
a4/8/39
, .bl/28/39
9
/3
17
2/
8 .. bl2/IO/38
/338
/48/
bl 1/19/38
11/1
.b3/l8/39
38 blO/15/38
a3/25/39
10/21/38
.blO/8/38
10/
/38 . .b9/l7/38
10/714/
bl2/IO/38
/38 . bl2/3l/38
.a3/l8/39
12/939
1/6//3
..
9
19
5/ 2i/39' '.
11/25/38
3/
'.
i/'/3i39/3'9''...bll/26/38
'.. .a4/l/39
4/7
a4/8/39
. 119/17/38
9/30/38 . . .b2/l8/39
3/10/39 . . blO/29/38
.a3/l8/39
.. .b4/l/39
.blO/29/38
4/28/39 .
10/28/38.
.b3/l8/39
4/14/39 . . .b3/25/39
. .b2/25/38
3/24/39
.
3/3/39
.
4/28/39 '
5/12/39 '.

REPUBLIC
1937-38
p.
Foster-M.
Evans
(F)
Army
Girl
(D)
87.
(F) 7/15/38 ..b7/23/38
Come On Leathernecks (D)
65. Cromwell-Hunt-MacFarlane
b8/27/38
Desert Patrol (W)
56. . B. Steele-M. Weldon
(F) 8/8/38
b6/4/38
(F) 6/6/38
Desperate Adventure (D)
65. . R. Novarro.M. Tallichet
8/15/38 ...b7/30/38
. B. Steele-L. Stanley
Durango
Valley
Raiders
(W)....55.
8/22/38
...Not
Rev.
(A) 5/23/38 . . .b5/28/38
Gangs of New York (D)
67. . Bickford-Dvorak-A. Baxter
. Autry-Hughes-Burnette
(F) 7/4/38
Gold
Mine
in
the
Sky
(Mu-W)..60.
b7/9/38
Mesquiteers
(F) 8/1/38
Heroes of the Hills (W)
55 . .Three
b8/6/38
Gleasons
(F) 8/29/38 ...b8/27/38
Higgins Family (C)
64. .The
.Skipworth-Moran
(F)
Ladies
In
Distress
(C-D)
65.
6/13/38 ...b6/ll/38
.(F) 8/15/38
Man From Music Mountain (W) 58. . Autry-Burnette-Hughes
...b8/l3/38
(F) 10/7/38 ..blO/22/38
Prairie Moon (W)
58. Autry-Burnette
Rhythm of the Saddle (W) 58. 3G. Mesquiteers
Autry-S.
Burnette
(F)
11/4/38
..bl
1/12/38
Riders of the Black Hills (W)..55. .0. Wood-P. Ellis .. ...(F)
. . .b6/25/38
(F) 6/15/38
Romance on the Run (D) 68. .Bruce Cabot-B. Roberts
5/11/38
...b5/7/38
(F) 8/22/38 . . b8/27/38
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)
65.
1938-39
.Frieda
Inescort-Otto Kruger ...
AM the Tomorrows
. R. Rogers-M. Hart
(F)
Billy
the
Kid
Returns
(W)
56.
Blue Montana Skies W)
G. Autiy-Smiley Burnette
Roy
Rogers-Mary
Hart
(F)
Come On Rangers (W)
57. . R. Byrd-Weaver Bros. & Elviry. ,(F)
Down
Arkansaw
66.
Federalin Man
Hunt (C-D)
(D)
64.
..Ralph
Rob't LivingstonJune
Travis
...(F)
Byrd-Mary Carlisle
(F)
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65. .Col. Roscoe
Turner
Flight at Midnight
P.
Kelly-June
Lang-L.
Talbot
(F)
Forged
Passport
(D)
61
.
Frontier Pony Express (W)
.Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
Roy Rogers-Mary
Headin'
Autry-Smiley Hart
Burnette ....(F)
Home on For
the Texas
Prairie (W)
58. .Gene
Cummings-Helen Mack
(A)
I Stand Accused (D)
63. .. R.
MacLane-B. Roberts
(F)
IManWasof A Conquest
Convict (D)
(D)
65 . B.
Richard Dix-Gail Patrick
Mexican Rose (W)
58. .Gene Auti^y-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
Whalen-Mary Hart
(F)
Mysterious Miss X (My-D) .. ..65. .Michael
The Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F)
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65. .Livingston-Travis
(F)
Night Hawk (D)
63. .3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Night
58.
Livingston-Storey
(F)
OrphansRiders
of the(W)
Street (D)
64.
Mesquiteers
(F)
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55. .3
.3
Mesquiteers
(F)
Pals of the Saddle (W)
55.
Pride of the Navy (D)
. . .65 . James Dunn- Rochelle Hudson .... (F)
Red River Range (W)
56. 3 Mesquiteers
Rogers- Mary Hart
(F)
Rough Riders Round-up (W)...58. 3RoyMesquiteers
(F)
Santa Fe Stampede (W)
56.
Rogers-Mary
Hart
(F)
Shine On, Harvest Moon (W)...57. Roy
P. Knowles-R. Hudson
(F)
Storm Over Bengal (D)
65. Chas.
Bickford-Nana Bryant ..
Street of Missing Men (D)
Three Texas Steers (W)
Mesquiteers
Western Jamboree (W)
57. .3Gene
Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
(F)
Woman Doctor (D)
65. , F. Inescort-H. Wilcoxon
TWENTIETH

Prod.
. ..In
. . .b9/3/38
I 1/25/38 . . .a4/8/39
1/26/38
4/28/39
9/4/38 . ..bl.blO/l/38
12/26/38
10/8/38
. .bl/14/39
. .bl/21/39
Prod.
1/6/39 . ..In
.b2/l 1/39
.. .33/18/39
4/19/39 ..In Prod.
2/24/39
..b2/ll/39
10/29/38 .hlO/22/38
. .al/28/39
.b2/25/39
.
399 . . . b4/l/39
6//3
3/
5/15
/3/3998 . .bl /2I/39
3/1/2710
/3 . ..b3/l
1/39
10/1/3
9 .blO/l/38
3/20
/398 . . . .b4/8/39
1212/5/3
4/ 28/38 ..bl2/l7/38
.blO/l/38
8/
9/20/38 . .b9/l7/38
38
12/22/ . .bl/28/39
1/23/39 . ..alb3/25/39
/3988 . 1/12/38
19/3/3
1 1/14
3/
.'
1121/13
'bl2/l7/38
/23/2/383/39..bl2/IO/38
.bl
I /I2/33
. .a3/4/39
.a4/l/39
4/25/39 .bl2/24/38
12/2/3398 . . . .b2/4/39
5/39 . .,
5/6/
2/

CENTURY-FOX

1937-38
Always Goodbye (D)
70 . B. Stanwyck-H. Marshall
I'll Give a Million (C-D)
70 . . W. Baxter- M. Weaver
Josette (D)
74. .Simone Simon-Don Ameche
Kentucky Moonshine (C)
86 . . Ritz Bros.-T. Martin-M. Weaver.
Baxter-F.
Bartholomew
Kidnapped (D)
90. W.
Shirley
Temple
Little
Miss
Broadway
(C-D)
70.
Lorre-Hudson-Bromberg
Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (D). .65.
as "Look Out, Mr. Moto")
Baldwin-Lang
One Wild Night (My-D) (Reviewed
71 ..Ballew-Daw
Panamint's Bad Man (W)
60 .Erwin-Moore
Passport Husband (C-D)
73 .Withers-Hudson
Rascals (C)
75
Three Blind Mice (C-D)
75 . L. Young-J. McCrea
Trip to Paris (C)
58. .Jones Family
We're Going to Be Rich (Mu-D) 80. Gracie Fields-McLaglen-Donlevy.

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

7/1/38
7/22/38
6/3/38
5/13/38
5/27/38
7/29/38
6/24/38
6/10/38
7/8/38
7/15/38
5/15/38
6/17/38
5/6/38
7/8/38

.. .b6/25/38
.b7/l6/38
.. ...b6/4/38
.b5/7/38
. . .b5/2l/38
. . . b7/9/38
.b 10/30/37
. .b5/l4/38
.. .blO/l/38
. .b7/2/38
. . . .b4/9/38
.b3/26/38
.b5/l4/38
. .. .b6/ll/38
.

1938-39
. .b5/28/38
. .b8/20/38
Alexander's
Ragtime (C)
Band (D) . 10570 .. .. Power-Faye-Ameche
(F) 8/19/38
Always
In Trouble
Withers- Rogers- Kellard
(F)
11/2/38 . ..bl. .a4/l/39
1/12/38
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68 . . Withers-Carrillo
(F) 2/10/39
Boy
Friend
Jane Withers- Robert Kellard ... 5/19/39
Charlie
Chan (D)
in Honolulu
.bl2/3l/38
(My-D)
65. .Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F) 1/30/39 ..bl/14/39
a3/ll/39
Charlie Chan in Reno (My-D) Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks
Chasing Danger (0)
60.. Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
(F) 5/5/39 .. . .b3/l8/39
Danger
(D)
656)... . Jones
Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
(F)
.blO/l5/3«
Down onIsland
the Farm
(C)
Family
(F) 4/7/39
12/16/38 . ..In
Prod.
. .bl2/3/38
East Side. West Side
Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff ..
1110/15/38
10/14/38
Everybody's
Baby
(0)
6)..
Jones
Family
(F)
3/24/39
Five of a Kind (C)
83..Dionne Quints-J. Hersholt
(F)
.b8/6/38
Gateway (D)
73 . . Ameche-Whelan
(F) 8/5/38 . ..a8/l3/38
Girl From Brooklyn (D)
Alice Faye- Warner Baxter
(Former
title,
"By
the
Dawn's
Early
Light")
7/7/39 . ..a3/ll/39
Gorilla (My-D)
Ritz Bros. -Anita Louise
5/26/39
Hold That
Co-EdBaskervilles
(C)
79 . . Murphy-Weaver-J. Barrymore (F) 9/16/38 . .b9/l7/38
Hound
of the
. . .b4/l/39
(My-D)
80 . . Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A) 3/31/39 .blO/22/38
Inside Story (D)
60 . . Whalen-Rogers
(F) 3/10/39 , ..In Prod.
It Could Happen to You
Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart ....
Jesse James (D)
105. .Power- Kelly (Tech.)
(F) 12/23/38
(Continued on next page)
.bl/14/39
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TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
(Continued)
Title
Mins. Stars
Date
Issue
See o1
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) Jones Family
6/2/39 .. . .bl 1/5/38
Just Around the Corner (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F) 11/11/38 .312/24/38
Keep Smiling (D)
72. . Withers. Stuart-Wilcoxon
(F) 8/12/38 . . .b6/l8/38
Kentucky
(D)
96.
.Young-Greene
(Tech.)
(F) 12/30/38
Little Princess (D)
. .b2/25/39
91. .8. Temnle-R. Greene (Tech.) . . . . (F) 3/10/39 .bl2/l7/38
Meet the Girls (C)
60.. J. Lang-L. Bari
(F) 10/7/38 . .b7/23/38
. .b7/30/38
Mr.
Mote's
Last
Warning
(My)
.
74.
.
Lorre-Field
(F)
2/24/39
,
Mr. Moto Takes Vacation (My) .65 .. Peter Lorre
(F) 7/14/39 .
. . .b9/3/38
My Lucky Star (C-D)
90. . Henie-Greene
(F) 9/2/38 . .bll/19/38
Mysterious Mr. Moto (My)
62.. Peter Lorre
(F) 10/21/38 . ..b6/4/38
News Is Made At Niflht (D)
Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
55.. Lynn Bari-B. Albertson
(F) 3/3/39 . ...bl. a3/l8/39
1/19/38
Return of the Cisco Kid (D)
.34/1/39
Warner Baxter-Lynn Bari
Road Demon (D)
65. . Arthur-Valerie-Armetta
(F) 4/28/39
12/2/38 . .b8/27/38
Rose of Washington Square (D).... Power-Faye-Jolson
5/12/39 . . .32/4/39
Safety in. Numbers (C)
55.. Jones Family
(F) 9/9/38 .. . .b8/l3/38
a4/8/39
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power
. .b9/24/38
Sharpshooters (D)
62. .B. Donlevy-L. Bari
(F)
11/18/38
.blO/22/38
Smiling Along (Mu-D)
91.. G. Fields-M. Maguire
(F) 1/20/39
(Reviewed
as "Paddy Darling")
So This Is London (C)
70 Drayton-Hare
(A)
b,2/4/39
Speed to Burn (D)
61. M. Whalen-L. Bari
(F) 8/26/38 ..
..b6/ll/38
Story of Alexander Graham
..
b4/l/39
Bell (D)
101. .Loretta Young-Don Ameche
(F) 4/14/39 .
Straight Place and Show (C) ..65. .Ritz Bros. Merman
(F) 9/30/38 . .blO/l/38
Submarine Patrol
95.. R. Greene. N. Kelly
- (C-D)
- (F) 11/25/38 . .bl 1/5/38
cnffn^il' of.Vu-i;■ • 104. .Power-Young-Annabella
(F) 10/28/38 .blO/22/38
Susannah
the Mounties (D)
Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott
33/11/39
.b2/4/39
?hl,„b'"]'
VuA
82..
FayeBennettKelly
(F) 2/10/39 . ,...bl2/IO/38
Thanks for Everything (C) 70 . . Oakie- Whelan
(F)
12/23/38
Three Musketeei^ (Mu-C)
.Ritz Bros.-Don Ameche
^(F) 2/17/39 . ..b2/ll/39
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 72.
59 . M. Whalen-Stuart
(F) 9/23/38 . . .b7/2/38
,, .. „.
(Reviewed as "Meridian 7-1212")
1/12/38
whi!
m''""^<9'o,
^
75.,
Foster-Brooks-Martin
(F) 12/9/38 . .bl
. .b8/27/38
While New York Sleeps (D) ... .63 .. Michael Whalen
(F)
12/16/38
Wife. Husband and Friend (C) .82 .. Warner Baxter-Loretta Young. ... (F) 3/3/39 .. . .b2/l8/39
Take. All (C)
61 .. Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin . ....(F) 4/21/39 . . .b2/25/39
34/8/39
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver...
1939-40
.33/4/39
Stanley and Livingstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly
UNITED ARTISTS
Blockade (D)
Count of Monte Cristo (D)
South Riding (D)

1937-38
85 M. Carroll-H. Fonda
(F)
ilO Robert Donat
(F)
91 Ralph Richardson-Edna Best (A)
1938-39
Algiers (D)
95 . Buyer- LaM3rr-Gurie
(A)
Captain
Fury (D)
..Coop
Aherne-McL3glen-Lang
er-Ob
eron
Cowboy
and the Lady (C-D).. 99
91' .Sabu-M3Ssey-Hobson (Tech.) . . . . (F)
Drums (D)
(F)
„Duke
,
(Reviewed
In Fontaine
the Mountains") (F)
of West Point (D) 109 .asL. "Mutiny
Hayward-J.
Four Fe3thers (Tech.)
. Duprez-Smith-Richardson
King of the Turf (D)
88 Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello ... (F)
Made For Each Other (D)
94 .Lombard-J. Stewart
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
.Louis Haywsrd-Joan Bennett .. (F)
.Oberon-Rex H3rrison (Tech.)
Over the Moon
Luch3ire-Best-B3rnes
(F)
PrisonsGl
Without
Barsy(D) 79' ..Gsry
Real
or
Cooper-Andres Leeds
Restless Age
. Heifctz-Stevenson
.Cl3ire
Trevor-John Wayne
(F)
Stagecoach
There
Goes (D)
My Heart (C) ! '.!%
84. F. March-V. Bruce
(F)
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80 .C. Bennett-R. Young
(A)
Trade Winds (D)
94 . March-J. Bennett
(F)
Wuthering Heights (D)
.M. Oberon-L. Olivier
(A)
Young in Heart (C-D) 10390. . Gaynor-Fairbanks. Jr.-Goddard.
(F)
Zenobia (C)
71. Oliver Hardy-Harry L3ngdon . (F)
UNIVERSAL
1937-38
.(F)
Air Devils (D)
61 . . L. Bl3ke-B. Wallace
All Quiet on the Western
Front (D)
87. Ayres-Wolheim
Black Aces (W)
58 Buck Jones
Danger On the Air (My) 65 ,D. Woods-N. Grey
..(A)
Devil's
McLaglen-B. Roberts
(A)
Party
(D)
64
Frankenstein (D)
71 .V.
, Karloff-Clive-Claike
Lady Tubbs (C-D)
68. .A. Brady-D. Montgomery
Letter of Introduction (C-D).. 100 Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds(F)
Little Tough Guy (D)
85 . Wilcox-Parish-Dcad End Kids...(F)
Love Before Breakfast (C-D).... 70 Lombard-P. Foster
Missing Guest (My-D)
65 . Kelly-Moore- Lundigan
(F)
Outlaw Express (W)
55 .Bob Baker
(F)
Prison Break (D)
68 . Farrell-MacLane
(F)
Rage of Paris (C-D)
76 .D. Darrieux-D. Fairbanks. Jr. . (A)
Sinners in Paradise (D)
63. .J. Boles-M. Evans-B. Cabot (F)
That Certain Age (C)
100 . D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F)
Western Trails (W)
57 .Baker-Reynolds
Wives Under Suspicion (D) 68, .W. William-G. Patrick
(A)
Young Fugitives (D)
67, . D. Kent-R. Wilcox
(F)

6/17/38 ...b6/ll/38
5/15/38 ...Reissued
6/1/38 bl/22/38
8/5/38 ..
M/17/38 .
5/5/39
9/26/38 .
12/29/38

2/10/39 .
3/10/39

, . .b7/2/38
.32/18/39
bll/12/38
.b4/l6/38
bl2/l7/38
.In Prod.
1/39
..b2/l
.b2/4/39
33/25/39
.In
Prod.
.blO/l/38
.In Prod.
.In
b2/l Prod.
1/39
'..blO/l/38
bl2/3l/38
bl2/24/38
. .b4/l/39

3/3/39
10/14/38
2/17/39'..
12/22/38
1/12/39 .
4/7/39
10/27/38 .
I/5/3S
.b3/l8/39
4/21/39 . .bl

5/13/38 ...b5/l4/38
. Reissued
5/15/38
Rev.
5/20/38 ..Not
.b7/2/38
7/1/38 . .b5/28/38
5/20/38
. Reissued
5/15/38
..b8/6/38
Reissued
5/15/38
8/ 5/38 ..b7/l6/38
7/22/38
. Reissued
5/15/38
8/12/38 .b8/27/38
6/17/38 .b7/23/38
.b7/l6/38
7/15/38
7/1/38 . .b6/l8/38
.b5/7/38
5/6/38 . ..blO/l
/38
10/7/38
6/3/38 . .35/14/38
6/3/38 . .b6/ll/38
6/24/38 .b6/25/38

1938-39
4/21/39 ..33/11/39
Big Town Czar (D)
.Barton MacLane-Eve Arden ....
Black Bandit (W)
58 , B, Baker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 bll/19/38
.bl/28/39
Code of the Streets (D)
70 Carey-Thomas- Little Tough Guys, (F) 5/5/39 . ..blO/15/38
Dark Rapture (TR)
80. Native Cast . .
(F) 8/26/38 . . .b4/8/39
East
Side
of
Heaven
(C)
88.
Bing
CrosbyJoan
Blondell
(F) 4/7/39
.In Prod,
Ex-Champ
. McLaglen -Grey-Brown
.bl 1/26/38
, Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger .... (F) 11/4/38
.
3/31/39
Exposed
(D)
63.'
Family Next Door (C)
61. .Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly....
..33/11/39
For Love Or Money
In Prod.
Lang-Robert Kent
4/28/39. , . .b8/27/38
Dunbar-Truex
Freshman Year (C)
65 • June
(F)
9/2/38
.
.
.bl2/24/38
Gambling Ship (D)
61 Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
12/16/38
(A) 1/20/39 .alO/29/38
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57 B. Baker-F. Shannon
10/21/38 .39/10/38
Guilty Trail (W)
57 Bob Baker
.bl2/l7/38
(F) 11/11/38 .al
His Fxciting Night (C)
61 ,C. Ruggles-M. Martin
1/26/38
Honor of the West (W)
58 Bob Baker
1/13/39 . 34/1/39
House of Fear
.
Wm.
Gargan-lrene
Heivey
....
.
.blO/8/38
Last Express (My)
56. Taylor-Ames
Last Warning.
62 .P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F)
1/13/39 , .bl2/IO/38
.bl 1/26/38
(F) 11/25/38
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68! .Boland-E. E. Horton
Mars Attacks the World (D)...60 .Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) 11/18/38 .bl 1/12/38
Myster-y
of the White Room
(A) i6/28/'3'8 . . .b4/l/39
(My-D)
58. Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
(A)
(F) 3/17/39
12/23/38 . .bl/7/39
Jackie
CooperLittle
Tough
Guys
Newsboys'
Home
(D)
73
Personal Secretary (C-D) 62 W. Gargan-J. Hodges
(F) 9/9/38 . ..hlO/l/38
Pirates of the Skies (D)
61 Kent Taylor-Rochelle Hudson ... (F) 2/3/39
I 1/14/38 . ., .b2/25/39
.39/24/38
Baker
Prsirie Justice (W)
57 Bob
Risky Business (D)
66 George Murphy-Dorothea Kent .. (F) 3/3/39 .. .. .b3/l8/39
. .b9/3/38
Road to Reno (C-D)
69 H. Hampton-R. Scott
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67. Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack (F)
(F) 9/23/38
12/9/38 .. .bll/19/38
Service De Luxe (C)
85. C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
(F) 10/21/38 .blO/22/38
1/39
Society Smugglers (D)
65. Preston Foster-Irene Hervey .... (F) 2/24/39 . . .b3/l
Son of Frankenstein (D)
93 Basil Rathbone-J. Hutchinson ... (A) 1/13/39 . ..bl/21/39
.b3/4/39
Spirit of Culver (C-D)
90 Jackie Coooer-F. Bartholomew... (F) 3/10/39 . . .bl 1/5/38
(F) 10/28/38 .bl2/IO/38
Storm (D) . .
75 Bickford-Foster
Strange Faces (D)
60. Kent-Jenks
(F) 12/2/38 . ..In Prod.
Sun Never Sets
-Barbara Kane
O'Neil... (F) 5/26/39.
Swing. Sister, Swing (Mu-C) 62. Fairbanks,
Ken Murray-Jr.Kathryn
12/16/38 . .bl2/l7/38
Swing That Cheer (C-D) 63 Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F) 10/14/38 .bll/19/38
They Asked For It
.In Prod.
Wm. Lundigan- Joy Hodges ....
.(F) 3/24/39 , .b3/25/39
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87. . Durbin-Winninger
YouMan Can't
Cheat
An
Honest
(C)
75. Fields- Bergen -McCarthy
.(F) 2/17/39 .. .b2/l8/39
Youth Takes a Fling (C-D) 78. J. McCrea-A. Leeds
. (F) 9/30/38 .blO/l/38
(FOR

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

CHECK

WARNER

REVIEW
BROS.

Title
Mins.
Adventures of Robin Hood (D).IOO
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (C-D) 87.
Boy Meets Girl (C)
82.
Cowboy From Brooklyn (Mu)...80
Crime School (D)
85
Gold Diggers in Paris (Mu) ...95
Little Miss Thoroughbred (D)...64
Men Are Such Fools (C-D) 69
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60,
My
Bill House
(C-D)
65
Mystery
(My)
56
Penrod's Double Trouble (C-D).. 60
Racket Busters (D)
75,
Torchy
Blane You
in Panama
(C-D) 64
59
When Were
Born (D)
White Banners (D)
90

April 8, 1939
Rel.
1937-38
St3rs
.Flynn-De Havilland (Tech.) ....(F)
. Robinson-Bogsrt-Trevor
(A)
.C3gney-0'Brien
(A)
.D, Powell-P. L3ne
(F)
H. Bogart-G. Page
(F)
R. Vallee-R. Lane
(F)
.Wayne Morris-June Travis
(F)
.Morris-P. Lane
(F)
.Davis-Lane
(F)
. Francis-Litel
(F)
D. Purcell-A. Sheridan
(A)
.M3uch Twins-The Lockhsrts (F)
Brent-Dickson
(A)
P. Kelly-Lola Lane
(F)
. Wong-Lindsay-Averill
(A)
.C. Rains-K3y Johnson
(F)

1938-39
Adventures of J3ne Arden (D). . .58. . Rosella
Towne-Wm. Gargsn ....(F)
Angels
With
Dirty
Faces
(D).
.
.97.
.Csgney-O'Brien
(F)
Blackwell's Islsnd (D)
71.. J, G3rfield-R. Lane
(A)
Bi'03dway Musketeers (D) .. .63.
.Sherid3n-Lindsay-Hunter
(F)
Brother Rat (C)
90.. W. Morris-P. Lane-J. D3vis (F)
Code of Secret Service (D)
Ronsid Reagan-Rosell3 Towne...
(Former69 title,
"Smsshing Hunter
the Spy Ring") (A)
Comet Over Bro3dway (D)
. K. Fr3ncis-1.
Confessions of a Nazi Spy
Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys
Dark Victory (D)
100 .B. Davis-G. Brent
(A)
Dawn Patrol (D)
103. . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
(F)
Devil's Island (D)
63.. Boris Karloff
(A)
Devil On Wheels (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
Roaring deCrowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) (Former
104. .title.
Errol "The
Flynn-Olivia
Havill3nd. . (F)
E3ch Dswn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff-Margaret LindS3y..
F3mily Reunion (C)
John Gsrfield-Priscilla Lane
Four Daughters (D)
90. . J. Lynn-L3ne Sisters
(F)
Four's
3
Crowd
(D)
90.
.
Russell-Flynn-DeH3Villand
Gantry the Great (D)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McC3llion.. (F)
Gsrden
the Moon (D)
(Mu-C) . . .90.
(F)
Girls On of Prob3tion
64 .. P3yne-Linds3y-0'Brien
Resgsn-Brysn
(A)
Give Me a Child (D)
Geraldine Fitzgerald-J. Lynn....
Going Pisces (C)
83 . D. Powell-A. Louise
(F)
Hard to Get (C)
79 . D. Powell-O. dcHavilland
(F)
Hesrt of the North (D)
67. .D. Forsn-G. Psge (Tech.) (F)
Hell's Kitchen (D)
Lindsay-Dead End Kids
I Am Not Afraid (D)
59..Ch3S. Grspewin-Jsne Brysn
(F)
Jusrez (D)
Psul Muni-Bette Dsvis
Kid From Kokomo (C)
Pst O'Brien- Josn Blondell
"Broadway
Gsvslier").. (F)
King of the Underworld (D)(Former
69. . K.title.Francis-J.
Stephenson
Lighthouse Harry
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson ....
Nancy Drew — Detective (D) 65. Granville-Litel ..
(F)
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonit3 Granville-F. Thomas ....(F)
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D)...Bonita Granville-F. Thomas ....
Naughty. But Nice (C)
Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title.
"Always Lesve Them Lsughing")(A)
Off
the
Record
(D)
65.
.O'Brien-Blondell
Oklshoms Kid (W)
80..j3ines Csgney-Rosemsry Lsne ...(F)
On TrisI (D)
eo. Msrgsret Lindsay-John Litel ...(F)
Roaring Service
Crowd In(D)
O'Brien-Ann
Sheridsn
Secret
the Air (D)..63..R.Pst Resgsn-I.
Rhodes
(F)
Secrets of sn Actress (D)
68 . K. Frsncis-G. Brent
(A)
Sisters (D)
100. .B. Dsvis-E. Flynn
(F)
Sweepstakes Winner (C)
Msrie Wilson-Johnny Dsvis
They Msde Me a Criminal (D) . .87. . Garfield-Dickson
(A)
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) 63. Glenda Farrell-B. MacLane
(F)
Torchy BIsne in Chinstown (My) .58. . fsrrell-MacLane ..
(F)
Torchy Runs for Mayor (D) 60 . Farrell-MacLsne (F)
Vslley of the Gisnts (D)
80. . Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
(F)
Waterfront (D)
Dennis Morgan-Gloria Dickson..
Wings of the Navy (D)
90. G, Brent-0. deHsvillsnd
(F)
Women In the Wind (D)
.62.. Kay Francis-Wm. Gargsn
(F)
Yes.
My
Daring
Daughter
(C)
.
.85
.
.
Priscilla
Lane-Jeffrey
Lynn
(A)
You Can't Get Away With
Murder (D)
78. Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page ...(A)

Date
5/14/38
7/30/38
9/3/38
7/16/38
5/28/38
6/11/38
6/4/38
7/2/38
8/6/38
7/9/38
5/21/38
7/23/38
8/13/38
5/7/38
6/18/38
6/25/38

.
.
.
.
.

.b4/30/3l)
Issue o
.b6/25/38
.b7/23/38
.b6/l
1/38
. .b5/7/38
.b4/30/38
b5/ 14/38
.. .b6/4/38
.b8/6/38
.b6/25/38
.b4/30/38
See
. .b4/2/38
.b8/l3/38
.b4/l6/38
b6/ll/38
.b5/28/38

3/4/39 b2/l8/39
11/19/38 .blO/29/38
3/25/39 b3/4/39
10/8/38
b9/3/38
10/29/38 .blO/22/38
5/27/39 ..al/14/39
12/3/38 ..bl2/24/38
5/6/39
In Prod.
4/22/39 ...b3/M/39
12/24/38 .bl2/l7/38
33/18/39
1/7/39 bl/7/39
4/8/39

b4/8/39
34/a3/4/39
1/39
33/4/39
8/27/38 ...b8/l3/38
8/20/38 ...b7/l6/38
33/25/39
10/1/38
...b7/30/38
34/1/39
10/22/38 .blO/15/38
12/31/38 .bl2/24/38
11/5/38 ..bll/1,2/38
12/10/38 .bl2/l7/38
32/18/39
b4/8/39
a2/4/39
al/7/39

1/28/39 ...bl/14/39
In Prod.
11/19/38 .bl2/24/38
2/18/39 ...bl/28/39
33/4/39
312/10/38
1/21/39 . .bl/28/39
3/11/39 ...b3/l8/39
4/1/39 ....b3/25/39
33/18/39
3/4/39
....b2/ll/39
9/10/38 ..blO/15/38
10/15/38 ..blO/8/38
4/29/39 3I/7/39
1/14/39 bl/7/39
11/12/38 .bll/19/38
2/4/39
5/13/39....b2/ll/39
b4/l/39
34/1/39
9/17/38 ...b8/20/38
2/11/39 ....b2/4/39
...31/21/39
4/15/39
2/25/39 ..,b2/ll/39
5/20/39 ..bl/21/39

Battle of City Hall (D)
Old Maid

1939-40
..Bette
Desd End
Kids-Resgsn-Sheridan
Dsvis-Humphrey
Bogsrt .

STATES RIGHTS
Code of the Csctus (W)
Code of the Fearless (W)
56.
Dark
Sands Parents
(D)
65.
Delinquent
(D)
61.
Edge of the World (D)
74
Forbidden
Music
(Mu-C)
65.
Forbidden Territory (D)
80.
Headleys at Home (D)
59.
In Old Montana (W)
63
ILightning
Demand Payment
(D)
Carson Rides Again 55,
(W)
59
Meet the Mayor (C-D)
63
Mutiny
of
the
Elsinore
(D)
73,
Paroled From the Big House
57,
Peg(D)
of Old Drury (D)
80,
Prison Train (D)
66.
Rebellious Daughters (D) .
School For Husbands (C) .
.60,
Six-Gun Trail
Slander House (D)
Songs and
Saddles
(Mu-W)
.72.
Texas
Wildcats
(W)
This'll Make You Whistle (C) . .65.
Unashamed (D)
70

.Tim McCoy
Victory ...al/14/39
.Fred Scott
(F) Spectrum
. Robeson-Wilcoxon-Ford
(F) Record ..bl/21/39
. Weston -Murphy-Walker
(F) Prog b7/30/38
b9/l7/38
J. Laurie-B. Chrystall
(F)
Films. b9/IO/38
. Durante-Tauber
(A) Pax
World
...b
1 2/3
1/38
.Gregory Ratoff
(A) H off berg .blbll/12/38
1/26/38
. .b4/l/39
.Evelyn
Venable-Grant
Mitchell
...
(F)
Standard
.Fred La
Scott-Jean
Carmen
(F)
.Jack
Rue
(A) Imperial .bl2/3/38
Spectrum
.Tim McCoy
(F)
..blO/15/38
.F. Fay-R. Hall
(F) Victory
..blO/15/38
.Paul Lukas-Lyn Harding
(F) Sterling
Regsl
b2/25/39
(A)
Prog,
.StoneLee
Jsy-Dee
Kay .blO/22/38
b8/6/38
.Neagle-Hardwicke
(F) Tri-Nat.
.Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F) Prog,
10/ 1 9/38
HBrown
off berg ...b .blO/8/38
. Hillie-Moore-Reynolds (A) Victory
Diana Churchill
(A) Malcom.bl/28/39
.Tim McCoy
.blO/8/38
.312/3/38
.A. Anies-P. Kelton
(A) Victory
.Gene Austin
Roadshow .38/13/38
Tim McCoy-Joan
Bsrclsy
. Jack
Buchanan
(A) C&M
33/25/39
.Nudist Cast
(A) Cine Grand,bl0/l5/38
b8/l3/38

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Abused Confidence (D)
85.
Ballerina (D)
83.
Carnival in Flanders
Champs-Elysees (D)
89.
Crossrosds (D)
80.
40 Little Mothers (C)
92.
Grand Illusion (D)
90.
Little Flower of Jesus (Rel, D). 61.
They Were Five (D)
79.
Orage (D)
73.
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76.

Danielle Darrieux
(A) Columbia ,bl2/3/38
Janine Charrat-Mia Slavensky ..(F) MayerBurstyn . .bl2/l7/38
Francoise Rosay
Tri-Nat, ..Reissued
Sacha Guitry
(A) Tri-Nat. ...b3/4/39
Chas.
Prim
(A)
Lucien Vanel-Suzy
Bsroux
(F) Tri-Nst.
Nstional .bl2/3l/38
.bl2/3l/38
Gsbin-von Stroheim
(A) World ...blO/15/38
French Cast
(F) Sunray b5/7/38
French Cast
(F) Lenauer b6/4/38
Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A) Tri-Nst, ,bl2/l7/38
Annabella
(A) Tri-Nst, ,,12/24/38

34/1/39
.In Prod.

(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W ) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.
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COLUMBIA 1937-38
Comment
RiinninD
Time
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Ankles Away
Hilarious
ISli.
Bia Squirt (Chase) So-So
18 .
Callint) All Curtains ...Funny
16 .
Cuckoorancho
Fair
IB'/j.
Doggone Mixup
...Fair
IS'/z.
Fiddling Around
Slapstick
l7'/2.
Graoie at the Bat
Funny
l7'/2.
Halfway to Hollywood ..Fairly Amusing
IT'/i.
He DoneCliump.
His Duty
Slapstick
Jump,
Jump ...Funny
20l7>/2Man Bites Lovebug ....Kind of Silly
18
Mind Needer
Very Funny
18 .
Oh! What a Knight .. Funny
IB'/j.
Old Raid Mule
Fairly Amusing
l7'/2.
Soul ofOuta For
Heel
Funny
l6'/2.
Time
Trouble ..Funny
17 .

Reviewed
Issue Of
, 4/ 2/33
,.10/
9/11/37
9/37
3/19/38
2/12/38
11/27/37
10/23/37
6/18/38
11/20/37
3/19/38
12/ 4/37
3/26/38
11/
6/37
2/26/38
5/
7/38
3/26/38

AROUND THE WORLD IN COLOR (8)
City
of theNeighbors
Golden Gate. Poor
9''2. 11/ 6/37
Friendly
(Ontario)
Satisfactory
9 . 6/18/38
El Salvador
Average
9 . 2/12/38
BROADWAY FOLLIES (8)
12/11/37
Brokers'
Entertaining
lOJ/z.
Drugstore Follies
Follies . . . . . Fair
IOV2.
9/ 4/37
Rooftop Frolics
Sparkling
II . 10/23/37
Timberland Revels
Good
10
11/ 6/37
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
Air Hostess
8 .Not Rev.
Big Birdcast
Good
7 . 5/ 7/38
. 2/12/38
Bluebird's
Baby
Fair
Foolish Bunny
Good
67 . 3/26/38
Frog Pond
Good
7 . . 9/10/38
.12/18/37
Gifts
From Picnic
the Air Swell
For Xmas
Hollywood
Very Clever
871/2. . 1/ 1/38
Horse
On Merry-GoRound
Very Funny
7 . . 2/26/38
.11/ 6/37
Little
Match
Girl
Pretty Good
S'/iPoor Elmer
7V2. .Not Rev.
.
7/ 9/38
Poor Little Butterfly ...Charming
Snowtime
Fair
77'/;.. . 4/23/38
.
Window Shopping
Cute
6'/2. 5/28/38
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
Barber Shop Songs
Good
IO'/2. .. 12/18/37
2/26/38
Cowboy Songs
Entertaining
9'/2. 4/
2/38
Gus Van's Song Shop ...Okay
10 . ..10/
2/37
Football
Songs
Peppy
101/2.
Irish Songs
Good
10 . . 9/18/37
Patriotic Songs
Average
10 . . 6/1 1/38
Song Parade
10 . .Not Rev.
Scotch Songs
10 . .Not Rev.
. 5/14/38
Songs
of
the
Southland
.
Good
lO'/z.
Songs of the States Okay
10 . . 4/ 2/38
Songs of Yesteryear ... . Excellent
10 . . 9/24/38
Spanish Melodies
Okay
10 . 6/11/38
FEATURETTES (8)
Aladdin and the Won1017 . 12/25/37
derful Lamp Dull
10 .Not Rev.
Jungle Babies
New Nation
Good
. 5/14/38
KRAZY KAT (8)
6'/2.
7 .
Auto Clinic
Amusing
3/ 5/38
Bad Little Guinea Pigs
Rev.
6 . Not
Krazy's Magic
Amusing ....
691/2.
.. 5/14/38
6
Krazy's
Travel
Squawks.
Fair
Cartoon
6/
4/38
Little Buckaroo
Not Rev.
1 1/27/37
Railroad Rhythm
Average
NEW SPORT THRILLS (13)
10 . . 8/27/38
Athletic Youth
Very Good
9 .
Cadet Champions
Interesting
1/37
10 . .. 12/1
Demons of the Deep ...Interesting
9/10/38
10
.
.Not
Rev.
Feminine Fun
109'/2.. . 7/ 2/38
Fistic Fun
Excellent
10 . . 4/23/38
Play Ball
Excellent
.10/30/37
Set 'em Up
Swell
10
2/12/38
Snow
Good
109'/2... .. 4/23/38
Sports Foolin'
Stamina
Good
6/18/38
10 . .. 10/16/37
Thrilling Moments
Interesting
Trotting Thoroughbreds. . Excellent
. 3/19/38
Unusual Hunting
Exciting
10
61/2.
6'/2..
SCRAPPY (8)
. 9/18/37
Canine Capers
Very Poor
6 1/2. . 7/23/38
City Slicker
Pretty Good
Clock Goes Round and
Round
Exceptionally Good... 6 . .11/13/37
1/20/37
Fire Plug
0. K
7 . .. 12/12/38
New Homestead
Poor
6 . .12/ 4/37
Scrappy's News Flashes. . Splendid
6 . . 4/23/38
Scrappy's Playmates Average
7 . . 2/12/38
Scrappy's Trip to Mars.. Just Fair
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13) 109 'A..
.10/ 2/37
No. I (Series 17)
Exceptional
No. 2
Nothing Unusual ... 9/2. .11/20/37
.
1 1/27/37
9'/2.
No. 3
Pretty Good
10 . .Not
No. 4
Rev.
No. 5
Fair
. 1/15/38
10 . . 2/ 5/38
No. 6
Okay
10 . . 3/12/38
No. 7
Entertaining
2/38
No. 8
Interesting
109 .. .. 4/
5/ 7/38
No. 9
Good
10 . . 6/ 4/38
No. 10
Interesting
10 . . 7/ 9/38
No. II
Excellent
10 . . 7/16/38
No. 12
Very Good
STOOGE COMEDIES (8) 18/2.
. 7/24/37
Cash and Carry
Very Funny . ..
Healthy, Wealthy and
16
.
„,Dumb
Good
Slapstick
17 . .. 4/23/38
8/14/37
Playing the Ponies
Poor
Sitter Downers
Fair . .
16 .. .. 8/28/37
18
3/19/38
Tassels in the Air
Very Good
17
Termites of 1938
Fair Slapstick
171/2.. .. 12/25/37
Three Missing Links Good Slapstick
18 . . 6/25/38
2/ 5/38
Wee Wee Monsier
Real Slapstick
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS (6) 9'/2.
Boy Who Saved a
6'/2. . 1/ 1/38
Nation
Good
. 9/18/37
Little Jack Horner
Just Filler
IO'/2.
.11/13/37
Silver Threads
Interesting

COLUMBIA
Comment

1938-39
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue
Of
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Boom
GoesthetheRage
Groom
Not Rev.
Home On
Pretty Good
17l7'/2. 12/17/38
Many Sappy Returns ... Funny
18 . 8/27/38
Mutiny On the Body
171/2. Not Rev.
Nag In the Bag
Funny
17
12/17/38
Nightshirt Bandit
Funny
17
12/24/38
Not Guilty Enough
Funny
17
10/29/38
Now It Can Be Sold. ..Funny
17
Not
Rev.
4/ 8/39
Pie a la Maid
18
Sap Takes a Wrap
Funny
l5'/2. . 3/18/39
Not 1/38
Rev.
Swing
Swingers
l8'/2.
Sue My YouLawyer
Fairly Good
17 .10/
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
10/ I /38
Animal Cracker Circus .. Good
7
Gorilla Hunt
7
Not Rev.
Hollywood Graduation . . Clever
7
9/10/38
Kangaroo Kid
7',/2 12/17/38
Little
Moth's
Big
Flame.
Clever
8
Not
Rev.
Midnight Frolics
7
(6)
Rev.
Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done
8'/2 Not
2/11/39
TOURS
-Islands COLUMBIA
of
BermudaColorful
101/2
9/1 IRev.
/37
BigParadise
Town Commuters
9 . 12/17/38
Province of Quebec
Good
II ..Not
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
College Songs
Lively
10 .10/ 1/38
Friendship Sonns
Satisfactory
10 . 2/ 4/39
Moonlight Melodies
10
Rev.
Season's
II10 .Not
South SeaIdea
Songs
Good
Rev.
. Not
10/29/38
Sweetheart Melodies
IO'/2 .Not Rev.
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY KAT (8)
9/10/38
Gym
Jams
Good
6'/2.
Hot Dogs On Ice
6
Krazy'sMountie
Bear Tale
Fair
6'/2.
Not
Rev.
Lone
7
3/18/39
Not
Rev.
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
.
2/
4/39
Night in a Music Hall Entertaining
IO'./2.
6I/2.
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
No. I
10 . .Not Rev.
SCRAPPY (8)
Early Bird
Good
.. 10/
I /38
2/ 4/39
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies
6
,
Scrappy's
Added
Attrac-.
tion
(13) 6i/2..Not Rev.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
10 . Not Rev.
1 (Series 18)
2
Rev.
No.
10 . Not
3
No.
No.
Rev.
. Not
2/ 4/39
Enj"oyable
109 . . Not
No. 4
5
Rev.
3/18/39
No. 6
Excellent
SPORT THRILLS (13)
10 1.'2.
.10/ 1/38
Football Giants
Interesting
1
101 . . 1/ 7/39
King Vulture
Outstanding
10 .
Navy Champions
Rev.
10 . . Not
12/17/38
Odd Sports
Not
Rev.
Ski Rhythm
Excellent
10
.
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
151/2.
A Ducking They Did Go
. Not
2/ 4/39
Rev.
Flat Foot Stooges
Good Slapstick ...
18 . . 12/17/38
Mutts
to
You
Okay
Slapstick
..
Three Little Sew and
Sews
.Not Rev.
Violent Is the Word
181 6' '2 . 9/10/38
For Curly
Fair Slapstick ....
We Want Our Mummy
17 .Not Rev.
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
Inside the White House. Fair
10 .. 2/11/39
Washington
Very Good
10 ..12/17/38
EDUCATIONAL 1937-38
(Dist. by 20th Century-Fox)
COMEDIES (TWO REELS) (42)
. 7/24/37
Affairs
of
Pierre
Funny
1/29/38
Air Parade
Fairly Amusing
19l9'/2 , 9/25/37
Bashful Ballerina
Fair
20 ,, 12/25/37
Bashful Buckaroo
Fair
20
9/38
Beautiful But Dummies. Entertaining
20 . 4/
6/25/38
Cactus Cabelleros Poor
20 .. 2/12/38
Cupid Takes a Holiday . Fair
15
7/38
Cute Crime
Poor
20 . 5/
Dates and Nuts
Excellent
19 , 1/15/38
1/
1/38
Dime a Dance
Poor
19
Getting An Eyeful
Very Funny
l7'/2 1/15/38
Going, Going, Gone
18
I 1/13/37
Rev.
Heir Today
Poor
18 . Not
Rev.
Hi-Ho Hollywood
20 .Not
,
1 /27/37
Hurray For Hooligan ...Very Funny
17 , 15/28/38
Jitterbugs
Excellent
16
Kooence Koo
Korrespond- Fair
, 12/18/37
Skool
IS'A
Love and Onions
Slapstick
19 , 3/19/38
11/ 6/37
Meet the Bride ..
Satisfactory
17
Miss They Missed
Very Amusing
18
2/12/38
Money On Your Life ...Fair
19
5/21/38
Montaguecentthe(Lahr)
Magnifi- Very Good
ISYi
7/37
18/
1/27/37
Pardon My Accident ...Funny
20
Playboy Number One ...Amusing
17/2 7/ 2/38
10/ 9/37
Silly Night (Machamer) . Silly Enough
19
Sing for Sweetie
Diverting
20
4/23/38
Slack's
Appeal
Excellent
..
8/21/37
Smart Way
Funny
2019'/ . 10/23/37
Sweeties
Very Entertaining ... 15
8/21/37
Timid Ghost
Silly
16
10/
2/37
Uncle Sol Solves It
Entertaining
15
2/19/38
Wanna Be a Model ... Fair
20
3/12/38
Will You Stop!
Not So Hot
17 . 7/
9/38
Winner Lose All
Good
20 , 9/25/37
8/14/37
Who's Crazy (Gribbon) Silly
19
11/ 6/37
Who's Who
Fair
20

EDUCATIONAL
Comment

(Continued)
Running

Reviewed
Issue Of
TimeIO'/2 3/12/38
SONG AND COMEDY HITS (10)
11/ 6/37
101/2
All's Fair
Okay
7
1 1 /27/J7
Ask Uncle Sol
Variety
||
Big Apple
Exploitation Bet
9
Calling All Crooners ...Fair
How to Dance the Shag. Box Office .
106'/2. 1/15/38
1/ 9/37
1/38
Love Goes West
Lively
10/
Miss
Lonely
Hearts
....Satisfactory
11/
6/37
Pot Luck
Not
Rev.
10
4/37
9/25/^7
Rhythm Saves the Day. . Entertaining
96 '/a. 12/
Trailer Paradise TERRYTOONS
Satisfactory
S'/a
(26)
66/2.
1/2.
76I/2.. ..11/27/
12/1
1/3737
5/ 7/38
Barnyard Boss
Clever
Big Ton
Fairly Amusing
Billygoat's Whiskers ...Flat
2/37
106/2. ..10/
Bugs,
Beetle and His Fair
2/ 5/38
Orchestra
.
10/
9/37
Close Shave
Poor
Dancing Bear
, Poor
.
5/21/38
Devil of the Deer)
Just a Cartoon
. 1 1/27/37
Dog and the Bone
Fair
6'A
Eliza Runs Again
(;(/, .Not
Rev.
3/19/38
Gandy the Goose
Good
6 .. 3/12/38
Happy to
and Good
Lucky
Good
7
6'/2
Here's
Old
. 7/ 2/38
His
Off Day
,,.Jail
Old
Fashioned
61/2 . 2/1,2/38
Fair
614
Just Ask Jupiter
Clever
61% . 9/18/37
Kiko's
Cleaning nDay ...Just
. 2/12/38
7/ 9/38
a Cartoon ... 61/3
Last India
Good
61/,
.
1/15/38
i-io.n
Hunt
Swell
svt
Maid in China
Okay
7 ..Not
4/23/38
Rev.
Milk For Baby
51/
Mountain Romance .. ..Good
.Not
4/16/38
Rev.
R'/l
Mrs. O'Leary's Co
w
7
BroadCrusoe's
cast
Robinson
Good
6V, .11/
. 4/16/38
6/37
Sawmill
Mystery
Poor
Ri/l . 1 1/27/37
Timid Rabbi
t
■
Fair
Very
Goo
d
6'/2
Trailer
Not Funny
S'A . 8/14/37
Her Life
Villain Still Pursued
^ . 9/18/37
TREASURE CHESTS (10)
Grey Owl's Little
Brother
Dutstanding
10'/ . 1/15/38
... 4/16/38
8/21/37
4/23/38
Kingdom
for the
a Horse . . Interesting
Fine
10H ' .12/11/37
How
to From
Ski
Music
Stars .Satisfactory
. , 10
Not
So
Dumb
Interesting
9
Private Life of the
Gannets
Excellent
II . 9/18/37
Return of the Buffalo ..Very Interesting 10 . 5/ 7/38
Sky
Satisfactory
10 . 3/12/38
Song Fishing
Birds of the
Northwest
Good
10 . 2/12/38
We Live In Two
Worlds
Very Interesting
II . 8/20/38
1938-39
(Dist. by Grand National)
COMEDIES (TWO REELS) (10)
FOOLISH FANTASIES— CARTOONS (8)
Baby Checkers
7
Monkey's Business
7
SONG AND COMEDY HITS (10)
Calvalcade of Stuff No. I. Swell Stuff
10
Calvalcade of Stuff No. 2 Excellent
10
TREASURE CHESTS (2)
AUDIOSCOPIKS
(I)
MGM
1937-38
New Audioscopiks A Knockout
8
CAPTAIN AND THE KIDS CARTOONS
Blue
Amusing
88
Buried Monday
Treasure
Captain's Christmas Fair for Xmas
9
Captain's
Pup
Good
99
Cleaning House
Fair
Day
at theHurricane
Beach
Good
88
Honduras
Old Smokey
7
Petunia National Park
9
Poultry Pirates
Satisfactory
8
Pygmy a Hunt
88
What
Lion
Winning Ticket
7
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Come Across
. Good
20
Criminal
Is Born . . . . . Fine
Miracle Money
Splendid
21
They're
Caught . Good
Excellent
22
Think ItAlways
Over
20
What Price Safety
Excellent
20
HISTORICAL MYSTERIES (10)
Bravest of the Brave ..Interesting
211010
Captain
Kidd'stheTreasure.
Good
Face Behind
Mask Swell
10
Joachim Murietta
Excellent
10
King Without a Crown .Great
9
Man in the Barn
Excellent
Man on the Rock
Good
M
Nostradamus
Excellent
II
Ship That Died
Outstanding
10
Strange Glory MINIATURES
Fair (10)
II
Forgotten Step
Excellent
10
Hollywood Handicap ...Entertaining ..
10
LifeU. inS. Some
Town
—
A
Unique
10
Optical Poem
Limited Appeal .. .. 10
Stroke
of
Genius
Very
Clever
10
That Mothers Might
Live
Gripping
10
Tracking the Sleeping
Death
Fair
10
Tupapaoo
Fascinating
10
What Do You Think? No. 2 .Splendid
10
What Do You Think? No. 3. .Very Good
II
(Continued on next page)

. Not Rev
..Not Rev!

.. 9/10/38
.. 9/10/38

(13)

1/29/38
12/10/38
3/ 5/38
5/28/38
Not
Rev.
3/19/38
7/ 9/38
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
4/30/38
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
5/28/38
7/ 9/38
10/15/38
4/
2/38
9/10/38
2/19/38

8/20/38
2/12/38
10/30/37
3/26/38
6/25/38
12/
4/37
10/15/38
10/
t/K»
8/
6/38
3/ 5/38
. . 6/ 4/38
. . 3/19/38
. . 3/19/38
. . 2/12/38
. . 5/14/38
. . 8/ 6/38
. . 6/25/38
.. .. 3/
1/29/38
5/38

Page 32

SHOWMEN'S
MCM

(Continued)
Running
Comment
Time
MUSICALS (6)

Reviewed
Issue Of

2017 . . 2/25/39
21 . . 1/ 7/39
. . 1/28/39
11101 111
1010
9

. . 10/15/38
. . 1/28/39
. . 3/25/39
.. .. 12/17/38
1 1/12/38
. . 1/ 7/39
. . 3/25/39

2/25/39
101 1 . .. 11/12/38
10 . . 2/25/39

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Double Diving
Excellent
8 .. 1/28/39
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
8 .. 2/25/39
Hot On Ice
Good
10 ..11/12/38
Man's
Friend .. Excellent
10
Marine Greatest
Circus
ID ..12/17/38
..Not Rev.
Penny's Picnic (Tech.) . Appetizing
10 .. 1/ 7/39
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
9 .. .. 3/25/39
An Hour For Lunch... Good Satire
1/28/39
8
How to Sublet
Amusing
9 .. .. 1 1/12/38
1/ 7/39
7 . . 12/10/38
Opening Day
Subtle Stuff
9

/38

Tiny Troubles
Fair
PASSING PARADE (12)
New Roadways
Very Good
No. I
Very Good
Story of Alfred Nobel ..Excellent .

. . 9/ 3/38
. . 1/28/39
.. .. 12/10/38
2/25/39
.. .. 10/15/38
1 1/12/38

/19

Amusing
Good Gang

1101
11
10
9
10

.. 2

Duel Personalities
Football Romeo

17
20 . . 4/ 1 /39
. . 1/ 7/39

t10
en

CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money to Loan
Excellent
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
MINIATURES (10)
City of Little Men
Splendid ..
Great Heart
Impressive .
Ice Antics
Entertaining
Miracle of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory
Streamlined Swing
Entertaining
They Live Again
Excellent ..,
MUSICALS (6)
Dream of Love
Impressive ...
Men of Steel
Okay
Once Over Lightly . , . . Darn Clever .
OUR GANG (12)

9 . . 3/25/39
7 . . 3/18/39
7 . . . Coming

Reviewed
Issue Of
. 2/25/39
. 10/15/38
.. 12/10/38
3/25/39
Not Rev.
. 1 1/19/38
. 1/28/39
. 1/ 7/39

PARAMOUNT
1937-38
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
7 . .. 2/26/38
Be Up to Date
Good
7 . . 7/30/38
Buzzy Boop
Fair
7 . 7/24/37
Candid Candidate
Pretty Good
6/37
107 . .11/
Foxy Hunter
Cute
. 3/26/38
7/ 2/38
Honest Love and True. . Fair
Lost Kitten
Good
777 ... . 9/ 4/37
6'/2.
New Deal Show
Good
7 . . 4/30/38
Out of the Inkwell
Fair
7 . . Not.
2/12/38
Rev.
Riding
the
Rails
Better
Than
Average
Service With a Smile
.
5/21/38
7
.
. 1/ 1/38
Swing School
Poor
Zula Hula
*musing
COLOR CLASSICS (6) (Tech.)
Educated Fish
Excellent
8 .11/6/37
Hold It
Excellent
7 . 4/30/38
Hunky and Spunky
Excellent
8 .7/ 2/38
Little Lamby
Swell
7 .. 1/ 1/38
Peeping Penguins
Good
7 .. 7/31/37
Tears of An Onion
Entertaining
7 .. 2/26/38
HEADLINERS (15)
Easy on th« Ice
Good
10 . . 5/ 7/38
Bob Crosby & Orch Very Good
10 .. 6/ 4/38
From the Minuet to
the Big Apple
Fair
10 ..11/ 6/37
Hall's Holiday
Entertaining
10
9/38
Himber
Harmonies
Entertaining
II ..4/
.. 2/19/38
Hula Heaven
Poor
II .. 7/24/37
Let's Goto Latin
Just Fair
II
Listen
Lucas
Good
10 ..
.. 8/14/37
2/19/38
Meet the Maestros
Entertaining
II .. 1/29/38
Oh Kay. Rhythm
Entertaining
9 ..12/25/37
Queens of Harmony ... Very Good
II .. 8/21/37
Queens of the Air
Entertaining
10 ..7/ 9/38
Star Reporter in Holly- wood Fair
10 ..10/23/37
Star Reporter No. 3
Entertaining
10 .. 3/12/38
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
Accent On Beauty
Interesting
10 .. 1/ 8/38
Bike Parade
Excellent
10 ..5/ 7/38
Caiifornia Giants
Very Interesting
II .. 2/12/38
Cowboy Shorty
Kid Stuff
10 ..10/ 2/37
Crime Fighters
Excellent
10 .. 5/28/38
Find What's Wrong
Excellent
10 .. 6/25/38
Inventor
Amusing
II ..10/23/37
It's
Thrilling
10
Killera ofGood
the Stunt
Tonto
Poor
10 ..
.. 9/18/37
7/31/37
Jungle Glimpses
Average
10 .. 3/12/38
Silver Millions
Excellent
10 .. 7/30/38
Tuna
Very Good
9i/j. . 1 1/20/37
PICTORIALS (12)
" ..11/13/37
No. I
....Good
91/2.. 8/14/37
No. 2
....Fair
9'/s..
9/18/37
No. 3
.Good
91/2.. 10/
2/37
No. 4
Diversified
10 ..12/11/37
No. 5
Fair
9 .. 1/29/3
No. 6
Interesting
10 .. 2/ 5/388
No. 7
Diversified
II ... 3/12/38
No, S
Interesting
10 ... 4/ 2/38
No. 9
Very Interesting
10 ..
7/38
6/ 4/38
.. 5/
No. ID
Very Good
10 ..
No. II
Good
10 . 7/ 9/38
No. 12
Interesting
10 .
POPEYE (12)
. 4/16/38
BigUgh
Chief Ugh-Amugh- Standard
7 .10/23/37
Football Toucher Downer Good
7 ,11/27/37
Fowl Play
Not Up to Standard. 7 . , 3/26/38
House Builder Upper.. .Fair
10 .
I Inflnks
Like Babies and Amusing
7 . 9/ 4/37
I Never Change My
Altitude
Just
Fair
6'/2.
7/24/37
5/21/38
I Yam Love Sick
Excellent
7
Jeep.
The
Good
77 .. 7/ 9/38
Learn Polikeness
Very Amusing
2/26/38
Let's
Celebrake
Different
1/ 1/38
Plumbing
is a Pipe ...Very
Funny
77 . 11/13/37
6/ 4/38
Protek the Weakerist ...Same as Usual
7'/j.
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
Excellent
10 ,11/13/37
9/18/37
2
Interesting
10 , 1/29/38
No.
No. 3
Very Good
II
No.
4
Interesting
10 , 5/21/38
5
Interesting
10
3/19/38
7/16/38
Interesting
10
No. 6
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
No.
9'/2. . 12/ 4/37
Forty Meets
Thieves
17
AM Baba's Excellent
Popeye
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
..11/27/37
8/21/37
Aquabats
Sensational
Ball Tossers
Very Good
9'/2.
9 . . 3/19/38
1091/2.
Cops
and Robbers . . Good
. 2/12/38
9/18/37
Fascinating
Truly ..
Fascinating
Four Smart Adventure
Dogs
.Fascinating.10 g'/j.. . 2/19/38
10
.
6/25/38
Good
Looking
Winners
.Interesting
10 .10/16/37
Horseshoes
....Very Good
Pick Your Favorite Fair
. 8/21/37
Picking Pets
Excellent .
10 .
Red. White and Blue
4/30/38
Champions
Superb ...
. 5/14/38
Strike!
Very Good
109 .. . 1 1/27/37
Water. Water Every- where Excellent .
Win. Place or Show ...Excellent .
10 . . 4/ 2/38
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
8/ 7/37
Interesting
10 ,, 10/16/37
No. 1
Lacking Interest
10 , 12/18/37
No. 3
Interesting
No. 4
very
Good
109'/2. , 2/19/38
No.
Interesting
10 .
No. 6
4/16/38
Very Good
11
6/ 4/38

ll
ce

1938-39
CARTOONS (15)
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
Mama's New Hat
Poor

REVIEW

MCM (Continued!
Running
Comment
Time
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Ancient Egypt
... Fascinating
8
Cairo. City of Contrast. . Fascinating
9
Imperial Delhi
Average
8
Jaipur, the Pink City. .. Good
8
Java Journeys
8
Madeira. Isle of Romance Enchanting
8
Singapore and Jahore ..Interesting
9
Sydney — Pride of Australia Good
9

Ex

Billy
Casa
MananaRose's
Revue
Colorful
21 . 4/ 9/38
5/38
Canary Comes Across... Entertaining
21 .. 2/
8/20/38
it's in the Stars
Fair
20 . 8/
6/38
Magician's
Daughter
.
.
Funny
18
Our Gang Follies of
1938
Excellent
21 . 12/25/37
Snow Gets in Your Eyes . Excellent
20 . 5/21/38
OUR GANG (12)
Awful Tooth
Satisfactory
10 . 6/18/38
Bear Facts
Fair
10 . 3/26/38
2/38
Came the Brawn
Fair
10 .. 4/
3/12/38
Canned* Fishing
Amusing
10
4/38
Feed 'Em and Weep. . . Fairly Amusing
II .. 6/
Framing Youth
Excellent
10 . 9/25/37
7/
2/38
Hide and Shriek
Good
10 . 8/20/38
Little Ranger
Good Fun
0 . 12/ 4/37
Mail and Female
Funny
I .10/ 1/38
Party Fever
Amusing
10 . I 1/13/37
Pigskin Palooka
Average
I
10 . 4/ 2/38
Three Men in a Tub. . . Fair
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (15)
9/38
Anaesthesia
Up to Standard
10 .. 7/
1/ 1/38
Candid Cameramaniacs. . Good
9 . 10/30/37
Decathlon Champion Thrilling
10 . 9/ 3/38
Fisticuffs
Good
0
8/20/38
Follow the Arrow
Swell
0 ..10/
1/38
Football Thrills
Excellent
« . 12/18/37
Friend Indeed
Swell
0 .11/12/38
9 . 2/12/38
Excellent
Jungle Juveniles No. 2. . Fairly
3/1,2/38
0 .. 4/30/38
Good
La Savate
« . 4/ 2/38
Modeling for Money . . Excellent
0
Excellent
6/ 4/38
Penny's Party (Tech.) . . Fine
« .. 5/14/38
..
Story of Dr. Carver
0 . 2/12/38
Exce ent
Surf Heroes
10
Excellent
Threei On a Rope
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
Courtship of the Newt. . Fair
8/20/38
10
6/ 4/38
Evening Alone
Humorous
10
How to Raise a Baby. . . A Howl
7/ 9/38
8
10/
1/38
Good
9
How to Read
11/ 6/37
10
How to Start the Day A Scream
How to Figure Your
Subtle
10
Income Tax
3/26/38
4/30/38
Music Made Simple . Fairly Amusing ... 108
9/ 4/37
Night at the Movies. . Excellent
SPECIAL
Jimmy's Fidlcr's Pereon- Topnotch
20 . 12/18/37
ality Parade
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
4/ 9/38
Beautiful Budapest ... Interesting
10 .. 10/
9/37
Chile. Land of Charm . Boring
9 . 10/16/37
En
9
ng
Pleasi
gen
Copenha
te
Czecho-Slovakia on
5/21/38
rt
9 .. 3/
Boring
Parade
5/38
ai
9
llent
...Exce
Austria
of
Glimpses
ni Glimpses of New Bruns.
3/26/38
ng ^vjck
10 . 9/18/37
...Picturesque
9
10
Beautiful
oif Peru
Glimpses
9 . 12/ 4/37
Poor
Incas
the
of
Land
Natural Wonders of the,,
_ .
^ . 2/ 5/38
9
Very Good
^jst
9 .. 8/20/38
Tops
4/30/38
Paris on Parade
"
ra""
n
Rural Swede
Stockholm.
Pride of
.
. .10/30/37
F*""
Sweden

TRADE

April 5. 1939
PARAMOUNT
1938-39
Time
Comment Running

RevieweG
Issue Of

BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Concert Poor
7 . 9/24/M
Musical Mountaineer
7 .Not
. 2/11/39
Rev.
My Friend the Monkey.. Poor
7 .12/17/38
On With the New
Okay
7
Pudgy in Thrills and
1/21/39
Chills
Fair
7 .. 8/13/38
Pudgy
the
Watchman.
..
Fair
7
.10/15/38
Sally Swinp
Poor
7 . 4/ Rev.
1/39
Scared Crows
7 .Not
So Does An Automobile. Good
7
COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
8/27/38
All's Fair at the Fair. . Good
7 .. 2/11/39
. 1 1/12/38
Always
Kickin'
Fair
7
Playful Polar Bears Cute
7
Not Rev.
Small Fry
7
COLOR CRUISES (7)
. . 1 1/26/38
Costa
Rica
Fair
....
10 .. 8/27/38
Guatemala
Excellent
10 .. 1/21/39
Land of Inca Mem8/39
ories
Fair
lU .... 4/
Mexico
Poor
9/24/38
.Interesting
109
Republic of Panama
HEADLINERS (15)
Busse
Rhythm
Champagne Music of Standard
10V2.
Lawrence Welk
Snappy
10 . .. 10/15/38
3/ 4/39
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9
Lights: Action! Lucas! .Excellent
10 .11/26/38
Moments
»(
Charm
Splendid
10
Music Through the
7/16/38
8/27/38
Years
Lacks Movement II . . 2/11/39
Orrin Tucker & Orch Snappy
10 . 1 1/12/38
Song IsKings
Born
10 . 12/17/38
Three
and a Unusual
Queen
Good Music
10 . 4/ 1/39
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
10 . 3/ 4/39
4/ 1/39
Fisherman's
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short ..10II .12/17/38
MiiUtiwea Melodramas
9/24/3»
Oh Say, Can You Ski?. .Commercial
10 . 10/15/38
Raising Canines
Interesting
10 .
Rube
Goldberg's Travel- Very Funny
gab
SVi- 10/15/38
8/13/38
Tannhauser
Classic
1210
That's Africa
Unusual
10 . 11/26/38
Unfinished Symphony . . . Classio
10
3/ 4/39
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
Standard
10 . 8/13/38
No.
No. 2
Good
10 . 8/27/38
9/24/38
No. 3
Slow
. 1 1/19/38
.12/
3/38
No. 4
Fair
No. 5
Fair
9 . I/2I/3S
H
No. 6
Interesting
9
2/11/39
No.
Vei-y
Good
10 ...Not
No. 7
8
Interesting
3/ 4/39
No.
9
Rev.
10
POPEYE (12)
107 . 8/27/38
Bulldozing the Bull . . . . Very Good
1/21/39
.. 2/18/39
Cops
Is
Always
Right.
..
Average
Customers Wanted
Almost a Reissue 77 ..12/10/38
1
1/19/38
Date to Skate
Good
7
Goonland
Funny
7
Leave Well Enough
Alone
7 .Not Rev.
. 9/24/38
Mutiny Nitemare
Ain't Nice
Swell
Wotta
107 .Not Rev.
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
. 9/24/38
No. I
Fair
10 .11/19/38
No.
2
Interesting
No. 3
10 . 4/ 1/38
Rev.
10 .Not
No. 4
Divei'sified
SPECIAL (1) (Tech.)
Aladdin and
WonderfulHisLamp
10II
Not Rev.
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
..10/15/38
10 ..12/ 3/38
Champion Airhoppers
Good
10 . . Not Rev.
Excellent
10 . . 2/1 1/39
Good Skates
Good
10 . . 8/27/38
10 ..
. . 3/
9/24/38
4/39
Sporting
Excellent
Swell
Entertainment. 1010 ..11/12/38
. 8/13/38
Swell
.
12/17/38
10
10
Two Boys and a Dog.
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
8/13/38
10/15/38
No. I
Interesting
10
No.
2
Very
Goo")
II
12/17/38
No. 3
All Right
II
1/21/39
No. 4
Good
10
No. 5
10
Not Rev.
RKO-RADIO 1937-38
ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Carnival Show
Satisfactory
Deviled Ham
Entertaining ....
Hockshop
Blues
Entertaining
International Rhythm ..Very
Good ....
Latin
Rhythm
..
Fair
Maids and Music
Passable
No Sale
Entertaining ....
Phoney Boy ....
Fair
Radio Hook Up . .
Dull
Rhythm in a Night
Court
Very Good
lO
Salt Shakers
Just Filler
II
Skyline
Revue
Entertaining
Sweet Shoe
Poor
IIII
CONDOR MUSICALS (13)
Frozen
Entertaining
Murder Affair
in Swingtime ...Very
Good ..
Prairie Swingaroo
Fair

10
10

10

. 7/ 2/38
. 1/22/38
. 7/ 9/38
.. 2/26/38
6/18/38
.. 10/30/37
4/23/38
3/ 5/38
. 2/ 5/38
... 12/18/37
4/30/38
8/28/37
. 4/ 9/38
. 8/28/37
..12/
8/28/37
4/37

Atril S. 1939

SNOWMEN'S

RKO-RADIO

(Continued)
Running Reviewed
Time
Issue of
DISNEY CARTOONS (iS) (Teeh )
Duck
MIM-Miekey
Symphony— DD- Donald
. 2/12/38
Beat
Bulidere Mouse—
(MM) SS-Siliy
Excellent
.. 2/26/38
7/31/37
Ulocli Cleaners (MM) ... Excellent
Donald's Better Self Swell
. 4/ 9/38
Donald's Nephews (DD). Swell
. 10/23/37
Donald's
(DD) . . Okay
Terrifle
.. 6/18/38
6/18/38
Fox HuntOstrich
(DD)..
Good Sceuts (DO) Excelle«t
.
7/31/37
Hawaiian Holiday (MM) Swell
. 10/23/37
Lonesome Ghosts (MM). .A Howl
.. 9/
3/38
Mickey's Parrot (M M) .. Excellent
4/23/38
Mickey's
(MM) . Very
Good
. 3/19/38
Moth
and Trailer
the Flame
Excellent
81/2.
Old Mill (SS)
Excellent
9 . .. 10/23/37
10/30/37
Pluto's
Quinpuplets(MM)
Funny
8 . . 6/ 4/3S
Polar Trappers
(DD) Very
Excellent
8
.
.
1/82/38
Seif-Control (DD)
Very Good
. 9/ 3/38
Whalers (MM)
Swell
Wynken, BIynken and
. 4/30/38
Nod (SS)
Excellent
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Ears of Experience Very Funny
18
1/38
1 1/
1/27/37
Edgar and Goliath Good
20
2/12/38
False Roomers
Average
17
Fool Coverage
Fairly Good
20
7/ 2/38
4/30/38
Kennedy'sJudge
Castle
AA Howl
|... 1717
Morning
Riot
9/25/37
HEADLINERS (3)
1/ 1/38
Music Will Tell
Excellent
18 .. 6/
Picketing for Love
Entertaining
17 .10/ 4/38
9/37
Trailing Along
Fair
16
LEON ERROL (6)
. . 4/ 9/38
Berth Quake
.. 1/ i/38
18 . . 2/12/38
6/18/38
1917 .. .. 10/30/37
Jitters
Great Fun
Rented Riot
A Howl . .
..10/16/37
Should Wives Work . . . Entertainin<
20
PATHE PARADE (7)
. . 9/25/37
No.
Fair
..II
/20/37
No. 2
Interesting
. . 1/22/38
No. 3
Interesting
. . 2/26/38
No. 4
. 10 . . 3/26/38
No. 3
. . 5/28/38
No. 6
Very Good
..Not Rev.
No. 7
RADIO

FLASH (3)

Photografter
Amus
17
Stupor-Visor
Fair
RADIO MUSICALS (3)
Harris in the Spring Fair
, 20
Twenty Girls and a
. 18
Band
Good
SMART SET (3)
Buckaroo Broadcast ....Entertaining
Hunting Trouble
Amusing ....
Rhythm Wranglers Good Music
SPECIAL (I)
Quintupland
Very Entertaining
SPORTSCOPES (9)
Bit and Bride
Fine
Brother Golfers
Interesting ..
Flying Feathers
Fairly Good
In the Swim
Entertaining ..
PInehurst
Instructive
Swinging Mallets
Very Good ..
Underwater
Excellent ...
White Magic
Entertaining
Windward Way
Very Good .

20
16
19

...10/23/37
. 6/18/38
. . 1/22/38
. . 1/ 1/38
..Not Rev.
. . 1/22/38
.. 2/26/38
8/ 6/38
. 1 1/27/37

19 . 2/26/38
S'/i
10
10
10
9
10
9
10
10

5/14/38
8/13/3^
6/25/33
2/26/38
5/14/38
4/
2/38
6/ 4/38
2/12/38
3/19/38

1938-39
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
Brave Little Tailor Great
9 . . 9/ 3/38
Rev.
Donald's Golf Game
8 . ,Not
10/22/38
Donald's
Day AA Scream
88 .. .10/22/38
Farmyard Lucky
Symphony
Real Treat
Ferdinand the Bull Excellent
8 . , 10/29/38
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ... 8 . 10/22/38
Hockey Champ
8
Rev.
3/25/39
Merbabies (SS)
Good
8 .Not
Mother Goose Goes
10/22/38
Hollywood
Outstanding
71/2. 10/22/38
Practical
Great
81/2.
Rev.
Society DogPig
Show
8 . Not
Ugly Duckling (SS) Wonderful
9 . 10/22/38
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Beaux and Errors
Good
18 .10/ 1/38
Clean Sweep
17 .Not Rev
4/ 8/39
Clock Wise
Funny
16 .-Not
Rev.
Maid to Order
IB
HEADLINERS (4)
Romancing Along
21 .Not Rev.
Bea Melody
Very Good
19 ..Not
10/ 8/38
Rev.
Swing Vacation
19
LEON ERROL (6)
Rave
18 . .Not Rev.
Boner
20 .Not Rev.
Difficulties Excellent
19 . 10/29/38
Fright
Very Funny
18 . 9/ 3/38
MARCH OF TIME (13)
Inside
the
Maginot
Line. Excellent
201/2. 10/29/38
Uncle Sam-Good
Neighbor
Good
l8'/2. 1 1/26/38
Refugee
— Today & Ts- Tods
morrow
17 . , 12/24/38
Stat* of the Nation Lacks Usual Punch .. 18... 1/21/39
foung America —
2/11/39
Mexico's New— BackCrisis. .. Excellent
19
Mediterranean
ground for War
Stirring
18 . 3/18/39
Crime
Home
Major
Stag*

TRADE

RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Comment
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue Of
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Rev.
Cafe Rendezvous
10 ,.Not
4/ 8/3n
Hello Mama
Fair
9
Readin',
Writin' and
Rhythm
10 .Not
Rev.
Rev.
Samovar Serenade
10 .Not 1/38
Styles and Smiles
Good
II .10/
.
10/29/38
Talent Auction
Fair
10
Rev.
Tropical Topics . .
10 .Not
9/ 3/88
Under a Gypsy Moon. ..Just Filler
10 ..Not
Rev.
Venetian Moonlight
II
QUINTUPLETS (I)
RADIO FLASH (4)
Not Rev.
Dog
10/29/38
HecticGone
Honeymoon
.Funny
17 ..Not
Rev.
Plumb Crazy
16
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairie Papas
18 .Not Rev.
Ranch House Romeo
Diverting
17 . 4/ 8/39
Western Welcome . . , . Entertaining
20 . 5/14/38
REELISMS (9)
. 3/18/39
Air Waves
Outstanding
10
Dude Ranch
Exceptional
lU .11/ 5/38
Gold
10 .Not Rev.
Newsreel
Unusual
10 .12/10/38
Pilot Boat
Interesting
8 . 2/ 4/39
1/38
Sirtunarino Cirtus
Unusual
10 .10/
Trans America
Fair
10 . 10/22/38
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Bird Dogs
Excellent
10 .11/ 5/38
Blue Grass
Excellent
10 ..12/10/38
2/ 4/39
Bow String
Excellent
8 .10/
1/38
Deep End
Excellent
19
Fisherman's Paradise ... Fascinating
18 . 9/
2/ 4/39
3/38
On the Wing
Remarkable
10
3/18/39
Snow Falls
Thrills and Spills .. 9 .. 4/
8/39
Sporting Wings
Very Good
9
20th CENTURY-FOX 1937-38
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (6)
Bone Bender Parade Amusing
ll'/2. 10/
7/37
Filming Modern Youth.. Good
8'/2. 8/ 2/37
Filming Nature's Won- ders Interesting 8'/2. 12/
4/37
10/30/37
Laughing at Fate
Exciting
10
Motor Maniacs
Thriilino
10 . 8/14/37
1/15/38
Trailing Animal Stories. . Entertaining
S
ALONG THE ROAD TO ROMANCE (S) Not Rev.
Dude Ranch
9
4/37
Italian Libya
Interestingly Told ..10 . .12/
.. 12/18/37
Land
of
the
Maple
Leaf
.
Interesting
9'/2.
8/14/37
Mexican Mural
Interesting
9 . . 2/12/38
Modern Dixie
Splendid
Portraits
of Portugal ...Very
Interesting
10IO'/2. . 8/ 7/37
ADVENTURES OF 1938-39
A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 ..Not Rev.
Daily Diet of Danger Fast Action
9 ..11/19/38
Filming BigModern
Thrills
91/2.. Not Rev.
Recording
Scisncs
Very Good
I» .. I/2Q/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autann Fastaioos
Eye Filling
10 ..10/15/38
Winter Styles
Very Good
10 ..12/24/38
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6)
What
Every Bey Should
Know
18 . Not Rtv.
What Every Girl Should
IO/IS/38
Know
10 . Not
What
Every Inventor ProbJema'.ical
Rev.
Should Know
10 .
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
Golden California
Good But Old
10 . 10/15/38
Isle of Pleasure
Above Average
II . 8/20/38
Land
of
Contentment
IO'/2.. Not Rev.
Mystic Siam
10
12/24/38
Not
Rev.
Viking Trails
Very Good
II
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
Hunting Dogs
Fascinating
10 . . 4/ 1/39
Shooting For Par
10 . , Not
Rev.
Timber Toppers
..Excellent
10 . 1 1/26/38
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Chris Columbo
Good
7
8/20/38
Rev.
Doomsday
(Tech.)
6'/2. Not
Frame Up
Not Rev.
6'/2.
GFrozen
Man Feet
Justice
ei/j. Not
10/15/38
Rev.
Class Slipper (Tech.) ... Good
6'/,.
Goose Flies High
6'/2. Not
Rev.
Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)....
G'A. Not
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/2. 10/15/38
Nutty
6'/2. Not Rev.
One GunNetwork
Gary In the
Rev.
Nick of Time
6'/2. Not
Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
61/2. Not
Not
Rev.
Stranger Rides Again
6'/2.
String Bean Jack
6I/2. Not Rev.
Three
6'/2. Not Rev.
Village Bears
Blacksmith
Wolf's Side of the Story
e'A- Net Rev.
UNITED
WORLD ARTISTS
WINDOWS (12) 1938-39
Tech.
. 12/24/38
Arabian Bazaar
interesting
8
Eternal Fire
Interesting
II .10/ 8/38
Fox Hunt in the Roman Campagna Good
10 . 10/15/38
Jerusalem
Outstanding
10 . 10/ 8/38
Petra, the Lost City Excellent
8 .12/24/38
4/ 8/39
River Thames
Beautiful
10 ..10/
8/38
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 .12/31/38
Wanderers of the Desert. Interesting
8
No.
No.
Ne.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

UNIVERSAL 1937-38
GOING PLACES (13)
40
One of the Best
9
41
Fairly Good
9
42
Interesting
9
43
Dull
9
44
Satisfactory
10
45
Satisfactory
9
46
Interesting
10
47
Very Interesting .... 10
48
Excellent
9
49
Interesting
9
50
Excellent
9
51
Good
10
»2
Very Good
10
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REVIEW

. 1 1/20/37
.11/27/37
. 12/25/37
... 12/25/37
1/29/38
2/19/38
. 3/ 5/38
. 3/26/38
. 4/ 2/38
. 5/ 7/38
. 4/23/38
. 6/ 4/38
. 6/25/38

UNIVERSAL (Continued)
Runnint
Revl»w«i
Comment
Issue ef
Time
MENTONE MUSICALS (13) (TWO REELS) 10/23/37
2/19/38
All Aboard
Poor
|7
8/20/38
Down on the Barn
Fair
|7
Fits and Benefits
Fairly Go«d
20
Hawaiian Capers
Poor
|g
9/
High-Jack 'N' the Show. Fairly Entertaining.. 17
12/11/37
4/ 4/37
9/38
4/23/38
Latin Hi-Hatti
n'
Protty
Good
20
Musio and Flowers
Average
17
12/11/37
5/ 7/38
10/23/37
Rhapsody
in Zoo
and Diverting.' 2115'/,
Oh
SayforCan
You Hear. . Novel
Fairly Good
15
Show
Sale
Fair
Somewhere
In Paris Entertaining . .
7/
18
3/ 2/38
5/38
Stars In Stripes
Excellent
18
Bar-B
-Q
Good
17
9/ 4/37
Teddy
Bergman's
OSWALD CARTOONS (26)
Barnyard Romeo
Good
7 -.10/15/38
8/20/38
BigMousie
Cat and the Little Cute
..12/11/37
. . 6/25/38
7./, . . 4/ i/U
Cheese Nappsrs
Fairly Good . ..
..11/27/37
Dumb Cluck
Average
Feed the Kitty
Fairly Amusing .
.... 9/24/38
Football Fever
Just Fair
7/ 2/38
..11/19/31
Ghost Town Frolics .... Fair
. . 10/23/37
Happy Scouts
Amusing
Hollywood
Bowl
Fair
..10/ 9/37
Keeper of the
Lions Fair
..Not Rev.
Lamplighter
.. 3/ 5/38
Lovesick
Poor
.
. 10/30/37
..12/11/37
Man Hunt
Amusing .,
Mechanical
Handy Man. Very
Fair
..Not
Rev.
Mysterious
Jug News
..
Fairly Amusing .
Movie
Phoney
. . 6/ 4/38
Nellie,
the
Indian
Chief's Daughter
Okay
OSWALD CARTOONS (Cont.)
Nellie, the
Sewing
Ma- Pretty Good . ..
9/24/38
chine
Girl
.. 4/
IS/38
5/14/38
Pixie Land
Good
Problem Child
Average
7 ..Not
Queen's Kittens
8/20/38
Rev.
5/
7/38
7
Silly Seals
Almost As Silly
7
,
Tail
End
Fair
7
Trad* Mice
6/25/38
Rev.
7 ..Not
Voodoo in Harlem
Nov*l
7 , . 2/tS/38
Yokel Boy Makes Good. .SPECIAL
Very Amusing
(3)
7 ,
7/24/37
Breathless Moments
Thrilling
20
3/ 5/38
Hollywood Screen Test. . Excellent
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
. 9/11/37
.10/
2/37
N*. 40
Okay
9 .10/ 2/37
No. 41
Interesting
9
.11/27/37
No. 42
Fair
9 .12/11/37
No.
43
Interesiing
No. 44
Good
99 . 2/19/38
No. 45
Okay
9 . 2/19/38
3/26/38
No.
Interesting
1010 .. 4/
2/38
No. 46
47
Good
No. 48
Interesting
9 . 4/16/38
No. 49
Very Good
9 . 4/30/38
4/38
No. 50
Diversified
9 .. 6/
6/25/38
No. (I
Good
9
No. 82
Fascinating
9
GOING1938-39
PLACES (13)
.11/12/38
. 9/24/38
No. S3
Good
9 . .11/12/38
No. 54
Good . .
10 .11/26/38
NO. 55
Excellent
10 . .12/10/31
No. 56
Fairly Good
10
No. 57
Very Good
9
No. 58
9 . 2/25/39
Rev.
No. 59
Fair
10 . ..Not
2/25/39
No. 60
Interesting
9 . . 4/ 8/39
No. 61
Interesting
10
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bank Notes
Lively
19
8/20/38
Beauty Shoppe
Just Filler
20 . ,12/
4/ 3/38
1/39
2/25/39
Rev.
Cafe Boheme
Passable
17 .Not
Music and Models
Entertaining
18 . .11/19/38
Nautical Knights
19 .
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18
8/20/38
Rhythm
Cafe
Good
Diversion
201/2.
9/24/38
Side Show Fakir
Fairly Good
.. 20
2/11/39
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
9/24/38
No.
53
Interesting
9/24/38
N*. 54
Fair
S9 .. 12/
3/38
10/15/38
No.
Okay
91/2.
No. 55
56
Very Good
9 . 12/10/38
No.
57
Interesting
9
.
No. 58
9
Rev.
No. 59
Interesting
9 ! .Not
4/ 1/39
No. 60
Very Good
9 . 2/25/39
No. 61
Just Fair
9
3/ 4/39
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby Kittens
Cute
8 ..11/26/38
Cat and Bell
Okay
7 .. 9/24/38
Crack Pot Cruise
7 ..Not Rev.
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8 ..11/26/38
I'm
Jitterbug
77 ..Not
Rev.
LittleJust
Bluea Blackbird
...Average
..12/17/38
Little Tough Mice
Good
7
4/ 8/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 ..3/ 4/39
One Armed Bandit
Enjoyable
7 ..4/1/39
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7 ..11/19/38
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7 ..11/12/38
Soup to Muts
7 ..Not Rev.
VITAPHONE-WARNER 1937-38
BROADWAY
BREVITIES (30)
..11/20/37
2/19/38
18 ..
Calling All Kids
Fast and Funny
.. 9/11/3;
10 ..
Candid Kid
Entertaining
.
.
5/14/3*
4/
2/3C
Doctor Cupid
Passable
Forget Me Knots
Fair
Got a Match
Poor
21 .. .. 4/30/38
Here's Your Hat
Very Good
3/ 5/38
Hold That Ball
Poor
21 .. 9/11/37
Little Me
Fair
Littlest Diplomat
Fair (Tech.) .. .
7/
9/38
19 .. .. 10/16/37
1/ 8/38
Man Without a Country. Excellent (Tecli.)
2120 . . 12/
4/3'
22
My
2020 . . 4/23/38
One Pop
on the House Funny
Entertaining
20
Out Where the Stars
Begin
Swell (Tech.) ...
19
Rev.
2121 ..Not
4/38
6/25/38
Prisoners of Swing
Good Fun
21 . .. 6/
. 6/11/38
Rainbow's
End
Entertaining.. .
Rise
and ofSing
Entertaining
..Not
Rev.
. . 1 1/13/37
Romance
Louisiana ..Excellent
(Tech.)
Romance Road
(Tech.)
19
(Continued on next page)
2t
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VITAPHONE-WARNER
Comment

BROS.

(Con.)

Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue Of
BROADWAY BREVITIES (Cent.)
1/15/38
Script Girl
Entertaining
20 . . 7/23/3J
Sons of the Plaine
Excellent (Tech.) ... 19 • ..11/20/37
Starlets
Clever Kids
20 . 5/ 7/38
Stocks and Blondes Amusing
20 . . 12/10/38
There Goes the Bride ..Pretty Good
20 . .Not Rev.
. 3/26/38
5/38
Up in Liohts
Very Good
21 . .11/
Rev.
Ups and Downs
20 .Not
. 2/26/38
.12/25/37
Weddino Yells
Funny
21
Toot
COLORTOUR ADVENTURES (13)
Sw
Crossroads
of the Orient. Fairly Interestini ... 10 . .. 3/26/38
e
HermiteKingdom
Dull
0 . . 8/20/38
t
1/15/38
India's Millions
Very Good
0 . . 7/
2/38
of Enchantment ...Interesting
0 . .10/30/37
Under Isles
It's
Work
Very
Good
lo
.11/13/37
the Land
lO'/i.
Poor
Kangaroo. . Entrancing
of the Land
WirBright
Long
l l • .. 9/11/37
5/38
e Jungles
Malayan
Interesting
0 . 2/
7/23/38
Mechanix Illustrated ...Fascinating
0 . ..10/23/37
J'
Mysterious
Dull
J0 •. . 4/30/38
•
Pearl of theCeylon
East
Satisfactory
Teradio Land
Good
0 . . 4/ 9/38
What the World Makes
10 .Not Rev.
20
.
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS
(16)
Waiting
ACase
rouofn the Stutterini
IO/lS/37
d
Pig
. Swell
Not Rev.
Injun Trouble
7/30/38
!
Very
Amusing
7
Porky and DafTy .. . Good
7
- - 20
1/15/38
Porky at the Croeadere. .
11/20/37
.
7
Cartoon
4/23/38
.
Porky's Double Trouble. . Swell
'
ng
Amusi
...
Ten
Porky's Five and
Not Rev.
Porky's Hare Hunt ...Exce
,. - \: \ llent
71/'
'Vt. 12/ 4/37
Porky's Hero Agency
4/38
Porky's Party
Fair
'' •■ 6/
2/26/38
Good
Porky's Phoney Express.
1/
8/38
•
'
....Good
Porky's Poppa
7/ 9/38
Porky's Spring Planting. Good
^o • , 6/25/38
Good
Porky the Fireman
ftev.
Rover's Rival
;.Enterta
VU • ■• ining
47 .Not
. 3/ 5/37
What Price Porky
Wholly Smoke
' ■ .Net Rev.
MELODY MASTERS (It)
10 . 7/ 2/38
1 1 . 10/16/37
Don Bestor
^"'i!??
10 . 2/12/38
9 .10/16/37
^^^!5r^:::::::::::fc!;-*"'^v
Mai Hallett
FJ'r •
,g .. 8/27/38
9/11/37
Hi» BusyJohnson
pay,
5fZ?enf ' i!!! i!: ! i! i \o . 12/18/37
Arnold
I
d
Goo
Very
a.
.
Orchestr
t
King
/>K.H«
iiras
rair
Henry ILucas
. 5/21/38
1/29/38
. Good
Clyde
.. 2/26/38
Enrico Madriguera
4/16/38
r
Faid
Oreh.. . Goo
00 .Not Rev.
M.rofl> Moore...
Benny""Deacon"
Carl
. 4/ 2/38
. 4/30/38
.11/20/37
. 4/ 9/38
10
Violin. Diverting
HI. Swing
RubinofTay and'
Night
Saturd
I" .. 5/28/38
Peppy
1/15/38
Club
10
Average
Sln-Copa'tlon
MERRIE MELODIES (20) (Tech.)
8/27/38
7 ..
l
7/23/38
A-Lad-ln Bagdad . Swel
7 .. . Vot
Clever
Cinderella Meets Fella.
l?ev.
'
•
Cracked Ice
..12/25/37
EMand
Daffy
7
....... Fair
head Duck
Have
You Got Any
7 .... 6/11/38
l
Swel
5/28/38
Castles?
7
at
Gre
npo
Pingo-Pa
of
Rev.
Isle
1 Wanna be a Sailor •in Entertainment.• 77 .. ..Not
2/ 5/38
Tops
r.
jungle Jitte
.
.
5/28/38
7 ..10/16/37
Katnip Kollege Okay
7
Good
Lyin' Mouse
Little
Red Walking
1/20/37
7 .. .. 1 7/
.
Clever ent
d
Hoo
2/38
7 . . 8/20/38
Exce
Love and Curses
7 . . 1/22/38
Excellent
Major Lied 'Til Dawn. .. Very
7
Clever
Buckaroo
My
Now Little
That Summer l» _ , . . aining
.
,7 .. 5/21/38
Entert
j
Qgp
4/IU/38
Penguin Parade
^
I8 .... 12/18/37
September in the Ram .. Very Good
.... 2/20/38
7
Clever
4/ 2/38
Very
Weasel
Sneezing
7
Amusing
Star Is Hatched
Woods
Are Full
- ..12/ 4/3/
Cuckoos
..Swell Burlesqut 8
PICTORIAL REVIEWS (12)
10 ..10/30/37
9/11/37
Interesting
igg I
10 .11/ 6/37
No'. 4
2
fair
No.
Interesting
10 .12/ 4/3)
No. 3
Fair .
1 1 . 2/ 5/38
No. 5
Interesting
10 . 1/29/38
No 6
Entertaining . .
10 .. 2/2B/38
No. 7
Excellent
4/ 9/38
10
No. 8
Excellent
. 4/23/38
No. 8
Good
.
6/ 4/38
10
No. 16
Average
1101 . 7/ 9/38
No. II
Interesting
.
8/20/38
No. 12
Diversified . . . .
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Alibi Mark
Dramatic
13 .. 12/25/37
4/37
Attic of Terror
A Hit
12 . 9/
2/ 5/38
Bolted Door
Exciting
13 . 12/1
1/37
Danger— High Voltage ..Tops in Excitement . 14 . 4/16/38
Dear Old Dad
Gripping
12
4/38
Dream Comes True
Good
10 .. 6/
7/ 2/38
Fighting Judge
Very Good
II . 2/26/38
Hit and Run
Splendid
12
7/23/38
Night Intruder
Gripping
14 ..11/27/37
Playing With Danger .. Gripping
13 . 3/26/38
Shop Girls'
Evidence ...Gripping
...Fair
Trapped
Underground
1310 . 8/27/38
Wanderlust
Very Good
13 . 5/14/38
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Alibi Time
Very Entertaining ..
Juggling
Mr. and Fool
Mrs. Jesse Exeellent
Crawfard
Fair
Neckln' Party (Rolsoue) .Timely
Puppet Love
Pleasing
RoBing
'Em Alive
Exciting
Ski
Flight
Exeollent
Swing
Jamboree. . Yes
No
Unreal Cat's
Newareol
Just and
Fair
Vltaphone Capers
Just Vaudeville
Vltaphone Frollee Just Vaudevlllo
Vita^bone Gambols
Fair

II
10
10
II
10
1010
i9
10
II
10

.. .. 2/
5/38
5/21/38
. . 4/ 2/38
.. 9/11/37
. . 9/18/37
. . 10/16/37
.... 7/
!/22/38
9/38
.. 1/15/38
.. 6/18/38
..11/20/37
.. 3/li/3«

TRADE

VITAPHONE-WARNER
Comment

REVIEW

BROS.

(Con.)

Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue Of

1938-39
BROADWAY B"IEVITIES (24) 17 .Not Rev.
Boarder Trouble
9/17/38
Campus Cinderella Very Good
18 ..Net
Rev.
Cleaning Up
17
Hats and Dogs
20 .Not Rev.
Knight Is Young
20 .Not Rev.
Murder With Reservations 21 .Nat Rev.
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20 . 3/11/39
1/14/39
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20 ..Not
Rev.
Spare Part.
20
Stardust
Very Clever
18 .12/ 3/38
Sundae Serenade
20 .Not 8/38
Rev.
Toyland Casino
Great
22 .10/
Rev.
Two Shadows
20 ..Not
8/20/38
Zero Girl
Good
20
COLOR PARADE (13)
China Today
Interesting
II .10/ 8/38
Mechanix Illustrated ..Interesting
10 . 1 1/26/38
Mechanix Illustrated #2. Interesting
10 .. 3/
1/14/39
4/39
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10
8/27/38
Miracles of Sport
Very Good
10 ..12/17/38
Nature'sOn Mimics
Interesting
1010 .Not Rev.
Points
Pointers
Roaming Cameraman
No. I
Interesting
II . 3/25/39
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
Declaration of Inde18 . 10/15/38
Lincoln in the White pendence None Better
. 1/14/39
House
Outstanding
3/25/39
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops . ..20 .. 12/17/38
Swingtime In the Movies. Excellent (Tech.) ..20
. 20
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS .(16)
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7 . 4/ 1/39
Daffy Doc
Lively
7 .12/ 3/3»
It's An Stranger
111 Wind
7 .Not Rev.
Lone
and
. 3/11/39
Porky
Very Funny
7 .Not
Rev.
Porky In Egypt
7
Porky in Wackyland
7 .Net
Rev.
. 3/ 4/39
Porky's Movie Mystery. .. Cartoon Fun
7 .10/15/38
Porky's
Naughty
77 . 12/17/38
Porky the
GobNephew Average
Amusing
Porky's Tiie Trouble
7 .Not Rev.
MELODY MASTERS (18)
Dave Apollon
Fair
7 .12/17/38
Blue Barron
10 .Not Rev.
Larry Clinton
10 .Not Rev.
Jimmy Dersey
9 .Not Rev.
8/38
Merle Kendrick
Exeellent
10 .18/
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
10 . 8/17/38
Jerry Livingston
10 ..Not
Rev.
1/14/39
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
10
. 3/ 4/39
Russ Morgan
Fair Swingcopatlon
Miisie With a Smile ...Lively and Peppy ... m . 4/ 1/39
Artie Shaw
Okay
10
MERRIE MELODIES (26) Teth.
Couat Me Out
Fair
7 ..I2/I7/J8
Daffy Duck and the
Dinosaur
Excellent
7 .. . 3/25/39
7/23/-<'(
Daffy Duck in Hollywood
7 ..Not Rov.
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7 .. 3/18/39
Dog Gone Modern
Funny
7 .. 1/14/39
Feud There Was
Grab It
7 .. 9/17/38
Goldrush Daze
7 ..Not Rev.
Ham-ateur Night
7 ..Not Rev.
Johnny Smith and
Poker-Huntas
Swell
7 ..IZ/I7/S8
Prest-o Change-o
Good
7 ..4/ 8/39
MERRIE MELODIES (26) Tech. (Cont.)
Little Pancho Vanilla. .Clever
7 ..tO/IS/18
Mice Will Play
7 ..Not Rtv.
Night Watchman
Entertaining
7 ..11/21/88
Robinhood Makes Good .. Diverting
7 ..3/ 4/39
You're An Education ... Fair
7 ..12/ J/88
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (()
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9 . . 10/ 8/St
Master's
Touch
10 ..
..Not
Rev.
Pow Wow
Very Interesting
10
9/17/J8
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Chained
Gripping
10 .. 3/25/39
Defying Death
Thrilling
II ..12/3/38
High Peril
Good Suspense
12 ..3/ 4/39
Human Bomb
One of tho Best ... 12 .. 1/14/39
Identified ..
Excellent
12 .. »/24/38
Toils of the Law
12 ..Not Rev.
Treacherous Water
Thrilling
12 ..12/17/38
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Gadgeteers ..
Kind of Silly
10 ..12/17/38
Great Library Misery. .. Excellent
II .. 9/17/38
Robbin'
Good
Excellent
10
Ski Girl
Splendid
10 ..11/21/38
.. 1/14/39
Table Manners
Good
10 .. 9/17/38
Tax Trouble
Fair
10 .. 3/18/39
Vaudeville Interlude
IS ..Not Rev.
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlla — The Heart
..11/ 5/S8
of Sweden(Lenauer)
(Sanders) ...Novel
. . Excellent
8 .. 8/18/J8
Datelines
Idea .
..11/ 5/S8
Fishing in the Fjords
10
(Sander.)
Interesting
II . .12/17/38
Frosty Frolics (Lenauer) .Refreshing
Gems of the Orient
1810 . . 3/25/39
(Modern)
Interesting
II ..I2/17/J8
Worth Your
(Lenauer)
Getting
Money's Revealing
Man's Paradise
(Mod.. 7/16/38
35
ern) ..
Good
Master of the Camera
. . 3/12/38
(Pictorial Films) ... Interesting
Memory Lingers On
10
.
. 8/13/38
(Ennis)
Interestino
..11/ 9/38
Midsummer In Sweden .Beautiful
10
(Sanders)
New England. Yesterday
1910
4/ 1/39
& Today (Jam Handy).!
20 ... . 3/18/39
North Sea (Lenauer)....!
River, The (U. S. Doc.
31 . . 1/ 8/38
Film.) DIst. by Par..!
rrailing the Jaguar
28 . . 8/29/38
(Hoffberg)
. .\
Trees
and Pict.)
Men (Modern
. . 5/14/38
Good
Talking
.
SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
10
Ancient Cities of
10 . . 8/ 6/38
Beautiful and Gay Buda10
. . 4/16/38
pest Very Good
9 .. 6/11/38
Cebu
Interesting
Fabulous Marseilles ... Exoellont ..
li .. 6/11/38
Hong Kong. Gateway to

April 8, 1939
SCREEN

TRAVELER (Cont.)
Comment
Running Reviewed
Tima Is.ue Of
China
Excellent
IS .. 2/l2/3t
Makae.ar
Goad
10 .. 8/ 6/38
Manila, Queen City of
Pacific
Superb
10 .. 2/12/38
Norman Coa.t
Good
10 .. 6/11/38
Old
Normandy
10 .. 4/IS/3t
RoeortTown,
and ofQuaint
Town. Fa.einatlng
of the Blue Coaet Exeellent
10 .. 4/lt/U
Rio de Janeiro
Excellent
10 ,. 8/ 8/88
Singapore,
Cro..
Road.
of the East
Fascinating
10 .. 2/IJ/Ji
Venice
Fatainating
10 ..1/ (/IS
SERIALS
No. Chaps.
Rsvlowoi
I..U* •(
COLUMBIA
15 Chaps.
Flying G-Men
Groat
Adventure.
of Wild
Bill Hickok
15
Chap..
2/
4/3»
7/23/9I
Seoret of Treaeuro I. land .... 15 Chap..
IO/2i/SI
15 Chap..
Spider's Web
4/ J/8i
REPUBLIC
15 Chap..
Dick Tracy Return.
12 Chap..
Fighting Devil Dog.
5/28/88
8/
S/3t
Lone Ranger Return.
15 Chap..
Chaps.
2/ 18/89
12
Hawk of the Wild.rnss.
11/26/38
UNIVERSAL
15 Chap..
Buck Rogers
15 Chap..
Flaming
Frontier.
2/11/39
10/22/38
Red Barry
13 Chap.,
6/ 4/88
Scouts to the Reteuo
12 Cbap..
12/10/18
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cente per word. No charge (or name and addrca*.
Five insertions for the price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Classified ads will appear as soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Oassiflad
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-rcad book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address, New
Showmen's
Trade
Review,
Broadway,
York City.

SALE ~
FOR
SALE
POPCORN
E FORMACHINE,
N MACHIN
POPCOR
Good Condition. Write for details. SPARTAN THEATRE, Sparta, N. C.
PRINTING
4x11 DODGERS. COLORED. Printed to
your copy. 1,000— $1.25 5,000— $4.25. Order
from this advertisement. No. C.O.D.'s. Van
Cise Pulilishing Company, Bad Axe, Michigan.
SITUATION

WANTED

YOUNG

MAN, 24, Studying theatre advertising. Desires opportunity to gain exon publicityWill
staf? start
of theatre
or circuit in perience
mid-west.
at bottom.

Single, dependable, of excellent character,
and eager to learn. Write Robert D. Evans,
4932 N. Seeley Ave., Chicago, 111.
SOUND & PROjECTION SERVICES
WE GUARANTEE 30 to 40 percent
on your
more light
Shutters
gives
whiter,screen!!!
brighter"Brite-Light"
and clearer
pictures. Best built shutter on market for
Powers, Simplex, Kaplan, rear or front;
NEW PRICE EACH $6, prepaid anywhere!
"Servicing Charts" handbook, covering all
equipments, on sound $1.00. (Subscribe Today for our sound service via mail. We
keep your sound & projection perfect!
This service only $2 year. We tell you,
via mail, in simple, understandable words
and pictures, how to Service your soundprojection.)
Thousands
of satisfied
customers.
WESLEY TROUT,
Consulting
EuRineer, Box 575, ENID, OKLAHOMA.

PICTURE THEATRE— FOR LEASE, ~in
E
FOR LEW.AS
ATREReasonable.
THERent
a good Town.
H. Patterson, Lynchburg, Ohio,
PRINTED
THE PLANT
OF
HUGHESAT PRINTING
CO.,
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA.

BEING

NOW

To

All
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Subscribers to the Film Daily are
HOtv receiving their 1939 Film Year
Booh, of which there is no equal.
A few of the important subjects found in the 1939
FILM YEAR BOOK follow—
A complete list of theaters in the U. S. A.
The names of all features released in 1938 together with all
credits.
A showman's manual section which is the most up-to-date compendium of stunts, tieups, etc., that can be obtained from live
showmen who have found them practical.
Legal points and decisions of importance to everyone.
The work of producers, directors, cameramen, authors, etc., for
the past two years.
The financial picture of the major companies.
Personnel of production and distribution companies.
Distribution percentage tables.
The foreign markets.
Equipment Buying Guide of great importance.
A complete list of all features released in the United States since 1915, who
produced them, who released them, release dates and FILM DAILY review
dates. And 1,001 other important bits of information.
Subscribers to the Film Daily receive the FILM DAILY, filmdom's leading daily
trade paper, five days a week, for a full year — short subject editions four times a
year — one mammoth special edition every summer plus the FILM YEAR BOOK
which is unequalled in value — information — advertising and considered the
Recognized Standard Reference Book of the motion picture industry, all for
only $10 per year.

Over 1200 Pages
— 6V2 Pounds —
Beautifully Bound
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FILM
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serving the motion
industry
twenty
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with
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live
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and constructive editorials.
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BOOK
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or HIM DOM

/ViLTHINEWS
All THinMI

Hollywood
Office:
THE
FILM DAILY fir^l?DAILYm Hollywood
a
1501 Broadway
6425
Blvd.
New York, N. Y.
Hollywood, Calif.
Gentlemen :
Please enter my subscription to the FILM DAILY SERVICE,
and send my 1939 YEAR BOOK as soon as it is off the press.
I enclose my check for $10.00 (Foreign subscription, $15.00).
Name:
Street:
City:

State:
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F. ). A. McCarthy
Eastern HDiivision Sales Manager for Universal Pictures who leads his
forces into Cincinnati on Apni 15 where the first of three regional
sales meetings will begin under the direction of William A. Scully.
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star
of the
The greatest
screen!
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Letters from your patrons! Hundreds

★
★
★
★
★
★
★

of

thousands write in for photos and literature. They watch for Leo's gay message
each month.

more
46

than

million

readers
monthly!

EVERY

WITH

YOUR

CUSTOMERS!

Here's
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in
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Time,
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in
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how
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popular
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representative
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ALL

delightful family
yet? If by chance
don't you drop in
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in town when you

★
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★
★
★
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Has Judge Hardy's
dropped in on you
theythem?
haven't, why
on
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★
You'll
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other
and
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HERE'S A CHALLENGE, Mickey
Rooney (himself . . . not a stand-in) will
write a congratulatory letter to the five
best
copiers
of the personal.
above drawing.
Mickey's
letters
are very
So send
yours
(don't
make
it
too
big)
to
Leo,
M-G-M
Studios, Box O, Culver City, Cal. We are
the final judges ... all drawings become our
property . . . none will be returned.
★ ★
★ ★
All who send in drawings but don't win
one ofceiveMickey's
personal letters
re(with our compliments)
The will
Screen
Forecast, giving all the inside dope
about coming Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
attractions, of which there are many.
* ★
★ ★
And one of the most attractive of the
attractions brings together Claudette
Colbert and James Stewart in a Van
Dyke-directed opus entitled "It's a
* ★
★ *
Wonderful
No
matter World."
what your opinion of the
aworld
wonderful
may be,picture.
you won't deny that it's
★ ★
★ *
In addition to Claudette and James,
Guy Kibbee, Frances Drake, Edgar
Kennedy, Ernest Truex are in the cast.

HE'S LOOKING FOR A BIGGER
WORD THAN COLOSSAL! (Above is a
portrait of the M-G-M representative who
will acquaint your favorite theatre with
information about the new season pictures.
M-G-M is the leading motion picture company in the world. The season coming to
a close has been the best in its history.
But last
the new
line-up
is considered
the
wordseason's
in screen
entertainment.
Again— write for The Screen Forecast.)
★ ★ ★ *
Early in June we shall all say a gay
hello to "Good-Bye Mr. Chips." Our
scouts report
performance ishisthatbestRobert
ever, Donat's
and director
Sam Wood's screen translation of the
James Hilton novel is perfection.
★ ★
WIZARD

OF OZ

(More rhythmic notes)
THE TIN
WOODMAN
(Jack Haley)
The woodman with his blade so trusty
Must yield to oiling daily.
For when he weeps his joints get rusty.
Oh, Jeeper Weeper Haley!
(To be continued)
★
★
★ ★
May also comes in like a lion.
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The

Neely

Bill

TRADE

one reading the statements made before the Committee can help but agree that the arguments advanced
by Sidney Kent, William Rodgers and George Schaefer
were far more substantial and convincing than those advanced bythe supporters of the Bill.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of independent exhibitors who are supposed to derive so much benefit from
the passage of the Bill cannot journey to Washington
to express themselves. Thus far only Allied and a group
of organi2,ations with no investment or important connection in the exhibition field, have been speaking on behalf
of the measure.
It is no secret that the Neely Bill has been used and
abused for purposes far and beyond the relief the Bill is
a matter of fact its proponents

and their dubious army of supporters appear to be waging a battle against the industry rather than on behalf
of a piece of legislation.
But then Allied stated distinctly, at one of its conventions, that it was out to give the majors all the grief
it could via legislation and lawsuits. Overlooking the
fact that in so doing it may be kicking its members in
the shins.
Just in case you missed it on previous occasions may
we reiterate that in our opinion the Neely Bill is NOT
good legislation for our industry and is apt to cause
much havoc in the distributing system in many ways not

No

A

Trade

Pact

A

say this then tell 'em
A

Progresses

Discussion of the Neely Bill always brings us to the
Trade Pact Draft. And indications thus far on the latest
draft show far more satisfaction on the part of exhibitors
than with the earlier ones.
It certainly approaches

something

Page

one in his right mind

really resembling a

desire to eliminate the troublesome practices of the industry insofar as it affects the exhibitor and distributor
and give definite encouragement that further negotiations
will ultimately bring about a complete elimination of any
practices that might be construed as unfair to either side
of the argument.
STR is convinced that the draft in its present form
should be accepted with the provision that negotiations
are to continue on those portions of the draft which are

can claim that real conces-

sions haven't been made by the distributors. But we must
not lose sight of the fact that the evils developed over a
long period of years and cannot be eradicated or adjusted
overnight.
AAA

A

Motion
We

Picture

Exposition

rather like the idea of a Motion

Picture Exposition

as will be ofi^ered in conjunction with the New York
AUied's Convention.
If memory serves us correctly there were several such
Expositions about 25 years ago. All the producers, distributors, equipment manufacturers and dealers participated and as we recall, the public flocked to them by the
thousands. One was held in the old Madison Square
Garden and the others in Grand Central Palace.
As a means of promoting public goodwill and a closer
understanding of the industry, an Exposition could be
arranged for every key city in the United States. This,
in conjunction with an intelligent advertising campaign,
could do wonders for the industry both in cementing a
better understanding as well as stimulating interest in
the nation's theatres where the pictures play.
We hope the New York Exposition will point the
way for this suggestion.

the least being the basic cost of film rental to the independent exhibitor. And if the proponents want to accuse
us of being subsidized because we
to go ahead.

Page 3

not entirely satisfactory until an understanding, agreeable
to the exhibitors, is reached.

Hearings

to bring. As

V IK W

Editorial

No

supposed

R

A

A

New

STR

A

Service

Commencing in this issue, STR will convey weekly
a digest of production and product information which
should be important to theatremen everywhere.
Each week you will be able to know exactly what
pictures are in production or in process of editing and
thereby be in a position to anticipate forthcoming product.
This is especially important for theatres, both circuit and
independent, who must anticipate their future bookings
far in advance.
As in all other STR service departments,
also was suggested by theatremen. And, as in
it is just a matter of time before you will find
imitated or duplicated by the other weekly trade

this one
the past,
this idea
journals.

If additional information is desired or the presentation of this material is not exactly as you want it, please
let us know so that we can bring it to its greatest efficiency
—"CHICK"
in the shortest possible time.
LEWIS
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Universal
For

First

Prepares
Regional

A
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Studio
ITOA

Program

TRADORAFT

Meeting

Agenda
Announced
For Cincinnati Group;
Details of Product Next Week
Universal executives were busy this week working- on plans
for the three regional meetings which the company will hold,
the first of which in Cincinnati will begin this Saturday. At
hat time William A. Scully, gen-^'J^After that the delegates will see
■ral sales manager, will reveal screen tests
details of the company's 1939-40 of several
program
which will newcomers
consist of 40 who will apfeature picpear in Unitures to be
versal Pic■i ur.es next
made by Uni- season. The
^
versal, three
no u n c ement
product
anitself will be

^^^^^^
^
rAinrg1 eRincharand
ci
Nafe Blumberg
Andy Devine
and seven Wester
starring
Johnny Mack Brown. ns
In addition
to the features there
will be four
serials, 52
single reel
shorts, 13
two reelers
and one three
reel subject
besides the
regular semiweekly issues
of Universal
News.

made on Sunday afternoon
and will be
followed by
the awarding
Cliff Work
of prizes to
bookers for contests this season.
Monday's sessions will be devoted toThe
individual
managers'
meetings.
Convention
will
close at 4:00 P.M. to allow executives to catch a train for Chicago where sessions will begin
the following day.
Among the speakers at the
three day meeting will be President Nate Blumberg, F. J. A. McCarthy, eastern division sales
manager; William J. Heinenian,
western division sales manager;
Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign
sales manager; Louis Pollock,
eastern director of advertising
and
publicity and Sales Manager
Scully.

OKAYS

Makes
On
TO

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Britwar of
Prudential Theatres, of Long Istake a Florida
"Busman's
holiday"
duringland,their
vacation
by
visiting the Fleischer studios,
where they had preview glimpses
of "Gulliver's Travels", Technicolor feature length cartoon, to be
released by Paramount.

SHORTONROGERS
DRIVE
Theatres

IS READY
Enrolled

Get Subject

Reservations
It, However

FIGHT

DUAL

BILLS

The ITOA of New York approved the new Trade Practice
Draft at a meeting this week
"with reservations." Characterizing it as a step in the right direction,sential
the group
named
fourwere
esissues which
it said
either omitted from the draft or
were inadequately set forth. At
the same time the group decided
on an increased campaign against
double features.
Most of the ITOA objections
to the new draft were in regard
to its arbitration provisions, relating to what shall be subject to
arbitration. Another bone of contention with the ITOA is its belief that the distributors should
be prohibited from re-allocating
a picture,
been
made. once an allocation has

Will

Gratis

Production on "For Auld Lang
Syne", short subjects for this
year's observance of Will Rogers'
National Theatre Week', which
begins April 20, has been completed, according to Major L. E.
Thompson, RKO executive and
chairman of the campaign. The
stars include Spencer Tracy, Deanna Durbin, Lowell Thomas,
Saturday's
meeting
in
Matthew Fox
Although no actual titles have
Robert
E. Sherwood and RayC i n cinnati
been revealed as yet, it is known
mond
Massey. The film was prothat
Universal
will
have
many
will be opened by Scully, who will
duced with the cooperation of
give a resume of current product, stars on its new season's program
MGM, 20th-Fox, RKO, Universal
both of the who have never before made pic- and
Warner Bros.
season just
tures for the company. It has
Harold Rodner, WB executive,
ending and already been announced that W. supervised the Coast sequences,
for the sea- C. Fields and Charlie McCarthy while A. P. Waxman, campaign
son soon to will make another picture for the
supervised those filmed
begin. The company. Deanna Durbin will director,
sessions will certainly be slated for at least in the East. Eastman Kodak
be held in two pictures, although she is due (J. E. Brulatour), Dupont-Pathe,
and Filmex-Gevaert contributed
the Nether- to make another one for release the raw stock. National Screen
land Plaza
this season, "That Certain Age" Service will handle the shipping
Hotel. Sun- having
been released in the 1937- of all prints, which will be furday's session
nished gratis to all exhibitors who
will begin 38 season and "Three Smart Girls
Grow Up" being the only Durbin
theatres to take colwith a screen- film for release so far in the 1938- enroll their
lections from the audience.
Orders can be placed with any
ing of "The 39 season.
STR will carry the full line of branch manager or salesman in
William A. Scully
Mikado",
special reand stars in next week's any enchange center.
lease made in England, at 10 A.M. pictures
issue

O'Connor
To

to Coast

Inspect

Product

JohndentJ.and O'Connor,
vice presigeneral manager
of
RKO Theatres, left last week for
Hollywood where he will inspect
next season's product in the making and install Charles Koerner,
division manager, in Los Angeles.
Enroute, going and coming,
O'Connor will stop off at some of
the principal cities in which
RKO has theatres.
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Among those who will attend all or some of Universal's Jhree regional meetings are those pictured above. Left to right
they are F. J. A. McCarthy, eastern division sales manager; William J. Heineman, western division sales manager;
Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign sales manager; John Joseph, director of advertising and publicity and Louis Pollock, eastern advertising and publicity chief. Next meeting after Cincinnati is set for Chicago.
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ennedy's
orner

What interested Senalors far
more than the Necly Bill at the
sub-coniniittee hearing Tuesday
was the published salary of Louis
B. Mayer, ex-exhibitor who made
good in Hollywood, and drew
last year pay ehecks totaling
more than all 96 Senators combined. What has been getting
more play from columnists is the
corking publicity idea of the Warner space-getters with that stunt
about "Confessions of a Nazi
Spy" and the deep, dark secrecy
surrounding its filming — "even the
publicity men can't see the stills"
reported
his columnthethislatest
week. "insider" in
Standout happenings of the
town this week included the opening of Repblic's
regional meeting,
which
started Wednesday
with a
burst of enthusiasm set off bj'
the bang-up job of hit-making
done on "Man of Conquest". Also
new angles put on older events
and pictures. "Snow White" with
French dialogue opened with
Walt Disne}' himself as one of
the patrons of the Waldorf. The
Criterion is bringing back "Mutmy on the Bounty", and K. Hepburn's stage hit is making her a
screen star again, with a local
theatre reviving a group of her
films.
Monogram proudly presented
"Streets of New York" at a press
showing Wednesday, followed by
a luncheon, while Ray Johnston
headed back from the Coast for a
brief stay and conferences in New^
York. Paul Lazarus, Jr., took over
the presidency of the AMPA
Thursday — and here's wishing
him the best for his term as top
man of the ad get-togetherers of
the town's film circles. And to conclude with a patriotic note, we'll
be watching with interest that 13
weeks'National
Spyros Skouras
of
the
Theatresdrive
chain,
which will stress the Americanism theme in newspaper, display
and theatre decorations.
BOfiDY

SIGNS

ORDER

Action in RKO Reorg. Paves
Way for New Company
The signing of an order of settlement in the RKO reorganization by Federal Judge William
Bondy, which had been expected
since April 3, marked the technical emergence of RKO from 77B
and the Chandler Act. Proponents of the plan, it was learned,
do not want an underwriting
agreement now because of market conditions. Consummation of
the plan is not intended for several months by the proponents,
indicating that Atlas and its allies
may wait until appeals have been
settled.

COL
3

First

TO

SESSIONS

Opens

May

8

City

IN CHICAGO,

L. A.

Columbia's annual sales convention this year will be divided
into three sessions, according to
General Sales Manager Abe Montague. The meetings have been
set for Atlantic City, May 8-11;
Chicago, May 14-16, and Los Angeles, Ma}^ 20-22. Jack Cohn will
attend the Atlantic City meeting.
Montague will preside over all
three sessions. Sales executives
present at the Chicago and Atlantic City gatherings will be
Rube Jackter, Louis Astor, Louis
Weinberg and Max Weisfeldt.
Nat Colin, New York division
manager, Sam Galanty, Mid-East
division manager, Sam Moscow,
Southern division manager, will
head the delegations in Atlantic
City; Phil Dunas, Mid-West division manager, Carl Shalit, Centra! division manager, will be at
Chicago; and Jerome Safron,
Western division manager, will
be at Los Angeles.
In addition to home office executives and those named above,
branch managers and the entire
sales force in the respective territories will be present.
Ark.

I.T.O. To

Meet April 23-24
Annual convention of the Independent Theatre Owners of
Arkansas has been definitely set
for Sunday and Monday, April
23-24, at the Marion Hotel, Little
Rock, Ark'., it was announced this
week by J. F. Norman, prexy.
Griffin on Coast
For SMPE Meet
Herbert Griffin, vice president
International Projector Corporation, is visiting West Coast
Branches of the National Theatre Supply Company and will attend the Spring meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Hollywood, California, April 17th to 21st.
Anti-Censorship
Meeting April 20
Producers, exhibitors and the
trade press will be represented at
an anti-censorship meeting to be
held April 20, 8:30 p.m., at the
Hotel Astor. Louis Nizer, secretary of the New York Film Board
of Trade, will preside.
Lee Balsly Resigns

Lee Balsly, ad sales manager
at 20th-Fox, resigned this week
Eli Dantzig's orchestra and to enter the theatre business with
several outstanding acts have the R. R. Allison circuit in Cresbeen lined up by Bob Weitman son. Pa. He will be succeeded by
for the Paramount Pep Club Ed Hollander, who will have full
Dance to be held April 28 at the charge of the operations of the
Hotel Astor.
ad sales department.
Par. Pep Club Dance

]<.

N.Y.

HAVE

in Atlantic
OTHERS

TRAD
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Important Dates
( iiictiiiiati.1.1-17: Univel■:^al icxional iiiu'jt,
April
17-21: Hotel,
SMI'lCHollywood.
Spring conveiiMART-SEARS
ion,
l{()oscvelt
April 18-20: U. rcxional meet, Chicago.
April 20-21 : Republic regional meet,
Chicago.
April 20-27 ; Will Rogcr.s National TheOpening During Fair
atre Week.
April 22-24: Univer.sal regional meel,
San
Franei.sco.
Will Help Films
April 23-24: Ark. I.T.O. annual oiivention, Marion Hotel, Little Rock.
April 25-26: Republic regional meet,
San Franci.sco.
SET "JUAREZ" CAMPAIGN
AprilAstor.
28 ; Paramount I'cp Club Uance,
Hotel
May 4-6
: Monogram convention, Drake
Chicago.
Predicated on the belief of Hotel,
May 8-10: United Artists sales convention, Los Angeles.
Grad with
Sears,
that
the Warners'
opening ofsales
the head,
New Atlantic
May 8-11:
City. Columbia regional meeting,
York World's Fair, New York
May 14-16: Columbia regional meeting,
will become virtually a world pre- Chicago.
view market, Warners will back
May 20-22 : Columbia regional meeting, Los Angeles.
the
$2
run
of
"Juarez"
at
the
May 21-27: Silver Jubilee of Morris
Hollywood Theatre, where it is Joseph,
Universal
scheduled to open April 25, with New Haven,
Conn. branch manager at
a $100,000 advertising campaign,
Mayconvention,"
23-25: N. Hotel
Y. Allied
it was announced this week by Fair
Astor. "World's
June
13-15:
Allied
National
convenS. Charles Einfeld, director of
tion, Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis.
advertising
and publicity.
On the angle that "times are
what you
makecritical
them," situation
and in
view
of the
Joseph Celebrates
abroad,
it
is
Sears'
further
belief
that it behooves the industry to Jubilee May 21-27
stress the further intensive cultiMany exhibitors in the New
vation of the American field. Haven
district plan a week of
Universal features and shorts
Prestige
from
"Juarez"
opening
in time for World Fair visitors
21-27 in honor of Morwill be valuable to exhibitors fromris May
Joseph, U branch manager at
everywhere, Einfeld pointed out. New Haven, who will celebrate
The picture is not scheduled for
of a century of connational release until some time a quartertinuous
service with that comafter the New York premiere.
pany.
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N. Y. STRIKE
ISSETTLED
Projectionists
At Work
CONTRACT

Back

Again

DATING

SNAG

Following settlement of the
I.A.T.S.E. — Local 306 projection
room strike late Saturday night,
New York exchange operations
were back to normal this week.
A 15 per cent wage increase
The world premiere of Republic's "Man of Conquest" at the Majestic Theatre, Houston, Texas, on April 6, was
one of the most important events in the history of that city. Caught by the camera at the airport in the photo at the retroactive to September, 1937, in
those instances where distributors
left were R. J. (Bob) O'Donnell, managing director of the Interstate circuit (extreme left); Gail Patrick, feminine lead
in the film (second from right) and Herbert ). Yates, Republic prexy (extreme right). Shown emerging from the had not put such an increase to
effect earlier, was the net result
theatre are Mrs. Richard Dix (left), O'Donnell, Richard Dix, featured player (in background) and Al Lever, city manof the strike. Its demand that
ager of Interstate. "Man of Conquest" has been held over for a second week at the Majestic, it is reported.
two operators be hired in every
exchange
er or not projection
the rooms room,
were whethin use,
Capitol
"Conquest"
The first Gets
Republic
picture ever was lost by the union.
only "hitch" to the signing
to play that house, "Man of Con- of The
"Don't
the agreement is a dispute as
Hamper
quest"
is
scheduled
to
open
April
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of "Man

See
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Screening

of Conquest"

The gional
second
remeetingsofwasRepublic's
held at the
Park Central Hotel in New York
this week. The first was in Houston, Tex., last week. Virtually the
same program was followed as
in Houston with a screening of
"Man of Conquest" for the delegates to the New York meeting.
Those attending were as follows:
From New York : Herman Gluckman,
Morris Epstein, Sidney Picker, D.
Schmer, D. Black, A. Ricci and R.
Fannon. From Boston : Herman Rifkin,
M. E. Morey, Sam Seletsky, Jack Davis,
Al
Fecke,From
JackNewJennings
Wilson.
Haven :andG eCliarles
o r gf e
Rabinowitz. From Washington: Sam
Flax, Jake Flax, Morris Oletsky and Ed
Martin. From Pittsburgh : Jas. H. Alexander, Sam Fineberg, Geo. Collins. H.
Wheeler and L. Hanna. From Cleveland :Nat Lefton, Al Lefton, S. P. Gorrel, L. Mishkind, Al Gregg, F. Belles,
J. Leftoncinnati:
andMax Margolis,
R. Norton.
G. From
Kirby,Cin-C.
Weinberg
and
C.
Liftman.
From
iKliihia: Max Gillis, F. Hammerman,PhilaG.
Fislunan,
W.
Karrer,
N.
Silverman
.-ind
J. Lewis. From Toronto : A W. Perry
and Paul Nathanson. From the Home
Office: H. J. Yates, J. R. Grainger, G.
C. Schaefer, Al Adams, H. LeVine, J.
Bellman,
Wm. Saal, J. O'Connell, A. L.
Pindat,
Marcus. C. Jones, D. Whalen and H.
Easter

Holiday

Biz

Reported Good
Business during Holy Week
and right through the Easter
weekend was generally good
along Broadway, and in some
cases even better than last year,
a checkup has revealed.
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Vice-President in Charge of Production
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GOETZ

Vice-President and Executive Assistant
to Darryl F. Zanuck
SOL M. WURTZEL
Executive Producer
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Producers
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Curtis Kenyon,

Jr.

Fidel La Barba
Harry Joe Brown
Raymond
David

Griffith

Jack Andrews
Arthur Arthur

John Larkin
Henry Lehrman

Hempstead

Nunnally
Edward
Kenneth

Johnson

Kaufman
Macgowan

John Balderston
Edwin Blum

Sonya Levien
Helen Logan

Lou Breslow
Walter

Bullock

Gene Markey

William

John Stone
Directors

S. G. Duncan

Otto Brower

Kenneth

Irving Cummings

Walter

Roy Del Ruth

Robert Ellis
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A. Drake
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LOWELL
THOMAS'
MAGIC
CARPET
OF

Incomparably

MOVIETONE

the finest in its field, narrated by the greatest voice of screen or radio. A

subjea whose breath-takingly beautiful photography
made it a "must" for all the better theatres.

and interesting subject matter has

6

REVIEWS

ED

THORGERSEX'S

SPORTS

Already, in one season, an established success. Its unique *'inside story" slant on outstanding sports activities accounts for its great popularity. Narrated by the man who knows
. . . and knows how to tell it.

6

ORIBRLE-PUSS

PARADES

The absurdities, peculiarities and laughs in life are shown on the screen while America's
No. 1 funny man. Lew Lehr, convulses you with his cock-eyed comment.
4

ADVENTURES

OF

A

NEWSREEL

CAMERAMAN

To be individually produced— not compiled as in the past— thus heightening the amazing
thrill and suspense that have made this series one of your surest-fire attractions.
4

VYVYAN

DONNER

FASHION

FORECASTS

In TECHNICOLOR. A subject with sensational feminine appeal that has taken the men
by storm. The tops in smartness, beauty and audience pull. With sparkling comment by
Ilka Chase that would, in itself, mark this series as outstanding.
— and —
26

TERRYTOONS

Paul Terry's organization will have ten subjeas in TECHNICOLOR
which will be delivered before January 1, marking another forward
pany's live-wire production schedule.
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CHECK-UP

PRODUCT

Department

On this page is a complete list of all pictures in production or being edited. Any
picture not released and not listed has already been previewed. If Advance Dope
has not been published, the director and principal members of the cast will l)e given.
STR's

regular Product Check-Up listing all of the pictures
gram so far delivered will be published again in the issue
publishing this information in response to scores of rec[uests
provides an easy check on what pictures are in production or
In

Production — 43;

COLUMBIA
Being Edited
ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS
Advance Dope
April S
OUTSIDE THESE WALLS
Advance Dope
Febritarv 18
BLIND ALLEY
Advance Dope
April 8
LAW COMES TO TEXAS (W)
Advance Dope
February 25
MISSING DAUGHTERS
Advance Dope
March 25
In Production
1938- 39
ARIZONA COWBOY (W)
Charles Starrett
Iris Meredith
Directed bv Sam Nelson
GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARIS
Melvyn Douglas
Joan Blonde!)
Directed by Alexander Hall
POWER TO KILL
Jack' Holt
Gertrude Michael
Directed by Lew Collins
Produced by Larrv Darmour
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden
Barbara Stanwyck
Directed bv Rouben Mamoulian
1939- 40
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Jean Arthur
James Stewart
Claude Rains
Edward Arnold
Produced and directed by Frank Capra
GRAND NATIONAL
Being Edited
EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO ANN
Advance Dope
March 4
In Production
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
Margo
Directed by Steve Sekely
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
Being Edited
1938-39
I TAKE THIS WOMAN
Advance Dope
November
GOODBYE MR. CHIPS
Advance Dope
February
THE HARDYS RIDE HIGH
Advance Dope
February
TARZAN
Advance Dope
February
LUCKY NIGHT
Adva)icc Dofe
Februar\
CALLING DR. KILDARE
Advance Dope
February
BRIDAL SUITE
Advance Dope
March
under title "Maiden Voyage"

Being
Advance
under
IT'S
Advance

on the 1938-39 proof May 7. STR is
from exhibitors. ll
are being edited.

Edited — 67
TELL NO TALES
Dope
March 18
title "One Hundred to One"
A WONDERFUL WORLD
Dope
March 18

1939-40
WIZARD OF OZ
Advance Dope
November 12
In Technicolor
In Production
1938- 39
6,000 ENEMIES
Walter Pidgeon
Rita Johnson
Directed by George Seitz
1939- 40
GONE WITH THE WIND
Vivien Leigh
Clark Gable
Leslie Howard
Olivia de Havilland
Directed by Victor Fleming
Produced by David O. Selznick
In Technicolor
ON BORROWED TIME
Lionel Barrymore
Beulah Bondi
Directed bv Harold C. Bucquet
THE WOMEN
Norma Shearer
Joan Crawford
Rosalind Russell
Directed by George Cukor
MONOGRAM

Advance
Advance
Advance
DOWN

18
18

Being Edited
UNDERCOVER AGENT
Dof^e
March 18
BOYS' REFORMATORY
Dope
April 1
In Production
WOLF CALL
Dope
April 8
THE WYOMING TRAIL (W)
Tex Ritter
Directed by Al Herman
Produced by Ed Finney

IS
18
IS
4

Being Edited
1938-39
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)
Advance Dope
November 26
under HOTEL
title of "Arizona
Bracelets"
IMPERIAL
Advance Dope
December
UNION PACIFIC
Advance Dope
Januarv
UNMARRIED
Advance Dope
December
under FEDERAL
title of "MeOFFENSE
and Mv Gal"
Advance Dope
February
GRAND JURY SECRETS
Advance Dope
February

MAN ABOUT TOWN
Advance Ihipr
February 4
INVITATION TO HAPPINESS
/Iclvance Pope
February 25
GRACIE ALLEN MURDER CASE
. Idvancc Pope
SOME LIKE
IT HOTI'cbnitiry 25
Advance Dope
February 25
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD
Adi'ance Ihipe
March 25
MR. & MRS. BULLDOG DRUMMOND
Advance lh)pe
March 25
ISLAND
OF LOST MEN
Advance Dope
April 1
1939-40
BEAU GESTE
Advance Dope
March 4
In Production
1938- 39
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS
Advance F>ope
April S
1939- 40
WHAT A LIFE
Advance Dope
April S
HEAVEN ON A SHOESTRING
Pat O'Brien
Olympe Bradna
Directed bv Lewis Milestone
CAT AND THE CANARY
Bob Hope
Paulette Goddard
Directed by Elliott Nugent
THE STAR MAKER
Bing Crosby
Louise Campbell
Directed by Roy Del Ruth
RULER OF THE SEAS
Doug Fairbanks, Jr.
Margaret Lockwood
Produced and directed bv Frank Lloyd
LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
William Boyd
Russell Hayden
Directed I)y Lesley Selander
Produced bv Harry Siierman
GERONIMO
Adva)ice Dope
April 8
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
Cartoon Feature
Produced by Max Fleischer
In Technicolor
RKO-RADIO

PARAMOUNT

12

Page 23

K I'. \' I !•. W

17
7
31
25
18

Being Edited
FIXER DUGAN
Advance Dope
February 25
SORORITY HOUSE
Advance Dohe
March IS
PANAMA LADY
Advance Dope
March IS
under ROOKIE
title of "Second
COP Shot"
Advance Dope
April 1
GIRL
under FROM
title of MEXICO
"G-Dog"
Advance Dope
April S
In Production
LITTLE MOTHER
Advance Dope
March 25
FIVE CAME BACK
Chester Morris
Wendy Barrie
Directed by John Farrow
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE (W)
Advance Dope
April 8
THE DOVE
Steffi Duna
Leo Carrillo
Directed by Lew Landers
REPUBLIC
Being Edited
STREET OF MISSING MEN
Advance Dope
March 4
BLUE MONTANA SKIES (W)
Advance Dol?c
April 8
(Continued on page 31)
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Man

of Conquest

Republic Historical-Drama 96 mins.
Spectacular Epic of Early America Certain
To Receive Enthusiastic Public Acclaim
(National Release Date, May 15)
Cast: Richard Dix, Gail Patrick, Edward
Ellis, Joan Fontaine, Victor Jory, Robert
Barrat, George Hayes, Ralph Morgan, Robert Armstrong, C. Henry Gordon, Janet
Beecher, Pedro de Cordoba, Max Terhune,
Kathleen Lockhart, Ferris Taylor, Leon
Ames. Screenplay by Wells Root, E. E.
Paramore, Jr., Jan Fortune from an original story by Harold Shumate and Wells
Root. Directed by George Nicholls, Jr.
Associate Producer, Sol C. Siegel.
Plot: After spending much of his youth
with the Cherokee Indians, Dix enlists with
Ellis and is wounded in battle. Ellis becomes President, and Dix becomes Governor
of Tennessee. On the evening of his reelection he marries Joan Fontaine, but they
have many misunderstandings and separate.
He returns to the Cherokees. While in Washington protesting the treatment of the Indians, he meets Gail Patrick, and accompanies her to Texas. There, Barrat and
Armstrong, loyal to Morgan, who will not
fight the Mexicans, decline to join Dix in
a fight to save Texas. When word comes
that the Mexicans are on the march, killing
and plundering, Morgan is convinced Texas
must fight, and Dix agrees to lead the army.
The Mexicans attack the Alamo. Later, at
San Jacinto, Dix outsmarts the Mexicans and
with a small army routs them out, thereby
establishing the independence of Texas. He
becomes first president of the new Republic,
with Gail now his wife.
SUMMARY: If one is skeptical of the
claim that Republic loosened the purse
strings for this picture, that skepticism is
dispelled immediately after viewing it. For
here is an epic produced on a scale commensurate with that of other spectacles produced by bigger companies. By virtue of
"Man of Conquest," Republic can claim a
place in the industry right alongside the
leaders. Every phase of production treatment, including direction, photography, the
musical score and screenplay, is of the highest calibre. As for performances, Richard
Dix enacts the same virile type of role that
made him a favorite in such films as "The
Vanishing American," "Cimarron," etc., and
he does it to perfection. A better choice for
the character of crochety old Andrew Jackson could not have been made, it seems,
than with the selection of Edward Ellis.
Other performances, right down the line, are
in keeping with the epic proportions of the
film. The story of Sam Houston has become asweeping panorama of drama, action,
romance and pathos — elements that make a
film of this type a favorite with the public.
Give it your preferred playing time and promote it with a giant campaign. It is strong
enough to stand on its own without the addition of a second feature. Get the cooperation of the schools and historical societies.
Stress the fact that men like Houston, Jackson, Davey Crockett fought to make this
a free, democratic country.
OUTSTANDING: Production treatment
and performance of Dix and Ellis.
Catchline: "The spirit of early America
live again in a spectacle as timely as the
crusade for democracy." (FAMILY)
For Additional
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Back
Legion of Decency Ratings:
(For Week Ending April 15)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Family Next Door
Dodge City
Housemaster
Hardys Ride High
East Side of Heaven
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Back Door to Heaven
Broadway Serenade
OBJECTIONABLE IN PARTS
On Trial
Unmarried

The

Lady's

From

Kentucky

(Hollyicood Frez'ieivJ
75 mins.
Drama
Para.
Good Racetrack Yarn With Lots of Action
Should Hold Its Own On Any Program
(National Release Date, April 28)
Cast: George Raft, Ellen Drew, Hugh
Herbert, Zasu Pitts, Louise Beavers and
others. Based on a story by Rowland
Brown. Screenplay by Malcolm Stuart
Boylan. Directed by Alexander Hall. Produced by Jeff Lazarus.
Plot: Raft, an inveterate small-time
gambler and his ever hungry henchman,
Herbert, finally get a break with a stake to
start a betting establishment and a half
interest in a two year old thoroughbred.
The other half is owned by Ellen Drew,
who with not too much coin, is trying to
carry on her legacy, a horse-breeding tarm
in Kentucky. Through racing the horse
over his head in his first stake race. Raft
is brought to the realization that there is
more to the racing game than just the
to be accrued. With everybetting
one on profits
the farm keeping an all night vigil
while a colt is born, Raft is brought to his
senses by their devotion and a love is born
within him for the horse and the girl, Ellen
Drew.
SUMMARY: For those fans who are
devoted to pictures with gambling phases,
especially racetrack betting this film has
enough action and thrills to hold its own
on any bill. Raft, as the suave bookmaker
gambler, is as usual in a made-to-order role.
And surprise of surprises, there is nary a
gun in the entire picture. Ellen Drew does
nicely as the southern girl, but without the
drawl which is brought in rather broadly by
Zasu Pitts, who capably assists Hugh Herbert in putting many good laughs in the
picture. The direction is smoothly paced
by Alexander Hall, who carries out the racing theme to a fast finish. The production
is much above par for this type picture and
does credit to Jeff Lazarus. The plot by
Roland Brown, has been capably adapted
by Malcolm Stuart Boylan. Arrange your
boxoffice to resemble an entrance windov*?
to a racetrack. Have your ushers and doorman attired in jockey outfits. For ballyhoo
have a jockey ride a horse around town
with a sign reading "I'm on my way to see
'The
Lady's From Kentucky'."
OUTSTANDING:
George Raft and
Ellen Drew.
Catchline: "A girl and her horses put him
on the right track."
(FAMILY)

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult

Door

To

Heaven

(Hollywood Preview)
Para.
Drama

85 mins.

Unusual Picture Has Plenty Of Food For
Thought But Lacks Entertainment Values
(National Release Date, April 21)
Cast: Wallace Ford, Aline MacMahon,
Stuart Erwin, Patricia Ellis, Iris Adrian
and others. From an original story by
William K. Howard. Screenplay by John
Bright and Robert Tasker. Produced and
directed by William K. Howard.
Plot: The village school teacher and five
of her pupils, four of them boys, go through
their parts in the grade school graduation.
The dullest of the boys, knowing he is to be
called on to perform, steals a harmonica.
He is convicted and sent to the reform
school. Fifteen years later, the school
teacher is about to be retired, one of the
boys is a successful small town banker, one
is in a penitientary, the girl is a burlesque
queen and the others are failures. Upon his
release the prisoner contacts each of the
others, ending up with a prison break from
a death cell to attend a class reunion promoted as a publicity stunt by the banker.
The escaped convict is killed as he flees.
SUMMARY: Producer-director Howard
earns praise from two sources on this picture; first, because of superb sympathy in
the execution of his three-fold official
duties, and second, because he made the
picture on the assumption that there are
moviegoers who think. However, the latter premise takes it entirely away from the
entertainment group, and makes it a picture
which must be sold through an appeal to
the intelligentsia. The parts are all finely
cast, with top honors going to Wallace
Ford as the criminal, Aline MacMahon as
the understanding teacher, and Jimmy
Lydon, a youngster will bear much watching. The tempo is neither theatric nor
romantic, therefore the film should have a
campaign directed at club women, educational societies, social welfare groups and
others. A special preview with quoted
excerpts from the leaders of these bodies
should be a high spot of your exploitation.
OUTSTANDING: William K. Howard's
direction.
Catchline: A gripping study of Americana— What are we doing for youth?
(ADULT)
Frontier

Pony

Express

Western
Republic
58 mins.
Plenty of Thrills, Action, Fast-Riding,
Singing in Rogers Film to Please Patrons
(National Release Date, April 19)
Cast: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, Raymond
Platton, Edward Keane, Noble Johnson,
Monte Blue, Don Dillaway, William Royale,
Ethel Wales. Original screenplay by Norman Hall. Directed by Joseph Kane. Associate Producer, Joseph Kane.
Plot: Rogers, a Pony Express rider, discovers that Dillaway, Mary Hart's brother,
is a Confederate spy working under Keane,
who seeks to get control of California for
himself. Keane hires Johnson, an outlaw,
to waylay (Continued
Pony Express
riders
on page
31) and sub-
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Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of 1 1 ucklebeny Fum
Feb. 18
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Christmas Carol
Dec. 10
Cowbov and tlie Lady
Uec. 3
Duke of West Point
Dec. 31
Flying Irishman
March 11
Giinga Din
Jan. 28
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Idiot's James
Delight
Jan. 21
Jesse
Jan.
21
Kentucky
Dec. 31
King of the Turf
Feb. 25
Little Princess
Mar. 4
Made For Each Other
Feb. 18
Prison Without Bars
April S
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
Mar. 18
Stand Up and Fight
Jan. 7
Story of Alexander Graham Bell... This Issue
Streets of New York
This Issue
Sweethearts
Dec. 24
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Thanks for Everything
Dec. 17
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Topper Takes a Trip
Jan. 14
Up the River
Dec. 3
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You
Can't Cheat An Honest Man Mar.
Feb. 18
18
Zenobia
Tommy

Walker

to Cover Southern

Territory For Filmack

Trailers

Filmack Trailer Company of Chicago has
appointed Tommy S. Walker, well known
motion picture publicist, as its representative in the South. Although Walker will
cover the states of North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Virginia and Louisiana, his headquarters will be in Miami.
An increasingly large volume of business in these southern states made it necessary to establish a permanent, resident representative inthat territory.
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"Huckleberry Finn" Receives Big
Selling Campaign in Toledo, Ohio
Well, well, well. Happy indeed are we to
hear from Wally Caldwell, manager of
Loew's Valentine Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.
Wally put over a swell campaign on "HuckA Toledo
leberry Finn." youth resembling Mickey
Rooney and dressed up in fishing garb,
bannered front and back, paraded through
downtown traffic and attracted attention.
Special boards devoted exclusively to the
film were mounted on both sides of a fleet
of trucks operated by a local dry cleaner.
Five thousand bookmarks were distributed through 15 branches of the Toledo
Public Library. Bulletin boards carried a
still, theatre and playdate copy. Circulating
libraries and two large department stores
also distributed bookmarks.
Patrons of downtown restaurants used
napkins imprinted with copy about the picture. "Huckleberry Finn" soda streamers
were
placed
in Kresge's
of 60 retail drug
stores. and also in a chain
A special letter was mailed to the entire
membership of Loew's Valentine Hardy
Family Club, grammar and parochial
schools,
ToledoGuild
Federation
of Women's
Clubs, Theatre
and others.
Caldwell promoted window displays on
clothing, books and fishing tackle. Besides
this, the film was plugged extensively via
the radio and received several inches of
publicity in daily and weekly newspapers.

VV
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Rep. Bloom Asks Congress to
Honor Alexander Graham Bell
Alexander Graham Bell, whose romance and
invention of the telephone are dramatized in
"The Story of Alexander Graham Bell," may
receive posthumous recognition from Congress as one Representative
of America's great
of mankind.
Sol M.benefactors
Bloom, of
New York, the House authority on modern
history, has announced he will introduce a
resolution calling for the striking of a special medal in honor of the noted inventor,
who died in 1922.

Shaffer's "Gunga Din" Campaign
Stresses Educational Phases
Educational
of "Gunga
Din" were
stressed
in the phases
big campaign
engineered
by
Manager Frank Shaffer of the Warner
Brothers Dixie Theatre, Staunton, Va. The
highlight was a quiz contest which broke in
the weekly magazine of the Mary Baldwin
College, the weekly publication of the
Staunton Military Academy and a daily
paper printed by high school students.
Guest tickets were awarded for the first,
fifteen correct answers.
Letters, with bookmark enclosed, were
mailed to every teacher in the community.
Bookmarks also were placed in city, county,
college and public schools one week in
advance of the playdate.

"Holly" Sells "Honolulu" With A
Practically Costless Campaign
A campaign that created remarkable business in spite of Lent was put on by Manager
C. L. Hollister, of the Babcock Theatre, Wellsville, N. Y., for the engagement of "Honolulu."
Among other things, "Holly" staged a midnight show, which was thoroughly publicized in
the newspapers, on a special one-sheet easel on
the street and in the trailer. Two dozen paper
leis were worn by the entire service staff, including cashiers, two weeks preceding the engagement. Three of the towns leading soda
fountains offered "Honolulu" sundaes. A local
merchant bought the space on the back.
"Holly" promoted a full window display in
3. music shop, consisting of a flat 40 x 60 with
the title, cast and playdates ; a 22 x 28 card announcing the sheet music on sale, rows of title
sheets from "Honolulu" hit tunes, and radios
with a small card tieing in Burns and Allen.
And this was a good gag. He distributed
500 coin envelopes, each containing a few
erains of sand. Copy was to the effect that if
the sands "turns green before 'Honolulu' ends
Tuesday night, we'll give you a free prize." Of
course, the sand didn't turn green, but if anyone had submitted green sand, "Holly" would
have given that person a free pass. The gag
created a lot of interest, and impressed the
title and playdate on the populace, which is
just what the Babcock management hoped.
The entire campaign was costless except for
$5 to cover the cost of leis, sundae streamers,
and the imprinting of the "green sand" envelopes. Who said it couldn't be done?

Albany Zone Managers and
Albany Zone manager and executives,
gathered at the quarterly meeting held by
Zone Manager, M. A. Silver. Harry Goldberg, national director of advertising, spoke
on merchandising campaigns for spring and
summer.
Jack L. Warner, Jr. also attended.
Standing (left to right): C. L. Hollister,
Manager Babcock- Wellsville ; Eddie Selette,
Manager Albany-Albany; Al Newhall, Manager Majestic-Hornell; Dalton Burgett, Manager Capitol-Dunkirk; Jim Faughnan, Contact Manager; Sid Sommer, Manager Lincoln-Troy; Joe Weinstein; Al La Flamme,
Manager Madison-Albany; Andy Roy, Manager Strand-Albany; Chas. A. Smakwitz,
District Manager; Jules Curley, Advertising
Manager; Jack Swartout, Manager Amer-

Executives

of WB

Theatres

ican-Troy and Jack Breslin, Manager UticaUtica.
Seated — rear (left to right): Jimmy
Macris, Manager Diana-Medina; Max Friedman, Booker; Ralph Crabill, District Manager; Jack L. Warner, Jr.; M. A. Silver,
New York State Zone Manager; Harry
Goldberg, National Director of Advertising;
Bob Rosenthal, Manager Ritz-Albany; F.
M. Westfall, Manager Haven-Olean; Leo
Rosen, Manager Troy-Troy.
Seated — front (left to right) : Mel Conhaim, Manager Strand-Elmira; Bill Leggiero, Manager Keeney-Elmira; Bill Haynes,
Manager Stanley-Utica; Ralph Booth, Manager New Family-Batavia; Murray Lafayette, Manager Avon-Utica; Al Beckerich,
Manager Palace-Jamestown.
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"It's Mr. Jones, our
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district manager," she
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. n's deSmith lifted the receiver.
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see.
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end of the line, "Just called to see if you had
There's a good angle in that. You'll find
several of the lines in the ads hinge on it.
mapped out anything yet on 'The Story ot
It seems to me that it would be smart to
Alexander Graham Bell'."
"Why I'm looking over the press book
now," was Smith's reply. "Looks as though
A 20th Century-Fox Picture. Directed by Irving
there."
we've really got something n,"
Cummings. Associate Producer, Kenneth Macgowan.
said Jones.
"I had the same reactio
Screenplay
by Lamar Trotti. Original by Ray Harris.
"That's the reason I called you. I notice in
gross
a trade paper that it piled up a neat
the Roxy
on its first week's engagementheldat over.
get some heralds and some envelopes to acin New York, and is being
commodate the heralds. On the outside of
came back.
"I noticed that, too," Smith some
of the
an envelope you could use copi' — well, let's
"And I also got a gander at
see — something like this: 'For the role a
to
ever
'Finest
this:
to
Listen
woman played in the life of a great man, open
rave-reviews.
Angeles
Lo.?
come from 20th Century- Fox'—
this envelope'. I suggest the word 'woman'
Herald & Express; 'Should prove season's
be set in
large black
Or, here's
ReTrade
another
suggestion
for letters.
the envelope
copy :
maker' — Showmeii's
top moneyview; 'Has everything a picture should have
'Women! Here is the story you'll love and
from' entertainment and box office standpoints' — Hollywood
Review. Well, I could
go on like that,_ but
get the
you"Yes,
I idea."
get the
assured
Jones
idea,"
him, "and what an
idea it is, too. Since
exyou have those not
cerpts there, why
arrange them on a
for an adlarge board
vance lobby display?
Let's see now. You
might head it some: 'Amerthingica's
like this
most thrilling
story is ringing the
bell with these ravereviews.' Of course,
you may be able to
think of something
else, but the idea in
general is a swell one.
I think all exhibitors
Link Up "Progress Week" With Showing of Film
playing the picture
should use it."
// your town hasn't had that "community spirif" in some time, here's a swell
"You didn't give
civic leaders for their cooperation. Stage a "Progress
take to your
idea to celebratio
me a chance to tell
n in which you link the strides taken by your city in
Week"
industrial, business and civic advancement, with the picture. The cut
you,"
Smith,
"but
I had said
already
planned
reproduced above gives you a valuable hint as to how it can be done.

This still of Don Ameche as Alexander Graham
Bell is the theme of the ads and posters. And
Norman Rockwell, famous artist, has made a
sketch ot it. Several of these stills, framed and
playdates added, will be welcomed in "hard-toget" windows in lieu of the customary cards.
cherish for years to come. There's more
about it inside this envelope.' Oh well,
maybe something better could be used. But
I still think it's an important angle, don't
"I certainly do," Smith replied. "So important that I'm going to invite the heads
of various women's clubs and organizations
to attend a special screening. I'm sure that
after seeing
it, they
won't hesitate
to recommend it to their
members.
Besides
that, I
think the women's feature page writer here
on our daily paper will find inspiration for a
special article based on how the deafness of
the beautiful girl Bell loved gave him his great
inspiration. And then I'm going to order
a big supply of fan photos on Don Ameche
you?"
and give
them to the ladies at tlie matinees.
Boy, will they ever go for them! I'm not
forgetting the boys, either — I'm ordering
some photos of Loretta Young, too."
Good

Newspaper

Publicity Stuff

"That's fine," said Jones. "There's another thing I'd like to mention. It may
seem a minor point to many people, but
nevertheless I believe we can do something
witli it. You know, of course, that all four
of the Young sisters are in the picture.
There's Loretta, Polly Ann, Georgiana, and
thing, sisters
don't you
aSally
storyBlane.
about For
theseonefamous
wouldthink
be
good newspaper publicity material? And
how about getting a still of them and making
a cutout of it for use in an identification
contest? Just as they are, without even
masking their faces, I bet it would still be
difficult for them to be identified by many
fans. But, of course, if you wanted to playsafe, you could draw a mask on each one
and
readers
to identify
free then
guest ask
tickets
to the
first 25 'em.
or SO Offer
who
bring the correct answers to the box office."
"I gotcha, Jones. I'm making a memo of
that idea right now, and I'll certainly use it.
By the way, in the publicity section of the
press book I see some interesting facts about
Alexander Graham Bell. Now I can do one
of two things: Either I can get the editor
to run a few of these facts in a column each
day for a few days in advance of the opening, or I can take each one separately, make
a l30x out of it, and run it as a teaser.
There would be a different leaser on each
page, of course. It would be good copy
for"Iouragree
programs,
too." said Jones. "Now
with you,"

.l/^ril I?.
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what arc you going to do with your lobby?
Got any stunts worked up? Have you arraui^ed any special displays?"
"Not yet," replied Smith, "but I've a few
ideas in iny head. Did >-ou sec that ail on
page five in the press book in which the
title is surroundeil by stills showing some
of the most thrilling moments in "'riic Stor\of Alexander Graham Bell"? Well, Fjii
thinking of making a lol)b\' display, not cx;u-il\ like that, but somewhat on that order.
And as for a lobby stunt, I was wondering
how it would be to have a telephone on a
stand, with a large card beside it reading,
'If it wasn't for the telephone, you wouldn't
be able to hear the important message we
have for j-ou when you lift the receiver.'
Instead of the card, 1 could have a pretty
girl make the statement. Then, from the
olfice, my assistant could make a short and
snapp>- sales talk on the picture. Come to
think of it, I might have a recording made,
.so that all the attendant here would have to
ilo would be to play the record whenever
the light flashed on indicating that someone
had lifted the receiver."
"Smith, you're doing all right" put in
Jones. "Go ahead and tell me some more
about what you're going to do in the way of
selling this picture."
Full-Page

Pictorial Feature

"Well, I'm going to see if I can 'crash'
the paper with that full-page pictorial feature. I think the ed.'ll go for it in a big
way. But just in case he doesn't, I think it
would be a wise investment if we paid for
it as an ad. Or I can make a giant broadside of it, and use the front and back, when
folded, for institutional copy and possibly a
tie-up ad or two. Wait a minute while I
mark down the order number of the mat —
SPA
it. would
Oh yes,it somethingelse —I there,
thoughtI'veof.gotHow
be to use
a giant telephone in the lobby, or mount one
on a truck for street ballyhoo?"
Jones coughed, then replied:
"You've forgotten what I told you just a
few minutes ago. We want
to get across
the thrilling story, the dramatic romance,
the emotional power. In other words, we
want 'em to know it's a great picture. Now
we can't very well do that and go 'mechanical' on 'em at the same time, can we?
You won't need a big cut-out telephone for
street ballyhoo to impress on your patrons'
minds the fact that 'The Story of Alexander
Graham Bell' symbolizes the tradition of
America.
Say!
There's another angle for
Your editor should be a push-over for this pictorial-story feature, but just in case he isn't, you
can make it part of your regular program or as a
throwaway. You can get the stills, blow them up.
and make an effective lobby or window display.

GREAT

MOMENTS

ENCOURAGEMENT: "When are you gostart work
it, woman
Mr. Bell?"
With
theseing tosimple
wordson the
he loved
crystallized the genius of the man who
dreamed of spanning continents with the
human voice
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your house, and 1 iliink you ought to make

t/^LEXANDER.
GHAHAMBELL
IX)N LOHF.TTA IIEMtV
AMECHE • YOUNG
• FONDA
Chntlcs
Bjinslon
SiUy BtoncCobom-Gfiic
■ Polly Ann LMkhon-SpriiiK
Youni; ■ CeoriiuinaYDunic

Here's An Outstanding Layout
Although all the ads have definite appeal for all
classes of people, we believe the one reproduced
above to be the most outstanding. With a minimum of copy, it conveys more by virtue of illustraiion and the "letter" than would be possible
otherwise. Plan your ad budget to include it.

you. Now's the time to hit 'em with that
Americanism spirit, what with the world in
a turmoil."
"That speech Bell made at the greatest
crisis in his life would look all right reproduced in the lounge or foyer, along with a
blowup of Don Ameche in the sketch created
by
Norman
Smith
said. Rockwell. I think I'll use it,"
"Don't forget the book tieup," cautioned
Jones. "Grosset & Dunlap have printed a
special
'Alexander
Graham
to retailedition
for $1.of You
ought to
be ableBell'
to
get displays in all the bookshops, plus the
book departments of drug stores and department stores. And by the way, maybe
you can get in a plug on the picture either
before or after the Chase & Sanborn broadcast on Sunday night. Don Ameche's the
star, you know. Let's see now; is there
anything else? I know something I almost
forgot. In the story, Loretta Young is deaf.
Luckily, your theatre has facilities for the
hard-of-hearing, but even if it didn't, you
could contact your local hard-of-hearing society on the premise that the girl Bell loved
was deaf, and that her deafness gave him
the inspiration for his great achievement.
It's simply a matter of winning goodwill for

of
DARRYLProduction
F. ZANUCK'S

"I'll
do that," Smith assured Jones, "and
the
contacts."
1 want
to rig up an effective front, too. Tell
nie what you think of these arrangements:
There's a swcdl illustration on the 24-sheet
which I could cut out, mount and place
atop the niar<|uee. If you've got a press
book there, you can easily see what I mean.
Then I plan to select some of the l)est stills
—those representing great moments in the
picture — and place them along the front just
above the box office and doors. You know
— it's something like the idea I had for the
lobby display. Also, J think I'll have the
artist make cut-out telephones to be suspended from the marquee. I'll use 'telephones' as the background motif for my
regular lobby frames. Nothing 'mechanical'
about
that, is not,"
there?"Jones replied. "When I
"Certainly
said 'mechanical' I meant not to go into the
intricacies of the telephone. For that matter,
you can take the directory and pick out a
few numbers at random each day. You can
list these either on a board in the lobby or
in your ads, explaining that if a person's
number is there, he's entitled to guest tickets
to see the picture. If you can get some directories, maybe you can make heralds out
of the pages by imprinting your announcement over the regular type in red ink. You
might designate as your guests to see the
picture those whose numbers, when the
digits are added together, reach a certain
total. For example, if you make the winning
total 12, a subscriber whose number is 4314
would be eligible. Likewise, one whose
number is 1434, 3144, etc. Then you,
could place cards in phone booths and yo|i
could personally phone your patrons that — |"
Strong, Effective Campaign
"Say, Jones," interrupted Smith, "before
you
go for
on, this
will call
you attellthat
me end,
whether
you're
paying
or whether
I have to stand the charge here? If you're
paying for it, then go ahead. Otherwise,
maybe we'd better stop. I'm pretty sure
I've got a strong and effective campaign
District Then
Manager
Jones couldn't help but
chuckle.
he said:
mapped out."
"This call will be charged to the theatre.
But that's no reason for you to worry. If
you do the things we've been talking about,
and add some other good ideas that may
pop into your head between now and when
the picture
opens, I'mwas almost
sure you'll
find
this conversation
worth many
times
over the amount it's costing you. Besides — ■
and remember this — if it hadn't been for
Alexander Graham Bell, we couldn't have
mapped out this campaign together. We should
be thankful.

A Cosmopolilon
produclion forof
20lh Century-fox.
with DON AMECHf
"The
Story
ALEXANDER

DESPAIR: "The telephone? An air castle!
It isn't worth my happiness to try and make
a copper wire talk! I'm in love and I want
to get married!"
Watson,
struggled
on despiteBut,all with
privation
until Bell
the
great secret was discovered.

THE TELEPHONE: Accidentally spilling acid and burning a hole in his pants.
Bell shouted for help: "Mr, Watson! Come
here! him
I want
you!"a wire
Watson
miraculously
heard
through
and the
telephone
was a fact!

So long."

lORETTA
fGUNG one nENRv
FONDA
GRAHAM
BELL"

GREATAll LOVE:
a word. Don't
move.
my life "Don't
I want say
to remember
this
moment
just
as
it
is—!"
In
Mabel
love Bell foilnd the strength, faith Hubbard's
and courage to achieve
thrilling
story! his dream -America's most
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As
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Throb

Your
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Angle
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be repeated. Take a boy from a settlement
house, an orphanage, or just a plain boy
without any connection but who is a typical
boy of your city. For one day he becomes
kingpin. Lodge him at the best hotel, have
him given the finest meals, have cooperating
merchants clothe him from head to foot
and to cap the climax, make 'him the guest
of honor at the first showing of "Streets of
In the picture, Jackie Cooper plaj^s the
York."
New of
part
a newsboy.
Now here's cooperation
a stunt in
which you
have newspaper
practically guaranteed. You stage a contest with newsboys. The boy who sells the
most papers gets a season pass to your
theatre. This can be readily tied up with
the picture since you are giving something
away and the newspaper gets all the
benefit. All you ask the newspaper to do
is to state in its columns that "Streets of
New York" playing at your theatre inspired
this contest because Jackie Cooper is a
newsboy.

IF your audience likes a good heart throb,
here's one you can sell for all you're
worth, for they'll get a real thrill out of
the heart throbs in this picture and we'll
wager that many a tear will be shed during
its unreeling. "Streets of New York" with
Jackie Cooper starred! There's a title for
you and a star who will pull them in. But
you need more than that to convince them
of the entertainment values in this picture,
so here's how we suggest you sell it.
First of all, don't forget little Martin
Spellman, whose acting has won the
plaudits of every reviewer who has seen the
picture. He's under contract to Monogram
so you'll be seeing him in other pictures.
Therefore, use his picture and his name in
all your advertising.
ANOTHER

SELLING

ANCLE

Now, aside from the heart throb angle
we have mentioned there's another selling
slant which mav be very useful in your city.
Where the title "Streets of New York"
means tough guys, killing, murder, etc.
that angle is a good one. In other words,
in such situations, sensationalize your campaign. Of course, in many spots the public
has been satiated with this type of selling
so if yours is one of them, we suggest
staying away from that angle. But where
powerful
guy"
angle stilldrama
sells involving
tickets at the
the"tough
box office,
that's your cue, for this picture lends itself

(REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)

admirably to such a type of selling. But
if you find that this Showmanalysis leans
toward the less sensational type of selling,
it is because we believe that the majority
of theatres will prefer to sell it as a heart
throb.
There's a World's Fair going on in New
York, as you may have heard from various
sources. That should give you the cue for
some fine selling for you'll be playing this
picture either just before the Fair opens
or after it is underway. How about contacting the bus line that runs through your
city enroute to New York and asking its
officials to placard buses with a sign reading, "Ride the
Bus Line to the New
York World's Fair.
See 'Streets of New
York' at the
Theatre." The local bus
depots should give you the same cooperation as it will help sell tickets f(jr them as
well as for you.
Another idea tieing right in with the title
would be to rename certain streets in your
city temporarily after streets in New York.
This was actually done in New York City
itself recentljr when Times Square temporarily became Hollywood Boulevard for
a picture. It is simply done. Have some
cards lettered up the same size as the street
signs and have them placed on top of the
existing metal signs. "Radio City," "Times
Square," "Broadway" and "Fifth Avenue"
are good choices for such a stunt. The
newspapers should cover the ceremony and
city executives should officially be present
for t'he re-designation of the streets.
The title should be emphasized by having
arrows printed up reading, "This Way to
the 'Streets of New York'." If you have a
large quantity printed, be sure that half of
them are printed on one side and half on
the other in order not to restrict you too
much in placing them.
Do you remember what a furore the
"Apple Annie" stunt created for "Lady for
a Day"?
Here's a picture on which it can

A great many men, now prominent in
public life or in the business of your city
probably started as newsboys. Try to arrange interviews with them through the
newspaper. If the newspaper for which
they sold papers is still in existence, it
would be especially good material. If
possible get photographs of these men as
they are today and as they were when they
were newsboys.
AN

UNUSUAL

CONTEST

As we were writing this we heard of a
stunt
pulled who
by Manny
Monogram's
exploiteer,
is busyReiner,
this week
putting
over the world's premiere of the picture in
Hartford, Conn. He planted a contest in
the newspapers, offering prizes to those who
could name the greatest number of Hartford streets with the same names as New
York streets. Besides getting this in the
newspaper Reiner got it in an insurance
publication in Hartford, which has a wide
circulation since Hartford is insurance headquarters. Ifyour city has numbered streets,
you must exempt them from this contest.
Your merchants should be glad to cooperate with you on this picture. Here's
a line you can use in cooperative ads —
"Better Bargains Than You'll See on 'The
Streets of New York'." Every merchant in
every city outside of New York will see the
sales value of a line like that and will be
glad to cooperate with you.

Special STR Service
Since this is an especially appropriate picture for the stunt, send out cards bearing on
one side a scene from the picture and selling copy and on the other a personal message from someone, ostensibly visiting the
New York World's Fair or just visiting New
York. Have them printed, addressed and
stamped and STR will gladly mail them for
you so they will have a New York postmark.
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For the small consideration of a pass, you
can get the boys who offer shoe shines on
tlie streets to place si^ns plugging the picture on their boxes. Give them a supply of
lieraUls for their customers to read wliile
they arc having their shoes shined.
Speaking of heralds reniinds us that
Monogram has a swell tabloid herald on
this picture which is especially appropriate
it vou are selling the picture from the
"toiigh angle." It looks just like the tabloids
do at times when they have a murder to
play up on the front page.
Little Martin Spellman, who plays
Jackie's
brother
the a picture,
is crippled.
This offers
the cuein for
stunt which
should
get you a great deal of publicity and good
will, most especially the latter. Stage a
parade of wheel chairs to the theatre. You
can round up all the crippled kids in town
for this special show. Have plenty of
lireparations made for their comfort. The
luispitals and other institutions will cooperate witih you. This should get newspaper publicity, especially if you can have
a photograph of the kids taken as tliey enter
tlie theatre. It is a picture that will be a
real inspiration for them because it shows
how one crippled boj' overcame his
I ibstacles.
ENDORSEMENTS

AVAILABLE

Endorsements are great for any picture.
Parent Teacher Associations wield a
powerful influence in many towns. Parents
Magazine has endorsed this picture as
shown by the seal at the bottom of this
page. This endorsement is worth a good
deal to you because the Parent Teachers'
Association in your town will accept it and
help you greatly in j^our selling campaign.
Localh% you should also get the endorsements of Boys' Clubs, Boy Scouts and
similar organizations. The Scouts will cooperate with you because Jackie Cooper is
himself a Boy Scout.
As soon as you have booked the picture
see that all of the national tieups which
Monogram has arranged for j'ou are planted
in your town. There are plenty of them
and you'll find a dealer for these products
in your city.
For instance, there are World's Fair
compacts featuring Marjorie Reynolds, who

Posters To Aid In Your Selling Campaign
The posters, the complete set of which is illustrated above, shows you how to sell this picture. You
will note that they have compromised between the Iwo selling angles mentioned at the beginning of this
Showmanalysis. The 24-sheet particularly is worthy of note as it does a powerful selling job.
appears in the picture. These have the emblem of the Fair on them (either the New
York or the San Francisco show) and you
can get the cooperation of local dealers for
window displays, counter displays and cooperative newspaper ads.
There's a beach coat tieup also featuring
Marjorie Reynolds, which will be right in
season in any spot. There are also tieups
featuring jewelry, house coats and hand
bags.
For book stores there is a perfect tieup
available. You can plant the book version
of the picture in five and ten cent stores if
they stills
haven't
got it
together
with
and already
selling copy
haveanda powerful
selling- agent at your command. There's
a magic drawing book containing four pages
and measuring 3% inches by 4%. They
were successfully used on other pictures and
should be equally successful on this one.
When a coin or a pencil is rubbed over the
inside pages of this book, a scene from the

picture is automatically reproduced. There's
room for your imprint on the back cover.
Autographed fan photos are available on
Jackie Cooper and Martin Spellman. Order
A Monogram Picture. Produced by Scott R.
Dunlap. Supervised by William T. Lackey. Directed by William Nigh. Original Screenplay by
Robert D. Andrews.
a quantity of both of them, one to be given
out in advance and one at the first show.
Remember when you were a kid what a
kick you got out of transfer pictures. Well,
there's a revival of them and you can give
the modern kid a treat and help yourself at
the same time by getting the special pictures made on this film. They are reasonably priced and will provide you with plenty
of good publicity from the kids.
This is the type of picture on which a
trailer bearing your signature is appropriate.
You might also get up on the stage and
make
a personal announcement
"Streets of about
New
The material is
here for you to work
with. It is merely a
question
York". of selecting

GALLANT
GENTLEMAN
OF THE GUTTER!
Hom«(eu savages of the
cHy jungles. ..bossed by
a boy with the heritage
of a kliIer...who fought
to go straightl

the proper
Decide how angle.
you want
to sell the picture
and then go ahead
and sell it with every
'9 kill,

one
* P'"Uf»

means

at your disposal. It's the type
of
picture
whichselling
will
stand
strong
and which you can

DICK

"aar, •
^
JACKIE
Cooper
u.
STREETS of
NEW YORK
MARTIN SPELLMAN
M A RDICK
Tor ii'"PURCEIL
r e y n o ld s

MONOGRAM
PICTURES
PBESf NTS

exertfort plenty
of efon and actually
see the results at
your box office.
COMMENDED

THE
SIREETSofNEWYORK
NEW
JUVENILE
IVIARTIN SPELLMAN SENSATION
MARJORIE REYNOLDS
DICK PURCE1.L
Direcled by WILLIAM NIGH
Screenplay and Story by ROBERT D. ANDREWS
Newspaper

Ads

To

Fit Every Advertising

m PARENTS' §

Budget

The newspaper ads illustrated above offer plenty of variety and Monogram on this picture has done what STR has long been urging other distributors to do.
There
small book
ads towhich
fit the
those job
whose
allow them
use the
big seal
space.
your line
rate iswhich
high, you
find atooselection
of smallareadsplenty
in theof press
do apurses
swell ofselling
in a budgets
minimumdon't
of space.
At theto right
is the
of If
Parents
Magazine
was will
awarded
late fo
be included in the press book ads but which you can work into them easily.
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THERE are lots of programs on tap this
week. They've come all the way from
New York City, that place where they're
going to have a World's Fair this year, to
jolly old England. And that, members, is
taking in a lot of territory.
From Lee Levy, Manager of the Carlton
Theatre in New York comes an Easter program. On the front cover is Mr. Bunny and
the traditional Easter lilies, together with
the message, "Wishing You a Truly Happy
Easter Full of the Joys of the Springtime
Season." The inside is an attractive blend
of art work and copy to gain the attention
of anyone who happens to pick up the program.
We have a three-fold program from the
Translux Theatre, New York. By threefold, of course; we mean it folds three ways.
On the front is a sketch of the house and
this institutional copy: "The modern theatre
. . . presenting films of merit from all studios
. . . the finest short subjects . . . and all the
news in pictures." The rest of the program contains copy on the week's attractions, with one page devoted to critics' comments on "The Lady Vanishes." While it
isn't pretentious, it is nevertheless neat and
just large enough to fit snugly in a woman's
handbag or a man's pocket.
Thanks, Reese B. Harrington, for your
program. Reese is manager of the theatre
that bears his given name in Harrington,
Delaware. We like the line which says that
the Reese is "owned and operated by Down
Home Folks." The program is printed on
green paper, which is easy on the eyes. We
suggest that if you don't care to use white
paper, green is the next best. It is easily
readable.
Again we cross the Atlantic. This time
to look at the Empire Weekly News, the
program of MGM's London shop window,
the Empire, Leicester Square, which is presided over by Charles Rayment. It is the
only one of its type in the West End; other
cinemas favor throwaways, presenting the
cast, eral
next
detailsweek's
about attractions
the house. and certain genWe have before us Vol. 32, No. 375; but
week after week, Press Agent and Editor
Mervyn McPherson follows a similar layout.
Printed on Syi by 8^ art paper, the front
page is devoted to the standard heading and
aTwo
4x5 columns
still of ofthepage
following
feature.
two giveweek's
the program,
times of screening, casts, general information
and details of the LCC License* — a legal
must.

(fREE TO OATRONS^
Pniiay, March 2j,h, ,,3,

JOE WHEELER
has been appointed
manager of the Chakeres Grand, Circleville,
Ohio, succeeding RALPH WINTERS, who
has been assigned to another house.
WHEELER was formerly at the Cliftona,
Circleville.
SIDNEY DEAN, advertising manager
and assistant to the late H. T. MORRE,
owner and manager of the Rialto, Tacoma,
Wash., has taken over the management. He
will be assisted by JOHN OWSLEY.

ROSALIND RUSS
ELL
FAST ANDCrardoLO
,. OS
J„E-S;>y.„

Something Good From London
Here's the front cover of the program
issued by the Empire Theatre, MGM's London shop zvindow, on Leicester Square. It's
surprising hoiv a single, attractive still can
convey more than the equal amount of space
in cold type. Incidentally, illustrative halftones are used on the inside pages, too. There's
more about it in the accompanying article.
Chatty paragraphs and attractive stills of
forthcoming MGM productions and the program at the "sister" house. The Ritz, which
is in the same block, fill the two remaining

.
J.
,
m
1
Your Application Blank
,
., m,
,
Clip and mail Now!
-T,
SIR „Program ^Exchange,
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW,
adway,
Bro
1501 York,
New
N. Y.
Dear "Chick"-— I herebv annlv for memberihin in
CTD Program
D
■ Exchange.
"^[^"y ^PP'y
!°'^ memDersnip
in
the 5TR
I understand
that entry
of my name on this coupon signifies a willingness to
exchange notheatre
involves
other programs
obligations.with other theatres, but

Altogether, it is a neat program which is
pages.
invariably
taken home for other members of
the family to see and is rarely left in the
theatre. "Mac," you deserve congratulations.
And thanks to our London Representative,
Jock MacGregor, for bringing the program
to our attention.
Glad to hear from you, Milton. We're
referring to Milton Bundt, of the Garden
Theatre, Richmond Hill, L. I. He still puts
out a good program, profusely illustrated
with halftone ad cuts and art work.
And that just about ends our discussion
for this week, except for the fact that at this
writing there is another new member. He's
Walton Bonds, manager of the Milan Theatre, Milan, Tennessee. Add him to your list,
boys. Walton, better start exchanging now.
You've got a swell variety of programs coming your way when you start.
Well be back with you again next week.
* In accordance with the requirements of the
1 — ihecounty
piibhc council.
may leave at the end of the per^7'^'="
formance
or
exhibition
all exit doors and such
doors at that time must bybe open.
, 2— All gangways, passages and staircases must be
^"""'^ chairs or any other obstruc^"'""^^
tiSn
3 — Persons must not be allowed to stand or sit
'"any of the gangways intersecting the seating or to
jit m any m of thethegangways
other gangways.
If and
standing
permitted
at the sides
rear be
of
seating, sufficient space must be left for persons to
'° ^'""^^ ^'^^ *°
'°
^^its/'''

^
Thratre
rih,
State

Members Added This Week
Van\
Anderson, 77Beaver
Des N.Moines,
la.
MauriceE. Oserman,
Swan Theatre,
St., Buffalo,
Y.
Walton Bonds, Milan Theatre, Milan, Tenn.

DAN REDDEN has succeeded BILL
HAMRICK as manager of the Paramount,
Seattle. CLYDE STROUT, assistant manager of the Orpheum has been appointed
manager of the Coliseum, succeeding REDDEN. EARL ANDERSON has been appointed assistant at the Orpheum succeeding
STROUT. ANDERSON had been doorman. Another doorman recently promoted
is MARION FOX who is now assistant to
REDDEN at the Paramount succeeding
CHARLES BARNES.
FORREST SWIGER,
of the Tower Theatre
until he resigned to go
ness is back in a theatre
manager of the Plaza for

who was manager
in Oklahoma City
into the shoe busiagain, this time as
Standard Theatres.

JOE GOETZ, who has been assistant to
Col. A. F. FRUDENFELD, RKO Division
Manager in Cincinnati, has been appointed
RKO manager in Dayton replacing MILLARD M. BLAETTNAR, who resigned.
WILLIAM A. CLARK, who has been an
exploitation man for United Artists has
been
appointed
manager
of RKOHATFIELD
Keith's in
Dayton
succeeding
DUANE
who also resigned.

MAY
14th
MOTHER'S DAY. Have a lobby display of Whistler's
portrait of his mother. Special shows for mothers
would be a good bet. Offer inducements for children to bring their mothers to the show. Have a
lobby display of pictures of famous nationally known
mothers augmented by those of distinguished local
mothers. Make a tieup with a florist to present a
flower to every mother who visits your theatre.
NATIONAL FIRST AID WEEK begins. Sponsored
by the National Association of Retail Druggists, 205
West Wacker Drive, Chicago. Have local Boy Scouts
or Girl Scouts on the stage to demonstrate approved
methods of first aid. Tie up with local druggists for
a lobby display of recommended first aid materials.
15th
STRAW HAT DAY. Make tieups with hat stores
using stills of stars wearing straw hats. Offer free
admission to men presenting felt hats for admission.
16th
OUTDOOR CLEANLINESS DAY in New York. Sponsored by the Outdoor Cleanliness Association, 11
East 48th St., New York. Cooperate with local
groups in doing the same thing in your city.
18th
ASCENSION DAY. Parochial schools closed. You
should have a show especially suitable for this day.
They'll come in, if you have.
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Fronfier Pony Express
(Contiiutcd jroin totic 24)
stitiite fake army dispatchos for the real
ones. Guilt poii\ts to Mary, but when Dillaway is shot he confesses and implicates
Keane. In the climax J o h n s o n and his
hcnchiiu'u, alone: with Kcanc, are killed.
SUMMARY: Western fans will like this.
All they want in thrills, action, fast-riding,
in Rogers' latest
will beandfound
etc., story
singing, The
picture.
direction are all that
could be desired for an outdoor film, and
the performances are satisfactory. Raymond
Hatton furnishes the comedy, while Noble
Johnson, known generally for his bronze
man roles in elaborate costume pictures,
comes through here a first-rate bandit.
Where Rogers is liked, his newest effort
will please. Get tieups on paper cups, electric razors, typewriters, breakfast foods,
candies, beverages, etc.
OUTSTANDING: Production treatment.
Catchline: "Thev risked their lives for a
two-cent stamp." '
(FAMILY)
Double

Crime in the Maginof
Line
Drama

Tower

83 mins.

Unusual Background of Maginot Line For
Murder Mystery Adds Interest To This
Cast: Victor Francen, Vera Korene,
Jacques Baumer, Fernand Fabre, Vital and
others. Directed and produced by Felix
Gandera.
Plot: The commandant of a section of the
Maginot Line is murdered. One of his officers had married a German woman and he
is suspected. But when his story of innocence is believed he is set free to trap the
guilty man and does so finding it to be his
wife's brother.
SUMMARY: The unusual background
for this picture should make it especially
interesting at this time when the Maginot
Line looms daily in the news. The titles
are good and there are not too many of
them. The acting is splendid but the names
won't mean anything to American audiences. The picture's sole appeal to audiences is its background. After they are in
the theatre its other entertainment qualities will manifest themselves, the best of
which is the suspense. Stress in all your advertising that it is a murder mystery of
the Maginot Line and not a "scenic."
Catchline: "Murder in the depths of
France's underground fortification."
(ADULT)
For Booking information write Tower Pictures, 729
7th Ave., N. Y. City.
The

Family

Nexf

Door

(Hollyzvood Prcviciv)
Univ.

Comedy

60 mins.

Snappy Direction Helps First of New
Family Series Overcome Hackneyed Plot
(National Release Date, March 21)
Cast: Hugh Herbert, Joy Hodges, Eddie
Quillan, Ruth Donnelly, B ennie Bartlett,
Juanita Quigley and others. Original
screenplay by Mortimer Offner. Directed
by Joseph Santley. Associate Producer,
Max Golden.
Plot: Herbert, a one-trip plumber, is
egged on by his wife, Ruth Donnelly, to do
bigger and better things to make more

T R \ I ) I',
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money. To help her daughter, Joy llodg.es,
"get" Tonnny Heck, nephew of wealthy
( ceil Cunningham, Miss Donnelly allows
lior older son, Quillan, to sell "nest egg"
bonds to invest in a new property development. The development is found to have a
• iniek'sand bottom when younger daughter
Juanila Quigley is caught trying to save the
family pooch from sinking in it. All ends
well financially when a geologist finds a
silicate in the soil.
SUMMARY: Not to be considered in the
same class as the Jones or Hardy family
series, this should nevertheless make a good
companion film for a stronger feature. That
it is pleasing entertainment can be attributed to the direction of Joseph Santley,
who brings out the laughs in rapid-fire succession to overcome the much-used plot.
With the support of Ruth Donnelly, who
turns in an excellent performance as his
helpmate,
Herbert
won't
his fans. TheHugh
children
are well
castdisappoint
and help
to keep things lively. Have a man and
woman, accompanied by four youngsters
and a dog, walk around the business district
with a large sign reading: "We are 'The
Family Next Door' — Follow Us to the
Blank Theatre for a laugh."
OUTSTANDING:
rection; Hugh Herbert. Joseph Santley's diCatchline: "Just a plumber with 'woo!
woo!' in ihis pipes."
(FAMILY)
Weekly Product Check-Up
(Coiitiiiucd front page 23)
REPUBLIC

(Cont.)

In Production
ALL THE TOMORROWS
Frieda Inescort
Otto Kruger
Directed by Sidney Salkow
HEADIN' FOR TEXAS (W)
Roy Rogers
Mary Hart
Produced and directed by Joe Kane
TWENTIETH
CENTURY-FOX
in Production
1938-39
GIRL FROM BROOKLYN
Advance Dope
August 13
under
title
"By
the
Dawn's
Early
Light"
ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE
Advance Dope
February 4
SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES
Advance Dope
March 11
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT
Advance Dot^e
March IS
CHARLIE CHAN IN RENO
Advance Dope
March 11
THE GORILLA
Advance Dope
March 11
BOY FRIEND
Advance Dope
April 1
RETURN OF THE CISCO KID
Advance Dope
April 1
1939 AO
STANLEY
AND LIVINGSTONE
Advance Dope
March 4
In Production
1938- 39
YOUNG MR. LINCOLN
Advance Dope
April S
SECOND FIDDLE
Advance Dope
April 8
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU
Gloria Stuart
Stuart Erwin
Directed by Alfred Werker
1939- 40
HOTEL FOR WOMEN
Elsa Maxwell
Directed by Gregory Ratofif
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE
xA.manda Duff
Kane Richmond
Directed by Ricardo Cortez
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UNITED

ARTISTS

Being Edited
CAPTAIN FURY
Produced by llal ivoacli
Advance Dope
Pehruary 18
In Production
MAN IN THE IRON MASK
Produced by Edward Small
Advance Dope
March 25
MUSIC SCHOOL
Produced by Samuel Goldwyn
Jascha Heifet/
Joel McCrea
f)irected by Archie Mayo
UNIVERSAL
Being Edited
BIG TOWN CZAR
Advance Dope
March 11
FOR LOVE OR MONEY
June Lang
Robert Kent
Directed bv Al Rogell
HOUSE OF FEAR
Advance Dope
April 1
In Production
THE SUN NEVER SETS
Doug Fairbanks, Jr.
Virginia Field
Produced and directed
by Rowland V. Lee
EX-CHAMP
Victor McLaglen
Nan Grey
Directed by Phil Rosen
THEY ASKED FOR IT
William Lundigan
Joy Hodges
Directed by Frank' McDonald
OLD GRAD
Anita Louise
Grapewin
Charley Diiected
by Harold Young
WARNER

BROTHERS

Being Edited
NAUGHTY BUT NICE
Advance Dope
December 10
under title "Always Leave Them Laughing"
Advance Dol^e
February 4
KID FROM
KOKOMO
JUAREZ
Advance Dope
January 7
underOFtitle
"Broadway
CODE
THE
SECRETCavalier"
SERVICE
Advance Dope
January 14
underSWEEPSTAKES
title "Smashing the
Spv
WINNERRing"
Advance Dope
January 7
HELL'S KITCHEN
Advance Dope
Februarv IS
DEVIL ON WHEELS
Advance Dope
March 18
title "Roaring
NANCY under
DREW,
TROUBLECrowd"
SHOOTER
Advance Dope
March 4
EACH DAWN I DIE
Adzvncc Dot^e
March 4
CONFESSIONS OF A NAZI SPY
Edward G. Robinson
Lya Lys
Directed bv Anatole Litvak
FAMILY AFFAIR
Advance Dot^e
March 4
GANTRY THE GREAT
Advance Dope
March 25
WATERFRONT
Advance Dope
April 1
ENEMY AGENT
Advance Dope
April 1
In Production
1938- 39
GIVE ME A CHILD
Advance Dope
April 1
LIGHTHOUSE HARRY
Bert Wheeler
Alarie V/ilson
Directed bv Noel Smith
HOBBY FAMILY
Jane Bryan
Henry O'Neill
Directed by William Clemens
1939- 40
BATTLE OF CITY
Advance Dope
OLD MAID
Bette Davis
Directed by Edmund

HALL
April 1
George Brent
Goulding
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TRADE
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

IN

TiiE

: United Artists
Countess Eleanor Von Keller, producer
of the World Windows Series of Technicolor shorts, cables from Delhi that she
has completed four new subjects. They are
"The Jungle", "Indian Temples", "An Indian Road" and "The Maharajah".
RKO

Joe Walsh and Harry Smith, Pathe
Sportscope crew, are back in New York
TourMasters'
AugustaSmith,
after filming
Dick Metz.
of Horton
nament. Shots the
Ed Dudley and Jimmy Thompson will be
used in a golf reel for April release, titled
"Smooth Approach".
Columbia
Plans are being made for a new series
of six one-reel shorts to be produced and
released as part of the 1939-40 program.
Titled "Fools W'ho Made History," each
short will be a dramatic, well documented
short biography of a famous benefactor of
humanity who, at the time when he was at
work on his greatest discovery, was commonly regarded as a fool. Hugh McCollurn
will produce the series, and Jan LeMan will
write and direct the subjects.
"Three Sappy People", a new Three
Stooges comedy which includes in the cast,
Lorna Gray in the feminine lead, and Don
Beddoe, Bud Jameson, and Forbes Murray
in important supporting roles, was completed last week. "Three Sappy People"
presents the Stooges — Howard, Fine and
Howard — as telephone repairmen who masquerade as psychiatrists and apply a most
unusual therapy with hilarious results to
aandmillionaire's
wife. Jules White produced
directed.
MCM
With the announcement that twelve
shorts will get under way during April,
Jack Chertok, producer of short subjects,
prepares for the busiest month of the year.
First to start will be a new "Crime Does
Not Pay" two-reeler, "Help Wanted", a
story of the unemployment racket. Fred
Zinneman will direct. Two other crime
shorts, "Drunk Driving," and "Under Our
Very
Eyes" bunds
concerning
with GermanAmerican
in thisitself
country,
will go
before the cameras within the next four
weeks.
Having finished two of his proposed
three one-reelers in New York, Robert
Benchley started on his third and last
Eastern comedy of the season. The new
laughfest will be titled "Parlor Magic", according to Jack Chertok, Metro-GoldwynMa3'er shorts producer who recently arrived
from the East, where he supervised the
preparation of Benchley's comedies. The
first Benchley film was "How To Eat",
followed by "How To Keep Warm". The
new one-reeler will be finished hy the first
of next week at which time the comedian

will wind up his Eastern affairs preparatory to his trip West to complete his screen
series.
The last of the current season's series of
musical shorts, "Street of Romance", which
Louis Lew)^ will make with George Sidney
directing, will also start. Sidney also is to
direct "Pups and Penguins", a miniature,
and two new "Our Gang" comedies. "The
Story of Dr. Goldberger" will be John Nesbitt's contribution in the "Passing Parade"
series, and Robert Benchley is expected to
return in time to do two of his famed
comedies on the coast. Last of the dozen
films will iie two patriotic shorts, "The
Mayflower Lincoln.
Pact", and an untitled story of
Abraham
\\'ith the final stroke of their paint
brushes, Hugh Harman and Rudolph Ising.
producers of cartoons, announce that the
first of their series of new Technicolor cartoons is completed. The new one-reel laughfest, "The Little Goldfish", starts the yearly
series of eighteen such one-reelers that
Harman and Ising will turn out. They
start work immediately on the second color
cartoon, "Goldilocks and the Three Bears",
to be followed bv "The Little Bear".
Vitaphone
A lavishly mounted two-reel musical
Kiddie Revue, with a cast of 65 children, is
currently in production. This is the third
year that the Vitaphone studio has filmed
a short with an all-infant cast. The youngsters range in age from three to eight years
and have been recruited from several
states. Maryland, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New
York and New Jersey are represented in
the film. Joseph Henabery is directing.
Paramount
With baseball about to start on its long
schedule in key cities throughout the nation, Grantland Rice, producer of "Diamond
Dust", a Sportlight, introduces Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis, high commissioner
of organized baseball, to film fans. In this
same reel which reveals the scientific points
of
national
pastime,
the in
audience
is America's
also treated
to action
scenes
which
the following champions participate: Johnny Vander Meer, Bill Dickey, Hank Greenberg, Jimmy Fo.xx and Joe McCarthy.
Paramount's latest Unusual Occupation,
No. 5 features many prominent personalities from the screen and radio. In the film
Jean Parker, of the screen, is shown designing her own wardrobe; Ben Bernie.
Lanny Ross and Jessica Dragonette, all of
radio fame, are among the foremost "doodiers," unconscious scribblers. In another se(|uence of tliis reel Guy Lombardo, orchestra leader, acts as the model for a prominent sculptor who works on hands only
making attractive bookends, penholders and
other unusual ornaments.
Scholastic Magazine Devotes
Space to Warner Historical Short
Scholastic Magacinc dtvoted a special
section space to Warner Bros.' latest historical featuret in Technicolor, "Lincoln in
the White House" in a recent issue.
The publication, which is the national
High School weekly, described the film
in connection with the stage and screen versions of tlie life of the President. Stills
from the Warner production illustiated the
article.

FIRST

RUN

SHORT

PRODUCT

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning April IS)
CAPITOL — Little Gold Fish (MGM) ;
Weather
ica SleepsWizards
(MGM). (MGM) ; While AmerCRITERION
— Happy Tots (Col.); Lone
18-39. Rides
Ranger
Again No. 9 (Rep.) rev. 2GLOBE— Odd Sports (Col.) ; A Day at the
Zoo (\"ita.) rev. 3-18-39.
PARAMOUNT— Pictorial No. 9 (Para.) ;
Good Sl<ates (Para.); Popular Science No.
3 (Para.); Aladdin and His Wonderful
Lamp (Para.).
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL— The Ugly
Duckling
(RKO) rev. 10-22-38.
issue.
RIALTO—
Oliver the Eighth (MGM) reRIVOLI
— Donald's
Day(RKO).
(RKO) rev.
10-22-38;
Smooth Luckv
Approach
ROXY — G-Men Jitters (20th-Fox) ; Fashion
Forecast
Spring and Summer (20th-Fox)
rev.
this forissue.
STRAND— Chained (Vita.) rev. 3-25-39.
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending April 15)
APOLLO — It's the McCoy (Vita.); Fashion
Forecast
Spring and Summer (20th-Fox)
rev. this for
issue.
CHICAGO— Chicken Jitters (Vita.) rev. 4-1-39.
GARRICK—
Home
Cheap
Home
(Vita.) ;
on Tap (MGM).
ROOSEVELT— A Fat Chance (Vita.) ; Fashion Forecast for Spring and Summer (20thFov) re\'. this isue.
UNITED ARTISTS— Money to Loan (MGM)
rev. 4-1-39; Fisherman's Pluck (Para.) rev.
4-1-39; Porky's
Movie
Mystery (Vita.)
rev. 3-4-39.
Scores
On

of Tieups
''Fashion

Made
Forecasts

Exhibitors playing the Vyvyan Donner
"Fashion Forecast" series are fortunate in
that several nationwide tieups have been effected on the various styles in the latest
Technicolor reel "Fashion Forecasts for
SpringCross
and bags
Summer."
For approximately
example, on
Mark
and gloves,
170 dealers throughout the country are all
set to cooperate with exhibitors. No less
than 60 merchants have been brought into
play for tieups on hats by Lily Dache.
As for shoes by Palter de Liso, there are
over 40 merchants in scattered points eager
to give every possible assistance to exhibitors in their territories playing the "Forecasts." Bridal costumes by David Gottlieb,
Inc., are featured by sixteen merchants in
key cities. There are hundreds of other retailers who have stocked up on the different
types of dresses exhibited in the reel.
Names and addresses of these merchants
are contained in a press book issued by
20th Century-Fox. If you don't have one,
order it from your exchange. And remember
that even though your own situation may
not be listed (lack of space often prevents
this) there is still a strong possibility that
a merchant near you sells the styles featured.
Lots of suggestions for other tieups, a
wealth of publicity stories, and a variety of
mats are also in the press book. There are
20 eye-catching stills available at your 20thFox exchange for use in illustrating- stories,
for
special
layouts and
in the
of
the
newspaper
for women's
your own section
lobby
displays.
Donner's "Fashion
Forecasts"
areVyvyan
really exploitable
subjects. Give
them
plenty of exploitation and advertising. Then
watch the ladies (bringing the men with
them) rush to your box office.
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Create
Short

Subject

FASHION FORECAST FOR
SPRING AND SUMMER
Prod. /Vo. 960:i (Tech.) Excellent
20th-Fox
Fashion Forecasts No. 3 9 mins.
Comment: Here's another in the "Fashion
h'orecasts" series that's bound to please the
women and give tiie men an eyeful. Some of
the loveliest models in these Lhiited States
display the newest styles in spring and summer attire for daytime and evening wear.
With the sly, satirical commentary by Ilka
Chase, plus the fact that fashions are presented informally in most instances rather
than in the usual parade manner, this subject succeeds in holding one's interest. All
the gay colors are emphasized by Technicolor photograph)'. The higlilight is the
forecast of wedding gowns and dresses for
the bridesmaids, all in pink and white as a
departure from the traditional white. Vyvyan Donner directed, with Jack Painter supervising.
Exploitation: This is a "natural" for tieups with women's shops and the newspapers. Arrange for cooperative window displays as well as cooperative ads. By inviting your local paper's fashion editor to a
private screening, you pave the way for
much extra publicity on the fashion pages.
Conduct a contest among would-be fashion
designers for the best sketches of spring
and summer wear. See that the subject gets
a good plug in your ads, programs, in your
lobby, out front and on the marquee. If
you have not yet staged a fashion show,
here's
fashionyour
reel.opportunity to tie it up with this

JAPAN— MASTER
ORIENT

OF

THE

Prod. l\o. 93,109
Very Good
RKO-Radio March of Time No. 9 19 mins.
Comment: Japan's huge military machine
and its present drain on the nation's resources isS'howm in this picture. It presents
some views of Japan never before seen and
which are likely to be closely studied in
this country as well as in various European
Chancellories. It gives one on idea of how
much a war can mean to a country and how
greatly it affects every citizen. The effects
of the war on Japanese business are clearly
indicated and the pictures of Manchukuo
are the first to give a true indication of the
extent to which Japan has developed that
country at a cost of her own resources.
The subject is very good and should lend
itself to most any program.
Exploitation: Plug this through the newspapers to tie up with their stories from
China. Give it plenty of space in your newspaper ads, programs and in your lobby.

Prod. No.
MGM

SEAL SKINNERS
W -881
Cartoon No. 1

Poor
7 mins.

Comment: A trained seal escapes from a
show
and getscomes
on board
The trainer
after the
him,Captain's
dressed boat.
in a
seal skin. The resulting antics make up the
balance of the cartoon. li's pretty poor
material without a laugh in, it. The audience at the Criterion Theatre, New York,
where this was caught evinced far more inshow. terest in the trailer for the next week's
Exploitation: Mention the subject in all
your advertising, including lobby, programs
and newspaper ads.
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Box Office Magic With

"Magician's

Reviews

I' 1< A I ) 1'.

Daughter"

Tieups

"The Magician's Daughter," a short sub
ject filled with music, merriment and magic,
offers exhibitors a splendid opportunity for
a good exploitation campaign.
The picture will naturally have special
interest for members of tlie American
Magicians' Society, which is represented
everywhere with local chapters. For this
reason, you should contact the local secretary and make plans for cooperation in various promotional activities.
Right now you can undoubtedly think
of many local amateur magicians who are
quite proficient at the sleight-of-hand art.
With your newspaper aiding you in sponsoring a contest in which these amateurs
perform their tricks on your stage for cash
prizes, you have a stunt which is sure to
bring magical results to your box office.
Arrange a screening for local magicians
daughters, provided you can locate them.
Have them photographed and interviewed
following the screening for newspaper publicity purposes. Stores featuring toy and
game departments also sell various paraphernalia designed for amateur magicians.
There have also been hundreds of liooks
written about magic. Remembering this, obtain stills from your exchange on "The
Magician's Daughter" to aid you in dressing up window and counter tieup displays.
If you want crowds to congregate, put a
magician in a downtown window and let
him do his stuff. If you wish, you can use
him as a special lobby stunt.

Special Lincolnia Display
The Public Library cooperated with Manager C. L. Hollistcr on the showing of the
Warner Bros, short subject, "Lincoln in the
White House" at his Babcock Theatre, Wellsvillc, N . Y. Shown above is a Li)icolnia display
of books and biographies, augmented by stills
from the picture, and a play-date credit card.

Benchley's Base-Ball Throwing
Subject Has Good Sales Values
Gag exploitation should be the rule in
selling
the cities
Robert
ley
short"Opening
subject. Day,"
In most
and Benchtowns
at the start of the baseball season, the
Mayor or some other dignitarj^ is given the
honor of throwing out the first ball, as
Benchley does. Let them in on Benchley's
technique. It ought to make good newspaper feature copy. Arrange a special
screening for as many first-game ball throwers as you can round up.
If you're playing this subject around the

time of year wdien baseball is all but completely forgotten, make a tieup with your
newspaper whereby members of the local
team will be the publication's guest at one
of the performances. They'll be glad to be
remembered, and will enjoy IBenchley's
ball-throwing ceremonies immensely. Also,
during the off-season, uniformed ball players can parade down the main street.
"My Ten Years in a Quandary," "After
1903 What?", and other Benchley books
offer direct tieups with window displays and
mailing lists of book stores and libraries.
Go to
this,
watch 'em make a
home
runbatto on
your
boxandoffice.

.

SYNOPSES

.

NEWSREEL

.
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(Released Saturday, April 15)
PARAMOUNT (No. 73) — Clipper blazes air trail to
Europe;
77thAndes
birthday;
of peace
Madrid; Hughes'
Crown of
shownWorks
in New
York;in
Joseph Beck confers with English government; Telephone weather service; Preview of N. Y. World's
Fair; Baseball's
100th anniversary;
National baseball
mUEeum
at Cooperstown,
N. Y.

(Released Wednesday, April 12)
PARAMOUNT (No. 72) — Easter parades throughout the country; British freighter sinks off west
coast; Henry Ford visits N. Y. Fair; Danish royalty arrive in Los Angeles; Refugees pour into England; "Upside-down stomach girl" wins health honor;
Seizures
Albania
peace; Marian
Anderson ofsings
before perils
75,000 Europe's
at Washington,
D. C.

MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 62)— T r a i n i n g air
pilots; Hughes' 77th birthday; (jlass blowers at N.
Y. World's
Fair; shown
Hollywood
stars York;
at "Bell"
premiere;
Crown
of Andes
in New
French
army
and British navy parade; King and Queen visit housing project; New torredo boat tried on Thames;
Twin convention in New York ; Baby contest in
Brooklyn hospital; Lew Lehr and beard of bees;
Rowing crew practices on circular moving boat: El
Chico racing at Belmont Park.

MOVIETONE
(Vol. ambassador
21, No. 61)—
Franco's
troops
take
Madrid ; French
presents
credentials
to Franco at Burgos; France and Rumania sign new
trade treaty; Mussolini conquers Albania; Easter parades throughout the country; Danish royalty arrive in
Los Angeles; Henry Ford visits N. Y. Fair; Army
Day celebrations in New York and Ft. Lewis, Wash.;
Marian Anderson sings before 75,000 at Washington,
D. C. ; British freighter sinks off west coast; Lew
Lehr's college rodeo; Dick Metz wins $5,000 golf
open at A.sheville, N. C.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 259)— Scenes
of Albania, conquered by Italy; Air raid drills in
Poland; Neutrality hearings in Washington; Marian
Andersen sings before 75,000 at Washington, D. C. ;
Avalanche in French Pyrenees; British freighter
sinks ofi west coast; Danish royalty arrive in Los Angeles ;English dinghy fleet braves choppy seas; College rodeo at Victorville, Calif.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 76)— Hitler at Memel; Celebration of Italian
Fascism's
20thAlbania;
anniversary
Rome which
precedes
attack on
Franceat
and Britain weld democracies; Air raid drills in Poland; Neutrality hearings in Washington; Henry
Ford visits
Y. World's
200 California
families
battleN. depression
by Fair;
exchanging
work for
needs; Danish royalty arrive in Los Angeles.
UNI-VERSAL
No. Day;
761)— Easter
Italy absorbs
Albania;
Nation (Vol.
observes11,Army
parades
throughout the country; Avalanche in French Pyrenees; British freighter sinks off west coast; Henry
Ford visits N. Y. Fair; Coast greets Danish royalty;
"Upside-down stomach girl" wins health honor; College rodeo at Victorville, Calif.

PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 77)— Sen. Lewis' funeral;
Hughes' 77th birthday; U.S.S. Saratoga planes practice ; Ex-service men swell army reserve ; Feminine
diving champion tries comeback ; White House awaits
royal guests; Firemen quench N. J. timber blaze.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 762) — White House
awaits royal guests; Danish royalty visits San Francisco Fair; President
new secretary;
77th birthday;
Grain greets
ship activities;
Target Hughes'
war at
St. Joseph, Mo.; N. Y. debs exercise babies; Kids
baseball game at Mamaroneck, N. Y. ; Tree planting
in Ore.; Girls dancing troupe; Models show new
"back" art in N. Y.; Model of N. Y. World's Fair
displayed;
World's Fair;
Crown
of theGlass
Andesblowers
shown at
in N.
New Y.York.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 258)— ItalianFrench ships at sea; Yankee Clipper crosses Atlantic;
House of glass
N. Y.tests
World's
Fair; Hughes'
77th
birthday;
Coast atGuard
amphibian
tank; Crown
of Andes shown in New York; Twin convention in
New York; Baby contest in Brooklyn hospital;
Midget racing.
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Nancy Kelly
was moved
upllin
another step
toward stardom recently when Darryl F. ZanUCK, production chief at 20th Century-Fox, instructed his scenarists to rewrite a number of
scenes in her current movie. In the revised
scenes, v\'hich are for "Stanley and Livingston",
she will appear opposite Spencer Tracy and
Richard Greene.
Beulah Bondi, currentl\- working in AIGM's
"On Borrowed Time", cliecks in at Columbia
for a featured role in Frank Capra's "Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington." Miss Bondi will
work at both studios until her part in "On
Borrowed Time" is completed.
Scoring of "Man About Town", new Paramount comedy starring Jack Benny, Dorothy
Lamour and Edward Arnold, was started this
week under the direction of Andrea Setaro.
Victor Young is collaborating on the background score.
"Sons of the Navy" by Grover Jones and
True Boardman was purchased by Monogram,
and will be one of the early productions of
the 1939-40 program. "Navy" was a radio
skit produced recently by Silver Theatre
starring Ginger Rogers with Elliott Lewis.
Edward G. Robinson left for New York to
spend a vacation and attend the world premiere of "Confessions of a Nazi Spy", Warner
picture in which he stars. Robinson will return to Hollywood directly after the premiere
of the picture at the Strand Theatre.
Robert AIontgomery's first picture for MGAI
on his return from Washington and the Neely
Bill hearings will be "Stronger Than Desire",
to be produced b}- John W. Considine, Jr.,
and directed by Leslie Fexton. David Hertz
and William Ludwig adapted to the screen.
Helen Vinson has been signed by RKO for
a featured role in "Memory of Love", new costarring vehicle for Carole Lombard, Cary
Grant and Kay Francis, scheduled to go befor the cameras within the next two weeks.
The picture will be produced by George
Haicht with John Cromwell directing.
Well in advance of actual production,
Samuel Goldwyn has started rehearsals for
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his coming picture "The Real Glory", starring
Gary Cooper and featuring Andrea Leeds,
D.A.VID Niven and Walter Brennan. Shooting
is scheduled for the end of this month.
Victor Young, one of Hollywood's outstanding musicians, has been signed by Sol Lesser
as musical director for "Way Down South",
the Bob Breen film which goes into production
April 24. Young Breen will begin to record
his song nu'mbers late this week.
Franklyn Warner, Fine Arts president, left
for New York for conferences with Earl
W. Hammons on his Grand National deal.
Warner said that regardless of the outcome,
he will continue his production activities upon
his return to Hollywood, and is now working
on another releasing agreement.
Edward Ludwic has been definitely set to
direct "Strangers at the Feast" as his next assignment at Universal. That studio has had a
commitment on his services since he completed
"That Certain Age". Ludwig will pilot one
picture for Columbia before reporting to Universal.
Jesseprogram
L. Laskys
"Gateway
Holh-wood"
radio
resulted
in RKO tohanding
term
contracts to six players. The studio permitted
all options to lapse except on Ralph Bowman,
IvowENA Cook, Linda Hayes, Ivatherine
HoHN, Charles Ruppert and John Laird.
Marking an unusual departure in motion
picture production methods, Leslie Howard
was signed to take the top male role in Selznick International's "Intermezzo", and to act
as associate producer on the production. Howard is currently appearing in "Gone With The
Sidney Salkow has been assigned to direct
Wind".
Republic's
"Stand upProduction
and Sing" will
for Producer
Herman Schlom.
start as
soon as Salkow completes "All the Tomorrows", Frieda Inescort feature now before
the cameras.
Fred Astaire signed
contract with MGM, and
to co-star with Eleanor
Melody of 1940", Jack

a two-picture a year
the first calls for him
Powell in "Broadway
Cummings producing.

Posing With

Child Star

Larry Simms of "Blondie Meets The Boss",
poses zvith Chester Morris between scenes of
Columbia's "Blind Alley" in ivliich Chester
Morris plays a featured part.
Universal Near Settlement With
Danielle Darrieux on Contract
A compromise settlement is near between
Universal and Gregor Rabinovich to clear
contract complications for the services of
Danielle Darrieux, French film star, who
was
to America
for "The Rage of
Paris"brought
ten months
ago.
Rabinovitch wanted $400,000 as price of
asserted prior contract rights and Universal
is understood to have made a counter offer,
with prospects for a quick settlement.
■Studio has two stories, completely scripted,
and are ready in case the deal is made. They
are "Rio" and ".^.Imost an Angel", both on
Joe Pasternak's list of tentative productions.
Gabriel Pascal Returns for

Stunts for Exhibs

Huddles on "Doctor's Dilemma"
Gabriel Pascal, accompanied by his art
director, Laurence Irving, arrived in Hollywood for a six week stay. Pascal will check

Smiley Burnette,
Sam Kurson, Mrs.
Harry Reinhart,
Gene Autry, Mrs.
.Sam Kurson and
Harry Reinhart.
Reinhart is ozvner of
the leading theatres in
Akron, Ohio. Kurson
is oivner and manager

on
storyGeorge
treatment
of "Doctor's
Dilemma",
second
Bernard
Shaw story
he will
produce and also "Major Barbara" third Shaw
play slated for the screen.
Wendy Hiller will star in "Major Barbara" aiid Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Paul Lukas,
Roland Young, C. Aubrey Smith and Jean
Cadell have already been announced for
"Doctor's Dilemma." Both pictures will be
produced in England for MGM release.

of thecuit,
Graphic
comprisedCirof
houses in Maine, New
Hampshire
and Vermont. Both exhibitors
and their zvives vacationed in Hollywood
and visited Autry on
the set of "Blue Montana Skies."

"Irish Luck"

Next for Darro

The last picture in the series of four starring
Frankie Darro will be "Irish Luck", scheduled
to go into production late this month. Mary
McCarthy has been signed by Scott R.
Dunlap, studio production head at Monogram,
to write the screenplay from the Charles
Molyneux Brown story. Director and the
supporting cast is expected to be signed this
week.
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Hays Office to Check

Commercial

Use of Stars' Photographs in Ads
'I'he Hays oflicc ordered an inuufdialc in\csligation of pictures of film stars and fcaInrrd jilaycrs used in fan magazines and other
publications for commercial advertisements.
Si'seral complaints have been filed by leading
l)hi\ers, that their photographs have been used
wilhoul their consent or knowledge.
Officials of the Hays office refuse to discuss
the situation, but it is known that they have
been checking the publications for several
months. It is also reported that many of the
players themselves do not feel that use of
pictures in connection with advertising, is
adx antageous to their film careers.
Aid of the SAG is being sought to determine
whether the use of the art was without consent of the players, and if so, the publications
will be ordered to cease practice at once.
Bobs Watson

in MOM

Film

With the selection of Bobs Watson
Happiest Couple in Hollywood
RowENA Cook and Ralph Bowman, zvinner
of Jesse L. Lasky's "Gateivay to Hollyivood"
talent quest. As survivors of the finals, they
ivin the right permanently to assume the
names of Alice Eden and John Archer and
also receive featured roles in RKO Radio's
picture "Career." Jesse L. Lasky is pictured
offering his congratulations zvhile Edward G.
Robinson, right, looks on approvingly.
Paramount Home Office Executives
Arrive for Product Conferences
Paramount home office executives arrived
in Hollywood this week to confer with Y.
Frank Freeman and studio officials on the
1939-40 product. Robert M. Gillham, director of advertising and publicit\-, and Neil
Agnew, vice-president in charge of distribution, stopped off at Chicago for conferences
with exchange men and Cliff Lewis, studio
advertising director, to discuss the final details of the world premiere of Cecil B. DeMille's "Union Pacific" at Omaha, Neb., on
April 28.
It is expected that the home office group,
which consists of Barney' Balaban, Stanton
Griffis, Edwin Weisl, Russell Holman and
Leon Netter, will remain in California approximately three weeks.
At the conclusion of the production discussions, Agnew plans to visit exchanges in
San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Oregon and
Salt Lake City before returning to his New
York office. Gillham is slated to remain at
the studio for several months.

"Rains Came"

to Start Soon

Clarence Brown, who will direct "The Rains
Came" for 20th Century-Fox, will send the
picture before the cameras in about a week,
with Harry Joe Brown supervising as associate producer. Leading roles will be played
by iMyrna Loy, George Brent and Tyrone
Power with a powerful supporting cast including H. B. Warner, Jane Darwell, Cesar
Romero, Joseph Schildkraut and Mme.
Maria Ouspenskay'a.

Set Building Starts for "Rulers"
Technicians and craftsmen at Paramount
started the building of an accurate reproduction of the engine room of the Sirius, first
ship to cross the Atlantic under steam power,
for Frank Lloyd's new picture, "Ruler of the
Seas"
featuring
Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.,
Will Fyffe
and Margaret
Lock wood. Producer-director Lloyd plans to put the picture
before the cameras in two weeks.

for the

pivot role of Pud, production on MGM's
"On Borrowed Time" started this week with
Lionel Barrymore in the top spot. Also appearing in the picture are Beulah Bondi,
Una Merkel, Ian Wolfe, Sir Cedric HardwiCKE and Charles Waldron. Harold S.
Bucquet directs under the production supervision of Sidney Franklin.
WB Re-sign Michael Curtiz
Michael Curtiz has been given a new
directorial contract at Warner Bros, for his
work on "Dodge City." During 1938 Curtiz
directed "Four Daughters" and "Angels With
Dirty Faces", each nominated for an Academy
Award. His next assignment will be "The
Knight and the Lady", based on the screenplay by Norman Reilly Raine and Aeneas
.McKenzie,
co-starring Bette Davis and Errol
Flynn.

"
for "Rebecca
Reports motion
Hitchcoc
Joining thek Hollywood
picture colony
for the first time, Alfred Hitchcock reported
to Selznick International to start work under
a long-term contract. Preparations will begin
immediately on his first assignment, the filming of "Rebecca." Hitchcock was recently
voted the outstanding director of 1938 by the
New York motion picture critics for his
direction of "The Lady Vanishes."
Yates Returns in Two

Weeks

Herbert J. Yates, head man at Republic, is
scheduled to return to the studio in about
two weeks for additional conferences on
product and studio aifairs. Yates is on his way
to New York and will leave for Hollywood
after
the Eastern
opening of "Man of
"
'
, . .
Conquest", Republic's biggest and best
oroduction to date.

Taking Lessons
Director Frank
McDonald, zv hose
many film dramas of
nezsuspaper life include
som.e of the "Torcliy
B I an e" pictures, is
shozun explaining a bit
of action to Joy
Hodges, left and Wm.
Lundigan, zvhom he
is directing in Universal's nezvspaper mystery -comedy, "They
Asked
For'become
It." The
cigar has
liis
trademark.

AI^CIJNE)
H€LLyW€CD
with the "Oldtimer"
Luncheon wilh Johnny Miles on the Coldwyn lot and ran into what looked like a
Filipino house-boy convention. They stormed
all over the place, about a thousand strong,
hoping for a spot in "Tlie Real Glory",
forthcoming Gary Cooper starrer, based on
the Philippine Island history.
At the preview of Republir's top production
effort, "Man of Conquest", and we can report
an impressively produced, well acted, outdoor
picture with "what it takes" for boxoffice returns. Top acting honors go to Richard Dix,
Edward Ellis and George Hayes, and the swell
production and direction.
Just received a copy of "Technicolor
News and Views" Volume 1, Number 1,
edited by Margaret Ettinger. Have you
noticed the improvement in the latest productions as compared with the old two-color
process days? A few of the majors should
copy
ideas. some of Technicolor's field-service
We have the "Hardy Family", "Jones Family", "Higgins Family", "Headley Family" and
"The Family Next Door", and now Warner
Bros, plans a new series to be known as "The
Hobby
Family"
the screwball
Kellys.
side. Still
have ...
room aforgang
the onCohens
and the
"The Blue Bird", Maurice Maeterlinck's
symbol of happiness, will be the next Technicolor production for Shirley Temple . . .
and speaking of happiness, Shirley has been
spreading her share of "happiness" for
Is our face RED. We had Robert Cunnnings
years.
all set for the leading role in Columbia's
"Golden Boy" when William Holden sneaks
around "end" and grabs the job. Wonder who
ran interference for him, or is the lineup of
"percenters" something new.
RKO'sto "Spellbinder"
LeeTracy
Tracy inreturns
RKO late this month
to play the title role in "The Spellbinder"
which will be produced by Cliff Reid. Barbara Reed, recipient of a long term contract
from the studio, will play opposite Tracy.
This will be the second for Tracy on his
three-picture contract.
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a — BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE
DOPE.
b — BOX OFFICE SLANT
i '/'20/39
Initial Before Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults.
GRAND NATIONAL
ASTOR PICTURES
Date
Rel.
1938-39
Title
Title
Mins. Stars
Stars
Rel.
Issue
of
See
,bl0/29/38
C. Morris-U. Merkel
Bat
Whispers
(IVly-0)
86
.
Cipher
Bureau
(D)
70
..
AmesWoodbury
(F)
Mins.
Date
Issue of
.Not
Rev.
.Harry Roy & Band
Everything is Rhythm (Mu)
Reissued
Crashing Thru (D)
James Newill-Warren Hull
1/20/39
11/4/38
2/15/39.. Reissued
Front Page (C)
100. .A. Menjou-P. O'Brien
See
Everything
Happens
to
Ann
(D)
Heather
Angel-John
King
,
.
a3/4/39
,al2/3l/38
..b2/ll/39
Heart of New Yorit (Mu) 80. Jelson-Evans-Morgan
Exile Express (D)
61.. Anna Sten-Alan Marshal
(A) 10/21/38
.Jean
Harlow-B.
Lyon
.
.b9/l7/38
Frontier
Scout
(W)
61..
George
Houston
(F)
.bl2/3l/38
Hell's Angels
110.
Reissued
Reissued
Monster
Walks (D)
(My-D)
60. . Mischa Auer
Long Shotof Main
(0)
Hunt
(F)
..In Prod.
Miracle
Street 69. .Marsha
Margo
Reissued
Out of Singapore (D)
76. .Noah Beery-Dorothy Burgess
Reissued
Rain (D)
85. .J. Crawford-W. Huston
. ,b2/25/39
Panama
Patrol
(D)
67.
.Charlotte
Wynters-Leon
Ames..
.(F)
Reissued
1/6/39
.
Scarf ace (D)
88. .P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Renfrew Saves a Lady
James Newell
...Not
.bl/21/39
Rev.
Reissued
Sea Ghost (D)
60 . .Alan Hale-Claude Allister ..
Reissued
10/14/38
Ride 'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
52.
.Dorothy
Page-Vince Barnett (F)
2/10/39,
1/20/39 , . .b9/l7/38
Sky Devils (C-D)
88. .Spencer Tracy
Shadows
Shanghai
(D)
66.
.Ralph
Morgan
(F)
Reissued
Street Scene (D)
79. Sylvia Sidney
all/19/38
Reissued
Singing Cowgirl
Dorothy Page-David O'Brien
Blondell-Evans-Claire
Three Broadway Girls (C)
83. . Bob
Reissued
Burns
(Former
Title
"Lady Buckaroo")
Tombstone Canyon <W)
67.
11/11/38
Six-Gun
Rhythm
(W)
55
.
Tex
Fletcher-Joan
Barclay
(F)
b2/l8/39
Tonight Or Never (D)
92. . Swanson -Douglas- Karloff ....
Sunset Murder Case (D)
57.. Sally Rand
Reissued
Woman Unafraid (D)
66. . Gallagher-Gleason
10/28/38 .38/20/38
Reissued
(Former
title,
"Murder
on
Sunset
Boulevard")
.bl
.al
1/19/38
Titans of the Deep (T)
47. .Dr. Wm. Beebe-Otis Barton
(F)
Trigger Pals (W)
55 . Art Jarrett-Lee Powell
(F) 1/13/39 , . .bl/14/39
COLUMBIA
Water Rustlers (W)
54.. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ...
1937-38
1/6/39 ,,
(Former title. "The Last Barrier")
1/5/38
City Streets (D)
68. . Fellows-Carrillo
(F) 7/1/38 .. .bl
.b6/25/38
Colorado Trail (W)
55. Starrett-Meredith
(F) 9/8/38 .
Convicted (D)
58. . Hayworth-Quigley
8/18/38 . .b8/27/38
(A) 9/30/38
MOM
Shirley-N. Gray
(F)
Girl's School
(D)
73.
.b8/6/38
. ,b8/20/38
1937-38
Gladiator
(C)
71 . .A.
.Brown-Travis
(F) 8/15/38 .. ..blO/l/38
.b6/l 1/38
8/19/38
Block-Heads (C)
58. Laurel-Hardy
(F)
(F) 6/27/38 .. .b5/2l/38
Highway Patrol (D)
58. Paige-Wells
7/29/38
O'Keefe-Stone-Pendleton
(F)
,
.b7/30/38
6/15/38
Chaser
(C)
75.
Holiday
K. Hepburn-C. Grant
(F)
.b7/30/38
(F) 8/5/38 , ,., .b5/l4/38
I Am the (C-D)
Law (D)
8394. . .. E.
Crowd Roars (D)
92. I aylor-Arnold-Morgan
Robinson-W. Barrie
(A) 9/2/38 . .b8/27/38
..b7/2/38
9/15/38
.
KellyHayworth
(F)
Juvenile Court (D)
61 .
Fast Company (My-O)
75. M. Douglas-F. Rice
(F) 5/13/38
Hold That Kiss (C)
79. D. O'Keefe-M. O'Sullivan
(A) 9/9/38 . .. .b9/l7/38
Lady Objects (D)
67. . L. Ross-G. Stuart
(F)
7/8/38 , b6/25/38
.b7/30/38
(F) 5/12/38
Law of the Plains (W)
56 . C. Starrett-I. Meredith
Lord Jeff (D)
84. F. Bartholomew-M. Rooney ,,..(F) 6/24/38
16/38
Rooney-Garland
(F) 7/22/38 ,. .b7/
(F) 5/5/38 . . .b5/l4/38
Main Event (D)
55. J. Wells-R. Paige
Love Finds Andy Hardy (C-D).. 92. StoneMarie Antoinette (H-D)
160. N. Shearer-T, Power
.bl 1/26/38
(F) 8/26/38 .. .b7/IB/38
(F) 8/31/38
Phantom Gold (W)
56. J. Luden-B. Marion
..b4/2/38
Port
of
Seven
Seas
(D)
81.
7/15/38 ... .a5/l4/38
Beery-O'Sullivan
(A)
Pioneer Trail (W)
55. . Luden-Barclay
.b7/2/38
7/1/38 , . .b8/l3/38
Rich Man. Poor Girl (C-D) 74. Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F) 8/12/38
7/15/38
(F)
Reformatory (D)
61 . Jack Holt-Wynters
(F) 7/21/38
South of Arizona (W)
56. Starrett-Meredith
. .b5/l4/38
..b7/2/38
Shopworn Angel (D)
87. M.
Sullavan-J.
Stewart
(F)
7/28/38 . .blO/8/38
Laurel
and
Hardy
(F)
Swiss
Miss
(C)
72.
5/20/38
Stagecoach Days (W)
58. Jack Luden-Eleanor Stewart ...
6/20/38
.
.
.a4/9/38
.
.b5/28/38
9/22/38 . .a8/27/38
(A)
Three Comrades (D)
98. Taylor-Tone-Young-Sullavan
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56. . B. Jones-D. Fay
(A) 6/10/38 . . .b6/4/38
(F) 6/30/38 . .b8/27/38
West of Cheyenne (W)
53. Starrett-Meredith
Toy
(D)
94. Rainer-Uouglas-Young
6/3/38 , . .b6/25/38
6/17/38
Marshall-Bruce-Astor ,,
(A) 5/27/38
WomanWifeAgainst
Woman (D) ...60.
Yellow Jack (D)
83. R. Montgomery. V, Bruce
(F)
, .b5/2l/38
1938-39
11/15/38 .bl2/24/38
Adventure in Sahara (0)
58. .P. Kelly-L. Gray
.(A)
Prod.
Arizona Cowboy (W)
Charles Starrett-lris Meredith..
5/25/39. . .Ina4/8/39
5/11/39
1938-39
Blind Alley (U)
Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..
Adventures of Huckleberry
11/30/38
.bl
1/5/38
Blondie (C)
68.. P. Singleton- Arthur Lake
(F)
Finn
(D)
90
.
Mickey
Rooney-Lynn Carver ..
.
.
.b3/4/39
.b2/l 1/39
. ,,a3/4/39
2/28/39
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71. P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F) 10/5/38
Boys Town (D)
92.. S. Tracy-M, Rooney
12/15/38 .al2/IO/38
(F) 2/10/39 , . .b9/IO/38
California Frontier (W)
54.. Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
Bridal Suite (C)
Rob't Young-Billie Burke ., (F) 9/9/38
. . .b5/7/38
(F)
Crime Takes a Holiday (D) 58 Holt-M. Ralston
.
5/26/39 . b4/8/39
title, 0'"Maiden
Voyage")
4/12/39 . .al/14/39
First Offenders (D)
61 Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
Burn 'Em Up O'Connor (D) ,,,(Former
,70 ,, Dennis
Keefe-Cecilia
Parker (F) 1/13/39 . . .32/18/39
Flight to Fame (D)
57 C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F) 10/12/38 .bl2/24/38
Broadway
Serenade
(Mu-D)
,,,II2,,J.
MacDonald-L,
Ayres
1/19/39 .al 1/19/38
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54 Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
Calling Dr, Kildare (D)
Lew Ayres-L. Barrymore
.bl2/l7/38
.bl/14/39
Christmas Carol (D)
69 . R. Owen-T. Kilburn
12/9/38 . ,.blO/29/38
(Former title.
"California
Cavalcade")
(F) 4/28/39
4/7/39
..In
Prod.
12/16/38
Golden Boy ..
Barbara
Stanwyck-Wm.
Holden..
Citadel
(D)
110
.
R. Riissell-R. Donat
..In Prod.
..In
Prod.
(F)
10/28/38
Good Girls Go to Paris
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
.
.
.b2/4/3y
Dark
Dame
Young-Ann
Sothern
11/2/38
Homicide Bureau (D)
63. B. Cabot-R. Hayworth ..
(F) 1/5/39
. .b2/l8/39
Dramatic
School (D)
78. . Rob't
Rainer-A.
Marshall
.. ..b3/l
.a9/3/38
In
Early
Arizona
(W)
53
.
.
Elliott-Gulliver
Fast
and
Loose
(My-C)
76.
.
R.
Montgomery-Rosalind
Russell (F) 12/2/38 . . .bl2/3/38
1/39
Lady and the Mob (C) . .
.65 .Fay Bainter-lda Lupino
(F) 4/3/39 , . .a2/25/39
Flirting
With
Fate
(C)
70
.Joe
E,
Brown
12/23/38
1/27/39 . . .bl/28/39
4/16/39
Law Comes to Texas (W).
.58 .Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
Four Girls in White (D)
73 Florence Rice-Alan Marshall,,, (A) 2/17/39
10/24/38
.bl2/3l/38
Law of the Texan (W)...
.54.. Buck Jones-D. Fay
(F) 2/22/39 .blO/29/38
Girl Downstairs (C)
76 . F. Tone-F. Gaal
Let Us Live (D)
hi2/iii
..32/18/39
11/4/38
.
.68
.Maureen
O'Sullivan-Henry
Fonda(A)
10/24/38
.
.b2/25/39
Goodbye,
Mr.
Chips
(D)
Robert
Donat-Greer
Garson
.32/18/39
.62. E. Fellows-R. Fiske
(F) 3/16/39 .bl2/l7/38
Little Adventuress (C-D)..
(F) 6/2/39 . . ...bl
1/5/38
Great Waltz (Mu)
104. . Rainer-Gravet
Lone Star Pioneers (W).
.56.. Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver
4/21/39 . . .b2/4/39
. ..al/14/39
Hardys Ride High (D)
Rooney-Stone-Rutherford
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D)
65.. Warren William-Ida Lupino ... (F) 1/27/39
..bl/28/39
.
.33/25/39
(F)
2/3/39
.
.
Honolulu
84..Ele3nor
Powell-Rob't.
.,
5/22/39
. .b3/ll/39
Missing Daughters (D)
Richard Arlen- Rochelte Hudson..
lee
Follies (Mu-C)
of 1939 (D)
82,
, Crawford-Stewart
(PartYoung
Tech,),,
(F) 3/10/39 . . .bl/28/39
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59 . Alan Baxter-Jacqueline Wells. . . (F) 3/30/39 .. ..b3/l8/39
.b4/l/39
(F)
Idiot's
Delight
(D)
109,
.
Gable-Shearer
North of Shanghai (D)
58 . . Betty Furness-James Craig (F) 2/10/39 . . .a2/4/39
(F)
1/27/39 . ..all/12/38
..a3/l8/39
.b4/8/39
I Take This Woman (C-D)
Spencer Tracy-Hedy Lam3rr .... (A) 4/7/39
North of the Yukon (W)
Cl. Chas. Starrett-Linda Winters. ..
3/30/39 ,
It's a Wonderful World (My-C) James Sfewart-Claudette Colbert. (F) 5/19/39 .
.
.
a4/8/39
(Former
title,
"Mounted
Police")
(F)
2/24/39
Kid
From
Texas
(C-D)
70.
Dennis
O'Keefe-Florence
Rico...
.
.b2/l8/39
5/15/39
Only Angels Have Wings (D)
Jean Arthur-Cary Grant
. .a2/l8/39
. .a2/l8/39
blO/22/38
Let Freedom Ring (Mu-D)
87 . Nelson Eddy- Virginia Bruce .. (F) 4/14/39
Outside These Walls (D)
Dolores Costello-Michael Whalen.
5/4/39 . ..In Prod.
10/21/38
Listen, D3rling (C-D)
73. . Bartholomew-Garland
Power to Kill
Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael ....
5/5/39
.
Lucky
NightWith
(D)
Myrna Loy-Robert Taylor
Rio Giande (W)
59..Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
blO/29/38
Out West
the Hardys
bl 1/26/38
'12/8/38' . .alO/l/38
(F) 11/25/38 . .b3/25/39
"North of Texas")
(C-D)
83.
.
Rooney-Stone-Parker
Romance of the Redwoods (D) (Former
. .67 . . Jeantitle.Parker-Chas.
Bickford ....
(A)
3/10/39
.
.
.al/28/39
2/28/39
Pygmalion
(D)
87.
Leslie
Howard-Wendy
Hiller
....
Smashinii the Spy Ring (D)... 62. .Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wrav
(F) 12/29/38 .bl2/24/3R
Sergeant Madden (D)
80. .Wallace Berry-Larsine Johnson . (F) 3/24/39 . .bl 1/19/38
Spoilers of the Range (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
4/27/39 .a3'l8/39
. b4/l/39
ShininnEnemies
Hour (D)
75. ■ Crawford-Sullavan
-Young
(Former
title.
"The
Oklahoma
Trail")
6,000
W3lter Pidgeon-Rita
Johnson .. (F) 11/18/38 . . In Prod.
12/1/38 .blO/29/38
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (0) 65 Jack Holt-Beverly Roberts
(F) 12/15/38
6/9/39.
.
,
bl
1/19/38
Society
Lawyer
(D)
77
.
Virginia
Bruce-Walter
Pidgeon...
(F)
3/31/39
11/11/38 ..bl/7/39
"Outside
the Law")
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu-W) . (Reviewed
. .60 . . All asMidget
Cast
(F)
Spring
Madness
(C-D)
65
(F) 10/7/38 , .blO/8/38
Stsblemates
(D)
89 .O'Sullivan-Ayres-Meredith
. W. Beery-M. Rooney
2/9/39 .. .b7/l6/38
Texas Stampede (W) .. .. 57.. Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
.al/14/39
(F) 1/6/39 ,. bl2/24/38
Stand
Up and(Mu)
Fight (D)
Taylor-Beery-Rice
.32/18/39
There's
That Woman Again
Sweethearts
195.
10 .. MacDonald-Eddy-Morgan
(Tech.). (F) 12/30/38
.bl2/l7/38
(F) 12/24/38
(My-C)
70 Douglas-Bruce
1/12/39
6/16/39 .33/18/39
Thundering West (W)..
57 C. Starrett-I. Meredith
Tarzan
(D)
Weissmuller-O'Snllivan
...
5/12/39
1/19/38
Tell No Tales (D)
Melvyn Douglas-H. B. W3rner. . .
Trapped in the Sky (D)
60 Jack Holt-Katherine DeMille ...(F)
..alb2/l8/39
. .b9/3/38
West of Sante Fe (W)
57 Starrett-Meredith
(F)
(Former
title,
"One Hundred to One")
.bl2/24/38
Three
Loves
Has
Nancy
(C)
67.
.
Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone
(F)
9/2/38
. .. .b9/l7/38
Whisperinn Enemies (D)
62 . J. Holt-D. Costello
.
.
.bl/7/39
F) 3/24/39
9/29/38
(F)
9/16/38
Too
Hot
to
Handle
(C-D)
105.
C.
Gable-M.
Loy
(F) 9/23/38 . .blO/8/38
. .b8/27/38
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125 L Barryniore- Arthur-Stewart. . . .(F)
.b3/l8/39
Vacation
From
Love
(C)
65.
.
D,
O'Keefe-F.
Rice
Within the Law (D)
65.. Ruth Hussey-Paul Kelly
(F) 3/17/39
10/14/38 . ,blfl/l5/38
1939-40
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81.. L. Barrymore-L. Ayres
.In Prod.
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington Jean Arthur- James Stewart
CAUMONT BRITISH
1938-39
Chicago Ben (C).
93 . Kennedy-Hay-Bupo
(Reviewed
as "Hey! Hey! U.S.A.")
Climbing High (C)
79 . Matthews-Redgrave
Crime Over London (D)
68, Cawthorn-Sidney-Grahame
Lady Vanishes (D)
78 . . Liikas- Whitty
Man With 100 Faces (D) 72 . Tom Walls-Lilli Palmer
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
78. .Tauber-Duna
(Reviewed
as "A Clown Must Laugh")
Sailing Along (Mii-C)
79 . Matthews-Whiting
Show Goes On (0)
71 , , Neagle-Carminati
Strange Boarders (D)
73,, T, Walls- R, St, Cyr
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
80 ., Donat-Madeleine Carroll
Three on a Week End (C-D) . . .72 . . Lodge-Lockwood
(Reviewed
as "Illegal
Holiday")
To the Victor (D)
71 . . Fyffe-Loder.
Lockwood
GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Dangerous Secrets (D)
70 . . P, Lukas-L, Travers
(Reviewed
as "Brief Withers
Ecstasy")
Held for Ransom (D)
60,, B, Mehaffey-G,
High Command (D)
59 . . L. Atwill-L, Mannheim
I Married a Spy (D)
59. N. Hamilton-B. Horney
King of the Sierras (AD) 57 .. Rex— Sheik, the wonder horse...
Life
Returns
(D)
60.
.0. Stevens-L. Wilson ..
Renfrew of the Great White
Trail (D)
Newell- Walker
Six
Sheriff (W)
59
Ken Bitter
Maynard
Utah Shootin'
Trail (W)
55 .. Tex

Dist. by 20th
' -Fox)
(F)
i6/3'/3'8' blO/8/38
bl2/l7/38
(F)
(F) 8/15/38 ...b8/6/38
(F) 1 1/1/38 b9/3/38
(A) 10/1/38 ..bll/5/38
(A)
blO/15/38
(F) 4/15/38 . . .b2/l2/38
(F) 6/15/38 . . .b8/l4/37
(A) 8/1/38 ....b6/4/38
(F) 9/15/38
...Reissued
(A) 7/1/38 ...b2/l2/38
(F) 3/15/38 . . .b2/l2/38
(A)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)

8/19/38 . . .b8/28/37
6/7/38
7/15/38 . b6/l8/38
7/1/38
.. .b7/30/38
b7/30/38
8/28/38 ..Not
Rev.
6/10/38
. .b7/30/38
7/22/38 . .36/18/38
,,,b7/9/38
(F) 5/21/38
8/12/38 , , ,37/9/38

Gone With the Wind
On Borrowed Time
Wizard of Oz (Tech.)
Women, The

1939-40
G3ble-Leigh-How3rd (Tech.) ...
Lionel Barrymore-Beulah Bondi
Judy Garland-Frank Morgan ....
Shenrer-Crswford- Russell

MONOGRAM
Gunsmoke Trail (W)
Man's
(W)
53
MarinesCountry
Are Here
(D)
60
Mexican
Kid
(W)
55
Numbered Ranger
Woman (W)
(D)
64
Phantom
Romance of the Limberlost (D),82

1937-38
Jack R3nri3ll
Jack Randall
J. Travis- G. Oliver
Jack Randall
Blane-Hughes-Methot
Tim McCoy
J. Parker-E, Linden

, ,ln
Prod,
Prod.
al, In1/12/38
,,ln
Prod.

(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)

1938-39
Barefoot Boy (D)
63. . Moran- Morgan-Jones
(F)
Boys Reformatory (D)
Frankle Darro
Convict's Code (D)
66. .Robert Kent-Anne Nngel
(A)
Drifting Westwnrd (W)
Jack R3nri3ll- Ethel Dursn
(Former
title,
"S3nta
Fe
Bound")
.Tex Ritter
Down the Boy
Wyoming
Ti'3il (W) . 80. .Jackie
Gangster's
Cooper
(F)
Gang Bullets
(D)(D)
63.. Anne Nanel
(F)
Gun Packer (D)
73. .Jack R3ndall
(F)
I Am a Criminal (D)
73.. John Carroll-Kay Linaker (F)
Little Pal (D)
66.. Ralph Bellamy-Mickey Rooney ..(F)

5/31/38 ..a4/30/38
7/6/38
b8/6/38
6/8/38 b5/28/38
8/17/33 ...b9/IO/38
5/22/38 ...b5/l4/:i8
5/27/38 , .a4/9/38
6/22/38 ...b6/l8/38
8/3/38
5/1/39
1/18/39
1/25/39
5/5/39..
11/19/38
11/23/38
11/16/38
12/14/38
2/15/39

. . .b9/3/38
. .34/1/39
1/39
.. ..b2/l
.al/7/39
.

..In Prod.
.bll/12/38
.bl2/IO/38
.bll/12/38
. .bl2/3/38
. . Reissued

/'(N/r 37
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(Continued) 1938-39
MONOGRAM
Title
Mins. Start
.Boris Karloff
(A)
Mr. Wong, Detective (My-D) 66 .Boris
Karloff
(F)
Mystery of Mr. Wong (0)
65
Mystery Plane (D)
60 .John Trent- Marlorle Reynolds ..(F)
Navy Secrets (D)
60. Fay Wray
(F)
RItter
(F)
Rollin' Westward (W)
61 .Tex Ritter
(F)
Song of the Buckaroo (W)
58. .Tex
(F)
Starlioht Over Texas (W)
56. .Tex RItter
Star Reporter (D)
62.. Warren Hull-Marsha Hunt
Streets of New York (D)
73.. Jackie Cooper
(F)
Sundown on the Prairie (W)
Tex Ritter
Sweetheart of Sioma Chi (D) . . .75. .Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
Tough Kid (D)
6I..Frankie Darro
(F)
Trigger Smith (W)
Jack Randall
Undercover Agent (D)
64.. Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane...
Under theby Big
63.
Rue
(F)
Wanted
the Top
Police(D)
(D)
59. ..Nagel-Main-La
Frankie Darro
(F)
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D) . .65. .James Stephenson -Betty Lynne..(A)
"Dangerous Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) (Reviewed
..61. .Tex asRitter
(F)
Wild Horse Canyon (W)
50. Jack Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (D)
John Carroll-Movita
PARAMOUNT
1937-38
Bar 20 Justice (W)
,66. Boyd-Hayden
Booloo (D)
.60.. C. Tapley-S. Asmara
Bulldog Drummond in Africa
(D)
.60. .H. Angel-J. Howard
. .88. . MacMurray-H. Hiiiiard
Cocoanut Grove (Mu-C)
. .85. .B. Crosby-M. Carlisle-B. Lillie
Doctor
FarewellRhythm
to Arms(M-C)
(0)
. .99. Cooper-Hayes
Give Me a Sailor (C)
.
.80 . Raye-Hope-Grable
Hunted Men (D)
. .64. . Nolan. Carlisle-Crabbe
Prison Farm (D)
. .68..L. Nolan-W. Frawley
Professor Beware (C)
. .90. .H. Lloyd-P. Welch
Spawn of the North (D)
1 10. . Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
Stolen Heaven (M-D)
..90..G. Raymond-0. Bradna
. .91. .Scott-J. Bennett
rexans (H-D)
. .75. . Lamour-B. Burps-Raye
TropicandHoliday
(Mu-C) ..
You
Me (D)
. .92. . Raft-Sidney . .
.1

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
.(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)

M 1-: N ' S
Issue of
See
.blO/8/38
.b3/l8/39
. b3/4/39
.b2/ll/39
. .b4/l/39
.bl/14/39
.b9/24/38
.al/28/39
. .b4/8/39
a2/l8/39
. . ..bl/7/39
Reissue
.a2/25/39
3/22/39 . .33/18/39
4/5/39 .. . .b9/l7/38
8/31/38
9/21/38 . .b9/24/38
.b3/l8/39
4/19/39
.blO/29/38
10/19/38
12/21/38 . . .bl/7/39
. . .a4/8/.39
5/8/39 .

8/19/38
5/20/38
5/6/38
6/3/38
8/5/38
5/27/38
6/17/38
7/15/38
8/26/38
5/13/38
8/12/38
7/1/38
6/1/38

.
..

.
.

.b4/l6/38
.b7/23/38
. .b8/6/38
.b5/l4/38
.b4/30/38
. Reissued
.b7/30/38
..b5/7/38
.b6/l
1/38
.b7/l6/38
.b8/20/38
. .b4/2/38
.b7/l6/38
. .b7/2/38
. .b6/4/38

1938-39
Ambush
62 . Gladys Swarthout
(F) 1/20/39 . . .bl/21/39
Arkansai (0)
Traveler
(D)
■
.83.
8.
Burns-M.
Carlisle
(F) 10/14/38 . .blO/8/38
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
(F) 112/30/38
(My-D)
60, .Howard-Angel-Warner
1/25/38 .bl 1/26/38
Artists and Models Abroad (C)..90 . Ford-Erwin-Ellis
Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
(F)
.blO/29/38
(A)
..b4/l5/39
Back Door to Heaven (D)
85
4/21/39
(A) 3/10/39 . .b3/l2/38
Beachcomber (C-D)
94 . Laughton-Lanchester
_ .
(Reviewed
"Vessel ofMilland
Wrath")
.. a3/4/39
Beau Geste (D)
Gary asCooper-Ray
Boy Trouble (C)
70.. Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland (F) 2/27/39 . . .b2/4/39
Bulldog
. , ,b4/8/39
Police Drummond's
(My)Secret
55 . . Howard- Angel
(A)
. .b2/l 1/39
(A) 4/14/39
Cafe Society (C)
83. M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
3/3/39
..
(F) 9/16/38 . , .b9/24/38
Campus Confessions (D)
64. H. Luisetti-B. Grable
,bl/28/39
(F) 1/6/39 .. .. .a2/25/39
Disbarred (D)
59. Patrick- Kruger
Federal Offense (My)
Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel
12/16/38
Frontiersman (W)
74.. Bill Boyd
(F) 6/9/39 . ..bll/26/38
6/16/39 .32/25/39
Case (D) Gracie Allen-Warren William ...
Murder (D)
Allen Secrets
Gracie Jury
.. ,b3/l8/39
32/18/39
Grand
John Howard-Gail Patrick
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73. Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable ..(F) /19/39 .312/17/38
.
5
Hotel
Imperial
(D)
Ray
Milland-lsa
Mirandi
.b9/l7/38
(F) 1 1 /I4/1/3838 ...bll/5/38
If I Were King (H-D)
100 Coiman-Dee-Rathbone
. . ,b3/25/39
(F) 11/
Illegal Traffic (D)
67 J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
9
3
77..
Bob
Burns-Gladys
George
(F)
/
, . .b8/6/38
I'm
Missouri
(C)
77
In OldFromMexico
(W)
62 W. _Boyd-G.
.
Hayes
(F) 94//97/38 .. .. , .32/25/39
, , ,a4/l/39
9
3
Invitation to Happiness (D)
Fred MacMurray-lrene Dunne
/
7
/
.
7
9
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn
6/30/3
blO/8/38
(F) 9/3607///233389/39. ".. .b3/l8/39
55. . Naish-Nolan-Patrick
Alcatraz (D)
King
1 /39 . . ,b4/l5/39
3/28
King ofof Chinatown
(D)
60.. A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
(A) 4/
8
/3
Lady's From Kentucky (D)
75.. Geo. Raft-Ellen Drew
(F) 12/2
.33/18/39
Little Orphan Annie (C-D) 56. . Gitlis- Kent-Travis
(F) 7/21/39 .. ,. .bl2/3/38
, . 32/4/39
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamirofr
38
8/
9
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour ...
/2
3
/
10
2
/
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) .. 104. . MacMurray-Milland
(F) 6 24/39 , .blO/,22/3R
. .b3/l 1/39
lilidnight (C)
90. .Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche . (F) 3/
8/19/39 . . .34/8/39
Million
Dollar
Legs
Betty
Grable-Jackie
Coogan
...
Mr. & Mrs. Bulldog Drummond
, .33/25/39
7/28/39
10/21/38
(D)
John Howard-Heather Angel
Mysterious
Rider (W)
.74. . Dumbrille-Toler-Fields
(F) 4/14/39 . ., .b3/l
1/39
,b9/24/3S
Never Say Die (C)
80. ■ Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F) 2/24/39 . .bl2/l8/39
.."one
third
of
a
nation
(D)
.
76
.
Sylvia
Sidncy-Leif
Erikson
(F)
.b
12/24/38
Paris Honeymoon (Mu)
83, . B. Crosby-F. Gaal
(A) 2/IG/39
1/27/39 ,
Persons in Hiding (D)
69 , Patricia Morrison
(F) 7/8/38 .. . ., ,bl/28/39
.31,b6/25/38
1/26/38
Pride of the West (W)
55, . Boyd -Hayes- Hayden
(F)
Renegade Trail (W)
Bill Boyd
8/4/39 .
"ArizonaErikson
Bracelets")
. .bl2/IO/38
Ride a Crooked Mile (D) (Former
78 , F.title,
Farmer-L.
(F) 12/9/38
Say It In French (C) ...
70. , Milland-Bradna
(F) 11/25/38 ,. bll/26/38
Silver on the Sage (W)
66. Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F) 3/31/39 . . .b2/l8/39
b8/l3/38
... .88, B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
(F) 9/2/38
Sing Yoii Sinners (C-D>
. ..In Prod.
Star Maker
Bing Crosby- Louise Campbell
.
.bl
/28/39
St. Louis Blues (Mil)
85 . . Nolan- Lamour-Guizar
(F)
b7/9/38
St. Martin's Lane (D)
80, , Laughton- Leigh
(F) 2'/3/39!'. . ...32/25/39
Some Like It Hot (C)
Bob Hope-Shirley Ross
8 , ,b9/l7/38
Sons ofLife
the Legion (D)
60.. D.
O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F) 9/23/39, , . . In Prod,
Stolen
Elizabeth
Bertjner
/3
26
. . .b3/25/39
5/
9
/3
31
Sudden Trail
Money (W)
(C)
61.
C. Ruggles-Marjorie Rambeau ...(F) 3/
24/398 ., ,blO/22/38
Sunset
67, W.
Boyd-G. Hayes
(F) 2/
Thanks For the Memory (C) 75. B. Hope-S. Ross
(F) 1 5/1/1182//339".,, ,, bll/5/38
b4/8/39
This Man Is News (My)
78. Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes, .. ,(F)
12/23738 . .bl2/24/38
10/7/38
Tom Sawyer, Detective (C) 64 D. O'Connor-Cook
(F)
(F)
Touchdown. Army (D)
70 M. Carlisle-J. Howard
. .blO/l
. .31/7/39
/SI
Union Pacific (D)
Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea.
5/5/39 ,. . ,312/31/38
5/26/39
Unmarried (D)
Buck Jones-Helen Twelvetrees
(Former
"Me and
My Gal")
Zaza (D)
86.. C.title.
Colbert-H.
Marshall
(A) 1/13/39 bl/7/3,9
1939-40
Bob Hope-P3Ulette Godd3rd
Preston Foster-Ellen Drew .
Tech. Cartoon Fe3ture
Pst O'Brien-Olympe
Wm.
Boyd Bradna
F3irbanks, Jr. — Lockwood ..
Jackie Cooper-Betty Field ..

Cat 3nd the C3nary
Geronimo (D)
Gulliver's Travels
He3ven Outlaws
On 3 Shoestring
Lawful
Ruler of the Se3s
What a Life (C)
R.K.O.-RADIO
Vivscious L3dy (C) . . . .

1936-37
.90..G. Rogers- J. Stew3rt

Blind
6l'/2.
Blond Alibi
Che3t (D)
(C)
6 ■
Border G-Man (W)
61.
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82,
Csrefree (Mu-C)
83,
Crime Ring (D)
'0,
Fisherm3n's Wharf (D)
70.
Gun Law (W)
59,
Having Wonderful Time (C) 70.
I'm From the City (C)
70,
King Kong (D)
Law of the Underworld (D) ...61.
Little Women (D)
115,
Mother
Painted Carey's
Desert Chickens
(W) (D) . 82,
60.
Renegade Ranger (W)
59,
Saint in New York (D)
72.
Sky Giant (D)
80.
Smashing the Rackets (D)
80.
Story of Vernon &. Irene Castle
(Mu-C)
93.

1937-38
Dix-Bourne
Font3ine-DeM3rney ..
Geo.
BobbyO'Brien
Breen
Ast3ire- Rogers
L3ne-Mercer
Bobby Breen-Leo C3rrillo
Geo.
O'Brien
G. Rogers-D.
Fairbanks, Jr
Joe Penner
Wray-Cabot-Armstrnng
.C. Morris-A. Shirley
.Hepburn-J. Bennett-Luk3s
. R. Keeler-A. Shirley
.Geo. O'Brien
.G.
. L. O'Bricn-R.
H3yw3rd-K3yHsyworth
Sutton
. R. Dix-C. Morris
.C. Morris-F. Mercer
Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers

Prod.
. In34/8/38
.In
Prod.
.In
In Prod.
Prod.
Profl.
..In34/8/39
, (F) 5/13/38
(F)
.(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

\< l<: \ I I', w

Title
R.K.O.-RADIO

Rel
Date
10/5/38 .
3/8/39
3/8/39 ... .
2/8/39 ..
3/1/39
12/7/38 .
9/7/38 .
2/22/39 .
4/12/39
2/1/39
10/10/38 .
12/28/38

6/24/38
7/22/38

T R A I) 1{

,b5/7/.r;

5/20/38
.b5/28/38
,b5/l4/3R
6/17/38 ,b6/l8/38
6/24/38
8/26/38. ,b8/27/38
9/2/38 . . b8/27/38
,b7/2/38
7/8/38 .
2/3/39 . ,b5/l4/38
,b[/28/39
5/13/38
7/1/38 . ,b6/l8/38
7/22/38 .b7/30/38
6/10/38
,.Reissued
5/6/38 . . .b3/26/38
Reissued
7/8/38 . .b7/30/38
.b8/27/38
7/29/38
8/12/38 ..b9/l7/38
9/16/38 . .b5/7/38
6/3/38
.b7/23/38
7/29/38
.b7/23/38
8/19/38
4/28/39 ....b4/l/39

Mins. Stars 1938-39
Affairs of Annabel (C)
75 , J. Oakin-L. Ball
(F)
Ellison-Helen Wood
(F)
Almost a Gentleman (D)
65 .James
Annabel T3kes a Tour (C)
64 .03kie-B3ll
(F)
Arizona Legion (W)
56 . George O'Brien
(F)
Beauty for the Asking (D)
64 Lucille Ball-Oonsid Woods
(F)
(A)
Boy Slaves (D)
71 Anno Shirley-Roger Daniel
Dove
Steffi Duna-Leo Carillo
Five Came Back
Chester Morris-Wendy Barrie ...
Fixer Duoan (D)
Lee Tracy-Virginia Weidier
Flyinti Irishman (D)
70 . , Douglas Corrigan
(F)
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Albertson-Lynn ..
(F)
Girl From Mexico (D)
Lupe Velez-Donald Woods
Gre3t Man Votes (C-D)
72.. J. Barrymore-Peter Holden
(F)
Gung3 Din (D)
1 17 . . Gr3nt-McLaglen-F3irb3nk8, Jr. ..(F)
L3wless
(W) (W) ...72.
59.. G.
O'Brien-K.
Sutton
(F)
Law WestValley
of Tombstone
Harry
Carey
(F)
Little Mother (C)
Ginger Rogers-David Niven
Love Affair (D)
85. , Dunne-Boyer
(F)
M3d Miss M3nton (My-D)
78 . . St3nwyck-Fond3
(F)
M3n to Remember (D)
80., A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75 . Joe Penner
(F)
Next Time I M3rry (C)
65 . , L. B3II-J. Ellison
(F)
P3ciflc Liner (D)
76 . Victor M'L3glen-Chester Morris .(A)
Panama Lady (D)
Lucille Ball-Allen Lane
Peck's B3d Boy With the Cir- (Former title, "Second Shot")
cus
(C)
68.. T. Kelly-A. Gillis
(F)
R3Ckcteers
the R3nge (W)
Geo.
Rookie
Cop of (D)
Tim O'Brien
Holt- Virginia Weidier
title "G Dog")
Room Service (C)
78..(Former
Marx Bros
(F)
S3int Strikes B3ck (D)
63 . George Sanders-Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Sixty Glorious Years (H-D) . . .90 . . Neagle- Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
Sorority House (D)
Anne Shirley-J3mes Ellison
Tarnished Angel (0)
67. . Eilers-Guilfoyle
(A)
They M3de Her 3 Spy (D) 70..S3lly Eilers-All3n Lane
(F)
Trouble Crowded
in SundownHours(W)
Geo. O'Brien-Rosalind
Keith ...(F)
Twelve
(D) . . .6360... . Richsrd
Dix-Lucille B3II
(F)
REPUBLIC

Date
Rot.
Issue of
.b7/l6/38
.b3/25/39
blO/22/38
.bl/14/39
.bl/28/39
.bl/21/39
.In Prod.
■In
Prod.
.32/25/39
.b3/l 1/39
, .118/27/38
, .bl/14/39
a4/8/39
.bl/28/39
9
8
38
/3
8/
/4
/1
2/
. ,bl2/IO/38
1117
bl 1/19/38

11/11/38 ..
9/9/38
3/31/39 .
1/20/39 .
2/24/39
2/10/39 ..
3/21/39 .
3/
23/398 .
9/24

33/25/39
1/38 ',,b3/l8/39
10/2
.blO/8/38
6/i24/'/3839 '..blO/15/38
/1
.
,b9/l7/38
10
10/7/38 . bl2/IO/38
12/9/38 . bl2/3l/38
1/6/39 .. .33/18/39
5/19/39
11/25/38 ...34/1/39
. . .34/8/39
.bll/26/38
5/5/39
1/13/39' '.
4/28/39
b9/l7/38
9/30/38 . ..b2/l8/39
4/7/39 ' '.'.
3/10/39 . .blO/29/38
. blO/29/38
.33/18/39
'57r2'/39 '
10/28/38,
.b3/ 18/39
4/14/39 , . .b3/25/39
.
.b2/25/38
3/24/39
3/3/39 ,

Army
Girl Leathernecks
(D) (D)
87,
Come On
65,
Desert Patrol (W)
56.
Desperate Adventure (D)
65.
Durango Valley Raiders (W)....55,
Gsngs of New York (D)
67.
Gold
in the
(Mu-W)..60.
HeroesMine
of the
HillsSky(W)
55 .
Higgins F3mily (C)
64.
Ladies
In
Distress
(C-D)
65.
Man From Music Mountain (W) 58.
Prairie Moon (W)
58.
Rhythm ofofthetheBlack
S3ddleHills
(W)
58.
Riders
(W)..55.
Romance on the Run (D) 68.
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)
65.

1937-38
p.
Foster-M.
Evans
(F)
Cromwell-Hunt-MacF3rl3ne
(F) 7/15/38 ..b7/23/38
8/8/38 ....b8/27/38
B.
Steele-M.
Weldon
(F)
b6/4/38
R. Nov3rro-M. T3llichet
(F) 6/6/38
8/15/38 ...b7/30/38
B. Steele- L. Stanley
8/22/38 . . .Not Rev.
Bickford-Dvor3k-A. Baxter
(A) 5/23/38
Autry-Hughes-Burnette
(F) 7/4/38 . . .b5/28/38
b7/9/38
ThreeGleasons
Mesquiteers
(F) 8/1/38
b8/6/38
The
(F)
8/29/38
.
.
.b8/27/38
Skipworth-Moran
(F) 6/13/38 ...b6/ll/38
, Autry-Burnette-Hughes
.(F) 8/15/38
...b8/l3/38
Autry-Burnette
(F) 10/7/38 ..blO/22/38
G. Autry-S. Burnette
(F) 11/4/38
..bl
1/12/38
3 Mesquiteers
.. ...(F) 6/15/38 ...b6/25/38
D. Wood-P. Ellis
(F) 5/11/38 ..,b5/7/38
.Bruce Cabot-B. Roberts
(F) 8/22/38 . . b8/27/38

All
Tomoii'ows
Billythethe
Kid Returns
(W) 56.
Blue
Montana
Skies W)
Come On Rangers (W)
57.
Down in Ark3n$3w (C-0) 66.
Federal Man Hunt (D)
64.
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65.
Forged Passport (D)
61 .
Frontier Pony Express (W) ,,.,58,
Headin'
Home on For
the Tex3s
Pr3irie (W)
58.
I Stsnd Accused (D)
63.
I W3S A Convict (D)
65 .
Man of Conquest (H-D)
96,
Mexican Rose (W)
58,
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65,
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65.
Night Hawk (D)
63.
Night
58.
OrphansRiders
of the(W)
Street (D)
64.
Overlsnd Stsge Raiders (W) ...55.
P3ls of the Saddle (W)
55.
Pride of the Navy (D)
65 .
Red River Range (W)
56.
Rough
Round-up
S3nt3 FeRiders
Stsmpede
(W)(W)...58.
56.
Shine
On,
H3rvest
Moon
(W).,,57.
Storm Over Beng3l (D)
65.
Street of Missing Men (D)
Three Texas Steers (W)
Western Jamboree (W)
57.
Woman Doctor (D)
65.

1938-39
Frieda Inescort-Otto Kruger ...
In Prod.
R. Rogers-M. H3rt
(F) 9/4/38
b9/3/38
G. Autry-Smiley Burnette
4/28/39 ...34/8/39
Roy Rogers-Mary H3rt
(F) ll/,25/38 .bll/26/38
R. Byrd-We3ver Bros. & Elviry.,(F) 10/8/38 ...blO/l/38
Rob't Livingston-June Trsvis ...(F) 12/26/38 ..bl/14/39
Ralph Byrd-Mary Carlisle
(F) 1/6/39 bl/21/39
P. Kelly-June Lang-L. Talbot (F) 2/24/39 ...b2/ll/39
Roy Rogers-Mary H3rt
(F) 4/19/39 ..h4/l5/39
Roy
Prod.
Gene Rogers-M3ry
Autry-Smiley Hsrt
Burnette
(F) 2/3/39 In
b2/ll/39
R. Cummings-Helen Mack
(A) 10/29/38 .blO/22/38
B. M3cL3ne-B. Roberts
(F) 3/6/39 b2/25/39
Rich3rd Dix-G3il P3trick
(F) 5/15/39 . .b4/l5/39
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette (F) 3/27/39 .. b4/l/39
Mich3el Wh3len-Mary Hart
(F) 1/10/39 ...bl/21/39
The Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F) 3/20/39 ...b3/ll/39
Livingston-Travis
(F) 10/1/38 ,..bl0/l/38
3 Mesquiteers
(F) 4/12/39 .,.b4/8/39
Livingston-Storey
(F) 12/5/38 ,,bl2/l7/38
3 Mesquiteers
(F) 9/20/38 ,,.blO/l/38
3 Mesquiteers
(F) 8/28/38 ...b9/l7/38
James Dunn-Rochelle Hudson (F) 1/23/39 ...bl/28/39
3 Mesquiteers
12/22/38 .311/12/38
6^oocrs-M3ry Hart
(F)
b3/25/39
3RoyMesquiteers
(F) 3/13/39
11/19/38 .,,bl2/IO/38
Roy Rogei-s-M3ry Hart
(F) 12/23/38 bl2/l7/38
P. Knowles-R.
Hudson
11/14/38 .,,33/4/39
.bll/12/38
Chas.
Bickford.N3n3
Bryant .. (F) 4/25/39
,3 Mesquiteers
5/5/39 ..,,34/1/39
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
(F) 12/2/38 . ,bl2/24/38
F. Inescort-H. Wilcoxon
(F) 2/6/39
b2/4/39

TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

1937-38
Always Goodbye (D)
70 . , B. St3nwyck-H. M3rsh3ll
'II
Give
3
Million
(C-D)
70
.
.
W.
B3xter-M.
We3VerAmeche .. ..
Simone Simon-Don
Josette
74,
Kentucky(D)
Moonshine (C)
86 . .Ritz Bros.-T. Martin-M. Weaver.
W. B3xter-F.
Bsrfholomew
Kidnspped
90. . .Shirley
Temple
Little
Miss (D)
Bro3dw3y (C-D)^ . . .70
Mr. Moto T3kes Ch3nce (D) . , 65 . , Lorre-Hudson-Bromberg
(Reviewed 3S "Look Out, Mr. Moto")
One Wild Night (My-D)
71 . . B3ldwin-Lang
Pansmint's Bad M3n (W)
60 . . B3llew-D3w
P3ssport Husb3nd (C-D)
73 .. Erwin -Moore
Rsscals (C)
75. Withers-Hudson
Three
Blind
Mice
(C-D)
75
L. Young-J.
McCrea
Trip to P3ris (C)
58 . .. Jones
F3mily
We're Going to Be Rich (Mu-D) 80..Gr3cie Fields-McLsglen-Donlevy. .

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

7/1/38 .. ..b6/25/38
,b6/4/38
.b5/7/38
7/22/38 ., ,.b7/l6/38
6/3/38 . . .b5/2l/38
5/13/38 . . .b7/9/38
5/27/38
7/29/38 .blO/30/37
6/24/38
.blO/l/38
6/10/38 .., .b5/l4/3a
7/8/38
. . ,, ,b7/2/38
.b4/9/38
7/15/38
6/17/38
5/15/38
.b3/26/38
(F) 5/6/38 . ., ,b6/ll/38
,b5/l4/38
(F) 7/8/38 .

1938-39
AleX3nder's
Rsgtime (C)
B3nd (D) . 10570 ,, ., Power-Fayc-Ameche
(F)
Always In Trouble
Withers- Rogers- Kellard
(F)
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68 . . Withers-Carrillo
(F)
Boy
Friend
Jane Withers-Robert KelUrd ...
Ch3rlie
Ch3n(D)
in Honolulu
(My-D)
65. .Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
Ch3rlie Ch3n in Reno (My-D) Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks
Ch3sing Danger (D)
60. Preston Foster-Lynn B3ri
(F)
D3nger
(D)
6561., , Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
(F)
Down onIsl3nd
the F3rm
(C)
Jones F3mily
(F)
Everybody's
B3by
(C)
6)
.
Jones
F3mily
(F)
Five of 3 Kind (C)
83,.Dionne Quints-J. Hersholt
(F)
G3tew3y (D)
73 . . Amechc-Whel3n
(F)
Girl From Brooklyn (D)
Alice F3ye-W3rner Baxter
(Former
title,
"By
the
Dawn's
Early
Light")
Gorill3 (My-D)
Ritz Bros.-Anit3 Louise
Hold Th3t
Co-EdBaskervilles
(C)
79 . . Murphy-We3ver-J. B3rrymore (F)
Hound
of the
(My-D)
80 , R3thbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
Inside Story (D)
60 , , Wh3len- Rogers
(F)
It Could Happen to You
Stu3rt Erwin-Glori3 Stu3rt
Jesse J3mes (D)
105 .. Power- Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
(Continued on next page)

. .b5/28/38
8/19/38
11/2/38 .. . .b8/20/38
2/10/39 . ..bl..a4/l/39
1/12/38
5/19/39
.
.33/1
1/39
1/30/39 . .bl2/3l/38
bl/14/39
6/16/39 .. .b3/l8/39
5/5/39 ..
.blO/15/38
4/7/39
12/16/38 .. . ,bl2/3/38
bin/15/38
3/24/39
.
10/14/38 .b8/6/38
8/5/38 . . ..38/13/38
7/7/39 ..
, .33/1 1/39
5/26/39 .
9/16/38 .. ,,b9/l7/38
.b4/l/39
3/31/39 .blO/22/38
3/10/39 . .In Prod.
6/30/39,,
12/23/38 .bl/14/39
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TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Date
Mins. Stars
Title
Issue
See ot
.al2/24/38
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) Jones Family
6/2/39
..bll/5/38
Just
Around
the
Corner (C-D) . . 72.
"0. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
11/11/38 . . .b6/l8/38
Keep
Smiling
(D)
Stuart-Wilcoxon
(F) 8/12/38
Kentucky
(D)
96 .Withers.
(Tech.)
(F) 12/30/38 .bl2/l7/38
Little Princess (D)
91. Young-Greene
Temule-R. Greene (Tech.) . . . . (F) 3/10/39 . . b2/25/39
Meet the Girls <C)
60. S.
J. Lang-L. Bari
(F) 10/7/38 . . .b7/23/38
.
Lorre-Field
(F) 2/24/39 .
Mr.
Moto's
Last
Warning
(My).
74
Mr. Moto Takes Vacation (My). 65.. Peter Lorre
(F) 7/14/39 . ..bl.b7/30/38
1/19/38
My Lucky Star (C-D)
90..Henie-Greene
(F) 9/2/38 .. .b9/3/38
Mysterious Mr. Moto (My)
62.. Peter Lorre
(F) 10/21/38 . . .b6/4/38
News Is Our
MadeNerve
At Night
Foster-Lynn Bari
_ 7/21/39 . .a3/l8/39
Pardon
(C)(D) 55 ..Preston
Lynn Bari-B. Albertson
(F) 3/3/39 .bl 1/19/38
Return of the Cisco Kid (D)
Warner
Baxter-Lynn
Bari
4/28/39 . . .a4/l/39
Road Demon (D)
65 Arthur-Valerie-Armetta
(F) 12/2/38 . .b8/27/38
Rose of Washington Square (D)... PowerFaye-Jolson
5/12/39 . . .a2/4/39
Safety in. Numbers (C)
55Jones Family
(F) 9/9/38 . . ..b8/l3/38
.34/8/39
■ ■ ~
6/23/39
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonja Henie-Tyrone
Power
Sharpshooters
.
62. .8. Oonlevy-L. Bari
,
.b9/24/38
Smiling
Along (D)(Mu-D)
91. G. Fields-M. Maguire
(F) 11/18/38
1/20/39 .blO/22/38
(Reviewed
as "Paddy Darling")
So This Is London (C)
70. Drayton-Hare
(A)
. b.2/4/39
Speed to Burn (D)
61 , M. Whalen-L. Bari
(F) 8/26/38 ...b6/ll/38
Story of Alexander Graham
Bell (D)
101. .Loretta Young-Don Ameche
(F) 4/14/39 .. b4/l/39
Straight Place and Show (C) ..65 Ritz Bros. Merman
(F) 9/30/38
Submarine Patrol (C-D) 95. .R. Greene-N. Kelly
(F) 11/25/38 .. .blO/l/38
bl 1/5/38
Suez (D)
104 Power-Young-Annabella
(F) 10/28/38 .a3/l 1/39
Susannah of the Mounties (D)
Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott.. 7/28/39 ...blO/22/38
Tail Spin (D)
82. . Faye-Bennett-Kelly
(F) 2/10/39 . . .b2/4/39
Thanks for Everything (C) 70. Oakie-Whelan
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/IO/38
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72..Ritz Bros. -Don Ameche
(F) 2/17/39 . . .b2/l I /39
Time Out For Murder (My-0). 59 . M. Whalen-Stuart
(F) 9/23/38 . . , .b7/2/38
(Reviewed
as
"Meridian
7-1212")
Up the River (C)
75 .. Foster-Brooks-Martin
(F) 12/9/38 . .bl 1/12/38
While New York Sleeps (0) 63.. Michael Whalen
(F) 12/16/38 . .b8/27/38
Wife, Husband and Friend (C) .82 .. Warner Baxter-Loretta Young (F) 3/3/39 .. . .b2/l8/39
Winner Take All (C)
61 . . Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
(F) 4/21/39 . .. .b2/25/39
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver...
6/9/39 . . ,a4/8/39
1939-40
.In Prod.
East Side. West Side
Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff
.In Prod.
Hotel For Women
Elsa Maxwell
. .a3/4/39
Stanley and Livingstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly
UNITED ARTISTS
1937- 38
Blockade (D)
85 .M. Carroll-H. Fonda
(F) 6/17/38 . .b6/l 1/38
Count of Monte Cristo (D) 110. .Robert Donat
(F) 5/15/38
. Reissued
South Riding (D)
9| .Ralph Richardson-Edna Best (A) 6/1/38 . .. .bl/22/38
1938- 39
..b7/2/38
Algiers (D)
95. . Boyer-LaMarr-Gurie
(A) 8/5/38 .. a2/l8/39
Captain Fury (D)
. Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
Cowboy and the Lady (C-D) 91. . Cooper-Oberon
bll/12/38
5/5/39
.
Drums (D)
99. Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.).... (F) 11/17/38 .b4/l6/38
(Reviewed as "Mutiny In the Mountains") (F) 9/26/38 .
Duke of West Point (D) 109. L. Hayward-J. Fontaine
(F) 12/29/38 bl2/l7/38
Four Feathers (Tech.)
. Duprez-Smith-Richardson
In Prod.
King of the Turf (D)
88. Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello (F) 2/17/39 ..b2/ll/39
.b2/4/39
Made For Each Other (D)
94. .Lombard-J. Stewart
... (F) 2/10/39
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
.Louis Hayward-Joan
Bennett ..
a3/25/39
Music School
.Jascha
Heifetz
In Prod.
Over the Moon
.Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)....
In Prod.
Prisons Without Bars (D) 79. - Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F) 3/10/39 . .blO/l/38
Stagecoach (D)
96 -Claire Trevor-John Wayne
b2/l 1/39
3/3/39 .. .blO/l/38
... (F)
There Goes My Heart (C) 84. . F. March-V. Bruce
(F) 10/14/38 bl2/3l/38
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80. C. Bennett-R. Young
(A)
1/12/39
.
bl2/24/38
Trade Winds (D)
94. .March-J. Bennett
(F) 12/22/38 . .b4/l/39
Wuthering Heights (D)
103. .M. Oberon-L. Olivier
Young in Heart (C-D)
90. . Gay nor - Fairbanks, Jr.-Goddard . . (A)
(F) 4/7/39
10/27/38 .
Zenobia (C)
71. .Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F) 4/21/39 . .b3/l8/39
UNIVERSAL
hi I /SZ-i".
1937-38
Air Devils (D)
61 . . L. Blake-B. Wallace
.(F) 5/13/38 ...b5/l4/38
All Quiet on the Western
Front (D)
87. Ayres- Wolheim
. Reissued
5/15/38
Black Aces (W)
58. Buck Jones
Rev.
5/20/38 ..Not
.b7/2/38
Danger On the Air (My) 65. . D. Woods-N. Grey
(A) 5/20/38
7/1/38
.
.b5/28/38
.
V.
McLaglen-B.
Roberts
(A)
Devil's
Party (D)
(D)
64.
. Reissued
Frankenstein
71 . Karloff-Clive-Clarke
5/15/38
5/15/38
Lady Tubbs (C-D)
68 .A. Brady-D, Montgomery
Reissued
Letter of Introduction (C-D).. 100 . Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds(F) 8/ 5/38 ...b8/6/38
Little Tough Guy (D)
85. . Wilcox-Parish-Dead End Kids...(F) 7/22/38 .b7/l6/38
Love Before Breakfast (C-D) 70. . Lombard-P. Foster
5/15/38 .b8/27/38
. Reissued
Missing Guest (My-D)
65. . Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F)
Outlaw Express (W)
55. . Bob Baker
(F) 8/12/38
.b7/23/38
6/17/38
Prison Break (D)
68 . Farrell-MacLane
.b7/l6/38
(F)
Rage of Paris (C-D)
76 . D. Darrieux-D. Fairbanks. Jr... (A) 7/15/38
. .b6/18/38
. .b5/7/38
Sinners in Paradise (D)
63. .J. Boles-M. Evans-B. Cabot (F) 7/1/38
5/6/38
That Certain Age (C)
100 . D. Durbin-J. Cooper
10/7/38 . .blO/l/38
(F)
Western Trails (W)
57. . Baker- Reynolds
.b6/l 1/38
6/3/38 . .35/14/38
Wives Under Suspicion (D) 68. .W. William-G. Patrick
(A) 6/3/38
Young Fuoitives (D)
67. D. Kent-R. Wilcox
(F) 6/24/38 . .b6/25/38
Big Town Czar (D)
Barton1938-39
MacLane-Eve Arden ....
1/39
. . .a3/l
Black Bandit (W)
58. B. Baker-M. Reynolds
1/19/38
(F) 4/21/39
9/16/38 . bl.bl/28/39
Code of the Streets (D)
70. .Carey-Thomas-Little Tough Guys.(F) 4/14/39
.blO/15/38
(F) 8/26/38 .
Dark Rapture (TR)
80. Native Cast
East Side of Heaven (C)
88. . Bing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39 . . .In.b4/8/39
ExProd,
Champ
.
McLaglen-(3rey-Brown
.bl 1/26/38
Exposed (D)
63. Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F)
.
.b4/
15/39
9
1/3
Family Next Door (C)
60. Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/3
.In
Prod.
Lang-Robert Kent
For
Love Oi.
.b8/27/38
.
/39
.
.
5/5
Freshman
YearMoney
(C)
65 ..June
Dunbar-Truex
(F) 9/2
938 .. .bl2/24/38
0/3
1/2/38
16/38
Gambling Shin (D)
61. Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 12/
i i /4/
21/38 '..alO/29/38
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57. B. Baker-F. Shannon
10/
.a9/10/38
Guilty Trail (W)
57. Bob Baker
11/38 .bl2/l7/38
His Fxciting Night (C)
61. C. Ruggles-M. Martin
(F) 11/
1/13/39 . .al 1/26/38
Honor of the West (W)
58. . Bob Baker
a4/l/39
House of Fear
.Wm. Gargan-lrene Hervey ....
.blO/8/38
Last Express (My)
56. . Taylor-Ames
(A) i6/28/38 ..bl2/10/38
Last Warning.
62 . P. Foster-F. Robinson
1/13/39 . .bl 1/26/38
(F) 11/25/38
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68. Boland-E. E. Horton
(F)
Mars Attacks the World (O)...60. Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) 11/18/38 .bl 1/12/38
Mystery of the White Room
(A) 3/17/39 . . .b4/l/39
(My-D)
58. Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
. .bl/7/39
Jackie Cooper-Little Tough Guys (F) 12/23/38 ..In
Newsboys'
Home (D)
73. Charley
Prod.
Old
Grad
Grapewin -Anita Louise..
Personal Secretary (C-D) 62. .W. Gargan-J. Hodges
(F) 2/3/39 . . .bl0/l/3«
Pirates of the Skies (D)
61. Kent Taylor- Rochelle Hudson ...(F) 11/14/38 .. .b2/25/39
.39/24/38
Prairie Justice (W)
57. Bob Baker
Risky Business (D)
66. .George Murphy-Dorothea Kent ..(F) 3/3/398 .. .. .b3/18/39
. .b9/3/38
/3
Road to Reno (C-D)
69. , H. Hampton-R. Scott
23
(F) 9/
.
8 . .bll/19/38
/338
/91/
12/2
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67. Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack (F) 10
.blO/22/38
.C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
(F)
Sei-vice
De Luxe (C)
85.
1/39
Society Smugglers
(D)
65. .Preston Foster- Irene Hervey ....(F) 1/9/
24
139//33899' . '..'..b3/l
Son of Frankenstein (D)
93. .Basil Rathbone-J. Hutchinson ...(A) 2/
/338 . . .bl/21/39
108/
.
.b3/4/39
.Jackie Cooper-F. Bartholomew. .. (F) 3/
Spirit
of
Culver
(C-D)
90.
10/2
. .bll/5/38
Storm (D)
75. . Bickford- Foster
(F) 12
/2/38 . .b[2/IO/38
Strange Faces (D)
60. . Kent-Jenks
(F)
9.
/3
Sun Never Sets
26
/16/38 . ..In Prod.
O'Neil... (F) 5/
12
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mii-C) 62. .Fairbanks,
Ken Murray.Jr.-Barbara
Kathryn Kane
10/14/38 .bl2/17/3S
.bll/19/38
(F)
Swing That Cheer (C-D) .63. .Tom Brown-C. Moore
..In
Prod.
They Asked For It
.Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
. .b3/25/39
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87 . Durbin-Winninger
(F)
YouiVlanCan't
Cheat An Honest 75. . Fields-Bergcn-McCarthy
(C)
(F) 2/17/39 .. .b2/18/39
.blO/l/38
YoLth Takes a Fling (C-D) 78 .J, McCrea-A. Leeds
(F) 9/30/38
(FOR

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

WARNER

REVIEW

Date
April 15, 1939

BROS.

Title
Mins.
Adventures of Robin Hood (D).IOO.
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (CD) 87.
Boy Meets Girl (C)
82.
Cowboy From Brooklyn (Mu)...80.
Crime School (D)
85.
Gold
in Paris (Mu)
...95.
Little Diggers
Miss Thoroughbred
(D)...64.
Men Are Such Fools (CD) 69.
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60.
My
Bill House
(C-D)
65.
Mystery
(My)
56.
Penrod's
Double
Trouble
(C-D)..
60.
Racket Busters (D)
75.
Torchy
Blane
in
Panama
(C-D)
59.
When Were You Born (D)
64.
White Banners (D)
90.

1937- 38
stars
Flynn-De Havilland (Tech.)
Robinson-Bogart-Trevor
Cagney-O'Brien
D. Powell-P. Lane
H. Bogart-G. Page
R. Vallee-R. Lane
Wayne Morris-June Travis
Morris-P. Lane
Davis-Lane
. Francis-Litel
D. Purcell-A. Sheridan
.Mauch
Twins-The Lockharts
Brent-Dickson
P.Wong-Lindsay-Averill
Kelly-Lola Lane
C. Rains-Kay Johnson

Rel.
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)

193839
Adventures of Jane Arden (D)...58. Rosella
Towne-Wm.
Gargan ..,,(F)
(F)
Angels With Dirty Faces (D)...97. Cagney-O'Brien
J. Garfield-R. Lane
(A)
Blackwell's
Island
(D)
71.
Broadway Musketeers (D)
63. .Sheridan-Lindsay-Hunter (F)
Brother Rat (C)
90.. W. Morris-P, Lane-J, Davis (F)
Code of Secret Service (D)
Ronald Reagan -Rosella Towne...
(Former69 title,
"Smashing Hunter
the Spy Ring") (A)
Comet Over Broadway (D)
. K. Francis-I.
Confessions of a Nazi Spy
Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys
Dark Victory (D)
100. .B. Davis-G. Brent
(A)
Dawn Patrol (D)
103. . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
(F)
Devil's Island (D)
63.. Boris Karloff
(A)
Devil On Wheels (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
title. Flynn-Olivia
"The Roaringde Crowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) (Former
104. . Errol
Havilland. . (F)
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan ..
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff- Margaret Lindsay..
Family Affair (C)
John Garfleld-Priscilla Lane ...
(Former
"FamilySisters
Reunion")
Four Daughters (D)
90.. J. title,
Lynn-Lane
(F)
Four's atheCrowd
90. . Russell-Flynn-DeHavilland
Gantry
Great (D)
(6)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McCallion.. (F)
Garden
the Moon (D)
(Mu-C) .. .90.
(F)
Girls On of Probation
64. .. Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
Reagan-Bryan
(A)
Give Me a Child (D)
Geraldine Fitzgerald-J. Lynn
Going Places (C)
83. . D. Powell-A. Louise
(F)
Hard to Get (C)
79.. D. Powell-0. deHavilland
(F)
Heart of the North (D)
67. . D. Foran-G, Page (Tech.) (F)
Hell's Kitchen (D)
Lindsay-Dead End Kids
Family
Jane Bryan-Henry
IHobby
Am Not
Afraid (D)
59..Chas.
Grapewin-JaneO'Neill
Bryan (F)
Juarez (D) ..
Paul Muni-Bette Davis
Kid From Kokomo (C)
Pat O'Brien-Joan Blondell
"Broadway
Cavalier")
King of the Underworld (D)(Former
69.. K.title,Francis-J.
Stephenson
(F)
Lighthouse Harry
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson ....
Nancy Drew — Detective (D) 65. . Granville-Litel
(F)
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas ....(F)
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D)...Bonita Granville-F. Thomas ....
Naughty, But Nice (C)
Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title. "Always Leave Them Laughing")
Off
the
Record
(D)
65.
O'Brien-Blondell
(A)
Oklahoma Kid (W)
80.. James Cagney- Rosemary Lane ...(F)
On Trial (D)
60.. Margaret Lindsay-John Litel ...(F)
Secret Service In the Air (D)..63..R. Reagan-I. Rhodes
(F)
Secrets of an Actress (D)
68.. K. Francis-G. Brent
(A)
Sisters (D)
100.. B. Davis-E. Flynn
(F)
Sweepstakes Winner (C)
Marie Wilson -Johnny Davis
They Made Me a Criminal (D) . .87. . Garfleld-Dickson
(A)
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) 63 . Glenda Farrell-B. MacLane
(F)
Torchy Blane in Chinatown (My) .58. . f arrell-MacLane
(F)
Torchy Runs for Mayor (D) 60. . Farrell-MacL3n6 ..
(F)
Valley of the Giants (D)
80. . Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
(F)
Waterfront
Dennis
Morg3n-Glori3
Dickson
Wings of the(D)
N3vy (D)
90. G,
Brent-0.
deHavilland
(F)
Women In the Wind (D)
62. .Kay Francis-Wm. G3rg3n
(F)
.
Priscilla
Lane-Jeffrey
Lynn
(A)
Yes, My Daring Daughter (C)..85.
YouMurder
Can't (D)
Get Away With 78
Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page ... (A)

5/14/38
7/30/38
9/3/38
7/16/38
5/28/38
6/11/38
6/4/38
7/2/38
8/6/38
7/9/38
5/21/38
7/23/38
8/13/38
5/7/38
6/18/38
6/25/38

STATES RIGHTS
Tim McCoy
Code of the Cactus (W)
.... .Fred
Scott
(F)
Code of the Fearless (W)
56. . Robeson-Wilcoxon-Ford
...(F)
Dark
Sands Parents
(D)
65.
(F)
Delinquent
(D)
61. . Weston-Murphy-WalkeiLaurie-B. Chrystall
(F)
Edge of the World (D)
74. ..J.
Durante-Tauber
(A)
Forbidden
Music (Mu-C)
65.
(A)
Forbidden Territory
(D)
80. .Gregory Ratoff
Venable-Gr3nt
Mitchell. .. (F)
(F)
Headleys at Home (D)
59. .Evelyn
.Fred Scott-Je3n
Carmen
In Old Montsna (W)
63. .Jack
La Rue
(A)
I Demand Payment (D)
55.
Lightning Carson Rides Again
.Tim McCoy
(F)
(W)
59. .F. Fay-R. Hall
(F)
Meet the Mayor (C-D)
63. .Paul Lukas-Lyn Harding
(F)
Mutiny
the the
Elsinore
(D) 73.
Psroled ofFrom
Big House
.StoneLee
(F)
57. .Neagle-Hardwicke
Peg(D)
of Old Drury (D)
80.
(A)
Prison Train (D)
66. Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F)
HilMe-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Rebellious Daughters (D)
60. Diana Churchill
(A)
School For Husbands (C)
72. .Tim McCoy
Six-Gun Trail
.A.
Ames-P.
Kelton
(A)
Slander House (D)
65. .Gene Austin
Songs
Saddles
(Mu-W)
Texas and
Wildcats
(W)
Tim McCoy-Joan
Barclay
. Jack
Buchanan
(A)
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
Nudist
Cast
(A)
Unashamed (D) ..
70.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Abused Confidence (D)
85.
Ballerina (D)
83.
Carnival in Flanders
Champs-Elysees (D)
89.
CrossroadsCrime
(D)
Double
in the Maginot 80.
Line (D)
83.
40 Little Mothers (C)
92.
Grand
Illusion
(D)
Little Flower of Jesus (Rel. D). 90.
61.
They Were Five (D)
79.
Orage (D)
73.
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76.

.

.b2/18/39
1 1/19/38 ..blO/29/38
3/4/39 .. . . .b3/4/39
. .b9/3/38
10/8/38 . . .al/14/39
10/29/38
3/25/39 . ..blO/22/38
5/27/39 .bl2/24/38
12/3/38 .
Prod.
12/24/38 .In
..b3/ll/39
4/22/39
5/6/39... . .bl2/l7/38
. . .bl/7/39
1/7/39 . . 33/18/39
...b4/8/39
l'2/3i/38
4/8/39
... a3/4/39
33/4/39
a4/l/39
. .. .b8/l3/38
. .b7/l6/38
. .b7/30/38
33/25/39
.blO/15/38
a4/l/39
.bl2/24/38
11
/50/
/3388 . .bll/12/38
12/1
.bl2/l7/38
,.. 32/18/39
b4/8/39
'. Prod,
l'(j/i/38' ..In
.. .. a2/4/39
al/7/39
. .bl/14/39
Prod.
1/28/39 ..In
.bl2/24/38
2/18/39 .. ..bl/28/39
33/4/39
al2/IO/38

8/27/38
8/20/38
10/22/38

bl/28/39
1/21/39 . ...b3/l8/39
3/1 1/39 .. .. .b3/25/39
.b2/l 1/39
4/1/39
9/10/38
....blO/8/38
10/15/38 ., , .blO/15/38
al/7/39
3/4/39
38
5/20/39
9/
/i
ii
I1/14/39
1/12/38 '. . .bl/7/39
..bll/19/38
..b2/l
.b4/l/39
1/39
2/4/39 .
.
34/1/39
9/17/38
5/13/39 . .b8/20/38
....b2/4/39
.31/21/39
4/15/39 . .b2/l I
25/39 . . .bl/21/39
2/
4/29/30
a4/l/39
.In Prod.

Dead 1939-40
End Kids-Reagan-Sherid3n .
Bette Davis-George Brent

Battle of City Hall (D)
Old Maid

.
.
.
.

.b4/30/38
.b6/25/38
.b7/23/38
.b6/l 1/38
..b5/7/38
Issue 0b5/l4/38
.b4/30/38
Se.
. .bB/4/38
.b8/6/38
.b6/25/38
..b4/30/38
.b4/2/38
.b8/ 13/38
.b4/l6/38
b6/l 1/38
.b5/28/38

"
2/ii/39...al/14/39
Victory
Spectrum
..bl/21/39
Record
Prog b7/30/38
b9/l7/38
Pax Films. b9/10/38
World
H off berg...bl2/31/38
.hi 1/26/38
Standard .bll/12/38
Spectrum
..b4/l/39
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
Victory
Sterling ..hlO/15/38
..blO/15/38
Regal
b2/25/39
b8/6/38
Tri-Nat.
JKay
ay- Dee .blO/22/38

Brown ...blO/19/38
MalcomProg
b 10/8/38
Hoffberg ..bl/28/39
Victory ...al2/3/38
Profl
blO/8/38
Roadshow .a8/13/38
Victory ..33/25/39
C&MGrand blO/15/38
Cine
b8/l3/38

. Dsnielle Darrieux
(A) Columbia .bl2/3/38
. Janine Charrat-Mia Slavensky ..(F) MsyerBurstyn ..bl2/l7/38
. Fr3ncoise Rosay
Tri-Nat. . .Reissued
Sacha Guitry
(A) Tri-Nat. ...b3/4/39
Chas. Vanel-Suzy Prim
(A) Tri-Nat, .bl2/3l/38
Victor Francen
(A) Tower ....b4/15/39
.Lucien Baroux
(F) National .bl2/31/38
Gabin-von Stroheim
(A) World ...blO/15/38
French Cast
(F) Sunray b5/7/38
French Cast
(F) Lenauer b6/4/38
Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/l7/38
Annabella
(A) Tri-Nat. ..12/24/38

(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W ) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.

CHECK
'.
3/24/39'RUNNING

TIME

WITH
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LOCAL

EXCHANGE)
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1937-38
Runniriy
Reviewed
Time
Issue Of
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Ankles Awny
Hilarious
I5',i. . . 4/ 2/33
18
Bio Squirt (Cliase) . So-So
9/11/37
Callinci All Curtains
.Funny
16 ..10/
9/37
Cuckooiaiiclio
. 3/19/38
.Fair
IC'A.
Doniiono Mixup
.Fair
181/2 . .. I 2/12/38
1/27/37
Fiddling Around
.Slapstick
l7'/2. . 10/23/37
Gracie at tlie Bat . . . Funny
l7'/2. . 6/18/38
\7V2Halfway to Hollywood . Fairly Amusing
He Done His Duty . . .Slapstick
171/2. , .11/20/37
. 3/19/38
Funny
20
Jump. Chump. Jump
.12/ 4/37
Man Bites Lovebug
Kind"
of
Silly
18
.Very Funny
18 . 3/26/38
Mind Necder
6/37
Oh! What a Knight . Funny
l6'/2 .11/
Old Raid Mule
. 2/26/38
.Fairly
Amusing
tl'A
. Funny
1672 .. 5/
7/38
Soul of a Heel
3/26/38
17
Time Out For Trouble .Funny
AROUND THE WORLD IN COLOR (8)
g'/z-.H/ 6/37
Golden Gate. „Poor
the
of
City
Friendly Neighbors
^ ^
„
6/ 8/38
9 .. c/io/qb
Satisfactory
(Ontario)
9 .. 2/1^/38
Average
El Salvador
BROADWAY FOLLIES (8)
Brokers' Follies
Entertaining
.... 101/2, .12/11/37
. 9/ 4/37
lO'A,
Fairing
Follies
Drugstore
1 . 10/23/37
Sparkl
Frolics
Rooftop
10 .11/ 6/37
Timherland Revels Good
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
.Not Rev.
Air Hostess
v ■•;
. 5/ 7/38
Good
Big Birdcast
.
2/12/38
Fair
Bluebird's Baby
. 3/26/38
Good
Foolish Bunny
.
9/10/38
•
■
.
.
■
Good For Xmas
Frog Pond
7'/2 .12/18/37
Gifts From the Air Swell
.
1/ 1/38
81./2
71/2
Clever
Very
Hollywood Picnic
-GoHorse On Merry
.
2/26/38
....
Funny
Very
7
,
d
Roun
6 1/2 .11/ 6/37
Pretty Good ....
Match Girl
Little Elmer
.Not Rev.
Poor
ming
9/38
Poor Little Butterfly ...Char
7 .. 7/
4/23/38
Fair
Snowtime g
. 5/28/38
Cute
Window Shoppin
9'/2.
COMMUNITY SINGS (12) 101/2.
.12/18/37
Good
Barber Shop Songs
2/26/38
Entertaining
Cowboy Songs
10
. .. 4/
101/2.
2/38
Gus Van's Song Shop ...Okay
.10/
2/37
Peppy
Football Songs
.
9/18/37
10
.
Good
Songs
Irish
10 . . 6/1 1/38
Average
Songs
Patriotic
10
.
.Net Rev.
Song Parade
Scotch Songs
10 . .Not
Rev.
101/2,
. 5/14/38
10
,
Good
.
Southland
the
Songs of the
.. 4/
2/38
States Okay nt
Songs of
9/24/38
10 , . 6/11/38
of Yesteryear Excelle
Songs
10 ,
Spanish Melodies
Okay
FEATURETTES (8)
Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp Dull
17 . . 12/25/37
Rev.
Jungle Babies
10 • .Not
New Nation
Good
10 . . 5/14/38
KRAZY KAT (8)
Auto Clinic
Amusing
7 . . 3/ 5/38
Rev.
Bad Little Guinea Pigs
61/2. .Not
5/14/38
Krazy's Magic
Amusing
6 .. 6/
4/38
Krazy's
Travel
Squawks.
Fair
Cartoon
6
Little Buckaroo
6 .Not Rev.
Railroad Rhythm
Average
9'/2. . 1 1/27/37
NEW SPORT THRILLS (13)
Athletic Youth
Very Good
10 . . 8/27/38
Cadet Champions
Interesting
9 . 12/1 1/37
Demons of the Deep ...interesting
10 . 9/10/38
Rev.
Feminine Fun
10 .Not
Fistic Fun
Excellent
10 . 7/ 2/38
Play Ball
Excellent
10 . . 4/23/38
Set 'em Up
Swell
91/2 . 10/30/37
Snow
Good
1010 .. 2/12/38
4/23/38
Sports Foolin'
Stamina
Good
6/18/38
Thrilling Moments
Interesting
10 .. 10/16/37
Trotting
Unusual Thoroughbreds.
Hunting . Excellent
Exciting
109'/2. . 3/19/38
SCRAPPY (8)
Canine Capers
Very Poor
6'/2 .. 9/18/37
City
61/2 7/23/38
Clock Slicker
Goes Round and Pretty Good
. 1 1/13/37
Exceptionally
FireRound
Plug
0.
I< Good... B'A
6 .11/20/37
New Homestead
Poor
7 . 2/12/38
Scrappy's News Flashes. . Splendid
6 .12/ 4/37
Scrappy's Playmates .... Average
6 .. 4/23/38
2/12/38
Scrappy's Trip to Mars. . Just Fair
7
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13)
No. I (Series 17)
Exceptional
10 .10/ 2/37
No. 2
Nothing Unusual ... 91/2 .. II 1/20/37
1/27/37
No.
3
Pretty
Good
No. 4
1091/2 .Not Rev.
. 1/15/38
No.
5
Fair
9'/2
No. 6
Okay
10 . 2/ 5/38
No. 7
Entertaining
10 . 3/12/38
. 4/ 2/38
No.
8
Interesting
No. 9
Good
109 . 5/ 7/38
. 6/ 4/38
No.
10
Interesting
10
No. II
Excellent
10 . 7/ 9/38
No. 12
Very Good
10 . 7/16/38
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
Cash and Carry
Very Funny
I81/2.. 7/24/37
Healthy. Wealthy and
Dumb
Good Slapstick
16 . 4/23/38
Playing the Ponies
Poor
17
8/14/37
Sitter Downers
Fair
16
8/28/37
Tassels in the Air
Very Good
18
3/19/38
12/25/37
Termites of 1938
Fair Slapstick
17
Three Missing Links Good Slapstick
l7'/2. 6/25/38
Wee Wee Monsier
Real Slapstick
18
2/ 5/38
STRANGE AS IT SEEMS (6)
Boy Who Saved a
Nation
Good
9'/2. 1/ 1/38
Little
Jack Horner
Just Filler
G'A.
1/13/37
Silver Threads ..
Interesting
lO'/j. 19/18/37
COLUMBIA
Comment

M !■: N ' S
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COLUMBIA
Comment

1938-39
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue
Of
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Boom Goes the Groom
... 171/2. 12/17/38
Rev.
Homo On the Rage
Pretty Good ... 17 . Not
... 18 . 8/27/38
Many
Sappy
Returns
...
Funny
Mutiny On the Body
...
Nai| In the Bag
Funny
... 171/2.
17 . 12/17/38
12/24/38
Rev.
Nightshirt Bandit
Funny
... 17 . ,.Not
10/29/38
Not Guilty Enouiili Funny
.
4/
8/39
Now
It
Can
Be
Sold
...Funny
..
17
.
. . 18
17 ..
Pie a la Maid
...
Not Rev.
Sao Takes a Wrap
Funny
3/18/39
...
151/2, ..Not
Swing You Swingers
Rev.
...
I8I/2
Sue My Lawyer
Fairly Good ... 17 , .10/ 1/38
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
Animal Cracker Circus ..Good
7 ..10/ 1/38
Gorilla Hunt
7 .-Not Rev
Hollywood Graduation ..Clever
, ■ • '"„'^^
Kangaroo Kid
Z'^.. Not Rev
Little
Moth's
Big
Flame.
Clever
8
Midnight Frolics
I,, ..12/17/38
■ ■'^^hf^?^;.
Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done
S'A.. 2/11/39
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermuda — Islands of
,„.,
Colorful
10'/2..
9/11/3/
BigParadise
Town Commuters
9 - Not
Rev.
Province of Quebec
Good
. II ..12/17/38
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
College
Lively
1010 ..10/
1/38
FriendshioSongs
Sonns
Satisfactory
..2/ 4/39
Moonlight Melodies
10 ..Not Rev.
Season's Idea
1 1 . . Not Rev.
South Sea Songs
Good
10 ..10/29/38
Sweetheart Melodies
lOVi -Not Rev.
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY KAT (8)
Gym
Jams
Good
6'/2..
9/10/38
Hot Dogs On Ice
6 ..Not
Rev.
Krazy's
Bear
Tale
Fair
61/2..
3/18/39
Lone Mountie
7 ..Not Rev.
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Night in a Music Hall. . Entertaining
101/2..
61/2. 2/ 4/39
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
No. I
10 . .Not Rev.
SCRAPPY (8)
Early Bird
Good
6 . 10/ 1/38
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies
10
Scrappy's
Added Attrac-.
tion
2/ 4/39
6i/2..Not
Rev.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13)
10 .Not Rev.
(Series 18)
No.
No. 2I
.Not Rev.
Rev.
10 .Not
No. 3
No. 4
. Enjoyable
10 . 2/ 4/39
No. 5
9 .Not Rev.
No. 6
Excellent
lOVi, . 3/18/39
SPORT THRILLS (13)
1/38
Football Giants
Interesting
10 .10/
King Vulture
Outstanding
II . 1/ 7/39
Navy Champions
10 ..Not
Rev.
12/17/38
Odd Sports
10
Ski Rhythm
Excellent
10 .Not Rev.
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did Go
l6'/2 .Not
Rev.
2/ 4/39
Flat
Foot
Stooges
Good
Slapstick
l5'/2
. 12/17/38
Mutts
to
You
Okay
Slapstick
..
..
18
Three Little Sew and
Sews .....
16 .Not Rev.
Violent"
Is
the
Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
18 . 9/10/38
We Want Our Mummy
17 .Not Rev.
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
Inside the White House. Fair
10 . 2/11/39
Washington
Very Good
10 . 12/17/38
EDUCATIONAL 1937-38
(Dist. by 20th Century-Fox 1
COMEDIES (TWO REELS) (42)
Affairs
of
Pierre
Funny
Air Parade
Fairly Amusing .. l9'/2..
19 . 7/24/37
I /29/38
Bashful Ballerina
Fair
20
9/25/37
12/25/37
Bashful Buckaroo
Fair
20
Beautiful But Dummies . Entertaining
20 .
Cactus Cabelleros Poor
20 . 4/
9/38
6/25/38
Cupid Takes a Holiday . Fair
15 . 2/12/38
Cute Crime
Poor
20 . 5/
7/38
1/15/38
Dates and Nuts
Excellent
19
Dime a Dance
Poor
19 .
1/
1/38
Getting
An Eyeful
Very Funny
l7'/2.
1/15/38
Going, Going,
Gone
18 . Not
Rev.
Heir Today
Poor
18 . Not
1
1/13/37
Rev.
Hi-Ho Hollywood
20 . 1 1/27/37
Hurray For Hooligan ...Very Funny
17
Jitterbugs
Excellent
16
5/28/38
12/18/37
Kooence KooSkool
Korrespond- Fair
l8i/2.
Love and Onions
Slapstick
19 . 11/
6/37
Meet the Bride
Satisfactory
17 . 3/19/38
Miss They Missed
Very Amusing
18 .
Money On Your Life ...Fair
19 . 2/12/38
5/21/38
Montaguecentthe(Lahr)
Magnifi- Very Good
I8I/2.
Pardon My Accident ...Funny
20 . 11/27/37
8/ 7/37
7/ 9/37
2/38
PlayboyNight
Number
One ...Amusing
l7'/2.. 10/
Silly
(Machamer)
. Silly Enough
19
Sing for Sweetie
Diverting
20 . . 10/23/37
4/23/38
Slack's
Appeal
Excellent
191/2. . 8/21/37
Smart Way
Funny
20
8/21/37
Sweeties
Very Entertaining ... 15 . ,. 10/
2/37
Timid Ghost
Silly
16 . 2/19/38
Uncle Sol Solves It
Entertaining
15 . 3/12/38
Wanna Be a Model ... Fair
20 . 9/25/37
Will You Stop!
Not So Hot
17
7/ 9/38
Winner Lose All
Good
20 . 8/14/37
Who's Crazy (Gribbon) Silly
19 .11/ 6/37
Who's Who
Fair
20
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EDUCATIONAL (Continued)
Comment
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue
Of
SONG AND COMEDY HITS (10)
3/12/38
All's Fair
Okay
7 . 11/ 6/37
Ask Uncle Sol
Variety
II
ll/27/a7
Big Apple
Exploitation Bet
9
Calling
...Fair
lO'A.
How to All
DanceCrooners
the Shag.
Box Office
106 1/2.. , 10/ 9/37
Love
Goes West
Lively
IO1/2.
1/ 1/38
Miss Luck
Lonely
Hearts Satisfactory
10 .. 1/15/38
Pot
10
.11/
6/37
.
12/
4/37
Rhythm Saves the Day. . Entertaining
96I/2.
.
Not
Rev.
6 1/2.
Trailer Paradise TERRYTOONS
Satisfactory
8'/2.
(26)
66'/2.
1/2. 9/25/''7
Barnyard
Boss ..
Clever
6'/2.
,.11/27/37
5/ 7/38
Big
Top
Fairly Amusing
76'/2. ,12/11/37
Billygoat's
Whiskers
....Flat
6
'A.
Bugs.
Beetle and His Fair
Orchestra
..,10/
2/ 2/37
5/38
10/
9/37
Close Shave
Poor
Dancing Bear
Poor
. 5/21/38
Devil of the Deep
Just a Cartoon
Dog andRuns
the Again
Bone
Fair
. I 1/27/37
Eliza
Rev.
. 3/19/38
Gandy the Goose
Good
6 .Not
Happy
and Good
Lucky
Good
7 . . 3/12/38
Here's to
Old
2/38
2/12/38
Jail
Old Fashioned
6I/2. .. 7/
His Off Day
Fair
6I/2. . 2/12/38
Just Ask Jupiter
Clever
61/2. . 9/18/37
Kiko's Cleaning Day ...Just a Cartoon
6'/2. . 7/ 9/38
Last Indian
Good
6'/2.
Lion
Hunt
Swell
6'/2.
1/15/38
Maid in China
Okay
7 . .. 4/23/38
Milk For Baby
51/2. ..Not
Rev.
Mountain
Romance .. ..Good
6^2.
4/16/38
Mrs. O'Leary's Cow
7 .Not Rev.
Robinson
Crusoe's
Broadcast
Good
61/2.
Sawmill Mystery
Poor
61/2 .11/
6/37
. 4/16/38
Timid Rabbit
Very Good
61/2. . I 1/27/37
Trailer
Life
Not
Funny
5'/2.
.
8/14/37
Villain Still Pursued
Her
Fair
61/2. . 9/18/37
TREASURE CHESTS (10)
Grey Owl's Little
1/15/38
Outstanding
lO'A.
HowBrother
to Ski
Interesting
II ,. 8/21/37
4/16/38
, 4/23/38
Kingdom for a Horse ..Fine
10 ,12/11/37
Music From the Stars .Satisfactory
10
Not So Dumb
Interesting
9
Private
Life of the
Gannets
Excellent
II
5/ 7/38
Return of the Buffalo ..Very Interesting 10 ,. 9/18/37
3/12/38
Sky
Satisfactory
10
Song Fishing
Birds of the
. 2/12/38
Northwest
Good
10
We Live In Two
Worlds
Very Interesting
II . 8/20/38
1938-39
(Dist. by Grand National)
COMEDIES (TWO REELS) (10)
FOOLISH FANTASIES— CARTOONS (8)
Baby Checkers
7
Monkey's Business
7
SONG AND COMEDY HITS (10)
Calvalcade of Stuff No. I . Swell Stuff
10
Calvalcade of Stuff TREASURE
No. 2 Excellent
10
CHESTS (2)

..Not Rev.
..Not Rev.
.. 9/10/38
.. 9/10/38

AUDIOSCOPIKS
(I)
MCM
1937-38
New Audioscopiks
A Knockout
8 .. 1/29/38
CAPTAIN AND THE KIDS CARTOONS (13). 3/ 5/38
Rev.
Blue
Amusing
88 ..Not
12/10/38
Buried Monday
Treasure
Captain's Christmas .... Fair for Xmas
9 .. 5/28/38
9/38
Captain's
Pup
Good
99 . 7/
3/19/38
Cleaning House
Fair
Day
at
the
Beach
Good
8
Honduras Hurricane
8 . Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Old
Smokey
Petunia
National Park
97 .Not Rev.
Poultry Pirates
Satisfactory
8 . 4/30/38
Pygmy Hunt
8 .Not Rev.
What a Lion
8 .Not
Rev.
Winning Ticket
7 .Not Rev.
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Come Across
. Good
20
5/28/38
Criminal Is Born .. ...Fine
21
7/ 9/38
Miracle Money
Splendid
21
10/15/38
4/
2/38
They're
Always
Caught
.
Excellent
22
Think It Over
Good
20
9/10/38
What Price Safety
Excellent
20
2/19/38
HISTORICAL MYSTERIES (10)
Bravest of the Brave ..Interesting
10
Captain
Kidd'stheTreasure.
Good
1010
Face Behind
Mask Swell
8/20/38
2/12/38
3/26/38
Joachim Murietta
Excellent
10
6/25/38
10/30/37
King Without a Crown .Great
9
12/ 4/37
Man in the Barn
Excellent
10
in/
1/18
10/15/38
Man on the Rock
Good
IIII
Nostradamus
Excellent
Ship That Died
Outstanding
10
Strange Glory MINIATURES
Fair (10)
II
3/ 5/38
8/ 6/38
Forgotten Step
Excellent
10
6/ 4/38
Hollywood Handicap ...Entertaining
10
6/
4/38
LifeU. inS. Some
Town
—
.
3/19/38
A
Unique
10
Optical Poem
Limited Appeal
10
Stroke of Genius
Very Clever
10 . 3/19/38
2/12/38
That Mothers Might
Live
Gripping
10 . 5/14/38
Tracking the Sleeping
Death
Fair
10 . 8/ 6/38
Tupapaoo
Fascinating
10 .. 6/25/38
1/29/38
What Do You Think? No. 2 , Splendid
10
What Do You Think? No. 3 . Very Good
II . 3/ 5/38
(Continued on next page)
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SHOWMEN'S

1938-39
CARTOONS (15)
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
Mama'sSkinners
New Hat
Poor
Seal
Poor
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money to Loan
Excellent
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
MINIATURES (10)
Ice Antics
Entertaining
Miracle of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory
Streamlined Swing
Enteiiaining
They Live Again
Excellent . .
MUSICALS (6)
Dream of Love
Impressive ...
Men of Steel
Okay
Once Over Lightly . . . . Darn Clever
OUR Gl- NG (12)
Alfalfa's
Aunt
Humoroi's
Duel Personalities
Amusing
Football Romeo
Good Gang
Practical Joker.*
Satisfactory
Tiny Troubles
Fair
PASSING PARADE (12)
New Roadways
Very Good
No. I
Very Good
Story of Alfred Nobel ..Excellent .

Reviewed
Issue Of
.
.
..

4/ 9/38
2/ 5/38
8/20/38
8/
6/38

. 12/25/37
. 5/21/38
. 6/18/38
. 3/26/38
. 4/ 2/38
. 3/12/38
. 6/ 4/38
. 9/25/37
. 7/ 2/38
. 8/20/38
. 12/ 4/37
.10/ 1/38
.11/13/37
. 4/ 2/38
7/ 9/38
1/ 1/38
10/30/37
9/ 3/38
8/20/38
10/ 1/38
12/18/37
11/12/38
2/12/38
, 3/1,2/38
4/30/38
, 4/ 2/38
,, 6/
4/38
5/14/38
. 2/12/38
. 8/20/38
. 6/ 4/38
. 7/ 9/38
.10/ 1/38
.11/ 6/37
. 3/26/38
. 4/30/38
. . 9/ 4/37
. . 12/18/37
. . 4/ 9/38
..10/ 9/37
..10/16/37
.. .. 5/21/38
3/ 5/38
. . 3/26/38
. . 9/18/37
. . 12/ 4/37
. . 2/ 5/38
. . 8/20/38
. . 4/30/38
. . 10/30/37

9 .. 3/25/39
77 ..
.. 3/IR/39
4/15/39
20 ..4/ 1/39
17 .. 1/ 7/39
1101
11
10
9
10

. . 9/ 3/38
. . 1/28/39
. . 2/25/39
. . 12/10/38
. . 10/15/38
. . 1 1/12/38

17 .. .. 2/25/39
1/ 7/39
20 . . 1/28/39
21
1011 11
10
11
9
10

. 10/15/38
. . 1/28/39
. . 3/25/39
.. .. 12/17/38
1 1/I2/3B
.. .. 3/25/39
1/ 7/39

10 . . 2/25/39
10 . . 1 1/12/38
1 1 . . 2/25/39

PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
10
Double Diving
Excellent .
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
Hot On Ice
Good . . .
10
Man's
Friend. . Excellent .
10
Marine Greatest
Circus
10
Penny's Picnic (Tech.) . Appetizing
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch.. Good Satire
9
How to Sublet
...Amusing
8
How to Watch Football. Funny
9
Mental Poise
Fair
7
Opening Day
Subtle Stuff
9

REVIEW

. 1/28/39
. 2/25/39
. I 1/12/38
. 12/17/38
. Not Rev.
. 1/ 7/39
3/25/39
1/28/39
I 1/12/38
1/ 7/39
12/10/38

(Continued)
Running
Comment
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)Time

April 15, 1939

MCM

MCM (Continued)
Running
Comment
Time
MUSICALS (6)

Bill>
Rose's
Casa
IVIanana
Revue
Colorful
21
Canary Comes Across. . . Entertaining
21
It's in the Stars
Fair
20
Magician's
Daughter.
..
.
Funny
18
Our Gang Follies of
1938
Excellent
21
Snow Gets in Your Eyes. Excellent
20
OUR GANG (12)
Awful Tooth
Satisfactory
10
Bear Facts
Fair
10
Came the Brawn
Fair
10
Canned Fishing
Amusing
10
Feed
'Em Youth
and Weep. . . . Excellent
Fairly Amusing
Framing
10II
Hide and Shriek
Good
10
Little Ranger
Good Fun
10
Mail and Female
Funny
II
Party Fever
Amusing
10
Pigskin Palooka
Average
H10
Three Men in a Tub Fair
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (15)
Anaesthesia
Up to Standard
10
Canuid
Good
DecathlonCamei'amaniacs.
Champion .... . Thrilling
109
Fisticuffs
Good
10
Follow the Arrow
Swell
10
Football Thrills
Excellent
10
Friend Indeed
Swell
10
Jungle Juveniles No. 2. . Excellent
9
La Savate
Fairly Good
10
Modeling for Money ... Excellent
10
Penny's Party (Tech.) .. Excellent
10
Story of Dr. Cai-ver Fine
100
Excellent
Surf Heroes
10
Excellent
Three On a Rope
10
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
Courtship of the Newt. . Fair ....
10
Evening Alone
Humorous
8
How to Raise a Baby. . . A Howl
9
How to Read
Good . .
10
How to Start the Day.. A Scream
How to Figure Your
10
Income Tax
8
Fairly Amusing
Music Made Simple
10
Excellent
Night at the Movies
SPECIAL
Jimmy's
Fidler's
Pei'son20
ality Parade
Topnotch
20
10
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Beautiful Budapest
Interesting
9
Chile. Land of Charm.. Boring ....
En
9
Copenhagen
Pleasing ..
te
Czecho-Slovakia on
rt
9
Parade
Boring ....
ai
9
Glimpses of Austria ...Excellent ..
ni
ng Glimpses of New Bruns- wickPicturesque
10
■
9
10 Glimpses of Peru
Beautiful ..
9
Land of the Incas
Poor
Natural Wonders of the
9
VVest
Very Good
9
9
Paris
onSweden
Parade
Jops
Rural
F^ir
Stockholm. Pride of .
9
Fa""
Sweden

TRADE

Ancient Egypt
Fascinating
Cairo, City of Contrast. . Fascinating
Imperial Delhi
Average ...
Jaipur,Journeys
the Pink City. .. Good
Java
Madeira, Isle of Romance Enchanting
Singapore and Jahore ..Interesting
Sydney — Pride of Aus- tralia Good

Reviewed
Issue Of
.. 10/15/38
2/25/39
.. 12/10/38
3/25/39
. Not Rev.
. 1 1/19/38
. 1/28/39
. 1/ 7/39

PARAMOUNT
1937-38
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Be Up to Date
Good
7 . .. 2/26/38
Buzzy Boop
Fair
7 . 7/30/38
7/24/37
Candid Candidate
Pretty Good
7 . .11/
6/37
Foxy Hunter
Cute
107 . . 3/26/38
. 7/ 2/38
Honest Love and True. . Fair
Lost Kitten
Good
7 . . 9/ 4/37
New Deal Show
Good
6'/2.
77 .. . 4/30/38
Out of the Inkwell
Fair
2/12/38
Riding the
Better Than Average 7 . .. Not.
Rev.
Service
With Rails
a Smile
. 5/21/38
7
.
Swing School
Poor
. 1/ 1/38
Zula Hula
*musing
COLOR CLASSICS (6) (Tech.)
6/37
Educated Fish
Excellent
8 .11/
. . 4/30/38
Hold It
Excellent
7 . . 7/ 2/38
8 . . 1/ 1/38
Hunky and Spunky .... Excellent
Little Lamby
Swell
7/31/37
1077 .. .. 2/26/38
Peeping Penguins
Good
7
Tears of An Onion .... Entertaining
HEADLINERS (15)
. . 5/ 7/38
Easy on the Ice
Gccd
1 1 . . 6/ 4/38
10
Bob
Crosby
&
Orch.
.
.
.
Very
Good
From the Minuet to
. .11/ 6/37
10 . . 4/ 9/38
the Big Apple
Fair
10 , . 2/19/38
Hall's Holiday
Entertaining
7/24/37
1 1 .. .. 8/14/37
1 1 . ,. 2/I9/3S
Let's
Go
Latin
Just
Fair
1/29/38
Listen to Lucas
Good
10
Meet the Maestros
Enteiiaining
9 . . 12/25/37
Oh Kay. Rhythm
Entertaining
8/21/37
1 1 .. .. 7/
Queens of Hai'mony . . , Very Good
9/38
10
Queens
of
the
Aii'
Entertaining
Star Reporter in Holly1101 . . 3/12/38
wood Fair
10 . . 10/23/37
Star Reporter No. 3. ... Entertaining
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
1/ 8/38
Accent On Beauty
Interesting
10 .. 5/
7/38
Bike Parade
Excellent
10
California Giants
Very Interesting .... If , 2/12/38
Cowboy Shorty
Kid Stuff
10 . 10/
2/37
5/28/38
Crime Fighters
Excellent
101010 . 6/25/38
Find
What's
Wrong
...
Excellent
10 . 2/19/38
Gold
Excellent
1 1 . 9/18/37
Inventor
Amusing
10 . 10/23/37
It's
a
Good
Stunt
Thrilling
Killer of the Tonto . . . Poor ...
10 . 7/31/37
Jungle Glimpses
Average
3/12/38
Silver Millions
Excellent
., 11/20/37
7/30/38
9'/2.
Tuna
Very Good
Wi
91/2.
PICTORIALS (12)
9'. '2.
. Good
No.
I
8/14/37
No.
No.
Fair
9/18/37
No 2
2/37
10 . 10/
3
Good
I
1/13/37
No. 4
Diversified
No.
12/1
1/37
5
Fair
9
No. 6
10
Interesting
1/29/38
7
Diversified
II
5/38
3/12/38
No. 8
Interesting
10 . 2/
10 . 4/ 2/38
No.
9
Vei'y
Interesting
No. 10
Very Good
10
10 .. 5/ 7/38
No. II
Good
7/ 4/38
9/38
No. (2
Interesting
10 . 6/
POPEYE (12)
BigUgh
Chief Ugh.Anuigh- Standard
. 4/16/38
677 1/2. . 10/23/37
Football Touchei- Downer (acod
Fowl Play
Not Up to Standard. 7 . .. 11/27/37
3/26/38
10
House
Uppei".and. . . Fair
I Like Buildei'
Babies
7 . . 9/ 4/37
Infinks
Aninsiiuj
I Nevei" Change My
. 7/24/37
Altitude
Just Fair
77'/2. . 5/21/38
I Yam Love Sick
Excellent
7
.
7/ 9/38
Jeep. The
Good
7 . . 2/26/3R
Learn Pclikeness
Very Amusing
7
.
/38
Let's
Celebrake
Different
7 . .1/1
. M/13/37
Plumbing
is a Pipe ...Very
Funny
Protek the Wcakcrist. . . . Same as Usual
. 6/ 4/351
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
. 9/18/37
No. I
Excellent
10 . . 11/13/37
No. 2
I nteresting
1/29/38
1 1 . .. 3/19/38
10
No. 3
Very Good
10 . . 5/21/38
No. 4
I nteresting
10 . . 7/16/38
No. 5 .
Interesting
No. 6
I
ntei'esting
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
. 12/ 4/37
17 .
Popeyc
Ali Baba's Excellent
Forty Meets
Thieves
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
Aquabats
Sensational
9
18/21/37
1/27/37
Ball Tossers
Very Good
Cops
and Robbers
Good
109'/2.. 3/19/38
Fascinating Adventure. .. Truly Fascinating ..10
2/12/38
.9/18/37
Four Smart Dogs
F?-SCinating
9'/2. 2/19/38
Good
Looking
Winnei's.
.
Interesting
10
.
6/25/38
Horseshoes
Very Good
1(3
10/16/37
Pick Your Favorite Fair
91/2. 8/21/37
Picking
Pets
91/2.
Red. White
and Blue Excellent
Champions
Superb
10 . 4/30/38
Strike!
Very Good
10 . 5/14/38
Water. Water Every11/27/37
where Excellent
9
4/ 2/38
Win. Place or Show ...Excellent
10
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
. 8/ 7/37
No. I
Interesting
10
12/18/37
No. 2
Lacking Interest .... 10 ,. 10/16/37
No. 3
I nteresting
91/2 . 2/19/38
No. 4
Very Good
10 ... 4/16/38
6/ 4/38
No. 5
Interesting
10
No. 6
Very Good
II .

PARAMOUNT
Comment

Running
1938-39

Time
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con- cert Poor
7
Musical Mountaineer
7
My Friend the Monkey Poor
7
On With the New
Okay
7
Pudgy in Thrills and
Chills
Fair
7
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
7
Sally
Swing
Poor
Scared Crows
77
So Does An Automobile. Good
7

RevieweG
Issue
Of
. 9/24/38
Rev.
.. Not
2/11/39
12/17/38
. 1/21/39
.. 10/15/38
8/13/38
Rev.
.Not
4/ 1/39

COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
. 8/27/38
All's Fair at the Fair. . Good
7 . 2/11/39
Always Kickin
Fair
7
1/12/38
Playful Polar Bears . . . Cute
7 ..INot
Rev.
Small Fry
7
COLOR CRUISES (7)
. 1 1/26/38
Costa Rica
Fair
10 .. .. 8/27/38
10
1/21/39
Guatemala
Excellent
109 .. . 9/24/38
10
Land of Inca Memories. Fair
.
4/
8/39
Mexico
Poor
Republic of Panama ...Interesting
HEADLINERS (15)
10 1/2.
. 10/15/38
Busse Rhythm
Standard
Champagne
Music of Snappy
Lawrence Welk
. 3/ 4/39
10 .11/26/38
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9 .
.
1081/2 . . 8/27/38
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . txcellent
10 . 7/16/38
Moments
of Charm the.... Splendid
Music Through
. 2/11/39
1 1 .11/12/38
Years
Lacks Movement
. 12/17/38
Orrin
Tucker & Orch. ..Snappy
10 .
10
Song
Born
. 4/ 1/39
Three Is Kings
and a Unusual
10 .
Queen
Good Music . . . .
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
10
4/ 1/39
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
10
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short.
9/24/38
12/17/38
11
Mildewed
3/ 4/39
10 . 10/15/38
Oh Say, Can You Ski ? . Com mercial
10
Raising (ianines
Interesting
10/15/38
10 , 8/13/38
Rube
Goldberg's Travel- Very Funny
gab
12 . 3/ 4/39
Tannhauser
Classic
That's Africa
Unusual
10 , I 1/26/38
Unfinished Symphony ..Classic
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
10 ... 8/13/38
No. I
Standard .
8/27/38
9/24/38
No. 2
Good
10 . I 1/19/38
No. 3
Slow
10
.
12/
3/38
No. 4
Fair
9 . 1/21/39
No. 5
Fair
6
No.
Interesting
9 . 2/11/39
No. 6
7
Very
Good
10 .Not Rev.
No.
8
I
nteresting
No. 9
. 3/ 4/39
POPEYE (12)
7 .. 8/27/38
1/21/39
Bulldozing the Bull . . Very Good
7 . 2/18/39
Cops Is Always Right . Average
7
. 12/10/38
Customers Wanted
Almost a Reissue.
7 .11/19/38
Date to Skate
Good
7
Goonland
Funny
10
Leave Well Enough
7 .Not Rev.
Alone
7 . 9/24/38
Mutiny
Ain't
Nice
Swell
10
. Not Rev.
Wotta Nitemare
No.
No.
No.
No.

POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
Fair . . . .
Interesting
Divereified
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
and HisLampWonderful

I
2
3
4

Aladdin

10
10

SPORTLIGHTS (13)
Champion Airhoppers . . Excellent
Frolicking Frogs
Good
Good Skates
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
Hunting Thrills
Good
Racing Pigeons
Interesting
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment.
Sportin' Test
Excellent
Super Athletes
Swell
Two Boys and a Dog. . . Different
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
No. I
Interesting
No. 2
Very Good
No. 3
All Right
No. 4
Good
No. 5

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
II
II
10
10

RKO-RADIO 1937-38
ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Carnival Show
Satisfactory
10
Deviled Ham
Entertaining
10
Hockshop Blues
Entertaining
10
International Rhythm ..Very Good
10
Latin Rhythm
Fair
10
Maids and Music
Passable
ID
No Sale
Entertaining
10
Phoney Boy
Fair
II
Radio Hook Up
Dull
10
Rhythm in a Night
Court
Very Good
10
Salt Shakers
Just Filler
II
Skyline
Revue
Entertaining
IIII
Sweet Shoe
Poor
CONDOR MUSICALS (13)
Frozen Affair
Entertaining
Murder in Swingtime , . . Very Good
Prairie Swingaroo
Fair

10
10
10

. 9/24/38
.11/19/38
Rev.
.. Not
4/ 1/39

. 10/15/38
Not 3/38
Rev.
.. 12/
. 8/27/38
2/11/39
.. 9/24/38
3/ 4/39
. 8/13/38
. 12/17/38
11/12/38
.. 10/15/38
8/13/38
..12/17/38
1/21/39
. Not RfV.

7/ 2/38
1/22/38
6/18/38
7/ 9/38
4/23/38
2/26/38
3/ 5/38
5/38
10/30/37
2/
4/30/38
12/18/37
8/28/37
4/ 9/38
8/28/37
... 12/
8/28/37
4/37

I 'aye 11

K !■: \ 1 1', W
Fa
S lie) W M l'. N ■ S '!■ K A I)
Fai
ir
r
UNIVERSAL (Continued)
RKO-RADIO (Continued)
RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Running
Po
Comment
Runnlnf Revi*wo4
or
Reviewed
Running Reviewed
C*mni*nt
Time
Issue Of
Time
Issue of
Time
Itiue of
Poo
r DISNEY CARTOONS (l«) (Tech.)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13) (TWO REELS)
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Cafe Rendezvous
10 ..Not
Duck
Rev.
4/ 8/39
DD Donald
Silly Symphony—
MM-Mlekey Mouie—SS- Excel
7 .. 2/12/38
Hello Mama
Fair
9
lent
Boat Builder* (MM)
Flu «id Benefits
Fairly Good
20 .. 8/20/31
8'/j..
7/31/37
llent
Readin',
Writin'
and
.Exce
..
(MM)
Clo»ner«
lilook
1010
S .. 2/26/38
Rhythm
Swell
10
Donald's Better Self
Samovar
Serenade
8 ..4/ 9/38
High-Jack
'N' the Show. Fairly Entertaining.. 17 .. 4/23/38
Not 1/38
Rev. DnLatin
.Not
wn
Swell
Donald's Nephewi (DD).. .Terrl
Styles and Smilee
Good
Pretty Good
20
..10/23/37
(DD) Okaflc
Barn
10 .10/
MusiconHi-Hattin'
andthe Flowers
Average
17 ..4/
.. 5/ 9/3»
7/38
Donald's Ostrleh
Talent Auction
Fair
. 10/29/38
89 ..
6/18/38
y
(DD)
Fox Hunt
Oh
Say
Can
You
Hear
.
Fairly
Good
15
..12/11/37
Tropical
Topics
.Not
Rev.
Al
8
..
6/18/38
l
A
lent
Exeel
b
(DD) Swell
o
Good Scouts
a
8
..
7/31/37
r
d
Under
a
Gypsy
Moon.
..Just
Filler
Novel and Diverting.17 I5i/, .. 12/1 1 /37
waiian C in Zoo
. 9/ 3/88 HaRhapsody
Holiday (MM)
Hawaiian Ghosts
Venetian Moonlight
9 ..10/23/37
.. 2../193//385/38
apinerParis
Lonesome
(MM).. A Howl
IIII .Not Rev.
Somewhere
s ....Entertaining
17 18
88 ..9/
3/38
QUINTUPLETS
(I)
Mickey's Parrot (M M ).. Excellent
Stars
in
Stripes
Excellent
18.,10..
7/
S
h
3/372/38
..
4/23/38
o
w
. ./29/
4/37
lor Sa
Mickey's Trailer (MM).. Very Good
10
RADIO FLASH (4)
8 .. 3/19/38
Moth and the Flame Excellent
1
Bar-B-Q
Good
17
l
9
(26)
..
e
Doo
Gone
16
nt
9
9
..10/23/37
Not
Rev.
/
Excelle
(SS)
Mill
Old
10/29/38
4/37
Teddy Bergman's OSWALD CARTOONS
Hectic Honeymoon
Funny
17 ..Not
Pluto's Quinpuplets(MM)Very
Funny
Rev.
t8i/j.... Ifl/3fl/.17
t/ 4/U
Plumb Crazy
16
Trappers (DD) Exeellent
Polar
.Good
8
..
1/22/38
Barnyard
Romeo
.
.
.
.
.10/15/38
Self-control (DD)
Very Good
8/20/31
RAY s
WHITLEY (4)
8 ..9/ 3/38
BigMousie
Cat and the Little Cute
Whalers (MM)
Swell
■^rairie Papa
21 ..7 .12/11/37
18 . . 4/ 8/39
1
Wynken, BIynken and
■»/
i/i*
0
/
2
17
.
.Not
Rev
3
8
Ranch
House
Romeo
.
.
.
Diverting
.
4/30/3S
/
Cheese Napperi
Fairly Good
7
36/25/38
7
. . 5/14/38
Nod (SS)
Excellent
Western Welcome
Entertaining .. .
Dumb Cluck
Aveiage
7
Feed
the
Kitty
Fairly
Amusing
7
1/27/37
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
REELISMS (9)
9/24/38
Football Fever
Just Fair
7 ... 1 7/
.. 3/18/39
2/31
18 . . 1/ 1/38
10 ..11/
Air Waves
Outstanding ....
Ghost Town Frolics ... Fair
7 .11/19/38
Ears of Experience Very Funny
5/38
10
Dude Ranch
Exceptional
. .11/27/37
Edgar and Goliath Good
Happy
Scouts
Amusing
7
.
10/23/37
20 . . Not Rev.
Gold
Hollywood Bowl
Fair
7
False Roomer*
Average
. . 12/10/38
7/ 2/38
2017 .. .. 2/12/38
Newsreel
Unusual
Keeper of the Lions .... Fair
77 .10/ 9/37
Fool Coverage
Fairly Good
.
.
4/30/38
Lamplighter
..
2/
4/39
Pilot
Boat
Interesting
Kennedy'sJudge
Castle
AA Howl
..10/ 1/38
2017 . . 9/25/37
Lovesick
Poor
7 Not Rev.
gutiinarine Circus
Unusual
Morning
Riot
,
10
.
Trans America
Fair
..10/22/38
Man Hunt
Very Amusing
7 .12/11/37
10/30/37
3/ 5/38
Mechanical
Handy
Man.
Fair
8
HEADLINERS (3)
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
Mysterious Jug
Fairly Amusing
7
18 . . 1/ 1/38
Not
Rev.
Music Will Tell
Excel
Movie
Phoney
News
7
SPORTSCOPES
(13)
. . 6/ 4/38
Picketing for Love
Enter
Nellie, the Indian
. . 10/ 9/37
6/ 4/38
Bird Dogs
Excellent
10 .11/ 5/38
Trailing Along
Fair
Chief's
Daughter
Okay
7
Blue Grass
Excellent
10 .. 12/10/38
2/ 4/39
OSWALD CARTOONS (Cont.)
Bow String
Excellent
8
LEON ERROL (6)
Deep End
Excellent
IS .10/ 1/38
Nellie,
the
Sewing
Ma- Pretty Good
. 4/16/38
9/24/31
4/ 9/38
Berth Ouake
Funny
16
Fisherman's
Paradise
...
Fascinating
11)
chine Girl
7'/2
On the Wing
Remarkable
10 . 2/ 4/39
Pixie Land
Good
7 . 5/14/38
Dummy Owner
Good Laugh
9
1/ 1/38
3/18/39
Snow
Falls
Thrills
and
Spills
..
9
.
9/
3/3fi
His Pest Friend
Pretty Good
18
2/12/38
Problem
Child
Average
7
6/18/38
Sporting Wings
Very Good
9 . 4/ 8/39
Jitters
Great Fun
19
Queen's Kittens
7
10/30/37
8/20/38
Rented Riot
A Howl
17
Silly Seals
Almost At Silly
7 . ..Not
10/16/37
Rev.
Should Wives Work
Entertaining
20
Tail End
Fair
7 . 5/ 7/3«
20th CENTURY-FOX 1937-38
Trade Mice
7 .Not
Rev.
6/25/38
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (6)
Voodoo in Harlem
Novel
7 .. 2/19/31
PATHE PARADE (7)
Yokel Boy Makes Good .SPECIAL
Very Amusing
7
Bone Bender Parade. .. .Amusing
Il'/s.. 8/ 7/37
(3)
.
9/25/37
.Fair
13 . 1 1/20/37
Filming Modern Youth. .Good
8i/i . . 10/ 2/37
No.
No. 2
Interesting
II . 1/22/38
Filming Nature's Won- ders Interesting
8I/2..12/
4/37
7/24/37
Breathless Moments .... Thrilling
20
No. 3
interesting
10
..10/30/37
.
2/26/38
3/ 5/38
Laughing at Fate
Exciting
No. 4
Interesting
Hollywood Screen Test. . Excellent
20
10
.
3/26/38
Motor
Maniacs
Thrilling
8/14/37
No S
Interesting
1/15/38
. 5/28/38
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
Trailing Animal Stories. . Entertaining
9
No. 40
No. 6
Ver> Good
. 9/11/37
No. 7
.Not Rev.
ALONG THE ROAD TO ROMANCE (6)
Okay
No. 41
.10/ 2/37
2/37
Interesting
99 .10/
Dude Ranch
9 . Not
Rev.
12/
4/37
No.
4243
I 1/27/37
Italian Libya
Interestingly Told ..10 . 12/18/37
Fair
99 .. 12/1
RADIO FLASH (3)
No.
1/37
Interesting
Land of the
Maple Leaf . IInteresting
nteresting
9'/:.
No. 44
Good
9 . 2/19/38
Mexican
Mural
9
8/14/37
Many Unhappy Returns. . Fair
17 ..10/23/37
No. 45
Okay
9 . 2/19/38
2/12/38
fhotografter
Amusing
15 .. b/lB/3S
Modern
Dixie
Splendid
lO'/j.
Portraits of Portugal ...Very Interesting
10 . 8/ 7/37
3/26/38
Stupor-Visor
Fair
17 -. 1/22/38
No.
Interesting
1010
No. 46
47
Good
2/38
No. 41
Interesting
9 .. 4/
RADIO MUSICALS (3)
No. 49
Very Good
9 . 4/16/38
1938-39
4/30/38
Ne.
50
Diversified
9
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Harris in the Spring Fair
20 .. 1/ 1/38
4/38
No. SI
Good
9 .. 6/
6/25/38
Athletic Oddities
9 ..Not Rev.
Russian
16 ..Not Rev.
No. 52
Fascinating
9
Twenty Dressing
Girls and a
Daily Diet of Danger Fast Action
9 ..11/19/38
Band
Good
18 .. 1/22/38
Filming BigModern
Thrills
9'/].. Not Rev.
Recording
Science
Very Good
10 .. t/29/31
SMART SET (3)
GOING1938-39
PLACES (13)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Toch.)
.11/12/38
Buckaroo Broadcast Entertaining
20 .. 2/26/38
Autumn Fashions
Eye Filling
10 ..10/15/31
. 9/24/38
No.
53
Good
...
9 .. .11/12/38
8/
6/38
Hunting Trouble
Arousing
16
Spring
and
Summer
...
10
Nt.
54
Good
Rhythm Wranglers Good Music
19 . I 1/27/37
Fashions
Excellent
9 .. 4/15/39
No. 55
Excellent
...
IQ .. .11/26/38
Winter Styles
Very Good
10 ..12/24/38
... 10
Ne.
56
FairlyGood
Good
. 12/10/38
No.
57
Very
SPECIAL (I)
... 99 .. . 2/25/39
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6)
No. 58
Rev.
What
Every
Boy
Should
No. 59
Fair
10 . ..Not
Quintupland
..Very Entertaining ... 19
2/25/39
2/26/38
Know
10 . . Not Rev.
No.
60
Interesting
9
.
.
4/
8/39
What Every Girl Should
No. 61
Interesting
10
SPORTSCOPES (9)
Know
10 .10/15/38
What
Every Inventor Probioma'.ical
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bit and Bride
Fine
10
Should
Know
10
..Not
Rev.
5/14/38
8/13/3^
Brother Golfers
Interesting
10
Bank Notes
Lively
19
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
BeautyBoheme
Shoppe
Just Filler
20
Flying Feathen
Fairly Good
9Vi 6/25/33
2/25/39
12/
4/ 3/38
1/39
Golden California
Good But Old
10 .. 8/20/38
8/20/38
Cafe
Passable
17 .. .Not
In
the
Swim
Entertaining
10
Rev.
2/26/38
Isle
of
Pleasure
Above
Average
M
..10/15/38
PInehurst
Instructive
9
Music
and
Models
Entertaining
18
.
5/14/38
.
I
1/19/38
Land
of
Contentment
lO'/j.
Not
Rev.
Nautical
Knights
19
.
Swinging
Mallets
Very Good
109
4/ 2/38
Mystic Siam
10 ..Not Rev.
Underwater
Excellent
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18 .
6/
4/38
Viking Trails
Very Good
II ..12/24/38
2/12/38
8/20/38
White Magic
Entertaining
10
RhythmShowCafe
Good
Diversion
201/2.
Side
Fakir
Fairly
Good
20
Windward Way
Very Good
10
9/24/38
SPORTS
PREVIEWS
(6)
2/11/39
3/19/38
Wild
and
Bully
Diverting
19
Hunting Dogs
Fascinating
10 .. 4/ 1/39
Shooting For Par
10 ..Not Rev.
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
Timber Toppers
Excellent
IB ..11/26/38
9/24/38
Ne. 53
Interesting
9 .. 9/24/38
1938-39
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
N». 54
Fair
9 . . 10/15/38
Chris Columbo
Good
7 .. 8/20/38
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
No.
55
Okay
9'/2.
.12/
3/38
No. 5S
Very Good
9 . . 12/10/38
Doomsday (Tech.)
6i/j..Not Rev.
Brave Little Tailor Great
9 . 9/ S/S8
No.
57
I
nteresting
9
.
Frame
Up
6i4..Not
Rev.
Rev.
No. 58
9 . .Not Rev.
Frozen Feet
6'/2..Not Rev.
Donald's Golf Game
8 .Not
G Man Justice
6i/2..Not Rev.
No. 59
Interesting
9 . . 2/25/39
Donald's
Day.... AA Scream
88 .. 10/22/38
10/22/38
Farmyard Lucky
Symphony
Real Treat
No.
60
Very
Good
9 . . 3/ 4/39
Class
Slipper
(Tech.)
...
Good
6i/j.
•
10/15/38
Ferdinand the Bull Excellent
8 . 10/29/38
Goose
Flies
High
6(/2..Not
Rev.
No.
61
Just
Fair
9 . 4/ 1/39
Geofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ... 8 .10/22/38
Housewife
Herman
(Tech.)
6/2..
Not
Rev.
.11/26/38
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Hockey Champ
8 .Not Rev
New
Comer
Satisfactory
6V'2.
.
10/
15/38
Merbabies (SS)
Good
8 . 3/25/39
Nutty
Network
6i/2..Not
Rev.
. 9/24/38
Baby
Kittens
Cute
8
Mother Goose Goes
One Gun Gary In the
. 10/22/38
Cat and Bell
Okay
7 . .Not
Rev.
. 1 1/26/38
Hollywood
Outstanding
71/2
Nick
of
Time
61/2..
Not
Rev.
Crack
Pot
Cruise
7
.
Practical Pig
Great
SVi .10/22/38
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8 .12/17/38
Owl and the Pussycat
6'/2..Not Rev.
Society Dog Show
8 .Not
Rev.
Stranger
Rides
Again
e'/aNot
Rev.
I'm
Just
a
Jitterbug
7
.Not Rev.
Ugly Duckling (SS) Wonderful
9 . 10/22/38
String Bean Jack
6'/2- Not Rev.
Little Tough
Blue Blackbird
Three Bears
6i/2..Not Rev.
Little
Mice ...Average
Good
77 . . 4/ 8/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 . . 3/
Village Blacksmith
6i/i..Not Rev.
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
4/ 4/39
1/39
One Armed Bandit Enjoyable
7
Wolf's Side of the Story
e'A .Not Rev.
1/19/38
Beaux and fvrrors Good
18 .18/ 1/38
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7 .. I11/12/31
Clean Sweep
17
Sailor Mouse
Okay
Rev.
1877 . .Not Rev.
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
4/ 8/39
Clock Wise
Funny
16 ..Not
Soup to Muts
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
(30)
Maid to Orde,"18 .Not Rev.
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
8 .12/24/38
Eternal Fire
Interesting
11 .10/ 8/38
HEADLINERS (4)
VITAPHONE-WARNER 1937-38
Fox Hunt in the Roman Campagna Good
10 .. 10/15/38
Romancing Along
21 .Not Rev.
BROADWAY BREVITIES
10/ 8/38
Jerusalem
Outstanding
10
Sea Melody
Very Good
19 ..Not
in/ 8/38
..11/20/37
2/19/38
Rev.
Petra, the Lost City Excellent
8 .. 12/24/38
Swing Vacation
19
Calling
All
Kids
Fast and Funny
4/
8/39
River Thames
Beautiful
10 . 10/ 8/38
10 • 4/ 2/3{
Candid
Kid
Entertaining
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 .12/31/31
LEON ERROL (6)
Doctor Cupid
Passable
5/14/31
4/3
20 ..12/
Wanderers of the Desert. I nteresting
8
Forget Me Knots
Fair
18 .Not Rev.
Crime Rave
20
Got
a
Match
Poor
.
9/11/3'
Home Boner
■
Not
Rev.
.
4/30/3k
Here's
Your
Hat
.
Very
Good
21
19 . 10/29/38
Major Difficulties Excellent
Hold That Ball
Poor
UNIVERSAL 1937-38
Stage Fright
Very Funny
2018 . 9/ 3/38
21 . 9/11/37
Little Me
3/ 5/38
GOING PLACES (13)
Littlest
Diplomat . . Fair
Fair (Tech.) .. .
.11/27/37
N*.
40
9
43
.
1
1/20/37
2120 .. 10/16/37
Man
Without
a
Country.
Excellent
(Tech.)
MARCH OF TIME (13)
.
12/25/37
9
No. 4144
7/
9/38
1/ 8/38
Dull
9 . 12/25/37
42
Uncle Sam-Good
My
Pop
Funny
.11/26/38
One
on
the
House.
.....
Entertaining
....
No.
9 . 1/29/38
Neighbor
.
181/2.
No.
Out Where the Stars
Ne.
4/23/38
Refugee—
Todav & To- .Tops
Begin
Swell (Tech.)
212119 ..Not
17 . . 12/24/38
morrow
9 .. 2/19/38
No. 45
Rev.
Postal
Union
3/ 5/38
.
6/ 4/38
Interesting
Stato of the Nation . . . .Lacks Usual Punch . . 18... . 1/21/39
No. 46
Prisoners of Swing
Good Fun
. 6/25/38
10 .. 3/26/38
19
iToung America —
21
4/
2/38
Rainbow's End
Entertaining
9
No.
6/11/38
Mexico's New— BackCrisis. .
. 19 . .2/11 /39
No. 48
20 ..Not
N*.
Rev.
Rise
and ofSing
Entertaining
No.
49
22
109 . 5/ 7/38
.Interesting
Mediterranean
Romance
Louisiana ..Excellent
(Teeh.)
21 .11/13/37
20
. Excellent
9 . 4/23/38
ground for War. . . . .
50
47
. 18 . . 3/18/39
Romance
Road
(Tech.)
.
6/
4/38
No.
51
10
.Good
japan — Master of the
(Continued on next page)
19 . . 4/15/39
S2
.Very GMd
10 . 6/25/38
Orient
No.
21
19

Page n

SHOWMEN'S

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. (Con.)
Comment
Running Reviewed
Issue Of
Time
BROADWAY BREVITIES (Cont.)
1/15/38
ScriDt Girl
Entertaining
20
7/23/38
Sons of the Plains
Excellent (Tech.) ... 19
11/20/37
Starlets
Clever Kids
20
5/ 7/38
Stocks and Blondes Amusing
20
12/10/38
There Goes the Bride ..Pretty Good
20
Not
Rev.
Toot Sweet
21
3/26/38
Under the Wire
Fair
20
11/
5/38
Up in Lights
Very Good
21
Net Rev.
Ups and Downs
20
2/26/38
Waiting Around
Funny
20
12/25/37
Wedding Yells
Funny
21
COLORTOUR ADVENTURES (13)
10 . . 3/26/38
Crossroads of the Orient. Fairly Interesting
10 . . 8/20/38
Hermit Kingdom
Dull
10 . .. 7/
1/15/38
2/38
India's
Millions
Very
Good
10
.. . 10/30/37
Isles of Enchantment ...Interesting
10
IO'/2.
. 1 1/13/37
It's Work
Very
Good
Land of the Kangaroo. . Poor
1 1 . 9/11/37
Long Bright Land
Entrancing .. ...
2/ 5/38
10 . . 7/23/38
Malayan Jungles
Interesting
Mechanix Illustrated ...Fascinating
10 . .. 10/23/37
Mysterious Ceylon
Dull
10 . . 4/30/38
Pearl of the East
Satisfactory
10 . . 4/ 9/38
Teradjo Land
Good
What the World Makes
1010 . .Not Rev.
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
7 . . 10/16/37
ering Swell
Stutt
of the
Case
g
Pi
Rev.
7/30/38
7 . ..Not
g
7 . . 1/15/38
Amusin
y . . Very
Porky atandtheDaff
771/2.. .11/20/37
ero Good
Porkv s DoubleCrooad
. 4/23/38
Trouble. . Swell Cartoon .
Pnrkv
7 . .Not Rev.
... Amusing
Porky's Five and Ton
7 . .12/ 4/37
Hunt
Porky's Hare
...Excellent
. 6/ 4/38
Porky's Hero Agency
7 . . 2/26/38
• ■■ Fair
porky's Party . . Express
7 . . 1/ 8/38
. Good
Porky's Phoney
9/3t
Porky's Poppa . fe"""^
6/25/38
6 . .. 7/
Good
Planting hood
Porky'sthfiSpring
PniLv
Fireman
.Not
Rev.
7 . . 3/ 5/37
Rival
atly
Wh
7 . .Not Rev.
r's f
Roolve
Wh
MELODY MASTERS (18)
. . 7/ 2/38
Don Bestor
a^o?'?
10II .. .. 10/16/37
2/12/38
..10/16/37
^l;^!S^r^:::::::::::«"i^v
8/27/38
1/37
10 .. .. 9/1
:::::Sv.„,::::: ■
f;^«y;::;:
1 1 ..12/18/37
10
.■ ■
Johnson
Arnold King
..
Good
10 .. .. 5/21/38
i Orchestra. Very
Henry
1/29/38
s ....};»'r
Clyde Luca
.. .. 2/26/38
.Good
Enrico Madriguera
4/16/38
air
lO
...F
Orch
4
Meroff
Benny
Rev.
Carl "Deacon" Moore. .. Good
.. ..Not
4/ 2/38
Rust Morgan
•u„V cV..« ' ' ' '
10
. . 4/30/38
Mike Reilly
f?"L^'""
•
good
10 . . 1 1/20/37
Rich
Freddie
Different ...
. . 4/ 9/38
Ian Rubini
Rubinoff and His Violin . Diverting ...
10 . 5/28/38
Saturday Night Swing ^•'"'5'
10 . . 1/15/38
Club on
e
Averag
Sin-Copatl
MERRIE MELODIES (20) (Tech.)
8/27/38
Rev.
7 .. •lot
. ...Swell
7/23/38
A-Lad-ln Bagdad
7
r
Cleve
.
Fella.
Meets
Cinderella
Cracked Ice
•
' . 12/25/37
Daffy
Duck and Em^ .
head
■•■•
'
Have You Got Any
7 .. 6/11/38
Swell
Castle. 7
5/28/38
7 .Not
t
Isle of Pingo-Panoo Grea
Itev.
7 . 2/ 5/38
I Wanna be a Sailor •
7
\m«nt
Ent«rtai>
in
Tops
s
Jitter
.
5/28/38
Jungle
7
.
10/16/37
Katnlp Kollege Okay
Lyin' Mouse
Good
7 .11/20/37
Little Red Walking
7
Clever
Hood
2/38
Excel ent
Love and Curses
8/20/38
Excellent
77 ... 7/
1/22/38
Dawn.
'Til
Lied
Very
Clever
7
Major
My Little Buokaroor . . .
That Summe i« Entertaining
Now
7 . 5/21/38
Gone
Peppy
7 . 4/10/38
Penguin Parade ...... Very
Good
8 ..12/18/37
September
in
the
Rain.
2/20/38
Very
Clever
7
Sneezing Weasel
Amusing
7 . 4/ 2/38
Star Is Hatched
Woods Are Full of Swell Burlesque .... 8 . 12/ 4/37
Cuckoos
.
PICTORIAL REVIEWS (12)
9/11/37
(go. I
Interesting
10 ,10/30/37
No. 2
Fair
10 ,12/
,11/
6/37
4/3)
Interesting
10
No. 4
Fair
10 , 2/ 5/38
No. 3
Interesting
II , 1/29/38
No. 5
No. 6
Entertaining
10 , 2/26/38
No. 7
Excellent
10 , 4/ 9/38
No. 8
Excellent
10 . 4/23/38
No. 9
Good
10
6/ 4/38
No. 16
Average
10 ,, 7/
9/38
No. II
Interesting
II , 8/20/38
No. 12
Diversified
II
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Alibi Mark
Dramatic
13 .. 12/25/37
4/37
Attic of Terror
A Hit
12 . 9/
2/ 5/38
Bolted Door
Exeiting . .
13 .12/11/37
Danger
— High
Voltage ..Tops
in Excitement . 1412 . 4/16/38
Dear Old
Dad
Gripping
4/38
Dream Comes True
Good
10 .. 6/
7/ 2/38
Fighting Judge
Very Good
II . 2/26/38
Hit and Run
Splendid
12 . 7/23/38
Night Intruder
Gripping
14 .11/27/37
Playing With Danger .. Gripping
13
. 3/26/38
Shop Girls'
Evidence ...Gripping
...Fair
Trapped
Underground
1310 .. 8/27/38
5/14/38
Wanderlust
Very Good
13
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Alibi Time
Very Entertaining .. II
Juggling
10
Mr. and Fool
Mrs. Jesse Exeellent
Crawford
Fair
10
Neckin'
Party ..
(Reiseue) . Timely
Puppet Love
Pleating
10II
Roping
'Em
Alive
Exciting
Ski Flight
Exeellent
1010
Swing
Jamboree. . Jutt
Yet and
No
89
Unreal Cat's
Newtreel
Fair
Vitaphone Capers
Jutt Vaudeville
10
Vitaphone Frolics Jutt Vaudeville
11
Vlta;ihone Gambols
Fair
10

. 2/ 5/38
. 5/21/38
. 4/ 2/38
9/11/37
... 10/16/37
9/18/37
.. 7/
!/22/38
9/38
. 1/15/38
. 6/18/38
.11/20/37
. 3/n/3l

TRADE

VITAPHONE-WARNER

REVIEW

BROS.

(Con.)

Running
Reviewrri
Time
Issue Of
1938-39
BROADWAY
B<?EVITIES (24) 17 .Not Rev.
Boarder Trouble
9/17/38
Rev.
Campus Cinderella Very Good
18 ..Not
Cleaning Up
17
Hats and Dogs
20 .Net Rev.
Knight Is Young
20 .Not Rev.
Murder With Reservations 21 .Not
Rev.
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20 . 3/11/39
1/14/39
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20 ..Not
Rev.
Spare Parts
20 .12/ 3/38
Stardust
Very Clever
18
Sundae Serenade
20
10/ 8/38
.Not
Rev.
Toyland Casino
Great
22 ..Not
Rev.
Two Shadows
20 . 8/20/38
Zero Girl
Good . .
2010
COLOR PARADE (13)
. 10/ 8/38
China Today
Interesting
M10 . 1 1 /26/38
Mechanix Illustrated ..Interesting
10 . 1/14/39
Mechanix Illustrated #2. Interesting
10 . 3/ 4/39
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10 . 8/27/38
Miracles
of
Sport
Ver-y
Good
. 12/17/38
Nature's
Mimics
Interesting
Points On Pointers
.Not Rev.
Roaming Cameraman
. 3/25/39
No. I
Interesting
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
10
Declaration of Inde- pendence None Better
. 10/15/38
Lincoln in the White
House
Oirtstandinn
20 . 3/25/39
1/14/39
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops .... 20 . 12/17/38
Swingtime I n the Movies . Excellent (Tech.)
20
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7 .I i:4// 31/39
/ ou
Daffy Doc
Lively
} ■ Not Rev,
It's
An
III
Wind
7
Lone
Stranger and
. 3/11/39
Porky
Very Funny
7 .Not
Rev.
Porky In Egypt
7
Porky in Wackyland
7 .Not
Rev.
.
3/
4/39
.10/15/38
Porky's Movie Mystery. .. Cartoon Fun
7
Porky's
Naughty
77 . 12/17/38
Porky the
GobNephew Average
Amusing
Porky's Tire Trouble
7
Not Rev.
MELODY MASTERS (18)
12/17/38
Dave Apollon
Fair
7 ..Not
Rev.
Blue Barron
10
Rev.
Larry Clinton
10 .Net
.Net Rev.
Jimmy Dorsey
9
Merle Kendrick
Excellent
10 .10/ t/38
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
10 . 9/17/38
Jerry Livingston
10
Rev.
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
10 ..Not
1/14/39
Russ Morgan
Fair Swingcopation
. 3/ 4/39
Music With a Smile ...Lively and Peppy ... in . 7/23/,1«
Artie Shaw
Okay
10 . 4/ 1/39
MERRIE MELODIES (26) Tech.
Coiiot Me Out
..Fair
7 . 12/17/38
Daffy Duck and the
Dinosaur
Excellent
7 . . 3/25/39
Daffy Duck in Hollywood
7 .Not
Rev.
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7 . 3/18/39
Dog
Gone
Modern
Funny
7
.
1/14/39
Feud There Was
Grab It
7 ..Not
S/17/38
Goldrush Daze
7 .Not Rev.
Rev.
Ham-ateur
Night
7
.
Johnny Smith and
Poker-Hiintas
Swell
7 .. 12/17/18
Prest-o Change-o
Good
7 . 4/ 8/39
MERRIE MELODIES (26) Tech. (Cont.) .10/15/18
Little Pancho Vanilla. .Clever
7
Mice Will Play
7 . .Net Rev.
Ninht Watchman
Entertaining
7 .11/28/38
. 3/ 4/39
Roblnhood Makes Good . . Diverting
7 .
You're An Education ..Fair
7 .12/ 3/38
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
Immortal Brush
Unutual
9 . 10/ 8/31
.Not Rev.
Master's
Touch
10
Row Wow
Very Interesting
10 . 9/17/38
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Chained
Gripping
10 . 3/25/39
S/3»
DefyingPeril
Death
Thrilling
..
II12 .12/
. 3/ 4/39
High
Good Suspense
Human Bomb
One of the Best ... 1210 . 1/14/39
8/24/S8
Identified ..
Excellent
12 . Not
Rev.
Toils of the Law
12
Treacherous Water ....Thrilling
12 . 12/17/38
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
. 12/17/38
Gadgetters ..
Kind of Silly ..
1 1 . 8/17/38
Great Library Misery . . . Exeellent
10 . 1 1/28/38
Robbin'
Good
Excellent
10 . 1/14/39
Ski Girl
Splendid
10 . 9/17/38
Table Manners
Good
3/18/39
Tax Trouble
Fair
10 .Not Rev.
Vaudtvillit Interlude
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlla — The Heart
Excellent
of Sweden(Lenauer)
(Sanders) Novel
Idea
Datelines
Fishing in the Fjords
(Sanders)
Interesting
Refreshing
Frosty
Gems
ofFrolics
the (Lenauer)
Orient
(Modern)
Interesting
Gettinn
Money's
Worth Your
( Lenauer)
.... Revealing
Man's
Paradise (Mod- Good
ern)
Master of the Camera Interesting
(Pictorial Films)
Memory Lingers On
Interesting
(Ennis)
Midsummer In Sweden Beautiful
(Sanders)
New
England.
& Today
(Jam Yesterday
Handy) Very Good
North Sea (Lenauer) ... Exciting
River. The (U. S. Doc. Outstanding
Films) the
Dist.Jaguar
by Par. .
Trailing
(HofTberg)
Very Interesting
Trees
and Pict.)
Men (Modern
Talking
Good
SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
<\ncient Cities of
Southern France
Interesting
Beautiful and Gay Budapest . . Very Good
Cebu
Interesting
Fabulous Marseilles . . . Excellent
Horg Kong, Gateway to

1010
8
10
II
10
II
35
10
10
10
2019
31
28
10
10
10
9
10

.11/ 5/38
. 6/18/38
.11/ 6/38
.12/17/38
. 3/25/39
. 12/17/38
. 7/16/38
. 3/12/38
. 8/13/38
.11/ 5/38
. 4/ 1/39
, 3/18/39
1/ 8/38
6/25/38
5/14/38

8/ 6/38
4/16/38
6/11/38
6/1 1/38

April 15, 1939
SCREEN

TRAVELER
Comment

China
Excellent
Makassar
Manila.
Queen City of Good
Pacific
Superb
Morman Coast
Good
Old
Towns
of
Normandy
Resort and Quaint Towns Faseinating
of the Blue Coast Exeellent
Rio de Janeiro
Singapore,
Cross Roads Exeellent
of
the
East
Faseinating
Venice
Faseinating

(Cont.)
Running Reviewed
Issue Of
8/ 6/38
10 . 2/12/38
10
Time
10 .. 2/12/38
10 . . 6/11/38
4/16/38
10
4/18/38
10 . .. 8/
6/38
10
1010 . .. 2/12/38
8/ 6/38

SERIALSNo. Chaps.
COLUMBIA
Flying G-Men
Great
Adventures
of Wild
Bill Hickok
Secret of Treasure Island , ..
Spider's Web
REPUBLIC
Dick Tracy
Fighting
DevilReturns
Dogs
Lone Ranger Returns
Hawk of the Wilderness
UNIVERSAL
Buck Rogers
Flaming Frontiers ,..
Red Barry
Scouts
to the Rescue .

Reviewed
Issue of

15
15
15
15

Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.

2/ 4/39
7/23/S8
10/29/38
4/ 2/38

15
12
15
12

Chaps.
Chaps,
Chaps.
Chapt.

5/28/38
8/ 6/38
2/18/39
11/26/38

15
15
13
12

Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.

2/1 1/39
10/22/38
6/ 4/38
12/10/38

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word. No charge for name and address.
Five insertions for the price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Classified ads will appear as soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Oassijied
Dcpt,, SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway.
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-rcad book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address, New
Showmen's
Trade
Review,
Broadway,
York City.

WANTED
SITUATIONEXPERIENCED
THOROUGHLY
THEATREMAN with many years of active and successful experience behind him,
yet young enough to do a top-notch job,
seeks a position with an independent exhibitor or group of theatres. At least let me
tell you of my background and why you
will find me a good investment. Address
Box 621, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York City.

WE
GUARANTEE
30 toSERVIC
40 percent
ES~
& PROjECTION
SOUND
more
light
on
your
screen!!!
"Brite-Light"
Shutters gives whiter, brighter and clearer
pictures. Best built shutter on market for
Powers, Simplex, Kaplan, rear or front;
NEW PRICE EACH $6, prepaid anywhere!
"Servicing Charts" handbook, covering al'
equipments, on sound $1.00. (Subscribe Today for our sound service via mail. We
keep your sound & projection perfect!
This service only $2 year. We tell you,
via mail, in simple, understandable words
and pictures, how to Service your soundprojection.) Thousands of satisfied customers. WESLEY TROUT, Consultin
Enn-ineer, Box 575, ENID, OKLAHOMA.
USED EQUIPMENT
NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the
same for you. The cost is only 10c per
word, five insertions for the price of three.
Address,
Classified
Dept. New
Showmen's
Trade
Review, 1501
Broadway,
York City.
PRINTED
THE PLANT
OP
HUGHESAT PRINTING
CO.,
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA,
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PROGRESS

Progress in Terms
that Spells M

of Vigorous, Continuing

O R E V-A-L-U-E

Growth.

Progress

for Advertisers-a

Progress

Verified by Advertisers Themselves.

National

in

1937

In

1938

Advertising

407

for

National
over

the

the

Increase

First

Advertising
Same

Over

Three

in

Period

STR
for

STR

Pages

Pages

1937-20.6%

Months

Increased
the

of

1939:

63

Previous

SHOWMEN'S
TRADE
1501 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Hollywood:
6331 Hollywood Blv'd.

by

501

1938

And

Carried

Thus:

Pages
Year

REVIEW
Chicago:
612 No. Michigan Ave.

STARS

INCLUDE

RAYMOND MASSEY
Star of the current Broadway success, "Abe Lincoln
in Illinois." Courtesy Max
Gordon Ploys and Pictures Corp., who will produce the picture.

THIS

SHORT

ALL

EXHIBITORS

LOWELL THOMAS
Courtesy Movietone News

DEANNA DURBIN
• Courtesy of Universal.

SPENCER TRACY
Courtesy of MGM.
SUBJECT

RUNS

TAKING

10

MINUTES.

SUPPLIED

COLLECTIONS

FROM

THE

GRATIS

TO

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD
Author of "Abe Lincoln
In Illinois." Courtesy of
The Playwrights
Co., producers of the play.

AUDIENCE

Proceeds for the future support of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, Saranac Lake, N. Y., and for its kindred philanthropies,
maintained for the needy of stage and screen. And for the aid of local institutions specializing in the care of handicapped children
WILL

ROGERS
WEEK

BEGINNING

NATIONAL

THURSDAY,

Order prints from
THEATRE
WEEK
District
Zone Chairman and Connpany
ALBANY
Philip Fox. Columbia
ATLANTA
John Ezell, Universal
BOSTON
Ivlorris Wolf, Metro
BUFFALO ......
Sydney Samson, 20th Century-Fox
CHARLOTTE
Robert J. Ingram, Columbia
CHICAGO
Jack Osserman, RKO
CINCINNATI
Edwin Booth, Metro
CLEVELAND
Frank p. Drew, Metro
DALLAS
Doak Roberts, Warner Bros.
DENVER
H. A. Friedel, Metro

APRIL

the following

20th

Zone

•

MAJOR

Chairmen

THEATRE
L. E. THOMPSON,

of WILL

. . . or from any branch manager
District
«
Zone Chairman and Company
DES MOINES
R. M. Copeland, Paramount
DETROIT
Frank Downey, Metro
INDIANAPOLIS
. . .George T. Landis. 20th Century-Fox
KANSAS CITY
William Warner, Warner Bros.
LOS ANGELES
Clayton T. Lynch, Metro
MEMPHIS
James Rogers. Columbia
MILWAUKEE
Arthur N. Schmitz, RKO
MINNEAPOLIS
......
Harold Johnson. Universal
NEW HAVEN
Lou Wechsler. United Artists
NEW ORLEANS
E. B. Price, Paramount
NEW YORK CITY. . Harry H. Buxbaam. 20th Century-Fox

ROGERS
or

WEE

Chairman

NATIONAL

film salesman:
District
Zons Chairman and Com
OKLAHOMA CITY
Ralph B. Williams,
OMAHA
Al Mendenhall, Parait
PHILADELPHIA
F. L. McName*,
PITTSBURGH
Harry Seed, Warner
PORTLAND
Louis Amacher, k
ST. LOUIS
John E. Garrison, UnN
SALT LAKE CITY . . . Charles Walker, 20th Centur
SAN FRANCISCO . . Dennis J. McNerney, United A
SEATTLE
Lawrence J. McGInley, Unlv
SIOUX FALLS
Sherman Fitch,
WASHINGTON
....
Sam Wheeler. 20th Centur

flPR 24

1939

©CIB

412838

CHARLES

E. ("CHICK")

LEWIS

Editor and Publisher

Weekly
Studio

Check-Up
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EDWARD

SMALL

President of Edward Small Productions, who is now putting the finishing
touches on "The Man In the Iron Mask" for United Artists release.
He has announced a program of six pictures for UA release in 1939-40.

HARDY
i
LAUGHS
at

the Capltofc
BROADWAY
■ MAJOR\t
EDWARD BOWES
■ I cT-o nt-r ,nd ^

HELD

DOORS
OPEN
9:45 A.M.

OVER
2nd
WEEK
"Crowded house rocked with hilarity!"
—Bland Johaneson, Mirror
"Highly entertaining. Recommended without reservations." —Howard Barnes, Herald-Tribune
"A sheer delight from beginning
to end!"
— Wm. Boehnel,
World-Telegram
"Thoroughly enjoyable —. .Rose
. human,
Peliwick,down-to-earth!"
Journal- American
"Up to the high M-G-M standard.—Kate
Hearty
comedy."
Cameron,
Nevs
"Audience has plenty of fun watching the Hardys
ride high and handsome!" —Eileen Creelman, Sun
"What could be a slicker treat ... a swell time is had
by all."
Irene Thirer, Post
Don't fAiss
''The HARDYS
RIDE
(Th«y bccoms millionairsi
ovornighll) HIGH''
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's Springtime Tonic with
LEWIS STONE • MICKEY ROONEY • CECILIA
PARKER - FAY HOLDEN • Directed by George Seitz
Screen play by Agnes Chrisimc Johnsron, Kay Van RipeT.^iliiam LutiwiR

Note
Use

to Ad-men!

this cartoon

in your

campaign. You can reproduce direct from the above.

{Aboiv from cxtrLi'Sjxicc nd cnmpai}i)i)

OVER

2nd

Week

tip-off
(And

at

to

Big

hold

Capitol,

extra

N.Y.,

time

is

your

open!

the next in M-G-M '5 Springtime Fanfare of Hits is Myrna Loyy Robert Taylor in ''Lucky Night."
And more lucky nights and days thereafter!)

S 1 1 O W MEN'S

The

AS

WE

T RAD

VIEW

sadly in need of temporary aid to tide them and their
families over until they can take care of themselves.
Great emphasis is placed, out in Hollywood, on the
magnificent work being done and the funds being raised
for relief purposes. But here in New York no one appears to be giving a good gosh-darn whether the less
fortunate starve or become panhandlers. The M. P. Associates are doing their best but their best can only be a
drop in the bucket.
How about it Mr. Executives? Why not give a thought
to the creation of a proper fund to take care of the
industry's needy, help them find themselves and re-establish their faith in the industry they served so well? Under
the right kind of leadership a substantial fund could be
created and administered for the benefit of worthy people
A

aid.
A

A

The Goldwyn-UA squabble has reached the point
where UA should either sell out to Goldwyn or buy him
out. No use condemning a man because he wants to
company.
theambitions.
runhis
to

That's his ambition and he's entitled

the UA side of the argument: throwing ''statements" back and forth will not solve the friction which
has passed the conversation stage and is now open warfare.
Seems to us that both parties need each other. But
who is going to be able to convince them of that fact?
On

A

A

R

Page 3

V IK W

Editorial

Relief is even more important in New York than on
the coast for those unfortunates of the industry who are

sadly in need of some

I'.

A

We would like to answer all the questions reaching
us about film rentals, percentages, etc., but unfortunately
we can't. The reason being that (and we are happy to
say so) a more liberal sales policy will prevail with most
of the major companies for the new selling season.
While not at liberty to mention names and companies,
we might point out what was told to us by one sales
manager. He stated that his company's sales policy for
next season would definitely be flexible and while i<
would seek increases and additional percentage pictures
in certain situations, no attempt would be made to force
such conditions on the independent exhibitors whose business did not indicate such a course.
On the contrary, he stated, any exhibitor who could
convince the branch manager that he overpaid this season
would gladly be sold at a lower price for next season.
All of which may just be so much hooey or a genuine
effort to recognize existing conditions.

Page

IT

In the average city and town of this country a theatre's
greatest opposition are the various sporting events held
locally. Ask any theatreman what gives him the worst
kick in the box office and he'll tell you right off: "Local
basketball, hockey, or any other form of night sport."
Which brings up the point: Why should newsreels
give so much footage to the sports that are hurting the
business of movie theatres?
It would

seem

to this observer that far less emphasis

or even a complete eHmination of such stuff in the newsreels would be pleasing to theatremen.
Just look at how the newspapers are treating radio
since they came to the conclusion that radio was their
most harmful competitor.
A
Can

the numerous

A

A

sales-conventions

and product an-

nouncements, most of them 'way ahead of last year's,
be an indication that the companies are out to get their
next selling season underway early? Or, as one person
expressed it, perhaps the studios are so much advanced
they felt they could proceed with their conventions and
announcements much earlier than they did a year ago.
At any rate, a most encouraging sign is the vast number
of definite pictures, by title, that have been announced
for the first quarter of the next season. This gives the
buying exhibitors and circuits a much better opportunity
of knowing what they will get and from whom.
A
A
A
Judging from the list of executives scheduled to attend
the National Variety Club banquet in Detroit on the
29th, the industry might consider making it a double bill
and holding a convention of their own at the same time.
It is a marvelous tribute to the brains that conceived
the idea as well as those who are carrying it forward,
that the Variety Clubs have attracted so much respect
and attention throughout the industry. Which brings
us to the logical question: "Will you be at the banquet?"
AAA
The success of the previous Will Rogers National
Theatre Week campaigns should be duplicated and even
exceeded this year. The purposes of the Fund have been
expanded and those in charge of it are doing a magnificent
job worthy of your best efforts to aid them.
The presentation of the special trailer and the daily
collection among your patrons is the best manner of supporting the drive and theatremen everywhere are urged
to do everything in their power to back
up the
—"CHIC
K" drive.
LEWIS
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April 22, 1939

ASCAP_WINS
2 DEOSIONS

STRIKEABATE
Operators

Assured

of Negotiations

Arguments
No

Action
Until

on

Neely

Measure

By Senate Committee
Expected
Next Week
at the Earliest

Hollywood — Following assurances this week from Victor H.
Clarke, assistant to Pat Casey,
producers'
that on his labor
return representative,
to the Coast

Washington — Final arguments on the Neely anti block-booking blind-selling bill were heard this week by the Interstate
Commerce Sub-committee, whose action in the matter is not
^expected before next week at the
he would negotiate with them reearliest. Senator
"Cotton Ed"
garding wages, hours and other
TO BRING
Smith, chairman of the Sub-comconditions, the business agents of BAIRD
mittee, is out of town, and the
four studio Locals requested
procedure for him to follow on
George E. Browne, I A T S E
his return will be to call a meetTELE
EQUIPMENT
president, to delay any further
ing of the sub-committee which
action of the lA in the operators'
will then report to the full comstrike pending negotiations.
mittee. The report will then be
Arrives
April
28 For
This action, for a time at least,
sent to the Senate floor for disFirst
Installation
has averted the threat of a nacussion and vote when reached
tionwide strike of projectionists
on the calendar.
in theatres owned by or affiliated
L C. Javal, commercial director
As hearings on the controverwith major companies. General of Baird Television Ltd., accomsial measure closed, C. C. Pettiwage increases, shorter hours, a
panied by a staff of engineers, will
MPPDA general counsel
minimum work call of six hours arrive in New York April 28 on declaredjohn,
that the trade practice
and jurisdiction over all camera- the Aquitania, bringing with him code now being considered by exmen by Local 659 is asked by T.A.. the complete apparatus for telehibitor organizations "is the only
Differences between the lATSE
vision installation in both the- constructive,
ef¥ective, practical
atres and the home, as well as and workable approach to the
and the autonomy group of Local
cameras
used
in
transmitting
37 showed prospects of being setpresented." He added
tled quickly this week when Su- news events, according to cable problems
that at least 90 p.c. of the theatre
advices
from
Isidore
Ostrer,
perior Judge Emmett Wilson
owners "know enough about the
granted a continuance until April ciiairman of Gaumont British.
The first installation will be business to recognize that this
25 the injunction brought against
bill will not accomplish what its
each other by the two parties. made in the projection room at
the
GB
home
office
in
New
York,
proponents
seek to bring
about."F.
The grand jury charges of labor
In his summation,
Abram
racketeering against the lA was which will be completely wired Myers, Allied general counsel,
continued to Mav 2.
in the same manner as has proved
5 amendments to Secto be so successful in televising suggested
tion 4 of the Neely bill in order
events in London.
to "meet the reasonable criticisms
"Open House" for U's
New Washington Mgr.
670 Dates Pledged
of
the opponents
of the
bill."
Commenting
on the trade
practice
Six hundred seventy playdates drafts, Myers said he liked cerUniversal will hold "open
have been pledged bj' New York
tain proposals, but that in their
house" at its Washington, D. C, Allied
on the first of the Allied
exchange on Monday, April 24,
present
form "they are not a fair
to acquaint exhibitors and other patriotic trailers. The Buffalo unit substitute for the Neely bill or
has
lined
up
142
dates;
Rochester,
members of the industry with the
110; Svracu.se, 114; Albanv, 133, the government's suit."
company's
branch manager, and New York City, 171.
Tempers flared last week beB. Bernard new
Kreisler.
tween Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
prexy, and Myers as they challenged each
Kuykendall
hasother's
assailedstatements.
Allied as
a "minority group" that was not
interested in constructive action.
A strenuous objection was entered by Myers to what he termed
a personal attack and a battle
seemedfore order
in sight
a moment bewas for
restored.
Richey Brands
Censorship Dictatorial
Columbus, O. — In a symposium
on film censorship sponsored by
the B'Nai B'Rith Hillel Foundation here, H. M. Richey, RKO's
director of public relations, branded the six states of Ohio, New
York, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Kansas and Virginia as comparable to foreign dictatorships in
their systems of censorship of
motion pictures.
George Friedl on
West Coast Hegira
Republic's Beefsteak Dinner
Republic gave a beefsteak dinner in New York last week in honor of its
regional meeting. Many exhibitors were also present at the affair. Pictured above
are W. T. Powers and |. ). Sullivan of Fox West Coast, Dr. E. Martin, Herbert |.
Yates of Republic and Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner Bros.
Theatres. Other exhibitors who attended were Spyros and George Skouras, Fred
Meyers and Max Sellerman of RKO, William White and John Benas of the
Skouras New York circuit, George Lynch of the Schine circuit, Charles Moss of
the Criterion Theatre in New York, and Al Steffes, President of N. W. Allied.

George Friedl, director of llie
sound engineering division of the
International Projector Corp., attended the SMPE meeting in Los
Angeles this week, and will remain on the West Coast for some
lime before returning to New
York.

Supreme

Court

In Fla., Wash.

Rules
Cases

ASCAP won victories in the
Supreme Court this week in both
the Washington and Florida
cases which the court heard on
appeal. The decision in the Florida case upheld a District Court
injunction against enforcement of
the Florida Anti-ASCAP law.
In the case involving the Washington measure, the District
Court was instructed to hear the
case again and admit evidence
which' it had refused ASCAP permission to introduce during the
first trial. The Court did not pass
on the constitutionality of either
ci the measures.
Depinet, Weeks to
Attend Variety Dinner
Detroit — The Variety convention banquet to be held here April
29 will be attended by Ned E.
Depinet,Pictures,
vice-president
of RKORadio
and George
W.
Weeks, general sales manager of
Monogram, as well as other industry personages. According to
hotel reservations, the total registration will exceed 1,200. Invited
speakers include Will Hays, Sidney R. Kent, Al Lichtman, Barney Balaban and H. M. Warner.
William F. Rodgers and other
ent.
MGM executives will also be presKent

Drive Aug.

13

The sales staff of 20th CenturyFox is slated to launch its seventh annual S. R. Kent Drive on
August 13.
MOTION
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Will Rollers Xatioiial Theatre
Week drive is on, with its final
success tied up in the pursestrings of the public. The reel
"For Auld Lang Sync" should
help swell the contributions to the
fund. This 10-minute show strikes
the patriotic note, offers stars
Deanna Durbin, Spencer Tracy
and Raynu)nd Massey, whose impersonation of Abe Lincoln has
timely appeal and presents a
flash from the stage hit "Abe
Lincoln in Illinois".
NateatJ. the
Blumberg's
nian-to-man
talk
Universal
regional
convention in Cincinnati is the
talk of the trade. As head of Universal during a period of boom
for the company, Blumbergwent
over his administration, giving an
account of the whys and wherefores of every major decision and
action. He talked for an hour,
but didn't
go into a speech for
even
a second.
Bob Savini of Astor Pictures
knows his showmanship and how
to make it work. Astor launches
a group idea. The first group of
features and shorts includes Wm.
S. Hart in "Tumbleweeds", with
tlie sagebrush star himself heard
in an introduction.

Big
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1939-40

Spend

$1,000,000

Mostly

I'.

By

Univ.

Program
For

in Newspaper

Advertising
Media

iMore \n\i names than ever before will appear in Universal's
program for the new season, it was revealed this week with
the
who
for
and

company's product announcement. Besides Deanna Durbin,
will again make two pictures^
PROGRAM
TELEVISED
the program, Edgar Bergen
Charlie McCarthy, Bing Crosby, Irene Dunne, W. C. Fields, Ceremonies at Fair Picked
James Stewart, Margaret SullaUp For Press Party
van, Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew, Danielle Darrieux and
Dedication ceremonies at the
Basil Rathbone will be seen in
RCA exhibit building at the Nev<f
Universal pictures.
Universal will spend a million York World's Fair were televised
dollars in advertising during 1939- over the new RCA Victor stock
40, with most of this fund ear- television receiver models at a
marked for newspaper media.
special party for the press held
Highlights of the lineup are as Thursday noon on the 62nd floor
follows :
of the RCA Building. Views of
exhibit building at the Fair
Two Deanna Durbin pictures and "The the
Ocean Between" will be made by the grounds were picked up by the
Joe I'asternak- Henry Koster combination. NBC mobile television units, as
Bing Crosby and Bergen-McCarthy will
each star in one picture. So will Irene well as the speakers on the half
Dunne. John M. Stahl will produce "Bull hour program.
the starring
Horns". Lester
make
aby film
W. C. Cowan
Fields. will
Margaret
Sales Up 25 P.C.
Sullavan will star in one untitled pro- WB
duction. So will James Stewart.
Over
Last Year
A new Joe Pasternak discovery, Gloria
Jean, will appear in "The Under Pup".
Warner Bros, has sold its new
Basil Rathbone will be starred in "Tower
The Rivoli Theatre's newspaper of London" and "Victoria Docks at S". season product to 25 p.c. more
campaign for "W u t h e r i n g Joe
Pasternak
will make "Rio" starring accounts than last year for a
Danielle
Darrieux.
Heights" was the eye-taker of the
"The Invisible Man Returns", a se- similar period, it was revealed
week's amusement pages — and a
G. Wells' "The Invisible here simultaneous with the ancompliment to the UA ad depart- Man", quelisto H.
on the list. Jackie Cooper and
nouncement that the company
ment, whose layouts and copy Freddie Bartholomew will co-star in had concluded the Sears Drive
were closely followed. And the "Flying Cadets" and "Bright Victory".
of the Sheik," a story of the
newspaper reviewers contributed "Return
Foreign Legion, will be produced by Ben with a $2,000,000-week in billings.
Stoloff.
Two
picsupplemental copy that couldn't
tures will be "Family
made withNext
HughDoor"
Herbert,
have raved more if Sam Goldwyn Joy Hodges, Ruth Donnelly, Eddie Quilhimself had written them.
lan, Juanita Quigley and Sandy. Jackie
Cooper will star in "His Son". Two pictures will be made with the "Little
Tough
Guys".
Karloi?
and Lugosi in "Friday the
LENS-MAKING
the horror
triU.S. 13th" is
umph ofexpected
the year. toA benumber
of other
titles were given from which the balance
of the program will be made. As preART, SMPE HEARS
viously announced Harry Edington will
make three pictures for Universal release and "The Mikado" in Technicolor
will also be on the program. There will
Discussions, Activities be
seven outdoor pictures starring Richard Arlen and Andy Devine and seven
'am
Highlight Convention
Westerns starring John Mack lirown ;
four serials, 13 special color cartoons,
l.S each of "Going Places" and "Stranger
musicals
to be and
madea
Hollywood — Annual Spring Th.'in
on theFiction",
coast of13two
reels each
convention of the Society of Mo- special two reel subject, "The March of
tion Picture Engineers was held
here this week at the Roosevelt Freedom".
Hotel. Sessions were concluded
Friday with a session on tele- NBC, CBS Will
vision.
Push Television
W. B. Rayton, of Bausch &
Lomb, Rochester, N. Y., in a
Believing that television has
paper read Tuesday, declared that finally arrived and that its progthe American optical industry has
ress can't be stopped despite the
now reacl;ed the point where its
that
some might
be "burned"
raw materials (optical glass) and fact
by its march,
officials
of NBC
its technical skill recognizes no and CBS declared this week that
superiors in Europe or anywhere tele activities at both networks
else. His paper was one of 11 would continue as planned.
technical papers presented.
SMPE members visited Paramount studios Tuesday afternoon Para Convention On
as the guests of Loren Ryder. Coast June 12-14
Wednesday
morning's
program
featured a sound
session
with
Paramount's annual sales convention will be held in Los AnJ. O. Aalberg presiding. A laboratory and photographic session
geles, June 12-14, it was anwas held Thursday morning folnounced this week by Neil Aglowed by a visit to Warners' Bur- new, vice-president in charge of
bank studios under the guidance distribution. Two hundred Paraof Major Nathan Levinson, dimount salesmen, branch manrector of recording. The banquet
agers, home office and studio executives will attend.
was held Thursday.

Page 5
Important Dates
atre Week.
April
2i)-^? : Will Rogers National TheApril 22-24 : Universal regional meet,
San Francisco.
April 23-24:
vention, MarionArk.
Hotel,I.T.O.
Littleannual
Rock. conApril
2.S-26:
Republic
regional
meet,
.San Francisco.
April 28 : Paramount Pep Club Dance,
Hotel Astor.
April 29: Variety Club convention banquel,
May Detroit.
4-6: Monogram convention, Drake
Hotel,
Chicago.
May 8-10:
United Artists sales convention, Los Angeles.
May 8-11:
Atlantic
City. Columbia regional meeting,
May 14-16: Columbia regional meeting, CTiicago.
May 20-22: Columbia regional meeting, Los Angeles.
May 21-27: Silver Jubilee of Morris
Joseph, Universal branch manager at
New Haven, Conn.
Mayconvention,"
23-25 : N. Hotel
Y. AlHed
"World's
Fair
Astor. convention,
June
12-14: Paramount
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.
Junetion, J3-I5:
AlliedMinneapolis.
National convenNicollet Hotel,
rep:s

cm.

meet

Midwestern Salesmen and
Mgrs. In Windy City Group
Republic's third regional meet
ing took place in Chicago this
week'. Those attending from the
various branches include:
From Chicago : I. W. Mandel, H.
Lorch,
Schwartz,
Decker,
M. Drei- :
fuss andJ. F.
Nardi. S.From
Indianapolis
L. W. Harriot, H. Gorman and H. C.
Kno.x. From Milwaukee: J. Frackman
and M. Lavin. From Kansas City: R. F.
Withers, C. Parkhurst, J. Scott and C.
Riley. From Des Moines : E. J. Tilton,
C. A. Pratt and Bert Thomas. From :
Omaha: H. F. Lefholtz, C. F. Reese and
John McBride. From Minneapolis: Gilbert Nathanson, Geo. Fosdick, Ben
Meshbesher and Abbot Swartz. From St.
Louis : Nat Steinberg, Barney Rosenthal. James Gateley, Dave Nelson and
Win. 'vVeiss.

TO
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T
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20th-FOX

WEEKLY

STUDIO

CHECK-UP

Here is the complete list of all pictures in production and being
edited this week. Any picture on which Advance Dope has been published is followed by an asterisk' (*). Consult the booking guide for
dates on which Advance Dope appeared.
[This Week:
[Last Week:

In Production— 44; Being Edited— 70]
in Production— 43; Being Edited— 67j
MCM (Cont.)
COLUMBIA
THE WOMEN
Being Edited
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Rosalind Russell. Directed by George CuONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS*
kor.
OUTSIDE THESE WALLS*
ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER
MickeyrectedRooney,
LewisDyke.
Stone. Diby W. S. Van

BLIND ALLEY*
MISSING DAUGHTERS*
POWER TO KILL
Jack Holt,
rected by LewGertrude
Collins. Michael.
Produced Diby
Larry Darmour.
ARIZONA COWBOY (W)
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Directed by Sam Nelson.
In Production (1938-39)
GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARIS
Melvyn Douglas, Joan Blondell. Directed by Alexander Hall.
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Reuben Mamoulian.
In Production (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude
Rains, Edward Arnold. Produced and
directed by Frank Capra.
GRAND

NATIONAL

MONOGRAM
Being Edited
BOYS' REFORMATORY*
WOLF

PARAMOUNT

PARAMOUNT
Being Edited (1938-39)
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
HOTEL IMPERIAL*

UNITED

DISPUTED PASSAGE
Dorothy Lamour, Akim Tamiroff.
Directed by Frank Borzage.

Being Edited

In Production
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
with Margo. Directed by Steve Sekely.

GRAND JURY SECRETS*

UNIVERSAL
Being Edited

ROOKIE COP*
GIRL FROM MEXICO*
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE (W)*
In Production

THE DOVE*
CAREER
Alice Eden, John Archer, Directed
by Leigh Jason.
MEMORY OF LOVE
Carole Lombard, Kay Francis, Cary
Grant, Charles Coburn. Directed by
John Cromwell.

Being Edited (1938-39)
GIRL FROM BROOKLYN*
ROSE OF WASHINGTON

SQUARE*

GRACIE ALLEN MURDER CASE*

NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*

Being Edited (1938-39)
GOODBYE MR. CHIPS*

SOME LIKE IT HOT*

CHARLIE CHAN

TARZAN*
LUCKY NIGHT*

MR. & MRS. BULLDOG DRUMMOND*

CALLING DR. KILDARE*
BRIDAL SUITE*

FRAUD*

ISLAND OF LOST MEN*

IT S A WONDERFUL WORLD*
6,000 ENEMIES
Walter Pidgeon, Rita Johnson. Directed by George Seitz.

In Production (1938-39)
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*

in Production (1939-40)
GONE WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable, Leslie
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Directed by Victor Fleming. Produced
by David O. Selznick.
ON

BORROWED TIME
Lionel Barrymore, Beulah Bondi.
Directed by Harold C. Bucquet.

THE GORILLA*
BOY FRIEND*
RETURN OF THE CISCO KID*

In Production

(1938-39)

MR. LINCOLN*

(1939-40)

WHAT A LIFE*
HEAVEN ON A SHOESTRING
Pat O'Brien,
rected by LewisOlvmpe
Milestone.Bradna. DiCAT AND THE CANARY*
THE STAR MAKER
Bing Crosby, Louise Campbell. Directed by Roy Del Ruth.

In Production
THE SUN NEVER SETS
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Virginia Field.
Produced and directed by Rowland
V. Lee.
OLD GRAD
Charley rectedGrapewin,
Anita Louise, Diby Harold Young.
WARNER

SECOND FIDDLE*
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU
Gloria Stuart, Stuart Edwin, Directed by Alfred Werker.
In Production (1939-40)
HOTEL FOR WOMEN
Elsa Maxwell Directed by Gregory
Ratoff.

RULER OF THE SEAS
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret Lockwood.
Produced and directed by
Frank Lloyd.

EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE
Amanda Duff, Kane Richmond. Directed by Ricardo Cortez.

LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
William Boyd, Russell Hayden. Directed by Lesley Selandcr. Produced
by Harry Sherman.

JONES FAMILY at the
GRAND CANYON
Jed Prouty, Spring Byington and the
Jones Family. Directed by Mafcolm
St. Clair.

BROTHERS

Being Edited
NAUGHTY

BUT NICE*

KID FROM KOKOMO*

\

CODE OF THE SECRET SERVICE*
JUAREZ*
SWEEPSTAKES
WINNER*
HELLS KITCHEN*
DEVIL ON WHEELS*
NANCY DREW, TROUBLE SHOOTER*
EACH DAWN I DIE*
CONFESSIONS OF A NAZI SPY
Edward G. Robinson, Lya Lys. Directed by Anatole Litvak.
FAMILY AFFAIR*
\
GANTRY

YOUNG
In Production

In Production (1938-39)
MAIZIE WAS A LADY
Am
Rob't. Cliff
Young,
Ruth
Husser,Sothern,
Ian Hunter,
Edwards,
Directed by Edwin L. Marin.

IN RENO*

Being Edited (1939-40)
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE*

TELL NO TALES*

Being Edited (1939-40)
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*

OF THE MOUNTIES*

Being Edited (1939-40)
BEAU CESTE*

EX-CHAMP
HOUSE
OF FEAR*
Victor McLaglen, Nan Grey. Directed by Phil Rosen.

CENTURY-FOX

SUSANNAH

MAGNIFICENT

BIG TOWN CZAR*
FOR LOVE OR MONEY*

THEY ASKED FOR IT*

LITTLE MOTHER*
FIVE CAME BACK*

MAN ABOUT TOWN*
INVITATION TO HAPPINESS

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

CAPTAIN FURY*
In Production

LADY*

TWENTIETH

UNMARRIED*
FEDERAL OFFENSE*

Being Edited

FIXER DUGAN*
SORORITY HOUSE*
PANAMA

ARTISTS

MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
MUSIC SCHOOL
Jascha ducedHeifetz,
McCrea.
Proby Samuel Joel
Goldwyn.
Directed
by Archie Mavo.

RKO-RADIO

UNION PACIFIC*

Being Edited
EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO ANN*

CHARLIE CHAN AT TREASURE
ISLAND
Sidney Toler, Sen Yung. Directed
by Norman Foster.
THE RAINS CAME
Myrna Loy, Tyrone Power, George
Brent. Directed by Clarence Brown.

GERONIMO*
GULLIVER'S
TRAVELSProduced by Max
Cartoon Feature.
Fleischer. In Technicolor.

CALL*
In Production

DOWN THE WYOMING TRAIL (W)*
ACROSS THE PLAINS
Jack Randall, Joyce Bryant. Directed
by Spencer Bennett.

(Cont.)

(Cont.)

THE GREAT*

WATERFRONT*
ENEMY AGENT*
In Production

(1938-39)

GIVE ME A CHILD*
LIGHTHORSE HARRY
Bert Wheeler,
Marie Wilson. Directed by Noel .Smith.
HOBBY FAMILY
JaneWilliam
Bryan, Clemens.
Henry O'Neill. Directed
by
In Production

(1939-40)

BATTLE OF CITY HALL*
OLD MAID
Bette
Davis, Goulding.
George Brent. Directed
by Edmund
DUST BE MY DESTINY
John Garfield, Jane Bryan. Directed
by Lewis Seller.
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PACIFIC
starring

Barbara

Stanwyck
with

mm

TAMIROFF

LYNNE

OVERMAN
and

Produced

•

and

a Cast

Directed

ROBERT

•
of

Joel

BRIAN

McCrea

PRESTON

DONLEVY

Thousands!

by CECIL

B.

DeMILLE

Screen Play by Walter De Leon, C. Gardner Sullivan and Jesse Lasky, Jr.
Based on an Adaptation by John Cunningham of a Story by Ernest Haycox

,« * * »

Great

Pictures

Advance

The

Greatest

Stunt

in

History!

From Wednesday, April 26th through Saturday, April 29th the great
city of Omaha, Nebraska will give "Union Pacific" the greatest
send<off in motion picture history. Two blocks of city streets will
be made into replicas of the 1869 period. Only horse-driven stage
coaches, prairie schooners, and Civil War Cavalry will be allowed
in the streets. 52 blocks, including the business section, will be
elaborately decorated. A tribe of 35 Sioux Indians will camp on the
Court House grounds.
On Thursday there will be a huge military parade. Mr. DeMille and
the Paramount stars from the Coast will be guests of the city and of
the State. Other celebrities will include the governors of Nebraska
and neighboring states, as well as 12 presidents of America's great
railroads.
On Friday there will be another tremendous parade starting off
another day of city-wide celebration leading up to the official world
premiere of "Union Pacific" at the Omaha Theatre to be broadcast
ever the Mutual Network of 125 stations. Portions of the celebration
will be picked up by the N.B.C. Red network on Thursday night over
51 stations, and on Friday night ever 52 stations.
The size of the celebration is quickly shown by such figures as these:
34,000 Nebraskan males now growing beards for "Union Pacific"
celebrations, 60,000 men, women and children will be in costume,
325,000 Nebroskans will be present during the four-day celebration.
Space does not permit further details— you will hear them en the
radio, you will read them in your paper, as this greatest of all
world premieres takes place.

The

Greatest
in

Exploitation

Picture

Great

Selling.

Publicity

Picture

Deserve

Stunt

History

During the period, just before and after the release day of the
picture. Cecil B. DeMille and a great number of famous Paramount
stars, including Roy Milland, John Howard, Patricia Morison and
Martha Raye, will make a huge coast-to-coast tour, hitting 36 key
cities enroute, on the great Cecil B. DeMille "Union Pacific" special
train. Leading this train will be the famous old engine No. 58, a
locomotive built in the late 60's and used in the picture. Immediately
following this will be the first of the great, new "Union Pacific" super
turbine-electric streamlined locomotives showing in one quick
glance 70 years of railroad progress. Behind this will come one of

the first passenger coaches ever built in the United States, an 1869
baggage car, a civil war period coach and a blacksmith's car. Following these will come the line-up of streamlined pullmans carrying
the Paramount stars. You can see the key cities the train will hit en
the map at the bottom of this page.
A special shortwave transmitter, as part of the train equipment, will
make possible continuous broadcasts of the train to the cities it is
approaching. There will be another big-time broadcast from Schenee*
tody. A Hollywood preview of "Union Pacific" is planned for each
city where the train stops. The train will be open to the public and
Mr. DeMille and the stars will be available, where possible, for
personal appearances at previews.
The

Greatest

Campaign

in

Advertising

Picture

History

In addition to cooperative campaigns in many key cities, Paramount
will run a huge national advertising campaign in the American
Weekly and in This Week. A full-page, 4-eolor advertisement In
American Weekly on April 30 will sell "Union Pacific" to its 12,293,119 readers. A 4-color, double spread in This Week en May 7 will
sell "Union Pacific" to 12,979,050 readers. A full-page advertisement
in Life's April 24 issue will sell "Union Pacific" to 17.300.000 readers.
Other Paramount ads will appear in Hellyweed Magaiine. Motion
Picture Magazine. Movie Story, Modern Screen, Screen Book and
Picture Play. In addition to the five radio broadcasts from Omaha,
Cecil B. DeMille's Lux Radio Theatre, with its millions of listeners, has
for the past 15 weeks been plugging Mr. DeMille's newest, and he
believes, his greatest picture; and will continue to do so until past
release date.
The Union Pacific Railroad is crashing through with a tremendous
cooperative advertising and exploitation campaign for the picture,
timed to synchronize with its own 70th anniversary and release date
of the film. A $50,000 advertising campaign will include national ads
during April, May and June in Collier's, Look. Newsweek, The New
Yorker. Saturday Evening Post. Time. Liberty. Photoplay. Red Book,
American Weekly and will feature billing scenes from the picture.
The Hamilton Watch Company will run a nation-wide advertising
campaign built around "Union Pacific." Other national advertisers
to tie-in are California Fruit Growers' Exchange, Wonder Bread with
full-page and half-page, full-color ads in the American Weekly: Tea
Bureau, Pennzoll, Pan-American Oil Company, with 24-sheett in the
four southern States in which it operates. International Silver Company is launching a series of ads which will appear in national
magazines at release date of "Uniea Pacific."

HERE

IT

COMES

!

Paramount

gives

The Greatest American Epic!
Pre-sold to millionsl Sold on the Lux radio. proorom
... in $150,000 advertising campaign ... by Cecil B.
DeMille All-Star train in 36-city coast-to-coast four . . .
in gigantic, unsurpassed four-day world premiere
celebration in Omaha, Neb. Greatest exploitation iob
in picture history I

Cecil

B. De Mine's

"UNION

you

IS

"Just about the best comedy ever caught by the com- '
era", says M. P. Daily. "Better than 'II Happened One ■
Night'," read audience comments. And the figures I
speak for themselves: Miami 134%, Boston 110%, Worcester 121%, Hartford 122%, Hew Haven 140%.

Stanwyck

Don

McCrea
with

Akim Tamiroff • Robert Preston
Lynne Overman • Brian Donievy
Produced and Directed by COCii B. DeMille
Screen Play by Walter DeLeon, C. Gardner Sullivan
□nd Jesse Lasky, Jr. Based an an Adaptation
by Jack Cunningham of a Story by Ernest Haycex

in

Bob Burns, as Hollywood Reporter says "Clinches star
niche" with this big time hit. Beating "Arkansas Traveler" grosses everywhere. Doubled overage business
in Kansas City terrific first week, smash second week
at N. Y. Paramount.

A Great New Name Combination!

Claudette

and Joel

ONES

Americas's Favorite Humorist!

starring
PACIFIC"

Barbara

BIG

Colbert

with GLADYS

-

BARRYMORE

FRANCIS
MARY

FROM
Burns
In

I
i

Ameche
in

"MIDNIGHT"
with
JOHN

"I'M
Bob

LEDERER

]

ASTOR

1

Elaine Barrie
Screen
Play bv
by Charles
Brackeltand
Based |
on a Story
Edwin Justus
Mayer Billy
and Wilder
Franz • Schuiz
Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN

GEORGE

Gene Lockhart
• Judith Barret
MISSO
URIMorison
"
William Henry • Paricia
Screen Play by John C. Moffltl and Duke Atteberry
Based on Stories by Homer Croy and Julian Street
Directed by THEODORE REED

The Year's Best Racing Picture!
Delivered iusi at the time racing interest is at fever
pitch,way.
Kentuclty
time,part
it's aas box
all
the
Raft hasDerby
perfect
raceoffice
trackwonder
gambler.
Ellen Drew lakes to her first star role as you knew
she would I

George
THE

Raft • Ellen

LADY

with HUGH

S

Drew

FROM

HERBERT

Za Su
Pitts • Louise Beavers
KENTUCKY"
Screen Play by Malcolm Stuart Boylan
Based on a Story by Rowland Brown
Directed by ALEXANDER HALL i

&i

lonths

—

3

a

month

Jack Benny's Best!
Topping even his famous "Big Broadcast of 1937".
Four "Hit Parade" songs, a million laughs, a fast-moving, tight-knit story that moves along to an uproarious
climax, and a marquee-great cast. The best picture of
the spring season.

Jack

Benny
Lamour

Dorothy

Arnold

Edward

—

when

you

A Great Women's Picture!
The screen's most poignant and exciting actress in the
picture which is the sensation of London — ten capacity
weeks and still going strong. Critics hove heaped such
praise on it as no other has received in months. Every
woman will wont to see whot few hove dared to do —
steal another's life and love I
ORION PRODUCTIONS LIMITED

need

them

Wesley Ruggles' Best Picture!
These two great stars both achieved their top performances under Ruggles' direction. They even surpass
those performances in this one. Sneak previews show
audiences swept from uproarious laughter to terrific
excitement. A Wesley Ruggles picture is always a hit,
OS is witnessed by his "Sing, You Sinners" and "I Met
Him in Parisl"
Irene
Fred

ABOUT

' _

TOWN

Binnie Barnes • Phil Harris • Betty Grable
Eddie "Rochester" Anderson • E. E. Clive
and Matty Maineck and His Orchestra
Original Screen Ploy by Morrie Ryskind
Directed by MARK SANDRiCH

Elisabeth

Michael

in
Bergner

Redgrave

and "

INVITATION

with CHARLIE

"STOLEN
LIFE"
Produced and Directed by PAUL CZINNER

The

GRACIE

DINE'S

Hard-punching, true-to-life. Director William K. Howgreatest triumph.
Soys Memoroble
Hollywood Reporter:
"Hits
OS boxard'soffice
melodrama.
performances.
Enthralling dramatic continuity liberally interspersed
with good comedy and a number of songs destined to
rank high in hit parade".
BERNARD STEELE
presents

GRACIE
WILLIAM
TAYLOR

ALLEN
. ELLEN

• WARREN
DREW

BACK
TO

DOOR

Tamirpf f, The Magnificent!
Here is the first chance he has hod to go to town as he
does in this great impersonation of a dictator. This picture hqs a locale that hasn't been done in pictures in o
long lime— Central Americo. A fast-moving, Richard
Harding Davis type of picture.
^ - .
Paramount presents
The

MAGNIFICENT

HEAVEN
with AKIMTAM

• KENT

• DONALD MacBRIDE
Screen Ploy by Nat Perrin
Directed by ALFRED C. GREEN

Ruggles

A Great Emotional Drama!

ALLEN

CASE"
MURDER
with
,

RUGGLES

Screen Play by Claude Binyon
Produced and Directed by
Wesley

S. S. VAN

TO

HAPPINESS"
William
Collier, Sr. • Billy Cook
Marion Martin

A Paramount Release

Year's Funniest "Who Dun It?"
Its very title mokes the customers titter in anticipation.
This is the "different" picture they are all looking for—
Gracie and Philo Vance sleuthing side-by-side in a
dark purple mystery. The book is one of the season's
best sellers — the picture is going to get a big break
on the Chesterfield program.

Dunne

MacMurray

present
MAN

most!

Wallace Ford • Patricia Ellis
Stuart Erwin • Aline Mac Mahon
Based on a Story by William K. Howard • Screen Play by
John Bright and Robert Rasker • A Paramount Release
Produced and Directed by WILLIAM K. HOWARD

LLOYD

IROFF

NOLAN - MARY BOLAND
PATRICIA MORISON
GEORGE ZUCCO
FRAUD'
Screen Play by Gilbert Gabriel and Walter Ferris
Adapted from a Story by Charles G. Booth
Directed by ROBERT FLOREY

Ob Burn's Best!
Fits him like a giove, tailor-made by the great Irvin
Cobb. Dramatic story of strife ond struggle between
left and right wingers, with Bob stopping the fight and
showing them the way to go home. A picture with great
force — iust the kind to keep those home fires burning

FHE STAR MAKER'

Bob

OUR

BIng's Best!

They'll Dance in the Aisles!
The "Thanks for the Memory" duo are hotter than ever
Bob rapidly
becoming
radio's
No. 1 comedian
and
Shirley
fresh from
a series
of personal
appearances.
Krupo and his bond now packing in the nation's youth
on his coast-to-coast tour. Two terrific tunes, "The
Lady's in Love with You" and "Some Like It Hot'

Burns

Thrilling, true-to-life story of Broadway's greatest character— the Stor Matter — who wrote hit songs, turned '
kids into lop stars. An "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
type of picture with on appeal to youth— with new
songs and old faces and old songs and new faces.
Bing introduces Linda Wore, beautiful girl with a voice
that will leave you breathless.

BOB HOPE
• SHIRLEY ROSS
GENE KRUPA and His Orchestra
in

Bing

THE

LEADING

IT HOT
LIKE
SOME
Una Merkel • Rufe Davis
Screen Play by Lewis R. Foster and Wilkie C. Mahoney
Based on a Ploy by Ben Hecht and Gene Fowler
Directed by GEORGE ARCHAINBAUDl

Directed by
CITIZEN'
AL SANTELL

Timely War Drama!

and Ray

MAKER

A Charles R. Rogers Production
Directed by Roy Del Rutll

,

A Belly-Laugh Panic!
The punch laugh hit of the Spring season. "Chalk up another hit for Martha Rayc
ond Bob Hope", soys Jimmie Fidler. "Sure fire for laughs", says M. P. Daily. "A
procession of hilarious gags", says Film Daily.
MARTHA

Miranda

STAR

with Louise Campbell • Linda Ware
Ned Sparks

"

@

The "Grand Hotel" of the front- lines. Introduces the most publicized newcomer to
the films in years, Iso Miranda, with more than a million lines in stories and photographs. Gels extra punch from fact: A dramatic story of Corpatho-UKroine,
released right at the lime Nazi operations make that territory front page news.
Isa

Crosby

RAYE

• BOB

HOPE

Milland

"HOTEL

IMPERIAL
with Reginald Owen • Geiie Lockhart • J. Carrol Naish
Curt Bois and Don Cossack Chorus

'
DIE
SAY • Gale
NEVER
with Andy Devine
• Alan Mowbray
Sondergaard
Ernest Cossart

Screen Play by Gilbert Gabriel and Robert Thoeren • Based on a Play by Lajos Biro
Directed by ROBERT FLOREY

Screen Play by Den Hortman, Fronk Butler and Preston Sturges
Bosed on a Play by William H. Post
Directed by ELLIOTT NUGENT
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Hardys

Ride

High

( I ItillywtHul I'rri'icic)
Comedy Drama

80 mins.

Antics of Mickey In Newest Hardy Film
Will Keep the Family's Records Up to Par
(Wilioiuil Release Dale, April 21)
Cast: Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Ceiclia Parker, Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford,
>ara Haden and others. Screenplay by Agues Christine Johnston, Kay Van Riper
and William Liidwig, from characters created by Aurania Rouverol. Directed by
Cieorge B. Scitz.
Plot: When Lewis Stone is visited in
Car.vcl by a Detroit attorney who tells him
he is the probable heir to two million dollars, he can hardly wait to get home to tell
the family the good news. After convincing
them he is not delirious, they get ready for
a plane trip to Detroit to claim the legacy.
Son Micke}' Rooney and daughter Cecelia
Parker start to go through the routines of
newlj' rich kids, but when the Judge finds
he can only prove his claim to the money
by burning evidence which shows him not
to be the rightful heir, he forfeits his claim
and the family goes back to its regular
mode of living in Carvel a bit sad but still
happ^' in each other's usual existence.
SUMMARY: Although this latest of the
Hardy series doesn't quite match its two
predecessors, "Love Finds Andy" and
"Hardys Out West," when and if it is judiciously cut about ten minutes to quicken
its pace it will more than hold its own for
the grand box office results built up by the
others. As usual Mickey Rooney mugs and
acts his way into the hearts of all and his
scenes with Lewis Stone are getting to be
looked for as the highlight of each story.
The balance of the cast do their chores in
fine style, the newcomers to the series as
well as the old standbys Cecelia Parker,
Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford and Sara
Haden. George B. Seitz turns in a neat directorial stint and neither he nor the writers

"MAN OF CONQUEST"
Let this serve as a warning to save your
best playing time for Republic's "Man of
Conquest." Let this be your assurance, along
with the sundry other highly favorable comments you've been reading in the trade and
public press, that up-and-coming Republic
has turned out a bang-up historical epic, replete with every entertainment essential, to
place the company right among the leaders.
Producer Sol Siegel has done an outstanding job. He has had the initiative and courage to make what might otherwise have been
only a fair program offering into a superlative production of which any major studio
might well be proud. He has endowed it
with rich, glowing production values. In "Man
of Conquest" the company has given you
something big — something memorable — a
spectacle that perhaps more than any other
film released this year emphasizes, by means
of the story of Sam Houston, our crusade for
American democracy.
Don't regard
of
just
another picture "Man
from an Conquest
independ"entas company. It's more than that. It's one of the
outstanding contributions of the motion picture industry to the cause of bigger and better entertainment.
We congratulate Republic and Sol Siegel.
—"Chick"
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Legion of Decency Ratings:
I For Week
Ending April 22)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Frontier Pony Express
Kid From Texas
Zenobia
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
First Offender
Inspector Hornleigh
Sweepstake Winner

Hotel Imperial
Man of Conquest
Lady's from Kentucky

can rightfully be blamed for the few dragging moments in the telling of the story.
For exploitation see Showmanalysis in this
issue on pages 22 and 23.
OUTSTANDING: Mickey Rooney and
Lewis Stone.
Catchline: "Mickey rides high, wide and
not too handsome."
(FAMILY)
Stolen

Para.

Life

(London Freiiiiere)
Drama

93 mins.

Fine Emotional Drama Has Strong Appeal
To the Women; Could Stand Some Cutting
(National Release Dale, May 26)
Cast: Elisabeth Bergner, Michael Redgrave, Wilfrid Lawson, Richard Ainley,
Clement McCallin and others. Adapted
from K. J. Benes' novel by Margaret Kennedy. Directed and produced by Paul Czinner.
Plot: Twins, one reserved, the other an
adventuress, fall in love with Redgrave, an
explorer. He marries the latter and the
other is heartbroken. While he is on an
expedition, the girls go sailing and the boat
upsets. The married one is drowned and,
in trying to save her, the other gets hold
of her ring. In the hospital, she is regarded
as Redgrave's wife and believing that here
is a way of getting the man she loves, she
does not deny it. The deception is not so
easy. Unknown to her, her sister had a
lover and there was to be a divorce. Later
she confesses and everything ends happily
as Redgrave realizes that he should have
married her in the first place.
SUMMARY: Taking some time to get
going and, like most British films, in dire
need of cutting, it is a fine emotional drama
with a strong appeal to women. The story
might well have been objectionable, but it
has been so delicately handled t'nat nobody
wil be offended. Elisabeth Bergner, playing the dual roles of the twins, is superb.
One second gay, the next tragic, she can
express more in a mere flash of an eyelid
than many artists can in five minutes. She
plays the two parts without the aid of any
special make-up, except that they part their
hair on different sides, yet each girl has a
distinct personality. The support is excellent but some accents will not be accepted
in the U. S. Much of it was filmed in the
Tyrol and Brittany. In exploitation, Margaret Kennedy's name should be an asset.
Tie-up with bookstores and travel agencies.
Invite all twins in the district to the first
screening and get newspaper to run a photo.
You should be able to place some of the
fine fashion stills in local gown stores.
OUTSTANDING: Elisabeth Bergner.
Catchline: "She stole her sister's life to
achieve her ambition and then learned a
tragic secret."
(ADULT)

Inspector

Hornleigh

(l.diidoii Trade Sluw)
20th-Fox.
Drama
70 mins.
Lack of Names in British Detective Film
Limits It To Second Half of Dual Bill
(National Release Date, April 21)
Cast: Gordon Harker, Alastair Sim, Miki
Hood, .Steve Geray, Gibb McLaughlin, Hug^h
Williams. Directed by Eugene Forde.
Plot: When it is learned that the British,
Chancellor of the Exchequer's briefcase,
containing the nation's financial secrets,
may have fallen into wrong hands, two days
before the Budget, Harker is assigned to
the case. During his investigation, two people, who might be connected with the possilile leakage of secrets, meet untimely ends
Harker has his theory and his line of inquiry leads him to an inn where he finds
that McLaughlin, the porter, has "muscled
in" on the crooks and gained the information which he planned to sell to city stockbrokers.
SUMMARY: This, the first of a series
featuring a popular British radio detective,
will not mean a great deal to American
audiences owing to lack of names. However, it will serve as a useful supporting
feature and lay groundwork for future investigations by "Inspector Hornleigh."
Gordon Harker should enlist many followers through his performance as the erstwhile Cockney detective and is aided and
abetted by that grand comedian, Alastair
Sim. Since it is the forerunner of a series,
it will be wise to sell it in a big way. Your
audiences, once they come in, will not be
disappointed. Run teasers on "Who is
Hornleigh?" Invite local police to see how
their British contemporaries work. Display
various scientific apparatus, used in crime
detection, in the lobby. Also display a
briefcase in the lobby with the card "What
secret did the Chancellor's bag contain?"
Catchline: "Britain's greatest modern detective makes his screen debut." (FAMILY)

Sock

Window

Display

Here's the left-corner of a double display
effected tliroucjh a tieup zvith the Capital Neckwear Co., in conjunction, zvith the shozving of
Monogram's "Gangster's Boy" in Los Angeles.
The display ivas given a prominent position in
the ivindow of the May Company, one of Los
Angeles' largest department stores.
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STR's
London
Jock sheets
MacGregor,
sends representative,
us a couple of tear
from a copy of the South London Press.
This newspaper, according to Jock, is one
of the few British suburban or provincial
weeklies which gives a real break to films.
Continuing, he cites that too many are
apt to take the ads and press sheet reviews
and push them in anyhow. The Press, however, has a large revenue from entertainment ventures and returns the compliment
by devoting plenty of editorial space to the
cinema.
"Though perhaps this treatment is not
typical of British newspapers," Jock points
out, "the advertising is representative of the
whole country. Most cinemas such as the
Gauniont and ABC circuits, rely on straightforward announcements. Only a few independents, such as the Paramount Astorias
(this circuit includes only about 15 houses
throughout the country) use blocks or
mats."
Used By Big Fellows
A few cinemas like the Metropole, New
Victoria and Cameo advertise in the South
London Press, although it does not circulate to any great extent in the immediate
vicinity of the houses. Such "poaching," it
is pointed out, is worrying independents
considerably.
Concluding, Jock states that with one or
two exceptions, such as the Cameo, the
seating capacity of each of the houses advertised iswell over 1,000.
Without regard to the particular circuit
and independent situation in England, let's
look at this thing from the standpoint of
publicity received. If you are advertising
regularly, it is no more than right that you
should have free space concerning current
and coming attractions in the editorial columns commensurate with the amount of ad-

British
Well
Page

as

Cinema
the

Differ
By OLD

Ads

As

Amusement
From

"DOC"

Ours

LAYOUT

vertising you extend to the newspaper.
This publicity should not merely consist
of material clipped from the press book. If
someone on the editorial staf¥ will not do
it, then you or your assistant should write
the material to be submitted for publication. You must be careful, however, not
to make it a "blurb." Put yourself in the
place of the newspaperman and write from
a strictly news viewpoint, taking care to
make
sible. the material as "localized" as posWhere newspapers will not turn over
space to motion pictures in spite of advertising, we can only sa.y that there must
be some kind of misunderstanding between
tiie editor and the exhibitor. If yours is such
a situation, go and have a personal talk
with the editor. Point out to him that while
such publicity is beneficial to you, it also increases reader interest for his publication.
Point out that a large percentage of the
readers are just as concerned about motion
picture news as they are about any other
phase of local, national and world events.
However, don't cut your advertising to the
bone and expect the paper to kick through
with a lot of free space. If you expect
something, you must give something in return. You can't get something for nothing.
Speaking of a difference between English and American cinemas (theatres to
>'ou), it seems
strange to us that most

April 22, 1939

Clinic
houses, especially those owned by circuits
in England, use straightforward announcements. No appeal is made to the patron.
No
selling
is used.
of the
film angle
and stars
whoThere's
appear thein name
it in
cold type. "Here's our show," the ads seems
to say, "if you want to see it, that's okay
with us. If not, that's still okay." Perhaps
our British neighbors don't have to be
wooed to attend the cinema. If the average
American exhibitor relied on a mere announcement, he'd find his house practically
empty. Over here, you gotta sell the folks,
and sell 'em hard.

75,000

Celebrate

"Oklahoma

Kid"

Dual
Premiere

Over 75,000 people participated in the
gala celebration held recently for the dual
world premieres in Oklahoma City and
Tulsa of "The Oklahoma Kid", starring
James Cagney.
Present for the festivities were Humphrey
Bogart, featured in the film, and Jane Wyman, Warner starlet. Bogart was accompanied by his wife, Mayo Methot. On
Thursday, the stars were guests of Governor Leon C. Philips of Oklahoma at the
Governor's Mansion, where a special screening of the picture was held. On Friday the
stars were present at a noonday luncheon
attended by over 1000 persons. The luncheon was held in the Chamber of Commerce
bmlding in Tulsa.
The day of the premiere had been designated "Indian Frontier Day" in Tulsa and
present at the luncheon were more than
ISO "bad men", police officers and marshals
of the Oklahoma land rush days. Many of
them traveled hundreds of miles to be present at the fete. The three stars participated
in three broadcasts in Tulsa, two being local
and the third heard nationally over the Mutual network. Heading the delegation of
old-timers was Pawnee Bill, one-time scout,
and partner of Buffalo Bill in his circus
enterprises. Following the Tulsa celebration, the stars flew back to Oklahoma City
to participate in that city's celebration.
Honor

Guests at Barbecue

In Wiley Post Park on tlie banks of the
Canadian River, the stars were honor guests
at a liarbecue arranged by Mayor J. Frank
Martin of Oklahoma City. All of the 500
guests were attired in wild west costume,
and following the barbecue joined a horseback' parade to the Criterion Theatre where
the film was to be shown for the first time.
The parade line stretched a mile in length,

Amusement Page of a Typical British Weekly
Here's the top seetion of an amusement page from a London ivcekly neivsfaper. Although
all the ads
are, in essence, straightforward announcements, note that the GB circuit "entertainment guide" on the left consists of cold type, ivhile the Paramount Astoria houses (independents) on the right use blocks or cuts. The neios columns are devoted to the cinema.

and
great were
the crowds
on the town's
main so street,
that traffic
was blocked
for a
long while until the thousands of sightseers
could be checked. During the parade, rope
artists, bronco busters and six-gun experts
entertained the crowd, while the Warner
stars made personal appearances. On the
opening morning, long lines formed at eight
o'clock with the house playing to capacity
throughout the day. The following day the
stars visited Guthrie, historic location of
the famous Oklahoma land rush of fifty
years ago. Following their visit to this
historic spot, the stars took part in a coast
to coast broadcast over the NBC chain as
guests of the 89'ers, foremost Oklahoma
organization. The stars returned to Plollywood
following the three-day celebration.
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Since the introduction of sound
in motion pictures, ERPI and Bell
Telephone Laboratories — which
developed the first practical apparatus— have pioneered in sound
recording and reproduction research.
These developments have been
made available to the industry in
Western Electric Sound Systems
— used by leading producers and
thousands of theatres throughout
the world.
In introducing sound pictures.

ERPI

accepted a definite responsibility tothe industry. Now,ERPI
reaffirms its acceptance of that
responsibility.
Conscious that the future progress and prosperity of the industry
depend upon continued improvement of sound pictures through
research, ERPI— backed by Bell
Telephone Laboratories — will
continue to devote its efforts to
meeting the problems of today
and anticipating and solving those
of tomorrow.

SHOWMEN'S
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PROGRAM

Easter
In

Programs;

Becomes

Utilized

Theme

New

Osterman
Exchanger

don't know whether Spring's really
here or if it's just a false alarm. Just
when we're ready to doff our red flannels,
and the temperalong comes a nor'easter
ature goes down to about ten above zero
So we're going to dress for Wmter all
Summer. The weather man won't catch us
napping. (Ed note: No, but I have. Now
get off that Spring stuff and start talking
about programs — see?)
What a lot of swell programs have been
coming our way! And they've been commg
member is exchangyour way, too, if .every
ing as he should Some of them had the
Easter spirit. We liked the little bunnies
on the cover of Harold Grott's program for
the Met Theatre in Baltimore. And "Mr.
Hare" found a place on the cover of the
Rialto Theatre program, York, Pa. There
he is in best Easter dress, speaking through
a message that "Warner
the microp
the staff of the Rialto Theatre
and hone
Bros,
take pleasure in thanking you for your past
patronage, and extend heartiest Easter
Greetings." Of course, you all know that
Sidney Poppay manages the Rialto.
WE

A Calendar Program

Thanks to M. H. Alger for his program
and calendar for April. He, too, used an
Easter theme of lilies, together with best
wishes to patrons of the Marius Theatre,
Lakeview, Ore. We don't hear from you
drop us
you member
so won't
too often,
any
y? Every
frequentl
moreAlger,
a calendar
should receive one and study it with a view
to possibly adopting that style of program.
At last . we are glad to announce that
Maurice Osterman, who gets out the prohas betheatres,
for many of
grama member
.
Exchange
the Program
of Shea's
come
If you remember, he was mentioned in these
columns a few weeks ago by Bill Justice, of
the Capitol and Majestic Theatres, ParaNew

Members

Added

This Week
W. H. Applegate, Kingsway Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Victor Schuelke, Vista Theatre, Storm Lake, la.

gould. Ark., who declared that Osterman's
of work."
"Movie Guide is a hig-h-class piece
If you want to see his program, better put
him on your mailing list right now and start
can't
yourhisown.
sending
Maurice him
to send
MovieYou
Guide
to expect
you if
you don't exchange with him. Although we
—

Your Application Blank
Clip and Mail Now!

—

STR Program Exchange,
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW,
1501 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Dear "Chick": — I hereby apply for membership in
the mySTRname
Program
I understand
that entryto
of
on thisExchange.
coupon signifies
a willingness
exchange theatre programs with other theatres, but
involves no other obligations.
'^^'"^
Theatre
City
vaBB~>

TRADE

REVIEW

EXCHANGE

Grand
Volume 4— Number 49.

Theatre
News
March 18th, 1939.
Bessemsr, Aiabajna
WALLACE BERRY-ROBERT TAYLOR IN
UP
"STAND UP AND FIGHT," SUN. YOU'LL
and STAND
MON.
AND CHEER "STAND
UP AND FIOHT"

SATIIBDAY

hAifi ^nLd tvlnf ^ rcr\ tor

ARIZONA
• Wild WeatLEQIONDnya"
WALLACE BCERT

TX" Bfm'l rei, of tht htTi'

WEOSESOAT
SOO.XEY IBOf
■TheMIO^VAdventures
Husklebeny Pinn"
Another

Fine Tabloid

Program

speaking
of the
tabloid
programs,
the
front
page of
paper
put out here's
by Mack
Leit'iSj manager of the Grand Theatre, Bessemer, Ala. Maybe you can't read the type, but
yon ca)i get an idea of the balance in headlines, art and makeup. Have you ever issued
this type program?
Better consider it.
haven't received a copy of the program ourselves, we hope to very soon, and will devote some discussion to it.
Pearce Parkhurst continues with his fine
tabloid. North End Observer, from Torrington, Conn. He also gets out a miniature
program, and we note that the State holds
a gala talent show every Saturday night.
We'll bet every one has lots of fun. How
about giving us the details, Pearce? Other
showmen might want to use the same stunt.
Looks as though we gotta stop now.
We're nearing the end of the space allotted
us, and when that's gone, we're just out of
luck. So we're going to close with this old
saj-ing: "The member who doesn't exchange
receives no benefits, nor does he help his
fellow members." Farewell, until half-afortniglit from now when we'll be back again
with news about programs and members.
Bookmarks

Issued in Memphis

On "Confessions of a Nazi Spy'
Thousands of liookmarks were di^^tributed
by Howard Waugh, manager of the Warner
Theatre, Memphis, Tenn., to libraries and
public schools announcing the showing of
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy" at his house.
The bookmarks, printed in red and blue,
urged readers to read Leon G. Turrou's
book on Nazi Spies as well as other volumes
on similar subjects. They attracted much
attention, and were distributed early to tie
in witli the current interest in the European
situation.

"Flying Irishman" School Guide
A scliool and club discussion leaflet has
been made available to theatres for "The
Flying Irisliman" promotion. It has been
written and published by Harold Turney,
chairman of the Department of Drama, Los
Angeles
City College. Turney has found
that there is much school interest in Doug
Corrigan's picture as a documentary record

WALTER
MEIER of the Kirkwood
Theatre, Atlanta, has been made manager of
the Cameo. HORACE DENNING replaced
him at the Kirkwood.
E. E. WHITAKER, district manager of
Lucas and Jenkins Theatres in Atlanta is
temporarily managing the Paramount in
addition to his other duties. TOMMY
READ, who had been handling the house,
has been transferred to the Fox where he
replaces HUDSON EDWARDS, who has
gone to Savannah as district manager. EDWARDS took the place of ROBY ROBINSON, who resigned.
HENRY MILLER, Jr. has been appointed resident manager of the HarrisStrand, Youngstown, O., replacing HARRY
SEGAL, who takes MILLER'S post as
manager of the Family Theatre, Pittsburgh.
SEGAL had been in temporary charge of
the Youngstown house since the death of
WILLIAM MURRAY.

Ritz Theatre
Publish

Own

Employees
Newspaper

Up at the Ritz Theatre in Albany, N. Y.,
the house staff has its own newspaper, the
first of its kind ever to be printed in Albany, it is said. The paper is a mimeographed sheet issued under the heading,
Rit:: Talks. The staff acts as the editorial
department and contributes much of the
material whicb goes into each issue.
Besides containing helpful and valuable
editorials each week, the paper also features little personal quips. Here are examples :
"Marie Bartley, cashier, was welcomed
back to the theatre after a long absence.
"Edgar Perretz is still on the sick list.
Why
not phone
up a cheery
word?"that
Another
item him
informs
employees
"every week we will print titles of pictures
coming to the Ritz. Make a note of them
and talk about them to your friends. At
the street corners, bridge games, schools —
anywhere, but let it be known that the best
of entertainment may be had always at the
Ritz. So remember, talk Ritz."
We noticed the inauguration of a contest in the second issue. Each week an usher
will be judged on one of five points — courtesy, neatness, cheerfulness, alertness, helpfulness. Since the usher won't know on
which point he is being judged, it's safe to
assume he'll be careful on all of them.
Here's an idea other theatres should use.
All in all, Rits Talks is a newsy little
sheet. It helps to keep the employees closer
together, makes them strive to make the
house for which they work the leader in
its particular locality, injects that feeling
of "one big family" into the hearts of
every one of them. It's a cincli, too, that
although the paper is intended only for
theatre employees, copies are bound to
reach the public, and this will result in a
stronger relationship between the people
and the theatre.
The cost of putting out a paper of this
kind should be negligible. And your house
staff will have a lot of fun contributing to
it. Ideas that might otherwise have never
come to light will probably be forthcoming
soon after you have established the paper.
In all probability you are putting out a
regular house program every week. Then
why not put out a paper designed especially
for your own employees? Much good can
come of it at little or no cost.
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Showmanalyses Have Appeared
in STR on Following Pictures
Ailventures of Huckleberry Finn Feb. 18
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Christmas Carol
Dec. 10
Cowboy and the Lady
Uec. 3
Dark Victory
I his Issue
Duke of West Point
Dec. 31
Flving Irishman
March 11
Gunga Din
Jan. 28
Hardys Ride High
Tliis Issue
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Idiot's Delight
Jan. 21
Jesse James
Jan. 21
Kentucky
Dec. 31
King of the Turf
Feb. 25
Little Princess
Mar. 4
Made For Each Other
Feb. 18
Prison Without Bars
April S
Pvgmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
Mar. 18
Stand Up and Fight
Jan. 7
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April IS
Streets of New York
April 15
Sweethearts
Dec. 24
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Thanks for Everything
Dec. 17
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Topper Takes a Trip
Jan. 14
Up the River
Dec. 3
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You
Can't Cheat An Honest Man Mar.
Feb. 18
18
Zcnohia

MAY
21st
FOREIGN TRADE WEEK. Sponsored by the U. S.
Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C. This
is a good time to tie up with stores selling products
made in foreign countries with which we have trade
agreements. It is also a good time to play travel
shorts. Through the cooperation of the schools get
a huge map of the world in the lobby and when you
play a travelogue put its name on a paper ribbon
leading to that place on the map. These ribbons can
extend to a table on which you display the imports
of various local merchants.
LINDBERGH FLEW TO PARIS, 1927. Good time to
play aviation pictures and tie them up to the great
flight made by Lindy.
22nd
NATIONAL COTTON WEEK. Sponsored by the
Cotton Textile Institute, 320 Broadway, New York
City. Tie up with local merchants selling cotton
goods.
NATIONAL MARITIME DAY. Sponsored by the
National Maritime League, 11 Broadway, New York
City. Play short subjects showing the merchant marine. There are plenty of them available.
23 rd
SOUTH CAROLINA )OINED THE UNION. The day
should be observed in that state with all the usual
celebration, flags flying, etc.
BUDDY POPPY WEEK begins. Cooperate with the
American Legion in its annual drive.
24th
EMPIRE DAY IN CANADA. Since the King and
Queen will be there, this should be a gala celebration. The flags should fly all over the Dominion.
TELEGRAPH FIRST USED, 1844. Good time to tie
up with Western Union or Postal to send telegrams
from Hollywood. Perhaps you can make up a jumbo
tieing in with the occasion and fitting in with your
picture.

Make
For

Mother's
Special

Take

Care

Your

Program;

Tieups

With

Day

in Planning
Arrange

Merchants

that some theatres permit Mother's Day
to pass as though it was just another day
in the calendar year. Yet, we must admit
it's true in a few instances. Fortunately,
however, the great majority of exhibitors
know that exploitation activity for this day
is just as important and vital to their business as to the merchants. After all, in a
sense, you, too, are a merchant. Your job
is to sell entertainment. If the stores capitalize on Mother's Day, then why shouldn't
you? Over half of your audience is composed of women. Don't forget that.
Select- Program Carefully
Too much emphasis can never be placed
on the admonition that you arrange your
program with care for May 14. Nobody has
said that you must book sweet, sticky, sentimental films. Mother has marched right
along with the times, and while she might
rebel at having to sit through a risque film,
she nevertheless is liberal in her views. And
risque films, by the way, are exceedingly
few and far between. You'll find that current releases are clean, wholesome diverting
entertainment that appeal to the entire family. Therefore, it's going to be a pleasure
to book a film that sons and daughters will
be glad to take their mothers to see. Be
wise in your selection of short subjects.
Perhaps one of the most important and
significant
Mother's
and with
one
that never tieups
grows onold,
is to Day,
arrange
your local florist to give a carnation to
every mother attending your show. You
can place a display of flowers and a credit
card in the lobby in return for the florist's
cooperative newspaper ad and window display. You'll announce the giveaway in your
Mother's
lar ads. Day trailer and also in your reguMothers

Occasion

Promotional

THE one da.Y of the year in which Mother
is honored by her sons and daughters
comes this year on Sunday, May 14. Just
prior to this date, as in the past, merchants
in all lines of business will make their
goodwill annual gesture toward Mother.
It would be difficult indeed to believe

Admit

An

Free

Whether that theatre will do so or not
this year we are not certain, but it has always been the custom of the Lyric in Indianapolis to admit mothers as their guest
every year. Of course, there are conditions,
such as specifying a particular time such
as 2:00 to 3:00 p. m.; admitting those
mothers who are accompanied by their sons
or daughters; or specifjang that mothers
above or below a certain age will be admitted. Generally, mothers over 50 or 60
years of age are the guests of the theatre.
Women's specialty shops should be contacted by you for cooperation. Get them
to display cards in their windows about the
program
arranged
plus the you've
admonition
not for
to Mother's
forget a Day,
gift

Activity

for Mother. These merchants will, of
course, display merchandise especially appropriate as gifts for other members of the
family
give bus
their lines
"best and
friend".
Streetto cars,
taxicab companies might be approached for the purpose
of urging them to furnish free transportation to mothers desirous of attending your
Mother's Day performances. This fact can
be advertised in your lobby and on the
screen, and on these public conveyances.
All mother has to do is show a special
ticket, which you have provided her in
advance, and the bus, street car or taxi
brings her to her destination — your theatre.
Or you can print a coupon in the paper,
which must be presented to the drivers.
A Treat For Mother
For goodwill and increased patronage,
we think the gesture of taking mother on
a tour of the city or surrounding countryside is an excellent one. Probably she has
been so busy taking care of her family that
she hasn't had the chance to get out. Get an
automotive dealer to furnish cars for the
tours, which should begin at your theatre as
the mothers are leaving. You needn't make
it compulsory that in order to go on the
tour mothers must first attend your performance, but it stands to reason that if
your
theatre
theattend.
starting point they'll be
almost certainis to
See that your house staff is on its toes
at all times to make sure that the mothers
are made comfortable. Make Mother's Day
a day that they'll remember for years to
come as the one day when they can come
to your theatre and know they will see an
outstanding program as well as being
treated courteously and made comfortable.
And make it a point that mothers learn
that at all other times of the year, just as
on Mother's Day, they'll always find the
same high quality of entertainment, the
same courteous
service as they've experienced on this Day.

Depinet Invites Exhibitors to
RKO Headquarters in N. Y.
One of the best expressions of goodwill
between a major company and exhibitors is
contained
theexhibitors
letter sent
Ned Depinetin to
all by
overRKO-Radio's
the United
States extending an invitation to make the
Exhibitor's Information and Lounge Room on
the 7th floor of the RKO Building their
headquarters during their visit to the New
York World's Fair. Advice is also given on
hotelHotel
accommodations,
and York
a Visitor's
Map
and
Directory of New
is enclosed
with the letter.
Mr. Depinet's invitation concludes with
the hope that "while you are here, it will be
possible for you to meet our president, Mr.
George Schaefer, our sales manager, Mr.
Jules Levy, and for me, personally, to greet
you. We all join in extending this cordial
invitation to make RKO your New York

That's an appreciable gesture, and one for
which thousands
headquarters."
of exhibitors will commend
RKO-Radio.
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Hardys

Ride

Hign

Sixth
In
For

Successive

Hardy
Extra

Andy's having girl
trouble again, as you
can see. Make this still
work testfor
you in
conto select
the a local
ideal glamor girl for
the irrepressible son of
the Hardys. Let male
students be judges.

IN spite of all the glittering, glorious,
glamorous, gigantic spectacles that come
your way, it is still heartening to know
that you are about to play the latest in the
Hardy Family series. The adventures of this
famous American group of characters become
better with each new release. This time "The
Hardys
ride alongRide
withHigh",
them. and you might as well
Since, in all probability, you've given former
releases in this series the benefits of big exploitation campaigns, it's a certainty you're
not going to let up now. If, on the other hand,
you've just been dating them and playing them
with the explanation that "they'll take care of
themselves," we'd advise you to change your
tactics now. Of course, they will do good business with little or no help from an exploitation standpoint, because they're "naturals" ;
but at the same time, the way that old box
office responds to extra money, more than you
might ordinarily realize, is something else to
consider. In other words, if it will do good
business in the first place, it will do even
better with the assistance of a well-planned
exploitation campaign.
Practically the same characters are in "The
Hardys Ride High" that have been seen in
the former adventures. Indeed, were it not for
the adolescent "trials" and "tribulations" of
young Mickey Rooney, the family would have
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cause it will come up occasionally in ^his
Showmanalysis as the basis for an exploitation
stunt or two.
In nearly all the ads, you'll note that Mickey
Rooney wears a high silk topper. There's a
slug mat. No. 854-A4, which is a caricature of
the same thing. It is our belief that your advance teaser campaign should utilize these
illustrations along with such catchlines as "The
Hardys come into money, Andy sports a topper, and that's
fun young
begins."millionaire
Or, "It's
ine, folks,
Andywhere
Hardy,the that
playboy. You'll howl while me and the family
ride high, wide and handsome in our greatest adventure."
For that matter, there's an abundance of
small-space ads available for showmen who

Screen

Series

Your

Promotional

Cue
Effort

(REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)
want to plug the picture in advance, and yet
not exceed their budget. And they're effective
ads,
too.ahead
You can
start and
"teasing
'em"longer,
at leastif
a week
of time,
perhaps
you have this wide selection of layouts on hand.
Speaking once more of Mickey in his topreminds uslobby
thatdisplay
here's which,
something
swell peradvance
when for
youra
engagement opens, can be moved out in front
of the theatre. In the stills you'll find one
showing Mickey doffing his hat. For example,
several show him holding his topper above his
head and carrying a cane with girls in front
and behind him. Whether you use a still of this
kind,
ference.or one of Mickey alone, makes little difIn any event, blow it up to life size. By
means of an electric motor, your electrician can
fix it so that the young "playboy" constantly
tips his hat. And if you want to add still further to the display, get the 24-sheet and cut
out
the combined
figures of the rest of
the Hardy family to
place
frontMickey.
of the
cutoutin of
Mickey, of course,
should be placed
high
enoughfigures
so that
the other
do
not cover him up.
Get your electrician
to make it possible
for the other Hardy
members to wave
their hands, too. An
animated display
like this will be sure
to attract maximum
attention from your

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Screenplay by
Agnes Christine Johnson, Kay Picture.
Van Riper and William
Ludwig. Directed by George B. Seitz. Musical
score
by David Snell.
little to worry about. But it is Mickey, as the
irrepressible Andv Hardy, that has Papa Lewis
Stone and Mother Fay Holden, not to mention
his sister, Cecilia Parker, and Aunt Milly,
(Sara Haden) going around and around. And,
of course, there's Mickey's "love life," (already
myaded bv Ann Rutherford) into which comes
Virginia Grey and possibly others. This time,
Aunt Milly goes in for romance, too.
As you can undoubtedly tell from the title,
the Hardys inherit a legacy, and they really
"go
millionair
es. of
But theenough
of
that. toWetown"
have asmade
mention
fact be-

Success

Ads

on Family

Will Attract

Families

'What could be a bigger highlight for any Hardy Family ad campaign than
the fact that Mickey Rooney is back again with "millions in his pockets and
a heart full of love"? Mickey dominates the ads without entirely submerging the rest
the families
Hardys, within
thus giving
layouts
to bring
all ofthe
your these
territory
righttheupappeal
to thethat's
box bound
office.

Forhoo there
street
ballypatrons.
is nothing
better, we believe,
than to get a young
man about the
height of GUr impish,
carefree hero, and
dress him up in
formal attire. Using
black cloth o n
which white letters
have been painted,
and attaching them
to his hat and to the

S II ( ) W
back of lii^ coal, \-oii
could li a V o t h c
young man plugi^ing
your attraclion. On
the i)ack of the hat
could he the copx,
"Sec
M ic k e \
Rooney,"
and
ihi,hack of theon coat
could he "in 'The
llanh- Klde Hit;h'
at the r.lank Th:-atro
Of (date)."
course, if you

M l'. N • S

Lttwls
Mickey
STONE
ton
ROONEY
Cecilia
PARKER
HOLDEN
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disphiy
which
thitheme ofillthe
picture
is imparted by using
hirL;e c u tout $marks. In your theatre, for instanci',
you c o 11 I d i)hKH:
t h e s e cut-out $marks a t various
points in the lounge,
foyer, rest rooms,
etc. 'They could be
covered with stills
from the film.
In practic aO y

want to go to extremes, you could
every ture
Hardy
advenAndy and
his
place an unusually
dad
get
together
for
exaggerated "bow
a "man - to - m a n tie" on the walking
talk." A mat is availballyhoo — a "tie" so
large that the title
able from your excould he imprinted
change which shows
them during their
on it. And you could
conversation. You
have any other copy
on the front of the
could use this in a
Poster Sure to Draw 'Em In
hat. When crowds
contest wherein your
One can easily tell by this six-sheet that the
collect, the youth
patrons
readers
Hardys certainly are riding high. Used as it is, or
of the or
newspaper
could open his coat
converted
into
an
attractive
display
ior
your
lobby
and reveal your
are to write their
o: an empty window, here's an accessory that's
message. The lightbound to gel 'em in that "Let's go see it" mood.
own "man-to-man"
beiiind-the-shirt idea
talks.
Let the m
is almost as old as
write what they
think a father would say during one of
Methusaleh, but if you've never used it bethese meetings between parent and son.
fore, you can use it now. The light works by
means of small batteries concealed on the perAlthough
it's a longthis
wayyear
off isuntil
Father's
Day
(the observance
on June
18)
son, and the pushing of a button which the
youth carries, turns it on and off.
there's still a possibility that some of you may
not play the picture until about a month beIt's almost a certainty, in spite of the weather
forehand. Since merchants may be advertising
man's pranks, that Spring is now here. Women
the event at about the same time, you should be
everywhere are deeply interested in Springable to get cooperation from them. Stills of the
Styles. Well, you can concentrate heavily on
family could accentuate windows of gift sugthat angle with the new Hardy film. Your exgestions for Father from Mother, Dad, Sister
change lias stills of Ann Rutherford in Springand Son.
time fashions and sports and play apparel.
Besides making layouts and planting them on
If there's an American Airlines office near
you, it should be an easy matter to get them to
the women's pages of local newspapers, you
can make individual tieups with different stores
go along with you on plugging "The Hardys
— one on styles for the school and college miss,
Ride High." Three stills showing the Hardys
and one on styles for sports apparel. Or you
on an air jaunt can be used in the displays.
And even though an American Airlines office
can make the tieup with one department store.
may not be in the immediate vicinity, there's
Good Contest for Readers
usually a travel bureau.
Mickey meets his first glamor girl, played
On the legacy angle, you might run a conby
VirginiainGrey.
That's ofonetheof series.
the hilarious
test in the newspaper or in your program
situations
the latest
How
whereby readers are to tell what they would
would the young men in your town entertain
do if they were suddenly bequeathed a huge
such a girl ? Let them answer the question in
fortune. Naturally, the question is as old as
two ways (1) if they had $2,000,000 and (2)
the hills, but it fits in particularly well here
if they had $2. For the best letter on both ways,
and the answers you get should be amusing.
offer cash prizes and guest tickets. It occurs
As a matter of fact, the stipulation could be
to us that winner of the first prize might be
made that replies must be on the humorous
your guest and the guest of a local night club.
side. Cash and theatre tickets would be the
A men's clothing shop might offer him correct
prizes, of course.
evening
clothes,
woman's
could
furnish
the
attire while
for thea lucky
girl shop
he chooses
There's
another
good
stunt
you
might
try
to escort. No married men, of course, could or
with the cooperation of the newspaper and
would enter the contest ; but just to make sure,
local merchants. Selecting the city's most
typical family always creates interest, but this
you'd better put that condition in the rules.
time you can make the award a full day of
Strong Appeal for Students
festivities befitting a family that "rides high."
Mother, dad and the kids could be quartered in
the finest hotel in the city ; they could be the
The Hardy pictures always appeal to stuguests of a club at its luncheon ; a tea could
dents. Get the boys and girls interested, and
be given in their honor in your foyer (or a
they'll bring their parents along. Through the
hotel dining room if you cannot accommodate
school publication, a contest might be conducted to see which boy student is most like
a large gathering) to which leading civic
Mickey Rooney. If any of the students have
figures, newspapermen, etc., would be invited;
jaloppies, and you may be sure they do, a pass
they could go on a shopping tour of cooperator two will suffice to get them to let you put
ing stores ; they could ride around in a car
furnished by a cooperating automotive dealer,
your announcement of "The Hardys Ride
and they could be guests of honor at the first
High" on their autos. Try to get the superintendent's orprincipal's
to place
evening performance of "The Hardys Ride
an announcement
on the permission
bulletin board.
High," with all the bright li'^hts interviews, and
crowds that go with a real premiere.
Last-line jingles are always popular. If you
used the idea on a former Hardy picture, you
True, this stunt savors strongly of the
know it got results. So try it again. This time
"queen" or "king for a day" idea, but there is
a good possibility that none of you have ever
the jingle could run like this: "A young playboy, that's what I am." — It's Andy Hardy
used it before. And since the Hardy family bespeaking — I make the rounds — Get out of
come millionaires for a day in their latest
bounds — . Here is where the contestant furpicture, why not take advantage of it? Of
nishes the last line. It must, naturally,
course, the "typical family" you select should
be one of moderate, or perhaps of a little
rhyme with "speaking."
less than moderate means.
MGM has prepared a die-cut hanger of the
caricature of Mickey and his topper. You
Here's another idea for a lobby or window
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should older a large (|iiaiilily ol them. liesides hanging them under llie mar(|uee, and inside (he theatre, yon can get merchants to
hang Iheiii (Jii llieir ligliling fixtures — not every
merchant, hiit a lot of them. Wherever there s
a place to suspend one ol these hangers, you
know what to do.
The posters are easily adaptable to cutouts.
On your marquee, the imiiorlant elements (;f
the 24-slieet would attract attention. And flon't
forget the display idea we mentioned at the
beginning of this Sliowmanalysis concerning
Mickey and his topper.
We hardly think it necessary to urge you to
go the limit in selling "The Hardys Ride
High." We're sure you will. And we're equally
sure terofbusiness
the fact
experience
even other
beton that
this you'll
than on
any of the
adventures in the series.

Ride High With Tieups
Tisups to the left of you. Tieups to the right of
you. Tieups all around you. Few films have had
as many as "The Hardys Ride High." Herewith
we've assembled just a few of the myriad tie-up
Siills. You can get cooperation from music stores,
bicycle shops, specialty shops, soda shops, the
telephone company, typewriter stores, men's stores
and women's dress shops, not to mention cooperation from your local agency of the American Airlines. Get the full set of exploitation stills and "go
to town." Any store you fail to get will surely
be closed for repairs or has ceased to operate.
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CLASS must be the keynote of your
campaign on "Dark Victory." With a
picture starring Bette Davis, who has
won two Academy Awards as the best
actress of the year and a story which
definitely spells class, your campaign must
be dignified, yet nevertheless intense.
You may have noticed already that Warner Bros, has taken an immense amount of
space in the national magazines and in
newspapers to plug the picture and that the
keynote of all this advertising is class, too
Bette Davis, of course, dominates the proceedings. She has definitely established herself as a dramatic actress and one who is
sure to give a stirring characterization in
whatever role she undertakes. Therefore,
selling Bette Davis in "Dark Victory" sells

Clasis

TRADE

!§liould

Keynote
Entire

Of

REVIEW

Be

Your

Campaign

theis. public on exactly the type of picture
it
If we were going to play this picture, our
first step would be to take advantage of the
many advertising and publicity breaks the
picture has received. After all Warner
Bros, has not spent its money just to see
Bette Davis' name in print and her picture
in many different poses. This advertisingwas paid for and elTorts were made to get
publicity to help yoM, the showman. So
contact the local distributors of the
magazines which carried this advertising
and make sure that your potential patrons
see them. Insert lieralds in them with
your playdates and see that the newsstands
have cards tacked on them telling buyers
of the magazines when the picture is going
to play.
Recently, an 11 chapter serial ran in the
Boston American on the life of Bette Davis.
This same serial, written by George
W. Clarke,
one isof now
the paper's
leading
ture writers,
available
to
exactly as it first appeared. Take it to
newspaper for republication in your
Perfect

Lobby

feayou
your
city.

Displays

These 30 and 40 inch lobby displays shown
below and to the left are excellent lobby display
matarial. Put them in your lobby some time in
advance, changing the copy as your playdate
draws nearer.

J/
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34-Sheet

That

Sells

The one thing that hits you right in the eye
when you see this poster is its simplicity and
dignity. The lack of copy, anomalous as it may
sound, actually sells the picture better than anything else could. After all, when a poster gives
the name of a star and the name of a picture
what more need be said? In this case much
that isleft
lefthand
unsaid
is told by the "Oscar" in the
lower
corner.
It is chockful of interest for every reader.
Among the interesting features of
Warner Bros, giant press book on "Dark
Victory" is a series of short paragraphs
about the picture. These can be used
either as an entire guest column in a newspaper, or separately as fillers for a regular
movie column. They are also especially
adaptable for use in your programs.
Bcttc

Davis

Fashions

The fashion editor of your newspaper
should be interested in the coming of
"Dark Victory." Bette Davis, as we mentioned before, was recently voted one of
the world's 12 best-dressed women. The
results were announced by Emil Hartman,
director of the Fashion Academy at Rockefeller Centre, New York. There are some
excellent fashion stills which you can give
the fashion editor for publication. This
sort of tieup is often easier than just crashing into the run of the paper, for department editors are looking for this sort of
thing
moreits than
recognize
valuecity
to editors
them asare.
wellThey"ll
as to
The personal appeal angle is not always a
good one but in this case it is especially
recommended. Reviewers who have already
seen the picture are enthusiastic about it.
It's a picture on which opinion will be
you.
unanimous as to its excellence. Therefore, you are justified in personally appealing to your patrons to see it. One of the
best methods of doing this is by a personal
letter. This letter must be way out of the
ordinary. Make it dignified and to the
point. You can point to other notable success in the past and particularly mention
those which you recommended in this way.
If your business on them was good and you
know that patron reaction was good, this

(REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)
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is i.'si)i'ciall\' roi'ininni'inlrd lor il i (.'iiiiiul.s
the recipients tliat tlie>- may have faith in
your recommenihitions. Send tliese letters
out apart from >-onr re.milar program. ll
uiHild he hest to send lliem in plain
enveloiK'S or on your regular stationery so
that those receiving
il will he sure to
read it.
l-'or a sure-lire interest-getting ci)ntcst,
we've seldom seen one to beat the five day
photo contest suggested by Warner Bros.
The running conuncnt heiieath involves
titles of practically every picture in which
Hette Davis ever appeared. It's a contest
that sells Bette Davis as strongly as anything we can think of and that's the main
object of your campaign after all. For
prizes you can award either cash or guest
tickets. There won't be many winners
unless you adopt the idea of publishing the
luimcs of tlie pictures along with the contest each day and then the contestants
mcreh'
fill
in. have to pick up tlic right titles to
Local

Award

Winners

Have you any Little Theatre Groups,
Conmmnity Playhouses or other organizations which may sprout some amateur
Thespians in your town? Very well, then,
run a contest either with or without newspaper cooperation in which a local actress
is chosen as the best in town. A committee of prominent judges can be selected
and the winner will receive a congratulatory
telegram from Bette Davis, winner of the
.\cademy Award for 1938 and the star of
"Dark
Victory,"
makes her a leading
contender
for the which
1939 award..
Here's a wonderful idea for getting across
Bette's
fine of
performance
in "Dark pose
Victory."
Use a still
her in a dramatic
and
reduce it to about one third of postal
card size. Fill up the remainder of one side
of the postal card with copy about her and
the picture. You can mail them to lists of
people obtained from local women's clubs
membership lists and similar organizations'
rosters. They are inexpensive to make up
and cost but one cent each to mail.

Use Tliese Posters
The 6 sheet, directly above, and the 3 sheet,
at the right, again emphasize the simplicity of
the posters. Bette Davis is what you have to
sell and her fine acting makes the picture.
These same cards can be used as comment
cards for filling out in the lobby by outgoing patrons. Since the picture is sure to
excite plenty of comment you can ask those
who are especially enthused over the picture to write their thoughts on these cards.
Those who attend the opening day should
be especially encouraged to do this so that
you will have a fine second or third day
story for the newspaper. In case you hold
over, you can quote some of them in your
announcement.
Here are some of the women's angles on
this picture. Bette Davis has medium skin
with blonde hair while Geraldine Fitzgerald, the other leading feminine player in
"Dark Victory", has fair skin with dark
hair. Why not publish their suggestions on
makeup for the women of your town. These
suggestions will apply to practically every
woman in town with the exception of the
redheads and a few others with special
problems. The day after the Davis and
Fitzgerald beauty hints are published, you
can have them or better still Perc Westmore, the Warner makeup expert give his
advice on makeup for the other types.
One of the best tieups we've seen for a
picture is that made by Warner Bros, with
Robert W. Irwin Co., furniture manufacturers. This company makes the Pendleton furniture line. In a large number of
cities the company's dealers will give away
three suites of furniture, exact duplicates
of that used in the picture. This furniture
will be given away at drawings held in the
theatres which show "Dark Victory". The
A Warner Tiros. Picture. Screenplay by Casey
Robinson from the play by George^ Emersoni Brewer,
Jr. and Bertram Bloch. Music by Max Steiner.
Directed by Edmund Colliding.

GEORGE BRENT -HUMPHREY BOGART '
ry
k ^cto
ID^ar
CORA WITHERSPOON
GERALDINE FITZGERALD
RONALD REAGAN
HENRY TRAVERS
A WARNER BROS. Prttmwitn
DiricitJ *7 EDMUND GOULDING

Ads

to Sell

Romance

Just in case your situation doesn't lend itself
1o
the "Class"
ads,forhere
have awhich
samplewantof
a series
prepared
thoseyoutheatres
1o
the will
romance
andplay
theseup ads
sell it. in the picture. It's there

tieup does not include New York or
Chicago, etc. but includes many smaller
cities, so make sure right away that your
town is included in the extensive list. There
is a special free trailer to all theatres tieing
in with this promotion, newspaper ads from
local dealers, advertising accessories supplied to stores and theatres for windows
and lobbies, and a folder showing scenes
from the picture and illustrations of the
furniture.
For lobby display there are some highly
effective 30 and 40 inch photo enlargements
illustrated on the opposite page. These

spell class in every way and make excellent
lobby-displays. The growing popularity of
Bette Davis suggests also the use of 11 by
14 fan photos done in color. These will be
eagerly sought by the many admirers of
this actress, both men and women.
You have here a picture which, if
properly sold, will do much to enhance the
already great popularity of Bette Davis
and at the same time provide you with the
type ofif picture
known sold,
as "prestige."
But
again,
it is properly
it will do more
than most prestige pictures. This one can
really set the whole town talking and
thereby give your cashier, ushers and doorman plenty to do during its engagement.
Keep your campaign dignified but don't lose
sight of the
angles.
yourIT merchandise, Mr.selling
Showman,
now It's
SELL
!

I Can
Go

t

On

this way... Tonight
it would be you...
and after tonight,
what? I'd just go
on and on forever,
until the last heartwrenching hour I

THE FINEST ACTRESS OF 1938

«
avis
THE Fitzgerald
FINEST
OF 1939
^
Honald
Reagan PICTURE
i^4|y
Geraldine
>rTf Cora
Willierspoon
ory"
Dark\^et
1 Henry Travers
CiivcM £7 Edmund GouLDi^a
Scrmnptay
play by• KCeo.RrelEmerson
and
BcrlrambyCauy
Bloch •nobinunMuiic by Fruin
Mm theSwincr
NsUodbJBrewer,
PictUTQJr.
Dialogue Ads
There is an entire series of dialogue ads.
They give an idea of the tremendous emotional
appeal in the picture. The one shown above is
just one of the series. Note what a poignant
message it conveys. You might use the entire
series, each one in a different medium.
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Dealing realiitically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

IN

THE

Columbia

the studio's 40-acre
sets onwere
western
The near
ranch
Burbank
the background
for a Community Sing filmed last week. Directed by Sam Nelson, who has made most
of the Charles Starrett pictures, the Sing
featured the Sons of the Pioneers in a medley of range ballads. Gene Morgan acted
as m.c, and Hugh McCollum, veteran producer of Sings, supervised.
MCM
Following his successful direction of
"They
All Come
Out", the
Jacques
was selected
to direct
latest Tourneur
in John
Nesbitt's popular "Passing Parade" series.
The new one-reeler "Yankee Doodle Goes
to Town," will be the latest of Nesbitt's socially significant shorts and concerns itself
with a cavalcade of events that have
strengthened Americanism for Americans
since the birth of the Nation. Jack Chertok
is producer with Clem Bevans in the leading role as Yankee Doodle.

Sisters, vocalists, and Charles Troy and
Zoe Lynn, specialt}^ dancers. The Herth
Trio is noted for their novel musical use
of the electric organ, while the Rollini Trio,
consisting of strings and vibraphone, have
long graced New York's most popular night
spots. Lloyd French directed the short.
RKO
Dr. Allen Roy Dafoe is in New York conferring about a new Quintuplet picture. The
film, as yet untitled, will mark the fifth
birthday of the little girls, and will be released to theatres in June as a two-reel
special. In addition to the five-star birthday celebration, the short will present the
eventful life history of the famous quintet,
narrated by Alexander Woollcott, raconteur
extraordinary.
In a series of conferences with Frederic
Ullman, Jr., vice-president, and Frank Donovan, production manager, Dr. Dafoe
agreed that the cameras might be set up
in the Callendar nursery as soon as the
Quins had rested after their call on the
British King and Queen.

Vitaphone
A one-reel musical film featuring several
of the country's best known swing ensembles was completed this week. Heading
the cast of entertainers in the short are
Tito and His Swingtette, the Milt Herth
Trio, the Adrian Rollini Trio, the Frazee

Archery Short, "Bow String," Tied
In With Hoogerhyde Lecture Tour
A lecture tour of schools by Russ
Hoogerhyde, national archery champion,
who is featured in "Bow String," an RKO
Pathe Sportscope, is being tied in with theatres playing the short subject. Theatres
which have booked "Bow String" have been
notified of local lecture dates and are playing the subject during the week of the lecture so as to capitalize on the interest of
students.
"Bow String" brings the ancient sport of
archery up to date. There are said to be
500,000 archers in America today, and
Hoogerhyde has been national champion
five times.

.

SYNOPSES

.

NEWSREEL

(Released Saturday, April 22)
PARAMOUNT (No. 75)— Forest fires in Wash.;
Danish royalty sees Grand Canyon ; Midgets held at
Ellis Island: Relics unearthed in Egyptian tomb:
Douglas sworn in as Justice; BergdoU ends exile;
Scenes of Albanian flight; Defense forces increased on
Mediterranean; Joe Louis still champ; Tribute to inventor of baseball; Giants vs. Dodgers in N. Y.
MOVIETONE {Vol. 21, No. 64)— Ice-breaking boat
in Lake Michigan; Republican warships return to
Cadiz; France builds 6-ton airliner for Trans-Atlantic
service; New English airplane carrier; Robot for
World's Fair; Pope's Easter blessing; Summer fashLehr's over-sized
and turtle;
Giants ions;
vs.Lew Dodgers;
Jaloppy hog,
race horse
in Calif.;
Skiing
at Mt. Rainier; Marathon race in Boston (Boston
only).
NEWS blessing;
OF THE Cricket
DAY army
(Vol. on
10, march;
No. 260)—
Pope's
Easter
Robot
for
World's
Fair;
Chamberlain
in
limelight;
Douglas
sworn in as Justice; Summer fashions; Queen Mary
meets boy "Raleigh"; Jaloppy race in Calif,; Skiing
at
Mt. Rainier;
bombers
in action. Giants vs. Dodgers; Navy's baby
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No, 764)— 6th Ave. "El"
becomes tnemory;
Eastertransport
blessing;
maneuvers
in London;Pope's
New army
sails Army
from
Brooklyn;
Nanking's
reformed
government;
Douglas
sworn in as Justice: Select tyaical American mother
at Wooster, O,; Night carnival parade at Milan,
Italy:
plate Rainier,
for World's
Fair;Salmon
Shoe fashions;
Skupg Gold
at Mt,
Wash,;
fishing;
Jaloppy race in Calif. ; Navy junior boxing champions; Embassv Theatre in New York gets cleaning
(New York only),
PATHE (Vol, 10, No, 79)— King George inspects
aircraft
Robot for
World's
Fair; New
autotark
ETunsplant;
in England;
Glider
championships
in Calif,;
DeValera joins Pres, Hyde; Animals come out of
hibe-"ation in E-'fland; Salmon fishing in Oregon;
Surf boat racing in Australia,

.

.

(Released JVcdiiesday. Af>rU !'•>)
PARAMOUNT (No. 74) — Col. Lindbergh returns to
U.
S.
;
of GeorgeVa.;Washington's
trip
to New Re-enactment
York at Mt. Vernon.
Sculptors Guild
give outdorr art show; British youngsters learn to
curtsy to Oueen Mother Mary; Roosevelt's note to
Hitler and
Pan-American
address: FleetMussolini;
ordered toRoosevelt's
the Pacific;
Boston Bruins
defeats Toronto Maple Leafs in hockey match;
Wrestlers in free-for-all in ring full of fish; Johnstown wins Paumonok Handicap.
MOVIETONE
No. ordered
63) — Roosevelt's
PanAmerican address;(Vol.
U. 21,
S, fleet
to the Pacific;
Sunken shi-' is blasted off bottom; Col, Lindbergh and
Countess Haugwitz-Revcntlow returns to U, S, ;
Egyptian newlyweds depart from home in Persia ;
President LeBrun reelected; Fashions for men and
women; Johnstown wins Paumonok Handicap; Max
Baer in training; California Bears defeat Washington in rowing classic,
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 261)— Roosenote to Hitler
andfleet
Mussolini;
voices velt's
approval;
U. S.
ordered Sen.
back Pittman
to the
Pacific; France re-elects President LeBrun; Col.
Lindbergh and Countess Haugwitz-Reventlow returns to U. S.: Washington inaugural trip reenacted; Derelict dynamited off Cape Henry; V/restling in ring full of smelts (except San Francisco) ;
Amateur sluggers battle for crowns in San Francisco
Francisco only); Johnstown wins Paumonok(SanHandicap.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 78)— Roosevelt asks for world
peace; Surprise command sends fleet west; France
re-elects President LeBrun; Mt. Vernon pageant recalls 1789; Prague Nazis welcome new ruler; Boston
Bruins defeat Toronto Maple Leafs in hockey match;
Johnstown wins Paumonok Handicap.
UNIVERS^L — Roosevelt asks for world neace; Fleet
ordered back to Pacific; 40 dead in Mid-West torrado; Lindbergh here for air parley; Britain rushes
air armada: Yankee Clipner ends pioneer flight: Outdoor sculpture show held in N. Y. ; Wrestling in
dicap.
ring full of smelts; Johnstown wins Paumonok Han-

FIRST

RUN SHORT PRODUCT
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning April 22)
ASTOR—
Penny's(MGM)
Picnic rev.
(MGM)
rev. 1-7-39;
No!,tradamus
10-15-38;
Popular Science No. 2 (Para.) rev. 11-19-38.
CAPITOL— Little Gold Fish (MGM) rev.
this issue; Weather Wizards (MGM) rev.
this
issue;issue.
While America Sleeps (MGM)
rev. this
2-18-39.
CRITERION— Home Boner
Ranger Rides Again No. 10(RKO);
(Rep.) Lone
rev.
GLOBE— Odd Sports (Col.) ; A Day at the
Zoo (Vita.) rev. 3-18-39.
PARAMOUNT— Pictorial No. 9 (Para.);
Good Skates (Para.) ; Popular Science No.
3 (Para) ; Aladdin and his Wonderful Lamp
(Para.).
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL— Donald's
Luckv —Day
(RKO) Melodrama
rev. 10-22-38.(Para.) rev.
RIALTO
Mildewed
9- 24-38; Two Bovs and a Dog (Para.) rev.
12-17-38.
RIVOLI—
Lucky Day(RKO).
(RKO) rev.
10- 22-38; Donald's
Smooth Approach
ROXY — G-Man Jitters (20th-Fox) ; Fashion
Forecast for Spring and Summer (20th-Fox)
rev. 4-15-39.
STRAND— Chained (Vita.) rev. 3-25-39.
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending April 22)
APOLLO — It's the McCoy (Vita.); Fashion
Forecast for Spring and Summer (20th-Fox)
rev, 4-15-39,Chicken Titters (Vita,) rev, 4-1CHICAGO—
3H; 'I'ap
Circus(MGM).
Cn-Ed (Para,) rev. 3-4-39.
on
GARRICK—
Home Cheap Home (Vita.) ; Love
ROOSEVELT — Yes, We Have No Bonanzas
(Col.); Good Skates (Para,),
UNITED ARTISTS— Dave Apollon and Orchestra (Vita.) rev. 12-17-38; The Whalers
(RKO) rev, 9-3-38,
Pictorial Spread on Sportscope
Paves Way for Special Tieups
f^'rederic Ullman, Jr,, producer of RKOPathe Sportscopes, has had several thousand reprints made of the double page spread
in the March issue of Field and Stream which
he is sending to exhibitors and bookers
throu.ghout the United States. The pages
are devoted to scenes from "On the Wing,"
which were taken by the magazine's staff
photographer during filming of the subject
wdiich deals with the hunting of 'wild geese.
A note on the front of the reprint advises
exhibitors that "you can tie up with sportsmen and sports clubs by dating and publicMayizingwe
that you can also contact
'On theaddWing'."
>-our newsstand dealer for permission to
place announcement inserts in each copy of
Field and Stream? And that dealers in sporting goods will surel}' cooperate with you on a
special window display?
Here Are Practical Suggestions
For Selling "The Practical Pig"
Walt Disney's new Silly Symphony in
Technicolor, "The Practical Pig," deserves
practical showmans'hip. If you can get three
little piglets, place them in a cage in the
lobby. Fans can guess how much they
weigh, or fans can select a name for each
of tliem,
A local restaurant could feature a roast
pig in its window, with a card bearing this
caption: "This is what would have happened
to the Three Little Pigs if the smart pig had
not fooled the Big Bad Wolf in Walt Dis'The Practical
Pig,' etc."
You ney's
have
seen cartoon
drawings of the
rascally little porkers. You'll find such a
drawing in the press sheet. Use it to aid
you in designing an outfit for a man attired
as a pig who carries a banner around town
plugging your showing of the cartoon.

m.
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WEATHER
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WIZARDS

Prod. \<.. S-W7
Very Good
MGM
Pete Smith Specialty No. 7 9 mins.
Comment: What goes on behind the
scenes of the weather bureau is tohl in this
highly interesting Pete Smith Specialty. A
case in point concerns the orchards of
California, where oil stoves are kept burning while the temperature hovers in the
20's. When the supplj- of oil is almost gone,
anything" that's wood is burned to combat
the cold. No word means more to the harassed fruit grower than the news that
clouds are on the wa}-, thus relieving the
high barometric pressure and causing the
temperature to rise again. Fred Zinneman
directed.
Exploitation: Get j'our local paper to run
a story about the functions of the weather
bureau. Bring your showing of the film to
the attention of junior and senior high
school students. Try to get some weather
instruments for display in your lobby.
THE STORY OF DR. jENNER
Prod. Ao. K-924
Excellent
MGM
Passing Parade No. 4
10 mins.
Comment: Here's the interesting storj' of
the man who combatted small pox by vaccinating asufferer with the virus from an
infected cow. His discovery was looked
upon as fantastic, but he eventually proved
his point. The story has been exceptionally
well directed by Henry K. Dunn, and John
Nesbitt's narration is tense and forceful.
Exploitation: You should get the cooperation of the local medical society to help
you in putting this over. Give it extra
space in your newspaper ads, and feature it
in your programs and on the marquee.
THE

LITTLE

GOLDFISH

Prod. No. W-885
(Tech.)
MGM
Cartoon No. 5

Amusing
8 mins.

Comment: MGM is hitting its old stride
again witli this amusing cartoon, the best
we've seen from that company in a long
time. The little goldfish
is washed out of
his bowl and goes through the sewer to the
ocean, where he finds more adventure than
he ever dreamed of. Children and adults
alike should enjoy this cartoon. It was produced by Hugh Harman and Rudolph Ising.
Exploitation: Since this is the first of a
cartoon series in Technicolor, give it special
mention in your ads. Individual posters and
ad-set mats are available at your MGM
exchange. In connection with your showing, get the Mayor to designate that week
as "Be Kind to Goldfish Week."
MARINE CIRCUS
Prod. No. S-906
(Tech.)

Excellent

MGM
Pete Smith Specialty No. 6 9 mins.
Comment: Down in Marineland, Fla.,
Pete Smith goes below the surface to show
us what goes on down there. It's a miniature ocean abounding in all sorts of fish.
Highlight of the subject when the keeper
goes down to feed the fish. With Pete's
comments to furnish humor, this emerges
as an excellent short reel. James A. Fitzpatrick directed.
Exploitation: For street ballyhoo, get a
man to go around the streets in a diver's
costume with a banner reading, "See what's
in the sea — see 'Marine Circus', etc." Try
to get a large portable tank stocked with
different varieties of fish for display in vour
lobby.

SOLDIERS
Pr(,d. No. 94.60H

TRAD

I-.

OF THE

R I'. V 1 I W

SEA
Interestinfi:

RKO-Pathe
Reelisms No. 8
10 mins.
Comment: The many and varied activities
of the U. S. Marine base at San Diego,
Calif., are depicted in this new Reelism.
From the time his uniform is furnished him.
until the time he becomes an efiEcient unit
in the corps, the rookie learns a lot about
proficiency with gun and bayonet, the intricate details of battleship construction and
operation, etc. Scored by the United States
Marine Band, this is an interesting trip
behind the scenes with Uncle Sam's devildogs. James Clemenger is the commentator.
The subject was produced by Frederic Ullman, Jr., and Supervised by Frank R. Donovan.
Exploitation: Give it a strong plug in
your advertising. Get the local U. S. Marine
recruiting office to cooperate with you.
WHILE

AMERICA

SLEEPS

Prod. No. P-813

Timely

MGM
Crime Doesn't Pay No. 3 21 mins.
Comment: With nations at gun point,
this subject is especially timely. It goes
behind the headlines and reveals in a factual manner a story of spies in the United
States and how they operate. It is grippingly told. Richard G. Purcell heads the
cast, which also includes Rowland Varno,
Frederick Vogeding and Egon Brecher.
Fred Zinneman directed.
Exploitation: Get your newspaper editor
to attend a screening, which will furnish
him with plenty of material for an editorial about the spy problem. Get the various patriotic organizations to parade
through the downtown streets as ballyhoo,
for which in return you let them be your
guests at a performance of the subject.
THE

HAPPY

Prod. No. 9508
Col.

TOTS
(Tech.)

Color Rhapsody No. 8

Fair
7 mins.

Comment: Here's an old fashioned cartoon where various figures representing
children and what-not have a high old time
dancing around. It's reminiscent of the early
cartoons which were all dancing, all singing, etc. Seen in comparison with other
cartoons of today this one can't be rated
over "Fair" despite the Technicolor. Produced by Charles Mintz.
Exploitation: Give the subject a plug in
tising.lobby, programs and newspaper adveryour
A DUCKING THEY DID GO
Prod. No. 9406
Good Slapstick
Col.
Stooges No. 6
17 mins.
Comment: The Stooges get jobs soliciting
memberships for a duck hunting club. They
find that the promoters are fakers but
only after they have roped in the mayor,
the chief of police and others. So when they
find there hasn't been a duck in those parts
for years. Curly is dispatched- to find some
ducks. He raids a nearbv farmer's ^^ard
with disastrous results. For sheer slapstick there isn't anything to beat this team.
Those theatres which yearn for the good
old days of slapstick will welcome this one.
Directed by Del Ford.
Exploitation: Use the Stooges' names on
your marquee. They'll bring in any one
who likes their material. Plug them through
all your advertising, using their pictures
wherever possible.
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BIG LEAGUERS
Prod. No. 94,:W9
RKO-Pathe

Sportscope No. 9

Good
10 mins.

Comment: Tlie Chicago Cubs go to Catalina Island to get in training for the baseball season, and thanks to the producers of
this short subject, the audience goes right
along with them. ]3atting, pitching, catching
— the boys prove they're still adept at these
requisites
baseball
Dean givesof ana good
exhibition
on team.
how to"Dizzy"
pitch,
using a sheet of glass as his target. Diamond fans, and that just about includes
everyone in the audience, will enjoy this.
Andre Baruch is the commentator, and
Frederic Ullman, Jr., produced, with Frank
R. Donovan supervising.
Exploitation: Get the members of the local baseball team to be your guests, along
with newspaper sports writers, at a special
screening. Following this, have the newspaper interview the players on whether or
not the}' think the Cubs will win the pennant this year, based on what they saw.
Place an ad on the sports page.
SWING YOU SWINGERS
Prod. No. 9428
Very Funny
Col.
All Star Comedy No. 8
18i/^ mins.
Comment: Andy Clyde keeps a music
store. He is a descendant of Beethoven so
he won't allow any swing to be played in
his store. Two children are brought to him
by the welfare department, who turn out
to be his orphaned nephews. One of them
is Bennie Bartlett, an expert on the cornet,
who on the sly runs a swing band. His
little brother messes up a couple of sales
for Andy and then Andy discovers the
swing band. He starts to lead and the
whole troupe gets a radio engagement. It
is good stuff with plenty of slapstick, some
good swing music, names such as Andy
Clyde and Bennie Bartlett, an adorable
child, etc. What more can you ask of a
sliort subject?
Exploitation: Tie up with music stores.
It should be easy on this one as the setting
is right in one. Give the names a big plug
on your marquee, in your lobby, programs
and newspaper ads. Contests on classical
music vs. swing would call attention to
the subject. You'd have to burlesque them,
of course, to get over the comedy idea.
SOMEWHAT

SECRET

Prod. No. R-804
Entertaining
MGM
Musical No. 4
21 mins.
Comment: The battle between jitterbugs
and non-jitterbugs is entertainingly waged
in this musical. The students of an exclusive girls' finishing school are forbidden
to "swing it." The assistant dean is in love
with the chemistry professor who (ssssh!)
is really the leader of a swing band. His
pals induce him to forsake the school and
return to the band. When the dean discovers him, along with many of her pupils, at
a swingaree, she is adamant at first; but as
she listens to the music, she realizes how
unnecessarily prudish she has been. The
subject has been well directed by Sammy
Lee, and the cast includes Mary Howard,
Tom Collins, Benny Rubin and Mary Bovard.
Exploitation: Sponsor a contest for local
swingeroos to be staged in your theatre.
Wherever automatic phonographs are installed, there you're apt to find the jitterbugs. Place signs advertising the short in
these s'-ots.
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•
•
• Strollin' Thru the Studios •
• •
Producer Harry Sherman announced that
Dorothy Lee, who once supplied the feminine interest in Wheeler and Woolsey comhe will make a "Hopalong Cassidy" special
with increased budget and a cast of higher
edies,
has been added to the cast of Republic's
bracket actors including William Boyd in the
"Tidal Wave", now in production under the
direction of John Auer. Frank Jenks and
top role. Currently in production is "Lawful
Marc Lawrence have also been signed.
Outlaws", first of the '39-'40 "Hopalongs".
Randolph Scott and Ralph Bellamy have
Sol Lesser purchased two original songs
by
Clarence Muse and Langston Hughes to
Guard"
"Coast
Columbia's
assigned
been
scheduled
to go tobefore
the cameras this week.
be
sungandby Hughes
Bob Breen
"Way
South".
Muse
are inalso
the Down
co-authors
of
Edward Ludwig will direct under the superthe screenplay.
vision of Fred Kohlmar. The picture will be
Scott's first under his new contract.
Paul Malvern finished production of "Wolf
Irene Dunne returned to Hollywood this
Call" for Monogram and will start "Stu'nt
week, from her spring vacation, to begin work
Pilot",
second
Tommy"
before the
end of
of the
the "Tailspin
month. John
Trentseries,
and
on her next picture, "Modern Cinderella",
Marjorie Reynolds have the leading roles,
a John M. Stahl production for Universal.
with George Waggner directing.
Charles Boyer will co-star with her.
"In Elk Valley" and "He Looks so Peaceful
Now", two original songs by Johnny Lange
and Lew Porter, were purchased by Producer
Edward Finney for "Down the Wyoming
Trail", new Tex Ritter musical western now
in production at Monogram.
Warner Bros, has begun preparations
"Dead End Kids at Valley Forge", with
"Dead End" Kids and P.\T O'Brien slated
top roles. Crane Wilbur, who will do
script, left Hollywood to gather material at
military school at Valley Forge, Pa.

on
the
for
the
the

Richard Carlson and Ann Sheridan will
have the leads in Walter Wanger's "Winter
Carnival",
to go into
this
week. scheduled
Carlson withdrew
fromproduction
the cast

"Career", with Alice Eden and John
Archer, winners in the recent Jesse L. Lasky
radio contest, "Gateway to Hollywood", went
into production this week at RKO with Robert
SiSK producing and Leigic J.-^son directing
Anne Shirley and Edward Ellis have the
leading roles.
Louis Hayward, who will play in "My Son,
My Son" when he completes his role in Edward Small's "The Man in the Iron Mask",
has started work in preparation for the picture.
Both productions are for UA release.

of the New York stage hit, "Stars in Your
Eyes" and immediately left for Hollywood.

P'aramount put "The Star Maker", Charles
R. Rogers production with Bing Crosby in the
leading role, in work this week with Roy del
Ruth directing. The supporting cast includes
Louise Campbell, Ned Sp.\rks and Roger's
13 year old singing discovery, Linda Ware.

George Tobias, who created the role of
Boris Kalenkoff in the New York version of
"You Can't Take It With You", has been signed
by MGM for a role with Robert Young and
Ann
Sothern ofinEdwin
"MaisieL. Was
a Lady," under
the direction
Marin.

William Anthony Maguire, one of Hollywood's outstanding literary figures, has been
signed to a long term contract by Darryl F.
Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox production chief.
Under the terms of the contract, Maguire will
act as associate producer and writer.

20th Century-Fox
important addition
Fiddle",
the Irving
Sonja Henie
and

Sam Levene, Joseph Calleia and Edward
Brophy have been added to the cast of
Columbia's "Golden Boy", which Rouben
Mamoulian directs. Barbara Stanwyck,
Adolphe Menjou and William Holden head
the cast. Production is under the supervision
of William Perlberg.

has announced another
to the cast of "Second
Berlin musical
Tyrone
Power. starring
Alan

Dinehart, noted character actor, was assigned to play the role of tlie movie publicity
director in the production.

He's a Fisherman

Now

John Garfield (right) makes his debut as
a Portuguese sardine fisherman on the ivharf
at Monterey, Calif., while others of the location company in the new Warner film, "A
Family
Affair" look
on. cameraman,
Left to right
arc
Frank Gaudio,
assistant
James
Wong Howe, cameraman; Director Michael
Curtiz (crouching) ; Benny Cohen, technician, Claude Rains and Garfield.
Shirley Temple to Appear in
Another Technicolor Production
Shirley Temple will make Maurice
Maeterlinck's "The Bluebird" in Technicolor,
which will probably start following the completion of According
"Lady Jane",to next
on Shirley's
schedule.
an announcement
made by Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th CenturyFox production chief, the film's budget will
topCoincident
any of Shirley's
vehicles.
with theprevious
news that
the studio
had acquired the rights to the pla}-, Zanuck
gave orders to set designers to start immediate work in preparation for production.
Plans already discussed call for an expenditure of approximately $2,000,000 before
final Technicolor prints are ready for distribution.
Gene A'Iarkey will be associate producer of
the screen version.
Capra Films First Big Scene

Behind Scenes
Director Garson
Kanin, beside Script
Girl Adele in front of
camera, displays keen
interest as Ginger
Rogers and David
Niven go through a
scene for "Little
M other ," romantic
RKO Radio drama in
luhich Miss Rogers
stars as an ingenious
salesgirl who has a
hilarious time convincing the world
she's not the mother
of a foundling baby.
Frank Albertson,
center, rehearses dialogue with Paul
Stanton.

Portraying the role of a young Senator
from a mid-western city, James Stewart was
tendered a farewell banquet by his fellow
townsmen on one of the largest stages at
Columbia, for the starting scene of Frank
Capra's "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington", in
which he co-stars with Jean Arthur. Prominent members of the supporting cast include
Edward Arnold, Claude Rains, Guv Kibbee,
Ruth Donnelly, Thomas Mitchef.l, Eugene
Pallette and Beulah Bondi.
Four Set for jane Withers
Jane Withers'
four assignments
for the
coming
twelve months
were announced
by
Sol M. Wurtzel, 20th Century-Fox executive
producer. They are "The Chicken Wagon
Family", "High School", "The Roughneck"
and "The Brat". Miss Withers is completiag
"Boy Friend", her seventeenth starring picture
for the studio. "The Chicken Wagon Family",
adapted
Barry
Benefield's
scheduled from
to start
around
May 1st. novel, is
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Life of the Bronte

Sisters

To be Produced
by WB
The story of \hv Hronte sisters, Charlotte,
Emily and .^nni:, will be the subject of "Devotion", a special Warner Bros, production
to be filmed early this summer. Tlie picture
will re-unite Bette Davis, George Brent,
Geraloine Fitzgerald and Director Edmund
GouLmN(;, all of whom were associated with
"Dark Victory".
Olivl\ de Havu.lani) will join the cast to
complete the famous literary trio, and Claude
Rains will portray the father of the sisters.
Theodore Reeves and DeWitt Beaudine
wrote the original story and James Hilton
will write llie screen adaptation.
Uncertain

Ready for a Street Shot
Director Henry Bucquet plans a street shot
for MGM's "On Borroxved Time", adaptation
of the Broadivay stage hit. Lionel Barrymore at>pears as Gramp and eight year old
Bobs Watson plays the part of Pud. Sir
Cedric Hardwicke is the mysterious stranger,
Mr. Brink. Sidney Franklin is producing.

Jane Clayton Gets New Contract
From Producer Harry Sherman
Jane Clayton was signed to a long term
contract by Harry Sherman, producer of the
"Hopalong Cassidy" pictures, starring William Boyd, for Paramount. The deal was
closed at Lone Pine where Sherman is currently making "Lawful Outlaws", his first picture of the 1939-40 season.
Miss Clayton made her motion picture
debut in "In Old Mexico", and is the first
w'oman signed by Sherman for more than a
one picture deal.
Her first assignment will be the feminine
lead in "The Double Dyed Deceiver", the O.
Henry story in which Tito Guizar will be
featured, under the direction of Ed. D. Venturini.
WB

Camera

Crew

to Borneo

A camera expedition to the island of Sarawak in the Borneo seas is being prepared by
Warner Bros, in anticipation of an early
shooting
on "The
Whitethe Rajah",
a story
by Errol date
Flynn
in which
actor will
also
star. The camera crew will film authentic
backgrounds in Sarawak, which is ruled by the
world's only English rajah.
Virginia Grey Signed
Virginia Grey has been set for an important role in MGM's forthcoming production
of "The Women", joining a cast headed by
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford and Rosalind Russell. 135 characters, all female, will
comprise the complete cast. Phyllis Povah,
of the New York cast, arrived in Hollywood
for a featured spot in the picture. George
CuKOR will direct.
To Plug "Union Pacific"
Details of one of the largest co-operative
advertising tie-ups in the history of Hollywood
were announced this week when it was revealed that Paramount's new Cecil B. De
MiLLE epic, "Union Pacific", will be heavily
exploited in an $80,000 advertising campaign
of the Pennzoil Company. In addition to magazine advertising, the oil company is using three
types of posters plugging the picture, on its
60,000 dealer stations throughout the country.

Situation in Europe

Postpones Gene Autry's Tour
Republic has postponed the scheduled tour
of its singing cowboy star. Gene Autry, due
to the uncertain political situation in Europe.
Studio officials deemed it wise to have Autry
remain in the United States until the war
clouds have disappeared.
Exhibitors in England long have requested
that Autry make a stage appearance tour
there, due to his popularity, and the fact that
he is the favorite movie star of the two little
English princesses.
There is a possibility that Autry may substitute aSouth American trip in place of the
England junket.
George

Raft Signed by Univ.

"I Stole a Million", based on the exploits of
the notorious mail robber, Roy Gardner, will
be made by Universal with George Raft in
the leading role. Frank Tuttle will direct
under the production supervision of Burt
Kelly with shooting scheduled to start early
in May. Feminine lead and supporting cast
will be announced shortly.

"Real Glory" Starts Monday
Samuel Goldwyn has set April 24 as the
starting date for the Gary Cooper starrer,
"The Real Glory", which will be directed by
Henry Hathaway. Featured supporting cast
will be Andrea Leeds, David Niven, Walter
Brennen, Donald Crisp and Broderick
Crawford. Sets now in construction for the
picture include a 700-foot lagoon.
New
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Randall Western

Starts

"Across the Plains", new Jack Randall
starring western, got the starting gun last week
at Lone Pine, with Joyce Bryant in the
feminine lead. Dennis Moore, Frank Yacanelli, Robert Card
and Glen Strange
head a large supporting cast. The film is
being
directed
b}'
Spencer
Bennett
under the production
wing of Robert Tansey.
He's On the
Carpet
It's a tough moment
when Jackie Cooper
is brought before the
principal, Vaughn
Glazer in "What a
Lif e" forthcoming
Paramount picture
taken from- the successful stage play.
LUCIEN LiTTLEFIELD
stands by the desk
zvith his arms folded.
Director Theodore
Reed is .ntting at the
right with a pencil in
his hand.

WAN

DC

KING

ACCUND
tiOLLTWCCD
with the "Oldtimer"

you sec Samuel G<)ldwyn'!s "IVlusic
When Jascha
School",
Heiletz slarrer, you will be
in for one of the thrills of your life. A 45
piere kid
orehestra,
usingplays
instrufostinfj; around
mentssymphony
$7 eaeh,
so
well, you have to look (and listen) twice, to
make sure you're not dreaming;.
Visited willi Director Frank McDonald on
the set of Univtrsal's "They Asked for It", and
saw Frank put William Lundigan and Joy
Hodges through a few tough scenes. How
come you ditched the "stogie" for that poor
imitation of a pipe, Frank? It doesn't look
natural.
Ran into Mitchell Hamilburg, Hollywood's
tie-up king, just returned from a business
trip to New York. Mitch tells us that he has
completed some swell new tieups for Deanna
Durbin and Gene Autry. Don't forget to
put usBrothers
on the puppets.
"must have" list for those
Marx
We've spotted some funny marquees in out
time, but this one at the Beverly Theatre in
Hollywood, should take first prize. "WIFE,
HUSBAND AND FRIEND"— "FAST AND
LOOSE".
Sounds like a good idea, Ehl
Put on the "feed bag" over at the new
Paramount commissary and spent most of
the time watching Jackie Cooper and young
Sidney Miller work out some new arrangefor Cooper's
band.theAtgestures
least that's
what itmentslooked
like from
. . .
with Miller winning by a nose.
Warner's "oomph girl", Ann Sheridan, will
have the feminine lead opposite Richard CarlWalter
Wanger's
"Winter
Soundsson inlike
a pretty
cold title,
but weCarnival".
suppose
the "oomph" will take care of that . . . as it
did in "Dodge City". We understand that
"oomph" means "natural allure," or something.
Sol Siegel In N. Y.
Sol Siegel is in New York this week conferring with Herbert J. Yates of Republic
on the studio's new season program. He
will also attend the New York opening of
"Man of Conquest" at the Capitol Theatre.
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Dates Shown Are Release Dates
This department is primarily intended to convey important information regarding product on wliich no
press book or ad material are available. Shovirmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source. Listings will appear but once.
ALL

THE

Rep.

TOMORROWS
Not set
Drama

Selling Names: Frieda Inescort, Otto
Kruger, Don Douglas.
Director: Sidney' Salkovv.
Assoc. Producer: Sol C. Siegel.
Story Idea: Frieda Inescort devotes her
life to Otto Kruger because he was crippled
for life in a motor accident the night they
were to be married. She falls in love, after
ten years, with Don Douglas, but refuses to
marry him because of her loyalty to Kruger. Kruger learns of her sacrifice and gives
up his life to set her free.
Catchline: "Hopelessly in love . . . his
final message sets lier free."
FOR
Univ.

LOVE OR
Drama

MONEY

May 5

Selling Names: June Lang, Robert Kent,
Edward Brophy.
Director: Al Rogell.
Producer: Max Golden.
Story Idea: Robert Kent works for a big
shot gambler, taking bets over the telephone. He wins a large sum of money for
one of his clients, but is unable to collect.
Threatened with his life, he and June Lang
pool their money and make queer wagers
with a "nut" — winning enough money to
get straightened out.
Catchline: "Big shot gambler — willing to
wager his own life."
EX-CHAMP
Drama

Univ.

Not set

Selling Names: Victor McLaglen. Tom
Brown, Nan Grey, Constance Moore.
Director: Phil Rosen.
Producer: Burt Kelly.
Story Idea: Victor McLaglen, a doorman,
is proud of two things — his son, Donald
Briggs and a belt emblematic of a boxing
championship he once held. When he loses
his job, he undertakes to train Tom Brown
for the championship fight. He saves his
son, Briggs, from prison by giving him the
money he wins when Brown wins the fight.
one.Catchline: "A champ in more ways than
FIVE
RKO

CAME
Drama

BACK

June 2
Selling Names: Chester Morris, Wendy
Barrie, Lucille Ball, Kent Taylor.
Director: John Farrow.
Producer: Robert Sisk.
Story Idea: Twelve persons are aboard
a transport plane when it is forced down
in the African jungles because of motor
trouble. They are constantly in danger of
attacking natives, but manage to hold them
off until the plane is able to fly again. When
they find they can only take five passengers because only one of the engines is
running, the other seven sacrifice their lives
to permit the five to escape.
Catchline: "Fate trapped the unfortunate
passengers."
CAT

AND

THE

CANARY

Para.
Mystery-Drama Not Set
Selling Names: Bob Hope, Paulette Goddard, Douglas Montgomery.
Director: Elliott Nugent.
Producer: Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Story Idea: Bob Hope has joined Paulette
Goddard and the rest of the close relatives

Rep.

at the midnight reading of a will in the
dilapidated mansion of the deceased. The
reading by George Zucco, the attorney for
the estate, starts a night of eerie screams
and insane killings, and things are pretty
wild until Hope captures the killer.
Catchline: "A mystery thriller that is a
spine-chiller."
RKO

THE DOVE
Drama

HEADIN' FOR TEXAS Not Set
Western
Selling Names: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart,
George
Assoc. "Gabby"
ProducerHayes.
& Director: Joe Kane.

Not Set

Selling Names: Leo Carrillo, Steffi Duna,
Tim Holt, Eduardo Raquello.
Director: Lew Landers.
Producer: Cliff Reid.
Story Idea: Leo Carrillo, a Mexican bandit always bragging about his feminine conquests, makes a wager with Eduardo Raquello, that he can win Steffi Duna, who is
in love with Tim Holt. Carrillo has Holt
captured and brought to his camp so that
Steffi will follow, but lets him go when
Steffi pretends to be mad about him in
order to help him win his wager with
Raquello.
Catchline: "A bold, bad bandit . . . but
tricked by a woman."
THEY

ASKED
Drama

FOR

IT

Univ.
May 19
Selling Names: William f^undigan, Joy
Hodges, Michael Whalen.
Director: Frank McDonald.
Assoc. Producer: Max Golden.
Story Idea: William Lundigan tries to
build up a small town newspaper inherited
from his grandfather, by carrying sensational stories pointing to murder, when a
penniless farmer dies. Although thought to
be a hoax at first, he eventually uncovers
enough evidence to prove it really murder
and, through his newspaper, helps the local
autliorities capture the culprit.
Catchline: "A hoax that turned into a

Story Idea: Roy Rogers and his pal GabConfedthe find
fought
having the
by erate
Hayes,
side during
Civil onWar,
that
the co-owner of their ranch is Wade Boteler, a Union officer. There is a great deal
of conflict between the men until Rogers
discovers that Boteler is unaware of the
dishonest dealings of the two men working
for him. Boteler loses his life helping Rogers get the situation in hand.
Catchline: "Enemies in war, but Allies in
DOWN
THE
Mono.

WYOMING
TRAIL
Western
May 5

Selling Names: Tex Ritter, Mary Brodell,
Horace Murphy, Charles King.
Director:
Al Herman.
peace."
Producer: Edward Finney.
Story Idea: Tex Ritter gets the job of
foreman
Mary Brodell's
ranch
in order
to
captureon Charles
King, the
outlaw
who
has been stampeding elk into the valley,
whenever he wanted to rustle cattle. On
Christmas Eve, dressed as Santa Claus,
Ritter work's on King's superstitious mind
until he has him confessing to the rustling.
Catchline: "Tex Ritter brings Christmas
happiness to the ranchers."
20th-Fox Will Sponsor Derby
The

first company to sponsor a Kentucky Derby broadcast as a plug for a
forthcoming picture, 20th Century-Fox has
made arrangements with CBS to air the
famous Churchill Downs classic in behalf
of "Rose of Washington Square" on May 6,
one
before thewill
film'sbenational
release
date.week
Announcers
Ted Husing,
Brvan Field and Bob Trout.

nightmare."
CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Ten cents per word. No charge for name and address.
Five insertions for the price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Cfassi^ed ads will appear as soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Classified
Dept., SHOWMEN*S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway.
York REVIEW,
City.

SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
~
S
OKLewis.
operation. Written B
by O
"Chick"
Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address, New
Showmen's
Trade
Review,
Broadway,
York City.
THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED
~
SITUATION WANTED
THEATREMAN with many years of active and successful experience behind him,
yet young enough to do a top-notch job,
seeks a position with an independent exhibitor or group of theatres. At least let me
tell you of my background and why you
will find me a good investment. Address
Box 621, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York City.
SEAT REPAIR MATERIAL
ARTIFICIAL LEATHER MOLESKIN
81c per yard; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats from
two yards. Samples on request. Commercialeather, 116 Merimac St., Boston.

SOUND & PROjECTION SERVICES
WE GUARANTEE 30 to 40 percent
more
lightgives
on your
Shutters
whiter,screen!!!
brighter"Brite-Light"
and clearer
pictures. Best built shutter on n.arket for
Powers, Simplex, Kaplan, rear cr front;
NEW PRICE EACH $6, prepaid anywhere!
"Servicing Charts" handbook, covering all
equipments, on sound $1.00. (Subscribe Today for our sound service via mail. We
keep your sound & projection perfect!
This service only $2 year. We tell you,
via mail, in simple, imderstandable words
and pictures, how to Service your soundprojection.) Thousands of satisfied customers. WESLEY TROUT, Consulting
Engineer, Box 575, ENID, OKLAHOMA.
USED

EQUIPMENT

NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who Iiave used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the
same for you. The cost is only 10c per
word, five insertions for the price of three.
Address, 1501
Classified
Dept. New
Showmen's
Trade
Review,
Broadway,
York City
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a— BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE DOPE.
b— BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial lie fore Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults.
Rel.
GRAND NATIONAL
ASTOR PICTURES
1938-39
Title
Date
stars
Stars
Title
Mlna.
Rel.
Date 11/4/38 , .bl0/29/3a
Issue of
IssueSeeof
C. Morris-U. Merkel
Cipher Bureau (0) Mins.70 .. Ames- Woodbury
(F) 1/20/39 ..b2/ll/39
Bat
Whispers
(My-0)
86
.
Harry Roy &. Band
Crashing Thru (D)
James Newill- Warren Hull
Everythino is Rhythm (Mu)
. a3/4/39
38 ..al2/3l/38
1/
/2
Reissued
10
.Not
Rev.
Front Page (C)
100. Jelson-Evans-Morgan
Everything Happens to Ann (D) Heather Angel-John King
. .ba/l7/3«
Menioii-P. O'Brien
.bl2/31/38
Heart of New York (Mu) 80. .A.
Reissued
Exile Express (D)
61 . . Anna Sten-Alan Marshal
(A)
Reissued
Frontier
Scout
(W)
61..
George
Houston
(F)
.Jean
Harlow-B.
Lyon
Hell's
Angels
(D)
110.
..In
Prod.
Long Shot (D)
69. .Marsha Hunt
(F) 1/6/39 . ..b2/25/39
Monster Walks (My-D)
60. . MIscha Auer
2>'l5/39.'.'. Reissued
See
Reissued
Miracle of Main Street
Margo
Out ol Singapore (D)
76. .Noah Beery-Dorothy Burgess
Reissued
Panama Patrol (D)
67. Charlotte Wynters-Leon Ames.. (F)
Rain (D)
85. .J. Crawford- W. Huston
. .Not Rev.
Reissued
Renfrew Saves a Lady
James Newell
P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Scarfacc (D)
88. Alan
2/10/39. . .bl/21/39
Allister ..
10/14/38
Reissued
Sea Ghost (D)
60 . .SpencerHale-Claude
.
.b9/ 17/38
Ride
'Em
Cowgirl
(W)
52.
.
Dorothy
Page-Vince
Barnett
(F)
1/20/39
,
Reissued
Tracy
Shadows Over Shanghai (D) 66. .Ralph Morgan
(F)
Sky Devils (C-D)
88. Sylvia Sidney
al 1/19/38
Reissued
Street Scene (D)
79. . Blondell-Evans-Claire
Singing
Cowgirl
Dorothy
Page-David
O'Brien
....
Reissued
11/11/38 b2/ 18/39
Three Broadway Girls (C)
83. Bob Burns
(Former
Title
"Lady Buckaroo")
Reissued
Tombstone Canyon (W)
67. .Swanson-Douglas-Karloff ....
Six-Gun
RhythmCase
(W)
55
. Tex
Fletcher-Joan
Barclay . . . .(F) 10/28/38 .a8/20/38
Reissued
Sunset
Murder
(D)
57
Sally
Rand
Tonight Or Never (0)
92. William S. Hart
bll/19/38
Reissued
(Former title, "Murder on Sunset Boulevard")
Tumbleweeds (W)
5/1/39
Reissue
' 1/19/38
Titans of the Deep (T)
47 Dr. Wm. Beebe-Otis Barton ... (F) 1/13/39
Woman Unafraid (D)..
66. Gallagher-Gleason
b /'. 39al.bl/14/39
/2
i
Reissued
Art
Jarrett-Lee
Powell
(F)
Trigger
Pals (W)
55
1/6/39 . .
Water Rustlers
(W)
54. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ...
(Former title. "The Last Barrier")
COLUMBIA
1937-38
(F)
City Streets (0)
68 . Fellows-Carrillo
1/5/38
.b6/25/38
(F) 7/1/38 . .bl
Colorado Trail (W)
55. Starrett-Meredith
. . .b8/27/38
Convicted (D)
58 . Hayworth-Quigley
(A) 9/8/38
8/18/38
.A. Shirley-N. Gray
(F) 9/30/38 ..blO/l/38
Girl's
School
(D)
73
1937-38
MGM
...b8/6/38
(F)
8/19/38
Gladiator
(C)
71 Brown-Travis
7/29/38 .. .b8/20/38
(F) 8/15/38
. .b6/l 1/38
Highway Patrol (D)
58 Paige-Wells
6/27/38
.
Laurel-Hardy
.. ..b7/30/38
.b7/2/38
Block-Heads (C)
58. . O'Keefe-Stone-Pendleton (F)
K. Hepburn-C. Grant
(F) 6/15/38 . .b5/21/38
Holiday
(C-D)
94
. b/730/38
(F)
8/5/38
.
(A) 9/2/38 . .b8/27/38
Chaser (C)
75. . I aylor-Arnold-Morgan
I Am the Law (D)
83 . E. Robinson-W. Barrie
(F)
6/24/38
Crowd Roars (D)
92.
(F) 9/15/38 .b9/l7/38
Juvenile Court (D)
61 . Kelly- Hayworth
Douglas-F. Rice
(F) 7/22/38 . . b6/25/38
(A) 9/9/38 . ..bl.b9/17/38
Fast Company (My-D)
75. .. M.
Lady Objects (D)
67 L. Ross-G. Stuart
F. Bartholomew- M. Rooney ....(F) 7/8/38
.b7/l6/38
1/26/38
(F) 8/31/38
Phantom Gold (W)
56 .J. Luden-B. Marlon
Lord
Jeff
(D)
84.
.Stone-Rooney-Garland
(F) 8/26/38 .. .b7/l6/3«
7/15/38
. .b4/2/38
Love
Finds
Andy
Hardy
(C-D)..
92.
Pioneer Trail (W)
55 . Luden-Barclay
.N.
Shearer-T.
Power
(F)
.a5/14/38
7/15/38
.
..b7/2/38
Marie
Antoinette
(H-D)
160.
Jack Holt-Wynters
(F) 7/21/38
7/1/38 . . .b8/l3/38
Reformatory (D)
61 Starrett-Meredith
(A)
(F) 7/28/38
Port of Seven Seas (D)
81. . Beery-O'SuMivan
South of Arizona (W)
56
. .b7/2/38
(F) 8/12/38 . .b5/28/38
6/20/38 .. ..blO/8/38
Rich Man, Poor Girl (C-D) 74. .. Younq-Hussey-Ayres
Stagecoach Days (W)
58 Jack Luden-Eleanor Stewart ....
.a4/9/38
M.
Sullavan-J.
Stewart
(F)
9/22/38
.
.
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56 B. Jones-D. Fay
Shopworn
Angel
(D)
87.
.a8/27/38
6/3/38 . .b6/4/38
Three Comrades (D)
98. .Taylor-Tone-Young-Sullavan
(F) 6/30/38 .. .b8/27/38
West of Cheyenne (W)
53 .Starrett-Meredith
. Kainer-Uouglas-Young .... (A)
(A) 6/10/38
6/17/38 . .b6/25/38
Toy Wife (D)
94 . Marshall-Bruce-Astor
(A)
Woman Against Woman (D) ...bU
1938-39
Adventure in Sahara (D)
58.. P. Kelly-L. Gray
.(A) I 1/15/38 bl2/24/38
In Prod.
Arizona Cowboy (W)
Charles Starrett-lris Meredith..
Adventures of Huckleberry
o,,n,,„
5/25/39.
1938-39
5/1
1/39 . . a4/8/39
Blind Alley (U)
Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..
. .b2/l
1/39
1 1/30/38
In Prod.
.bl
1/5/38
.b9/10/38
Blondie (C)
68 . P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F) 2/28/39
90.. Mickey Rooney-Lynn Carver ....(F) 2/10/39 .. ..a3/4/39
(Q)
Pini,
,
.
.b3/4/39
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71.. P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F) 12/15/38 al2/IO/38
Mickey Rooney-Lewis Stone(F)
Fever
Spring
Gets
Hardy
Andy
10/5/38
California Frontier (W)
54 . Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
92.. S. Tracy-M. Rooney
Boys Town (D)
.b5/7/38
5/26/39 . .
9/9/38
Crime Takes a Holiday (D) 58..Holt-M. Ralston
(F) 4/12/39 ..al/14/39
Rob't Young-Billie Burke
. b4/8/39
Bridal Suite (C)
First Offenders (D)
61.. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
1/13/39 . .a2/18/39
(Former
title,
"Maiden
Voyage")
10/12/38
bl2/24/38
Flight to Fame (D)
57 . C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F) 1/19/39 .all/19/38
..(F)
Parker
Keefe-Cecilia
0'
.Dennis
70.
(D)
O'Connor
Up
'Em
.
.bl/14/3!)
Burn
10/28/38 . .bl2/l7/38
(F) 4/7/39
12/16/38
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54. Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
Broadway Serenade (Mu-D) ...112. J. MacDonald-L. Ayres
12/9/38
4/28/39
Barrymore
Ayres-L.
Lew
(D)
(Former
title.
"California
Cavalcade")
Kildare
Dr.
.R.
Owen-T.
Kilburn
(F)
Calling
.blO/29/38
..In Prod.
Prod.
Christmas Carol (D)
69
Golden Boy
Barbara Stanwyck-Wm. Holden..
..In
Russell-R.
Donat
(F)
Good GirlsBureau
Go to (D)
Paris 63 Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas
Citadel (D)
HO. .R.
. . .b2/4/39
.Rainer-A.
Marshall
(A) 12/2/38 . .. .b2/l8/39
Homicide
B.
Cabot-R.
Hayworth
(F)
Dramatic
School
(D)
78.
.bl2/3/38
1
1/2/38
1/5/39
.
,
.R. Montgomery- Rosalind Russell. (F) 2/17/39
. . .39/3/38
In Early Arizona (W)
53 Elliott-Gulliver
Fast and _
Loose (My-C)
76.
1/27/39
12/23/38 .. ..bl2/3l/38
1/39
.bl/28/39
"Flirtin'g"wit
h'>ate'(C)
S
'il''
Lady and the Mob (C)
65 Fay Bainter-lda Lupino
(F) 4/3/39 . .. .b3/l
^''2*"
■
m
'
Vh,ii
'
'
'
'
ir!
.a2/25/39
Law Comes to Texas (W)
58 Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
Marshall .... (F)
Rice-Alan
Florence
73.
(D)
White
in
Girls
Four
4/16/39
.
10/24/38
a2/l8/39
bl2/l"
.blO/29/38
Law of the Texan (W)
54 Buck Jones-D. Fay
(F)
(I-)
..bl
1/5/38
76. F. Tone-F. Gaal
. .b4/22/39
Girl Downstairs (C)
Let Us Live (D)
68 Maureen O'Sullivan-Henry Fonda(A) 2/22/39
..bl2/l7/38
.b2/25/39
Garson
10/24/38
Donat-Greer
Robert
9
(D)
Chips
Mr.
/3
Goodbye,
21
.
,
.b2/4/39
.
4/
(F) 3/16/39
Little Adventuress (C-D) 62 E. Fellows-R. Fiske
IF)
t
-Grave
Rainer
.
.
104
(Mu)
Great Waltz
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
56 Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver ...
. .al/14/39
80 . . Rooney-Stone-Rutherford .. (F) 3/39 ...b3/l
1/39
Hardys Ride High (C-D)
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D)
65 Warren Willram-lda Lupino ... (F) 1/27/39 , .. .bl/28/39
.. iF) 3/
2/10/3/399 ... .bl/28/39
. Eleanor Powell-Rob't.
84. .Crawford-Stew
(Mu-C)
Honolulu
5/22/39 .a3/25/39
Tech.)..(F)
art (PartYoung
Missing Daughters (D)
Richard Arlen-Rochelle Hudson
27
82.
(D)
1939
.
1/
of
Follies
Ice
.a3/l8/39
.
.
.b4/8/39
.
.b3/18/39
(A) 14/3
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59.. Alan Baxter- Jacqueline Wells (F) 3/30/39 . . .b4/l/39
109. .Gable-Shearer
Idiot's Delight (D)
9 .
/39938
191/
4/
5/
Colbert.
10/2
North of Shanghai (D)
58 . Betty Furness-James Craig (F) 2/10/39 ....a2/4/39
It's a Wonderful World (My-C) James Stewart-Claudette Rice...
.b2/l8/39
3/30/39 .
North of the Yukon (W)
64 .Chas. Starrett-Linda Winters
F 2/24/3 .. blfl/22/38
Florence
O'KeefeDennis
70..
(C-D)
Texas
From
Kid
.32/18/39
(F)
..
Bruce
.
.
.a4/8/39
Eddy-Virginia
Nelson
.
87.
(Mu-D)
Ring
(Former
title,
"Mounted
Police")
Freedom
Let
5/25/39 . .a2/18/39
Only Angels Have Wings (D)
Jean Arthur-Cary Grant
(F) 5/5/39 . In Prod.
73. . Bartholomew-Garland .
Darling (C-D)
Listen, Night
Outside These Walls (D)
Dolores Costello-Michael Whalen .
..in
Prod.
Lucky
(D)
^"L".^
"'i'""^
J?^""'
5/4/39
.
Power to Kill
Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael
Out West
the Hardys
„ „Rob't Young-Ann
o.
o ,
,ir> 11/25/38 blO/29/38
bl 1/26/38
Sothern
a Lady
. .alO/1/38
Was With
Maizie
Rio Grande (W)
59 . Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
.'.b3/25/39
8'
.
(F)
/3
/4
Rooney-Stone-Parker
.
83.
ii
I
1/18/38
Q)
(Former
title,
"North
of
Texas")
(Q
3/10/39
.
2/28/39 . .al/28/39
Romance of the Redwoods (D) . .67 . . Jean Parker-Chas. Bickford
pvnmalinn' iD)
87 . Leslie Howard-Wendy Hiller (A) 3/24/39 .
Smashing the Spy Ring (D)... 62. Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F) 12/29/38 . bl2/24/38
Johnson . (F)
80.. Wallace Berry-Laraine
In1/19/38
Prod.
Seraeant Madden' (D)
1/38 ..bl. ,b4/l/39
Spoilers of the Range (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
4/27/39 .a3/ 18/39
d-Sullavan-Younq
75. .Crawtor
HoSr (D) ...
ShiningEnemi
Johnson ... (F) 11/1
Walter Pidgeon-Rita
es
Knnn
(Former
title,
"The
Oklahoma
Trail")
(F)
.
.
Pidgeon.
.blO/29/38
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (D) . 65 . Jack Holt-Beverly Roberts
(F) 12/15/38
Bruce-Walter
bl
1/19/38
.Virginia
8"
77.
(0)
/3
10/7/38 . . .bl/7/39
Wietv Lawver
12/8
12/1/38
(F) 12/30/38
redith (F)
n-Ayres-Me
"Outside
the Law")
65. .O'Sulliva
.blO/8/38
(C-D)
Madness
Snrina
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu-W) . (Reviewed
. .60 . . All asMidget
Cast
(F)
Rooney
Beery-M.
.W.
.89.
.
..
(D)
Itablematis
Texas Stampede (W)
57 Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
2/9/39 .. .b7/l6/38
(F)
.al/14/39
ice
Taylor-Beery-R
95. .. MacDonald-Ed
1/6/39
..
(D)
Fiqht
and
Uo
Itanri
32/18/39
b
12/24/38
.33/18/39
dy-Morgan (Tech.).(F)
1 10
There's
That Woman Again
WeFhPa?-ts (Mu)
.bl2/17/38
(F) 12/24/38
(My-C)
70. . Douglas-Bruce . .
'Sullivan
Weissmuller-O
1/12/39
5/12/39
Tell
(D)
n
°
NO
laies
lu)
(Former
title.
Hundred B.to Warner...
Thundering West (W)
57 . C. Starrett-1. Meredith
. .b9/3/38
One")
.al 1/19/38
Douqlas-H.
"elvyn"One
Tell No Tales "(D )■■..'..■
Trapped in the Sky (D)
60. .Jack Holt-Katherine DeMille .,.(F)
. b2/l8/39
9/2/38 . . .b9/
.blO/8/38
17/38
(F)
West of Sante Fe (W)
57, .Starrett-Meredith
.bl2/24/38
9/16/38
.
(F)
r.Tone
ry-Gayno
Montqome ""o^. 67. . £(C) . . . '0|Has Nancy
Too
to Handle
(C-D)
r! 9/23/38 . .b3/l8/39
ThreeHotLoves
Whisperinq Enemies (D)
62. .J. Holt-D. Costello
9/29/38 . . .bl/7/39
(F) 3/24/39
10/14/38
. .b8/27/38
Vacation From Love (C)
Il' ' S' .? 1f''*'-'^ p'"'i' „Vii
f
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125. . L. Barrymore- Arthur-Stewart. . . . (F)
(F) 3/17/39 . blO/15/38
65. .Ruth Hussey-Paul Kelly
Within the Law (D)
(F)
Ayres
.
Barrymore-L
L.
81..
Young Dr Kildare (D)
1939-40
i6/3/38 '
Smith Goes to Washington Jean Arthur-James Stewart
3/31/39"
CAUMONT BRITISH
1938-39
. . . 93
Chicago Ben (O...
(Reviewed as •Hey! Hey! U.S.A.")
Climbing High (C). . .
79 Matthews-Redgrave
68. .Cawthorn-Sidney-Grahame
Crime
Ovei- London
Lady Vanishes
(D). (D) .78.
. Liikas-Whitty
Man With 100 Faces (D).
72.. Tom Walls-Lilli Palmer
PagliaccI (Mu-D)
78 Tauber-Duna
as "A Clown Must Laugh")
Sailing Along (Mu-C)(Reviewed
79. . Matthews-Whiting
Show Goes On (D)
71 . . Neanle-Carminati
Strange Boarders (D)
73. T. Walls- R. St. Cyr
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
80.
Three on a Week End (C-D)... 72.
(Reviewed
as "Illegal Holiday")
To the Victor (D).
71 , . Fyffe-Loder-Lockwood
GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Dangerous Secrets (D).
B.
L. as "Brief Ecstasy")
(Reviewed
Held for Ransom (D)
BO
Mehaffey-G.
Hiqh Command (0)
59
1 Married a Spy (D)
59 N. Hamilton-B. Horney
King of the Sierras (AD) 57 Rex — Sheik, the wonder horse.
Life Returns (D)
60 0. Stevens- L. Wilson . .
Renfrew of the Great White
Trail (D)
Newell- Walker
Utah Trail (W)
55.. Tex Ritter ..

(Dist. by
(F)
(F) 8/15/38
(F)
(F) 1 1/1/38
(A) 10/1/38
(F)
(A)
.(A)
4/15/38
.(A) 6/15/38
8/1/38
.(F)
(F) 9/15/38
7/1/38
(A) 3/15/38
(F)

20th-Fox)
blO/8/38
bl2/l7/38
. . .b8/6/38
. b9/3/38
. .bl 1/5/38
blO/15/38
..b2/12/38
. .b8/ 14/37
. . .b6/4/38
. .. .b2/l2/38
. Reissued
. .b2/l2/38

8/19/38 . .b8/28/37
(A)
(F)
6/7/38 . b5/l8/38
(A) 7/15/38
7/1/38 . .b7/30/3P
. b7/30/38
8/28/38 ..Not
6/10/38
. .b7/30/38
Rev.
(F) 7/22/38
. .a7/9/38
8/12/38 .. .a6/l8/38

Gone With the Wind
On Borrowed Time )
Wizard of Oz (Tech.
Women, The

1939-40
Gable-Leigh-Howard (Tech.) . .
..Lionel Barrymore- Beulah Bondi
i"dy Garland-Frank Morgan ....
Shearer-Crawford-Russell

MONOGRAM
1937-38
53.. Jack Randall
Man's Country (W)
G Oliver
Tr3vis.
.
.
60
(D)
M3rines Are Here
-55. . ack Randall ,
Kid (W)
Mexic3li
Romance of the Limberlost (D).82..J. Parker-E. Linden

..In Prod.
..In
all/12/38
..In
Prod.

F 7/6/38
F
F 8/17/38
(F) 6/22/38

1938-39
Jack Randall-Joyce Bryant
Across the Plains (W)
(!•)
Moran-Morgan
.63.
Boy (0)
Barefoot
Boys
Reformatory
(D)
,v . f'i;"!!'''
.P'"'.™, -Jones
' Vi
rA^
(A)
66.. Robert Kent-Anne Nagel
Convict's Code (D)
Randall-Ethel Ouran
Drifting Westward (W) (Former Jack
title.Ritt
"Santa Feer
Bound")
Down the Wyoming Trail (W) . . ..Tex
F
80.. Jackie Cooper
Gangster's Boy (D)
(M
Nagell
Anne Randal
6373.... Jack
(D)
Bullets (D)
G3ng Packer
(r)
Run
73. . John Carroll- Kay Linaker (F
T Am a Criminal (D)
66..Ralqh BelUmy-Mickey Rooney ..(F)
Little Pal (D)
(Continued on next pa{je)

.b8/6/38
. ..b5/28/38
. .b9/IO/38
. .06/18/38

In Prod.
.b9/3/3H
.. . .a4/l/39
8/3/38
.
5/1/39
..
.al/7/39
1/18/39 . .b2/l 1/39
1/25/39
. .34/22/39
11/19/38
5/5/39 .bll/12/38
11/23/38
.bl2/10/38
1 /I2/38
112/14/38
1/16/38 .bl
..bl2/3/38
2/15/39
. . Reissued
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SHOWMEN'S

(Continued) 1938-39
MONOGRAM
Title
Mins. Stan
Karloff
(A)
Mr. Wong. Detective (My-D) 66, .Boris
(F)
Mystery of Mr. Wong (D)
65. Boris KarlofT
Mystery Plane (D)
60 .John Trent- Marjorie Reynolds ..(F)
Fay Wray
(F)
Navy Secrets (D)
60. ..Tex
Ritter
(F)
Rollin'of Westward
(W)
61 .Tex Ritter
(F)
Song
the Buckaroo
(W)
58.
Ritter
(F)
Starlight Over Texas (W)
56. .Tex
Hull-Marsha Hunt
Star Reporter (D)
62. .Warren
Jackie Cooper
(F)
Streets of New York (D)
73. ..Tex
Ritter
Sundown on the Prairie (W) . 53.
(F)
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi (D)...75. .Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
Tough Kid (D)
61 Frankie Darro
Trigger Smith (W)
51.. Jack Randall
Undercover Agent (D)
64.. Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane. .
Under theby Big
63.
Nagel-Main-La
Rue
(F)
Wanted
the Top
Police(D)
(D)
59.. . Frankie
Darro
(F)
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D) . .65. .James Stephenson-Betty Lynne..(A)
(Reviewed
as
"Dangerous
Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) ..61.. Tex Ritter
(F)
Wild Horse Canyon (W)
50.. Jack Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (D)
John Carroll-Movita
PARAMOUNT
Bar 20 Justice (W)
Booloo (D)
Bulldog Drummond In Africa
(D)
Farewell to Arms (D)
Give Me a Sailor (C)
Prison Farm (D)
Professor Beware (C)
Spawn of the North (D)
rexans (H-D)
Tropic Holiday (Mu-C)
You and Me (D)

66.
60
60
99.
80
68
90
110.
91
75
92

1937-38
Boyd-Hayden
C. Tapley-S. Asmara
H. Angel-J. Howard
Cooper-Hayes
Raye-Hope-Grable
L. Nolan-W. Frawley
H. Lloyd-P. Welch
Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
Scott-J. Bennett
Lamour-B. Burns-Raye
Raft-Sidney

(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)

1938-39
Ambush (D)
62.. Gladys Swailhout
(F)
Arkansas Traveler (D)
"
.83. .B. Burns-M. Carlisle
(F)
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
Howard-Angel-Warner
(F)
(My-D)
60.
Artists and Models Abroad (C)..90 Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
(F)
(A)
Back Door to Heaven (D)
85. Ford-Erwin-Ellis
(A)
Beachcomber (C-D)
94 Laughton- Lanchester
(Reviewed
asCooper-Ray
"Vessel of Milland
Wrath")
Beau
Geste
(D)
Gary
Boy Trouble (C)
70 .Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland (F)
Bulldog
(A)
Police Drummond's
(My) Secret
55 Howard-Angel
Cafe Society (C)
83. M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
(A)
Campus^
Confessions (D)
_
.64. .H. Luisetti-B. Grable
(F)
Disbarred (D)
59. . Patrick- Kruger
(F)
Federal
Offense
(My)
Lloyd
Nolan-Heather
Angel
Frontiersman (W)
74.. Bill Boyd
(F)
Gracie Allen Murder Case (D) Gracie Allen-Warren William ...
Grand Jury Secrets (D)
John Howard-Gail Patrick
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73.. Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable ..(F)
Hotel Imperial (D)
Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
If 1 Were King (H-D)
100. Colman-Dee-Rathbone
(F)
Illegal Traffic (D)
67.. J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F)
I'm
From
Missouri
(C)
77..
Bob
Burns-Gladys
George
(F)
In Old Mexico (W)
62 . W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Invitation to Happiness (D)
Fred MacMurrav-lrene Dunne...
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn....
King of Alcatraz (D)
55. .Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(F)
King of Chinatown (D)
60 .A. M. Wonti-L. Nolan
(A)
Lady's From Kentucky (D)
75.. Geo. Raft-Ellen Drew
(F)
Little Orphan Annie (C-D) 56. . Gillis- Kent-Travis
(F)
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour ...
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) .. 104. . MacMurray-Milland
(F)
Midnight (C)
SO. CIaudctte Colliert-Don Ameche.. (F)
Million
Dollar
Legs
Betty
Grable-Jackie
Coogan
...
Mr. & Mrs. Bulldog Drummond
(D)
John Howard. Heather Angel
Mysterious Rider (W)...
74. . Diimbrille-Toler-Fields
(F)
Never Say Die (C)
80 . Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F)
"one
third
of
a
nation
(D)
.
76
.
.Sylvia
Sidney-Leif
Erikson
(F)
Paris Honeymoon (Mu)
83. .Patricia
B. Crosby-F.
Gaal
(A)
Morrison
(F)
Persons in Hiding (D)..
.69.
Pride of the West (W)
. .55. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
Renegade Trail (W)"...'
Bill Boyd
(Former
"ArizonaErikson
Bracelets")
Ride a Crooked Mile (D)
78 . F.title.
Farmer-L.
(F)
Say It In French (C) ...
70. . Milland-Bradna
(F)
Silver on the Sage (W)
66. .Boyd-Hayes-Hayden ..
(F)
Sing You Sinners
(C-D)
_
,_ _
....88..B. Crosby-F. MacMnrray
(F)
Star Maker
Bing Crosby-Louise Campbell....
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85. . Nolan-Lamour-Guizar
(F)
St.
-Leigh
(F)
Some Martin's
Like ItLane
Hot (D)
(C) 80. . Laughton
Bob Hope-Shirley
Ross
Sons
of
the
Legion
(D)
60.
.
D.
O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F)
Stelen Life (D)
93. . Elisabeth Bergner
(A)
Sudden
Money(W)
(C)
61..
C. Ruggles-Marjorie Rambeau ...(F)
Sunset Trail
67 .W.
Boyd-G.
Hayes
(F)
Thanks For the Memory (C)....75 . B. Hope-S. Ross
(F)
This M3n Is News (My)
78 Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes. .. (F)
Tom Sawyer, Detective (C) 64 .D. O'Connor-Cook
(F)
Touchdown. Army (D)
70 .M. Carlisle-J. Howard
(F)
Union Pacific (D) ..
Barbara Stanwyck- Joel McCrea
Unman ied (D)
Buck Jones-Helen Twelvetrees .
(Former
"Me andMarshall
My Gal")
2323 (D)
86.. C.title.
Colbert-H.
(A)
C3t and the Canary (My-D)
Disputed Passage
Geronimo (D)
Gulliver's Travels
Heaven
On a Shoestring
Lawful Outlaws
Ruler of the Seas
What a Life (C)
R.K.O.-RADIO
Blond Cheat (C)
61 .
Border G-Maji (W)
61.
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82.
Carefree (Mu-C)
83.
Crime Ring (D)
79.
Fisherman's
Wharf Time
(D)(C) 70.
Having
Wonderful
70.
I'm
City (C)
70.
Kino From
Kong the(D)
100.
Little Women (D)
115.
Mother Carey's
Painted
Desert Chickens
(W) (D) ..82.
60.
Renegade Ranger (W)
59.
Saint in New York (D)
72.
Sky Giant (D)
80.
Smashing the R3ckets (D)
80.
Story of Vernon &. Irene C3Stle
(Mu-C)
93.

1939-40
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard ....
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff..
..Preston Foster-Ellen Drew
Tech. Cartoon Feature
Pat
Wm. O'Brien-Olympe
BoydBradna ....
Fairbanks, Jr. — Lockwood
Jackie Cooper-Betty Field
1937-38
Fontaine-DeMarney
Geo.
BobbyO'Brien
Breen
Astaire- Rogers
Lane-Mercer
Bobby Breen-Leo Carrillo
G. Rogers-D. Fairbanks, Jr
Joe Penner
Wrav-Cabot- Armstrong
.Hepburn-J. Bennett-Lukas
. R. Keelcr-A. Shirley
Geo. O'Brien
G.
L. O'Brien-R.
Hayward-KayHayworth
Sutton
. R. Dix-C. Morris
.C. Morris-F. Mercer
Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers

TRADE

Rel
Date
Issue
See of
10/5/38 . .blO/8/38
..b3/l8/39
3/8/39 . . . b3/4/39
3/8/39
.
.
1/39
. .b4/l/39
2/8/39 .. . .b2/l
3/1/39
.
.
.bl/14/39
12/7/38 .
. .b9/24/38
9/7/38
.b4/8/39
2/22/39 , .. ..al/28/39
4/12/39 . a2/l8/39
10/10/38
2/1/39
12/28/38 ...bl/7/39
. . Reissue
.a2/25/39
3/22/39 . .a3/l8/39
4/5/39 . . .b9/l7/38
8/31/38
.b9/24/38
9/21/38 , .. .b3/l8/39
4/19/39
10/19/38 .blO/29/38
12/21/38 ....bl/7/39
. .a4/8/39
5/8/39 .

6/24/38
7/22/38
8/19/38
6/3/38
8/5/38
6/17/38
7/15/38
8/26/38
8/12/38
7/1/38
6/1/38

. .b4/l6/38
.b7/23/38
. ..b8/6/38
. Reissued
. .. .b7/30/38
.. .b6/l
1/38
.b7/l6/38
.. .b8/20/38
.b7/16/38
. .. ..b7/2/38
. . .b6/4/38

1/20/39
10/14/38
11/25/38
12/30/38
4/21/39
3/10/39

. ...bl/21/39
.blO/8/38
.bl
1/26/38
.blO/29/38
..b4/l5/39
.
.b3/l2/38
,

a3/4/39
2/27/39 .. .b2/4/39
. .b4/8/39
4/14/39
.b2/l 1/39
.b9/24/38
3/3/39 ... .bl/28/39
9/16/38
1/6/39 .. .a2/25/39
12/16/38
bl
1/26/38
6/9/39 . .a2/25/39
6/12/39
.a2/l8/39
6/23/39 .b3/ 18/39
6/23/39 al2/17/38
5/19/39
11 /1 1/38 . .b9/l7/38
11/4/38 . , .bl 1/5/38
.b3/25/39
.b8/6/38
4/7/39
.... ..32/25/39
9/9/38
6/16/39 . .a4/l/39
6/30/39
blO/8/38
9/30/38 . .b3/l8/39
3/17/39 . .b4/l5/39
4/28/39
12/2/38 . .bl2/3/38
7/21/39 . .33/18/39
. .32/4/39
10/28/38 . blO/22/38
7/7/39
.b3/ll/39
3/24/39
8/18/39 . 34/8/39
.a3/25/39
10/21/38 , . b9/24/38
7/28/39
.b3/l 1/39
4/14/39 . ,.bl2/l8/39
2/24/39 . ,bl2/24/38
1/27/39 .. . .bl/28/39
2/10/39
7/8/38 .. al.b6/25/38
1/26/38
8/4/39 .
12/9/38
11/25/38 . bl2/10/38
3/31/39 . ,bll/26/38
, .b8/l3/38
.b2/l8/39
9/2/38 . In Prod.
8/25/39 . , .bl/28/39
2/3/39 .. . b7/9/38
.32/25/39
.b9/l7/38
9/23/38 . ,,..b4/22/39
9
/3
5/26
.
.
31/399 . .b3/25/39
3/24
2/
8 .V.blO/22/3K
8/3
15/1
1/1/3
..bl
1/5/38
2/39'
. b4/8/39
12/23/38 . .bl2/24/38
10/7/38
. .bl0/l/3<!
. .al/7/39
5/5/39 .. .312/31/38
5/26/39
1/13/39 ...bl/7/39
34/22/39
In Prod.
a4/8/38
.In Prod.
.In Prod.
.In Prod.
Prod.
., In34/8/39

(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

6/17/38 ...b5/28/38
6/24/38
8/26/38......b6/l8/38
b8/27/38
9/2/38 .. .b8/27/38
7/8/38
b7/2/38
2/3/39 bl/28/39
7/1/38 b6/l8/38
7/22/38 ...b7/30/38
6/10/38 ...Reissued
7/8/38
Reissued
7/29/38 ...b7/30/38
8/12/38 ...b8/27/38
9/16/38 ...b9/17/38
6/3/38
b5/7/38
7/29/38 ...b7/23/38
8/19/38 ...b7/23/38
4/28/39 ....b4/l/39

REVIEW
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1938-39
R.K.O.-RADIO
Mins. Stars
Title
Affairs of Annabel (C)
75 .J. Oakie-L. Ball
(F)
Ellison-Helen Wood
(F)
Almost a Gentleman (D)
65 .James
Annabel Takes a Tour (C) ....64 .Oakie-Ball
-■■
■
- . (F)
(A)
Arizona Legion (W)
56 .George O'Brien
(F)
Beauty for the Asking (D)
64 .Lucille Ball-Donald Woods
(F)
Boy
Slaves
(D)
71.
.Anne
Shirley-Roger
Daniel
Career
Alice Eden-John Archer
Dove (D)
Steffi Dun a- Lee Carrillo
Five
Came
Back
(D)
Chester
Bari'ie ...
Fixer Dugan (D)
Lee Tracy-Morris-Wendy
Virginia Weidler
Flying Irishman (D)
70. .Douglas Corrigan
(F)
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Albertson-Lynn ..
(F)
Girl From Mexico (D)
Lupe Velez-Donald Woods
Great Man Votes (C-D)
72.. J. Barrymore-Peter Holden
(F)
Gunga Din (D)
1 17 . . Grant-McLaglen-Fairbanks. Jr. ..(F)
Lawless
(W) (W) ...72.
59.. .Harry
G. O'Brien-K.
Sutton
(F)
Law WestValley
of Tombstone
Carey
(F)
Little Mother (C)
Ginger Rogers-David Niven
Love Affair (D)
85. . Dunne-Boyer
(F)
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78. .Stanwyck-Fonda
(F)
Man to Remember (D)
80.. A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Memory of Love
Lombard-Grant-Francis
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75. .Joe Penner
(F)
Next Time I Marry (C)
65.. L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Pacific Liner (D)
76.. Victor M'Laglen-Chester Morris .(A)
Panama Lady (D)
Lucille Ball-Allen Lane
(Former
title. "Second Shot")
Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus
(C)
68.. T. Kelly-A. Gillis
(F)
Racketeers
the Range (W)
Geo.
Rookie
Cop of (D)
Tim O'Brien
Holt-Virginia Weidler
Room Service (C)
78..(Former
Marx Bros
(F)
title "G Dog")
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63.. George Sanders-Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Sixty Glorious Years (H-D) . . .90 . . Neagle-Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
Sorority House (D)
Anne Shirley-James Ellison
Tarnished Angel (D)
67 . . Eilers-Guilfoyle
(A)
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70.. Sally Eilers-Allan Lane
(F)
Trouble Crowded
in SundownHours(W)
Geo. O'Brien-Rosalind
Keith ...(F)
Twelve
(D) .. .6360.... Richard
Dix-Lucille Ball
(F)

Date
Rel.
11/11/38 ..
9/9/38
3/31/39 .
1/20/39 .
2/24/39 .
2/10/39 .
6/2/39
3/21/39 ...
9/23/38
3/24/39

98 .
2/
/4/3
8/38
1117
/1
10/21/38
10/14/38
12/9/38 .
1/6/399 ..
5/12/3

Sev or
Issue
, .b3/25/39
.b7/l6/38
blO/22/38
,, .bl/14/39
.bl/28/39
, .bl/21/39
In
Prod.
a4/22/39
.a4/22/39
. .32/25/39
...1)8/27/38
.b3/l 1/39
a4/8/39
, .bl/14/39
, .bl/28/39
,bl 1/19/38
,bl2/IO/38
.b3/l8/39
a3/25/39
,blO/l5/38
.blO/8/38
In Prod.
,bl2/IO/38
.b9/l7/38
bl2/3l/38
.a3/l8/39

11/25/38 .. .bl. .34/1/39
.a4/8/39
1/26/38
5/19/39
i/i3/39' '.
4/28/39
'.
'.b9/l7/38
9/30/38
4/7/39 .. .'..b2/l8/39
3/10/39
. blO/29/38
.a3/l8/39
.blO/29/38
i6/7/3'8' '.
10/28/38.
.b3/ 18/39
4/14/39 . .b3/25/39
3/24/39 . .b2/25/38
3/3/39

REPUBLIC
Army
Girl Leathernecks
(D) (D)
87.
Come On
65.
Desert
Patrol
(W)
56.
Desperste Adventure (D)
65.
Durango Valley Raiders (W) 55.
Gold
Mine
in
the
Sky
(Mu-W)..60.
Heroes of the Hills (W)
55 .
Higgins Family (C)
64.
Ladies
In Distress
(C-D) (W) 65.
Man From
Music Mount3in
58.
Pr3irie Moon (W)
58.
Rhythm of the Saddle (W) 58.
Riders of the Bl3ck Hills (W)..55.
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)
65.

1937-38
P.
Foster-M.
Ev3ns
Cromwell-Hunt-MacF3rl3ne
, B. Steele-M. Weldon
, R. Novarro-M. Tallichet
. B. Steele-L. Stanley
Autry-Hughes-Burnette
ThreeGleasons
Mesquiteers
The
Skipworth-Moran
, Autry-Burnette-Hughes
Autry-Burnette
G. Autry-S. Burnette
3 Mesquiteers
Bruce Cabot- B. Roberts

All the Tomorrows (D)
Billy the
Kid Returns
(W) 56.
Blue
Montana
Skies W)
Come On Rangers (W)
57.
Down in Arkans3w (C-D) 66.
Feder3l Man Hunt (D)
64.
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65.
Forged P3Ssport (D)
61 .
Frontier Pony Express (W) ....58.
He3din' For Texas (W)
Home on the Prsirie (W)
58.
I St3nd Accused (D)
63.
I W3S A Convict (D)
65 .
Man
of
Conquest
(H-D)
96.
Mexican Rose (W)
58.
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65.
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65.
Night Hawk (D)
63.
Night
58.
OrphansRiders
of the(W)
Street (D)
64.
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55.
Pals of the Saddle (W)
55.
Pride of the Navy (D)
65 .
Red River R3nge (W)
56.
Rough Riders Round-up (W)...58.
Sant3 Fe Stampede (W)
56.
Shine On, Hsrvest Moon (W)...57.
Storm Over Beng3l (D)
65.
Street
of Missing
(D) .. .65.
Three Texss
SteersMen(W)
Tidal Wave
Western Jamboree (W)
57.
Weman Doctor (D)
65 .

1938-39
Frieda
Inescort-Otto Kruger ...
34/22/39
R. Rogers-M. Hart
(F) 9/4/38
b9/3/38
G. Autry-Smiley Burnette
4/28/39 ...34/8/39
Roy Rogers-M3ry Hsrt
(F) 11/25/38 .bll/26/38
R. Byrd-Wesver Bros. & Elviry.,(F) 10/8/38 ...blO/l/38
Rob't Livingston-June Tr3vis ...(F) 12/26/38 ..bl/14/39
R3lph Byrd-Msry C3rlisle
(F) 1/6/39 bl/21/39
P. Kelly-June Lang-L. T3lbot (F) 2/24/39 ...b2/ll/39
Roy Rogers-M3ry Hart
(F) 4/19/39 ..b4/l5/39
Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
34/22/39
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
(F) 2/3/39 b2/ll/39
R. Cummings-Helen Mack
(A) 10/29/38 .blO/22/38
B. MacLane-B. Roberts
(F) 3/6/39 b2/25/39
Richard Dix-Gail P3trick
(F) 5/15/39 ..b4/l5/39
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette (F) 3/27/39 .. b4/l/39
Mich3el Whalen-Mary Hart
(F) 1/10/39 ...hl/21/39
The Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F) 3/20/39 ...b3/ll/39
Livingston-Travis
(F) 10/1/38 ...blO/l/38
3 Mesquiteers
(F) 4/12/39 ...b4/8/39
Livingston-Storey
(F) 12/5/38 ..bl2/l7/38
3 Mesquiteers
(F) 9/20/38 ...blO/l/38
3 Mesquiteers
(F) 8/28/38 ...b9/l7/38
James Dunn-Rochelle Hudson (F) 1/23/39 ...bl/28/39
3 Mesquiteers
12/22/38 .all/12/38
ftogers-Mary H3rt
(F)
b3/2S/39
3RoyMesquiteers
(F) 3/13/39
11/19/38 ...bt2/IO/38
Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F) 12/23/38 bl2/l7/38
P. Knowles-R. Hudson
(F) 11/14/38 .bll/12/38
Chas. Bickford-Nana Bryant ..
4/25/39 . . .a3/4/39
.3 Mesquiteers
5/5/39
34/1/39
Ralph Byrd-Dorothy Lee
In Prod.
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
(F) 12/2/38 ..bl2/24/38
F. Inescort-H. Wilcoxon
(F) 2/6/39
b2/4/39

TWENTIETH

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

7/15/38 ..b7/23/38
8/8/38 ....b8/27/38
6/6/38
b6/4/38
8/15/38 ...b7/30/38
8/22/38 ...Not Rev.
7/4/3839' ' b7/9/38
'.
5/5/
8/1/38
b8/6/38
8/29/38 ...b8/27/38
6/13/38 ...b6/rl/38
8/15/38 . . .b8/l3/38
10/7/38 ..blO/22/38
11/4/38 ..bH/12/38
6/15/38
. . .b6/25/38
8/22/38 .. b8/27/38

CENTURY-FOX

1937-38
B. Stanwyck-H.
Marshall
(F)
Always Goodbye (D)
70. ,W.
Baxter-M. Weaver
(F)
I'll Give a Million (C-D)
70 . Simone
Simon-Don Ameche .. ..(F)
Josette (0)
74. Shirley Temple
(F)
(F)
Little
MissTakes
Broadway
(C-D)
70. Lorre-Hudson-Bromberg
Mr. Moto
a Chance
(D)..65.
(Reviewed
as
"Look
Out,
Mr.
Moto")
Baldwin-Lang
(F)
One Wild Night (My-D)
71
(F)
Panamint's Bad Man (W)
60. Ballew-Daw
Erwin-Moore
(F)
Passport Husband (C-D)
73. L.
(F)
Three Blind Mice (C-D)
75.. Young-J. McCrea
We're Going to Be Rich (Mu-D) 80 . Gracie Fields-McLaglen-Donlevy. . (F)

.b6/25/38
..b7/l6/38
.b6/4/38
7/1/38
7/22/38 . . b7/9/38
6/3/38
.
7/29/38
6/24/38 blO/30/37
.b5/l4/38
10/ 1/38
6/10/38 . b.b7/2/38
7/15/38 .
7/8/38
6/17/38 .b5/l4/38
.b6/l 1 /38
7/8/38 .

1938-39
Power-Faye-Ameche
(F)
Alexander's
Ragtime
Band
(D).105.
Withers-Rogers-Kellard
(F)
Always In Trouble (C)
70.
(F)
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68. Withers. Carrillo
Jane Withers-Robert Kellard ...
Boy
Friend
Charlie
Chan(D)
in Honolulu
Sidney Tolcr-Phyllis Brooks (F)
(My-D)
Charlie
Chan in Reno (My-D)65. Sidney
Brooks..... (F)
Preston Toler-Phyllis
Foster-Lynn Bari
Chasing
Danger
(D)
60..
(F)
Danger Island (D)
65 . . Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
Family
(F)
Down on the Farm (C)
6/ .. Jones
Jones Family
(F)
Everybody's
Baby
(0)
6)..
Dionne
Quints-J.
Hersholt
(F)
Five of a Kind (C)
83.. Ameche-Whelan
(F)
GatewayFrom (D)
Girl
Brooklyn (D) 73.. Alice Faye-Warner Baxter
"By the Dawn's Early Light")
(Former title, ,Ritz
Bros. -Anita Louise
Gorilla (My-D)
Murphy-Weaver-J.
Barrymore. . . . (F)
Hold That
Co-EdBaskervilles
(C)
79..
Hound
of the
Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
(My-D)
80.. Whalen-Rogers
(F)
Inside
Story
(D)
60.
Gordon Harker-Al3St3ir Sim ...(F)
Inspector Hornleigh (D)
.Stuart
Erwin-Glori3
StU3rt
..
.
It Could H3ppen to You
Power-Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jesse
Family
Jones James
Family (D)
In Hollywood (C)105. Jones
Temple-Farrell
(F)
Just Around the Corner (C-D).. 70. Withers-Stuart-Wilcoxon
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72.

. .b5/28/38
8/19/38
11/2/38 .. .. ..b8/20/38
2/10/39 . .34/1/39
5/19/39 .bl 1/12/38
.bl2/3l/38
..33/11/39
1/30/39
6/16/39 . . bl/14/39
5/5/39
12/16/38. . . .b3/l8/39
4/7/39 .. .blO/15/38
10/14/38 . .bl2/3/38
3/24/39 . blO/15/38
8/5/38 . . ..38/13/38
.b8/6/38
7/7/39 .. . .33/1 1/39
5/26/39
9/16/38 . . .b9/l7/38
. .b4/l/39
3/31/39
.b4/22/39
3/10/39 . ..blO/22/38
12/23/38
4/21/39 .In Prod.
6/30/39. . .312/24/38
I I/I I /38 .bl/14/39
6/2/39 .. . .b6/l8/38
.bl 1/5/38
8/12/38 .
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(Continued) Rol.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
MIns. Stars
Date
TItIo
Sec of
Issue
Kentucky (D)
96. .Young. Greene (Tech.)
(F)
12/30/38 .bl2/l7/38
Littio PrincoM (D)
91. .S. Tenmlo-R. Greene (Tech.) . . . . (F) 3/10/39
. b2/25/39
Meet the liirls (C)
GO. .J. Lano-L. Barl
(F)
(0/7/38 .. .. .b7/23/38
_ (My).
. 74. .Lorre-Field
(F) 2/24/39
Mr.
Moto's
Last
Warnlno
. .b7/30/38
Mr. Molo Takes Vacation (My) .65 . . Peter Lorre
(F) 7/14/39 . .bll/19/38
My Lucky Star (C-D)
90. . Henie-Greene
(F) 9/2/38 .. .. .b9/3/38
Mysterious Mr. Moto (My)
62. Peter Lorre
(F) 10/21/38 . ..b6/4/38
News Is Made At Nioht (D)
..Preston Foster-Lynn Barl
7/21/39 .a3/l8/39
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
55. Lynn Bari-B. Albertson
(F) 3/3/39 .. ..bll/19/38
Return ol the Cisco Kid (0)
Warner Baxter-Lynn Bari
4/28/39 . . .a4/l/39
Road Demon (D)
65. . Arthur-Valerie-Armetta
(F) 12/2/38 . . .b8/27/38
Rose of Washington Square (D)
Power. Faye-Jolson
5/12/39 . .a2/4/39
Safety in Numbers (C)
55.. Jones Family
(F) 9/9/38 ., ...b8/l3/38
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power
6/23/39 . . .a4/8/39
Sharpshooters
62. B. Donlevy-L. Bari
(F) ll/|8/38 . .b9/24/38
Smilinq
Along (D)
(Mu-D)
.9I..G. Fields-M. Maguire
(F) 1/20/39 .blO/22/38
(Reviewed
as
"Paddy
Darling")
So This Is London (C)
. Drayton-Hare
(A)
. b2/4/39
Speed to Burn (D)
M. Whalen-L. Bari
(F) 8/26/38 ...b6/ll/38
Story of Alexander Graham
Bell (D)
, 101 . . Loretta Young-Don Ameche
(F) 4/14/39 .. b4/l/39
Straight Place and Show (C) ..65..Ritz Bros. Merman
(F) 9/30/38 .blO/l/38
Submarine
Patrol
(C-D)
..95..R.
Greene-N.
Kelly
(F) 11/25/38 ...bll/5/38
Suez (D)
. 104. .Power-Young-Annabella
(F) 10/28/38 .blO/22/38
Susannah of the Mounties (D)
Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott.. 7/28/39 . .33/ 1 1/39
Tail Spin (D)
82. . Faye-Bennett-Kelly
(F) 2/10/39 . . . .b2/4/39
Thanks for Everything (C) 70. .Oakie-Whelan
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/IO/38
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72..Rit2 Bros. -Don Ameche
(F) 2/17/39 .
1/39
Time Out For Murder (My-D) 59 . M. Whalen-Stuart
(F) 9/23/38 . . .b2/l
.b7/2/38
(Reviewed
as
"Meridian
7-1212")
Up the River (C)
75 . . Foster-Brooks-Martin
(F) 12/9/38 . .bll/12/38
W^hile Husband
New YorkandSleeps
(D)(C) .8263. ...Michael
Whalen
12/16/38 .. . .b8/27/38
Wife.
Friend
Warner BaxterLoretta Young (F)
(F) 3/3/39
Winner Take All (C)
61. Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
(F) 4/21/39 . .. .b2/l8/39
.b2/25/39
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver... 6/9/39 ...a4/8/39
1939-40
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island . . . Sidney Toler-Sen Yung
East Side. West Side
Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff ..
Hotel For Women
Elsa Maxwell
Jones Family at the Grand Canyon . Jed Prouty-Spring Byington
Rains Came
Loy-Power-Brent
Stanley and Livingstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly
UNITED ARTISTS
Blockade (D)
South Riding (D)

In Prod.
.In
.In Prod.
Prod.
In Prod.
In
Prod.
. .a3/4/39

1937-38
85. .M. Carroll-H. Fonda
(F) 6/17/38 ...b6/ll/38
91. .Ralph Richardson-Edna Best. ...(A) 6/1/38 ....bl/22/38

1938-39
Algiers (D)
95. . Boyer-LaMarr-Gurie
(A)
Captain Fury (D)
Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
Cowboy and the Lady (C-D) 91. .Cooper-Oberon
(F)
Drums (D)
99. Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.) (F)
(Reviewed
as
"Mutiny
In
the
Mountains")
Duke of West Point (D) 109. . L. Hayward-J. Fontaine (F)
Four Feathers (Tech.)
Duprez-Smith-Richardson
King of the Turf (D)
88..Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello (F)
Made For Each Other (D) 94. . Lombard-J. Stewart
(F)
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
Louis Hayward-Joan Bennett ...
Music School
Jascha Heifetz
Over the Moon
Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)
Prisons Without Bars (D) 79 . . Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F)
Stagecoach (D)
96.. Claire Trevor-John Wayne
(F)
There Goes My Heart (C) 84.. F. March-V. Bruce
(F)
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80.. C. Bennett-R. Youno
(A)
Trade Winds (D)
94..March-J. Bennett
(F)
Wuthering Heights (D)
103.. M. Oberon-L. Olivier
(A)
Young in Heart (C-D)
90. .Gaynor- Fairbanks, Jr.-Goddard. . (F)
Zenobia (C)
71 . Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F)

8/5/38
b7/2/38
5/5/39 ..32/18/39
11/17/38 .bll/12/38
9/26/38 . . .b4/l6/38
12/29/38 bl In2/ Prod.
17/38
2/17/39 ...b2/ll/39
2/10/39 b2/4/39
Ina3/25/39
Prod.
In Prod.
3/10/39 ...bia/l/38
3/3/39
b2/ll/39
10/14/38 . .blO/l/38
1/12/39
.
.bl2/3l/38
12/22/38 .bl2/24/38
4/7/39 ....b4/l/39
10/27/38 ...b3/l8/39
. .hi I /5/^S
4/21/39

UNIVERSAL
Danger On the Air (My)
Letter of Introduction (C-D)..
Little Tough Guy (D)
Missing Guest (My-D)
Outlaw Express (W)
Prison Break (D)
Rage of Paris (C-D)
That Certain Aae (C)
Western Trails (W)
Wives Under Suspicion (D)
Young Fugitives (D)

7/1/38
8/
5/38
7/22/38
8/12/38
6/17/38
7/15/38
7/1/38
10/7/38
6/3/38
6/3/38
6/24/38

65.
100.
85.
65.
55.
68.
76 .
100.
57.
68.
67.

Big Town Cz3r (D)
Black Bandit (W)
58.
Code of the Streets (D)
70.
Dark Rapture (TR)
80.
East Side of Heaven (0)
88.
Ex-Champ
(D)
Exposed (D)
63.
Family Next Door (C)
60.
For Love Or Money (D)
Freshman Year (C)
65
Gambling Ship (D)
61.
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57.
Guilty Trail (W)
57.
His Fxcitino Night (C)
61.
Honor of the West (W)
58
Last Express (My)
56.
Last Warning.
62 .
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68.
Mars Attacks the World (D)...6a.
Mystei-y of the White Room
(My-D)
58.
Newsboys'
Home (D)
73.
Old Grad
Personal Secretary (C-D) 62.
Pirates of the Skies (D)
61 .
Prairie Justice (W)
57.
Risky Business (D)
66.
Road to Reno (C-D)
69.
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67.
Service Do Luxe (C)
85.
Society Smugglers (D)
65.
Son of Frankenstein (D) 93.
Spirit of Culver (C-D)
90.
Storm (D)
75
Strange Faces (D)
60.
Sun Never Sets
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mu-C) 62.
Swing That Cheer (f;-D) 63.
They Asked For It (D)
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87.
YouMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75.
(C)
Youth Takes a Flino (C-D) 78.
House of Fear
(FOR

1937-38
D. Woods-N. Grey
..(A)
Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds (F)
Wilcox-Parish-Dead End Kids...(F)
Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F)
Bob Baker
(F)
Farrell-MacLane
(F)
D. Darrieux-D. Fairbanks, Jr... (A)
D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F)
Baker-Reynolds
.W. William-G. Patrick
(A)
.D. Kent-R. Wilcox
(F)

.b7/2/38
. ,. ...b8/6/38
.. .b7/l6/38
.b8/27/38
. .b7/23/38
.. .b6/l8/38
.b7/l6/38
. . .blO/l/38
. .. .35/14/38
.b6/ll/38
. . .b6/25/38

1938- 39
Barton MacLane-Eve Arden
4/21/39 . .33/ 1 1/39
B. Baker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 . bll/19/38
.bl/28/39
Carey-Thomas-Little Tough Guys.(F) 4/14/39 ..blO/15/38
Native Cast
(F) 8/26/38 . . . .b4/8/39
Bing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39 . 34/22/39
. McLaglen-Grey-Brown
Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F) 11/4/38 . .bl 1/26/38
Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39 .. .b4/l5/39
,a4/22/39
June L3ng-Robert Kent
5/5/39
.b8/27/38
Dunb3r-Truex
(F) 9/2/38 .. ..bl2/24/38
Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 1/20/39 .alO/29/38
B. Baker-F. Shannon
12/16/38 .39/10/38
Bob Baker
10/21/38 .bl2/l7/38
C.
Ruggles-M.
Martin
(F)
11/11/38
1/26/38
Bob Baker
1/13/39 . ..31.blO/8/38
Taylor-Ames
(A) 10/28/38 .bl2/IO/38
P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F) 1/13/39 . .bl 1/26/38
Boland-E. E. Horton
(F) 11/25/38
Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) 11/18/38 .bl 1/12/38
Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
(A) 3/17/39 . .. .b4/l/39
.bl/7/39
Jackie Cooper-Little Tough Guys (F) 12/23/38 ..In
Prod.
Charley Grapewin-Anita Louise..
.blO/l/38
.W. Gargan-J. Hodges
(F) 9/9/38 .. .b2/25/39
.Kent Taylor-Rochelle Hudson ...(F) 2/3/39
Bob Baker
11/14/38 .39/24/38
George Murphy-Dorothea Kent . .(F) 3/3/39 .. .. .b3/l8/39
. H. Hampton-R. Scott
(F) 9/23/38 . . .b9/3/38
.bll/l9/3S
Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack.. ...(F) 12/9/38 . .blO/22/38
.C. Bcnnett-C. Ruggles
(F) 10/21/38
1/39
.Preston Foster-Irene Hervey (F) 2/24/39 . .. .b3/l
I /2 I /39
.Basil Rathbone-J. Hutehinson ...(A) 1/13/39 . .. b.b3/4/39
.Jackie Cooper-F. Bartholomew. .. (F) 3/10/39 . ..bll/5/38
. Bickford-Foster
(F) 10/28/38 .bl2/IO/38
. Kent-Jenks
(F) 12/2/38 . ..In Prod.
.Fairbanks,
Jr.-Barbara
O'Neil...
.Ken Murray- Kathryn Kane (F) 5/26/39..
12/16/38 .bl2/l7/38
I/I9/3S
.Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F) 10/14/38 .bl
Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
5/19/39 . .34/22/39
. Durbin-Winninger
(F) 3/24/39 . . .b3/25/39
. Fields-Bergen-McCarthy
(F) 2/17/39 . . .b2/l8/39
.J. McCrea-A. Leeds
(F) 9/30/38 . ..blO/l/38
1939- 40
.Wm. Gargan-lrene Hervey

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

CHECK

34/1/39

K l-. \ I
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W
Rel.

BROS.

Title
MIns.
Amazing Dr. Cllltorhouso (C-D) 87.
Boy Moots Girl (C)
82.
Cowboy From Brooklyn (Mu)...80.
Gold
Diggers
in
Paris
(Mu)
...95.
Littio Miss Thoroughbred (D)...64.
Men Are Such Fools (C-D) 69.
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60.
My
Bill Double
(C-D)
Pcnrod's
Trouble (C-D).. 65.
60.
Racket Busters (D)
75.
When Were You Born (D)
64.
White Banners (D)
90.

1937-38
Stars
Robinson-Bogart-Trovor
Cagnoy-O'Brien
D. Powcll-P. Lano
. R. Vallec-R. Lano
Wayne Morris- June Travis
Morris-P. Lane
Davis-Lane
. Francis-Litel
. Mauch Twins-The Lockharts
Brent-Dickson
. Wonn-Lindsay-Averill
.C. Rains-Kav Johnson

1938-39
Adventures of Jane Arden (D)...58 .Rosella Towne-Wm. Gargan
Angels With Dirty Faces (D)...97. .Cagney-O'Brien
Blackwcll's
Island (D)
7163. .Sheridan-Lindsay-Hunter
.J. Garfleld-R. Lane ...
Broadway Musketeers
(D)
Brother Rat (C)
90 .W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Davis
Code of Secret Service (D)
Ronald Reagsn-RoselU Towne. .
(Former69. title,
"Smashing Hunter
the Spy Ring")
Comet Over Broadway (D)
. K. Francis-I.
Confessions of a Nazi Spy ..
Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys .. .
Dark Victory (D)
100.. B. Davis-G. Brent
Dawn Patrol (D)
103. . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone ..
Devil's Island (D)
63.. Boris Karloff
Devil On Wheels (D)
P3t O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
title, Flynn-Olivia
"The Roaringde Crowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) (Former
l04..Errol
H3vill3nd.
Dust Be My Destiny
John Garfleld-Jane Bryan
Each D3wn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bry3n
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff-Marg3rot Lindsay.
Family Affair (C)
John Garfleld-Priscilla Lane ..
(Former
"F3milySisters
Reunion")
Four Daughters (D)
90.. J. title,
Lynn-L3ne
.
Four's a Crowd (D)
90. . Russell-Flynn-DeH3vill3nd ....
G3ntry the Gre3t (D)
Edith Fellows- Jimmy McC3llion.
Garden
the Moon (D)
(Mu-C) .. .90.
Girls On of Probation
64. .Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
. Re3g3n-Bry3n
Give Me 3 Child (D)
Geraldine Fitzgerald-J. Lynn...
Going Places (C)
83. D. Powell-A. Louise
Hard to Get (C)
79.. D. Powell-O. deHavill3nd
Hesrt of the North (D)
67.. D. For3n-G. Page (Tech.)
Hell's Kitchen (D)
LindS3y-De3d End Kids
Hobby Family
Jane
O'Neill
Juarez
(D)
Paul Bryan-Henry
Muni-Bette Davis
Kid From Kokomo (C)
Pat O'Brien-Joan Blondell ...
"Broadway
Cavalier")
King of the Underworld (D)(Former
69.. K.title,Francis-J.
Stephenson
Lighthorse Harry
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson ...
Man Who Dared D)
59.. Charles Grapewin-Jane Bryan
(Reviewed
as "I Am Not Afraid")
Nancy
Drew
—
Detective
(D)
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65.
65 .Granville-Litel
. Bonita Gr3nville-F. Thom3s
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D). . Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
Naughty, But Nice (C) .80 Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title,.O'Brien-Blondell
"Always Leave Them L3ughing
Oklahoma
Kid (W)
.James
Lsne
•
-•Lindsay-John
' Caqney-Rosem3ry
65
(D)
Record
the
Off
On Trial (D)
.Margaret
Litel
Secret Service In the Air
.63
. 100
Secrets (D)
of an Actress (D).
Sisters
.68 .R.
. K. Reagan-I.
Fr3ncis-G. Rhodes
Brent
.60.
B. D3vts-E. Flynn
(D)
Sweepstakes Winner (C)
Marie Wilson-Johnny Davis
They Made Me a Criminal (D) . .87. .Garfield-Dickson
Torchy Gets Her M3n (D) 63.. Glenda Farrell-B. MscLsne
Farrell-MacLane ,
.80. . Farrell-M3cL3ne
Torchy
in Chinatown
.58.
Torchy Bl3ne
Runs for
M3yor (D).(My) .60.
.Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
Valley of the Giants (D) . .
Waterfront
Dennis Morgan-Gloria Dickson.
Wings of the(D)
Navy (D)
90. G.
Brent-0. deHavilland
Women In the Wind (D)
62. Priscilla
Ksy Francis-Wm.
Gargan
Lane-Jeffrey
Lynn .
Yes. My Daring Daughter (C)..85.
You Can't Get Away With
Murder (D)
78. Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page

(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)
(A)

Date
7/30/38
9/3/38
7/16/38
6/11/38
6/4/38
7/2/38
8/0/38
7/9/38
7/23/38
8/13/38
6/18/38
6/25/38

(F) 4/8/39

(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Abused Confidence (D)
85.
Ballerina (D)
83
Carnival in Flanders
Champs- Elysees (D)
89
Crossroads (D)
80
Double Crime in the Maginot
Line (D)
83
40 Little Mothers (C)
92
Grand Illusion (D)
90
They Were Five (D)
79
Orage (D)
73
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76

b4/8/39
In34/1/39
Prod.
a3/4/39
a3/4/39

8/27/38 . . .b8/l3/38
8/20/38 . . .b7/l6/38
33/25/39
10/1/38 ...b7/30/38
34/1/39
10/22/38 .blO/15/38
12/31/38 .bl2/24/38
11/5/38 ..bll/12/38
12/10/38 .bl2/l7/38
32/18/39
In32/4/39
Prod.
al/7/39

(F) 1/28/39 ...bl/14/39
In Prod.
(F)
b4/8/39
(F) 11/19/38 .bl2/24/38
33/4/39
(F) 2/18/39 . . .bl/28/39
al2/IO/38
, (A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
.. (A)
(F)
. (F)
.(F)
. (F)
,. (F)
. (A)
. (A)

Tim McCoy
Fred Scott
(F)
Robeson-Wilcoxon-Ford
(F)
Weston-Murphy-Walker
(F)
J.
Lauric-B.
Chrystall
(F)
Dur3nte-T3uber
(A)
Gregory R3to(T
(A)
Evelyn
Ven3ble-Grant
Mitchell. . . (F)
(F)
Fred Scott-Jean
Carmen
Jack La Rue
(A)
Tim McCoy
(F)
F. Fay-R. Hall
(F)
Paul Lukas-Lyn Harding .. ....(F)
(A)
Stone
-Lee
Neagle-Hardwicke
(F)
Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F)
Hillie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Diana Churchill
(A)
Tim
McCoy
A. Ames-P. Kelton
(A)
Gene Austin
Tim
Barclay
Jack McCoy-Joan
Buchanan
(A)
(A)
70 Nudist Cast

56,
65.
61.
74
65.
80
59
63
55
59
63
73
57
80
66
60
72
65

.
.
.
.

.hG/25/38
Issue 0
.b7/23/38
.b6/l 1/38
.b.|/30/38
b5/l4/38
.. .b(i/4/38
.b8/6/38
Se.
.b6/25/38
. .b4/2/38
.b8/l3/38
b6/ll/38
.h5/28/38

3/4/39 b2/l8/39
11/19/38 .blO/29/38
3/25/39 h3/4/39
10/8/38 .blO/22/38
b9/3/3ll
10/29/38
5/27/39 ..al/ 14/39
12/3/38 ..bl2/24/38
5/6/39 In Prod.
4/22/39 . . .b3/l 1/39
12/24/38 .bl2/l7/38
1/7/39 bl/7/39
33/18/39

1/21/39 . ...b3/l8/39
. bl/28/39
3/11/39
4/1/39 b3/25/39
3/4/39 b2/l 1/39
9/10/38 . .blO/15/38
10/15/38
5/20/39 ..blO/8/38
..al/7/39
11/14/39
1/12/38 .bl bl/7/39
1/19/38
2/4/39 . . . .b2/l 1/39
5/13/39 b4/l/39
34/1/39
9/17/38 . . .b8/20/38
2/1
1/39
.
.
.31/21/39
4/15/39 b2/4/39
2/25/39 . . .b2/l J
4/29/30 . .bl/21/39

1939-40
Dead End Kids-Reagan-Sherid3n .
Bette Davis-George Brent

Battle of City Hall (D)
Old Maid
STATES RIGHTS
Code of the Cactus (W)
Code of the Fearless (W)
Dark
Sands Parents
(D)
Delinquent
(D)
Edge of the World (D)
Forbidden
Music
(Mu-C)
Forbidden Territory (D)
Headleys 3t Home (D)
In Old IVlont3na (W)
I Demand Payment (D)
Lightning Carson Rides Again
(W)
Meet the Mayor (C-D)
Mutiny of the Elsinore (D)
Paroled From the Big House
Peg(D)
of Old Drury (D)
Prison Train (D)
Rebellious D3ughters (D)
School For Husbands (C)
Six-Gun Trail
Slander House (D)
Songs and
Saddles
(Mu-W)
Texas
Wildc3ts
(W)
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
Unashamed (D)

(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(Fj
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)

a4/l/39
.In Prod.
Victory ...al/14/39
Spectrum
..bl/21/39
Record b9/l7/38
b7/30/3S
Prog
Pax Films. b9/IU/3S
World ...bl2/3l/38
Hoffberg .bll/26/38
Standard
.bll/12/38
Spectrum ..b4/l/39
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
Victory ..blO/15/38
Sterling ..blO/15/38
Reg3l
b2/25/39
JayDeo
Kay .blO/22/38
b8/6/38
Tri-Nat.
Brown ...blO/19/38
MalcomProg
blO/8/38
Hoffberg ..bl/28/39
Victory ...al2/3/38
Prog
blO/8/38
Roadshow .38/13/38
Victory ...33/25/39
C&M
blO/15/38
Cine Grand b8/l3/38

Danielle Darrieux
(A) Columbia .bl2/3/38
Janine Charrat-Mi3 Sl3vcnsky ..(F) M3yerBurstyn ..b 1 2/ 1 7/38
Frsncoise Rossy
Tri-Nat. ..Reissued
Sacha Guitry
(A) Tri-Nat. ...b3/4/39
Chas. Vanel-Suzy Prim
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/3l/38
Victor Francen
(A) Tower
b4/l5/39
Lucien Baroux
(F) National .bl2/3l/38
Gabin-von Stroheim
(A) World ...blO/15/38
French Cast
(F) Lenauer b6/4/38
Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/l7/3a
Annabella
(A) Tri-Nat. ..12/24/38

(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W ) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.

RUNNING

TIME

WITH

YOUR

LOCAL

EXCHANGE)
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SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA 1938-39
Running
Comment
Time
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Boom Goes the Groom
l7'/2
Chump
a Bump
l6'/2
Home OnTaltes
the Rage
Pretty Good
17
Many Sappy Returns ... Funny
18
MutinyIn the
On the
Body
l7'/2
Nag
Bag
Funny
17
Nightshirt Bandit
Funny
17
Not
Guilty
Enough
Funny
Now It Can Be Sold .... Funny
1717
Pie a la Maid
18
Sao Takes a Wrap
Funny
l5</2
Star Is Shorn
171/2.
Swing
You
Swingers
...Very
Funny
I81/2.
Sue My Lawyer
Fairly Good
17

Reviewed
Issue Of
.Not Rev.
Rev.
. Not
12/17/38
. 8/27/38
Rev.
..Not
12/17/38
.. 12/24/38
10/29/38
. 4/ 8/39
Rev.
.Not
3/18/39
.Not
Rev.
. 4/22/39
.10/ I/3S

COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
7 .10/ 1/38
Animal Cracker Circus ..Good
.Not Rev.
Fair
7 .. . 4/22/39
Happy Tots
7
. 9/10/38
Hollywood Graduation
. Not Rev.
. 77'/2 . ..Not
Rev.
Kangaroo Kid
8 . 12/17/38
Little Moth's Big Flame. Clever
77 . . Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
Midnight Frolics
Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done
. 81/2 . . 2/11/39
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermuda
—
Islands
Paradise of
. 101/2.
/37
9 . .9/11 Rev.
12/17/38
. II . Not
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
1/38
College Songs
Lively
. 10 . .10/
2/ 4/39
Friendship Sonns
..Satisfactory
, 10
10 .. .Not
.Not Rev.
Rev.
Parade of Hits
.. II9'/2. .Not Rev.
Season's
Idea
Rev.
' 10(6) . .. Not
Songs of the West
10 . 10/29/38
South Sea Songs
Good
10 . . . Coming
Strauss Waltzes
Different
lO'A
Sweetheart Melodies
lO'/j . .Not Rev.
KRAZY
Gym Jams
Krazy's Bear Tale

KAT (8)

7 . Not Rev.
6 . . 9/10/38
Rev.
. 61/2 . .Not
3/18/39
. 76I/2 . . Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
HALL VANITIES (6)
Good
Fair

MUSIC
Good Old American
Home
101/2 . .Not2/ Rev.
4/39
Night in a Music Hall. . Entertaining
101/2.
Night at the Troc
lO'A. Not Rev.
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
No.
..Not Rev.
6'/2.
SCRAPPY (8)
Early Bird
Good
.10/ 1/38
6 . . 2/ 4/39
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies .
Scrappy's Added Attrac-.
Rev.
tion
6i/j .Not
Not Rev.
Scrappy's Side Show
7
Not
Rev.
Worm's Eye View
7
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13) 10
No. I (Series 18)
10 .Not Rev.
No. 2
Not Rev.
No. 3
10 .Not
Rev.
No. 4
.
Enjoyable
10
.
2/ 4/39
No. 5
9 . .Not Rev.
No. 6
. Excellent
IOI/2. . 3/18/39
No. 7
■■
10 . .Not Rev.
No. 8
Good
91/2. . . Coming
SPORT THRILLS (13)
Not Rev.
Diving Rhythm
10 .10/
1/38
Football Giants
Interesting
10 . 1/
Coming
7/39
King Vulture
Outstanding
II
Navy Champions
Fair
10
Rev.
Odd Sports
10 . Not
12/17/33
Ski Rhythm
Excellent
10
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did GoGood Slapstick .. .. I61/2 , 4/22/39
2/ 4/39
Flat Foot Stooges
Good Slapstick
151/,. .12/17/38
Mutts toLittle
You
18 .
Three
Sew and Okay Slapstick
Sews
ic
Not Rev.
Violent Is the Word
. 9/10/38
,u''°L^"I'l
''^ii' Slapstick
18
We Want
Our■■:
Mummy
17 . Not Rev.
Yes.
We Have
No BonNot Rev.
anzas
,
jg
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
Rev.
Inside the Capitol
1 1 . Not
2/11/39
Inside thengton
White House Very
Fair ..;;'.!'.'.:;;;;■■
Washi
Good
1010 . 12/17/38

EDUCATIONAL
'
No. 2

1938-39

CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
10 .. 9/10/38
Swell Stuff ....
10 .. 9/10/38
Excellent

TRADE

REVIEW

MCM 1938-39 Running
Comment
Time
CARTOONS (15)
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
9
Little Goldfish (Tech.) .. Amusing
8
Mama'sSkinners
New Hat
Poor
77
Seal
Poor
Wanted No Master
8
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money to Loan
Excellent
20
While America Sleeps ..Timely
21
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
17
MINIATURES (10)
City of Little Men
Splendid
II
Great Heart
Impressive
II
Ice Antics
Entertaining
10
Love On Tap
11
Miracle of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory
|0
Streamlined Swing
Entertaining
9
They Live Again
Excellent
10
MUSICALS (6)
Dream of Love
Impressive
17
Happily Buried
21
Men of Steel
Okay
21
Once Over Lightly
Darn Clever
20
Somewhat Secret
Entertaining
21
OUR GANG (12)
Aladdin's Lantern
Funny
II
Alfalfa's
Aunt
Humorous
II|0
Clown Princes
Duel Personalities Amusing
] 10
Football Romeo
Good Gang
10
Men in Fright
Enjoyable
II
Practical
Jokei's
Satisfactory
Tiny Troubles
Fair
109

Reviewed
Issue of
3/25/39
.. 4/22/39
. 3/18/39
. 4/15/39
Not Rev.
4/22/39
4/ 1/39
1/ 7/39
9/
3/38
1/28/39
Not
Rev.
2/25/39
12/10/38
10/15/38
11/12/38
2/25/39
Not
Rev.
1/
7/39
1/28/39
4/22/39
10/15/38
1/28/39
Not
Rev.
12/17/38
3/25/39
11/12/38
1/ 7/39
3/25/39

PASSING PARADE (12)
. 2/25/39
New Roadways
Very Good
10 .11/12/38
No. I
Very Good
10
Story of Alfred Nobel ..Excellent
II . 2/25/39
4/22/39
Story of Or. Jenner
Excellent
10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
. . 1/28/39
Double Diving
Excellent
8 . . 2/25/39
Heroes
At Leisure
Exciting
8 ..11/12/38
Hot On Ice
Good
..12/17/38
10
Man's Greatest Friend. . Excellent
10 . 4/22/39
Marine Circus (Tech.) .. Excellent
9
1/ 7/39
Penny's Picnic (Tech.) . Appetizing
10 . .. 4/22/39
9
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An
Hour
For
Lunch
Good Satire
How to Sublet .... Amusin
1/28/39
g
13/25/39
1/12/38
How to Watch Football. Funny
Mental Poise
Fair
12/10/38
1/ 7/39
Opening Day
Subtle Stuff
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
.. 10/15/38
2/25/39
Ancient Egypt
Fascinating
Cairo.
Contrast. . Fascinating ..
.Not
Rev.
GlimpsesCityof ofAustr
alia
. 3/25/39
.12/10/38
Imperial Delhi
Average ...
Jaipur,Jou
the Pinkrne
City. .. Good
. Not Rev.
Java
ys
.11/19/38
Madeira. Isle of Ro„"'ance
Enchanting
Rural
Hungary
..Not
Rev.
1/28/39
Singapore and Jahore . . Interesting
Sydney — Pride of Aus- tralia Good
. 1/ 7/39
1939-40
CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
CRIME
DOESN'T PAY(I) (6)
METROSCOPIKS

PARAMOUNT
(continued)
Comment
Riinninu
HEADLINERS (15)
Busse
Rhythm
10' 2
Champagne
Music of Standard
Time10
Lawrence Welk
Snappy
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . Excellent
1081/2
Moments Through
of Charmthe Splendid
10
Music
Years
Lacks Movement .. . 1010II
Orrin Tucker & Orch. ..Snappy
10
Song
Born
10
Three Is Kings
and a Unusual
Queen
Good Music
10
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
12
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short.
Mildewed
11
Oh Say, Can You Ski?. . Commercial
10
Raising Canines
Interesting
10
Rube
Goldberg's Travel- Very Funny
gab
Tannhauser
Classic
..
10
That's
Unusual
UnfinishedAfrica
Symphony ..Classic
10
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech. 10
No. I
Standard
10
No. 2
Good
10
No. 3
Slow
10
No. 4
Fair
10
No. 5
Fair
9
6
No.
6
Interesting
No. 7
Very Good
9
No.
8
I
nteresting
No. 9
10
POPEYE (12)
Bulldozing the Bull . . . Very Good
7
Cops Is Always Right . Average
7
Customers Wanted
Almost a Reissue.... 7
Date to Skate
Good
7
107
Goonland
Funny
Leave Well Enough
Alone
7
Mutiny Nitemare
Ain't Nice
Swell
10107
Wotta
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
No. I
Fair
No. 2
Interesting
II
No. 3
10
No. 4
Diversified
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp
17
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
Champion
Excellent
10
Frolicking Airhoppers
Frogs . . Good
10
Good Skates
Hold Your Breath
Excellent .. ...
10
Hunting Thrills
Good
Racing Pigeons
Interesting
1010
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment. 10
Sporting Test
Excellent
10
Super Athletes
Swell
10
Two Boys and a Dog. .. Different
10
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
No. I
Interesting
10
No. 2
Very Good
II
No. 3
All Right
II
No. 4
Good
10
No. 5
10
RKO-RADIO

CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con.cert
Poor
7
Musical
Mountain
eer
7
My Friend the Monkey Poor ..
7
PudgyWithin the
Thrills
On
Newand Okay
" 7
Chills
Fair ..
7
Pudgy
the
Watchman
..Fair
."
Sally
Swing
Poor
7
Scared Crows
7
So Does An Automobile. Good
7
COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
All's Fair at the Fair. . Good
7
Always Kickin'
Fair
77
Playful Polar Bears . . . Cute
...
Small Fry
[ 7
COLOR CRUISES/ (7)
Costa Rica
Fair
10
Guatemala
Excellent
10
Land of Inca Memories. Fair
|0
Mexico
Poor
..
10
Republic of Panama ...Interesting
. 9

April 22, 1939

9/24/38
Not Rev.
2/11/39
12/17/38
1/21/39
. 8/13/38
. 10/15/38
Not Rev.
4/ 1/39
8/27/38
...11/12/38
2/11/39
. Not Rev.
11/26/38
8/27/38
1/21/39
9/24/38
4/
8/39

10/15/38
Issue 01
Rpvtew^d
18/27/38
1/26/38
3/ 4/39
7/16/38
2/1 1/39
11/12/38
12/17/38
4/ 1/39
4/
1/39
3/ 4/39
12/17/38
10/15/38
9/24/38
10/15/38
8/13/38
I 1/26/38
3/ 4/39
. 8/13/38
- 8/27/38
. 9/24/38
.11/19/38
.12/ 3/.38
. 1/21/39
2/11/39
Rev.
-.. Not
3/ 4/39
. 8/27/38
1/21/39
. 2/18/39
.11/19/38
. 12/10/38
.Not Rev.
. Not
9/24/38
Rev.
.11/19/38
. 9/24/38
Not Rev.
. 4/ 1/39
Not Rev.
10/15/38
.12/
3/38
. Not
2/11/39
Rev.
. 8/27/38
9/24/38
. 3/ 4/39
. 12/17/38
1 8/13/38
1 /I2/3S
. 8/13/38
10/15/38
, I2/I7/.3S
1/21/39
Not RfV.

1938-39

DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.
Brave Little Tailor .... Great
8 1/2. . 9/ 3/38
Donald's Golf Game
Not Rev.
Donald's Lucky Day ...A Scream
... 7'/2. . 10/22/38
Farmyard
Symphony
..
A
Real
Treat
Ferdinand the Bull ... Excellent
. 10/29/38
10/22/3!!
Goofy
Wilbur
Extremely Funny ...
Hockey and
Champ
., 10/22/38
3/25/39
Not
Rev.
Merbabies
(SS)
Good
Mother
Goose Goes
8 . .. 10/22/38
Hollywood
Outstanding
PracticalDonPig
Great
. Not Rev.
Society
Show
. IO/22/3>l
Ugly Duckling (SS) ...Wonderful
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Beaux and Errors
Good
18 . 10/ 1/38
Clean Sweep
17
Rev.
Clock Wise
Funny
, 16 . Not
Not
Rev.
4/ 8/39
Maid to Order
|8
HEADLINERS (4)
Not Rev.
Romancing Along
21 .. 10/
8/38
Sea Melody
Very Good ...
10
Swing Vacation
19 . Not Rev.
LEON ERROL (6)
Crime Rave
13 . Not Rev.
Home Boner
20 . Not
Rev.
9/ 3/38
Major Difficulties Excellent 19 -. 10/29
/3S
Stage Fright
Very Funny
18
MARCH OF TIME (13)
18' 2. . I 1/2B/38
Uncle Sam-Good
Neighbor
Good ....
Refugee — Today & To- morrow Tops
. 12/24/,S8
State of the Nation ... Lacks Usual Punch.
1/21/39
Young
America
Mexico's
New— Crisis. . Excellent
.
2/11/39
19
Mediterranean — Background for War
|8 . 3/18/39
Japan — Master
of the Stirring
Orient
Very Good
ID . 4/15/39

. //-;•// 1939
RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Klinniciq
Com nuMit
Tinio
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Cnfp Rendezvous
10
Hollo Mnma
Fair
9
Rendin'.
Wiitin'
and
Rhythm
10
Samovar Serenade
10
Styles and Smiles
Good
II
Talent Auction
Fair
10
Tropical Topics
10
Under a Gypsy Moon ..Just Filler
10
Venetian Moonlight
II
QUINTUPLETS (I)
RADIO FLASH (4)
Dog Gone
16
Hectic Honeymoon
Funny
17
Plumb Crajy . .
16
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairie Papas
18
Ranch House Romeo . . , Diverting
17
Western Welcome
Entertaining
20
REELISMS (9)
10
Air Waves
Outstanding ...
10
Dude Ranch
Exceptional
1010
Gold
Newsreel
Unusual
108
Pilot Boat
Interesting
Submarine Circus
Unusual
Trans America
Fair
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Bird Dogs
Excellent
10
Blue Grass
Excellent
10
Bow String
Excellent
8
Deep End
Excellent
10
Fisherman's
Paradise.
..
Fascinating
10
On the Wing
Remarkable
10
Snow Falls
Thrills and Spills .. 9
Sporting Wings
Very Good
9

SHOW
Reviewed
Issue of
.Not Rev.
. 4/ 8/39
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
. 10/ 1/38
. 10/29/38
Not Rev.
.Not
9/ 3/38
Rev.
Not Rev.
. 10/29/38
, Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
4/ 8/39
. 5/14/38
. 3/18/39
.11/
5/38
.Not Rev.
. 12/10/38
. 2/ 4/39
. 10/ 1/38
. 10/22/38
.11/ 5/38
. 12/10/38
. 2/ 4/39
. 10/ 1/38
.. 2/
9/ 3/,38
4/39
.. 4/
3/18/39
8/39

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Odditiei
9 ..Not Rev.
Daily Diet of Danger Fast Action
9 ..11/19/38
Filming BigModern
Thrillt
9i/j..Not Re».
Reeording
Seience
Very Good
I* . . t/2»/3»
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
«utHmn and
Fathiani
10 ..10/15/38
Spring
Summer Eyt Filling
Fashions
Excellent
9 .. 4/15/39
Winter Stylet
Very Good
10 ..12/24/38
LEW LEHR-S KINDERGARTEN (lii
Muscle
Maulers
10
Not Rev
What Every Bey Should
Know
la . .Not Rev.
What Every Girl Should
Knew
Preblematical
10 .10/15/38
What Every Inventor
Should Know
10 ..Not Rev.
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
Gelden California
Good But Old
10 .. 8/20/38
Good Neighbors
10 ..Not Rev.
Isle ef Pleasure
Above Average
..10/15/38
Land ofSiam
Contentment
Not Rev.
Rev.
Mystic
10lO'/a-. .Not
Viking Trails
Very Good
II ..12/24/38
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
Hunting
Dogi
Fascinating
4/ Rev.
1/39
Inside Baseball
1010 ..
. Not
Shooting For Par
10 ..Not Rev.
Timber Tappers
Excellent
10 ..11/26/38
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Chris Columbo
Good
7 .. 8/20/38
Cuckoo Bird
S'/z NotRev.
Doomsday (Tech.)
6'/i..Not Rev.
Frame Up
6(4. Not Rev.
Frozen Feet
6i/j..Not Rev.
G Man Jitters
6i/2..Not Rev.
Clut Slipper (Tech.) . . . Gsod
6'/i. 10/15/38
Gnie Flies Hish
6Vi. Not Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
6i/2..Not Rev.
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/j. . 10/15/38
Nutty
Network
6i/2..Not Rev.
One Gun Gary In the
Nick of Time
6i/2..Not Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
6'/2..Not Rev.
Stranger Rides Again
6'/;.. Not Rev.
String Bean lack
6'/2. .Not Rev.
Their Last Bean
6'/2 .Not Rev.
Three
6'/2..Not
Village Bears
Blacksmith
614.. Not Rev.
Rev.
Wolf's Side of the Story
6'/2..Not Rev.
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 in Tech.)
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
8 .12/24/38
Eternal Fire
Interesting
II .10/ 8/38
Fox Hunt in the Roman Campagna Good
10 . 10/15/38
8/38
Jerusalem
Outstanding
10 .. 10/
12/24/38
Petra, the Lost City Excellent
8
River Thames
Beautiful
10 . 4/ 8/39
10/ 8/38
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 ..12/31/38
Wanderers tf the Desert. Interesting
8

. 9/24/38
.11/12/38
..11/26/38
1 1/12/38
. 12/10/38
.Not Rev.
. 2/25/39
. 2/25/39
. 4/ 8/39
.Not Rev.

yi'ise
PorkT

N«.
Ne.
N».
Ne.
N«.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

UNIVERSAL 1938-39
GOING PLACES (13)
53
Good
... 109
...
54
Good
55
Excellent
... 1010
56
Fairly Good
...
57
Very.Good
9
58
9
59
Fair
10
60
Interesting
9
61
Interesting
10
62
10

Al EN'S

TRADE

R E V 1 J<: W

UNIVERSAL (Continued
ConiMiont Running Reviewed
Issue Of
Time
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bank Notes
Lively
19
Beauty Shoppe
Just Filler
20 . . 2/25/39
4/ 1/39
8/20/38
Cafe Boheme
Passable
17 Not
Gals and Gallows
|9
12/ Rev.
3/38
Not
Rev.
Music andKnights
Models
Entei-taining
18 .. 11/19/38
Nautical
19
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18
Not Rev.
Pharmacy Frolics
19
Rhythm Cafe
Gsod Oivertisn
20Vi. 8/20/38
9/24/38
Side Shew Fakir
Fairly Goad
20 . Not
Rev.
Swing Sanatorium
19
2/11/39
Wild
Diverting
19
With .nnd
Best Bully
Dishes
19 .', Not Rev.
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
Ne- 53
Interesting
9 . 9/24/38
Ne. 54
Fair
9 . 9/24/38
Ne. 55
Okay
9'/a. 10/15/38
12/ 3/38
Z*f5
Very
Good
99 .. 12/10/38
NeInteresting
No. 57
58
g
Not Rev.
No. 60
59
Interesting'.'!!.';!;!!;
99 ; 2/25/39
Very
Good
No61
Just
Fair
No. 62
9 Not
3/
4/ 4/39
1/39
Rev.
10
.11/26/38
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
taby Kittene
Cute
8 .Not Rev.
Birth of a Toothpick
....
7 . 9/24/38
Cat and Bell
Oka
y
Not Rev.
7
Charlie Cuckoo ...
7 .Not Rev.
.11/26/38
Dieebedien
Mouse
Goo
Crack
Pott Cruise
;;;;.'.';
d
87 •12/17/38
I m Just a Jitterbug
7 .Not Rev.
Ljttle
Blue
Blackbird
...Ave
rage
Little Tough Mice
Good
77 . 4/ 8/39
Magic Beans ...
Good
7 . 3/
One Armed Bandit Enjoyable
4/ 4/39
1/39
7 .11/18/38
Rabbit Hunt
.11/12/18
Amusing
7
s«il»r Mouse
Okay
..
7 .Not Rev.
Soup to Muts
...';
7
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
March of Freedom
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)

.Not Rev.

NOTICE!
Listings of 1937-38 product are carried in
previous issues. Should a copy be unavailable,
let us know and we will cheerfully supply
you with one.

VITAPHONE-WARNER
BROS.
1938-39
BROADWAY B<<EVITIES (24)
Boarder Trouble
17 .Not Rev.
.Net Rev.
Cleaning
Up
17
Fat Chance
17 . Not Rev.
Rev.
Hats and Dogs
20 .Nat
Home Cheap Home
20 .Not Rev.
Knight Is Young
20 .Net Rev.
Murder With ReservaRev.
tions 21 .Not
Rev.
Projection Room
20 .. Not
Not Rev.
Rollin'
In
Rhythm
20
Seeing Spots
20 . Not Rev.
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20 . 3/11/39
1/14/39
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20 ..Not
Rev.
Spare Parts
20 . 12/ 3/38
Stardust
Very Clever
18
Sundae Serenade
20 . Not 8/38
Rev.
Toyland Casino
Great
22 .10/
Two Shadows
20 .Not Rev.
You're Next-To Closing,
Zero Girl
Good
20 . 8/20/38
COLOR PARADE (13)
.10/ 8/38
China Today
Interesting
II10 .Not Rev.
For Your' Convenience
10 . 1 1/26/38
Mechanix Illustrated
Interesting
101010 . 1/14/39
Mechanix Illustrated #2. Interesting
3/ 4/39
10 ..Not
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
Rev.
Mechanix Illustrated #4
10
. 8/27/38
Miracles of Sport
Very Good
10 . 12/17/38
Nature'sOn Mimics
Interesting
Points
Pointers
18 .Not Rev.
Roaming Cameraman
. 3/25/39
No. I
Interesting
FEATURETS
(Tech.) (8)
Campus Cinderella Very Good
20 . 9/17/38
Declaration ol Inde18 . 10/15/38
pendence None Better
Lincoln in the White
House
Outstanding
.. Not
1/14/39
Rev.
Quiet Please
3/25/39
20 .. 12/17/38
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops
Swiiigtime I n the Movies. Excellent (Tecti.) .. 20
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)20
4/ 1/39
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7 .12/
3/38
Uatfy Dec
Lively
7 ..Not
Rev.
It's
An
III
Wind
7
.Not
Rev.
Kristopher Kolumbus. Jr
7
Lone
Stranger and
.
3/11/39
Porky
Very Funny
7 . Not Rev.
Porky and Teabiscuit
7
Porky In Eqypt
7 .Not Rev.
Porky in Wackvland
7 .Not
Rev.
3/ 4/39
Porky's Movie Mystery. .. Cartoon Fun
7 . 10/15/38
Porky's
Porky theNaughty
GobNephew Average
Amusing
77 . 12/17/38
.Not Rev.
MELODY MASTERS (18)
. 12/17/38
Dave Apollon (4706) ..Fair
7
Dave Apollon and His
Club Casanova Orch.
7 .Not Rev.
Blue Baiion
10 ..Not
Rev.
Larry Clinton (4701)
10 .Not
Not Rev.
Larry Clinton (4714)
10
Net
Rev.
Jimmy Dorsey
9
8/38
Merle Kendrick
Excellent
10 .10/
.
9/17/38
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
10

Page 35
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
Running (Con.
Comment
Reviewed
Issue Ot
Time
Jerry Livingston
10
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
tO . 1/14/39
Clyde McCoy
10 .Not Rev.
Ruts
. 3/ 4/39
Music Morgan
With a Smile In Fair Swlngoepation
the Happy Felton
Style
Lively and Peppy ... 10 . . 4/ 1/39
Artie Shaw
Okay
10 . 7/23/3B
MERRIE MELODIES (26) Tech.
Bars and Stripes ForNot Rev.
ever 7 ,. .. 12/17/58
Cauot Ma Out
Fail
7
.
.
3/25/39
Daff^
Duck and the Excellent
Dinosaur
7
Daffy Duck In Hollywood
7 .. ..Not
3/18/39
Rav.
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7
1/14/39
Dot
Funny
Feud Gene
There Modern
Was
Grab
It
77 .. 9/17/38
Goldruth Daze
7 .Not Rev.
Ham-ateur Night
7 .Not Rev.
Hobo
Gadget
Band
7 . . Not Rev.
Johnny Smith and
Poker- Huntae
Swell
7 . 10/15/18
Little Paneho Vanilla. . Clever
7 . 12/17/18
Mice Will Play
7
Rav.
Night Watchman
Entertaining
7 .Nat
4/
8/39
3/ 4/39
Prest-o Change-o
Good
7 ,... ll/2(/18
Roblnhood Makes Good Diverting ..
7
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
7 . Not Rev.
You're An Education
Fair
7 . 12/ 3/88
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9 .10/ 8/38
Master's Touch
10
8/17/88
Row Wow
Very Intarattlng 10 ..Not
Rev.
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
. 3/25/39
Chained
Gripping
10 .12/
3/H
DefyingPeril
Death
Thrilling
II12
High
Good Suspense
Human Bomb
One of tha Beet ... 12 . 3/ 4/39
Identified
Excellent
12 . 1/14/3*
1/24/38
Minute From Death .
12 ..Not
Rev.
Toils of tha Law
12 .Nat Rav.
Treacherniit Water
Thrilling
12
Voodoo Fire
12 . I2/I7/J8
Not Rev.
< 12)
VITAPHONE
VARIETIES
. Not Rev.
Crawfords at Home
Rev.
Dean of the Pasteboards
. Not
12/17/38
Gadgetaert ..
Kind at Silly
Great Library Misery. . . Exeallent
. Not
9/I7/18
Right Way
.11/28/38
Rev.
Robbin'
Good
Excellent
Ski Girl
Splendid
. 1/14/39
Table Manners
Good
. 9/17/38
3/18/39
Tax Trouble
Fair
.Not Rav.
BROADWAY 1939-40
BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)

STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlla — The Heart
Excel lent
of Sweden(Lenauer)
(Sanders). Novel
Idea
Datelines
Fishing
in
the
Fjords
Interesting
(Sanders)
Refreshing
Frosty of
Frolics
Gems
the (Lenauer)
Orient
Interesting
(Modern)
Worth Your
( Lenauer)
.... Revealing
Getting
Money's
Man's
Paradise (Mod- Good
ern)
Master of the Camera Interesting
(Pictorial Films) ...
Memory Lingers On
Interesting
(Ennis)
Midsummer In Sweden
Beautiful
(Sanders)
New
England.
& Today
(Jam Yesterday
Handy) Very Good
North Sea (Lenauer).... Exciting
River. The (U. S. Doc. Outstanding
Films) Dist. by Par..
Trailing the Jaguar
(Hoffberg)
Very Interesting
Trees
and Pict.)
Men (Modern
Talking
..
Good
SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
Ancient Cities of
Southern France ... .Interesting
Beautiful and Gay Buda- pest Very Good
Cebu
Interesting
Fabulous Marseilles . . . Excellent
Hoiig Kong. Gateway to
China
Excellent
Makassar
Manila. Queen City of Goad
Pacific
Superb
Merman Coast
Good
Old Towns of Normandy Faseinating
Resort and Quaint Towns
of the Blue Coast Excellent
Rio de Janeiro
Excellent
Singapore, Cross Roads
of the East
Faseinating
Venice
.Faseinating
SERIALS
No. Chaps.
COLUMBIA
Flying G-Men
Great
Adventures
of Wild 15 Chaps.
Bill Hickok
IS Chaps.
Secret of Treasure Island . . 15 Chaps.
Spider's Web
15 Chaps.
REPUBLIC
Dick Tracy Returns
15 Chaps.
Fiahting Devil Dogs
12 Chaps.
Lone Ranger Returns
15 Chaps.
Hawk of the Wilderness
12 Chaps.
UNIVERSAL
Buck Rogers
15 Chaps.
Flaming Frontiers
15 Chaps.
Red Barry
IS Chaps.
Scouts to the Rtsous
12 Chaps.

10
1
10
II
10
II
35
10
10
10
19
20
31
28
10
10
109
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

.11/ 5/38
..11/
8/18/JI
6/H
.12/17/38
. 3/25/39
. 12/17/38
. 7/18/88
. 3/12/38
. 8/13/38
.11/ 5/38
.. 4/,
1/39
3/18/39
. 1/ 8/38
. 6/25/38
. 5/14/38

8/ 6/38
4/16/38
6/11/38
6/11/38
2/12/38
8/ 6/38
2/12/38
6/11/38
4/16/38
4/18/38
2/12/38
8/ 6/38
8/ 6/38
Issue of
Reviewed
2/ 4/39
7/23/58
4/
2/38
10/29/38
5/28/38
8/ 6/38
2/18/39
11/26/38
2/1 1/39
10/22/38
6/ 4/38
12/10/38

..7.
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lOHN H. HARRIS
National Chief Barker of the Variety Clubs holding Hieir convention this
week-end in Detroit. Executives trom every branch of the industry
are expected to attend this function both as members and as guests.

HARDYS

"A^'J

t'
asde
Qir

RIDE

HIGH

WIDE

AND

FLASH!

Held

over in 5 out of first 8

engagements: Neiu York, Houston,
Atlanta, San Francisco, Detroit.
Watch for morel

HANDSOME!

Hold

Extra
Look

HOUSTON
Year's

NEW

week

PHILLY

DANDY!

Courageous
FRISCO

" and

Courageous"

Hardys";
business

the

grosser

the

first

Season's

S. R. O.

this season;

Sensation!

results !

leads "Test

ahead

Great

day

beat

first day;

far ahead

of

such

pictures

as "Idiot's

Pilot","Boys

Town",

the

New

other

of all Hardy
Delight

Family

"/'Rosalie

releases.

"/'Captains

Ziegfeld".

Sensational!

BUFFALO!
tops

Second

" The

and

Tops

"Maytime",

"Rosalie",

"Good

Earth",

"Captains

hits!

Nearly

everything

double

this

the Christmas

season

except

holiday

"Too

Hot

opening
To

of "Out

Handle"

and

West
the

With

The

New

Year's

this

entire

of "Sweethearts".

MILWAUKEE

MAGNIFICENT!

Excellent!

Only

three

better

openings

since

started.

ATTABOY
with

Biggest

Opens

FABULOUS!

BEAUTIFUL

at

for

of "Sweethearts".

PHENOMENAL!

DETROIT

season

HIGH!

time

*Too

Hardy

ATLANTA!
Hot

To

Equals

Handle";

good

Thanksgiving
substantially

wishes

business
ahead

for

of "Out

of "Boys

your

West

With

The

Hardys";

even

Town".

engagement

too!
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Editorial

Page

destined to bring business to the theatres playing their
Television

. . .

Having v^itnessed the latest demonstration of Tele'
vision we render a report and an opinion as to its possible,
early effect on motion picture theatre attendance.
First: Television has improved tremendously and must
be considered as something to wrestle with for the future.
Second: It is still in its crude, experimental stages and
the cost of receiving sets is much too high for people to
buy them now. Even though the prices will gradually
come down as the mass production increases, television
receiving sets will not be within the means of the masses
for some years to come.
Third: It is our opinion that motion picture theatres
need not worry about competition from television until
such time as the technique has been improved considerably over present experiments and, further, until receiv
ing sets can be bought for about a hundred dollars.
This looks like a long way off from both angles.
AAA
w
Union

Pacific

brought home a picture of such box office proportions
that it will stand out on the records of the company for
years to come.
Although the picture, at the time we viewed it, ran
two hours and fifteen minutes, which might sound like

too much length for any attraction, we may cheerfully report that it holds the interest, tensely, from beginning toend.

Scribble a note on your memo pad now: ''Union
Pacific" will be one of the attractions to play your
theatre (if you play it), that will establish records of
We most certainly recommend it.
long standing.
w
Juarez"
and
''Nazi Spy"
We sometimes find it hard to determine exactly where
Warner Brothers achieve their greatest success. From the
productions they make, or from the expert manner in
which they surround their outstanding pictures with a
ballyhoo that carries everything before it including the
paying customers who in the final analysis pay the freight
for all pictures. Or is it a combination of the two?
they brought forth two

Progress

Still lation
another
step takes
in theform
industry's
movement
regufrom within
this week
with theforfurther
meetings of distributor and exhibitor groups to work
the complex angles of arbitration.

out

The

progress made thus far is certainly the most encouraging since the work first started and augurs well for
a final draft that will embody the things best suited for
a fair and equitable working plan for both branches of
the industry.

done.

Film

We

hope it won't go for naught.
AAA

Rentals

Already an avalanche has started our way disputing
our comment of last week that a liberal sales policy will
prevail especially in the selling to the smaller and independent exhibitors.
However, all the kicks are based upon the annual,
pre-selling conversation which indicates that the salesmen
will be around with the industry-old opening speech about
higher film rentals . . . bigger productions . . . higher
budgets . . . and "must get more money" propaganda.
But there is nothing new in that approach. It's been
going on for years and years and years. And it will
continue to go for more years than you or we will be
here to talk about.
Each exhibitor is aware of his own situation. If he is
paying too much then all he need do is put up a battle
for lower rentals. If he can back up his arguments with

AAA

During this week

Reforms

The "workers" deserve the thanks and praise of the
whole industry for a gigantic job being exceptionally well

All the romance, adventure and heartaches that went
into the real and fictional story behind the building of
the Union Pacific Railroad have been captured and
utili2;ed through the masterful touch of Cecil B. DeMille
in the making of his newest production for Paramount.
In a season of many ups and downs. Paramount has

much

product. First comes "Juarez," the Paul Muni - Bette
Davis picture and second, ''Confessions of a Na2,i Spy,"
with a theme that is today on everybody's tongue.
Truly, Warner Brothers have worked out a unique
but successful formula for good pictures and an expert
staff to send them on their way in a bla2,e of excitement
and profit.
AAA

attractions

facts and figures, he'll win his point or at least part of it.
Film exchanges sell pictures for as much as they can
get. Exhibitors buy film for as little as they can get away
with. And never the twain shall meet without some
sort of a mental wrestling bout.
But we still maintain that a broader viewpoint will
prevail consistent with current times and conditions and
blackjacking will not be practiced on an elaborate scale
for reasons we are all familiar with.—"CHICK"
LEWIS
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Fear

Exhibitors
Lodge

Monogram executives are getting ready this week for the company's annual convention to be held in Chicago, May 4-6.
Left to right above are five of the leading figures at the meeting: W. Ray Johnston, President; Edward Golden, VicePresident; George Weeks, General Sales Manager; Louis S. Lifton, Director of Advertising and Publicity and Scott R.
Dunlap, Vice-President in Charge of Production. The convention will be held at the Hotel Drake.

Mono.

Execs,

For

Ready
Details

for

Sessions
With

Branch

Conclave

Chicago

Entertainment

Being

Set;

Stars

Mgrs.

and
May

Business
Attend

elaborate plans completed for the largest Convention

"UNION
PACIFIC"
GETS GALA DEBUT
Over

150,000

4-Day

Present at

Celebration

Omaha — A four-day gala program for celebrating both the
world
Paramount's
"Unionpremiere
Pacific"ofand
"Golden

in its seven year history, Monogram Pictures' home office and
Days",
the mid-west's
chalbranch officials are preparing to leave their posts throughout Spike lenge
to America
for civic showmanship
got
under
way
here
early next week for '-^
the country
what
Wednesday.
The
film
had
its
promises to be an important
COMP
LAIN
T
FILED
series of conferences at the Hotel
premiere Friday, playing in three
Drake, Chicago, May 4, 5, 6.
downtown theatres simultaneousFinal details for the business Union Charges Chain Head
ly, a record for the city.
and entertainment sessions are
It was estimated by both
Refuses to Bargain
Omaha and Paramount officials
being set by a committee of arrangements headed by Louis S.
Boston — A complaint against that 400,000, including 150,000 visiLifton, director of advertising and Western Massachusetts Theatres,
tors, participated in some phase
publicity and John S. Harrington, Inc., of Springfield has been filed of the celebration. Wednesday
saw the arrival of the Golden
manager of Monogram's acces- with the State Labor Relations
sory department. A'lanny Reiner Commission by Motion Picture Spike from Frisco, opening of the
of the home office publicity de- Division No. 3 of Theatrical Man- historical museum in City Audipartment will also make the trip.
torium, opening of the Sioux Inagers, Agents and Treasurers, an
dian village on the Court House
It is expected that several Mono- A. F. of L. union. Filed a week
gram stars will appear in addi- ago, the complaint charges the grounds, unveiling of the stockade at the U.P. station and of the
tion to top-line executives.
theatre chain management with
refusal to bargain collectively 1869 atmosphere store fronts
Delegates
from
Monogram's
37
exchanges in the United States with the employes represented by along two blocks.
and Canada and representatives the union, as required by Federal
Arrival of U.P. execs, Cecil
from Monogram's Hollywood stu- and state labor laws. A date for B. DeMille and his Hollywood
dios are expected to address the a hearing on the charges is ex- party took place Thursday, along
three-day sessions of the convenpected to be set in about a week. with an inspection of the special
tion. As is the custom, W. Ray
train and a historical parade with
Johnston will serve as chairman
45 floats and 38 bands in line. Premiere festivities Friday night
of the meetings.
Adolph Schimel
were covered via NBC, CBS and
Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president Becomes Father
Mutual networks.
in charge of production, will head
Universal
counsel,
Adolph
the group of producers, supervisors and actors arriving from Schimel, and wife Muriel, became
PAR. CHANGES
DATE
the west coast.
parents of a baby girl, Jane, on
Complete product announcement April 22. Born at the Lenox Hill
Moves Meet Up to June 8
v/ill appear in next week's issue hospital, it is their first child and
weighs
7
pounds,
5
ounces.
At Request of Allied
of Showmen's Trade Review.

Allied
Group

Unit

Will

Ariz.;

Formed

Include

Seth

Exhibitors

Perkins

Named

On

Coast

in CaL,

Nev.,

President

A new Allied Unit has been organized for California, Nevada
and Arizona, it was announced this week. Office space has been
leased at 1908 South Vermont Ave., T^os Angeles. The group
will be affiliated with the National ^^^^
Allied organization, said now to Leavitt, directors of the new unit.
This is the first Allied unit to
number 4,500 independent exhibitors.
be established on the West Coast
Officers and members of the and is believed to be the forerunner of efforts to establish the
board of directors are Seth Perkins, president; Jules Wolf, vice organization all over the country.
president; Fred Hershorn, treas- New units have recently been orurer; James C. Quinn, executive
ganized in New York State, Philadelphia and other key points.
secretary; L. L. Bard and B. J.

Date for Paramount's annual
sales convention to be held this
year at the Ambassador Hotel in
Los Angeles has moved up to
Jtme 8, 9, and 10 so as to not conflict with the Allied States Association National Convention to be
held at the Nicollet Hotel in
Minneapolis, June 13-15. W. Al
Steffes, Allied convention chairman, had written to Neil Agnew,
Paramount's vice-president in
charge of distribution, requesting
the cliange in date.
Joseph

Gallagher

Resigns

Joseph E. Gallagher this week
resigned as general manager of
Box Office, film trade publication,
after serving in that capacity for
8 years. He will announce a new
connection shortly.

Might

Protest

EVEN RKO SAYS "NO!"
To NBC's request that they
make some footage available for
television broadcasts in the metropolitan area scheduled to commence with the launching of the
New York World's Fair Sunday,
major film companies have issued
Refusalreply
of the
companies to coof "No!"
a terse
operate, it was said, was based
on fear that exhibitors might protest. Although NBC is said to
have asked only for outmoded
one-reel shorts, even these were
refused. This leaves NBC with
only so-called industrial reels plus
Government films for presentations on telecasts.
It was further asserted that
RKO-Radio, a corporate "relative" of NBC, had turned thumbs
down to the request. It had been
forecast that RKO would be the
first to go into television.
KaufiFman Honored
At Testimonial
Pittsburgh — A testimonial dinner for Joseph R. KaufiFman, Universal branch manager who was
recently transferred from the local exchange to the Cleveland office, was held here Monday night
at the Roosevelt Hotel under auspices of the Variety Club, exhibitors and exchange men. The affair was largely attended. Harry
Hendel acted as general chairman, with C. C. Kellenberg, treas-
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Paramount

Warners turned on the lights,
inside and out. at the long-dark
Hollywond Tiieatre on Broadway
I'uesdav niglit. "Juarez" was taking the screen with a capacity
;iudience of invited spectators,
wiiich made it occasion to celebrate. Warners were taking bows
(it's getting to be a habit) as a
tilled theatre, housing many distinguished men and women of
the political, social and motion
picture world, recognized a great
picture in the unveiling. The
gleaming arcs illuminating the
street, the crowds gathered at the
entrance, the many celebrities, the
jewels and furs, top hats and
white ties, all contributed much
to the occasion.
Broadway picture theatres will
have their answer to the question
World's
the The
and what
of how
Fair
will mean
to them.
Fair
opens Sunday. Will the crowds
for film entertaingo in heavily
ment? Or save the coin to spend
on other sights of the town? The
film houses are all there with big
attractions. "Juarez" at the Hollywood; "Dark Victory" at the
Music Hall (a natural for a big
play from the tourists), "Man of
Conquest" at the Capitol, the
Paramount splurging with a flesh
show featuring five "names" to
augment "Lady's from Kentucky",
"Nazi Spy" at the Strand, the
Roxy holds "Graham Bell",
"Wuthering Heights" at the Rivoli
— that's
a World's Fair of
screen
entertainment.
We'll all know more about television after this week, also. The
Fair at which television will make
its bow, figures again, in this.
But from the looks of things it's
going to be a while before theatregoing will be affected by people
staying at home to look at radio
sets with a peep-show flickering
in its cover. Limited range of the
telecast, cost of sets, and only a
few stations throwing pictures
through the air with not the
greatest of ease, make that certain.

1939

For
He

Pays

-40,

Tribute

Level

TRADE

of Films

TAKES

EXPO

, Branch

Head

Warner
in K. C.

Chicago — Jimmy Winn, manager of the Grand National exchange here for several years, has
j been named manager of the War) ner branch in Kansas City, Mo.,
' replacing Bill Warner, resigned.

Made

Balaban

Heads
and

For

the

Coming

SPACE
You <:^NT^|pfR'

MGM

Is First Major to Reserve Booth at Exposition

First major company to contract for space at the Allied of
New York-sponsored Motion Picture Exposition to be held next
Hollywood — Hopes of an early
settlement of the dispute between month at the Hotel Astor is
lATSE and the Autonomy Group MGM, which has reserved two
of Local 37 were given a setback booths. Joe Hornstein, equipment
here when representatives flatly dealer, for 8 booths; Acousticon
rejected the proposal made by Corp. for one booth, and the
JefT Kibre of the Autonomy ITOA for one booth are included
Group that both sides agree to a among others recently signed. A
majority of the rooms reserved
"cooling-ofif process" for 90 days, for exhibitors in the Astor, Ediwith both sides to modify deson and Lincoln hotels have been
mands. John F. Gatelee of lA de- taken, according to E. Thornton
clared that Kibre and his associates were using Communistic Kelly, executive chairman of the
exposition.
tactics.
Named

Says

Films

Important Dates
April 29: Variuty Club coiiveiitiou baiir|uct, Detroit.
May 4-6:
MouoKraiii convention, Drake
llulcl,
Cliicago.
May 8-10:
United Artists sales convention, Los Angeles.
May
8-11:
Columbia
regional meeting,
Atlantic City.
May 14-16: Columbia regional meeting,
Chicago.
May
20-22 : Columbia regional meeting,
jjos Angeles.

May 21-27: Silver Jubilee of Morris
Joseph,
Universal
New Haven,
Conn. branch manager at
Mayconvention,"
23-25 : N.Hotel
Y. Allied
Hollywood — Paramount will release approximately 60 fea- Fair
Astor. "World's
JuneAmbassador,
8-10: Paramount
convention.
ttire pictures during the 1939-40 season beginning September 1, Hotel
Los Angeles.
comBalaban,
Barney
by
weekend
last
here
announced
it was
Junetion, 13-15:
AlliedMinneapolis.
National convenNicollet Hotel,
his depar-l^J^
to
prior
president,
pany
tur
e for
New York. Accomp
anied Y^|^ P
by other corporation executives,
RAAG
HAS
Balaban has been here for the
5 FROM FINE ARTS
past two weeks conferring with
studio officials on production plans MOVIE
CASH PLAN GN Is Assured of a Flow of
for the coming year.
Product from Producer
He paid tribute to the studio
heads, William LeBaron and Y. Has Signed Franchises For
Frank Freeman, for the progress
Conferences during the last two
New Promotion Idea
Paramount has made during the
weeks between President E. W.
last few months and the high
Hammons, Jeffrey Bernerd and
level of pictures completed, now
Nation-Wide Coupon Distribut- Maurice J. Wilson, co-managing
before the cameras and planned.
ing Corp. has been organized by directors of Grand National
He added that it was because of Morton Van Praag to handle Films, Ltd., and Franklyn Warthe highly satisfactory condition "Movie Cash", a business promoner, head of Fine Arts Production plan for theatres. Van Praag
tions, have resulted in an agreeof the studio that "I say Paramount's program for the coming lesigned two months ago from
ment whereby Fine Arts will reseason will reach a new high in Trailer-Made to handle the busisume production immediately.
entertainment and box office
ness and he has already closed Thus Grand National is assured
deals in 18 territories.
a flow of product. All difficulties
Among those who have already facing the organization have been
The bulk of the 60 pictures
planned
value." will be produced at the signed up to handle the plan in worked out, it was said, and GN
Hollywood studio. Two Charles their respective territories are is prepared to go ahead and fulfill its commitments. Five films
Laughton films will be released Eddie Ruben of Minneapolis,
Beverly
Miller
of
Kansas
City,
B.
v^ill
be put into work by Fine
by the company, besides an EngShimp of Chicago, Eddie Ansin Arts as soon as possible.
lish stage success, "French With- of Boston and others well known
out Tears", now being produced
In thewill
meantime
''Panama
Patrol"
be released.
with Ray Milland and Ellen in the industry.
Drew. Other product outside will
include
Harry Sherman's
long Cassidy
series, plusHopatwo
other features to be made by
Sherman.
Ronald Colman, Gary Cooper,
Melvyn Douglas, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Paulette Goddard,
Jackie Cooper, Joe E. Brown,
Pat O'Brien, Fay Bainter and
others yet to be announced will
be added to Paramount's star
roster for 1939-40, Balaban said.

High

Autonomists' Peace
Plan Is Rejected

Winn

60

Make

to Studio

Page 5
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Gov't Files Bill
In Equity Suit
Sources close to the Department of Justice revealed that a
bill of particulars was filed in
Federal Court Wednesday in connection with the Government's
equity suit against the film industry.
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CUT

DOWNGAMES
Agree

to Stop

N. Y. Bank
INDIES

HAD

Huge

Distributors' Group
Works on Clause

Nights

PROTESTED

A meeting of independent and
circuit exhibitors in the RKO offices in New York this week resulted in a decision by the circuits
to abandon once more their circuit wide operation of games. The
meeting was called because of
certain theatres indulging in excessive premium giveaways and
large scale Screen© and Bank
Nights.
Last week five RKO houses m
the Bronx combined their Screeno
and Bank Night operations with
a telephone hookup. The prizes
were not given away, however,
because the winning patrons were
not in the theatres. At this week's
-meeting RKO agreed to disconand Loew's
this practice
not to launch another
also
agreed tinue
combined circuit Bank Night, provided that the independent competitors of the circuits likewise
refrained. Loew's had planned to
put on a huge $10,000 affair in
connection with the opening of
tlie World's Fair.

SEE

RKO Execs Return From Circuit Swing
Short Subject Sales Manager Harry Michaelson of RKO, center, and Walter
Branson, captain of the George Schaefer Drive, at Michaelson's left, return from a
30-day tour of the company's 38 branches in the U. S. and Canada. At ihe
station they are greeted by a home office group. At Michaelson's right are M. C.
Poller, A.E. A.
Schubart,
HarryWolff.
Cittleson, and W. j. Shea. At Branson's left,
Cresson
Smith
and Robert

800

ATTEND

DETROIT

V. C. BREAKS

DINNER

Host of Celebs, Execs on
Hand

for Festivities

Detroit— Over 800 guests gathered here Thursday for the threedav get-together of the Variety
Call Meeting to Form
Clubs. The fifth annual National'
Variety Club banquet was scheduled to climax the affair Saturday
Film Co. Office Union
night.
A meeting of all film industry
On Thursday and Friday nights
office workers was called for Fridinners
were scheduled for direcday night in the Gold Room of
and business sessions were
the Manhattan Center by the also tors,
set for those two days.
American Federation of BookEthel Shutta, George Jessel, Wilkeepers, Stenographers & Acliam Knudsen, Walter Chrysler,
countants' Union for the purpose
of trying to organize the film Harvey Campbell and a host of
workers and obtain a contract state and civic execs were expected at the banquet.
similar to that signed between the
Al Steffes and Bob O'Donnell
union and Universal.
is 'bringing large delegations from
Minneapolis and Texas. From
Brilliant Premiere
New York came Neil Agnew,
Cliarles Reagan, Joseph Unger,
Ned Depinet, Jules Levy. H. M.
Ivichie, Edward McAvov, William
V. Rodgers, E. K. "Ted" O'Shea,
i'om Connors, Eddie Saunders,
Dave Palfreyman, Max Cohen,
I^ewis. W.
(ieorge

Week's and "Chick"

WB

Changes

Makes

Cincinnati — In Warners' realigned mid-eastern setup, Jim
i'artlow will handle the West Virginia territory and Harvey Day
ikes over Kentucky. John Eifert
has been appointed city salesman
for the company here.
A world premiere that had all
the flourishes of a distinguished
event of social and cinematic importance, marked the opening of
Warner's "Juarez" at the brilliantly re-lighted Hollywood Theatre on Broadway Tuesday night.
The photo above shows Major
Albert Warner and James W.
Gerard, former ambassador to
Germany. Leaders of the financial, social, motion picture and
political world were among the
long list of celebrities who attended the premiere.

Baird
May

Television
Go

Into Roxy

That Baird Television might be
installed in the Roxy Theatre became apossibility this week when
it became known that the Roxy
management was interested in the

FILM

GIVEN
INDUSTRY

No Bills on Divorcement
Censorship

or

Passed

COMPLETION

SOON

Finaltioncompletion
of the
sections of the
newarbitratrade
practice code was expected this
week. The code was completed
except for the arbitration set-up,
when it was submitted to the
exhibitor groups on March 30.
At that time many of the details
were included in the submitted
draft but the final completion
awaited further conferences
among the. members of the distributors' committee.
The committee is expected to
meet Friday of this week to discuss the arbitration sections of
the code and also to attempt to
meet objections to other clauses
made by various exhibitor organizations. The distributors
stated that if any individual could
submit alternate phraseology
which would make for greater
clarity they would consider it.
Sellinghave
policies
for been
the 1939-40
season
already
partly
shaped according to the code, the
distributors announced, but certain concessions dependent upon
arbitration
are awaiting agreement.

A Hays office checkup reveals
that 571 bills affecting the motion
picture duced
industry
have been of
introin the legislature
46
states which have held regular
sessions since Jan. 1. To date, no
The code will not be extended
measures on censorship, theatre
to
Canada at the present time.
divorcement, reel tax or admis- When
it is completely adopted in
sion tax Inave been passed.
With 25 ')f the state legislatures the U. S. consideration will be
already adjourned, there are 325 given to its extension to Canada,
it was stated.
bills pending
states
where sessions have notin yet
ended.
Self-Regulation
Begins in Australia
Unless the British Films Act
is amended to permit the Commonwealth's product to enter on
a preferential
basis,
film production will continue
to remain
in its
present static state in Australia,
declared Cecil F. Mason, general
manager of Columbia Pictures
Proprietary, Ltd., who is visiting
the company's home office until
mid-May. He said that self-regulation for the industry in both
New Zealand and New South
Wales is the policy being pursued
by their governmental bodies.
Keep Your Teeth Clean
Racine. Wis. — The Rex Theatre
liere is plugging its 2S-cent tube
of toothpaste giveaway.

Syracuse Allied Lays
Plans for Exposition
Syracuse, N. Y. — At a meeting
of tiie Syracuse unit of Allied of
New York held here last week
national and state legislative
matters were discussed. Members launched plans for the Allied convention and exposition in
New York City. A large Syracuse
delegation
will attend, it was indicated.
Republic Execs at
"Conquest" Opening
Herbert J. Yates, chairman nf
the Republic board, James R.
Grainger, president, A,l Adams, ad
and publicity head, and other Republic executives have returned
from a regional convention held
at the Drake Hotel . in Chicago
All were on hand for the debut of
the company's million dollar attraction, "Man
Of Conquest",
which opened
Thursday
at the

Soteros D. Cocalis, one of the Capitol.
leading exhibitors in the New
20th Signs WB Circuit
York area, died this week at the
age of 6L His funeral rites on
A 1939-40 product deal with the
Tuesday were attended by high Warner Bros, circuit of 250 theSince in
2'Oth-Fox
aEnglish
heavy setup.
shareholder
Gaumontis executives from every company
atres has been closed by 20thBritish, parent company of Baird, in the industry. At his death CoFox, it
was announced
week'.
calis operated 46 theatres all in The
commitment
was this
restricted
it is believed Baird may make its
American bow in this house, if it New York and vicinity.
lo one year at the insistence of
is found suitable.
20th-Fox, it was understood.
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WEEKLY

STUDIO

CHECK-UP

Any picture on which Advance Dope has been published is followed
by an asterisk (*). Consult the hooking guide for dates on which
Advance Dope appeared.
"This Week:
Last Week:

In Production — 48; Being Edited — 68"
In Production — 44; Being Edited— 70.
MONOGRAM
COLUMBIA

Being Edited
ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGSOUTSIDE THESE WALLSMISSING DAUGHTERSPOWER TO KILL
Jack Holt,
rected by LewGertrude
Collins. Michael.
Produced Diby
Larry Darmour.
ARIZONA COWBOY (W)
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Directed by Sam Nelson.
In Production (1938-39)
GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARIS
Joan Blondell. DiMelvyn rectedDouglas,
by Alexander Hall.
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
MAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Directed by Sam Nelson.
PARENTS ON TRIAL
Jean Parker, Johnny Downs. Directed
by Hans Schwartz.
COAST GUARD
Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy.
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
In Production (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude
Rains, Edward Arnold. Produced and
directed by Frank Capra.
GRAND

NATIONAL

Being Edited
EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO ANNIn Production
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
with Margo. Directed by Steve Sekely.

Being Edited
BOYS' REFORMATORY*
WOLF CALL*
DOWN THE WYOMING TRAIL (W)*
In Production
ACROSS THE PLAINS*
GIRL FROM NOWHERE
Anne Nagel, Warren Hull. Directed
by Lambert Hillyer.
PARAMOUNT
Being Edited (1938-39)
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
HOTEL IMPERIAL*
UNMARRIED*
FEDERAL OFFENSE*
GRAND )URY SECRETS*
MAN ABOUT TOWN*
INVITATION TO HAPPINESS
GRACIE ALLEN MURDER CASE*
SOME LIKE IT HOT*
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
BULLDOG DRUMMONDS BRIDE*
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
Being Edited (1939-40)
BEAU GESTE*
LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
William Boyd, Russell Hayden. Directed by Lesley Selander. Produced
bv Harry Sherman.
WHAT

A LIFE*

In Production (1938-39)
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*
In Production (1939-40)
HEAVEN ON A SHOESTRING
Pat O'Brien,
Bradna. Directed by LewisOlympe
Milestone.

RKO-RADIO (Conf.)
/// Production
LITTLE MOTHER*
FIVE CAME BACK*

Being Edited
ZERO HOUR*
SOUTHWARD HO*
In Production
MOUNTAIN RHYTHM
Gene Autry,
SmileyEason.
Burnette. Directed by B. Reeves
CENTURY-FOX

Being Edited (1938-39)
GIRL FROM BROOKLYN*
ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE*
SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES*
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
CHARLIE CHAN IN RENO*
THE GORILLA*
BOY FRIEND*
YOUNG MR. LINCOLN*
Being Edited (1939-40)
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE*
In Production

THEY ASKED FOR IT*
OLD GRAD
Charley Grapewin, Anita Louise. Directed by Harold Young.
Being Edited (1939-40)

THE
DOVE*
CAREER
Alice Eden, John Archer. Directed
by Leigh Jason.
MEMORY OF LOVE
Carole Lombard, Kay Francis, Cary
Grant, Charles Coburn. Directed by
John Cromwell.
REPUBLIC

20th

FOR
LOVE OR MONEY*
EX-CHAMP
Victor rectedMcLaglen,
by Phil Rosen,Nan Grey. Di-

(1938-39)

SECOND FIDDLE*
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU
Gloria Stuart, Stuart Erwin. Directed
by Alfred Werker.
In Production (1939-40)
HOTEL FOR WOMEN
Elsa Maxwell Directed by Gregory
Ratoff.
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE
Amanda Duff, Kane Richmond. Directed by Ricardo Cortez.

HOUSE OF FEAR*
In Production
THE SUN NEVER SETS
Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., Virginia Field.
Produced
and directed by Rowland
V. Lee.
INSIDE INFORMATION
HaroldLang,
Young.Dick Foran. Directed by
June
IN OLD CALIFORNIA
Richard Arlen, Constance Moore.
Directed by Christy Cabanne.

WARNER

BROTHERS

Being Edited
NAUGHTY BUT NICE*
KID FROM KOKOMO*
CODE OF THE SECRET SERVICE*
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER*
HELL'S KITCHEN*
DEVIL ON WHEELS*
NANCY DREW, TROUBLE SHOOTER*
EACH DAWN I DIE*
FAMILY AFFAIR*
GANTRY THE GREAT*
WATERFRONT*
ENEMY AGENT*
GIVE
ME A CHILD*
LIGHTHORSE
HARRY
Bert Wheeler, Marie Wilson. Directed by Noel Smith.

In Production (1938-39 )
HOBBY FAMILY
Jane
Bryan, Clemens.
Henry O'Neill Directed
by William
In Production

(1939-40)

BATTLE OF CITY HALL*
OLD MAID
Bette Davis, George Brent. Directed
by Edmund Goulding.

Being Edited (1939-40)
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*

DUST BE MY DESTINY
.Tohn Garfield, Jane Bryan. Directed
CAT AND THE CANARY*
Many
by Lewis Seller.
THE STAR MAKER
lONES FAMILY at GRAND CANYON
Bing Crosby, Louise Campbell. DiJed Prouty, Spring Byington and the
rected by Roy Del Ruth.
Jones Family. Directed by Malcolm
St. Clair.
RULER OF THE SEAS
CHAN at TREASURE ISL.
Doug Fairbanks,
wood.
Produced Jr.,
andMargaret
directedLockby CHARLIE
of the
Sidney Toler, Sen Yung. Directed Another
Frank Lloyd.
by Norman Foster.
HOMEWORK
THE RAINS CAME
Mary Boland, Charles Ruggles. DiMyrna Loy, Tyrone Power, George
rected by George Archainbaud.
Brent. Directed by Clarence Brown.
OUR LEADING CITIZEN
UNITED ARTISTS
Bob Burns, Susan Hayward. Directed
by Alfred Santell.
SERVICES
Being Edited

In Production (1938-39)
MAIZIE WAS A LADY*

GERONIMO*
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
Cartoon Feature. Produced by Max
Fleischer. In Technicolor.

CAPTAIN FURY*
In Production

In Production (1939-40)
GONE WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable, Leslie
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Directed by Victor Fleming. Produced
by David O. Selznick.

DISPUTED PASSAGE
Dorothy Laraour, Akim Tamiroff.
Directed by Frank Borzage.

MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
MUSIC SCHOOL
Jascha ducedHeifetz,
McCrea.
Proby Samuel Joel
Goldwyn.
Directed
by Archie Mavo.
WINTER CARNIVAL
Richard Carlson, Ann Sheridan. Directed by Charles F. Riesner. Produced by Walter Wanger.
REAL GLORY
Gary Cooper, Andrea Leeds, David
Niven, Reginald Owen. Directed by
Henry Hathaway. Produced by
Samuel Goldvvyn.

METRO-GOLDWYNMAYER
Being Edited (1938-39)
GOODBYE MR. CHIPSTARZANBRIDAL SUITE*
TELL NO TALES*
IT'S A WONDERFUL WORLD*
6,000 ENEMIES*

ON BORROWED TIME*
THE WOMEN
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Rosakor. lind Russell. Directed by George CuANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER*

RKO-RADIO
Being Edited
FIXER DUGAN*
PANAMA LADY*
ROOKIE COP*
GIRL FROM MEXICO*
RACKETEERS OF THE RANGE (W)*
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ZANE

HERITAGE

"The appeal of the great outdoors,
plus romance anil action, are the
essentials of HERITAGE OP THE
DESERT.

This version is pietorially

beautiful. A fast movins' s<Teenplay
and tactful direction contribute

PRESS

score decisively at the box ofRce."
New York Film Daily

ABOUT

GREY'S

of

the

DESERT

HERITAGE

welded. Well turned performances
make the plot and its amplifications
believable, mn^lerstandinj^v and entertaining."
Motion Picture Herald

OF THE

more than satisfy."

much to the entertainment."
Motion Picture Daily

"Superior outdoor picture, praiseworthy in every department. Should

SAYS

IJESER T will
Variety

"Producer Sherman :ind P.-ir.-imount
can well be proud of this well-made
and highly entert.-iining Zane (irey
story. It is beautifully photographed
and most c.npably directed. In the
matter of direction Selander has

"Here is a picture whose production
manifestly, from the outset, was
aimed at a new api)roach in the
western theme, the injection of a
<iuality of depth and significance.
So thoroughly was this achieved
that it emerges as an outdoor drama

really captured the spirit of Author
Zane Grey's novel."
Motion Picture Review

of the top rank."
Repo7-ter

"HERITAGE OF THE DESERT is
not an ordinary western picture.
Appealing love story, plenty of
dramatic instance. Sometimes the
film has a spiritual quality but
comedy has not been neglected. Action, suspense and surprise have
been included in abundance, and
all elements have been intelligently

"Drama, action, thrills and wellwritten screenplay, plus expert
trouping', direction and production,
make this picture one of the finest

"Combining believable drama with
an abundance of thrilling action,
the whole mounted against natural
beauty
of Arizona wastelands.
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Union

Historical Drama

135 mins.

(National •Release Date, May 5)
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea,
Akim Tamiroff, Lynn Overman, Robert
Preston, Brian Donlevy, Anthony Quinn,
Evelyn Keyes, Stanley Ridges, Regis
Toomey, Syd Saylor, J. M. Kerrigan and
many others. Screenplay by Walter De
Leon, C. Gardner Sullivan and Jesse Lasky,
Jr. Based on an adaptation by Jack Cunningham of a story by Ernest Haycox. Produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille.
Plot: Barbara Stanwyck is the daughter
of a railroad engineer who works the first
train up to the end of each day's track
during the great struggle to build the railroad linking the coasts. McCrea is the
trouble shooter for the road sent to keep
Donlevy and Preston from interfering with
the building of the road. The latter holds
up the payroll of the company but marries
Barbara just before he is about to be
caught. Later after many more adventures,
he is shot by Donlevy, who in turn is shot
bv McCrea's pals.
'SUMMARY: Boy! to be running a theatre that can play this picture. It's got romance, action, Indians, hold-ups, train
wrecks, comedy, fast shooting, hard riding
and — well, what more can you want? Cecil
B. DeMille has taken all these elements,
wrapped them all up together and put out
one of the grandest box office pictures not
only of this year but of every year. There
isn't a foot of it we'd eliminate despite its
length. This story has been crying to be
made for years and here at last it is; but it's
worth waiting for. All the other records
should go out the window when this one
hits town. It's hard to pick out any individual performance as outstanding; McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck, Lynn Overman
and Akim Tamiroff have a slight edge on
some scenes
of the of
others
grand.
The
the but
trainthey're
wreck alland
the
troops coming to the rescue are simply superb. The Indians wrecking of the train has
been wonderfully portrayed. But so has
everything else in the whole thing. Sell this
for all you're worth. Of course, tie up with
local Union Pacific offices. Take advantage
of the Pennzoil tieup. Get displays in the
lobby of various articles of the period.
OUTSTANDING: The action, DeMille's
direction, the absorbing story and the acting of Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea,
Tamiroff and Overman.
Catchline: "Roaring Westward On America's road to glory,"
(FAMILY)

WB

April 29, 1939

Lucky

Hold-ups, Injuns, Train Wrecks, Fast Riding, Shooting; What More Can You Ask?

Confessions

REVIEW

Pacific
Legion

Para.

TRADE

of a Nazi

True Story

Spy
02 mins.

Call the Police to Quell Disturbances
And Handle the Crowds Sure to Come
(National Release Date, May 6)
Cast: Edward G, Robinson, Francis
Lederer, George Sanders, Paul Lukas,
Henry O'Neill, Lya Lys and 72 others.
Screenplay by Milton Krims and John
Wexley. Directed by Anatole Litvak.

of Decency

Ratings:

(For Week Ending April 29)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL

PATRONAGE

Chasing Danger
Smoky Trails
The Rookie Cop
Union Pacific
Feud of the Plains
Heritage of the Desert
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS

ONLY

Big Town Czar
For Love or Money
Calling Dr. Kildare
OBJECTIONABLE IN PARTS
Lucky Night

Plot: This film is a depiction of the menacing under-cover activities fostered in this
country by the Nazi regime in Germany.
The espionage methods revealed in the film
are based on the facts brought out by the
recent trials in New York, Los Angeles and
the Panama Canal Zone. Leon G. Turrou,
former F.B.I, agent, who smashed one of
Nazi spv rings, acted as technical adviser.
SUMMARY: There's one thing that
stands uppermost in the mind of any reviewer who sees this picture. It will do a
sensationally tremendous business. Its
reception is likely to be very spotty because
of its theme as those centers with strongly
Nazi preferences may go to considerable
lengths to show their disapproval. But in
their very disapproval lies the secret of
the picture's success. As entertainment, it is
not as strong as it shows up as propaganda.
But it is the kind of propaganda which
there is plenty of need for as every true
American will agree. The picture starts ofif
somewhat like the March of Time with a
narrator who fills in gaps in the story occasionally. Some of the scenes showing the
Bund camps over here are sensationally
shocking and make one afraid of what the
future might bring to us. As for the acting,
there is plenty to be said. Paul Lukas,
Edward G. Robinson, Francis Lederer and
several others are outstanding in their
characterizations. The direction is fine.
One strong point which may be in the picture's favor is its adherence to facts. Every
line in it has been taken from a newspaper.
Although newsreel shots of Hitler are used,
Goebbels, who is anathema to most Americans is portrayed by an excellent but unnamed actor. The film's timeliness, importance and story content are things to be
given careful consideration before you
launch your campaign. Whether or not
your community is made up of people
sympathetic to and active in anti-Nazi activities, whether organizations, schools and
the newspapers will cooperate with you, are
points only you alone can determine. Teaser
ads and radio announcements, will create
word-of-mouth publicity.
OUTSTANDING: Robinson, Lederer,
Lukas and the message the picture gets
across so successfuly. Under this head, too,
must come the courage of the Warner
Bros, in making a film of this nature in the
face of threats.
Catchline: "It was our American duty to
make this picture , , , it is your American
privilege to see it,"
(FAMILY)

For Additional Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult

Night

MCM

Comedy-Drama

82 mins.

Delightfully Gay and Modern Film With
Novel Twists Should Satisfy Generally
(National Release Date, May 5)
Cast: Myrna Loy, Robert Taylor, Joseph
Allen, Henry O'Neill, Douglas Fowley,
Bernard Nedell, Charles Lane, Bernadene
Ha^^es, Gladys Blake, Marjorie Alain,
others. Screenplay by Vincent Lawrence
and Grover Jones from the story by Oliver
Claxton, Directed by Norman Taurog,
Produced by Louis D, Lighton,
Plot: Myrna Loy, daughter of steel magnate Henry O'Neill, decides to leave home
and go
"on her
own."Taylor,
While job-hunting sheout
meets
Robert
Although
broke, luck seems to come their way during
the evening, and they end the celebration
b}' getting married, Taylor gets a job, and
all is well until he gets an idea the two
should celebrate again, just as they did
when thejr first met without a dime in their
pockets, Myrna, meanwhile, has become a
budget-conscious housewife, with the result
that Taylor's idea separates them. But
they are soon re-united again. Whatever
Ta-\-lor does is all right with Mvrna.
SUMMARY: Here's a delightfully gay
and modern comedy-drama that's sure to
please young couples and prospective
newlyweds. To the more conservative and
conventional folk, the antics of Myrna and
Taylor may border too much on the screwball side; but generally speaking, the film
as a whole is rather enjoyable. At least, its
plot has a few new twists in a familiar
formula. Both stars handle their performances capably, while other members of the
cast are more or less relegated to the background, since the plot centers around Myrna
and Taylor. As light spring or summer entertainment, "Lucky Night" should fit all
right into preferred playing time, provided
you give it a good selling campaign. The
title lends itself to tieups. Let newspaper
readers submit short letters on what they
believe was their lucky night. Get your
merchants to tie in with you on a stunt
whereby young couples who are in their
stores at a particular moment on one (a
lucky night) of three possible evenings receive gifts or merchandise.
OUTSTANDING: Myrna Loy and
Robert Taylor.
Catchline: "Their lucky night is loads of
lun and gayety for lucky you," (ADULT)

WB

Historical Drama
1 32 mins.
ez
Juar
Distinguished Screen
Drama
Will Be Magnet to Draw Heavy Patronageof All Classes
(National Release Date Not Set)
Cast: Paul Muni, Bette Davis, Brian
Aherne, Claude Rains, John Garfield, Donald Crisp, Joseph Calleia, Gilbert Roland,
Gale Sondergaard, and others. Adapted by
John Huston, Wolfgang Reinhardt and
Aeneas MacKenzie from Bertita Harding's
novel, "The Phantom Crown", and a play
by Franz Werfel, Directed by William Dieterle. Produced by Hal B, Wallis.
Plot:
Maximilian
of
Austria (Brian

the Encyclopedia

of Exploitation — See Page 41

SHOWMEN'S
Aliernc) and his wife CarloUa (Rottc
Davis), arc dupocl by Napoleon III (Claude
Rains> the
lo I'luiiier
of empire
and
aeeei't
throne his
as sehenic
nionarehs
of Mexico.
Juarez (Paul Muni), figlits what appears
a hopeless cause as leader of \\\v peons to
rill Mexico of this foreign menace to the
democracN' he estahlished. Tlie synipath>of the United States for the Reinililic aids
Juarez's
cause, isand
Maximilian,in ahandoncd
hy Napoleon,
overwhelmetl
his ei¥ort.
Carlotta returns to France to plead for
help, l)ut hreaks under the strain and loses
her reason. Maximilian is captured and
executed.
SUMMARY: Rarely has a historical document provided such vital ties with the
troubled political situation of the present
as this impressive, superbly acted and presented story of a patriot of Mexico who
fights not a man but a principle — self government for his people. It is a picture to
be counted on as a "must" so far as the
great majority of the public is concerned.
The history itself, the theme of democracy
struggling against Dictatorship, the great
acting of Paul Muni, Bette Davis, Brian
Aherne and rnany others; the distinguished
production with its great pictorial values —
all these are elements which must create
word of mouth publicity that will buttress
the other forms of publicity "Juarez" will
enjoy. If drama is sacrificed, action halted
at tirncs, there is good reason and justification in the impressive and sincere portrayal of tragic and heroic figures and
flaming causes which make up the powerful forces captured for the screen in this
great picture. For any theatre "Juarez"
means a sure-iire attraction that will draw
the classes and the masses. Libraries, patriotic societies, history classes all potent factors for significant pubHcity on characters
and theme. The stars are the biggest factor
for newspaper publicity and ad displays. Get
book stores to display the many novels
about Maximilian, Carlotta and Juarez, a
national tie-up for historical angles
OUTSTANDING: Vital theme: impressive production; superb acting of Muni,
Davis and Aherne.
Catchline: "Dramatic history
man
who hurled back foreign threats toofhisa country's freedom."
(FAMILY)

The

Refurn

of fhe Cisco

Kid

(Hollyzvood Preview )

20th-Fox

Western

70 mins.

Fast Action Features Warner Baxter's
Return to the Screen as the Cisco Kid
(National Release Date April 28)
Cast: Warner Baxter, Lynn Bari, Cesar
Romero, Henry Hull, Robert Barrat, C.
Henry Gordon, Kane Richmond, Chris-Pin
Martin, Soledad Jiminez and others. Screenplay by Milton Sperling based on a character created by O. Henry. Directed by
Herbert I.. Leeds. Associate Producer,
Kenneth McGowan.
Plot: Warner (The Cisco Kid) escapes
death from a firing squad when his friends,
Romero and Martin, substitute blank
cartridges in the guns. The trio go to
Arizona, where the Kid meets Lynn Bari,
who with her grandfather, Hull, and her
sweetheart, Richmond, are trying to buy a
ranch. Barrat, who crookedly controls the
town, keeps their money and the ranch, so
the Kid holds up Barrat's bank. He thinks
Lynn is in love with him, so he sends Richmond on a mission which means certain
death. Learning otherwise, by fast riding
and a clever ruse, he reunites the lovers and
rides off hunting a former sweetheart.
SUMMARY: For those who remember
For Additional

Wanted

TRAD

J-:

l<

V I

. . . Gags for Kirschbaum

Diek Kirschbaum, n'lio's been creating and
drawing cartoons about Glut:; the Demon
Theatre Manager, for the past eleven years
tvants theatremen to submit some funny gags
for
him gags
to illustrate.
At one time
all ofreaders.
Dick's
cartoon
were suggested
by STR
Now we want them to come across again.
Here's
submitting
cartoon the
ideaproposition:
that Diek Anyone
can illustrate
in hisa
Kirschbaum's Korner series zvill receive the
original cartoon carrying proper credit to the
creator of the gag used. So get busy. Send
in your gags and Dick ivill do the drawing
and STR will send you the original cartoon.
How about it?
Warner Baxter as the Cisco Kid in "In Old
Arizona," this sequal will need Httle selling.
For others, its rich humor, fine pacing and
production offer entertainment enough to
make this a box-office hit. Baxter's Cisco
Kid earns the acting honors, but he is hard
pressed by Romero as his lieutenant who insists he be allowed to kill someone and Hull
as the liquor loving grandfather of the girl.
Also excellent are Barrat as the heavy and
C. Henry Gordon as a Mexican officer.
Soledad Jiminez plays the same role she had
in the original picture. Excellent camera
work is also in the picture's favor. A campaign which ties in with this sequel to the
original "Cisco Kid" and stresses the greater
addition of comedy should sell it well. For
a street ballyhoo, send out riders dressed as
the Cisco Kid and his two saddle pals.
OUTSTANDING: Warner Baxter's performance.
Catchline: "'The Cisco Kid' is back again
with new world's to conquer." (FAMILY)
Four

UA

Feathers

(Technicolor)
(London Premiere)
Drama

109 mins.

Superbly Produced on Tremendous Scale;
Spectacle Rarely Surpassed; Color Fine
(National Release Date Not Set)
Cast: John Clements, C. Aubrey Smith,
June Duprez, Ralph Richardson, Donald
Gray and others. Based on A. E. W.
Mason's novel. Writing credits: R. C.
Sherriff, Lajos Biros and Arthur Wimperis.
Directed by Zoltan Korda. Produced by
Alexander Korda.
Plot: Clements, poetry loving son of a
military
family, resigns
his commission

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult

W
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when his regiment is ordered to the Sudan
to
avenge
General
brother
officers
send Gordon's
him whiledeath.
feathersThree
and
realising that even June, his fiancee, is
shocked lakes a feather from her fan, and
goes to the Sudan disguised as a branded
and dumb native. Richardson, one of the
officers, is blinded and left for dead after a
skirmish with Dervishes. Clements gets him
back to his regiment, leaves his feather in
his wallet and vanishes. He then rescues
the other two who had been taken prisoners
and ])lays a big part in the capture of
Omandurman by the British. Home again,
he has no difficulty in returning June's
feather.
SUMMARY: This spectacle has rarely
been surpassed and the color is perfect;
many of the shots of the desert, the Nile
and the battles between the British and the
Fuzzie-Wuzzies and camel riding Dervishes
badger description. The hauling of Kitchener's gunboats over the cataracts provides
another fine sequence. The acting is good.
John Clements, as the sensitive youth,
establishes himself as a first class artist and
Ralph Richardson and Aubrey Smith turn
in deft characterizations. Donald Gray
proves to be a newcomer with a pleasing
personality. Stress the spectacle angle and
the beauty of the color in exploitation. Run
teaser on "What are the Four Feathers?"
Distribute throwaways in the form of a
visiting card, like the ones Clements receives in the film, with a feather attached.
Invite local military organisations to have
a recruiting officer in the lobby and stage
a parade. Dress attendants in suitable period
uniforms. Tieup with bookstores. Run a
painting competition using a still as the subOUTSTANDING: The color and exterior scenes.
Catchline: "Never before has the screen
ject.
presented a more magnificent spectacle or
gripping a drama."
(FAMILY)
Calling
MGM
Second

Dr.

Kildare

(Plollyivood Previczv)
Drama

85 mins.

Dr. Kildare Picture Definitely

Places This Series In Class "A" Group
(National Release Date, April 28)
Cast: Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore,
Laraine Day, Nat Pendleton, Lana Turner,
Samuel S. Hinds, Lynne Carver, Emma
Dunn and others. From an original story
by Harry Max Brand. Screenplay by
Harry Ruskin and Willis Goldbeck. Directed by Harold S. Bucquet.
Plot: Lionel Barrymore, a crabby old
doctor with a heart of gold who has undertaken to train Lew Ayres, a young interne,
so that he can follow in his footsteps, deto puthave
Ayres
work' in of
a clinic,
so
that hecides can
the to
experience
tising his
heart as well as his head in his work. Ayres
is called in to attend a youngster who has
been shot and at the request of the boy's
sister, Lana Turner, doesn't report the case
to the police. Laraine Day, a nurse who has
been put to work with Ayres by Barrymore
in order to keep him informed of Ayres's
work, reports to him. Through his influence Barrymore manages to straighten
out the mess before Ayres loses his license
and becomes involved as an accessory after
the fact, to a murder case.
SUMMARY: The second of the Doctor
Kildare films definitely fulfills the prediction that this series is in the Grade A entertainment class. It has the same combination of writing and acting, and Harold
S. Bucquet has directed it with the same
fine understanding that marked the initial
(Continued on page 40)
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Floyd's

Institutidnal

Message

Could

Used

Other

By

Well

EXCHANGE

WILLIAM A. CLARK has taken up his
duties as manager of all RKO Theatres in
Davton, Ohio, following the resignation of
MILLARD M. BLAETTNER. GOODWIN SABLE, who has been managing
the State, was shifted to the Colonial,
while WILLIAM WEAGLEY, assistant
at the Colonial, was promoted to the managership of the State. ROBERT TUCKER,
chief of service at the Colonial, becomes
chief of service there.

Be

Members

We had hoped — oh well, what does it
matter what we had hoped? We wanted this
morning to be bright and clear. We wanted
the sunshine to cast its beam through our
office window. We wanted to hear birds
singing. We wanted to feel balmy breezes
on our brow as we wrote this week's discussion of the Program Exchange.
But, alas! It was not to be. Dark' clouds
hang overhead. Rain falls from the sky
above to the streets below. Our inspiration
has failed to take shape. But here we are,
in spite of the weather, ready to talk about
programs and things closely allied with programs. First thing we'd like to say is that
we hope you are exchanging, and that if
you're
but are
like to giving,
know about
it. not receiving, we'd
If we're not mistaken, in this department
a few weeks ago we mentioned a by-line
article under Floyd Faubion's name, which
appeared in a Teague, Texas, newspaper.
You could probably adapt the article to
your own use. Here it is:
"Just a few steps from home, a different
world, a place to 'get away from yourself,'
where you can lose yourself to your emotions.
"You have a schedule of work, why not a
schedule of play? Do not permit life to
cheat you out of the hours that thrill! They
are the silver lining of either dish-wasliing
or business worries. All of us, rich or
poor, smooth hands or rough, have a right
to a certain amount of healthful excitement,
entertainment, adventure.
"The Star Theatre, then, is the place
where happiness can be found. Its friendly
atmosphere, its comfortable seats and its policy of presenting only the best in motion
pictures will make your visit an enjoyable and
entertaining one.
"Surely you will want to take advantage
of an opportunity that will make you forget the treadmill of everyday life and leave
you with a memory for days to come. Then
don't miss the bargain nights at the Star
. . . Nowhere can you get so much genuine
happiness for so little than at the Star
Theatre."
A minor change here and there, according to your theatre's policy, and you have
a swell institutional plug
to use in vour
program or in the newspaper. Thanks,
Floyd.
From the advertising department of
Loew's theatres here in New York we are
in receipt of a small newspaper known as
Your Application Blank
Clip and Mail Now!

—

STR Program Exchange,
SHOWMEN'S
1501 Broadway, TRADE REVIEW,
New York, N. Y.

Dear "Chick": — I hereby apply for membership in
the STR Program Exchange. I understand that entry
•f my name on this coupon signifies a willingness to
exchange theatre programs with other theatres, but
involves no other obligations.
Name
Theatre
City
State
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PHILIP WALLIS has been assigned
to manage the Rex Theatre, Bakersville,
Calif., by Fox West Coast who recently
took over the house.
MARTIN SEED has been appointed
manager of the new State Theatre, Erie,
Penna. The house was formerly called the
Palace. SEED is the son of HARRY
SEED,
manager of the Warner Branch
in
Pittsburgh.

Swell Editorial Page
We've forsaken the front f'age this time to
give you a peek at the editorial page of Loeiv's
(N. Y.) paper published solely for students.
An analysis of the paper is contained in the
accompanying article.
the Students' Screen Forecast. Here, indeed, is a publication of a different type
and directed not to patrons generally, but
to students. There's a lot of material on
coming attractions, a picture-of-the-month
selection, a biography of Mickey Rooney,
a cartoon feature which you'll always find
in MGM press books, a recommended list
of books to be read in conjunction with
"Union Pacific," and many other interesting stories
and features.
Student.';' .S'creen
Forecast
is issued
monthly.
Wouldn't the showman be enterprising
who, in addition to his regular house organ,
issued a publication solely for the interest
of students? Remember, they're the adults
of tomorrow, and winning their goodwill
and patronage now will assure you of it
for years to come. Loew's has the right
idea, we believe.
Up in Tilbury, Ontario, Canada. Harland
Rankin
a contest
on "Blondie,"
which he staged
announced
via handbills.
It was
open to boys and girls under 16 years of
age, who were to submit drawings, either
in pencil or colors, of Blondie. We didn't
hear the results before this was written,
but we're willing to bet that tliere were
plenty of contestants.
Well, we think we've said enough for
this week. And believe it or not, just as
we near our final words, the rain stops and
the sun begins to peep from behind the
clouds. That's the weather for you. And
here's the end for you until next week.
P.S. Just received a message from Maurice Osterman, who publishes Movie Guide
for 12 Shea Theatres, in which he says that
he has forwarded his paper to every member of the Program Exchange. Now members, won't you reciprocate? Send yours to
Osterman. By the way, his name was misspelled in the list of new members in the
issue of April 15. We left the "t" out, but
now we're going out for it (the tea, we
mean). Will have more to say about Osterman and his Movie Guide next week.

LOU
BOLLANDER, who formerly
managed the Colonial Theatre, Lancaster,
Penna., has been shifted to the Tioga in
Philadelphia.
The Comerford Circuit announces a
number of changes in management. PAUL
TIGHE has been transferred from the Roman Theatre in Pittston to the Penn in
Wilkes-Barre, Penna. MARK LEVAN has
replaced him at the Roman, having shifted
from the Parsons. TOM CAREY has been
assigned to the Orpheum. GEORGE HORLACHER has gone from Kingston, Penna.,
to the Parsons, his place being taken bv
FRED LEE. JOE KEARNS has been appointed to the Comerford in Scranton and
JOE COMERFORD has been transferred
from Mauch Chunk to the Feeley in Hazleton.

Springfield,

III., Premiere

For ''Young Mr. Lincoln''
Springfield, 111., Abraham Lincoln's home
city, has been chosen by 20th Century-Fox
as the scene of the world premiere of its
picture,
"Young
Lincoln".
With singing
Marian
Anderson,
famousMr.Negro
contralto,
a group of songs as one of the features of
the event, "Young Mr. Lincoln" will be
screened the night of Memorial Day at the
Fox-Lincoln Theatre, Springfield, before an
invited audience of state governors, university presidents,
tinguished guests. historians and other disIt is in Springfield that the greater part
of the story of "Young Mr. Lincoln" takes
place. The film deals with the Great Emancipator's early career as a lawyer and legislator in Illinois, and culminates with his marriage to Mary Todd while he was practicing
law in the Illinois city.
Governmental notables invited to the
premiere include the Governors of Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Wisconsin, Ohio, Michigan and Kansas; the V. S.
Senators from Illinois; and members of the
Illinois legislature, courts and bar. Leading
biographers of Lincoln, presidents and history
department
heads
of leading
universities in the
East and
Middle
West also
will
be invited, together with motion picture
critics of newspapers in principal cities of
the same area. Special cars will be added
to regular trains from New York and other
key points to carry the premiere guests to
Springfield. They will reach Springfield
morial Day.and leave the morning after MeIVIay 29th,
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to be
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Taken
for the

Plugging

of A ttr actions
Y, May 30, will be Memorial
TUESDA
Day. It wil be observed in all the States,
Territories, District of Columbia and Colonial Possessions with the exception of
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and
Virginia.
In bringing its observance to your attention, we do so not because we think
you should regard it as an opportunity to
go in for high-pressure exploitation and
ballyhoo, but because we fully believe that
aggressive showmen can win themselves
much goodwill by tying in with the purpose of the occasion.
Book Outstanding
Activities For Hartford

Premiere

As part of the zvhirlzvind campaign that
launched the -world premiere of Monogram's
"Streets of Neiv York" in Hartford, Conn.,
Mayor Thomas J. Spcllacy (top) bought the
first ticket for a benefit performance of the
film. A group of newsboys (bottom) broadcast a 15-minute radio dramatization over
Station IVTHT.
Rialto Capitalizes On Anti-Spy
Campaign For Run Of Spy Film
Numerous articles in current newspapers
centered around the government's anti-spy
campaign have been used for a lobby blow-up
display at the Rialto Theatre, New York,
hooking in with "They Made Her a Spy,"
the drama of espionage featuring Sally Eilers.
The Navy Department recently came out
with placards warning against women spies
and lengthy articles on this were used by the
Neiv York Herald Tribune and the New York
Journal American.
This type of article enlarged for lobby display heightens the public interest in the current cycle of spy films such as "They Made
Her a Spy" which has a locale of our national capital and deals with foreign intrigue.
Colden

Crashes

Dailies With

Program

As on Mother's Day and other holidays,
you'll want to book an outstanding program of features and shorts. It is our opinion that if you ordinarily run double features, you would do well to deviate from
the custom at least for Memorial Day, and
book one strong feature with several appropriate shorts to' balance it.
If you have not yet played Warners'
Technicolor subject, "Lincoln in the White
House", you would be wise to include it
in your Memorial Day bookings. Even
though you may have played it comparatively recently, it is of such high quality as
to merit a return date. On last year's program Columbia released a Community Sing
entitled "Patriotic Songs" which would fit
in well. Contact your Columbia exchange
for arrangements to book it or to repeat
it in case you played it during the past season.
MGM's "A Perfect Tribute", which was
produced about four years ago with the
late "Chic" Sale in the starring role, may
still be available for your use on Memorial
Day. If we were an exhibitor, we would
have made it a point long before this that
"A Perfect Tribute" must be on our program every Memorial Day. Better contact
your MGM exchange to determine whether
or not prints are still in circulation.
Silent Tribute

Film

Easter Stunt on "Castles'
Manager Jay Golden of the Palace Theatre, Rochester, New York, made the Easter
Week fashion parade mean something to
his boxoffice as he hooked up for "The
StoryEdwards
of Vernon
E.
W.
and and
Son Irene
for a Castle"
fashion with
award.
Golden and the store worked out the
plan of giving a Castle hat to each of the
three best-dressed women passing through
the lobby on Easter Sunday. A committee
made the selections and candid cameras
clicked for negatives that meant newspaper
breaks. The department store backed the
plan further with a fine window display of
Castle hats and co-operative advertising in
the Times-Union.

Some time during the day, it would be
fitting and proper to stop the show and have
a local dignitary urge the audience to pay
silent tribute to our soldier dead. Someone
on the stage could sound taps. Trailers for
this purpose are in all probability available
from the trailer companies.
Memorial Day services are usually held
at the cemetery. But in case of rain, you
could arrange to donate your theatre during
the morning for special services. The public, together with clubs and auxiliaries, ministers and city officials should be brought
together to make the services a citywide observance. By holding them shortly before
the house is scheduled to open, there is a
greater chance of those present leaving for
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a bite of lunch and returning for the afternoon performance than there would be if
the services were held early in the morning.
It all depends, of course, upon the time you
open your theatre.
As a goodwill gesture, invite disabled
war veterans to be your guests at one of
the performances on Memorial Day, preferably in the afternoon. Stories about this
should appear in advance in the newspapers.
Help Poppy Day
Every year on Poppy Day, which is
usually a Saturday or two before Memorial
Day in most states, disabled war veterans
sell poppies. Often they are assisted by
girl members of various clubs and sororities. Why not permit the veterans or girls
to set up a stand in front of your theatre
or in the lobby and offer their poppies for
sale in either of those spots?
Remember, your activities for this day
must be in the spirit of goodwill. Don't
take advantage of the occasion to exploit
your attractions; you have 364 other days
in the year for that. Be dignified in whatever activities you participate. It's the one
way of maintaining present patronage and
winning new friends for your theatre.
Parade Stops Traffic

Buenos Aires, Argentina— For the opening
of "Lord Jeff" at the Gran Cine Rex, arrangements were made with the local naval
academy for a special showing at the theatre.
On the day before the opening, two hundred
pupds, in addition to the large academy band,
paraded to the theatre, and stopped traffic
as well. Every newspaper had a photographer
covering the stunt, which was prominently
reviewed by the press.
FOR BETTER SHOW SELLING
Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Feb. 18
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Christmas Carol
Dec. 10
Cowboy and the Lady
Dec. 3
Dark
Victory
Apr. 22
Duke of West Point
Dec. 31
Flying Irishman
March 11
Gung-a Din
Jan. 28
Hardys Ride High
Apr. 22
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Idiot's Delight
Jan. 21
Jesse
James
.Jan.
Kentucky
Dec. 21
31
King of the Turf
Feb. 25
Little Princess
Mar. 4
Made For Each Other
Feb. 18
Man of Conquest
This Issue
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
Mar. 18
Stand Up and Fight
Jan. 7
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April 15
Streets of New York
April 15
Sweethearts
Dec. 24
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Thanks for Everything
Dec. 17
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Topper Takes a Trip
Jan. 14
Up the River
Dec. 3
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You
Can't Cheat An Hontst Man Mar.
Feb. 18
Zenobia
18

4
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the title, and the line,
many
ed
ordves
accati
beensuperl
SOhave
"The Mightiest American
's
ic
bl
an
pu
of
"M
Re
However,
we hardly
think
Spectacular
American
Epic
Epic have
Since
'Cimarron'."
Conquest" in the trade
we'll
to advise
you in
press by this time that the
this respect, for when you
exhibitor who hasn't heard
see the ads and catchlines
about this important historical drama must be out
in the press book, you'll
have a wealth of ammunigetting a beer or is perDesigned
for Showmanship
tion for your teaser and
haps away on a vacation.
Some of you may have
current newspaper advertising campaign. And those ads used for the
your dates set. Others may be deferHouston, Texas, world premiere will, with
ring their date-setting either to give the
a little revising on your part to make them
film preferred playing time or because
suitable for your own situation, dominate
they still may be a little dubious despite
the amusement pages. If you can possibly
reports. If you're awaiting a preferred
do so, extend your ad budget to include
date, you're wise. "Man of Conquest"
these marvelous layouts.
deserves it. Don't "throw it away" by
setting it in a date ordinarily reserved
(REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)
If we were playing "Man of Conquest,"
for your average program pictures. On the
we'd make it a point to have an advance
premiere. Ordinarily, the opening night is
other hand, if you're still dubious about its
merits, we can only advise you to arrange
the occasion for celebrities to attend the
to have the picture screened in your own
performance. In this case, for the sake of
to
be
extensive,
you've
got
to
do
a
selling
theatre, or to attend a screening at your
job that will have crowds milling around
endorsements, word-of-mouth and cooperaRepublic exchange. Following this, it is our
your box oflfice on the opening day.
tion, we'd make this occasion at least a
Before we go into an analysis of the
week or two weeks before the film is
opinion that you'll jump at the chance to
give it your best playing time.
scheduled
to open.
campaign,
we should
to call
attention to the
cast andlike
credits
box your
on this
"Man of Conquest" is not only fine enAnnounce that "Man of Conquest" will
page. It is our intention to make this a
tertainment, but a film into which you can
have its premiere in your city following the
part of every Showmanalysis so that when
early evening presentation of your current
sink your exploitation teeth. There's no
we refer to a particular player or the charneed to worry about having something big
program.
Announce, too, that educators.
acter he or she portrays, you can tell at a
on your hands with no way to sell it. "Man
glance to whom we have reference. Too,
of Conquest" seems to have been designed
you may not have a press book handy, and
for those showmen who revel in going out
if you want to prepare publicity for your
Here Are Your Cast and Credits
and staging a rousing campaign. It's the
program or the newspaper, the essential
kind of picture that builds from word-ofcredits will be at your fingertips. Those
Sam Houston
RICHARD DIX
mouth, but if you want that word-of-mouth
exhibitors who print the cast in their proMargaret Lea
GAIL PATRICK
grams can conveniently clip the box from
Andrezv Jackson . . . .EDWARD ELLIS
this page. There are other ways, we believe,
£&a Allen
JOAN FONTAINE
in which you will be able to put the cast
William Travis
Victor Jory
and credits box to good use. We should
Davey Crockett
Robert Barrat
like your reaction to this additional service.
Lannie Ufchurch
George Hayes
Just drop us a line.
Stephen Austin
Ralph Morgan
Jim Bozvie
Robert Armstrong
Santa Ana
C. Henry Gordon
Timely As Tomorrow's Paper
Mrs. Lea
Janet Beecher
Oolooteka
Pedro de Cordoba
And now to get back to "Man of Con"Deaf" Smith
quest." Here's a film that's as timely as
Max Terhune
Mrs. Allen
Kathleen Lockhart
tomorrow's newspaper. The stirring story
of Sam Houston embodies the spirit of
Jonas Lea
Ferris Taylor
freedom — a freedom that is possible only
John Hoskins
Leon Ames
in a democratic country such as ours.
A REPUBLIC PICTURE. Associate
Such catchlines as "America, First, Last
Producer, SOL C. SIEGEL. Directed
and Always" and "Democracy fights Dictatorship as Sam Houston Takes the Reins
by GEORGE NICHOLLS, TR. Mu^ncal
of An Empire and Cuts the Path for the
Score bv VICTOR YOUNG. ScreenYou Can Duplicate This
Future of a Free America" breathe the very
play bv WELLS ROOT, E. E. PARAspirit of Freedom. There are many others
MORE,
JR., JAN FORTUNE. Original
equally as ef¥ective.
Here's a section of the crowd that packed the
Story by HAROLD
SHUMATE,
streets in front of the Majestic for the world preUse these lines in your teaser campaign.
WELLS ROOT. Production Manager,
AL
WILSON.
Put
them
at
the
bottom
of
your
current
miere of "Man of Conquest." By putting on a big
ads. Run small teaser ads on different
campaign, you should be able to practically
duplicate this scene. Note pennants, flags, etc.
pages of the paper, utilizing a catchline, then
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tliL' M;i\or and iitlicr city olVicials, tlu' heads
of iMvic oluhs and women's organizations,
the heails of patriotic organizations, and
other prominent folk will be present. ^Although this suggestion is strictly up to you,
it might he a good idea to sell reserved
seats at a slightly higher price than the
regular atlmissions. Celebrities might be
chargetl, say $3.(tO each, to attciul the
premiere, a percentage of the receipts to
go to the local Community Chest fund or
for some other worthy purpose. Remember,
only you know your local conditions, so
think the matter over carefully before you
undertake it.

Every American."
Be Sure to Contact

Send Invitation to Governor
Otherwise, let the prominent folk he your
guests on that evening, admitted by invitation only. Rope off a section of the
auditorium for them. Others who wish to
attend the premiere may do so at a slight
increase in admission prices. If you can
get the Governor, or even his lieutenant,
to be on hand and deliver a short address
before the film starts, so much the better.
The front of the theatre, of course, should
be bright and festive. Flags should be
draped above and at each end of the marquee. - A-large valance should be suspended
from the marquee all the way around.
Colorful pennants should extend from the
top of the building down to the marquee.
Effective, too, if permitted by the city,
would be to place a banner across the street.
There should be giant spotlights to make
the vicinity in which your theatre is located
the brightest spot in town. If there is a
local radio station, arrangements might be
made to have the premiere broadcast. You
could make the occasion so important that,
failing a local station, arrangements might
be made for the station nearest you to be
on hand with their equipment to pick up
the proceedings.
That's the general outline for your advance showing of "Man of Conquest." By
means of invitations mailed to a select list,
by means of newspaper ads, handbills and
your screen, and by means of newspaper
publicity you should make it generally well
known that the premiere is to take place.
The more importance you attach to it, the
better will be your business when the
regular engagement begins.
And here are the results that should
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those shown in the stills as the basis for
llu'ir sketches. V'mi might even arrange a
window display in connection with this.
Look at page 12 in the i)ublicity section
of the i)ress book and you'll note miniature
liiograpliies of the players — 14, to be exact.
^'i)U could utilize these biographies in a
two-week contest, using one a day. The
idea is to scramble the cuts and biographies.
Contestants are asked to save them each
day, and then at the end of the competition
to submit them correctly coupled, along
with a short letter on the subject, "Why
'Man of Conquest' Should be Seen by

Brilliantly Colored Poster
In black and white, this 6-sheet would stand
out. In brilliant colors its flashy appearance
will certainly be seen by anyone who has
eyes. Use plenty oi posters for extra profits.
even greater than his role as the small town
doctor in "A Man to Remember." Miss
Patrick and Miss Fontaine have their admirers who you can reach by means of
special newspaper stories, and by contests
with feminine appeal.
For instance, the gowns worn by the two
players were gowns which "could easily
take their place among the foremost creations of this day." Get some stills in which
the gowns are shown off to advantage, and
conduct a contest among would-be designers to design present-day gowns using

Schools

Don't forget that one of your best avenues of exploitation is through the public
schools. Students can participate in an
essay contest dealing with Sam Houston or
the period in which he lived. The story of
Texas could be a subject, too. Heralds or
blotters could be distributed, and announcements of your showing could be posted on
the bulletin board and advertised in the
school paper. Study Guides are available;
distribute them to the schools for the
teachers to use in discussing the film. In
conducting contests it is well to require that
those who wish to participate must first see
tlie picture.
We haven't suggested everything you can
do in the way of exploitation — it would
take much more space than we can devote
to it here. But we believe we have given
you basic ideas from which there will be an
outgrowth of more stunts. This Showmanalysis, your press book, and your own
ingenuity should serve you well in planning
a campaign as important as the film itself.

World

Premiere

STARS IN PERSON
''?H?a*? EYEMMG
.Li,'h„;'.'c.,';;,v„";'. ""cmi.

accrue from your premiere. First, j^ou'll
have the whole town talking. Distinguished
personages will endorse the film to members of their organizations and urge them to
see it. Educators will see to it that "Man
of Conquest" is talked-up in the schools;
they'll be in a more receptive mood to cooperate further with you. Newspaper cooperation, plus editorial comment, is certain to be forthcoming. No matter what
tieups you seek to make, your chances will
be a hundred per cent better following the
premiere.
why we advise you have
it take placeThat's
in advance.

APRILe-

;'«iyi wsroNp
V -invrAirojiE/r
SAN JACINTO^

' and thc.Afamo l/

^

J^ifs^}

Find Natives of Texas
As you know, "Man of Conquest" is a
saga of Texas. Probably there are residents in your community or the surrounding countryside, who are natives of the
Lone Star state. Conduct a search for
them and make each the subject of a newspaper feature story. Or have certain events
of their Texas days dramatized over the
radio. Invite them to be your guests.
We believe this film worthy of a proclamation issued by the Mayor. If he has attended
your advance premiere, or a special screening, you may be certain he'll issue one.
"Man of Conquest" has an imposing cast
headed by Richard Dix, Gail Patrick, Joan
Fontaine and Edward Ellis. Let the folks
know that this is the Dix of "The Vanishing American," of "Redskin" and of
"Cimarron." Remind them that Edward
Ellis' splendid portrayal of Old Hickory is

BMMkettT
BobDa*iert) Croc
as

Smashing World Premiere Layouts Available For You
The smashing ads reproduced above were used for the world premiere in Houston, Texas. With a
few revisions here and there, you can transplant them to the amusement pages of your local newspaper. They sell the magnitude, the romance, the important cast, the memorable high lights of the
story of Sam Houston. They're more than worth their cost in space when you consider their value.
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Plane''
Its Film, ''Mystery
For
Monogram
Monogram has lined up a bang-up ex28th
ploitation campaign on "Mystery Plane,"
DIONNE QUINTUPLETS born, 1934. Now is the
Two
Outstanding
Pressbooks
first in its "Tailspin Tommy" series. The
time to play one of their features or one of the
cartoon strip appears in more than 300 daily
shorts which has been made featuring them every
Two special press book campaigns have
newspapers reaching 15,000,000 readers.
been issued to exhibitors by the Warner
year. Tie up with stores selling merchandise enPersonal letters have been addressed to
dorsed by Dr. Dafoe.
home office advertising and publicity departover 150,000 members of the "Tailspin
on "Dodgecombine
City" and
"Dark ofVictory."
Tommy Flying Club" by Hal Forrest, creaBothment books
a wealth
stunts,
29th
tor of the strip, telling them about the picstories, art and accessories which have been
RHODE ISLAND JOINED THE UNION, 1790. This
ture.
designed to assist exhibitors in planning any
is a great day to observe this occasion because
A 5-chapter serialization, in 1000-word
and all types of campaigns. The national
of the World's Fair, so theatres in Rhode Island
chapters, has been furnished newspapers
should take special note of this date.
campaign for "Dodge City" is given in the
carrying the strip. Scene mats are also
WISCONSIN lOINED THE UNION, 1848. Ditto for
book on that picture, and the three comavailable to illustrate the serialization.
the exhibitors in the Badger State.
plete campaigns stressing the class, Academy
Grosset and Dunlap, publishers of "Tailaward, and romantic angles of the film are
spin Tommy" in book form, are cooperating
stressed
in the
book welcome
on "Darkthese
Victory."
with complete credit to Monogram and
30th
Showmen
should
two outMEMORIAL DAY. Observed in all except the
"Mystery Plane" on the book jacket. In
standing campaign books on two outstanding
Southern States. See story on page 13 of this issue
addition, they are supplying their book
on how to observe this occasion.
productions.
stores and other outlets carrying the editions, with large display cards in color, with
reproductions of scene stills from the pic1st
ture, in size 14x22. The Whitman Company
Theatre's Own Fashion Show
also publishes the midget 10-cent editions
Breaks Vernon Theatre Records
of "Tailspin Tommy."
KENTUCKY ENTERED THE UNION, 1792. See unA new house-record for evening business
NEMay 29th above.
Special Contest Kit
JUder
TENNESSEE
JOINED THE UNION, 1796. Ditto.
was established at Schine's Vernon theatre,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, in the late Spring season,
Arrangements have been made with the
3rd
when a style s'how produced and staged by
Ideal Airplane and Supply Company
Schine's publicity man, Kroger Babb, in
CONFEDERATE MEMORIAL DAY in the South. It
whereby the local exhibitor is offered a
cooperation with a leading department
specially prepared contest kit containing all
is also Jefferson Davis' birthday. See the story on
store, did
a record
evening's
gross.
The
material necessary for conducting a local
Memorial Day on page 13 and adapt these suggescrowd,
lined
for
two
blocks
at
opening
tions.
contest. The kit also contains, at nominal
time, forced out the SRO sign at 7:30 P. M.
prices to the exhibitor. Ideal's exclusive
Ninety garments were modeled by 40
moulding process called the Moulded Fuselocal girls in 32 minutes. A special promeMoving Week Slogan
lage Kit, the first of its kind. It also innade walk, extending from the stage out
cludes a metal propeller, printed Balsa
over 10 rows of seats and enabling the girls
Realizing that the period around May 1st
Wings, tail and rudder, finished wheels,
is when people will be moving into new
to strut their stuff over the audience's
cement, moulded or turned engine nacelles,
heads, was the feature of the production.
vicinities, this catchy slogan is advised for
colored insignias, and full sized plan.
Jim
Piatt,
manager
of
the
Vernon,
who
asWarner
the Encouraged
Chicago area:. . "New
Membership cards in mat form have been
sisted in the arrangements, classed the event
Patronagetheatres
Invitedin and
. Old
designed for formation of local "Tailspin
as the most outstanding in his 30 years of
Patronage
Fostered
Maintained."
A
lot
of theatres
in a lot and
of areas
could use the
Tommy Movie Clubs." National Screen
show business. The cooperating departService has prepared a special trailer to
same slogan to good advantage.
ment
store
paid
all
costs.
promote memberships in these units. A
Movie Club button is also available, which
features the likeness of John Trent, who
One Smart Tieup
plays "Tailspin Tommy" on the screen.
"T.T." wings have been advertised in the
comic strip and can be purchased from the
Southern California Trophy Company.
Manager Matt SaunSix national promotions with prominent
ders, of Loe-iv's
Poll
Theatre,
Bridgeport,
manufacturers have been closed on the
Conn., hit on the right
series. The makers of Sherman bow ties,
angle for a full-page
on sale from coast to coast, are cooperating,
newspaper cooperaand dealers have been furnished with easel
tive page advertiseback displays plugging John Trent. Blowand let a Baker
ment when he apups and dealer displays have been made up
proached
the
local
by S. Weitz on a topcoat promotion on
bakery zvith the idea
DO
their
Trent and the picture. Cohen & Rosenthat "Smart Girls
berger, makers of Coro pearls, are featuring
BAKING
Grow Up and Let a
a still of Marjorie Reynolds, heroine of
Baker Do Their Bakthe_ film, in their jewelry outlets, wearing
ing." He knew, too,
Yes, )rr\art girli today no longor do thoir own baling.
their costume item, with a plug for the picthat Jack Miilhall,
Mother did. of courte, and how wo all bow to har noble
sacrifice. And what a lacrlfico.it wail Hours over a
ture. Ritter & Ritter, handbag manufacivho plays the butler
cooUng itovcl
turers, have made up displays for their
in
Universal'
s "Three
But those prociout hour* in theie modarn days can bo
Smart
Girls
Grozv
dealers s'howing Miss Reynolds with one
d^vofod now to companionihip w'rth daddy or a romp
Whon youPoll loo
Grow Up"tooth,«f
Loew'i
Thoatro"3 Smart
note thoGirligleaming
with the children:— and lha broad on th« fablo will be as
tho
of their handbags. Saybury Robes' promoUp," starring Deanna
ladici.iparWinq
Such health
teoth o(andthoio
vigorthroo
eomo young
only
tion campaign in behalf of the hostess coat
good
ai mothor rnado [maybe botfor).
Durbin, was a Bridgefrom goodSorvofoodt,your— children
and broadwithit your
We and fhouiandi of ourcuitomorj know It will bo if
worn by Miss Reynolds, features playdate
food.
vitaminboitB
port
boy,
so
he
made
broad. It't youri In Bridgeport whon you aik
cooperation and dealer advertising.
the bread that It laryod i> HOME PRIDE [Heart o'
the most of it. Seems
(or HOME PRIDE BREAD.
Grain] BREAD.
to us that you can
profit from Matt.
Incidentally, y o u
Kumler Uses Parachute Ballyhoo
could adapt the idea
// he had his say
for restaurants on the
Owner John Kumler of the Pantheon Thetheory that zvhen
atre, Toledo, O., used a plane from which
he'd hutle the Bridgeport Way
smart girls grow up
were released hundreds of parachutes as a
and get married, they
inoclicul
inilaadmidol 1»Cnlitcml*,
ballyhoo for "The Flying Irishman." First a
i1I'l HOME
onoufy PUDE
in •very crumb.)he b*llet the restaurant do
special story appeared in the Toledo Blade antheir
cooking.
Or
you
nouncing that the chutes with pass attached
might tie in zvith a
would be released at noon on the following
local laundry. Anyday. Just before the parachutes were released
BORCK
anZ
STEVENS
eight government bombers flew over the diszvay, than
there's
alwaysof
more
one zvay
trict, apparently on their way to Detroit. "FlyMakers of "HOME PRIDE " (Heart o' Grain) BREAD
"skinning a cat."
ing Irishman" was stamped on each parachute.
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Guaranty Building

Strollin' Thru
Sol Lesser is preparing "Everything on
Ice", first starring picture for six-year-old
Irene Dare, to follow immediately on conclusion of "Way Down South", Bob Breen
feature now in production. It is likely that
the area near Salton Sea in Imperial Valley will be used for location sequences.
John Brahm was given his next directorial assignment at Columbia, following
his return from New York where he attended the premiere of his last picture, "Let
Us Live". Brahm will direct Edith Fellows
in "Five Little Peppers and How They
Grew", scheduled to begin next month.
Gordon Jones has been added to the cast
of Paramount's "Disputed Passage", screen
version of the best-selling novel by Lloyd
C. Douglas, which Frank Borzage is directing, under the production wing of Harlan
Thompson. Dorothy Lamour and Akim
Tamiroff have the principal roles.
Success of their first appearance together
in "Lighthorse Harry", which is still in
production at Warner Bros., has influenced
the studio to seek additional vehicles in
which Bert Wheeler and Marie Wilson will
be teamed. Already on their schedule is
"The Poor Nut", with a third story being
sought.
Composing, arranging and conducting
the musical score for "Gone With the
Wind" will
the terms
assignment
Max
Steiner,
underbe the
of a of
contract
signed last week with David O. Selznick,
president of Selznick International.
Abner Biberman, who attracted wide
praise for his role of the native chieftain
in "Gunga Din", will play John the Baptist
in "The Rains Came", which 20th CenturyFox is filming under the direction of Clarence Brown. Tyrone Power, Myrna Loy
and George Brent star in the picture.
Sylvan Simon has been assigned to direct
MGM's "Dancing Co-ed" starring Eleanor
Powell. The picture will go into production
before the Fred Astaire-Eleanor Powell
co-starrer, "Broadway Melody of 1940".
Universal's "Modern Cinderella", costarring Irene Dunne and Charles Boyer,
is scheduled to start the first week in May
with John Stahl as producer-director. The
script was held up for changes due to
Boyer's
accent, onandtime.
the re-write is expected
to be finished
Production was started this week on Republic's "Mountain Rhythm",
Geneof
Autry starrer, under the newest
direction
"Breezy" Eason. June Storey has the feminine lead and Smiley Burnette the comedy
spot.

Archie Mayo has been loaned by Samuel
Goldwyn to Producer Walter Wanger for
the direction of "House Across the Bay",
Joan Bennett's next starring vehicle. The
start of filming will be determined when
Wanger's current production, "Winter Carnival", is completed.
James Dunn was signed to a long-term
contract by Sam Katzman of Victory Pic-
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the Studios
tures, and will star in a series of eight
action melodramas. The first of the series,
scheduled to start within two weeks, is an
aviation yarn, tentatively entitled "Wings
of Boris
Steel".Morros has purchased the rights to
Jules Verne's adventure classic, "Around
the World in Eighty Days", for production
immediately following his Laurel-Hardy
starrer, "The Aviators." "Dedee of Antschedule.werp" will be the third picture on Morros'
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois", now in its
seventh month on Broadway, will be produced by Max Gordon and Harry Goetz as
a major picture for RKO this year. Raymond Massey, now portraying Lincoln in
the footlight production, will be starred on
the screen in the same role.
Harrison Jacobs turned in the completed
script of "Argentina", the next "Hopalong
Cassidy" picture to be produced by Harry
Sherman for Paramount. Tlie picture, whicli
will star William Boyd, will follow Sherman's "The Double Dyed Deceiver", the
O'Henry
story that will be directed by Ed
D.
Venturini.
June Lang and Dick Foran have the leads
in Universal's "Inside Information" with
Charles Lamont directing from the screenplay by Robertson White. It is now in production under the production wing of Herman Starr.
Monogram's "The Girl From Nowhere",
starring Warren Hull and Ann Nagel, got
the starting gun this week from associateproducer Frank Melford under the direction
of Lambert Hillyer. Melford has one more
to finish on his present Monogram contract.
Hal Roach has set "A Chump at Oxford" as his first four-reel Stan LaurelOliver Hardy picture for United Artists release. Shooting is scheduled to start around
May 15 from a script now being written
by Harry Langdon and Charles Rogers.

Studio Visit

Stov
operator
of
'•Dutch"
B.er, A.
al
the Capit
and Liberty Theatres, Bend,
Oregon, and Mrs.
Stover are here
shozi'n- as gncsts of
Janet Logan, left,
and John Llozvard,
right, on tlie set of
"iVhat a Life" at
Paramount during
their first Hollywood
visit. A crack golfer.
Stover discussed the
pasture game zvith
Llozvard b e tzv e e n
scenes.

Her 75th Birthday
Harry M. Warner and Jack L. Warner
congratulate May Robson in honor of her
75th ^ birthday. Jack Warner zvas host at a
birthday party held on the Warner lot.
Twentieth Century-Fox to Make
Another Sherlock Holmes Picture
As a result of the success of "The Hound
of the Baskervilles", Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th
Century-Fox production chief, announced
that another picture based on the exploits
of that master-detective of fiction, Sherlock
Holmes, is to be rushed before the cameras.
Basil Rathbone will again portray Sherlock Holmes and Nigel Bruce will once
more be Dr. Watson. The screenplay for
the new production has been written by
Edwin Blum and Gene Markey, who was
associate producer on the last tale, and will
serve in a similar capacity on this. A director will be assigned shortly, together
with the supporting cast.
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"Boycott" to Tell Bund
Activities in U. S. A.

HOLLrWOCD
with the "Oldtimer"
W t- liiul llie plea!>iire ol" beiiift one of the
300
''x" Inm lu'on tendered to May
Rob$<on. on the oc-easion of her 75th birthday, at Warner Bros, stndio . . . and we
nominate
her the
of
all lime. What
we ""champion
wonld give oldtinier"
to have her
sense of humor, when (and if) we reach
that mark. Many, many happy returns. May.
Kibitzing with Bill Boyd and the gang on
the set of Harry Sherman's latest Hopalong,
"Lawful Outlaws", just returned from location
at Lone Pine. Understand that Russell "Lucky"
Hayden bought himself a half-interest in the
movie house at Fort Chicago, Calif. How about
booking a few "Hoppy's", Russ?
We should call him "Million-Dollar-Thrill
Zanuck" for this one. First he will spend
$500,000 to build an entire city for "The
Rains Came," and then he will spend
another $500,000 for the flood and earthquake that provide a double climax for the
yarn.
Newest producing company in Hollywood is
Boris Morros Productions, Inc , recently incorporated in Sacramento, Calif. Morros plans
to produce pictures as remakes of outstanding
French films, and has three lined up for early
start. Samuel Rheiner is vice-president and
treasurer of the new company.
Ann Sheridan is Warner's "oomph" girl,
and Columbia University students pick Joy
Hodges as Universal's "yumph" girl. Let's
be original and pick MGM's Myrna Loy as
"just-plain"
. . which
and
redouble girl
the .other
two. should double
Columbia has a swell little offering in "Blind
Alley", the Chester Morris-Ralph Bellamy costarrer previewed this week. Charles Vidor's
direction deserves some special raves together
with the swell trouping of the entire cast.

John Wayne in "Colorado"
Republic's first step in starring John
Wayne, following his success in Walter
Wanger's "Stagecoach", will be the leading
role in "Colorado". The studio plans to
give "Colorado" the same production treatment it gave "Man of Conquest," its successful picturization of the life of Sam
Houston.

"Hoycotl", a film wliicli will expose tlic
activities of the (icrman-American Bund in
the United Slates, has l)een announced l)y
Warner Bros, as a fortlicoming Bryan Foy
production, and will continue the trend begun hv the studio with "Confessions of a
Nazi
TheSpy".
leads in the new picture will be
played by Alan Hale and Lya Lys, who will
enact a German-American couple who become involved in Bund activities. Newsreels of the recent Bund meeting in Madison Square Garden in New York will be
incorporated in "Boycott". The screenplay
is now being written by Lee Katz and Vincent Sherman.
Fine Arts and Grand

National

Sign New Deal for 12 Pictures
Fine Arts Pictures signed a new deal
with Grand National under which the former agrees to resume immediate production.
Fine Arts is also turning over the ne.gative on "Panama Patrol", made for Grand
National and later withdrawn.
Frank'lyn Warner, Fine Arts president,
will start casting two more vehicles, "Dead
Man's Cipher", which Charles Lament will
produce and direct, and "Full Speed Ahead",
with John Rawlins directing. Also ready
for early production are "Trouble in the
Pacific" and "Wonder World", to be made
as specials on a budget of over $200,000.
Charles Lamont is due back on his home
lot as soon as he completes his present
assignment at Universal, "Inside Information".
Warden Lawes in Own Picture
Columbia announced that Warden Lewis
E. Lawes of Sing Sing prison, one of the
world's foremost penologists, has been
placed under contract to write the original
story for a film tentatively titled, "Men in
Sing Sing". Warden Lawes will personally
appear in an important
role in the picture.
Production is expected to start in a few
weeks.

"Ruler of the Seas" Starts
Starting on schedule, "Ruler of the Seas"
was put into production last week by producer-director Frank Lloyd. All of the
picture's principals, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Will Fyffe and Margaret Lockwood, were
called for the first scenes filmed. In addition unit
to Lloyd's activity at the studio, a second
directed by Jim Havens will leave
m a few days for a month's shooting ofif
San Miguel Island,
on two period ships.

Calling the Play
Director Mai St.
Clair in beret and
black and white shoes,
tells his cast in "The
Jones Family in Hollyivood"thejust
he
ivants
nexthowscene
played. Lined up before him are Jed
Proiity, June Carlson, Spring
Byington and
Florence
Roberts, all members
of the family. The
scene they're going to
do is one in which
their automobile and
trailer is demolished.
In this film 20th Century-Fox pokes a
little fun at itself and
the other studios.

A Future Contender?
Andrciv McLaglen (left), 19-year-old son
of screen star Victor McLaglen, visits his
father,
and
Vic'sstarring
leading inladyUniversal's
in the film,"Ex-Champ"
Nan Grey.
Paramount

Closes Deal to Build

$12,000,000 Studio with 26 Stages
A deal was closed last week for the purchase of 150 acres on Pico Boulevard, on
which Paramount will construct a new
$12,000,000 studio with twenty-six sound
stages, as soon as construction plans are
completed. Present plans call for an administration building on Pico Boulevard.
The new tract is only a short distance
from 20th Century-Fox studios, and only
10 minutes from the heart of Hollywood.
Building of the new plant will be made
in easy stages, with location sets going up
immediately, to be followed by the first two
sound stages. Gradually other units will be
added until the entire production will be
moved to the new studio. All of the units
will be equipped with every device for the
production of television pictures.
New

Portable Sound

Recorder

Motion picture production requirements
for quick mobility and minimum weight of
auxiliary equipment on both stage and location shooting, has resulted in perfection
of a lightweight sound recording system,
with total weight of less than 200 pounds.
Perfection of the new system was disclosed
at the annual spring convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers by F. L.
Hopper of Electrical Research Products.
Cable and Loy in "Road to Rome'
Clark Gable and Myrna Loy are to be
co-starred in "The Road to Rome" at MGM.
Miss Loy will bring to the screen the character which Jane Cowl originated on the
stage in the Robert Sherwood play. Plans
are to start production as soon as Gable
completes his role in Selznick's "Gone With
the Wind", now in production. "Road to
Rome" will be produced by Joseph Mankiewicz.
Univ. Holds Last Regional Meet
Universal Studio executives held their last
regional sales convention in San Francisco
last week, with Joe Pasternak and Harry
Edington as special guests. The studio was
represented by J. Cheever Cowdin, Cliff
Work, Matty Fox, Milton Feld, John Joseph and David Lipton. Both Pasternak and
Edington addressed the convention on their
respective production plans for the 1939-40
program.
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Product^
THEATRE

pment manuTHEATRE factureeq
rs and ui
distributors are
showing a keen interest in the
Motion Picture Exposition to be
held in connection with New

EQUIPMENT,!

York AUied's convention in New
York City, May 24 to 26. If there
is a worthwhile exhibit of equipment on display, there will be cause
for satisfaction not only on the part
of exhibitors attending the convention but those sponsoring the apparatus and supplies.
What may be accomplished in
bringing modern equipment into
closer relation and touch with the
men who are interested in it from

and
II
. MAINTENANCE,

a standpoint of purchase and use, is the very thing which
this publication is constantly working

toward

week-in

and week-out, but with particular emphasis in the
monthly special features we present in this issue.
Theatremen are close to the organizations and individuals connected with all phases of film production, distribution and exploitation. It must be said
with regret that a similar condition does not exist with
respect to many of the items of equipment. For this
the theatremen are not at fault. It cannot be said that
there is fault on the part of many equipment manufacturers and distributors who fail to identify themselves
as intimately as they should with the field. It is less a
fault than a misunderstanding of the men and the business these equipment manufacturers are producing for
and seeking to sell to.
Equipment dealers specializing in the theatre field

have their direct contacts, know their field. But many
of them do not have the backing they deserve in the
form of publicity and aggressive selling on the part of
the manufacturer.
In a most practical way this trade paper is doing the
work of informing theatremen on the value of new
equipment as an investment in profitable operation. But
to make this eff^ort bear full fruit in putting the most
meritorious type or brand of needed equipment into
widespread use, is a job the reliable dealer must do and
can do only if the maker of the meritorious equipment
establishes beyond question his interest in the field, his
confidence in his product, his willingness to back up his
product and the dealer offering it, with aggressive selling right in this field itself. These are the factors that
—-'the
CmCtheatre.
K'' LEWIS
determine whose equipment goes into
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Interiorviewfrom front of the Fox Theatre, Sterling, Colorado
showing American Bodiform Chairs
Interior view from rear of the Roxy Theatre, Fargo, North Dakota
showing American Bodiform Chairs recently installed
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stadium and transportation seating
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BY "CHICK"

to

Save

LEWIS

in;ilti.'r how keen nia\ be tlic llicatrcluan's knowledge of the technical, practical and showmanship factors involved,
there are only two basic ideas guiding his
buying of theatre equipment, supplies and
all those other items necessary to the
proper operation of his theatre These are:
(a) Performance or Quality
(h) Price
And these same two factors arc at work
NO

during every phase of a theatre's existence,
I'rom the time ground is broken fortoconthe
struction of a new house right down
open
it
keep
to
required
la.--t minute detail
and operating
Now and then, a stroke of luck and a
-mart piece of buying brings to a theatreman a piece of quality equipment at a price
far below its real retail value That's good
luck, if it happens The only trouble is, it
doesn't happen often enough to make "bargains only" a profitable policy — because the
law of averages will prove that on the
whole you get only what you pay for in
tangibles AND, on the intangible side, especially when you deal with reputable and
well established companies, you get a lot
more for your money in the way of service,
proper installation and a guarantee that
means something
C«n'« Take

REVIEW

ECONOMY

BUYING

—

TRADE

on

Equipment

wlicii we created the lir^t iiiaiulenaiice del)artment for what is now known as the
Century Circuit here in New York. The cost
for new equipment, replacements, repairs,
etc., moimted to an ahuost unheard of figure for the circuit. But the upkeep and
length of service from quality equipment
resulted in operation and maintenance costs
so far below the previous average that the
expensive equipment turned out to be the
most economical buy we ever made.
This theory was carried out thereafter
not only in maintenance and replacements
but in all equipment purchased for the group
of new theatres we had under construction
at tliat time. We can recall a certain carpet
installation which
involved an added ex-

Theatre

Installation

Television made its bow in picture theatres of London nearly a year ago on a
screen 6 feet by 8 feet. Since then projected television has been stepped up to
give a picture 15 feet by 12 feet, with a double projector unit being used to throw
the picture onto the screen. Engineers are working in the endeavor to move the
projectors further back from the screen. As seen in the photograph below of the
installation of the Baird television system at Marble Arch Pavilion, London, the projectors are now located in the center of the auditorium. The screen is moved up
and down in front of the motion picture screen.

a Chance

Care and Consideration

The first group when being purchased,
repaired or replaced, calls for the utmost
care and consideration — and above all a
>trong determination to install only that
which will give maximum service at minimum upkeep cost. Buying questionable apparatus for this "actual performance"
branch of your theatre plant, not only will
leave you with a sense of constant uncertainty, but very likely at the most inopportune moment will start acting up — or worse,
just lay down and refuse to respond to
normal adjustments or repair.
We can recall about fifteen years ago

pense over previous installations. The rc>ult is that the original carpel is still being
used after twelve years of hard service, but
more important, the job has required practically no repairs in all that time
If you were to look into some of the
"bargain" purchases made by many theatremen you would probably find that the
reputation or quality of the purchase had
little or nothing to do with the purchase.
Such merchandise and equipment is generally sold via high-pressure salesmanship
of the type that too many exhibitors fall
for and then regret.
A close analysis of the equipment correspondence coming into the STR office reveals a growing desire on the part of theatremen to know more about the many
types of equipment necessary for efficient
and dependable operation. This is a good
sign because it indicates that the majority
of theatremen want to buy quality and not
price but are unfamiliar with this important phase of their business. A salesman
selling loads of bootleg equipment of every
(Continued on page 31)

Television

The theatreman can't "lake a chance" on
service, or performance. The very nature
of his business tells him that. Remember —
Show Must Go On; not because that's
aThesentimental tradition of the theatre; but,
from the theatre operator's standpoint, he's
absolutely out of luck and money if it
doesn't go on. So as a matter of pohcy —
and good hard dollars-and-cents — the theatreman should make up his mind to buy
whatever he requires at the moment or for
future use on a basis of performance, service, dependability of the equipment needed.
Which means he must look further ahead
thai\ the price tag on the so-called bargain
that is often dangled under his nose to
tempt him into a quick and ill-considered
purchase.
Now let's take another step toward simplification: Theatre equipment may be divided
into two classes. (1) That portion of the
equipment without which the performance
cannot be given; and (2) That portion
which is necessary but not essential to the
actual performance.
Utmost

Page 23

Viem of the auditorium of
the Marble Arch Pavilion.
London, shon'ing the Baird
Television installation. Several
seats have been removed to
make space for the projector,
located on the floor in the center of the auditorium.

close-ups of the television projector several of
-which are planned for theatres
in this country.
Left,
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Real

Theatre

City

De

Luxe

After

Fine

Remodeling

RISING like a Phoenix from the ashes
of a more than 20-year-old "Shooting
gallery," the Colony Theatre, Union City,
N. J., opened recently to take its place as
one of the deluxe theatres of the smaller
type which make up the back-bone of the
picture theatre industry of the country.
The theatre, owned by Harry Doniger, is
a completely re-made 'house that bears no
resemblance to the old and out-dated plant
which remodeling, from front to rear, from
roof to cellar, has accomphshed.
Cost About $35,000
The architectural design is the work of
John Eberson, of New York. The entire
job of equipment, booth layout and apparatus, furnishings and draperies was
planned and installed by National Theatre
Supply Company.
The rebuilding, with its transformation of
a decrepit and outmoded theatre into a
thoroughly modern plant was done at a cost
of approximately $35,000. The results accomplished make it apparent that great
savings can be made by this method of
making an old theatre into a new one,
rather than abandoning a good site entirely
because the building is far out of date, and
erecting an entirely new structure comparable in capacity, style and equipment.

New

Treatment

For

Old

Auditorium

Old areas of the Colony's auditorium zvalls and ceiling have been modernised by a color
scheme which blends darker shades zvith lively tones. Note treatment of the cooling ducts
For more than 20 years the old theatre
had stood bravely in service, but badly out
at the elbows, for during that period
practically nothing was done to keep the
house in step with advancements in equip-

ment.
Indeed, scarcely anything was done
to keep the plant, such as it was, up to its
original condition by repair, refurbishing
and replacements of equipment and furnishings that had been subject to hard service
over a long stretch of time.
Complete Transformation
The chairs were as uncomfortable as
they were worn of fabrics and rickety of
structure. Carpets were as grimy as they
were worn.
Rest rooms
were small, unCREDITS
Colony Theatre
Union City, N. j.
Seating Capacity:
855
Owner:
Harry Doniger
Architect:
John Eberson
Equipment
Supplied By
Decorating National Theatre Supply Co.
Murals
Maragliotti Studios
Chairs
Irwin Seating Co.
Carpets
Alexander Smith
Booth Supplies
National Theatre Supply Co.
Projectors
Simplex E-7International Projector Corp.
Lamp Houses
Peerless Magnarc
J. E, McAuley Mfg. Co.
Transverter
Hertner H I 50-100
Hertner Electric Co.

Old Walls Modernized
With Nu-Wood
Above, looking toivards auditorium from entrance of inner lobby. Old plaster 'walls have
been treated with nu-wood applied in modern design. Carpet, walls and light fixtures harmonise.

Sound Screen
Marquee & Sign

Walker Screen Co.
Bloomfield Sign Co.
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Ladies' Lounge Room
An unusual effect w obtained by use of wall
paper on only a portion of the walls and
blending designs with the ceiling.
Ivory Seat Standards Outline Aisles
Viezv of the Colony anditorium toivards the rear. A iiniral decoration is a feature of note.
Fabric and rockzvool were used on the rear walls. Seat standards are light ivory in color.
sightly, and impossible of maintaining in a
sanitary condition. Sound and picture projection were of poor quality.
Now the Colony can claim its place
among those smaller theatres which most
certainly have pointed the way to the means
of giving picture patrons everywhere the
quality, comfort and inviting surroundings
to be had in the big downtown metropolitan theatres without the large-scale
magnificence and high operating costs that
can be justified only by higher admissions
and mass patronage of a city's "BroadwaJ'
section."

Colorful

Modern

Front

Exterior of the Colony is treated in brilliant
colored formica accented by stainless steel
strips, V-fype marquee is a feature.

In addition to the improvements in comfort, excellent sound and picture projection,
cleanliness, the entire atmosphere of the
theatre has been changed to this beforementioned de luxe quality. And, needless to
say, the patronage of the theatre has greatly
improved, with the manifest result that the
improvements are paying for themselves.
Colorful Exterior
Starting with the front of the Colony, the
entire scheme and treatment has been
modernized. The facade is treated in brilliant
colored formica divided by stainless steel
strips forming a striking and pleasing
modern design giving that ever so important message that makes on the public
the "first impression" that here is a theatre
giving us something up-to-date in entertainment. It sells tickets. The poster frames
are in tune with the design, being of stainless steel. The marble base of the facade
accomplishes the two-fold purpose of giving
durable wear and richness of effect. The
exterior vestibule floor is now surfaced
with a new tile non-slip floor featuring a
brilliantly colorful design. Exterior doors
feature modern hardware, and the marquee
has the latest "V" type form, with a neon
bull nose running across the soffit of the
marquee and returning into the building.
Both in form and color the Colony front
is "punchy."
As now designed and decorated, the main
lounge has richness and simplicity. The
rest rooms are furnished in the new type of
modern substantial furniture. But here
again, a careful study of color blending of
carpet, chairs, drapery materials, wall treatments and pictures, produces the harmony
and pleasing effect of the atmosphere.
The auditorium has been completely overhauled also. One of its most striking
decorative effects is given by a mural on the

rear wall, under the balcony. The old
stairs were remodeled and given a modern
feeling by the use of an interesting curved
rail, which flows upward and "dies" into the
ceiling. The rear wall has been treated
with fabric and rock'wool; the old type
glass chandeliers have been replaced by a
modern main ceiling fixture; plaster ornament has been modernized and enlivened
with warm colors; the new seating arrangement has been enhanced by the use
of light ivory colored standards — which
outline the aisles when the lights are
dimmed. Summer cooling ducts and grilles
and the use of colored velours in conjunction with cotton draperies run horizontally
give the view toward the proscenium a
brightly modern effect.
The booth equipment, featuring Simplex
E-7 mechanisms for projection, is up to the
minute in every respect. Sound, reproduced
by the Simplex 4 Star Type A system, also
is especially notable, and the management
frequently has been told by patrons that
they think sound and projection in the
Colony as fine as they have ever been given,
even in the largest and most important
metropolitan theatres.
Matthews
General

Named
Mgr.

President
of Motiograph

Appointment of H. Thorwell Matthews
as president and general manager of Motiograph, Inc., has been announced by the
company's board of directors. Matthews
has been secretary of Motiograph for the
past two years, and replaces Joseph B.
Kleckner, who recently resigned from the
presidency.
Matthews explained that the management
shift would not involve any alteration of
the company's policies or operation.
"We contemplate no other executive
changes, either in the sales or manufacturing departments of our organization, and
there will be no major change in common
stock holdings of the company," he stated.
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Theatre
Renovations
A new marquee, seats, sound, booth equipment and lighting fixtures are planned by
Melvin J. Fox, whose Birch Theatre at
Burlington, N. J., is being remodeled. David
Supowitz, local architect, is in charge of
operations. At the present time the house
is under lease to Warners.
J. E. Pennington has been decorating the
interior of his Ritz Theatre in Topeka,
Kan. The house was scheduled to open
sometime late this month.
At least $40,000 will be spent this Spring
by the Charkeres circuit for new theatre
signs and new theatre air conditioning systems. Five Springfield theatres will apparently share in half of the improvement appropriation. Work is expected to start in
the near future.
New seats have been installed in the
Community
Theatre
at Harbor Beach,
Mich. C. C. Shiplej' is manager of the
house.
Featherweight earphones, which will enable persons hard of hearing to understand
sound films, have been installed at the Bob
Burns Theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Costing $150,000, and equipped with the
latest Super Simplex projectors; latest pushpull RCA rotary stabilizer sound, and York
ventilating and air conditioning, the new
Eureka Theatre has opened at Eureka,
Calif.
The Columbia Theatre, Columbia, Miss.,
was scheduled to open this month after undergoing renovations which included the
installation of nev^r rugs, a new screen, and
new seats, in addition to a repainting job.
Salamon Brothers are owners of the house.
Formerly known as the Empire, the new
Arc Theatre has reopened in Detroit after
having been closed about a year. Variety
Enterprises, Inc., operates the house, which
is managed by Don C. McHenry.
Owner Cla3'ton Sheffield has opened his
350-seat Southside Theatre in fronton, Ohio.
The house was closed in January, 1937.

and

Openings

Remodeling the lobby
modate a store window
by Wilmer & Vincent
Theatre in Harrisburg,

in order to accomhas been completed
for their Colonial
Pa.

Repainting, redecorating and the installation of a new neon sign for the Cameron
Theatre, Cameron, Texas, comprises the
remodeling job recently completed by Swift
Theatres, Inc., owners of the house.
Modernization of the Monogram Theatre,
Childress, Texas, is expected to be completed around June 1.
A new canopy and electric sign has been
installed at the DePere Theatre, Depere,
Wisconsin.
W. D. Young has installed a new marquee
at his Murray Theatre in Milwaukee, Wis.
Celotex installations have been
the Park Theatre, Fargo, N. D.;
Theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D.; Vogue
Arcadia, Wis.; and the Carolina
Bennettsville, S. C.

made at
Egyptian
Theatre,
Theatre,

Heywood-Wakefield chairs and new carpeting have been installed in Glen Gilmore's
Nu-Sho Theatre at Bixby, Okla.
The installation of new RCA sound
equipment, American Seating Company
chairs, and stage drapes has been completed
by Bailey Brothers for their Whalley Theatre at New Haven, Conn.

Construction

Cincinnati's historic old Opera House
will soon be replaced by a new film house
to be known as the Grand Theatre, according to plans announced by Harry L. Linch
and John H. More, acting for U. S. Senator
Robert A. Taft, executor of the Taft estate.
The new house, which will be constructed
shortly, has been leased by RKO Midwest.
The theatre entrance will be at the north
end of the building. John Eberson is designing plans for the amusement division
of the edifice, which will have several stores.
Bids for construction are being received
by the Torans Amusement Company, Jewett City, Conn., on its plans for a new 750seat modern theatre to be opened in August.
Alex Gounares is constructing a new theatre in Mobile, Ala., at a reported cost of
$35,000.
Construction of a new motion picture
theatre known as the Elite, and costing
$30,000, has been completed by the Gore
Brothers in Torrance, Calif.
Roy Kennedy & Sons is building a new
600-seat house, the Bond, in Greenville, 111.,
at a cost of $30,000. When the theatre opens
about the middle of May, it will be operated by the Fristna Amusement Company.
A new 550-seat theatre to cost between
$15,000 and $18,000 is now under construction at Frenchtown, N. J. It is expected to
he ready for opening about May 15. Hugo
Kent will operate the house.

Enlargement of the balcony, as well as
other improvements, is taking place at the
Lincoln Theatre in New Orleans.

The new Carolina Theatre, now being
erected at Blowing Rock, N. C, will be
ready for opening around June 1. The
house will be operated by Grover Robbins.

At a cost of $5,000, the State Theatre in
Guthrie, Okla., is being remodeled by the
Griffith circuit. A new front, poster frames,
marquee and drapes will be installed.

A new theatre is lieing built in Woodsfield, Ohio, by owner C. J. Vogel. J. J.
Shannon will operate the house upon its
completion.

Having ac(|uired the New Plaza Theatre
in Milford, Del., the Schinc circuit is instal ing a new heating plant and ventilating
system. The roof is to be rebuilt.

Carthage, S. D., will have a new theatre
by June 7. Dana D. Jones is building it.

A National Sirocco blower has been installed in the Ritz Theatre, Madill, Okla.,
by Mrs. Bertha Barrett, operator.

A new theatre to cost $25,000 is being
planned for Mobile, Ala., to be operated
by J. H. King.
Plans are nearing completion for the construction of a new 750-seat theatre in
Carmi, 111.

Constructed at a cost of $30,000, the new
468-seat Oz Theatre has opened at Fremont, Mich., with William Flacken as house
manager.

E-7 Siniplex projectors were recently installed in W. H. Williams' Ray
Theatre, Tonkawa, Okla.

With a seating capacity of 332, the new
Ritz Theatre has opened at Morrilton, Ark.
W. D. Metcalfe is the house manager.

A new 400-seat theatre known as the Orpheum has been opened by Vance Smith in
North English, Iowa.

Architect Thomas W. Lamb has completed plans for the construction of the new
832-seat Goshen Theatre in Goshen, N. Y.
Construction is expected to cost approximately $80,000.

Make

New floors, decorations, ceiling, seats and
projection room, as well as a new marquee
and name sign, are included in the remodeling recently completed for the Plaza
Theatre at Carollton, Texas, at a cost of
$5,000. The house is owned by Mrs. A. W.
Lowrey.

Quick
Service!
Headquarters for machine and roM
MOTION PICTURE TICKETS
Highest Quality Right Prices
KELLER-ANSELL TICKET CO.
Suite 608, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 9-7532

•

those improvements now!
Now is the time to mal<e those much needed
improvements to your theatre. Allow us to offer
our suggestions and estimate.

NOVELTY
SCENIC
STUDIOS, Inc.
• Draueries • Interior Decorations • Murals
318 320 W. 48th Street
New York
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KING

Is the Result

Hunt's Liberty Theatre at Cape May, N. J., has been given nezv glamour with a front of
white and red vitrolux. The neiv sign letters are blue. The ticket booth formerly in the centre
is on the left of the modernized theatre. It has a base of satinol louvre.r, a decorative partition
glass ii'i//; directional pattern. The nczv front Zi.'as made by Libbey-Ozvens-Ford.

Theatres

Set

Pace

Modernization

In

Trends

The moving picture house, as the center
of interest and glamor in most American
shopping districts, in recent years has assumed more and more the role of architectural pace-setter. In the trend toward
modernization which is sweeping the country, the theatres are playing a dominant
role. In scores of communities they have
been first to adopt striking new ideas in design and to make advantageous use of new
structural materials.
This is due, in large measure, to realization by theatre managements that they have
unparalleled opportunities for making their
establishments the "pride of the neighborhood." They find that, when a theatre gains
that position, its natural drawing power is
enhanced far beyond the pull of its day-today cinematic attractions. It becomes the
"show place" as well as the show house.
Increasingly popular in the refurbishing
of theatre exteriors are the recently-perfected structural glass materials which combine with moderwity the important quality
of remaining ever new in appearance. A
recent "dressing up" job on the Hunt's
Liberty theatre at Cape May, N. J., is a
good example of the effectiveness of emphasizing neatness and brilliance, and shunning gaudiness.
Vitrolux Highlights Front
The Liberty's new front is composed
chiefly of vitrolux, a tempered glass which
is coming into wide use because of its unusual strength, light-transmitting properties
and adaptability to both daytime and nighttime lighting conditions. The old shingled
marquee and the rows of exposed li.ght bulbs
are gone. In their place is an ultra-modern
marquee of translucent glass, which appears
an opaque colored material by day and
glows with uniform illumination at night.
In the opinion of William D. Hunt, secretary of Hunt's Theatres, Inc., operating
along the New Jersey shore, the use of
vitrolux translucent signs for theatre marquees represents "the greatest forward
stride in sign lighting since the advent of
neon."
"The reaction from our patrons on the
improvements has been splendid," he said.
"Many have gone out of their way to stop
and of?er congratulations to the management, and you know when they feel that

way they are certainly going to visit us
oftener. We can appreciate that in noting
the increased patronage, too."
The colors in the Liberty's new all-glass
front are white in the marquee and in the
vertical sign rising at one end — the latter
having silhouetted blue lettering. There is a
red band at the parquet, running upward
adjacent to the sign. The new ticket booth
has a base featuring three curved panels of
satinol finish louvrex, a partition glass with
directional pattern.
Demolition

of Old

Theatre

In

Lansing Recalls Stars of Past
Demolition of the old Gladmer Theatre,
after 67 years as the outstanding legitimate
theatre in Lansing, Mich., has begun. It is
being replaced with a new and modern theatre by the W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc.,
which will open sometime during the
month of August.
Old-timers have been reminiscing about
the stars of the late 19th and present 20th
centuries who, at one time or another,
played the Gladmer. They recall that practically every name known to the theatregoing public today appeared at the old
house in recent years or in the dim and distant past.
Among the theatrical greats who now
have answered the final curtain call, but
who at one time stalked before the Gladmer
footlights, are John Drew, Sarah Bernhardt,
Mrs. Fiske, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Pavlowa,
Joseph JefTerson, DeWolf Hopper, Chic
Sale, Lou Tellegen, Raymond Hitchcock',
Chancey Olcott, Mclntyre & Heath, Bessie
McCoy, Marie Cahill, Ezra Kendall, William Gillette, Elsie Ferguson, Pauline Fredrick, Mary Mannering and Marie Dressier.
Scores who played the Gladmer years ago
are now in talking films. Among these is
May Robson, grand old trouper, who, in
the theatre's heyday, played with stage companies there several times. By a strange coincidence, she was a member of the cast
of the final picture that played the old
house.
The Gladmer is gone, and with it pleasant
memories. OiT with the old, on with the
new.
Supply Co. Adds Territory
In addition to its present Oklahoma and
Arkansas territory, the Oklahoma Theatre
Supply Company has taken on the entire
state of Kansas and part of Missouri as new
territory for United States Air Conditioning.

For projection you can use nothing better than STRONG PROJECTION ARC LAMPS.

They provide more light at less
cost per unit — the steady, brilliant, snow-white light essential
to proper projection of color pictures.
For sale by Independent

Theatre

Supply Dealers everywhere. Demonstration without obligation.
Write

today for free catalog on

Strong unconditionally guaranteed products — your guide to
better projection.
CORP.
THE
STRONG

ELECTRIC
Toledo, Ohio
2501 Lagrange StreetExport Office: Room 2002, 220 W. 42nd St.

^1

New York, New York
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By M. A. Shaw*
AN inevitable result of the lean years has
been the necessity to reduce expenses as
much as possible. Certain fixed items of expense do not afford much, if any, opportunity
for control.
Interesting and full of possibilities, however, is the electric cost. Here is an item of
expense about which little is known, but which
is accepted without question because knowledge of checking and controlling the cost is
lacking.
Architects, today, plan theatres not only
from an esthetic point of view but with
the future operating expense decidedly in
mind. Those that do not, should, because
the electric bill is a burden that cuts heavily into profits.
What

Is An Electric Bill?

What is an electric bill anyway? What
factors help make it up? Electric bills are
composed, generally, of two items:
1. The maximum demand.
2. The consumption.
The rate (the schedule under which you are
billed) forms the base, which, in conjunction with the maximum demand and the
consumption is the basis that finally decides
the amount of the bill.
Everybody understands consumption.
There is a meter on the premises that registers the amount of current consumed. If a
100 watt lamp is burned for 10 hours the
meter registers 1 Kilowatt hour. If the lamp
is used 100 hours then the result is 10
Kilowatt hours. Everybody knows that if
one changes the 100 watt lamp to a 60
watt lamp that one will use less current.
That is basic and fundamental.
What

Size Lamps

to Use

But
what
what
many

how many theatre owners know just
size lamp to use? How manv kr>ow
size lamps are being used? How
know the degree of waste, of inefficiency, of poor quality of light, of fast burnouts of lamps, of the meter accuracy, and
dozens of other factors? There are standards and standard usages.
The equity of demand charges has been
argued many times and it is not for me to
discuss its justifialbility. But it is a headache
to people who are not familiar with utility
structures, and it generally is paid for with
no knowledge as to how the demand is arrived at.
Demands are issued either on an assessed
basis or a measured basis. If assessed, the
electric company makes a count of all the
connected load and applies some percentage
figure to the load which thereafter is regarded
as the maximum demand. With this method
of application, the consumer must have, at all
times, definite knowledge of the load and
must cut out all superfluous load. Whether
or not any current is used does not matter.
If there is any load connected, the electric
company takes the arbitrary position that it
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BILL

Be

Reduced

may be used, and therefore, the consumer
must pay a charge based on that eventuality.
Consumers must therefore check their theatres closely and must know how to get certain
loads eliminated from the count. There are
methods by which equipment can remain connected and ready for use, and yet not be considered in the load count. They must also
know how to get maximum light with low
wattage so that the connected load can be
b.eld at a low figure.
Use of Demand

Meters

The other method of arriving at the demand is by measurement — and is through the
instrument of a demand meter. In this case,
a count of the load is unnecessary. The manner in which the load is used forms the governing and important factor.
Most utilities base the demand charge on
the highest average demand created during
any consecutive thirty minutes in the month.
Some base it on fifteen minutes. That
means that the meter registers the demand
every half hour, and the half hour consumption in the month that shows the greatest load
in operation becomes the maximum demand
for the month. It is immaterial whether that
high peak is ever reached again in the month.
Once reached, it becomes the fixed demand
for the month. Some utilities make that peak
the demand for the next twelve months regardless of how low are the ensuing demands.
Supervision and Knowledge
Important
It is obvious, therefore, how important a
supervision and knowledge of demand factors
become. If a consumer has the option between an assessed demand and a measured demand, he must determine for himself which
selection would be cheaper. If there is no
option, he must devise his own methods of
keeping the demand as low as possible without impairing efficiency. If the demand is
measured, he must understand and know what
load is creating the peak demand, and must
know what to do about it.
Savings can be found, and are, almost in
any direction. One theatre was saved over
$8,000 a year by working out a combination
rate for four theatres. He is saving that
every year. For another the maximum demand was reduced more than thirty Kilowatts,
which means a saving every year of over $720
in that one house. Analysis of the electric
costs for another theatre owner not only
changed his rate for a saving of about $200
a year but obtained for him a rebate of about
$100. This was, comparatively, a small house.
Experienced

Theatremen

And, mind you, these theatre men all said
that they watched their costs, that they had
electricians in their employ, that they had
contacts or friends, with the utility company,
who steered them right.
Remember that utility companies spend
huge sums of money in advertising directed
at consumers to increase consumer usage of
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Lost

and

Found

Gadget

To render greater service to the patron, a
nezv Lost and Found gadget has been perfected
for use in Loetv's Rochester Theatre, Rochester, N. Y. It incorporates a flashlight at the
end of a metal pipe with a hand push-button
on top for controlling the light. According to
Pollock, the gadget facilitates stumbling over
patrons in seeking a lost article; it enables the
usher to get the light under and around seats
zvithout entering the aisle and zvithout having
to be a contorttonist. Furthermore, it avoids
annoying patrons zvho might otherzsjise have to
be disturbed.
current. Remember also that utilities are in
the business of selling current. Most of all,
remember that in many cases electric costs
can be pulled down.
If you theatre men are making a million
dollars profit out of your enterprises, then it
makes no difference if your bill is $200.00
a month or $500.00 a month. But if your
profits are small and every dollar counts —
give consideration to an item of your overhead that lends itself to the opportunity for
reduction.
* Pres. M. A. Sh?w, Inc.. Electric Cost Control, New York. N. Y.
High Quality Carpet Linings
Are Worthwhile Investments
In buying carpet, it is well to consider
the fact that quality carpet linmgs afford
longer life and added satisfaction. Rug
cushions and carpet linings are available in
various qualities, wearing abilities and
prices. It would be a poor investment to
purchase cheap carpet padding.
Paper, jute, hair or sponge rubber compositions go into the linings, though all hair
as a base is used in most good qualities.
There is a lining made of a flexible composition of lasting resilience on which
dampness has no effect. Termites, moths
and other destructive insects are doomed as
far as some linings are concerned, since the
linings are impregnated to protect the floor
covering itself against them.
Don't be blind when you purchase carpeting. Insist upon seeing the latest qualities
now available.
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Confectionery
Lobby

Shop

Requires

in

brows, but because many patrons' enjoyment of the picture is hampered by the
crunch-crunch and the rattling of paper or
cellophane sack's. We know of theatres
which deny admission to those with sacks
of popcorn.
Likes and Dislikes

On the other hand, in other situations,
this may not annoy patrons. As a matter
of fact, many of them might feel "lost"
without something to "piece" on while
watching the performance. But a manager
must know the likes and dislikes of the
people to whom 'he caters; he should make
a thorough survey to see how many bring
in candy, popcorn and other confections
from outside before he decides to take up
merchandising in his lobby or foyer.
Another consideration should be near-by
merchants who sell confections, particularly
if they are on the general route most
patrons follow to the theatre; in other
words, if they are within the block. To
take away these merchants' source of
revenue would, in our opinion, be likened
to them adding motion pictures as a profitable sideline to their business. Goodwill
cannot be maintained in this way.
Preclude "Pass Out" Checks
Lobby shops are often a convenience to
patrons. They preclude the necessity of
adults and children alike from having to
obtain "pass out" checks in order to leave
the theatre to get a snack. And in the case
of cigarettes, a counter or vending machine
either in the lobby or in the lounge would
be welcomed by those who "forgot to get
a pack."
As for popcorn machines, be sure that
ventilation facilities are such that the
penetrating odor will not drift into the
auditorium. In the lobby, of course, such
an odor might tend to stimulate business,
but in the audience it can easily become
annoying and distracting.
Trial Method

LIGHTING

Study

There urc few managers, we believe, who
have not at some time or other seriously
considered the installation of a candy stand,
cigar and cigarette counter, peanut and popcorn stand, or some other refreshment spot
in their lobbies as a source of extra revenue.
In many houses, vending machines are
operated at a profit.
Naturally, in taking- such steps, the manager must consider several things. A lot
depends on the type of theatre involved. For
example the manager of a house which
caters to a high-class clientele would think
twice before installing a pop corn machine.
Not that it is below the level of the high

Must Know

SUMMER

—

Cool-Tinted

you go to buy a winter suit you
WHEN
or "warm"
dark for
choose
madame
thinga goes
same
The lly
shade.iienera
when she chooses her winter ensemble.
Wouldn't it seem rather out of place to
wade through snowdrifts with a cool-looking light green suit, white shoes and a
straw hat? Of course it would. And it would
seem just as out of place to stroll along
the boulevard in the summertime wearing
a heavy, dark overcoat, black shoes and a
black hat.
Strange as it may seem, this discussion
does not refer to styles. If you're looking
for pointers on what the well-dressed theatreman will wear this summer, you'll learn
little from this article. Unless, of course,
you apply what we have to say about your
theatre to the clothes you wear.
We are going to discuss what the correctly-lighted theatre will wear. In the first
place, if your Spring cleaning is completed,
your house should be boasting that summer
appearance already. The front, once painted
in warm colors that bade patrons enter
in the dead of winter, should now be decked
out in light, cool summer tints, such as
green and light tan or light blue.
Matter of Lighting .Important
But let's go inside. Regardless of the
effort you may have put forth to assure
a cool, inviting theatre, it's possible that the
matter of lighting has completely escaped
you. Those red or warm-toned light bulbs
should be replaced with bulbs of cooler
tints. Usually red lights should be used
for the exit signs, but we know of many
theatres that change them to bright green
with the advent of summer. Warm-colored
lights in the restrooms and lounges should
give way to bulbs that blend in with the
cool atmosphere of the theatre. This goes for
the lobby and foyer, and possibly for the
auditorium, especially if the lighting there
is direct. Where indirect, the colors usually
blend in with the theme of the decorations.
Even then, however, it may be advisable
to change to cooler tints. You can use your
own judgment in the matter.
In an article in last month's Equipment
Section on the "brilliant effects achieved
through the proper use of 'spots'," we called
your attention to a house which used a latticework effect with artificial flowers in its

1

Ask your Photophone

Bulbs

Advised

auditorium. Decorations of the kind could
be placed on citlier side of the screen and
along the side walls. But in any case,
whether bulbs or spotlights are used, green
should be the dominating color.
What about your marquee and display
frames? There's just this much to say about
marquee lighting: Neon, in most instances,
has replaced bulbs, and the predominating
neon color is red. If one looks down a
street, he notices one red sign after another
all blending into one splash of crimson.
This would be an opportune time for you
to change your neon tubing to a bright
green, a color that would be not only cool
and inviting in the summertime but attractive the year around. For example, in
New York, the green Roxy vertical sign
stands out prominently against a background of reds. You may think red is the
flashiest color, while green seems too subdued, but place one green sign against a
regiment of reds, and you'll be amazed.
It's safe to assume that no theatre manager, in summer or in winter, permits anything other than bright lights out in front.
Many theatres use yellow bulbs under the
marquee and around their frames. If, however, you've gone in for reds in any part
of
your
better frames,
go "cool"
on
the matterfront
now.lighting,
In the lobby
bright
summery colored backgrounds will accentuate their attention-getting value, provided
the backgrounds are abetted by lighting
equally as summery.
You may have to purchase all new green
and yellow bulbs, or if you have white
bulbs you may be able to dip them in a
solution prepared in several different colors
and available at your nearest supply house.
Whichever way you bring it about is not
so important as the necessity of making
your house so inviting in the summer that
potential patrons will shun outdoor amusements to be your guests.
At

Liberty:

Ali Baba

Described as 'Magic Doors", the newest
innovation at the Centre Theatre in Ottawa,
Canada, are doors that automatically open
when a patron approaches them. Of course,
the electric-eye principle does the trick. Don
Stapleton is said to be the first Canadian
exhibitor to install the device.

representative about the sensational

Recommended

To exhibitors who just can't make up
their mind, we recommend the trial method.
Place a confection counter in your lobby,
and then watch the results for a couple of
months. Is any extra revenue offset by a
decline in box office receipts? Are any
complaints being registered by patrons
against the noises of mastication and paperrattling? Are near-by merchants protesting?
When you have the answers to these
questions, you can go ahead or hold back,
whichever you deem most advisable.

\

ThuU RCA PHOTOPHONE
MAGIC
VOICE of the SCREEN
with Rotary Stabilizer PLUS SHOCK

Designed

for any theatre-

regardless

of size
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REVIEW

PROJECTION

In

Modern

all the enthusiasm that surrounds the planning of a new theatre
or remodeling of an old one, it's important
to remember that while showmanship starts
at the sidewalk line with its eye-appeal of
electrics and color, the show itself begins
in the projection room. Fortunately there
are standards now long in existence to
guide the architect or builder in making
proper provision for the needed equipment
as well as working conditions that enable
the projection machine operator to work
efficiently in putting a good, clear steadj'
picture on the screen. Nevertheless, it is
up to the theatre owner to make sure his
architect, or engineer who is doing the
building or reconstruction, has consulted
the available sources of information.
AMIDST

SMPE^s. Planning Report
The Society of Motion Picture Engineers
many years ago published a projection
room planning report prepared by the Projection Practice Committee. This has been
the guide consulted and followed by leading
theatre architects. The data are available to
all theatre builders or theatre operators.
However, these same standards are followed in recommendations and advice from
the equipment dealers, and bringing the
reputable dealer into the planning picture
early in the scheme is one of the surest
ways to guard against having a house that
is out of date before it's opened for business, so far as the projection room is concerned.
A booklet recently published by National
Theatre Supply is one of the examples of
how much is being done to give the builder
complete information on projection room
design and equipment. The booklet reprints the S.M.P.E. report on projection
room plans and adds to them other specific
data regarding projection room design and

Rocoteen

TRADE

Walls

Theatres

installation. It embodies all of the latest ideas
on the subject.
The availabilitjr of such material to the
theatre builder makes it unnecessary here
to go into details with regard to the specifications worked out as a result of research and practice over a period of years.
But merely as an indication of how many
important details must be considered by the
architect or builder in connection with the
projection booth and its equipment, give
just a moment's consideration to the following headings on which specific matters
of materials and design are detailed:
Construction

Important

Construction; Floor; Walls; Doors; Windows; Ports — for the projection room
proper, the power equipment room and the
rewind room.
In the new building there are few instances today where proper provision is
not made for the right location — which
affects angle of projection which in turn is
most important to good screen results — and
adequate room for the necessary apparatus
and working conditions for the projectionist. In the remodeling job, however,
there is more likely to be the mistake of
losing sight of these essentials in the fuss
and feathers and enthusiasm for creating
architectural and decorative effects that
will impress the spectator. The projection
room in the newly remodeled theatre that
is merel}"- a "hang-over" from the old
building is something to be avoided at all
or any costs of architectural effect as well
as the price for the most efficient apparatus.
If the physical make-up of the projection
room is faulty as to location, size and design, all the genius of the projection engineers who install the equipment and the
skill of the projectionist will have no chance
of giving that theatre in which this fault

Always

Stay Clean
The foyer zvalls in the Hiland Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa, pictured above always remain
spic and span because of their Rocoteen covering. This modern fabric offers unusually decorative possibilities and presents an inviting interior to the theatre's patrons.
Rocoteen is
marketed by L. C. Chase and Co. of New York.
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exists the kind of projection that is
absolutely essential to successful and
profitable operation. There is another
factor than that of space for the projection
apparatus itself. The projectors, generators,
monitor horn, etc., which make up the
multiple unit essential to putting a picture
on the screen will make it possible to run
a show. But for efficient projection the
men who work in the booth need many accessories and adequate space in which to
work.
As a guide for the proper equipment of
the projection department with respect to
this accessory equipment we are listing the
items considered essential for two types of
operation, DeLuxe and Standard theatres.
These two lists were prepared by L. E.
Jones, of Neumade Products Corporation,
manufacturers of such equipment.
FOR DELUXE THEATRE
PROJECTION ROOMS
Fireproof sectional cabinets.
Rewind Table
Automatic
Enclosed Rewinder
items.)
Carbon
Storage Cabinet
Accessory Cabinet (for trailers and miscellaneous
Wardrobe Cabinet
Single Footage Measuring Machine
Splicer
Three
30-inch Steel Chairs with footrests
Carbon Waste Can
Six Aluminum Reels
Safety Leader Box
Applicator Set
FOR STANDARD THEATRE
PROJECTION ROOMS
Sectional Cabinets
Rewind Table
Automatic Enclosed Rewinder or Dynamic Motor
Drive Geared End and Brake Dummy with
separate motor fastened on or under table,
or Clamp Type Rewinder.
Carbon Cabinet
Storage Rack
Trailer
Wardrobe Lockers
Splicing Machine
Two 30-inch Steel Chairs with footrests
Carbon Waste Can
6 Wire Welded Reels
Applicator Set

Luxurious

Surroundings

Discouraging

Vandals

While many persons still persist in carving their names in public places and otherwise disfiguring property, damage due to
vandalism is on the decrease in this country,
in the opinion of many authorities closely
in touch with this situation.
One of the reasons for this is the fact
that many of the leading theatres, by offering the public luxurious surroundings, have
cultivated a respect for choice things, which
curbs the tendency to mutilate them.
The matter of upholstery on theatre seats
specifically illustrates this point, in the
opinion of theatre managers. Seats covered
with mohair velvet, or velmo as it is widely
known, are less frequently disfigured
maliciously than are seats covered with
other materials that lend themselves to
carving, scratching and cutting.
Theatre officials closely in touch with the
replacement and repair problem declare that
mohair velvet has reduced replacement
costs not only because it has extreme durability, ease of cleaning, and other properties, but because it is not mutilated so
frequently.
Then too, they agree, luxurious material
such as mohair velvet has done its share in
developing a deeper respect for fine things,
a respect that discourages tendencies
toward vandalism. This condition also
exists in other businesses catering to the

public.
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Fire

Extinguishers

In Type,

Vary

Maintenance

At the conclusion of our article on "Audience Safety" in last month's Equipment Section, we stated that "from time to time we
will give you furtiier iiints in this departWell, here we are, with additional suggestions to help you in the prevention of
fires. This month we will deal exclusively
with fire extinguishers. For the following
ment."
check-up
hints, we are indebted to Harry
Browning, of M & P Theatres:
1. Extinguishers of the Acid Soda Type
should be charged once each year, and there
should be attached a tag, bearing the date
of last recharging.
. 2. They should be checked at least once
a month to see that they are in place and
have not been tampered with.
3. Examine the nozzle to be certain it is

Owner

Redesigns

His

Own

Theatre

Above is a vieiv of the nezv Kiva Theatre in Las Vegas, Neiv Mexico. It is owned by
Frank Maloff, who acted as his own designer and architect in recent renovations. Among the
features is a "Cry Room" which has a large plate glass for z/ision and an extra speaker so
that mothers may bring their children in there and see the shozv without spoiling it for others.
Credits for the Kiva: RCA Sound, Motiograph Projectors, an Imperial Generator, Ideal Seating Company furnished the seats, Nu-wood Acoustical Treatment zvas installed by Hallock and
Joward of Denver, Colo., the marquee was erected by the Hoerel Sign Co. of Amarillo, Texas,
the light fixtures zvere made by Elaine Electrical Products, Minneapolis, the ticket machine by
General Ticket Machine Co. of Chicago and the coin changer by John's of Chicago.
BUYING

ECONOMY

(Continued from page 23)
description told us just recently that it was
getting tougher each year to unload bargain stuff. We liked his summing up when
he concluded with the remarks that ". . . if
things get any tougher I will have to get
a job selling legitimate equipment".
Mechanism

Overhauling

Perhaps one of the most important of
all maintenance items is that of the projector mechanisms. The average head requires overhauling on an average of once
a year and unless it is done by a reliable
and reputable concern, can give the exhibitor some of his biggest headaches. Why
any theatreman should take a chance with
this vital part of his most essential equipment and try to save a few dollars, we cannot understand, even when business conditions dictate the utmost economy.
But if, after spending good money for repairs and overhauling, one of the mechanisms gets out of order, then in a few seconds time he has developed an expensive
situation. Expensive because the work must
be done over and often he must limp the
rest of the day with one machine or make
refunds.
Manager Stopped Boasting
One theatreman boasted of how smart
he was when he and his assistant hooked
up an elaborate lobby display requiring extensive wiring and thereby saved the cost
of an electrician's fee. But he stopped boasting when the display blew out a main fuse
and caused a twenty minute breakdown
during his show and then cost him, for

emergency work, about double the amount
the original job would have cost had he
brought in a licensed electrician to do it
properly.
These examples are unimportant in themselves because they ma)' not apply to your
particular situation. But in every angle of
equipment purchases the same expensive
mistakes can be made unless the theatreman
exercises some measure of common-sense
in his selection and purchasing. He must
be cautious when approached on equipment
of an unknown character. He must discount
extravagant claims made by smooth-talking
salesmen. He must be careful that the article offered is not a cheap imitation instead
of the original.
Always Buy ^^Quality"
Of one thing he can be certain. If he
buys "price" he must NOT expect to get
ten dollars worth of service out of something he buys for half that price. Such bargains, as we pointed out before, are the exception rather than the rule. But if he
develops the habit of buying "quality", selecting only such equipment that he knows
to be reliable and manufactured by a
reputable company, then he takes few
chances. On the contrary, he can set his
mind at ease and feel sure that he has made
a good purchase and that the equipment
will render good, dependable service.
Some theatremen may honestly believe
that buying via the "price" system instead
of the "quality" system, saves them money.
We doubt it. In the long run it v/ill be the
"quality" equipment that will be rendering
service long after the "price" purchases
have been junked and forgotten. That is,
if anyone can forget a "bargain" that paid
no dividend in service but left a decidedly
bad headache.

not stopped up with soda. If it is, the extinguisher becomes useless and may become
dangerous due to possibility of explosion.
If you want to test the extinguisher to be
certain it is in operating condition, take off
the top and lift out the soda bottle and
drop one or two drops of soda into the
extinguisher. A sharp, snappy chemical reaction should result.
4. Carbon Tetra-Chloride or Hand-Pump
type extinguishers are likely to be stolen
and also to be found empty, as the liquid
in them is often taken for cleaning clothes.
To test them, pump their contents into a
glass container and then replace the contents in the extinguisher, observing whether
the extinguisher works when you pump it.
5. It is not necessary to re-charge these
extinguishers — just keep them filled.
6. Sand pails should be kept filled at all
times with dry sand. It is advisable to have
a scoop in the pail for spreading sand. Sand
is useful in extinguishing oil, paint or gasoline fires — particularly in soaking up these
liquids if spilled. They are useful around
oil-burning fires or furnaces.
7. Foam Extinguishers are similar in
operation to the Acid-Soda Type and should
be
re-charged yearly in accordance with directions.

They're the Tops!
TAYLOR
Multi-Blade Blowers
—A SIZr; FOR EVERY PURPOSE—
1

14 Models from 1750 to 20,000 C.F.M. Can be
used for Blower or Exhaust Purposes — Noiseless
— Variable Speed Control.
PRICES START AT $19.95
Write for Further Details
TAYLOR AIR CONDITIONING
p. O. Box 986A, Mad. Sq. Sta.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

CO.
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You ask them, STR answers them with advice on your equipment problems. If you
wrote the question, you'll be most Interested
in the answer. If you didn't write the question, you'll be interested both in question
because the other fellows' probanswer,
and
lems may be yours too. Come on — ask your
questions about equipment — how to buy it,
maintain it, get the sure results required to
make your theatre a de luxe picture house.
Dear "Chick": Would appreciate your advice on the following: We have two competent
projectionists hut during the past three weeks
we have had trouble zuith our sound system
and on two occasions complete breakdozmis
lasting from five minutes to as long as thirtyfiive. Needless to say the long delay caused
plenty of grief. Up to these recent difficulties
we had been rolling along zvithout any trouble.
What can zve do to avoid repetition of these
headaches?
ANSWER: You are indeed fortunate that
your troubles only developed lately. It is no
reflection on your projectionists. Of that we
are sure. It is simply a matter of having intricate apparatus which requires regular and
careful checking to avoid these breakdowns
and to catch serious trouble before it causes
complete breakdowns. In our opinion, your
best insurance against further breakdown is
to enlist the services of one of the companies
who specialize in servicing sound equipment
and have them make a complete check-up
periodically. Theatremen agree with us that
this is the best way of handling all sound
problems.
^ ^ ^
A.J.J, zvritcs: "The light on our screen is
very poor zvhen compared with the dozmtown
first runs and recently several of our patrons
have registered complaints. We are using a
large generator pulling close to 40 amps which
ought to give us a good light. Would you
venture a guess?"
ANSWER: A "long distance" guess would
be from several angles. First, your lamphouse equipment may pull a heavy amperage
but still not be comparable to the bright and
brilliant light projected by lamps of far less
amperage. This would lead us to suspect that
your lamps are of ancient vintage. Why not
investigate, through your nearest supply dealers, the newer type of reflector arcs of either
high or low intensity? Second, Are you losing light and brilliance through a bad screen
of poor reflecting surface? Third, Have you
had your arc equipment checked to see if the
proper carbons are being used? Fourth, and
last, Whai did you last have your entire projection equipment checked? Your local supply
dealers will gladly give you an impartial
opinion.
^ *

Fred K. asks: "I want to make some necessary improvements in my theatre and also to
purchase some badly needed new equipment.
The only bank in my tozvn is not very willing
to make us a loan for this purpose claiming
that it only loans on actual construction or
extensive^ remodeling. Of course its attitude
is not right but there is nothing we can do
about it. How else can thi~s be handled?
ANSWER: By "improvements and equipment" we assume that you refer to such items

TRADE

REVIEW

as can be purchased through any reputable
supply dealer and this goes for new marquees
or frames right on down to the essential
equipment used in theatres. Well, all of your
wants can be taken care of through such a
supply dealer who will cheerfully extend
credit over a reasonably long period of time
unless you have a poor credit standing in the
industry. Your immediate cash outlay should
not be more than 25% of the total cost of the
purchases with the balance payable in monthly
notes or payments of from twelve to thirtysix months according to your ability to meet
them. Naturally, you will want to pay them
up as fast as you can and thereby save the
interest charges. We suggest that you talk
this over with your supply dealers and first
get your complete estimates lor the work and
equipment you want and then talk over the
terms.
^ ^ ^
"Small Tozvn Circuit" zvrites: "Myself and
two others combined our various theatres
about two years ago forming zvhat is now a
circuit of 19 theatres all operating in small
communities. A check-up by our accountants
reveals that zve are paying "top" prices for
everything we use because we buy for eacn
house separately and only as required. From
your many years of experience can you tell
us, (a) zv'hether zve would save money if zve
consolidate all our buying under one man?
(b) enter into contracts for regular supplies.
(c) purchase in bulk and ship to theatres as
required? (d) zvhether such purchasing pozver
zi'ould entitle us to special discounts?
ANSWER:
Bulk purchasing generally
gives you the advantage of extra or special
discounts besides giving you the opportunity
of making special deals at attractive prices.
So, obviously, the answer is "yes" to all questions. Many advantageous buys necessitate
your taking the full order at once which may
mean establishing a supply source from where
you can ship to the theatres on requisition.
Nineteen theatres, even small ones, represent
a sizable circuit and as such the purchasing
and maintenance might best work out if placed
in the hands of one man whose responsibility
it will be to work with the various theatres
for the purpose of keeping maintenance and
supply costs down to a minimum consistent
with buying quality items at the lowest possible bulk price.
^ :^ >js
AI. L. zvrites: "About three years ago zve
made the serious mistake of buying new seats
from a salesman zvhose line of chatter was
far superior to the quality of his merchandise.
Since then zve have replaced the scats but retained the backs and standards because they
zvere not too bad. Hozvever, from the very
first month after the original installation the
standards kept coming loose from the floor.
Our janitor has spent more time trying to keep

Check

Air
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them fastened into the concrete than in any or
everything else he does around the house.
Hozv can zve keep those seats fastened?
ANSWER: An experienced seat maintenance man might be your first consideration
of your problem. (Or maybe you've already
tried that?) But if you must do it yourself
then we suggest that if you have a good
cement floor you get yourself a supply of expansion bolts and as each standard gets loose,
refasten it with the new and better type of
expansion bolt. If you don't know of a firm
that sells the good ones, let us know and we'll
give you the information.
L.K.S. asks: "There
^ J}cisli: located in our city
a restaurant of exactly the same cubical area
as my small neighborhood theatre. He uses,
during the summer months, six, self-contained,
air-conditioning units and he tells me he can
make his cafe delightfully cool and comfortable regardless of the outside heat or humidity
conditions. The thing that I want to know is:
why can't I use these same units and turn my
house into a real air-conditioned theatre?
ANSWER: We had the same one put to us
two years ago and we investigated through
three difl:erent air-conditioning outfits. The
answer appears to be that the larger number
of persons in a theatre as compared with the
limited number in a restaurant minimizes the
effect of the units. Naturally, the greatest
heat is that generated by the persons in a
theatre and when you get them in several
hundred lots your air conditioning must be
capable of taking care of it. On the other
hand you can probably buy, not the small
cabinet type of conditioning but two larger
units with their larger capacity and blowers
and achieve refrigeration as good or better
than that of the large deluxe theatres who
spent large sums on their elaborate apparatus.
Your best bet is to contact the air-conditioning companies for the best solution to your
problem and quotations on the costs.

Postoscope Enables Artist to
Produce Illustrative Displays

a "Posto
knownby asthe
tus ted
appara
A projec
F. D.
marke
is being
scope"tion
Kees Manufacturing Company, Beatrice, Nebraska.
Its manufacturers claim that the machine
will project sketches, photos, ads, etc., in
their natural colors to any sized enlargement desired. Thus much time can be
facilitated by the house artist, who
ordinarily would have to make his illustrations "free hand." Too, it affords the opportunity for those theatres who have never
used their own art work, or whose artists
were more proficient in lettering than in
illustrating, to dress up their lobby and
marquee displays, as well as window tieups.

Conditioning

Equipment

Now

Before necessity arises when old Sol beats down on your populace, you'd better get that airconditioning plant in condition. Over the winter, lots of things could have happened to it and there
must be no slip-up on the first warm day when you have to use it.
If the weather man should catch you unawares and you should find that something prevented
operation of your air conditioning or cooling plant your theatre would acquire a reputation from all
a "hot spot" and nothing you could do the rest of the
of being
first day
that over
attended
those whowould
that way.
feeling
get them
summer
So now is the time to take a look at it. Some night after the house is closed turn it on.
Have ther'niometers about the house at strategic points and see that the temperature drops as is
required of a proper plant. Make sure that the apparatus isn't noisy and see that all movable
parts are well oiled. Turn the water on to make sure that there are no leaks in the pipes that
lead to this equipment or that carry the water through it.
Or better still, have the engineers who installed your equipment come up and give it a thorough checking before you start using it for the summer.

A/^ril 29, 1939
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(From liiuyrh'I'i'dia oj l:xploitatioi\)
the SKATS?
□ W'iiat is the coiKlitioii (if
□ Are they dusted tlaily, carefully, and
turned up?
□ Are they kept in good repair, with some
member of tlie staff assigned the duty of
checking them daily and keeping them
in good condition?
□ Are they firmly anchored to the floor —
or will a tug at the end seats show some
of them to be torn loose?
□ Are the CLEANERS on the job?
□ Are they competent?
□ Do they use work-lights, instead of
house lights?
□ Are SUPPLIES used by cleaners kept
under lock and key?
□ Are supplies wasted?
□ Is there anj' possibility of loss of supplies through their being stolen?
□ Check for dust on LEDGES, bracket
Hot Springs, Ark., Theatre Air-Conditioned
lights,
grille-work,
radiators, frames,
draperies, seats, dark corners.
The viezv above of the Paramount Theatre in Hot Springs, Ark., shoivs the ducts on either
□ Is glass and brass kept properly cleaned
side zvhich admit the cool air to the auditorium. A new Comfort Cooling System was recently
and shined?
installed by National Theatre Supply Company in this house. One of the features of the sys□ Will trash be found behind radiators?
tem is the manner in which the ducts harmonize with the architectural design of the theatre,
□ Is the room which cleaners use to store
as shozvn in the illustration above.
their equipment in good order, and do
they turn the lights in the room out
stage equipment in the Radio City Music
when they leave?
Advitagraph Re-Elects Morley
□ Cleaners should be careful NEVER TO
Hall, Peter Clark also designed and inFirm's President and Director
stalled stage equipment and ef?ects in the
PERMIT GREASY RAGS TO ACold
Hippodrome,
the Roxy, Center and
Re-election
of
J.
Kenfield
Morley
as
CUMULATE: if they must be kept,
Paramount Theatres, all in New York;
president and director of the Advitagraph
they should be placed in a heavy covered
Philadelphia Convention Hall, Atlantic City
Corporation was announcd last week by the
can. Booth and stage might check on
Convention Hall and numerous other thethis point, too, as greasy rags can cause
company's directors. Morley served for
several years as sales promotion manager
atres and public auditoriums.
spontaneous combustion.
of the Bell & Howell Company in Chicago,
□ Is hose to VACUUM CLEANER careand prior to this was an executive at Metrolessly lumped on the floor when not in
Goldwyn-Mayer.
use, or is it coiled up carefully?
The Advitagraph Corporation is engaged
□ Are sidewalls (sides of auditorium)
in
the manufacture of Flolite motion picture
clean; or can soap and water be used to
A
MESSAGE
continuous
projectors, with exclusive disremove marks left by patrons' hands
tributors and dealers in all principal cities
(without making the cleaning too conin
the
United
States and Canada. HeadTO
THE
EXHIBfTOR
spicuous compared with space above
quarters
of
the
company
are
at
Louiswhich cannot be cleaned)?
ville, Ky.
□ Tapestries should be brushed,
□ Are REST-ROOMS CLEAN? And are
Dear Sir:
they kept clean? Well lighted?
Peter Clark, Inc., Becomes
□ Floor Clean?
It has been proved that money spent
Associated With Lamson Go.
□ Fixtures clean?
□ Towels in container?
to insure proper planning of the theIn order to permit the estate of Peter
atre does not increase the total cost.
Clark to retire from active management of
□ Used towels in receptacle provided, instead of on the floor?
the company, Peter Clark, Inc., designers
Proper planning can in fact save
□ Tissue supply?
and manufacturers of theatre stage equip□ Soap?
money by eliminating waste in matement and effects, has sold its name, goodrials, time and ineffective results. If
will and patents to the Lamson Company,
□ Are walls cleaned, or can they be
cleaned; or do they need paint?
101 Park Avenue. The business will conyou contemplate remodeling or build□ How about light fixtures?
tinue to be under the active management of
O Furniture?
Arthur Clark, son and associate of the late
ing a new theatre, write for informaPeter Clark, founder of the company, who
□ Carpet and equipment in lounges?
tion on the type of service which will
□ Drapes, curtains?
died in August, 1934.
fit your problem and budget.
□ Rest room signs?
Since the change took place, the firm
Cordially,
has made six installations at the New York
□ Framed panels can be provided in ladies'
room, beside mirrors, in which blotting
World's Fair, including the elaborate stage
paper is inserted where the ladies can wipe
equipment in the Fair's Hall of Music, a
lipstick, sparing the walls.
curved sliding stage in the American TeleBEN SCHLANCER
□ MEZZANINE . , . fu rniture; carpet;
phone and Telegraph Building, a turntable
and spiral at the Distilled Spirits Institute
floor lamps; sand-urns; draperies; cur117 West 46th Street
Building, a turntable for the Equitable Life
tains; are all furnishings clean and neat?
New York
□ Is BASEMENT clean, free of rubbish?
Insurance Company's exhibit, and water□ Is stored material kept in order?
proof canvas curtains for the Petroleum
P. S.: If you are going to be in New York
□ Floor painted?
Industries and American Radiator Com□ Walls painted or whitewashed?
for
the World's Fair, drop in to say hello
panjf Buildings.
and to discuss your planning problems.
□ Is basement swept and mopped regularly
In addition to installing the intricate sysand kept free of accumulated dust?
tems of hydraulic stage elevators and other
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Televised

Members

of Press

The first sports event ever broadcast by
television was shown to more than a hundred newspaper and magazine writers last
week when an amateur boxing match was
picked up by the television camera and
transmitted to the 62nd floor of the RCA
Building in Radio City.
Max Baer, heavyweight aspirant, refereed
the bout, in which Jack Pembridge, Golden
Gloves champion in the 118-pound class,
sparred three rounds v\'ith Pat Dunne,
Police Athletic League star. Bill Stern, ace
NBC sports announcer, was commentator.
The program was introduced by Graham
McNamee, who recalled that he also had
put on the air many of the first sports
events in sound broadcasting. He pointed
out the significance of the program, saying
that it foreshadowed a service which eventually would enable newspapers to cover
out-of-town sports events by television.
The boxing match concluded a program
in which the dedication ceremonies at the
RCA exhibit building at the New York
World's Fair were televised.
Altec Arranges to Stock Parts
For Four Star Simplex Sound
L. W. Conrow, Altec president, has announced completion of an arrangement with
National Theatre Supply whereby Altec will
act as NTS agents in stocking and distributing replacement parts for all type of Four
Star Simplex sound systems. Parts will be
available from Altec stock points and warehouses during all theatre operating hours.
Three

Fine

Interiors

At the top of the group of three fine theatres shovjii above is the Ritz Theatre, Mansfield, Ohio. The middle one is the Plaisance
Theatre, Chicago and below is the Mariemont
Theatre in Cincinnati. The Kroehler Co. recently installed new chairs in all of them.
Interior Finishes Designed to
Solve Problems in Acoustics
Are you still concerned with the problem
of acoustics? Do the voices of the images
on the screen bounce back and forth like a
ping pong ball? If so, chances are you're
not using the type of wall covering now
available which assures better sound control, low maintenance and added insulation
value. Better look over the situation now.
There are interior finishes on the market
known as Nu-Wood, Blendex and AcoustiCelote.x, any one of which, we believe,
should solve j-our acoustical problems.
Things

Moving

Wolk

Gives

Gahill

New

and

Posts to E. C.

Harry

Sommerer

in O. G.

The Sunmier Theatre Supply Company
and the Allied Film Exchange, both of
Oklahoma City, have moved to 702% West
Grand in quarters formerly occupied by the
Monogram Film Exchange. Monogram has
moved to 704 West Grand.
Edward

$50,000 Improvements
Following completion of a $50,000
modernization program, the Scenic Theatre
of Rochester, N. H., has reopened its doors.
Included in the improvements are a 40-foot
addition to the house's length, grading of
the auditorium floor, adding of new seats
to bring the seating capacity to 1,025, stage
re-rigged and redecorated, a new marquee,
interior renovation, and new air-conditioning and projection apparatus.
RCA

Takes

Over

The motion picture replacement parts
business of the Precision Machine Company, of Milwaukee, has been taken over
by Edward H. Wolk. Wolk's headquarters
for sale of theatre equipment and parts is
located at 1018 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

E. C. Cahill

April 29, 1939>

Harry Sommerer

E. C. Cahill, Director of the General Service
activity of RCA has been advanced to the
post of Manager of the Photophone Division.
He will retain his previous post, however, and
his new duties zvill in no zuay interfere with
his other job. At the same time Harry Sommerer, former Manager of the Pholophone
Division, has been made assistant to the executive Vice-President.

Modernistic

Drinking

Fountain

A clean, sanitary, modernistic combination
illu)ninated mirror and drinking fountain will
add to the appearance of your rest rooms or
lounges., and will increase patronage goodivill.
This is the time, while you're doing your
Spring cleaning, to make this improvement in
your theatre. Shoivn above is one of the
models designed and marketed by the Voight
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Carrier

Corp. Revises
District Office

Set-Up

Revision of the district office organization
of Carrier Corporation, Syracuse air conditioning manufacturers, into seven districts
has been announced by J. I. Lyle, president.
Most important change is consolidation
of the Boston district office under the
Northeastern district office with Russell T.
Tree, head of the New York district, in
complete charge. The new district covers
New England and Northern Atlantic
States. The Boston office is a branch.
A. P. Shanklin of the Syracuse home
office, has been transferred, to his former
territory in Philadelphia, with charge over
the newly created Southeastern district eml)racing Philadelphia, all territory south of
Southern New Jersey and including Florida.
The Atlanta office is a branch office.
North Central part of the United States
will be under the supervision of the Chicago
district with branch offices in St. Louis and
Kansas City. H. G. Strong is the District
Manager. Cleveland becomes the district
headquarters in charge of the East Central
States. Branch offices have been established
in Cincinnati and Detroit. L. G. Powers,
former head of the Cincinnati office, takes
charge of the new District Office.
The South Central and Southwest territory
now is covered entirely from the Dallas,
Texas office with O. W. Bynum as District
Manager. New Orleans is a branch. The
far west will continue to be under the direction of Herbert Peacock of the Los
Angeles office. A branch has been set up in
San Francisco,
N. E. Sheldon will continue to manage
the District Office at Syracuse, N. Y.
Conrow

Back

at Desk

Following a two week's business trip
through the South, L. W. Conrow, president
of Altec, is back' at his desk.
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A

Few

Tips

MANY projectionists and exhibitors like
to do their own repairing on mechanisms. There is an easy and a hard way, a
right and wrong way, making repairs, such
as installing parts, sprockets, gears, etc.
Let us take the Simplex and Super-Simplex first. First find a good place to work,
either a bench or table with plenty of light,
so you can see what yoM are doing. Remove the top magazine, the lens, electric
changeover if it is mounted on the mechanism, the drive attachment from the mechanism. Now the mechanism is ready to remove from the pedestal. First in order, is
a pan large enough to wash the entire
mechanism, after you remove certain parts,
intermittent, gate, etc. Get a couple of
small paint and tooth brushes for washing
the parts and the mechanisms thoroughly.
When you have completed your washing
iob, using gasolene mixed with a quarter of
cup of number 20 oil to keep it from turning parts of the mechanism white in places.
Thoroughly dry with soft, clean cloths.
Rinse the meclianism after washing with
clean gas.
Removing
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the Parts

Remove some of the parts, before washing and cleaning as per above. If you are
not thoroughly familiar with all the parts
and numbers of various parts, secure a parts
catalogue and refer to it and it will make
the job easier. Remove first the film trap
door or gate. Do this by opening the gate
in the usual manner, lift upward against
film protector number P-320-E part, tapping
a little with a hammer to get it started as
sometimes the gate binds a little. It is much
better that the gate does fit snugly in its
holder. Never exert any pressure against
part E-3 as you will bend it out of proper
adjustment. Now remove gear number
"G-112-G which is the main drive gear. These
gears have markings on them so that you
place the gear teeth back in the same place
in order to prevent noise. Remove all the
covers so that you will have free access to
all the parts. Next remove the entire intermittent movement from the housing. Remove or place a heavy object in right rear
cover, part number D-9, so it will stay down
and be out of the way. Now loosen screws
number S157B and push both clamps number C-294-BB out of the way so that the
movement can be pulled out. Turn the
flywheel until set screw in collar number
C-192-G is facing the front of the mechanism. Loosen this set screw and next
grasp flywheel with right hand and gear
numlDer G-12 with left hand and pull Ijoth
towards you; thus you will easily remove
the entire intermittent movement and gear
G-12 at one operation, including the gear
spindle. The mechanism is now in shape
where you can do a good job of washing it
and general cleaning.
If you want to remove complete governor
unit of vertical shaft and gears, proceed as
follows: scratch a mark on ALL gears so
you can reassemble them back in the same
place (same gear mesh). Remove screws
holding top plate which is part number
P-207-D, loosen the screw number S-141-A
which holds the focusing knob and lift it
off. Of course, we have taken it for granted
that you have removed D-11 door and knob

on

IN RHYTHM

The people pass his theatre by;
They don't come in, he knows not why.
We
admit seats
he's in
a fix1906.
—
He's must
had those
since

Repairing

and part number C-152-D too. This will
expose the governor and assembly plainly.
Now take a punch and small hammer and
very carefully drive out the taper pin from
gear number G-13. Carefully remove center
screw number S-437-G, loosen screw in
gear number G-138-G, pulling shaft up and
out which will release parts and they can be
lifted out. When replacing these parts be
sure and replace the washers, the thin
washer going under gear G-138-G.
Part G-6 is the shutter gear bracket,
gears and complete assembly and may be
removed by taking out three screws. Or if
you just want to remove the shutter shaft,
remove or loosen set screw S-437-G which
is in gear number G-147-G. Simply pull
the shaft out. These instructions pertain
to outside shutter.

pulley is used, loosen the set screw in the
sprocket, (takeup sprocket). To remove
entire intermittent carriage, pull out, after
you loosen two set screws on the inside of the
frame, the two guide rods. The cover on
the intermittent movement can be removed
by taking out the four screws, Always keep
a good gasket on to prevent oil leakage.
675-B is the cam and can be removed by
loosening two set screws in the collar near the
aperture plate. Group F, which is the bearing, pin cross and intermittent sprocket can
be removed by loosening the screw near
the idle-rolled bracket. The entire assembly
can be pulled out for installing new dollers
and sprocket. Use a "V" block for driving
out pins.
Wesley Trout

The Intermittent Movement
To remove intermittent movement from
rear shutter mechanism, remove two screws
S-987-D. Pull the film trap gate lever backward so that gate is open. By following
the above instructions you should have no
trouble in removing and replacing parts.
We suggest you clean the mechanism in
this manner at least every three to six
months.
In time, of course, the bearings and
shafts become worn. It is possible to
secure oversize shafts for the G-35, lower
sprocket shaft, S-550-G shaft, S-1033-G
upper sprocket shaft, S-1032-G, A-1 complete main drive gear shaft.
Repairing Powers projectors is similar.
As with the Simplex cleaning job, secure
pan, clean rags, gasolene, sufficient screw
drivers, punches, small hammer, good bench
or table to work on, small pans to hold
screws and small parts, cleaning brushes
and soft rags for wiping parts.
Remove mechanism from stand, removing lens, shutter and top magazines. Remove
gate by pulling out hinge pin.
Remove aperture plate by taking out the
four screws. In most mechanisms we have
repaired we found screw holes stripped.
Either use larger screw, tapping out and rethreading, or secure small, long brass
screws and put nuts on the other end. This
will hold the plate firm. Remove front
plate that holds the lens. Remove flywheel,
gear 677 and gear 678. Turn mechanism
around so that front is facing you and you
will find a collar holding gear number
640-41, loosen set screw and gear will pull
out. Next remove the main drive gear
number 630 by driving out the taper pin
fitting on crank. Gear numbers 633-34-81
can be removed by driving out taper pin
out of gear number 680. This gear and
shaft will pull right out. To remove gear
618-19-20, loosen the screw in the top
sprocket.
To take off, in cases where a

Novel

Idea

Preparing

Simplifies

Marquee

No need to worry any more about getting
the copy ready for the man who changes
your marquee sign; at least no worry as
far as preparing the copy is concerned. For
a new idea has been developed that should
prove a boon to busy theatremen everywhere. With this idea, it won't take you so
long to figure out how to get longer-thanusual or unique titles and copy on your
marquee.
The idea has been developed by the Wagner Sign Service, Inc. Prepared for each
of the various sizes of silhouette letters
available is a set of rubber stamps of the
complete alphabet and symbols. The letters
are reduced to a scale of % inch to one foot.
Also prepared are ruled sheets representing the layout of the attraction board. Made
to the same scale as the rubber stamp
letters, they can be cut to the exact size of
the opening in the sign to be laid out.
An exact reproduction of the larger sign
in miniature can be laid out by the manager
or his assistants with the use of the rubber
stamps and ruled paper. He can tell at a
glance whether letters will or will not fit.
There is no guessing. The rubber stamp
sets are said to be reasonably priced.
Our only regret is that we were born 30
years too soon. What a lot of headaches
we would have been spared had this material been available to us during our days
as a marquee sign layer-outer.
Intermittent Movement and
HARDENED
Star, Cam, and
Sorocket
ists SinceSpecial1908
La Vezzi
Machine Works
180 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago

BRANDT COIN CHANGERS
LATE
MODELS
AT
ALSO HAVE A FEW GUARANTEED REBUILT CHANGERS @
IMIUSIEIM
341 WEST

44th STREET

Copy

CIRCLE 6-0850

$80.00
$45.00

IIEl^T
NEW

YORK CITY
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ELECTRIC LAMPS: The new and complete
schedule of bulbs is now ready and will be found
invaluable by theatremen who use various quantities
throughout the year. It was prepared by the Hygrade Sylvania Corp., and covers ALL of the various sizes, styles, colors and prices in every lighting
purpose. Ask for it when you make your next request.
PROJECTOR REPAIRS: This is an item of expense that not only runs into large sums but is
important to the uninterrupted operation of your
theatre. In this booklet you will learn some of the
things you should know about mechanism repairs
and overhauling. It was prepared by the International Projector Corp. and furnished to us by them
in cooperation with the National Theatre Supply Co.
Make it a MUST on your next request form.
POSTER COLORS: So many theatres go in for
some show-card work and displays that to accommodate the increasing volume of requests for information on the proper paints, colors, etc., we secured the cooperation of the Devoe & Raynolds Co.,
to furnish us with a booklet pertaining to this item
together with color plates showing the various colors
available for this particular purpose. We suggest
that you secure a copy while the supply lasts.
SILK SCREEN PROCESS COLORS: From the
same company listed immediately above, we also
secured a color sample card showing the colors available for silk-screen process work. Combined with it
is valuable information about this process which is
interesting enough to warrant yotir getting a copy
just as soon as you have read this suggestion. Ask
for it on the request form below.
APERTURE COOLING UNIT: This booklet
clearly describes the uses and purposes of the Air
Deflector and Aperture Cooling Unit for use with
Simplex Projectors. Perhaps you should discuss this
matter with your projectionists and determine whethit wouldn't
a good
ideaforto the
knowasking.
more about
it. erYou
can getbe the
booklet

TRADE

REVIEW

LITERATURE

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW maintains a complete library of literature pertaining to equipment
and the maintenance thereof. Theatremen are urged
to keep themselves well informed on the latest
trends in equipment through this bureau which operates as one of the services of this publication.
There is no obligation involved in your request for
as many of these booklets as you desire. Items of
equipment not listed may likewise be requested just
the same and we will endeavor to secure whatever
you ask for. Readers who desire special information
on any subject may address their requests to the
Bureau where they will receive prompt attention.

RECTIFIERS: Here is one of a wide assortment
of literature on this one item. This one comes from
the Brenkert Light Projection Co., and explains in
complete detail all you should know about their
rectifiers.
LAMPHOUSES: The Brenkert Company has also
issued a new colored broadside on its lamp houses.
It is interesting arid useful to all theatremen who pay
attention to the light on their screens.
GENERATORS: Stabilarc, manufactured by the
Automatic Devices Co., has sent us a limited supply
of sheets describing its motor-generator. You will
find the condensed information right to the point and
worthy of your attention.

WEIGHING MACHINES: Thousands of theatremen have found it prohtable to purchase their own
weighing machines for rest rooms and foyers in
preference to renting them on a small percentage.
Therefore, you should be interested in the recently
completed folder made up by the Universal Scale Co.,
telling vou all about its new streamlined models.
Write to STR for this folder.
CONTI-GLO COLORS: This is the stuff that
big stage producers use to create effects for stage
numbers by applying Luminescent colors on scenery
and costumes and flooding the stage with a special
colored spot light. If you use any stage talent or
local theatricals you will find this splendid booklet worth the trouble of sending for. Dazians, Inc..
furnished the booklets for distribution to those who
are interested.
SCREENS: Is your screen just something on
which to project your pictures or are you of the
more progressive type who wants to know more
about screens and why some are better or more
practical than others? Part of the answer will be
found in the booklet prepared by the Hurley Screen
Co. Allow us to send you a copy.
SUMMER UNIFORMS: Still time for the late
decision-makers to get their minds made up as to the
advisability and practicability of summer uniforms
for
staff. You'd
to learn
how theinexpensive
they beare,agreeably
too. Wesurprised
have fully
colored illustrated literature from two different, representative uniform companies for you to choose from.

WATER COOLERS: Most up-to-date theatres
provide their patrons with cooled water as part of
their service. We have a neat folder that tells you
more about electric coolers for your drinking water.
Would you care to look it over?
ELECTRIC FANS: There are thousands of theatres still using wall or high speed fans for cooling
during the summer season. Others need them for
projection booth, offices, box office, and numerous
and sundry other places. Let us send you a copy
of the Westinghouse Fan book just completed by
this nationally famous outfit. It will describe, in detail, all you should know about fans of all kinds and
the prices.
SPOT AND FLOOD LIGHTS: Attractive lobby
displays or front displays can be made a thousand
per cent more attractive through being spot or flood
lighted. This is the most popular angle of the day
and in use by most of the better run theatres. Major
Equipment Co., has a most interesting book which
describes the various types of floor, reflector, spot
and other types of lighting equipment expertly suited
for the purposes described above plus the many other
uses to which they can be put. Let us send you one
of them.
AIR CONDITIONING: Information on this
vitally important topic is now augmented with a most
interesting booklet titled : "How To Buy Air Conditioning." published byto Westinghouse
and furnished
to us for distribution
interested theatremen.
Certainly anything and everything you should know about
it is contained in this book and we heartily recommend it to every theatreman in search of information
about air conditioning. May we send you a copy
while the supply lasts?

REQUEST
FOR
LITERATURE
Equipment Literature Bureau
4/29/39
Showmen's Trade Review,
1501 Broadway. New York City
I am interested in the equipment data mentioned in the Literature Bureau column. Send me
booklets on the following subjects, immediately:

Signed .
Theatre
Address
City . .
State . .

April 29, 1939

BUREAU

GENERATORS: The Hertner Electric Co., has
made up a series of sinall colored folders dealing with
its motor standing
generators.
Eachwelloneknown
describes'
some outfeature of these
generators
and
will prove interesting to all theatremen who seek
some data on this phase of their projection booth
equipment.
VACUUM CLEANERS: The Hoover Co., has
furnished us with a valuable folder on the various
types and sizes in carpet cleaners and their incidental
uses for drapes, etc. Smart theatremen know their
carpets and drapes will last many years longer, even
under the cruel punishment of good business, if they
use an efficient cleaner.
TICKET REGISTERS: A theatre without a ticket
register is as old fashioned as your great grandmother,
(if she was old fashioned). At any rate, you will be
faced with the problem of buying one or replacing
some antique now groaning under the weight of old
age, so we suggest you let us send you a copy of
the booklet made up by General Register Co. It
tells all about the latest inventions in ticket machines.
LAMP-HOUSES: This part of your booth and
projector equipment is so closely related to the projectors and your entire show that they must, of
necessity, go hand in hand. That is why we urge
you to send for a copy of the Strong Electric book on
lamphouses. Why not do this while it is fresh in
your mind? The request form on this page will do
the trick.
AIR CONDITIONING: It is simply a matter of
time before you will have to make a decision about
air-conditioning for yoi:r theatre. The Carrier Co.,
has a most interesting book that deals with the subject along the very lines that you will want to know
about — economy in air conditioning. You can never
know too much about the subject. Would you like
a copy of this book?
LIGHTING PLANTS: (Emergency) STR has
long advocated the installation of emergency lighting
theatres occurrence
in towns where
rentequipment
failure has both
been fora regular
as wellcur-as
in other places where even the remote possibility of
such a thing would mean a large loss in revenue, and
the use of refunds. Kohler and Kohler has made up
a condensed pamphlet on the subject that will tell
you all you need know for your introduction to the
subject.
LOBBY MATS: No up-to-date theatre should
overlook the necessity of rubber mats for their lobbies, foyers, etc., and the folder prepared by O. W.
Jackson & Co., will not only tell you all about them
but also how you can brighten up your entire lobby
and foyer while making a practical installation. The
mats last long enough to charge them off over a
long period of years.
THEATRE SEATING: American Seating Company has a new booklet interestingly titled : "Theatre
Seating,
1939 have.
B.C.— Already
1939 A.D."
man
should
the which
demandevery
is theatreincreasing. While it is on your mind drop us a line and we
will
send
one
to
you
by
return
mail.
Use
the
request
form on this page.
UNIFORMS: Russell Uniform Co., has compiled
another book
its line
theatre-staff
uniforms. This illustrating
is one of the
best ofbooks
of its kind
and every theatreman should have a cojjy. At this
time, when you are possibly still considering new
spring or summer uniforms you will want toi see the
variouscludestyles
and form
femaleNOW.
plates. Inthis book inonboth
yourmale
request
CHANGE MACHINES: Published by the Brandt
Automatic Cashier Co., this combination of two interesting booklets describes the various types of machines and other coin receptacles. Where making
quick and accurate change is essential, these booklets
will tell
right
way. you all you need know about doing it the
COOLING EQUIPMENT: National Theatre Supply has made up an unusually attractive book dealing sider
withit one
cooling
equipment
in all
its phases.
conof the
best ever
turned
out and Webelieve
every smart theatreman should have a copy, not only
for the interesting data and illustrations but for the
aid it will give in figuring out your own cooling
and ventilation problems. Allow STR to send this
to you.
ELECTRIC BULBS: Here is one subject that all
theatremen should be familiar with. Westinghouse
Lamp Co., made a booklet up to meet all questions
as to wattage, type and cost. A careful perusal might
give you some ideas on how to brighten up some
spots while cutting dowh wattage^ in others. If you
haven't a copy, send to us for this one.

April 29, 19S9
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If

Dates Shown Are Release Dales
This department is primarily intended to convey Important Information regarding product on which no
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source. Listings will appear but once.
ANDY
MGM

HARDY GETS
FEVER
Drama

SPRING
WB
Not set

Selling Names: Mickey
Rooney, Lewis
Slotic, CVcilia Parker, Fay Hoklen.
Director: \V. S. Van Dyke.
Producer: Lou Ostrow.
Story Idea: Mickey Rooney finds that
his jiirl friend, Ann Rutherford lias a new
hov friend. Mickey is dejected until Helen
(;iil)ert arrives as a substitute dramatic
icuciier. He becomes a first class student
and tells the famil}' of his plans to marry,
until Helen's real fiance arrives. He then
makes up with Ann.
Catchline: "Jilted . . . Mickey finds himself an 'older' love."
ON
MCM

BORROWED
Drama

TIME
Not set

Selling Names: Lionel Barrymore, Bobs
Watson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
Director: Harold S. Bucquet.
Producer: Sidney Franklin.
Story Idea: Lionel
Barrymore is desperately afraid that Death will claim him
before he can make arrangements for his
orphaned
young
grandson,
Bobs Watson.
When Death, in the form of a mysterious
stranger, arrives, Barrymore trees him so
that only those touching the tree will die.
Bobs is enticed, by the stranger, to climb
the tree and when
he dies, Barrymore
agrees to accompany the stranger so that he
and Bobs can be together always.
Catchline: "His prayer was answered . . .
they were together for always."

^^Castles"

Given

Campaign

,
•
;
:

Unusual

in Fort Worth

Frank Starz, director of publicity for the
Intierstate Circuit, and Manager Frank
Weat'herford of the Worth Theatre, Ft.
Worth, Texas, staged one of the Southwest's greatest campaigns for "The Story
of which
Vernon coincided
and Irene
of
withCastle,"
that ofthetheopening
Radio
City Music Hall in New York. Ft. Worth
is where Vernon Castle met his death.
Tremendous breaks were scored in the
newspapers with a number of special remembrance stories. The
Star-Tele gram
used a 5-column reproduction of the page
of its issue of February
15, 1918, on
which the Castle crash took precedence
over all war news. There were numerous
stories from Castle's associates.
. The opening ceremonies were broadcast
by
Elliott
Roosevelt,
and
Starz and
Weatherford "broke in" on the newscasts
over Stations KTAT and KFJZ. Posting
and sniping were stepped up, and special
pennants flew from all down-town street
light standards.
An
excellent
tieup was
made with Striplings for the gowns, with
blowups and other displays placed throughout the store.
The mayor issued a special-day proclamation, and the Chamber of Commerce
requested all merchants to carry "The
Castles" advertising inside stores and windows. From atop the theatre a cluster of
balloons was suspended along with aerial
pennant banners. Through a tieup with
a florist and a commercial plane company,
rosebuds were showered on the streets.
Ten thousand special 'heralds with story
for schools were distributed, and table
cards stood on all tables at hotels and
restaurants.

LIGHTHORSE
Comedy

HARRY
Not set

Selling Names:
lUrt
Wheeler, Marie
Wilson, Gloria Dickson.
Director: Noel Smith.
Story Idea: Bert V/lieeler signs ujj with a
football team with the understanding that
his lady love, Marie Wilson, be permitted
to come along. Marie makes life impossible
for the rest of the team, so is sent home^ —
but has to be brought back because
Wheeler is no good without her supervision.
Catchline: "A female football coach . . .
Rep how she made her men work."
and
TIDAL WAVE
Drama

Not set

Selling Names: Ralph Byrd, Kay Sutton,
Mickey Kuhn.
Director: John Auer.
Assoc. Producer: Armand Schaefer.
Story Idea: Ralph Byrd, a television news
commentator receives an anonymous message to call off his opposition to the city's
corrupt political ring, or else his wife, Kay
Sutton and their son, Mickey Kuhn, will
suffer. He unexpectedly finds among his
news collection, conclusive proof that the
leader of the opposition is an escaped convict and immediately goes into action.
Catchline: "Television ... a new method
of wiping out corruption.
Mono.

ACROSS

THE PLAINS
Western

Not Set

Selling Names: Jack Randall, Joyce Bryant.
Director: Spencer Bennett.
Assoc. Producer: Robert Tansey.
Story Idea: Jack Randall, known as Cherokee, because he has been brought up by
the Indians, is seeking his long-lost brother.

Presenting

Prizes

Dennis Moore. He finds him a notorious
outlaw, and when Moore arranges to steal
a shipment of gold, it is Randall who, in
trying to prevent the hold-up, sees his longlost brother killed.
Catchline: "A trail across the plains reunited the brothers."
6,000 Drama
ENEMIES
Not Set
MGM
Selling Names: Walter Pidgeon, Rita
Johnson, Nat Pendleton, Harold Huber.
Director: George Seitz.
Producer: Lucien Hubbard.
Story Idea: Walter Pidgeon is a militant
prosecuting attorney who, because of his
relentless drives against vice, is framed on
a bribery cliarge and sentenced to the State
Penitentiary, where his life is in constant
peril amid his thousands of convict enemies.
Rita Johnson, his fiancee, and his brother,
John Arledge, uncover the evidence that
frees him.
Catchline: "Framed and given the same
fate as his enemies he wins their respect."
MAIZIE
MGM

WAS
Drama

ALADY
Not Set

Selling Names: Robert Young, Ann Sothern, Ruth Hussey, Ian Hunter.
Director: Edwin L. Marin.
Producer: J. Walter Ruben.
Story Idea: Robert Young, manager of
Ian Hunter's ranch, is accused of murder
when Hunter is found dead. Ann Sothern,
a show-girl who had been working as Ruth
Hussey's (Hunter's wife) personal maid
and had left in a huff — comes back in time
to prove Hunter's death was self-inflicted
because of Ruth's infidelity.
Catchline: "The havoc wrought in their
lives by a woman who cannot be faithful."

in British Contest

G. Woodman of the Odeoii Cinema, Watford, England, being congratulated by his colleagues
as he presented the first prise in the Paramount-BUKTA competition for the best display on
Paramount's "Artists and Models Abroad". Left to right: H. Yorke, Joint assistant general
manager; W. J. Taylor, general manager; J. Adams, area administrator, W. H. Jamieson, exploitation; Oscar Deutsch, governing director; C. B. Harrison, BUKTA; J. Perry, BUKTA;
S. B. Szvingler, Engineer in Chief; G. Woodman, manager, Odeon, Watford, H. Taylor.

i
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

the two-reel featurette are Edward
IN

THE

§HCCT

RKO
"Information Please," the radio program
that achieved popularity by complete reversal of the usual formula of "experts
stump public," will be filmed by Pathe. The
contracts, signed early this week, permit a
series of thirteen reels, each with a different guest star, if the first subject meets
with approval. Clifton Fadiman, book critic
for the New Yorker, will repeat his role of
Master of Ceremonies. The board of experts will include John Kieran, sports editor
of the Neiv York Times; Franklin P.
Adams, who writes "The Conning Tower"
for the Nezv York Post; and O'scar Levant,
music director of "The American Way."
The guest expert who will supplement the
regular roster for the first short has not
been announced, but will be one featured in
past broadcasts.
Producer Bert Gilroy will wind up the
1938-39 production schedule of Radio Flash
Comedies this week. The last unit has gone
before the cameras with Harry D'Arcy
directing and the cast including Grady
Sutton, Marjorie Reynolds, John Dilson,
Lloyd Ingraham and Kathryn Sheldon.

G.

Robinson, Wayne Morris, Pat O'Brien,
Jeffrey Lynn, Gale Page, Priscilla and Rosemary Lane, and Margaret Lindsay. Transfer of Sullivan's Hollywood to film will
begin early in May.
Ozzie Nelson and His Orchestra, popular dance band, started work in a one-reel
Vitaphone Musical film this week. Featured
with the orchestra is Miriam Grahame, wellknown songstress. Roy Mack is directing
the film.
Ted Osborne, John Ridgely, Vernon
Steele, John Hamilton, Raymond Brown
and Tom Chatterton have been set for
principal
roles in
"The Bill
of Rights,"
Warner Bros,
historical
featuret,
which
starts shooting Monday. Crane Wilbur will
direct. Glen Langan, new Warner contract plaj'er, makes his debut in this picture.
He formerly appeared with the Henry Duffy
Players.
Columbia
Walter Catlett's recentlj^ completed
comedy had its preview last week and kept
a large audience in continuous mirth. As
yet without a final title, this two-reeler
concerns an unexpected birthday party and
provides Catlett with plenty of opportunities
for his inimitable brand of comedy. The
picture's
supporting
cast Tommy
includes Bond,
Ann
Doran, Forbes
Murray,
Beatrice Blinn and John Tyrrell. Searle
Kramer and Edward Ullman wrote the
screenplay, Charley Chase directed, and the
production was supervised jointly by Chase
and Hugh McCollum.
MCM

"Ed Sullivan's Hollywood," the columnist's column in celluloid, is to be produced
by Warner Bros, with an all-star cast of
Hollywood celebrities. Already selected for

Thomas Gray's "Elegy Written in a
Country
Churchyard,"
poem months
that took
seven years
to write anda seven
to
produce into motion picture entertainment,
will be on the screen for just seven minutes.
As the latest step in the cartoon field, Hugh

.

SYNOPSES

Vitaphone

.

NEWSREEL

(Released Saturday, April 29)
PARAMOUNT (No. 77)— West commemorates rail
link with East; New art gallery takes shape; Transportation for British royalty; Football on bicycles;
N. Y. Curb Exchange gets new president; Cuba
rushes new youth movement; "Death Valley" Scotty
under
Fair. Federal scrutiny; Highlights of N. Y. World's
MOVIETONE
(Vol. 21, in
No. Britain;
66)— Sec'ymakes
peace
plea; Conscription
War Hull
in China;
Freighter on ice in Lake Erie; Preview of N. Y.
World's Fair; Flying instruction at Albuquerque,
N. M. ;eclipse
Circus ofday
Chicago;
Duke's anniversary;
Partial
sun;in Flying
Hutchinsons
off; Franco
makes speech ; Ex-King Alfonso at religious ceremonies in Rome: Summer fashions; Lew Lehr and
crabmeat cocktail.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 81)— West Point cadets on
dress
parade;in Sec'y.
makes peace
plea; broadSugar
plantations
Hawaii;HullNewspaper
facsimilie
casting demonstration in Missouri; Vogue fashions;
Diving champions train.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 262)— Preview
of N. Y. World's Fair; Japanese storm Chunking;
Conscription
in Srellman
Britain; ofSec'y.
makes Hoover
peace
plea;
Archbishop
N. Y.;Hull
J. Edgar
stars in; Table
publishers'
lessons
tennis.shew; Capital boys get boxing
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 766)— West Point cadets
in dress pararde; Conscription in Britain; New
freighter at Montreal; Atlantic Clipper christened;
World's biggest cheese; Ice made from powder;
Model
trains
N. Y.
World's
Fair; May
75 years
old;atEaer
helps
girls train;
RodeoRobson
death
dodgers; Champ and chump divers at Pasadena.
(Released Ji'cdiiesday, April 26)
PARAMOUNT (No. 76)— Savannah, Ga., paper
festival; Probe sabotage in burning of French liner;

.

.

Steeplechase at Sidney, Australia; Goering in Africa;
Occupation of Albania; Refugees join French army;
Max Baer trains for comeback; Lou Nova trains for
bout with Baer; Doug Fairbanks, Jr. weds Mrs. Lee
Epiing Hartford; Tyrone Power and Annabella wed;
Daylight saving time explained.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 65)— French liner
burns; Fleet steams to the Pacific; Occupation of
Albania;
royalty
country's
preparedness; British
Savannah, Ga.,
paperinspects
festival;
Lindbergh
visits
Roosevelt; Archbishop Spellman appointed to head
N. Y. archdiocese;
Winston
in Britain'swed;
defense plans; Tyrone
PowerChurchill
and Annabella
Parachute jumping at Lakehurst, N. J.; Lew Lehr
and French monkeys; Yankees begin baseball season; Youngsters go trout fishing; Motorcycle climb
in England ; Lawrence, Kansas, relays.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 263)— British
royalty
inspects join
country's
; War
drills in
Italy; Refugees
Frenchpreparedness
army; Probe
sabotage
in
burning of French liner; Fleet moves to the Pacific;
Parachute jumping at Lakehurst, N. J.; Tyrone
Power and Annabella wed; Candid camera fans pick
Miss California; Track records topple in Kansas
relays; Youngsters go trout fishing.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 80) — Occupation of Albania;
Washington's inaugural journey ends at New York's
City Hall; Sec'y Perkins holds press conference;
Parachute jumping at Lakehurst, N. J.; Gen. Johnsen appears
before
Senatewins
Foreign
RelationsStakes;
Committee; Golden
Knight
Chesapeake
Fiesta honors battle of the Alamo (Texas only).
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 765)— Occupation of
Albania; Lindbergh visits Rocsevelt; S. S. Paris burns
at
Children's
fashions;
begindock;
baseball
season; Christmas
Fleet moves
to the Yankees
Pacific;
Parachute jumping at Lakehurst, N. J.; Washington
arrives
at New Golden
York's City
Hall;
Savannah,
Ga.,
paper festival;
Knight
wins
Cheasapeake
Stakes.

FIRST

RUN SHORT PRODUCT
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning April 29)
ASTOR — Penny's Picnic (MGM) rev. 1-7-39;
Nostradamus (MGM) rev. 10-15-38; Popular
Science No.
2 (Para.)
rev. 11-19-38.
CAPITOL
— Screen
Snapshots
No. 9 (Col.) ;
Strauss Waltzes (Col.) rev. this issue; The
House That Jack Built (Cel.).
CRITERION— Mexico (Para.) rev. 9-24-38;
2-18-39.
Money
Loan Again
(MGM)No. rev.
Ranger toRides
11 4-1-39;
(Rep.) Lone
rev.
PARAMOUNT — Pictorial No. 9 (Para.);
Good Skates (Para.) rev. this issue; Leave
Well Enough Alone (Para.) rev. this issue.
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL — Donald's
Lucky
(RKO) Lucky
rev. Day
10-22-38.
RIVOLI
Donald's
(RKO) rev.
10-22-38.—Day
ROXY — Barnyard E'gg-citement (20th-Fox)
rev. this issue; Muscle Maulers (20th-Fox)
rev. this issue; The Chump Takes a Bump
STRAND — Bars and Stripes Forever (Vita.) ;
(Col.).
Mechanix
Illustrated No. 4 (Vita.).
Harman, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer cartoon
producer, is offering a cartoonization of the
famous verse. It will be seen in fantasy
form, a voice reciting the lines while the
cartoon unfolds itself on the screen. Harman started working on the cartoon in the
first week of November, 1938; and will
finish it the last week in May, this year.
Newest Pete Smith Specialty, "Culinary
Carving" started production this week.
Felix E. Feist is directing. M. O. CuUen,
nationally known carving expert, heads the
cast which includes Billy Newell and Sally
Payne. Sid Sidman is assistant and John
Seitz cameraman.

''New

Roadways''

With

Good

Paved

Exploitation

For your showing of the John Nesbitt
Passing
Parade, among
"New the
Roadways,"
teaser campaign
want ads run
in thea
Help Wanted columns of your daily paper.
Let job-seekers know that in order to learn
of a wide choice of emplo3'ment opportunities now open in new fields of science and
should see "New Roadways."
industry
A stuntthey
that's certain to get attention in
the dailies is to offer to admit free during
the engagement of the film every person
who hires a new employee through your
local employment service.
To create interest, place a number of
posters in conspicuous spots around town,
copy being "Men Wanted . . . LOGO New
Jobs Must Be Filled at Once ... see 'New
Tie in with the Chamber of Commerce.
Roadways,'
This
body isetc."
always interested in publicizing
the growth and development of the community as far as business and industry are
concerned. Get them to prepare a display for
you in which a chart shows the increase in
employment records for the past ten or
twenty years, the number of new industries
established in your locality in recent years
with photographs illustrating the type of employment offered by each.
By borrowing a number of white mice, you
can place them in windows along with cards
bearing this copy : "Thanks to These Rats . .
humanity has benefited by countless new discoveries inmedicine, in the discovery of new
vitamins, in improved food and dietary developments .. . see them as heroes of the
laboratory in 'New Roadways'."
Young folks are usually asking for vocational advice, so announce your showing to
teachers and librarians.
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SCREEN SNAPSHOT NO. 8
Good
Prorf. A<». 9858
Screen Snapshot 9^4 mins.
Col.

Comment: The setting of this one is entirely on Hollywood's Tropical Ice Gardens
hest known
Hollywood
many
where
the'slight fantastic
seenoftripping
>tars are
on the ice. It's rather interesting to see
them skating in bathing suits. On the whole
the subject is good with an interesting coniHollywood's
see pictures
strange
It iswhen
ntentary.
stars
skating
one to
never
them
indulging in this sport. Some of the brighte>t of the screen's luminaries are portrayed.
Exploitation: Post a list of the stars seen
in this subject in the lobby to excite interest. If there is a local ice skating rink
post special notices there. Give the subject
a plug in your lobby, programs and newspapers ads.
STRAUSS WALTZES
Prod. IS a. 9658
Different
Col.
Community Sing No. 8
11 mins.
Comment: This subject differs completely
from its predecessors in that it employs
only the songs of one composer and they
are classical as opposed to the folk songs
and popular numbers previously employed.
Gene Morgan is again Master of Ceremonies. Among the songs played are "Vienna Woods", "Life in Vienna", "Voice of
Spring" and the perennial "Blue Danube".
It should go over well where genmtlichkeit
has a familiar ring and there are plenty of
music lovers.
Exploitation: Sell this to choral societies,
to music schools and music departments of
public schools. List the songs in the lobby
together with some selling copy on the subject.
NAVY
Prod. No. 9805

CHAMPIONS
Fair

Col.
World of Sports No. 8
9^ mins.
Comment: This subject for its first half
shows the Annapolis midshipmen indulging
in all the sports on the campus. It holds
the interest for the first half but the latter
half dealing with an old Army-Navy football game is rather flat at the present time
and will become flatter as time goes on.
Football has little interest for an audience
outside of football season and most especially when it is an old game. Some of the
sports of which brief glimpses are shown
are flying rings, tumbling, boxing, fencing,
rowing, sailing, etc.
Exploitation: Tie up with local schools
and ask the gymnasium instructors to recommend this subject to their classes. Invite any local Annapolis alumni.
LEAVE V^ELL ENOUGH ALONE
Prod. No. E8-7
Fair
Para.
Popeye No. 7
7 mins.
Comment: Popeye saddened by the sight
of dogs caged in a pet shop releases them
all. When they are picked up by the dog
catcher he has to go chasing them and buy
licenses for them. But they are glad to go
back to their cages in the pet shop. The
subject is just fair. No spinach in it and
no particular point. Directed by Dave
Fleischer.

Exploitation: Tie up with pet shops. This
should be a natural On this one. Use a
cutout figure of Popeye in your lobby.

TRADE
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MUSCLE MAULERS
Prod. /Vo. 9404
Very Funny
20th-Fox
Lew Lehr No. 4
II mins.
Comment: This shows the goofy sport
of wrestling at its goofiest. After a few
rounds of "straight" wrestling as practiced
today, the audience is shown a couple of
feminine muscle maulers who really have
something on the ball. Then comes a ireefor-all in the mud, followed by one in tlie
snow. Wrestling is indeed portrayed at its
goofiest here. Even the women will get a
kick' out of it when they see others of their
sex mauling each other for all they are
worth. This subject was produced by Truman Talley, arranged by Jack Gordon,
edited by Russ Shields and described by
Lew Lehr.
Exploitation: If there is a wrestling arena
in your town put up notices of this showing.
It might be a good stunt to sponsor a
wrestling contest especially one involving a
couple of comely girls.
BARNYARD EGG-CITEMENT
Prod. ISo. 9527
(Tech.) Excellent
20th-Fox
Terrytoon
7 mins.
Comment: Mr. and Mrs. Rooster celebrate
the arrival of a blessed event. The celebration is a howl from beginning to end. Then
the cause of it all goes astray and is caught
by the hawk. But the barnyard police force
comes valiantly to the rescue and the little
chick is saved. This one is a howl and is
the best cartoon w^e've seen in many a day.
Paul Terry, who produced it, has gone modern in a big way and if this is a sample of
his future product we can only suggest that
you jump on the band wagon.
Exploitation: A display of baby chicks in
the lobby, appropriately placarded would
help this subject. Give it a big plug m your
lobby, programs and newspaper advertising.
MYSTIC SIAM
Prod. No. 9105
Fair
20th-Fox
Magic Carpet No. 5
10 mins.
Comment: There have been many travelers to Siam during the past year or so,
judging from the number of travelogues to
come out of that country. This one is not
as good as some of the others. Some of the
scenes are becoming so familiar we almost
feel we've been to Siam ourselves. The
river with its heavy traffic, the temples and
all the other points of interest are covered
in this one. It was photographed by Eric
Mayell, produced by Truman Talley, edited
by Lew Lehr and narrated by Lowell
Thomas.
Exploitation: Tie up with travel agencies.
Get history and geography teachers in the
local schools to urge their students to see
this subject.
SMALL FRY
Prod. C8-4
(Tech.)
Okay
Para.
Color Classic No. 4
7 mins.
Comment: The famous song provides the
theme for this cartoon. The little fish wants
to be a big shot and though his mother
forbids him to go out at night he tries to
join a man's club. But they scare the life
out of him with all kinds of big fish pursuing him. So the little fish returns home
scared to death and satisfied to remain a
small fry.
Exploitation: Give the subject a plug in
tising.lobby, programs and newspaper adveryour
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ALADDIN

AND

HIS

WONDERFUL
LAMP
Prod. No. EE8-1
(Tech.) Swell
Para.
Special Two Reeler
22 mins.
Comment: Glamorous Olive Oyl is a
script writer in a Hollywood studio. She
is writing a revival of "Aladdin and his
Wonderful Lamp." Then the story moves
to its picturization. Popeye is a poor but
honest workman but is madly in love with
the Princess. An evil man asks him to get
the wonderful lamp, saying he is a messenger from the Princess. He does and outwits the villain. The genii of the lamp
(with a Herman Bing accent) makes him
a wealthy Prince but as he is about to
marry the Princess the villain steals the
lamp. Popeye pursues and he finds his
spinach is as good a magic device as the
lamp. This part of it is really a howl.
Popeye at one point says he never made
love in Technicolor before. Dave Fleischer,
who directed this cartoon, hit the bell with
it for a sock.
Exploitation: Tie up with Popeye merchandise. Put a standee of Popeye in the
lobby. Tie up with the Popeye cartoon
strip in the newspapers. Be sure to stress
the Technicolor since Popeye generally appears in black and white. The smart showman will devote plenty of space in his ads
to this subject.
UNUSUAL
OCCUPATIONS
No. 5
Prod. No. L8-5
Interesting
Para.
Unusual Occupations
11 mins.
Comment: Two young ladies who psychoanalyze "doodles" are shown examining the
scrawls of Ben Bernie, Lanny Ross and
Jessica Dragonette. This sequence offers
severalsculpts
good hands
names.andThen
a woman
who
she there's
is shown
doing
Guy Lombardo's, so there's another good
name. The final part of the film shows
Jean Parker of movie fame, designing her
own clothes. There are other clips as well.
This subject is especially interesting in that
it introduces names in most of the clips and
should be well liked by every one.
a "doodle"
in Exploitation:
your town. AskStage
patrons
to bring analysis
samples
of their scribblings for analysis. Run a
contest for the best local designer of dresses
like Jean Parker. Use the names of these
stars on your marquee and on a 40 by 60
board in your lobby.
GOOD SKATES
Prod. No. R8-10
Very Good
Para.
Sportlight No. 10
10 mins.
Comment: Here's one which is good
winter or summer despite the fact that it
deals with a winter sport. Maribel Vinson
and Guy Owen show some of their marskating steps.
a history and
of
skating velous
to lead
off the There's
subject properly
plenty
of in
thefine
Owens'
The Fay
reel
winds up
fashiondancing.
with Peggy
and Dick Toucey giving an excellent
demonstration of how to clown on ice. This
subject should be well liked on any proExploitation: Tie up with local skating
clubs. Post notices at rinks of your showgram.
ing. Tie up with dealers selling skates.
Invite any local skaters who have reputations as your guests for a newspaper break.
Give the subject a plug through the sports
pages, in your lobby, programs and newspaper ads.
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Calling Dr. Kildare
(Continued from page 11)
effort. Humor, tenderness and human relationships are so splendidly interwoven, that
it makes the film understandable and appealing to nearly every type of audience. Lionel
Barrymore, as the crabby old doctor with a
heart of gold and Lew Ayres, as his pet
interne, both give flawless performances.
Others in the cast all do splendidly. Heralds
in the form of prescription blanks should
be distributed to your patrons. Cooperation
from local physicians and hospital internes
could be secured. Letters sent to every
doctor in your community, inviting them to
a special showing of the picture could be
arranged with newspaper cooperation.
OUTSTANDING: Lionel Barrymore,
Lew Ayres and Harold S. Bucquet's direction.
Catchline: "He found that mankind's ills
could be cured in many ways." (FAMILY)
Juarez

and

Maximilian

(Hollyzvood Frcviczv)
Drama

95 mins.

Torres*
Historical Story Of Old Mexico Suitable
As Second Half Of Double Feature Bills
(National Release Date, April 29)
Cast: Medea Novara, Lionel Atwill, Conrad Nagel, Guy Bates Post, Evelyn Brent,
Frank McGlynn, Sr., and others. Original
story by Miguel C. Torres. Screenplay by
Jean Bart, Jerome Chodorov and Miguel
C. Torres. Produced and directed by
Miguel C. Torres.
Plot: Back in 1865, Napoleon III, (Guy
Bates Post) persuades Conrad Nagel and
Medea Novara to leave their country and
come to Mexico to rule as King and Queen
of this country that he has conquered. Unfortunately, the rebels do not take kindly
to the new couple, who are to replace their
beloved Juarez (Jason Robards) and after
a series of battles and hardships, they surrender themselves and their Republicans
and allow the ruling of Mexico to go back
where it rightfully belongs. Medea Novara
at the finish is driven crazy, while Nagel is
lined up with his generals and killed by a
firing squad.
SUMMARY: The authentic production
values could make this second feature on a
double bill, if judiciously cut to about sixty
minutes from the present ninety-five minute
form. Good acting by the three principals
Medea Novara, Lionel Atwill and Conrad
Nagel, and the use of their names for ad-

"U. p." Promotion

Portfolio

Paramount's spectacular exoloitation material on Cecil B. DeMille's "Union Pacific"
is presented in portfolio form, with separate
press sheets for each of the three departments into which the campaign is divided
under headings of Promotions, Publicity, Advertising.
Promotions covers the wide range of sales
accessories for mailing, cooperative campaigns with local dealers, etc. A variety of
these tie-ups has been arranged and practical application to local situations is outlined.
The Publicity book is equally extensive in its
coverage of stars and story angles. Advertising is illustrated with newspaper displays for
which star photos, atmospheric illustration
and title mats and cuts are available for
campaigns of varying scope and style.

TRADE

vertising should help. The rest of the large
cast does well in their respective roles.
Miguel C. Torres should gain plenty of experience in producing and directing, from
this, his initial effort. Have lobby display
of weapons and ammunition of 1865 era.
Get dress shops to display hoop skirt styles
in window displays. Offer free tickets for
the best thesis of this historical period in
the history of Mexico.
OUTSTANDING: Medea Novara and
Conrad Nagel.
Catchline: "They gave up their crowns of
gold for one of thorns." (FAMILY)
"'This picture is being States Righted.
Undercover

Agent-

Monogram
Comedy-Drama
56 mins.
Combination of Conventional Crook Drama
and Character Comedy; Fair Program Film
(National Release Date, April 5)
Cast: Russell Gleason, Shirley Deane,
J. M. Kerrigan, Maude Eburne, and others.
Original story hy Martin Mooney. Directed
bv Howard Bretherton. Produced bv E. B.
Derr.
Plot: Russell Gleason, mail clerk ambitious to be postal inspector, is engaged to
Shirley Deane, secretarj^ to a man who
goes after "smart money" by faking sweepstakes tickets. Her father, who spends
most of his daughter's salary on drink, gets
some tickets and flourishes, selling them at
high commissions. When he finds the tickets
are counterfeit, he confronts the head of
the gang — his daughter's boss. The gang is
about to make its get-away when Gleason
and Shirley call in the authorities. Gleason
wins a promotion.
SUMMARY: Purely routine film fare and
designed for the lower half of dual bills. As
such it is good substantial pastime and will
hold the interest of mixed audiences.
There's no conviction to the plot and nothing exciting in the way of situations, but
a comedy part played by J. M. Kerrigan
as the dad who likes his liquor in an inoffensive way, is good for laughs that will
make the majority enjoy the rest of the
play about romance and battles with crooks.
Play up the sweepstakes angle, with ballyhoo heralds, etc., and fight of postal authorities on racketeers.
OUTSTANDING: Comedy by J. M.
Kerrigan.
Catchline: "Exposing the sweepstakes
racket."
(FAMILY)
Romance
Col.

of the

Redwoods

Drama

April 29, 1939

REVIEW

67 mins.

Suspense And Action Mark Northwoods
Drama As Palatable Fare For Thrill Fans
(National Release Date, Feb. 28)
Cast. Charles Bickford, Jean Parker. Alan
Bridge, Gordon Oliver, Ann Shoemaker,
Lloyd Hughes,
Pat Erville
O'Malley,
Marc
Lawrence,
Earl Gunn.
Alderson,
others. Screenplay by Michael L. Simmons
from an original story by Jack London.
Directed by Charles Vidor.
Plot: Veteran logger Bickford helps citybred Oliver get a job in the backwoods.
Oliver falls in love with Jean Parker.
Although Bickford loves her, too, he pretends not to notice the courtship. On
Oliver's wedding day, he is accidentally
killed when defective machinery loosens a
log, crushing him. Bickford is the only
witness. Public opinion accuses Bickford
of killing Oliver, with jealousy as the
motive. Jean, however, stands by him, and
at the trial, Bickford is acquitted. Fellow
workers, in spite of the verdict, try to
"freeze" him out. Pie is leaving camp when
a fire breaks out, trapping the men. Jean
persuades him to save them.
He does so.

and wins their gratitude. It looks as though
he might win lean, too, at the fadeout.
SUMMARY: For those who grab a sack
of peanuts or popcorn and set out to see a
film with action its main ingredient,
"Romance of the Redwoods" should be
palatable fare. Although it's inclined to
drag in spots, it nevertheless builds suspense up to a forest fire climax. A strange
twist in the story gets Oliver, the romantic
city-bred lover of Jean Parker, out of the
plot before the film is half over. A fine
romance! Bickford is the silent, heroic
lumberjack who can fight his weight in
wildcats yet is so inferior he can't expect
Jean to "love a lug like me." The photography is fair, but when reviewed some of
the dialogue was difficult to catch. Charles

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word. No charge for name and addren.
Five insertions for the price of three. Money order Of
check with copy. Classified ads will appear as soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Classiiled
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW.
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address,New
Showmen's
Review,
Broadway,
York City.Trade
SITUATION WANTED
THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED
THEATREMAN with many years of active and successful experience behind him,
yet young enough to do a top-notch job,
seeks a position with an independent exhibitor or group of theatres. At least let me
tell you of my background and why you
will find me a good investment. Address
Box 621, Showmen's
Review, 1501
Broadway,
New York Trade
City.
ARTIFICIAL LEATHER MOLESKIN
ERIAL ~
REPAIR60c MAT
81c per SEAT
yard; Sateen
yd. Six seats from
two
yards. 116
Samples
request.
cialeather,
Merimacon St.,
Boston. Commer-

$3SOUNDBRINGS
YOU TION
INSTRUCTIONS
SERVICING ~on
PROJEC
servicing your sound and projection equipment for entire year! This service includes "How to Service" your complete
sound equipment, amplifier, soundheads,
speakers, etc.; "How to service and repair
your projectors, intermittent movements.
Arc Lamps," etc.; and additional service
pages during the year; free consulting service; also loose-leaf binder for service sheets;
film for setting lenses; book on tubes.
Written and illustrated in simple, easy to
understand words. — You need this service
even if you have service, — more so if you
don't have service. — Send me complete details, tubes, make, etc; projectors, lamps,
make. WESLEY
TROUT, Consulting
Engineer, Box 575, ENID, OKLAHOMA.
USED EQUIPMENT
NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the
same for you. The cost is only 10c per
word, five insertions for the price of three.
Address,
Classified
Dept.,New
Showmen's
Trade
Review, 1501
Broadway,
York City.
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Vidor's direction is okay, except that he
might have speeded things up a bit in spots,
specially during the conflagration. While
stand on its
the film doesn't seem likely tohalf
of a dual
own, it should fill the action
bill. Sell it as a savage story of elemental
passions flaming against monumental trees.
Scare-heads in your ads, along with emphasis on action, should get the thrill fans.
OUTSTANDING: Strange twists of the
plot.
C'alcliliiK' : "A romance as untamed as the
wililcriu's^ which s;ave it birth."
(FAMILY)
Sorority House

RKO

Comedy

64 mins.

Drama

Will Please Youths And Older Patrons; .A
Film You Can Sell to Produce Good Results
(National Release Date. I]lay 5)
Cast: Anne Shirley, James Ellison, Barbara Read, Adele Pearce, J. M. Kerrigan
and others. Screenplay by Dalton Trunibo,
from the storv "Chi House" by Mary Coyle
Cluise. Directed by John Farrow. Produced
I)v Robert Sisk.
Plot: Anne Shirley realizes her ambition
to ;4o to college when her father, a small
town grocer, goes into debt to send her to
Talbot U. There the emphasis on social
life and membership in a sorority is so
strong, Anne aspires for such membership.
A ruse by James Ellison, who has a deep
affection for Anne, gets the girl an invitation to join a very snobbish sorority, whose
members believe her dad is wealthy. The
father borrows more money to pay Anne's
initiation fee, goes to the college and only
after Anne realizes with shame her effort to
hide the fact her dad is not wealthy, does
slie withdraw from the sorority and forget
the sham and social posturing.
SUMMARY: A thoroughly entertaining
film of the best program class, this will require vigorous selling to make it mean
much at the box office. But it will stand
up to a good campaign — which can approach from either the angle of youthful
romance, college life, or the more socially
significant angle of a story revealing the
snobbishness existing on college campuses
and in sorority groups. The acting is of
the best. Anne Shirley does a splendidly
consistent job as the girl; James Ellison
pleases as the husky medical student;
Barbara Read is outstanding as the girl
who was snubbed by the sorority; J. M.
Kerrigan scores as the philosophic country
grocer who straightens out the girls whose
trials and tribulations seem so great and
overwhelming — to them.
OUTSTANDING: Quality of acting and
direction.
Catchline: "Youth meets a dramatic
challenge to love and loyaltv on a college
;ampus."
Big Town

' (FAMILY)
Czar

(Hollyz^'ood Prcviciv)
Univ.
Drama

62 mins.

fine Direction And Treatment Of Old
.Jackets Yarn
Makes
Fair Programmer
(National Release Date, April 21)
Cast: Barton McLane, Tom Brown, Eve
\rden, Frank Jenk's, Horace MacMahon,
Ed Sullivan and others. Screenplay by
Edmund Hartmann, from original story
'Czar Of Broadway" by Ed .Sullivan. Directed by Arthur Lubin, Associate Producer
;Cen Goldsmith.
Plot: Barton MacLane, a product of New
fork's
tenements,
of his
side
nek, Frank
Jenks, with
ouststhebigaidboss
Walter
A^'oolf
King game
and takes
ind
marble
rackets.overHetheis numbers
shunned

M EN'S

T R A 1)

R

V I 1-: W

by his parents and boyhood sweetheart, l^vK
.\nlcii. II is younger brother, Tom Brown,
starts to work his way through college i)Ut
linds out liow easy Mac Lane is making ijig
money in rackets and insists be be taken in
as the hitter's personal boclyguord. When
rival gangsters gun for MacLane it is
hroti'ei' Tom who steps in the way of a
bullet and is killed, during a bloody battle.
MacLane is finally cornered, then captured
h\- i)olice aiul ends up in the electric chair.
"SUMMARY: No real box office names
here but with the aid of syndicated columnist
Ed Sullivan, good snappy direction and fine
production, this one should easily hold its
own on any double bill as the action half.
Barton MacLane makes his role believable
as the big shot racketeer and is more than
ably abetted by the swell performances of
Tom Brown, Frank Jenks and Horace MacMahon. Eve Arden as the sweetheart, and
Ed Sullivan in for a short scene, are
adequate. For lobby display have several
of Ed Sullivan's column mastheads blown
up and place the enlargements in advantageous spots around the lobby and entrance of theatre. Play up his story as a
crime expose in newspaper advertising.
OUTSTANDING:
Acting of Tom
Brown, direction and production.
Catcliline: "He was a big shot until he
dealt himself the wrong card, — from the
bottom of the deck."
(FAMILY)
Street

of Missing

Men

Rep.
Drama
65 mins.
Lack of Romance Limits Story of Big City
Racketeering to Fans Who
Like Action
(National Release Date, April 28)
Cast: Charles Bickford, Harry Carey,
Tommv Ryan, Mabel Todd, Guinn Williams, "Nana
Bryant,
Ralph Screenplay
Graves, John
Gallaudet,
Regis
Toomey.
by
Frank Dolan and Leonard Lee. Directed
by Sidney Salkow. Associate Producer,
Arm and Schaefer.
Plot: Bickford, racketeer, returns from Alcatraz and goes to the office of Carey, editor
of the paper that sent him to jail. He intends to kill Carey. Later, incensed at the
warning of a rival gangleader, Bickford
decides to join the editor, hoping this will
"inside"
the Carey
a chance
him the
give ruin
is
Too,getheonfeels
paper. to
and
to
agrees
not on the level with him. He
assist the rival gang, even exposing Toomey, a private detective hired by Carey to
spy on the gang. When Carey destroys
evidence that might have sent Bickford to
jail, the ex-convict then realizes his mistake.
The gang sets fire to the newspaper building. Bickford rescues Carey, who had gone
in to save evidence against the gang, disconnects a bomb he had planted in the
press. The building is saved, but Bickford
dies in the flames.
SUMMARY: With a theme of big city
racketeering as its bid for audience appeal,
this melodrama will serve best as a companion feature on a week-end booking. Its
lack of romance and feminine interest limits
it to action fans and those who revel in
stories of gangster warfare. Bickford gives
a sincere, restrained performance as the
former top racketeer, while Harry Carey is
equally effective as the crusading editor.
The remaining members of the cast handle
their roles adequately. For a program picture, the sets and photography are well
above par, and the story is suspenseful
enough to hold the attention throughout
the film's running time. Get the cooperation of your local newspaper editor and
law enforcement officials. Display gangster
paraphernalia in your lobby. Try to get
your announcement imprinted in red over
the front page of the newspaper.
OUTSTANDING: Bickford and Carey.
Catchline: "He gave his life to save the
man he had come to kill." (FAMILY)

Blind

Col.

Alley

(llollywiKid I'reriei^.')
Drama
71 mins.

Cops and Robbers Entertainment Has New
Twist; O.K. with Light Companion Feature
(National Release I'ale, May II)
Cast: Chester Morris, Ralph Bellamy,
.\iin Dvorak, Joan Perry, Melville Cooper,
Kose Stradner, John Eldridge and others.
From the play by James Warwick. Screenplay by Philip
Michael
Blankfort and
Albert MacDonald,
Duffy. Directed
by Charles
Vidor.
Associate Producer, Fred Kohlmar.
Plot: Chester Morris, an escaped killer,
who has just killed the warden and a few
guards, uses the home of Ralph Bellamy, a
doctor of psychology, as a hideout. One of
Bellamy's house guests who had refused to
submit to Morris's l)ullying, is killed; so
Bellamy, in order to prevent more killings,
takes it upon himself to psychoanalyze the
killer. Bellamy gains Morris' confidence
and helps him analyze a persistent dream,
mul
in so
away
bravado
and doing
makes takes
it easy
for all
the Morris'
police
to
shoot
him
down
when
they
finally
locale
him.
SUMMARY: For those who like their
cops and robbers entertainment presented
with a new twist, this should be a very
satisfactory offering;, as it is a psychological study of a criminal's mind. Well-acted
and directed, it is strong enough to hold its
own on a dual bill, with a light companion
feature. Ralph Bellamy as the doctor of
psychology and Chester Morris as the
cowardly killer, both turn in splendid performances, with fine support given them by
Ann Dvorak, Joan Perry, Melville Cooper
and Rose Stradner. Charles Vidor directs
with a knowing hand, keeping the pace even
and building; the story very effectively.
Heralds printed to resemble reward
dodgers, should be distributed in advance
of showing. For street ballyhoo, use an
officer with a tough-looking man handcuffed
to him. Headlines of actual criminal activiby
ties could be used for the lobby, and arrangements could be made for an advance
showing for all law-enforcement agencies.
OUTSTANDING: Ralph Bellamy,
Chester Morris and Vidor's direction.
Catchline: "The inside workings of a
criminal mind."
(ADULT)
For Additional Exploitafion Ideas
See

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of

EXPLOITATION
Bill Hendricks and
Howard Waugh
(SECOND PRINTING)
PRICE

$3.50

Cash, Cheek or Money Order
For Canada add 25c
(No C. O. D.'s)
Sold Only Through
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GRAND NATIONAL
1938-39
ASTOR PICTURES
Stars
Date
Rel.
.b 10/29/38
Title
Mins. st3rs
Title
Mins.
•(F)
11/4/38
Issue of
Oste
1/20/39
Issue
of
Rel.
Cipher
Bureau
(D)
Bat Whispers (M>-0)
86. .C. Morris-U. Merkel
70.
.
Ames-Woodbur
y
..b2/ll/39
..312/31/38
. a3/4/39
Reissued
.Harry Roy & Band
crashing Thru (D)
Everything is Rhythm (Mu)
james Newill-Warren Hull
2/15/39.... Not See
Rev.
Front Page (C)
100.
Everything Happens to Ann (D) Heather
Menjou-P. O'Brien
(A) l()/2l/38
1/20/39 .bl2/3l/38
. .b9/l7/38
Angel-John King
See
Reissued
Jelson-Evans-Morgan
Heart of New Yorli (Mu) 80. .A.
(F)
Frontier^"t"".
Reissued
Scout "Ji;
(W)
.Jean Harlow-B. Lyon
61.. Anna
George Sten-Alan
Houston . Marshal
Hell's Angels
110.
sJinV
61..
..In
Prod.
Reissued
Long
Monster
Walks (D)
(My-D)
60 . Mischa Auer
Shot
(D)
69..
.
.b2/25/39
Marsha
(F)
1/6/39
.,
Hunt
Miracle of Mam Street
Reissued
Margo
Out of Singapore (D)
76. Noah Beery-Dorothy Burgess
Reissued
Rain (D)
85. .J. Crawford-W. Huston
(F)
. .bl/21/39
.Not Rev.
Renfrew Ssves
Reissued
Scarf ace (D)
88. P. Muni-G. Raft- A. Dvorak .
Lady 67. . Charlotte
James Newel
Panama
Patrol 3 (D)
Wynte'r'slL'eon
l Ames,'.' (F) 2/10/39.
Reissued
Sea Ghost (D)
60 . Alan Hale-Claude Allister ..
1/20/39 .. .b9/l7/38
(F)
10/14/38
Si
Em Over
Cowgirl
(W),,
52
..
Dorothy
Page-Vince
Barnett
Reissued
Shadows
Shanghai
(D)
Sky Devils (C-D)
88. .Spencer Tracy
66. .Ralph Morgan
all/19/38
Reissued
Street Scene (D)
79. ■ Sylvia Sidney
Singing Cowgirl
11/11/38
Dorothy Page-David O'Brieii
Reissued
Three Broadway Girls (C)
83. Blondell-Evans-Claire
b2/l8/39
Reissued
Bob Burns
Tombstone Canyon (W)
67. .Swanson-Douglas-Karloff
Six-Gun
Rhythm
(W)
Reissued
55..
TexTitle
Fletcher-Joan
Barclay
.
Sunset
fr...
.....
(Former
"Lady
Buckaroo")
Murder
Tonight Or Never (D)
92. William S. Hart ....
Case
.38/20/38
(F)
(D)
57..S3lly
Rand
Reissued
.bl 1/19/38
Tumbleweeds (W)
5/1/39
Reissue
)(F) 10/28/38 ..all/19/38
.bl/14/39
Woman Unafraid (D)
66. Gallagher-Gleason
Titans
of, the Deep
(T)
47.. Dr.
Wm. Beebe-Otis
Barton
.....
^
(Former
title,
"Murder
on
Sunset
Bouievaird'
Reissued
(F) 1/13/39
.
Tiigger Pals (W)
55. .Art Jarrett-Lee Powell
1/6/39
,.
Water Rustlers (W)
54. . Dorothy P3ge-D3vid O'Brien
(Former title, "The Last Barrier")
COLUMBIA
1937-38
City Streets (D)
68. . Fellows-Carrillo
CF) 7/1/38
.b6/25/38
1/5/38
Colorado Trail (W)
55. Starrett-Meredith
(F) 9/8/38 . . .. .bl
Convicted (D)
58. . Hayworth-Quigley
8/18/38 . .b8/27/38
(A) 9/30/38
.A. Shirley-N. Gray
(F)
MGM
Girl's
School
(D)
73,
1937-38
Gladiator
(C)
71 . .Brown-Travis
b8/6/38
(F) 8/15/38 . .blO/l/38
. .b8/20/38
.b6/l 1/38
Highway Patrol (D)
58. Paige-Wells
(F) 6/27/38 .. .. .b5/2l/38
Block-Hesds
(C)
.Laurel-Hardy
. K. Hepburn-C. Grant
(F) 6/15/38
Holiday
..(F)
(F) 8/19/38
7/29/38 ... ..b7/30/38
.b7/3U/3a
Ch3ser
(C)
.58.
.
0'
Keefc-Stono-Pendleton
...
I Am the(C-D)
Law (D)
8394. . . E. Robinson-W. Barrie
(A) 9/2/38
. . .b8/27/38
Crowd Ro3rs (D)
. (F) 8/5/38 . .b7/2/38
Juvenile Court (D)
61 . . Kelly- Hayworth
(F) 9/15/38 . ,. .b9/l7/38
.
I
aylor-Arnold-Morg3n
.b9/l7/38
7/8/38 .
. (F) 6/24/38
(A) 9/9/38 .
F3St
Lady Objects (D)
67. . L. Ross-G. Stuart
Lord Company
Jeff (D) (My-D)..
.75.
Douglas-F. Rice
. b6/25/38
.92. .. M.
Phantom Gold (W)
56. J. Luden-B. Marion
(F) 8/31/38
F. Bartholomew-M. Rooney
7/15/38 ..bll/26/38
, (F) 7/22/38 ... .b7/l6/38
.75.
.b7/l6/38
..b4/2/38
.Stone-Rooney-Garland
Pioneer Trail (W)
55. Luden -Barclay
Love
Finds
Andy
Hardy
(C-D).
.92.
.
(F)
8/26/38
.
.35/14/38
.
...b7/2/38
7/21/38
Jack Holt-Wynters
(F) 7/28/38 . . .blO/8/38
Reformatory (D)
61 . Starrett-Meredith
. .b8/l3/38
Marie Antoinette (H-D)
160. .N. Shearer-T. Power
.
(A)
7/1/38
.
(F)
South of Arizona (W)
56.
.
(F)
8/12/38
.
Beery-O'Sullivan
Port of Seven Seas (D)
81.
. . .b7/2/38
6/20/38
Stagecoach Days (W)
58. Jack Luden-Eleanor Stewart ...
9/22/38 . . .a4/9/38
Rich Man, Poor Girl (C-D) .84.
74. ., Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F) 7/15/38 . .b5/28/38
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56 B. Jones-D. Fay
M.
Sull3V3n-J.
Stewart
....
Shopworn
Angel
(D)
87.
.
.a8/27/38
6/3/38
.
.
(A)
6/10/38
. . .b6/4/38
(F) 6/30/38 . .b8/27/38
Young-Sullavan
We»f of Cheyenne (W)
53. Starrett-Meredith
Three Comrades (D)
98. .Taylor-Tone. Rainer-Douglas-Young
. (A) 6/17/38 . .b6/25/38
Toy
Wife
(D)
94.
.
Mai'sh3ll-Bruce-Astor
Woman Against Woman (D) ...60.
1938-39
11/15/38 .bl2/24/38
.(A)
Adventure in Sahara (D)
58 . P. Kelly-L. Gray
Prod.
5/25/39. , ..In
Arizona Cowboy (W)
Charles Starrett-lris Meredith.
.b4/29/39
Blind Alley (D)
71. Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..(F) 5/11/39
1938-39
1
1/30/38
Adventures of Huckleberry
.bl
1/5/38
Blondie (C)
68. .P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
.b2/ll/39
..al2/IO/38
. .b3/4/39
34/29/39
Finn
(D)
90..
Mickey
Rooney-Lynn Csrver .. .(F) 2/10/39 . ...33/4/39
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71. .P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F) 2/28/39
12/15/38
California Frontier (W)
54 . Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (D).. Mickey Rooney-Lewis Stone ....
.
.b9/IO/38
.
In
Prod.
Bnvs Town (D)
92 . . S. Tracy-M. Rooney
(F) 9/9/38 ..
Coast Guard
Randolph Scott-Ralph Bellamy..
.b5/7/38
Crime Takes a Holiday (D) 58..Holt-M. Ralston
(F) 4/12/39 .. ..al/14/39
Bridal Suite (C)
Rob't Young-Billie Burke
5/26/39
1/13/39 . . .b4/8/39
38
First Offenders (D)
61.. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
2/
(Former
title, 0'"Maiden
Voyage")
/1
10
.bl2/24/38
9
..bl2/l7/38
.b4/29/39
/3
Flight to Fame (D)
57. C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F) 1/19
Burn
'Em
Up
O'Connor
(D)
70.
Dennis
Keefe-Cecilia
Parker
..(F)
10/28/38
4/28/39
.al 1/19/38
Broadway Serenade (Mu-D) ...1 12.. J. MacDonald-L. Ayres
(F) 4/7/39
12/9/38 ,
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54. Bill Elliott- Luana de Alcaniz ...
12/16/38
(falling
Kildare
8569 . .. Lew
Ayres^L. Kilburn
B3rrymore (F)
(F)
,bl0/29/38
(Former title. "California Cavalcade")
ChristmasDr.Carol
(D). (D)
..In Prod.
. .bl/14/39
R. Owen-T.
Golden Boy
Barbara Stanwyck-Wm. Holden..
Prod,
Citadel (D)
110 . R. Russell-R. Don3t
(F)
. .b2/l8/3S
6/30/39.
,.In
, .b2/4/39
Good Girls Go to Paris
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
Dramatic
School
(D)
11/2/38
1/5/39
78.
.
Rainer-A.
Marshall
(A)
12/2/38 . . .bl2/3/38
Homicide Bureau (D)
63 . B. Cabot-R. Hayworth ..
(F) 10/5/38". . .a9/3/38
Montgomery-Rosalind
Fast and Loose (My-C) 76. R.
12/23/38
In Early Arizona (W)
53 . . Elliott-Gulliver
4/3/39 ...b3/ll/39
1/27/39 .. . .bl/28/39
E. Brown Ru>sell.(F)
(F) 2/17/39
Flirting With Fate (C)
70. Joe
Lady and the Mob (C)
65. Bill
Fay Elliott-Veda
Bainter-lda Ann
Lupino
(F)
.a2/25/39
.bl2/3l/38
Florence
Rice-Alan
Marshall
(F)
Borg
Four
Girls
in
White
(D)
73.
Law Comes to Texas (W)
58
10/24/38 .blO/29/38
F. Tone-F. Ga3l
(F) '11/4/38'. ..bl32/18/39
(F) 4/16/39
Girl
Downst3irs
(C)
76.
Law of the Texan (W)
54 Buck Jones-D. Fay
1/5/38
. bl2/lii
.b4/22/39
10/24/38 . .b2/25/39
Let Us Live (D)
68 Maureen O'Sullivan-Henry Fonda(A) 2/22/39
Goodbye. Mr. Chips (D)
Robert Don3t-Greer Garson
(F) 3/16/39 .bl2/l7/38
.
.
.b2/4/39
Great
Waltz
(Mii)
104.
.
Rainer-Grsvet
(F)
Little Adventuress (C-D) 62 E. Fellows-R. Fiske ..(F)
, ..b3/ll/39
. .al/14/39
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
56 Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver
Hardys Ride High (C-D)
80. . Rooney-Stone-Rutherford
(F) 4/21/39
2/3/39
. .bl/28/39
1/27/39 . ..In
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D)
65 Warren William-Ida Lupino
1/27/39 ... . ..bl/28/39
Honolulu (Mu-C)
84.. Eleanor Powcll-Rob't. Young ..(F) 3/10/39
Prod.
Man From Sundown (D)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
Ice
Follies
of
1939
(D)
82.
.Cr3wford-Stew3rt
(P3rt
Tech.).
.(F)
.33/18/39
.(F)
. ..b4/8/39
, .33/25/39
Missing Daughters (D)
Richard Arlen- Rochelle Hudson.
Idiot's Delight (D)
109. .Gable-Shearer
(A) 2/24/39
5/19/39 .
3/30/399 . ,, ,.b3/l8/39
4/14/39
.b4/l/39
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59 . Alan Baxter- Jacqueline Wells
It's 3 Wonderful World (My-C) J3mes Stew3rt-Cl3udette Colbert.
10/21/38
blO/22/38
/3
10
2/
. .b2/l8/39
North of Shanghai (D)
58 . Betty Furness-James Craig (F) 3/30/39 . . -.32/4/39
Kid
From Tex3s
70.
Dennis O'Keefe-Florence
Rice.. (F)
.b4/29/39
Let Freedom
Ring (C-D)
(Mu-D)
87.. . Nelson
Eddy-Virginia Bruce
(F)
North of the Yukon (W)
64 . Chas. Starrett-Linda Winters
34/29/39
Listen,
Darling
(C-D)
.73.
.
Bartholomew-Garland
(F)
.
.
.34/8/39
(Former
title.
"Mounted
Police")
5/25/39
5/5/39
.
11/25/38
Lucky
Night
(C-D)
82..Myrna
Loy-Robcrt
Taylor
(A)
Only Angels Have Wings (D)
Jean Arthur-Cary Grant
.32/18/39
Dutside These Walls (D)
Dolores Costello- Michael Whalen.
5/4/39
Maizie
Was With
a Lady
Rob't Young-Ann Sothern
,bl0/29/38
5/22/39. ' In Prod.
.bl 1/26/38
Out West
the (D)
Hardys
Prod.
Parents on Trial
Jean Parker-Johnny Downs
12/8/38 .In
3/10/39
.
(C-D)
83.
.
Rooney-Stone-Parker
(F)
. .b3/25/39
Power to Kill
Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael ....
1
1/18/38
, .alO/l/38
Rio Grande (W)
59 . Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
Pygmalion (D)
87 . Leslie Howard-Wendy Hiller (A) 3/24/39 .
.bl 1/19/38
.b4/29/39
Sergeant
Madden
(D)
80..Wall3ce
Berry-L3raine
Johnson
.(F)
(Former
title.
"North
of
Texas")
.34/29/39
b4/l/39
Romance of the Redwoods (D) . .67 . . Jean Parker-Chas. Bickford (F) 2/28/39
12/29/38 bl2/24/38
ShiningEnemies
Hour (D)
75. Crawtord-Sullavan-Younq
38
Walter Pidgeon-Rita Johnson . (F) 11/11/
S.OOO
(D)
Smashing the Spy Ring (D)... 62.. Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F) 4/27/39 .33/18/39
8
/3
/7
. bl 1/19/38
.77 Virginia Bruce-Wslter Pidgoon. . .(F) 10
Society Lawyer (D) ..
Spoilers of the Range (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
65. O'Sullivan-Ayres-Meredith . . (F)
.blO/8/38
Spring
Madness
(C-D)
OklahomaRoberts
Trail")
W. Beery-M. Rooney
(F)
Stablemates
(D)
89 Taylor-Beery-Rice
(F) 12/30/38 . .bl/7/39
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (Former
(D) 65 title,
Jack "The
Holt-Beverly
(F) 12/15/38
12/1/38 .blO/29/38
Stand Up and Fight (D)
95 MacDonald-Eddy-Morgan (Tech.).(F) 1/6/39 .. b.33/18/39
12/24/38
"Outside
the Law")
32/18/39
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu-W) . (Reviewed
. .60 . All asMidget
Cast
(F)
, .b7/l6/38
Sweethearts (Mu)
110
Texas Stampede (W)
57 . Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
5/12/39
2/9/39 . . .31/14/39
TarzanNo (D)
Weissmiiller-O'Sullivan
. .b9/3/38
Tell
Tales (D)
Melvyn
Douglas-H. B. Warner...
There's
That Woman Again
9/16/38
1/12/39 bl2/l7/38
9/2/38 .. . .b9/l7/38
(My-C)
70. . Douglas-Bruce
(F) 12/24/38
(Former
title,
"One Hundred
to One")
Thundering West (W)
57 . C. Starrett-I. Meredith
Three
Loves
Has
Nancy
(C)
67.
.
Montgomery.
Gaynor-Tone
(F)
.b2/l8/39
1/19/38
.blO/8/38
Too Hot to Handle (C-D) 105.. C. Gable-M. Loy
(F) 9/23/38
Trapped in the Sky (D)
60. Jack Holt- Katherine DeMille ...(F) 10/3/38 . 3lbl2/24/38
10/14/38 . ., .b3/l8/39
West of Sante Fe (W)
57. .Starrett-Meredith
(F) 6/1/39 . . .bl/7/39
Vacation
From
Love
(C)
65
.
D.
O'Keefe-F.
Rice
(F)
3/17/39
.
blO/15/38
Whispering Enemies (D)
62 . J. Holt-D. Costello
(F) 9/29/38
Within the Law (D)
65.. Ruth Hussey-Paul Kelly
(F)
3/24/39 . .b8/27/38
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81.. L. Barrymore-L. Ayres
(F)
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125 L. Bai rymore- Arthur-Stewart (F)
3/3 1/39 ■
1939-40
In Prod.
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington Jean Arthur-James Stewart ....
1939-40
Gone With the Wind
Gable-Leigh-How3rd (Tech.) ...
..In
Prod.
34/29/39
On Borrowed Time (D)
Lionel Barrymore-Beulah Bondi
all/12/38
GAUMONT BRITISH
1938-39
(Dist. by 20th -Fox)
..In
Prod.
Wizard
of
Oz
(Tech.)
Judy
Garland-Frank
Morgan
Chicago Ben (C).
blO/8/38
... 93 Kennedy-Hay-Bupp
(F)
Women. The
Shearer-Crawford-Russell
(Reviewed
as "Hey! Hey! U.S.A.")
(F) 8/15/38 bl2/l7/38
Climbing High (C)
79. Matthews-Redgrave
Crime Over London (D)
68. Cawthorn-Sidney-Grah3me (F) 1 1/1/38 .. .b9/3/38
.b8/6/38
L3dy Vanishes (D)
78. Li'ikas-Whitty
10/1/38 .bl 1/5/38
(F)
MONOGRAM
Man With 100 Faces (D)
72.. Tom Walls-Lilli Psimer
(A)
1937-38
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
^. . . .78. Tauber-Duna
(A)
blO/15/38
(Reviewed as "A Clown Must Laugh")
Man's
Country
(W)
53..
Jack
R3nd3ll
(F)
7/6/38....b5/28/38
b8/6/38
Marines Are Here (D)
60.. J. TravisG. Oliver
(F) 6/8/38
Sailing Along (Mu-C)
79. . Matthews-Whiting
(F) 4/15/38 ...b2/l2/38
Mexicsli Kid (W)
.55. .Jack Randall
(F) 8/17/38 .. .b9/IO/38
Show
Goes
On
(D)
71
.
.
Neagle-Carminati
(F)
6/15/38
...b8/l4/37
Romance of the Limberlost (D).82..J. Parker-E. Linden
(F) 6/22/38 ...b6/l8/38
Strange Boarders (D)
73.. T. Walls- R. St. Cyr
(A) 8/1/38
b6/4/38
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
80 .. Donat- Madeleine C3rroll
(F) 9/15/38 ...Reissued
Three on a Week End (C-D) . . .72 . Lodge-Lockwood
(A) 7/1/38 ...b2/l2/38
(Reviewed as "Illegal Holiday")
To the Victor (D)
71 . . FyfTe-Loder-Lockwood
(F) 3/15/38 ...b2/l2/38
1938-39
Across the Plains (W)
Jack Randall-Joyce Bryant
a4/29/39
(F) 8/3/38
b9/3/38
B3refoot Boy (D)
63 Moran-Morgan-Jones
GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Frankie Darro
5/1/39 .. .34/1/39
Boys Reformatory (D)
Dangerous Secrets (O).
Robert Kent-Anne Nagel
(A) 1/18/39 ...b2/ll/39
Convict's
Code
(D)
66.
..70 . P. Lukas-L. Travers
(A) 8/19/38 ...b8/28/37
Drifting Westward (W) (Former Jack Randall-Ethel Duran
1/25/39 al/7/39
(Reviewed
as "Brief Withers
Ecstasy")
59.
Held f«r Ransom (D)
..fiO..B.
Mehaffey-G.
(F) 6/7/38 .. b6/l8/38
"Santa F» Bound")
High Command (D)
Down the Wyoming Trail (W) Textitle,Ritter
5/5/39
...a4/22/39
L.
Atwill-L.
Msnnheim
(A)
7/15/38
..b7/3n'^<'
.59. N. H3milton-B. Horney
I Married a Spy (D)
(F) 11/19/38 .bll/12/38
(A) 7/1/38 .. b7/30/38
(iangster's
( D)
80. . Jackie Cooper
.57.
Girl From Boy
Nowhere
King of the Sierras (AD)
Anne
Nsgel-Warren
Hull
In Prod.
Rex
—
Sheik,
the
wonder
horse...
8/28/38
..Not
Rev.
.60.
Life Returns (D)
Gang Bullets (D)
63..
0. Stevens-L. Wilson
(F) 6/10/38 ...b7/30/38
Renfrew of the Great White
Jack
Randall
(F)
11/16/38
.bll/12/38
Gun
Packer
(D)
73..
7/22/38
.a6/l8/38
'
a Criminal (D)
73. . John Carroll. Ksy Linaker (F) 12/14/38 ..bl2/3/38
Trail (D)
Newell- Walker
8/12/38 . .a7/9/38
Utah Trail (W)
55 . Tex Ritter ..
Little Pal (D)
66.. Ralph Bellamy. Mickey Rooney ..(F) 2/15/39 .. Reissued

11/
(F)

SHOWMEN'S
MONOGRAM
(Continued) 1938-39
Rel
Issue of
Title
Wins. Stais
Dato
See
(A) 10/5/38 . .blD/R/:i«
Mr Woncj. Deleotivo (My-D) UK Boris Kailoff
(F) 3/8/39 . .. .b3/l8/39
Mjstery of Mr. Wong (D)
65 lions Karloff
.
b3/4/39
MiSlery Plane iD)
(iU
Tiont-Marjoiie Royiioltis ..(F) 3/8/3!) .
N.ivy Secrets (0)
(!n. .John
F.iy Wray
(F) 2/8/39 . .1)4/1/39
Tux Ritter
(F) 3/1/39 . ..b2/l
Kolhn'
Westwaid
(W)
61
l/3'l
Sonii of the Bnckaiuo (W)
58. Tex RIttor
(F) 12/7/38 . .. .bl/
14/39
Jtnrlluht Over Texas (W)
56 Tox Rittor
(F)
9/7/38
,
.
.b9/24/38
Star Reporter (D)
62 Wamn Hull-Marsha Hunt
2/22/39 . .al/28/39
Stieets of Now York (0)
73 Jackie Cooger
(F) 4/12/39 . . .b4/8/39
Sutidown on the Prairie (W)
53.. Tox Ritter
2/1/39 . a2/l8/39
Sweellieart of Siunia Clii (0)
(F) 12/28/38
10/10/38
Iiiuuh Kid (D)
61.5 .Cailislo-Hrablo-Crabbe
Fraiikio Darro
(F)
. . Reissue
Triofler Smith (W)
51. Jack Raiiilall
3/22/39 .. .a2/25/39
. b4/29/39
.bl/7/3i|
Undercover Agent (C-D) 5(i . Russell (ileason-Sliirley Deane. . (F) 4/5/39
t<nder the Bio Top (D)
63. Naijcl-Mnin-La Rue
(F) 8/31/38 . . .b9/l7/38
Wnnteil by the Police (D)
59. Frankic Darro
(F) 9/21/38 . . .b3/l8/39
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D)..65 James Steplicnson-Betty Lynne. . (A) 4/ 19/39 . .h9/24/Tl
"Danyei'ous Finoers")
Wlieie the Buffalo Roam (W) (Reviewed
..ei. Tex asRitter
(F) 10/19/38 .blO/29/38
Willi Morse Canyon (W)
50. Jack Randall
(F) 12/21/38 ., .. .bl/7/39
Wolf Call (D)
John Carroll-Movita
5/8/39 . .a4/8/39
PARAMOUNT
Bar 20 Justice (W)
Booloo (Dl
Bulldog Drummond in Africa
(D)
Farewell to Arms (D)
Give Me a Sailor (C)
Prison Farm (D)
Professor Beware (C)
Spawn of the North (D)
r«xans (H-D)
Tiopic Holiday (Mu-C)
Vou and Me (D)

66.
60.
60.
99.
80.
68.
90.
110.
91.
75.
92.

1937-38
Boyd-Hayden
.C. Tapley-S. Asmara
H. Angel-J. Howard
j
Cooper- Hayes
Raye-Hope-Grable
L. Nolan-W. Frawley
H. Lloyd-P. Welch
Raft -Barry more -Lamour
Scott-J. Bennett
Lamour-B. Burns-Raye
Raft-Sidney

(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)

1938-39
Ambush (D)
62.. Gladys Swarthout
(F)
Arkansas
TravelerDrummond
(D)
83.. B. Burns-M. Carlisle
(F)
Arrtst Bulldog
(My-D)
60. . Howard-Angel-Warner
(F)
Artists and Moilels Abroad (C) . .90. . Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
(F)
Back Door to Heaven (D)
85. . Ford-Erwin-Ellis
(A)
Beachcomber (C-D)
94 .Laughton-Lanchester
(A)
(Reviewed
"Vessel of Milland
Wrath")
Bean Geste (D)
GaryasCooper-Ray
Bulldog Drummond's Slide (D)....John Howard-Heather Atigel ...
Mrs. Bulldog Drummond")
Boy Trouble (C)(Former title.
70. "Mr.
Charlie& Ruggles-Mary
Boland. , (F)
Bulldog
Drummond's
Secret
Police (My)
55. Howard- Angel
(A)
Cafe Society (C)
83. M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
(A)
(F)
Campus Confessions (D)
64. H. Luisetti-B. Grable
Disbarred (D)
59. Patrick- Kruger
(F)
Federal Offense (My)
Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel
Frontiersman (W)
74. .Bill Boyd
(F)
Gracie Allen Murder Case (D) Gracie Allen-Warren William ...
Grand Jury Secrets (D)
John Howard-Gail Patrick
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73.. Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable ..(F)
Hotel Imperial (D)
Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
If I Were King (H-D)
100. Colman-Dee-Rathbone
(F)
Illegal Traffic (D)
67. .J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F)
I'm
From
Missouri
(C)
77..
Bob
Burns-Gladys
George
(F)
In Old Mexico (W)
62. .W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Invitation
to
Happiness
(D)
Fi"ed
MacMurray-lrene
Dunne...
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn....
King of Alcatraz (D)
55. . Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(F)
King of Chinatown (D)
60.. A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
(A)
Lady's
From
Kentucky
(D)
75
.
Geo.
Raft-Ellen
Drew
(F)
Little Orphan Annie (C-D) 56. . Gillis- Kent-Travis
(F)
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny-Dorotliy Lamour ...
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) .. 104. . MacMurray-Milland
(F)
Midnight (C)
90 Clandette Colbert-Dnn Ameche. . (P)
Million Dollar Legs
Betty Grable-Jackie Coogan ...
Mysterious Rider iW)
74 . uumbrille-Toler- Fields
(F)
Never Say Die (C)
80 . Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F)
.."one
third of a (Mu)
nation (D) ..76
Sidney-Leif
Erikson
(F)
Paris Honeymoon
83.. .Sylvia
B. Crosby-F.
Gaal
(A)
Persons in Hiding (D)
69.. Patricia Morrison
(F)
Pride
of the
(W)
55. . Boyd-HayesHayden
(F)
Renegade
TrailWest
(W)
Bill Boyd
(Former
title.
"Arizona
Bracelets")
Ride a Crooked Mile (D)
78.. F. Farmer-L. Erikson
(F)
Say It In French (C)
70. . Milland-Bradna
(F)
Sliver on the Sage (W)
66. . Boyd-Hayes-H ayden
(F)
Sing Yon Sinners (C-D)
88. .8. Crosby-F. MacMurray
(F)
Star Maker
Bing Crosby-Louise Campbell....
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85. . Nolan-Lamour-Guizar
(F)
St.
Martin's
Lane
(D)
80.
.
Laughton
-Leigh
(F)
Some Like It Hot (C)
Bob Hope-Shirley
Ross
Sens
of
the
Lenion
(D)
60
.
D.
O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F)
(D)
-Stolen Lite
.93. . Elisabeth
BergnRambeau
er ...(F)
(A)
Sudden
Money (C) ..
.6I..C.
Rugiiles-Marjorie
Snnset Trail (W) . . .
.67. .W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Thanks For the Memory. (C).. .75. . B. Hope-S. Ross
(F)
This Man Is News (My)
78 . Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes. .. (F)
Tom
Sawyer.
Detective
(C)
64..
D.
O'Connor-Cook
(F)
Teuehdown. Army 'D)
70.. M. Carlisle-J. Howard
(F)
Union Pacific (H-D)
135. .Barbara Stanwyck- Joel McCrea..(F)
Unmarried (D)
Buck Jones-Helen Twelvetrees ...
(Former
"Me andMarshall
My Gal")
Zaza (D)
86.. C.title.
Colbert-H.
(A)
Cat and the Canary (My-D)
Disputed Passage
Geronimo (D)
Gulliver's Tiavels
Heaven
On a Shoestring
Homework
Lawful
Outlaws
Our Leading Citizen
Ruler of the Seas
What a Life (C)

1939-40
Bob Hopo-Paulette Goddard ....
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff..
Preston Foster-Ellen Drew
Tech. Cartoon Feature
Pat
MaryO'Bilen-Olympe
Boland-Charlie Bradna
Ruggles......
Wm.
Boyd
Bob Burns-Susan Hayward ....
Fairbanks. Jr. — Lockwood
Jackie Cooper-Betty Field

R.K.O.-RADIO
Blond Cheat (C)
61.
Border G-Man (W)
61.
Breaking the lee (Mu)
82.
Carefree (Mu-C)
83.
Crime Ring (D)
70.
Fisherman's
Whai-f Time
(D)(C) 70.
70.
Having Wonderful
I'm
City (C)
7(1.
Kinn From
Kong the(D)
inn.
Little Women (D)
115.
Mether Carey's
Painted
Desert Chickens
(W) (0) ..R2.
60.
f?ene.iade Ranger (W)
59.
5nint in New York (D)
72.
Sky Giant (D)
80.
Smashing the Rackets (D)
80.
Storv of Vernon & Irene Castle
(Mu-C)
93.

1937-38
Fontaine-DeMarney ..
Geo.
BobbyO'Brien
Breen
Astaire- Rogers
L3ne-Mercer
Bobby Breen-Leo C3rrillo
G. Ro(iers-D. Fairbanks, Jr
Joe Penncr
Wrav-Cabnt-Armstronn
Hepbiirn-J. Bennett-Lukas
R. Keeler-A. Shirley
Geo. O'Biien
fi.
L. O'Brien-R.
Hayward-KayHayworth
Sutton
R. Dix-C. Morris
C. Morris-F. Mercer
Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers

6/24/38
7/22/38
8/19/38
6/3/38
8/5/38
6/17/38
7/15/38
8/26/38
8/12/38
7/1/38
6/1/38

.
..

1/20/39
10/14/38
11/25/38
12/30/38
4/21/39
3/10/39

.

.. .b4/l6/38
.b7/23/38
. . .b8/6/38
Reissued
.. .b7/30/38
..b6/ll/38
. .b7/l6/38
. .b8/20/38
.. .b7/l6/38
. .b7/2/33
. . .b6/4/3a
.bl/21/39
. .. .blO/8/38
.bl 1/26/38
. .blO/29/38
..b4/l5/39
. ..b3/l2/38
... .a3/25/39
a3/4/39

7/28/39
2/27/39 ....b2/4/39
. . .b4/8/39
4/(4/39 ..b2/ll/39
3/3/39
..
.b9/24/38
9/16/38 . .. .bl/28/39
1/6/39 .. . .a2/25/39
12/16/38
.bl
1/26/38
6/9/39 . .a2/,25/39
6/2/39 . . .a2/l8/39
6/23/39
.b3/l8/39
6/23/39 ..al2/l7/38
5/19/39
11/11/38 . . .b9/l7/38
11/4/38 . . .bl 1/5/38
. .b3/25/39
4/7/39
.b8/6/38
9/9/38 .... .. ..a2/25/39
6/16/39 . . .a4/l/39
6/30/39
9/30/38 . . blO/8/38
.b3/l8/39
3/17/39 . .. .b4/l5/39
4/28/39
12/2/38 . .. .33/18/39
.bl2/3/38
7/21/39 . . . .32/4/39
7/7/39
10/28/38 . . .b3/l 1/39
3/24/39 .blO/22/3S
. 34/8/39
8/18/39
10/21/38 .. .b9/24/3«
. .b3/l 1/39
4/14/39
2/24/39 .. .bl2/l8/39
1/27/39 . .bl2/24/38
2/10/39 . . .bl/28/39
7/8/38 . . .al.b6/25/38
1/26/38
8/4/39 .
12/9/38 . bl2/IO/38
I 1/25/38
I /26/38
3/31/39 . .bl
, .b2/l8/39
b8/l3/38
9/2/38 . In
Prod,
8/25/39 .
/28/39
2/3/39 .. ..blb7/9/38
.a2/25/39
9/23/38 . ..'b4/22/39
,b9/l7/38
5/26/39 . .b3/25/39
/399 .
31/3
3/24
2/
38 ".'. bl«/22/3«
.bl 1/5/38
115/'/1l2'8/
/39
.hl2/24/38
b4/8/39
8
/3
/7
10
.
.blO/l/3S
.b4/29/39
5/5/39 ,
5/26/39 . al2/3l/38
1/13/39 . ..bl/7/39
12/23/38' '
34/22/39
Ina4/8/38
Prod.
Prod,
Prod.
. Inn Prod.
In Prod.
In Prod.
In
Prod.
a4/8/39

(A) 6/17/38
(F)
(F) 6/24/38
8/26/38.
(F) 9/2/38 .
(F) 7/8/38 .
(F) 2/3/39 .
(A) 7/1/38 .
(F) 7/22/38
(A) 6/10/38
(F) 7/8/38 .
(F) 7/29/38
(F) 8/12/38
(F)
9/16/38 .
(F) 6/3/38
(F) 7/29/38
(F) 8/19/38
(F) 4/28/39

.b5/28/38
.b6/l8/38
b8/27/38
.b8/27/38
. .b7/2/38
.bl/28/39
.b6/l8/38
.b7/30/38
, . Reissued
.b7/30/3P
.b8/27/38
..b9/l7/3S
.b5/7/38
.b7/23/38
.b7/23/33
.b4/l/39
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Title
R.K.O.-RADIO

1938-39
Mins. Stars
Affairs of Annabel (C) . ....75. J. Oakio-L. Ball
(F)
Almost a Gentleman (D) ..
James Ellison-Holcn Wood
(F)
Annabel Takes a Tour iC) ...65. Oakio-Ball
(F)
Arizona Legion (W)
.56
.
Gooriio
O'Brien
(F)
64
Beauty for tho Asking (D) ,
Lucille Ball-Donald Woods
(F)
Boy Slaves (D)
71
Anno
Shirley-Roger
Daniel
(A)
Career
.64 . Alice Eden-John Archer
Dove (D) ..
Stolll Duna-Leo Carrillo
Five Came Back (D)
Chester Morris-Wendy Barrie ...
Fixer DiKian (D)
68 . . Lee Tracy- Virginia Wcidler
Flying Irishman (D)
70 .. Douglas Corrigan
(F)
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Alhertsoii-Lynn
(F)
Girl From Mexico (D)
Lupo Velez-Donald Woods
Great Man Voles (C-D)
72.. J. Barrymore-Peter Holden
(F)
Gunga Din (D)
1 17 . . Grant-McLaglen-Fairbanks. Jr. ..(F)
Lawless
(W) Cf^) ...72.
59.. .Harry
G. O'Bricn-K.
Sutton
(F)
Law WestValley
of Tombstone
Carey
(F)
Little Mother (C)
Ginger Rogers-David Nivon .. ..
Love Affair (D)
85. . Dunnc-Boycr
(F)
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78 .. Stanwyck-Fonda
(F)
Man to Remember (D)
80.. A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Memory of Love
Lombard-Grant- Francis
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75.. Joe Penner
(F)
Next Time I Marry (C)
65 . . L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Pacific
Liner
(D)
76..
Victor
M'Laglen-Chester
Morris
.(A)
P3n3m3 Lady (D)
Lucille Ball-Allen Lane
Peck's Bad Boy With the Cir-(Former title. "Second Shot")
cus
(C)
68.. T. Kelly-A. Gillis
(F)
RacketeersCop of (D)
the Range (W) 60.. Tim
Geo. O'Brien
Rookie
Holt-Virginia Weidler
Marx Bros
(F)
Room Service (C)
78 ,(Former
title "G Dog")
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63 .George Sanders- Wendy Barrie ..(F)
.
Neagle-Walbrook
(Tech.)
(F)
Sixty
Glorious
Years
(H-D)
...90
Sorority House (D)
64 .Anne Shirley-James Ellison (F)
(A)
Tarnished Angel iD)
87 . Eilers-Guilfoyle
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70 Sally Eilers- Allan Lane
(F)
Trouble in Sundown (W)
60 Geo. O'Brien-Rosalind Keith ...(F)
(F)
Twelve Crowded Hours (D) ...63 .Richard Dix-Lucille Ball

Rel.
Sk,
Date lilue ef
9/9/38 b7/l»/M
3/3I/3S
11/11/38 ...b3/25/3»
.blO/22/38
1/20/39 ...hl/l4/3B
2/24/39 . . .bl/28/3»
2/10/39 ...l>l/2l/3»
In Prod.
5/26/30 ...a4/22/30
..a4/22/39
0/2/39
3/21/39 . . .«2/25/39
3/24/39 ...b3/ll/39
9/23/38 . . .b8/27/3«
a4/8/3!)
1/13/39 ...bl/l4/3»
2/17/39 ...bl/28/3»
11/4/38 . .bl2/IO/3«
11/18/38 .bll/l9/3ll
a3/25/39
4/7/39
10/21/38 ...b3/l8/39
.blO/l5/M
10/14/38 ..blO/8/J«
In Prod.
10/7/38 ...b9/l7/38
12/9/38 ..bl2/IO/3S
I/6/3S .. ..a3/l8/39
III2/3I/38
5/12/39
11/25/38 . . .a4/8/39
1/26/39
. .bl.84/1/38
5/19/39
4/28/39
tl9/l7/J8
9/30/38 . . ..b2/l»/39
3/I0/3S . . .blO/29/3e
.4/29/39
.blO/29/38
10/28/38.
.b3/l8/J«
4/14/39 . .b3/26/39
3/24/39 . .b2/28/35
3/3/3»

REPUBLIC
1937-38Evans
P. Foster-M.
Army Girl (D)
87. .Cromwell-Hunt-MaoFarlane
Come On Leathernecks (D)
65.
Desert Patrol (W)
56. . B. Steele-M. Weldon
Desperate Adventure (D)
65. . R. Novarro-M. Tallichot
Durango Valley Raiders (W)....55. . B. Steele- L. Stanley
Gold Mine in the Sky (Mu-W)..60. . Aiitry-H nghes-Burnette
Heroes of the Hills (W)
55 . .The
.Thi'eeGleasons
Mesquiteers
Higgins Family (C)
64. . Skipworth-Moran
L3dies
In
Distress
(C-D)
65.
M3n From Music Mountain (W) 58. .Autry-Burnette- Hughes
Prairie Moon (W) . .
58. Autry-Buinette
Autry-S. Burnette
Rhythm
of
the
Saddle
(W)
58. 3G. Mesquiteers
Riders of the Black Hills (W)..55.
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)
85 . Bruce Cabot-B. Roberts

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

7/I5/3*
1/8/M ..b7/23/i8
M/27/S*
»/l/3«
M/4/W
8/IS/38 ...fc7/30/M
I/22/3«
.
.
.N*t
Km.
7/4/3«
5/5/39' ' '.k7/e/M
8/1/30
M/6/3*
8/2»/3« ...b«/27/3«
6/13/31 ...M/ll/3*
8/15/31
. . .M/13/3*
10/7/3* ..llH/22/3«
11/4/38 ..»M/l2/33
»/l6/M ...M/zs/sa
8/22/Jg .. lil/27/31

1938-39 Hart
R. Rogers-M.
(F)
Billy the Kid Returns (W).
Blue Montan3 Skies (W) . , .56 . .G. Autiy-Smiley Burnette
Come On Rangers (W) ....
Roflers-Maiy H3rt
(F)
.66.
.56 . Roy
R. Byrd-Wesver Bros. & Elviry..(F)
Down
Arkansaw
Federalin Man
Hunt (C-D)...
(D)
Rob't Livingston-June Travis ...(F)
.65.
(F)
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D). .61 . Ralph Byrd-Mary Carlisle
Forged Passport (D)
.58. P. Kelly-Juno Lang-L. Tslbot. . . . (F)
Frontier Pony Express (W)
57. Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
.64.
(F)
Home on the Prairie (W) .. .58 . Gene Auti^y-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
I Stand Accused (D)
R. Cummings-Helen Mack
(A)
MacLane-B. Roberts
(F)
I Was A Convict (D)
65 . B.
Richard
Dix-Gail
P3triek
(F)
Man
of
Conquest
(H-D)
96.
63. Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
Mexican Rose (W)
58.
Mountain Rhythm
Gene
MichaelAutry-Smiley
Whalen-MaryBurnette
Hsit
(F)
Mysterious Miss X (My-D) .. . 65 .The
Gleasons-Mary
Hart
(F)
My
Wife's
Relatives
(C-D)
65
.Livingston-Travis
(F)
Night Hawk
Mesquiteers
(F)
Night
Riders (D)
(W)
5863 .3
(F)
Orphans of the Street (D)
64 .Livingston-Storey
Mesquiteers
(F)
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55 .3
.3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Pals of the Saddle (W)
55 .James
Dunn-Rochelle
Hudson
(F)
Pride of the Navy (D)
65
Red River Range (W)
56 .3 Mesquiteers
Roy 5ogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Rough
Round-up
(F)
Santa FoRiders
Stampede
(W)(W)...5856 3RoyMesquiteers
Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Shine
On,
Harvest
Moon
(W)...57
Southward Ho (W)
Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
"Headin' Hudson
for Texas")
Storm Over Bengal (D) (Former
65. .P.title.
Knowles-R.
(F)
Street of Missing Men (D) .. .65..Chas. Bickford-Nana Bryant .. (F)
Three Texas Steers (W)
3 Mesquiteers
Tidal Wave (D)
Ralph Byrd-Dorothy Lee
Western
Jamboree(D)
(W)
57.
Autry-Smiley
Burnette ....(F)
Woman Doctor
65. .Gene
.F. Inescort-H.
Wilcoxon
(F)
Zero Hour (D)
Frieda Inescort-Otto Kruger ...
(Former title. "All the Tomorrows")

9/4/38
b9/3/3t
5/4/39
11/26/38 ....a4/8/39
.bll/26/3a
ie/8/M
12/26/38 ...*|6/I/J8
..bl/l4/M
l/8/3» ....kl/JI/3»
2/24/5S . . .M/l 1/35
4/19/39 ..b4/l5/39
2/3/39 b2/ll/39
ie/29/38 .tilO/22/38
3/6/39 ..b4/l5/39
b2/2S/3«
5/15/39
3/27/39 .. b4/l/39
In Prod.
l/ie/39 ...b3/ll/3e
. . .bl/21/39
3/28/38
ie/l/38 . . .bl*/l/38
4/12/39 ...b4/8/39
12/5/38 . .bl2/l7/je
9/2«/3« . . .blO/l/38
8/28/38 ...M/ I 7/38
1/23/39 ...bl/28/5«
12/22/38 ...all/12/38
3/13/39
b3/25/39
ll/li/38 .bl2/IO/38
12/23/38 hl2/l7/3«
34/22/39
11/14/38
.bll/12/38
4/28/39 ..b4/29/39
5/5/38 ....a4/l/3»
34/29/39
12/2/3* . .bl2/24/3«
a4/22/S»
2/6/39
h2/4/3<l

TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX
1937-38 Marshall
B. Stanwyck-H.
(F)
Always Goodbye (D)
70 .W.
Baxter-M. Weaver
(F)
I'll
Give
a
Million
(C-D)
70
.Simone Simon-Don Ameche ....(F)
Josette (D)
74 .Shirley
Temple
(F)
Little Miss Broadway (C-D) 70
Mr. Moto Takes a Chance (D) . .65 . . Lorre-H udson-Bromberg
(F)
(ReviewedBaldwin-Lang
as "Look Out, Mr. Moto")
(F)
One Wild Night (My-D)
71 . . Ballew-Daw
(F)
Panamint's Bad Man (W)
60. Erwin-Moore
(F)
Passport Husband (C-D)
73. L. Young-J. McCres
(F)
Three Blind Mice (C-D)
75. Gracie
Fields-McLaglen-Donlevy.
.
(F)
We're Going to Be Rich (Mu-D) 80.
1938-39
Alexsnder's
R3gtime (C)
B3nd (D) . 10570 .. .. Power-Faye-Ameche
(F)
Always
In Trouble
Withers- Rogers- Kellard
(F)
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68 . . Withers-Carrillo
(F)
Boy
Friend
Jane Withers-Robert Kellard ...
Charlie
Ch3n (D)
in Honolulu
(My-D)
65. .Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
Ch3rlie Ch3n in Reno (My-D) Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks
Ch3sinq Dsnoer (D)
60. .Preston Foster-Lynn Bsri
(F)
Danger
(D)
65. . Lorre-Hershoit-Duff
(F)
Jones Family
Down onIsland
the Farm
(C)
. Jones Family
(F)
Everybody's
Baby
(C)..
83..Dionne
Quints-J.
Hersholt
(F)
Five of a Kind (C) . . . .
(F)
Gateway (D)
73 Ameche- Whelan
Girl From Brooklyn (D)
Alice Fayc-Warner Baxter
(Former title, "By the Dawn's Early Light")
Gorilla
(My-D)
Ritz Bros. -Anita Louise
Hold Th3t
Co-EdB3skervilles
(C)
79. .Murphy-Weaver-J.
B3rrymore (F)
Hound
of the
(My-D)
80 . . Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
Inside Story (D)
60 . . Whalen-Rogers
(F)
Inspector Hornleigh (D)
Gordon Harker-Alsstair Sim ...(F)
ItJesseCould
Happen
to
You
Stuart
Erwin-Gloria
Stuart
..
.
JanifS (D)
105 .. Power- Kellv (Tech.)
(F)
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) Jones Family
Just Around the Corner (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72. . Withers-Stuart-Wilcoxon
(F)
(Continued
on next page)

7/1/38
.b6/25/38
7/22/38 ... ..b7/l8/38
.b6/4/38
6/3/38 . . .^7/9/38
7/29/38
6/24/38 ..HO/38/37
.bS/l4/3«
.b7/2/38
6/10/38 .. ..1110/1/38
7/8/38 .
7/15/38
6/17/38 . .h5/l4/38
7/8/38 . . . lib/ I I /3«
8/19/38 . . .b8/20/38
11/2/38 .. . . .b5/2n/38
.a4/l/39
2/10/39
.bl
I /I2/.31
5/19/39
1/39/39 . ..bl2/3l/3S
.33/11/39
bl/14/39
6/(6/39 .. .b3/l8/J«
6/5/39
12/18/38.. .bl«/li/3t
4/7/39
ie/14/38.. . .bl2/3/38
bl8/l5/38
. .b8/8/38
3/24/39
8/5/38 .. .. .»8/l3/3«
7/7/39 .. . .a3/ll/39
9/16/38
5/26/39 .
. .b«/l7/S»
.bl«/22/U
3/31/39 . . .b4/l /39
.
.b4/22/39
3/10/39
12/23/38 . In
Pr»d.
4/21/39
6/30/39. . .312/24/38
.hl/l4/3l
11/11/38 . . .. .b6/l8/3$
.bl I /5/38
6/2/39
8/12/38 .
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
(Continued)
See
Rel.
Mins. Stars
Title
Date
Issue
ot
Kentucky (D)
96. . Young-Gieene (Tech.)
(F) 12/30/38
Little Princess (D)
9I..S. Temole-R. Greene (Tecli.) (F) 3/10/39 .bl2/l7/38
b2/25/39
Meet tlie Girls (C)
GO. .J. Lang-L. Bari
(F) 10/7/38 .. .b7/23/38
Mr. Moto
Moto'sTal<es
Last Vacation
Warning (My).
(My) .74.
Lorre-Field
(F) 2/24/39
Mr.
65. . Peter
Lorre
(F)
7/14/39 ..bl.b7/30/38
1/19/38
My Lucky Star (C-D)
90. . Henie-Greene
(F) 9/2/38 . . . .b9/3/38
Mysterious Mr. Moto (My) .. 62 Peter Lorre
(F) 10/21/38 . . .b6/4/38
News Is Made At Night (D)
Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
7/21/39 . .a3/l8/39
Pardon
55.. .Warner
Lynn Bari-B.
Albertson
(F)
Return ofOurtheNei-ve
Cisco (C)
Kid (W) ..70.
Baxter-Lynn
Bari
(F) 3/3/39
4/28/39 .. .bll/19/38
Koad Demon (0)
65. . Arthur-Valerie-Armetta
(F) 12/2/38 . .. .b4/29/39
.b8/27/38
Rose of Washington Square (D)
Power-Faye-Jolson
5/12/39 . . .a2/4/39
Safety in Numbers (C)
55.. Jones Family
(F) 9/9/38 . . .b8/i3/38
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power
6/23/39 . . .a4/8/39
Sliarpshooters (D)
62.. B. Donlevy-L. Bari
(F) 11/18/38 . .b9/24/38
Smiling Along (Mu-D)_^ 91. G. Fields-M. Maguire
(F) 1/20/39 . .blO/22/38
~
(Reviewed
as "Paddy Darling")
So This Is London (C)
70. . Drayton-Hare
(A)
b2/4/39
Speed to Burn (D)
61 .M. Whalen-L. Bari
(F) 8/26/38 .. ..b6/l
1/33
Story of Alexander Graham
Bell (D)
101 .Loretta Young-Don Ameche
(F) 4/14/39 .. b4/l/39
Straiijht Place and Show (C) ..65 .Ritz Bros. Merman
(F) 9/30/38 . .blO/l/33
Subniar[ne Patrol (C-D)
95-..R. Greene-N. Kelly
,_ ,
(F) 11/25/38 . .bll/5/38
Suez (D)
104. .Power- Young-Annabella
(F) 10/28/38
Susannah of the Mounties (D)
Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott.. 7/28/39 ..blO/22/38
I 1/39
. .b2/4/39
Tail Spin (D)
82 .. Faye- Ben nett- Kelly
(F) 2/10/39 . .33/
Thanks for Everything (C) 70 . . Oakie- Whelan
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/IO/38
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72. .Ritz Bros. -Don Ameche
(F) 2/17/39 ,
I /39
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 59 . M. Whalen-Stuart
(F) 9/23/38 , . .b2/l
.b7/2/38
(Reviewed
as "Meridian 7-1212")
Up the River (C)
75. . Foster-Brooks-Martin
(F) 12/9/38 . .bl 1/12/38
While New York Sleeps (D) 63.. Michael Whalen
(F) 12/16/38
Wife. Husband and Friend (C). 82. .Warner Baxter- Loretta Young (F) 3/3/39 ., .. .b8/27/38
Winner Take All (C)
61. Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
(F) 4/21/39 . .b2/l8/39
. a4/8/39
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver... 6/9/39 , .. .b2/25/39
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island ...
East Side. West Side
Hotel For Women
Jones Family at the Grand Canyon..
Rains Came
Stanley and Livingstone (D)

1939-40
Sidney Toler-Sen Yung
Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff ..
Elsa Maxwell
Jed Prouty-Spring Byington ....
Loy-Power-Brent
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly

In Prod.
.In
.In Prod.
Prod.
In Prod.
Prod.
. In
.a3/4/39

UNITED ARTISTS
1938-39
Algiers (D)
95. . Boyer- LaMarr-Gurie
(A)
Captain Fury (D)
. Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
Cowboy and the Lady (C-D). ...91. . Cooper-Oberon
Drums (D)
99. -Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.).... (F)
the Mountains") (F)
(Reviewed
Duke of West Point (D)
109. .asL. "Mutiny
Hayward-j.In Fontaine
King of the Turf (D)
88. .Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello .... (F)
(F)
Made For Each Other (D)
94. . Lombard-J. Stewart
(F)
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
-Louis
Hayward-Joan
Bennett
...
Jascha Hcifetz
Music School
.Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)
OveiMoon
Prisonsthe Without
Bars (D) 79. . Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F)
Real Glory
.Gary Cooper-Andrea Leeds
Stagecoach (D)
96. Claire Trevor-John Wayne
(F)
There Goes My Heart (C) 84. . F. March-V. Bruce
(F)
Topper Takes a Trio (C)
80. .0. Bcnnett-R. Young
(A)
Trade Winds (D)
94. . March-J. Bennett
(F)
Winter Carnival
Shei'idan - Richard Carlson..
Wuthering Heights (D)
ICS. .Ann
. M. Oberon-L, Olivier
(A)
Young in Heaif (C-D)
90. . Gay nor- Fairbanks. Jr.-Goddard . . (F)
Zenobia (C)
71. Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F)
Four Feathers (Tech.) (D).
UNIVERSAL
Danger On the Air (My)
Letter of Introduction (C-D)..
Little Tough Guy (D)
Missing Guest (My-D)
Outlaw Express (W)
Prison Break (D)
Rage of Paris (C-D)
That Certain Age (0)
Western Trails (W)
Wives Under Suspicion (D)
Young Fugitives (D)

...b7/2/38
8/5/38 .. . a2/l8/39
5/5/39
11/17/38 . .bl 1/12/38
9/26/38 . . .b4/l6/38
12/29/38 bl2/l7/33
1/39
2/17/39 . .. ..b2/l
.b2/4/39
2/10/39 . . a3/25/39
..In Prod.
.In
Prod.
.blO/l/38
3/10/39 . In Prod.
b2/l 1/39
3/3/39 . . .blO/l/38
10/14/38 bl2/3l /38
1/12/39 . bl2/24/38
12/22/38
In Prod.
. .b4/l/39
4/7/39 .
10/27/38
4/21/39 . .b3/l8/39
.bll/5/<<!
b4/29/39
(F)

1939-40
. 109. . Duprez-Smith-Richardson
1937-38
65. D. Woods-N. Grey
(A)
100. Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds(F)
85. Wilcox-Parish-Dead End Kids...(F)
65. Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F)
55. Bob Baker
(F)
68, Farrell-MacLane
(F)
76 . D. Darrieux-D. Fairbanks. Jr (A)
100. D. Durbin-J. Cooper
57. Baker-Reynolds (F)
68. W. William-G. Patrick
(A)
67. , D. Kent-R. Wilcox
(F)

7/1/38
8/ 5/38
7/22/38
8/12/38
6/17/38
7/15/38
7/1/38
10/7/38
6/3/38
6/3/38
6/24/38

. .. .b7/2/38
.b8/6/38
.b7/l6/38
.b8/27/38
.b7/23/38
.b7/l6/38
. .b6/l8/38
.blO/l/38
. .a5/l4/38
. ,. .b6/l
1/38
.b6/25/38

Big Town Czar (D)
62.
Black Bandit (W)
58.
Code of the Streets (D)
70.
Dark Rapture (TR)
80.
East Side of Heaven (0)
88.
Ex-Champ (D)
Exposed (D)
63.
Family Next Door (C)
60.
For Love Or Money (D)
Freshman Year (C)
65
Gambling Ship (D)
61.
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57.
Guilty Trail (W)
57.
His Fxciting Night (C)
61.
Inside Information
Honor of the West (W)
58.
Last Express (My)
56.
Last Warning. .
62.
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68.
Mars Attacks the World (D)...60.
Mystery of the White Room
(My-D)
58.
Newsboys' Secretary
Home (D)
73.
Personal
(C-D) 62.
Pirates of the Skies (D) 61.
Prairie Justice (W)
57.
Risky Business (D)
66.
Road to Reno (C-D)
69.
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67.
Service De Luxe (C)
85.
Society Smugglers (D)
65.
Son of Frankenstein (D)
93.
Spirit
Culver (C-D)
90.
Storm of(D)
75.
Strange
(D)
60.
Sun NeverFaces
Sets
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mu-C) 62.
Swing That Cheer (C-D) .63.
They Asked For It (D)
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87.
YouMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75.
(C)
Youth Takes a Flino (C-D) 78.

1938-39
.b4/29/39
Barton MacLane-Eve Arden ....(F) 4/21/39 . bll/19/38
B. Baker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 . .bl/28/39
Carey-Thomas-Little Tough Guys.(F) 4/14/39
Native Cast
(F) 8/26/38 . ..blO/15/38
.b4/8/39
Bing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39 . . a4/22/39
. McLaglen-Grey-Brown
.bl
1/26/38
Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F)
Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39 .. .b4/l5/39
.a4/22/39
39 . .b8/27/38
June Lang-Robert Kent
5/38
Dunbar-Truex
(F) 5/
9/
/3938 .. ..bl2/24/38
206/
1/2/
/1
Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 12
1/
10/2 388' '..alO/29/38
. B. Baker-F. Shannon
. Bob Baker
i i /41//338 .a9/IO/38
11
.bl2/l7/38
C. Ruijgles-M. Martin
(F) /1
In Prod.
June
Lang-Dick Foran
Bou Baker
10/28/38 .all/26/38
.blO/8/38
Taylor-Ames
(A) 1/13/39 . ..bl2/IO/38
P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F) 11/25/38 .bl 1/26/38
. Boland-E. E. Horton
(F) 11/18/38
Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) 1/13/39 ' !.bl 1/12/38
. . .b4/l/39
Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
(A)
(F) 3/17/39
12/23/38 . .bl/7/39
Jackie Cooper-Little Tough Guys (F)
9/9/38
.
. .blO/l/38
W. Gargan-J. Hodges
.. .b2/25/39
Kent
TaylorRochelle
Hudson
..
(F)
2/3/39
.
11/14/38
.a9/24/38
Bob Baker
.b9/3/38
George Murphy-Dorothea Kent . (F) 3/3/39 .. .. ..b3/l8/39
(F) 9/23/38 . .bl 1/19/38
H. Hampton-R. Scott
Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack.. .. (F)
(F) 12/9/38
.
10/21/38 ..blO/22/38
C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
.b3/l 1/39
Preston Foster- Irene Hervey ... (F)
2/24/39
(A)
1/13/39 . . .bl/21/39
Basil Rathbone-J. Hutchinson .. (F) 3/10/39
.
. .b3/4/39
Jackie Cooper-F. Bartholomew.. (F) 10/28/38 . ..bll/5/38
Bickford- Foster
.bl2/IO/38
Kent-Jenks
(F) 12/2/38 . ..In Prod.
5/26/39. .
Fairbanks, Jr.-Barbara O'Neil..
.Ken Murray-Kathryn Kane
, , 12/16/38 .bl2/l7/38
1/19/38
.Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F)
10/14/38 .bl.a4/22/39
Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges .... (F) 5/19/39 .. .b3/25/39
(F) 3/24/39 .
. Durbin-Winninger
. Fields-Bergen-McCarthy
(F) 2/17/39 .. .b2/l8/39
.J. McCrea-A. Leeds
(F) 9/30/38 .blO/l/38

House of Fear ....
In Old California
Old Grad

1939-40
Wm. Gargan-lrene Hervey ....
.Charley
Richai'd Grapewin-Anita
Arlen-Constance Louise..
Moore

FOR

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

CHECK

a4/l/39
In
.In Prod.
Prod.

WARNER

REVIEW

April 29, 1939
Rel.

BROS.

Title
Mins.
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (C-D) 87
Boy Meets Girl (C)
82
Cowboy From Brooklyn (Mu)...80
Gold
in Paris (Mu)
...95
Little Diggers
Miss Thoroughbred
(D)...64
Men Are Such Fools (C-D) 69
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60
My
Bill Double
(C-D)
Penrod's
Trouble (C-D).. 65
60
Racket Busters (D)
75
When Were You Born (D)
64
White Banners (D)
90

1937-38
Stars
Robinson-Bogart-Trevor
Cagney-O'Brien
D. Powell-P. Lane
R. Vallee-R. Lane
Wayne Morris-June Travis
Morris-P. Lane
Davis-Lane
Francis-Litel
Mauch Twins-The Lockharts
Brent-Dickson
Wong-Lindsay-Averill
C. Rains-Kay Johnson

(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)

Date
7/30/38
9/3/38
7/16/38
6/11/38
B/4/38
7/2/38
8/6/38
7/9/38
7/23/38
8/13/38
6/18/38
6/25/38

.
.
.
.

.b6/25/38 1
.b7/23/33
Issue1/380
.b6/l
b5/l4/38
.b4/30/38
.. .b6/4/38
.b8/6/38
.b6/25/38
. .b4/2/38
.b8/l3/38
b6/ll/38
.b5/28/38

1938-39
Adventures of Jane Arden (D)...58. . Rosella Towne-Wm. Gargan
(F) 3/4/39 ....b2/l8/39
Angels With Dirty Faces (D)...97. Cagney-O'Brien
(F)
11/19/38 .blO/29/38
(A) 3/25/39
b3/4/3l
J.
Gartield-R.
Lane
Blackwell's
Island
(D)
71.
Broadway Musketeers (D)
63. Sheridan-Lindsay-Hunter ...
(F) 10/8/38 b9/3/38
Brother Rat (C)
90. W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Davis
(F) 5/27/39
10/29/38 ..al/14/39
.blO/22/38
Code of Secret Service (D)
Ronald Reagan -Rosella Towne. .
(Former69.title,
"Smashing Hunter
the Spy Ring") (A) 12/3/38 ..bl2/24/38
. K. Francis-I.
Comet
Over
Broadway
(D)
Confessions of a Nazi Spy (D).IOn. Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys
(F) 5/6/39 . . .b4/29/39
Davls-G. Brent
(A) 4/22/39 . . .b3/l 1/39
Dark Victory (D)
100 . B.
Dawn Patrol (D)
103. Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
(F)
12/24/38 .bl2/l7/38
Boris Karloff
Devil's
Island
(D)
63.
(A)
1/7/39
bl/7/39
a3/l8/39
Devil On Wheels (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
(Former
title,
"The
Roaring
(^rowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) 104. . Errol Flynn-Olivia de Havilland . . (F) 4/8/39
b4/8/39
Ina3/4/39
Prod.
Dust Be My Destiny ..
John Garfield- Jane Bryan
a4/l/39
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan ..
a3/4/39
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff- Margaret Lindsay.
Family Affair (C)
John Garfield-Priscilla Lane ...
(Former
"FamilySisters
Reunion")
Four Daughters (D)
90.. J. title,
Lynn-Lane
(F) 8/27/38 ...b8/l3/3l
Four's
90. . Russell-Flynn-DeHavilland
a3/25/3l
Gantry atheCrowd
Great (D)
(D)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McCallion.. (F) 8/20/38 ...b7/l6/5l
Garden
the Moon (D)
(Mu-C) .. .90.
(F)
10/1/38
...b7/30/3l
Girls On of Probation
64. .. Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
Reagan-Bryan
a4/l/3»
Give Me a Child (D)
Geraldine Fitzgerald-J. Lynn... (A) 10/22/38 .blO/l5/3l
Going Places (C)
83. D. Powell-A. Louise
(F)
12/31/38
.bl2/24/3l
Hard to Get (C)
79. . D. Powell-0. deHavilland
(F) 11/5/38 ..bll/l2/JI
Heart of the North (D)
67.. D. Foran-G. Page (Tech.) (F)
12/10/38 .bl2/l7/SI
Hell's Kitchen (D)
Lindsay-Dead End Kids
Ina2/l8/39
Prod.
Hobby Family
Jane Muni-Bette
Bryan-Henry Davis
O'Neill
al/7/31
Juarez
(H-D)
132.. Paul
(F)
b4/29/39
Kid From Kokomo (C)
Pat O'Brien-Joan Blondell
"Broadway
Cavalier")
King of the Underworld (D) (Former
. . . .69 . . K.title,Francis-J.
Stephenson
a4/29/39
Lighthcrse Harry (C)
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson .... (F) 1/28/39 ...bl/l4/3»
Man Who Dared D)
59.. Charles Grapewin-Jane Bryan
(F)
b4/8/39
as "I Am Not Afiaid")
Nancy Drew — Detective (D) (Reviewed
65. Granville-Litel
(F) 11/19/38 .bl2/24/3l
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas ....
a3/4/3l
Nancv Drew — Trouble Shooter (D)...Bonita
Granville-F.
Thomas
....
(F)
2/18/39 ...bl/28/J»
al2/IO/38
Naughty, But Nice (C) .80 O'Brien-Blondell
Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title,
Off
the Record
(D)
65 "Always Leave Them Laughing
Oklahoma
Kid (W)
(A)
1/21/39 ....b3/l8/3»
. bl/2«/J9
.James Cagney-Rosemary Lane
(F) 3/11/39
On Trial (D)
.Margaret Lindsay- John Litel
Secret
Service
In
the
Air
(F)
4/1/39
....b3/25/3»
.63
Secrets of
Sisters
(D) an Actress (D). (D) . 100
.68 . R.
K. Reagan-I.
Francis-G. Rhodes
Bient . . (F) 3/4/39 ....b2/ll/3«
.60. .. B.
Davis-E. Flynn
(A) 9/10/38 ..bl0/l5/3l
. .blO/8/31
Sweepstakes Winner (C)
Marie Wilson -Johnny Davis ... (F) 10/15/38
5/20/39 ..al/7/31)
They Made Me a Criminal (D) . .87. . Garfield-Dickson
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) 63. Glenda Farrell-B. MacLane ... (A) 1/14/39 bl/7/31
(F) 11/12/38 .bll/l9/3l
Torchy Blane in Chinatown (My) .58. . Farrell-MacLane
(F) 2/4/3S ....b2/ll/3»
Torchy Runs for Mayor (D) 60. . Farrell-MacLane
(F)
5/13/39 ....b4/l/3f
Valley of the Giants (D)
80. . Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
a4/l/3«
Waterfront (D)
Dennis Morgan-Gloria Dickson. (F) 9/17/38 ...b8/20/3f
Wings ofInthethe Navy
90.. G. Brent-0. deHavilland
Women
Wind (D)
(D)
62.
.
Kay
Francis-Wm.
Gargan
(F)
2/II/3S
...al/2l/3i
4/I5/3S ....b2/4/S»
Yes, My Darling Daughter (C)..85. . .Priscilla Lane-Jeffrey Lynn
(A) 2/25/39 ...b2/ll,.
YouMurder
Can't (D)
Get Away With 78.
Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page . . . (A) 4/29/30 .bl/21/39
1939-40
Dead End Kids-Reagan-Sheridan.
Bette Davis-George Brent

Battle of City Hall (D)
Old Maid
STATES RIGHTS
Code of the Cactus (W)
Code of the Fearless (W)
Dark Sands (D)
Delinquent Parents (D)
Edge of the World (D)
Forbidden
Music (Mu-C)
Forbidden Territory
(D)
Headleys at Home (D)
In Old Montana (W)
Juarez and Maximilian
I Demand Payment (D)
Lightning Carson Rides Again
(W)
Meet theofMayor
(C-D)(D)
Mutiny
the Elsinore
Paroled From the Big House
Peg(D)
of Old Drury (D)
Prison Train (D)
Rebellious Daughters (D)
School For Husbands (C)
Six-Gun Trail
Slander House (D)
Songs and
Saddles
(Mu-W)
Texas
Wildcats
(W)
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
Unashamed (D)

Tim McCoy
Fred Scott
(F)
Robeson-Wilcoxon-Ford
(F)
Weslon-Murphy-Walker
(F)
J.
Lauiie-B.
Chrystall
.(F)
Durante-Tauber
(A)
Gregory Ratoff
(A)
Evelyn
Venable-Grant
Mitchell. . .(F)
(F)
Fred Scott-Jean
Carmen
Medea Novara-L. Atwill
(F)
Jack La Rue
(A)
Tim McCoy
(F)
F. Fay-R. Hall
(F)
Paul Lukas-Lyn Harding .. ....(F)
Stone-Lee
Neagle-Haidwicke
(F)
Fred Keating-Linda Winters (A)
(F)
Hillie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Diana Churchill
(A)
Tim McCoy
A. Ames-P. Kelton
(A)
Gene Austin
Tim
Barclay
Jack McCoy-Joan
Buchanan
(A)
(A)
70 Nudist Cast

56
65
61
74
6580
59
63
95
55
59
63
73
57
80
66
60
72
65

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Abused Confidence (D)
85
Ballerina (D)
83
Carnival in Flanders
Champs-Elysees (D)
89
Crossroads (D)
80
Double Crime in the Maginot
Line (D)
83
40 Little Mothers (C)
92
Grand Illusion (D)
90
They Were Five (D)
79
Orage (D)
73
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76

a4/l/39
.In Prod.

Victory ...al/l4/3l
Spectrum
..b 1/21/3*
Record
Pros b7/30/3«
b9/l7/3«
Pax Films. b9/IO/38
World
...bl2/3l/38
Hoffberg .bll/2S/38
.bll/l2/3l
.b4/l/3l
Standard
Torres . . .b4/29/39
Spectrum
Imperial .bl2/3/3«
Victory ..blO/15/38
Sterling ..blO/15/38
Regal
b2/25/3l
Jay- Dee
Prog.
Kay .bl0/22/3«
b8/8/3«
Tri-Nat.
HofTberg
Victory
Brown ...bl0/l9/3l
MalcomblO/8/31
Victory .. .bl/28/39
.al2/3/38
Profl.
. . blO/8/31
Roadshdw
a8/ 13/31
a3/26/39
blO/15/38
Cine
Grand
b8/l3/38
C&M

Danielle Dariieux
(A) Columbia .bl2/3/38
Janine Charrat-Mia Slavensky ..(F) MayerBurstyn ..b 12/ 1 7/38
Francoise Rosay
, Tri-Nat. ..Reissued
Sacha Guitiy
(A) Tri-Nat. ...b3/4/39
Chas. Vanel-Suzy Prim
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/3l/38
Victor Francen
(A) Tower ....b4/l5/39
Lucien Baroux
(F) National .bl2/3l/J3
Gabin-von
Stroheim
(A) World
French Cast
(F)
Lenaucr ...blO/15/33
....bB/4/38
Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/l7/38
Aniabella
(A) Tri-Nat. ..12/24/38

(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mii-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W ) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.

RUNNING

TIME

WITH

YOUR

LOCAL

EXCHANGE)

Aj^iil -'K 1'>S9

SHOWMEN'S
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Parje 45

^
COLUMBIA 1938-39
Running
Comment
Time
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Boom Goes the Groom
l7'/2.
Chump OnTakes
a Bump
l6'/2.
Home
the Rane
Pretty Good
17 .
Many Sappy Returns ... Funny
18 .
Mutiny
On
the
Body
l7'/2.
Nag In the Bag
Funny
17
Nightshirt Bandit
Funny
17 .
Not Guilty Enough
Funny
17 .
Now It Can Be Sold Funny
17
Plo a la Maid
18 .
Sao Takes a Wrap
Funny
151/2.
Star Is Shorn
1 71/2.
Swing
You
Swingers
...Very
Funny
18'
Sue My Lawyer
Fairly Good
17 2

Reviewed
Issue Of
.Not Rev.
Not
Rev.
12/17/38
, 8/27/38
Not
Rev.
12/17/38
, 12/24/38
, 10/29/38
4/ 8/39
Not
Rev.
. 3/18/39
Not Rev.
4/22/39
. 10/
1/33

COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
10/ 1/38
Animal Cracker Circus ..Good
7
Gorilla Hunt
7 . Not Rev.
Happy Tots
Fair
7
4/22/39
Hollywood Graduation ..Clever
7 . 9/10/33
Not Rev.
House That Jack Built
7
Kangaroo Kid
7'./2. Not Rev.
Little
Big Flame. Clever
87 . 12/17/38
Not Rev.
Lucky Moth's
Pigs
Midnight Frolics
7
Not
Rev.
Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done
8i'2. 2/1 1/39
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermuda — Islands of
. 9/11/37
lO'/zBigParadise
Town Commuters .. Colorful
..
9
Rev.
. 12/17/38
Province of Quebec
Good
II .Not
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
College Songs
Lively
10 .10/ 1/38
Friendship Songs
Satisfactory
10 . 2/ 4/39
Moonlight Melodies
10 .Not
.Not Rev.
Parade of Hits
9'/2 . .Net Rev.
Rev.
Season's
Idea
II
Rev.
Songs of the West
10 .Not
South Sea Songs
Good
10 . . 10/29/38
Strauss Waltzes
Different
10 . 4/29/39
Sweetheart Melodies
lO'A . .Not Rev.
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY KAT (8)
Not Rev.
Golf Chumps
7
. 9/10/38
Gym
Jams On..
Good
Hot Dogs
Ice
SS'/z- Not Rev.
3/18/39
Krazy's Bear Tale
Fair
6'/2. .. Not
Rev.
Krazy'sMountie
Shoe Shop
77 .Not
Rev.
Lone
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Good Old American
Home
Night in a Music Hall. . Entertaining
Night at the Troc
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
No.
SCRAPPY (8)
Early Bird
Good
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies .
Scrappy's Added Attrac-.
tion
Scrappy's Side Show
Worm's Eye View
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13)
No. I (Series 18)
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
Enjoyable
No. 5
No.
6
Excellent
No. 7
No. 8
Good
SPORT THRILLS (13)
Diving Rhythm
Football Giants
Interesting
King Vulture
Outstanding
Navy Champions
Fair
Odd Sports
Ski Rhythm
Excellent

101/2. Not Rev.
lO'A.. 2/ 4/39
lO'/j. Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
6'/2.
.10/
6 . . 2/
6I/2. .Not
7 .Not
7 .Not

1/38
4/39
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.

10 . Not Rev.
10 . Not Rev.
10 . .Not Rev.
10 . 2/ 4/39
9 . .Not Rev.
IO1/2.. . 3/18/39
10
Not Rev.
91/2. 4/29/39
10
10
II
10
10
10

Not Rev.
. .10/ 1/38
1/ 7/39
. .. 4/29/39
.Not
Rev.
. . 12/17/38

STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did GoGood Slapstick .. .. I61/2 4/22/39
Flat Foot Stooges
Good Slapstick
I51/2. 12/17/38
2/ 4/39
Mutts toLittle
You
18
Three
Sew and Okay Slapstick
Sews
16
Not Rev.
Violent Is the Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
18 . 9/10/38
We Want Our Mummy
17
Not Rev.
Yes, We Have No Bonanzas 16
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
Inside the Capitol
II
Iniide the White House. Fair
10
Washington
Very Good
10

EDUCATIONAL
No. I
No. 2

.Not Rev.
. 2/11/39
. 12/17/38

1938-39

CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
Swell Stuff
10
Excellent . .
10

9/10/38
9/10/38

Running
MCM
Comment1938-39
CARTOONS (15)
Time
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
9
Little Goldfish (Tech.) . . Amusino
8
Mama's
Now
Hat
Poor
77
Seal Skinners
Poor
Wanted No Master
8
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money to Loan
Excellent
20
While America Sleeps ..Timely
21
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
17
MINIATURES (10)
City of Little Men
Splendid
II
Great Heart
Impressive
II
lo« Antics
Entertaining
10
Love On Tap
II
MIraole of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory
10
Streamlined Swing
Entertaining
9
They Live Again
Excellent
10
MUSICALS (6)
Dream of Love
Impressive
17
Happily Burled
21
Men of Steel
Okay
21
Once Over Lightly
Darn Clever
20
Somewhat Secret
Entertaining
21
OUR GANG (12)
Aladdin's Lantern
Funny
II
Alfalfa's
Aunt
Humorous
II10
Clown Princes
Duel Personalities Amusing
10
Football Romeo
Good Gang
10
Men In Fright
Enjoyable
II
Praotloal Jokei^
Satisfactory
9
Tiny Troubles
Fair
10
PASSING PARADE (12)
New Roadways
Very Good
10
No. 1
Very Good
10
Story of Alfred Nobel ..Excellent
II
Story of Dr. Jenner , . . Excellent
10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Doutle Diving
Excellent
8
Heroet At Leisure
Exciting
8
Hot On Ice
Good
10
Man's
Greatest
Friend.
.
Excellent
10
Marine Circus (Tech.).. Excellent
9
Penny's
(Tech.) . Appetizing
109
Weather PIcnio
Wizards
Very Good
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch ... Good Satire
How to Sublet
Amusing
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Ancient Egypt
Fascinating
Cairo. City of Contrast. . Fascinating
Glimpsee of Australia
Imperial Delhi
Average
Jaipur, the Pink City. .. Good
Java Journeys
Madeira, Isle of Romance Enchanting
Rural Hungary
Singapore and Jahore ..Interesting
Sydney — Pride of Aus- tralia Good

Reviewed
Issue of
3/25/39
4/22/39
3/18/39
,Not
4/15/39
Rev.
4/ 1/39
4/22/39
1/ 7/39
9/
3/38
1/28/39
2/25/39
Not
Rev.
12/10/38
10/15/38
11/12/38
2/25/39
Not
Rev.
1/ 7/39
1/28/39
4/22/39
10/15/38
1/28/39
. Not Rev.
3/25/39
12/17/38
11/12/38
1/ 7/39
3/25/39
.. 12/25/39
1/12/38
2/25/39
.. 4/22/39
1/28/39
2/25/39
11/12/38
, 12/17/38
. 4/22/39
1/ 7/39
4/22/39

9
8
9
7
9

.. .. 3/25/39
1/28/39
. . 1 1/12/38
. . 1/ 7/39
. . 12/10/38

8_
9
9
8
8
8
8_
9
9
9

.. 10/15/38
2/25/39
Rev.
..Not
3/25/39
..12/10/38
Not Rev.
.11/19/38
Rev.
.. Not
1/28/39
. 1/ 7/39

1939-40
CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
CRIME
DOESN'T PAY(I) (6)
METROSCOPIKS
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con- cert Poor
Musical Mountaineer
My Friend the Monkey. Poor
On With the New
Okay
Pudgy
in Thrills and Fair
Chills
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
Sally Swing
Poor
Scared
Crows
So Does An Automobile. Good
COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
All's Fair at the Fair. . Good
. Fair
Always
Playful Klokin'
Polar Bears . . . Cute
Small Fry
. Okay
COLOR CRUISES (7)
Cotta Rloa
Fair
Guatemala
Excellent
Land of Inca Memorie*. Fair
Meotioo
Poor
RepttMIe of Panama . . . Interetting

7
7
7
7
7
7
77
7

9/24/38
Rev.
,Not
2/11/39
, 12/17/38
. 1/21/39
.. 10/15/38
8/13/38
Not
Rev.
. 4/ 1/39

7
7
7
7

. 8/27/38
. 2/11/39
.. M/12/38
4/29/39

10
10
10
10
9

11/26/38
8/27/38
1/21/39
9/24/38
4/ 8/39

==—

PARAMOUNT
(continued)
Comment
Reviewed
Time
Issue 01
HEADLINERS (15) KuniHiKi
lO'/j. . 10/15/38
Busso Rhythm
Standard
. . 3/ 4/39
Champagne Music of
Lawrence Wclk
Snappy
10 . .ll/2(i/38
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9 .. .. 8/27/38
7/16/38
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . Excellent
10
Moments
of Charm the. ..Splendid
10
Music Through
. . 2/1 1/39
Years
Lacks Movement ... II10 . , I 1/12/38
Orrin Tucker & Orch. ..Snappy
10 . . 12/17/38
Song
Born
10 . . 4/ 1/39
Three Is Kings
and a Unusual
Queen
Good Music
1010
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
3/ 4/39
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
10 ,. 4/
1/39
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short.. 1 1 . 9/24/38
Mildewed
.
10/15/38
. 12/17/38
Oh Say, Can You Ski?. . Commercial
Raising Canines
Interesting
101081/2. . 10/15/38
Rube
Goldberg's Travel - Very Funny
12 . . 8/I3/3R
gab
Tannhauser
Classic
. 11/26/38
3/ 4/39
That's
Africa
Unusual
10
Unfinished Symphony ..Classic
10
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
No. I
Standard
8/13/38
10 . 8/27/38
No. 2
Good
9/24/38
10 ..11/19/38
No. 3
Slow
10 . 12/ 3/38
No. 4
Fair
9 . 1/21/39
No. 5
Fair
6 . 2/11/39
No. 6
Interesting
9 . . Coming
No. 7
Very Good
10
No. 8
Interesting
. 3/4/39
No. 9
Fair
POPEYE (12)
. 8/27/38
Bulldozing the Bull . . . . Very Good
7 . 1/21/39
Cops Is Always Right. ., Average
7 . 2/18/39
Customers Wanted
Almost a Reissue.... 7 . l2/in/3«
Date to Skate
Good
7 . I 1/19/38
Goonland
Funny
7
Leave Well Enough
4/29/39
Alone
Fair
7 .. 9/24/38
Mutiny
Ain't
Nice
Swell
7
Not Rev.
Wotta Nitemare
10
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
No. I
Fair
10 .11/19/38
. 9/24/38
No. 2
Interesting
II . Not
Rev.
4/ 1/39
No. 3
10
No. 4
Diversified
10
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
Aladdin and His Won4/29/39
derful Lamp Swell
22
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
Champion Airhoppers ..Excellent
10 . 10/15/38
Frolicking Frogs
Good
Ifl .. 4/29/39
2/11/39
Good Skates
Very Good
10
3/38
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
10 .. 12/
8/27/38
Hunting Thrills
Good
10 . 9/24/38
Racing Pigeons
Interesting
10 . 3/ 4/39
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment. 10 .11/12/38
8/13/38
Sportinq TeU
Excellent
10 .. 12/17/38
Super Athletes
Swell
10
Two Boys and a Dog. .. Different
10
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
8/13/38
No. I
Interesting
10 . 10/15/38
No. 2
Very Good
II . 12/17/38
No. 3
All Right
II
No. 4
Good
10 .. 4/29/39
1/21/39
No. 5
■
I nteresting
II
RKO-RADIO 1938-39
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
9/ 3/38
Brave Little Tailor .... Great
9 ..Not
Rev.
Donald's Golf Game
8 .. 10/22/38
10/22/38
Donald's Lucky Day ...A Scream
... 8 . 10/29/38
Farmyard
Symphony
...A
Real
Treat
8
Ferdinand the Bull ....Excellent
8
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ... 8 ... 10/22/38
Not
Rpv.
3/25/39
Hockey Champ
8
Merbabies (SS)
Good
8 . 10/22/38
Mother
Goose Goes
10/22/38
Hollywood
Outstanding
7'/2 ...Not
Rev.
PracticalDogPig
Great
S'i
Society
Show
8 10/22/38
Ugly Duckling (SS) ...Wonderful
9
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
. 10/ 1/38
Beaux and Errors
Good
18 .Not Rev.
Clean Sweep
17 .Not Rev.
Clock Wise
Funny
16 . 4/ 8/39
Maid to Order
18
HEADLINERS (4)
. Not Rev.
Romancing Along
21 . 10/ 8/38
Sea Melody
Very Good ...
10 . Not Rev.
Swing Vacation
19
LEON ERROL (6)
Crime Rave
18 .Not Rev.
Rev.
Home Boner
20 ..Not
10/29/38
9/ 3/38
Major DIfllculties Excellent
19
Stage Fright
Very Funny
18
MARCH OF TIME (13)
181/2.. 1 1/26/38
Unole
Sam-Good
Neighbor
Good
. 12/24/38
Refugee — Today & To- morrow Tops
17
State of the Nation.... Lacks Usual Punch.. 18 . 1/21/39
. 2/11/39
Mexico's
New — Crisis. . Excellent
19
Young
America
. 3/18/39
Mediterranean
Background for —War
Stirring
18 . 4/15/39
Ja^n — Master of the
Orient
Very Good
19
(Continued on next page)

10
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RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Running
Comment
Time
d
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
g
Cafe Rendezvous
10
Hello Mama
Fair
9
e
Wiitin' and
t Readin',
Rhythm
1010
Samovar Serenade
e
Styles and Smiles
Good ....
101 1
Talente
Auction
Fair
10
Tropical Topics
Under a i
Gypsy Moon ..Just Filler
Venetian Moonlight
II10
QUINTUPLETS (I)
s
RADIO FLASH (4)
Dog Gone
16
Hectic Honeymoon
Funny
17
Plumb Crazy ..
16
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairie Papas
18
Ranch House Romeo ...Diverting
17
Western Welcome
Entertaining
20
REELISMS (9)
Air Waves
Outstanding
.. 10
Dude Ranch
Exceptional
10
Gold
10
Newsi'eel
Unusual
108
Pilot Boat
Interesting
Submarine Circus
Unusual
10
Tians America
Fair
10
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Bird Dogs
Excellent
10
Blue String
Gi'ass
Excellent
Bow
Excellent
Deep End
Excellent
10
Fisherman's
Paradise. .. Remarkable
Fascinating
On
the Wing
1010
Snow Falls
Thrills and Spills .. 9
Sporting Wings
Very Good
9

SHOWMEN'S
Reviewed
Issue of
.Not
4/
Not
.Not

Rev.
8/39
Rev.
Rev.

1/3")
..10/
10/29/38
Not
Rev.
.Not
9/ 3/33
Rev.
Not Rev.
. 10/29/38
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
8/39
.. 4/
5/14/38
,11/
3/18/39
5/38
Not Rev.
. 12/10/3"!
2/ 4/39
.10/
1/311
10/22/38
11/ 5/38
12/10/38
2/ 4/39
10/
1/38
9/
3/33
2/
4/39
3/18/39
4/ 8/39

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 , Not Rev.
Daily Diet of Danger. .. Fast Action
9 .11/19/38
Filming
Big
Thrills
9'/2
Not Rev.
Recording Modern
Science
Very Good
10 .. 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autumn Fashions
Eye Filling
10 . 10/15/38
Spring and Summer
Fashions
Excellent
9 . 4/15/39
Winter Styles
Very Good
10 . 12/24/38
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6) . 4/29/39
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
10
What Every Boy Should
Not Rev.
Know
10
What Every Girl Should
Know
Problematical
10 . 10/15/38
What Every Inventor
Not Rev.
Should Know
10
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
8/20/38
Golden California .. ..Good But Old
.D . .. Not
Rev.
Good Neighbors
10
Isle of Pleasure
Above Avera^;e .... II . 10/15/38
Not Rev.
Land ofSiam
Contentment
Mystlc
Fair
10IO'/2- . 4/29/39
Viking Trails
Very Good
II . 12/24/38
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
4/ 1/39
Hunting
Do<js
Fascinating
1010 .. Not
Rev.
Inside Baseball
Not Rev.
Shooting
For
Pai'
10
.
11/26/38
Timber Toppen
Excellent
10
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Barnyard
Egg-citement Excellent
(Tech.)
7
4/29/39
8/20/39
Chris Colombo
Good
7
Not Rev.
(Cuckoo Bird
6'/a- .. Not
Rev.
Doomsday (Tech.)
6'/2.
Rev.
Frame Up
6'/2. Not Rev.
Frozen Feet
B'/a- Not
Not Rev.
G ManSlipper
Jitters
6 1/2. 10/15/38
Glass
(Tech.) ... Good
BVi.
Goose Flies High
61/2. Not Rev.
Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
6'/2. Not
10/15/38
New
Satisfactory
6'/2.
Nutty Comer
Network
BVi- Not Rev.
One Gun Gary In the
. N-)t Rev.
Nick of Time
61/2 . Not Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
6'/2 . Not Rev.
Stranger Rides Again
6'/a. Not Rev.
String Bean Jack
6'/2. . Coming
Their Last Bean
Very Good
61/2. Not Rev.
Three
Bears
G'/z
Rev.
Village Blacksmith
6V- .■ Not
Wolf's Side of the Story
61/2. Not Rev.
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 in Tech.)
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
8 . . 12/24/38
Eternal Fire
Interesting
II ..10/ 8/38
Fox Hunt in the Roman Campagna Good
10 .. .. 10/15/38
8/38
Jerusalem
Outstanding
10 . . 10/
12/24/38
Petra, the Lost City ...Excellent
8
4/ 8/38
8/39
River Thames
Beautiful
10 .. .. 10/
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 . . 12/31/38
Wanderers of the Deseii. Interesting
8
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

UNIVERSAL 1938-39
GOING PLACES (13)
... 9
53
Good
... 10
54
Good
55
Excellent
... 10)
10
56
Fairly Good
...
99
57
Very Good
...
58
... 10
59
Fair
60
Interesting
9
61
. Interesting
10
62
10

, 9/24/38
, 111/12/38
1/12/38
1 1/26/38
.12/10/33
Not Rev.
2/25/39
2/25/39
Not
Rev.
4/ 8/39

TRADE

UNIVERSAL (Continued)
Comment
Running
Time
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bank Notes
Lively
19
BeautyBohenie
Shoppe
Just Filler
2017
Cafe
Passable
Gals and Gallows
19
Music and Models
Entertaining
18
Nautical Knights
19
Patio Seienade
Diverting
18
Pharmacy Frolics
19
RhythmShowCaf«
Good
20i'2.
Sid«
Fakir
Fairly Diversion
Good
20
Swing Sanatorium
19
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19
With Best Dishes
19
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
No. 53
Interesting
9
No. 54
Fair
9
No.
55
Okay
91/2.
No. 56
Very Good
9
No. 57
Interesting
9
No. 58
9
No. 59
Interesting
9
No. 60
Very Good
9
No. 61
Just Fair
9
No. 62
10
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby Kittens
Cute
8
Birth of a Toothpick
7
Cat and Bell
Okay
7
Charlie Cuckoo
7
Crack Pot Cruise
7
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8
I'm
Just
a
Jittcrbu'i
Little Blue Blackbird . Average
77
Little Tough Mice
Good
7
Magic Beans
Good
7
One Armed Bandit , . Enjoyable
7
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7 .
Soup to Muts
7
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (1)
March of Freedom
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)

April 10 29, 1939
Issue Of
Reviewed
Running
10 (Con.)
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
Not
Rev.
1/14/39
Comment
Net Rrv.
Time
Jerry Livingston
3/ 4/39
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
10
Clyde McCoy
Russ Morgan
Music
With a Smile In Fair Swingcopation .
4/ 1/39
Happy Felton Style. . . Lively and Peppy ., 10
Artie Shaw
Okay
10
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
Not Rev.
. 12/17/38
Bars and Stripes For7/23/3<i
ever 7
Count
Me
Out
Fair
7
Daffy Duck and (he
3/25/39
Rev.
Dinosaur
Excellent
7 ...Not
Daffy Duck in Hollywood
7 . 3/18/39
1/14/39
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7 . 9/17/38
Dog Gone Modern ., ..Funny
7 . Not Rev.
Feud There Was
Grab It
7 ■ Not Rev.
Goldrush Daze
7
Ham-ateur Night
7
Hobo Gadget Band
7 .. 12/17/33
10/15/33
Johnny Smith and
.11/26/38
Poker^Huntas
Swell
7
Little
PanchoPlay
Vanilla Clever
7 . Not Rrv
Mice Will
7 . 4/ 8/.39
Night
Watchman
Entertaining
7 .12/
Prest-o Chan(je-o Good
Rev.
.. Not
3/ 3/38
4/39
7
Robinhcod
Makes
Good
.
Diverting
...
7
Thugs With Dirty Mucs
7
You're An Education . . Fair
7
. 10/ 8/38
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9 . 9/17/38
Master's Touch
10 . . Not Rpv
Pow Wow
Very Interesting .... 10
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
3/38
..12/
3/25/39
Chained
Gripping
10
Defying Death
Thrilling
II . 3/ 4/39
High Peril
Good Suspense
12 . 1/14/39
Human Bomb
One of the Best .... 12 . Not
9/24/38
Rev.
Identified
Excellent
12
Not
Rev.
Minute From Death
12 . 12/17/38
Toils of the Law
12 . Not Rev.
Treacherous Water .. ..Thrilling
1012
Voodoo Fire
12
Rev.
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
. Not
Not Rev.
Crawfords at Home
1010 . 12/17/38
Dean of the Pasteboards
Rev.
9/17/38
Great Library Misery . . Excellent
1 1 . Not
Ridht Way
1/26/33
10 . I 1/14/39
Robbin' Good
Excellent
Ski Girl
Splendid
10
Table Manners
Good
.. Net
9/17/38
Rev.
Tax
Trouble
Fair . . . .
, 3/18/39
Vaudeville
Interlude
Kin
do
f
Ifl
BROADWAYSil1939-40
BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR lyPARADE (10)
10
LOONEY TUNES
(16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)

REVIEW
Reviewed
Issue Of
.. 2/25/39
8/20/38
. 4/ 1/39
. Net Rev.
. 12/ 3/38
.Not Rev.
.. INot
1/19/33
Rev.
,. 8/20/38
9/24/38
. Not Rev.
. 2/11/39
. Not Rev.
. 9/24/38
.. 10/15/38
9/24/38
. 12/ 3/38
..12/10/38
Not Rev.
.. 2/25/39
3/ 4/39
.. Not
4/ 1/39
Rev.
..INot
1/26/38
Rev.
.. Not
9/24/38
Rev.
, Not Rev.
..11/26/38
. 12/17/38
Not Rev.
. 4/ 8/39
.11/19/38
. 3/ 4/59
.11/12/38
Not Rev.
. 4/ 1/50

Not Rev.

NOTICE!
Listings of 1937-38 product are carried in
previous issues. Should a copy be unavailable,
let us know and we will cheerfully supply
you with one.

in
STATES RIGHTS
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
.11/ 5/SI
Dilcarlia — The Heart
1938-39
Excellent
10 ..11/
6/II/3I
of
Sweden
(Sanders).
6/31
Novel
Idea
t
.12/17/H
Datelines (Lenauer)
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
Fishing
in
ths
Fjords
.
Not
Rev.
Interesting
10
(Sanders)
Boarder Trouble
17
Not Rev.
Refreshing
II
Cleaning Up
.. 17 ..Not
Frosty
Fat Chance
17 . Not Rev.
Rev.
Gems
ofFrolics
the (Lenaiior)
Orient
Interesting
10 . 3/25/39
Hats and Dogs
20 . FMot Rev.
(Modern)
. l2/l7/3«
Home Cheap Home
20 . Not Rev.
Revealins
II
Knight Is Young
20
. 7/l«/:i
Worth
(
Lenauer)
....
Getting
Your
Money's
Murder With Reserva. Not Rev.
Man's
Paradise (Mod- Good
35
ern)
tions 21
Not Rev.
Projection Room
20 .. Not
Master of the Camera Interesting
Rev.
10 . 3/12/ai
(Pictorial Films) ...
Rollin' Spots
In Rhythm
20 . Not Rev.
Memory Lingers On
Seeing
20
.
3/11/39
Interesting
10
5/31
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20
..11/
8/13/ja
(Ennis)
1/14/39
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20 . Not
Rev.
Midsummer In Sweden Beautiful
10
Spare Parts
2C .12/ 3/38
(Sanders)
Stardust
Very Clever
18
New
England.
. 4/ 1/39
Rev
&. Today
(Jam Yesterday
Handy). Very Good
Sundae Serenade
20 . Not 8/38
2019 , 3/18/39
Toyland Casino
Great
22 ..10/
North
Sea
(Lenauei
j . . . . bxciting
Not
Rev.
Kiver.
The
lU.
S.
Doc.
Two Shadows
20
31
8/20/38
F ilnis) the
Dist.Jaguar
by Par. . Outstanding
You'reGirl
Next-To Closini
29 . Not
Rrv
frailing
Zero
Good
,20
1/ 8/3»
Very Interesting 2S
I H off berg)
COLOR PARADE (13)
6/25/31
Talking
Pict.)
frees
and
Men
(Modern
5/
14/38
10/
8/38
.
Not
Rev.
Good
10
China
Today
Interesting
II10
For Your
Convenience
1/26/38
Mechanix Illustrated ...Interesting
10 .. 1 1/14/39
SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
Mechanix lllustrate'i ti? . Interesting
10 . 3/ 4/39
Ancient Cities of
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10
Not
Rev.
Mechanix Illustrated #4
10
Southern France
Interesting
IS
8/27/38
Miracles of Spcrt
Very Good
10 ..12/17/38
Beautiful and Gay BudaNot Rev.
8/ 6/38
Nature's
Mimics
Interesting
io
4/16/38
3ebu
Interesting
9
Points On Pointers
10
Fabulous
Marseilles
.
.
.
Excellent
10
Roaming Cameraman
6/1 1/33
6/1 1/38
Horg
Kong,
Gateway
to
No. I
I nteresting
II . 3/25/39
China
Excellent
Ifl
2/12/38
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
8/
6/38
Vlakaxsar
10
Manila.
Queen City of Good
2018 . 9/17/38
Campus Cinderella Very Good
Pacific
Superb
10
20 . 10/15/38
Declaration
of IndeMorman Coast
Good
10
2/12/38
4/16/38
6/ll/3«
pendence None Better
18
Lincoln in the White
Old
Towns
ofQuaint
Normandy
Fasoinating
10
Resort
and
Towns
House
Outstanding . . .
20 .. Not
1/14/39
Rev.
of the Blue Coast ... Excellent
10
Quiet Please
4/IS/!8
Rio de Janeiro
Excellent
10
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops
.. 1,2/17/38
Singapore. Cross Roads
3/25/39
20
Swingtime In the Movies. Excellent
.pest .Very of the East
Fascinating
10ill
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
Venice
. .Fascinating
4/ 3/38
1/39
Good
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7 ..12/
8/ 6/38
6/3t
2/tl'Si
Daffy Doc
Lively
7 . Net Rev.
SERIALS
It's
An
III
Wind
7
.
Not
Rev.
Kristopher Kolumbus. Jr
7
issue of
Reviewed
No. Chaps.
Lone Stranger and
10
Rev.
Porky
Very Funny
7 . Not
COLUMBIA
Not RfV.
Porky and Teahiscuit
7 .3/11
/39
Flying G-Men
Porky in Egypt
7
Great
Adventures
of Wild 15 Chaps.
Porky in Wackyland
7 ..Not
Rev
3/ 4/39
Bill Hickok
13 Chaps.
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
7 . 10/15/38
7/23/S8
2/ 4/39
Secret of Treasure Island . 15 Chaps.
Porky's
Naughty
Nephew
Average
7
.
12/17/38
Porky the Gob
Amusing
7 . Not Rev.
Spider's Web
15 Chaus.
4/ 2/38
1U/2K/3I
REPUBLIC
Porky's Tire Trouble
7 . 12/17/38
MELODY MASTERS (18)
Dick Tracy Returns
15 Chaps
Fighting Devil Dogs
12 Chaps.
Dave Apollon (4706) ... Fair
7
12/5/28/38
Lone
15 Chaps.
Chap).
Dave
His
Rev.
8/ 6/38
Hawk Ranger
ni the Returrs
Wilderness
12
Club Apollon
CasanovaandOich
7 .. Not
Not
Rev.
Blue Barron
10
RfV.
11/26/38
2/18/39
UNIVERSAL
Larry Clinton (4701)
10 . Not
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
Buck Uugeis
15 Chaps.
Larry Clinton (4714)
10
Flaming I lontiert
15 Chaps.
Jimmy Dorsey
9
2/1 1/39
a/38
9/17/38
Red Barry
13 Ch»|ll.
Merle Kcndrick
Excellent
10 ., 10/
Scouts te the Reeoue
12 Chaps.
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
10
6/ 4/31
PRINTED AT PLANT OF
!0/??/J«
HUGHES PRINTING
CO.
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA.
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OBSERVATIONS

No p2rson who listened to the reports from the various
Tents of the National Variety Clubs, at their Detroit
Convention, could help but realize the magnificent charity
job the units are doing in their respective territories.
Needless to say, they are a credit to the industry which
is an integral part of the Variety Clubs.
to the spot they occupy in the hearts of the industry, well, had you attended the banquet and looked
around the room at the representative executives of the
industry you would better understand the point we raise.
STR was happy to be represented and to better know
the organization and the fine work it is doing. May it
continue to prosper and expand until it is national in
coverage and with Tents in every important territory
throughout the country.

Although it would be a most novel and interesting
experience we still do not beheve it will happen.
The challenge has been tossed right back in Al's lap
to do with what he may. Just what that will be remains
to be seen.
AAA

As

And speaking of AUied's Convention; if all who were
invited or state they will attend, show up; Oh boy, will
that be a convention!
Just for the novelty of it we would like to see Kuy
kendall, Pettijohn and a slew of major company heads
and sales chiefs all assembled at an Allied meeting and
then see what happens.
Well be all ears.
AAA

AAA

At the rate the unions are organizing the home

office

Tolerance is a great word. Unfortunately, too many
people play upon it and, often, in the wrong way. It
has become too much of a habit for important executives

staffs, it won't be so long before you'll have to call the
local business agent for permission to dictate your morn'

to take an attitude of ''Believe as I believe or you

ing mail.

are

AAA

wrong."
This viewpoint is the very basis for most of the trouble
and unrest that has caused so much grief within the industry and the sooner it is eliminated the sooner will ail
of the industry enjoy greater respect and cooperation.
Another grave error which must be eliminated is that
of exaggerated importance practiced by many not worthy
of the attention they demand. In some instances, it comes
from premature authority which is immediately abused.
In others, it is simply a case of ego taking the upper
hand. Neither one is worthy of the attention and homage
paid them. But it is a tough habit to change or alter.
AAA
How can business be bad when you visit a home office
and listen to how each new picture tops the gross of the
preceding one? If business were that good the industry
would be enjoying an unprecedented wave of prosperity
unheard of in the past.
But, of course, we are supposed to express delight and
definite belief in these fairy tales, all the while trying to
figure out how some of the theatres are big enough to
handle this continuous increase in business while so many
other spots show so decided a falling off in receipts.
But then, we are not working in a home office.
AAA
Al Steffes bit off a mouthful

when

he issued a blanket

invitation to any and all exhibitors to come to the Allied
National Convention this June and speak their minds.

To

revive an old chestnut: if the government

starts

any more suits it'll have to offer two pairs of pants.
. . . And the current expression to define a film company
home office; any place conducting business that is suf
rounded on all sides by lawyers. . . . And still another
about the exhibitor whose business was so bad that he
could only spend one month

in Florida instead of two. . . .

AAA
Columbia announces (see page 33) a $4,000 exploi'
tation contest for outstanding campaigns on its new
release: ''Only Angels Have Wings."
Nice money ... if you can get some of it . . . and
you should if you take advantage of the many selling
angles possible on this attraction.
STR will try and make it easier for you by presenting
a far-reaching SHOWMANALYSIS
in an early issue.
Watch for it and then use as many suggestions as will
apply in your situation to round out a corking campaign.
AAA
STR extends sincere greetings to Ray Johnston and his
Monogram army now assembled in Chicago for their
annual sales convention. They have a great organization
and their progress speaks for itself far more eloquently
than the mere word of an admirer.
— 'CUICK" LEWIS

^
^
^
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AIMED
THEATRES
Exec.

U. S. Theatre

Brings
Tele Set

N.Y. INSTALLATION
Principal executives of United Artists who will attend the 20th anniversary convention of the company beginning Monday in Los Angeles are pictured above and below. Above left to right are Harry Cold, eastern general sales manager;
Jack Schiaifer, western general sales manager; Lynn Farnol, director of advertising and publicity; Monroe Creenthal,
exploitation director, and Arthur Kelly, vice-president in charge of the foreign department. Below are Murray Silverstone, chief of world-wide operations of the company and Harry D. Buckley, vice-president.

Record

Will

Number

Be

Executives
Leave

of

Pictures

Announced
from

for

Home

20th

Office

Birthday

Executives from the home

By
and

UA

Branches

Convention

office and all branches of United

Artists left this week for Los Angeles where the 20th anniversary sales convention of the company will be held May 7-11.
Among those from the home officel^
who have already left for the con- the opportunity of introducing the
vention are Murray Silverstone, new producers as well as the old
chief of to the sales force that the convention is being held in Los
world wide
Angeles.
The producers attendoperations
ing the meeting will include Hal
and Mrs. Sil- Roach,
David O. Selznick, David
verstone;
Harry D. Loew, Sol Lesser, Ernst Lubitsch,
Buckley,
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairvice - presi- Roach. banks, Walter Wanger and Hal
dent, and
Monroe Greenthal, exploitation
Mrs. Buckdirector,
and Albert Margolies,
ley; Edward
T. Carr, joint publicity director, are now in Los
Angeles arranging details of the
managing
rector diof convention.
United Artists in Eng1 a n d and
Mrs. Carr; Edward Raftery, general counsel for the company;
Lynn Farnol, director of advertising and
publicity;
Arthur
Kelly, vicepresident in
charge of the
foreign department;
Lowell Calvert, distribution manager of Selznick International and
Sam Cohen,
foreign publicity man ager. Others are Harry Gold,
eastern general sales manager;
Jack Schiaifer, western general
sales manager; Paul Lazarus, general contract manager; Charles
Schwartz, counsel for the company; Emanuel Silverstone, American representative for Alexander
Korda; Tom Walker, eastern representative for Hal Roach, and
Morris Helprin, American publicity and advertising representative for Alexander Korda.
The convention will meet most
of the 11 producers who will make
pictures for United Artists during
the 1939-40 season and it is for
Murray Silverstone

RKO

Has

Ticket

Books

As Mother's Day Gifts
To the long list of appropriate
Mother's Day gifts, RKO has
added a book of tickets, good at
any of its theatres throughout the
United States. The books contain
coupons that can be converted
into admission tickets acceptable
any time at any theatre.
Kuykendall

to Address

Kansas-Missouri

Group

Kansas City, Mo.^ — Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, will deliver
the principal address at the annual convention of the KansasMissouri Theatre Owners' Association here May 23-24, it was announced this week by George
Harttmann, secretary and treasurer.
"Union Pacific" Gets
Gala Premiere in Omaha
Omaha — What many consider
to be the biggest celebration in
the history of Omaha came to a
close here Saturday following the
world premiere of "Union Pacific" and the observation of the
70th anniversary of the railroad.
The film was screened simultaneously in three theatres before a
total audience of 7,000 persons.

Is This

A

Gag?

Allied States Association has
chosen such MPTOA dignitaries
as Ed Kuykendall, Fred Wehrenberg, M. Loewenstein and others
to serve on the transportation
committee
for Allied's
nual convention
to betenth
held anin
Minneapolis, June 13-15. Dave
Palfreyman, of the MPPDA office, has been appointed sergeantat-arms, with Pete Harrison as
his assistant.

HAYS

INVITED

TO

ALLIEDCONCLAVE
ITOA

Group

Views

May

Present

to Delegates

SOON

Concentration of its efforts on
theatre field equipment installations, in which
it isthe
primariljr
terested, will be
policy inof
Baird Television, Ian C. Javal,
commercial director of Baird,
stated on his arrival in New York
last week.
Accompanied by a staff of engineers, Javal also had with him a
line of the Baird equipment, including one of the theatre sets
with the large 12 by 15 screen. He
said that the theatre set will be
installed in a large Broadway
house in the near future upon the
completion
negotiations.
Interest in the of
Baird
set centers
on
seven houses, it was reported.
Although no decision has been
reached as to how or what programs will be demonstrated, Javal
said it appeared likely that a deal
will be made with NBC or CBS
to use its transmitting facilities.
He foresees the day when every
first-run theatre will have a television installation to supplement
regular shows with special events,
and spot news.

Sunday Restriction
Minneapolis — Will Hays, C. C. Ordinance Defeated
Fall River, Mass. — A proposed
Pettijohn, as well as major executives and representatives of the ordinance which would have denied Sunday amusement licenses
MPTOA have been invited to attend the annual Allied convention to any theatres located within
here June 13-15. William F. 200 ft. of a church was defeated
Rodgers, MGM sales chief, will here by a 5-4 vote of the City
also attend. Al Steffes is chair- Council.
man of the convention committee,
which also includes Jack Kirsch,
Maurice Rubin, Henry Lazarus,
Herman Blum, Nathan Yamins,
MOTION PICTURE
Ray Branch, Irving Dollinger,
Trade
Review
M. B. Horwitz, P. J. Wood, Mar- SHOWMEN'S
tin Smith, M. A. Rosenberg, S. J.
Samuelson, C. H. Olive, H A. Vol. 30, No. 15
Cole, Edward Maertz and Abram Title and Trade Mark Reg. May
6, 1939
U. S. Pat.
Off.
F, Myers.
A letter from the ITOA to
Charles
"Chick"
EditorE. and
PublisherLewis
Stef¥es stated
Col. Cole's was
invitation to allthat
independents
KENNEDY
Advertising
Mgr.
intriguing, and that "if it were TOM
Associate Editor
true," ITOA would like to present HAROLD RENDALL
its views at the convention. The ROBERT WILE
letter is believed to be the first
Managing Editor
WEST COAST OFFICE
official
reaction
to
Col.
Cole's
inANN LEWIS, West Coast Manager
vitation.
Guaranty BIdg., 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Cal., Tel. HOIIywood 1390
WRONG SHOWMANSHIP
CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE
MARSHALL REINIG
Responsible For Duals, Says
612 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
DeMille in Chicago
Telephone: Superior 7646
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE
Chicago — The wrong
kind of
showmanship
has resulted in a )OCK MacGREGOR, 20 Portsea Place
Hyde Park. W., London, Eng.
prevalence of double features. So
said Director Cecil B. DeMille here
this week, as the duals issue holds Showmen's Trade Review is published
by Showmen's
Publication
office, 34 Trade
North Review,
Crystal Inc.
St.,
the legislative spot at Springfield weekly
where
two measures
to outlaw East Stroudsburg,
Pa.
Editorial
advertising offices, 1501 Broadway,and New
double features are pending. He
York City. Tel. : Bryant 9-5606. Subspoke at a luncheon tendered in his
scription price in the United States and
! honor
at the Blackhawk Hotel Canada, $2.00 per year. Foreign $5.00
per year.scribers
Single
copies,with
ten cents.
should copyrighted
remit
order. SubAll
' operation.
contents
1939.
j Saturday. He urged film-made co- i
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Off for Hollywood
30

Features

By

Monogram

Company

Will

Meeting

Are

Also

Announced

at

Convention

Make

at Chicago

16

Westerns,

Is Told

NEW

EQUITY

SUITJSFILED
Gov^t

Action

in Okla.

Hits Griffith^ Majors

Monogram's schedule for next season embraces 30 features
and 16 Westerns, an increase of four features over the past

COMPLEMENTSN.

two Chicago
years. Headhnmg
the week«>
new season's program announced at
the
Convention this
Lifton, director of advertising and
IS "Rip Van Winkle" based on the publicity; John S. Harrington,
Washington Irving story. An- manager of film and accessory;
other top picture will be "Queen Lloyd Lind, assistant to the sales
of the Yukon" by Jack London.
"Son of the Navy" by Grover manager; Manny Reiner, pressbook editor; Joseph Kehoe, manJones and True Boardman; "His
ager of the non-theatrical deFather's Son" by Matt Taylor,
partment; George West, franchise
"Oliver Twist", screen version of
Jaffee, of Rosenthe Dickens classic and "Under holder;blatt William
and Jaffee, legal counsel for
Northern Lights" inspired by the the company; and J. R. Wilson,
music and lyrics of Charles Wakefield Cadman are also scheduled field representative.
The studio contingent includes
as top pictures on the new program announced by President W. Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in
charge of production and three
Ray Johnston.
Other features scheduled are of the company's stars — Martin
S p e 1 1 m a n , John Trent and
"Freckles Comes Home", contin- Frankie Darro.
uing the adventures of Jeannette
Stratton Porter's "Freckles"; four
SAILING FOR U. S.
pictures in the Mr. Wong series,
starring Boris Karloff; John
Trent in four more "Tailspin Pommer Coming Here For
Tommy" features. Marcia Mae
Par. Sales Convention
Jones and Jackie Moran are set
to make four pictures and Frankie
Darro will also make four. Tex
London — Erich Pommer, producRitter and Jack Randall will each
tion head of Pommer-Laughton —
make eight westerns.
"Mayflower," sails for New York,
Budget increases of 50 per cent ^^la}- 10 for conferences with Budd
for the top 18 features and 25 Rogers, American general manager,
per cent for the other 12 were and Neil Agnew. of Paramount. He
announced by Johnston.
will attend the Paramount sales convention in Lo? Angeles, June 8,
Among those from New York
who attended the meeting besides where he will speak on the PomJohnston are the following: Edward
mer-Laughton films to be distributed
A. Golden, vice-president in charge in the Western Hemisphere. The
of exchanges ; George W. W eeks, subjects, all starring Charles Laughvice-president for sales ; Norton V. ton, are "Jamaica Inn," "St. Martin's Lane" and "The Admirable
Ritchey, general foreign manager ;
Leon Fromkess, treasurer; I^ouis S.

Washington — Another blast at
the majors was let loose by the
Department of Justice last week
when it filed suit in the U. S. District Court for the Western district of Oklahoma, charging four
theatre circuits operating in
Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico and all majors with unreasonable combinations in restraint of
trade in the distribution of pictures. The department announced
that the new suit "is an essential
complement to the pending equity

Y. SUIT

Hal Horne (right), Eastern repre-j
sentative for Walt Disney, leaving
for Hollywood for a series of
conferences with Walt and Roy]
Disney on the new shorts and the
second
Disney feature, "Pinoc- ;
chio", which RKO
will release.
Accompanying
Horne are Dick I
Condon (left), Eastern publicity 1

suitIn inthe
Newform
York."
of a petition in
head
for Disney
and Joseph* \
equity, thefendantssuit
names
circuit de- Heppner, cameraman.
as Griffith Amusement

Co., operating in Oklahoma and
Texas; Westex Theatres, Inc., operating in Texas and New Mexico; and Consolidated Theatres,
operating in Oklahoma and
Texas. Majors and distributors
named are Paramount Pictures,
Inc.; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer DisCorp. of Texas;
Loew's,
Inc.; RKOtributingRadio
Pictures,
Inc.;
Vitagraph, Inc.; Universal Film
Exchange, Inc.; 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp. of Texas; 20th Century-FoxCorp.
Film Corp. and Columbia Pictures
Forerunner
of Others
This new Oklahoma suit is a
forerunner of others, with a maximum of ten being probable, it
was authoritatively reported. The
aim of the proceedings, it was declared, is"to divest the major producing companies of ownership
Crichton."
and control of the motion picture theatres vvhich exhibit their
Leaving For Convention
products." That the defendants
be dissolved and their properties
rearranged under several separate
and independent corporations are
asked in the suit.
Also asked for is injunctive relief, the suit directing that the alleged practices which result in
monopoly control and its oppressive exercise be enjoined. An injunction isalso asked restraining
llie defendants from jointly or
collectively negotiating contracts
with the major distributors for
the licensing of feature pictures
and seeks to enjoin producers
from seeking to license pictures
except "on a local, competitive
basis." Granting of an injunction
against acquisition of additional
theatres or financial interests in
the theatres by defendant chains
is sought from the judge.
Meanwhile, there was virtual
assurance this week among qualified industry leaders that majors
Some of Monogram's West Coast group were photographed as will unite for new action.
they left for the Chicago convention this week. Left to right are
In eral
Washington,
gencounsel, AbramAUied's
F. Myers,
Howard Stubbins and Ray Olmstead of the Los Angeles exchange;
Mel Hulling, West Coast sales manager; M. J. McCarthy of the looked upon the action as being
Los Angeles exchange; Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in charge "second in importance only to
of production; G. P. Allen of the San Francisco exchange; Mrs. the omnibus proceeding" against
distributors in New York
Spellman,andMartin
Spellman's
mother and kneeling, young Spellman major
last Fall. He stated that the new
himself
Frankie
Darro.

FAIR

CUTS

B'WY.

PIC

INTO

HOUSES

Other Attractions Help to
Lower

Sunday

Grosses

The New York W9rld_'s Fair
opened Sunday, and with it came
a somewhat sharp decrease in
Broadway picture house grosses,
according to a weekend checkup.
The armada of the U. S. Navy
ships which some 70,000 persons
attended the same day, along with
the pleasant weather which lured
thousands out in / the open, and
baseball attractions were other
factors contributing to the box
office decline. Rain late Sunday
afternoon kept a number of New
Yorkers on Broadway, and thus
helped evening grosses.
Report Yamins
Disposing of Theatres
Nathan Yamins is disposing of
his theatres in Fall River, Mass.,
reliable authorities reported this
week. It is probably for this reason, observers point out, that the
former Allied president declined
re-election last year.
Skirts Clean — Griffith
Kansas City — When apprised of
the Government's new equity suit
filed fith
in interests
Oklahoma
against
the H.
Grif-J.
and the
majors,
Griffith's terse comment was that
"our skirts are clean, whatever the

suit "furnishes an effective ancharges."
swer" to the propaganda which he
alleges is being circulated to the
effect that theatre divorcement
and enactment of the Neely Bill
"will expose independent exhibitors to the ruthless competition of
allegedly independent chains."
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MYRNA

MARX

LIONEL

JOAN

LOY

GRETA

BROTHERS

And
Plans

ROBERT

ROSALIND

BARRYMORE

GARBO

DONAT

$2,500,000,

ROBERT

for

the

POWELL

G

re

ELEANOR

JUDY

STEWART

M-G-M's

the

MARGARET

MONTGOMERY

JAMES

:

NELSON

Mac DONALD

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

Remember
cat!

JEANETTE

CRAWFORD

I est

SULLA VAN

POWELL

GARLAND

Promotion

expenditure

a

EDDY

of

all

of

ti me!

BEAU

BRUMMEL,

to star Robert

I HAD
day

A

COMRADE,

AMERICAN

NEWLYWEDS.

MAY

planned

American

by

a British

Introducing

with

couple;

who

of present-

Castlerose.

series, dealing

oped by those

a new

a typical young
now

created

being

devel-

the Hardy

and

series.

FLAVIN,

abandoned
Kinnan Rawlings'
Fleming, director.

in Germany;

Viscount

Kildare

Fitch;

descriptive

nobleman.

married

THE YEARLING, Marjorie
successful novel; Victor

Clyde

Donat.

conditions

family

(Continuing 1939- 1940 Prospectus from preceding pages)

by

THUNDER

Myron

Brinig's

novel

of an

wife's life struggle.
AFLOAT,

Ralph

Wheelwright

and

Commander
Harvey Haislip's story of sul>
marine chasers during last war; Wallace Beery.
WINGS
OVER THE DESERT, Harold Buckley's
melodrama of aviation over Sahara.
SMILIN'

THROUGH,

MacDonald;
SEA OF GRASS, Conrad Richter's novel of
embattled farmers and cattle men in New
Mexico;
Tracy

awaiting

and

availability

Myrna

of

Spencer

Loy.

immortal

I LOVE

YOU

Myrna
KIM, Kipling's
call for record

SOLDIERS

QUO

THREE,

VADIS,

the creators
THE

THE

on

another

of "Ben

Loy;

Kipling

CITY,

thriller.

production

Robert

novel

Donat;

"Kindling."

Clark

Gable

story of the American
Hopkins

OF

Marcin;

Joan

A

LADY

Ripley;

GLASS,

being

TO

and

hockey

Vicki

melodrama

romance.
Roy

of William

Cohen;

Powell

and

Loy.

HANDS

ACROSS

Towne

and

on

hockey

THE

Graham

BORDER,

Baker;

by

Gene

friendly

rivalry

I
the

U. S. military

EARL

OF

field between
academies;

Baum.

by

CHICAGO,

Montgomery;
Brock
fast-moving story.

THESE

GLAMOUR

Magazine

Canadian

starring

and

Robert

starring
William's

Robert
engaging,

story

GIRLS,

by Jane

for selected

Cosmopolitan

Hall

young

and

female

Marion
players.

Max
Further

HARDY

FAMILY

productions,

continuing
established

by

Clements

which

for Joan

Crawford.

American

TOWN,

prepared

version

and

Crawford.

COMES

by Octavus

availability

Parsonnet;
HOUSE

musical

heart-stabbing

AGAIN,

Jeanette

Taylor.

starring

CANADIAN,

circuit by Robert

by

Hur."

the celebrated

GREAT

Myrna

novel, plans for which
budget.

a multi-starred

RUINED

based

famed
studio

a triumphant

of the

awaiting

starring

have

themes

among

and
the

DR.

KILDARE

high

standard

these

two

picture-goers.

great

!

BALALAIKA,
London
Eddy

adapted

musical

from

the

successful

by Eric Maschwitz;

and Ilona Massey,

the exotic

donna ; big scale musical

dramatic

Nelson

new

prima

production.

SUSAN AND
GOD. Rachel Crothers' play
starring Greer Garson, distinguished for her
performance
THE

in "Goodbye,

ZIEGFELD

William

GIRL,

Anthony

Mr.

Chips."

all-star cast in story by

McGuire,

author

of "The

Ziegfeld."

Great
WITCH

IN

Desmond

THE

WILDERNESS,

Holdridge;

KingVidor,

novel

starring Spencer

by

Tracy;

director.

PARK

COME

BACK

TO

ME, based

WEST,

the

wild

a comedy
and

for the Marx
Harry

of Indians,

woolly;

now

Brothers

a modern

maiden

starring
and

de luxe

in our

Joan
drama

streamlined

on Sigmund

generation.

Romberg's "New
Moon", starring
MacDonald, Nelson Eddy.

GO

MODEL,

Crawford ; vivid, exciting
of

LOVER

AVENUE

20,000

rodeos

being

by Bert

Jeanette

and

prepared

Kalmar

and

LEAGUES

UNDER

THE

Verne's

world

renowned

BANJO

EYES,

comedy-drama

Eddie

SEA,

Jules

story in Technicolor.
with

music

for

Cantor.

Ruby.

WINGS
A YANK

AT

ETON,

and Thomas

by George

Phipps;

starring Mickey

by our

just completed

"Goodbye,. Mr.

WAR

a novelty

imagination

and

patriotic appeal;
of "The

Rooney,

Chips".

thriller combining

living actors

delightfully

absorbing

by Dorothy

Connelly's breezy, clever comedy story of an
aviatrix and aviator; James Stewart.

NICKEL

SHOW,

treatment

the

of the

motion

like that

JOURNEY'S
famous

END,based

on Robert

play; starring Robert

Edward

C. Sherriff's

Donat.

E. Rose's

famed

stage

Hurst's

cele-

baffling

London

Sayers;

"cavalcade

picture business," with a central showman
character; a strongly romantic story.

THE ROSARY,
success.

HOLIDAY,

Myles

in a story of

attraction.

BUSMAN'S

(title tentative),

unit which

Lost World" and "King Kong"; unprecedented production cost to bring you a

, sensational

mystery

successful

general

HIS BACK

Oppenheimer

to be produced

EAGLES,

ON

and
murder

GREAT

LAUGHTER,
brated novel.

starring Robert

Fannie

Montgomery.
SHOP
THE

LIFE

Spencer

STORY

Tracy

and

tively present Edison

OF

THOMAS

Mickey
as boy

EDISON

Rooney
and

man.

respec-

AROUND

Margaret
Morgan;

THE

Sullavan,
directed

CORNER,

James

by Ernst

starring

Stewart,

Frank

Lubitsch.

(next page says a mouthful!)
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Tluit ()ni;ili;i iircniiiTc o\ "L'nidii
Pacilic" lived up to tlie highpowered precedent set by the new
vogue of turning these western
towns just about inside out to
hail screen gUiritications of tlicm.
Also it brought on to New York
for a visit C. B. DeMille, hitting
the ball hard with his iifty-tliird,
or is it fifty-fourth?, feature. From
ll;e showmanship stanilpoint not
many directors get a marquee play
on their creations — but C. B.
docs, and his name means sometliing.
20th Century-Fox sets a new
precedent Saturday when it plays
daddy to the broadcast of the
Kentucky Derby, and everybody
who's listening to how the horses
are looking as viewed by the eye
of experts in judging racing flesh
and blood will also hear lots
about "Rose of Washington
Square".
The Baird television sets for
theatres came ashore from a liner
no inforthere's Broadway
far which
Soas to
recently. mation
house will install the first television outfit. Probably first event
up when, as and if television
makes a bow in the film theatres
soon, will no doubt be a horse
race or a fight — both of which
also will be covered verv ably by
news cameras so that all theatres
everywhere can show the customers the same thing, better if later

Among the home office executives who will attend the Columbia regional sales meetings are those pictured above and
below. Above left to right are Rube Jackter, assistant general sales manager; Abe Schneider, treasurer; joseph McConville, general manager of the foreign department; Maurice Bergman, director of advertising and publicity, and Max Weisfeldt. short subject sales manager. Below are Jack Cohn, vice-president of the company and Abe Montague, sales manager.
NOTARWS
Columbia

Sales

Forces

Meet

TO

COAST

Paramount Theatre Executive Gets Post in Studio

Louis Notarius, who for the past
14 years has been connected with
the Paramount theatre department,
leaves for the Coast next week for
First of Three Regional Meetings to Hear
a post in the Paramount studio
where he will work with Y. Frank
Product Announcement
From Montague
Freeman. He will bring the viewpoint of the experienced theatre man
Columbia's sales force in the East and home office executives to Paramount production. Some of
work, reviewing pictures for the
were preparing to gather at Atlantic City this week for the his
Paramount theatre partners, he will
first of three regional meetings at which the company is ex- continue on the Coast, while the remainder will be split up amongst
pected to announce the strongest'^ Following the Atlantic Citj'
program of pictures it has ever
various
other
executives in the home
meeting the group will go to Chi- office.
had. The group will gather in Atcago for the second of the reHe is scheduled to leave New
gional meetings and after that to York
on
Ritz Hotel
lantic City's
next Friday
Los
Angeles
for
the
last
of
them.
Monday.
In

Atlantic

City

On

Monday

Heading the
o f
group
home office
executives
will be Jack
Cohn, vice
t
])residen
the companJ^of

First Crosby Film
Playing at Music Hall
For the first time in the history
Abe Monof the Radio City Music Hall, a
gensales
eraltague,
Bing Crosby picture is playing
manager will
that theatre. Universal's "East
Side of Heaven", in which Joan
meeting.
preside at the
Blondell and Mischa Auer are
Jack Cohn
executives
office
home
Other
also featured, opened there last
Thursday. Universal also an- who will attend are Abe Schneider, treasurer; Rube Jackter, asnounced that "The Alikado" may
go into the Rivoli following the
sistant genc r a 1 sales
current engagement of "Wuthermanager;
ing weeks
Heights"
w'hich has one or
two
to go.
Joseph McforConville,
sales
eign
r;
manage
Important Dates
Louis Astor
May 8-10: United Artists sales convention, Los Angeles.
and Louis
W e in b e r g ,
Maytion,8-10:
Film Carriers
Park Central
Hotel, N.Ass'n
Y. C.convencircuit sales
May 8-11: Columbia regional meeting.
Atlantic City.
managers;
May 14-16: Columbia regional meeting.
Chicago.
Max W e i s May tournament
16: "Get Together
of GoodConneaut
Guys"
feldt, short
golf
and dinner,
sales
subject r;
Hotel. Conneaut Lake Park, Pa.
manage
May 18: Edwin Bergman outing and
Abe Montague
dinner, Mahoning Country Club, Girard.
Leo Jeffe, H.
Ohio.
C. Kaufman, Maurice Bergman,
May 20-22: Columbia regional meeting, Maurice Grad, George Josephs,
Los Angeles.
May 21-27: Silver Jubilee of Morris M. Hannock, Al Seligman, W.
Joseph, Universal branch manager at Brennan, Frank McGrann, A!
New Haven, Conn.
May 23-24: Kansas-Missouri Theatre Sherman and B. E. Zeeman.
Ass'n convention, Kansas City.
The company is expected to anMay 23-25: N. Y. Allied "World's
nounce a program of 40 features
Fair convention." Hotel Astor.
June 4-6: Theatre Owners of North and with several big name directors
South Carolina convention. Ocean Park signed to make them. In addition
Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
June S-10: Paramount convention, Hotel to the 40, Frank Capra's "Mr.
Ambassador, Los Angeles.
Smith
Goes to will
Washington",
June 12: MPTO of Va. midsummer in
production,
be releasednow
by
convention. Roanoke Hotel, Roanoke.
June 13-15: Allied National convention, the company under a separate
contract. There will probably be
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis.
June 19-22: National Conference on a number of Westerns announced
Visual Education, Francis W. Parker
School, Chicago.
and the usual quota of short subjects.
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SHOWMEN'S

MGM

ADDS

TO

Dallas

Variety

TRADE

Club

REVIEW

s Delegates

STARROSTER
Cantor,
New
ROBINSON

Astaire

PLAN

Allied

Detroit — Formerly office manager for RKO Radio Pictures,
Clive Waxman has been appointed state salesman for Monogram.

to Seek

HOPES

JOINS

State Salesman

EXHIB.

Action

At Convention

Pictures
ALSO

6, 1939

VOTEOILCODE

In

MGM announced this week a
supplementary list of titles and
stars which will augment its program for next season, announced
at the convention in March.
There will be from 44 to 52 pictures on the new program.
New star additions include Eddie Cantor, Fred Astaire and Edv/ard G. Robinson. James Stewart has also been elevated to stardom. Cantor will appear in "Banjo
Eyes", a comedy drama with
music. Fred Astaire will co-star
with Eleanor Powell on "Broadof 1940".will star in
way MelodyShearer
Norma
"Pride and Prejudice" from the
novel by Jane Austen, following
completion
of starred
"The Women"
which
she is
with Joanm
Crawford and Rosalind Russell.
Jeanette MacDonald will appear
in a musical version of "Smilin'
Thru" which Norma Shearer
made several seasons ago. She
will be co-starred with Nelson
Eddy in "Silent Night" and
"Lover Come Back to Me". Nelson Eddy will also be seen in
"Balalaika" with Ilona Massey.
"Park Avenue Model", to be
produced from an original story
by John Larkin and Jerry Horwin, has been added to Joan
Crawford's starring schedule,
which already includes "House of
Glass", "A Lady Comes to Town",
in addition to "The Women".
"American Newlyweds" will introduce a new family series, dealing with a typical young married
American couple.
Robert Montgomery will go to
England to star in two pictures:
"Earl of Chicago", an original
story by Brock Williams, and
"Busman's Holiday", based on a
novel by Dorothy Sayres. These
will be produced at the Denham
Studios on the same large scale as
"A Yank at Oxford", "The Citadel" and the recently completed
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips".
Busby Berkeley and Norman
McLeod have been signed to directorial contracts at the Culver
City studios.
Greer Garson, who appears
opposite Robert Donat in "Goodbye. Mr. Chips", will be starred
in
"Susan
and God",
playhave
by
Rachel
Crothers.
Donatthewill
the leading role in "Ruined City",
based on the novel "Kindling" by
Nevil Shute. Spencer Tracy will
be starred in "Witch in the Wilderness", to be directed by King
Vidor from the novel by Desmond
Holdridge.
Mono.

May

IT'S CONCLUSIVE

Regardless of organization afall independent
tors will befiliations,asked
to vote exhibion the
acceptance or rejection of the
trade liedpractice
proposals convention
when Alholds its national
at the Nicollet Hotel in MinneIn a formal
announcement from
apolis, June 13-15.
his Dallas headquarters. Col. H.
A. Cole asked for a settlement of
the reforms argument "once and
for all" and stated that a session
would be set aside for discussion
of the subject by representatives
Underwood,
Branch
Manager,
The 17 men pictured above were
of exhibitors and distributors.
Columbia;
J.
O.
Cherry,
City
photographed when they pre"Each theatre owner will be
sented a portrait of R. J. (Bob) Manager in Dallas, Interstate
given an opportunity to hear the
O'Donnell, to the subject himself. Circuit; Bob O'Donnell, Vice
Then they all left for Detroit for President and General Manager, other side, and from there on he
the National Variety Clubs con- Interstate Circuit and Chief Bark- is on his own," Cole said, then
er of the Variety Club of Dallas; continued: "If the majority of
vention. Left to right in the bottom Tovf are B. C. Gibson, Special Wallace Walthall, Branch Man- independent theatre owners in
ager, National Screen Service; the U. S. want to accept the trade
Sales Representative, United Artists; Harry Sachs, Chief Booker, E. J. Solon, Treasurer, Interstate practice reforms as submitted by
Interstate Circuit; Buddy Har- Circuit; Paul Short, Division the producers, you may rest assured that the members of the neris, General Sales Manager, TAD Manager, National Screen.
Top row left to right: Meyer
Screen Advertising; Lloyd Rust,
gotiations committee and all officers of Allied will find no fault,
Branch Manager, Republic; Burt Rachofsky, Vice President, Mercantile National Bank; Robert L. and we are positive representaKing, Division Manager, RCA;
tives of the producers-distributors
George O'Rourke, President, Jones, Chief of Police of Dallas;
O'Rourke Construction Co.; Duke Elmer Zrenner, Sound Super- will
feel likewise."
Nothing
up to the present time
visor, Interstate Circuit; Frank
Evans, General Sales Manager,
Starrs, Director of Advertising has been done to settle the conEvans Printing & Poster Co.
statements in regard to
Second row left to right: Jack and Publicity, Interstate Circuit. exhibitor troversial
reaction to the Neely
Bill and the trade code. Cole
pointed
out. While one group conVARIEH
CLUBS
CAN.EXHIBSTO
tends the Neely Bill would hurt
the independents, another takes
an opposite view. If representaDRAFT
REFORMS
RE-ELECT
HARRIS
tives of production, distribution
and exhibition meet in one session. Cole believes the matter can
Indicate It Will Call For
More Than 600 Delegates,
be settled.
Sweeping Changes
Guests, Attend Meet
Detroit — A banquet at the Book
Cadillac Hotel attended hy more
than 600 delegates and guests
climaxed the fifth annual convention of the Variet}^ Clubs of
America, which closed here Saturday. Mayor Richard W. Reading, John B. Kennedy, Lloyd Nolan, Malcolm W. Bingay, editorial
director of the Free-Press, and
Edgar Guest were included among
the speakers and guests of honor.
George Jessel and Ethel Shutta
headed an elaborate floor show.
John H. Harris, Pittsburgh, was
re-elected chief barker for the
fifth time; Duke Clark, Cleveland,
first assistant chief barker; John
J. Maloney, Pittsburgh, second
assistant chief barker; Frank
Drew, Cleveland, national property master, and James Palmer,
Pittsburgh, national dough guy.
The 1940 convention will be held
in Dallas, Texas.
Anti-Duals

Bill

Springfield, 111. — A bill to prohibit double features in Illinois
has been advanced by the House
to its third reading, thus indicating an early vote.

Toronto — A move has been formally launched here by the Independent Theatres Association in
behalf of Canadian indie exhibitors who want a trade practice
of their own. The Association is
canvassing its membership for
suggested reforms, with subjects
of clearance, priority and revision
of the Standard License Agreement getting strongest attention.
When the suggested draft is
turned over to distributors, indications are that ITA will call
for sweeping changes.
Actual standardization of the
license agreement is wanted by
ITA, who would rule out socalled surprise clauses on the
schedule side and would have
any departures from the standard
form printed in bold type as a
tip-off to exhibitors.
Tax May Close Theatres
Quebec — Unless some modification
of
City's
per cent
on
all Quebec
admissions
to ten
theatres
and tax
places
of amusement, now in effect, does
not materialize, it is believed many
Quebec theatres will close their
doors-

FOR

FAIR

VISITORS

Variety Club Will Establish
Headquarters in N. Y
A headquarters for members of
the National Variety Clubs and
others associated with the motion
picture industry who visit the
New York World's Fair will be
established by the National Variety Club, probably at the Hotel
Astor in the near future, it was
announced last week' in Detroit
by John H. Harris, national chief
barker. If the venture is successful, it is possible a New York
tent will also be established.
Okla.

MPTO

Convene

Will

in June

Oklahoma City — Annual convention of the MPTO of Oklahoma will be held here June 19-20
or June 26-27, it has been announced by Morris Loewenstein,
president. National legislation,
the MPTOA program and the
trade pact will be discussed by
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy.
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Captain

Fury

( //i'//v.\'ii()(/ I'rcviczv)
Drama

UA

of Washington

92 mins.

Square

(Hollywood Previezi')
20th-Fox
Musical-Drama
86 mins.
Entertainment Fills Bill
Mass Appeal
To Perfection
As A Showman's Delight
(National Release Date, May 12)
Cast: Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Al Jolson,
William Frawley, Joyce Compton, Hobart
Cavanaugh, Moroni Olsen, E. E. Clive, Louis
Prima, Charles Wilson, Ben Welden, Horace
MacMahon, Paul Stanton, Maurice Cass, Bert
Roach, others. Associate Producer and Screenplay by Nunnally Johnson, based on a story

For Additional
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LEGION OF DECENCY
RATINGS:

Thrilling Action Drama with Fine Cast
and Plenty of Comedy; Is Sure to Please
(National Release Date, May 2b)
Cast: Brian Aherne, Victor McLaglen,
June Lang, John Carradine, Paul Lukas,
George Zucco, Douglas Dumbrille, Virginia
Field, Charles Middleton, Lawrence Grossmith,
Lumsden Hare, others. Screenplay by Grover
Jones, Jack Jevne and William DeMille. Produced and directed by Hal Roach.
Plot: Zucco rules a vast territory in
Australia with an iron hand, and controls the
wool industry, even going so far as to rustle
sheep. His guards oust the nearby settlers by
raiding their gardens, killing their livestock
and burning their homes. Among the prisoners arriving on a recent boat and immediately
assigned to Zucco's compound is Aherne, along
with A'IcLaglen, Carradine and others. He becomes the leader of the prisoners. Mergon,
a Zucco henchman, is burned to death ; but the
settlers believe it is Lukas, father of June
Lang. They accuse Aherne of the murder and
he is put on trial. Lukas, however, is discovered imprisoned by Zucco, and Aherne is
released.
SUMMARY: Action fans will relish this
Robin Hood tale of early Australia. Loaded
with thrills, fast riding and plenty of comedy,
it contains all the time-honored ingredients
necessary to amuse and entertain audiences
interested in the good old-fashioned outdoor
melodrama. They'll enjoy the two top stars,
Victor McLaglen and Brian Aherne. McLaglen, because of his fine portrayal of a
rough and hilarious kleptomaniac and Aherne
for the splendid way he handles his role.
John Carradine, George Zucco, Douglas
Dumbrille and June Lang all contribute noteworthy performances. This is the first picture Hal Roach has directed in five years,
and he proves he hasn't forgotten what it
takes to please at the box office. For street
ballyhoo have man with ten-gallon hat, ride a
horse around town with sign "I am Captain
Fury." Canvas bag with coins could be displayed in lobby, offering prize to the one
guessing the amount contained therein. Natives of Australia living in your community
could be given complimentary ticket of admission.
OUTSTANDING: Brian Aherne and Victor McLaglen.
Catchline: "The Robin Hood of earlv
Australian history."
CFAMILY)
Rose

A I) 1-: R I'. V 1 r<: w

(For Week Ending May 6)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL
Fixer Dugan

PATRONAGE

Sorority House
Romance of the Redwoods
Code of the Secret Service
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS

ONLY

Wanted by Scotland Yard
Outside These Walls
Boys Reformatory
Stolen Life
by John Larkin and Jerry Horwin. Directed
by Gregory Ratoff.
Plot: Jolson works in a cheap burlesque
house, at the same time trying to help Alice
Faye land a theatrical contract. The two work
out an act together, but their attempts to
interest theatrical agents fail. Rose goes to
a small hotel away from New York. There
she meets Power, and the two fall in love.
Power is involved in a confidence game, but
skips out before Alice discovers the kind of
man he really is. Meanwhile, Jolson signs up
at the Winter Garden as a solo act, and with
the help of a stooge, Cavanaugh, goes over big.
Alice returns to New York as an entertainer
in a speakeasy. Power comes there with two
suckers he expects to fleece, but learning the
place will be raided, goes to Alice's rescue.
Learning of Power's character, Jolson later
beats him up, but Alice sticks by him. Reforming, Power returns the money he had gained
illegitimately. He gets into more trouble, and
is sentenced to prison. He takes on new life
when he learns Alice still loves him and will
wait.
SUMMARY: If you've looking for mass
appeal entertainment this tuneful cavalcade
should fill the bill to perfection. With three
dominant names for the marquee and a
powerful story well acted and directed.
Twentieth Century-Fox again comes through
with a showman's delight. Al Jolson and
Alice Faye sing a score of outstanding song
hits of yesteryear that will thrill young and
old and Tyrone Power handles an unsympathetic role with such marked ability that it
will not only satisfy his host of fans but will
add many new ones. William Frawley and
Joyce Compton head a competent supporting
cast. Gregory Ratoff does an inspired job
of direction with an eye toward showmanship
values. Arrange with auto dealers to stage
a parade of cars of old vintage bearing banners and blondes who throw out small paper
roses tabbed with the name of the picture
and your playdate. On the order of "Poppy
Day," youUse
might
arrangeaddress
a "Rosesystem
Day" for
charity.
a public
for
playing the hit songs. Use giant blowups of
Power, Miss Faye and Jolson.
tion.
OUTSTANDING:

Gregory Ratoff's direc-

Catchline : "The Great White Way when
Broadway was Broadway." (FAMILY)

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult Encyclopedia

It s A
MCM

Wonderful

Mystery-Comedy

World
86 mins.

You'll Agree It Is When You Hear Your
Patrons Guffawing at This Grand Comedy
(National Release Date, May 19)
Cast: Claudette Colbert, James Stewart,
Guy Kibbee, Nat Pendleton, Frances
Drake, Edgar Kennedy, Ernest Truex, Richard Carle, Sidney Blackmer, Andy Clyde,
others. Screenplay by Ben Hecht, based on
an original story by Ben Hecht and Herman J. Mankiewicz. Directed by W. S.
Van Dyke, II. Produced by Frank Davis.
Plot: Stewart, a private detective, has the
job of keeping millionaire playboy Truex
out of trouble. Truex is framed on a murder
charge, trumped up by Frances Drake and
Blackmer
that they'llandgetput
Truex's
moneyin
after he isso convicted
to death
the electric chair. Stewart keeps Truex
under cover, but is discovered, and sentenced to prison for conspiracy. He escapes and meets Claudette. At first she's
always in his way as he tries to find another man marked for death by Blackmer,
but eventually she becomes of great assistance to him. Finally, at a summer stock
theatre, Stewart solves the mystery with
the aid of Claudette, and playboy Truex is
saved.
SUMMARY: Overflowing with hilarious
situations, smart lines and top-notch performances by Miss Colbert and Stewart,
this is a film you'll be happy to serve your
patrons as a grand Springtime tonic. Although it's on the mystery side, the plot is
so different from the ordinary mystery, and
the production and direction is of such calibre that "It's a Wonderful World" can be
placed at the top of your preferred date
list. Claudette Colbert, besides seeming
lovelier than ever, has the kind of role audiences like to see her play. James Stewart
is excruciatingly funny, especially when he
adopts a Scout uniform and thick-lensed
spectacles to elude his pursuers. Additional
laughs are provoked by Guy Kibbee, Nat
Pendleton and Edgar Kennedy. This is just
the kind of picture about which your patrons
will enthuse to their friends. Don't hesitate
to give it the gun by means of a big promotional campaign. Sell Colbert and Stewart as a lovable, laughable pair of sleuths.
With the title as the basis, you should find
it comparatively simple to promote a cooperative ad page from local merchants. In
all probability there will be plenty of tie-up
stills available for your use when the film is
released.
OUTSTANDING: Claudette Colbert and
James Stewart.
Catchline: "Here's the sprightliest Springtime mystery-comedy that ever made you
say 'It's wonderful'."
(FAMILY)
Blue

Montana

Skies

Republic
Western
56 mins.
Gene Gets His Man in the Northwest,
And Action Fans Get Lively Film Fare
(National Release Date, May 4)
Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, June
Storey, Harry Woods, Tully Marshall, Al
Bridge, Glenn
Strange,
Doroth
40)y Granger,
(Continu
ed on page

of Exploitation — See Back Cover
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Editor, Showmen's Trade Review :
While series pictures have been doing
pretty well as a rule — I believe there are
getting to be too many series.
Musicals have lost a great deal of their
appeal to my audience. By this, I mean, the
type like "Broadway Melody", "Sweethearts", etc.
Musicals like "Sing You Sinners" and
"Cocoanut
Grove"
are O. K.
The biggest complaint I have against
any one company is the poor sound.
South Dakota exhibitor
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review :
For God's sake, try to get Fox to give
Jane Withers a break. The spending of a
million on Shirley Temple pictures and a
couple of hundred thousand on the Withers
gives me a pain in the posterior.
Temple is deader than a last year's bird
nest, while Withers keeps right at the top
despite no budget, no cast, no story — no
nothing.
Small town in Kansas
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review :
With regard to the short subjects, my
patrons are frank to say that they do not
want any type of travel or educational subject. When they come to the movies they
want to be amused and entertained and not
educated. There is still room in our territory for good two-reel comedies such as
are put out by Columbia.
Regarding features, I believe that there
are entirely too many family and other type
series of features. My patrons demand variety and will not go for sameness over and
over.
North Carolina exhibitor
Editor, Showmen's Tr.ade Review :
Your trade paper is fine, but my pet peeve
is — How can reviewers looking at pictures
get all hopped up over some bum picture
and rave about the box office possibilities
when a dumb halfwit can see that the pic-

MAIL
BAG
ture wall starve any place you play it. The
best
example v^'as
"Boy Meets
Either
the reviewers
go screwy
or theGirl".
people
are
100% nuts and after twenty years I know
the people are right. One of the most important features of any trade paper so far
as the small town exhibitors are concerned
is good honest reviews.
Iowa exhibitor

Editor, Showmen's Trade Review:
I want to say, if you'll permit me, that
your "Leaders" is about the most intelligent I have ever seen. You certainly deserve a lot of credit for arranging such an
analysis and I am sure it will do a lot of
good towards guiding production and exhibition in the 1939-40 season.
In addition, since I'm finally writing to
you after all these months of silence, I
want to tell you some things about your
paper. The listing of the short subjects in
every issue with a notation as to its value
for entertainment is mj^ one and only guide
for the booking of shorts. You know I seldom get a chance to see shorts prior to
booking and consequently I need a good
guide. During the past year I have used
your short subject pages every week. They
guide me in booking mj'- shows intelligently
and I just want you to know that I appreciate this service.
Then, there's the "Showmanalysis" series.
Nobody else in the business goes to all the
trouble you are going to to make the pictures easier to sell to our audiences. Of
course, the press sheets seem to be indispensable. Isuppose we'll always have and
need them. But this series which you run
every week in your paper is a god-send to
fellows like me who can't get in to see
every important picture and understand
what it's got that we can use for sales
angles. If nobody else ever throws bouquets at you for this service, just remember
that I'm throwing one now.
Your series of articles about your trip
*o the Coast last fall were highly illuminating and very informative.
Some fellows

Unique Foyer Display Expresses Title's Theme
This unique method of selling the youthful, carefree theme expressed in the title of UniversaVs "Youth Takes a Fling" was devised by Dave Martin when he zvas at the Fox Bruin
Theatre, IVestwood Village, Los Angeles. Vira Duronslet, pretty Bruin usherette, is demonstrating the miniature scale-model railroad which ivas promoted free for foyer use. Great
stuff, Dave, but our heart belongs to Vira. Martin is nozv at the Paramount, Hollywood.
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niiL;iit read it as a gossip column, but I am
glad you wrote as you did for it was not
only easy to read but easier to understand.
To me it was like taking a trip around the
places and I'm thankful I was able to get
such an excellent picture of what goes on
in and around Hollywood.
Thanks again for all your services and
please excuse me for not having written
sooner. I am always so busy around m^- theatre looking after one thing and another
that I don't take time out occasionally, as I
should, to say a kind word to someone
who's doing a good job for others. Best of
luck and good wishes and I hope all exhibitors treat you as swell as you deserve.
Thomas Di Lorenzo
New Paltz, N. Y.
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review:
If the great (?) would give us pictures
like "Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Boys'
Town," "Test Pilot," "Judge Hardy" series,
good football pictures, good musicales and
westerns and cut out the foreign and highbrow stuff we'd be O.K.
Eastern Ohio Exhibitor
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review:
Seems funny to select ten features on the
Leaders' Survey from one major's list and
then place them third as best money
maker on the ballot. The answer is simple:
swell business — high rentals — no profit — as
usual.
Kansas Exhibitor
Editor, Shov»'men's Trade Review
I just have a remark to make.
Have you noticed lately the very dark
printing of pictures. This may be considered
art or technique, but it most assuredly takes
a lot away from the entertainment value of a
picture. The patron has to concentrate and
peer at the screen to try and determine what
is going on, and so there is really no relaxation any more in going to a movie.
I am not talking from my own viewpoint (although I agree), but I come in daily
contact with every one of my customers and
they make no bones about how they feel
about it. This is not the case with one
company alone, but it is more so with some
than with others.
Oh, Yes! The public is not very much
interested in what goes to win an academy
prize or who wins which or what. All they
want is entertainment without effort and —
after all — why shouldn't they get it! God
knows we pay enough for it! Think it over.
Western Canadian exhibitor.
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review:
I can't tell you much about it, but one
thing I can tell you and that is that show
business is not what it was years ago. When
we had higher picture prices we had fair
or rotten pictures. When prices were lower,
showmanship was much better and more
monej' was made at the end of the week.
Now you give your patrons a picture, stage
sliow, comedies and cartoons and charge
them very little more for it, but your stage
show is rotten and j'our pictures only fair.
I still think that we ruined show business
by giving people more and more every day.
Frankly,
want crazy
that. showmen
They do
not
want people
doubles. don't
But some
think that they beat the next theatreman
by doing this. According to my way of
thinking, if the producers would stop making so many pictures we would be better
off. They ought to make more good pictures. Iplay a good picture in this small
town of 5,000 people four, five and six days
and I do very well. However, when I get
a "stinker" they won't come in because
they all know about it through Fidler, and
all magazines. You know that in this business there are no more secrets. If they
would lay of? the radio and magazines we
would be much better ofif. Good exploitation, good paper and good mats sell shows.
Ohio exiiibitor
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Examples of Typical Tabloid Theatre Publications
Here are typical samples of tabloid theatre publications. On the left is part of a page of
Maurice Osterman's Movie Guide, ivhile on the right is the front page of the paper issued by
At Marks. You'll find more about these programs in the accoinpaiiying article.

An

''Inside"

Peek

at Osterman's

Breezy

Sidelights
Interesting
Revealeth
this
on
THE major portion of our discussi
Looking
through
paper, you'llpresent,
note that
Shea
programs
are the
conspicuously
as
week will be devoted to the tabloid paper.
Movie Guide, edited and published by Maurice
they should be, yet do not dwarf the other
contents. There are plenty of short, snappy
Osterman in the interests of all Shea Theitems ; a feature box here and there ; photoatres. Osterman was brought to our attention some time ago by William B. Justice,
graphs of Hollywood styles to please the femwho aids in the publication of Cinonag for
inine
a "letters
column
in which readers
tlie; fans
root to
or the
razzeditor"
; an editorial
the Capitol and Majestic Theatres, Paragould. Ark. Recently Osterman became a
column written by guest movie-star editorialists; aspecial feature by Alexander Woollcott;
member of the STR Program Exchange.
A copy of Movie Guide, we are informed,
personal stories about the stars, and a cartoon feature on facts about Hollywood.
has been sent to each and every member, so
that any of you reading this will know just
what we're talking about. Size 85^ by 11^
inches, when folded, Mozne Guide gives the
New Members Added This Week
appearance of a small tabloid ; but the fact
Tom Marks,
Pringle,Landis
Ideal Theatre,
'I'heatre, Vineland,
'J'oronto, Canada.
that it is larger than seems apparent at first
Al
N. J.
T. G. Ehrsam. Theatre. Huntincton Station, T.. T.
glance is known as soon as it is unfolded.
Slielby McCallum, Benton Theatre, Benton, Ky.
When this is done, you have a WYi by approximately 17-inch format. We don't have
to tell you what's on the front page except
i., ^
^
^
^, ^
to page that
that it's in typical newspaner style. You can ^ote as you go from page
the
s
advertisement
several
are
there
although
readily denote a balance between headlines,
does
time
no
at
that
out
laid
so
are
P^'^s
"gossipy"
copv and photographic art. The
overshadowHoilvwood column at the extreme left adds the reader sense that the ads are
ads are evenly
Thepublication;
matter. the
reading
'"^
puncii to the front page makeup.
distributed
throughout
they
are not bundled up on one page. Thus they
^p*^ *° noticed.
nh
RlnfC
Ar>r>1irntinti
Ynur rX^pilL
±UUr
ULlUn nian
^,^]^ ^ ^^p^^. .^i^h as this for 3.-our guide
(and we might also include Cinemaq, North
tf
'1 AI
M
^rkfl man
/^li-n ana
K^lip
now:
Observer and Grand Theatre Nezvs) you
should have little difficulty in turning out
STR Program Exchange,
your own tabloid newspaper. It can even be
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW,
smaller than those published by
ex1501 Broadway,
change members. You can start out other
with only
New York, N. Y.
a four-page folder, if you wish, but as interDear "Chick": — I hereby apply for membership in est develops and merchants see the large covthe STR Program Exchange. I understand that entry erage their ads will get, you'll surely find it
of my name on this coupon signifies a willingness to necessary to increase the number of pages and
exchange theatre programs with other theatres, but perhaps the size.
involves no other obligations.
Seek the advice of your local printer as
[vjg^g
far as general make-up goes. Although you
J.
mav not know the first principles of page
.
®
make-up, copies of Movie Guide, Cinemag,
City
and other papers on your desk will aid you
State
materially. Follow their styles. But once you
get the paper going, we're sure you'll discover
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a keen interest on the part of the public — a
greater interest than is sometimes the case
with the cut-and-dried program.
It is our hope that members will consider
the time and trouble Osterman has taken to
see that they get copies of his paper, and that
they will reciprocate the favor by sending
liim their programs. He'll probably find a lot
of good ideas to inject in his Moz'ie Guide,
just
you'll manager
get ideas of
from
Al asMarks,
the others.
Landis Theatre,
Vineland, N. J., comes through with a tabloidtype newspaper. Al has just joined the Program Exchange, and it looks as though his
publication will find favor among theatremen.
It's printed by the off-set process, and in spite
of its small, compact size, manages to include lots of news, art and advertisements.
Special columns are written by the manager
and members
staff'.since
The only
new type
gram has beenof inhiseffect
Marchpro-5.
Up to date, it looks as though Marks is doing
a fine piece of work. Like the other tabloid
theatre publications, his will aid in establishing
one
him for
now. >our theatre. Start exchanging with
We want to thank Tom Pringle, another
new member, for the material he has sent
from Toronto, Canada. Tom gets out a nice
little program, and for special events he issues attractive handbills and heralds. For one
of his stunts, he gives out small discs, in which
the receiver places a penny. When he has
17 discs filled with as many pennies, he brings
them to the theatre for a special treat. We're
always glad to hear from Canadian exhibitors, so get in touch with us often, Tom.
And, members, see that his name is added to
That's
your
list. about all we have for this week.
Next week we're going to tell you about anotherother
program from
the ocean.
There'll
also be
news across
of interest
to members.
So be on hand.

Paper

"
Note Fromof "Zaza
For hisA engagement
"Zaza," Manager
E. T. Arkin, of the Paramount Theatre,
Chicago, distributed teaser cards, one of
which carried a photo of Claudette Colbert
in a dance costume, while the other carried
the copy: "I'll be at Hammond 8168, Thursday, March 23. Give me a ring. — 'Zaza'."

)UNE
6th
NATHAN HALE, patriot, born 1755. He was the
author of the phrase, "I regret that I have but one
life totestlay
down forhis
my sacrifice
country." was
Run justified
an essay conon whether
with
awards of guest tickets to winners. This is a good
time is
to briefly
play "Sons
of Liberty" in which Nathan
Hale
portrayed.
8th
THEODORE
ROOSEVELT creates the first conservation commission, 1908. This occasion provides a good
buildup for animal shorts. Tie up with local Sportsmen's Association including fishing and gun clubs.
9th
jOHN HOWARD PAYNE, author of "Home, Sweet
Home" born 1791. Stage a Community Sing with
this song opening and closing the program. Tie up
with music stores for an essay contest on the real
significance of this event in American history.
10th
NATIONAL FLOWER SHUT-IN DAY. Sponsored by
the Florists' Telegraph Delivery Association, c/o
Brooke, Smith and French, Detroit. Admit any person bringing the equivalent of the admission price
in flowers which you can give to local hospitals
and shut-in institutions. Get the cooperation of the
newspaper for this stunt, which can bring you an
immense amount of goodwill. Start the ball rolling
by giving a big bunch yourself.
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Display of Patent Models
Department stores throughout the country
are holding private exhibits of some thousands of original United States Government
patent models ranging from 1807 to 1890,
constituting a cross-section of American inventive genius and industrial development
during the Nineteenth Century.
With the belief that such an exhibit may
interest exhibitors for displays in their
lounges, lobbies or mezzanine floors, we invite you to communicate with the Editor of
Showmen's Trade Review, who will be glad
to direct you to the proper source for obtaining full information as to the procedure
in making an exhibit of this kind possible.

Col. Inaugurates

Contest

on ''Angels Have Wings
.As an incentive to all theatre managers
and advertising men to develop extraordinary and unusual campaigns in connection
with the forthcoming picture, "Only Angels
Have
Wings",
will offer
$4,000
in
prizes
for theColumbia
best of these
campaigns,
inclusive of advertising, publicity and exploitation.
The contest opens on May 25 and will
continue for six months. The first prize will
be $1,000 and there will be ten prizes of
$300. A comittee of judges, to be announced later, each an expert in his field,
will make the awards. These prizes are
open to everyone and will be awarded strictly on the merits of the campaigns submitted,
regardless of the sizes of the communities.
Campaigns do not necessarily have to be
based upon material in the press book and
development of original ideas is encouraged.
All material should be directed to the Cont^est Committee, Columbia Pictures Corp.,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All
material should be placed in books and if
the nature of any part of the campaign is
of such character that it can't be placed in
a_ book, then photos should be submitted.
Campaign books will not be returned to
contestants; therefore, a duplicate of the
material submitted should be kept bv the
>ender.

Working Model Displayed
This Cedric Gibbons working model display
on MGM's "Marie Antoinette" zvas used in
the lobby of the Haiclhorne Theatre, Newark,
A. J., by Manager Robert Flex. It attracted
much attention from patrons entering and
leaving. Flex also exhibited a display of stills
indicating the
technical
side of ' the film
especially
for students.

Morris

Gives

Some

Observations
Some

Patrons

Missing
Read
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the slogan, "Distinctive films
WITH
from home and abroad," the Uptown
Theatre, Pasadena, Calif., presents to its
patrons a foreign film presentation along
with a domestic feature, according to_ Manager Walter Morris. Occasionally, if the
feature from abroad is strong enough, Morris prefers to run it alone, along with a
program of diversified short subjects.
For his exploitation, he contacts schools,
foreign-speaking groups, music societies,
PTA and the Better Films Association.
Since his theatre does not cater to the
masses, Morris feels that he is swinging
more patronage his way by concentratin.g
on a diversified, yet shorter program of one
feature and short subjects. It's a job, he
sa^^s,
to "unsell the masses," but he
is suretrying
of success.
We'd like toWhen
pass along
someis ofmade
Walter's
observations.
mention
that
the attraction is a foreign film, "prospects
seem to retire with apprehension about the
entertainment value." The explanation that
Englishto titles
translate
the action
doesn't
seem
influence
patrons.
Furthermore,
many the
of them
lazythethey
won't
even
take
trouble"areto soread
titles
because
'we can't watch the picture (action), too'."
The latter point, Walter declares, is comparable in a degree to those heard about
the squeaky talkies when they were first
introduced.
Reasons for Foreign Dialogue
Walter wonders why English dialogue
isn't dubbed in, then answers his own question with the obvious answer that "a lot
of patrons of the art theatres come to hear
the actual dialogue to brush up on their
native tongue or else to get help in their
study of the language." However, he believes that dubbing in the dialogue might
extend the appeal of foreign films to the
masses.
The programs Walter distributes are as
distinctive as the policy pursued in his theatre. Inside, he lists the current attractions,
the program for the coming week and one
or two coming attractions. There is also a
special note about the Uptown's Acousticon
liard-of-hearing aids. No matter what the
situation, this seems to us to be a good idea
for any program.
On the premise that the Uptown likes to
please its patrons, Walter asks them a few
ciuestions, with lines imprinted on which
they are to write their answers. His questions run, in this order: (1) What foreign
language do you prefer in pictures? (2)
What films would you like to see at the Uptown? (3) What newspapers do you read
when seeking motion picture entertainment?
Perhaps there are other exhibitors in cultural centers who are using a foreign film
policy in their theatres. If you are one of
them, we should like to have your reactions
to this policy, plus the methods you use in
advertising and publicizing your attractions.

His Favorite Trade

Paper

Pearce Parkhurst, manager of the State Theatre, Torrington, Conn., had this picture taken
of himself ivhile he was getting another idea
on how to get more business for his theatre.
Naturally, the source of his information is
Showmen's Trade Review.
There is no telling but that the ideas of
several different exhibitors, all taken togefher, will materially aid each individual.
So let us hear from you. And thanks to you,
Walter, for your unusually interesting report on the foreign film situation.
P. S. We nearly forgot to say that Walter
issues special students' tickets, which admit them to any performance at a reduced
rate. And that he also sends out a post
card on which patrons designate what language and type of films they prefer. Almost
any exhibitor, we believe, would be wise in
conducting a survey of this kind. He's apt
to learn
lot about
public's
tastes
he anever
knew the
before,
and varied
would
t'hus be better guided in arranging his programs.
FOR

BETTER

Showmanalyses

SHOW
Have

SELLING
Appeared

In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Feb. 18
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Dark Victory
April 22
Flying Irishman
March 11
Gunga Din
Jan. 2S
Hardys Ride High
April 22
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Idiot's Delight
Tan. 21
Jesse James
Jan. 21
King of the Turf
Feb. 25
Littie Princess
Mar. 4
Made For Each Other
Feb. IS
Man of Conquest
April 29
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March II
Spirit of Culver
March IS
Stand Up and Fight
Jan. 7
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April 15
Streets of New York
April 15
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Topper Takes a Trip
Jan. 14
Union Pacific
This Issue
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You Can't Cheat An Honest Man.... Mar.
Feb. IS
Zenobia
18
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rated for the occasion, that all windows contain cards or other adverCeci
B. DeMilles
Mightiest
tising matter calling attention to
it. As far as decorations are concerned, the kind used would depend
on
the
year
the railroad was introAmerican
Epic Was
Made
For
duced in your town.
gathered there for the three-day
If you can get one of the old"Golden
Spike
Certainly
it was one
of Festival."
the most elaborate
fashioned engines, along with old
wooden cars, dress them up and
celebrations ever held anywhere,
what with townsfolk, Union Pacific America's
repeat the trip made by the train
Livewire
Showmen
officials, Mr. DeMille and other Hollywood
years ago. High officials of the city and
of the railroad, plus newspapermen and
celebrities contributing to the festivities.
radio announcers, if facilities permit, could
And certainly it would be difficult to conceive of any other film deserving such a
occupj' the cars on their run into your town.
A band could be on hand at the station to
premiere. For, as we listen to the comments
welcome
it, and the Mayor or perhaps an
of '^Chick" Lewis who saw "Union Paciofficial of the State could deliver a few
fic", as we read the high praise bestowed
remarks from the rear platform.
on it by the trade press, we come to the
At this point a parade could be formed
realization that here indeed is a motion pic( REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.l
to make a tour through the town and end in
ture destined to be recorded as a fullfledged epic. Yes, many pictures have been
front of your theatre. You'll want to get all
the autos, wagons, buggies, costumes, etc.,
termed epic, some of them rightfully so,
others not. But it remained for DeMille to
in the parade that are representative of the
has surely paved your way with gold if you
lend credence to the term, to make it actudays when the train made its first run. Camare enough of a showman to take advantage
eramen should be on hand at the theatre
ally mean something.
of its suggestions.
Therefore, on the entertainment score,
to photograph the guests of honor and
The success of the Omaha premiere is
other celebrities just before they enter to
you have nothing to worry about if you
your assurance that you can stage a similar
have "Union Pacific" dated. You have a gicelebration in your own community. It matattend your local premiere of "Union Pacific." Following the showing, a gay street
ters not whether the Union Pacific runs
gantic film that's sure to thrill and entertain every man, woman and child who has
dance or masquerade ball at one of the
through your town. Chances are that you
the good fortune to see it. The only thing
are served by railroads and that they have
town's largest dance halls could be staged.
you need worry about is your obligation as
contributed in no small measure to the
a showman to give it an extensive advertising
growth and development of the community.
Therefore the celebration should be in
and exploitation campaign. You can't date
Here Are Your Cast and Credits
honor of the railroads. Get the Mayor to
it, and forget it. "Union Pacific" is too big
issue a proclamation. Businessmen should
for that. You've got to gather your entire
Mollie Monohan
stafif, and map out a program of merchandisbe drafted to see that store fronts are decoBARBARA STANWYCK
ing that will exceed any campaign you have
attempted heretofore.
Jeff
Butler
JOEL
Fiesta
Akim M'CREA
Tamiroff
Thank's to the genius of Paramount's
Dick Allen
Robert Preston
What
an
impresadvertising and publicity department, the
Leach Overmile
Lynne Overman
sive, ilash marway has been paved for you. Ever since the
quee piece this
Sid Campeau
Brian Donlevy
film went into production, and during the
a)id thousands of others
fine
illustration would make.
times when screening of "rushes" indicated
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE. Proa top-ranking motion picture, the advertisWith the aid of
ing and publicity forces have been workstills for blowing
duced and directed by CECIL B. Deing at full speed to effect national tieups,
MILLE. LIAMAssociate
WILH. PINE. Producer,
Screenplay
by
to arrange the memorable Omaha world
up fashion
your artist
can
such
WALTER DeLEON, C. GARDNER
premiere, to provide you with a wealth of
a"Smoke"
display.
could
SULLIVAN and JESSE LASKY, JR.
selling ideas to help you get all the business
Based on an Adaptation bv JACK
come
from
the
it's possible to get on "Union Pacific." If
paving the way means anything, Paramount
CUNNINGHAM of a Story by ERNchimney, and a
EST HAYCOX. Musical Score by
real spotlight
GEORGE ANTHEIL.
could serve as
the headlight.

il giant world premiere of
Cec il B. DeMille's "Union
Pacific" at Omaha, Nebr,, is
now historyE— but history, incidentH will be long remembered
ally, which
by the Tmore than 250,000 folk who
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buch a celcbnitiou as lliis slimiM he 11k'
keynote of your cami)aign, but there is no
j^aiusaying the fact that you should do
plenty' of seUing in advance of this. Naturally there'll be
a wealth
of publicity
on
ihc celebration
which
will serve
as publicity
for the film, too. But in addition to this,
other activities must be outlined and pursued. In your lobby or foyer you could
place a replica of an old train, or perhaps
a miniature model. Heightened with scenes
of the forthcoming film, this display would
attract attention for iwo or three weeks in
advance of your opening.
Go "VP"

in Your

Teasers

(io in for teasers, too. Small ads illustrating an on-coming train, together with
the copy, "It's on the way" could be the
initial layouts. Follow these with copy to
the effect that "UP is TOPS for entertainment,"— "UP is BIG in sweeping action,"
—"UP is TOPS for thrills,"— "UP is
EPOCHAL entertainment," etc. You realize, of course, that these teasers can be in
the form of tack cards and placed in every
possible location around town, and that as
your playdate draws near, they can be
sniped with this information. At train crossings, and at street intersections if you wish,
signs can be posted carrying the copy,
"Watch for 'Union Pacific'." You'll want
to use teaser trailers on your screen in
advance, too.
There is so much in the way of exploitation that can and should be done that one
hardly knows where to begin. But regardless of where we begin in these pages, it is
up to you to outline your campaign so that
you will know just when and where every
activity is to be carried out.
A model train contest would not be amiss,
in our opinion. Just as some design model
airplanes so do others design and build
model trains. Even those who haven't pursued the hobby will be eager to begin once
you announce your contest. For those who
find it difficult to get the parts or fashion
them for use on their model trains, it seems
to us that the rules might be elastic enough
to permit trains carved out of wood or made
from cardboard to be entered in the competition. City and railroad officials could
judge the models entered, and the winners
could be displayed either in your lobby or
in various show windows around town.
Giant Pre-Selling Campaign

Take Advantage of these National Tieups
Paramount has gone the limit in arranging national tieups
for you. Above are just a few of them. At left is one of
the ads Pennzoil is running in 119 newspapers; At the top,
center, is a one-sheet poster on Lipton's Tea. In the upper
right-hand corner is an ad in Union Pacific time tables. At
the bottom, center, is the Lux ad, and at the extreme right,
bottom, is the Sunkist special poster. There are many more.
being conducted by Screenplay. Because of the
fact that Lipton's Tea is co-operating, all the
grocery stores in town will tie in with you.
A giant tieup ad campaign, with giveaways
at oil stations, standees and other kinds of
advertising help have been prepared by
Pennzoil.
Add to these Sunkist Oranges, Montgom- '
ery Ward's 584 stores, Western Union, Lux,
Hamilton Watch Co., and many others explained in detail in the giant campaign book
and you'll find you've got all the material
}'OU need for smashing exploitation.
Here's cational
a andstunt
for your
schools.
Recreational
Guides,
Inc., Eduhave

issued
their Study
"Union aPacific".
In addition,
they Guide
have on
prepared
folder
You need have no worry about tieups.
which, when opened up, reveals a full page
Paramount has gone ahead and made the
of stills from the film. Under each picture
arrangements. Yours is the job of following
is a question concerning American history
up. National ads in magazines like Life,
and the picture. Students are to answer the
The American Wrrklx (magazine section of
Questions, and cut out the stills and place
them in a notebook,
many newspapers
the notebook to be
throughout the counturned in to you, the
try), and several fan
magazines, have
[E[ILB.DeMILLEI
newspaper,
or whomade the public
ever sponsors
the
contest. Judges select
"Union Pacific"-coni
E'!
lll
DiM
lB.
[ni
iilii
scious. The front
the best notebook and
forward it to New
page of the April 14
York to be entered
issue of Young America is devoted solely
in the national conto the film.
test. The best noteBARB'SnA
Now look over
book in this group
wm
wins for its owner
M'CHEA
these promotional
an all-expense trip
angles, and make up
to Hollywood. This
your mind right now
that you are going
is a sure way of getto take advantage of
ting cooperation
BARBARA
from educators, so
every one of them
JQEL
don't overlook it.
First, the Union PaA screening might
mn
lAMiROFF
BOBERi
PRfsiM
«m
mtm
cific railroad is tyri/t'lhlillf4il;ll^llj41.1lil1Ai'llil'JII'M'
8RIAII OOIUVY „r KCIIBMIIU
lie held for Railroad
ing in with a strong
Brotherhood groups
magazine campaign,
special heralds, ads
either in your theatre or if facilities
in their time-tables,
These Three's Are Terrific
special stickers and
permit, in a parlor
car stationed on a
special window cards.
One would expact the larger posters to be breathtaking
in
their
vivid
coloring,
which
they
are;
siding at the depot.
Advertised via postbut even the 3-sheets, shown above, and smaller
ers, car cards and the
Arrange to have panposters, have the same seat-selling gualities.
els in the local stamagazine itself, a nation.
tionwide contest is
Sfou'll be wise if you start your posting early.

When your opening day rolls around,
see that your doorman is attired as an engineer or conductor. Out in front you could
have a sidewalk barker, costumed as a conductor, waving his lantern and shouting,
"All aboard! 'Union Pacific' leaving at
(time of next show)". He could spiel about
the attraction in train-caller style. A traineffect record might be played and amplified
to attract passers-by. A locomotive bell could
toe placed outside and rung by an attendant.
An Idea for Marquee

Flash

At the bottom of the opposite page is a
swell idea for a marquee flash. From your
exchange you can probably obtain the necessary stills, have them blown up, and then
cut out. Your house artist can take care
of this. Just above the entrances and the
box office you could have a shadow box,
with an electrically-controlled toy train
running the full-length of the display, on
around behind it, and back across the front
again. Die-cut hangers in the shape of trains
could be suspended from the marquee.
In advance, and during the run of "Union
Pacific", an auto designed to resemble a
locomotive could cruise around the downtown section. Between the playing of recorded railroad songs, an announcer could
spiel about the picture.
An ample line of accessories has been
prepared,
including
lobby
photos, stills,
heralds,posters,
standees,40x60's,
etc.
Go the Limit in Selling It
We've told you about the bigness of
"Union Pacific." We've given you several
ideas to incorporate in your campaign.
We've urged you to go the limit in selling
this great picture. Naturally, in these two
pages we have been confined to only a
fraction of the many stunts that can be
staged. But we know that with this Showmanalysi's, that with the fine work Paramount has done to assure you a recordbreaking engagement, you will certainly
realize that goal. We can't say definitely
that you will — we base our prediction on
your ability as a live-wire showman.
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SHOWMEN'S

Suggestions

For

Anniversary
STR
For

Provides
Observing

REVIEW

TWI1\S
and

N Aptil 28th, one year ago,
we were blessed with the biiih oi Iwin boys. At the same time, I puichased two
theatres, the twin "R's. " Rivoli Theatre, Rutherford, New Jersey and the Regent
Theatre, Kedrny, New Jersey • 1 have tried lo give the very best in entertainment and service. As a result, more people have attended the Rivoli Theatre
during the past year than any other individual year of the previous ten. • Every
employee shares in the net results of the theatre plus their regular salaries. You
can cnioy a cup of Martinson's coffee served with cookies grabs every evening
by a congenial hostess at our coffee bar (a RivoU innovation!) Also tree cigaret es in our smoking rooms. You can park your car in our special parking lot.
• All the biggest and best pictures produced are shown at the Rivoli, where
you will always see bigger and belter shows. • The Rivoti Theatre is under
ovmership management • It is your privilege lo patrontze
Sincerely,the Rivoli Theatre,
Butherford, and our pleasure to entertain you.

Tieups

Don't Forget a Parade
"As you know, parades attract a lot of attention. Planning one, of course, entails a lot
of hard work; but when it's over you really
feel you've done something worthwhile. It is
imperative that you get the high school band,
or some other band, to lead the parade along
with a motorcycle police escort. A group of
prettily costumed girls could carry banners
featuring the attractions to be played during
anniversary week. Or one line of girls could
carry the letters making up the word 'better,'
another line the letters making up 'than,'
another line the letters making up the word
'ever,' and the last line carrying a large banner reading 'Anniversary Week, Blank Theatre, date, etc' Automobiles might be promoted
from auto agencies to be bannered
for use in
the parade. Floats are always attractive if
you have the means of devising and decorating
them. Merchants might want to be represented
in the procession.
"In the window of every merchant in
there should be cards calling attentiontown
not
only to your anniversary, but also to their
years of service to the public.
"You will run a trailer in advance, of course.

6, 1939

Celebration

Birthday

"Promotional!}', you might get several merchants to tie up with you whereby housewives
vie with each other in the baking of an anniversary cake, the final judging to take place
on the mezzanine or in the foyer of your theatre. A requirement would be that contestants
must purchase their ingredients from the participating merchants and must also submit
recipes with the cakes. Merchants could furnish
tie-up windows and cooperative newspaper ads.
Furthermore, extra publicity space certainly
should be forthcoming from the newspaper.
"In keeping with the anniversary spirit, congratulatory cards with free guest tickets could
be sent to couples celebrating wedding anniversaries, birthdays, graduates, new babies,
etc. You'll have to keep in touch with the
newspaper's society editor for this data. Local
merchants might, through newspaper ads, offer
gifts to those celebrating anniversaries the
same week as yours.
"You may be able to get the newspaper's advertising manager to help you in rounding up
merchants for a full-page congratulatory ad,
the merchants to be credited at the bottom of
the ad. Similarly, the same stunt might be
worked
issue one. for your house organ, provided ^-ou

May

That

Pointers

In Fitting, Proper Style
SERVICE to its readers is something about
wliich STR seldom "toots its horn." We
believe requests for lielps on explouauon anu
theatre operation from exhibitors who make
this magazine their weekly guide to better
showmanship deserve as much consideration
and help as it is within our power to give. We
never think of boasting about this. We simply
take it as part of our service to the exhibitor
who reads STR.
An example is contained m the fact that recently an exhibitor (one of many) wrote us
seeking
some Week.
ideas for
Ever"
Anniversary
In aour"Better
reply Than
to him,
we
stated that although our tips and suggestions
might not be the very latest, still they were
tried and proven exploitation ideas. From then
on our suggestions went as follows :
PromoHonal

TRADE

^Th.a
"iiSlzl
MICKEV
ROONEYGIRLS• "HOCKtEBERRV
FINN"
MAY 2' - KliO
■ *FOUR
IN WHITE" . fiootwci
RICE
^'rj.rumay"?^
Ooanna
"THREE OFSMART
MAY 9 Also
• J«kl.DURBIN
COOMI • •"SPIRIT
CULVER"GIRLS
• lr»«lleGROW UP"
inyE AFFAIR" • Charles BOYER
Irene DUNN
Twins

Anniversary

Keynote

//, like Maurie Stahl, ozvner of the Rivoti,
Rutherford, N. J., and the Regent, Kearny,
N. J., you had acquired two theatres, the
■tivin "R's", and at the same time had been
blessed zuith tzv-ins, you'd make twins the keynote of your anniversary celebration, zvouldn't
you? Well, that's zvhat Maurie did, zt'ith the
aid of George Patterson, manager of the Riz'oli. You may not have tzvins, but if you
have an anniversary coming up along zvith
some fine 2-feature shozvs, zvclt — there are
your tzvins.
on which your celebration and the attractions
to be played will be featured. An advance
lobby display could consist of a cut-out 'birthday cake', with cards and stills featuring the
week's attractions. During the week of the
celebration, it would be a good idea to have a
large 'birthday cake' either in the center, front
of the marquee, or at each end. Cut-out letters
could
be placed
and thewitli
flamea
on each
candle over
couldthe be'cake',
simulated
candle-flame electric light bulb. By using
the air-brush method, your artist could make
the birthday cake the background motif for
allThese
your suggestions,
displays."
we admit, only begin to
touch the surface. But we believe they serve
to get the man to whom they were directed
started on the right track. If there are any
problems puzzling you, too, why not write us?
We don't claim to be infallible or "the last
word", but we'll give you as good a group of
suggestions as possible, based on actual experience with theatre exploitation.
City-Wide Celebration
To offset the customary Holy Week
slump, plans for a city-wide celebration of
the
firstin anniversary
of Schine's
Vernon
Theatre
Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
were drafted
by
Manager Jim Piatt. The affair was one of the
most comprehensive in the city's history, and
the week's program was "loaded" with special
events, give-aways and merchant tieups.

Fox Midwest Theatres has made a number of managerial changes. Announced by
ELMER RHODEN, district manager they are
as follows: STANLEY CHAMBERS has
resigned as manager of the Tower; MORRILL MOORE has been appointed manager of the Apollo and Isis in Kansas City,
replacing FRANK RITTER who took
CHAMBERS'
place at the Tower;
MOORE, who piloted the Warwick, is replaced by GLEN CARROLL who left the
Rockhill; his place is taken by RALPH
WALLACE of the Vista who is in turn
replaced by OWEN HITCHLER; CHARLES BARNES takes HITCHLER'S spot
the Linwood; BARNES' forcoming
mer postfrom
at the Uptown is filled by HENRY ROSICK who was assistant manager
of the Tower. PAUL REINKE of the
Brookside and DAVE HAVELONE of the
Madrid exchanged places.
S. H. MEINHOLD
Loew's ofNew
York
Theatres
announces a ofnumber
transfers
and promotions: WALTER MOCK, formerly assistant manager of the Kameo in
Brooklyn, has been promoted to manager
of the Canal; he replaces MARTIN
WALDMAN
who moves to the Burland
where he succeeds EDWARD
CRAWFORD who has been appointed manager
of the new Olympia; JOHN O'CONNOR,
assistant at the Astoria, takes MOCK'S
post at the Kameo; he is succeeded by
PAUL SWATER, who was chief usher at
the Prospect. GEORGE KIRBY, manager
of the Elsmere and BEN NEWMAN, manager of the Rio, have exchanged posts.
Following closeh^ in the wake of managerial changes in Columbus, RKO also announces LAWRENCE
changes among theD.junior
executives there.
CAPLANA
has been made assistant manager of the
Palace, replacing LYLE C. GANN. The
latter left to join Fox-Midwest in Kansas
City. NOEL BAKER, treasurer at the
Palace,as was
promoted
CAPLANA'S
place
assistant
at the to
Grand.
BAKER
was replaced by JOHN R. FRY, who was
treasurer of the Majestic. The latter post
is filled by WALTER SHOTT, Jr.
ROBERT E. ARMSTRONG has been
named director of advertising and publicit}'
for the Chakeres Warner Circuit in Springfield, O. He was formerly with Jensen-Von
Herlierg in Seattle in the same capacity.
"Young

in Heart" Gets Plug Via
Dog Show Staged by Scanlon

Perhaps it has been used in a theatre before, and perhaps it has not. That makes
little difference to Manager John J. Scanlon,
of the Warner Theatre, Torrington, Conn.,
because his Dog Shew staged in connection
with the engagement of "The Young in
Heart" was a big success.
The canine attraction was held at the
theatre, with Mayor William A. Patten
present to present a silver trophy to the
winner. About 57 dogs were entered in the
competition, and patrons came for miles
around to see the judging. The newspapers
cooperated by publishing stories, along with
scene cuts, about a week in advance of the
event and continuing the publicity until
after
the winning canine had been announced.
Because of the enthusiastic reception,
Scanlon plans to hold a Dog Show annually.
To exhibitors who haven't yet tried this
stunt, we think they should take stock in the
success of Scanlon's achievement.

.1/uv 6. /'A-^o
Special
Free

S 1 1 () W

Edition

Announces

Trips

to N. Y. Fair

A 24-page tabloid iiewspaiur, said to ho
the largest special edition ever published in
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, was distributed recently
thouten special
Theatre
X'ernon
by Schine's
n of tothis
Publicatio
sand homes.
Free Tour Ncz'i's edition was under the
diSchine's
of Kroger
supervisi
g andBabb,
of advertisin
James
publicity,
rectoron
and
Piatt, manager of the Vernon Theatre,
Ronald Sturgcss, manager of Schine's \'ine
Theatre.
Carried in the edition were advertisements of 25 leading merchants, in addition
to more than 20 scenes from forthcoming
pictures and considerable art on the NewYork World's Fair. Announcement and the
details of the ten free all-expense World's
Fair tours for Vernon Theatre patrons were
also given.
Basically, the free tour plan work's this
way: Patrons, during a 10-week period, will
receive a tour coupon free with each 25c
unit of their cash purchases or payments on
accounts in the stores of cooperating merchants.
Then they will attend the Vernon every
Thursday evening, where they will deposit
the stubs from their coupons in a specially
provided container. At 9 P.M. the winning
coupon will be announced. At the end of
the ten weeks the ten lucky winners will
embark on their trip to the Fair.
Congratulations to Babb, Piatt and
Sturgess on their smart showmanship.
Their stunt, for which the merchants are
underwriting the expenses, can be used in
almost any other vicinity, too. How about
trying it in your town?
The Fair is on the tip of everyone's tongue,
all over the country. Cash in on it.
10 RKO

Managers

Win

Prizes

In Contest for "Grand Illusion"
Ten managers of RKO theatres were
awarded prizes for the best campaigns on
"Grand Illusion", World Pictures' release
of the French-made success. First prize
was divided between Ansel Weinstein, 58th
Street and S. Wexe, of the Dyker Theatre,
Brooklyn. Second prize was also split with
John Hearns of Yonkers and John Heintz
of the Alden, Jamaica, sharing it. Kenneth Rockwell of the Colonial Theatre won
third prize.
Honorable mention was awarded to the
following: George Dunn, 81st Street; Joseph di Lorenzo, New Rochelle; Dave
Whyte, Richmond Hill; Leon Kelmer, Kenmore; Sam Taub, Franklin.

Newspaper

Photographs

Display

This advance lobby display on MGM's
"Huckleberry Finn," devised by Jack Sanson,
manager of the State Theatre, Manchester,
Conn., attracted enough attention to cause the
editor of the local neti'spaper to have his staff
photographer drop around and take a picture.
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Boucher and Showmanship 'Made For Each Other'
Envelopes containing a message "to every boy and girl of 18 to 25," were distributed by
Manager Frank Boucher in behalf of the engagement of Selsnick-United Artists' "Made For
Each_
at the
Gloversville,
N. Y. Frank
usedzvith
the asame
formula adin and
one
of his Other"
newspaper
ads,Glove
also Theatre,
tied up with
a local department
store
cooperative
window display using the title as "our theme for a well-dressed Spring."

There's

a

Place

Higher

Up
For the Man
Who
Advances
Practical, Tested
Ideas
This
very
magazine,
along
with
other trade
(Editor's note: We zvant to express our
thanks to the staff of the Exploitation Bulpapers, may be the means of helping you deletin, organ of the Warner Chicago Theatres,
velop thoughts for ideas. Read them constantly.
for the material inspiring this article.)
It might be best to write your idea down, during which procedure others may suggest the-mselves. Simply write it in the form it occurred
Here's a potent message to that great army
of assistant managers, chiefs of service, ushers,
to you. Then, after studying and reading it
etc. You young men, for the most part, will
over, you can make any additions or deletions
some day step into the shoes of your superiors.
that are necessary to make it workable.
Meanwhile you must get experience, learn to
If you have good ideas and develop them
know how the theatre operates, what type of
properly,
there'sof a motion
place higher
up for
you the
in
picture pleases the most people, how to merthe exhibition
pictures.
Often
chandise your attractions and your theatre, the
simplest ideas are the most profitable.
operation of various kinds of equipment, the
problems in booking, etc. By being mentally
alert and on the job, you will be preparing
>-ourself for that day when the head man
says : "Jones, because of the fine way in
Hami e/ Scfecled Msl^on Pkluttt
which you've 'taken hold' here, the manner in
NtW PALTI " ■• N£W YORK
which you've conducted yourself, and the
Loreh 2, 1939,
eagerness
you've
displayed
wanting
to know
all there is
to know
about inthis
business,
you
Door Frlond:
areNobeing
the post
of manager."
morepromoted
pleasant towords
could
reach the
ever ao«nEveryone
a CHuiT will
movte?
a foK oon Have
avor youbo CHEAT.
admit Onlythat.
ears of a theatre staff member. He knows he
Ha
bsll0vo
that
<*a
hava
a
graat
one In
"THE footurlne
OREaT law a VOTES",
Barrymors
has been alert to discover improved methods
and
»ory fineBtorrlng
caot of^ohnBupportlng
players.
It
Ooaota
a
ballevabla
and
human
etory;
of handling problems that deal with patrons,
rino
portrnyalo; laInaplrad
dlroctlori
and axcallantIt
eomody,
drQnio-"ai8lodra[no;
of systematizing operations, or of applying
Inproduction.
fnntofly, andIt yot
It la otarkly
roaHntloJ The
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principles used in other businesses. He knows
oympathotlc
of hunanlty
onla Ita
undorstondlng
thatof botioldora*
finds CHEaT
thrilling
reepanso
In
tho hearta ofundoratandlng
tha
that a workable idea is one of the most valuWe
ar«
proud
to
announce
the
preoantatlon
able assets in the show business.
of tliU
at the Men Paiti
ononenodnooday
and nlo
Thuroday,
end Theatro
16. Ao neoK,
ofna the
programs
asloctad Llaroh
for ourIS Anniversary
And yet, he has been cautious. Never has
fool
confident
In
recoaoendlng
"THE
GREAT
UAII
VOTES"
to
our
frlundo
ao
oxcoptlonaL
entertalnjaonb
B* euro to see It.
he advanced an idea without completely analyz. Very oordlally youre.
ing and digesting it before springing it. Always he has tested it for any possible weaknesses. Carefully has he weighed its advantages, and he has also ascertained whether or
not the idea was tried before and found lackine in productive values. When it has come to
him in vague form, he has thought it over,
tested it, subjected it to a searching scrutiny.
He has not hesitated to advance it simply
because it had some slight flaw in it. OccaStraight to the Patron
sionally, when a superior turned his searchWhen a picture goes straight to the heart,
light of experience on it, the idea has been
it deserves a selling approach that goes direct
found impractical. Yet this has never discouraged our ambitious young man. He has
to the patron. Thus, the personal letter
been constantly on the alert to develop new
from. Manager Thomas di Lorenzo to citisens
ideas, and now his reward has come in the
of Neif Palts, N. Y., on the showing of RKO
form of a promotion.
Radio's "The Great Man Votes".
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Blue

Montana

Skies

(Continued from page 25)
Walter Shrum and his Colorado Hillbillies,
others. Screenplay by Gerald Geraghty
from an original story by Norman S. Hall
and Paul Franklin. Directed by B. Reeves
Eason.
Associate Producer, Harry Grey.
Plot: Autry, making his regular trip into
the Canadian Northwest to sell cattle, runs
into a smuggling situation and finds his
pal, Marshall, murdered. He traces the
to Tune Storey's ranch and finds
smugglers
that
her rancli partner, Woods, is the head
racket without June's
of a fur-smuggling
knowledge.
He also learns that Woods is
responsible for Marshall's murder. With the
help of Smiley, he succeeds in rounding up
the gang,
SUMMARY: Perhaps this should be labeled a North- Western, since the action
takes place near the Canadian border. Irrespective of that, however, it's satisfactory
Autry fare, and full of the ingredients Autry
fans have come to expect from their favorite. The hombres have discarded cattle
rustling to go into bigger things which, in
this case, turns out to be fur-smuggling.
Although there's slightly less action than
usual, this picture manages to move along
at an entertaining clip, with interest being
heightened
by Gene's
music of
Walter Shrum
and his singing,
ColoradotheHillbillies,
and the comedy of Smiley Burnette. Nor
can the beauty of June Storey be overlooked; she's the loveliest of reasons for
any man to go West. That's our Storey, and
we'll stick to her. If you've been playing
the other Autry vehicles, then you know
where to date this one for best results at
the box office. It won't disappoint. Good
use of newspaper advertising, plus the utilization of Gene Autry national tieups, should
form the nucleus of your exploitation.
Catchline: "Thrill as Gene smashes a
dangerous gang of smugglers." (FAMILY)
Star Reporter
Monogram
Drama
62 mins.
Fearless Newsman Exposes Murderer In A
Familiar Film Plot; Action Holds Interest
(National Release Date, Feb. 22)
Cast: Wa rren Hull, Marsha Hunt, Morgan Wallace, Clay Clement, Wallis Clark,
Virginia Howell. Screenplay by John T.

TRADE

REVIEW

Neville. Directed by Howard Bretherton.
Plot: Warren Hull supports Wallis Clark,
his prospective father-in-law, for election as
District Attorney, but breaks with him and
has a falling-out with Alarsha Hunt when
Clark reduces the charge of murder to that
of manslaughter against Morgan Wallace.
Clark does this because it is revealed to
him that the murderer is Hull's own father,
who deserted his mother before the reporter was born. Meantime, Marsha tries
to get a confession by Wallace and in so
doing a man is accidentally killed as Wallace and Marsha struggle for possession
of a pistol. Marsha is accused of the killing, and Hull forces Wallace to write a
confession freeing Marsha. Wallace is killed
by police as he tries to escape, leaving
Marsha and Hull happily reunited.
SUMMARY: A story told many times
with variations, this is not a dram.a to create excitement, but it is sound melodrama
and holds its fair share of interest by
reason of good action and substantial production and acting by Warren Hull, Marsha
Hunt and others. As a supporting number
on a dual bill it will satisfy average audiences. Play it up as modern drama in which
a crusading newspaper man daringly risks
his life and his own good name to bring
a murderer to justice. Display newspaper
theme in lobbies, heralds and stunts. Headlines surrounding posters, newspaper tieup
for essays on "why I'd like to be a reporter,," etc.
Catchline: "A screen scoop brings you
a story bristling with thrills, mvsterv and
love."
(FAMILY)
Escape

From

Yesterday

(French Dialoquc, Eiujlisli Fitles)
Hoffberg

Drama

89 mins.

Duvivier's Splendid Direction, Cabin's Virile
Performance, Make This Suspenseful Film
(National Release Date, May 2)
Cast: Jean Gabin, Annabella, Robert le
Vigan, Aimos, Pierre Renoir, Charles Granval, Margo Lion, Gaston Modot, Castro
Blanco, Robert Ozanne, Vivianne Romance,
Little Jacky. Story by Julien Duvivier. Directed by Julien Duvivier.
Plot: Gabin, a Paris criminal hiding from
the police in Barcelona, is driven by hunger
and desperation to join the Spanish Legion.
He meets le Vigan, whom he suspects of
being a police spy. To get away from le
Vigan, Gabin asks for a transfer, and is sent
to Morocco. There he meets Annabelle, a
dancing girl, falls in love and marries her.
Again le Vigan appears on the scene and
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becomes enamored of Cabin's wife. Gabin
confides in Annabella his suspicions of le
Vigan, and later has those suspicions verified. The two men quarrel, but when their
personal drama reaches its highest point,
the two, along with others, are assigned to a
dangerous outpost. Annabella gives Gabin
a piece of gold to take with him. At the
isolated fortress, the men fight the enemy
desperately, but are overwhelmed. Only
Gabin and le Vigan survive. They become
friends. Just as relief comes to them, Gabin
is killed. Le Vigan returns to Morocco, and
there gives Annabella the piece of gold Gabin
had promised to keep as long as he lived.
SUMMARY: Although theatres in this
country playing this film will bill Annabella
as the star, it belongs solely to Jean Gabin.
He is the chief interest of this vivid romantic
adventure, with Annabella playing a secondary role. As a criminal involved in a
psychologically developed manhunt stretching from Paris to the North African desert,
Gabin is excellent. He reminds one of our
own Spencer Tracy. Under a black wig
and dark grease paint, Annabella will prove
just as attractive and seductive as ever to
many of her American admirers. But it is
the technique of Duvivier, his mastery of the
camera in making it record a story any
average intelligent person can quickly grasp
whether he understands the dialogue or not,
that makes "Escape From Yesterday" the
suspenseful, powerful entertainment it is.
With Annabella receiving top billing, exhibitors may as well take a chance on this
film for a companion feature as on many
others which are less superior. Your experience with foreign films, and your knowledge of your own situation, should guide you
in booking or rejecting it Sell it as a vivid
adventure drama of a sharply etched personality and a fascinating story of a manhunt. Conduct a contest in which readers
tell whether they prefer Annabella as a dark,
Moroccan dancing girl or as herself.
OUTSTANDING: Jean Gabin; Julien
Duvivier's direction.
Catchline: "From gay Paris to the hot, dry
African desert he could not escape the law's
relentless pursuit."
(ADUL'TS)

Weird

Atmosphere

Is Created

For Selette's "Horror"

Program

A strikingcombination
campaign on
"Dracula"
wastheput"Frankenstein"over recently
by Eddie
Selette,Albany,
Manager
Albany
Theatre,
N. Y.of the Warners'
First, he made a tieup of heralds and bags
with merchants, as well as window displays
of green candy and bakery goods. Careen
bulbs were placed around the theatre, both
inside and out. Hanging from the marquee,
and along the walls of the lobby were cardboard skeletons. First aid supplies were disglass showcase.
"screaming"
record played
wasin a played
which sent A chills
up and
down the spines of prospective patrons.
On the sidewalk in front of the theatre,
Selette placed an operating table and dummy.
Two dummies in skeleton outfits were on
each side of the box office. For street ballyhoo
he used a boy dressed as a skeleton. The
entire staff of ushers and cashiers were attired as internes, while across the lobby were
suspended illuminated skull masks. At nightcurb. time green flares were burned on the sidewalk

Two

Stunts

That

Had

All Waco

Talking

Two stunts that made the folks of Waco, Texas, ivake up and take notice of Universal' s
"Three Smart Girls Grow Up" at the Waco Theatre consisted of (1) having three girls
zvalk around the business section carrying umbrellas bearing ad copy and (2) placing a
giant cut-out head of Deanna Durbin in the window of one of Waco's busiest drug stores.
The stunts, engineered by Rex Bedoin,
manager^ kept the Waco's cashier busy,
merrilyadvertising
punching tickets.

^ GIVE TODAY-BUILD FOR TOMORROW
vAi THE GReATER NEW YORK FUND
/939 APPEAL
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COLUMBIA
Being Edited
ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGSMISSING DAUGHTERSHIDDEN POWER
Jack Holt,
rected by LewGertrude
Collins. Michael.
Produced Diby
Larry Darmour.
ARIZONA COWBOY (W)
MAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Directed by Sam Nelson.
/// Production (1938-39)
GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARIS
Melvyn Douglas, Joan Blondell. Directed by Alexander Hall.
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
PARENTS ON TRIAL
Jean Parker, Johnny Downs. Directed
by Hans Schwartz.
COAST GUARD
Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy.
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
In Production (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude
Rains, Edward Arnold. Produced and
directed by Frank Capra.
GRAND

NATIONAL

Being Edited
LADY TAKES A CHANCE*
In Production
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
with Margo. Directed by Steve Sekely.
METRO-COLDWYNMAYER
Being Edited (1938-39)
GOODBYE MR. CHIPS*
TARZAN*
BRIDAL SUITE*
TELL NO TALES*
6,000 ENEMIES*
MAIZIE WAS A LADY*
Being Edited (1939-40)
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*
In Production (1939-40)
GONE WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable. Leslie
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Directed by Victor Fleming. Produced
by David O. Selznick.
ON BORROWED TIME*
THE WOMEN
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Rosakor. lind Russell. Directed by George CuANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER*
STRONGER THAN DESIRE
Virginia Bruce, Walter Pidgeon. Directed by Leslie Fenton.
LADY OF THE TROPICS
Robert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr. Directed by Jack Conway.
MONOGRAM
Being Edited
WOLF CALL*
DOWN THE WYOMING TRAIL (W)*
ACROSS THE PLAINS*
In Production
GIRL FROM NOWHERE*

WEEKLY

STUDIO

PARAMOUNT
Being Edited (1938-39)
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
HOTEL IMPERIALUNMARRIED'
UNDERCOVER DOCTOR*
GRAND lURY SECRETS*
MAN ABOUT TOWN*
INVITATION TO HAPPINESS*
GRACIE ALLEN MURDER CASE*
SOME LIKE IT HOTMAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
BULLDOG DRUMMONDS BRIDE*
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*

CHECK-UP

Any picture on which Advance Dope has been published is followed
by an asterisk (*). Consult the booking guide for dates on which
Advance Dope appeared.
[This Week:
Llast Week:

In Production — 47; Being Edited — 68]
In Production— 48; Being Edited— 68j

REPUBLIC

In Production
MOUNTAIN RHYTHM*
STAND UP AND SING
Ralph Byrd, Bruce Cabot, Tommy
Ryan. Directed by Arthur Lubin.
ROAD TO ELDORADO (W)
Roy Rogers, Mary Hart. Directed by
Joe Kane.

Being Edited (1939-40)
20th CENTURY-FOX
BEAU
GESTE*
Being Edited (1938-39)
LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
William Boyd, Russell Hayden. Di- WHITE LADY OF THE ORIENT*
rected by Lesley Selander. Produced
SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES*
by Harry Sherman.
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
CHARLIE CHAN IN RENO*
WHAT A LIFE*
In Production (1939-40)
HEAVEN ON A SHOESTRING
Pat O'Brien,
Bradna. Di'
rected
by LewisOlympe
Milestone.
CAT AND THE CANARY*
THE STAR MAKER*
RULER OF THE SEAS
Doug Fairbanks,
wood.
Produced Jr.,
andMargaret
directedLockby
Frank Lloyd.
HOMEWORK
Mary Boland, Charles Ruggles. Directed by George Archainbaud.
OUR LEADING CITIZEN
Bob Burns, Susan Hayward. Directed
by Alfred Santell.
GERONIMO*
GULLIVER'S
TRAVELSProduced by Max
Cartoon Feature.
Fleischer. In Technicolor.
DISPUTED PASSAGE
Dorothy Lamour, Akim Tamiroff.
Directed by Frank Borzage.
RKO-RADIO
Being Edited
PANAMA LADY*
GIRL FROM MEXICO*
FIVE CAME BACK*
THE DOVE*
In Production
LITTLE MOTHER*
MEMORY
CAREER* OF LOVE
Carole Lombard, Kay Francis, Cary
Grant, Charles Coburn. Directed by
John Cromwell.
WAY DOWN SOUTH
Bob Breen. Directed by Bernard
Vorhaus. Produced by So! Lesser.
REPUBLIC
Being Edited
ZERO HOUR*
SOUTHWARD HO*
TIDAL WAVE*

UNIVERSAL

(Conf.)

THE GORILLA*
BOY FRIEND*
YOUNG MR. LINCOLN*
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU*
Being Edited (1939-40)
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE*
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE
Amanda Duff, Kane Richmond. Directed by Ricardo Cortez.
In Production

(1938-39)

SECOND FIDDLE*
In Production (1939-40)
HOTEL FOR WOMEN
Elsa Maxwell Directed by Gregory
Ratoff.

EX-CHAMP Being Edited
Victor McLaglen, Nan Grey. Directed by Phil Rosen.
THEY ASKED FOR IT*
HOUSE OF FEAR*
In Production (1938-39)
THE SUN NEVER SETS
Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr., Virginia
Field.
Produced
and directed
by Rowland
V. Lee.
INSIDE INFORMATION
June
Dick Foran. Directed by
HaroldLang,
Young.
In Production (1939-40)
IN OLD CALIFORNIA
OLDRichard
GRAD* Arlen, Constance Moore.
Directed by Christy Cabanne.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Being Edited (1938-39)
NAUGHTY BUT NICE*
KID FROM KOKOMO*
CODE OF THE SECRET SERVICE*
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER*
HELLS KITCHEN*
DEVIL ON WHEELS*
NANCY DREW, TROUBLE SHOOTER*
EACH DAWN I DIE*
FAMILY AFFAIR*
GANTRY THE GREAT*

lONES
FAMILY
AT THE GRAND
CANYON
Jed Prouty, Spring Byington and the
Jones Family. Directed by Malcolm
St. Clair.

WATERFRONT*
ENEMY AGENT*
GIVE ME A CHILD*
LIGHTHORSE HARRY*

CHARLIE CHAN AT TREASURE
ISLAND
Sidney Toler, Sen Yung. Directed
by Norman Foster.

Being Edited (1939-40)
BATTLE OF CITY HALL*

THE RAINS CAME
Myrna Loy, Tyrone Power, George
Brent. Directed by Clarence Brown.
UNITED

ARTISTS

In Production
HOBBY

(1938-39)

FAMILY*

In Production

(1939-40)

Being Edited
MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
In Production

OLD
DUST MAID*
BE MY DESTINY
John Garfield, Jane Bryan. Directed
by Lewis Seller.

MUSIC SCHOOL
Jascha ducedHeifetz,
McCrea.
Proby Samuel Joel
Goldwyn.
Directed
by Archie Mayo.
WINTER CARNIVAL
Richard Carlson, Ann Sheridan. Directedby byWalter
CharlesWanger.
F. Riesner. Produced

NOT WANTED
Gloria Dickson, Dennis Morgan. Directed by Terry Morse.

REAL GLORY
Gary
David
Niven, Cooper,
ReginaldAndrea
Owen. Leeds,
Directed
by
Henry Hathaway. Produced by
Samuel Goldwryn.

TORCHY— DEAD OR ALIVE
Jane Wyman, Tom Kennedy. Directed
by Noel Smith.
NANCY DREW AND
THE HIDDEN STAIRCASE
Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas.
Directed by William Clemens.
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ALL

^Major
COLUMBIA

Companies
PARAMOUNT

1938-39
Sold 40 features, 15 Westerns.
Delivered 22 features, 12 Westerns.
RELEASED
Crime Takes a Hsliday
Romance
of the Redwoods
Flight to Fame
Little Adventuress
Lady and the Mob
Adventure In Sahara
First Oflfenders
Blondie
Outside These Walls
Blind Alley
'Terror of Tiny Town
Smashing the Spy Ring
Only Angels
Have FeWings
Homicide Bureau
West
of the Santa
(W)
Law of the Texan (W)
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt
In
Early
Arizona
(W)
There's That Woman
Rio Grande (W)
Again
California Frontier (W)
Strange
Case
of Dr.
Meade
The
Thundering West
YouYouCan't Take It With
(W)
Frontiers
of '49 (W)
Texas
Stampede
(W)
North of Shanghai
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
My Son Is a Criminal
North of the Yukon (W)
Let Us Live
Blondie Meets the Boss
Law Comes to Texas (W)
Oklahoma Trail (W)
Whispering Enemies
* Special Release
BEING EDITED
Missing Daughters Only Angels Have Wings
Arizona Cowboy (W)
Hidden Power
Man From Sundown (W)
IN PRODUCTION
Good Girls Go to Paris
Coast Guard
Golden Boy
Parents On Trial
1939-40
Selling 40 features, 15 Westerns.
IN PRODUCTION
Mr. .Smith Goes to Washington
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1938-39
-Sold 52 features.
Delivered 36 features.
RELEASED
901 Nancy
Three
Loves Has
919 nor
Burn 'Em Up O'Con902 Boys Town
920
Idiot's
Delight
921 Four Girls
In White
903 Too Hot to Handle
922 Honolulu
904 Listen, Darling
905 Vacation From Love
923 Adventures of Huck906 Stablemates
leberry Finn
924
Fast and Loose
907 Young Dr. Kildare
925 Ice Follies of 939
908 The Great Waltz
909 The Citadel
926 Let Freedom Ring
910 Sweethearts
980 *Pygnialion
927 Sergeant Madden
911 Spring Madness
928 Within the Law
912 The Shining Hour
929 Kid from Texas
913 Out West With the
Hardys
930 Society Lawyer
931 Broadway Serenade
914 Flirting With Fate
915 Dramatic School
932 Calling Dr. Kildare
933 Lucky Night
916 The Girl Downstairs
917 A Christmas Carol
934 Hardvs Ride High
935 Tell No Tales
918 Stand Up and Fight
936 It's a Wonderful World
* Special Release
BEING EDITED
Goodbye Mr. Chips
Bridal Suite
Tarzan
6,000 Enemies
Maizie Was a Lady
1939-40
Selling 44-52 pictures.
BEING EDITED
Wizard of Oz
IN PRODUCTION
On Borrowed Time
Stronger Than Desire
The Women
Ladv of the Tropics
*Gone With the Wind
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever
* Special Release

1938-39
Sold 52 features, 0 Hopalong Westerns.
Delivered 35 features, 5 Westerns.
RELEASED
.J854 Pride of the West 3818 Zaza
Disbarred
(W)
3819 Ambush
3801 Sing You Sinners 3820
;;855 In Old Mexico (W) 3821 Paris Honeymoon
J802 Campus Confessions 3822 St. Louis i31ues
.1:803 Sons of the Legion 3823 Persons In Hiding
Trouble
j:804 King of Alcatraz 3824 Boy
Trail (W)
3805 Touchdown, Army 3857 Sunset
*The
Beachcomber
3806 Arkansas Traveler 3863
3807 Mysterious Rider 3825 . . . one third of a
nation . . .
3808 Men With Wings
3809 Illegal Traffic 3826 Cafe Society
3810 If I Were King 3827 King
of Chinatown
3811 Thanks
for the 3828 Midnight
Memory
3829 Sudden Money
3812 Arrest
Bulldog 3858 Silver
(W) on the Sage
Drunmiond
I'm
From Missouri
3813 Sav It In French 3830
3814 Little Oriihan Annie 3833 Back Door to
3815 Ride a Crooked Mile
Heaven
3856 T(W)h e Frontiersman 3831
Bulldog
mond's
.Secret DrumPolice
Never Say Die
3816 tective
Tom Sawyer,
De- 3835
3832 tucky
Union Pacific
J817 Abroad
Artists and Models 3834 Lady's From Ken3864 * Stolen Life
BEING EDITED
Man About Town
Renegade
Trail
Unmarried
Invitatioit to Happiness
(W)
Island of Lost Men
Grand Jury Secrets
Some Like It Hot
Bride Drummond's
Bulldog
Magnificent Fraud
Gracie Allen Murder Case
Hotel Imperial
Million Dollar Legs
Undercover Agent
1939-40
Selling 52 pictures, 2 made in England
and 6 Westerns.
IN PRODUCTION
Cat and the Canary
Star Maker
Homework
Ruler of the Seas
Geronimo
Our Leading Citizen
Disputed Passage
Gulliver's Travels
Heaven on a Shoestring
RKO-RADIO
1938-39 ing
Sold 34 features, 6 Westerns.
Delivered 23 features, 4 Westerns.
RELEASED
902 Affairs of Annabel 911 Boy Slaves
903 Fugitives for a Night 912 Gunga Din
901 Room Service
915 Beauty for the Ask904 Mr. Doodle Kicks
Off
917 Twelve Crowded
905 A Man to Remember
906 Mad Miss Manton 918 Saint Strikes Back
Trouble In Sundown
907 Tarnished Angel 983 Spy
908 Annabel Takes a
(W)
Horn's
a Gentleman
Tour
920 Alinost
981 Lawless Valley (W) 919 Flying Irishman
Love
Affair
909 stone
Law West of Tomb- 916
921 They Made Her a
948 the
Peck'sCircus
Bad Boy at
Rookie Dugan
Cop
922 Fixer
910 Next Time I Marry 923 Racketeers of the
914 Pacific Liner
984 Range (W)
913 Great Man Votes
982 Arizona Legion (W)
Story of Vernon and
Fisherman's Wharf (844) and releases.
Irene Castle (838) are 1937-38
BEING EDITED
Girl From Mexico
925 Panama Lady
926 The Dove
927 Five Came ]3ack
Little Mother
Memory of Love

PRODUCT

TWENTIETH

HERE
is a list of all companies' programs including the number of pictures
sold, those released and completed, being edited and in production. In the
case of some companies they are unable to state whether certain pictures in production will be released on the 1938-39 or 1939-40 programs. For casts and credits
consult the l^ooking guide.

1939-40
No announcement yet.

CENTURY-FOX

Sold 54 features. 1938-39
Delivered 45 pictures.
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
911
910
919
912
913
914
915

RELEASED AND
Gateway
Keep Smiling
Band
Alexander's
Ragtime
Speed to Burn
My Lucky Star
Safety In Numbers
Hold That Co-Ed
Time Out For Murder
Straight, Place and
Show
Meet the Girls
Five of a Kind
Mysterious Mr. Moto
Suez
ner
AlwaysAround
In 'ithe
rouble
Just
Cor-

916
909
918
924
920
917
923
922
928

Sharpshooters
thing
Submarine Patrol
Road iJemon
Up the River
Down on tlie Farm
Thanks For KveryKentucky
Sleeps
While
New loik
Charlie
Chan in
Honolulu

944
947
951
953

BEING EDITED
The Gorilla
948 Charlie Chan in Reno
Young Mr. Lincoln 950 It Could Happen to
White Lady of the
You
Orient
950 S u s a n n a h of the
News Is Made At
Mounties
Night
946 Jones Family in Hollywood

COMPLETED
Warning

Last

926
933
921
929
925
927
931
934

Mr. .\1 oAlo:ig
t 0 's
Smiling
Jesse James
Arizona
Tail Spin Wildcat
Three Musketeers
Pardon Story
Our Nerve
Inside

935
930
932
936
937

Everybody's Pabv
Friend
Wife, Princess
Husband 'and
Little
kervilles
Hound of the Bas.Mr. Moto in Danger
Island
Story of Alexander
Graham Bell
Winner Takes All
Inspector Hornleigh
Kid
Return of the Cisco
Chasing i- ringer
Rose of Washington

938
939
94S
940
941
942

943 Boy Friend
952 Square
Mr. Moto Takes a
Vacation

IN PRODUCTION
949 Second Fiddle
Sellinj.

1939-40
52 features.

Stanley and

BEING EDITED
Livingstone
East Side, West Side

IN PRODUCTION
Hotel For Women
Rains Came
Jones Family at the Grand Canyon
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island
UNITED

ARTISTS

1938- 39
Sold 4 Goldwyns, 5 Wangers, 2 Selznicks,
5 Edward Small, 4 Hal Roach and 4 Langdon and Hardv comedies and 5 Kordas.
29
Delivered 2 Goldw-yns, 3 Wangers,Total—
2 Selznicks, 2Edward Small, 3 Hal Roach and 3
Kordas.
Total— 15
RELEASED
Algiers There
(Wanger)
Goes My Heart Drums
(Roach) (Korda)
The Young In Heart (Selznick)
The Cowboy
the (Wanger)
Lady (Goldwyn)
Trade and
Winds
The Duke of West Point (Small)
Topper Takes a Trip (Roach)
Made For Each Other (Selznick)
Stagecoach (Wanger)
King of the Turf (Small)
Prison Without Bars (Korda)
Wuthering
Heights
(Goldwyn)
Zenobia
(Roach)
BEING EDITED
Man in the Iron Mask (Small)
IN PRODUCTION
Music School Winter
(Goldwyn)
Real Glory (Goldwyn)
Carnival (Wanger)

IN PRODUCTION
Career Down South
Way

6, 1939

Announcement

1939- 40
iie.xt week.

Four COMPLETED
Feathers (Korda)
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THIS

SEASON

UNIVERSAL
1938-39
Sold 40 features, 0 Westerns.
Delivered
features, 6 \\'cstertis.
RELEASED AND COMPLETED
3033 Pirates of the Skies
3041
Rapture
3025 *Dark
Fieshnian
Year
3043 *The Mikado
3034 I'eisonal
Secretary
3005 You
3017
Road to Reno
HonestCan't
ManCheat an
3012 Youth
Takes a
3024 Society Smugglers
3029 Risky Business
Fling- That Cheer
3014 Spirit of Culver
3026
3013 SwingService de Luxe
3037 Mystery
of the
3016 The Storm
White Room
3001
Three
Smart
Girls
302cS The Last Express
Grow Up
3032 Exposed
3036 His Exciting Night
3020 Family Next Door
3006 East Side of Heaven
3042 World
-'Mars Attacks the
3019 Code of the Streets
3011 Little Tough Guys
Big
Town orCzar
In Society
For Love
Money
3035 Strange Faces
3051 Black Bandit (W)
3022 Secrets of a Nurse
3052 Guiltv Trails (W)
3053 Prairie Justice (W)
3021 Swing, Sister,
Swing
3054 Ghost Town Riders
3015 Newsboys Home
(W)
3055 Honor of the West
3027
The
Last
W'arning
(W)
3004 S o n of Frankenstein
3056 Phantom Stage
(W)
3023 Gambling- Ship* Special Release
BEING EDITED
Ex-Champ
House of Fear
They Asked For It
IN PRODUCTION
Sun Never Sets
Inside Information
1939-40
Selling 40 features, 3 from Harry Edington, 6 Westerns and 7 Outdoor pictures.
IN PRODUCTION
Old Grad
In Old California
WARNER

BROTHERS

Sold 60 features.
Delivered 39 features.
RELEASED AND COMPLETED
314 Off the Record
Four's
Secrets aof Crowd
an Actress
371 Torchy B 1 a n e In
Chinatown
\'alley
of
the
Giants
Four Daughters
309 Wings of the Navy
Garden of the Moon
372 Nancy
Drew, ReB'way
Musketeers
The Sisters
porter My Darling
357 Yes,
Girls on Probation
Daughter
Brother Rat
321 The Adventures of
Hard to Get
Jane Arden
T o r c h y Gets Her
364 You
Man
With Can't
MurderGet Away
316 Women in the Wind
Nancy
Drew,
Detective
320 Secret Service of the
Angels With Dirty
Faces
308 Air
Oklahoma Kid
Comet Over Broadway
361
Island
323 Blackwell's
On Trial
Heart of the North
304 Dodge
City
Spy
The Dawn Patrol
3 54 Dark Victory
353 Confessions of a Nazi
Going Places
Devil's Island
322 Torchy
Runs for
King of the Underworld
Mayor
307 They Made Me a Criminal
Juarez
Man "Who Dared
BEING EDITED
Kid From Kokomo
Naughty But Nice
Codeiceof the Secret ServSweepstakes Winner
Hell's Kitchen
Devil on Wheels
Nancy
Drew, Trouble
Shooter
Each Dawn I Die
Family Affair
Gantry the Great
Waterfront
Eneniy Agent
Give Me a Child
LightfiGrse Harry
306
365
305
352
35S
368
302
369
355
310
318
319
351
370
362
303
359
313
317

IN PRODUCTION
Hobby Family
1939-40
Selling 52 pictures.
BEING EDITED
Battle of City Hall
IN PRODUCTION
Maid
Dust Be Mv Destiny
JNot Wanted
Torchy— Dead or Alive
^ancy Drew and the Hidden Staircase

Independent
GRAND

NATIONAL

1938-39
Sold 32 features, 18 Westerns.
Delivered 10 features, 5 Westerns.
RELEASED AND
311 Shadows
Over
Shanghai
325 Frontier Scout
326 Titans of the Deep
312 Cipher Bureau
313 The Long Shot
Wl-1 Water Rustlers
Wl-13(W)Trigger Pals (W)
301 Exile Express
Wl-2 Ride
'Em
■* Special

COMPLETED
327 Crashing Through
328 To the Rescue
345 -"Sunset Murder Case
314 Panama Patrol
Wl-3 Singing Cowgirl
(W)
328 Lady
Renfrew Saves a
Wl-19 Six Gun Rhythm
(W)
Cowgirl (W)
Release

BEING EDITED
Everything Happens to Ann

MONOGRAM
Sold 26 features, 16 Westerns.
Delivered 18 features, 9 Westerns.
RELEASED AND COMPLETED
3810 Barefoot P.oy
3829 Wanted
by Scotland
Yard
3811 Under the Big Top
Texas
(W)
3804 tive
Mr. Wong, Detec3859 roo
Starlight
Over
(W)
3801
Gangster's
3861 Song of the Bucka3818 Gang
BulletsBoy
Roam (W)
3812 I Am a Criminal
3860 Where
the Buffalo
3819 Tough Kid
3851
Gun
Packer
(W)
3822
Convict's
Code
3805 Navy
Secrets
3852 Wild Horse Canyon
Wong
3821 Star Reporter
3806 Mystery
of Mr.
(W)
3853 Drifting
Westward
(W)
(W) on the
3809 Mystery Plane
3862 Prairie
Sundown
3824 Undercover Agent
3802 Streets
of New
3863 Rollin' Westward
York
(W)
3854 Trigger
Smith (W)
3820 Boys' Reformatory

Major Companies
Columbia
Westerns
MGM
Paramount
Westerns
. .i
RKO-Radio
Westerns
20th-Fox
UA
Universal
Westerns
Warner Bros

Announced

1939-40
26 features, 16 Westerns.
REPUBLIC

Sold 30 features, 1938-39
24 Westerns.
Delivered 16 features, 13 Westerns.
RELEASED
turns^(W) „
865 Night Riders (W)
851 Billy the Kid Re819 Orphans
of the
Street
Blue Montana Skies
862 Raiders
Overland
844
(\V) Stage
Come On, Rangers
818 Do
820
wn in Arkansaw
861 Pals of the Saddle
80S Federal Man Hunt
822 Pride of the Navy
Figh
ds ting Thorough821 bre
864 Red
(W) River Range
854 Forged Passport
(W)
823 Frontierpress (W) Pony Ex853 Up
Rough
(W)Riders Round
863 Santa
Fe Stampede
Home
(W) on the Prairie
(W)
842
806
Moon (W)
I Stand Accused
852 Shine On Harvest
I Wasof aConquest
Convict
824 Man
807 Storm Over Bengal
843
Mexicali
Rose
(W)
811 Men
Street
of Missing
809
(W)
Mysterious Miss X
801
841 Western Jamboree
Wife's Relatives
810 My
817 Night Hawk
808 Wom an Doctor
BEING EDITED
Southward Ho
Zero Hour
Tidal Wave

1939-40
yet.

1938-39

MONOGRAM
(Cont.)
BEING EDITED
Wolf Call
Across the Plains (W)
Down the Wyoming Trail
IN PRODUCTION
Girl From Nowhere

(W)

IN PRODUCTION
Miracle of Main Street
No announcement

Companies

IN PRODUCTION
Up and Sing
Stand (W)
Mountain Rhythm
Road (W)to Eldorado
1939-40
Selling 30 features, 24 Westerns.

SUMMARY
Sold
40
IS
52
52
6
48
6
54
29
40
6
60

Completed

22
23
36
35
12
5
IS4
45

Bemg Edited
3
. 51

In Prod.
4

12
1
4

■1
1
3
2

30
6
39

14

1

408

271

53

15

Independent Companies
Grand National
Westerns
Monogram
Westerns
Republic
Westerns

32
18
26
16
30
24

18
10
5
16
139

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

146
554

TOTAL

1
1
202
7

342
71
60

S
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Strollin' Thru the Studios
Racketeers", first in the new series of James
"Parents On Trial" went before the cameras
Dunn action melodramas. The original story
this week at Columbia with Jean Parker,
is by Peter B. Kyne.
Noah Beery, Jr., Johnny Downs, and Henry
KoLKEK heading the cast. It is based on the
J. Edward Bromberg will have one of the
popular radio serial of the same name.
principal roles in 20th Century-Fox's "HollyProduction on Universal's "Modern CinderCavalcade",
feature is
Donat
Amechewoodand
Alice which
Faye.will
Bromberg
ella" draws another starring postponement due
to additional work on shooting script The
present in New York appearing in "Awake
picture co-stars Irene Dunne and Charles
and
Sing" part
but is
back in Hollj'wood
the latter
of expected
May.
BoYER with John Stahl as producer-director
and is now slated for a May 15 start.
Raymond Hatton has been signed by ReMay 22 has been set as the starting date for
public to a new deal and will be seen regularly in the "Three Mesquiteers" series, first
"A
Chump
At
Oxford",
which
will
co-star
Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy for Hal Roach.
of which goes into production around May 10.
The contract calls for Hatton to do ten picIt will be the first font- reeler for United Artists
tures in a year and a half and permits him to
release. Stan Laurel will probably direct.
do outside films on a free-lance basis.
Under a switch in assignments, Noel Smith
Famous Productions, new film company
is directing "Nancy Drew and the Hidden
headed
by Harry Edington and producing exStaircase" and
withFrankie
a castThomas.
topped by
Bonita
Granville
Smith
was
clusively for Universal, has signed Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr., to a three-year starring conoriginally slated to make the next "Secret
tract. Fairbanks will head the cast of EdService"
picture
in
the
series
featuring
Ronald
Reagan.
ington's
scheduled inaugural
for early feature
shooting. "Atlantic Cable",
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox proArthur Lubin checked in at Republic tliis
duction chief, has announced the purchase of
week
for the directional assignment of "Stand
John Steinbeck's new novel "Grapes Of
Up and Sing", with Ralph Byrd, Bruce Cabot,
Wrath", which received the widest critical
Tommy Ryan and Zasu Pitts in the top roles.
praise accorded a creative work in the last
The picture is under the production wing of
twenty years.
Herman Schlom.
Monroe Greenthal and Al Margolies arrived from New York this week as advance
Three new Bob Breen pictures were anguard for United Artists executives coming
nounced for production for the 1939-40 season
for the sales convention. Lynn Farnol is
by Principal Productions, to be released by
due in later in the week.
RKO. The films will be made under the production guidance of Barney Briskin, and
Lucille Ball was picked by RKO for the
will follow the completion of "Way Down
South" and "Boy Who Cried Wolf", on this
feminine lead in "Night of January 16", which
Pandro Berman will produce. This assignyear's schedule.
ment is Miss Ball's first break from lower
budget pictures.
"Deadwood City", an original story by Harrison Jacobs, was purchased by Harry Sherman, who will add to his production schedule
500 workmen are being employed to rush
for the current season for Paramount. Sherman
building on the new Walt Disney Studio in
will produce the picture on a big scale and
Burbank, so that the plant will be ready for
expects it to take its place among outdoor
occupancy in October. New studios will cost
films that have made boxoffice history.
approximately $2,000,000 when completed, including equipment.
Start of production on "Stronger Than DeSam Katzman of Victory Pictures has signed
sire", society drama featuring Walter
PiDGEON and Virginia Bruce, raises the proG. A. DuRLAM to write the screenplay of "Kid

Getting
Steve

May

Ready

Sekely, famous Hungarian director, ivho makes his
debut in the U. S. A.
at Grand National is
checking over the
make up chart tvith
Veda Ann Borg and
Wynne Gibson, zvho
are appearing in
Sekely's first picture
for Grand National
•ReleaseMargo.
along ivith
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Telephone, Hollywood 1390

Leaving for Premiere
William M. Jeffers, president of the Union
Pacific R.R. and Cecil B. DeMille, producer
of the Paramount
standing
in front ofpicture,
a train"Union
which Pacific"
carried
them and many Paramount stars to the zvorld
premiere. Seen in the group are George
Raft, Lynn Overman, Patricia Morrison,
Lloyd Nolan
and other Paramount stars.

duction peak at MGM to a three-month high.
Pictures in work are, "Maisie Was a Lady",
"Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever", "The
Women", "Lady of the Tropics" and "On
Borrowed Time".
"Wings Over the Andes" has been purchased
l)y Monogram and will be filmed as one of the
"Tailspin Tommy" series for the 1939-40 program featuring John Trent. Paul Malvern
will produce from the orginal screenplay by
Hubert Hilton.
Victor Fleming, acting under orders from
his physician, will take a rest for about a
week from his directorial work on Selznick's
"Gone With the Wind". Fleming has been
temporarily relieved by director Sam Wood,
who recently completed "Good Bye, Mr.
Chips" in England.
Ellison Signed by 20th-Fox
The search for a leading man for Elsa t
Maxwell's "Hotel for Women" ended when ';
Darryl F. Zanuck borrowed James Ellison '
from RKO for the part. Ellison will play
opposite Linda Darnell, a newcomer from
Dallas, Texas. Ann Sothern has been signed
for an important feminine role, and John
Halliday and Alan Dinehart for featured
male roles. The production is under the direction of Gregory Ratoff.
Universal Writers

Busy

Universal writers are going full blast on ]
forthcoming productions with 30 working on
the lot at the present time. Studio has seven ,
pictures scheduled for early production, includingsent
John Stake's
which was
back for"Modern
additionalCinderella",
scripting.
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Republic
On

Enjoying a joke
Leo Carrili.o and Director Lew Landers have
an informal chat zi'hilc camera equipment is
in "The Dove,''
next scene
for theoffering
set upRadio
being RKO
gay
of Old Mexico in
which Carrillo, as a dashing "Robin Hood,"
is supported by Steffi Duna and Tim Holt.

'1^ R A I ) l<:
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Budgets

All Future

Product

Hkrbkrt J. V'aies, cliairnian of the board
of Republic Pictures, announced this week
that the studio would increase budgets on all
product for the coming season, in addition to
six pictures to be made on the same scale as
"Man of Conquest", and four Anniversary
specials. The budgets on the Gene Autey
pictures will be increased one-third.
Yates set to rest rumors of a shakeup in
the studio personnel. M. J. Siegel leaves for
a month's talent and story search in New
York, and during his absence, E. H. Goldstein will be in charge of studio affairs.
Republic's income has been increased in the
past eight months because of better product,
with foreign grosses showing an increase of
almost 100%, despite unrest and precarious
conditions in Europe.
Yates will accompany Gene Autry on a
six weeks' personal appearance tour of Great
Britain, leaving around the first of June.

"Sorority House" Sequel Planned
RKO will follow "Sorority House" with
another picture of collegiate life, entitled
"Final Exams", and has assigned Dalton
Trumbo to write the story. Anne Shirley
and James Ellison, stars of the other production, will also have the leading roles in the
sequel.
Cast for "Way Down South"
W ith the signing of Ralph Morgan, president of the Screen Actors Guild, to portray
the father of Bob Breen in "Way Down
South", Sol Lesser
the
production.
Morgan completed
checks in casting
at the on
Lesser
lot immediately upon completion of his featured role in "Geronimo" at Paramount. Picture is now before the cameras under the direction of Bernard Vorhaus.
Edward

Ellis to Play Title Role

Edward Ellis, who scored heavily as Andrew Jackson in "Man of Conquest", has been
signed by Republic to portray the title role in
"Abraham Lincoln Boggs", which is scheduled
for early production. Ellis has played numerous featured roles in pictures during the
past few years in Hollywood, but it was not
until his triumphant performance in "A Man
to Remember" that producers became aware of
his real potentialities.

HCLLrWCOD

with the "Oldtimer"
Thai little chat with Herbert J. Yates,
chairman of Republic's board, cleared up a
lot of rumors about a shakeup in the studio
personnel and also confirmed the news that
the company is going in for higher-budget
pictures for the coming sea.son. How about
a few more like "Man of Conquest'*'/
back lot for a "lookVisited
being used in the filming of
at thethesetsGoldwyn
see"
"The Real Glory," Gary Cooper starrer, and
now we know what a real jungle looks like.
All it needs, from our observation, is a few
of the Philippine mosquitoes ... it has
everything else.
Hollywood glamour boys are gnashing
their teeth because Ann Sheridan, the queen
of "OOMPH", will be on ice for the next
three weeks with the Walter Wanger "Winter
Carnival" company. Miss "OOMPH" will
spend most of the time in a refrigerated
stage. Here's hoping the ice doesn't melt.

Robert Montgomery to Make Two
Pictures in England for MGM
Robert Montgomery will be the next star
to 'be sent to England to appear in films at
the MGM British Studios in Denham. Montgomery will be seen in two pictures, "Busman's Honeymoon" by Dorothy Sayers and
"The Earl of Chicago" by Brook Williams.
Victor Saville, producer for MGM British,
is now in Hollywood discussing production
plans for the two pictures with Montgomery
and Ben Goetz, managing director at Denham, who recently brought to America the
print
of
"Good and
Bye, Greer
Mr. Chips",
Robert Donat
Garson. which stars
Montgomery will leave for England as soon
as final scripts are prepared.

Considine to Produce "Blackmail"
John Considine, Jr. has been assigned to
produce MGM's "Blackmail" which will have
Edward G. Robinson in the leading role. Robinson, who is under contract to Warner Bros.,
had the top role in MGM's "The Last Gangster" about a year ago. Vehicle is now being
prepared for the cameras and will be directed
by Henry C. Potter.
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And speaking of "glamour," what are the
girls going to do when they find Ty Power
doing
combination
and thea Lambeth
WalkofinTruckin',
his new Suzy
picture,Q
"Second Fiddle." Ty has begun rehearsals
for his first ventme into Jitterbugging, with
the aid of 40 of Hollywood's most beautiful
dancing girls ... not forgetting Sonja Henie.
Tickled to see Charles Leonard back in
circulation again. Charlie, formerly Coast
ad head for United Artists, was named RKO
producer — home office representative for
Herbert Wilcox Productions and Max Gordon plays and Picture Corp. Best of luck
on your new assignment.
We understand that Paramount has a sweet
Looks

Like Hot Work

Producer-director Rowland V. Lee goes over
same new scenes zvith the cast of Universal' s
"The Sun Never Sets", while zvorking on the
African Gold Coast location about 20 miles
from Hollywood. Left to right in the picture
are Basil Rathbone, Lee, Ramsay Hill
(technical adviser), script girl, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Barbara O'Neill and Melville
Cooper.

piece of entertainment in "The Gracie Allen
Murder Case," according to our "snooping"
reporter, who spotted Director Al Green with
a big grin on his face. Wonder if George
Burns, or brother William, will take any of
the credit for their kibitizing?

Paramount Workmen Busy On New
Construction For More Production
More than 100 workmen are busy at Paramount on four new construction projects
ordered to facilitate the handling of increased
summer production. Construction of a 90-ton
steel rocker in the "A" tank for "Ruler of
the Seas", is one of the major jobs. A ship
unit matching the huge sailing boats at Los
Angeles harbor will be built on the tank, when
the steel foundation is completed.
In addition to the above, the studio is enlarging the camera department, the switchboard room and the operating quarters in the
transparency building.
12-Week

Shooting Schedule

A 12-week shooting schedule has been allotted the forthcoming Warner Bros, production
of "The
Knight with
and Errol
the Lady",
be
filmed in
Technicolor
Flynn to and
Bette Davis as its co-stars. Michael Curtiz
will direct the story of Queen Elizabeth of
England with starting date set for May 8.

With

His Animal

Cast

Director Frank Capra makes friends zvith
tzvo animal actors betzveen scenes of Columbia's "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington," in
ivhich Jean Arthur
and James Stewart are
co-starred.

May
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Dates Shown Are Release Dates
This department is primarily intended to convey important Information regarding product on which no
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source. Listings will appear but once.
GIRL
Mono.

FROM NOWHERE
Drama

16

Selling Names: Anne Nagel, Warren Hull,
Lester Mathews, Mayo Methot.
Director: Lambert Hillyer.
Producer: E. B. Derr.
Story Idea: On the eve of Anne Nagel's
marriage to Warren Hull, Lester Mathews,
who has proof of Anne's birth in prison,
decides to blackmail Hull. Mathew's wife,
Mayo Methot from whom the secret was
stolen and who was given the clippings by
Anne's mother, her roommate in prison,
shoots Mathews to prevent his telling and
keeps the secret forever.
Catchline: "His love shielded her secret.'"
SUN
Univ.

NEVER
Drama

SETS

May 26
Selling Names: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Basil Rathbone, Virginia Field.
Producer-Director: Rowland V. Lee.
Story Idea: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., following the family tradition, joins "the servand isbrother
sent toBasil
the African
Coast,
whereice" his
RathboneGold
is district
commissioner. He pretends to accept Lionel
Atwill's
shadywar,
offerbut
to has
help Atwill
him plunge
all
Europe into
and his
henchmen destroyed in time to avert
trouble.
Catchline: "His courage and fortitude
averted another war."
THE
Para.

STAR MAKER
Musical-Drama

Aug. 25

Selling Names: Bing Crosby, Louise
Campbell, Ned Sparks, Linda Ware.
Director: Roy Del Ruth.
Producer: Charles R. Rogers.
Story Idea: Bing Crosby portrays the
thrilling true-to-life story of Gus Edwards,
a song writer and one of Broadway's
greatest characters. His rise to fame through
his
_ and closed
his "Kid
Shows"anduntil
the
Gerrymusic
Society
the shows
refused
to permit the children to work at night and
his comeback through Radio.
Catchline: "Gus Edwards, one of Broadway's greatest characters . . . his life and
his music."
RKO

CAREER
Drama

Not set

Selling Names: Edward Ellis, Anne Shirley, John Archer, Alice Eden.
Director: Leigh Jason.
Producer: Robert Sisk.
Story Idea: John Archer, a medical student, receives an offer of a good post with
ato New
Yorkwith
specialist,
but^turns
down
continue
his research
work.it While
visiting his hometown, he asks Anne Shirley to marry him and she accepts. He is
astounded to learn, later, that she is going
to marry Charles Drake instead, as she
feels that Archer must devote his life to his
work and he realizes that she is right.
Catchline: "His love for his profession
dominated his life."

MOUNTAIN
RHYTHM
Rep.
Western
Not set
Selling Names: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Maude Eburne.
Director: Breezy Eason.
Assoc. Producer: Harry Grey.
Story Idea: Gene Autry and Smiley Burnette arrive at a small town in Texas, in
response to a call from Maude Eburne

Burnette's aunt. Maude needs their help to
prevent Waller Fenner, resort owner, from
auctioning off all the grazing lands upon
which every rancher in the valley is dependent. Autry saves the land by uncovering the plot.
Catchline: "He knew the rustler's tricks."
and so saved the rancher's land"
OLDDramaCRAD

Univ.

Not set

Selling Names: .\nita Louise, Dick Foran,
Charley Grapewin, Emma Dunn.
Director: Harold Yovmg.
Assoc. Producer: Ken Goldsmith.
Story Idea: Charley Grapewin, a night
watchman and football hero of thirty years
ago, is invited by his alma mater to serve
as a one-man reception committee for all
visitors. Through a mix-up, he is introduced as a rich construction company president, but is saved from any embarrassment
by Coach Samuel ; S. Hinds, who appoints
him his assistant after the team wins the
Catchline: "A long forgotten football
game.
hero who becomes a king for a day."
THE
WB

HOBBY
Drama

FAMILY
Not set

Selling
Henry Moran.
O'Neill, L-ene
Rich,
Jean Names:
Sharon, Jackie
Director: William McGann.
Producer: Gordon Hollingshead.
Story Idea: Henry O'Neill and his son,
Jackie Moran, take their camera and amateur radio set with them when they go on
a vacation. A fire starts while they are in
the mountains and they save the campers'
lives by getting word to the ranger station,
with their radio set. They also get the reward offered for the pyromaniac who set
the fire, when they develop a picture.
Catchline: "Their vacation proved a lifesaver t(j the campers."
WB

OLD MAID
Drama

Not set

Selling Names: Miriam Hopkins, Bette
Davis, George Brent, James Stephenson.
Director: Edmund Goulding.
Assoc. Producer: Henry Blanke.
Story Idea: Bette Davis and her cousin,
Miriam Hopkins, both love George Brent.
But Miriam marries James Stephenson and
becomes the happy mother of two children,
while Bette has an illegitimate child by
Brent. The child is brought up by Bette,
without knowing the relationship and is
eventually adopted b^' Miriam, in order to
give her a name, so that she may marry
the man she loves.
Catchline: "She never married the man
she loved, because of the cliild she loved."
IT COULD
20th -Fox

HAPPEN
Mystery

TO

ARIZONA

COWBOY

Not set
Western
Col.
Selling Names: Charles Starrett, Iris
Meredith, Russell Simpson.
Director: Sam Nelson.
Producer: Harry L. Decker.
Story Idea: Charles Starrett, sheriff of a
small town in Arizona, has Iris Meredith's
help when he tries to convince Russell
Simpson, her father, that his objections are
all wrong and that there must be no trouble
when the settlers the government sends in
take up their claims on his and the other
cattlemen's ranges. He proves that these
people will help build up the community
and straightens out the trouble.
Catchline: "As sheriff his job was to prevent trouble and bloodshed."
Victory

TRIGGER FINGERS
Western

Not set

Selling Names: Tim McCoy, Ben Corbett,
JillDirector:
Martin. Sam Newfield.
Producer: Sam Katzman.
Story Idea: Tim McCoy, an F.B.I, man
looking for a gang of bandits who have
been raiding towns and ranches, disguises
himself as a gypsy and rides into town in
a Gypsy Wagon. McCoy gets into a card
game with Carleton Young and compares
Young's fingerprints which he gets on the
cards, with those found on the stolen merchandise. Found guilty. Young and his gang
are captured.
Catchline: ".A.n F.B.I, man ... he cleverly
trapped the rustling bandits."
New

Type Study Guide Issued

On "Story Vernon, Irene Castle"
new type of school and group discussion guide has been prepared for "The
Story of
Vernon illustrated
and Irene than
Castle."
It is
more
profusely
previous
guides and deals with personalities of the
stars as well as the picture. The guide includes several articles that are of interest
to the average theatregoer as well as the
student.
The new booklet has been forwarded to
exhibitors, circuit officials, house managers,
school teachers and executives, club executives, better film councils, etc.
A

YOU
Not set

Selling Names: Stuart Erwin, Gloria
Stuart.
Ra_\'moncl
Director:
.A.lfred Walliurn.
Werker.
Assoc. Producer: David Hempstead.
Story Idea: Stuart Erwin, a clerk, is mi.xed
up in a murder when a dead girl is found
in his car, after he leaves a stag party at
his boss's home. Certain that Erwin will
be executed, Raymond Walburn, his boss,
proves his loyalty by making Erwin vicepresident of the firm. Gloria Stuart, Erwin's
wife, finds the murderer and Erwin gets the
vice-presidency.
Catchline: "He couldn't sell himself . . .
until he landed in jail."
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The

in White

Four of the usherettes of Loeiv's Rochester
Theatre, Rochester, N. V., donned ivhite caps
and^ gozvns to exploit MGM's "Four Girls in
White" on the street by distributing cards
(inset) to passers-by. Lester Pollock, manager, directed the stun I.
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

in
Winners
Kreag
Howell,
Subject
Short
Nationwide

L, Bison Theatre, DalHOWEL
TOMM
his, Y
Texas,
has been awarded first prize
in MGM Shortstory's first nationwide shorts
exploitation contest. Second prize went to
Ward B. Kreag, Community Theatre, Catskill, N. Y. Over 162 entries were judged by
the Shortstory editorial l:)oard members,
which include Howard Dietz, Si Seadler,
Oscar A. Doob, Herb Morgan, and Howard
Strickli,ng.served
Ray asBell,
publicist
judge.Loew's Washington
First prize winner Howell will receive
his choice of a seven-day all-expense trip
via American Airlines to either the MGM
studios in California or the New York
World's Fair for his Diaper Derby for men
only, which he staged from a Shortstory
suggestion in connection with Robert
Benchley's "How To Raise A Baby."
Served Double Purpose

"Amateur Talent Quest"
Tlie Stanley-Warner Daily News "A)iiatcur
Talentphoto
Quest"
is inSam
full Sax,
siving Eastern
in Philadelphia.
Top
shozvs
head of
Vitaphone studios, studying a movie contract
z\.<hile Ted Schlanger and Lee Stezvart, casting director, look on. In the center photo. Sax,
Schlanger, Stezvart and Ed Schrciber, Vitaphone publicist, ride through the City of
Brotherly Loir zuith a police escort, z^'hile in
the bottom picture Sax, Schlanger and Stezvart
audition talented youngsters for possible appearances in a nezu Vitaphone Kiddie Follies
soon to go into production in the company's
Brooklyn studios.
Strachan Uses Extensive and
Standard Campaign on M of T
Manager J. Knox Strachan of the Leroy
Theatre, Portsmouth, O., uses an extensive
and standard campaign in selling the
March of Time. He has a mailing list of
some five hundred names, school teachers
and other fans, and this is covered regularly via post cards.
Strachan uses a trailer one week in advance of playdate and considerable display
material in the lobby.
For his newspaper setup, Strachan uses
extra space on the opening day with space
equal to the feature attraction throughout
the run. He sends out to newspapers a feature story on the opening day and a review on the second day.
March of Time always gets full billing on
the marquee of the house.

Making this stunt serve a double purpose
in providing a direct boxoffice incentive as
well as a publicitj^ device for his picture,
Manager Howell presented his Diaper
Derby as a special stage attraction and gave
it the following showmanly attention:
Special trailer announcement two weeks
in advance; teaser ads in all newspapers ten
days in advance and special two-column ad
day before opening; six advance publicity
breaks in three Dallas dailies; daily radio
buildup one week in advance on Station
WRR; personal announcement before a
regular meeting of the Sunset High School
Dad's Club; special Diaper Derby heralds
distributed house-to-house; 40' x 60' advance lobby set piece and special overhead
display of diapers hung from clothes line
across outer lobby; window display of gold
crown to be awarded winner as King of
the Diaper Changers. All diapers used in
the contest were supplied by Sears, Roebuck Co;
sound Dallas
truck, streets
well "bannered
with
diapers,
toured
a day before.
With three Parent-Teacher Association
officials as judges, Dallas football coach
Herman Crowley holding the stop-watch at
March

of Time

To Aid Small

MCM's

Contest
the changing table and line coach Keifer
Strickland waving a diaper starting flag,
Howell's Diaper Derby got under way
with a flourish of trumpets by the Sons Of
The American Legion drum and bugle
corps. For the record, the winner's time,
using the square style diaper fold with two
safetyforpins,
was 34.4 seconds — including
time
powdering!
Showman Kreag's Peace Contest, which
wins for him a six-day all-expense cruise
to Bermuda via the Furness I^ine. was from
a Shortstory exploitation suggestion for
the Passing Ir'arade subject, "The Story of
Alfred Nobel," which read:
"With world diplomats today advancing
one Peace plan after another, almost every
individual has his own private theory for
the prevention of war. In connection with
your tureshowing,
your readers
newspaper
feaa contest ingetwhich
will to
receive

guest tickets and other prizes for the most
original idea on how to insure Peace."
A Series of Breaks
So well did the editors of the Catskill
Daily Mail like this idea that they gave it
front page position for eight consecutive
days, a break — or rather, a series of breaks
— which exceeded the fondest expectations
of Manager Kreag. Moreover, each and
every Page One contest story averaged onethird of a column and carried direct selling
copy for Kreag's picture.
Not content, however, to let the newspaper do all the work, Kreag established
contact with the heads of 24 different organizations including the Catskill public
schools, American Legion, Parent-Teacher
Association, Public Library and St. Patrick's Academy, each of which cooperated
in announcing the contest and the picture.
Sent to U. S. Secretary of State Cordell
Hull, was Kreag's winning Peace plan
which would require the heads of all squabbling nations to view several hours of war
movies before making an attempt to arbitrate their differences.

Plans Tieups
Town

Exhibitors

A number of tieups planned to aid showmen in small towns who play the March of
Time have currently been made. Through
the National Association of Manufacturers,
40,000 leaflets have been mailed to smalltown members of the Association describing the issue, "State of the Nation," and telling of the part the N.A.M. played.
Covering the Boy Scout release of the
March of Time, 50,000 folders have been
mailed by the National Boy Scouts home
office primarily to those on the Scout mailing list residing in small town situations.
Another tieup effected to aid showmen in
small towns is that made between March of
Time and the publishers of Town Weekly
Magazine Section. Tozvn appears in small
town weeklies, being used by 334 newspapers which have a circulation of some
2,000,000. Tozvn is carrying a series of
articles on March of Time, the first
centered around the origin of the screen production. The second story will be on the
"Voice of Time."

Display for 'Terdinand"
ForLondon
its 30th birthday celebration, Selfridge's devoted the zvhole of its Oxford
street frontage to 20 animated and illuminated
scenes zvith captions telling the story of ]]\ilt
Disney's RKO-Radio Technicolor cartoon.
"Ferdinand the Bull." The display zvas arranged by Walt Disney Mickey Mouse and
Art Display service for the cartoon's London
premiere.
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culed and called a fool when he made
known his idea. Jan LeMan, well known
in Europe for his documentary films, is
writing and directing the series, and Hugh
McCoilum will supervise their production.
Buster Keaton's first comedy under a
new contract will be called, "A Pest From
The West". Lorna Gray plays the feminine
lead, and Jules White produces and directs.

MCM

Having done almost one hundred westerns, Jack Perrin gets his first chance at a
dramatic role in the latest of John Nesbitt's
Passing Parade Series. Entitled "PennyAnte Racketeers", the short, which is the
sixth in the series, is now in production
under the direction of Basil Wrangel.
Currently in work under the direction of
Frank Zinneman is "Help Wanted", the
latest of the Crime Does Not Pay series.
"One Against the World", the seventh
of the Passing Parade Series, will go into
production next week. Jacques Tourneur
will direct and Jack Chertok will produce.
Paramount
In "Paramount Presents Hoagy Carmichael" the ace composer not only appears
in this informal subject but also aids in
putting over six of his hit tunes. In this
musical short, which features Jack Teagarden and his orchestra, Meredith Blake
introduces Carmichael's latest composition
"That's Right, I'm Wrong". This is followed by unusual pictorial background
shots interspersed with musical renditions
by Carmichael of his following hit tunes;
"Washboard", "Lazybones", "Small Fry",
"Rockin' Chair" and the immortal "Stardust".
Columbia

"Static In The Attic" is the title of the
Walter Catlett comedy in which Ann Doran,
Forbes Murray, Tommy Bond, Beatrice
Blinn and John Tyrrell comprise the supporting cast. Charley Chase directed.
The Three Stooges' comedy of the oil
wells, directed and produced by Jules
White, has been titled, "Oily To Bed, Oily
To Rise", and Charley Chase's adventures
as a school teacher in a hillbilly section will
be released as "Teacher's Pest", Del Lord
directed the last named, and Chase and
Hugh McCollum co-produced.
San Francisco's World's Fair was the
setting for a Columbia Tours one-reel subject completed last week. Accompanied by
Arthur Seid, cutter, and Frank Good, cameraman Hugh McCollum spent a week at
the Bay City's famous Treasure Island,
filming the most popular points of interest.
The entire reel was shot in Cinecolor, the
fair's color and beauty being captured with
true fidelit5^

Theatre, Nezv

York, thought

Truman Talley's one-reel
enough of Producer
Technicolor
short, "Fashion Forecast _ for
Spring and Summc}-" to give it prominent
marquee hilling. These shorts, which are directed by Vyvyan Donner and released
through 20th Century-Fox, are proving to he .
box office stimulants -when properly advertised.

Philly Mayor Awards Plaque to
Warners for Historical Subject

Leon Schlesinger has renewed his contract for the 1939-40 season, and will produce 42 cartoons, 15 of which are already
in work. Schlesinger will deliver 26 Merrie
Melodies, 16 Looney Tunes and a special
patriotic cartoon.

Davis
Wilson
of Philadelphia
Warner's
hisitorical
short
subject in for
Technicolor,
"Declaration of Independence."
At a special screening held in the reception room of by
the prominent
Mayor's office
which
was attended
educators,

Local Boy Makes

Good

.

SYNOPSES

(Released Saturday, May 6)
PARAMOUNT (No. 79)— Italian Libyan troops reviewed by Goering; Party for '69ers at Council Bluffs,
la.; New Crosley midget auto; British royalty prepares for U. S. trip; Mrs. Roosevelt chooses her wardrobe for English visitors; Cubs vs. White Sox; Babe
Ruth teaches Softball; Gehrig ends consecutive games
record; Japan Day at San Francisco Fair; Scandinavian Fair.
royalty at N. Y. Fair; Amusement center opens
at N. Y.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 68)— Italian Libyan
troops reviewed by Goering; Commemorate Washington's
in NewCalif.
York;
New air depot
cated atinauguration
Sacramento,
; Daredevil
at N.dediY.
World's
Fair:
British
royalty
prepares
for
U.
S.
trip;
Don Budge crovmed as all-round sportsman at N. Y.
Fair; Sen. Capper, Sen. Lundeen give views on neuAviationCubs
fashions;
Lew Sox;
Lehr'sOutboard
monkey motor
island
at N. Y.trality;
Fair;
vs. White
boat race; Horse race at Sydney, Australia.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 768)— Apple festival at
Wenatchee, Wash.; British royalty prepares for U. S.
trip; Norwegian prince visits U. S. S. Tennessee;
May Day in Mexico; New road in Indo-China; Fire
at Manchester, England; New mercury lamp; New
Crosley auto; Japan Day at San Francisco Fair;
Gehrig ends consecutive games record; Babe Ruth
teaches Softball; Stratton baseball game; Amusement
center opens at N. Y. Fair.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 264)— Dutch
dig defenses; Italian Libyan troops reviewed by
Goering; Gas fear grips Paris nurseries; Lionel Barrymore feted on birthday; Thrills feature N. Y. Fair;
Japan Day at San Francisco Fair; Elliott Roosevelt
leads Gainesville, Texas, circus parade; Apple blossom
festival at Wenatchee, Wash.; Mrs. Roosevelt chooses
her wardrobe for English visitors; British royalty
prepares
for U.race
S. trip
; Sweden's
81 ; Speedboat
at Long
Beach, king
Calif.still agile at
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 83)— U. S. Chamber of Com-

Roxy

A special plaque was struck oS and presented recently to Norman H. Moray,
Vitaphone sales manager, by Mayor S.

Elias Howe, inventor of the sewing machine, will be the subject of the first onereel historical short in the series titled,
"Fools Who Made History". There will be
six in number, each dealing with a great
humanitarian and benefactor who was ridi-

NEWSREEL

The

Reel Up in Lights

Vitaphone

When Terry McCary discovered that the
short subject, "The Champagne Music of
Lawrence
leader
who
had Welk",
been a featured
favorite ainband
Corsicana,
Texas, some years ago, he proceeded to
sell him as a local boy making good, to
the delight of the Corsicanians who left
their knitting to march down to the Palace
Theatre to see him on the screen.

.

Fashion

.

.

merce; Snow surveyors in Wash, state; Dewey receives
Newman award; New Crosley auto; Pet monkey show
in Calif.; New mercury light; Columbia-Navy boat
('Released Wednesday, May 3)
PARAMOUNT (No. 78)— All roads lead to N. Y.
World's
Fair;arrives;
Norwegian
royaltyof visits
Fair; Official
United
States fleet
Opening
the Fair;
dedication by President Roosevelt; Inauguration of
First President re-enacted in Constitution Mall;
Lighting of the Fair at nijht.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 265)— PresiRoosevelt Ambassador
opens World'sKennedy
Fair; United
fleet dent
arrives;
voices States
peace
hope overseas; Italian reinforcements for Albania
(except Washington); Moscow-America flyers hailed;
Apple Blossom festival at Winchester, Va. (Washington only); Pitt wins in Penn Relay _ carnival ;
Johnstown wins Wood Memorial turf classic.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 67 )— President Roosevelt opensVictor
World'sEmmanuel
Fair; Soviet
airmen
crash in
Canada;
becomes
monarch
of
Albania; Train wreck at Pittsburgh; Norwegian
royaltyviews
visitson World's
Fair; Johnstown
AmbassadorwinsKennedy
gives
world crisis;
Wood
Memorial turf classic; Pitt wins in Penn Relay
carnival; Drake Relay games at Des Moines; Lew
Lehr and his koalas from Australia.
PATHE
(Vol.
82)—crash;
World's
Soviet flight
ends10,in No.
Canada
New Fair
Yorkopens;
fetes
Norwegian royalty; Italv's King Victor Emmanuel
given
nival. Albanian crown; Pitt wins in Penn Relay carUNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 767)— F.D.R. opens
N. Y. World's Fair before 600,000; United States
fleet arrives; Russian flyers forced down in Canada;
New York fetes Norwegian royalty; Mrs. Lindbergh
arrives in U. S. ; Pitt wins in Penn Relay carnival;
Johnstown wins Wood Memorial turf classic.

representatives of women's clubs and patriotic societies. Mayor Wilson awarded the
plaque to the company, carrying with it
the inscription, "Presented to Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc., by Mayor S. Davis
Wilson of the city of Philadelphia, Pa.,
Custodian of Independence Hall, Philadelof their historical
phia, Pa., in appreciation
contribution
of the Film Version of the
Declaration
of Independence."
You will no
doubt be playing this exceptionally fine short subject. Although such
an event as that which took place in Philadelphia may or may not be repeated in your
community, you should make it a point _ to
screen the Technicolor special for city officials
and leadingg educators as soon as your playdate is set.
Bair Boosts News

Reels With

Special Ad; Gets Country Folk
When it comes to keeping up with events
in Europe or anywhere else, the news reel
is an excellent authority. And E. E. Bair,
Manager of the Strand and Valentine Theatres, Defiance, O., put that fact over strongly recently in a special ad which read:
"Chamberlain Acts ! News is Happening
Fast!! Keep Well Informed! Make it a
point to see as many News Reels as possible. See in pictures — what you read_ and
hear about. Watch also for every issue
of the March of Time . . . they will help
you develop a greater field and vocabulary
for conversation.
Valentine & Strand."
Smart? We'll say so. E. E. certainly
knows how to make these subjects real box
office assets. Do you?
Before we conclude, we'd like to point
out that the Defiance showman appeals
to his rural trade by sending out a strip
of two-for-one coupons good every Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. This gets
the country folk in town during the midweek, and at the same time boosts business.
And speaking of boosting, we recommend a
national "Boost for Bair" week to honor
one of the country's smartest showmen.

;l/(;v 0. 1939
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ARCADE VARIETIES
Prod. I\o. 94.210
Fair
RKO
Nu-Atlas No. 10
11 mins.
Comment: Five vaudeville numbers
staged in connection with a comedy act
taking place in a penny arcade. East and
Dumke, known in radio as "Sisters of the
Skillet" appear as salesmen for a new style
of peep-show device. A prospective purchaser looks into it and so does the audience. This way Lillian Roth, the Frazee
Sisters, Gilrone and Starr and the Six Philharmonicas present their specialties of
songs, ballroom dancing, the harmonica
playing, respectively. The acts are fairly
good. Milton Schwarzwald produced.
Exploitation: Play up the names of the
specialty acts, with mention of Lillian Roth
as star of stage, screen and recently featured at Billy Rose's Casa Manana;
Frazee Sisters as stars who have appeared
at Hotel New Yorker Terrace Room, Gilrone and Starr as having appeared at Radio
City Music Hall, etc.
SMOOTH
APPROACH
Prod. ISo. 94,310
Very Good
RKO
Sportscope No. 10
9 mins.
Comment: Grand stuff for golfers, and
mighty interesting even for those who don't
play the game. Horton Smith, Jimmy
Thompson, Ed. Dudley and Dick Metz
make up a foursome of golfing stars of the
brightest order and demonstrate shots that
will amaze many a golfer. Running comment on how the shots are made, slow motion and good camera work make it easy
to look at. Bobby Jones also appears in a
flash, though not playing the game.
Exploitation: Swell for tieups with sporting goods stores and it is well worth getting displays set at country clubs or golf
courses. Invite all interested in game to
come and have stars show them how to
improve their game.
THEIR LAST BEAN
Prod. No. 9512
Very Good
20th-Fox
Terrytoon No. 12
7 mins
Comment: The little foxes are bemoaning
the fact that they have nothing to eat but
beans. But one sly little fox follows the
fox hunters and enticing them to follow
him finally loses them enabling him to return and carry off their feast. This is one
of the best Terrytoons we've seen this year
and one of the best in a long time. It's got
plenty of humor in it and lacks repeat shots,
a fault common with many cartoons. Produced by Paul Terry.
Exploitation: Give the subject a plug in
your lobby, programs and newspaper advertising.
PICTORIAL NO. 9
Prod. J\o. P8-9
Para.
Pictorial

Fair
10 mins.

Comment: There are three clips. The first
one showing the training of the Coast
Guard at its Academy is interesting but it
has been done before in greater detail; the
second showing ducks beneath the water is
also just fair; the last clip devoted to how
women should dress will prove fascinating
to women but quite a bore to the men.
Exploitation: Contact local fashion authorities and invite them to a special screening. Essays on the best fashions for
particular types of figures. Nature lovers
should be interested in the section on
ducks

Al !•: N • S
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BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Week Beginning May 6
ASTOR— Penny's Picnic (MGM) rev. 1-7-39;
Nostradamus (MGM) rev. 10-15-38; Popular Science No. 2 (Para.) rev. 11-19-38.
CRITERION— The Warning- (Alliance Films) ;
Diving- Rhythm (Col.); Australia (MGM).
CRITERION— The Warning (Alliance Films) ;
Lone Ranger Rides Again No. 12 (Rep.)
rev. 2-18-39.
PARAMOUNT— Pictorial No. 9 (Para.) ;
Good Skates (Para.) rev. 4-29-39; Leave
Well Enough Alone (Para.) rev. 4-29-39.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL— Society Dog
Show (RKO).
RIVOLI—
10-22-38. Donald's Lucky Day (RKO) rev.
ROXY— Inside Baseball (20th-Fox) ; Their
Last Bean (20th-Fox) rev. this issue.
STRAND — Bars and Stripes Forever (Vita.) ;
Mechanix Illustrated No. 4 (Vita.).
CHICAGO LOOP
Week Beginning May 6
APOLLO— Somewhat Secret (MGM) rev. 422-39; Leave Well Enough Alone (Para.)
rev. 4-29-39.
CHICAGO
4-29-39. — Muscle Maulers (20th-Fox) rev.
GARRICK— Rolhn' in Rhythm (Vita.) ; Unusual Occupations No. 5 (Para.) rev. 4-294-29-39.
39
; Barnyard Egg-citement (20th-Fox) rev.
ROOSEVELT— Chicken Jitters (Vita.) rev.
4-1-39; Screen Snapshots No. 7 (Col.).
UNITED
ARTISTS— While America Sleeps
(MGM) rev. 4-22-39.
Funny
CLOWN
PRINCES
Prod. ISo. C-938
MGM
Our Gang No. 8
9 mins.
Comment: Shades of the good old days!
Remember when the Gang used to stage
their own circus, or opera, or what have
you? and used every piece of equipment
in the household? Weren't those comedies
swell? Well, here they're back to their old
tricks again — staging an amateur circus to
raise funds to help pay the rent on the old
homestead. A dog with hot water bottles
attached to his forelegs is a seal; with his
arms and legs stuffed. Alfalfa is the man
on the flying trapeze; two boys enclosed in
grandmother's corset are the Siamese twins,
etc. The kids will howl, and adults will
find themselves enjoying every minute of
this comedy riglit along with the children.
George Sidney directed.
Exploitation: Bill this as the kind of Our
Gang Comedy big brother and sister remember, and that kiddies will love. Arrange a pet parade in which kiddies make
up their pet dogs or cats to resemble the
ferocious animals usually seen in a circus.
Folder on Sportscopes Sent to
Field Trial and Kennel Clubs
A special Sportscope folder on "Bird
Dogs"
and Trial
"On the
Wing"
been Clubs
sent
to Field
Clubs
and have
Kennel
throughout the United States, it was announced at Pathe headquarters.
A statement in the folder includes the
information
that releases
"your local
theatreRadio
can
secure both these
from RKO
Pictures, Inc. Just have the members of
vour club ask the theatre manager to play
'. This
. . 'Bird
Dogs' and 'On
the Wing'."
is widespread
coverage
in short
subject advertising, so if you get requests
to show derstand
these
subjects you'll
readilythem.
unthe promotion
put behind

VANITIES

Prod. /V<». 93,70.')
Laituh-Getter
RKO
Leon Errol No. 5
17 mins.
Comment: Very amusing nonsense comedy with Leon Errol, Barbara Jo Allen and
Ecldie Gribbon making the most of a good
incident
mistakerefuses
in deciding to concerning
move whenLeon's
landlord
to
fix
a faucet
wife. apartment
He pays aonly
year's
advance
rent for
on his
a new
to
find the building has been condemned and
the landlord has skipped. They keep the furniture on a truck and go in search of a
place to live — the trip taking them to Arizona, when Leon insists he knows the way
to his uncle's house in the outskirts of their
town. Arrested there on suspicion of trying
to rob the house, they return to their original apartment only to find it burned out,
and cops in search of Leon for leaving the
gas turned on and causing a fire. The
windup finds them in Mexico, with a surprise finish. Bert Gilroy directed.
Exploitation: Worthy of a play in advance and mention in newspaper advertising. A moving van figures prominently and
a tieup for displays on trucks of van companies can be made to produce results.
Signs might read: "We move you without
fuss — you'll know what a comfort a good
moving job can be when you see and laugh
at 'Moving Vanities' at the Blank Theatre."
TELEVISION
Prod. No. 94,609
Very Interesting
RKO
Reelism No. 9
9 mins.
Comment: Shows how television is presented, revealing a telecast program in the
studio, close-ups of receiving sets, interesting shots inside plant where sets are made.
This will have especial interest at this time,
satisfying a curiosity regarding the new
medium of information and entertainment
which is figuring in the news as regular
television programs get under -way. Nothing
technical about it — just pictures and explanations in popular form. Produced by
Frederic Ullman, Jr., and supervised by
Frank Donovan.
Exploitation: Feature it as inside information about television — what it is, how it
works, behind-the-scenes shots of an actual
telecast of a show from a studio and at a
race track. If television sets are available from
a local dealer, arrange a lobby display.
DOG-CONE
Prod. No. 93,203
RKO

Radio Flash No. 3

16 mins.

Comment: Old-style plotty comedy about
a husband who thinks he's very ill because
his wife insists he have a physical examination. He confuses advice about his diet prescribed over the phone for the family dog by
a veterinarian,
for his and
physician's
mendations for himself,
proceeds recomto eat
raw meat, grass and other outlandish things.
His wife thinks he has gone insane and the
usual "chase"
to the James
leadsincludes
ensuing Amix-up
climax.
good cast
Finlayson, Muriel Evans and Gertrude Short.
Comedy material is thin and conventional
amusement.
Charles Roberts directed.
Exploitation: Cake-baking incident and
good brief sequence performed by a dog
are worth teaser mention in program or advance display, f(;aturing lines to the effect
that wives who are good cooks can learn
how Mrs. Jones made a mistake in making
such a tempting cake in "Dog-Gone."
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Campaigns

On
''Love Affair'' Compete
With
Fair
Witli the San Francisco Fair in full blast
"love affair that will lead to marriage."
Crowds were photographed and couples
and merchants there and in Oakland devotpicked out and circled in white. These were
ing their windows and attention in general
blown up for window display and couples
to its promotion, theatre managers must
identifying themselves as engaged to be
turn in part to other avenues for exploitamarried were presented with a hope chest.
tion. Manager George Bole and Publicity
A unique wedding bell stunt consisted of
Manager Ben Westland of the Golden Gate
the use of three bells on the marquee
and Manager Frank Burhans and Publicitj'
hooked up to a loud speaker and rung at
Manager Paul Spiers of the Paramount,
the start of each performance.
Oakland, have shown their resourcefulness

K. C.'s Biggest Premiere
The zvorld Premiere of Paramount' s "Pin
From Missouri" at the NeivDian Theatre recently was the biggest Kansas City, Mo., residents had seen in years. Tieups tvere arranged
with virtually every store in the downtotvn
area. Shoivn at the top is a zi.nndoiv display
on fashions, zvhile at the bottom is the Nezvman on the night of the premiere. Yoii can
get a good idea of the tremendous crozvds at
the opening from this picture.

APRIL,

through comprehensive promotion on "Love
Affair" campaigns that are above normal for
their ingenuitjr and scope.
A "Love Affair" essay contest through a
tie-in with the Daily Nezos, a Call-Bulletin
telephone interview with Leo McCarey in
Hollywood, a full page in the Sunday
Chronicle based on famous San Francisco
love affairs, a Nezvs' Want Ad contest,
music and furniture store hook-ups featured
the Golden Gate set-up. "Your Love Affair" was the subject for daily interviews
over Station KFRC. Huge art heads of
Irene Dunne and Charles Beyer with cutout letters were on display in the outer
lobby 24-sheet frames two months before
the opening date. Pellicano and Podesto,
florists, co-operated in a "Love Affair Gardenia Matinee," with five hundred gardenias
given to the early women patrons.
Highlighting the campaign by Manager
Frank Burhans of the Paramount was a
Tribune Old Timers Night, centered around
a search for the Oakland couples longest
married, a Post-Enquirer "Love Affair Kiss
Print" contest, Tribune Want Ad contest, a
Western Union tie-in with theme of "Keep
your love affair alive by Western Union,"
gardenia matinee, store tieups and elaborate
lobby art. The Jackson Furniture Company
staged a search for j'oung couples having a
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INDEX

A listing of the highlights of the past month's issues
of STR, indexed and cross-indexed for ready reference.
Advertising Clinic
Apr. 22,
Booth Maintenance
Apr. 29,
Bulletin Board.. Apr. 1, p. 40; .\pr. 29,
Cabrillo Theatre, San Diego,
Calif
... . . Apr.
1,
Colony Theatre, Union Citv,
N. J
Apr. 29, p.
Cutting Electric Bills
Apr. 29,
Equipment Literature Bureau
Apr. 1, p. 52; Apr. 29,
Equipment Economy
Apr. 29,
Exploitation Campaigns — by Pictures
Confessions of a Nazi Spy.. Apr. 22,
Flying Irishman
Apr. 1,
Gangster's
Boy
Apr. 1,
1,
Gunga Din
Apr.
Huckleberry Finn
Apr. 1,
Lord Affair
Jeff .'
Apr.
Love
Apr.
Never Say Die
\pr.
Oklahoma Kid
Apr.
Stagecoach
Apr.
Story of Vernon and Irene
Castle
Apr.
Sweethearts
Apr.
They Made Her a Spy ....Apr.
Three
Smart
Girls Grow
Up
Apr.
Young Mr. Lincoln
Apr.
Exploitation Campaigns — by Stunts
Bookmarks
Apr.
Fashion Show
Apr.
Fishing Display
Apr.
. Gun Charms
Apr.
Kiddie Revues
Apr.
Live Turtles
Apr.
Parachute Ballyhoo
Apr
Gem Theatre, Brooklyn
Apr.

29,
8,
1,
22,
1,

p. 18
p. 35
p. 26
p. 46
24-25
p. 28
p. 36
p. 23
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

20
31
31
28
29

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

13
22
28
18
28

29, p. 13
8, p. 12
29, p. 13
29, p. 16
29, p. 12
15,
29,
15,
1,
1,
8,
29,
1,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
P.

25
16
25
22
28
22
16
39

Kiva Theatre, Las Vegas
Apr. 29, p. 31
March 1939 Index
Apr.
1, p. 29
Memorial Day
Apr. 29, p. 13
Mother's Day
Apr. 22, p. 21
Planned Projection
Apr. 29, p. 30
Queen
Theatre, DeQueen,
Ark
Apr.
1, p. 47
Safety
Apr. 1, p. 42
Servicing Sound
Apr. 1, p. 50
Short Subjects — Exploitation
Bow String
Apr. 22, p. 26
Fashion Forecasts
Apr. 15, p. 32
Lincoln
in the White
House
Apr. 15, p. 32
Magician's Daughter
Apr. 15, p. 33
New Roadways
A.pr. 29, p. 38
Opening Day
Apr. 15, p. 33
Practical Pig
Apr. 22, p. 26
Showmanalyses
Broadwa)' Serenade ....Apr.
1, p. 26-27
Dark Victory
Apr. 22, p. 24-25
Hardys Ride High
Apr. 22, p. 22-23
Man of Conquest
Apr. 29, p. 14-15
Prison Without Bars ...Apr. 8, p. 20-21
Story of Alexander Graham
Bell
Apr. 15, p. 26-27
Streets of New York ...Apr. 15, p. 28-29
Spotlights
Apr. 1, p. 45
STR Program Exchange .... Apr. 1, p. 22;
Apr. 8, p. 14; Apr. 15, p. 30; Apr. 22, p. 20;
Apr. 29, p. 12.
Structural Glass
Apr.
1, p. 48-49
Summer
Lighting
Apr. 29, p. 29
Summer Uniforms
Apr.
1, p. 51
Television Installation
Apr. 29, p. 23
Theatre Cleaning
Apr. 1, p. 40
Weekly Product Check-Lip Apr. 15, p. 23;
Apr. 29, p. 7.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word. No charge for name and addrcu.
Five insertions foi the price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Classi^ed ads will appear as goon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, ClassiSsd
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address,New
Showmen's
Trade
Review,
Broadway,
York City.
BUSINESS

STIMULANTS

THEATRE
OWNERS. Don't be a
sucker and pay royalties on any theatre
game — Play Double Bingo — and buy the
cards as you want them — You will increase
your business 25% to 50% — They cost you
,'iil.25 a thousand — It's like Keno, Screeno,
Tango, The big difference is a double card.
World Wide Theatrical Agency, 148 Leavcnwortli St., San Francisco, Calif.
ARTIFICIAL LEATHER MOLESKIN
RIAL ~
REPAIR60c MATE
81c per SEAT
yard; Sateen
yd. Six seats from
two Awards. Samples on request. Commercialeather, 116 Merimac St., Boston.
SOUND-PROJECTION

SERVICING

$3 BRINGS YOU INSTRUCTIONS on
servicing your sound and projection equipment for entire year! This service includes "How to Service" your complete
sound equipment, amplifier, soundheads,
speakers, etc.; "How to service and repair
your projectors, intermittent movements.
Arc Lamps," etc.; and additional service
pages during the year; free consulting service; also loose-leaf binder for service sheets;
film for setting lenses; book on tubes.
Written and illustrated in simple, easy to
understand words. — You need this service
even if you have service, — more so if you
don't have service. — Send me complete details, tubes, make, etc; projectors, lamps,
make. WESLEY
TROUT, Consulting
Engineer, Box 575, ENID, OKLAHOMA.
USED

EQUIPMENT

NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the
same for you. The cost is only 10c per
word, five insertions for the price of three.
Address, New
Classified
Dept., Showmen's Trade
Review,
York City.

Max

6, 19.'Q
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a — BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE DOPE.
b — BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial Be/ore Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults.
GRAND NATIONAL
ASTOR PICTURES
.(F)
Stars1938-39
Title
Rel.
See
Rel,
Date l()/2(/
Title
MIns. Stars
Date Issue of
11/4/38
1/20/39 .blO/29/36
Issue of
C. Morris-U. Merkel
Cipher
Bureau
(D)
70
..
AmesWoodbury
Bat
Whispers
(M>-D)
86
.
Mins,
Reissued
1/20/39 ..b2/ll/39
Crashing Thru (D)
James Newill- Warren Hull
.Harry Roy & Band
Everything is Rhythm (Mu)
See
2/15/39
Not
Rev.
.al2/3l/38
Exile
Express
(D)
61..
Anna
Sten-Alan
Marshal
(A)
Front Page (C)
100. A. Menjou-P. O'Brien
.
.
33/4/39
Reissued
. .b9/l7/38
Frontier Scout (W)
61. George Houston
(F)
Heart of New York (Mu) 80. Jelson-Evans-Morgan
Reissued
.Jean
Harlow-B.
Lyon
Lady Takes a Ch3nce (D)
Heather Angel-John King
Hell's Angels
110.
Reissued
Monster
Walks (D)
(My-D)
60. . Mischa Auer
"Everything
Happens to Ann") (F) 1/6/39 .bl2/3l/38
Reissued
Long Shot (D)(Foi'mer title,
69.. Marsha
Hunt
Out of Singapore (D)
76. .Noah Beery- Dorothy Burgess
Reissued
..In
Prod.
Miracle of Main Street
Margo
Crawford-W. Huston
Rain (D)
85. .J.
. .b2/25/39
Reissued
Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Panama
Patrol a (D)
67. .Charlotte
Wynters-Leon Ames.. (F)
Scarf ace (D)
88. .P.
Reissued
Renfrew
Saves
Lady
James
Newell
.
.bl/21/39
Alan Hale-Claude Allister ..
..Not
Rev.
tea Ghost (D)
60 . .Spencer
Reissued
Tracy
2/10/39. . .b9/l7/38
10/14/38
ky Devils (C-D)
88. Sylvia Sidney
Ride
'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
5266.... Ralph
Dorothy Morgan
Page-Vince Barnett (F)
Reissued
Shadows
Shanghai
(D)
(F)
Street Scene (D)
79. .Blondell-Evans-Claire
1/20/39
.
Reissued
Three Broadway Girls (C)
83.
Singing Cowgirl
Dorothy Page-David O'Brien
Reissued
11/11/38 al 1/19/38
Tombstone Canyon (W)
67. .Bob Burns
Reissued
(Former
Title
"Lady Buckaroo")
/38 b2/ 18/39
Swanson -S.DouglasKarloff
....
Tonight Or Never (D)
92 . .William
Six-Gun Rhythm (W)
55.. Tex
Fletcher-Joan
Barclay
(F) 10/28/38
Reissued
Hart
Sally
Rand
Sunset Murder Case (D)
57.
Tumbleweeds (W)
5/1/39
Reissue
(Former
title.
Woman Unafraid (D)
66. Gallagher-Gleason
"Murder
on
Sunset
Boulevard")
Reissued
bl.38/20/38
1/19/38
Titans of the Deep (T)
47. Dr. Wm. Beebe-Otis Barton ... (F)
1/19/38
(F) 1/13/39 . al.bl/14/39
Trigger Pals (W)
55. Art Jarrett-Lee Powell ..
Water Rustlers (W)
54. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien
1/6/39 . .
COLUMBIA
(Former title. "The Last Barrier")
1937-38
(F) 7/1/38 . . .b6/25/38
City Streets (D)
68 . Fellows-Carrillo
(F) 9/8/38 . ...bll/5/38
Colorado Trail (W)
55 .Starrett-iVleredith
.58
8/18/38 . .b8/27/38
(A) 9/30/38
Convicted (D)
58 . Hayworth-Quigley
MGM
1937-38
A.
Shirley-N. Gray
(F)
. .blO/l/38
Girl's
School
(D)
73
8/19/38 . .b8/20/38
b8/6/38
Brown-Travis
(F)
Gladiator (C)
71
.O'Keefe-Stono-Pendleton
Laurel-Hardy
(F)
Chaser
(C)
Block-Heads
(F) 8/15/38
(F) 7/29/38 . .b7/30/38
6/27/38 ...b6/ll/38
Highway Patrol (D)
58 .Paige-Wells
.
.
.b5/2l/38
.b7/2/38
. K. Hepburn-C. Grant
(F) 6/15/38
Crowd Roars (D)
1 aylor-Arnold-Morgan
(F) 6/24/38
8/5/38 . .. ..b7/30/31l
9/2/38 . . .b8/27/38
IHoliday
Am the(C-D)
Law (D)
8394 . E. Robinson-W. Barrie
(A) 9/15/38
.75. .. M.
(C).
D0U0I3S-F,
Rice
(F)
Fast
Company
(My-D).
Lord
Jeff
(D)
.
b6/25/38
.
Kelly-Hayworth
(F)
7/8/38
.
Juvenile Court (D)
61
.b9/l7/38
.F, Bartholomew-M. Rooney
(F) 7/22/38
(A) 9/9/38 . . .. .b9/l7/38
.75.
Lady Objects (D)
67 L. Ross-G. Stuart
.92.
.Stone-Rooney-Garland
(F) 8/26/38 . .b7/l6/38
..bl 1/26/38
(F) 8/31/38
Phantom Gold (W)
56 .J. Luden-B. Marion
Love
Finds
Andy
Hardy
(C-D)..
92.
. ..b4/2/3«
7/15/38
.N,
Shearer-T,
Power
(F)
Marie Antoinette (H-D)
160 . Beery-O'Sullivan
Pioneer Trail (W)
55 . Luden-Barclay
.84.
7/15/38
(A) 8/12/38
7/1/38 . . .b8/l3/38
b7/2/38
.Jack Holt-Wynters
(F) 7/21/38 . .35/14/38
Port
of
Seven
Seas
(D)
81.
Reformatory (D)
61 .Starrett-iVleredith
.
Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F)
. .b5/28/3l
. .b7/2/38
(F) 7/28/38
South of Arizona (W)
56
Rich Man. Poor Girl (C-D) 74. ,M, Sullavan-J, Stewart
(F)
6/20/38 . .. ..blO/8/38
Luden-Eleanor Stewart ....
Stagecoach Days (W)
58 .Jack
.a4/9/38
.
.
Shopworn
Angel
(D)
87.
.Taylor-Tone-Young-Sullavan
....
(A)
9/22/38
6/3/38 . .b6/4/38
.B. Jones-D. Fay
Three Comrades (D)
98. . Rainer-Douglas-Young
.a8/27/38
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56 .Starrett-Meredith
(A) 6/10/38
(F) 6/30/38 .. .b8/27/38
Toy Wife (D)
94 . Marshall-Bruce-Astor
We»t of Cheyenne (W)
53
(A)
6/17/38 . .1)6/25/38
Woman Against Woman (D) ...60
1938-39
11/15/38 ..bl2/24/38
. .35/6/39
Adventure in Sahara (D)
58 . . P. Kelly-L. Gray
.(A) 5/25/39
. .b2/l
1/39
1938-39
. .b4/29/39
Adventures of Huckleberry
Arizona Cowboy (W)
Charles Starrett-lris Meredith..
34/29/39
5/1
1/39
.. ..b9/IO/38
.33/4/39
Blind Alley (D)
71. Ralph Beilamy-Rose Stradner ..(F) 11/30/38 .bl 1/5/38
Finn
(D)
90.
Mickey
Rooney-Lynn
Carver
..
.
(F)
2/10/39
Blondie (C)
68.. P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F) 2/28/39 . . .b3/4/39
Rooney-Lewis Stone ... (F) 9/9/38
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (D) .. Mickey
5/26/39 ..
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71. .P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F) 12/15/38 .al2/IO/38
92.. S. Tracy-M. Rooney
Boys Town (D)
California Frontier (W)
54.. Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
. .b4/8/39
(F) 1/13/39 .b4/29/39
. In Prod.
Rob't Young-Billie Burke
(C)
Suite
Bridal
Coast Guard
Scott-Bellamy-Perry
(Former
title, 0'"Maiden
Voyage")Parker .
. . .b5/7/38
bl2/l7/38
..
.70
..
Dennis
Keefe-Cecilia
Crime
Takes
a
Holiday
(D)
58..Holt-M.
Ralston
(F)
Burn
'Em
Up
O'Connor
(D).
9
/3
12
(F) 4/7/39 . .bl/14/39
. .al/14/39
First Offenders (D)
657..
1.. Walter
Abel -Beverly
Roberts (F) 4/
Broadway
Serenade
(Mu-D)
. .112.. J. MacDonald-L. Ayres
38
2/
/1
(F) 4/28/39
10
C. Farrell-J.
Wells
Calling
Dr.
Kildare
(D)
Flight to Fame (D).
12/16/38 blO/29/38
9 .hl2/24/38
/3
19
...85.
Lew
Ayres-L.
Barrymorc.
1/
(F)
Christmas Carol (D)
.all/19/38
Owen-T, Kilburn
54. Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
(A) 10/28/38
12/9/38 .b2/l8/39
.110. R,
Frontiers of '49 (W)
.bl2/3/38
Citadel
(D)
.
.
R. Russell-R.
Donat
(Former
title,
"California
Cavalcade")
Dramatic
School
(D)
..In
Prod.
Rainer-A.
Marshall
Golden Boy
Barbara Stanwyck- Wm. Holden..
(F)
2/17/39
.
.In
Prod.
12/2/38 . .bl2/3l/38
Good Girls Go to Paris
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
Russell (F)
Fast and Loose (My-C) 76 R, Montgomery-Rosalind
.bl/28/39
10/5/38 8'. .. . In
6/30/39.
Prod,
.02/4/39
~
Hidden Power
Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael
' Brown
" E.
Flirting With Fate (C) ...69.
70.. Joe
. ... (F)
I
(F) 1/27/39
12/23/38 . bl2/l(i
Homicide Bureau (D)
63. .B. Cabot-R. Hayworth
(F) 11/2/3 . . .39/3/38
73.. Florence Rice-Alan Marshall.
.bla2/l8/39
1/5/38
(D) .78.
White
in
(F)
11/4/38
.
Girls
Four
.
.b3/l
1/39
Girt
Downstairs
(C)
76..
F,
Tone-F.
Ga3l
In
Early
Arizona
(W)
53
..
Elliott-Gulliver
.
.b4/22/39
.
.
.b2/4/39
9
3
/
Fay
Bainter-lda
Lupino
(F)
3
Lady and the Mob (C)
65.
4/ 16/3389 ., . .a2/25/39
Robert Donat-Greer Garson...
Goodbye, Mr. Chips (D)
(F) 4/21/39
Law Comes to Texas (W)
58. Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
4/
10/24/ . .blO/29/38
2/3/39 . . .b3/l 1/39
104. . Rainer-Gravet ■
Great Waltz (Mu)
(F) 2/
Law of the Texan (W)
54. Buck Jones-D. Fay
9
/3
Rooney-Stone-Rutherford
.
.
80
(C-D)
22
High
38
Ride
Hardys
. .b2/25/39
(F)
3/10/39
(A)
1/27/39 . . ..bl/28/39
Let Us Live (D)
68. Maufeen O'Sullivan-Henry Fonda(A) 10/24/ .bl2/l7/38
....b5/6/39
.82.
-Stewart (PartYoung
Tech.). (F) 5/19/39
Honolulu
(Mu-C)
84.. Crawford
Eleanor Powell-Rob't.
.b4/8/39
(F) 3/16/39
Ice
Follies
of 1939
(D)
Little Adventuress (C-D) 62. E. Fellows-R. Fiske
Gable-Shearer
Idiot's
Delight
(D)
.
109.
.b2/ 18/39
'.
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
56.
'
.
.31/14/39
Bill Elliott-Dorothy. Gulliver
'
39
9
5/
.
.bl/28/39
/3
1/
(F)
4/14/39
27
2/24/39
1/
.
blO/22/38
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D) 65 . . Warren William-Ida Lupino (F)
It's a Wondertul World (My-C) 86.. .Dennis
James Stewart-Claudette
Colbert
. . In Prod.
0' Keefe-Florence Rice..
(F) 10/21/38 .b4/29/39
Man From Sundown (D)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
.87.
. Nelson-Eddy- Virginia
-^^ Bruce ..
70
Missing Daughters (D)
Richard Arlen-Rochellc Hudson..
39 . .. .33/25/39
Let Freedom
Ring (C-D
(Mu-D)) .... .73.
/
0
Texas
3
From
.b3/l8/39
Kid
/
3
. Bartholomew-Garland
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59.. Alan Baxter-Jacqueline Wells (F) 10/39 . . .b4/l/39
Listen. Night
Darling(C-D)
(C-D)
. Myrna „ Loy-- Robert
Taylor .... (A) 5/5/39 . bl34/29/39
Lucky
82
.
1/26/38
North of Shanghai (D)
58.. Betty Furness-James Craig (F) 2/
3/30/39 . . . .a2/4/39
North of the Yukon (W)
64.. Chas. Starrett-Linda Winters
Out West
With
the (D)
Hardys „
„.
„ . Sothern
Maizie
Was
a
Lady
Rob't
Young-Ann
(F) 11/25/38 ,bl0/29/38
. . .a4/8/39
(Former
title,
"Mounted
Police")
(A)
3/10/39
.
.
.b3/25/39
5/25/39 . .32/18/39
Only Angels Have Wings (D)
Jean Arthur-Cary Grant
83. . Rooney-Stone-Parker
(F) 3/24/39
(C-D)
(F)
11/18/38 . .bl
1/19/38
Outside These Walls (D)
Dolores Costello-Michael Whalen .
5/4/39 . .In Prod.
87. .Leslie Howard-Wendy Hiller
Pygmalion (D)
. .34/29/39
b4/l/39
Parents on Trial
Jean Parker- Johnny Downs
'
Wallace Berry-Laraine Johnson .
80..
Sergeant Madden (D)
5/22/39'. .alO/l/38
Rio Grande (W)
59.. Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
-Sullavan-Young ... (F) 3/31/39
75. .Crawford
Hour (D)
ShiningEnemies
. .b4/29/39
11/11/38 bl 1/19/38
"North of Texas")
.Walter Pidgeon-Rita Johnson
(D)
5,000
Romance of the Redwoods (D) (Former
. .67 . . Jeantitle,Parker-Chas,
Bickford (F) 2/28/39
Pidgeon... (F) 10/7/38 . .blO/8/38
b
1
2/24/38
Bruce-Walter
Virginia
.
77
(D)
12/29/38
Lawyer
. .bl/7/39
Society
Smashing the Spy Ring (D) ... 62 .. Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F) 4/27/39 , .a3/l8/39
65.
(C-D)
Madness
Soring
Spoilers of the Range (W)
Chas, Starrett-lris Meredith
Rooneyith (F) 1/6/39 .. In Prod,
W, Beery-M. Ayres-Mered
89.. . O'Sullivan(D)
Stablemates
(F) 12/30/38 ..33/18/39
b 32/18/39
12/24/38
OklahomaRoberts
Trail")
Becry-Rice
95. .Taylor(D)
and Fight
.blO/29/38
Stand Up Than
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (Former
(D). 65 . title,
Jack "The
Holt-Beverly
(F) 12/15/38
.Virginia Bruce-Walter Pidgeon
Desire
Stronger
12/1/38 '8' '
,
(Tech,)
Morgan
MacDonald-Eddy.
10
1
(Reviewed
as
"Outside
the
Law")
(Mu)
Sweethearts
'3
i2/8'/ . .b7/l6/38
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu-W) . . .60 . . All Midget Cast
(F) 2/9/39
5/12/39 . .b9/3/38
ivan
er-O'Sull
..al/14/39
Weissmull
(D)
TarzanNo Tales
Texas Stampede (W)
57.. Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
B, Warner...
Douglas-H,
Melvyn
(b)
Tell
(F)
9/2/38
.blO/8/38
There's
That
Woman
Again
(Former title. "One Hundred to One")
(F) 9/16/38 . .. .b9/l7/38
.bl2/l7/38
(F) 12/24/38
(My-C)
70. .Douglas-Bruce
1/12/39
Gaynor-Tone
Montgomery.
.
67.
.C,
Gable-M,
Loy
(C)
Nancy
(F) 9/23/38 . .b3/l8/39
Has
Loves
Three
Thundering West (W)
57. .C, Starrett-I. Meredith
.all/19/38
. .b2/l8/39
Too
Hot toFrom
Handle
O'Keefe-F, Rice
Trapped in the Sky (D)
60. Jack Holt-Katherine DeMille ..,(F) 6/1/39
10/14/38 . blO/15/38
(F) 3/17/39
Vacation
Love (C-D)
(C) 10565 .D,
Hussey-Paul Kelly
West of Sante Fe (W)
57. . Starrett-Meredith
(F) 10/3/38 , .bl2/24/38
Within the Law (D)
65 .Ruth
. .bl/7/39
.
L.
Barrymore-L.
Ayres
..
Whispering Enemies (D)
62 . J, Holt-D. Costello
(F) 9/29/38
3/24/39 .. .b8/27/38
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125 L. Barrymore-Arthur-Stewart (F)
Mr, Smith Goes to Washington

1939-40
Jean Arthur-James Stewart

CAUMONT BRITISH
1938-39
Chicago Ben (C)
93 . Kennedy-Hay-Bupp
(Reviewed
as
"Hey! Hey! U.S.A.")
Climbing High (C)
79 . . Matthews-Redgrave
Crime Over London (D)
68. Cawthorn-Sidney-Grahame
Lady Vanishes (D)
78. . Liikas-Whitty
Man With 100 Faces (D)
72. Tom Walls-Lilli Palmer
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
78. .Tauber-Duna
(Reviewed
as "A Clown Must Laugh")
Sailing Along (Mu-C)
79. . Matthews-Whiting
Show Goes On (D)
71 . . Neagle-Carminati
Strange Boarders (D)
73.. T. Walls- R, St. Cyr
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
80 .. Donat-Madeleine Carroll
Three on a Week End (C-D) . . .72 . . Lodge-Lockwood
(Reviewed
as "Illegal Holiday")
To the Victor (D)
71 . . Fyffe-Lodcr-Lockwood
GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Dangerous Secrets (D)
70 . p. Lukas-L, Travers
(Reviewed
as "Brief Withers
Ecstasy")
Held for Ransom (D)
60
Mehaffey-G,
High Command (D)
. 59 B,
L,
Atwill-L,
Mannheim
I Married a Spy (D)
, ,59
Hamilton-B, Homey
King of the Sierras (AD) 57 N,
Rex — Sheik, the wonder horse.,,
Life Returns (D)
60 0,
Stevens-L.
Wilson
Renfrew of the Great White
Trail (D)
Newell-Walker
Utah Trail (W)
55 ..Tex Ritter

.In Prod.
(Dist by
.(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)

8/15/38
1 1/1/38
10/1/38

20th -Fox)
. , blO/8/38
, bl2/l7/38
. . .b8/6/38
....b9/3/38
. .bl 1/5/38
. blO/15/38
.b2/l2/38
.b8/l4/37
. .b6/4/38
. Reissued
.b2/l2/38

Gone With the Wind
LadyBorrowed
of the Tropics
On
Time (D)
Wizard of Oz (Tech.)
Women, The

1939-40
Gable-Leigh-Howard (Tech.) ..,
Hedy Lamarr-Rob't
Taylor
Lionel
Barrymore-Beulah
Bondi
Judy Garland-Frank Morgan ....
Shearer-Crawford-Russell

MONOGRAM
1937-38
Man's
Country
(W)
53..
Jack
Randsll
M3rines Are Here (D)
60.. J, TrsvisG. Oliver
Mexican Kid (W)
55.. Jack Randall
Romance of the Limberlost (D).82..J. Parkcr-E. Linden

..In
Prod.
In
Prod,
34/29/39
all/12/38
..In
Prod,

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

. . .b8/6/38
. .b5/28/38
7/6/38
6/8/38 . .. .b9/IO/38
8/17/38 .b6/l8/38
6/22/38

1938-39
Jack
R3ndall-Joyce Bryant (F)
Across the Plains (W)
Moran-Morg3n-Jones
Barefoot Boy (D)
63 Frsnkie
D3rro
Boys Reformatory (D)
Robert Kent-Anne Nagel
(A)
8/19/38 . . .b8/28/37
Bonvict's
Code (D)
66. Jack
Randall-Ethel Duran
Drifting Westward
(W)
title.Ritter
"Santa Fe Bound")
b6/l8/38
6/7/38
7/15/38
Down the Wyoming Trail (W)(Former
. . . Tex
Jackie Cooper
(F)
7/1/38
Gsngster's
Boy
(D)
80
.b7/30/3P
b7/30/38
Anne Nagei-Warren Hull
Girl From Nowhere (D)
8/28/38
Anne
Nagel
(F)
6/10/38 ,Not
Rev.
.b7/30/38
Gang Packer
Bullets (D)
(D)
63 Jack Randall
(F)
Gun
73
I
Am
a
Criminal
(0)
73. . John Carroll-Kay Linaker (F)
7/22/38 ..a6/l8/38
Ralph
Bellamy-Mickey
Rooney
..(F)
Little
Pal
(D)
66..
8/12/38 a7/9/38

,34/29/39
.b9/3/38
6/1/39 .. . .. .a4/l/39
8/3/38
1/39
5/1/39 . ..b2/l
.al/7/39
1/18/39 .
1/25/39 ,
.a4/22/39
5/18/39 . .35/6/39
11/19/38 bl2/IO/38
bll/l2/3«
6/16/39 bl 1/12/38
11/23/38
11/16/38 .bl2/3/38
12/14/38
2/15/39 . . Reissued

4/15/38
6/15/38
8/1/38
9/15/38
7/1/38
3/15/38 ...b2/l2/38
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SHOWMEN'S

(Continued) 1938-39
MONOGRAM
Title
Mins. Stars
Mr. Wong, Detective (My-D) 66 .Boris Karloff
(A)
IVIystery of Mr. Wong (D)
65 .Boris KarlofT
(F)
Mystery Plane (D)
60 .John Trent-Marjorie Reynolds ..(F)
Navy Secrets (D)
.. .60.
.
Fay
Wray
<F)
Ritter
(F)
Rollin'
(W)(W) .. . .61
.58, .Tex
Song of Westward
the Buckaroo
.Tex Ritter
(F)
Starlight Over Texas (W) .. . .56. .Tex Ritter
(F)
Star Reporter (0)
(F)
. .62, Warren Hull-Marsha Hunt
Streets of New Yorli (D)
.53 .Jackie Cooper
(F)
.
.73.
.Tex Ritter
Sundown on the Prairie (W)
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi <D)...75. . Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
(F)
Tough Kid (D)
61. Frankie Darro
Trigger Smith (W)
51, .Jack Randall
Undercover Agent (C-D) 56, .Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane...(F)
Under the Bi8 Top (D)
63 .Frankie
. Nagel-Main-La
Rue
(F)
Darro
(F)
Wanted by the Police (O)
59.
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D) .65 .James Stephenson-Betty Lynne..(A)
(Reviewed
as
"Dangerous
Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) ..61. Tex Ritter
(F)
Wild Horse Canyon (W)
50. .Jack Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (D)
John Carroll-Movita

TRADE

Date
Issue
Rel
See of
10/5/38 . . .blO/8/38
.. .b3/l8/39
. b3/4/39
3/8/39
3/8/39 .... ..b2/n/39
.
. .b4/l/39
2/8/39
..
3/1/39
12/7/38 .. . .bl/14/39
.b9/24/38
9/7/38 . .....b5/6/39
2/22/39 . .b4/8/39
4/12/39
l(S/IO/38 . . a2/l8/39
2/1/39
. . Reissue
12/28/38
..,bl/7/39
.
3/22/39 . . .a2/25/39
,b4/29/39
4/5/39
.b9/l7/38
8/31/38 .. ...b9/24/38
9/21/38 . . .b3/l8/39
4/19/39
10/19/38 ..blO/29/38
.bl/7/39
12/21/38 . .. .a4/8/39
5/8/39 .

PARAMOUNT
1937-38
Bar 20 Justice (W) . .
Boyd-Hayden
(F) 6/24/38 .. .b4/l6/38
66.
.b7/23/38
Booloo (D)
.C. Tapley-S. Asmara
(F) 7/22/38
Bulldog Drummond i Africa 60.
60. .H. Angel-J. Howard
(D)
. ..bB/6/38
...(F)
8/19/38
Farewell to Arms (D)
Cooper-Hayes
(A) 6/3/38 . .. .b7/30/38
99.
80. , Raye-Hope-Grable
Give Me a Sailor (C)
(F) 8/5/38 . Reissued
Prison Farm (D)
68. . L. Nolan-W. Frawley
(A) 6/17/38 . .b6/ll/38
Professor Beware (0)
....90. H. Lloyd-P. Welch
<F) 7/15/38 . .b7/l6/38
Spawn of the North (D)
110 , Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
(F) 8/26/38 . . b8/20/38
16/38
(F) 8/12/38 ..b7/
raxans (H-D)
91 .Scott-J. Bennett
.
Lamour-B.
Burns-Raye
(F) 7/1/38 . ...b7/2/38
Tropic
(Mu-C)
75
You andHoliday
Me (D)
92 Raft-Sidney
(A) 6/1/38 . . ..b6/4/38
1938-39
Ambush (D)
62.. Gladys Swarthout
(F)
Arkansas Traveler (D)
83.. B. Burns-M. Carlisle
(F)
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
(My-D)
60. . Howard-Angel-Warner
(F)
Artists and Models Abroad (C) . .90. . Benny- J. Bennett-Boland
(F)
Back Door to Heaven (D)
85. . Ford-Erwin-Ellis
(A)
Beachcomber (C-D)
94 . Laughton- Lanchester
(A)
(Reviewed as "Vessel of Wrath")
Bulldog Drummond's Bride (D). . John Howard-Heather Angel ...
(Former title. "Mr. & Mrs. Bulldog Drummond")
Boy Trouble (C)
70.. Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland (F)
Bulldog
Drummond's
Police (My)Secret
55 .. Howard- Angel
(A)
Cafe Society (C)
83 . M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
(A)
Campus Confessions (D)
64.. H. Luisetti-B. Grable
(F)
Disbarred (D)
59 .. Patrick- Kruger
(F)
Federal Offense(W)
(My)
LloydBoyd
Nolan-Heather Angel
Frontiersman
74.. Bill
(F)
Gracie Allen Murder Case (D) Gracie Allen-Warren William ...
Grand Jury Secrets (D)
John Howard-Gail Patrick
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73.. Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable ..(F)
Hotel Imperial (D)
Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
If I Were King (H-D)
100. Colman-Dee-Rathbone
(F)
Illegal Traffic (D)
67.. J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F)
I'm From Missouri (C)
77.. Bob Burns-Gladys George
(F)
In Old Mexico (W)
62. W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Invitation to Happiness (D)
Fred MacMurray-lrene Dunne...
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. (Juinn
King of Alcatraz (D)
55. Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(F)
King of Chinatown (D)
60.. A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
(A)
Lady's From Kentucky (D)
75.. Geo. Raft-Ellen Drew
(F)
Little Orphan Annie (C-D) 56. . Gillis- Kent-Travis
(F)
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour ...
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) .. 104. . MacMurray-Milland
(F)
Midnight (C)
90. .Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche...(F)
Million Dollar Legs
Betty Grable-Jaokie Coogan ...
Mysterious Rider (W)...
74. . Dumbrille-Toler-Fields
(F)
Never Say Die (C)
80- Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F)
"one Honeymoon
third of a (Mu)
nation (D) ..76..
Sidney-Leif
Erikson
(F)
Paris
. 83. Sylvia
8. Crosby-F.
Gaal
(A)
.69. . Patricia Morrison
(F)
Persons in Hiding (D) . .
Prido of the West (W)
. .55. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
Renegade Trail (W)
Bill Boyd
(Former
title.
"Arizona
Bracelets")
Ride a Crooked Mile (D)
78. . F. Farmer. L. Erikson
(F)
Say It In French (C)
70. . Milland-Bradna
(F)
Silver on the Sage (W)
66. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
Sing You Sinners (C-D)
88. .B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
(F)
Star Maker (Mu-C)
BIng Crosby-Louise Campbell
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85 . . Nolan-Lamour-Guizar
(F)
Some Like It Hot (C)
Bob Hope-Shirley Ross
Sons
of
the
Legion
(D)
60
.
.
D.
O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F)
Stolen Life (D)
93. . Elisabeth Bergner
(A)
Sudden Money (C)
61. C. Ruggles-Marjorle Rambeau ...(F)
Soniet Trail (W)
67.. W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Thanks For the Memory (C) 75 . . B. Hope-S. Ross
(F)
This Man Is News (My)
78. . Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes (F)
Tow
Sawyer.
Detective
(C)
64.
.
D.
O'Connor-Cook
(F)
Teuehdown, Army (D)
70.. M. Carlisle-J. Howard
(F)
Undercover Doctor (My)
Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel ....
(Former title, "Federal Offense")
Union
Pacific
(H-D)
135.. Buck
BarbaraJones-Helen
Stanwyck-Joel
McCrea.... . (F)
Unmarried
(D)
Twelvetrees
(Former
title.
"Me
and
My
Gal")
Z»i» (D)
86.. C. Colbert-H. Marshall
(A)

1/20/39
10/14/38 . ...bl/21/39
.blO/8/38
1 1/25/38 hi 1/26/38
12/30/38 .blO/29/38
..b4/l5/39
4/21/39 . . .h3/l2/38
3/10/39 .
7/28/39 ..a3/25/39
2/27/39 b2/4/39
. . .b4/8/39
4/14/39 . .b2/l 1/39
3/3/39
..
9/16/38 . .. .b9/24/38
.bl/28/39
1/6/39 .. . .02/25/39
12/16/38
6/9/39
. ..bl.32/25/39
1/26/38
6/2/39 . . .32/18/39
6/23/39
.b3/ 18/39
6/23/39 ..al2/l7/38
5/12/39
11/11/38 ..bll/5/38
. .b9/l7/38
11/4/38 . . .b3/25/39
4/7/39 .... . . .b8/6/38
9/9/38
6/16/39 ..32/25/39
.a4/l/39
6/30/39 . . . blO/8/38
9/30/38
.
.b3/l8/39
3/17/39 . . .b4/l5/39
4/28/39
12/2/38 . . .bl2/3/38
7/21/39 . .. .33/18/39
. .a2/4/39
7/7/39
10/28/38 . .blO/22/38
1/39
3/24/39 .. ..b3/l
,34/8/39
10/21/38
7/14/39 . .119/24/38
.b3/l 1/39
4/14/39 . ..bl2/l8/39
2/24/39 . .bl2/24/38
1/27/39 . . .bl/28/39
2/10/39 .
. .b6/25/38
7/8/38 .. .311/26/38
8/4/39 .
12/9/38 . .bl2/IO/38
11/25/38
.b2/l8/39
3/31/39 . ...bll/26/38
b8/l3/38
9/2/38
8/25/39 . . . .35/6/39
.
.bl/28/39
2/3/39 .. . .32/25/39
5/19/39 . . .b9/l7/38
9/23/38
'12/23/38 . ..b4/22/39
5/26/39
3/31/39
. . .b3/25/39
2/24/39
11/18/38 . .blO/22/38
..bll/5/38
. b4/8/39
10/7/38 . .bl2/24/38
..32/25/39
.blO/l/38
6/9/39 .
..al2/3l/38
.b4/29/39
5/5/39
5/26/39 ..
1/13/39 . . . .bl/7/39

1939-40
Beau Geste (D)
Gary Cooper-Ray Milland
Cat and the Canary (My-D)
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard ....
Disputed Passage
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff..
Geronimo (D)
Preston Foster-Ellen Drew
Gulliver's Travels
Tech. Cartoon Feature
Heaven
On a Shoestring
Pat
-Olympe Bradna
Homework
MaryO'Brien
Boland-Charlie
Ruggles
Lawful Outlaws
Wm. Boyd
Our Leading Citizen
Bob Burns-Susan Hayward
Ruler of the Seas
Fairbanks. Jr. — Lockwvod
St.
(D)
80 . . Laughton
-Leigh
(F)
WhatMartin's
a Life Lan»
(C)
Jackie Cooper-Betty
Field

. 34/22/39
a3/4/39
In34/8/38
Prod.
In Prod.
.In
Prod.
In Prod.
.In
Prod.
.In Prod.
.In Prod.
. b7/9/38
. a4/8/39

R.K.O.-RADIO
Blond Cheat (C)
61..
Border G-Man (W)
61..
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82..
Carefree (Mu-C)
83..
Crime Ring (D)
78..
Fisherman's
Whart Time
(D)(C) 70..
Having
Wonderful
70..
I'm
City (C)
70..
King From
Kong the(D)
100..
Little WoMen (D)
115.
Mother Carey's
P»Jnt»d
Deaort Chickens
(W) (D) ..82.
60.
Rontaade Ranger (W)
59.,
Saint in New York (D)
72.
akjr Giant (D)
80.
Bmuhlaf the Raokett (D)
80.
Stary of Vernon & Irene Castle
(Mo-C)
93.

1937-38
Fontaine-DeMarney
Geo.
BobbyO'Brien
Breen
Astaire- Rogers
Lane-Mercer
Bobby Breen-Leo Carrillo
G. Rogers-D. Fairbanks, Jr
Joe Penner
Wray-Gabot- Armstrong
Hep'burn-J. Bennett-Lukas
B. Keeler-A. Shirley
Geo. O'Brien
G. O'Brien-R. Hayworth
L. Hayward-Kay Sutton
R. Dix-C. Morris
C. Morrls-F. Mercer
Fred Astaire-Glnger Rogera

.(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

6/17/38
6/24/38
8/26/38.
9/2/38 .
7/8/38 .
2/3/39 .
7/1/38 .
7/22/38
6/10/38
7/8/38 .
7/29/38
8/12/38
9/16/38
6/3/38 .
7/29/38
8/19/38
4/28/39

.h5/28/38
.b6/l8/38
b8/27/38
.b8/27/38
. .b7/2/38
.bl/28/39
.b6/l8/38
.b7/30/38
, . Reissued
.h7/30/38
.b8/27/38
.b9/l7/38
. .b5/7/38
.b7/23/38
.b7/23/38
.b4/l/39

REVIEW

May

6, 1939

1938-39
R.K.O.-RADIO
Title
Mins.
Ball
(F)
Affairs of Annabel (C)
75 J.StarsOakie-L.
Ellison-Helen
Wood
(F)
Almost a Gentleman (D)
65 .J3mes
(F)
Annabel Takes a Tour (C)
64 .Oakie-Ball . .
Arizon3 Legion (W)
56 .George
O'Brien
(F)
(F)
Be3Uty for the Asking (D)
64 .Lucille Ball-Donald Woods
(A)
Boy SI3V0S (D)
71 .Anne Shirley-Roger Daniel
Career (D)
Alice Eden-John Archer
Dove (D)
Steffi Dun a- Lee Carrillo
Five Came Back (D)
Chester Morris-Wendy Barrie ...
Fixer Dugan (D)
68 . . Lee Tracy-Virginia Weidler
Flying Irishman (D)
70. .Douglas Corrigan
(F)
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Albertson-Lynn ..
(F)
Girl From Mexico (D)
Lupe Velez-Donald Woods
Great Man Votes (C-D)
72. .J. Barrymore-Peter Holden
(F)
Gung3 Din (D)
1 17 . . Grant-McLaglen-Fairbanks, Jr. ..(F)
Lawless
(W) (W) ...72..H3rry
59.. G. O'Brien-K.
Sutton
(F)
L3W WestValley
of Tombstone
Carey
(F)
Little Mother (C)
Ginger Rogers-David Niven
Love Affair (D)
85. . Dunoe-Boyer
(F)
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78. .Stanwyck-Fonda
(F)
Man to Remember (D)
80.. A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Memory of Love
Lombard-Grant-Francis
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75. .Joe Penner
(F)
Next Time I Marry (C)
65.. L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Pacific
Liner
(D)
76..
Victor
M'Laglen-Chester
Morris
.(A)
Panama Lady (D)
Lucille Bali-Allen Lane
Peck's Bad Boy With the Cir.(Former title, "Second Shot")
cus (C)
68.. T. Keily-A. Gillis
(F)
RacketeersCop of (D)
the Range (W) 60.. Tim
Geo. O'Brien
Rookie
Holt-Virginia Weidler
title "G Dog")
Room Service (C)
78..(Former
Marx Bros
(F)
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63. .George Sanders-Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Sixty Glorious Years (H-D) . . .90 . . Neagle-Waibrook (Tech.)
(F)
Sorority House (D)
64 . .Anne Shirley-James Ellison
(F)
Tarnished Angel (D)
67 . . Eilers-Guilfoyle
(A)
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70. .Sally Eilert-Allan Lane
(F)
Trouble Crowded
in SundownHours(W)
60... Richard
Geo. O'Brien-Rosalind
Keith ...(F)
Twelve
(0) .. .63
Dix-Lucille Ball
(F)
Way Down South
Bob Breen

Istno ot
.b7/U/S8
.b3/25/39
bl0/22/3t
.bl/l4/U
.bl/28/3»
So.
.bl/21/3*
35/6/39
.84/22/39
.a4/22/39
.82/25/39
39
2/
9
6/
/39 . .b3/ll/3»
21/3
3/24
.
3/
a4/8/39
.b8/27/3»
9/23/38 . ,..bl/l4/3»
, .bl/28/3t
98 . ,bl2/IO/3«
4/338
18/
11/7/3
2/1
,bll/l9/3»
.b3/l8/39
33/25/39
38 .bl0/l5/3(
1/38
/24/
10/1
.blO/8/38
10
9
5/26/3 ' In Prod.
, .b9/l7/38
bl2/IO/38
3/38 9 . ".III
/9/3
12i/i
2/3 1/38
1/6/399 .. .33/18/39
/3
12
5/
1 1/25/38
1/26/38
. .bl..a4/8/39
.a4/l/39
5/19/39
4/28/39
b9/l7/38
9/30/38 . ...b2/l8/39
3/10/39 . ...4/29/39
'';
4/7/39.blO/29/38
blO/29/38
10/28/38.
..b3/26/39
. .b3/l8/3»
3/3/39
4/14/39
i6/7>3'8' '.
3/24/39
.. .b2/2S/3S
In Prod.

REPUBLIC
Army Girl (D)
87.
Come On Leathernecks (D)
65.
Desert Patrol (W)
56.
Desperate Adventure (D)
65.
Durango Vslley Raiders (W) 55.
Gold Mine In the Sky (Mu-W)..60.
Heroes of the Hills (W)
55.
Higgins Family (C)
64.
Ladies
In
Distress
(C-D)
Man From Music Mountain (W) 65.
58.
Prairie Moon (W)
58.
Rhythm ofofthetheBlack
SaddleHills
(W)
58.
Riders
(W)..55.
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)
65.

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
.(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

7/15/3* ...M/J7/M
.b7/23/J»
...M/4/M
8/8/U .
..b7/30/3«
C/t/3« . ...b7/9/38
8/15/38
..Net R«v.
7/4/38
8/22/38 . . ..b8/B/38
8/1/38 . . .b8/27/38
8/29/38
8/15/38
6/13/38 .. .b«/ll/38
.b8/l3/38
l4/7/3« , .bl8/22/38
11/4/38 . .liH/l2/38
39' ' '
6/15/38 5/. 5./.b6/25/38
8/22/38 . b8/27/38

1938-39 Hart
Rogers-M.
(F)
Billy Montana
the Kid Skies
Returns(W)
(W) 56.
56. .G.R. Autry-Smiley
Burnette (F)
Blue
Roy Byrd-Weaver
Rogers-Mary Bros.
Hart
(F)
Come On Rangers (W)
57. ,R.
& Elviry..(F)
Down
Arkansaw
66.. Rob't
Livingston-June Travis ...(F)
Federalin Man
Hunt (C-D)
(D)
64..
Ralph Byrd-Mary Carlisle
(F)
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65.. P.
Lang-L. Talbot (F)
Forged Passport (D)
61.. Roy Kelly-June
Rogers-Mary
Hart
(F)
Frontier
Pony
Express
(W)
....58..
Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
Home on the Prairie (W)
58.. Gene
R. Cummings-Helen Mack
(A)
I Stand Accused (D)
63.. B.
MacLane-B.
(F)
I Was A Convict (D)
65 . . Richard Dix-GailRoberts
Patrick
(F)
Man
of Conquest
(H-D)
96.. Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette (F)
Mexican
(W)
58..
Gene
Mountain Rose
Rhythm
(W)
MichaelAutry-Smiley
Whalen-MaryBurnette
Hart ... (F)
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65.. The
Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F)
Livingston-Travis
(F)
My
Wife's
Relatives
(C-0) 65..
Night
Hawk
(D)
63
.
.
3
Mesquiteers
(F)
Night Riders (W)
58. Livingston-Storey
(F)
Orphans of the Street (D)
64.
(F)
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55. 33 Mesquiteers
Mesquiteers
(F)
Pals of the Saddle (W)
55. James Dunn-Rochelle Hudson (F)
Prido of the Navy (D)
65 . . 3 Mesquiteers
Red River Range (W)
56 Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
Road to Eldorado (W)
Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Rough Riders Round-up (W)...S8.. 3RoyMesquiteers
(F)
Santa Fe Stampede (W)
56.. Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Shine
On,
Harvest
Moon
(W)...57..
Roy
Rogers-Mary
Hart
Southward Ho! (W)
title,
"Headin'
for
Texas")
. Byrd-Cabot-Ryan
Stand Up and Sing
P. Knowles-R. Hudson
(F)
Storm Over Bengal (D) (Former
65.. Chas.
Bickford-Nana Bryant .. (F)
Street of Missing Men (D) .. .65. .3 Mesquiteers
Three Texas Steers (W)
Ralph Autry-Smiley
Byrd-Kay Sutton
Tidal Wave (D)
Burnette
(F)
Western Jamboree (W)
57. . Gene
F.
Inescort-H.
Wllooxon
(F)
WomanHourDoctor
(D)
65. Frieda Incscort-Otto
Kruger ...
Zero
(D)
title, "All the Tomorrows")
(Former
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
.74 .
1937-38 Marsh3ll
B. Stanwyck-H.
(F)
Always Goodbye (D)
W. Baxter-M. We3ver
(F)
.70.
.70
.
I'll
Give
a
Million
(C-D)
Simone
Simon-Don
Ameche
(F)
Josette (D)
.70 . Shirley Temple
(F)
Little Miss Broadway (C-D).
Mr. Moto T3ke» a Chance (D) . .65 . . Lorre-Hudson-Bromberg
(F)
(Reviewed as "Look Out, Mr. Moto")
One Wild Night (My-D)
71 . .BaldwiD-L3ng
(F)
Panamint's
Bad
Man
(W)
60
(F)
Passport Husband (C-D)
73 ... . Ballew-Daw
Erwin- Moore
(F)
Three Blind Mice (C-0)
75 . . L. Young-J. McCrea
(F)
We're Going to Be Rich (Mu-D) 80. . Gracie Fields-McLaglen-Donlevy. . (F)

...b9/3/38
9/4/38
. .b5/6/39
1 1 /25/38 ,. ..bll/26/38
10/8/38
5/4/39
12/25/38 . ..bli/l/$8
..bl/14/39
...b2/ll/3»
.bl/21/39
.
.b4/l5/39
1/6/39
..
2/24/39 . ..b2/ll/39
18/29/38 .blO/22/38
4/19/39
. .b2/25/39
2/3/3»
3/8/39 .... .. ..b4/l5/39
5/15/39
b4/(/39
3/27/39 . a5/6/39
...b3/ll/39
.bl/21/39
..bie/l/38
3/1028/1/3
/388 . . . ..b4/8/39
.bl2/l7/38
4/1212/5/3/398 . ..blO/l/38
..b9/l7/38
28/338
8/
8 . ..bl/28/39
9/
12/2922/
1/23/38 . .all/12/38
. b3/25/39
In Prod.
11/
l0/38
3839'.'.bl2/IO/38
i/'19/
23/
12/
bl2/l7/38
34/22/39
In Prod.
11/14/38 .bll/12/38
.b4/29/39
4/28/39 ...a4/l/39
5/5/38 . "..1112/24/38
a4/29/39
3/13/39
9
3
2/6/ . . .a4/22/39
.b2/4/.iq

1937-38
p. Foster-M. Evans
Cromwell-Hunt-MacFarlane
. B. Steele-M. Weldon
. R. Novarro-M. Tallichet
. B. Steele-L. Stanley
. Autry-Hughes-Burnette
.Three Mesquiteers
The Gleasons
.Skipworth-Moran
. Autry-Burnette-Hughes
Autry-Burnette
Autry-S. Burnette
3G. Mesquiteers
Bruce Cabot-B. Roberts

1938-39
Alexander's
Ragtime
Band
(D)
.
105
.
.
Power-FayeAmeche
(F)
Always In Trouble (C)
70 .. Withers- RogersKellard
(F)
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68 . . Withers-Carrillo
(F)
Boy
Friend
J3ne Withers-Robert Kellard ...
Charlie
Chan(D)
in Honolulu
(My-D)
65. Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
Charlie Chan in Reno (My-D) Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks
Chasing Danger (D)
60.. Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
(F)
Danger Island (D)
65 . . Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
(F)
Down on the Farm (C)
6(.. Jones Family
(F)
Everybody's
Baby (C)
(C)
6»..
Jones Family
(F)
Five of a Kind
83..Dionne
Quints- J. Hershoit
(F)
Gateway (D)
73. .Ameche-Whelan
(F)
Gorilla (My-D)
Ritz Bros.-Anita Louise
Hold Th3t
Co-EdBaskervilles
(C)
79 . . Murphy-We3ver-J. Barrymore (F)
Hound
of the
(My-D)
80 . , Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
Inside Story (D)
60. . Whalen-Rogers
(F)
Inspestor Hornleigh (D)
Gordon Harker-Alastair Sim ...(F)
It Could Happen to You (My) . ..Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart .. .
Jesse
Power- Family
Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jones James
Family (D)
In Hollywood (C)105 .. Jones
Just Around the Corntr (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72. . Withers. Stuart-Wllcoxon
fF)
Kentucky (D)
96. .Young. Green* (Tech.)
(F)
Little Princess (D)
91.. S. Temsle-R. Greene (Tech.) (F)
(Continued on next page)

Date
Rel.
11/11/38
9/9/38 ..
3/31/39 .
1/20/39 .
2/24/39 .
2/10/39 .

7/1/38
7/22/38 . . .b6/25/3«
.b7/l8/38
6/3/38 .. ... ..b«/4/38
7/29/38 . ..b7/9/38
6/24/38 .blO/38/37
.. ..b7/2/38
.bS/ 14/38
6/10/38 ..klO/l/38
7/8/38
7/15/38
6/17/38i2/2./3.b6/l4/38
»' '
7/8/38 .. . .bS/l I /3S
. .b6/28/38
8/19/38
. .k8/20/38
11/2/38 ...a4/l/3S
2/10/39 .kll/12/38
5/19/39
.kl2/3l/38
1/38/39 . ..a3/ll/39
. bl/M/3»
6/16/39 ..b3/l8/U
5/5/39 ..
4/7/39 .. .kl8/ll/38
12/18/38 . .kl2/l/38
3/24/3*
10/14/38 . . bl8/IS/38
..k8/8/38
8/5/38 . . .a3/ll/S*
5/26/38 . . .b8/l7/a
9/16/38 . ..b4/l/3»
3/31/39 .klO/22/tt
.35/6/39
3/10/38 . . ..b4/22/3»
4/21/39
6/30/39
12/23/38.. .al2/24/S8
6/2/39
.kl/U/18
11/11/38 ..bll/5/S8
J/12/38 . . .b6/l8/38
12/30/38 .bl2/l7/38
3/10/39 . . ,b2/25/39

.'1/(7.V 6,
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(Continued)
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
See
Rel.
Data
Tltl«
MIns. Stars
Issue ot
MMt
the Girls
Lano-L. Bari
(F)
iP/J/.^.^: ■■ . .b7/23/38
Mr. Moto's
Last(C)
Warnlno (My) . 60.
74. .J.
. Lorre-Field
(F)
. .li7/30/38
Mr. Moto Takes Vacation (My) .65 . . Peter Lorro
(F) H'JAir' ' .bll/19/38
My Lucky Star (C-D)
90. . Henie-Grecne
(F) 9/2/p8 ■• . ..b9/3/38
Mysterious
Mr. At
MotoNioht
(My)
.Peter Lorro
(F) 10/21/38 . . .b6/4/38
News is Made
(D) 62. ..Preston
Foster-Lynn Barl
.a3/l8/39
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
55 . Lynn Bari-B. Aibortson
(F)
. ■ ..bll/19/38
Return
of the (D)
Cisco i<id (W) ..70.
Baxter-ljnn Bari
(F) ■♦/28/J9
Road Demon
65. ..Warner
Arthur- Valorie-Armetta
(F)
12/2/38 . .. .1)4/29/39
Rose of Washinnton Sq. (Mu.-D) 86. Power- Faye-Jolson
(F) 5/i2/J9 . .b8/27/38
. . b5/G/39
Safety in Numbers (C)
55.. Jones Family
(F) |/9/38 . . .b8/l3/38
Second Fiddle (D)
..Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power
/tJo . . .a4/8/39
Sharpshooters (D)
62. .B. Donievy-L. Bari
(F) 11/18/38 .b9/24/38
Smilina Along (Mu-D)
91.. G. Fieids-M. Maguire
(F) 1/20/39 .blO/22/38
(Reviewed
as "Paddy Darling")
So This Is London (C)
70. . Drayton-Hare
(A)
Speed to Burn (D)
61 .M. Whalen-L. Bari
ll2/4/39
(F) 8/26/38 ....b6/ll/38
Story of Alexander Graham
Bell (D)
101. Loretta Young-Don Ameche
(F)
4/14/39
..
b4/l/39
Straight Place and Show (C) ..65 Ritz Bros. Merman
(F) 9/30/38
Submarine Patrol (C-D) 95 R. Greone-N. Kelly
(F) 11/25/38 .. .blO/l/38
Suez (D)
104. .Power-Young-Annabella
(F) 10/28/38 .bll/5/38
Susannah of the IMounties (D)
Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott.. 7/28/39 .,bl0/22/38
. .b2/4/39
Tail Spin (D)
82 .. Faye-Ben nett- Kelly
(F) 2/10/39 . .33/11/39
Thanks for Everything (C) 70 . . Oakie- Whelan
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/IO/38
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72 .. Ritz Bros. -Don Ameche
(F) 2/17/39 .
1/39
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 59 .M. Whalen-Stuart
(F) 9/23/38 . .. .b2/l
.b7/2/38
(Reviewed
as "Meridian 7-1212")
Up the River (C)
75. . Foster-Brooks-Martin
(F) 1.2/9/38 . .bll/12/38
While New York Sleeps (D) 63. Michael Whalen
(F) 12/16/38 . .b8/27/38
White Lady of the Orient (D)
Alice Faye-Warner Baxter
7/7/39 . . .a8/l3/38
(Former
"By the
Dawn's
EarlyYoung
Light") (F) 3/3/39 ..
Wife. Husband and Friend
(C) .82title.
. .Warner
BaxterLoretta
Winner Take All (C)
61.. Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
(F) 4/21/39 . . .b2/l8/39
. .34/8/39
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver... 6/9/39 .. .b2/25/39
1939-40
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island . . . Sidney Toler-Sen Yung
East Side. West Side
Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff ..
Hotel For Women
Elsa Maxwell
Jones Family at the Grand Canyon . Jed Prouty-Sprlng Byington
Rains Came
Loy-Power-Brent
Stanley and Livingstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly
UNITED ARTISTS
Algiers (D)
95
Csptain Fury (D)
92
Cowboy
3nd
the
Lady
(C-D)...
91.
Drums (D)
99
(Reviewed
Duke of West Point (D) 109
King of the Turf (D)
88
Made For Each Other (D)
94
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
Music School
Over the Moon
Prison Without Bars (D)
79
Real Glory
Stagecoach (D)
96
There Goes My Heart (C) 84
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80
Trade Winds (D)
94
Winter Carnival
Wuthering Heights (D)
103
Young in (C)
Heart (C-D)
9071
Zenobla
Four Feathers (Tech.) (D).
UNIVERSAL
Danger On the Air (My)
Letter of introduction (C-D)...
Little Toush Guy (D)
Missing Guest (My-D)
Outlaw Express (W)
Prison Break (D)
Rage of Paris (C-D)
That Certain Age (C)
Western Trails (W)
Wives Under Suspicion (D)
Young Fugitives (D)

1938- 39
. Boyer-LaMarr-Gurie
(A)
. Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
(F)
. Cooper-Oberon
(F)
Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.) . . . . (F)
as "Mutiny
the Mountains") (F)
.L.
Hayward-J.in Fontaine
Adolphe Menjou-D.
Costello (F)
(F)
.Lombard-J.
Stewart
.Louis
Hayward-Joan
Bennett
..
Jascha Helfet7
Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)....
. Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F)
.Gary Cooper- Andrea Leeds
.Claire Trevor-John W3yne
(F)
.F. March-V. Bruce
(F)
C. Bennett-R. Young
(A)
.March-J. Bennett
(F)
.Ann Sheridan-Richard Carlson..
.M. Oberon-L. Olivier
(A)
. Gaynor- Fairbanks. Jr.-Goddard . (F)
.Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F)

1939- 40
. 109. . Duprez-Smith-Richardson
65.
100.
85.
65.
55.
68.
76.
100.
57.
68.
67.

In Prod.
.In
Prod.
.In Prod.
In Prod.
In Prod.
..33/4/39
8/5/38
b7/2/38
5/26/39 ...b5/6/39
11/17/38 .bll/12/38
9/26/38 ...b4/ 16/38
12/29/38 bl2/l7/38
2/17/39 ...b2/ll/39
2/10/39 ....b2/4/39
33/25/39
in Prod.
In prod.
3/10/39 ...blO/l/38
In Prod.
3/3/39
10/14/38....b2/ll/39
. .1)10/1/38
1/12/39 . .bl2/3l/38
12/22/38 .bl2/24/38
in Prod.
4/7/39
b4/l/39
10/27/38 ...b3/18/39
. .hi l/5/3f!
4/21/39
b4/29/39

(F)

1937-38
D. Woods-N. Grey
..(A)
Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy- Leeds (F)
Wilcox-Parish-Dead End Kids...(F)
Kelly-Moore- Lundigan
(F)
Bob Baker
(F)
Farrell-MacLane
(F)
D. Darrlsux-D. Fairbanks. Jr (A)
D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F)
Baker- Reynolds
W. Willlam-G. Patrick
(A)
D. Kent-R. Wiicox
(F)

7/1/38
8/ 5/38
7/22/38
8/12/38
6/17/38
7/15/38
7/1/38
10/7/38
6/3/38
6/3/38
6/24/38

. .. .. .b7/2/38
.b8/6/38
..b7/l6/38
. .b8/27/38
. .b7/23/38
. .b7/l6/38
. .. .b6/l8/38
.blO/l/38
. . .35/14/38
. .. .b6/l
1/38
.b6/25/38

Big Town Czar (D)
62
Black Bandit (W)
58
Code of the Streets (0)
70
Dark Rapture (TR)
80
East Side of Heaven (0)
88
Ex-Champ (D)
Exposed (D)
63
Family Next Door (C)
60
For Love Or Money (D)
Freshman Year (C)
65,
Gambling Ship (D)
61
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57
Guilty Trail (W)
57
His
Wight (C)
61
insideExciting
information
Honor of the West (W)
58,
House of Fear
Last Express (My)
56,
Last Warning
62
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68
Mars Attacks the World (D)...6a
Mystery of the White Room
(My-D)
58
Newsboys'
Home (D)
Personal Secretary
(C-D) 73
62
Pirates of the Skies (D) 61
Prairie Justice (W)
57.
Risky Business (D)
66,
Read to Reno (C-D)
69
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67
Service De Luxe (C)
85
Society Smugglers (D)
65
Son of Frankenstein (D) 93
Spirit of Culver (C-D)
90
Storm (D)..
75
Strange Faces (D)
60
Sun Never Sets (D)
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mu-C) 62
Swing That Cheer (C-D) .63
They Asked For It (D)
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87
YouMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75
(C)
Yot'th Takes a Fling (C-D) 78

1938- 39
.Barton MacLane-Eve Arden
(F) 4/21/39 .b4/29/39
.B. Baker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 bll/19/38
.bl/28/39
.Carey-Thomas-Little Tough Guys.(F) 4/14/39 blO/15/38
.Native Cast
(F) 8/26/38 . . .b4/8/39
.Bing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39 . 34/22/39
. McLaglen-Grey-Brown
1/26/38
.Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F) 11/4/38 . bl.b4/l5/39
.Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39 .34/22/39
.June Lang-Robert Kent
5/5/39
.b8/27/38
. Dunbar-Truex
(F) 9/2/38 .. bl2/24/38
.Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 1/20/39 alO/29/38
.B. Baker-F. Shannon
12/16/38 .39/10/38
.Bob Baker
10/21/38
.C. Ruggles-M. Martin
(F) 11/11/38 bl2/l7/38
In Prod,
.June L3ng-Dick Foran
1/26/38
.Boa Baker
1/13/39 . al 34/1/39
.Wra. Gargan-lrene Hervey
.blO/8/38
.Taylor-Ames
(A) 10/28/38 bl2/10/38
.P. Fostcr-F. Robinson
(F) 1/13/39 . bl 1/26/38
.Boland-E. E. Horton
(F) 11/25/38
.Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) 11/18/38 bl 1/12/38
.Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
(A) 3/17/39 . .b4/l/39
.bl/7/39
.Jackie Cooper-Little Tough Guys (F) 12/23/38 ..blO/1/38
.W. Gargan-J. Hodges
(F) 9/9/38 .
.Kent Taylor-Rochelle Hudson ...(F) 2/3/39 . .b2/25/39
.Bob Baker
11/14/38 .39/24/38
18/39
.b9/3/38
.George Murphy-Dorothea Kent ..(F) 3/3/39 .. ..b3/
. H. Hampton-R. Scott
(F) 9/23/38 . bll/19/38
.Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack (F) 12/9/38 . blO/22/38
.C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
(F) 10/21/38
1/39
.Preston Foster-Irene Hervey (F) 2/24/39 . .b3/l
.Basil Rathbone-J. Hutehinson ...(A) 1/13/39 .bl/21/39
.
.b3/4/39
.Jackie Coooer-F. Bartholomew. .. (F) 3/10/39 . .bl 1/5/38
.Bickford-Foster
(F) 10/28/38 bl2/10/38
. Kent-Jenks
(F) 12/2/38 . . .35/6/39
.Fairbanks,
O'Neil...
.Ken
Murray-Jr.-Barbara
Kathryn Kane
(F) 5/26/39
12/16/38 . bl2/17/38
1/19/38
.Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F) 10/14/38 ,bl.34/22/39
.Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
5/19/39
.Durbin-Winninger
(F) 3/24/39 . .b3/25/39
.b2/18/39
.Fields-Bergen-McCarthy
(F) 2/17/39 . ,.blO/l/38
.J. McCrea-A. Leeds
(F) 9/30/38 .

In Old California
Old Grad (D)

1939- 40
.Richard Arlen-Constance Moore
.Charley Grapewin-Anita Louise..

(FOR

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

CHECK

.In
Prod.
. 35/6/39

WARNER

K 1<: V I E W
BROS.

Title
MIns.
Amazing
Boy MeetsDr.GirlCllttorhoute
(C) (C-D) 87.
82.
Cowboy From Brooklyn (Mu)...80
Gold
Diggers
In
Paris
(Mu)
...95,
Little Miss Thoroughbred (D)...64
Men Are Such Fools (C-D) 69
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60,
My Bill Double
(C-D)
Penrod's
Trouble (C-D) . 65
60
Racket Busters (D)
75.
When Were You Born (D)
64,
White Banners (D)
90

Rel.
1937-38
Stars
. Robinson-Bogart-Trevor
Cagney-O'Brien
D. Powcll-P. Lano
R. Vallec-R. Lane
Wayne Morris-June Travis
.Morris-P. Lano
.Davis-Lane
. Franois-Lltel
Mauch Twins-The Lockharts
. Brent-Diokson ..
. Wong-Lindsay-Averlll
C. B3ins-K3y Johnson

1938-39
Adventures of Jane Arden (D) . . .58. . Rosella Towne-Wm. Gargan
Angels
With Isl3nd
Dirty (D)
Fsces (D) . . .97.
Bl3Ckwell's
71.. . C3gney-0'Brien
J. Garfleld-R. Lane
Broadway Musketeers (D)
63. .Sheridan-Lindsay-Hunter
Brother Rat (C)
90. W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Davis ...
Code of Secret Service (D)
Ronald Reag3n-Rosell3 Towno. .
(Former69 title,
"Smashing Hunter
the Spy Ring")
Comet Over Broadw3y (D)
. K. Francis-I.
Confessions of a Nazi Spy (D) . 106. . Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys
Dark Victory (D)
100. . B. Davis-G. Brent
Dawn Patrol (D)
103. . Flynn-Niven-R3thbone
Devil's Isl3nd (D)
63.. Boris K3rloff
Devil On Wheels (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
(Former
title, Flynn-Olivia
"The Roaringde Crowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) l04. .Errol
Havill3nd .
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff- Margaret Lindsay..
Family Affair (C)
John G3rfield-Priscill3 L3ne ...
(Former
"F3milySisters
Reunion")
Four D3ughters (D)
90.. J. title.
Lynn-Lane
Four's a Crowd (D)
90. . Russell- Flynn-DeH avill3nd
G3ntry the Gre3t (D)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McCallion..
Garden
the Moon (D)
(Mu-C) .. .90.
Girls On of Probstion
64. .. Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
Reagan-Bryan
Give Me a Child (D)
Geraldine Fit2ger3ld-J. Lynn
Going Pl3ces (C)
83. . D. Powell-A. Louise
H3rd to Get (C)
79. .D. Powell-O. deHaviiland
Heart of the North (D)
67. D. Forsn-G. P3ge (Tech.)
Hell's Kitchen (D)
Lindsay-Dead End Kids
Hobby Family
(D)
O'Neill
Juarez
(H-D)
132 .Jane
Paul Bryan-Henry
Muni-Bette Davis
Kid From Kokomo (C)
Pat O'Brien-Joan Blondell
"Broadway
C3V3lier")
King of the Underworld (D)(Former
69. . K.title.Fr3ncis-J.
Stephenson
Lighthoi'se
H3rry D)
(C)
Man
Who Dared
59.. Bert
CharlesWheeler-M3rie
Gr3p6win-J3neWilson
Bryan ....
(Reviewed
3S
"I
Am
Not
Afrsid")
N3ncy Drew — Detective (D) 65. . Granville-Litel
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas ....
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D)...Bonita (aranville- F. Thomst ....
Naughty, But Nice (C)
Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title. "Always Leave Them Laughing'
Off
the
Record
(D)
65.
O'Brien-Blondell
Oklahoma Kid (W)
80.. James Cagney-Rosemary Lane ...
On Trial (D)
60. Margaret Lindsay-John Litel ...
Secret Service In the Air (D)..63..R. Reagan-I. Rhodes
Secrets of an Actress (D)
68.. K. Francis-G. Brent
Sisters (D)
100. .B. Davis-E. Flynn
Sweepstakes Winner (C)
Marie Wilson-Johnny Davis
They Made Me a Criminal (D) . .87. .Garfield-Dickson
.Glenda
Farrell-B. MacLane
Torchy
Bl3ne
in Chin3town
(My) . 5863 .Farrell-MacLane
-■ ■ (D)
Man (D)
Her
Gets for
Torchy Runs
Torchy
Mayor
60 .Farrell-MacLane
.Morris-Trevor
(Tech.)
Valley of the Giants (D)
80
Waterfront (D)
Dennis Morgsn-Gloria Dickson
Wings of the Navy (D)
90.. G. Brent-0. deHaviiland
Women In the Wind (D) 62.. Kay Francis-Wm. Gargan ...
Yes.
My
Darling
Daughter
(C)
.
.
You Can't Get Away With 85 . . Priscill3 Lsne-Jeffrey Lynn ..
Murder (D)
78 . Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page

(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(A)

.b6/25/38
Issue 0
Date
7/30/38 .b7/2:V38
. b6/ll/38
9/3/38
7/16/38
1)5/14/38
6/11/38
.b4/30/38
6/4/38 , .. .b6/4/38
,b8/6/3»
7/2/38 , .I16/25/J8
80.
8/6/38 , . .b4/2/38
7/9/38
7/23/38 .b«/l3/3»
b6/l 1/38
8/13/38
6/18/38
6/25/38 .b5/28/38
.ti2/l8/39
blO/29/38
3/4/39
.
.
.b3/4/3«
11/19/38 . .. .b9/3/38
3/25/39
.31/14/39
blO/22/38
10/8/38
.
10/29/38
5/27/39 bl2/24/38
12/3/38 . .b4/29/39
5/6/39
. , .b3/l l/3»
4/22/39
12/24/38 . bl2/17/3«
. .bl/7/3e
1/7/39 .. 33/18/39
...b4/8/39
4/8/39 . . 33/4/39
. a4/l/3»
a3/4/39
. .b8/13/38
. .b7/16/38
.. .b7/30/38
33/25/39
.blO/15/38
34/1/39
.bl2/24/38
.bll/l2/3«
.bl2/17/3g
... a2/
35/6/39
18/39
. .b4/29/39
al/7/3S
. .bl/14/39
1/28/39 , . 34/29/39
b4/8/39
.bl2/24/3»
11/19/38 . .b 1/28/38
2/18/39 . . . a3/4/39
312/10/38
.. .b3/
bl/28/39
18/39
1/21/39 .. . .b3/25/39
3/11/39
4/1/39 .. . .b2/l 1/39
. .blO/8/38
3/4/39 .. . ..blO/15/38
9/10/38
al/7/39
10/15/38 . .. .bl/7/39
5/20/39
1/14/39 . .bl 1/19/38
11/12/38
1/39
.b4/l/3»
2/4/39 .. . ..b2/l
. .b8/20/38
.
a4/l/3«
5/13/39
9/17/38 . .. .3. .b2/4/3S
1/21/39
2/11/39
4/15/39
2/25/39 . .b2/ll, ,.
4/29/30 . .bl/21/39
8/27/38
8/20/38
10/1/38
10/22/38
12/31/38
11/5/38
12/10/38

»4/l/3S
In
Prod.
In Prod,
Prod.
. in
Ina5/6/39
Prod.

1939-40
Battle of City Hall (D)
Dead End Kids-Reagan-Sheridan.
Dust Be My Destiny
John Garfleld-Jane Bryan
Nancy Drew and Hidden Staircase. .. Bon ita Granviile-Fr3nkie Thom3S
Not Wanted
Gloria Dickson-Dennis Morgan .
Old M3id (D)
Bette Dsvis-George Brent
Torchy — Dead or Alive
Jane Wyman-Tom Kenneky ....
STATES RIGHTS
.Tim McCoy
Code of the Cactus (W)
Scott
(F)
Code of the Fe3rless (W)
56. .Fred
.
Robeson-Wilcoxon-Ford
(F)
Dsrk S3nds (D)
65. . Weston-Murphy-W3lker
....(F)
Delinquent P3rents (D)
61. J. L3urie-B. Chrystall
(F)
Edge of the World (D)
74. . Durante-T3uber
(A)
Forbidden
Music (Mu-C)
65.
Rstoff
(A)
Forbidden Territory
(D)
80. .Gregory
.Evelyn
Ven3ble-Grant
Mitchell.
..
(F)
Headleys at Home (D)
59. .Fred Scott-Jesn C3rmen
(F)
In Old Mont3n3 (W)
63. .Medea Novar3-L. Atwill
(F)
Juarez and Maximilian 95. .J3ck L3 Rue
(A)
I Demand Payment (0)
55.
Lightning Carson Rides Again
.Tim McCoy
(F)
(W)
59. .F. Fay-R. Hall
(F)
Meet
the Mayor (C-D)
63.
.Paul
Lukas-Lyn
Harding
(F)
Mutiny ofFrom
the the
Elsinore
(D) 73.
(A)
Paroled
Big IHouse
.Stone- Lee
.Neagle-Hardwicke
(F)
(D)
57.
Peg of Old Drury (D)
80.
Prison Train (D)
66. .Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F)
Hillie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Rebellious Dsughters (D)
60. ..Di3na
Churchill
(A)
School For Husbands (C)
72. .Tim McCoy
Six-Gun Trail
.A. Ames-P. Kclton
(A)
sunder House (D)
65. .Gene Austin
Songs
3nd
Saddles
(Mu-W)
Barclay
Texas Wildcats (W)
. Tim
J3ck McCoy-Joan
Buchsnan
(A)
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
.Tim
McCoy-Jill
Martin
Trigger Fingers (W)
Nudist
C3st
(A)
Un3shamed (D)
70.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Danielle Darrieux
(A)
Abused Confidence (D)
85. . Janine
Ch3rrat-Mia Siavensky ..(F)
B3llerin3 (D)
83.
. Francoise Rosay
Carnival in Flanders
Guitry
(A)
Champs- Elysecs (D)
89. .Sacha
(A)
Crossroads (D)
80. .Chas. Vanel-Suzy Prim
Double Crime in the Maginot .Victor Francen
(A)
Line
(D)
83.
. Ann3bell3-Jean Gabin
(A)
Escape From Yesterday (D) ...89
.92. . Lucien Baroux
(F)
40 Little Mothers (C)
.Gabin-von Stroheim
(A)
Grsnd Illusion (D)
They Were Five (D)
(F)
.. .90.
.79. .French C3st
(A)
Or3ge (D)
..73. .Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A)
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D) ... . .76. Aniabella
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Victory ...al/14/39
Spectrum ..b 1/2 1/39
Record b7/30/38
Prog b9/ 17/38
Pax Films. b9/IO/38
World
Hoffberg...bl2/31/38
.bl 1/26/38
Standard .1)11/12/38
Spectrum
Torres ..b4/l/39
b4/29/39
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
Victory
Sterling blO/15/38
.b2/25/39
Regal . . blO/15/38
Tri-Nat.
. b8/6/38
Kay . . . blO/22/38
Jay-Dee
Brown . .bl0/8/3t
Hoffberg
Prog.
Victory
Malcom-. . blO/19/3S
.bl0/8/$8
.bl/28/38
Victory
.312/3/38
Profl.
..
Roadshow
.38/13/38
.33/26/3»
Victory
C&M . , ,35/6/39
bl0/l5/3«
b8/ 13/38
Cine Grand
Columbia .bl2/3/St
MayerBurstyn ..b 1 2/ 17/38
Tri-Nat. ..Reissued
Tri-Nat. ...b3/4/39
Tri-Nat. .bl2/3l/38
Tower
b4/15/S9
Hoffberg ...b5/6/39
National .bl2/31/38
World ...blO/15/38
Len3uer b6/4/3>
Tri-Nat. .bl2/17/38
Tri-Nst. ..12/24/31

(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W ) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.

RUNNING

TIME

WITH

YOUR

LOCAL

EXCHANGE)
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SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

REVIEW
May
r r

COLUMBIA 1938-39
Running Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue Of
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Boom Goes the Groom
l7'/a .Not Rev.
Chump
a Bump
IB'/j
.Not Rev.
Home OnTakes
the Rage
Pretty Good
17 ..12/17/38
Many Sappy Returns Funny
IB .. 8/27/38
Mutinyin the
On the
Body
l7'/2..Not
Rev.
Nag
Bag
Funny
17 ..12/17/38
Nightshirt Bandit
Funny
17 ..12/24/38
Not Guilty Enough
Funny
17 ..10/29/38
Now It Can Be Sold Funny
17 ..4/ 8/39
Pie a la Maid
18 ..Not Rev.
Sap Takes a Wrap
Funny
IS'/;.. 3/18/39
Star Is Shorn
I71/2 Not Rev.
Swing
You
Swingers
...Very
Funny
IB'A-4/22/39
Sue My Lawyer
Fairly Good
17 ..10/
1/38
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
Animal Cracker Circus .. Good
7 ..10/1/38
Gorilla Hunt
8 . Not Rev.
Happy Tots
Fair
7 .. 4/22/39
Hollywood Graduation ..Clever
7 .. 9/10/38
House That Jack Built
7 ..Not Rev.
Kangaroo Kid
71/2 . Not Rev.
Little
Big Flame. Clever
87 ..12/17/38
Lucky Moth's
Pigs
. . Not Rev.
Midnight Frolics
7 ..Not Rev.
Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done
81/2.. 2/11/39
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermuda
—
islands
Paradise of
Colorful
IOV2 ■ 9/11/37
Big Town Commuters
9 ..Not Rev.
Province of Quebec
Good
II ..12/17/38
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
1/38
College Songs
Lively
10 .10/
2/ 4/39
Friendship Songs
Satisfactory
18 .. Not
Moonlight Melodies
IO'/2 Not Rev.
Parade of Hits
91/2. .N»t Rev.
Season's
Rev.
Songs of Idea
the West
10II . Not
10/29/38
South Sea Songs
Good
10
4/29/39
Strauss Waltzes
Different
10 . Not
Rev.
Sweetheart Melodies
lO'/z
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (8)
KRAZY KAT (8)
Rev.
Golf Chumps
7 .Not
9/10/38
Gym
Jams
Good
Hot Dogs
On Ice
t6'/2 Not Rev.
3/18/39
Krazy's
Bear
Fair
. Not
Rev.
Krazy'sMountie
Shoe Tale
Shop
771/2
Not Rev.
Lone
7
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Good Old American
Home
Night in a Music Hall .. Entertaining
Night at the Troc
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
No.
SCRAPPY (8)
Early Bird
Good
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies .
Scrappy's Added Attrac-.
tion
Scrappy's Side Show
Worm's Eye View ..
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13)
No. I (Series 18)
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
. Enjoyable
No. 5
No. 6
. Excellent
No. 7
No. 8
„
Good

I0',2 .Not2/ Rev.
4/39
l0'/2.
lO'/j. .Not Rev.
6'/2.

.Not Rev.

.10/ 1/38
6 . . 2/ 4/39
Rev.
6'/j .Not Rev.
7 . Not
Not
Rev.
7
10
1010 Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
10 . 2/ 4/39
Rev.
9 .Not
101 . 3/18/39
Not Rev.
1091/2.. 4/29/39

SPORT THRILLS (13)
Diving Rhythm
10
Football Giants
Interesting
10
King Vulture
Outstanding
II
Navy Champions
Fair
or/.
Odd Sports
" ' ini/.
Ski Rhythm
Excellent ...'.[[['.'.'.'. 10
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did GoGood Slapstick .. \S>A
Flat Foot
Stooges
Good Slapstick
IS'a'
Mutts
toLittle
You
18
Three
Sew and Okay Slapstick
1816
Sews
Violent Is the Word
For Curly ...
Fair Slapstick .
We Want Our Mummy
17
Yes.
We Have No Bonanzas
16
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
Inside the Capitol
11
Inside the White House. Fair
||
Washington
Very Good .
10

Not Rev.
.10/ 1/38
. 1/ 7/39
. 4/29/39
Not Rev.
■.12/17/38

No- I
No. 2

CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6) . 21
Money to Loan
Excellent
, 20
While America Sleeps Timely
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
1017
MINIATURES (10)
11
11
loe Antics
Entertaining
Miracle of Salt Lake
10
9
They Live Again
Excellent
10
MUSICALS (6)
Dream of Love
Impressive
17
Happily Buried
21
Men of Steel
Okay
21
Once Over Lightly . . . . Darn Clever
20
Somewhat Secret
Entertaining
21
OUR GANG (12)
Aladdin's Lantern
Funny
11
Alfalfa's Aunt
Humoro
is
Clown Princes
Funny
...
10II
Duel Penonalities Amusing
10
Football Romeo
Good Gang ..
10II
Men in Fright
Enjoyable
PractloaJ Jokem
Satisfactory
9
Tiny Troubles
Fair
lo
PASSING PARADE (10)
New Roadways
Very Good
10
No- I
Very Good
10
Story of Alfred Nobel ..Excellent
I|
Story of Dr. Jenner ...Excellent
10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Doutle Diving
Excellent
8
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
8
Mot On Ice
Good
|o
Man's
Greatest
Friend.
.
Excell
m
Marine Circus (Tech.) . . Excellent ent
Penny's
(Tech.) .^ Appetizing
Weather Picnic
Wizards
Very Good
9
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch. ... Good Satire
9
How to Sublet
Amusing
«
How to Watch Football. Funny
o
Mental
Polte
Fair
7
Opening Day
Subtle
Stuff'.;.;
'
!
9
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Ancient Egypt
nating
g
Cairo. City of Contrast. . Fasci
Fascinating
9
Glimpses of Australia ..
.
9
Imperial Delhi
Average
«
Jaipur, the Pink City. .. Good
0
Java
o
Madeira.Journeys
Isle of Romance
Encha
«
Interestingnting
Rural Hungary
?
Singapore
and Jahore
Sydney — Pride of Aus- tralia Good

4/22/39
.. 12/17/38
2/ 4/39
Not Rev.
. 9/10/38
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
. Not Rev
. ,2/11/39
.12/17/38

9/10/38
9/10/31

.. 4/ 1/39
... 4/22/39
1/ 7/39
. . 9/ 3/38
.. .. 2/25/39
1/28/39
.. .. Not
Rev.
. . 12/10/38
10/15/38
. 11/12/38
. 2/25/39
Not Rev.
.. 1/28/39
1/ 7/39
4/22/39
. 10/15/38
.. 5/1/28/39
6/39
.. 12/17/38
3/25/39
.11/12/38
. 1/ 7/39
. 3/25/39
. 11/12/38
2/25/39
. 4/22/39
2/25/39
.. 2/25/39
1/28/39
.11/12/38
. 12/17/38
4/22/39
. 1/ 7/39
4/22/39
.. 3/25/39
1/28/39
.11/12/38
12/10/38
1/ 7/39
. 2/25/39
. 10/15/38
. Not Rev.
.■ 12/10/38
3/25/39
Not Rev.
.11/19/38
Rev.
.. Not
1/28/39
. 1/ 7/39

1939-40
CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
METROSCOPIX (I)
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FIT2PATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech)

PARAMOUNT

EDUCATIONAL

1938-39
CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
10
10
Swell Stuff
Excellent

MCM 1938-39 Running Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue of
CARTOONS (15)
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
9 . 3/25/39
Little Goldfish (Tech.) . . Amusing
8 .. 4/22/39
Mama'sSkinners
New Hat
Poor
77 . 3/18/39
4/15/39
Seal
Poor
Wanted No Master
8 . Not Rev.

1938-39

BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con„o«r* ,■
Poor
Musical
Mountaineer . .
77
My With
FriendthetheNew
Monkey ' Oka
On
Poor ;; y
7
Pudfly in Thrills and
Chills
Fair
7
Sally
Pudgy Swing
the
Poor .';.
77
Scared
CrowsWatchman ..Fair
So Does An Automobile. Good ;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 7
COLOR CLASSICS (6) TechAll's Fair at the Fair. . Good ....
7
Always
Fai
r
77
Playful Kiokin'
Polar Bears ...Cute
;
Small Fry
Okay ;;;;;;;;;;; ?
COLOR CRUISES (7)
Coeta Rlea
Fair
,0
GuatemaJa
Excellent
10
Laml ot Inoa Memories. Fair
in
Mexico . .
p»or
n
Republic of Panama';;; Interesting '■;;;;;;;;; 9

.Not
9/24/38
Rev.
■ 2/11/39
.12/17/38
■ 1/21/39
. 8/13/38
. 10/15/38
Not Rev.
4/ 1/39
8/27/38
■. 2/11/39
.■ 11/12/30
4/29/39
11/26/38
8/27/38
1/21/39
4/
8/39
9/24/38

6, 19^9

f

PARAMOUNT
(continued)
Running
Reviewed
Issue 01
Comment
HEADLINERS (15)
.
lU/ 1 0/38
Time
Busse Rhythm
Standard
. 3/ 4/39
Champagne
Music of Snappy
Lawrence Welk
in . 1 1 /^D/38
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
8/27/38
.
7/16/38
10
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . txcellent
10 .
Moments
of
Charm
.
..Splendid
Music Through the
.11/12/38
. 2/11/39
Years
Lacks Movement . . . II . 12/17/38
Orrin
Tucker & Orch. ..Snappy
10 . . 4/ 1/39
Song
Born
10 .
Three Is Kings
and a Unusual
10 .
Queen
Good Music
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
1/39
.. 4/
3/ 4/39
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
10
.
.
.
9/24/38
12/17/38
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck . . Swell
Sport Short.
. 10/15/38
Mildewed
Very Funny
Oh Say. Can You Ski? . Commercial
10 . .10/15/38
Raising Canines
Interesting
10 .
Rube Goldberg's Travel12 . . 8/13/38
gab
Very Funny
4/39
. 108'/2 .. .. 13/
Tannhauser
Classic
10 . 1/26/38
That's
Africa
Unusual
Unfinished Symphony ..Classic
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
. 10 . .. 8/13/38
No. I
Standard
8/27/38
. 10 . .11/19/38
No. 2
Good
. 9/24/38
10 .. .12/
No. 3
Slow
3/38
10
6 . . 1/21/39
No. 4
Fair
No. 5
Fair
9 . . 2/11/39
No. 6
Interesting
. 109 . . 3/
No. 7
Very Good
5/ 4/39
6/39
No.
8
Interesting
. 10 .
No. 9
Fair
POPEYE (12)
. 8/27/38
Bulldozing the Bull . . . Very Good
1/21/39
7 .. 2/18/39
Cops Is Always Right.. Average
Customers Wanted
Almost a Reissue... 77 .11/19/38
. 12/10/38
Date to Skate
Good
7
Goonland
Funny
7 . 4/29/39
Leave Well Enough
Alone
Fair
7 .. Not
Rev
9/24/38
7
Mutiny Nitemare
Ain't Nice
Swell
Wotta
10
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
.11/19/38
. 9/24/38
No. I
Fair
10
Not Rev
11
2
Intei'esting
No. 3
10 . 4/ 1/39
No. 4
Diversified
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
. . 4/29/39
Aladdin derful
and HisLamnWon- Swell
22
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
. 10/15/38
3/38
Champion Airhoppers ..Excellent
1010 ...12/
. . 4/29/39
Frolicking Frogs
Good
10
Good Skates
. Very Good
..
2/11/39
10
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
10 . . 8/27/38
Hunting Thrills
Good
10 .. .. 9/24/38
3/ 4/39
Racing Pigeons
Interesting
10
. 8/13/38
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment. 10 ...M/12/38
10 .12/17/38
Sportim Test
Excellent
10
Super Athletes
Swell
10
Two Boys and a Dog. .. Different
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
8/13/38
10/15/38
No. I
Interesting
10 .12/17/38
No. 2
Very Good
II
1/21/39
No. 3
All Right
II .. 4/29/39
No. 4
Good
10
No. 5
Interesting
II
RKO-RADIO 1938-39
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
Brave Little Tailor .... Great
9
9/ 3/38
Donald's Golf Game
8 10/22/38
Not Rev.
Donald's Lucky Day ...A Scream
8 .10/22/38
10/29/38
Farmyard
. . AExcellent
Real Treat
88
Ferdinand Symphony
the Bull ...
10/22/38
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ... 8
Not Rev.
Hockey Champ
8
Merbabies
(SS) Goes Good
8
3/25/39
Mather
Goose
Hollywood
Outstanding
7'/2. 10/22/38
PracticalDogPig
Great
81/2.
Society
Show
8 .Not Rev.
Ugly Duckling (SS) ...Wonderful
9 . 10/22/38
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
. 10/ 1/38
Beaux and Errors
Good
18
Clean Sweep
17 . 4/ 8/39
Rev.
Clock Wise
Funny
16 ..Not
Maid to Order
18 . Not Rev.
HEADLINERS (4)
Romancing Along
.Not Rev.
Sea Melody
21 . 10/ 8/38
Very
Good
...;
10
Swing Vacation ..
19 . Not Rev.
LEON ERROL (6)
Crime Rave
Home Boner
Not Rev.
18 ...10/29/38
Not Rev.
Major Difficulties Excellent ;; ;;;
19 . 9/ 3/38
Moving Viinities
Laugh Getter
17
5/ 6/39
Stago Fright MARCHVeryOF Funny
TIME (13) ..." 18
Unole Sam-Good
l8'/2..n/26/38
Neighbor
Good .
Refugee — Today & To. . 12/24/38
morrow Tops 20
State of the Nation .... Lacks Usual Punch . . 1817 .. 1/21/39
Young
America
— Crisis. . Excellent
Mexico's
New
19 .. 2/11/39
Mediterranean
— Back18 . . 3/18/39
ground
for
War
Stirring
Japan— Master of the
Orient
Very Good
19
4/15/39

10
l/uv 0. nK^Q

s 1 1 ( ) w .M i<: N ' s

RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Reviewed
Rtinninti
Confnipnt
Issue of
Time
NU ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Fair
. 5/ f./3!)
Ai'Cnde Vaiietics .
Rev.
Calc Rendeivous
I" .Not
4/ 8/39
Hollo Mama
Fair . .
9
Rondin'.
Wrltin" and
Not Rev.
Rhythm
Not Rev.
Samovar Serenade
I"
10/ 1/38
Styles aiid Smiles
Good
II
10/29/38
Talent Auction
Fair
Ill Not
Rev.
Tropical Topics
10 , 9/ 3/38
Under a Gypsy Moon ..Just Filler
Ill Not Rev.
Venetian Moonliilht
II
QUINTUPLETS (I)
RADIO FLASH (4)
Ifi ■ 5/ 6/39
Poor
Don
HecticGone
Honeymoon
Funny
I' . ll)/29/38
■Plumb Crazy
ir> Not Rev.
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Rev.
Prairie Papas
18 .Not
4/ 8/39
'Rnnoh House Romeo . . ., . Entertainina
. 5/14/38
I~
g
rtin
Dive
20
■Western Welcome
REELISMS (9)
.11/
. . 10 . . 3/18/39
Outstanding
10 . . Not 5/38
10
Cold
..
2/ Rev.
. . 12/10/38
'Newsreel
8 ..10/ 4/39
Pilot Boat
10
..
5/ 1/38
Submarine Circus
. . 9 . . 10/22/38
Very Interesting
6/39
Bird Dogs
Blue
Bow String
Deep End
Fisherman's
On
the Wini
Smooth App
Snow Falls

SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Excellent

10
10
8
10
10
Fascinating
Remarkable
9
Very
ThrillsGood
and Spills . . 99

.11/
■. . 12/10/38
2/ 5/38
. . 10/ 4/39
. . 9/ 1/38
. 2/ 3/38
. 5/ 4/39
6/39
.. 4/
3/18/39
8/39

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 . . Not Rev.
Daily Diet of Danger... Fast Action
9 .11/19/38
Filming
Thrills
9'/j . Not Rev.
RecordingBigModern
Science
Very Good
10 . . 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autumn Fashions
Eye Filling
10 . 10/15/38
Spi'ing
and
Summer
Fashions
Excellent
9 . 4/15/39
Winter Styles
Very Good
10 . 12/24/38
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6) . 4/29/39
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
10
What
Every
Boy Should
Know
10 . Not Rev.
What Every Girl Should
Know
Problematical
10 . 10/15/38
What Every Inventor
Should Know
10 . Not Rev.
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
Golden California
Good But Old
..10 . Not
8/20/38
Rev.
Good Neighbors
10
10/15/38
Isle of Pleasure
Above Average
II
Not Rev.
Land ofSiam
Contentment
Mystic
Fair
10lO'/a. 12/24/38
4/29/39
Viking Trails
Very Good
II
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
4/ 1/39
Hunting Dogs
Fascinating
10 . Not
Rev.
Inside Baseball
10 .Not Rev.
Shooting For Par
10 .11/26/38
Timber Toppers
Excellent
10
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Barnyard
Egg-citement Excellent
(Tech.)
7 . 4/29/39
8/20/39
Chris Columbo
Good
7
Not Rev.
Cuckoo Bird
6V2. .Not
Doomsday (Tech.)
6V2. .Not Rev.
Rev.
Frame Up
e'/j.
Rev.
Frozen Feet
6'/2. .. Not
G. Man Jitters
614. Not Rev.
Glass Slipper (Tech.) ... Good
e'/j. 10/15/38
Not Rev.
Goose Flies High
B'/i. Not
Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
6'/2. 10/15/38
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/2- .Not Rev.
Nutty
e'/iOne GunNetwork
Gary in the
Rev.
Nick of Time
S'/z. . Not
Not Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
eVi. .Not
Stranger Rides Again
. B'/i- . Not Rev.
Rev.
String Bean Jack
6V25/ 6/39
Their Last Bean
Very Good
6'/2. .Not
Rev.
Three Bears
6V2. . Not Rev.
Village Blacksmith
e'/i
Wolf's Side of the Story
6'/2 Not Rev.
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 in Tech.)
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
8 . 12/24/38
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
101 1 . 10/ 8/38
Eternal
Fox HuntFire
in the Ro- Interesting
. 10/15/38
Campagna Good
1010 . . Not Rev.
Indian man
Road
Not Rev.
Indian Temp
10 ...10/
le
10 . Not 8/38
Jerusalem
Jrngle. The Outstanding
10 . Not Rev.
Rev.
10 . 12/24/38
Maharajah
8 - 4/ 8/39
Petra.
the Lost City . .'.'Beautiful
Exceilent .
River Thames
8/38
10 .- 10/
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
12/31/38
8
Wanderers of the Desert. Interesting

Page 55
10
Running
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
10 (Con.)
IssiK^ 01
Reviewed
Com merit
10
Not Rev.
Jerry Livingston
|o
1/14/39
Clyde
Lucas
Snappy
....
Not
Rev.
Time
Clyde McCoy
3/
4/39
Russ
Music Morgan
With a Smile In Fair Swingcopation .
7/23/38
Hanny
Fclton Style... Okay
Lively and Peppy . 10
Artie
Show
4/ 1/39
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
Bars and Stripes Forever 7 Not Rev.
Count
7 . 12/17/38
Daffy Me
DuckOut
and the Fair
3/25/39
Rev.
Dinosaur
Excellent
7 . Not
Daffy Duck in Holly
wood
7 .. 3/18/39
1/14/39
Day
at
the
Zoo
Excellent
7
Dog Gone Modern . , . , Funny
7 . 9/17/38
Feud ThereDaz
Was
Grab It
7 . Not
Not Rev.
Goldrush
e
7
Not Rev.
Rev.
.
12/17/33
Johnny
Smith
and
Hobo
Band
Ham-ateur
Night
10/15/38
Poker-Gadget
Huntas
Swell """.', 77 ..11/26/38
Little Pancho Vanilla . . Clever
! 7
Not Rev.
• 4/ 8/39
Mice Will
Play
' 77 .12/
3/38
Prest-o
Change-o
Good
Night
Watchman
3/ 4/39
Rev.
Robinhood
Makes Good . Entertaining
Diverting .' 7 .. Not
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
7
You're An Education ..Fair
7
. 10/ 8/38
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (G)
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9 . Not Rev
Master's Touch
lo . 9/17/38
3/25/39
Pow Wow
Very Interesting .... 10
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
12/ 3/38
Chained
Gripping
10
Defying Death
Thrilling
II
9/24/38
3/1/14/39
4/39
High Peril
Good Suspense
12
Not Rev.
Human Bomb
One of the Best
12
Identified
Excellent
12
Not Rev.
Minute From Death
12 . 12/17/38
Toils of the Law
12 . Not Rev.
Treacherous Water .. ..Thrilling
12
Voodoo Fire
101012 . Not Rev.
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Rev.
12/17/38
la10 . .Not
Crawfords at Home
Dean of the Pasteboards
1010 . 9/17/38
Gadgeteei-s
Kind of Silly
10II . Not Rev.
Great
Library Misery ..Excellent
Right Way
.. I 1/26/38
1/14/39
Robbin'
Good
Excellent
Ski Girl
Splendid
. 9/17/38
10
Table Manners
Good
. 3/18/39
Tax Trouble
Fair . . . .
10 . Not Rev.
Vaudeville Interlude

T R A 0 ]<: R !•: \- 1 |{ w

10;
UNIVERSAL 1938-39
Running
Reviewed
Cornmrnt
Issue 01
Time
GOING PLACES (13)
No. 53
Good
9 . 9/24/38
10 .. II 1/12/38
No. 54
Good
1/12/38
10 . 11/26/38
No. 55
Excellent
No. 56
Fairly Good ....
109 ..12/10/33
No.
Very Good
Not Rev.
No. 57
58
9
10 .. 2/25/39
No. 59
Fair
2/25/39
9
No. 60
Interesting
4/ 8/39
10 .. Not
No.
Rev
No. 61
62 Interesting
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bank Notes
Lively
19 . 2/25/39
Beauty Shoppe
Just Filler
20 .. 8/20/38
4/ 1/39
Cafe Bohenie
Passable
17 . Not
Rev.
Gals and Gallows
19
3/38
Music and Models
Entertaining
18 ..12/
Not
Rev.
Nautical Knights
19
1/19/38
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18 .. INot
Rev.
Pharmacy Frolics
19
Kh>ihni
Cafe
,
Good
Diversion
.....
20'
2.
9/24/38
8/20/38
Side Show Fakir
Fairly Good
20
Not
Rev.
Swing Sanatorium
19
2/11/39
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19 .. Not
Rev.
With Best Dishes
19
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
No. 53
Interesting
9 . 9/24/J8
9/24/38
No. 54
Fair
9 . .. 10/15/38
.12/ 3/38
No.
55
Okay
9'/2.
No. 56
Very Good
9
No. 57
Interesting
9 .. 12/10/38
Not Rev.
No. 58
9
No. 59
Interesting
9 .. 2/25/39
3/ 4/39
No. 60
Very Good
9
4/ 1/39
No. 61
Just Fair
9 .-Not
Rev.
No. 62
10
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby Kittens
Cute
8 . I 1/26/38
Rev.
Birth of a Toothpick
7 . Not
9/24/38
Cat and Bell
Okay
7 . ..Not
Rev.
Charlie Cuckoo
7
Not Rev.
Crack Pot Cruise
7
I 1/26/38
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8 ..Not
Rev.
I'm Just
Jitterbug
Little
Bluea Blackbird
. . Average
77 .. 12/17/38
4/
Little Tough Mice
Good
7
3/ 8/39
4/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 . .. 4/
1/39
One Armed Bandit ....Enjoyable
7 .11/19/38
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7 . I 1/12/38
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7 .Not Rev
Soup to Muts
7
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
March of Fi'eedom
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)
VITAPHONE-WARNER

. Not Rev.

BROS.

1938-39
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
Boarder Trouble
17
Cleaning
Up
Fat Chance
1717
Hats and Dogs
20
Home Cheap Home
20
Knight Is Young
20
Murder With Reservations 21
Projection Room
20
Rollin' in Rhythm
20
Seeing
Spots
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
2020
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20
Spare Parts
20"
Stardust
Very Clever
18
Sundae Serenade
20
Toyland
Casino
Great
22
Two Shadows
20
You'reGirl
Next-To Closing
Zero
Good
2020
COLOR PARADE (13)
China
Today
Interesting
II10
For Your
Convenience
Mechanix Illustrated ...Interesting
10
Mechanix Illustrated #2. Interesting
10
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10
Mechanix Illustrated #4
10
Miracles of Sport
Very Good
10
Nature'sOnMimics
Interesting
1010
Points
Pointers
Roaming Cameraman
No. I
Interesting
II
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
Campus Cinderella ...Very Good
18
Declaration
of Independence None Better ....
Lincoln in the White
House
Outstanding ....
Quiet Please
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops
Swingtime In the Movies. Excellent
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7
Daffy Doc
Lively
7
It's
An
III
Wind
77
Kristopher Kolumbus. Jr
Lone Stranger and
Porky
Very Funny
7
Porky in
and Egypt
Tea'biscuit
77
Porky
Porky in Wackyland
7
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
7
Porky's
77
Porky theNaughty
GobNephew Average
Amusing
Porky's Tire Trouble
7
MELODY MASTERS (18)
Dave Apollon (4706) .... Fair
Dave Apollon and His
Club Casanova Orch
7
Blue Barron
l(f
Larry Clinton (4701)
10
Larry Clinton (4714)
10
Jimmy Dorsey
9
Merle Kendrick
Excellent
10
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
10

Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.Not
Rev.
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
.. 3/1
1/39
1/14/39
. Not 3/38
Rev.
.12/
. Not Rev.
. 10/ 8/38
Not Rev.
Rev.
.. Not
8/20/38
. 10/ 8/38
Not Rev.
.11/26/38
.. 3/
1/14/39
4/39
. Not Rev.
. 8/27/38
. 12/17/38
. Not Rev.
. 3/25/39
. 9/17/38
. 10/15/38
. 1/14/39
. Not Rev.
.. 12/17/38
3/25/39
4/
.. 12/
. Not
. Not

1/39
3/38
Rev.
Rev.

Rev.
. Not
3/11/39
.Not Rev
. 3/ 4/39
10/15/38
.. 12/17/38
. Not Rev.
. 12/17/38
. Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
. Not 8/38
Rev.
.10/
. 9/17/38

BROADWAY 1939-40
BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlia — The Heart
of Sweden (Sanders).. Excellent
Datelines (Lenauer) - . . . Novel Idea
Fishing in the Fjords
(Sanders)
Refreshing
Frosty
Frolics (Lenauer). Interesting
Gems of the Orient 1 nter^ting
(Modern)
Revealing
Getting
Money's. . . .
Worth Your
(Lenauer)
Man's Paradise (Mod- Good
ern)
Master
of the Camera Interesting
(Pictorial Films) ...
Memory Lingers On
(Ennis)
Midsummer
in Sweden
Beautiful
New&(Sanders)
England,
Today (Jam Yesterday
Handy) . Very Good
North Sea (Lenauer)...
Trailing the Jaguar
Very Interesting
(Hoffberg)
Trees
and Men (Modern Good
Talking Pict.)
SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
Ancient Cities of
Southern France
Interesting
Beautiful and Gay Budapest Very Good
Cebu
Interesting
Fabulous Marseilles . . Excellent
Hong
Kong. Gateway to Excellent
China
Makassar
Manila, Queen City of Good . . .
the Pacific
Superb
....
Good
Fascinating
Norman Coast
Old Towns of Normandy
Resort and Quaint Towns
of the Blue Coast ...Excellent ..
Rio de Janeiro
Singapore.
Cross Roads Excellent . .
of
the
East
Fascinating
Venice
Fascinating
SERIALS
No. Chaps.
COLUMBIA
Flying G-Men
Great
Adventures
of Wild
Bill Hickok
Secret of Treasure Island
Spider's Web
REPUBLIC
Dick Tracy Returns
Fightingof Devil
Dogs
Hawk
the Wilderness
Lone Ranger Returns
UNIVERSAL
Buck Rogers .
Flanging Frontiers
Red Barry
Scouts to the Rescue

15
15
15
15
15
12
12
15

Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.

15
15
13
12

Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.

10
10
1 81
10
10II
10
10
3519
20
28
10

.11/ 5/38
. 6/18/38
.11/ 5/38
. 12/17/38
. . 3/25/39
. . 12/17/38
. . 7/16/38
. . 3/12/38
. 8/13/38
..11/ 5/38
. . 4/ 1/39
.. 3/18/39
. . 6/25/38
- 5/14/38

10
. 8/ 6/38
10
.
4/16/38
1010 .. 6/11/38
109 . . 6/11/38
2/12/38
1010 .. 8/
6/38
.. 2/12/38
6/11/38
10 . 4/16/38
. 4/16/38
. 8/ 6/38
10 - 2/12/38
. 8/ 6/38
10
Reviewed
Issue Of
2/ 4/39
7/23/38
10/29/38
4/ 2/38
8/ 6/38
11/26/38
5/28/38
2/18/39
2/11/39
10/22/38
6/ 4/38
12/10/38
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HUGHES PRINTING CO.
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MATTHEW

FOX

Vice-President and 3 production executive of Universal. His long experience in theatres has enabled him to give the fheafreman's viewpoint to
Universal's productions which has always been a cardinal company policy.

THEY

SAW

THE

PICTURE

JAMES HILTON {author of the novel)—
" 'Goodbye Mr. Chips' is ;in author's
dream fulfilled — a picture that does for him
practically all that he would like to do for
himself if he owned a studio and had a million dollars to spare."
ALEXANDER WOOLLCOTT ("The Town
Crier," author and critic)— 'The best moving
picture I have ever seen... A beautiful and perhaps immortal story has been translated
from one medium to another with tenderness
and imagination and genius . . . the most
moving of all moving pictures is the one

OPENS
^^/^^

MAY

16th

It is being launched in the same showmanship manner that gave nationwide ■
fame to "Pygmalion", now concluding ;
a brilliant 6 -month run at the Astor! !

called 'Goodbye Mr. Chips'."
SPENCER TRACY (^c/or)— "lean remember
no greater performance."
LILLIAN GISH {actress) — " Uotc appealingly tender than the book."
EDDIE CANTOR {actor) — ''One of the
greatest, if not the greatest motion picture
I have ever seen."
MARC CONNELLY {playwright) —"The
best sentimental picture I've ever seen."
WALTER WINCHELL {columnist) —
"Orchids to M-G-M's "Goodbye Mr. Chips'
— destined to make movie hit history."

HELLO

MR.

EXHIBITOR!

MOSS four
HART
about
really{playwright)—
great pictures "Iinhave
my seen
life.
'Goodbye Mr. Chips' is one of them."
JIMMIE FIDLER {radio commentator) —
"It's a picture to remember always"

MR

GOODBYE

ED SULLIVAN {columnist)— "Uikc a small
bet that 'Goodbye Mr. Chips' will win the
Academy Award

CHIPS

thing

for
M-G-M's

STAR

POWER

that

the

is

the

greatest!

could

benefit

of

happen

the

entire

in '39-'40 !

With Robert Donat's performance as "Mr. Chips"
already prophesied for the Academy Award —
with Greer Garson, an overnight sensation —

motion

M-G-M's galaxy of great stars is even further
strengthened. Never in the history of films has
any one company offered its customers such a
wealth of personalities !

[and
he

an

youU

picture

he

M-G-M

industry!

prouder
showman!)

than

ever

to

S 11 ( >
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In some circles, the ITOA is considered the arch enemy
of Allied and in still other circles, Cohen is beginning to
leave the impression that he is not as pro- Allied as the
name of his unit would imply.
throwing its full

weight behind the coming Allied Convention and Exposition tobe held in New York later this month. It
would have appeared far more natural for them to be
throwing monkey-wrenches instead.
It is wonderful to see such brotherly-love and cooperation between these two leaders and their organi2;ation3
and we wish we could feel confident that all is as it appears on the surface. But somehow or other it seems to
portend something or other.
Would you care to venture a guess?
A
A
Dog
Racing
Of all the vicious forms of movie theatre competition.
Dog Racing is about the worse for more reasons than it
should be necessary to list here.
Unfortunately, in the customary picture business
fashion, theatremen fail to pay much attention to this
rapidly spreading evil until it reaches right into their own
communities. Then they start getting excited and trying
to get rid of them.
The time to fight dog racing is long before it becomes
a possibility. Immediate steps should be taken to see that
local ordinances or state laws are passed making such a
so-called sport illegal in your town and state.
After such a plant opens it becomes increasingly difficult to dislodge it. But you can beat them to the punch
by making it impossible in the first place. Fortunately,
you will not lack for supporters to back you up. Every
church, civic-minded citi7;en and all of your local welfare
and other organizations will help you make dog racing a
definitely tabooed "sport'" if you do your fighting now.
A
A
A

The
Exhibitor's
Task
In Atlantic City at the Columbia

Page 3

Editorial

Bedfellows
Strange
What significance, if any, should be placed upon the
surprising, brotherlylove gesture between Brandt of
N. Y. itOA and Cohen of N. Y. Allied?

At the present writing we find ITOA

V V. V \ K W

Convention,

Cohn, voiced an opinion that coincides with STR's

Jack
view-

point of many years' standing. Namely; that theatremen
in general must not depend upon the distributors to sell
the pictures to the public but should do that themselves.
Smart showmanship and aggressive selling of the picture to the community have been coming back strongly

Page

for the past year or two. Prior to that time the general
readjustment of the theatre business brought such activity
to its lowest point in many years.
While we are inclined to the feeling that a national
advertising campaign, such as was waged last fall, serves
a good purpose,
the important
selling
a theatre's
attractions must emanate
from the
local oftheatre
and not
from a nationally conducted advertising campaign. While
it is true that the latter is helpful it comes practically to
naught when not supported by local activity.
Showmanship, like charity, begins (and ends) at home.
A
More

Wasted

A
Effort

That ol' debbil, the "double feature", again enters the
national spot-light through the medium of a national campaign being sponsored by the Fawcett Publications and
their Screen Boo\ tAagazine.
And

of course if the vote is a landslide against duals

the natural result is supposed to bring about their elimination, which, as we all know, is a lot of bunk; as witness the past polls and surveys in which a given community voted against doubles almost nine to one . . . but
patroni2,ed the theatres playing the doubles.
Making

propaganda

out of an industry problem

or

practice is getting old and creaky but with a little encouragement anyone will try anything . . . especially when
it will boost circulation and revenue for the sponsor.
The double feature is a problem only insofar as it affects
the industry and it will never be eliminated until ALL
exhibitors throughout the country agree to it unanimously,
which is just about as simple, right now, as growing a
pair of wings and flying to the moon.
A
A

Legislative

Problems

Not until your state legislature adjourns can you con'
sider your work for the law-making season finished.
If you have been fortunate, thus far, in keeping adverse
legislation or back-breaking taxes from being heaped upon
your already over-burdened shoulders, you are indeed to
be congratulated.
But beware of those last-minute fast ones that slip
through because you relax your vigilance and then make
all of your previous efforts null and void.
A constant and close watch must be maintained every
minute of the time the law-makers are in session. Don't
take anything for granted. Any sudden necessity for increasing revenue may bring about the introduction of a
measure that can cost you plenty of —money
and' grief.
'QUICK
LEWIS

Page 4

SHOWMEN'S

32

Pictures

By

UA

Eleven
Record

At

Are

L.

Producers
Program;

A.
Will
Most

TRADE

Announced

STILL

Convention
Contribute
Titles

Are

REVIEW

to

Given

Eleven producers will contribute 32 pictures for United Artists during the coming season, a record number for the company. The announcement was made at the 20th anniversary
convention in Los Angeles this^
week by Murray Silverstone, chief
val", starring Ann Sheridan and
of world wide operations.
Richard Carlson, is now in proThe complete lineup follows :
duction. "House Across the Bay"
David O. Selznick: Three pic- will be directed by Archie Mayo
and will star Joan Bennett. Tay
tures at least, including "Inter- Garnett will direct an original
starringact
Leslie
Howard
who willmezzo"
also
as associate
story by Gene Towne and Graham Baker. Vincent Sheean's
producer.
"Rebecca"
directed
by
Alfred Hitchcock from the novel "Personal
History" is also on the
by Daphne du Alaurier is on the schedule and two more pictures.
Hal
Roach:
Roach himself will
schedule and another picture as
yet untitled.
direct "The Housekeeper's DaughCharles Chaplin: Chaplin will
ter" with Joan Bennett and
make his first picture in three Adolphe Menjou. "Of Mice and
years, "The Dictators," written, Men" will be directed by Lewis
produced and directed by its star. Milestone. "1,000,000 B. C." is another picture on the schedule.
Samuel Goldwyn: Two pictures
are now in production. They were "Captain Caution", by Kenneth
already sold to many exhibitors. Roberts, another Thorne Smith
"Music School", directed by novel and four Laurel and Hardy
Archie Mayo, has in its cast pictures will be made by Roach.
Jascha Heifetz, Joe! McCrea,
Edward Small: "Kit Carson"
Andrea Leeds and Tommy Kelly. will feature Joel McCrea, Henry
"The Real Glory", directed by Fonda and Frances Dee. "My
Henry Hathaway, stars Gary Son! My Son!" will star Louis
Cooper and Andrea Leeds.
Alexander Korda: Four of Hayward in Howard .Spring's
novel. "Quantrill the Raider",
Korda's five pictures will be in "Valentino", "South of Pago
Technicolor. "Four Feathers" has Pago", "Two Years Before the
already been reviewed. "Over the Mast" and "Food for the Gods."
Moon" stars Merle Oberon. It
Douglas Fairbanks: "The Caliwas directed by Thornton Free- fornian" will dramatize the story
land and will soon be released. of Lola Mentez, Irish-born girl,
"The Thief of Bagdad" will star who was influential in history.
David L. Loew: The filming of
Sabu and Conrad Veidt. "The
a
Broadway play will inaugurate
Jungle Boy" will also star Sabu
in a picture adapted from Kip- Loew's association with UA.
Sol Lesser: One picture will be
ling's "Jungle Book". "Sinner",
starring Merle Oberon, will be di- directed by Ernst Lubitsch markrected by Korda himself.
ing the first of this producerWalter Wanger: "Winter Carni- director combination's films.
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FAVORS

ISCHLAIFER

&

CONCILIATION
MPTOA

Head

Pleads

For Consideration
Another plea for consideration
of his organization's conciliation
board idea was made by Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, in a
statement issued this week. Describing the distributors' present
proposals for arbitration as being
"dubious," he pointed out tliat obstacles which exist in the proposed arbitration setup are absent in the conciliation plan.
Hard and fast rules and regulations are not involved in the
mediation of complaints, Kuykendall contends, nor does mediation
involve arbitrary, irrevocable decisions over the protests of one
of the parties.
In commenting on settlements
of complaints through conciliation, he states in his bulletin that
they "are worked out by voluntary agreement between the parties to the dispute, no finely balanced mediation board or binding
agreement to submit the complaint to a final decision is re-

SPEAKER
quired."
FLA.

DOG

FLAYS
RACING

Announcement
Made
LDUAV-P's
GO
At
L. A. Convention
Harry L. Gold, eastern general
sales manager of United Artists,
world-wide
Artists
and L . J .
Schlaifer,
western
genr ,
emanage
r a 1 sales
have been
elected to
dencies of the
vice presicompany, it

Harry Gold

was announced by Murstone, head
of World
ray Silver-

Wide operations, at the Company's
Twentieth Anniversary sales convention in
Los Angeles
this week.
Mr. Gold
and Mr.
S c h 1a ife r
now complete
the roster of
four United
Artists vice
presidencies,
with Arthur
W. Kelly and
Harry D .

L. Jack Schlaifer
Buckley conin the
Significance to Industry Is posts tinuing
they
have held for many years.
Seen In Protest
Gold started as a salesman in
Cincinnati many years ago.
Daytona Beach, Fla. — Theatre Schlaifer joined the companv in
owners here, and members of the 1928.
film industry throughout the country, this week lauded the recent
speech of Dean Paul Raymond of
Stetson University, Deland, Fla ,
who voiced strong protest against
permitting the invasion of a dog
racing track' in Volusia County in
a speech broadcast over WFAIJ.
Declaring that "we are against
inviting tlie dregs of the underworld into our country," Dean
Raymond labeled dog racing as
"an institution which will corrupt
cur people and injure honest,
legitimate business." He pointed
out that Daytonians "are against
any influence which tends toward
moral
Since degeneracy."
most dog tracks operate
at
night, and
inasmuch
gambling
promoters
. . as. "the
give
away admission tickets in order
to get people
attend,"
Florida
theatre
owners toand
film industry
spokesmen were hopeful Dean
Raymond's radio appeal would do
much to prevent the sport from
gaining further headway.

Paul Lazarus, oldest sales executive in point of service of United Artists, preConvention
senting Mary Pickford with a gold vanity case at the Twenty Golden Years cele- RKO
bration inLos Angeles May 7. The presentation was made on the lawn at PIckfair
where 250 salesmen, executives, producers and stars gathered as guests of Miss Set for June 19-22
RKO's sales convention will
Pickford. The inscription on the vanity case read: "To Our Mary From The Boys."
Left to right: Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution; be held June 19-22 at the Westchester Country Club in Rye, it
Teddy Carr, joint-managing director in England; june Lang; Paul Lazarus; jack
Schlaifer, western general sales manager; Richard Carlson; Miss Pickford; Ann was announced this week by Jules
Sheridan; Harry Gold, eastern general sales manager; john Wayne; Murray Sil- Levy, general sales manager. The
verstone, head of world wide operations of United Artists; Ha! Roach; Ernest convention will be the biggest in
RKO's history.
Lubitsch and Henry Ginsberg, vice-president of Selznick International Pictures.
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N. Y. ALLIED
PLANSFORUM

It was Fair (World's) ami not
so hot on Broadway this week —
and with the fihii palaces pulling
some Sunday punches too.^ For
instance Universal's swell "East
Side of Heaven" at the Music
's
best ofCrosby
of the piece
onea grand
Hall; and
screen
ever
entertainment. But crowds, swayed
by the lirst flush of real interest
come
just
in the
pictures.
the didn't
to see
ownFair,
downt
Down in Louisville last Saturday 20th-Fox set a precedent with
ballyhoo on the grand scale for
"Rose of Washington Square"
with a sponsoring of the Derby
broadcast. Out in California
lUiited Artists were announcing
pictures and electing Harry _L.
Gold and L. Jack Schlaifer vice
presidents; down in Atlantic City
Columbia was rallying around a
big new program of shows for
next season; and in New York
tlie MGM adv. dept. was going
to town with a fresh, amusing
and punchy newspaper campaign
for "Mr. Chips".
Sam Goldwyn, who makes good
pictures better by not hesitating
to make re-takes, seems to have
imbued his legal staff with the
same idea — that suit is back again
with its second re-takes included.
Showmen would do well to
note that the word "television"
has some magic for attracting the
public — here comes that Fair
again! Crowds there mass about
shows that have the television
flavor. STR told you in a review
last week about a single-reeler
called "Television" — a short with
perhaps a long reach for bringing
in patrons. It's worth looking into
— the short, we mean — as well as
any idea or stunt that ties up with
the pictures by wireless.
OPEN

NEW

OFFICES

'Movie Cash' Headquarters
Are Established
J. R. McPherson, former midwest division manager of National Screen Service, has been
assigned to handle the Pacific
Coast
the game, "Movie
Cash",
it
was onannounced
this week
by
M. Van Praag, head of the Nationwide Coupon Dist. Corp. Together with Richard E. Beck, he
will have headquarters in Eos
Angeles, with offices to be opened
in San Francisco, Seattle and
Denver. A Washington, D. C,
office has been established by
Harry Brown and Sidney Goldberg. A New Haven office in
charge of Budd Getschal was also
announced.
N. Y. Unit Seeks
Allied

New

Negotiators

Appointment of a new Allied
negotiating committee to resume
trade practice conferences with
the distributors will be advocated
by Allied of New York. This issue will be one of the important
topics at the New York unit's
convention and exposition.

Unit Opposed

to Code

Policy, Report
An open forum on the trade
practice proposals at which Allied
of New York is expected to voice
disapproval over the national organization'sYork
stand is scheduled
to
be held in New
on May 25.
A movement is to be launched at
the same time to bring United
Artists into the trade practice
participation, since the opinion is
that all majors must cooperate in
order to achieve the desired results.
The open forum is to be held
on the last day of the New York
Allied convention and Motion
Picture Exposition which opens at
the Hotel Astor on May 23. Frank
Lydon, Eastern regional vicepresident, has called a conference
of Allied's Eastern units for the
opening day.
New York Allied unit, it is reported, feels that while the proposed code is not entirely satisfactory, itis a move in the right
direction, provided a fair system
of arbitration can be worked out.
All exhibitors, regardless of affiliations, will be invited to express
their views at the open forum.

SHOWMEN
RKO

FAIR

Exhibs From
Make

VISIT
SUITE

Nine States

Registrations

Exhibitors and their wives and
friends from nine states have thus
far visited RKO Radio Pictures'
reception suite of rooms for
World's Fair visitors. The suite
embraces four rooms where showmen from out of town may rest
and get information about the
Fair and the metropolitan district.
Film trade papers are on file.
According to H. M. Richey,
RKO's director of exhibitor relations, the following guests have
registered: Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Rich and family, Prytania Theatre, New Orleans, La.; Mr. and
Mrs. A. C. Gordon, Rialto and
Rio Theatres, Boise, Idaho; Mr.
and Mrs. B. P. McCormick, Colorado and New Mexico Theatres.
Canon City, Colo. ; James H.
Eshelman, Huron Theatre. Huron, S. D. ; Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
Lewis and friends, Park, Passtime and Lyons Theatres, Houston, Tex.; Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Clarke, Cozy Theatre, Hazen.
Ark.; Max Fogel, Webster Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.; William
Tishkof?, Murray Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.; Robert O'Donnell,
Interstate Circuit, Dallas, Texas ;
Herman Blum, Little Theatre,
Baltimore, Md.; Charles Perry,
Detroit, Mich.; Hon. and Mrs.
John Ketcham and family, Hastings, Mich.
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Important Dates
May 14-16: ('oliiinl)ia regional meeliiiK,
Chicago.

Maytournament
16: "Get Together
of GoodConneaut
Guys"
golf
and dinner,
TAXjN
N. Y. Hotel, Conneaut l.ake I'ark, Pa.
May 18: lulwin liergman outing aiui
Cities Too May Levy dinner,
Mahoning Country Club, G'irard,
Ohio.
May 20-22 : Columbia regional meeting,
Los Angeles.
On Admissions
May 21-27: Silver Jubilee of Morris
Joseph, Universal branch manager at
New Haven, Conn.
May 23-24: Kansas-Missouri Theatre
A tax on admissions as low as Ass'n
convention, Kansas City.
15 cents has been proposed in the
23-25: N. Hotel
Y. Allied
New York State legislature and FairMayconvention,"
Astor. "World's
June 4-6: Theatre Owners of North and
chances of its passing are good. South
Carolina convention, Ocean Park
This tax would be in addition to Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
June 8-10: Paramount convention. Hotel
a 2 or 3 per cent sales tax which
Ambassador, Los Angeles.
the Legislature is considering.
June 12: MPTO of Va. midsummer
In addition to this measure an- convention, Roanoke Hotel, Roanoke.
June 13-15: Allied National convention,
other contemplated slap at the- Nicollet
Hotel, Minneapolis.
atres is a proposed bill to permit
June chester
19-22:
cities to raise funds for housing
CountryRKO
Club, Convention,
Rye, N. Y. WestJune
19-22:
National
Conference on
improvements
by taxing
admis- Visual Education, Francis
W. Parker
sions. All manner
of nuisance
School, Chicago.
taxes must be levied to pay city
bonds for housing purposes as
real estate taxes cannot be used.
Circuit Control Bill
Ninth

Momand

Hearing

Springfield, 111. — One of three
new measures afTecting motion
Oklahoma Citj^ — A hearing on pictures introduced in the Senate
motion of the defendants to dis- is a bill designed to set up a close
miss was held here Friday in supervision of circuit-owned theFederal District Court in connecatres. Regulation of juvenile attion with the A. B. Momand suits.
tendance in theatres and the creation of a censorship are called
The hearing, the ninth so far, will
for in the others.
probably be the last.
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41

Features,

16

Westerns

WANTS
ON
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Col's

1939-40
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FAST

May 13, 1939
Europe

S.

TIME

Program

Capra's "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
Heads List of Big Director Films

Opposition to Neely's
Proposal Foreseen

Forty-one features and sixteen westerns will be released by
Columbia during the 1939-40 season, it was announced this
week at the first of three regional meetings, held in Atlantic
City.
The 40regular
will'^
emljrace
picturesprogram
and Frank
Introducing the Boss
Capra's "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington" will be sold separately. The program will cost
$5,000,000 more than ever before.
Following is the list of pictures scheduled for release on the

Washington — A bill providing
for nationwide daylight saving
time, introduced last week by
Senator M. M. Neely, West Virginia democrat, is now before the
.Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy,
in a statement this week, announced his opposition to the
measure. From Dallas, Col. H.
A. Cole, stated that as far as he
was concerned he was very much
opposed to daylight saving time.
In discussing the bill, film industry sources asserted that in
many parts of the nation where
fast time is not in force, exhibitors will protest against the bill
on the ground that the extra hour
of daylight will mean curtailed attendance at their theatres.

new program: "Arizona", a Wesley Ruggles production, starring
Jean Arthur; another picture will
also be made by Ruggles. Frank
Lloyd is scheduled to direct two
pictures, one of which will be
"Tree of Liberty".
"The Bigger They Are" will be
made by Howard Hawks, starring
Cary Grant. The play was written by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur. The picture is scheduled for release in the early fall.
"Super Clipper", a tropical drama
of Man's coming conquests of the
air, will be made by Alexander
Hall. One picture will again costar Joan Blondell and Melvyn
Douglas, similar to "There's Always A Woman". There will be
three "Blondie" pictures.
Joe E. Brown will star in "Give
Me Liberty" and another picture.
Warden Lewis E. Lawes will appear in "Men In Sing Sing", his
own story. Three pictures will
star Edith Fellows. They will be
based
"Five Little
series onof thenovels.
Two Peppers"
pictures
will star Warren William as the
Lone Wolf. Jack Holt will be in
four pictures.
Mrs. Martin Johnson will make
one feature to be sold in addition
to the regular program.
The Westerns will be in two
series; 10 will star Charles Starrett and six will star Bill Elliott.
Columbia will adhere to the
new Code of Fair Trade Prac-

From

James Roosevelt, vice-president
of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., as he
arrived on the Queen Mary from
a business trip abroad during
which he attended the premieres
of "Wuthering
don and Paris. Heights"
He was inmetLon-at
the pier by Mrs. Roosevelt who
is shown here with him.
ADDITIONS
TO

Report
Gov't
to Ask
Suit
Trial
in Oct.

MADE

SALES

GN Makes

Many

FORCE
Changes In

Augmenting Field Staff
That the Government intends to
seek
setting
of
trial
of
its
N.
Y.
Abe Montague, Columbia general
As the first step in augmenting
sales manager, introducing Jack equity action against the majors
for next October was asserted the field staff following a recent
Cohn to the delegates at the Atlantic City Convention this week. tliis week by sources close to the announcement of increased proDepartment of Justice. The Govduction activity, Sol Edwards this
(Oilier picture on pagr 24)
ernment's portion of the trail, week announced several additions
tise "to the last period and com- it is indicated, will occupy about to the sales force.
ma", declared Abe Montague, four months, with the entire proNew appointments of branch
ceedings covering the better part m.anagers include: Marcel Mekelif the code is accepted by the government and by exhibitors.
herg to Boston, Bert Freese to
Jack Cohn in address to the of a year's time.
Buffalo, Max Stahl to Cleveland,
William Minder to New Orleans,
delegates asked them to urge their
Griffin Returns
theatre accounts to resort to more
Herbert Given to Philadelphia,
showmanship to get more money
Herbert Griffin, vice-president Joe Hartman to St. Louis, and
out of their pictures.
of International Projector Corp., Joe Kaliski to Washington. Paul
On the issue of dual bills the who returned this week from the Richrath is now manager of the
company policy will be for every Coast after attending the SMPE
branch, and William Benexhibitor to decide that for him- convention, stated that theatre Albany jamin
has been transferred from
self. Montague advised producers owners are taking an increased Detroit to take charge of the Chiand distributors to stick to their interest in sound and visual procago office. Ralph Peckham reown knitting and let the exhibitor
turns from Buffalo to take charge
jection, and that the SMPE had
determine his own policy.
been successful in developing at Detroit.
The short subject announce- field.
higher technical standards in this
ment appears on page 16.
ITOA

WILL

GROUP

TO

SEND
MEET

A committee will be sent by
ITOA to the national Allied convention in Minneapolis, June ISIS, for the purpose of discussing
and voting on the acceptance of
the trade practice proposals.
Al Steffes, Northwest Allied
nrcsident, in a letter to the
ITOA, said,
part, thatis "rest
assured
your incommittee
not
only welcome, but also bring as
many theatre owners from your

Monogram's Annual Convention, a
When the opening
gavel fell at the
general sales manager; Mayor Kelly
R. Dunlap, vice-president in charge

picture
of which is shown above was the largest held in the history of the company.
Drake Hotel
in Chicago, where the delegates met, on the dais were George Weeks,
of Chicago; Henri Elman, Chicago franchise holder; President W. Ray Johnston; Scott
of production and Edward Golden, vice-president in charge of exchange operations.

state as possible."
Organize Indie Unit
Oklahoma City — More than 100
theatre owners met this week at
the Biltmore Hotel here to organize an independent theatremen's association which, at a
later date, will consider the creation of and sponsorship of a
state-wide buying pool.

/
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DIOCITY

G

T

THE

MUSI
''../EAST

STHE

CRITICS

CHORUS:

SIDE

OF

HEAVEN'

is the

delightfully

amusing

most
film

Bing

Crosby

Baby

LeRoy/ — Kate Cameron,
DAILY
NEWS

has ever doni^
. , . Sandy is the most adorable infant in a film since

". . - rhuch too ingratiating

to

be missed.,/'— Ben R. CHsler,
TIMES
YORK
NEW

. .totally delightful. . .Sandy
Henville...isone of the most
beguiling
found . .

"You'll

infants

to

be

— Bland Johaneson,
DAILY
MIRROR

find it
— Rose
greatPelsw
fun/
ick,
' j

JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"Sandy

Henvi^..,is

vorite actor

our^

of the
mont
Herbert
Dralcl
h.!'

N.Y.

HERALD

"One

of the

TRIBUNI

finest pieces

of unadulterated

screen

tertainment to come

en-

along

in months " —WWWam Boehnel,
WORLD-TELEGRAM

BING SINGSi
'That Sly Old Genfleman"
"East Side of Heaven"
"Hang Your Heart on a
Hickory Limb"
_ "Sing g Song of Sunbeams'
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Invitation

Para.

to Happiness

(HoUywood Freviezv)
Drama

95 mins.
Skillful Direction And Acting Plus New
Prize Ring Theme Puts This In Hit Class
(National Release Date, June 16)
Cast: Irene Dunne, Fred MacMurray,
Charlie Ruggles, Billj' Cook, William Collier, Sr., Marion Martin and others. Based
on story by Mark Jerome. Screenplay by
Claude Binyon. Produced and directed by
Wesley Ruggles.
Plot: Fred MacMurray is an arrogant
prize-fighter, obsessed with the idea of becoming heavyweight champion. He meets
Irene Dunne, a socialite, when Charlie Ruggles, his manager, sells a half interest in his
contract to William Collier, Sr., Irene's
father. They fall in love and marry, and
Irene is forced to be alone a great deal,
while 7.IacMurray pursues his ambitions.
Their youngster, Billy Cook, is ten years
old when MacMurray finally gets a chance
at the championship — but by that time the
marriage has gone on the rocks and Billy
lives with each parent six months of the
year. Instead of going to training camp
before the fight, MacMurray stays with the
boy and trains in town, but vows to win the
fight so that the boy might learn to love
him. It is only after MacMurray loses the
fight
son. gamely, that he wins back' his wife and
SUMMARY: A new and unique theme
makes this latest picture of the prize-fighter
and the lady story, bid for hit grosses. It is
excellently acted and Wesley Ruggles, the
producer-director, has skillfully directed it,
so that it plays on every emotion and should
have a tremendous audience response. Irene
Dunne and Fred MacMurray share top acting honors with portrayals that are unusually fine, giving the picture its charm and
humanness. Very close behind, and also
splendid, are Charlie Ruggles, William Collier, Sr., and ten-year-old Billy Cook, a
youngster who displays exceptional talent.
The production values given the picture are
very good. Boxing gloves and other gymnasium paraphernalia should be used for
lobby dressup. Your local newspaper will
cooperate with pictures of well-known
fighters, past and present. Use teaser
heralds reading "A Knockout For You."
OUTSTANDING: Irene Dunne, Fred
MacMurray and direction and production.
Catchline: "The fight that won him the
championship ... of his home." (FAMILY)
Hotel

Imperial

(Hollyzvood Previezv)
Para.
Drama
70 mins.
Milland Earns Picture Honors As Isa
Miranda
Again
Misses
Boxoffice Fire
(National Release Date, May 12)
Cast: Isa Miranda, Ray Milland, Reginald
Owen, Gene Lockhart, the Don Cossack
Chorus and others. Screenplay by Gilbert
Gabriel and Robert Thoeren, based on Lajos
Biro's play. Directed by Robert Florey.
Plot: Isa Miranda, touring company leading lady, leaves her company at a small
border village alternately occupied by Aus-

Legion

TRADE

of Decency

REVIEW

Ratings:

I For Week Ending May 13)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Panama Patrol
Singing Cowgirl
Six Gun Rhythm
Tell No Tales
Grade Allen Murder Case
Nancy Drew, Trouble Shooter
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Dead Men Tell No Tales
Invitation to Happiness
Rose of Washington Square
Torchy Blane Runs For Mayor
CONDEMNED
Indiscretions
Wages of Sin
trian and Russian troops, in order to try
and solve the mystery of her sister's "suicide". She aids Milland, trapped Austrian
officer, to pose as a waiter and falls in love
with him. Naish, a Russian spy posing as
an Austrian officer, returns with news of
a proposed Austrian attack. Milland kills
him in a fight, and she covers his escape by
accepting blame for the shooting. He warns
the Austrians in time, then returns with his
troops to save her facing a firing squad.
SUMMARY: Here is an attempt to create a major piece of entertainment which
fails mainly because Isa Miranda, in her
second picture, stills falls short of that
something we call boxoffice lure. Several
illogical spots in the plot are also contributory factors. Ray Milland as the star's
leading man earns top honors, with Reginald
Owen offering his customary fine performance as the amateur painter, Russian commander. Also outstanding are Gene Lockart
and Curt Bois as hotel employes. Musically
effective, but not helping the plot or speeding up action any, is the Don Cossack
chorus. Heavy, and effective production
costs, will hardly be apparent in boxoffice
returns. Possibility of military encounters
between Russia and middle Europe may add
exploitation value. Sell the new star as
you'll be playing her again.
formance.
OUTSTANDING: Ray Milland's perCatchline: "She played a chambermaid to
save an army."
(FAMILY)
Only
Col.

Angels

Have

Wings

(Hollywood Preview)
Drama
122 mins.

Powerful Drama, Stark and Grim In Its
Reality, Makes
Potential
High Grosser
(National Release Date, May 25)
Cast: Cary Grant, Jean Arthur, Richard
Barthelniess, Rita Hayworth, Thomas Mitchell, Sig Rumann, Victor Kilian, John
Carroll, AUyn Joslyn, Donald Barry, Noah
Beery, Jr., others. Original story by Howard Hawkes. Screenplay by Jules Furtliman. Produced and directed by Howard
Hawkes..
Plot: Jean Arthur arrives in Barranca, a
small South American seaport, where a
commercial airline is operated by Grant.
She falls in love with him, but her love
is not reciprocated because Grant feels that
women and the sky do not belong together.

For Additional Exploitation Ideas on These

May

13, 1939

During a treacherous fog, one of the pilots.
Beery, Jr., is killed, and Grant assigns
Barthelmess, a renegade, to take his place.
The brother of Mitchell, also employed by
Grant, had been killed because of Barthelmess' carelessness. To complicate matters
further, Barthelmess is married to Rita
Hayworth, who had jilted Grant in the
States. In another hazardous flight, Mitchell and Thomas crash in their plane, and
Mitchell is killed, meanwhile praising the
heroism of Barthelmess, who takes off
again and saves the franchise. Grant discovers he loves Jean.
SUMMARY: A powerful drama, stark
and grim in its reality, makes this a picture that should definitely be one of those
legendary smash box office successes. It has
a romance rich with human quality, magnificent trouping, good marquee names and
nothing short of superlative direction by
Howard Hawks. There are many hazardous
flying stunts that wrill win raves from your
audience, among which are a landing and
takeoff on a narrow strip of land overhanging a1,000 foot precipice and the tailspinning of a tri-motored plane in flames.
Grant and Jean Arthur each seem to live
the roles they portray. Thomas Mitchell,
Richard Barthelmess and Sig Rumann are
outstanding in supporting roles. The title
is excellent for tieups with banks, travel
bureaus and for cooperative newspaper ads
from local merchants. Conduct a photography contest for candid camera fans, in
which they are required to submit shots of
anything with wrings. Get your patrons to
act as amateur ad-writers and submit catchlines on the picture. Large heads of Jean
Arthur and Cary Grant, plus action backgrounds, should dominate your front.
OUTSTANDING:
Cary
Grant, Jean
Arthur and the direction.
Catchline: "Devil-may-care romance in a
mighty setting."
(FAMILY)
Some Like it Hot
(Hollywood Preview)
Para.

Comedy

62 mins.

Bob Hope For Fans, Krupa For Jitterbugs
Only Draw Found In Plot-Shy Musical Film
(National Release Date, May 19)
Cast: Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Una Merkel. Gene Krupa, Bernard Nedell, and
others. Screenplay by Lewis R. Foster and
Wilkie Mahoney from play by Ben Hecht
and Gene Fowler. Directed by George
Archainbaud.
Produced
by Bill Thomas.
Plot: Hope, a carnival barker with managerial ambitions, and his pickup band,
headed
by financial
Krupa, keep
justHea hair's
ahead of
ruin.
meetsbreadth
Ross,
ambitious but unknown singer and they
agree to a partnership. His fourflushing
loses a ring she gave him to pawn and a
new
ship. song, also the band and the girl who,
minus Hope, go into the money. She still
cares, so he is taken back' after sharp hardSUMMARY: What could have been one
of the year's better small promotional pictures loses its chance, since the writers
failed to give Hope, rising comedian though
he is, enough to sell the film as a hit and
the cutting room used so little of Krupa that
word-of-mouth advice among the jitterbugs
will keep their trade down to the opening

Pictures Consult the Encyclopedia

of Exploitation — See Page 17
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night. There are a few scattered parts
where Hope gets lines that register and
he works hard all the way. Musically, "The
is hit material;
You" moments
In Love
Lady's
when
few brief
are a With
and there
Krupa's famous drum chant actually raises
the house to enthusiasm. Bernard Nedell,
as a human heavy, really gets the best break
from the writers and handles his role well.
Una Merkel and Rufe Davis are wasted on
practically bit parts. Popularity of Hope
with air fans and Krupa with the dancers
offer the only exploitation angles. Stage a
dance band contest on your stage. There
are many ways to use the title in tieups
with merchants.
OUTSTANDING:
Bob Hope's valiant
effort
to sell weak material.
climbing
of Catclilinc:
radio and "Tlie
the fastest
dance band
fieldleaders
in a
musical coniedy,"
For Love

(FAMILY)

or Money

{ H ollyz'.'ood Prcz'icic)
Univ.
Comedy-Drama
65 mins.
Lack Of Marquee Names No Deterrent To
Fast Moving, Smartly Scripted Comedy
(National Release Date, May 5)
Cast: June Lang, Robert Kent, Cora
Witherspoon, Etienne Girardot, Edward
Brophy, Richard Lane and others. Screenplay by Charles Grayson and Arthur T.
Herman from an original story by Daniel
Taradash, Julian Blaustein and Bernard
Feins. Directed by Albert S. Rogell. Produced by Max Golden.
Plot: Kent and Brophy work for Lane,
a big shot bookie. After collecting a $50,000
bet, Kent (to forestall an attempt to hijack
the money) has Brophy stop at an addressing and mailing office to mail the cash to
Lane. Brophy becomes confused, and sends
Lane an empty envelope while the money
goes out to someone on a huge advertising
mailing list. Lane accuses the pair of keeping the money, gives them 36 hours to produce it, or else. Kent finally locates June
Lang, who got the funds and find she has
spent all but $8,000. Their efforts to raise
the cash in time provide a series of complications, involving an eccentric millionaire.
Lang finally recovers it just in time to save
Kent's life for herself.
SUMMARY: Well paced throughout,
particularly in the comedy sequences, this
picture should prove a good supporting film
since it has every requirement except marquee names. Clever dialogue and smart direction more than offset this. The funniest
gag has been built around an auto horn
which sounds like Sousa's band, which offers a smart and effective tieup with accessory firms. Plan a contest on "What
would you do if you got $50,000 in the
mail?". Carry teaser ads on "Which would
you take — love or money?"
OUTSTANDING: Brophy and Girardot
for acting; Grayson and Horman on dialog.
Catchline: "$50,000 or the man she loves
—which?"
(FAMILY)
Rangle

River

J. H. Hoffberg Drama
72 mins.
Zane Grey Adventure Story Makes Good
Outdoor Romance Of The Action Variety
(National Release Date, May 13)
Cast: Victor Jory, Margaret Dare. Robert Coote, George Bryant and others. Story
by Zane Grey. Directed by Clarence Badger.
Plot: Locale is Australia with action
concerning the villainy of a rancher in diFor Additional
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"Tumbleweeds"
(Astor- Reissue)
Terrific — overworked word, but it's the
only way to describe the prologue in which
William S. Hart speaks tor the first time
from the screen to introduce this reissue of
a picture he made in 1925. The former king
of screen cowboys, garbed in cowboy duds is
photographed on his ranch as he describes
the
of Tumbleweeds"
his
own story
emotions
as he looks back and
on relates
his career.
His is a rich and resonant voice, and his a
great talent tor gripping, punchy delivery.
We'll wager every spectator will sit tense as
the star, now well on in years, tells his
story — a story as tense, as rousing to the
emotions as any dramatic scene the films
have offered. As to "Tumbleweeds" the reissued film, it is a picture that if properly
exploited can be made to mean much as an
attraction, appealing alike to old-timers and
the younger people who know Hart only by
reputation. It is interesting and amusing as an
example of story telling and acting in a
screen technique now outmoded, and its action climax, with homesteaders dashing into
the newly opened Cherokee strip, is a stunning example of breathless, suspenseful, headlong screen dynamics, comparable in its thrills
tD action films of today.
verting water from the ranch of George
Bryant, whose foreman, Victor Jory, has
induced Bryant's daughter to return home
and cease spending money on frivolous
travels while her dad's business is threatened. The girl returns, and after many misunderstandings Jory and the girl fall in
love. Meantime the villainous rancher, fearful of discovery, blows up the dam built to
divert water from the Bryant ranch and
the flood threatens the lives of both in an
action climax. But there is a happy ending
as all are rescued.
SUMMARY: Zane Grey usually supplies
the elements of considerable appeal in these
adventure stories, and this is no exception.
It is typical cowboy or western romantic
drama with an Australian locale and a
competent company of British players supporting Victor Jory. The camera work and
scenic values of the film, which presents
sweeping views of cattle round-ups, are
important contributions to the interest. On
the whole an entertaining picture up to the
standard of the better westerns from Hollywood and well directed by Clarence Badger.
Exploit it as a Zane Grey adventure story
written in his best style and produced with
all the vigor and realism that make this
author so popular; displays of Australian
bullwhips in lobby will create interest.
Catchline: "A drama of love and adventure in Australia's wide open spaces."
(FAMILY)
Boy

Friend

(HoUyzvood Previezv)
20th-Fox
Melodrama
70 mins.
Fastest And Most Exciting Jane Withers
Vehicle Is Bound To Please All Her Fans
(National Release Date, May 19)
Cast: Jane Withers, Arleen Whelan,
Richard
Bond,
Warren
Hymer, Douglas
l^istincttvie colors!
for every requirement — in
MOTION PICTURE TICKETS
Highest Quality Right Prices
KELLER-ANSELL TICKET CO.
Suite 608, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 9-7532

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult

l'"()wlcy, George Ernest and others. .Screenplay by Joseph Hoffman and Barry Trivers,
from a story by Lester ZifTren and Louis
Moore. Directed by James Tinling. Associate Producer, John Stone.
Plot: Richard Bond, a rookie school cop
unknown to his sister, Jane Withers and
liis sweetheart Arleen Whelan, is doing undercover work for Police Chief Minor Watson, father of Arleen, to get evidence against
gangster Douglas Fowley and his mob.
Through the aid of rookie Warren Hymer
and a slain rookie cop's brother, George
Ernest, on whom Jane gets her first crush,
the gang is captured after an automobile
chase.
SUMMARY: This should prove to be
the best all around Jane Withers starrer to
date, and with plenty of new fans to follow
her already big crowd of old ones she
should maintain her position as one of the
first ten box office stars. It should draw
alone in some spots and easily hold its own
as top of a dual bill in others. Given a fine
screenplay, excellent support and snappy
direction the fast maturing Miss Withers
sings, dances, makes love and comics all
through the picture. George Ernest, as her
"love vis-a-vis," gets his best part to date
and Warren Hymer never gathered more
laughs in any of his previous efforts. James
Tinling rates a hand for his direction especially for the automobile chase finale and
also John Stone for the fine production
values. Get local police to cooperate and if
there happens to be a police school or
Military Academy in town get their help
to ballyhoo. Dress theatre staff in police
outfits.
OUTSTANDING: Jane Withers' and
Warren Hymer's acting.
Catchline: "A little miss who knew all
the answers before her elders." (FAMILY)
Boys' Reformatory
Mono.

Drama

61 mins.

Gangster Story Should Please Weekeild
Action Fans; Needs Extra Feature Support
(National Release Date, May 1)
Cast: Frankie Darro, Grant Withers,
David Durand, Warren McCollun, Albert
Hill, Jr, Bob McClung, George Offerman,
Jr., Frank Coghlan, Jr., Ben Welden, others.
Screenplay by Ray Trampe and Wellyn Totman. Original story by Ray Trampe and
Norman S. Hill. Directed by Howard
Bretherton. Associate Producer, Lindsley
Parsons.
Plot:
Becauseto Coghlan's
mother has
been
like
a mother
him, and because
Coghlan
promises to go straight, Darro takes the rap
for a crime committed by his friend. Later,
Coghlan joins Darro in prison and notifies
him that he has been framed. They work
out a plan to get the guilty party, and put
it into effect. Eventually cleared, both are
freed and return home to a celebration in
their honor.
SUMMARY: "Oh, so you're gonna quit,
eh? Oh no, you're not. You're in on this
and you're gonna stay, see?" Where have
we heard that dialogue before? It's typical
of the gangster lingo to be heard in almost
any cops and robbers melodrama. In fact,
there are so many "see?'s" in "Boys' Reformatory" we ceased counting them. And
yet, it's a pretty good drama for the Saturday afternoon trade, because there's just
enough gunplay, pursuits and excitement
to please those who make up the week-end
theatre-going crowd. However, it's not
strong enough to stand alone, see? Unfortunately, no acting honors can be conferred
on any of the players, most of whom have
a tendency to overact, see? Frankie Darro
(Continued on page 24)
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CRAZV Sam Houston has been
given a first-rate screen bioRrapliy in "Man of Conquest." Although tlip film is a product of Republic Pictures, which usually turns
out "quickies." there is nothing slipshod about this Capitol offering. On
the contrary, it is a handsome and
remarkably faithful historical photoplay—the peer of any of the mopicture's
into
tion
of our s West.
periodresearche
the burgeoningrecent
With Richard Dix giving a solid
and powerful portrayal of the title
role, fine supporting characterizations and fast-paced direction, it is
an instructive and vastly entertaining .sliow
One of the greatest of our pioneer
fighters and statesmen was not
called crazy for nothing It is to the
rvcrlasting credit of "Man of Conquest 'that it maltes no bones about
Houston's frailties, but presents him
t^itli all the contradictions of personality that make for a man rather
than a mere figure. The film introduces him as lie is enlisting in AnJack.son'sbeat
armythe ofBritish
squirrelat
huntersdrewwhich
New Orleans, it resolutely documents the Houston carousing which
broke up his first marriage and
shows him torn between personal
gtced for power and patriotism before his valiant defense of Texas
whichtion inled
that state's
incorpora-is
the toUnion.
The narrative
inevitably sketchy, but it rings curiously true
To a large extent this Is due to
the fact that few o( the principals
have been definitely typed. The players in "Man of Conquest" fit their
roles persuasively, as they did In
"Stagecoach." and the result is a
film which really evokes the past,
instead of using it as a springboard
for the exploitation of personalities.
When Houston goes on a four-month
diunk after his wife leaves him,
when he champions the Cherokee
Iiidian nation, pits his wits and
loyalties against those of Andrew
Jackson, or changes from an exploiter of Texas to the avenger of
Ihe Alamo, the human texture of
'he screen drama is not only rich
in color and excitement, but It Is
(highly convincing.
Mr Div reclaims all of his past
renown in his steady and many faceted portrayal of the Tennessee
titan who made American expansion
into the Southwest possible. He
looks and acts the part of "a common man,"
a place
to searching
stretch hisrestlessly
soul infora
country of rapidly shifting frontiers.
He succeeds thereby in stamping
the production with Its Individual
character and making it cohesive.
It is good to see him playing at the
top of his form again. Edward Ellis
is little short of triumphant as
Andrew Jackson, Gail Patrick is
definitely acceptable as Margaret
Lea, who is a romantic foil for
Houston in the latter portions of
the photoplay, and Robert Barrat
gives a vivid impersonation of Davey
Crockett of Alamo fame. For that
matter, the whole company knows
its business and acquits itself in excellent manner.
While tlje script spans too many
years not to be episodic. George
Nichols Jr. has staged it with considerable suspense and continuity.
There are some rather obvions montage effects, but when the action
reaches a genuine cUmax, such as
the battle on the banks of the San
Jacinto, when Houston whipped
Santa Ana's superior forces, the
film becomes a splendid
martial
pageant. Always the situations are
based on character and authentic
incident rather than the romantic
conceptions which Hollywood so
frequently employs in its reconstructions of vanished eras. "Man
of Conquest" is a notable and intriguing
addition to the screen's
collection of Americana.

YORK
^Tribune
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'Man of Conquest,' a Spectacle-Charged Biography of
Sam Houston, Reminds the Capitol of the Alamo
By FRANK S. NUGENT
Hollywood's Good Neighbor program, so proudly begun by the
Warners' "Juarez" went into full
retreat yesterday when Republic's
"Man of Conquest" swept into the
Capitol with the war cry. Remember the Alamo' and a jubilant reenactment of the rout of Santa
Ana's army at San Jacinto. It is
not a tactful film, but it's a remarkably good one. colorful, vigoroua and dramatic. It is based,
of course, on the life of Sam Houston, one of the stormiest petrels in
our national history, and it cunningly justifies the revolution In
Texas and its subsequent annexation by the United States as a vicship. tory of democracy over dictatorEven Andy Jackson Is privileged
to make a forward-looking comment upon that theme. "Up in
Washington
freedom underyoua said
pile ofwe'd
dirtyburied
politics." he tells Sam Houston. "Well,
just remember that America Is still
the land of the free— and there's
many
a brow-beaten
people
trade their
dictatorships
in awho'd
minute for a good dose of our dirty
politics. Not that our brand of
freedom ain't got its faults —
couldn't help it being run by ornery
humans like Congressmen and you
and me But I reckon that the
United States Is still the only place
in the world where a man can cuss
the President out loud and all the
President can do is cuss back or
else go flshin'. That's what I call
democracy."
Or good old homespun philosophy
which sanctifies a cleverly staged
land-grab and chiritably ignores—
or blames on white renegades— the
bilking of the Cherokees and the
scrapping of their treaties.
But turethat
is apart
the picitself and
should from
not discredit
it. For it is. in the main, an admirably contrived biography, honest
enoug^i
mentionthe Houston's
sodden spreeto among
Indians, making dramatic capital of his progression from self-aggrandizing adventurer to instrument of national
developmert. Houston, as Richard
Dix has pUyed him, is a full-bodied
portrait, earthy, human and virile.
Scarcely less notable is Edward
Ellis's performance of Andrew
Jackson. father.Houston's
godBy a strict political
interpretation
of
the
script,
the
film's
Old
Hickory
would have been combination saint
and prophet Mr. Ellis, with a lift
of an eyebrow or a twitch of the
mouth, has managed to suggest
that the halo is gilded, that Andy
was the wily old rascal history
proves him to be, a statesman of
highly practical idealism.
The picture finds Houston almost
at the beginning of his astonishing
career, but whisks him quickly
through all its early stages and does
not pause until he has resigned
the governorship of Tennessee because of the Eliza Allen scandal.
It hurries forward again, through
his wound-licking sojourn with
the Cherokees, to the Texas campaign with the massacre of the
Alamo and, climactically, the surging charge of the outnumbered
Texans through the siesta-numbed
ranks of the Santa Annans. And
before the effect of the battle spectacle has had time to wear off, the
picture telescopes the seven years
between Texan independence and
Texan annexation and ends— with a
victory for Jacksonlan democracy
over Mexican dictatorship.
Obviously, not a good-neighborly
attitude, but a picture well worth
seeing and hearmg.

-Telegram

Called
Richard
Comes

of
By

Conquest"

Epic
Dix

Enacts

Houston
With
Gusto
By KATE CAMERON.
"Man of Conquest," Republic picture, screen
by Wells Root,
E. E. Paraniore Jr. and Jan Fortune based on story play
Harold.c\iShumate
— by
... i^tv,o^m
<xc me I
and Wells Root, directed by George Nicholls Jr. and presented at
the
Capitol Theatre.

Newark

"Man

Dix

as Sam

Film
Houston

Into His Own Again.
WILLIAM BOEHNEL.
Salute with twenty-one guns a And how
"Man
tains! From
the ofveryConquest"
beginningenterIt Is
fine, rousing, spectacular blend of
Americanism and adventure called rough, strong, vibrant stuff, heroic
In
characterization,
sweeping
in
scope,
"Man of Conquest." at the Capitol,
which not only sounds the clarion majestic in sentiment, for It deals
with a two-fisted empire builder
call of freedom
In a colorful and courageous era
and democracy
when a young but mighty nation was
in high,ing resoundspreading westward and southward
notes but
and when men and women thought
relates Its mesnot only of their sacred rights for
sage of liberty
the day but for the future as well.
and the right of
Here, then, is the very stuff of which
man to govern
patriotic spectacles are made and
himaell In a vigauthors, director and players have
orous, colorful,
made the most and best, of it.
thrilling manner.
This is the story of Sam Houston,
Salute, too, the
soldier, politician, adventurer, man
mer
prestige
as
„.,„
_
.
^
return to his forof the people and lover of liberty
and
Justice.
begins with
Houston's
unhappy
firstItmarriage
to Eliza
Allen,
BoehneLof how
WUlUm praise,
forth- beyond
an actor,
capable
he becomes a member of the
right,
Dix, who hasn't had such Cherokee tribe out of disgust at the
meaty role as Sam Houston since treatment he has received from the
aRichard
white men, how he gives up his Inthe days he appeared in "Cimarron."
t"
dian allegiance in a deal with Andrew
Conquesfact
of simple
"Man
makes
What
the
Is
Is
the epic film It
save hetheleads
redmen's
land,
that it never once sacrifices action Jackson
and how, tofinally,
the Texans
or drama on the altar of propa- to victory against Mexico and marbeaudirect,
simple, the
ries Margaret
Lea. Story.
ganda. Inititsrestates
principles
A Career
tiful prose
on which this nation was founded
In its outline it is a career story of
and will continue to exist, world
pioneering American, but in Its
without end, God willing, b.ut it does asubstance
it is a dignified, simply
with
that
ion
realizat
so with a full
stated
plea
for liberty and Justice as
out dramatic conflict, without sus- well as a rip-snorting, red-blooded
pense and action its message, no s>ory of love and adventure, which
or sincere,
is a you cannot afford to miss.
matter a how
For it isn't
in hell.
hoot fiery
worth
The cast is excellent Richard Dix.
truism of the cinema that before long one of the finest actors on the
you
tain. can preach you must first enter- screen, comes into his own again as
Houston, giving a performance that
Strong, 'Vibrant Stuff.
is matchless in its conception and
execution. Joan Ftontalne is properly pretty and fragile as Eaiza, Gail
Patrick is stanch and true as Margaret Lea and theffe is a truly fine
char<icterization by Edward Ellis as
Andrew Jackson. The others in the
cast include 'Victory Jory, Robert
Barrat. George Hjiyes. Ralph Morgan, Robert Armstrong, C. Henry
Gordon, Janet Beecher and Pedro
de Cordoba, and they cotildn't be Im-,
proved upon.

★
★
★
★
I
It's good to have Richard Dix
back on the screen in the kind of
role he can handle with confidence
and the gusto which he put into his
of "Cimarperforma
memorabl
nce The
e Yancey
ron's"
Cravat.
role of
Sam Houston, in the Capitol's "Man
of Conquest
," has
order
for him.
He been
gives made
us theto
doughty avenger of the Alamo in a
highly sympathetic light. He is a
hero
of fictional proportions, but a
man, for all that. He is a fighter,
politician and a man of action who
knows what he wants and gets it.
George Nichols Jr., who directed
the film for Republic Pictures, has
done a fine job in catchin,, the
spiiit and movement of the times.
He keeps the story moving at a fast
pace and he handles the big fighting scones with superb generalship.
A Faithful Record.
The picture is a faithful outline
of .Sam Houston's colorful life. It
bi'trins with his political campaign
f'li governor when his fellow Tenlu'sseean, Andrew Jackson, takes
tho stump for him. It takes Sam
through hi.s mariiage to pretty
IT-year-old Eliza Allen, the unhappy ppv.orl of lirunkcnness follouiag Elizas
and his
rt-si);nation from desertion
office.
It skims over the period of his
Koivue with the Cherokee Indians
an, I follows him through his romance with Margaret Lea and the
Btiiiing adventure in Texas when
111', as head of a small army of
Tevans, wrested the state from
Mexico by defeati
Anna at Jacinto. ng Gen. Santa
The Jacinto battle scene is thrillIngly done. Santo Anna is lured
into position and, at the psychological moment, Houston
with
hi.s inferior force to thestrikes
battle cry
of "Remember the Alamo."
The cast supporting Richard Dix
IS an able one. Edward Ellis gives
■ n nnprcssive picture of Jackson,
as campaigner and President. Joan
Fontaine is a pretty, petulant
Eliza
and Gail Patrick is lovely in the
moio sympathetic role of Houston's second wife.
i
cast'
the excellen
The balance
t
include
s Victorof Jory
as Travis;
Robert Barrat as Davey Crockett;
Sam'sh; faithful
Hayes asUpchurc
George Lannie
fneiid,
Ralph
Morgan as the peace-loving Stephen ■
Austin, who tried to keep the
Americans of Texas from open rebellion against the Mexicans; Robert Armstrong as Jim Bowie, and
C. Henry
Gordon
as the Mexican
Anna.
Cciieral
, Santa
There is a sweep and bigness to
the latter part of the picture that
Is tremendously impressive, and
the whole historical setting, from
Tones.soe to Washingt
Is intensely interesting.on to Texas,
This is the most important picture that Republic has made for
soveral years and the rejult justifii'S the time, trouble and money
expended on it.

THEATRE

'READ

EVERY

WORD!

posed Secession when that was the
most unpopul
do in Texas. ar thing a man could
Needless to say, this astonishing
life cannot be covered completely
vin the compass of a feature-length
picture. I must confess that the acimg and production values, while
prodigious advance for a small com-a
pany like Republic, are undistinguished compared to epic efforts of
a major company.
Richard Dix is a sincere and
siraightforward actor but incapable
of projec
nt interpretation ting a brillia
cal figure.
Fontaine ofasa histori
his first wife and Joan
Gail
Patrick as his second are a couple
of good-looking actresses. Robert
Barrat and Robert Armstrong
Davcy Crockett and Jim Bowie arcas
nothing out of the ordinary. George
Hayes,
the comic figure of the "Hopalong Cassid
y" series,
s as
Houston's companiori on figure
his long
drunk. That's all right, but
again Hayes is just Hayes.there
He
doesn't help create the illusion of
1830 in C.theHenry
Midwes
t. ,Ourtakes
familiar
villain.
Gordon
over'
the Villain's role as Santa Ana Only
Victor Jory as William Travis and
Edward Ellis as Andrew Jackso
n
give more to their roles than the
honest, journeyman minimum.
The lion's share of the praise for
"Man of Conquest" goes to Sam
Houston, the pioneer who lived a
ready-n>ad« movie scenario just m
if it wereducersahad man's
All to
the come
prodo life.
was try
reasonably to
close. They did very
well, all things considered.

Colorful Career of Sam Houston
By BOSE PELSWIOK.
Faithfull
y Taken From Biography
A bang-up historical drama, the Capitol Theatre's "Man
of Conquest" tells the story of Sam Houston and the fight for
By ARCHER WINSTEN
Texas independence from Mexico. It's also the first milliondollar production from the studios of ReThe lives of most men need con quest" follows Houston's life wi'h
public Pictures, whose product has hithsiderable dramatic needling to mJike praiseworthy
accuracy, omitting or
erto been on the low budget side and
them adequate scenarios for movie telescoping incidents only because
whose initial ambitious venture is a satthere are limits to time, footage and
thrills. Even historical figures in scenery.
the center of great events require
isfactory one.
When you see Houston drowning
the molding of the flctioneer. But
Filmed on a large and sweeping
the life of General Sam Hou.>;ton, his sorrows among the Indians, con1 scale, the picture is packed with action,
liberator of Texas from Mexican
suming whisky out of what seems
offering stirring battle scenes, Indian
to be a Vat 69 four-fifths, remember
that the real Houston, a hero of Garfights and an interesting recreation of a
gantuan proportions, drowned that
r— MOVIE METEK-1
colorful period in American history. The
sorrow in barrels, not bottles. Nine
climax, of course, is the battle of San
barrels, to be exact: four of Monongahela whisky, one com, one coJacinto, an impressively staged sequence
gnac, one gin, one rum and one wine.
in which the Texas soldiers defeat MexThe Cherokees, his adopted brothers,
rule. Governor of Tennessee and
ico's troops with the rousing war cry,
calling him "Ar-dee-tahTexas, United States Senator, inti- began
"Remember the Alamo."
which means 'Big Drunk."
mate of President Andrew Jackson skee,"
This period followed his GoverRichard Dix, starred in the title
norship of Tennessee, which he had
and adopted son of a Cherokee
role, gives a convincing performance anilj
Indian chief sounds like the pink resigned due to the mysterious
is assisted by a large and able cast. Charelephant phase of a Hollywood tragedy of his first marriage. Before
RU HARO ni\
scenarist
that he had been a pioneer, a solacterizing him as an adventurer, poli- CH»itfirhtan hfro
In T^ias*
for frerdom
dier of reckless courage and a
When
you
see
"Man
of
Conquest"
tician and soldier, the film is a biographat the Cajjitol Theatre your natural friend of the Indians. Afterwairds
he
returned
to sobriety, fighting a
ical account of Houston from the days when he trapped andl
assumption is that Republic Pictures,
an outfit given to sensational West' canny rtiilitary campaign against the
hunted with the Cherokees until the time when he helped bnngl
Mexicans, becoming the President
about the annexation of Texas bv tlie Union.
crns, couldn't
itself. But
reference
to thecontrol
authoritative
)IIe of Texas, and later its Governor
His friendship with Andrew I
when it entered the Union.
of Sam
When the Civil War came Sam
; Jackson, whom he joined at New
ten
by Houston,
Marquis 'The
James,Raven,"
revealswmtan
Houston, whose, physical courage
astonishing thing. "Man of Con- had
Orleans, his campaign for Govnever been in question, rose to
heights of moral courage. He op
ernorship of Tennessee, his unihappy first marriage and his |
'adoption by the Cherokee tribe
are traced in considerable detail |
during the first part of the film.
The second half of the picture
tin
concerns itself with Houston's part
in the history of Texas.
Br EILEEN CREELMAN.
And it's the second half that I
showcontains most of the action,
Hollywood is continuing to discover America. Its latest
RROR
MI
D«1I/ Mirror, tie.>
ing Houston starting off to carve
DAILY
bit of flag-waving, "Man of Conquest" at the Capitol
an empire for himself in the
PaRTLT cloudi
Theater, is a more welcome picture than most. This is
Southwest and ready to lead other
adventurers in a revolution that | sound melodrama, a spectacular outdoor piece with a real
the august
Long dedicated to Metro masterpieces,
would make Texas a "free state.
f lonally
sen«
Opposed at first by Stephen
capitofw^ith those nice logue seats, this week
character to lead its action. "Man of Conquest," in fact,
comfilm
ent
pend
inde
Austin, who did not want to fight
a modest
is one of the best American historical films in a year filled
presents the product hof made
"Man of Conquest. The'
film
Mexico's general, Santa Anna, he with good Westerns.
pany is Hepublic whic
swings both Austin and his fol, ,s far from modest: it is big Rousing, f '"l"'^;'"/
of Conquest" is an
This is the story of Sam Houston, Perhaps "Man
Texas,
a
mo.st
worth
while
piclowers to his side after Santa | who was quite a man. The title, <ipic. It's
IS the story of Sam Houston and of
ture anyway Richard Dix, the
excit
iouslvIt produced and staged.
ambiting.
Anna's massacre of the garrison
of "Cimarron," plays Sam
end and to provoke whoopsasi|
of the Alamo. And, persuaded by | in spite or because of its blatantly hero
^ith Richard Dix as Houston, ha,rDixon does
impressive a job
with a vigor and intelliJackson, now President, of the
dramatic quality, exactly suits Sam Houstongence that
ofs theto Houston as as
heading a big cast, it is one
brings
the
character
to
did as the pioneer;
he
ction
produ
orate
necessity for Texas becoming part
elali
mo-t
Houston. He was just that, a man life Edward Ellis, the doctor of
ha.sn t J.
"Cimarr
of
of the Union, he leads his men to i of conquest, fiercely ambitious, "A Man to Remember," is Andrew
manyHe seasons
the side-street editor
had such a role inon."
have come from
victory at San Jacinto
justilies tlie
fully
it
Jackson,
a
colorful
character
and
and
s,
studio
eager to lead, willing to fight. He
relished'
Patriotic in theme and vigortment in r by match- and he appears to
as
daring theinves
Patrick,
(!ailhave
to have been in and out of 'veil played. Gail I'atiick is the
ing most pretentious epics of his opportunityEdward
ously handled, the picture is good I beems
'■ouragcous, understanding MarVictor
Ellis,
trouble
all
his
life.
Always
he
had
hcorine,
the
the big ones.
garet, and Joan Fontaine the first
entertainment. In addition to Mr. | eo.od friends. Usually he had a
histheir ably
Robert
personal
Dix the cast includes Edward El"'ife, who was terrified by her huson'sdrove
abet himin most
roles, all Barrat,
him Jory, toric
which
fight on his hands.
theingblowHoust
andatiz
lifeDram
vital,
^and and by his life
is
"
Conquest
lis, who contributes a behevable
of
"Man
the wilderness
"Man of Conquest" tells of some
from Tennessee toTexas
of Conquest" takes in quite
portrait of Andrew Jackson; Gail
recorded Itin isa vig, the film rou.-ing orous,
history,
of those fights, tells of them in a "Man
was
once
h
whic
big.
man
to
the
^Vf
"t"^''
exciting' play.
lot
of
territory,
wandering
from
^^'r^'^p-.v
'
Patrick, who is charming as the
true
but not
that bizarre . the flag
of
r
strong
dramatic
terms,
remembercaiee
the
s
tiace
Tennessee
to
Arkansas,
to
Washd. It waves
splendi
ng and
young woman who became Houssion of sweepi
\z:g that motion pictures should ineton, and down into Texas, then
too
move, that audiences enjoy action.
Texas to the Union in 4o. facKcc tne iiaK, ' .
ston's second wife, even thougn
be
part
of
Mexico.
The
political
dranta
' Man o^ Conquest" gives them of the book is particularly interestshe's a bit too glamorously made
np upload, immediate trusively. The fans will
fiKhti
with
fiction, from that first glimpse of
it
over
tic
thusias
up for a pioneer girl. C. Henry
the
hl.^'oly It "f'drama to sUind
ing in this year of 1939. once more
voung Sam coming home from a
Gordon, as Santa Anna; Ralph
:,ear of hunting with the Indians demonstrating that one s viewpoint
Morgan as David Crockett, and
depends upon what country is
through his political success, his all
Robert Armstrong, Robert Barrat
seizing whose land. The American
tragic
marriage
with
Eliza
Allen,
and George Hayes as a few of the
in Mexico were dissatisfied
his flight 'back to the Indians, and settlers
fast-shooting citizens of the day.
that last wild adventure in Texas. with the Government. With Sam
their head, they reTt was Sam Houston who brought Houstonbelledat
and took Texas away from
Texas into ths Union; and it was
Mexico. "Man of Conquest" looks
leally Texas who brought Sam upon
this with approval, and makes
Houston into the Union too. His
conquest of that State made him the settlers' revenge for the Alamo
realize for the first time that he a rip-roaring battle. If Republic
was really a white man, and an can keep up to the standard of
this, its first big picture, there will
American.
All this makes for grand frontier be a new company to reckon with
drama, and as Stirling a spectacle among the major studios.
as the movies have given us for a
lOng time Hollywood likes to describe this type of fjim as an epic.
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Any picture on which Advance Dope has been published is followed
by an asterisk (*). Consult the booking guide for dates on which
Advance Dope appeared.
[This Week:
[last Week:

In Production— 48; Being Edited— 68]
In Production— 49; Being Edited— 67]

COLUMBIA
Being Edited
ARIZONA COWBOY (W)*
MISSING DAUGHTERS*
HIDDEN POWER
Jack Holt,
rected by LewGertrude
Collins. Michael.
Produced Diby
Larry Darmour.
MAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Directed by Sam Nelson.
In Production (1938-39)
GOOD GIRLS CO TO PARIS
Melvyn Douglas, Joan Blondell. Directed by Alexander Hall.
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
PARENTS ON TRIAL
Jean Parker, Johnny Downs. Directed
by Hans Schwartz.
COAST GUARD
Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy.
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
A WOMAN IS A JUDGE
Frieda Inescort, Rochelle Hudson.
Directed by Nick Grinde.
In Production (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude
Rains, Edward Arnold. Produced and
directed by Frank Capra.
GRAND

NATIONAL

Being Edited
LADY TAKES A CHANCE*
In Production
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
with Margo. Directed by Steve Sekely.
METRO-COLDWYNMAYER
Being Edited (1938-39)
TARZAN*
BRIDAL SUITE*
TELL NO TALES*
6,000 ENEMIES*
MAIZIE WAS A LADY*
ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER*
Being Edited (1939-40)
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*

METRO-COLDWYNMAYER (Cont.)
STRONGER THAN DESIRE
Virginia Bruce. Walter Pidgeon. Directed by Leslie Fenton.
LADY OF THE TROPICS
Robert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr. Directed by Jack Conway.
BLACKMAIL
Edward G. Robinson, Nat Pendleton.
Directed by H. C. Potter.
MONOGRAM

RKO-RADIO

WINTER CARNIVAL*
MUSIC SCHOOL

Being Edited

Jascha ducedHeifetz,
McCrea.
Proby Samuel Joel
Goldwyn.
Directed
by Archie Mavo.
REAL GLORY

GIRL FROM MEXICO*
FIVE CAME BACK*

Gary
David
Niven, Cooper,
ReginaldAndrea
Owen. Leeds,
Directed
by
Henry
Hathaway.
Produced
by
Samuel Goldwyn.

THE
LITTLEDOVE*
MOTHER*
In Production

UNIVERSAL
Being Edited
THEY ASKED FOR IT*

MEMORY OF LOVE*
CAREER*
WAY
SOUTH*(W)
TIMBERDOWN
STAMPEDE
George O'Brien. Directed by Dave
Howard.
SPELL BINDER
Lee Tracy, Dorothy Reed. Directed
by Jack Hively.

Being Edited
WOLF CALL*
DOWN THE WYOMING TRAIL (W)*
ACROSS THE PLAINS*
GIRL FROM NOWHERE*
PARAMOUNT
Being Edited (1938-39)
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
UNMARRIED*
UNDERCOVER DOCTOR*
GRAND )URY SECRETS*
MAN ABOUT TOWN*
CRACIE ALLEN MURDER CASE*
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S BRIDE*
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*

REPUBLIC

GERONIMO*
BEAU GESTE*
WHAT A LIFE*
LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
William Boyd, Kussell Hayden. Directed by Lesley Selander. Produced
by Harry Sherman.
In Production

(1939-40)

DISPUTED PASSAGE*
CAT AND THE CANARY*
THE STAR MAKER*
HEAVEN ON A SHOESTRING
Pat O'Brien,
rected by LewisOlympe
Milestone.Bradna. DiRULER OF THE SEAS
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret Lockwood. Produced and directed by
Frank Lloyd.
NIGHT WORK
Mary Boland, Charles Ruggles. Directed by George Archainbaud.

ZERO HOUR*
SOUTHWARD HO*
S.O.S. TIDAL WAVE*
MOUNTAIN RHYTHM*

In Production (1939-40)
IN OLD CALIFORNIA
GRAD* Arlen, Constance Moore.
OLDRichard
Directed by Christy Cabanne.

In Production
MICKEY, THE KID*
IN OLD CALIENTE*
OKLAHOMA OUTLAW (W)
Three Mesquiteers. Directed by
George Sherman.
20frh CENTURY-FOX

OUR LEADING CITIZEN
Bob Burns, Susan Hayward. Directed
by Alfred Santell.

WHITE LADY OF THE ORIENT*
SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES*
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
CHARLIE CHAN IN RENO*
THE GORILLA*
YOUNG MR. LINCOLN*
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU*

Being Edited (1939-40)
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE*
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE
Amanda Duff, Kane Richmond. Directed by Ricardo Cortez.

HOTEL FOR WOMEN*
JONES
FAMILY
AT

(1939-40)
THE

THE UNDERPUP
Robert Cummings, Nan Grey. Directed by Richard Wallace.
BRIGHT VICTORY
Bartholomew.
Freddie
Jackie Cooper,
Santley.
by Joseph
Directed
WARNER

BROTHERS

Being Edited (1938-39)
NAUGHTY BUT NICE*
CODE OF THE SECRET SERVICE*
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER*
HELL'S KITCHEN*
DEVIL ON WHEELS*
NANCY DREW, TROUBLE SHOOTER-*
EACH DAWN I DIE*
FAMILY AFFAIR*
GANTRY THE GREAT*
WATERFRONT*
ENEMY AGENT*
GIVE ME A CHILD*
LIGHTHORSE HARRY*

SECOND FIDDLE*

In Production

HOUSE OF FEAR*
In Production (1938-39)
THE SUN NEVER SETS
Field.
Jr., Virgmia
Doug Fairbanks
by Rowland
and ,directed
Produced
V. Lee.
INSIDE INFORMATION
June
HaroldLang,
Young.Dick Foran. Directed by
MODERN CINDERELLA
Boyer. ProCharles
Dunne,
Irene duced
and directed
by John M. Stahl.

Being Edited

Being Edited (1938-39)
Being Edited (1939-40)

MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
In Production

GRAND

Being Edited (1939-40)
BATTLE
OF CITY HALL*
MAID*
OLD
In Production (1938-39)
HOBBY FAMILY*
In Production (1939-40)
DUST BE MY DESTINY
ohn Garfield, Jane Bryan. Directed
y Lewis Seller.
NOT WANTED
Gloria rected
Dickson,
by Terry Dennis
Morse. Morgan. Di-

In Production (1939-40)
ON BORROWED TIME*
GONE WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable. Leslie
TRAVELSProduced by Max
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Di- GULLIVER'S
Cartoon Feature.
rected by Victor Fleming. Produced
Fleischer. In Technicolor.
by David O. Selznick.

THECANYON*
RAINS CAME*
CHARLIE CHAN AT TREASURE
ISLAND
Sidney Toler, Sen Yung. Directed
by Norman Foster.

DOUBLE DYED DECEIVER
Tito Guizar. Jane Clayton, Gale Sondergaard, Alan Mowbray. Directed
hv Ed. D. Venturini. Produced by
Harry Sherman,

TORCHY— DEAD OR ALIVE
Jane Wyman, Tom Kennedy. Directed
by Noel Smith.
NANCY DREW AND
THE HIDDEN STAIRCASE
Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas.
Directed by William Clemens.

CHICKEN WAGON FAMILY
Jane Withers, Leo Carillo. Directed
l y Herbert I. Leeds.

KNIGHT AND THE LADY
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland,
Bette Davis.
Directed by Michael

THE WOMEN
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, RosaV'^A
kor. Russell. Directed by George Cu-

Curtir.
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EXCHANGE

Programs

United
From

FRED JACKSON, city manager for the
Griffith Circuit in Seminole, Okla., has been
appointed city manager at Norman, Okla.,
replacing LEW CHATHAM who resigned
to accept an executive position with Griffith
Dickinson Theatres in Kansas City. KENNETH BLACKLEDGE, who has been city
manager for Griffith in Frederick, Okla.,
has been named citj' manager for the newly
acquired Griffith Theatres in El Reno.
EARLE SETTLE, city manager at Okmulgee, has been promoted to BLACKLEDGE'S post. DAVID DALLAS, city
manager at Holdenville, Okla., has been
appointed
manager
of theKans.
Griffith-Dickinson Theatre
at Parsons,
FOSTER

States

London

jump
members,
THIS
back week,
and forth
betweenwe're
the going
United to States
and England. It seems that across the ocean
they're doing a mighty fine job of making up
and distributing programs, according to information we've received from our London
correspondent, Jock MacGregor.
Let's take the program issued by the
Curzon, London's most exclusive cinema.
This is the only West End house, Jock informs us, that incorporates outside advertisements in its program, issued monthly.
Actually there are no really original features in the program, but it is a well-edited
and prepared brochure with some useful
information about the bills, prices, a "sister"
house, and how to get to the Curzon— a
very useful feature since the cinema is situated away from the general flow of traffic
in Mayfair.
The policy of the 600-seat Curzon is to
present Continental films, but during the
summer months it specializes in repertory
weeks, presenting two different films of some
popular star each day. (There's an idea for
you, boys). The Marx Brothers comedies
have proved the most successful in these
series.
Jock gives us some pointers on distinguishing British standards of currency from our
own. For instance, reckoned at $4.80 to the
British pound, the Curzon's admission prices
are 2/6 (60 cents) ; 3/6d (84 cents) ; 8/6
($2.00); 6/ ($1.42).
Nowweek
let'swejump
back to
the United
This
welcome
a new
member,States.
Ned
Kornblite, Jr., of the Suburban Theatre,
on the bottom. The program is distributed
from house to house.
As we see it, KornCHANCE

TRADE

OF ADDRESS!

Program Exchange member W. S. Samuels, formerly of the Lyric Theatre, Port Neches, Texas, is
now manager of the Rex Theatre, Arp, Texas. Yes,
we said "Arp." That's his new address, so change
your mailing sheet right now.
Binghamton, N. Y. Kornblite uses two
monthly programs. One is a small cardboard affair, distributed only in the theatre.
It is cooperative, the merchants paying for
three-ciuarters of the cost.
The other is printed in the form of a
handbill, and the local representative for
Photoplay and Movie Mirror, fan magazines,
pays about two-thirds of the cost for his ad
^Your
Application Blanks
Clip and Mail Now!
STR Program Exchange,
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW,
1501 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Dear "Chick": — I hereby apply for membership in
the STR Program Exchange. I understand that entry
of my name on this coupon signifies a willingness to
exchange theatre programs with other theatres, but
involves no other obligations.
Name
Theatre
City
State

LYMAN, city manager at LTvalde, Tex.,
has
been promoted
to JACKSON'S
post by
in
Seminole
and is replaced
at Uvalde
BOYD SCOTT, formerly at New Braunfels, Texas.

Something

Different in Covers

Hoiv's this for a program cover? It comes
from Tom Pringle, of the Ideal Theatre, Toronto, Canada. Tom didn't send the above
illustration as a program, cover, but it strikes
us as being appropriate for that purpose, and
is someivhat out of the ordinary. If you believe your program has an unusual cover,
tvhy not send us a sample?

K. LEE WILLIAMS, who has recently
organized a circuit of theatres, has announced several managerial appointments.
LOUIS LITTLEFAIR will be city manager at Nashville, Ark. He comes from
the Griffith Circuit at Stanford, Texas.
R. C. LLOYD will be city manager at
Broken Bow, Okla. He was in Roswell,
N. M. L. E. PETTY, forrnerly in Clarkville, Tex., is the manager in Dierks, Ark.
AL REISCH, formerly with the Garden,
Brooklyn, is now in Florida and sends his
"nawtherner" friends his greetings and salutations.

blite's handbill program uses old style type.
The outside borders are broken, yet this
defect
does As
not for
detract
from it the
usefulness.
the card,
can program's
be folded
to fit in the pocket or in a wallet. Thanks
Ned, and we hope the other members will
start exchanging with you immediately.
W. S. Samuel sends us a calendar program
from Port Neches, Texas, which is quite a
flash. From J. H. Roberts, manager of the
Star Theatre, Hereford, Texas, we received
a large green calendar, with the attractions
printed in black over the dates. Roberts,
we don't have your name on our membership list. Better drop us an application for
membership
rightshuffle.
now. We
(Or hope
maybenot.)
you've
been lost in the
The Affiliated Theatres Circuit sends us a
souvenir programme on the occasion of the
circuit's first anniversary. Theatres operated
by the company include the Allen, Rialto
and Walton in Germantown, Pa.; Avenue,
Bluebird, Susquehanna and Temple in North
Philadelphia; Eagle, Howard and Star in
Kensington; Adelphi, Casino and Frolic in
West Philadelphia, and the Garden in West
Chester.
On the front appears a little fellow with
his first birthday cake, and at the bottom of
the page is a montage of the various theatres
operated by the circuit. Inside is a message
to patrons from the managers and employees.
Although there are numerous ads throughout
the programme, there are also items of interest about the theatres. The service stafT of
each important house is shown. Here is a
souvenir patrons surely must have retained
to be treasured through the years.
Next week we're going on a voyage to
England again. Oh, not us personally —
goodness no! We're much too busy for that.
But as far as programs are concerned, we're
going to span the ocean, and Jock MacGregor will be ready in London to give us
some more news about British programmes.
And, of course, we'll have some paragraphs
about our members here at home, too. So
be on hand a week from today.

llth
CHILDREN'S
Celebrated in churches. SponJUNEsored by the DAY.
Board of Domestic Missions, 25 East
22nd Street, New York. Give a party for the kids
with ice cream cones, toys and all the rest.
12th
NEW YORK CITY INCORPORATED. 1655. This is
the time to play a picture with a New York locale.
Fair trips.
It might help you to sell your contest for World's
14th
FLAG DAY. This is the anniversary of the establishment of the Star Spangled Banner as our national
flag. This year it should be especially observed. Put
up flags in front of your theatre. Have the audience
sing
'Theof Star
Banner" at the beginning
and end
each Spangled
show.
15th
PIONEER DAY IN IDAHO. It's a great day for a
pioneer picture like "Union Pacific" or "Dodge
City."
in Idaho.The occasion should be particularly observed
ARKANSAS JOINED THE UNION, 1836. It's a good
time
to son,
play Bob
a picture
Van Buren,
Ark.'s
favorite
Burns. featuring
The day should
be fittingly
observed in Arkansas.
17th
BUNKER HILL DAY. Although this day is observed
principally in Boston due note can be taken of it
throughout the country. Play a short about Revolutionary times. Run an essay contest on the Minute
Men and their place in history.
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Palace, New

Cloversville Gloves for Girls
When the stage attraction, "Stars Over
Broadisjay" played the Glove Theatre, Gloversville, one of the Schine circuit houses, arrangements zvere made to have Fulton County "allAmerican" gauntlets modeled by twelve lovelies
from the troupe. Here are the girls receiving
the gloves from Mayor Thayer on the steps
of the Community Center. This stunt will be
used in advertising and publicity during the
remainder of the show's bookings in Schine
houses in Nevu York, Ohio and Maryland.

Hartford
Rogers

Impressed

Week

With

Observance

Backing of the recent Will Rogers National Theatre Week drive was effectively
achieved by Manager Paul Binstock of the
Lyric Theatre, Hartford, Conn. Binstock
knew the worthy purposes behind the drive,
so he set about to impress that fact upon
the Hartford citizens.
He officially inaugurated the week with a
visit to the office of Acting Mayor James
F. McCourt at the City Hall. The Mayor
gave Binstock a proclamation appealing to
men and women of the city to join in the
Will Rogers national observance. The manager's visit was photographed, and the pictures appeared in the paper.
Then Binstock went to Gov. Raymond
E. Baldwin who also signed a proclamation
designating April 19-25 as Will Rogers
Memorial Week in theatres throughout the
state. A story explaining the drive, together
with a photo of Binstock and the Governor,
appeared in the newspapers.
Binstock's efforts on behalf of the drive
are deserving of special commendation. He
could have let the observance pass the easy
way, but knowing its importance and the
worthy cause for which it was originated,
he chose to do all in his power to help
make it a success.
Then, Pray Tell, Who Are You?
A small child dressed as Little Orphan
Annie, parading around the busy intersections leading a dog and carrying a suitcase,
was the street ballyhoo stunt used by John
Maloney, manager of the Cosmo Theatre,
Chicago, in selling the film, "Little Orphan
Annie." Copy on the suitcase was "I am
not Little Orphan Annie — She is at the
Cosmo today."
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York, Capitalizes

On Home Town Angle on "Circus"
How a down-town theatre can win publicity
for its show when the featured players are
born in suburban communities or near-by towns
was forcibly demonstrated by the Palace, New
York, during the run of "Peck's Bad Boy With
theTommy
Circus."Kelly and Ann Gillis were students
in schools of the vicinity when their respective
screen careers were launched. Ann was a student of the Daniel Webster School in New
Rochelle and young Kelly was attending a
Bronx parochial school when he was discovered by a talent scout in search of a typical
American boy to play Tom Sawyer.
The Palace obtained write-ups and photographic reproductions in local newspapers of
the communities. The Standard-Star of New
Rochelle used a two-column photo reproduction of Ann on page one and additional data
and biographical matter on another page, with
credits to the Palace showing.
Managers of many key-houses will be able
to gain valuable breaks of this nature where
members of a show's cast hail from near-by
towns. Data concerning the home-towns of
members of casts is carried in pressbooks.
"Excellent" is Word for Trainor's
"Blondie Meets Boss" Campaign
"Excellent" is the word for the campaign
staged by Lee Trainor. manager of the Rialto
Theatre, Allentown, Pa., in association with
Ed Rosenbaum, Columbia exploiteer, on
"Blondie Meets the Boss." And when we say
"Excellent," we're referring to just such stunts
as these :
A wire-haired pup was given away to the
person giving him the best name. The pooch
was displayed in the lobby a week in advance.
Thirty blondes with noise makers were
transported around town in a large bus ap-

FOR

BETTER

SHOW

SELLING

Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Feb. 18
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Dark Victory
April 22
Flying Irishman
March 11
Gunga Din
Jan. 28
Hardys Ride High
April 22
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Idiot's Delight
Jan. 21
Jesse James
Jan. 21
King ofPrincess
the Turf
Feb.
Little
Mar. 254
Lucky
Night
This
Made For Each Other
Feb.Issue18
Man of Conquest
April 29
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
March 18
Stand Up and Fight
Jan. 7
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April 15
Streets of New York
April 15
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Topper Takes a Trip
Jan. 14
Union Pacific
May 6
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You
Can't
Cheat
An
Honest
Man....
Feb.
Zenobia
Mar. 18
18
propriately bannered. They distributed cards
bearing the copy, "How's 'Bout a Date? —
A cooperative ad on Bulova watches was
promoted
from Kay's
Jewelry store, as well as
a special window
display.
Blondie."
"Sour-puss" ads, showing individuals before
and after
"Blondie
Meets the Boss,"
were
run inseeing
the local
newspaper.
Three window display tieups were effected
on the Remington-Rand Razor.
A fashion window was promoted from a
prominent store. Eighteen other window tieups were made along Main Street.
A one dollar bank account was started for
every baby born between March 31 and April
5. This cost little but netted much.

He Hocked His Clothes to See "Jesse James"
Besides covering a large portion of the outside wall with a smashing sign on "Jesse James,"
20th Century-Fox picture. Manager Jim Ackron of the Ritz Theatre, Tipton, Indiana, had a
man attired in zvinter underzvear walking around the business district bearing the placards "I
hocked my clothes to see 'Jesse James'." As a result, the film broke records. Great stuff, Jim.
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you'll
be .upon
soonared
MERto will
SUM
outandcasting
Withus
be prep
want
any slurs on Hollywood product, it can
d the
safely be said that many people atten
theatre in summer as much for the purpose
of cooling- off as to see the picture. Your
cooling plant should therefore receive
plenty of advertising attention.
One stunt the writer pulled several years
still stands out (our thumbs are under our
armpits) as an example of subtle selling of
a pecuthe cooling plant. It came abouted infrom
the
liar way. A woman was prostrat
heat in front of the theatre. The police
brought her inside and the cool atmosphere
helped to revive her. The newspapers got
hold of the story (can't seem to remember
how) and gave due prominence to the fact
that the cool theatre revived the prostrated
newspapers were inlady. Next day, theothers
had entered the
formed that many
theatre seeking relief from the heat. It so
happens that when a reporter is assigned to
write a weather story, unless he's unusually
clever, he'll find it difficult to think of ideas.
So we were able to provide a steady feature, giving a good round figure daily as
the number of people who sought relief in
the theatre. The newspaper even sent a
photographer around to picture the crowds
buying tickets at the opening and although
we didn't like it so much interviewed several people who admitted that their sole reason for attending the show was to cool off.
Well, there's an idea. The daily attendance
figures will make news during a hot^ spell.
"Hundreds rush to theatre to cool off", will
be the headline and that should ensure some
swell publicity for you.
But here we've gone and wasted many
good line^ to tell you of just one idea on

the (Sooiina
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Banners

for the Front

Banners like those above slwitld be Iinny
around your marquee and front. They should
be in cool colors like dark blue on sea green
or dark blue on zvhite. Those illustrated above
■ivere made by the Hollyzvood Advertising Co.
of Nezv York. They're made to order to fit
your marquee and are sold by the foot.
how to sell the cooling plant. Of course,
there are as many ways of selling the cooling plant as there are of selling a picture.
Banners and burgees outside are always
good. If you had some last year, well_ and
If you haven't or
good, ifbeyou
didn't,
surekept
you them.
get banners to display
on your front. It is an essential in selling
the fact that your house is cool.
Your ads should by all means carry a
slug about the cooling plant. Call it airconditioning, refrigerating or anything you
like, but get into your ads somewhere a
mention of the fact that your theatre is cool.
Many managers have swung away from the
polar bear and iceberg stuff, but there are
plenty of other ways to sell a cooling plant.
years ago, "Cool as an ocean breeze"
A few"cool
and
as a mountain stream" with appropriate illustrations were used to sell the
cooling plant. "20 degrees cooler inside"

special
all sell
you be
the left
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SYSTEM
was another line frequently used. Health
authorities in recent years have complained
that it was decidedly unhealthy to stay in
a temperature 20 degrees cooler than the
street and then go out on the street ag:ain
and subject oneself to all kinds of respiratory diseases. So that angle has been largely
eliminated,
although
stillthe
find manager
it practised in many
spots3'ou'll
where
thinks it wiser to cater to the natural instinct of man, to seek a cool place when
he's hot and forget the health authorities.
Whatever angle you use, these suggestions
can be adopted. If you have a great deal of
respect for medical advice you can use a
line like this: "scientifically and healthfully
cooled". Take a look at how various other
air conditioned spots in town are advertising their cooling systems. Although theatres
pioneered in air conditioning, today, restaurants, railroad trains, department stores and
many other establishments are offering this
blessing. Some of the stunts used by them
may give you an idea on how to sell your
own cooling system (and how not to, also).
Interview Health Commissioner
As soon as the first hot spell comes, get
an interview with the local health commissioner and have him give a story on the
healthful aspects of air conditioning. Your
newspaper will probably be interested in
this for the subject is on everyone's tongue
all through the summer.
A cooperative ad can be easily worked
with various air conditioned stores and
restaurants. Heading it "How to Spend a
Cool Day when the Temperature is 90",
you can get ads from all the other air conditioned places in town and thus have a
director}^ of cooled spots for your patrons.
If you should have the only air conditioned
place, the others will cooperate by suggestthat patrons
can cool off in the theatre
afteringtheir
shopping.
Want a novel stunt? Take a polar bear
cub or some other animal like a seal who
lives in northern climes and with the cooperation of the zoological director put him
in the lobby with the explanation that the
only place the animal was safe from heat
was right there in your lobby.
Tie Up With

Special Ad Slugs For Summer
Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., has prepared some
ad slugs for summer use as soon as his cooling plant i~s in operation. Note that they
the cooling plant strongly and that each offers space for a double feature bill. Should
playing single features, you can adapt these for your use by putting the feature on
and the shorts in the right hand panel. These are small space ads, too.

May

Equipment

Mfr.

The manufacturer of your cooling system
should be glad to tie up with you. Ask him
to send prospective customers for plants
to your theatre to see how well the system
works. A sign in the store occupied by the
company would do the trick, too.
Your local bus or street car system should
be glad to allow you to put cards in the
cars or buses because they realize that those
who attend the theatre are added patrons
for
idea. them too. See if you can't promote this
Another newspaper stunt that will get you
plenty of publicity is to have a reporter take
a tour of the theatre, especially the cooling
plant. Have the whole system explained
to him in detail, including how the air is
distributed and changed and all about how
you keep taking temperature readings, etc.
Remember, you can point out to him that
it isn't the heat but the humidity that makes
the summer uncomfortable and that while
the temperature in your theatre may be almost the same as outside that there is no
humidity
and that consequently it feels
cooler.
On the opposite page is a suggestion for
a trailer that will help sell your cooling
plant
This is really a series of trailers.

.1/c/V l.\
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Prof. Whizz, Via Special Trailers
Will Help To Sell Cooling System
Professor Whizz is the unique character
who, through a series of questions and answers, sells a theatre's cooling system and the
advantages of coming to the theatre in the
summertime. He appears in a series of special trailers distributed by National Screen
Service.
The new and clever idea, it is sa^d, has
met with instantaneous approval of exhibitors
everywhere and will undoubtedly prove to be
an unusual business-builder during the coming summer months.
There are ten Professor Whizz questions
in the series, or exhibitors can make their
own
or run can
a contest
for patrons'
selections.
The trailers
be bought
as an entire
series
or individually, and are said to be available at
a price well within the reach of the most
conservative exhibitor.

which you can get from National Screen
Service.
For than
your one
lobby,
haven't
seenyears
a better
stunt
usedwe for
several
now,
of a perspiring fat man, wiping his brow.
His wife suggests that they go inside and
cool ofT. This idea, in life size, makes an
admirable lobby cutout.
A couple of years ago, E. H. McBride,
manager of Loew's State in Syracuse, had
a swell stunt for publicizing his cooling
plant. He invited the Mayor and the Health
Commissioner to press a button starting it
up for the first time that summer. Newspaper photographers were present to take
pictures and the story got a good play in
the papers.
In all your summer activity don't forget
that the cooling plant must be as important
a part of your sales campaign as your attractions. Therefore every time you use the
name of your theatre the word "cool" should
precede it.
Look Cool Yourself
When we managed and operated theatres,
it was always a point with us to keep our
coats on at all times, even when the house
wasn't open, so that any visitors would see
that we were cool enough to work' with our
coats on while everyone else was shirtsleeved. Of course, it is important that you
be cool looking but if you give the impression that you can wear more clothes inside
the house than those outside, it will be
noticed. The same applies to your ushers
as well.
There are many other little twists and
ideas to sell the cooling plant which we
have had to omit, because of lack of space.
If you have any outstanding ideas, send
them in and we'll use them to pass along
your ideas to other theatre men this summer.

Special Early Morning

Showing

of "Midnight" For Taxi Drivers
Because "Midnight", its newest picture,
is about taxi drivers, Paramount offered a
special preview for taxi drivers in New
York at the Paramount Theatre after the
last show. Since this is the first picture to
show hack drivers or "hackies" as they them
themselves, in a favorable light, Paramount
decided to push the picture through them.
Four thousand tickets were given out to
taxidrivers in New York and every seat in
the big house was filled. If any drivers
were asked for their recommendations for
a good show, there is no doubt what their
answer was. The stunt made the front page
of the Transport Bulletin, publication of
the taxi drivers' union in New York. Why
not try it in your city?

T RAD

''Pygmalion''
Campaign
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Typical

Hoosier
With

City

in Indiana

Tlicy were just a little hesitant about
"Pygmalion" out in Marion, Ind. Not that
it wasn't a good picture. That was the
least of their worries. Knowing Marionites
ard their ever-changing tastes in films.
Manager Billy Connors of the Indiana
theatre wasn't sure just what kind of a
reception "Pygmalion" would receive. But
if it went over big everywhere else. Manager Connors reasoned, that record certainly should be duplicated in Marion. At
least he'd see to it that a big exploitation
campaign was used.
So Walter Miller, advertising director,
along with Harold Marshall, MGM exploiteer, went to work. And when they
finally came up for air, and the film had
opened to tremendous business, here was
the gist of what they had done:
A large 4-column scene cut along with
a story was planted in the Chronicle-Tribune
a week before the opening. This was phehadn't given such
a break tonomenal,
a since
filmthein paper
12 years.

Big

Selling
Results

HOW TO BECOME
A SOCIETY
GLAMOUR GIRL!

. He Picked
Her . .
From
the Cutler
Bought fler Clothes,
TaUKht
MBnners,
to ProveHer Any
Girl
Could
Become
Bu
tUa rfly!
G I a moTOUfi Society
DARING MODERN 1 939 LOVE DRAMA ^
LESLIE HOWARD
in BERNARD SHAW'S
With ftXNDV HILLER, New Star Discovery,
"PYGMALION'"
and Wilfred UwBon • Mnrie Uhr
• A Melro-GoldwjT-Mnyrr Plelnre •
EXTRA ADDEDt
Foi Movietone Neve
Blui' Barron and Orchestra
• 3:00 - 6:00 - 7:00 - 9:00
FOUR BIG DAYS!!
TODAY thru WEDNESDAY

Teaser ads, "Who is Pygmalion?", "What
is Pygmalion?", etc., were inserted in the
paper 8 days in advance. Later, they were
changed to small ads using Shaw's head,
the sly old gentleman saying, "No, 'Py.gmalion' is not a jungle picture — it's the
laugh riot of the year, etc." Ads increased
in size up to the opening.
To cater to the high school students, they
conducted a 200-word essay contest on
"Pygmalion", through the cooperation of
the school paper and Principal John W.
Kendall. Study Guides were given to all the
teachers for class discussion. Prizes of
cash and guest tickets were awarded. Students had to see the film before they could
compete.
One thousand bookmarks were distributed
through the Marion Public Library, lending
libraries and the school library.
One thousand cocktail cards bearing
copy, "Oh P-Shaw, I mustn't forget to see
'Pygmalion' at the Indiana," were placed in
all restaurants, bars, drug stores, etc.
Two hundred tack cards with the copy,
"Be a Pygmaniac, see, etc.", were placed in
windows and tacked up in surrounding
towns.

the copy, "Save this handkerchief. You'll
Ill
laugh the
till theatre
you crya at,
were the
distributed
from
weeketc."
before
opening
and by a ballyhoo man on the streets one
dayThein advance.
sidewalks were stenciled one day in
advance all around the town. Bumper strips
were used on local taxis.
Window display tieups were arranged
with Watson's Book Store, Western Union,
Bon-Ton Beauty Parlor and the Paris
Clothing Co.

Because of a city ordinance, no advertising posters or tack cards can be placed on
telegraph poles in Marion. To overcome
this obstacle. Miller and Marshall received

Although there is no radio station in Marion, Marshall gave the picture a plug over Station WOWO at Fort Wayne, about fifty
miles from Marion.

The
Box

He Knew

His Ad Angles

Mayor Barney's permission to tack up safety
cards, each bearing the copy, "Don't be a
Pygmalion
— Drive
terest in the
title. slowly." This created inThree thousand perfumed tissues bearing

Key

to

Bigger

Office
Grosses!
'Chick" Lewis presents

ENCYCLOPEDIA

OF

EXPLOITATION
(SECOND PRINTING)

PRICE
1501 Broadway

by Bill Hendricks and Howard Waugh
Cash, Check or Monev OriJer.
$3.50
(No C. O. D.'s). For Canada add 25c.
SOLD ONLY THROUGH
New York City
SHOWMEN'S
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SHOWMEN'S

UKCKT

It's
You

Your
Get

Lucky
Loy

&

Taylor

ndry reasarones wsuhv
THERE
"Lucky Night"
should be, and is, a
exstploidgreat bet foionr. Fir
an
tat
foremost, of course,
is the fact that Myrna Loy and Robert
or are co-starred
Tayl
for the first time.
Your audiences have
seen them individually in several films,
but now the Taylorites and the Loy —
be dealists
scending on your
theatre en masse_^to
see them together.
That, in itself, is a
good sign for you.
And there's another reason. "Lucky Night"
reunites Producer Louis D. Lighten and Director Norman Taurog. The two worked together on "Skippy," the film that sent Jackie
Cooper soaring toward fame; they joined
hands in the production of "Sooky" and an
earlier version of "Huckleberry Finn." It must
have been "old home week" when these two
started work on the new Myrna Loy-Robert
Taylor film. In all your advertising, you
should point out that the top-flight producerdirector team which turned out the films
named above again combined their talents for
"Lucky Night."
And there's still another reason. Here is a
story, or perhaps we should say a comedy,
with New York's gay life as its background.
It's modern. Granted that a majority of films
utilize the gay, exciting life of New York as
backgrounds, theatregoers in the average-sized
towns are always thrilled and intrigued. And
since there's a World's Fair near the city of

Pic Portends

Promotion

Handsome paint salesman, isn't he? And it's a
handsome tieup you've got in this sfill. Folks
are cleaning up and painting their homes. So
order several of these stills now and hot-foot
it around
to paint and decorating dealers.

May

13, 1939

When
In

An

Romance

sky - scrapers this
that
year,
thej^'llyoube can
evenbetmore
interested than ever.
So — there's another
feather in ploitation
your
excap.
Now take the title.
One
reviewer
in a
metropolitan daily
took
occasion to
warn the reader that
"Lucky Night" is "a
That
little
picture,maynot bea agame."
far-fetched,
but it
will serve as a warning to you to keep plugging not only the title but the two stars as
well. The title literally breathes showmanship,
because it af¥ords you the opportunity to effect
numerous tieups, stage contests, etc. And when
used in a series of teaser ads, it can provoke
a lot of interest among members of the
general public.
As for teasers, whether they're placed in the
newspaper, made up as cards for posting
around town, or converted into stickers for
auto-windshield and other surfaces, MGA'I has
prepared an ample supply for you. We hke
them because they're printed in reverse ; that
is, white letters on black. Thus, though they're
small, they'll stand out on any newspaper page.
They'll fit well, too, into those empty corners
of your current ads. We suggest you begin
your campaign with them, using them in whatever way you believe to be most practical. And
if you want illustrative efTects, three more
have been prepared in this vein. That makes
nine teasers — certainly enough to whet your
town's theatregoing appetite.
"Lucky" seems to be the backbone of your
campaign. "Lucky" this and "lucky" that. If
you
showmanship,
have you
the
word use
all good
over town,
which isyou'll
just what
want
Let's see just how many
stuntsto weaccomplish.
can recommend.
Spin the Wheel

Paint

REVIEW

NIGIIt

Break

Exploitation-Packed

TRADE

of Chance

So you've used a roulette wheel in your lobby before. So what? You can use it again,
because the gambling instinct is a part of
every one of us, whether we wish to admit it
or not. Your patrons will enjoy spinning the
wheel. It can be arranged in many different
ways. For instance, a number in large black
letters can be posted above the wheel. If the
wheel stops at that number, the lucky patron
gets two guest tickets to see the picture. On
the other hand, in place of numbers, you can
use stills from past films in which Myrna Loy
and in which Robert Taylor have appeared.
Only one still shows them as a team in "Lucky
Night." Lucky is the patron if the wheel stops
at this still. Or you can use stills of other

MGM

stars, with Miss Loy and Taylor included. Stopping of the wheel either on Aljss
Loy'sner photograph
or Taylor's assures the winfree guest tickets.
go tie
on upnowwithto department
another "lucky"
YouLet's
could
stores, stunt.
drug
stores,
with made,
this one.
Let's
say thatrestaurants,
with each etc.,
purchase
no matter
how small, the customer receives a photo of
Miss Loy and Taylor. (You can order stills of
them as a team from your MGM exchange).
The photo, in itself, would be a handsome premium, but there's a number on the back. If
it corresponds to any posted above the counter, the lucky customer either receives an added
gift of merchandise or free theatre tickets.
Stores could arrange to announce this offer in
their ads, perhaps in a cooperative page spread,
with your
announcement
of "Lucky Night"
taking
the center
space.
Going on from there, you might offer free
admission to anyone who brings to the box
office an actual four-leaf clover. The grass
will be pretty well on its way by the time you
play blethe
so it gesture
sliouldn'ton beyour
an impossitask picture,
or hopeless
part to
make an offer of this kind.
Here's something that should make an eyefilling street ballyhoo. Through the cooperation of your florist, have either a large horseshoe or clover made up of flowers. Two attractively attired young ladies could carry it
around the business district. A card on the
flowers, large enough to be easily seen, could
read : "Congratulations to Myrna Loy and
Robert Taylor for their swell performances in
'Lucky Night.' Lucky you'll be if you see it
at the Blank Theatre next week."
Here Are Your Cast and Credits
Cora Jordan
MYRNA LOY
Bill Overton ....ROBERT TAYLOR
Joe I-Jilton
Joseph Allen
Calvin Jordan
Henry Fowley
O'Neill
George
Douglas
"Dusty" Sawyer
Bernard Nedell
Carpenter
Charles Lane
" Blondie"
Bernadene Hayes
"Blackie"
Gladys Blake
Mrs. Briggs
Marjorie Main
Policeman
Edward Gargan
Conductor
Irving Bacon
Police Lieutenant
Oscar O'Shea
A
METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
PICTURE. Produced by LOUIS D.
LIGHTON. Directed by NORMAN
TAUROG. Musical Direction by
FRANZ WAXMAN. Screenplay by
VINCENT LAWRENCE and GROVER TOiNES. Based on the story by
OLIVER CLAXTON.
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At restaurants and

\ou might Ikivc lim-oscopcs priiiti'd, carrying
this co[>y : "The stars iiulicate tliat (date) will
be your Lucky Days, for you'll have an opjHirtunity
see 'Lucky
You canmatle
get
a regular to
horoscope
and Night'."
have duplicates
ot it for this purpose. You could have a
four-page herald made up, the front of which
has tlie sign of the zodiac, over-printed with
this copy: "Are you lucky? Just see what's in
the stars — ." On opening, the inside spread reveals a large cut of Myrna and Robert in a
romantic pose, together with selling copy about
"Luck\- Night." Your lead-ofT for the spread
could be something like this : "There's a lot of
happy-go-lucky fun in the stars, especially
when they're Alyrna Loy and Robert Taylor
in a comedv of hilaritv and heart-throbs galore, etc."
Distribution

soda fountains
tain number ofa certhe
checks could be
stam])e(l on the back
with the title of the
(ilni. The lucky person who gets a
stamped check also
receives two tickets
to see "Lucky
tion withInthisconnecstunt,
Night."
you should arrange
for counter
dow displays.and winIf you can procure
cheap Chinese yens
from a novelty or
importing company,

of Heralds

The unique heralds might be distributed
by a man dressed as an astrologer (wearing a
long black gown onto which cutout moons and
stars have been sewn) or by a girl in a brief
costume covered by a long transparent stardecorated robe. Don't let the impression get
out that "Lucky Night" has anything to do
with astrology. Otir suggestions here are
based on the "lucky" angle. If you feel that
the wrong impression might be gained, better
take care in using the stunts.
Li your ads or programs, you can list lucky
telephone numbers taken at random from the
telephone book. Those discovering their telephone numbers are to call at the newspaper
office and identify themselves, after which
they receive tickets to see the picture. Each
day a theatre attache or a newspaper reporter
could record the license numbers of cars
whose owners drive carefully, the numbers to
be published in the paper that night. A story
to this elTect should be planted in advance.
Some "Lucky" Radio Ideas
Lucky numbers might be called over the
radio either as part of a spot announcement
plugging the film, or as part of a sponsored
program with the cooperation of the sponsor.
Over the radio or through the newspaper local
citizens could be invited to write short letters
on "My Luckiest Day" or "My Lucky Experience." Winning letters could be read over the
air or published in the paper.
On the
the to
picture's
would
be anight
novelof idea
have aopening,
broadcastit
from the front of the theatre in which the
announcer invites people to break small mirrors (which the house has purchased in quanWith these Loy fashion photos (only a few
are shown, by the way) you ought to be
able to arrange cooperative window displays in women's shops. They'd make good
women's page material for the newspaper.
No
endorsements
permitted, however.

each oneandinin-a
get a sert
supply
small envelope on
which is printed this
Good

Luck

Assured

With

These

Layouts

envelope
and this
get
copy: "Open
that lucky yen to see

'Lucky
Night,'
etc."
Redbook
magazine
for June selected
"Lucky Night" as
the "picture of the
month." If copies of
this issue are still on
sale, arrange with
your newsdealer to insert slipsheets announcing the engagement of the film at
your theatre. Have a blowup made of the
magazine cover and the page on which the
selection appears, for display in your lobby.
Large cutout clovers could be suspended
from the marquee. Stars, horseshoes and
clovers could be painted on the backgrounds
of your lobby displays. Atop your marquee
place a circular or star-shaped cutout of
Myrna and Robert ; the 24-sheet is adaptable
to this purpose. The 6-sheet is swell for a
lobby or sidewalk cut-out display. You can
get bright green cardboard clovers from the
Economy Novelty and Printing Co., 225 W.
39th St., N. Y. C., for your ushers and other
service staff members. Lucky gold cardboard
coins are also available from the same firm.

There are lots of clever ad layouts on "Lucky Night," an important one of
which is shown above at the left. It's the cartoon-strip idea so prevalent
these days, and it gels over the film's hilarious story in fine shape. None
the less appealing is the large layout on the right which the Capitol used
for its opening day newspaper barrage. A small slug mat is shown here.
tity) and to walk under a ladder before going
in to see "Lucky Night." For example, here's
what the announcer could say : "Well, this is
certainly a 'lucky night' for Mrs. John Doe.
She's not a bit superstitious, and just to prove
it she's breaking a mirror (sound of glass
breaking) and walking under a ladder. No
sir, nothing's going to stop her from having a
gay time watching Myrna Loy and Robert
Taylor in the happy-go-luckiest romance of
of etc."
us remember our experiences in
theAll
year,
trying to get our first job. In the picture,
Myrna has the same trials and tribulations.
Why not get the classified ad department
of the newspaper to sponsor a contest to
promote its Help Wanted columns in which
men and women tell of the difficulties they
encountered, both serious and humorous,

in
tryingbet.
to land that first job? It's a swell
contest
The "lucky'' angles come thick and fast.
Here's another. Seek the cooperation of a
department store in announcing that on a certain day they will put into circulation in
change handed to patrons in their store a
number of lucky bills that will entitle those reto lucky
see "Lucky
Night."
The serialin
numbers ceiving
of themthe
bills could
be included
the announcement, and could also be posted in
conspicuous spots around the store. They
I could also be listed at the theatre.

A Swell Exploitation Bet
With two stars as popular as Myrna Loy and
Robert Taylor; with a title that lends itself to
even more stunts than we have been able to
suggest here in the confines of these two pages,
we repeat again that you have a swell exploitation bet in "Lucky Night." It should be a
]>leasure to map out the campaign on such a
film. And when it's all over, it should be a
pleasure to see the fruits of your efforts.
Lucky are the showmen who get a chance to
show what they can do with "Lucky Night."
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertiiing and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

Carey Wilson made his two one-reelers on
Hollywood extras, "Hollywood Extras," and
"Hollywood Second Step," Jane Barnes
was chosen to portray herself in each of
the films. Miss Barnes married soon after
and hadn't appeared again on the screen
until Felix E. Feist gave her her first leading role in Pete Smith's latest specialty,
"Culinary Carving."

THE

Vitaphone
Leon Schlesinger, producer of "Merrie
Melody" and "Looney Tune" cartoons, has
completed work on a patriotic one-reel
"Merrie Melody" cartoon in Technicolor,
entitled "Old Glory". The film deals with
Porky Pig's desire to understand the meaning of pledging allegiance to the flag, and
after a cartoon figure of Uncle Sam starts
to explain it to him, a cavalcade of American history passes by. The cartoon is one
of the most ambitious ever produced by the
studio, and will be released July 4.
MCM
A new memljer is added to "Our Gang."
He is five-year-old Michael Gubitosi, son of
a Passaic, New Jersey, blacksmith. The
father gave up his government anvil job to
bring Michael to the Coast for a vaudeville
engagementpointmentthat
didn't
An Fred
apwas made
for materialize.
the boy to see
Datig, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer casting director. Impressed, Datig assigned Michael to
a small role in the feature, "Bridal Suite."
Jack Chertok, producer of the "Gang"
comedies, saw rushes on the film, and immediately signed Alichael as a permanent
addition to the Gang. He will be seen in
the
latest Cahn
Gang iscomedy,
P2dward
directing."Joy Scouts" which
Hollywood's typical extra girl now has
a leading role. A year and a half ago, when

"Pups went
and Penguins,"
an "Our
comedy
into production
this Gang"
week
with a cast of three goats, twelve dogs and
a penguin sharing top roles with the gang.
George Sidney directs, Jack Chertok produces from screenplay by Alfred Giebler.
Columbia
Buster Keaton will begin his second tworeel comedy under the direction and production of Jules White this week. Lorna
Gray will most likely be his leading lady.
The story, as yet untitled, was written by
Clyde Bruckman and has a Civil War background.
Simultaneously, production will start on
the first of Columbia's "Fools Who Made
History"
series, one-reeler
to be released
during
193940.
The initial
in this
series
of
six will tell the story of Elias Howe, inventor of the sewing machine. Jan LeMan,
writer of the screenplay, will direct, under
the supervision of Hugh McCollum.
Three recently' completed shorts were previewed with gratif3'ing results during the
past week. They were "Three Sappy People," starring the Three Stooges; Charley
Chase in "Teacher's Pest;" and a Columbia
Community Sing featuring the Sons of the
Pioneers in Western Ballads.
Being readied for early national showing
is the "Columbia Tour" recently filmed on
Treasure Island, site of the San Francisco
World's Fair. The subject was filmed en-

WTf

:i

Director

Crane

Wilbur

Directing

Crane Wilbur, who has made many of the Warner Bros, historical featurets is shown here
giving instructions to his cast before shooting a scene for the newest one, 'Bill of Rights".

In Triple Role
Alexander WooUcott, i^'ho ci-'i// pen the script,
narrate and act in the forthcoming Dioime
(Jiiintitplet screen special ta be made by RKO
Fathe and released by RKO. It is tentatively
titled "Five Times Five."
tirely in Cinecolor,
McCollum heading a
considerable time in
to completely cover
122

Shorts,

with Producer Hugh
camera crew that spent
the Bay City in order
the fair.

4 Serials

On Col's New
Program
Columbia's
program
of
short
subjects for
the new season announced at its convention
in
Atlantic City this week represents the largest
short subject program of any distributor. The
company plans four serials, 26 two- reel subjects and 96 single reels.
The four serials are as follows: "The
Shadow", based on the radio program ; "Terry
and the Pirates" from the syndicated cartoon
strip; "The Green Archer" from the Edgar
Wallacedime
novel;
famed
novel "Deadwood
western hero.Dick" the far
There will be two series of two-reel
comedies. Eight will be made by the Three
Stooges and 18 will feature other comedians
such as Charley Chase and Buster Keaton.
There will be 36 cartoons divided into three
series. The Color Rhapsodies series of 16 will
be continued. Scrappy and Krazy Kat will be
among the characters to be seen in 10 cartoons
of the Phantasies series. Six Fable cartoons
will also be made by Charles Mintz.
"Fools Who Made History" is the title of
a series of six subjects concerning anecdotes
of world famous inventors whose efforts were
regarded as ludicrous in their own time.
Another new series will be the Pals and Pets
group of six de\oted entirely to bird and
animal life. A series showing comedy favorites
of twenty years ago will include six single
reels and will be known as the Favorite
Moments of Comedy. Six Cinescopes will comprise another new series devoted to novelty and
unusual events.
Okl series being continued include the 12
Screen Snapshots, 12 World of Sports, 6
Washington Parade and 10 Community Sings.
In addition to these subjects the company
contemplates a series of shorts made by Mrs.
Osa Johnson, which will be sold separately.
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DIXIE— U.S.A.
Prod. I\o. 9:i,IlO

Fine

RKO
March of Time No. 10
19 mins.
Comment: Here is a real study of the
South — its resources, its industries and its
nation's
calledbythePresident
It has been
problems.
No. 1 economic
problem
Roosevelt and as such has been given extensive study. The negro problem is exhaustively treated in this subject as well
as that equally great problem of the poor
whites of the South. The famous Berry
School is shown doing its part toward the
salvation of the latter group of unfortunates
and doing a fine job of it too. This is one
of the most interesting issues the March of
Time has ever put out, being entirely free
of propaganda and containing material of
direct interest to the U. S. A. rather than
a subject of abstract or academic interest.
Exploitation: Essay contests in the
schools on the problems of the South
should help to sell this. Theatres in the
South, of course, have unlimited opportunities for selling this but those in the North
too should not fail to take advantage of its
meaty material. Newspapers will undoubtedly give full cooperation.
SCREEN

SNAPSHOTS

NO. 9

Prod. ISo. 9859
Interesting
Col.
Screen Snapshots 10 mins.
Comments: The film colony's interest in
horses is pictorially depicted here. The
stars are shown at the racetracks; Bing
Crosby and his horses get some of the footage, and Jackie Searl proves himself a real
he-man as he wins a steeplechase contest.
Robert Taylor, Barbara Stanwyck, Jack
Haley, Anita Louise and many other film
luminaries pop in and out of the proceedings.
It's all interesting stuff, especially for dyedin-the-wool movie and racing fans.
Exploitation: A screening of this subject
before your local newspaper's sports editor
might influence him to write a special feature
about
the names
stars' participation
horse
racing.
List the
of the stars inwho
appear
in
the short on vour lobbv announcement board.
MANDRAKE, THE
Col. Serial

MAGICIAN
For the Kids

First Episode, 27 mins.; 11 others, 18 to 20
mins. each
Comment: Serials are like the nations in
world affairs. There are the "haves" and
the "have-nots." In this particular chapterpla}', a scientist has a destructive radium-energy machine, and a super-criminal, known
only as The Wasp, wants it. Doris Weston
is the scientist's daughter, and Warren Hull
is the magician who, naturally enough, fights
on the side of the "haves." For eleven chapters the "have-nots" will be in almost complete possession of the invention, while the
"haves" will fight perilously to prevent them
from getting it. And then in the final chapter, the head of the "have-nots" will be revealed, and the
"haves"
happy once
more. That
seems
to bewillthebeformula
of a
successful serial, and it is used to advantage
here. However, successful, when applied to
a chapter play, means that it's sw-ell stuff for
the kids. There's excitement and action here
for them, but most adults won't care for it.
Exploitation: If your local newspaper is
running the comic strip on which this is
based,, tie up by having a theatre date credit
line printed on the same page. Flashy heralds or handbills distributed to children
should help to assure a sizable first-chapter
crowd.
Two-for-one coupons will also help.

THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT
Prod. l\o. 9509 (Tech.) Very Amusing
Col.
Color Rhapsody No. 9
7 mins.
Comment: Here's one of the most amusing
color cartoons we've seen in a month of Sundays. Jack Beaver builds his own house,
and bothers nobody; but a couple of other
snoopy animals can hardly wait to get in to
tear it apart. Jack calls for the police, but
gets the termite wrecking squad instead,
and they eat his home away before his eyes.
He gets revenge, however, and the end
shows the other animals re-building his
home for him. You can promise your audiences a jolly time when they see this.
Exploitation: As far as the termites are
concerned, you might tie up with a store
selling a disinfectant that kills moths,
termites, and other "house- and clotheswrecking" insects. Give the cartoon worthy
mention in your ads, in your lobby and on
your marquee.
DIVING
Prod. ISo. 9806
Col.

RHYTHM

Sport Thrills No. 6

Excellent
10 mins.

FIRST

RUN

SHORT

PRODUCT

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Week Beginning May 12
CAPITOL— Lucky Pigs (Col.); Rural Hunnary (MGM); Dark Magic (MGM).
CRITERION— While America Sleeps (MGM)
rev. 4-22-39; So Does An Automobile
(Para.) rev. 4-1-39; Lone Ranger Rides
Again No. 13 (Rep.) rev. 2-18-39.
RIALTO — Muscle Maulers (20th-Fox) rev.
4-29-39; Rig Leaguers (RKO) rev. 4-22-39.
10-22-38. Donald's Lucky Day (RKO) rev.
RIVOLI—
ROXY— Inside Baseball (20th-Fox) ; Their
Last Bean (20th-Fox) rev. 5-6-39.
STRAND — Bars and Stripes Forever (Vita.) ;
Mechanix Illustrated No. 4 (Vita.).
CHICAGO LOOP
Week Ending May 6
APOLLO — Somewhat Secret (MGM) rev. 422-39; Leave Well Enough Alone (Para.)
rev, 4-29-39.
GARRICK—
The Story of Dr. Tenner (MGM)
4-22-39.
rev. 4-22-39; Little Goldfish (MGM) rev.
ROOSEVELT — Muscle Maulers (20th-Fox)
rev. 4-29-39; Thugs With Dirty Muggs
(Vita.). ARTISTS— The Crawfords at Home
UNITED
(Vita.); Pictorial No 9 (Para.) rev. S-6-39 ;
riie Fox Hunt (RKO) rev. 6-18-38.

Comment: Some of the world's greatest
divers, including Pete Desjardines, Charley
Deal, Marshall Wayne, Tony Zukas, go
through their breath-taking dives in perfect
form. Of course, a little humor is provided
by Ted Weingarten and Frank Foster who
do some nifty slap-happy belly flops. Your
patrons will be thrilled as these famed aquatic champions display their prowess. Jack
Nofoed did the narrative, and Ford Bond
describes the scenes.
Exploitation: By inviting important local
swimmers, sports editors, and other folk
prominent in sports, you will be paving the
way for excellent word-of-mouth comment,
which in turn will help your business. Give
the subject special mention in your regular
advertising media.

Col.
Scrappy Cartoon No. 5
7 mins.
Comment: Scrappy goes fishing, and baits
his hook with a fast-talking worm who talks
himself
somecartoon,
ticklishwhich
spots.
all there out
is toof this
will That's
serve
to fill that extra seven minutes on your
program.
Charles Mintz produced.
Exploitation: Give it regular mention in
your newspaper ads and house programs.

.

SYNOPSES

.

NEWSREEL

(Released Saturday, May 13)
PARAMOUNT (No. 81) — Sailors visit West Point;
Gen. Pershing visits Washington; Mail truck exhibit;
New Modern Art Museum opens in N. Y, ; Coal strike
situation (to be shipped separately) ; Bombers in test
maneuvers; Celebrity Softball in N. Y.
MOVIETONE (Vol 21, No. 70)— Rancheros ride at
Santa Barbara, Calif. ; Rebuild Niagara Falls honeymoon bridge; Chorus girls entertain fleet; Social headquarters for Fair visitors; New Modern Art Museum
opens in N. Y.; Flying over New Zealand; Dog vs.
rooster; Celebrity Softball in N. Y. ; Feminine
wrestling in Detroit; Sailboat yachting near Seattle.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 266)— British
royalty depart; Mail truck exhibit; Sailors visit West
Point; Call coal crisis conference; Gen. Pershing
visits Washington; Rancheros ride at Santa Barbara.
Calif. (Los Angeles, San Francisco only); Poland
stages army show; British polo team makes Eastern
debut: Celebrity softball game.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 85) — Poland and its corridor;
Roosevelt sees postal exhibit; Man-made lightning
demonstrated; Celebrity softball in N. Y.; Rebuild
Niagara Falls honeymoon bridge; New Modern Art
Museum opens in N. Y. : Girl gymnasts perform in
Calif. ; Sands Point Ramblers polo game.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 770)— Sailors visit West
Point; Coal strike at Harlan, Ky. ; Gen. Pershing
visits Washington; Bootleg liquor confiscated at
Brooklyn; Rebuild Niagara Falls horevmoon bridge;
Salm.on run at Reck Island, Wash. ; Man-made lightning: Waternroof fashions; Rancheros ride at Santa
Barbara, Calif. ; Celebrity softball in N. Y. ; Wrestling in molasses at Minneapolis.
(Released Wednesday, May 10)
PARAMOUNT
80)— New
pavili-ps
dedicated: (No.
Dr. Alexis
CarrelWorld's
insnects Fair
working
model of m.echanical heart; "Al Smith Day" at San

A WORM'S EYE VIEW
Prod. I\o. 9755
Just Filler

.

.

Francisco Fair; Ashes of former Ambassador Saito
arrive in Japan; Albanian guard takes oach of allegiance to Italian crown; British maneuvers in Egypt;
Queen Wilhelmina of The Netherlands reviews nation's naval strength; Rare devil fish captured in
Florir'a; Lou
trains Derby.
for fight with Max Baer;
Johnstown
winsNova
Kentucky
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 69)— Johnstown wins
Kentucky Derby; Rocsevelt welcomes President Somoza of Nicaragua: Generalissimo Franco on victory
tour: 18th Field Artillery in war games in Oklahoma;
Farley inspects new mail delivery scooter at ColumC. ; Spectacular
acquacadededicated
opens at on
World's
Fair:bia, S.McDonald
Observatory
Mt.
Locke, Texas: Fashions for brides; Lew Lehr and
a bouncing 71-Found baby; New Union Depot opens
in
Coast only);
Smith Day"
at Los
San A^gele",
Francisco(Pacific
Fair (Pacific
Coast "Al
only).
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 267) — Roosevelt
welcomes President Somoza of Nicaragua ; Queen
Wilhelmina of the Netherlands inspects navy; Albanian guards swear allegiance to Italian crown (except San Francisco and Los Angeles) ; "Lindbergh
heart" on display; New school of fish for Florida
aquarium: Rival World's Fair chiefs meet (San Franonly) : "Al cnly)
Smith; New
Day" Union
at SanStation
Francisco
(San cisco
Francisco
opensFairat
Los Angeles ( Lcs Angeles only); Portsmouth vs.
Wolverhampton
Wolverires
town wins Kentucky
Derby. in soccer match; JohnsPATHE (Vol. 10, No. 84)— Capital fetes Nicaraguan
president; Government acts on coal conflict; Giant
skyboat
tests Australia
wings on mourns
Cost; Hitler
D. R.'s
peace plea;
late rejects
Prime F.Minister;
Johnstown wins Kentucky Derby.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 769)— Johnstown wins
Kentucky Derby; Capital fetes Nicaraguan president;
Giant skyboat tests wings on Coast; Rumanian foreign minister seeks French aid; British air raid deout: swear
Mechanical
heart toat Italian
World's crown:
Fair;
Albanianfenses tried
guards
allegiance
"'^l Smith Dav" at "^an Francisco Fair; Large devil
r.sh ca. tured in Flo ida; World's Fair aquacade opens.
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Strollin' Thru
Joel McCrea has been borrowed from Samuel GoLDWYN for the lead in Warner Bros.
"Career Man", with Ann Sheridan and Jeffrey
Lynn. James Hilton, Warren Duff and
Frank Donochue are writing the screenplay,
with starting date set for May 15. Lloyd Bacon
directs under the produ'ction wing of Lou
Edelman.
Personal appearance tour of Tex Ritter,
Alonogram musical western star, has been postponed until July. Producer Edward Finney
will start Ritter's next picture, "Roll, Wagons,
Roll", before the end of this month with Al
Herman directing, and Ritter will start his
tour immediately upon its completion.
W. P. Lipscomb, who wrote the screenplay
of Universal's "The Sun Never Sets", has been
retained at the studio to write the screenplay
for "The Invisible Man Returns", which will
be directed by JoE May. The picture is a
sequel to the successful "Invisible Man".
"The Spellbinder", Lee Tracy's second
screen vehicle for RKO, went into production
this week with Barbara Read playing the
leading feminine role. The story, a modern
drama built around the life of a criminal attorney, is an original by Joseph Anthony.
Jack Hively' directs for Cliff Reid.
Walter Wancer's first picture for the 1939-40
United Artists program will be "Whose
Wife?" directed by Tay Garnett. Loretta
Young has been signed as the first of three
Jtop-ranking stars to play its leading roles.
James Stewart will attain star status at
MGM with the production of "The Shop
Around the Corner", in which he will star
with Margaret Sullavan, under the producerdirectorship of £rnst Lubitsch. Filming will
start as soon as Stewart finishes in Columbia's
■"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington".
Henry Fonda and Nancy Kelly have been
chosen liy Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th CenturyFox production chief, for the co-starring roles
in the Technicolor production of "Drums Along
the Mohawk." The picture, one of the biggest
on the studio's new schedule, will be directed
by John Ford.

13, 1939

the Studios
Penny Singleton, just returned from New
York, began rehearsals for the third of the
"Blondie" series, "Blondie Takes A Vacation",
her next picture for Cohmibia. Arthur Laice
and Larry Sims will be featured, with Robert
Sparks producing.
N.4TE Watt, who will direct Harry Sherman's next "Hopalong Cassidy" picture, "Argentina", starring William Boyd, returned from
Sonora, California, where Russell Harlan
and two camera crews shot scenes during the
progress of the annual mother lode rodeo.
Republic is rushing the last two pictures of
the "Three Mesquiteers" series on this year's
program to permit John Wayne to report to
RKO for his role in "Pennsylvania Uprising".
"Oklahoma Outlaw" rolls this week, to be
followed by "Timberline Cowboys", early in
June. George Sherman directs.
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Real Glory" company, has been split into three u'nits, with two
going on location at Kernville and Sherwood
Lake this week. Gary Cooper, Andrea Leeds
and the rest of the leads will continue at the
studio, under direction of Henry H.\thaway.
Kurt Neumann, director who recently completed "Island of Lost Men", starring Anna
May Wong, was given another year under his
Paramount contract. His option was picked up
because of several successful pictures.
June
for "On
of the
ZoRiNA

5 has been set as the starting date
Your Toes", Warner Bros, adaptation
musical comedy hit in which Vera
and Eddie Albert will have the leads.

Sam Engel, associate producer at Selznick
International, is en route to England where he
will organize a second unit which will photograph background scenes for "Ordeal", which
will go into production after his return.
Max (Gordon and Harry Goetz will return
to the RKO studios on May 15 to begin actual
preparations on the film version of the famous
stage play, "Abe Lincoln in Illinois", with
Raymond Massey in the title role. Upon completion of the picture, Massey will resume
his stardom in the N. Y. cast.

Befween

Scenes

His Hardest

Job

Walter Brennan, Samuel Goldwyn's Academy Azvard Winner, as Professor Lazvson in
"Music School,'' starring Jascha Heifetz, has
encountered his -most difficult screen assignment . . . that of conductor of a large symphony orchestra. Here Brennan is being
coached in the difficult job by Alexander
Steinert, former conductor of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.
Werner Janssen Will Compose
"Winter Carnival" Music Score
Walter Wanger gave his current film production, "Winter Carnival", added distinction
in the signing of Werner Janssen, conductor
of the Baltimore .Symphony Orchestra, to compose and conduct a musical score for the filmplay. A graduate of Dartmouth college, which
provides the setting for the film, Janssen has
long wanted
alma
mater. to set to music the spirit of his
The picture is in its third week of production at the Wanger Studios under the direction of Charles F. Riesner, with Ann Sheridan and Richard Carlson in the top roles.
Janssen's original music will include choral
numbers, a carnival song, a college chant and
other compositions to provide mood for various scenes.

Relaxinq h c t iv c c n
scenes on the set of
RKO Radio's "Five
Came Back," Director
John Farrow, Chester Morris and Allen Jenkins
are enteriained
by Producer
Buddy De Sylva,
zvho is visiting them
from the stage next
door zvhere Ginger
Rogers and David
NivEN are zvorking in
a romantic drama
titled "Little Mother."

john Wayne

and Edward

Ellis Head

Cast of "Pennsylvania Uprising"
John Wayne, who recently played the romantic lead in Walter Wanger's "Stagecoach", has been borrowed from Republic by
Pandro S. Berman, Vice-president in charge
of RKO production, for the major role in
"Pennsylvania
this
summer. LTprising", scheduled for filming
Sharing honors at the head of the cast will
be Edward Ellis, now under contract to RKO,
and"Pennsylva
currently appearing in "Career".
nia Uprising" will be produced by
P. J. Wolfson as a Class "A" feature. Wolfson also authored ,the screenplay based on
Neil Swanson's best-selling novel, "The First

Rebel".
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NOCKING
AI5€UNE)

tiCLLyWOOD

with the "Oldtimer"
Warner Bros, have just announced "The
Patent Leather Kid", as a forthcoming production for John Garfield, which makes
number 12 listed for the star. Might be a
good idea to look around for some "old
man" stories, as we have an idea John will
be
pretty well gone in years before he
finishes.
Spotted an MGM casting sheet for "Lady of
the Tropics". It calls for 17 elephant men, 6
rickshaw "chauffeurs", 8 Annamite longshoremen, 8 Filipino musicians, 6 dignitaries, 13
native servants, 6 native merchants, 1 policeman, 2 French sailors and 1 experienced bullock driver. What ... no bathtub?
Tempting

Baby

Glamorous Ann Sheridan tries her wiles on
eightcen-months old Susan jMcCash, zvith the
help of the child's mother, in preparation for
a scene in -'Winter Carnival" pne of United
Artists' new season pictures.
Betty Field and Jackie Cooper

To Star in Para's "Seventeen"
Bettv Field, who left the New York stage
to come to Holhvwood two months ago, was
awarded the feminine lead opposite Jackie
CooHER in Paramount's "Seventeen", soon to go
before the cameras. Miss Field was selected
for die part after executives had witnessed her
work in her first motion picture, "What a
Life", in which she also appears with Cooper.
"Seventeen" is based on the Booth Tarkington novel of the same name. Louis King has
been assigned to direct under the production
wing- of Stuart Walker.

Mack Sennelt, world-famous pioneer film
producer, will return to active motion picture production in Hollywood, as associate
producer with Harry Joe Brown on 20th
Century-Fox' "Hollywood Cavalcade". As
one oldtimer to another, how about ringing
in a flock of your old "bathing beauties"?
Over to Republic for a chat with Gene Autry
on the set of his latest picture, "Mountain
Rhythm", and will say that Gene is all steamed
up about his proposed trip to England. Here's
hoping
throwGene
a monkey-wrench
into
the Hitler
works, doesn't
and keeps
on this side.
That was a swell stunt Paramount pulled
in inviting the ladies to a special preview
of "Invitation to Happiness". Too bad some
of our female columnists didn't take advantage of the idea, but guess "their public" wanted to see them in person, at the
theatre, instead of the projection room.
Now that Eddie and Ida Cantor have celebrated their silver-wedding anniversary, a near
record for Hollywood, we suppose Eddie will
lay off his own five girls, and start plugging
his grand-children. All kidding aside, Eddie,
many happy returns of the day . . . and we
mean MANY.
Lesser to Build
Film Producer Sol Lesser announces that
he is searching for a site in either Beverly
Hills or Hollywood on which to erect a new
$100,000 bloc of executive film offices. The proposed new building will contain not only offices, btit private projection rooms, dining, conference rooms, cutting rooms and an up-to-date
gyrnnasium. It is Lesser's plan to have the
project ready on or about September L
Big Cast in "World Moves On"
_ "The World Moves On", a story of prohibition days, has been selected by Warner Bros,
as a summer vehicle for the combined talents
of James Cagney, Priscilla Lane, Ann
Sheridan and Humphrey Bogart. Production
will begin when Cagney returns from his
vacation. Cagney will portray a cab driver
who becomes a racket king and Bogart will be
the villain.

Looking Over Script
Director Roy del Ruth discusses the Charles
with
"The Star
R. Rogers
Ring
Crosbyproduction,
at Paramount.
The Maker"
new comedy
gives Bing o chance to sing six songs, several
of idiich are from the old Gus Edwards
revues ivhich furnished a basis for the film.

"U"
Boom is at
tion boom
Spring
The
springProduc
production
on at Universal studio with five productions being
launched almost simultaneously. John M.
Stahl sent his long-heralded "Modern Cinderella" into production this week, to be followed closeh' by "The LInderpup", a Joe
Pasternak production. "Bright Victory", "I
Stole a Million" and "After School Days", the
Deanna Durbin starrer, are all slated to go
before the end of this month.

Brown Derby and All
Harry M. Warner chats zvith Al Smith,
former
of Nezv
York, studio.
during luncheon at Governor
Warner Bros.
Burbank
Note
that Al still has his brown derby.
Republic
New

Makes
Million

Plans

For

Dollar

Film

Encouraged by the success of "Man of Conquest", which is currentlv breaking records
throughout the United States, Republic is planning another million dollar picture to be
started shortly.
Studio has four stories under consideration
at the present time, and it is a likelihood that
the selection will be made from one of the
following : "The Life of George Washington",
"Dark Command", "David Cook of the
Rockies" and "Tv/o Years Before the Mast".
An announcement on the selection will be made
as soon as board chairman Herbert Yates and
associate producer Sol C. Siegel return from
the San Francisco sales meeting.

"Deceiver" Gets Starting Gun
Director Ed. D. Venturini and the cast and
crew of Harry Sherman's "The Double Dyed
Deceiver", for Paramount, left for location
shots at Lone Pine the early part of the week.
The picture is being produced by Sherman as
a special with expanded budget and players
including TiTO Guizar, Jane Clayton, G.ale
Sondergaard and Alan Mowbray.

Cummings Will Direct "Cavalcade"
Irving Cummings' next directorial assignment at 20th Century-Fox will be "Hollywood
Cavalcade", co-starring Alice Faye and Don
Ameche, with J. Edward Bromberg in an important role. Ernest Pascal wrote the screenplay from Lou Breslow's original story.

"Oldtimers"

Galore Seen at

United Artists' Convention
The United Artist Convention sure developed into an "oldtimers " convention, as far
as STR's "oldtimer " was concerned, and kept
us busy renewing old acquaintances with the
gang from New York. Seemed like only yesterday when Paul Lazarus and Moe Streimer
started the ball a-rolling, but they tell us it
was twenty years ago. And then, to mention
a few, there was Harry Buckley, Sam Rifkin,
Sam and Charlie Stern, Ed Raftery, Al Margolies, Monroe Creenthal and Tom Walker.
It was swell seeing all you boys again, and
here's fornia
hoping
next year.you come out to sunny Cali• The Oldtimer'
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Boys* Reformatory
(Continued from page 9)
and Grant Withers seem to give the sincerest performances. For exploitation, get
the support of local welfare groups and tell
them of the strong moral lessons in the picrture, see? A display of gangster paraphe
nalia could be displayed in the lobby along
with action stills. There are stills available
for cooperative tieups, see?
Catchline: "A smashing, crashing drama
(FAMILY)
of the little bie house."
The

RKO

Rookie

Cop

(Hollyi^'ood Previei^')
Drama

60 mins.

Thrills, Suspense And Dog Actor Make
This One Good For Action Half Of Dual
(National Release Date, April 28)
Cast: Tim Holt, Virginia Weidler, Janet
Shaw, Frank M. Thomas, Robert Emmett
Keane, Monte Montague and Ace. The
Wonder Dog and others. Story by Guy K.
Austin and Earl Johnson. Screenplay by
Morton Grand and Jo Pagano. Directed
by David Howard. Produced by Bert Gilroy.
Plot: Three months on the force. Rookie
Cop Tim Holt is trying to convince the
Police Commissioner that his Police Dog
Ace deserves a chance to help track down
criminals. With the help of the Police
Chief's daughter, Janet Shaw, and the next
door neighbor's precocious Virginia Weidler, they track down a gang who had stolen
furs, held up banks and committed other
crimes too numerous to mention and convince the authorities of the worth of the
dog for a place on anv police force.
SUMMARY: For either half of a double,
particularly in those houses that get the
week-end play of the kids, this will bring
in good money at the boxoffice and advance
exploitation on Ace, possibly one of the
greatest dogs yet to show his screen capabilities, will add much more to the take.
Tim Holt, improving in every picture, is
top-notch and he gets grand support from
the moppet, Virginia Weidler, who wants
to be a lady Police Commissioner. David
Howard directs with a snappy hand and
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paces his chases and fights right up to the
last second of suspense and has a nice story
and production to help him. Try to get a
trained Police Dog for outside ballyhoo and
make connections with Police authorities
for
outs. tieups, with uniforms and arsenal layOUTSTANDING:
Weidler and the Dog,
Catchline: "Just a
in the eyes of his dog
Panama

RKO

Tim Holt, Virginia
Ace.
rookie, but the tops
"
(FAMILY)
Lady

(Hollyzvood Previeiv)
Drama

65 mins.

Fair Program Picture, Well Directed
And Acted, O.K.
For Second Feature
(National Release Date, May 12)
Cast: Lucille Ball, Allan Lane, Steffi
Duna, Evelyn Brent, Donald Briggs, Abner
Biberman and others. Story by Garrett
Fort. Screenplay by Michael Kanin. Directed by Jack Hively. Produced by Cliff
Reid.
Plot: Lucille Ball is one of half a dozen
stranded chorus girls in a Panama cafe,
that caters to the flotsam of that port. She
is given the go-bye by a gem smuggling
aviator, Donald Briggs, but is taken into
the interior by an oil prospector, Allan
Lane, and almost poisoned by his native
girl, Steffi Duna, who resents her coming
as
new man
housekeeper.
Left in Biberman,
care of Lane's
native
Fridajf, Abner
she
has cleaned up house just as Briggs comes
to take her on a one-way plane trip. When
Briggs steals Lane's oil grant plans, he is
shot to death by Steffi, who accuses Lucille.
It is all straightened out, and a year later
Lucille is found in the states by Lane and
they clinch for the finale.
SUMMARY: With about five minutes
cut out of the beginning of the picture, this
story would carry interest from beginning
to end with a good chance for it to hold
filler spot for the action half in duals. Lucille Ball and Allan Lane are in most of
the footage and hold the audience well in
nicely portrayed parts. Good assistance is
given them by Steffi Duna and Abner Biberman as natives and Evelyn Brent as the
saloonkeeper. Jack Hively gets plenty of
interest and chuckles with his keen direction from a modestly budgeted production.
Dress lobby with palm and cocoanut trees.
Dress employes in Palm Beach garb.
OUTSTANDING: Direction.
Catchline: "When she found she didn't
fire the second shot — she landed the big
shot."
(FAMILY)

May

13, 1939

Fixer Dugan
RKO

Drama

64 mins.

Picture With Circus Background Should
Be All Right For Saturday Afternoons
(National Release Date March 21)
Cast: Lee Tracy, Virginia Weidler, Peggy
Shannon, Bradley Page, William Edmunds,
Edward Gargan, Jack Arnold and others.
Screenplay by Bert Granet and Paul Yawitz.
Original play by H. C. Potter. Directed by
Lew Landers. Produced by Cliff Reid.
Plot: Tracy is known as Fixer Dugan as
his job with circus is to get everybody out
of a jam when they get into one. Rita LaRoy is killed when she falls olif a high wire
and her daughter, Virginia Weidler is cared
for by Tracy and Peggy Shannon, The child
is finally taken to an orphanage through a
man who had swindled Peggy but Virginia,
Peggy and Tracy get even in the end.
SUMMARY: For RKO this can only be
called poor fare. Lacking marquee names
and without much of a plot to recommend it
the picture's
is on itSaturday
noons. The best
kids hope
will love
but thereafterwill
be some who'll say they shouldn't see it
because of the dishonest practices shown. It
cost but little to make and shows it in most
departments. Sell it with a circus atmosphere and plenty of circusy stunts. Use a
"chariot" ticket booth instead of your regular box office. A clown outside the theatre
and such stunts should attract attention.
Catchline: "Drama behind the thrills of
the circus."
(FAMILY)
President

Keeps

Promise

And

Inspects "Union Pacific" Train
The story behind President Roosevelt's
visit cial
this
the "Union isPacific"
train week
which to Paramount
sending speon
a tour of the principal cities of the nation
in connection with the release of Cecil B.
DeMille's
"Union
Pacific",
leaked out inproduction,
official circles
in Washington.
The invitation to the President was extended by his friend, Carl R. Gray, who retired as president of the Union Pacific railroad in 1937 after serving in that post for
seventeen years. Roosevelt promised to accompany Gray on an inspection trip.
Gray was found dead in bed in his hotel
room in Washington this week' and when
the news was given the President he said
lie would not cancel his plan to see the
"Union Pacific" special.

Columbia's Regional Meeting in Atlantic City
Home office executives, foreign representatives division managers, branch managers and salesmen from the sixteen exchanges present at the first of a series
of three sales meetings held by Columbia Pictures Corporation at Atlantic City, May 8th to Uth. On the dais, reading from left to right are: George Josephs,
manager sales accounting; Maurice Crad, director sales promotion; Leo Jaffe, assistant to A. Schneider; Irving Moross, attorney; Max Weisfeldt, short subject sales
supervisor; Rube Jackter, assistant sales manager; A. Montague, general sales manager; Jack Cohn, vice-president; Joseph A. McConvilie, foreign manager; Louis
Astor, circuit sales; Louis Weinberg, circuit sales; Maurice A. Bergman, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation.
(Other picture on page 6)
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Dates Shown Are Release Dales
is primarily intended to convey Imdepartment
This
portant Information regarding product on which no
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source. Listings will appear but once.
MICKEY, THE KID
Rep.
Drama
Not set
Selling Names: Bruce Cabot, Tommy
Ryan. Ralph Byrd, Zasu Pitts.
Director:
Arthur Lubin.
Assoc. Producer:
Herman Schlom.
Story Idea: Bruce Cabot, wanted for
murder, sends his son, Tommy Ryan, whom
he had brought up, to his grandmother's
home. F. B. I. men, learning of Tommy's
whereabouts, try to make him speak — but
he keeps quiet until Cabot, trying to make
a getaway after visiting Tommy, uses a
bus full of children for his flight car. Tommy
follows and saves the children's lives.
Catchline: "He had to denounce his
father, to save many lives."
Rep.

IN OLD CALIENTE
Western

Not s«t

Selling Names: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart,
George "Gabby" Hayes, Jack La Rue.
Assoc. Producer and Director: Joe Kane.
Story Idea: Roy Rogers is robbed of a
large sum of money belonging to his employer and is arrested on suspicion of theft.
George "Gabby" Hayes. Rogers' old friend
and teacher, and his niece Mary Hart, believing in his innocence, have him released
so that they may find the guilty party. The
major-domo of the ranch. Jack La Rue is
trapped into confessing the theft.
Catchline: "His ruse trapped the bandits".
UA

WINTER CARNIVAL
Drama

Not set

Selling Names: Ann Sheridan, Richard
Carlson, Helen Parish, Robert Armstrong.
Director: Charles F. Riesner.
Producer: Walter Wanger.
Story Idea: Ann Sheridan, an American
heiress recently divorced from a Russian
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word. No charge for name and addrcn.
Five insertions (or the price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Classified ads will appear a( soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Oasfifiw]
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPER.•\TION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or money order. Address, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
BUSINESS

STIMULANTS

THEATRE OWNERS. Don't be a
sucker and pay royalties on any theatre
game — Play Double Bingo— and buy the
cards as you want them — You will increase
your business 25% to 50% — They cost you
$1.25 a thousand — It's like Keno, Screeno,
Tango. The big difference is a double card.
World Wide Theatrical Agency, 148 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Calif.

~
RIAL
MATEMOLESKIN
SEAT REPAIR
ARTIFICIAL
LEATHER
81c per yard; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats from
two yards. Samples on request. Commercialeather, 116 Merimac St., Boston.

Duke, in trying to avoid reporters and
photographers, gets on a special train
bound
for Dartmouth
winter carnival.
There College's
she again famous
meets
Richard Carlst)n, a professor whom she had
jilted six years before, and when all the
excitement is over, the romance is assured
a happy culmination.
Catchline: "She married the wrong man,
but fate brought her back to the man she
loved."
Para.

DISPUTED PASSAGE
Drama

Not set

Selling Names:
Dorothy Lamour, Ak'im
Tamiroff,
John Howard.
Director: Frank Borzage.
Producer:
Harlan Thompson.
Story Idea: Akim Tamiroff is a coldblooded scientist, whose God is science and
who expects John Howard, one of his students, to follow in his footsteps. Howard
and Dorothy Lamour plan to marry, but
Tamiroff convinces her that Howard must
not be diverted from his goal, so she leaves.
Unhappy and discouraged, Howard wanders
aimlessly until he gets to China, where he
and Dorothy find each other again, vowing
never to part.
Catchline: "He was a cold-blooded scientist, until love performed a miracle."
MEMORY
OF LOVE
RKO
Drama
Not set
Selling Names: Kay Francis, Carole
Lombard, Cary Grant, Charles Coburn.
Director: John Cromwell.
Producer: George Haight.
Story
Idea: she
KayhasFrancis
is Cary for
Grant's
wife
because
been chosen
him
by his parents. He meets Carole Lombard,
a widow with a small child and they are
mutually attracted. Carole refuses to marry
Grant because she doesn't want to break up
SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICING
$3 BRINGS YOU INSTRUCTIONS on
servicing your sound and projection equipment for entire year! This service includes "How to Service" your complete
sound equipment, amplifier, soundheads,
speakers, etc.; "How to service and repair
your projectors, intermittent movements,
Arc Lamps," etc.; and additional service
pages during the year; free consulting service; also loose-leaf binder for service sheets;
film for setting lenses; book on tubes.
Written and illustrated in simple, easy to
understand words. — You need this service
even if you have service, — more so if you
don't have service. — Send me complete details, tubes, make, etc; projectors, lamps,
make. WESLEY
TROUT, Consulting
Engineer, Box 575, ENID, OKLAHOMA.
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO BUY THEATRES IN
yiRGINIA, West Virginia or North Carolina in towns of less than 5,000. J. F.
LOFTUS, BRANDY. VA.
USED EQUIPMENT
NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the
same for you. The cost is only 10c per
word, five insertions for the price of three.
Address,
Classified
Dept., Showmen's Trade
Review. New
York Citv.

his home. Grant takes sick and Kay, realizing that it is only Carole he loves, consents
to a divorce.
Catchline: "Married in name only . . .
should he sacrifice his home or his heart?"
HOTEL

FOR WOMEN
Drama

Not set
20th-Fox
Selling Names: Elsa Maxwell, James Ellison, Linda Darnell, Ann Sothern.
Director: Gregorj- Ratoff.
Assoc. Producer:
Raymond Griffith.
Story Idea: Linda Darnell arrives from
Syracuse looking for a modeling job and
also to be near James Ellison, with whom
she is in love. Ellison having found other
attractions, is cold and unresponsive, until
Linda gets into trouble. He then finds that
she is the only one he loves and together
they go back to Syracuse, where they feel
they belong.
Catchline: "Which . . . together in a
small town or apart in a big city?"
RKO
WAY DOWN
SOUTH
Not set
Musical Drama
Selling Names: Bob Breen, Alan Mowbray, Ralph Morgan, Steffi Duna.
Director: Bernard Vorhaus.
Producer: Sol Lesser.
Story Idea: Bob Breen and his dad, Ralph
Morgan, live on a plantation down south
with their happy slaves. When Morgan
dies, his lawyer and friend Edwin Maxwell,
becomes executor of the estate. Maxwell
attempts to sell the slaves and the plantation, so that he may have enough money
to go away with StefiS Duna, an actress.
Bob enlists the aid of a judge — and so saves
the slaves and the plantation.
Catchline: "The liarvest festival of songs,
as celebrated on old-time plantations."
THE

RAINS
Drama

CAME

Not set
20th -Fox
Selling Names: Tyrone Power, Myrna
Loy, George Brent, Brenda Joyce.
Director: Clarence Brown.
Assoc. Producer: Harry Joe Brown.
Story Idea: During the rains in India,
when disease and trouble run rampant —
George Brent, a world weary Englishman,
finds the one woman in the world for
him, Brenda Joyce. Tryone Power, a surgeon and descendant of one of the oldest
families in India, decides to dedicate his
life to his people and Myrna Loy, an Englishwoman who has always used her charms
to gain her ends with men, sacrifices her
life because of her love for Power.
Catchline: "A river whose waters changed
the course of their lives."
THE

JONES FAMILY AT
GRAND Drama
CANYON

THE

Not set
20th -Fox
Selling Names: Jones Family, Horace
McMahan.
Director: Malcolm St. Clair.
Assoc. Producer: John Stone.
Story Idea: The Jones family set off to
claim the house and mine left them at the
Grand Canyon. The house has been used as
a hideout by Horace McMahan, a murderer,
so that when the Jones Family arrive, McMahan and his gang make it as uncomfortable as possible, in order to get rid of
them. Jed Prouty, eventually, captures McMahan and gets the $2,000 reward.
Catchline: "The Jones Family become

sleuths."
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Initial lie/tne Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability : (F) Family (A) Adults.
GRAND NATIONAL
ASTOR PICTURES
1938-39
Rel.
Mins. Stars
Date
Stais
Title
TitU
Muii.
Cipher Bureau (D)
70 Ainos-WooUbuiy
l^)
aat Whitpen (My-D)
86 . C. (Vlorris-U. Merkel
Issue ot
Date
Rel.
Crashing Thru (D)
James Newill- Warren Hull
Everything is Rhythm (Mu)
Harry Roy & Band
Reissued
See
Exile
Express
(D)
SI..
Anna
Sten-Alan
Marshal
(A)
Front Pa(je (C)
100. A. Menjou-P. O'Brien ....
.Not
Rev.
2/15/39..
Frontier Scout (W)
61 ..ueuiut nousiun
(F)
He.iit of New York (Mu) 80.. Jelson-EvanS'Moryan
Keissued
Lady
Takes
a
Chance
(D)
Heather
Angel-John
King
Jean
Harlow-B.
Lyon
Hell's Anijels
110.
Reissued
.Monster
Walks (D)
(My-D)
60. Mischa Auer
"Everything
Happens to Ann") (F)
Reissued
Long Shot (D)(Former title,
ba. .Marsha
Hunt
Out ot Sincjapore (D)
76. Noah Beery-Dorothy Biirijess
Reissued
Miracle of Main Street
Mango
Rain (D)
85. J.
Crawford-W.
Huston
Reissued
Reissued
Panama
Patrol a (D)
Wynters-Leon Ames.. (F)
Seal face (D)
88. P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Renfrew Saves
Lady 69. .Charlotte
James Newell
Sea Ghost (D)
60. Alan Hale-Claude Allister ..
Reissued
Reissued
Sky Devils (C-D)
88. Spencer Tracy
Ride
'Em
Cowgirl
(W)
52
.
.
Dorothy
Page-Vince
Barnett
(F)
Shadows Over Shanghai (D) 66. .Ralph Morgan
(F)
Street Scene (D)
79. Sylvia Sidney
Reissued
Reissued
Three Bioailway Girls (C)
83. Blondell-Evans-Claire
Singing
Cowgirl
57
.
Dorothy
Paije-David
O'Brien
Reissued
Tombstone Canyon (W)
67. Bob Burns
(Farmer
Title "Lady Buckaroo")
Six-Gun
Rhythm Case(W)
57.
Barclay . ...(F)
Toni'ht Oi Never (D)
92 Swansun ' DoiKilas- Karloff ....
Sunset Murder
(D)
57...Tex
Sally Fletcher-Joan
Rand
58
Tumbleweeds ( W)
86 , William S. Hart
. Reissued
5/1/39
(Former title,
"Murder
on Sunset Barton
Boulevard")
Titans ot the Deep (T)
47. Dr.
Wm. Beebe-Otis
... (F)
Trigger Pals (W)
55. Art Jarrett-Lee Powell
(F)
Water Rustlers (W)
54. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ...
COLUMBIA
1937-38
(Former title, "The Last Barrier")
City Stieels (D)
68 . Fellows-Carrillo
(F) 7/1/38 .. .bl
1/5/38
.66/25/38
Coloiado Tiail (W)
55 .Starrett-Meredith
(F) 9/8/38
CoDvicted (0)
58 . Hayworth-Quigley
MCM
(A) 8/18/38 . . .b8/27/38
.8373 A. Shirley-N. Gray
9/30/38 . .b8/6/38
(F)
Girl's
School
(D)
1937-38
Gladiator (C)
71 .Brown-Travis
(F) 8/15/38 .. .blO/l/38
Block-Heads
(C)
Am the Law (D)
.E. Robinson-W. Barrie
lA) 9/15/38
Laurel-Hardy
(F)
9/2/38 . .b8/27/oij
.5661 . Kelly-Hayworth . .
Juvenile Conit (Dj
O
Keefe-Stone-Pendleton
(F)
(F)
Chaser
(C)
/o
.
.b9/l7/38
.67 .L. Ross-G. Stuart
Lady Objects (0)
Crowd
Roars
(D)
92
(A)
. I aylor-Arnold-Moryan
(F)
9/9/38 . .bl 1/26/38
Phantom Gold (W)
J.
Luden-B.
Marion
(F)
8/31/38
Fast
Company
(My-D)
75
M.
Douglas-F.
Rice
(F)
7/15/38
Pioneer Trail (W)
.
Luden
-Barclay
.Stone-Rooney-Gniland
(F)
Love
Finds
Andy
Hardy
(C-D)..
92
.
.a5/l4/38
.
.
.b7/2/38
.5561 Jack Holt-Wynters
Reformatory (D)
(F)
(F)
Marie Antoinette (H-D)
160 N. Shearer-T. Power
.56 .Starrett-Meiedith
(F) 7/21/38
South of Arizona (W)
7/28/38
Port of Seven Seas (D)
81 Beery-O'Snllivan
(A)
9/22/38 . .blO/B/38
.56 . B. Jones-D. Fay
Stranaer From Arizona (W)
.Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F)
Rich
Man,
Poor
Girl
(C-D)
74
..a8/27/3«
Shopworn Angel (D)
87 .M. Sullavan-J. Stewart
(F)
1938-39
Adventure in Sahar.i (D)
58.. P. Kelly-L. Gray
(A)
Arizona Cowboy (W)
Charles Starrett-lris Meredith..
Blind Alley (D)
71 .Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..(F)
Ulendie (C)
68 . P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Meets the Boss (C)
71.. P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
California Frontier (W)
54 . Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
Coast Guard
Scott-Bellamy-Perry
Ciinie Takes a Holiday (D) 58..Holt-M. Ralston
(F)
First Offenders (D)
61. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts.. ..
Flight to Fame (D)
57.. C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F)
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54 . Bill Elliott- Luana de Alcaniz ...
(Former title.
"California
Cavalcade")
Golden Boy
Barbara
Stanwyck-Wm.
Holden..
Good Girls Go to Paris
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
Hidden Power
Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael . ..
Homicide Bureau (D)
.63. B.
Cabot-R. Hayworth
(F)
in tally Arizona (W)
53 Elliott-Gulliver
Lady and the Mob (C)
65. Fay Bainter-lda Lupino (F)
Law Comes to Texas (W)
58 Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
Law of the Texan (W)
54.
Fay
(F)
Let Us Live (D)
68. Buck Jones-D.
O'Sullivan-Henry
Little Adventuress (C-D) 62. Maureen
E. Fellows-R.
Fiske Fonda(A)
(F)
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
56. Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver ...
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (0)
65 Warren
William-Ida Lupino ... (F)
Man From Sundown (D)
Meredith
...
RichardStarrett-lris
Arlen-Rochelle
Hudson..
Missing Daughters (D)
59 Chas.
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59 Alan Baxter-Jacqueline Weils.... (F)
North of Shanghai (D)...
.58. Betty Furness-Jamcs Craig (F)
North of the Yukon (W)
.04 Chas. Starrelt-Linda Winters..
title.Arthur-Cary
"Mounted Grant
Police")
Only Angels Have Wings (D) (Former
. 122 . . Jean
(F)
Outside These Walls (D)
61. Dolores Costcllo-MichacI Whalen
Parents on Trial
Jean Parker-Johnny Downs
Rio Grande (W)
59. Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
"North of Bickford
Texas") ....(F)
Romance of the Redwoods (D) (Former
. .67 . . Jeantitle.Paiker-Chas.
Smasliinii the Spy Ring 'D).. 62. Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F)
Spoilers of the Range (W)
. 58 . Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
(Former
title,
"The
Oklahoma
Trail")
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (Dj 66. Jack Holt-Beverly Roberts
(F)
"Outside
the Law")
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu- W ) (Reviewed
. .60 . . All asMidget
Cast
(F)
Texas Stampede (W) ..
57 .Charles Starretl-I. Meredith
there's
That
Woman
Aiiain
(F)
(My-C)
70 Douglas-Bruce
Thiinderinq West (W)
57 C. Starrett-I. Meredith
trapped in the Sky (D)
60 Jack Holt-Katherine DeMille ...(F)
West of Sante Fe (W).
57. Starrett-Meredith
(F)
Whisneriiiii Enemies (D)
62.. J Holt-D Cnstello
(F)
Woman Is a Judge
Frieda Inescort
(F)
rou Can't Take It With You (C) 125 L. Bariyi.i.Mc-Arthur-Stewai-t.
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

..bl2/24/3«
. .a5/6/39
. .b4/29/39
I/5/3U
. .bl
. .b3/4/39
.al2/IO/38
. In Prod.
. ..al/14/39
.b5/7/38
9 ..bl2/24/38
/338
122/
10/1
4/
1/19/39 .al 1/19/38
..In Prod.
6/30/39. ..InIn Prod.
Prod.
8'
. . .b2/4/39
/3
/5
10
11/2/38
.. ..b3/l
.a9/3/38
1/39
4/3/39
l'/5/3'j' . .a2/25/39
10/24/38 .blO/29/38
4/16/39
. .b2/25/39
2/22/39
10/24/38 .bl2/l7/38
3/16/39 . .al/14/39
1/27/39 . . .bl/28/39
In Prod.
5/22/39 .. .a3/25/39
.b3/l8/39
3/30/39
2/10/39 .. .. .b4/l/39
.a2/4/39
3/30/39
5/25/39 . .b5/l3/39
5/4/39 ...a2/l8/39
In Prod.
12/8/38 ..alO/1/38
2/28/39 . .b4/29/39
12/29/38 bl2/24/38
4/27/39 ..a3/l8/39
12/15/38 blO/29/38
12/1/38 ..b7/l6/38
2/9/39 ...al/14/39
12/24/38 hi2/i7/3S
i/12/39
18/39
6/1/39 . al.b2/1/19/30
10/3/38 . ,012/24/38
3/24/39 .
..In
Prod.
. .bl/7/31
9/29/38 . .b8/27/3a

11/15/38
5/25/39
5/1
1/39
11/30/38
2/28/39
12/15/38

1939-40
Jean Arthur-James Stewart

CAUMONT BRITISH
1938-39
Climbing High (C) . . . . .
79 . . Matthews- Redgrave
Crime Over London (D)
68.. Cawthorn -Sidney-Cirahame
Lady Vanishes (D)
78.. Liikas-Whitty
Man With 100 Faces (D)
72.. Tom Walls-Lilli Palmer
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
78.. Taiiber-Diina
(Reviewed
A Clown Must Laugh")
Sailing Along (Mii-C)
.79.
. Matthews-Whiting
Show Goes On (D)
.
.71
.
.
Neagle-Carminati
Strange Boarders (D)
. 73. .T. Walls- R. St. Cyr
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
,. Donat-Madeleine Carroll
Three on a Week End (C-D). .. .80
.72. . Lodge- Lockwood
(Reviewed
as "Illegal
Holiday")
To the Victor (D)
..71
.. Fyffe-LoderLockwood

(Dist by 20th -Fox)
(F) 8/15/38 bl2/l7/38
(F) II/I/38 . ., . .b!l/6/
jii
(F) 10/1/38 . .bl09/3/38
1/5/38
(A)
(A)
, hlO/15/38
(F) 4/15/38 ...b2/l2/38
(F) 6/15/38 ...b8/l4/37
(A) 8/1/38
06/4/38
(F) 9/15/38 ...Reissued
(A) 7/1/38 ...b2/12/38
(F) 3/15/38 ...b2/l2/38

GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Oangerous Secrets (D).
...70.. p. Lukas-L. Tj-avers
(A)
(Reviewed
as "Briel
Ecstasy")
Hioh „
Command (D)
59 . , L. Atwill-L.
Mannheim
(A)
I Married a Spy (D)
59. .N. Hamilton-B. Horney
(A)
King of the
(AD)
Renfrew
of Sierras
the Great
White 57 .. Rex— Sheik, the wonder horse...
Trail (D)
Newell- Walker
Utah Trail (W)
55 . Tex Ritter

8/19/38
7/15/38
7/1/38
8/28/38
7/22/38
8/12/38

.b8/28/37
b7/t30/Rev38.
.No
.a6/l8/38
/30/3''
..b7
.a7/9/38

13, 1939

11/4/38
I /7n/iq . .bl0/z9/38
Issue1/39ot
. .b2/l
IU/21/38
a3/4/39
5/27/39 ...a 12/31/38
..bl2/3l/38
.b9/l7/38
See
. .b2/25/39
1/6/39 . ..In
Prod.
. bl/21/39
Not Rev.
.
2/10/39. . .b9/l7/38
10/14/38
1/20/39
.al 1/19/38
5/31/39 . .b2/l8/39
5/13/39
10/28/38 a8/20/38
bl I / 19/38
.all/19/38
.
1/13/39 . .bl/14/39
1/6/39 .

. .b8/20/38
9' '
8/19/385/26/3. .b7/3U/38
7/29/38 .. ..b//JU/38
.b7/2/3«
8/5/38 .
7/8/38 . . .b7/l6/38
7/22/38 . .b7/IH/3«
8/26/38 . ..b4/2/3«
7/1/38. . .b8/l3/J«
8/12/38 . ..b7/2/3e
7/15/38

Adventiiies of Huckleberry
1938-39
a4/29/39
. .b2/ll/39
Finn Hardy
(D)
90 .Mickey Rooney-Lynn Carver
Andy
Gets
Spring
Fever
(D)
(F) 2/10/39 . .a3/4/39
.Mickey
Rooney-Lewis Stone
Boys Town (Dl
92
.S. Tracy-.M. Rooney
.
(F)
9/9/38
.
.
.
.b9/in/38
5/26/39 . . .b4/8/39
Rob't Young-Billie Burke ...
Bridal Suite (C)
title, 0'"Maiden
Voyage")Parker .(F) 1/13/39
Burn 'Em Up O'Connor (D) (Former
12
.
.
70
.
.
Dennis
Keefe-Cecilia
.b4/29/39
. (F) 4/7/39 . .bl2/l7/38
Broadway
Serenade
(Mu-D)
J. MacDonald-L. Ayres
Calling
Kildare
(D) ... .85_ . Lew
, (F) 4/28/39
Ayres- L. Kilburn
Barrymoi e
ChristmasDr.Carol
(0)
.(F) 12/16/38
10/28/38 .blO/29/38
69. . R. Owen-T.
Citadel
1 7810 R.
.bl /I4 '39
Russell-R.
Donat
.(A) 12/!l/38 .. .b2/l8/3$
Rainer-A.
Marshall
Dramatic (D)
School (D)
Fast and Loose (My-C) 76 R. Montgomery- Rosalind Russell . (F)
2/17/39
.. . .bl2/3/38
(F)
12/2/38
Flirting With Fate (C)
70 Joe E. Brown
1/27/39 . . .bl/28/3»
Four Girls in White (D)
73
Rice- Alan Marshall... .(F)
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/3l/38
Girl Downstairs (C)
76 Florence
F. Tone-F. Gaal
(F) II /4/38 . . .bla2/1/5/38
18/39
Rainer-Gravet
Donat-Greer Gaison
Robert
Chips (D)
. .b4/22/39
Mr. (Mu)
Goodbye,
Great Waltz
104 Rooney-Stone- Rutherford
(F)
4/21/39
.
b
1
2
'
Hardys Ride High (C-D)
80
<F) 2/3/39 ,. ..b3/ll/39
. . .b2/4/3S
Honolulu
84.. .Crawford
Eleanor -Stewart
Powell-Rob't.
82.
(PartYoung
Tech.)... (F)
Ice
Follies (Mu-Cl
of 1939 (D).
(A) 3/10/39
1/27/39 .,. . ...b5/6/39
.bl/28/39
Gable-Shearer
Idiot's
Delight (D)
It's a Wonderful
World (My-C) 109
86 James Stewart-Claudette Colbert (F)
5/19/39
.
. . .b4/R/39
(F)
2/24/39
FlorenceBruce
Rice...
Kid From Texas (C-D)
70 Dennis
(F) 4/14/39
10/21/38 . hi.b2/l8/39
Nelson O'KeefeEddy- Virginia
. . (F)
Let Freedom Ring (Mu-D)
87 Bartholomew-C^arland
0/22/38
.a4/29/39
.
.b4/29/39
Listen,
Darling
(C-D)
73
Lucky Night (C-D)
82 „- . ^Taylor
..
6/23/39 .
Myrna Loy-Robert
(A) 5/5/39
Out West
the (D)
Hardys „
c. „ Sothern
Rob't Young-Ann
a Lady
Was With
Maizie
bl 1/26/38
(F) 11/25/38 blO/29/38
83 Rooney-Stone-Parker
(C-D)
(A)
3/10/39
.. .b3/25/39
.
(F)
3/24/39
87.... Leslie
(D)
Pygmalion' Madden
Johnson
Berry-Laraine Hiller
WallaceHoward-Wendy
80
(D)
bl..34/29/39
I / 19 / 18
Sergeant
Shining Hour
(0)
" 9,i;='*""1:S""^"2;/'"',";:
b4/l/39
(F) ll/lR/38
6/9/39
.
yf.»<\". P'''9«»"-f"I? John'"" ■• . (F)
S.OOO Enemies (D)
3/31/39 bl 1/19/38
77. .Virginia Bruce-Walter Pidgeon. (F)
Society Lawyer (D)
(F) 11/11/38
10/7/38 .
65.
(C-D)
Madness
Spring
. .bl/7/39
Rooney
Beery- M. es-Meredith
. W.SuMivan-Ayi
89. .0
(D)
Stablemates
Taylor- Beery- Rice^'iK^'"^ ^ (F) 1/6/39 .. .In
95. .Y"^'"'^
(D)
and Ficiht
.blO/8/3S
Prod.
Stand Up Than
Stronger
Desire
.a2/l8/39
6/30/39..
1 10 . MacDonald- Eddy- Mornan (Tech.)
Sweeihearts (Mu)
.a3/l8/39
6/16/39
(F) l2/.W'Mi
Wpissmuller-0 Sullivan
5/12/39 bl2/24/3H
TarzanNo (D)
Tell
Tales' (D) '.'.'..'.'.'.'.'..' Melvyn Douglas-H. B. Warner..
.(F)
9/2/38
(Former
title,
"One
Hundred
to
One")
ne
. (F) 9/16/38 . .. .. ..b9/3/38
Montgomery-Gaynor-To
(C) . . 6, . . C.
Has Nancy
Three Loves
.b9/l7/38
(F) 9/23/38 . . .b3/l8/39
Gable-M. LoyRice
(C-D) 105. .D.
Handle
to
Hot
Too
O'Keefe-F.
. (F)
3/17/39
. .blO/R/38
Vacation From Love (C)
65. .Ruth Hussey-Paul Kelly
(F)
10/14/38
Within the Law (D)
65. . L. Barrymore-L. Ayres ..
Young Dr. Kildaie (D)
81.
blO/15/38
1939-40
E. G. Robinson-Nat Pendleton..
Gahle-Lciiih-Howaid (Tech.)
Rob't Taylor
Hedy Lamarrh Bondi
Barrymore-Beula
Lionel
'iv Garland- Frank Morgan
Shearer-Crawford-Russell

Blackmail
Gone With the Wind
of the Tropics
LadyBorrowed
Time (D)
On
Wizard of Oz (Tech.)
Women, The
MONOGRAM
Man's Country (W)
Mexican Kid (W)

1937-38
53.. Jack Randall
55. .Jack Randall

Across the Plains (W)
Barefoot Boy (D)
63
Boys Reformatory (D)
61
Eonvict's
Code
(D)
66.
Oritting Westward (W)
Down the Wyoming Trail (W)..
(Former.
(ianijster's
i D i (D) 80.
Girl From BnvNowhere
Gang Bullets iD)
63.
Gun
(D)
73.
I ^m Packer
a Criminal
(D)
73.
Little Pal (D)
66

1938-39
Jack
Randall-Joyce Bryant
Moran-Moigan-Jones
Fiankie Darro
Nagel
Kent-Anne
Robert Ran'lallJnrk
Ethel Duran
title. "Santa Fe Bound")
Tex Ritter
Jackie
Anne Cooper
Nagel-Warren Hull
Anne Na el
Jack Randall
John Carroll-Kay Linaker
Ralph Bellamy-Mickey Rooney .

..In Prod.
..In
In Prod.
a4/29/39
all/12/38
..In Prod.

(F) 7/6/38 ■ ■•■J'i/lj/^^
(F) 8/17/38 ...09/10/38

'F)
(F)
.A/
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

6/1/39(H ..... 84/29/39
8/3/
5/1/39 .. 05/13/39
W ..■b-''M'19
I/'.'I/ 39
1/25
al/7/39
5/18/39 ..a4/22/39
11/19/38
6/16/39 bll/iJMH
■ .a5/6/39
11/23/38 ■012/ 0/38
11/16/38 .01/12/38
12/14/38 ..bl2/3/38
2/15/39 .. Reissued

,l/,)v t\ 1939
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(Continued) 1938-39
MONOGRAM
Title
Mins. Stais
Boris KarlofT
(A)
Mr. Wonci. Detective (My-D) 66 Boris
Karloff
(F)
Mystery of Mr. Woiio (D)
65
Mystery Plane (D)
60 John Tront-Marjorle Reynolds ..(F)
Navy Secrets (0)
60. Fay Wray
(F)
Tex Ritter
(F)
Rollin'
(W)
61 Tex
Ritter
(F)
Song of Westward
the Buckaroo
(W)
68
56 . Tex Ritter
(F)
Starllnht Over Texas (W)
Star Reporter (D)
62. .Warren Hull-Marsha Hunt
(F)
Streets of New York (D)
73.. Jackie Cooper
(F)
Sundown on the Prairie (W) . 53 . Tex Ritter
Sweetheart
Sionia Chi (D) . . .75.
. Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
Tough Kid of(0)
6I..Frankie
Darro
(F)
Trigger Smith (W)
51.. Jack Randall
Undercover Agent (C-D)..
51). Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane.. (F)
Under the Big Top (0)
63. Nagel-Main-La Rue
(F)
(F)
Wanted by the Police {□)
59. Frankie Darro
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D)..65. James Stephenson-Betty Lynne..(A)
"Dangerous Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) (Reviewed
..61. Tex asRitter
(F)
Willi Horse Canyon (W)
50.. Jack Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (O)
John Carroll-Movita

Rel
Date
Issue of
10/5/38 . . .blQ/8/:i8
See
. 53/4/39
3/8/39 ., .. .b3/l8/39
3/8/39
..
.
.b2/l
1/39
2/8/39 .. , . .b4/l/39
3/1/39
12/7/38 .. . .bl/14/39
. .b9/24/38
9/7/38
2/22/39 . . ...b5/6/39
4/12/39 . . .b4/8/39
10/10/38 . . a2/l8/39
2/1/39
12/28/38
, . Reissue
...b
1/7/39
3/22/39 . .. .32/25/39
b4/29/39
4/5/39
.
. .b9/l7/38
8/31/38
9/21/38 .. . .b9/24/38
4/19/39 . .b3/l8/39
10/19/38
. .bl/7/39
12/21/38 ,bl0/29/38
. ..a4/8/39
5/8/39 .

PARAMOUNT
1937-38
Booloo (D)
.60.
.C.
Tapley-S.
Asmara
Africa
Bulldog Drummond
(D)
.60.
.H.
Angel-J.
Howard
Give Me a Sailor (C) ..
. .80. . Raye-Hope-Grable
Professor Beware (C) ...
. .90..H. Lloyd-P. Welch
Spawn of the North (D)
_
_
1 10. . Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
rexans
(H-D)
9I..Scott-J.
Tropic Holiday
(Mu-C)
75. .Lamour-B.B'ennett
Burns-Raye

7/22/38
8/19/38
8/5/38 .
7/15/38
8/26/38
8/12/38
7/1/38

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

.b7/23/38
. b7/30/38
.b8/6/38
.b7/l6/38
.b8/20/38
.b7/l6/38
b7/2/38

1938-39
Ambush (D)
62 . Gladys Swarthout
.(F)
.bl/21/39
Arkansas Traveler (D)
.83. .B. Burns-M. Carlisle
.(F) 1/2C/39
10/14/38 . .. .blO/8/38
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
.60. . Howard-Angel-Warner ...
.(F) 11/25/38 .bl
(My-D)
1/26/38
Artists
and Models Abroad
.(F) 12/30/38 .blO/29/38
.90. . Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
Back Door to Heaven (D) (C) .85. .Ford-Erwin-Ellis
..b4/15/39
.(A)
4/21/39
.
.
.b3/l2/38
Beachcomber (C-D)
.94. . Laughton- Lanchester
. (A) 3/10/39 .
(Reviewed as "Vessel of Wrath")
7/28/39 . .33/25/39
Bulldog Drummond's (Former
Bride (D)title. John Howard- Heather Angel ...
"Mr.
&
Mr's.
Bulldog
Drummond'
Boy Trouble (C)
70. Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland.... (F) 2/27/39 . . . .b2/4/39
Bulldog
. . .b4/8/39
Police Drummond's
(My)Secret
55 . . Howard-Angel
(A)
1/39
Cafe Society (C)
83 ..M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
yf.) 4/14/39
3/3/39 . . .. .b2/l
.b9/24/38
. .64..H. Luisetti-B. Grable
Campus Confessions (D)
(F)
9/16/38
.
Disbarred (D)
.59 ...Bill
Patrick(F) 1/6/39 .. . .bl/28/39
BoydKruger
Frontiersman (W)
74
(F) 12/16/38 .bll/26/38
. .32/25/39
Gracie Allen Murder Case (D) Gracie Allen-Warren William
6/2/39 . . .32/18/39
Grand Jury Secrets (D)
John Howard-Gail Patrick
6/23/39
.
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73.. Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable .. (F) 6/23/39 . .b3/l8/39
.b5/l3/39
Hotel Imperial (D)
70 . Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
(F) 5/12/39
(F)
11/11/38 .. .b9/l7/38
If I Were King (H-D)
100. Colman-Dee-Rathbone
1/5/38
Illegal Traffic (D)
67. . J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F) 11/4/38 . .. ..bl
.b3/25/39
.b8/6/38
(F)
4/7/39
..
I'm
From
Missouri
(C)
77
.
Bob
Burns-Gladys
George
(F) 9/9/38 .. . .b5/l3/39
In Old Mexico (W)
62. . W. Boyd-G. Hayes
Invitation to Happiness (D) 95. Fred MacMurray-lrene Dunne.. (F) 6/16/39
6/30/39 . . .34/1/39
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn. ..
blO/8/38
(F) 9/30/38 . .. .b3/l8/39
King of Alcatraz (D)
55. . Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(A) 3/17/39 . . .b4/l5/39
King of Chinatown (D)
60 . A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
(F)
Lady's From Kentucky (D)
75.. Geo. Raft-Ellen Drew
.bl2/3/38
(F) 4/28/39
12/2/38 .. .. .33/18/39
Little Orphan Annie iC-D) 56. . Gillis- Kent-Travis
7/21/39
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff
. . .32/4/39
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour ... (F) 7/7/39
10/28/38 . .blU/22/38
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) . . 104. . MacMurray-Milland
. .b3/l 1/39
Midnight (C)
90. Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche.. (F) 3/24/39
7/14/39 . . -34/8/39
Million Dollar Legs
Betty Grable-Jackie Coogan ... (F) IU/21/38
. .b9/
Mysterious
Rider(C)
iW)
74. . Uumbrille-1 oler-Fields
.b3/l^4/ja
1/39
Never
Say Die
80
.Martha Raye-Bob Hope ....
(F) 4/14/39 . ..bl2/l8/39
Sylvia
Sidney-Leif
Erikson
(F)
2/24/39
.
.bl2/24/38
.."one
third
of
a
nation
(D)
.76.
(A) 1/27/39 . . .bl/28/39
Paris Honeymoon (Mu)
83. .8. Crosby-F. Gaal
Parsons in Hiding (D)
69. .Patricia Morrison
(F) 2/10/39 . .al
Pride of the West (W)
55. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
1/26/38
(F) 7/8/38 .. . .b6/25/38
Renegade Trail (W)
Bill Boyd
8/4/39 .
"ArizonaErikson
Bracelets")
(F) 12/9/38 . .bl2/IO/38
Ride a Crooked Mile (D) (Former
78.. F.title,
Farmer-L.
1/26/38
(F) 11/25/38 .bl
Say It In French (C)
70. . Milland-Bradna
.
Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
3/31/39 . ... ..b2/l8/39
SilverYou
on Sinners
the Sage (C-D)
(W)
" Crosby-F. MacMurray
b8/l3/38
Sing
8866 . B.
(F) 9/2/38 . .a5/6/39
Star Louis
MakerBlues
(Mu-C)
Crosby-Louise Campbell. (F) 2/3/39
8/25/39 .. . .bl/28/39
. Nolan-Lamour-Guizar
St.
(Mu)
85. ..Bing
. .b5/l3/39
Some Like It Hot (C)
62. .Bob Hope-Shirley Ross
(F)
5/19/39
.bb/17/38
(K) 9/23/38 . ...b4/22/39
Sans of the Legion (D)
60. D. O'Connor-B. Lee
Stolen Life (D)
93. .Elisabeth Bcrgner
(A)
5/26/39
.
.
.b3/25/39
Sudden Money (C)
61.
Ruggles-Mai jorie Rambeau
(F) 3/31/39 . .bl0/22/:ia
Sunset Trail (W)
.67. .C.
.W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
2/24/39
.
1/5/38
(F) 11/18/38 ...blb4/8/39
Thanks For the Memory (C) 75. . B. Hope-S. Ross
This Man Is News (My)
78. .Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes. (F)
Tom Sawyer, Detective (C) 64. .0. O'Connor-Cook
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/24/38
T»uehdown, Army (D)
70. .M. (Carlisle- J. Howard
(F) 10/7/38 . ...blO/l/38
.32/25/39
.Lloyd Nolan - Heather Angel
Undercover Doctor (My)
6/9/39 .
(Former
title,
"Federal
Offense")
.
.b4/29/39
Union Pacific (H-D)
135.. Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea. (F) 5/5/39 . .al2/3l/38
Unmarried (D)
Buck Jones-Helen Twelvetrees ..
5/26/39 .
(Former
"Me andMarshall
My Gal")
(A) 1/13/39 . . . .bl/7/39
Zaza (D)
86.. 0.title,
Colbert-H.

1939-40
BeaH Geste (D)
Gary Cooper-Ray Milland
Cat and the Canary (My-D)
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard
Disputed Passage (D)
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff.
Double-Dyed Deceiver
Tito Guizar-June Clayton
Geronimo (D)
Preston Foster- Ellen Drew
Gulliver's Travels
Tech. Cartoon Feature
Hoaven
On
a
Shoestring
fat
Lawful Outlaws
Wm. O'Brien-Olympe
Boyd Bradna
Night Work
Mary Boland-Charlie Ruggles ..
Our
Citizen
Bob
Bui'ns-Susan
Hayward ...
Ruler Leading
of the Seas
Fairbanks,
Jr. — Lockwood
(F)
St.
Martin's
Lane
(D)
80.
.
L3ughton
Leigh
What a Life (C)
Jackie Cooper-Betty Field
R.K.O.-RADIO
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82
Carefree (Mu-C)
83
Crime Ring (D)
70
Fisherman's
Wharf Time
(D)(C) 70
Having
Wonderful
70
I'm From the City (C)
70
Mother Carey's
Painted
Desort Chickens
(W) (D) ..8260
Ronegade Ranger (W)
59
Sky Giant (D)
80
Smashing the Rackets (D)
80
Story of Vornon &. Iron* Castle
(Mo-C)
«3

1937-38
Bobby Breen
Astaire- Rogers
Lane-Mercer
Bobby Breen-Leo Carrillo
G. Rogers-D.
Fairbanks, Jr
Joe
Penner
R. Keeler-A. Shirley
Geo. O'Brien
G.
Hayworth
R. O'Brien-R.
Dix-C. Morris
C. Morris-F. Mercer
Frtd Aitaire-Gingor Roger*

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

33/4/39
a4/22/39
35/13/39
In34/8/38
Prod.
In Prod.
In Prod.
In Prod.
In Prod.
In Prod.
In Prod.
b7/9/38
a4/8/39

8/26/38... b8/27/38
9/2/38 b8/27/38
7/8/38
b7/2/38
2/3/39 bl/28/39
7/1/38
b6/l8/38
7/22/38 ...b7/30/38
7/29/38 ...b7/30/38
8/12/38 ...b8/27/38
9/16/38 ...b9/l7/38
7/29/38
...b7/23/38
8/19/38 ...b7/23/38
4/28/3S ..,.b4/l/39

Pacje 27

KEVIEW

R.K.O.-RADIO
Title
Mins.
Affairs of Ann3bel (C)
75
Almost 3 Gentleman (D)
65
Annabel Takes 3 Tour iC) ....64
Arizon3 Legion (W)
56
Beauty for the Asking (D)
64
Boy
Slaves
(D)
71
Career (0)
Dove (D)
Five Came Back (D)
Fixer Duijan (D)
64
Flying Irishman (D)
70
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64
Girl From Mexico (D)
Great Man Votes (C-D)
72
Gunga
(D)
11759
Lawless DinValley
(W)
Law West
of Tombstone
Little
Mother
(C) CN) ...72
Love Affair (D)
85
Mad
Manton (My-D)
78
Man Miss
to Remember
iD)
8U
Memory of Love (D)
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75
Next Time I Marry (C)
65
Pacific Liner (D)
.76
Pansma Lady (D)
65.
Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus
(C)
Racketeers of the Range (W) 68
Rookie") Cop (D)
..60
Room Serv.ce (C)
78
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63
Sixty Glorious
(H-D) ...9064
Sorority
House Years
(D)
Spell
Binder
larnisheu
Aoijel (D)
67
They Made Her 3 Spy (D) 70
Timber Stampede
Trouble in Sundown (W)
60
Twelve Crowded Hours (D) ...63
Way Down South (Mu-D)
REPUBLIC
Army
Girl Leathernecks
(D) (D)
87.
Come On
65.
Desperate Adventure (D)
65.
Durango Valley Raiders (W)....55.
Gold
in the
(Mu-W)..60.
HeroesMine
of the
HillsSky(W)
55 .
Higgins
Family
(C)
Man From Music Mountain (W) 64.
58.
Prairie Moon (W)
58.
Rhythm of the Saddle (W) 58.
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)
65.

1938-39
J.starsOakie-L.
Ball
(F)
James
Ellison-Helen
Wood
(F)
Oakio-Bsll
(F)
George
O'Brien
(F)
Lucille B3ll-Donald Woods
(F)
Anne Shirley-Roger Daniel
(A)
Alice Eden-John Archer
Steffi Duna-Lee Carrillo
Chester Morris- Wendy Barrie ...
Lee Tracy- Virginia Weidler
(F)
Douglas Corriijan
(F)
Albertson-Lynn . .
. . (F)
Lupe Velez-Donald Woods
J. B3rrymore-Peter HoldcnJr. .. (F)
Grsnt-McLaglen-Fairbanks.
(F)
G. O'Brien-K. Sutton
(F)
Harry Carey
. . . . (F)
Ginger
Rogers-David Niven
Dunne-Boyer
(F)
Slanwyck-Fond3
(F)
A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Lombard-Grant-Francis
Joe Penner
(F)
L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Victor
M'L3glen-Chester
Morris
.
(A)
Lucille Ball-Allen Lane
(F)
T. Kelly-A. Gillis ..
(F)
Geo. O'Brien
Tim
Weidler (F)
Mans Holt-Virginia
Bros
(F)
(ieorge Sanders- Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Neagle-Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
Anne Shirley-James Ellison
(F)
Lee
Tracy- B3rb3ra Reed
Ljlers-Guilfoyle
(A)
Sally Eilers-All3n L3ne
(F)
George
O'BrienKeith ...(F)
Geo. 0'Brien-Ros3lind
Rich3rd
Dix-Lucille Ball
(F)
Bob Breen
1937-38
■Cromwell-Hunt-MacFarlane
P. Foster-M. Evans
R. Novarro-M. Tallichet
. B. Steele-L. St3nley
. Autry-Hughes-Burnette
Three Mesquiteers
The Glessons
, Autry-Burnette-Hughes
Autry-Burnette
G. Autry-S. Burnette
Bruce Cabot-B. Roberts

Date Issue of
9/9/38 b7/l6/38
Rel.
3/31/39
n/ll/38 ...b3/25/39
.blU/^2/38
1/20/39 ...bl/14/39
2/24/39 . . .bl/28/39
35/6/39
2/10/39
5/26/39 ...bl/2l/3!l
..34/22/39
6/2/39
...34/22/39
3/21/39 ..b5/l3/39
3/24/39 ...b3/ll/39
9/23/38 . . .b8/27/3a
34/8/39
1/13/39 ...bl/14/39
2/17/39 ...bl/28/39
11/4/38 ..bl2/IO/38
11/18/38 .bll/19/38
33/25/39
4/7/39 ....b3/l8/39
10/21/38 .blO/15/38
10/14/38
..bl0/8/3«
•■
35/13/39
10/7/38 ...b9/l7/3e
12/9/38 ..bl2/IO/38
1/6/39 .. ..b5/l3/39
bl2/3l/38
5/12/39
11/25/38 .bll/26/38
5/19/39 ...34/8/39
4/28/39 ..b5/l3/39
9/3U/38 .. b9/l7/38
3/10/39 ...b2/l8/39
blO/29/38
5/5/39 ....4/29/39
In
Prod.
10/28/38.. blO/29/38
4/14/39 . . .b3/25/39
In Prod.
3/24/39 ...b3/l8/39
35/13/39 1
3/3/39 ...b2/25/3
7/15/38

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
.(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

.. .b7/23/38
.l>8/27/38
.b7/9/38
8/15/38
8/8/38 . .. ..b7/30/38
7/4/38
.
.
.Not
Rev.
8/22/38
. . .b8/6/38
8/1/38
.
8/29/38 . .b8/27/38
. .b8/l3/38
16/7/38 , .bie/22/38
11/4/38 . ,bH/l2/38
8/15/38
8/22/S8 . . b8/27/38

. .b9/3/3S
1938-39
R. Rogers-M. Hart
(F) 9/4/38 .. .bl.b5/6/39
.blO/l/38
Billy the Kid Returns (W) 56 G. Autry-Smiley Burnette (F) 5/4/39
I12/26/38
1/25/38 .. l/2b/ci8
Blue Montana Skies (W)
56. Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
10/8/38
. .bl/14/39
R. Byrd-Weaver Bros. & Elviry. (F)
Come
Rangers (W)
■biu/ii.;/j8
Down On
in Arkansaw
(C-D) 57..
66.. Rob't Livingston-June Travis ...(F) 1/6/39 . . .bl/21/39
.h2/l
1/39
Federal Man Hunt (D)
64.. Ralph Byrd-Mary Carlisle
(F) 2/24/39 . .b4/l5/39
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65.. P. Kelly-June Lang-L. Talbot (F) 4/19/39
.b2/l
I /39
Forged Passport (D)
61.. Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F) 10/29/38 .. 35/13/39
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F) 2/3/39
Frontier
Express(W)
(W)
58..
Home on Pony
the Prairie
58. Roy Rogers- Mary Hart
.b2/25/39
In Old Caliente (W)
R. Cummings-Helen Mack
(A) 3/6/39 .. .b4/l5/39
I Stand Accused (D)
63. B. MacLsne-B. Roberts
(F) 5/15/39 - b4/l/39
I Was A Convict (D)
65 . Richard Dix-Gail Patrick
(F)
35/13/39
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F) 3/27/39 ..bl/21/39
Man
of Conquest
(H-D)
96. Byrd-Cabot-Ryan
35/6/39
Mexican
Rose
(W)
58.
Mickey, the Kid (D)
1/10/39 . .M/li/ag
Gene
Autry-Smiley
Burnette
...
.blO/l/38
Mountain Rhythm (W)
Michael Whalen-M3ry Hart
(F) 10/1/38 . .
(F) 3/28/39
■ .b4/8/39
Mysterious Miss )C (My-D)
65. The Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F) 4/12/39 .In Prod.
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65. 3Livingston-Travis
Mesquiteers
(F)
bl2/l7/j8
Night Hawk
63.
.blO/l/38
Mesquiteers
Night
Riders (D)
(W)
58. 3Livingston-Storey
(F) 8/28/38 . .b9/l7/38
Oklahoma Outlaw
'12/5738
■
9/20/38
3
Mesquiteers
(F)
12/22/38
Orphans of the Street (D)
64.
(F) 1/23/39 . .bl/28/39
al 1/12/38
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55. 3 Mesquiteers
Pals of the Saddle (W)
55 . 3James
Dunn-Rochelle
Hudson
....
(F)
b3/25/39
3/13/39
. bl2/IO/38
Pride of the Navy (D)
65 . Mesquiteers
12/23/38
I
1/19/38
Red River Range (W)
56. 3RoyMesquiteers
.34/29/39
bl2/l7/38
gogers-Mary Hart
(F)
(F)
Rough Riders Round-up (W)...53. Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F) 6/12/39 .34/22/39
Santa Fe Stampede (W)
56.
Ralph
Byrd-Kay
Sutton
5/19/39 . bl I /I2/38
Shine
On,
Harvest
Moon
(W)...57..
SOS — Tidal Wave (D)
11/14/38
Roy Rogers- Mary Hart
Southw3rd Ho! (W)
. .34/ 1/39
title,Knowles-R.
"Headin' Hudson
for Texas")
P.
(F) 4/28/39 . b4/29/39
5/12/39 . bl2/24/38
Chas. Bickford-Nana Bryant ..(F) 12/2/38
Storm
Over
Bengal
(D)
65..
(Former
Street of Missing Men (D) .. .65.. .3 Mesquiteers
Three Texas Steers (W)
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette
(F) 2/6/39 .. .34/22/39
(F) 5/27/39 .
Western Jamboree (W)
57.. . F. Inescort-H. Wllooxon
. .b2/4/39
Woman Doctor (D)
65 Frieda Inescort-Otto Kruger ...
Zero Hour (D)
title, "All the Tomorrows")
(Former
TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX
1937-38
Always Goodbye (D)
70 . . B. Stanwyck-H. Marshall
(F) 7/1/38
I'll Give a Million (C-D)
70.. W. Baxter-M. Weaver
(F) 7/22/38
Little Miss Broadway (C-D)(Reviewed
70. Shirley
T«mple
(F)
7/29/38
as "Look Out, Mr. Moto")
Panamint's Bad Man (W)
60 . . Ballew-D3w
(F) 7/8/38
Passport Husband (C-D)
73 . . Erwin-Moore
(F) 7/15/38
We're Going to Be Rich (Mu-D) 80. Gracie Fields-McLaglon-Donlevy. . (F) 7/8/38
1938-39
Alexander's R3gtime B3nd (D) . 105 .. Power-F3ye- Ameche
(F)
Always In Trouble (C)
70 .. Withers-Rogers- Kellard
(F)
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68 . . Withers-Carrillo
(F)
Boy Friend (D)
70..j3ne Withers-Robert Kellard ...(F)
Charlie Ch3n in Honolulu
(My-D)
65.. Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
Charlie Chan in Reno (My-D) Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks
Chasing Danger (D)
60. .Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
(F)
.6)65 . ..Jones
Family
Danger Island (D)
Lorre- Hersholt-Duff
(F)
.6) . .Jones
Family
(F)
Down on the Farm (C).
83..Dionne
Quints-J.
Hersholt
(F)
Everybody's
Baby
(0)
.
.
.
Five
of
a
Kind
(C)
.73. .Ameche-Whelan
(F)
Gateway (D)
Gorilla (My-D)
Ritz Bros. -Anita Louise
Hold That Co-Ed (C)
79 . . Murphy-Weaver-J. Bsrrymore (F)
Hound of the B3skervilles
(My-D)
80 . . Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
Inside Story (0)
60 . . Whalen-Rogers
(F)
Inspector Hornleigh (D)
Gordon H3rker-Al3stair Sim ...(F)
It Could Happen to You (My)
Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart
Jesse James (D)
105 .. Power- Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) Jones Family
Just Around the Cerner (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72. .Withers-Stuart- Wllooxon
(F)
Kentucky (D)
96. .Young-Greene (Tech.)
(F)
Little PrinceM (D)
91..
S.
Temole-R.
Greene
(Tech.)
(F)
(Continued on next page)

.b6/25/38
.. ..b7/l8/38
.b7/9/38
.. .blO/1/38
..b7/2/38
. .65/14/38

. .b6/28/38
8/19/38
11/2/38 . .b8/20/38
2/10/39 . ..bl
.b5/l3/39
1/12/38
5/19/39
1/36/39 . .
. ,bl/l4/39
.33/11/39
6/16/39 .bl2/3l/33
6/5/39 .. . .b3/l8/39
4/7/39
12/16/38.. .bl0/l5/3S
10/14/38
. .bl2/3/38
3/24/39 . blO/15/38
.b8/6/38
1 1 /39
9/16/38
5/26/39
8/5/38 . . . 33/
. .b«/l7/38
. . .b4/l/39
.blO/22/38
3/31/39
..a5/6/39
3/10/39
.
12/23/38 . .b4/22/39
4/21/39
6/30/39 . .312/24/38
11/11/38 . .b6/l8/38
.bl/14/39
.bl
1/5/38
6/2/39
12/30/38 . .
8/12/38 . ..bl2/l7/38
.b2/25/39
3/10/39 .

Page 28

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

(Continued) Rel.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Date
See
Title
Mins. Stars
Issue
ot
Meet the Girls (C)
60 .J. Lang-L. Ban
. .b7/23/38
Lorre- Field
.(F) 10/7/38 , . .b7/30/38
Mr.
Moto's
Last
Warning
(My).
74
Mr. Moto Takes Vacation (My).
65 Peter Lorre
.(F) 2/24/39 . .bl 1/19/38
..90.
Henie-Greene
My Lucky Star (C-D)
.(F) 7/14/39 . . . .b9/3/38
Mysterious Mr. Moto (My) ... ..62.. Peter Lorre
.(F)
. .b6/4/38
News Is Made At Night (D). ... .. Preston Foster-Lynn Bar!
(F) 9/2/38
10/21/38 .. .. .a3/l8/39
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
..55..
Lynn
Bari-B.
Albertson
...
.bll/19/38
7/21/39
Return of the Cisco Kid (W)
.(F) 3/3/39 .. . .b4/29/39
Warner Baxter- Lynn Bari
Road Demon (D)
650.. Arthur-Valerie-Armetta
..
(F) 4/28/39
.. (F)
12/2/38 . ... .b8/27/38
Rose of Washington Sq. (Mu.-D) 86. Power-Faye-Jolson
.b5/6/39
. (F) 5/12/39 . .b8/l3/38
Safety in. Numbers (C)
55.. Jones Family
. . .34/8/39
.(F) 9/9/38
.,
Second Fiddle (D)
..Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power .
6/23/39
Sharpshooters (D)
62.. B. Donlevy-L. Bari
.b9/24/38
.(F) 11/18/38 ..blO/22/38
Smiling Along (Mu-D)
91.. G. Fields-M. Maguire
.(F)
1/20/39 .
(Reviewed
as
"Paddy
Darling")
So This Is London (C)
. .70. . Drayton-Hare
. . b2/4/39
.(A)
Speed to Burn (D)
.61 ..M. Whalen-L. Bari
Story of Alexander Graham
.(F) 8/26/38 . .b6/l 1/38
Bell (D)
Loretta
Young-Don
Ameche
.. b4/l/39
.(F)
Straight Place and Show (C) .101.
.65. . Ritz Bros. Merman
., .95.
.blO/l/38
.(F) 4/14/39
9/30/38 .. .hi
Submarine
R. Greene-N. Kelly
1/5/38
Suez (D) Patrol (C-D)
104. Power(F) 11/25/38
Young -An nabella
10/28/38 ..blO/22/38
Susannah of the Mounties (D)
Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott.. .(F) 7/28/39
.a3/ll/39
. .b2/4/39
Tail Spin (D)
82. . Faye-Bennett-Kelly
. (F) 2/10/39 ..bl2/IO/38
Thanks for Everything (C) 70. .Oakie-Whelan
(F) 12/23/38
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72. . Ritz Bros. -Don Ameche
..b2/ll/39
.(F) 2/17/39 .
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 59 .M. Whalen-Stuart
.(F) 9/23/38 , ...b7/2/38
(Reviewed
as "Meridian 7-1212")
Up the River (C)
75. . Foster-Brooks-Martin
. (F) 1,2/9/38 . .bll/12/38
While New York Sleeps (D) 63 . Michael Whalen
. .b8/27/38
White Lady of the Orient (D)
Alice Faye-Warner Baxter .... .(F) 12/16/38 . .a8/l3/38
7/7/39
.
(Former
title.
"By
the
Dawn's
Early
Light")
. .b2/l8/39
Wife. Husband and Friend (C) .82 . . Warner Baxter- Loretta Young
(F) 3/3/39 .. . . .b2/25/39
Winner Take All (C)
61. . Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver.. (F) 4/21/39
6/9/39 .. a4/8/39
1939-40
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island . . . .Sidney Toler-Sen Yung
Chicken Wagon Family
Jane Withers-Leo Canillo
East Side, West Side
Kane Richmond- Amanda Duff .,
Hotel For Women (D)
Elsa Maxwell-Jas. Ellison
Jones Family at the Grand Canyon
(D)
Jcnes Family
Rains Came D)
Loy-Power-Brent
Stanley and Livingstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly

In Prod.
.In Prod.
.In
Prod.
a5/l3/39
a5/l3/39
. a5/l3/39
.a3/4/39

UNITED ARTISTS
1938-39
Algiers (D)
95. . Boyer- LaMarr-Gurie
Captain Fury (D)
92. . Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
. Cooper-Oberon
Cowboy
and the Lady (C-D) 91.
Drums (D)
99. Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.)....
(Reviewed
the Mountains")
Duke of West Point (D) 109. .asL. "Mutiny
Hayward-J.In Fontaine
King of the Turf (D)
88. .Adolphe
Menjou-D.
Costello ....
Made For Each Other (D)
94. .Lombard-J. Stewart
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
Louis Hayward-Joan Bennett ...
Prison Without Bars (D)
79 . . Luchaire-Best-Barnes
Stagecoach (D)
96. .Claire Trevor- John Wayne
There Goes My Heart (C) 84. . F. March-V. Bruce
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80. C. Bennett-R. Young
Tiade Winds (D)
94 . March-J. Bennett
Wuthering Heights (D)
103. .M. Oberon-L. Olivier
Young in Heart (C-D)
9U. . Gaynor- Fairbanks. Jr.-Goddard . .
Zenobia (C)
71. .Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon

8/5/38 .. ....b7/2/38
. .b5/6/39
5/26/39
11/17/38 ..bll/12/38
9/26/38 . .b4/l6/38
12/29/38 bl2/l7/38
2/17/39 . ...b2/ll/39
.b2/4/39
2/10/39 . . . a3/25/39
3/10/39 . ..blO/l/38
b2/l 1/39
3/3/39 .. .. .1)10/1/38
10/14/38 .bl2/3l/38
1/12/39 . .bl2/24/38
12/22/38
. . .b4/l/39
4/7/39
10/27/38 . . .b3/l8/39
4/21/39 . .hi I /S/iR

(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)

Four Feathers (Tech.) (D)....I09.
Music School
Over the Moon
Real Glory
Winter Carnival (D)

1939-40
Duprez-Smith- Richardson
Jascha Heifetz
Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)...
Gary Cooper- Andrea Leeds ....
Ann Sheridan-Richard Carlson.

UNIVERSAL
Danger On the Air (My)
Letter of Introduction (C-D)..
Little Tough Guy (D)
Missing Guest (My-D)
Prison Break (D)
Rage of Paris (C-D)
That Certain Age (C)

65
100.
85,
65.
68.
76.
100,

1937- 38
.D. Woods-N. Grey
(A)
. Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds(F)
. Wilcox-Parish-Oead End Kids...(F)
. Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F)
. Farrell-MacLane
(F)
. D. Darrieux-D. Fairbanks, Jr... (A)
.D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F)

7/1/38
b7/2/38
8/ 5/38 b8/6/38
7/22/38 ...b7/l6/38
8/12/38 ...b8/27/38
7/15/38 ...b7/16/38
7/1/38 b6/l8/38
10/7/38 ...bia/l/38

Big Town Czar (D)
62
Black Bandit (W)
58
Code of the Streets (D)
70
Dark Rapture (TR)
80
East Side of Heaven (0)
88
Ex-Champ(D)
(D)
Exposed
63,
Family Next Door (C)
60,
For Love Or Money (D)
Freshman Year (C)
65
Gambling Ship (D)
61
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57
Guilty Trail (W)
57
His Fxciting Night (C)
61
Inside Information
Honor of the West (W)
58
House of Fear
Last Express (My)
56
Last Warning
62
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68
Mars Attacks the World (D)...60
Modern Cinderella
Mystery of the White Room
(My-D)
58
Newsboys'
Home (0)
Personal Secretary
(C-D) 73
62
Pirates of the Skies (D) 61
Prairie Justice (W)
57
Risky Business (D)
66
Road to Reno (C-D)
69
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67
Service De Luxe (C)
85
Society Smugglers (D)
65
Son of Frankenstein (D)
93
Spirit
of
Culver
(C-D)
90
Storm (D)
75
Stranne Faces (D)
60
Sun Never Sets (D)
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mi?-C) . . . .62
Swing That Cheer (C-D) 63
They Asked For It (D)
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87
YouMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75
(C)
YoLth Takes a Fling (C-D) 78

1938- 39
.Barton MacLane-Eve Arden
(F)
B. Baker-M. Reynolds
(F)
.Carey-Thomas-Little Tough Guys.(F)
Native Cast
(F)
.Sing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F)
.McLaglen-Grey-Brown
.Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F)
.Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F)
.June Lang-Robert Kent
. Dunbar-Truex
(F)
Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A)
.B. Baker-F. Shannon
.Bob Baker
.C. Ruggles-M. Martin
(F)
.June Lang-Dick Foran
.Bou Baker
.Wm. Gargan-lrene Hervey
.Taylor-Ames
(A)
.P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F)
.Boland-E. E. Horton
(F)
.Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F)
.Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer
.Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
(A)
.Jackie Cooper-Little Tough Guys (F)
.W. Gargan-J. Hodges
(F)
.Kent Taylor-Rochelle Hudson ...(F)
.Bob Baker
.George Murphy-Dorothea Kent ..(F)
.H. Hampton-R. Scott
(F)
.Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack (F)
.C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
(F)
.Preston Foster-Irene Hervey (F)
.Basil Rathbone-J. Hutchinson ...(A)
.Jackie Cooper-F. Bartholomew. .. (F)
. Bickford-Foster
(F)
.Kent-Jenks
(F)
.Fairbanks.
Jr.-Barbara
O'Neil.
.
.
.Ken Murray- Kathryn Kane (F)
.Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F)
.Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
. Durbin-Winninger
(F)
. Fields-Bergen-McCarthy
(F)
.J. McCrea-A. Leeds
(F)

4/21/39 . .b4/29/39
9/16/38 bll/19/38
4/14/39 ..bl/28/39
8/26/38 ..blO/15/38
4/7/39
b4/8/39
5/19/39 ..a4/22/39
11/4/38 ..bll/26/38
3/31/39 ..b4/15/39
5/5/39 ...a4/22/39
9/2/38 b8/27/38
1/20/39 .bl2/24/38
12/16/38 .alO/29/38
10/21/38 .a9/IO/38
11/11/38 .bl2/l7/38
6/2/39 In Prod.
1/13/39 ..an/26/38
6/30/39 ...a4/l/39
10/28/38 . .blO/8/38
1/13/39 ..bl2/IO/38
11/25/38 .bll/26/38
11/18/38 .bll/12/38
8/4/39 In Prod.
3/17/39 ...b4/l/39
12/23/38 ..bl/7/39
9/9/38 ...blO/l/38
2/3/39 ...b2/25/39
11/14/38 .a9/24/38
3/3/39 b3/l8/39
9/23/38 b9/3/38
12/9/38 ..bll/19/33
10/21/38 .blO/22/38
2/24/39 ...b3/ll/39
1/13/39 ..bl/21/39
3/10/39 b3/4/39
10/28/38 ..bll/5/38
12/2/38 ..bl2/IO/38
5/26/39
12/16/38 ...a5/6/39
.bl2/17/38
10/14/38 .bll/l9/3S
6/9/39 ...a4/22/39
3/24/39 ...b3/25/39
2/17/39 .. .b2/l8/39
9/30/38 ...blO/1/38

Bright Victory
In Old California
Old Grad (D)
Underpup
(FOR

b4/29/39
.In Prod.
.In Prod.
.In Prod.
a5/l3/39

1939-40
J. Cooper- Freddie Bartholomew.
Richard Arlen -Constance Moore .
Charley Grapewin-Anita Louise..
Rob't Cummings-Nan Grey

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

CHECK

..In Prod.
.In
Prod.
. a5/6/39
..In Prod.

WARNER

REVIEW
BROS.

Title
Mins.
Amazing
Boy MeetsDr.GirlClitterhouse
(C) (C-D) 8287
Cowboy From Brooklyn (Mu)...80
Men Are Such Fools (C-D) 69
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60
My
Bill Double
(C-D)
Penrod's
Trouble (C-D).. 65
60
Racket Busters (D)
75

May
Rel.
1937-38
Stars
. Robinson-Bogart-Trevor
.Cagney-O'Brien
.D. Powell-P. Lane
.Morris-P. Lane
.Davis-Lane
. Francis-Litel
. Mauch Twins-The Lockharts
.Brent-Dickson

(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)

1938-39
(F)
Adventures of Jane Arden (D)...58. . Rosella Towne-Wm. Gargan
(F)
Angels With Dirty Faces (D)...97. Cagney-O'Brien
.J. Garfleld-R. Lane
(A)
Blackwell's
Island (D)
71.
(F)
Broadway Musketeers
(D)
63. Sheridan-Lindsay-Hunter
(A)
Brother Rat (C)
90. . W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Davis (F)
Code of Secret Service (D) 58. Ronald Reagan-Rosella Towne.
(Former69..title,
"Smashing Hunter
the Spy Ring")
Comet
Over ofBroadway
(D)
Confessions
a Nazi Spy
(D).I06. . K.
Edw.Francis-I.
G. Robinson-Lya Lys
(F)
.B. Davis-G. Brent
(A)
Dark
(D)
100.
(F)
Dawn Victory
Patrol (D)
103. . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
.Boris Karloff
(A)
Devil's
Island
(D)
63.
Devil On Wheels (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
title. Flynn-Olivia
"The Roaringde Crowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) (Former
104. . Errol
Havilland. . (F)
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff- Margaret Lindsay..
Family Affair (C)
John Garfleld-Priscilla Lane ...
(Former
"FamilySisters
Reunion")
Four Daughters (D)
90.. J. title,
Lynn-Lane
(F)
Four's
a
Crowd
(D)
90.
.
Russell-Flynn-DeHavilland
Gantry the Great (D)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McCallion.. (F)
Garden
the Moon (D)
(Mu-C) .. .90.
(F)
Girls On of Probation
64. .. Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
Reagan-Bryan
(A)
Give Me a Child (D)
Geraldine Fitzgerald- J. Lynn
Going Places (C)
83. D. Powell-A. Louise
(F)
Hard to Get (C)
79.. D. Powell-0. deHavilland
(F)
Heart of the North (D)
67. .D. Foran-G. Page (Tech.) (F)
Hell's Kitchen (D)
Lindsay-Dead End Kids
Hobby Family
(D)
O'Neill
Juarez
(H-D)
132.. Jane
Paul Bryan-Henry
Muni-Bette Davis
(F)
Kid From Kokomo (C)
Pat O'Brien-Joan Blondell
"Broadway
Cavalier").. (F)
King of the Underworld (D)(Former
69. .K.title,Francis-J.
Stephenson
Lighthorse Harry (C)
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson
Man Who Dared D)
59. Charles Grapewip-Jane Bryan ..(F)
as "I Am Not Afraid")
Nancy Drew — Detective (D) (Reviewed
65. .Granville-Litel
(F)
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
(F)
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D),..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
Naughty. But Nice (C)
Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title,
"Always Leave Them Laughing")(A)
Off
the
Record
(D)
.65.
O'Brien-Blondell
Oklahoma Kid (W)
.80..
James
Caqney- Rosemary Lane ...(F)
On Trial (D)
. Margaret Lindsay-John Litel ...(F)
Secret Service In the Air (D) .60.
.63..R. Reagan-I. Rhodes
(F)
Secrets
of
an
Actress
(D)
.68..K. Francis-G. Brent
(A)
Sisters (D)
100..
B.
Davis-E.
Flynn
(F)
Sweepstakes Winner (C)
.59.. Marie Wilson-Johnny Davis
They Made Me a Criminal (D) .87. .Garfield -Dickson
(A)
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) ... 63.. Glenda Farrell-B. MacLane (F)
Torchy Blane in Chinatown (My) .58. . Farrell-MacLane
(F)
Torchy Runs for Mayor (D) 60. . Farrell-MacLane
(F)
Valley of the Giants (D)
80. . Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
(F)
Waterfront (D)
Dennis Morgan-Gloria Dickson..
Wings of the Navy (D)
90.. G. Brent-0. deHavilland
(F)
Women In the Wind (D) .62. . Kay Francis-Wm. Gargan
(F)
Yes, My Darling Daughter (C) . .85. .Priscilla Lane-Jeffrey Lynn
(A)
You Can't Get Away With
Murder (D)
78.. Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page .. (A)

. .b6/25/38
Date
Issue o
7/30/38 .. .b7/23/38
.b6/ll/38
9/3/38
.
..b6/4/38
7/16/38
7/2/38 . . ..b8/6/38
8/6/38 . . .b6/25/38
7/9/38 . ..b4/2/3B
7/23/38 ..b8/ 13/38
Se.
8/13/38
3/4/39 b2/l8/39
11/19/38 .blO/29/38
3/25/39
b3/4/38
10/8/38
b9/3/38
10/29/38 .blO/22/38
5/27/39 ..al/14/39
12/3/38 ..bl2/24/38
5/6/39 ...b4/29/39
4/22/39 ...b3/ll/39
12/24/38 .bl2/l7/3«
1/7/39
bl/7/3§
a3/l8/39
4/8/39

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Abused Confidence (D)
85.
Ballerina (D)
83
Carnival in Flanders
Champs- Elysees (D)
89
Crossroads (D)
80
Double Crime in the Maginot
Line
(D)
Escape From Yesterday (D) ...8983.
40 Little Mothers (C)
92
Grand Illusion (D)
90
Orage (D)
73
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76

Tim
Fred McCoy
Scott
(F)
Robeson-Wilcoxon-Ford
(F)
Weston-Murphy-Walker
(F)
J. Laurie-B. Chrystall
(F)
Durante-Tauber
(A)
Gregory Ratoff
(Ai
Evelyn Venable-Grant Mitchell. . . (F)
Fred Scott-Jean Carmen
(F)
Medea Novara-L. Atwill .. (F)
Jack La Rue
(A)
Tim McCoy
(F)
F. Fay-R. Hall
(F)
Paul Lukas-Lyn Harding
(F)
Stone- Lee
Neagle-Hardwicke
(F)
(A)
Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F)
Victor
Jory-Margaret Dare
(F)
Hillie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Diana Churchill
(A)
Tim
McCoy
A. Ames-P.
Kelton
(A)
Gene Austin
Tim McCoy-Joan Barclay
Jack Buchanan
.Tim
McCoy-Jill Martin (A)
Nudist Cast
(A)

b4/8/39
a3/4/39
84/
1/39
a3/4/39

8/27/38 ...b8/l3/38
8/20/38 . . .b7/l6/38
83/25/39
10/1/38 ...b7/30/38
a4/l/39
10/22/38 .blO/l5/3S
12/31/38 .bl2/24/3«
11/5/38 ..bll/l2/3<
12/10/38 .bl2/l7/3»
a2/l8/3»
a5/6/39
b4/29/39
al/7/3«
a4/29/39
1/28/39 ...bl/14/39
b4/8/39
11/19/38 .bl2/24/38
a3/4/39
2/18/39 ...bl/28/39
al2/IO/38
1/21/39 .. bl/28/39
3/11/39 ...b3/l8/38
4/1/39 ....b3/25/39
3/4/39 b2/ll/39
9/10/38
10/15/38 ..blO/15/38
. .blO/8/38
5/20/39 .. al/7/39
1/14/39 ....bl/7/39
11/12/38
.bll/19/38
2/4/39 b2/ll/39
S/IJ/39 ....b4/l/39
a4/l/3fl
9/17/38 ...b8/20/38
2/11/39
...al/21/39
4/15/39 ....b2/4/3»
2/25/39 ...b2/n,
4/29/3« ..lil/2l/3f
a4/l/39
In
Prod.
.In Prod.
In
Prod.
Prod.
.In
Ina5/6/39
Prod.

1939-40
Battle of City Hall (D)
Dead End Kids- Reagan-Sheridan .
Dust Be My Destiny
..John Garfleld-Jane Bryan
Knight and the Lady
Davis-Flynn-deHavilland
Nancy Drew and Hidden Staircase. . . Bon ita Granville-Frankie Thomas
Not Wanted
Gloria Dickson-Dennis Morgan .
Old Maid (D) ..
Bette Davis-George Brent
Torchy — Dead or Alive
Jane Wyman-Tom Kenneky
STATES RIGHTS
Code of the Cactus (W)
Code of the Fearless (W)
56
Dark Sands (D)
65
Delinquent Parents (D)
61.
Edge of the World (D)
74
Forbidden
Music (Mu-C)
65.
Forbidden Territory
(D)
80
Headleys at Home (D)
59
In Old Montana (W)
63
Juarez and Maximilian 95
I Demand Payment (D)
55
Lightning Carson Rides Again
(W)
59
Meet the Mayor (C-D)
63
Mutiny
of
the
Elsinore
(D)....73
Paroled From the Big House
57
Peg(D)
of Old Drury (D)
80
Prison Train (D)
66
Rangle River (W)
72
Rebellious
60.
School
For Daughters
Husbands (D)
(C)
72
Six-Gun Trail
Slander House (D)
65.
Songs and
Saddles
(Mu-W)
Texas
Wildcats
(W)
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
Trigger Fingers (W)
Unashamed (D)
70.

13, 1939

Victory ...al/l4/S9
Spectrum
..bl/21/39
Record b7/3()/38
Prog b9/l7/3l
Pax Films. b9/IO/38
World ...bl2/3l/38
Hoffberg . bll/26/38
Standard .bll/l2/3l
Spectrum ..b4/l/39
Torres b4/29/39
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
Victory .,bl0/l5/3lt
Sterling ..blO/15/38
Regal
b2/25/39
Kay
b8/6/3l
Tri-Nat.
Jay-Dee .blO/22/38
MalcomBrown ...blO/l9/3S
Hoffberg ...5/13/39
Prog
blO/8/38
Hoffberg ..bl/28/39
Victory
.
.
.al2/3/38
Prog blO/8/38
Roadshow .a8/l3/3t
Victory ...a3/2S/3l
CAM
Victory blO/l.'S/3S
a5/6/39
Cine Grand b8/l3/38

Burstyn .
Danielle Darrieux
..(A) Columbia
.bl2/3/S8
Janine Charrat-Mia Slavensky ..(F) MayerFrancoise Rosay
Tri-Nat. .bl2/l7/38
Sacha Vanel-Suzy
Guitry . .'.
(A)
...Reissued
Chas.
Prim
(A) Tri-Nat.
Tri-Nat. ..bl2/3l/3«
.b3/4/39
Victor Francen
(A) Tower .. . .b4/l5/S9
. Annabella-Jean Gabin
(A) Hoffberg ...b5/6/39
Lucien Baroux
(F> Naiional .bl2/3l/38
Gabin-von Stroheim
(A) World ..
Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A) Tri-Nat. .blO/15/38
Annabella
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/l7/38
. . 12/24/31

(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W ) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational; (FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.

RUNNING

TIME

WITH

YOUR

LOCAL

EXCHANGE)
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COLUMBIA
1938-39
Running Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue Of
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Boom Goes the Groom
l7'/2..Not Rev.
Chump OnTakes
a Bump
l6i/2..Not
Rev.
Home
the Rage
Pretty Good
17 ..12/17/38
Many Sappy Returns Funny
18 .. 8/27/38
MutinyIn the
On the
Body
l7'/2..Not
Rev.
Nag
Bag
Funny
17
..12/17/38
Nightshirt Bandit
Funny
17 ..12/24/38
Not Guilty Enough
Funny
17 ..10/29/38
Now It Can Be Sold Funny
17 .. 4/ 8/39
Plo a la Maid
18 . .Not Rev.
Sao Takes a Wrap
Funny
IS'/z-. 3/18/39
Star IsYou
Shorn
l7i/2..Not
Rev.
Swing
Swingers ...Very Funny
Wh..
4/22/39
Sue My Lawyer
Fairly Good
17 ..10/ 1/38
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
Animal Cracker Circus .. Good
7 ..10/ 1/38
Gorilla Hunt
8 . .Not Rev.
Happy Tots
Fair
7 . . 4/22/39
Hollywood
Graduation
..Clever
7
9/10/38
House That Jack Built. . Very Amusing
7 .... 5/13/39
Kangaroo Kid
7'/2..Not Rev.
Little
Big Flame. Clever
«7 ..12/17/38
Lucky Moth's
Pigs
. . Not Rev.
Midnight Frolics
7 ..Not Rev.
Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done
8'/2.. 2/11/39
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermuda — Islands of
Paradise
Colorful
lO'/i.. 9/11/37
Big Town Commuters
9 ..Not Rev.
Province of Quebec
Good
II ..12/17/38
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
. 10/ 1/38
College Songs
Lively
.... le10 ,, . 2/ 4/S9
Friendship Songs
Satisfactory
Not Rev.
Moonlight Melodies
Parade of Hits
IO'/2 Not Rev.
.... 91/2.
II
Season's
Net Rev.
Rev.
.... 10 . .Not
Songs of Idea
the West
.... 10 . .. 10/29/31
South Sea Songs
. Good
4/29/39
Strauss Waltzes
Different
.... 10 . . Not
Rev.
Sweetheart Melodies
.... 101/2
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY KAT (8)
Golf Chumps
7 ..Not Rev.
Gym
Jams
Good
9/10/38
Hot Dogs
On Ice
«6'/2..-No*
Rev.
Krazy's Bear Tale
Fair
71/2.. 3/18/39
Krazy's
Shoe
Shop
7
.
.Not
Rev.
Lone Mountie
7 . .Not Rev.
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Good Old American
_
,_
Home
lOi/j. .Not Rev.
Night in a Music Hall . . Entertaining
10172.- 2/ 4/39
Night at the Troc
lOi/j. Not Rev.
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
Not Rev.
No. I
6'/2.
SCRAPPY (8)
l/3»
Good ............
Early Bird
6 . .. 10/
2/ 4/3»
Happy
Birthday
For the Kiddies .
Scrappy's Added Attrac-.
Not Rev.
tion
f'/j
Not Rev.
Scrappy's
Side Show
7
Worm's Eye View
Just Filler
7 . 5/13/39
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13)
10 , Net Rev.
No. (Series 18)
No.
10 .Not Rev.
No.
Rev.
10 ..Not
2/ 4/39
No.
. Enjoyable
10
No.
9 .Not Rev.
No.
.Excellent
IO'/2 . 3/18/39
No.
Rbv.
10
. .Not
. 4/29/39
No. 8
Good
No. 9
.. Interesting
109'/2. 5/13/39
SPORT THRILLS (13)
Diving Rhythm
Excellent
10 . 5/13/39
Football Giants
Interesting
0 . 10/ 1/38
King Vulture
Outstanding
II . 4/29/39
Navy Champiofls
Fair
91/2. 1/ 7/39
Rev.
Odd
Sports
IO'/2.. Not
12/17/38
Ski Rhythm
Excellent
10
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did GoGood Slapstick
I61/2. . 4/22/39
2/ 4/39
Flat
Stooges
Good
l5'/2'
Mutts Foot
to You
Okay Slapstick
Slapstick
18 . . 12/17/38
Three Little Sew and
Sews
IS
Not Rev.
Violent Is the Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
18 . 9/10/38
We Want Our Mummy
17 .Not Rev.
Yes, Wo Have No Bonanzas IS Not Rev.
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
Not Rev.
Inside the Capitol
II
Inside the White House . Fair
II .12/17/38
Washington
Very Good
10 . ,2/1 1/^1
1939-40
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
CINESCOPES (6)
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) Tech.
COMMUNITY SINGS (10)
FABLES CARTOONS (6)
FOOLS WHO MADE HISTORY (6)
MOMENTS OF COMEDY (6)
PALS AND PETS (6)
PHANTASIES CARTOONS (10)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
WASHINGTON PARADE (6)
WORLD OF SPORTS (12)

TRAD
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EDUCATIONAL 1938-39
Running
Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue 01
CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
No. I
Swell Stuff
10
9/10/38
No. 2
Excellent
10
MCM
1938-39
CARTOONS
(15)
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
9
Little Goldfish (Tech.) . Amusing
8
Mama's
New
Hat
Poor
Seal Skinners
Poor
... 77
Wanted No Master
8
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money to Loan
Excellent
20
While America Sleeps ..Timely
21
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
17
MINIATURES (10)
City of Little Men
Splendid
II
Great Heart
Impressive
II
Ice Antics
Entertaining
10
Love On Tap
II
Miracle of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory
10
Streamlined Swing
Entertaining
9
They Live Again
Excellent
10
MUSICALS (6)
Dream of Love
Impressive
17
Happily Buried
21
Men of Steel
Okay
21
Once Over Lightly
Darn Clever
20
Somewhat Secret
Entertaining
21
OUR GANG (12)
Aladdin's Lantern
Funny
II
Alfalfa's
Aunt
Humorous
Clown Princes
Funny
10II
Duel Personalities Amusing
10
Football Romeo
Good Gang
10
Men In Fright
Enjoyable
II
Practical Jokei^
Satisfactory
9
Tiny Troubles
Fair
10
PASSING PARADE (10)
New Roadways
Very Good
10
No. I
Very Good
10
Story of Alfred Nobel . . Excellent
II
Story of Dr. jenner ...Excellent
10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Doutle Diving
Excellent
8
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
8
Hot On Ice
Good
10
Man's
Friend. . ., Excellent
Excellent
109
Marine Greatest
Circus (Tech.)
Penny's
Picnic
(Tech.)
.
Appetizing
10
Weather Wizards
Very Good
9
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch .... Good Satire
9
How to Sublet
Amusing
8
9
7
9
Opening Day
Subtle Stuff
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Ancient Egypt
Fascinating
8
Cairo, City of Contrast. . Fascinating
9
Glimpses of Australia
9
Imperial Delhi
Averase
8
Jaipur, the Pink City. .. Good
8
Java Journeys
8
Madeira, Isle of Romance Enchanting 8
Rural Hungary
9
Singapore and Jahore ..Interesting
9
Sydney — Pride of Australia
Good
9

. 3/25/39
. 4/22/39
.. 3/18/39
4/15/39
Not Rev.
4/ 1/39
4/22/39
1/ 7/39
.. 9/
3/38
1/28/39
, 2/25/39
Not
Rev.
12/10/38
10/15/38
1 1/12/38
. 2/25/39
. Not Rev.
. 1/ 7/39
., 4/22/39
1/28/39
10/15/38
1/28/39
5/
6/39
3/25/39
12/17/38
11/12/38
1/ 7/39
3/25/39
..11/12/38
2/25/39
. 2/25/39
, 4/22/39
.. 2/25/39
1/28/39
. 1 1/12/38
. 12/17/38
. 4/22/39
1/ 7/39
. 4/22/39
. . 3/25/39
. . 1/28/39
....12/10/38
.. M/12/38
1/ 7/39
.. 2/25/39
..10/15/38
..Not Rev.
.. 3/25/39
..12/10/38
..Not Rev.
.11/19/38
. .Not Rev.
.. 1/28/39
. . 1/ 7/39

1939-40
CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
CRIME
DOESN'T PAY(I) (6)
METROSCOPIX
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOR CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con- cert Poor
7
Musical Mountaineer
7
My Friend the Monkey Poor
7
On With the New
Okay
7
Pudgy in Thrills and
Chills
Fair
7
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
7
Sally Swing
Poor
7
Scared Crows
7
So Does An Automobile. Good
7
COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
All's Fair at the Fair. . Good
7
Always
Kickin'
........Fair
7
Playful
Polar
Bears
.
Cute
Small Fry
. Okay
COLOR CRUISES (7)
10
Coeta Rie«
Fair
GuKtemala
Excellent
. 10
Land of Inoa Memoriee. Fair
10
Moxieo
Poor
9
HopaMIe tt Pwiam* ... I ntereeting

. . 9/24/38
..Not Rev.
.. 2/11/39
..12/17/38
.. 1/21/39
.. 8/13/38
..10/15/38
..Not Rev.
..4/1/39
.. 8/27/38
2/11/39
. I I/I2/3S
. 4/29/39
.11/26/38
.. .. 8/27/38
1/21/39
9/24/38
.. 4/
8/39

PARAMOUNT

(continued)
Kunniny Reviewed
Issue 01
HEADLINERS (15)
Time101/2. . 10/15/38
Busse Rhythm
Standard
Champagne
Music of Snappy
3/ 4/39
Lawrence Wclk
10 ..11/26/38
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9 . 8/27/38
8'/2
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . Excellent
10 . 7/16/38
Moments
of Charm the ...Splendid
10
Music Through
. 2/11/39
.11/12/38
Years
Lacks Movement .. . II .12/17/38
Oirin Tucker & Orch. ..Snappy
10
Song
Born
10 . 4/ 1/39
Three Is Kings
and a Unusual
10
Queen
Good Music
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
1210
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
3/ 4/39
4/
1/39
12/17/38
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short... II10
9/24/38
Mildewed
10/15/38
Oh Say, Can You Ski?. . Commercial
10
Raising Canines
Interesting
10/15/38
Rube
Goldberg's Travel- Very Funny
gab
Tannhauser
Classic
1 8/13/38
1/26/38
10
That's
Unusual
3/ 4/39
10
UnfinishedAfrica
Symphony ..Classic
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
No. I
Standard
10 . 8/13/38
No. 2
Good
10
8/27/38
No. 3
Slow
10
I 9/24/38
1/19/38
12/
3/38
No. 4
Fair
10
No. 5
Fair
9
1/21/39
No. 6
Interesting
6
2/11/39
No. 7
Very Good
9
No. 8
1 nteresting
10
5/ 6/39
No. 9
Fair
10
3/ 4/39
POPEYE (12)
1/21/39
Bulldozing the Bull
Very Good
7 . 8/27/38
Cops Is Always Right. . Average
7
2/18/39
. 12/10/38
Customers Wanted
Almost a Reissue 7 ..11/19/38
Date to Skate
Good
7
Goonland
Funny
. . 107
Leave Well Enough
Alone
Fair
7 .. 4/29/39
9/24/38
Not
Rev
Mutiny
Ain't
Nice
Swell
Wotta Nitemare
107
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
..11/19/38
9/24/38
No. I
Fair . . . .
No.
2
Interesting
II . Not Rev
No. 3
10 . 4/ 1/39
No. 4
Diversified
10
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
. . 4/29/39
Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp Swell
22
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
1010 .. .. 10/15/38
Champion Airhoppers ..Excellent
12/
3/38
Frolicking Frogs
Good
4/29/39
10 .. .. 2/11/39
Good Skates
. Very Good
10 . . 8/27/38
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
10 . . 9/24/38
Hunting Thrills
Good
10
10 . . 3/ 4/39
Racing Pigeons
Interesting
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment. 10 .. 18/13/38
1/12/38
Sporting Test
Excellent
10 . 12/17/38
Super Athletes
Swell
Two Boys and a Dog. .. Different
10
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
8/13/38
No. 1
10 .. .. 10/15/38
Interesting
No.
II
2
Very Good
. . I2/I7/.38
1/21/39
No.
All Right
. II11 . . 4/29/39
No. 3
4
Good
.
10
No. 5
I nteresting
RKO-RADIO 1938-39
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
9
Brave Little Tailor . . Great
Donald's Golf
Donald's
Lucky Game
Day . . A Scream . . . .
7'/2.
8'/2,
Farmyard Symphony . A Real Treat
Ferdinand the Bull . . . Excellent
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny
Hockey Champ
Merbabies
(SS)
Good
Mother
Goose Goes
Hollywood
Outstanding
Practical
Pig
Great
Society Dog Show
8
Ugly Ducklina (SS) ...Wonderful
9 .
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Beaux and Errors
Good
18
Clean Sweep
17
Clock Wise
Funny
16
Maid to Order
18
HEADLINERS (4)
Romancing Along
21
Sea
Very Good ...
1019
SwingMelody
Vacation
LEON ERROL (6)
Crime Rava
|8
Home Boner
20
Major Difficulties Excellent
19
Moving Vanities
Laugh Getter
17
Stage Fright
Very Funny
18
MARCH OF TIME (13)
Refugee — Today & To- morrow
Tops
17
State of the Nation Lacks Usual Punch.. 18
Young
America
Mexico's
New— Crisis. . Excellent
19
Mediterranean
Background for —War
Stirring
18
Ja»an — Master of the
Orient
Very Good
19
Dixie — U.S. A
Fine
19
(Continued on next page)

. 9/ 3/38
Not Rev
...10/22/38
10/22/38
. 10/29/38
.. 10/22/38
Rev
. Not
3/25/39
.. 10/22/38
10/22/38
Not Rev
. 10/22/38
. 10/
.. Not
4/
.Not

1/38
Rev
8/39
Rev

Not 8/38
Rev.
.10/
. Not Rev.
.. Not
Not Rev.
Rev
. 10/29/38
. 9/ 3/38
5/ 6/39
12/24/38
1/21/39
2/11/39
3/18/39
4/15/39
5/13/39
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RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Running
Comment
Time
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Arcade Varieties
Fair
II
Cafe Rendezvous
10
Hello Mama
. . Fair
9
Readin'. Writin' and
Rhythm
IJ
Samovar Serenade
10
Styles and Smiles
Good
II
Talent Auction
Fair
10
Tropical Topics
10
Under a Gypsy Moon ..Just Filler
10
Venetian Moonlight
II
QUINTUPLETS (I)
RADIO FLASH (4)
Dog Gone
Poor
16
Hectic Honeymoon
Funny
17
Plumb Crazy
16
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairie Papas
18
Ranch House Romeo ...Diverting
17
Western Welcome
Entertaining
20
REELISMS (9)
Air Waves
,
Outstanding
10
Dude Ranch
. . Exceptional
10
Gold
Newsieel
Unusual
10in
Pilot Boat
Interesting
8
109
Siihmnrine Circus ...... Unusual
Television
Very Interesting
10
Trans America
Fair
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Big Leaguers
Good
10
Bird Dogs
Excellent
10
Blue Grass
Excellent
10
Bow String
Excellent
8
Deep End
Excellent
10
Fisherman's
Paradise.
..
Fascinating
10
On the Wing
Remarkable
10
Smooth Approach
Very Good
9
Snow Falls
Thrills and Spills .. 9
Sporting Wings
Very Good
9

Reviewed
Issue of
. 5/ 6/39
Not Rev.
. 4/ 8/39
Not Rev.
Rev.
. Not
10/ 1/38
. 10/29/38
Not Rev.
. 9/ 3/38
Not Rev.
. 5/ 6/39
. 10/29/38
Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.. 4/
a/39
5/14/38
. 3/18/39
11/ 5/38
Not
Rev
. 12/10/38
. 2/ 4/39
. 10/ 1/38
5/ 6/30
,. 10/22/38
..11/
4/22/39
5/38
. 12/10/38
..10/
2/ 4/39
1/38
. 9/ 3/38
. 2/ 4/39
6/39
.. 5/4/
3/18/39
8/39

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Rev.
Athletic Oddities
9 . 1Not
1/19/38
Daily Diet of Danger. .. Fast Action
9
Not Rev.
Filming
Big
Thrills
91/2.
Recording Modern
Science
Very Good
10 . 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autumn Fashions
Eye Filling
10 . 10/15/38
Spring and Summer
Fashions
Excellent
9 . . 4/15/39
Winter Styles
Very Good
10 . . 12/24/38
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6) . 4/29/39
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
10
What Every Boy Should
Know
10 . . Not Rev.
What Every Girl Should
Know
Problematical
10 . 10/15/38
What Every Inventor
Should Know
10 . . Not Rev.
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
8/20/38
Golden California . . . . Good But Old
10 . Not
Rev.
Good Neighbors
10
Isle of Pleasure
Above Average
II
10/15/38
Not
Rev.
Land ofSiam
Contentment
Mystic
Fair
10IO'/2. 4/29/39
Viking Trails
Very Good
II . 12/24/38
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
4/ 1/39
Hunting Dogs
Fascinating
10 . .. Not
Rev.
Inside Baseball
10 . Not Rev.
Shooting For Par
10 .11/26/38
Timber Toppers
Excellent
10
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Barnyard Egg-citement
6 1/2.. 4/29/39
761/2.
(Tech.)
Excellent ...
8/20/39
76'/2.. Not
Chris Columbo
Good
Rev.
Cuckoo Bird
6'/2.
Doomsday (Tech.)
6e'/j.
1/2. .. Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Frame Up
Not Rev.
Frozen Feet
.Not
Rev.
G. Man Jitters
6V2. 10/15/38
6'/2.
61/2.
Glass Slipper (Tech.) ... Good
Not Rev.
Goose Flies High
6 1/2. Not Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
10/15/38
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/2.
Nutty Network
6'/2. Not Rev.
One Gun Gary in the
6I/2. Not Rev.
Nick of Time
6 1/2. Not Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
6'/2.
Not Rev.
Stranger Rides Again
6>/2.
Rev.
String Bean Jack
6'/2. . Not
Their Last Bean
Very Good
5/ 6/39
6'/2. . Not
Rev.
Tliree Bears
. Not
Not Rev.
Village Blacksmith
Rev.
Wolf's Side of the Story
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 in Tech.)
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
8 ..12/24/38
Eternal
II ..10/ 8/38
Fox HuntFire
in the Ro- Interesting
man Campagna Good
10 .10/15/38
Indian Road
10 . .Not Rev.
Indian Temple
10 . .Not Rev.
Jerusalem
Outstanding
10 .10/ 8/38
Jingle. The
10 . . Not Rev.
Maharajah
10 . . Not Rev.
Petra, the Lost City ...Excellent
8 ..12/24/38
River Thames
Beautiful
10 .. 4/ 8/39
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 ..10/ 8/38
Wanderers of the Desert. Interesting
8 .12/31/38

TRADE
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UNIVERSAL 1938-39
Running
Issue Of
Comment
Reviewed
Time
GOING PLACES (13)
. 9/24/38
No. 53
Good
9 . .11/12/38
No. 54
Good
10 . .11/12/38
No. 55
Excellent
10 . . I 1/26/38
No. 56
Fairly Good
10) . .12/10/38
No. 57
Very Good
9 . .Not Rev.
No. 58
9 .
No. 59
Fair
10 . .. 2/25/39
2/25/39
No. 60
Interesting
9 . ..Not
Rev.
No. 61
Interesting
10 . 4/ 8/39
No. 62
10 .
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bank Notes
Lively
19 . 2/25/39
Beauty Shoppe
Just Filler
20 .. 8/20/38
4/ 1/39
Cafe Boheme
Passable
17 . .Not
Rev.
Gals and Gallows
19 . .12/ 3/38
Music and Models
Entertaining
18 . Not Rev.
Nautical Knights
19 .11/19/38
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18 . Not Rev.
Pharmacy Frolics
19 . 8/20/38
Rhythm
Caf«
Good
Diversion
20'/2.
9/24/38
Side Show Fakir
Fairly Good
20 ..Not
Rev.
Swing Sanatorium
19
2/1 1/39
Rev.
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19 ..Not
With Best Dishes
19 .
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
No. 53
Interesting
9 . 9/24/38
No. 54
Fair
9 . 10/15/38
9/24/38
No.
55
Okay
91/2.
3/38
No. 56
Very Good
9 . 12/
12/10/38
No. 57
Interesting
9 . Not Rev.
No. 58
9 .
No. 59
Interesting
9
2/25/39
No. 60
Very Good
9
3/ 4/39
No. 61
Just Fair
9 . . Not
4/ 1/39
Rev.
No. 62
10
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby Kittens
Cute
8 .11/26/38
Rev.
Birth of a Toothpick
7 . Not
9/24/38
Cat and Bell
Okay
7 . .. Not
Charlie Cuckoo
7 .Not Rev.
Rev.
Crack Pot Cruise
7
1/26/38
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8 . 1Not
Rev.
I'm Just
Jitterbug
Little
Bluea Blackbird
..Average
77 .. 12/17/38
4/
8/39
Little Tough Mice
Good
7 . . 3/ 4/39
4/ 1/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 ..11/19/38
One Armed Bandit .... Enjoyable
7
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7 . I 1/12/38
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7 . . Not Rev
Soup to Muts
7
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
March of Freedom
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)
VITAPHONE-WARNER

. Not Rev.

10
Running
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
Comment
Time10
MELODY MASTERS (Cont.)
Jerry Livingston
10
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
Clyde McCoy
Russ Morgan
.. Fair Swingcopation . . 10
Music With a Smile In
Happy Felton Style.. Lively and Peppy ... 10
Artie Shaw
Okay
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
Bars and Stripes Forever 7
Count Me Out
Fair
7
Daffy Duck and the
Dinosaur
Excellent
7
Daffy Duck in Hollywood
7
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7
Dog
Gone
Modern
Funny
7
Feud There Was
Grab It
7
Goldrush Daze
7
Ham-ateur Night
7
Hobo Gadget
-. . . . 7
Johnny
SmithBand
and
Poker- Huntas
Swell
7
Little Pancho Vanilla. . Clever
7
Mice Will Play
7
Night Watchman
Entertaining
7
Prest-o Change-o
Good
7
Robinhood Makes Good . Diverting
7
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
7
You're An Education . Fair
7
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9
Master's Touch
10
Pow Wow
Very Interesting 10
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Chained
Gripping
10
Defying Death
Thrilling
II
High
Peril
Good
Suspense
1212
Human Bomb
One of the Best
Identified
Excellent
12
Minute From Death
12
Toils of the Law
12
Treacherous Water .... Thrilling
12
Voodoo Fire
12
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Crawfords at Home
10
Dean of the Pasteboards
10
Gadgeteers
Kind of Silly
10
Great Library Misery ..Excellent
II
Right Way
10
Robbin' Good
Excellent
10
Ski Girl
Splendid
10
Table Manners
Good
10
Tax
Trouble
Fair
1010
Vaudeville
Interlude

(Con.)
Reviewed
Issue Of
Not Rev,
. 1/14/39
Not Rev.
. 3/ 4/39
7/23/38
. 4/
1/39
. Not Rev.
.12/17/38
. 3/25/39
.Not Rev.
1/14/39
. 3/18/39
..Not
9/17/38
Rev.
. Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
..10/15/38
12/17/33
.Not
Rev.
.11/26/38
. 4/ 8/39
.12/
3/38
Rev.
.. Not
3/ 4/39
Rev.
. .Not
10/ 8/38
. 9/17/38
..12/
3/25/39
3/38
. 3/ 4/39
. 1/14/39
.. Not
9/24/38
Rev.
.Not
Rev.
.12/17/38
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
Rev.
..Not
12/17/38
. 9/17/38
.Not Rev.
.11/26/38
. 1/14/39
. 9/I7/3R
.. Not
3/18/39
Rev.

BROADWAY 1939-40
BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)

BROS.

1938-39
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
Boarder Trouble
17
Cleaning
Up
1717
Fat Chance
Hats and Dogs
20
Home Cheap Home
20
Knight Is Young
20
Murder With Reservations 21
Projection Room
20
Rollin'
in
Rhythm
20
Seeing Spots
20
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20
Spare Parts
20"
18
Stardust
Very Clever
20
Sundae Serenade
22
Toyland
Casino
Great
Two Shadows
20
You're Next-To Closing
20
Zero Girl
Good
COLOR PARADE (13)
China
Today
Interesting
II10
For Your
Convenience
Mechanix Illustrated ...Interesting
10
Mechanix Illustrated #2. Interesting
10
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10
Mechanix Illustrated #4
10
Miracles of Sport
Very Good
10
Nature's
Interesting
1010
Points OnMimics
Pointers ...
Roaming Cameraman
No. I
Interesting
II
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
Campus
... Very Good
18
DeclarationCinderella
of Inde18
Lincoln in the White pendence None Better
House
Outstanding
20
Quiet Please
20
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops
20
Swingtime In the Movies . Excellent
20
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7
Daffy Doc
Lively
7
It's
An
111
Wind
77
Kristopher Kolumbus, Jr
Lone Stranger and
Porky
Very Funny
7
Porky and Teabiscuit
7
Porky in Egypt
7
Porky in Wackyland
7
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
7
Porky's
Porky theNaughty
GobNephew Average
Amusing
77
Porky's Tire Trouble
7
MELODY MASTERS (18)
Dave Apollon (4706) .... Fair
7
Dave Apollon and His
Club Casanova Orch
7
Blue Barron
10
Larry Clinton (4701)
10
Larry Clinton (4714)
10
Jimmy Dorsey
9
Merle Kendrick
Excellent
10
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
10

.Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
.Not
.Not Rev.
Rev.
.. Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
. Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
..Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
.. 3/11/39
1/14/39
Not 3/38
Rev.
. .12/
.Not Rev.
..10/
Not 8/38
Rev.
.. Not
Rev.
8/20/38
..Not
10/ 8/38
Rev.
. 1 1/26/38
.. 3/
1/14/39
4/39
. Not Rev.
. 8/27/38
. . 12/17/38
Not Rev.
. 3/25/39
. 9/17/38
.10/15/38
. 1/14/39
Not
Rev.
...12/17/38
3/25/39
.. 12/
4/
.Not
. Not

1/39
3/38
Rev.
Rev.

, 3/11/39
. Not Rev.
Rev
.. Not
3/ 4/39
. 10/15/38
. 12/17/38
.Not Rev.
. 12/17/38
. Not Rev.
Not Rev.
.Not
Rev.
. Not Rev.
. .Not
10/ 8/38
Rev.
. 9/17/38

10
101 1
8
10
11

STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlia — The Heart
of Sweden (Sanders) Excellent ..
Datelines (Lenauer) . . Novel Idea
Fishing in the Fjords
(Sanders)
interesting
Frosty
Gems ofFrolics
the (Lenauer)
Orient . Refreshing
(Modern)
Interesting
Worth Your
(Lenauer)
Getting
Money's
.
Revealing
Man's
Paradise (Modern)
Master of the Camera . Good
(Pictorial Films)
Memoi-y Lingers On
(Ennis)
Midsummer
In Sweden
New(Sanders)
England. Yesterday . Beautiful
&. Today (Jam Handy) . Very Good
North Seathe (Lenauer)
Trailing
Jaguar ... Exciting ..
(Hoffberg)
1 Very Interesting
Trees
and Pict.)
Men (Modern
Talking
.
Good

. . 7/16/38
10 . 3/12/38
2810
. 8/13/38
10 ..11/ 5/38
3519
1/39
3/18/39
20 . . 4/
. 6/25/38
10 . 5/14/38

SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
Ancient Cities of
Southern France
Interesting
Beautiful and Gay Budapest Very Good
Cebu
Interesting
Fabulous Marseilles .. Excellent
Hong Kong, Gateway to
China
Excellent
Manila, Queen City of
Makassar
Good
the Pacific
Superb
Norman Coast
Good
Old
Towns
of
Normandy
Resort and Quaint Towns Fascinating
of the Blue Coast ...Excellent
Rio de Janeiro
Singapore,
Cross Roads Excellent
Fascinating
of the East
Venice
Fascinating

10
109
10
10
10.„
0
0
10
0
10
10
10

SERIALS
No. Chaps.
COLUMBIA
Flying G-Men
Great
Adventures
of Wild
Bill Hickok
Mandrake the Magician
Spider's Web
REPUBLIC
Dick Tracy Returns
Fighting Devil Dogs
Hawk of the Wilderness
Lone Ranger Returns
UNIVERSAL
Buck Rogers
Flaming Frontiers
Red Barry
Scouts to the Rescue

15 Chaps.
15 Chaps.
12 Chaps.
15 Chaps.
15
12
12
15

Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.

15
15
13
12

Chaps.
Chaos.
Chaps.
Chaps.

..11/ 5/38
. . 6/18/38
..11/ 5/38
. . 12/17/38
.. 3/25/39
..1,2/17/38

8/ 6/38
4/16/38
6/11/38
6/11/38
2/12/38
8/
6/38
2/12/38
6/1 1/38
4/16/38
4/l6/,38
8/
6/38
2/12/38
8/ 6/38
Reviewed
Issue Of
2/ 4/39
7/23/38
10/29/38
5/13/39
6/38
18/
1/26/38
5/28/38
2/18/39

2/11/39
12/10/38
10/22/38
6/ 4/38
rRINTED AT PLANT OF
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Film Story Editors' Jitters Over
Anti-N»7i

Themes;

B.O. Reactions

LEADS

'38-39;

Week

YE

May 20. 10^0

:S H O W

The

A

M EN'S

T R A D E

Editorial

The suggestion that exhibitors vote on the Trade
Practice Reforms at the National AUied Meeting in
Minneapohs is unquestionably a good one. Unfortunately,
it will not reflect a sufficient cross'section of opinion from
exhibitors to make the result really representative.
For at least one time both national exhibitor organi'
Zations should cooperate to send out a ballot along with
the latest draft of the reforms and let all exhibitors ex^
press themselves as they see fit.
The same suggestion could apply to the Neely Bill.
With all the various factions throwing aspersions at each
other the real beneficiaries or victims of the bill cannot
be heard. And it is high time the independent exhibitors
were allowed to speak for themselves rather than through
the medium of definitely biased representatives.
A

A

individual actions in various parts of the country
volving certain circuits and distributors.

The

in'

Ours has been an attitude difficult for some persons
in the industry to understand. Yet when boiled down
to facts, that attitude is simply one looking towards a
solution of industry problems from within the industry
as against accomplishing the same thing through lawsuits
and legislation. The latter method is too charged with
danger of explosions from which the independent ex'
hibitor, who needs aid and protection, may get the worst
of the burns.
As a result we have been accused of being subsidised,
which any common'sense person who knows what it is
all about, must realize is pure bunk. It simply serves to
better illustrate a point we brought out a few weeks back
when we deplored any attitude that dictated a policy of
"think as we think or you are wrong."
A

Attend

Page

Justice appears to be determined to push the suit as hard
as it can and, furthermore, to augment the main suit with

Referendum

A

Page 3

R E V I E W

A

A

Convention

The deplorable lack of interest among exhibitors in
the various national conventions of the exhibitor groups
the real reasons why the theatreman's
is one
neverof unified
is
.

viewpoint

Each convention brings out the rank and file and leaders
of the particular organization but there are probably ten
unaffiliated exhibitors not in attendance to every one of
those who are affiliated with the organization in conven'
tion. The net result is a onesided reaction to every
problem discussed on the convention floor.

/^I^QUt
We

PlCtUfeS

were fortunate in being able to personally see two

really fine pictures this week.

Universal's "The Mikado" is not only Gilbert ^ Sullivan at its best but it tops any stage version of this world
famous comic opera by reason of the pretentious pro'
duction, the exquisite Technicolor, never before shown
to better advantage, plus a musical scoring that will be
greeted with delight by music
wool movie fans alike.

lovers and

dyed'in'the'

We realize that many exhibitors cannot afford the ex'
pense of a trip to a convention, yet, if their attendance
will help clear up the differences of opinion and bring

Believe us, you have nothing to fear when you date this
picture. Its experimental runs in widely diversified spots

about some solution to the industry's problems, the ex'
pense will long be forgotten while the benefits continue.

have already branded it as a box office hit minus any high'
pressure campaign. Imagine what it can do with the aid
of some smart showmanship!

By all means, if you can possibly spare the cost and the
time, make the trip to Minneapolis this year for the Allied
Convention. You do not have to be a member of the
group nor will anybody try to force you to become one.
Exhibitors have been invited to attend and as one, you
should be there to take part in the deliberations.
A

Government

A

A

Suit

All hopes of a peaceful solution or settlement of the
Government suit against the industry appear to have
faded completely.
For whatever

reasons it may have, the Department

of

MGM's "Goodbye Mr. Chips," settles once and for
all the status of Robert Donat as one of the screen's
greatest actors. So much so that it seems to be a fore
gone conclusion that the Academy Award this year must
go to him and "Mr. Chips."
You, as well as your audiences, will sit enthralled
throughout the unfolding of this grand story about a man
who travelled the long road of life devoted to the service
of educating the youth of his country. His shyness, his
all too short romance, and his delightful characterization
as he grows old, all contribute to what must be labeled:
a magnificent story beautifully told and superbly acted.
Hail Leo and the British Lion.
— 'CHICK" LEWIS
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EXPECT
600

Exhibitors

1 ,000

AT

HOLDS

TO

CONVENTION
CODlPpLlCY

Will
PROGRAM

Attend N. Y. Allied's
Meeting Next Week

Company
Can't Meet
Allied's Request
New

MAJORS

REPRESENTED

York

Allied

Convention

and

World's

Fair

Exposition

About 600 exhibitors are exHotel Astor — Grand Ball Room
pected to attend New York Allied
World's Fair Convention and
Tuesday, May 23
Motion Pic10 A.M. Registration
ture
Exposition at the
11 A.M. Eastern Regional Conference, Presiding Officer, Frank Lydon.
Hotel Astor 2:30 P.M. Open Meeting; appointment of Resolution Committee; Election of
next week.
Delegates to National Convention; General Business
Evening: Visits to Broadway First Run Theatres
The Convention will beWednesday, May 24
gin on Tuesdaytinue
and through
con2:00 P.M. Open Meeting; address by Col. H. A. Cole, national president of
ThursAllied; address by Abram F. Myers, Allied's general counsel and
day. Every
board chairman; Report of Grievance Committee; Report of Resobranch of the
lution Committee; Insurance Economy.
industry has
7:00 P.M. Official Visit to New York World's Fair
cooperated to For the Ladies: Matinee Theatre party to see "The American Way"
make this afCol. H. A. Cole
Thursday, May 25
fair successful. All of the major companies 12:30 P.M. Luncheon
will have booths. Others attend2:00 P.M. Open Forum for the entire industry — Topic: Self Regulation.
ing- the convention are expected to 7:00 P.M. Cocktail Party
8:00 P.M. First Annual Dinner
bring the total number to
10:30 P.M. Dancing
1,000.
For the Ladies: Matinee Theatre party to see "Kiss the Boys Goodbye"
An Eastern Regional
Conference of Allied units
Set
Minneapolis
Program
will be held
Tuesday
morning unSessions to be Extended
If Business At
der the leade r s h i p of
Hand Cannot Be Finished in Dates Set
Frank L y don, Eastern
Minneapolis — A letter to exhibitors outlining the program of
E. Thornton Kelly
R e g i o n the Allied convention to be held June 13-15 at the Nicollet Hotel
al vice-president. During the convention, the
delegates will be given a preview here was to be released this week by W. A. "Al" Steffes. At
11:00 a.m. June 13, the board ■ of
of television by RCA.
Republic Takes Over
In addition directors is to meet, and the genera
meeting will get underway at 2 :()() Coast Exchanges
to all the ma- p.m. An attendance of 1,000 is exjor companies
by Steffes. If the business
Republic has taken over the operwhose sales at hand pected
cannot be transacted within
ation of the exchanges in Los Anmanagers
the dates set, the convention will
geles and San Francisco, formerly
from eastern be extended one day or even one
exchanges will week, if necessary. Ed Kuykendall, operated by Floyd St. John, franchise holder. St. John and James
be present the
is coming, will discuss the R. Grainger, Republic sales manager
following who
MPTOA stand.
made a joint announcement to this
companies will
Tlie buying combine discussion, effect on the Coast. The latter
also have
ex- Stef¥es declared, was suggested in a
hibits :Valen,
letter from an important group pointed
outexchanges
that Republic's
tion of the
would beoperaonly
Inc., Holly- which has been working on the plan temporary pending the signing up
wood Adver- for years. It is no publicity stunt, of a new franchise holder. Francis
tising Co., he said. Stating that the combine
Bateman will continue to manage
Abram F. Myers
group was headed by the most the Los Angeles office and Sid WeisNational
Theatre prominent
men in the industry, he
Supply, Sanitary Automatic Candy added that the floor would be open baum will remain in San Francisco.
Co., Altec Service Corp., Amer- to all groups for discussion. Folican Seating Co., Syracuse Glass
lowing adiscussion on trade pracMADE VICE-PREXY
Co., U. S. Armo Air Conditioning
tices, a secret ballot is likely to be
Co., Dennis Games, RCA Manu- taken on the proposed program.
facturing Corp., National Carbon The convention will be the most Hal Home Elected to Post
Co., National Screen Service, Pre- important of all time, Steffes said.
In Disney Organization
mier Scenery and Joe H^ornstein.
Arrangements for the convention were made by Max A. Cohen,
president of the New York' Allied
and E. Thornton Kelly, its secretary. Among those who, will address the meeting. afe Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel and
board chairman and Col. H. A.
Cole, national president of Allied.
The full program appears in the
adjoining columns.

Bank

Nite Not

Lottery

in S. C.

' Columbia, S. 'C. — Ip'ii decision
.banded , down here last. week, bv the
State promotion
Supreme .Clourt,
-it- 'was held
that
plans conducted
by
threatres along lines similar to
"bank night" were not violations of
the lottery laws

Hal Horne, Eastern representative
for Walt Disney since 1937, was
elected vice-president in charge of
distribution and ■ a' member' of the
Board of Goyernors of Walt Disney productions,'- rf was announced
this week by the Board of Governors in Hollywood. Horne, has been
in California conferring with Wait
and Roy Disney.

Because most of the provisions
are either in operation now or
could not operate under the comsetup. United
Artistsin still
feels it pany's
cannot
participate
the
proposed trade pact, despite a request by Allied of New York for
it to take active part in the negotiations, according to Harry Gold,
Eastern general sales manager.
Score charges were eliminated
by UA several years ago, Gold
pointed out, and added that the
company sells on an individual
basis and that the elimination
provisions in the code would not
af?ect present policies.
Max Cohen, New York Allied
head, said that his organization
would ask each of the UA producers to adhere to the code.
Coffey New Jam Handy
Exec Contact Man
Detroit — Jack' C. Coffey of the
Jam Handy Picture Service, Inc.,
has been promoted from ad and
sales promotion man to the executive contact staff, according to an
announcement by Jamison Handy,
president. His new assignment
takes him to the Wilmington office of the organization.
Exhib

as Censor

Harrisburg, Pa. — Governor Arthur H. James has named John
Clyde Fisher, veteran trouper,
manager and theatre owner, a
member of the Pennsylvania
Board of Motion Picture Censors.
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At "Chips"

M I'. N ' S

Premiere

COL'S

SECOND

MEETjN
Cohn
Talk

Nicholas M. Schenck, Howard
Dietz, William F. Rodgers and
Arthur S. Kany, film critic of the
Dayton (O.) Herald at the invitation preview of "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips" at the Astor Theatre, N.
Y., last Monday evening. Kany,
along with Virginia Sturm of the
Dayton Daily News, and Maxwell
Nathan of the Dayton Journal,
were brought East by M-G-M.
PATTERSON
BOARD

Relinquishes

Temporary
RKO

RKO

CHAIRMAN

Floyd Odium

T R AD

Post

and

CHI.

Montague

to Delegates

One major production a month
will be offered by Columbia during the new season, as well as
(hiring the balance of the current season, according to Abe
Montague, Columbia's general
sales manager, at the second of
the company's regional meetings
held in Chicago this week. Montague told the 70 delegates to the
Chicago meeting that "showmanship in selling is vital to a busion in
showmanship".
Jackness built
Cohn
his talk to the
delegates said that the heated
discussion as to whether pictures
should lend themselves to social
and political problems or concentrate on entertainment is just so
much empty talk. He said he still
believed that entertainment was
tlie main function of the screen.
Nearly $2,000,000 will be spent
on short subjects, according to
Max Weisfeld, short subjects
sales supervisor. With the acceptance of the new Trade Practice
Code, the company will be enabled to sell shorts on a competitive basis.
Rube Jackter, assistant general
sales manager, announced two
promotions among the group at
the convention. Joe Jacobs, formerly salesman in the MinneapoHs exchange, has been elevated to manager of the Omaha
branch and Tom Baldwin, booker
in the Kansas City exchange, has
been promoted to salesman in that
office.

reorganization plan proponents in Federal C(nirt this
week cleared the way for gaining
legal approval of the naming of
Assistant Secretary of Commerce
Richard C. Patterson, Jr., as
chairman of the RKO board, to
succeed Floyd B. Odium, who had
accepted the post temporarily
seme weeks ago.
HEAD
SUES
Odium voluntarily relinquishes BUND
bis directorship in the move which
has the approval of the Rockefeller and RCA interests. N.
Peter Rathvon has been desig- WB
ON^
FILM
nated chairman of the executive
committee. Patterson's accept- Seeks $5,000,000 Damages
ance of the board chairmanship,
In Action Against Co.
it was pointed out, will not mean
a connection exclusively with
RKO.
Suit was filed last Friday in
Federal Court by Fritz Kuhn on
behalf of both himself and the
German-American
Bund of which
DISTRIB
GUILTY
he is president, against Warner
Bros., Milton Krims, John Wexley and Leon G. Turrou, former
IN PRINT
RACKET
G-man, for $5,000,000 damages and
injunction to restrain further
Case Is Result of Action
showing of the Warner feature,
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy".
of Copyright Bureau
Kuhn decla res in his complaint
that the film purports to be a true
R. E. Gregg, a film distributor story based on two trials, one in
who operates the Pan American the Panama Canal Zone and the
Laboratory in Chicago, pleaded other in Federal Court here. He
guilty recently to four counts — further contends that the picture
for copying, printing, reprinting charges various persons with esand vending, for profit, a film,
pionage, and shows Nazi spies undermining the Government; shows
"The Cat's Canary", without authority of the copyright owner. them stealing military and naval
Under Section 28 of tlie Copy- secrets and stirring up trouble in
right Law, covering vv/illful in- the U. S. by using naturalized
who are members of the
fringements for profit, Gregg Germans
Bund.
faces the possibility of one year's
These expositions he brands as
imprisonment or a fine up to
$1,000, or both.
untruths. ' '
■ ■
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Important Dates
May 20-22: Columbia regional nieetiiiu,
r.os .Angeles.
May 21-27: Silver Jubilee of Morris
Joseph, Universal branch manager at
New Haven, Conn.
May 23-24: Kansas-Missouri Theatre
Ass'n convention, Kansas City.
23-25: N. Hotel
Y. Allied
FairMayconvention,"
Astor. "WorUl's
June 4-6: Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina convention. Ocean Park
Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
June 8-10: Paramount convention. Hotel
Ambassador, Los Angeles.
June 12: MPTO of Va. midsummer
convention, Roanoke Hotel, Roanoke.
June 13-15: Allied National convention,
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis.
June 19-22: RKO Convention, Westchester Country Club, Rye. N. Y.
June 19-22: National Conference on
Visual Education, Francis W. Parker
School, Chicago.

EXECS

MEET

ONCLEARANCE

Solutions
Sales

Sought

by

Heads

Sales managers for the major
companies met at the Hotel Astor
this week to discuss a setup for
operating arbitration under the
fair trade practice proposals. The
chief problems for unravelling
v/ere represented in the diversification of interests in regard to
clearance. One e-xecutive, describing the situation, said there are
BATTLE FAST TIME
a lot of "bugs" that must be eliminated from the tentative plan, beCleveland Exhibs Opposed
fore it will be ready to submit to
exhibitor interests.
to New Ordinance
Plans were made for the sales
Cleveland — Theatre owners here lieads to meet again this week in
are unanimously opposed to a day- the hopes of winding up the details of the arbitration proposals.
light saving time ordinance which
has been introduced in the city "Definite progress" was made toward reaching an understanding
council. A public hearing is scheduled for May 25 at 1 :30 p.m. If a1 the first meeting, it was said.
Explaining that a satisfactory
daylight saving time is put into
effect locally, it is estimated that clearance agreement for one area
business will fall off at least 25 per would not be applicable in another, it was pointed out that a
cent.
solution in that direction is tke
coal of the assembled sales heads.
Bergman Honored
Cleveland — Edwin Bergman, of
Bill Miller Dies
20th-Fox, recently promoted from
road to city salesman, was honored
Cincinnati — Bill jMiller, former
Thursday with an outing and dinner operator of the Metropolitan, now
at the Afahoning Country Club at the State Theatre here, died this
week of a heart attack.
Girard, O., by a group of friends.
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TRADE

REVIEW

May 20, 1939
UNITED
MAN

WEEKLY

STUDIO

CHECK-UP
RKO-RADIO

Any picture on which Advance Dope has been published is followed
by an asterisk (*). Consult the booking guide for dates on which
Advance Dope appeared.
This Week:
.Last Week:

In Production — 55; Being Edited — 711
In Production— 48; Being Edited— 68]

COLUMBIA
Being Edited
ARIZONA COWBOY (W)MISSING DAUGHTERS*
HIDDEN POWER
Die MichaeL
Jack Holt,
Produced by
Collins.
rected by LewGertrud
Larry Dannour.
MAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)
Iris Meredith. DiCharles rectedStarrett,
by Sam Nelson.
GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARIS
Joan Blondell. DiMelvyn rectedDouglas,
by Alexander Hall.
In Production (1988-39)
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
PARENTS ON TRIAL
Jean Parker, Johnny Downs. Directed
by Hans Schwartz.
COAST GUARD
Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy.
Directed by EMward Ludwig.
A WOMAN IS A lUDGE
Krieda Inescort, Rochelle Hudson.
Directed by Nick Grinde.
MOUNTED POLICE No. 2
, Iris Meredith. DiCharlesrectedStarrett
by C. C. Coleman, Jr.

In Production (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Stewart, Claude
Jean Arthur, James
Rains, dEdward Arnold. Produced and
directe by Frank Capra.

GRAND NATIONAL
Being Edited
LADY TAKES A CHANCEIn Production
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
with Margo. Directed by Steve Sekely.

METRO-COLDWYNMAYER
Being Edited (1938-39)
TARZAN
BRIDAL SUITE*
6,000 ENEMIES*
MAIZIE WAS A LADY*
ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER*
Being Edited (1939-40)
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*
Production (1938-39)
LADY OF THE TROPICS
, Hedy Lamarr. DiRobert rectedTaylor
by Jack Conway.
In Production (1939-40)
ON BORROWED TIME*
CONE WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable. Leslie
de HaviUand. DiHowmrd, Olivia
rected by Victor Fleming. Produced
by David O. Sehjnick.
THE WOMEN
d, RosaNorma Shearer, Joan Crawfor
by George Cukor. lind Russell. Directed

METRO-COLDWYNMAYER (ContJ
BABES IN ARMS
MickeyrectedRooney,
Judy Garland. Diby Busby Berkeley
BALALAIKA
Nelson Eddy, Ilona Massey. Directed
by Reinhold Schunzel.
THUNDER AFLOAT
Wallace Beery, Robert Young. Directed by George Seitz.

Being Edited
FIVE CAME BACK*
LITTLE MOTHER*
GIRL AND THE GAMBLER*
In Production
CAREER*
MEMORY OF LOVE*
WAY DOWN SOUTH*
TIMBER STAMPEDE (W)
George O'Brien. Directed by Dave
Howard.

SPELL BINDER
Lee Tracy, Dorothy Reed. Directed
by Jack Hively.
BAD LANDS
STRONGER THAN DESIRE
Noah Beery. Jr., Guinn Williams. DiVirginiarectedBruce,
rected by Lew Landers.
by Leslie Walter
Fenton. Pidgeon. DiNURSE EDITH CAVELL
BLACKMAIL
Anna Neagle, George Sanders. DiEdward G. Robinson, Nat Pendleton.
rected by Herbert Wilcox.
Directed by H. C. Potter.
MONOGRAM

REPUBLIC

Being Edited

Being Edited

WOLF CALL*
DOWN THE WYOMING TRAIL (W)^
ACROSS THE PLAINS*
GIRL FROM NOWHERE*
PARAMOUNT
Being Edited (1938-39)
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
UNMARRIED*
UNDERCOVER DOCTOR*
GRAND lURY SECRETS*
MAN ABOUT TOWN*
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*

ZERO HOUR*
SOUTHWARD HO*
S.O.S. TIDAL WAVE*
MOUNTAIN RHYTHM*
IN OLD CALIENTE*
1)1 Production
MICKEY, THE KID*
OKLAHOMA OUTLAW (W)
Three Mesquiteers. Directed by
George Sherman.

BRIDE*

Being Edited (1939-40)

FIGHTING IRISH
Phil Regan, Jean Parker. Directed by
Sidney Salkow.
20th

CENTURY-FOX

Being Edited (1938-39)
WHITE LADY OF THE ORIENT

GERONIMO*
SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES*
BEAU GESTE*
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
WHAT A LIFE*
CHARLIE CHAN IN RENO*
CAT AND THE CANARY*
LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
William Boyd, Russell Hayden. Di- THE GORILLA*
rected by Lesley Selander. Produced YOUNG MR. LINCOLN*
by Harry Sherman.
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU*
In Production (1939-40)
DISPUTED PASSAGE*
THE STAR MAKER*
RULER OF THE SEAS*
NIGHT
HEAVEN
Pat

WORK*
ON A SHOESTRING
O'Brien,
Bradna. Directed by LewisOlympe
Milestone.

OUR LEADING CITIZEN
Bob Burns, Susan Hayward. Directed
by Alfred Santell.
GULLIVER'S
TRAVELSProduced by Max
Cartoon Feature.
Fleischer. In Technicolor.

Being Edited (1939-40)
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE*
JONES
FAMILY
AT THE GRAND

ESCAPE
NYON* Duff, Kane Richmond, DiCA
Amanda
rected by Ricardo Cortez.
(1939-40)

HOTEL FOR WOMEN*
THE RAINS CAME*
CHARLIE CHAN AT TREASURE
ISLAND
Sidney Toler, Sen Yung. Directed
by Norman Foster.

DOUBLE DYED DECEIVER
Tito Guizar, Jane Clayton, Gale Son- CHICKEN WAGON FAMILY
dergaard, Alan Mowbray. Directed
Jane Withers, Leo Carillo. Directed
by Ed. D. Venturini. Produced by
by Herbert I. Leeds.
Harry Sherman.
ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY
Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll.
Directed by Edward H. Griffth.

Being Edited
IN THE IRON MASK*
In Production

WINTER
CARNIVAL*
MUSIC SCHOOL
Jascha ducedHeifetz,
McCrea.
Proby Samuel Joel
Goldwyn.
Directed
by Archie Mayo.
REAL GLORY
Gary Cooper, Andrea Leeds, David
Niven, Reginald Owen. Directed by
Henry Hathaway. Produced by
Samuel Goldwyn.
UNIVERSAL
Being Edited (1938-39)
THEY ASKED FOR IT*
HOUSE OF FEAR*
Being Ediled (1939-40)
IN OLD CALIFORNIA*
In Production (1938-39)
INSIDESUNINFORMATION*
THE
NEVER SETS
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Virginia Field.
Produced and directed by Rowland
V. Lee.
MODERN CINDERELLA
Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer. Produced and directed by John M. Stahl.
In Production (1939-40)
THE UNDERPUP
Cummings, Nan Grey. DiOLDRobert
GRAD*
rected by Richard Wallace.
BRIGHT VICTORY
Jackie
Freddie
Bartholomew.
DirectedCooper,
by Joseph
Santley.
I STOLE A MILLION
George Raft, Claire Trevor. Directed
by Frank Tuttle.
DAMES
Sigrid Gurie, Donald Briggs. Directed
by Harold Young.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Being Edited (1938-39)
NAUGHTY BUT NICE*
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER*
HELL'S KITCHEN*
DEVIL ON WHEELS*
NANCY DREW, TROUBLE SHOOTER*
EACH DAWN I DIE*
FAMILY AFFAIR*
GANTRY THE GREAT*
WATERFRONT*
ENEMY AGENT*
GIVE ME A CHILD*
LIGHTHORSE HARRY*
HOBBY FAMILY*
Being Edited (1939-40)

SECOND FIDDLE*

In Production

ARTISTS

HARMONY AT HOME
Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard. Directed by Otto Brower.

BATTLE
OF CITY HALL*
OLD
MAID*
In Production (1939-40)
TORCHY— DEAD OR ALIVE*
DUST BE MY DESTINY
John Garfield, Jane Bryan. Directed
by Lewis Seller.
OLD MAN MINNICK
Gloria rected
Dickson,
by Terry Dennis
Morse. Morgan. DiNANCY DREW AND
THE HIDDEN STAIRCASE
Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas.
Directed by William Clemens.
ELIZABETH AND ESSEX
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland,
Bette Davis. Directed by Michael
Curtiz. MAN
CAREER
Joel McCrea, Jeffrey Lynn. Directed
by Lloyd Bacon.
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Tell No

MCM

Talcs

(H ollyzcood Frcvicii.')
Drama

67 mins.

Fine Acting and Story Almost Puts This
In Class of Higher Bracketed Pictures
(National Release Date, May 12)
Cast: Melvyn Douglas, Louise Piatt, Gene
Lockhart, Douglas Dum'orille and others.
Screenplay by Lionel Houser, from a story
by Pauline London and Alfred Taylor. Diby Leslie Fenton. Produced by EdrectedChodorov.
ward
Plot: On the 75th Anniversary of the
Guardian, its editor, Melvyn Douglas is notified by the owner of the paper, Douglas
Dumbrille, who also owns the Evening
Record, a "dirt sheet," that he is suspending
publication of the former paper. Dejected,
Douglas goes to his favorite bar for a drink
and to cash his last paycheck. He then pays
for a flock of drinks, to be given to any of
his employees who might drop in, with a
$100 bill which is recognized by the bartender as part of ransom money paid to
kidnapers. With the help of a young scholteacher, Louise Piatt, who saw the actual
kidnaping, inside of 36 hours Douglas is
able to capture the guilty men, and also get
the newspaper owner to continue the publishing of the Guardian, thus saving the
jobs of his 400 odd friends and employees.
SUMMARY: With a well dialogued
screenplay from a good story, packed into
a little over an hour, this film should prove
acceptable fare singly in many spots and
hold its own as top half of duals anywhere.
Melvyn Douglas is convincing in his role as
editor-sleuth, and gets capital support
throughout, especially in two short sequences from Gene Lockhart as a swank
gambling house proprietor, and a young colored girl Therese Harris, as the wridow of a
prizefighter at whose wake she does a swell
Fenton's
Leslie
For has
emotingtorialbit.
effort he
turned
in thefirst
jobdirecof a
veteran, and the production looks like big
money through the deft handling of the exchequer of Edward Chodorov. For lobby
display have blown up news headlines of big
kidnaping and ransom cases. For a change
dress staff as newsboys and have them distribute handbills with the scareline "Who
kidnaped the Roberts boy?"
OUTSTANDING: Leslie Fenton's direction of the unusual screenplay.
Catchline: "He told no tales but knew all
the answers."
Goodbye,
MCM

(FAMILY)

Mr. Chips

Drama

1 1 4 mins.

Another English-Made Hit From Leo and
Ranking Well Up Amongst All Top Films
(National Release Date, Not Set)
Cast: Robert Donat, Greer Garson, Terry
Kilburn, John Mills, Paul von Hernfried,
Judith Purse, Lyn Harding and others.
Screenplay by R. C. Sherriff, Claudine West
and Eric Maschwitz from the book by James
Hilton. Directed by Sam Wood. Produced
by Victor Saville.
Plot: Robert Donat, a young schoolmaster, arrives at Brookfield Academy in
the 1870's. He progresses in his relations
with the boys but is not particularly successful. On a walking tour of the Continent he
For Additional

TRADE

REVIEW

Legion of Decency Ratings:
(For Week Ending May 20)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Across the Plains
Bey Friend
Girl From Mexico
Goodbye, Mr. Chips
Some Like It Hot
Wolf Call
Down the Wyoming Trail
Law Comes to Texas
Racketeers of the Range
Spoilers of the Range
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Climbing High
Ex-Champ
House of Fear
Widow's
Undercover Doctor Island
Only Angels Have Wings
It's a Wonderful World
meets Greer Garson, whom he marries. This
is the beginning of his success which only
stops when she dies in childbirth. Many
years later, he retires but when the War
starts and there is a shortage of masters, he
is called back this time as headmaster. The
War over, he again retires and the picture
ends as a fourth generation of one family
says "Goodbye, Mr. Chips."
SUMMARY: This'll bring a tear to many
an eye and a smile to many a lip. MGM has
scored again with another of its Englishmade pictures which bear the unmistakable
stamp of Hollywood (and we like it). Donat
is in practically every scene and of course,
walks away with all the honors. He ages
excellently as the fi.lm first shows him as a
young man of 25 and at its end (and briefly
at the beginning) he is 83 years old. Although every member of the cast is an
Englishman and the accents are rather thick
in spots, it's just what you would expect for
nothing is more English than an English
school. All in all, it's fine entertainment and
everyone regardless of his interest in England or English institutions should enjoy
the story as a story. Doubtless, there are
many similar characters in real life, a fact
which makes the picture the more enjoyable.
Although almost the entire action takes
place at the boys' school, it is not in the
least static. Director Sam Wood has obtained plenty of action and his scenes to
mark the passage of time are especially
worthwhile. Tie up with book stores on the
well known book of the same name by James
Hilton. Schools in this country should provide a ready audience for the picture from
among students and the teachers as well.
Robert Donat should be increasingly popular
following
success
"The Citadel"
and
his
name his
should
carryinconsiderable
weight

Willis. D'Olyly Carte Opera Co., chorus.
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta adapted, conducted and produced by Geoffrey Toye. Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
Plot: Nanki-Poo, son of the Mikado, flees
to the town of Titipu disguised as a wandering minstrel, rather than marry elderly, ugly
Katisha. He falls in love with Yum-Yum,
ward of Ko-Ko, high executioner, who also
wants to marr}^ her. Faced with the necessity of executing somebody to hold his job,
Ko-Ko agrees that Nanki-Poo can marry
Yum-Yum if he will agree to be executed in
a month — but then Ko-Ko decides to let
the bride and groom escape and merely testify he has executed Nanki-Poo — a deception that causes more trouble, for the Mikado learns Nanki-Poo is his son. Ko-Ko escapes death only by marrying Katisha —
which leaves Nanki-Poo and Yum-Yum free
to live happily thereafter.
SUMMARY: A very different screen attraction— but an attraction of great potential profit in terms of immediate box office
returns and added prestige for theatres running it. The Gilbert and Stillivan fans — and
their number must be legion in every section of the country, particularly since this
music has been featured by radio so intensely of late. Swing versions of Gilbert
and Siillivan in the theatre recently have
added more current interest in this music.
The picture is one of breath-taking beauty;
probably the supreme achievement of Technicolor camera work to date. Kenny Baker's
singing of the music is notable for its appeal and faithfulness to the Gilbert and Sullivan tradition. Excellently played and sung
are the other parts by John Barclay, Martyn Green and others of the famous D'Olyly
company. Jean Colin is pretty and attractive
as 'Yum-Yum. It is a picture that amuses,
delights the ear and eye. Aggressive selling
should be used to stamp this an exceptional
attraction, a picture everybody should be
made to feel they cannot afford to say they
missed. London and New York no longer
have a monopoly on the fun and lilting melody of finely staged and acted Gilbert and
Sullivan and this should be a featured theme
of advertising directed at the masses as
well as the classes who are interested in
music. It's fun — there's slapstick as well as
wit in the play. Feature that in advertising,
whether in newspapers, music store tieups,
ballyhoo of a Jap in a rickshaw or a wandering singer garbed as Nanki-Poo.
OUTSTANDING: Gilbert and Sullivan
music.

on the marquee. Don't neglect selling Greer
Garson as you'll be seeing her in several
pictures made in Hollywood.
OUTSTANDING: Robert Donat.
Catchline: "Thousands of boys will always be boys to Mr. Chips." (FAMILY)
The
Univ.

Mikado

Musical

90 mins.

Enchanting Music, Gorgeous Technicolor;
Outstanding Attraction for Any Theatre
(National Release Date, Not Set)
Cast: Kenny Baker, John Barclay, Martyn
Green, Sidney Granville, Jean Colin, Elisabeth Paynter, Kathleen Naylor, Constance

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult

Encyclopedia

Catchline: "Fantasy, fun and haunting
melodies in the most beautiful technicolor
since 'Snow White'."
(FAMILY)
The

Girl From

Mexico

( H ollyzL'ood Prez'iew)
RKO-Radio Farce Comedy 70 mins.
Lupe Velez In Uproarious Comedy Should
Help Draw On Dual Bill With Weaker Film
(National Release Date, Not Set)
Cast: Lupe Velez, Donald Woods, Leon
Errol, Linda Hayes, Donald McBride and
others. Screenplay by Lionel Houser and
Joseph A. Fields. Story by Lionel Houser.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins. Associate
Producer, Robert Sisk.
Plot: Donald McBride, head of an advertising agency sends his star talent scout
Donald Woods, who is about to be married
to socialite Linda Hayes to Mexico to get
of Exploitation — See Back Cover

S 11 ( ) W
,1 native ,siiiL;cr for a radio account. He eiiijajies a fiery little Mexican entertainer,
l.upe Velez, and starts hack for America
after putting up a bond that he will be
personally responsible for the latter morally
and otherwise. The day before the audition
for the sponsor Lupe loses her voice through
yelling at a ball game, a wrestling ntatch
and a six day bicycle race where she had
been
Leon seeing
Erroi, the
but town
after with
gettingWoods'
a job uncle
in a
cafe she gets a new sponsor and in the end
also wins Woods as her husband.
SUMMARY: For those who like their
fun with plenty of hoke and slapstick, this
one should prove popular with both the fans
and the box office as a companion feature to
one not so lively. The dynamic little Mexican star Lupe Velez in a made to order
role never showed to better advantage and
in several episodes with that stellar rubber
legged comic Leon Errol, creates many a
"belly laugh." Donald Woods and Donald
McBride both give perfect support in
straight roles as does the balance of the
good cast. Les Goodwins finely paces his
direction and snaps into every comedy situation lined up in the hilarious screenplay.
The production of Robert Sisk looks like
far more money than is generally put in this
type. Dress the theatre staff in Mexican
outfits and the lobby with palms, etc.
OUTSTANDING: Lupe Velez and Leon
Errol, story and direction.
Catchline: "She was as easy to handle as
a stick of dynamite."
(FAMILY)
Ex-Champ

Univ.
When

More

Drama

74 mins.

Entertaining Pictures Are

Made

They'll
Be Super Special Epics
(National Release Date, May 19)
Cast: Victor McLaglen, Tom Brown,
Nan Grey, William Frawley, Constance
Moore, Donald Briggs. Original story by
Gordon Kahn. Screenplay by Alex Gottlieb
and Edmund L. Hartman. Directed by
Philip Rosen.
Plot: McLaglen, a former prize fighter,
who won a local championship in 1915, had
saved his money and sent his son to college. The latter, now vice-president in a
Wall Street house, marries a wealthy girl
and refuses to acknowledge his father or
his sister, Nan Grey. McLaglen picks up a
promising young fighter, Brown, and trains
him. When Briggs, the son, gets into
trouble and needs money, he arranges to
bet heavily on his fighter's opponent but
Frawley who had been charged to place
the bet put it the other way. Everything
turns out all right when Brown wins the
championship and Nan Grey too.
SUMMARY: This is an unpretentious
little picture but still one of the most entertaining we've seen in many a day. There's
comedy, pathos and plenty of action in it
and excellent performances by McLaglen
and Frawley. Some of the scenes will kinda
get you, especially that in which the exchamp hocks his championship belt only to
find that it's only worth $16. For entertainment value it's hard to beat this picture.
McLaglen is a good name to sell it with and
the other members of the cast are by no
means unknown. Hang some boxing gloves
from the lobby ceiling appropriately placarded. Through the cooperation of your
sports editor run some pictures of former
champs in the newspaper with prizes for
those guessing their identity.
OUTSTANDING: Victor McLaglen in
a role made to order for him.
Catcliline: "Once the hero of frenzied
cheer . . . now the butt of slurring jeers."
(FAMILY)

For Additional
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Red Cross Subject

This year's Red Cross subject Is titled
"Footsteps." As usual, you can obtain it
from your local chapter chairman of the Red
Cross. It is especially interesting this year,
showing each step in the training of a Red
Cross Nurse and the work which these fine
women do in various parts of the country.
The subject is highly entertaining as well as
helping a worthy cause and you can obtain
considerable good will by showing it. Bookings are gratis.

Code

WB

of the Secret

Service

(HoUyzvood Previeiv)
Drama

58 mins.

Second In Secret Service Series Okay
Filler For Saturday Kids, Action Fans
(National Release Date, May 27)
Cast: Ronald Reagan, Rosella Towne,
Eddie Foy, Jr., Moroni Olsen, Edgar Edwards, John (iallaudet. Jack Mower and
others. Based upon material compiled bv
W. H. Moran, Ex-Chief of the U. S. Secret
Service. Screenplay by Lee Katz and Dean
Franklin. Directed by Noel Smith. Associate Producer, Bryan Foy.
Plot: Ronald Reagan, U. S. Secret Service operator is sent to Mexico to round up
a gang of counterfeiters. He receives information from another operator, that the
leader of the counterfeiters is a peg-legged
man. He heads into the interior and finds
the hideout of the gang, only to be recognized and captured. Meanwhile the Mexican
Police, hot on his trail for a supposed killing, receive word from Washington, identifying him, and they arrive at the hideout in
time to help Reagan escape before the mission is blown up by the leader of the counterfeiters. Reagan then captures the leader and
secures the evidence he was sent after.
SUMMARY: The best that can be said
for this picture is that it will be an okay
filler for the Saturday juvenile action fans,
in spite of the satisfactory trouping and good
direction. The main trouble lies in the story
treatment, which lacks suspense, and the
fact that most of the situations have been
done over and over again in at least a dozen
similar pictures. Ronald Reagan heads a
competent cast, that strives hard to do something with the story material, but with
little success. Print stage money and distribute it around town in advance of showing. Secret Service magazines could be used
to attract attention in your lobby with any
newspaper headings you can get of actual
counterfeiter activities.
Catchline: "Smashing
ring."
Kid From
WB

a

counterfeiting
(FAMILY)

Kokomo

Comedy

92 mins.

Fast- Moving Comedy of the Prize Ring
Has Ingredients to Assure Mass Appeal
(National Release Date, June 24)
Cast: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Wayne
Morris, May Robson, Jane Wyman, Stanley
Fields, Maxie Roserbloom, Sidney Toler,
Ed Brophy, Winifred Harris, Morgan Conway, others. Screenplay by Michael Fessier,
Richard MacCaulay and Jerry Wald from
a novel by Dalton Trumbo. Directed by
Lewis Seller. Associate Producer, Sam
BischofT.
Plot: Wlien
Rosenbloom
surprises his

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures

"'t Encyclopedia
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manager,
Joan
Blondell, O'Brien,
who had and
bet O'Brien's
everythinggirl,
against
hiin, the two iiastily leave town. At a
sleepy village where they were seeking a
local blacksmith, reputedly a good fighter,
they find Morris, a farm boy, is even better.
They bring him to New York. Motherless,
Morris is seeking the one who abandoned
him as a child. To hold him, O'Brien induces May Robson, a liquor-loving old
kleptomaniac, to assume the role. She takes
advantage of the situation and assumes
charge of the fighter's money. Then O'Brien
tries to expose her, but Morris will not believe him. On the night of a big fight with
Rosenbloom, Morris plans to lose the fight
because May had gambled all her inoney on
crooked horses, with Conway, Rosenbloom's
manager, holding the check. He wins the
fight, however, when Rosenbloom ridicules
May. There are further complications, but
all is cleared up.
SUMMARY: With plenty of action and
hilarious situations this is a first-rate comedy
of the prize ring. It is geared straight for
mass appeal, and should win enthusiastic
approval from audiences in average-sized
towns. Not that key city patronage won't
like it,upbecause
will, butthat
because
it's
made
of the they
ingredients
keep the
majority of theatregoers in the hinterlands
howling with merriment one minute and on
the edge of their seats with excitement and
suspense the next. Pat O'Brien as the glibtalking fight manager is good, and Joan
Blondell
was the
never
lovelier.
Morris, as
simple
farm But
boy, it's
andWayne
May
Robson, as the old kleptomaniac posing as
his mother who steal the show. Other performances are satisfactory. Since this is principally arapid-fire comedy, your campaign
should be gagged. Play up the entire cast.
Place posters at recreation centers around
town.
OUTSTANDING: Wayne Morris and
May Robson.
Catchline: "Hilarious comedy, rapid-fire
excitement, as a fast-talking prize fight manager takes a farm bov under his(FAMILY)
wing."
Racketeers
RKO-Radio

of the Range

Western

64 mins.

Fast Draw
MovingShould
Western
O'Brien
As
Do With
Well George
For Saturdays
(National Release Date, May 19)
Cast: George O'Brien, Chill Wills, MarFiske
Gay bySeabrook',
Reynolds,
jorie
and others.
Story
Bernard Robert
McConville.
Screenplay by Oliver Drake. Directed by
roy.
D. Ross Lederman. Produced by Bert GilPlot: O'Brien and his fellow cattlemen
have been shipping cattle for a lone time to
the packing company owned by Marjorie
Reynolds. She is determined to follow the
advice of Fiske, her attorney and sell out to
a large company. O'Brien seeking to keep
the company alive has it thrown into receivership with himself as largest creditor
appointed receiver. Marjorie follows him out
to his ranch and tries to reason with him
but he shows her she is being cheated b}'
Fiske. He buys all the cattle from the surrounding ranches but they are stolen by
rustlers. O'Brien and his men recover them
and take them to the train but the rustlers
make off with the train. O'Brien and his
men head ofT the train and after a violent
battle recapture their cattle and O'Brien
gets Marjorie.
SUMMARY: Here's a fast-moving Westwith plenty
of action
done in
the ern
modern
style.
There and
are it's
automobiles
and horses(Continued
in it 'n' on
everything.
page 18) But don't
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IT'S wet and dark and dreary outside. Just
why we always like to begin Program
Exchange discussions with the weather is
something we can't understand, unless perhaps the weather is as good a subject as
any with which to start. It's important to
you, too, for on conditions outside depends
to a certain extent the rise and fall of your
business. If it's raining pitchforks, the
streets are probably deserted. And if it's a
beautiful day outside, many people are basking in the sunshine who might otherwise
be in your theatre. Yes, the weather is a
vital factor, and that must be the reason
why we give it recognition in the opening
paragraph of these discussions.
But now let's get down to business. We
told you last week that we were going
across the ocean and back again. Well,
that's just what we're going to do. We believe American exhibitors are always glad
to know what their British brethren are
doing. And to keep you informed, our London correspondent, Jock MacGregor, sticks
his nose for news into various cinemas just
to learn what they're doing in the way of
publishing and distributing programs.
Here's his report this week:
"I have sent you a selection of monthly
programs issued by the Gaumont British
Picture Corp. Jimmy Forsyth, the chief of
"^heatre Publicity, is a great believer in
New Member Added This Week
Walker Noble, Fine Arts Theatre, Westport, Conn.
direct mailing, and the majority of the
brochures are distributed to private houses,
hotels, restaurants, etc. He claims that if
they are left in the vestibule, they reach
only a limited number of patrons; but by
mailing, the bills are brought before casual
cinemagoers and habitues of other theatres.
Further, by cooperating with outside advertisers, the only cost to the theatre is
the postage which is less than $10 per
thousand. Patrons nowadays expect this
service and look for the programs on the
first of the month.
"Though
supervised
Forsyth,
the program for each
houseby has
its individual
touch. The front page for the Gaumont,
Hammersmith, for instance, is a line drawing of the exterior of the house, and since
the month includes 'Birthday Week,' there
is a special manager's message and a doublepage montage of the many stars who have
appeared there; two pages and two stills
-^Your Application Blank-^
Clip and Mail Now!
STR Program Exchange,
SHOWMEN'S
1501 Broadway,TRADE REVIEW,
New York, N. Y.
Dear "Chick": — I hereby apply for membership in
t-he STR Program Exchange. I understand that entry
of my name on this coupon signifies a willingness to
exchange theatre programs with other theatres, but
involves no other obligations.
Name
Theatre
City
State

Some

Ideas Here For You?

/;( the program for the Gaumont, Hammersmith, published by the GB circuit in London,
the theatre's birthday zveek was emphasized
by a double-page montage of the stars who
had appeared in films playing there. In the
upper right-hand corner is a clever sticker
put out by Frank Boucher, of the Glove Theatre, Gloversville, N. Y. In the lozver righthand corner is a section of a page hailing "the
star of the month," from a GB house organ.
are devoted to each bill which consists of
two features and variety; on another page
is a synopsis of the month's attractions.
"The Gaumont Palace, Guernsey, which
is, of course, on one of the Channel Isles,
has for its frontispiece a battleship plowing through a heavy sea firing a salvo; the
slogan is '1939 — The Great Film Boom
"For the North London cinemas, GB
has one program to cover seven halls. The
bill for each house is given, and whole
pages
Year.' are devoted to the more important
films
shown." particulars are given in every
"Censors'
case, and certain houses follow the practice
of printing the times of each film: a much
appreciated feature, since many people dis3'V2-hour
Andlike thethere
you programmes."
are. What interests us is
the type of front-page illustrations — that
of the Gaumont Palace, Guernsey, for example; perhaps there is some celebration,
anniversary or observance taking place in
your community which you could adapt as
the frontispiece for your program.
\]p in Tilbury, Ontario, Canada, Harland
Rankin issued passes to mothers in honor
of Mother's Day. Just how tliey were distributed, he does not make clear; but the
copy is as follows: "Please accept this pass
with our compliments to vou on Mother's
TomMayPringle,
of the Ideal Theatre, To12."
Day,
ronto, Canada, used a swell gag in his program, the inspiration for which he credits
the Encyclopedia of Exploitation. Highlighted by the illustration of a donkey, the
copy reads: "Pley Kids! I'm the only one
in this district that's not going to the
'Ideal Matinee' on Saturday . . . and you
know what I am." If you want to use the
idea, says Tom, look under the classification, "Donkey" in the Encyclopedia of Exploitation, and there you'll find the details.
And if 3'ou boys didn't know it, this showselling aid is available to you at a reasonable price through STR. (This is positive\y not an advertisement.)
We' ve gone British and Canadian this
week, but we promise you that come the
next issue of STR we'll be back on United
States soil once more. However, they say
it broadens one's knowledge to travel. That
may be true in this case. We hope so.

Numerous managerial changes were made
in the Washington zone of Warner Bros.
Theatres this week occasioned by the opening next month of the Kennedy Theatre, a
newly built house. CLAUDE LAND, manager of the Colonv will manage the Kennedy, when it opens. NELSON SMITH has
been shifted from the Home Theatre to the
Avenue Grand replacing HENRY COON,
who takes over the nianagement of the Penn
Theatre during the illness of DAN REYNOLDS. SIDNEY HOFFMAN, manager
of the Apollo has been shifted to the Colony, replacing LAND. JAMES GLENNON
has been shifted from the Seco to the
Apollo. His place at the Seco is taken by
RAYMOND BURCH, promoted from assistant manager of the Tivoli. FRED MacMILLAN has been transferred from the
Avalon to the Silver replacing LAMAR
KEEN who goes to the capitol at Winchester, Va. where he succeeds THOMAS
BALDRIDGE, who resigned. MacMILLAN's place at the Avalon has been taken
by THEODORE
LOHMEYER
who in
turn is succeeded at the York by EARL
HEATWOLE, promoted from assistant
manager of the Metropolitan. SMITH'S
post at the Home has been taken by ERNEST WELLS, promoted from assistant
manager of the Earle. WALDO CHANDLER, manager of the Virginia, Harrisonburg, Va. has been shifted to the Central,
Martinsburg and PETER TUTWILER,
former assistant manager at the Virginia,
succeeds to CHANDLER's post.
BEN WESTLUND, has been appointed
publicity manager of the Golden Gate Theatre
in San Francisco.
In The

Editor's

Mail

Bag

Chick Lewis,
Showmen's
Dear
Chick, Trade Review.
I must ask for a showdown regarding your
editorial in the issue of May 13th of Showmen's Trade Review. The statements made
therein imply there is a secret alliance between
Allied of New York and I. T. O. A. You also
seem to raise the question that New York
Allied's loyalty to the national organization is
rather thin and, therefore, subject to criticism.
Rather than create any veiled insinuations,
you should have stated the facts, if you have
them. If we are to get anywhere in this industry and if there are forces in it working
with ulterior motives, let's get them into the
open regardless of where the weight may fall.
You have an obligation to this industry and it
is incumbent upon you to face the issue squarely with the whole truth and nothing hut the
truth, remembering that what we are mainly
interested in are facts.
Yours very trulj',
(signed)Theatres
Max A. ofCohen
President, Allied
N. Y.
Theatreman

Wins

Prize

Theodore G. Ehrsam, manager of the Huntington Station Theater, Huntington Station,
Long Island, N. Y., of the Century Circuit,
won top cash prizes for himself and Professor
R. M. Smith, head of the English Department
at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., for writing the letter judged best of thousands in the
"Letters Home" contest held weekly at the exhibit of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company at the World's Fair.

Bodiford

Baby Carriage Poster Bally
For the engagement of Monogram's "Mysat the
Strand,
a poster
stand tery
on Plane"
zvheels
zvasBrooklyn
constructed.
Posters
were
mounted on a baby carriage and wheeled
around the zncinity of the theatre. Teddy Trust,
publicity director of the Strand, arranged it.

JUNE
18th

FATHER'S
by the
Father's
Committee DAY.
of NewSponsored
York. Here
is the
time Day
for
you to play father and son picture. Run a father
and son athletic contest and offer guest tickets as
prizes. A special father and son matinee would be
a good bet for observing this day, too.
20th
WEST VIRGINIA )OINED THE UNION, 1863. This
occasion should be observed fittingly in that state.
21st
NEW HAMPSHIRE JOINED THE UNION, 1788.
Theatres in the Granite State should take notice
of this occasion to observe it fittingly.
22nd
SUMMER BEGINS. This is a good time for you to
plant institutional copy plugging your cooling system and your array of outstanding summer attractions. By the time this day has rolled around the
weather man will have already reminded you that
summer has been long on the way but this will serve
as reminder for you to clean up your basement, look
over your cooling plant and your heating system,
have cool colors in your lobby and front, etc.
Last week's issue contained some suggestions for
selling your theatre in summer.
23rd
C. L. SHOLES patented the typewriter in 1869. This
wonderful invention is just 70 years old and you
may be able to make some good tieups with local
typewriter agencies in connection with your current
attractions.

Puts

On

Detailed

Campaign

For

A chair
found in Ft. James
Worth which is
Just
because a picture has
already played
ofwas''Jesse
Engagemen
Fourth-Run
t
first-run is no sign that it won't make money
supposed to be the one which James ocon its subsequent engagements. As a matter of
cupied when he was shot. C. L. Douglas, feafact, down in Fort Worth, Texas, Manager
ture writer of the Ft. Worth Press, carried
a
column
on it. The chair was in the bank
Lowell T. Bodiford of the Parkway Theatre
window
for
several days, after which it was
put
on a ofdetailed
"Jesse
transferred to the theatre lobby.
in spite
the factcampaign
that he for
played
the James,"
picture
fourth run.
A large banner was displayed in the lobby a
week before the opening. A large 33 ft. sign
An old gun collection was in the window of
the First National Bank two weeks preceding
hung above the marquee two weeks in advance. The sign could be seen by cars coming
the playdate. This window, according to Bodifrom three directionsford, is reputed to be worth $100 per week.
An 1898-model automobile was parked downRobert
"Believe
It Or
town on the most conspicuous corner a week
trailer
on L.
the Ripley's
picture was
run two
weeksNot"in
advance.
A
thousand
Techniques
(cards
which
preceding the playdate. On the car were exhad a frame of the actual Technicolor print
planatory signs advertising
"Jesse
James."
So
much attention
was attracted
by the
display,
attached to them) were distributed in the busiand traffic was so tied up, that it was found
ness section. They attracted considerable comnecessary to move the car the second day.
ment, according to Bodiford.
An autographed photo of Tyrone Power was
A 1905-model Hupmobile was also parked
in front of the theatre with appropriate signs.
given to the boy or girl submitting the best
A "Jesse James Trio." composed of three
entry in a "Jesse James" coloring contest. A
soap-modeling contest for the best soap model
girls in old-fashioned costumes, appeared at the
of a gun was also held for the children. SideParkway's Saturday morning Kiddie Show, on
two Buck Nite drawings, at the local Kiwanis
walks were stenciled. Street & Smith "Jesse
Club and on the Interstate Circuit radio proJames" books were given to newspaper critics,
which resulted in extra publicity, and also to
gram. Additional words were attached to the
children as prizes.
end of the song which gave the players and
Special badges were made up and distributed
playdate of the picture.
to business houses for their employes to wear.
Ten days before the playdate the theatre
These badges were their admission to see the
staff was attired in "Jesse James" costumes,
picture. Appropriately attired, an usher put
which included guns, boots, cowboy hats, bandanas, etc.
on
roller
skatesDerby
and for
ballyhooed
at the
Roller
several "Jesse
nights. James"
A large box on the picture was carried in
!Mind you, this thorough-going campaign was
the theatre's
house program.
Four thousand
heralds
were distributed
to the schools.
A man
for a fourth-run. As a result, business was
tremendous. Which should be ample proof that
named "Jesse James" was found, of whom a
selling the picture is the backbone of good
picture was made showing him holding up the
business, whether you play the film first run or
box office. Bodiford approached movie critics
subsequently.
on running the picture as a gag.
Merchants
Brown

on

Cooperate
Durbin

With

Feature

Bill Brown, Jr., manager of the Durfee
Theatre, Fall River, Mass., made several window tieups on "Three Smart Girls Grow
Up." As in the past. Brown's tieups were
mostly all gratis. Here are just a few of the
windows he promoted:
— Radio
and Decca McWhirr's
Records, Dep't.
DeannaStore
Durbin
records
and
spot announcements were broadcast from
the store. Stills and a one-sheet were used
in the display.
Empire Men's Shop — Display of slack
suits similar to those worn by Robert Cummings, together with stills and playdate.
S. S. Kresge's — "Deanna Durbin Perfume." Also counter displays. A photo of
Deanna was given with every purchase.
Saxe'r, Inc. — Display of "Deanna Durbin
Handbags" with stills and playdate.
J. J. Newberry — Display of Blue Bird
records, also magazines, with stills and date.
Western Union — A S-ft. poster with stills
and playdate.
Candy Mart, Inc. — Special candy display,
with three posters tieing in Mothers' Day.
Hall's Music Store — Sheet music display
with stills and playdate.
Liggett's Drug Store — Soda fountain tieup
on "Deanna Durbin Sundae."
Brown also arranged displays in three
other stores, and had a merchandise tieup
with the Cherry & Webb department store,
yvhich worked the name of the picture and
the playdate into its newspaper ad.

Real Madden Sees Beery Film
In Indianapolis recently Manager Ward
Farrar of Loew's, while doing some exploitation on "Sergeant Madden," ran across a real
Sergeant Madden on the Indianapolis police
force. The policeman was Farrar's guest at
a special preview of the film, and the coincidence got a good break in the dailies.
FOR

BETTER

SHOW

SELLING

Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Feb. IS
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Captain Fury
This Issue
Dark Victory
April 22
Flying Irishman
March 11
Gunga Din
Jan. 28
Hardys Ride High
April 22
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Idiot's Delight
Jan. 21
Jesse Tames
Tan. 21
King "ofPrincess
the Turf
Feb.
Little
Mar. 254
Lucky
May
13
Made ForNight
Each Other
Feb. 18
Man of Conquest
April 29
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
March 18
Stand Up and Fight
Jan. 7
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April 15
Streets of New York
April 15
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Topper Takes a Trip
Jan. 14
Union Pacific
May 6
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You
Can't Cheat An Honest Man.... Mar.
Feb. 18
Zenobia
18
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CAPTAIN

Thrilling,
Of

Campaign

Brian Aherne is the gallant hero oi "Captain
Fury." Victor McLaglen,
Virginia Field (inset) have
important roles.

Here Are Your Cast- and Credits
Captain Furv
BRIAN AHERNE
Blackic
VICTOR M'LAGLEN
Francois Diiprc
Paul Lukas
Jeanettc Dupre
June Lang
Coughy
John Carradine
Arnold Trist
George Zucco
Preston
Douglass Dumbrille
Mabel
Virginia Field
Mergon
Charles Middleton
Governor
Lawrence Grossmith
Mr. Bailey
Lumsden Hare
Mrs.. Bailey
Mary Gordon
Boh
John Warburton
Suco
Claud Allister
Bertie
Will Stanton
Governor's Aide
Edgar Norton
Tess Bailey
Margaret Roach
Duffy . .
Billy Bevan
Danny Bailey
Edwin Brian
and others
Presented by HAL ROACH. Released
through UNITED ARTISTS. Directed
by HAL ROACH. Musical Score by
MARVIN HATLEY. Screenplay by
GROVER JONES, JACK JEVNE,
WILLIAM DeMILLE.

Adventure

Australian
Robin
Hood
"
FURY

Ideal

A 1.) VENTURE and romance are the
requisites of popular present-day motion
picture entertainment. W'e have our
problem dramas, our society dramas, our
gangster thrillers and our comedies ; but somehow or other, let a fan know you're going
to give him a rousing adventure story with
just the right amount of romance in it, and
you can bet the money you've saved up for
the World's Fair that he'll be the first one
at your box office to buy a ticket.
As far as we can remember, Hal Roach
has been almost exclusively identified with
comedies. Since the old days when millions
chuckled at Snub Pollard and Harold Lloyd
in comedies made by Mr. Roach and released
by Pathe, this prominent motion picture producer has forged ahead until today a film
bearing the words "Hal Roach presents" is
certain to be tip-top entertainment. That he
has deviated from humor in presenting "Captain Fury" is a remarkable tribute to his
genius and versatility.
"Captain Fury," by the way, is, according
to the press book, a "roaring adventure and
rich romance of the 19th Century." It is "the
story of dauntless men and brave women who
migrated to the barren bush country of Australia to hew a nation out of a strange wilderness." Brian Aherne is a daring, reckless,
romantic rogue — an Australian "Robin Hood."
All this sounds just as fascinating to us as

Bold

Creg. u. s. pat. off.)
it will to members of your public. And the
fact that Air. Roach considered the story so
important that he also took over the directorial reins should be still further proof of
its entertainment merits.
You have not only entertainment to sell,
but names as well. Just take a look at the
cast and credits box on this page if you want
proof. There, you'll find, in addition to Hal
Roach, the producer - director, and Brian
Aherne, the hero, such other box office personalities as Victor McLaglen, June Lang,
Virginia Field, John Carradine, and others.
Those names will look good in your adverand on your marquee — and they'll
attract tising
patronage.
Now let's get right down to business. As
far as advance teaser ads are concerned, your
best bet is to use the excellent catchlines contained in the regular ads, along with illustrations of Brian Aherne and Victor McLaglen
and perhaps June Lang and Virginia Field
for feminine interest. You could, if you
wished, take other characters of history or
fiction who, in saving the people from

Material

"Captain Fury." The idea is to see who can
submit'"" the most titles of films of the past
in which the word "Captain" has been used.
For instance, although you may not remember them, films have been produced with these
titles : "Captain Alverez," (Vitagraph, 1917);
"Captain Applejack," (Warners, 1931); "Captain Blood," (Vitagraph, 1924, and Warners,
1935) ; "Captain Calamity," (Regal, 1936) ;
"Captain Careless," (FBO', 1928) ; "Captain
Courtesy," (Paramount, 1915) ; "Captain FlvBy-Night," (FBO, 1922) ; "The Captain Hates
the Sea," (Columbia, 1934) ; "Captain Hurricane," (RKO, 1935) ; "Captain January,"
(Principal Pictures, 1924, and 20th CenturyFox, 1936) ; "Captain Kidd. Jr.," (Artcraft
Pictures, 1919) ; "Captain Kiddo," (Pathe,
1917) ; "Captain Lash," (Fox, 1929) ; "Captain
of His Soul," (Triangle, 1918) ; "Captain of
the Guard," (Universal, 1930) ; "Captain Salvation," (MGM, 1927) ; "Captain Swagger,"
(Pathe, 1928) ; "Captain Swift," (Vitagraph,
1920); "Captain Thunder," (Warners, 1931);
"A Captain's Captain," (Vitagraph, 1919) ;
"Captains Courageous," (MGM, 1937) ; "The
Captain's Kid," (Warners, 1936 and 1937) —
well, we could go on like this, but we'll stop.
Anyway, there are different methods by
which you can conduct this contest. First,
and most difficult, in our opinion, would be
to ask fans to name as many pictures as possible with the word "Captain" in their titles.
There may be some rabid movie fans and oldtimers who through the years have maintained
a scrap book or who have a memorv strong
enough to enable them to list the majority of
titles we've given you here. But their number will be very few, in our opinion. So, perhaps you can do it this way, which makes it
a contest of wits. List all the titles, dis-

tyranny, have become virtual "Robin Hoods,"
and make mention of them, meanwhile leading up to the story of "Captain Fury," another "Robin Hood."
Newspaper

Publicity Important

Advance newspaper publicity is always important. We've just been reading the stories
in the publicity section of the press book,
meanwhile admiring the attractive art, and it
is our belief that the stories and art are interesting and appealing enough to make it
worth your while to see that one of each gets
in the amusement columns every day for at
least two weeks before the film opens. At
least, see that plenty of stories are used, beginning with shorts and gradually enlarging
to feature material. You'll find, we believe,
your editor will accept this material, provided you include a strong advance advertising
campaign along with it, thus proving the
merits of the film. After all, you can't expect to keep down to, or even go below, your
usual advertising budget, and expect the newspaper to cooperate with you.
Here's a newspaper or house program contest that ought to stimulate a lot of interest in

^
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PAUL
LUMSCEORCE
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McLagle
aherne
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It's a Colorful Poster
The six-sheet, which in spite of the fact that it
can only be reproduced here in black and white,
is a colorful poster suitable for a cutout for your
lobby o: as an attention-getting advertising
medium to be posted on every available board.
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police force — the policeman with the biggest
heart who has done the most for unfortunates in his own unselfish way. Hither one
of these ideas would be a strong selling bet,
■;o take your choice.
If you could see Still H-136 (and \oti
probably
will) costume
you'd seerepresentative
June Lang of
attired
in a ciiarming
the

_

Swell

Co-op

period jilace.
in which
the story
of "Captain
takes
Linked
to their
New YorkFury"
and
World's Fair exhibits, dealer outlets for the
Singer Sewing Machine Company are tied up
with the picture through Miss Lang's costume. The company's exhibit is based on
dresses worn by actresses in historical roles,
and they are .giving their New York display
of the actual dress a strong campaign of
national advertising and publicity. So contact your local outlet for cooperation.
There is also a national tieup on Venida
hair nets, in which 15,000 retail outlets will
plug the picture. Get in touch with your
local VX'oolworth 5 & 10c store, drug and
department stores for displays of counter and
window cards.

PLAY

Page

Layout

Here's a suggested layout for that cooperative
page you'll
promotesome
fromofyour
merchants.
By ordering the stills,
which
are shown
in
ono.her layout on this page, you'll have the material to start your ad man on his way, pronto!
tributors and dates, but mix them. It will be
the
contestants'
jobhas
to arrange
themdistributor
properly
so that
each title
the correct
and the correct year in which it was released.
Then, again, you might ask the fans to name
as many fictional "Captains" as they can, such
as "Captain Blood," "Captain Applejack,"
"Captain January," etc.
Inasmuch as radio quiz shows are all the
rage these days, one on "Captain Fury"
wouldn't be amiss. Get an authority on
Australia — a geography teacher, for instance
— to propound a list of questions to be
hurled at a few members of the radio audience. By using the process of elimination
when a question is incorrectly answered, the
one still standing is eligible for guest tickets.
There's a suggestion in the press book for
a reward poster. They're so easy to have
printed locally that you can give the suggestion to your printer, along with the required
mat of Brian Aherne, and he will be able to
get them ready for you in a short time. These
posters intrigue and excite the curiosity of
every person who sees them, which makes
them valuable for placing in every available
spot within and outside your community.
Contests

That Will Click

Here's another good contest for you, one
that sells the principal players of "Captain
Fury." Using photographs of Brian Aherne,
Victor McLaglen, June Lang, John Carradine
and Paul Lukas, ask the fans to see how
many pictures they can remember in which
each of the players have appeared individually.
Then there's also another good contest which
depends on four mats of recent film "Robin
Hoods," which you'll find in the press book.
Fans are to identify the characters and the
names of the films in which they appeared.
The mats are on Wallace Beery as "Viva
Villa," Don Ameche as D'Artagnan in "Three
Musketeers," Errol Flynn as "Robin Hood,''
and Brian Aherne as "Captain Fu'-y."
The hero is a great benefactor to the poor
and oppressed. In view of this why not conduct a search in your town for a local "Captain Fury" — someone who has done the most
for the underprivileged and the needy? This
stunt will create goodwill for your theatre and
warm-hearted interest in the film itself. On
the other hand, you might conduct a popularity
contest to find the "Captain Fury" of the

Perhaps there's a native-born Australian in
your community. If so, garner extra newspaper publicity by making him your special
guest at an advance screening ; by having him
speak about his native country before a club,
such as the Kiwanis or Rotary club ; or by
having him talk over the radio. With his
permission, you might use his photograph and
endorsement in your ad, using copy something like this : "Take it from a real Australian, 'Captain Fury' is a spectacular, exciting frontier drama of the country in pioneer
days." Then follow with his endorsement.
If Fans Were

"Fury" For a Day

Most of us like to think of what we'd do
if we could be a modern "Robin Hood" for
a day. You can get folk to write what they
would do if they were "Captain Fury" living
today. Give them the idea of the character
in the picture, and then ask them what they'd
do if they wereangles,
in his place. You'll get some
interesting
we'll bet, if the
writers have any imagination at all.
Action,venturethrills,
adand romance
should be the main
selling angles in
your front display.
Blowups of action
and romantic stills
into 3-sheets or 1sheets, or whatever
size sheets are required for your display
willfrom
attractframes,
attention
passersby, and make
them patrons. Use
the heads, and possibly the title, from
the 24-sheet for your
marquee display. If
you want an effective
sidewalk piece, get
Still H-167 and blow
it up to a giant
standee of "Captain
Fury" that will reach
from the sidewalk up
to the marquee. Use
a "See" board; that
is, a board on which
the thrilling moments from the picture are recorded. If
your show runs
closely to schedule,
you can give the
time of each of the
Put These
thrilling moments.
Let vari-colored pennants hang from a
point high on the
building down to the
marquee.
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Puzzle

Plant this puzzle in the newspaper or in your
house program. The scrambled letters form the
character names of Brian Aherne and June Lang.
June is Jean in the layout, but this error will
probably be corrected in the finished pressbook.
You can make your street ballyhoo efTective
by having a tall, but not thin, man attired in
a costume similar to that worn by Brian
Aherne as "Captain Fury," walk around the
business section appropriately bannered and
distributing heralds. Copy on the banner
might read : " 'Captain Fury' is bigger than I
Conduct your campaign in the manner we
have advised here, using this Showmanalysis
and the pressbook as yonv combined guides.
am, etc." ideas will present themselves to
Additional
you as you lay your plans. When your work
is done, we feel sure you'll have reasons to
be
glad best
you ofwent
and sold
Fury"
to the
youroutability.
And"Captain
those reasons
should be many — manv extra patrons waiting
in line at your box office to buy their tickets.

Tie-up

Stills to Work

Now

How about arranging some window display tieups? Well, it's rather simple
when you have stills like these to aid you. Beginning at the top, left,
and reading clockwise, these photos are suitable for dinner dress, pipe,
tennis outfU and coiffure promotion. And there are others, too, which are
not shown here. Your campaign won't be complete unless you use them.
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• Strollin' Thru the Studios •
Montague Love and David Torrence redirecting under the production guidance of
ported at Paramount last week for their first
Bert Gilroy. Maejorie Reynolds has the
work before the cameras in "Ruler of the
feminine lead opposite O'Brien.
Seas", new Frank Lloyd production starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret Lockwood
Sandy Henville, who scored such a big hit
and Will Fyffe. Both Love and Torrence fill
in Binc Crosby's "East Side of Heaven," will
two of the film's important character roles.
co-star in Universal's "Sandy" with Mischa
AuER. The picture will start as soon as the
babv gets over the measles.
Pre-recording started on MGM's "Babes in
Arms" under the musical direction of Georgie
Stoll, with Judy Garland, Betty Jaynes and
"The Aviators" will be the first of a series
Mickey Rooney at work on three numbers.
of eight French films which the newly formed
Boris Morros Productions will produce this
Judy will sing "I Cried for You," written
17 years ago by Producer Arthur Freed and
year
in addition to handling, for release, fourVincent Youmans, as one of the numbers.
teen other French subjects. Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy will be reunited for the comedy.
Sol Lesser's first production for Uniter Artists release will be "Our Town," from the
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" entered
Pulitzer Prize-winning play by Thornton
its fifth week of production at Columbia with
Wilder. Tlie picture will be made in TechFrank Capra inducing James D. "Jim" Presnicolor under the supervision of Ernst Luton to appear as himself. Preston has been
Superintendent
of the United States Senate
BiTSCH. Lesser's contract with UA calls for
three pictures for the 1939-1940 program.
press Gallery for the past 35 years.
Jean Parker, Horace MacMahon, Jerome
Cowan, Benny Baker and Dorothea Kent
have been selected to head the supporting cast
of Republic's "The Fighting Irish," now in
production with Phil Regan in the leading
role. Sidney Salkow is directing under the
production supervision of Sol C. Siegel.
Adolphe Menjou will play the role of the
impresario in Warner Bros, forthcoming production "On Your Toes," if Hal Roach can
effect an adjustment in schedules. Menjou
is slated for a principal part in Roach's "The
Housekeeper's Daughter," which will be in
production at approximately the same time
as "On Your Toes."
Jean Rogers goes into the feminine lead in
20th Century-Fox' "Harmony At Home," under the direction of Orro Brower, Executive
Producer Sol M. Wurtzel announced. Miss
Rogers was last seen in "Inside Story."
Jerry Brandt, in association with E. B.
Derr, will make eight action pictures for the
Monogram 1939-40 program. Brandt has already checked in at the studio and begins
preparation for his first production, scheduled
to go before the cameras early in June.
George O'Brien and members of the cast
and crew of RKO's "Timber Stampede" returned to the studio after filming location
scenes at Sonora, Calif. David Howard is

Samuel Goldwyn has reconstructed six
acres of his studio back lot for the production,
"The Real Glory," with Gary Cooper in the
starring role, and has literally brought Mindanao to Hollywood. Henry Hathaway is
directing with David Niven, Andrea Leeds,
Walter Brennan and Reginald Owen in featured roles.
William Seiter's next directorial assignment at 20th Century-Fox will be "Here I
Am
a
with
Richard
Nancy Stranger,"
Kelly in the
leading
roles. Greene and
"Death Ring", a story based upon the horrible murders now being uncovered by the district attorney's office in Philadelphia, Pa., has
been written by Ted Richmond, Bernie Giler
and Ben Roberts.
Ben Goetz, executive in charge of British
production for MGM, left for New York and
London following the premiere of "Goodbye,
Mr. Chips" at the Four Star theatre in Hollywood. Victor Saville, producer at the Denham studios will remain here for several weeks
to discu'ss coming British product.
Richard Dix has been signed to a long term
contract by RKO, and is scheduled to start
shortly in "Reno," with Robert Sisk producing. The deal brings Dix, recent star of Republic's "A'lan of Conquest," back to the studio
where he made many of his successes.

Mixing Seasons
The ingenity of these
film
makers
no
hounds.
Hereknows
is 20th
Century-Fox's
"Second Fiddle" company
on location at the Ingleivoodtion. railway
It's spring staby
the calendar but since
winter
in Minnesota,
the script
says it's
zvinter it is by every
outivard indication in
Inglczvood. Sonja
Henie and Tyronne
Power are shown
zvalkingtion ininto
stathis the
photo.

Looks Like a Swell Job
Andy Devine, gravel throated comic, seems
delighted -with his job in Universal's "In Old
California," in zvhich he co-stars with Richard
Arlen, and is supported by Princess Luana,
left, and Mamo Clark, "Original Sarong
Girl," right. Theyon are
between scenes
the shozvn
set.
N. Y.'s Fight Against Juvenile
Delinquency to be Story Basis
The story of the New York Police Department's fight against juvenile delinquency, will
be dramatized by Warner Bros, in "Pals", an
original story^ by Peter Ordway. Leading male
roles will be 'played by Fred Stone, the "Dead
End" sayboys
and the
Jeffrey
Lynn.lead.
Margaret Lindwill have
feminine
The story will display the activities of the
Athletic
Leaguedepartment,
sponsored which
by themaintains
metropolis'
law and order
277
playgrounds
in "dead end" streets and crowded
tenement
districts.
Production is scheduled to start around the
15th of next month.
Raymond Hatton Joins Mesquiteers
Raymond Hatton has been signed by Republic to a new term contract and is scheduled
to become one of the famed Three Mesquiteers. Hatton is slated to play the role of
"Rusty" in all future Mesquiteer films, sharing starring honors with John Wayne and
Ray Corrigan. His first appearance in the
series forewill
be in "Oklahoma Outlaws," now bethe cameras.
Bette Davis Takes Vacation
Bette Davis is taking a two weeks' vacation before starting work in "The Knight and
the Lady," Warner Bros, picture in which
she will co-star with Errol Flynn. Shooting
schedule has been arranged to allow Miss
Davis to rest after completing her role in "The
Old Maid." Camera work began last week
under the direction of Michael Curtiz.
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with the "Oldtimer"
Jack L. Warner is writing a personal letter to 14,000 exliibitors calling their attention to "A Family
Mr. Warner
wrote a Affair".
letter of The
this last
kind time
was

Lead

in Para's "Light That Failed"
Ida Lupino has been signed hy Paraniounl
for one of the two principal feminine roles
opposite Ronald Colman in "The Light That
Failed", William A. Wellman's ])roduction
of th great novel by Rudyarh Kipling. Miss
Lupino, at present on a vacation in New York
with her husband, Louis Hayward, will prepare for the role immediately upon her return
to Hollywood.
With Wellman directing, Colman as the
star, and a super-budget to give full play to
their talents, this is one of the richest plums
that Paramount has to offer an actress this

for "Four Daughters", and if "Family
Affair" is as good as "Four Daughters", we
suggest that Mr. Warner continue his
writing.

Present plans call for the production to
start the latter part of next month.
year.

Looks like Producer Harry Sherman is raiding the Latin qu'arters of both Hollywood and
Los Angeles for the next two pictures, "The
Deceiver" and "Argentina"'.
Dyed Latin,
Doubleavailable
Every
making his or her living in motion pictures, has been added to
the Sherman roster.

Victor Fleming and Sam Wood

Dorothy Sebastian, that swell star of years
ago, is staging a comeback in MGM'S "The
Women" under George Cukor's direction.
Miss Sebastian will appear in the department store sequences with Joan Crawford.
Loads of good luck . . . and here's hoping
we'll see a lot of you in the future.
Will someone please tell us what the line
was that followed Gracie Allen's "How are
your pansies", at the preview of "The Gracie
Allen Murder Case"? Must have been very
funny, as the audience laughed so loud and
long, we did not hear it. If you like "screwball" comedy, see this one.
Harry Cohn & Company, Columbia to you,
has one of the top money-makers of the
current season in Howard Hawks' "Only
Angels Have Wings", a picture that has
everything. A great big "hand" to Mr.
Hawks, Cary Grant, Jean Arthur and Jules
Furthman's excellent screenplay.
STR will be six years old in two weeks . . .
young in age but old in experience, when you
consider that Editor "Chick" has been an active
member of the industry for the past thirty
years. We can still remember him as Uncle
Carl Laemmle's first office boy at the old IMP
studio. Many happy returns.
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Continue Co-Directors of "Wind"
David O. Selznick has announced that both
Victor Fleming and Sam Wood will work on
"Gone With the Wind", shooting simultaneously on two top units. Wood picked up the directorial assignment two weeks ago when
Fleming had to retire due to ill health.
Fleming is expected to report back to the
studio this week, and his return will expedite
completion of the picture. He will familiarize
himself with the work that has been done by
Wood in the past two weeks, after which both
directors will function with separate units.
New

Legal Cash Award

Contest

E. L. Alperson and C. C. Ezell have organized the Contestntte Corporation for the purpose of producing and distributing novelty
musical short subjects in connection with a
new legal cash award contest known as "You
Title the Song" contest. Each subject will be
a miniature motion picture production running approximately 350 feet in length and will
contain a new, untitled, unpublished song. Contestnite will be distributed through franchise
holders.
Gene

Towne

Joins RKO

George Schaefer, president of RKO, concluded adeal which will bring Gene Towne,
noted screen author, to the studio as an independent producer. Terms of the deal call
for Towne to produce four pictures yearly,
with actual preparation on his first film slated
to start immediately. Graham Baker, former
First National production head and Townees
writing partner for the past five years, will
continue his association as vice-president.
Production

Booms

Taking

Bows

David Loew and Sol Lesser, tivo of the new
United Artists producers, take a how at the
recent convention in Hollywood. In the background is Lynn Farnol, United Artists director ofadvertising and publicity.

All-Male Cast in RKO's "Bad Lands"
to Spend Three Weeks on Location
Featuring a cast of well-known character
players, conspicuous by the absence of
actresses, the "Bad Lands" company left the
RKQ' studios this week for the rugged mountains near Victorville, Calif., to spend three
weeks on location.
Included in the cast are Noah Beery, Jr.,
Bob Barrat, Douglas Walton, Andy Clyde,
Big Boy Williams, Francis Ford, Paul
Hurst, Stanley Ridges and Francis MacDonald. Robert Sisk is producing with Lew
Landers directing from the screenplay by
Clarence Upson Young, based on a dramatic
episode of the old West in 1875.

der"
"Thun
Okay'sStates
U. S. Navy
Approval
of the United
Navy
Department in Washington has been given the filming of iMGM's "Thunder Afloat." A location
unit to film submarine battle scenes on the Atlantic Coast left last week by plane for Annapolis to meet Commander Harvey Haislip.
Studio scenes are scheduled to start in a
few days under the direction of George Seitz,
with Wallace Beery and Robert Young in
the leading roles.

at Columbia

With six features in the editing rooms and
five productions now being filmed, Columbia
is preparing to start five additional pictures
during the current month. This peak of activity has taxed to capacity the sound stages of
both the Gower and Melrose Avenue plants,
with many of the units utilizing the Columbia
ranch in San Fernando Valley. In production
are "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington," "Golden
Boy," "Good Girls go to Paris," "Coast Guard"
and "Parents on Trial."

"Cavalcade"
Producer

and Star

Charles R. Rogers, Paramount producer of
"The Star Maker," chats on the set of the
nezv picture -with Louise Campbell, one of the
"Golden Circle" players. Bing Crosby, Linda
Ware and Ned Sparks are also featured in
the comedy which is based on the life of
Gus Edwards

in Technicolor

Tlie $2,000,000 production of "Hollywood Cavalcade," the cinema capital's first historical film
of the silent era of motion pictures, will be
made in Technicolor, Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th
Century-Fox production chief announced. The
productio'n will co-star Don Ameche and
Alice Faye under the direction of Irving
CuMMiNGs and the associate producership of
Harry Joe Brown and Mack Sennett. SenNETT will also serve as technical adviser.

Music

Hath Charms

. . .

A JoHANN Strauss symphony carries Hedy
Lamarr's thoughts back to her native Vienna
in this off-stage study with Robert Taylor between scenes for MGM's "Lady of the Tropics," produced by Sam Zimbalist and directed
by Jack Conway.
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Paramount
A new short, "Tempo of Tomorrow" featuring Richard Himber and his orchestra
with vocaHsts Stuart Allen and Patricia Gilmore, has been completed at the Eastern
Service Studio in Long Island under the
direction of Leslie Roush. Five song numbers are offered in "Tempo of Tomorrow"
which will be nationally released on June 2.
They are "The Prom Waltz" by Leo Robin
and Ralph Rainger; "Listen To My Heart"
by Lanny Ross, Al Neiburg and Abner Silver; "Alone At The Station" by Richard
Himber and Naomi Shaw and two instrumental numbers "It Isn't Fair" and "Gettin'
Off" by Vee Lawnhurst.
Vifaphone
Shooting will start next week on "Ride,
Ranger, Ride," a Technicolor short which
will be directed by Noel Smith with the
leading role being handled by Dennis Morgan.

special backgrounds for the cartoons which
will now be made in color. Pogany will also
create some new characters to join the stock
company which will feature Andy Panda.
"Life Begins For Andy Panda," first of
the series being made by Walter Lantz,
will be completed next week.
MCM
In an effort to focus further attention on
shorts, a plan has been announced to create
a special "junior" lion trademark which will
replace the celebrated Leo in introducing all
short releases next season. Designed to aid
exhibitors in establishing a separate advertising identity for shorts, the junior lion, in
addition to his screen appearances, will be
featured in various phases of promotional
campaigns to awaken interest in shorts as
a possible substitute for double features.
An expose of mail orc'er defrauding began,
as the sixth edition of John Nesbitt's Passing Parade, tentatively titled, "Penny-Ante
Racketeers," went into production In the
short. Commentator Nesbitt bares three
powerful rackets which annually rleece the
American public of thousands of dollars.
They are, in addition to mail fraud, the fire
insurance graft and the orphan adoption
racket. Basil Wrangel is directing the film
which features Nestor Piava, Jack Perrin
and Jack Fife. Jack Chertok is producing.

Walter Lantz has signed Willy Pogany,
world famous artist, to take charge of the

Columbia
One of the many authentic touches in
"The Story of Elias Howe," first of the
"Fools Who Made History" series, will be
an exact working duplicate of the invention
with which Howe changed the course of history: his 1846 model sewing machme. The
machine has been patiently reconstructed
after many weeks of work from drawings
and data in the possession of the Smith-

.

SYNOPSES

"The First Commandment," first of a
series based upon the Ten Commandments,
will go before the cameras about May 22.
William McGann will probably direct.
Universal

.

NEWSREEL

(Released Saturday, May 20)
PARAMOUNT (No. 83) — Test surplus food stamp
plan at Rochester, W. Y. ; Man in iron lung sails for
France; New forest fire-fighting apparatus; Strike
situation in Harlan, Ky. ; Canada hails British Royalty (being shipped separately to all points) ; Log drive
in Oregon.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 72)— Canada hails
British Royalty; Strike situation in Harlan, Ky. ;
New forest fire-fighting apparatus; General Motors'
Futurama exhibit at V/orld's Fair; Latest cotton
fashions; Bicycle racing; La Crosse games at Philadelphia; New Zealand natives in boat race; Wellesley
mermaids perform in pool.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 268)— Canada
hails British Royalty; Strike situation in Harlan,
Ky. ; Atlantic fleet leaves New York; Log drive in
Oregon; Man in iron lung sails for France; Irish
football game in New York; Wellesley mermaids
perform in pool.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 87)— Canada hails British
Royalty; Strike situation in Harlan, Ky. ; New pipe
demonstrated in New York; Test surplus food stamp
plan at Rochester, N. Y.; Log drive in Idaho; Irish
football game in New York.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 772)— Canada hails
British Royalty: Strike situation in Harlan, Ky. ;
Fight cricket plague in Washington; Log drive in
Oregon; Highways and horizons in New York;
Wellesley mermaids perform in pool; Milkmaid contest in Kansas; Army motorcycle aces perform in
England ; Pursuit planes in test in Michigan.
(Released JJ'cdnesday, May 17}
PARAMOUNT (No. 82)— Persia fetes royal newlyweds; Italy creates new provinces in Africa; Eucharistic Congress in French Algeria; Tulip Time festival at Holland, Mich. ; Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
Taylor wed; Dr. Frank Buchman speaks at Moral

.

FIRST

RUN SHORT PRODUCT
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning May 20)
ASTOR— Profit Without Honor (MGM).
CAPITOL — Thugs With Dirty Muggs (Vita.);
Picturesque Udipur (MGM) ; Radio Hams
(MGM).
CRITERION— Wanted No Master (MGM);
Lone Ranger Rides Again No. 14 (Rep..)
rev. 2-18-39.
GLOBE— Saved By The Bell (Col.).
RIVOLI—
10-22-38. Donald's Lucky Day (RKO) rev.
ROXY— Inside Baseball (20th-Fox) ; Their
Last Bean (20th-Fox) rev. 5-6-39.
STRAND — Daffv Duck and the Dinosaur
(Vita.) rev. 3-2S-39 ; Dean of the Pasteboards (Vita.) rev. this issue.
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending May 20)
APOLLO — Seeing Spots (Vita.) ; Daffy Duck
and the Dinosaur (Vita.) rev. 3-25-39;
Glimpses of Australia (MGM).
GARRICK
— Crawford
at Home (Vita.); Picbur
(MGM).
torial No. 9 (Para.)
rev. 5-6-39; Cousin Wil-_
ROOSEVELT— Muscle Maulers (20th-Fo;O
rev. 4-2Q-3'^i; Thugs With Dirtv Muggs
(Vita.). ARTISTS — Aladdin and His WonUNITED
derful Lamp (Para.)
rev. 4-29-39;
Dust (Para.);
Paramount
PresentsDiamond
Hoagy
Carmichael.
sonian Institute, Washington, D. C. Production of the Howe one-reel subject will
begin in a few days. Jan LeMan will direct
from a script of his own writing, and Hugh
McCollum will supervise the production.
"Man-Made Island" is the final title oi a
Tours one-reel subject recently filmed on
Treasure Island, site of the San Francisco
World's Fair. The reel, entirely in Cinecolor, was produced by Hugh McCollum,
who visited the fair accompanied by .Arthur
Seid, cutter, and Frank Good, in charge of
the Cinecolor camera crew
RKO

.

Rearmament gathering in New York; Pacific fleet
comes home; British royalty on way to Canada;
Challedon wins Pimlico Preakness.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 71) — British royalty on
way to Canada; Grain elevators burn in Chicago;
Scenes along Polish Corridor; Coal strike settled;
Mrs. Elias Compton chosen typical American Mother
of 1939; Styles in modern prints for smart wear;
Lew Lehr and his fishy problem; Challedon wins
Pimlico Preakness; Pennsylvanians shoot the rapids
in rubber-bottom boats ; International Golden Gloves
bouts at Chicago; Olympic champs in fancy diving
exhibition at World's Fair Aquacade.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 269)— Grain
elevators burn in Chicago; British royalty starts
grand tour; Poland answers Nazis on Danzig; Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Taylor wed; Persia fetes
royal newlyweds (except Memphis, New Orleans, Atlanta, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Detroit and Milwaukee); Beards bloom for Sacramento fiesta (Los
Angeles and San Francisco only) ; Tulip Time festival at Holland, Mich. (Detroit and Milwaukee only);
Cotton festival at Memphis, Tenn. (Atlanta, Memphis
and New Orleans only) ; Diving champs perform at
World's
FairGolden
(except
Chicago
New andYork);
Europe wins
Glove
bouts and
(Chicago
New
York only) ; Challedon wins Pimlico Preakness.
PA.THE (VoL 10, No. 86) — Grain elevators burn in
Chicago; George Palmer Putnam kidnapped after Nazi
threats; Coal strike settled; Persia fetes royal newlyweds; Algeria holds Eucharistic Congress; Mrs. Elias
Compton chosen typical American Mother of 1939;
Polish unity backs stand on Corridor; Challedon wing
Pimlico Preakness.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 71)— British royalty
sails for Canada; 8 die in Chicago grain elevator fire;
Celebrate French Revolution at Versailles, France;
De Valera aide arrives in U. S. (exclusive) ; Algeria
holds Eucharistic Congress; Persia fetes royal newlyweds; Tulip Time festival at Holland, Mich.; Divers
show
formPreakness.
at World's Fair Aquacade; Challedon wins
Pimlico

The return of the folk dance to America
will be shown in a new Pathe Reelism. As
yet untitled, it will be released to theatres
late this month. Four group dances will be
demonstrated before the cameras by the
Arthur Murray dancers. In line with the
current terpsichorean craze, the dances will
all be swing versions of more ancient tunes
AMinuet
jazz
classic

arrangement
Paderewski's
in G will give oftheIgnace
dancers
an opportunity to show what they can do with a
melody.

Pathe cameras will be set up in June at
the St. Louis Zoo, where the barless cages
and trained animals will be filmed for a
Reelism to be released this summer. The
behind-the-scenes operation of the animal
business will be shown, from the planning
of the surroundings (so the captives may
feel at home), to the importation of special
foods for the foreign animals. No bars
separate Zoo visitors from the big jungle
cats; they look at one another across a
moat carefully planned to be too wide for
animals- — or injudicious persons — to jump
across. The only visible obstructions are
occasional barbed-wire barricades, put there
to keep dogs from annoying the animals,
and not animals from annoying the spectators. At St. Louis many of the animals are
led around the zoo on leashes, to keep them
tame and friendly. Baby humans may be seen
making friends with baby camels contributing
to the education of each.

snow

THE

OREGON

TRAIL
Thrills «t Injuns

Univ. Seria'
First 3 Chaps., 21 mins. each; 12 others.
Comment: Take Johnny Mack Brown. Put
him in a serial as a daring Indian scout. Add
some wagon trains, a pretty heroine Hke
Louise Stanley, ruthless villains like James
Blaine and Jack C. Smith. Then throw in
at least a hundred million Indians, and you
have a lively, action-packed chapter play
that even the adults will enjoy. Of course,
the more intellectual souls who happen in
will marvel at the superior quality of Louise
Stanley's dress — it resists water, fire and
other ravages and yet looks as fresh and
clean at the end of the third episode as it
did when the serial started. Many of the
scenes in which the Indians appear look as
though they had been clipped from old films
— from an old Universal serial, "The Indians
are Coming," for instance. Briefly, the serial
deals with the efTorts of fur syndicate
racketeers in Oregon to prevent settlers from
reaching Oregon and thus sharing in the
fur industry. They'll be thwarted on every
side, but by chapter 15 — or perhaps before —
they'll get there — you can bet on that. If
they'll surely
like serials,
patrons
your one
this
in their
stride. Except
for a take
few
won't
fan
inconsistencies, which the average
notice, it's thrilling, exciting stuff well done.
Henry MacRae produced, and Ford Beebee
and Saul Goodkind directed.
Exploitation: Give your opening a strong
advertising campaign. There will probably
be several ads with action as their keynote
for your use. Use plenty of posters, and
distribute circus heralds. Use an old covered
wagon, if possible, or an auto made up to
resemble one, for street ballyhoo.

DEAN OF THE PASTEBOARDS
Prod. No. 4910
Informative
Vita.
Vitaphone Variety No. 10
10 mins.
Comment: Invited to speak before several
students who have been involved in a nearLuis Zingone demonby gambling
strates to themhouse,
the various tricks of card
sharps. He also reveals the secret of the
old shell game. Audiences will find themfascinatedThe
by Zingone's
handling
of the selves
cards.
subject isdeft
informative,
and should put folk prone to gamble on
their guard.
Lloyd French directed.
Exploitation: Perhaps there are card
tricksters in your community who would
like to do their stuS either in your lobby
or foyer or on the stage. Tie up with drug,
department stores and other shops selling
playing cards.
IT'S THE M'COY
Prod. ISo. 4712
Sweet & Hot
Vita.
Melody Master No. 12
10 mins.
Comment: In the first half, Clyde McCoy
and his orchestra dispense sweet music in a
night club setting. Then, influenced by a
crowd of young jitterbugs, the sweet music
gives way to hot and fast rhythms while
the dancers go through all sorts of contortions and gyrations. Opinions of audiences
will be divided as to just which half they
like best. On the whole, it's entertaining.
Joseph Henabery directed.
ExDloitation : Tie up with music shops
and the music departments of 5 & 10c stores
on
displays
McCoy's
recordings.
Ofifer
a prizeof toClyde
the local
trumpeter
who
can best imitate McCoy in the band master's rendition of "Sugar Blues."
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RKO-Radio Disney Cartoon No. 18 8 mins.
Comment: Mickey is trying in vain to teach
Pluto to be a good hunting dog. He thinks
be finally has taught Pluto the idea but
while Pluto goes off on a wrong scent, unknowingly Mickey disturbs a bear. The bear
follows for some time and Mickey thinking
it is Pluto following is blissfully ignorant. The
climax comes when Mickey escapes from the
bear and Pluto finally comes to a point when
he sees the can of beans which Mickey had
discarded because he thought he'd catch a
quail. Little Mickey is still a favorite and
when Donald Duck doesn't steal the picture
from him he can still be a big drawing
card. This one without benefit of Donald
is very funny.
Exploitation: Tie up with some grocer on
the angle "Take a can of beans along in
case , . ." Also tie up with stores selling
hunting of
equipment.
Don't forget
put a and
big
standee
Mickey Mouse
in yourto lobby
a small cut of him in all your ads.
DONALD'S COUSIN CUS
Prod. l\o. 94,113 (Tech.) Excellent
RKO-Radio Disney Cartoon No. 13 7 mins.
Comment: Donald Duck is about to eat a
hearty meal when his cousin Gus Goose appears to visit him. Gus is a hearty eater and
in less time than it takes to tell Gus has
eaten the meal. But the methods he uses are
extraordinary to say the least. Whipping a
pair of knitting needles out of his pocket he
whisks them around a few times and suddenly the bowl of spaghetti is in the shape of
a sock which he pops into his mouth.
Similarly peas disappear by means of a
suction tube. Donald finally resorts to some
very funny strategy to induce Gus to leave.
Exploitation: If you can get a still of the
repast which Gus consumes put it up in a
grocer's window. It makes an appetizing
looking meal and the grocer can advertise
that it's so good his customers will want
to linger over it if they buy the ingredients
from him. Put a big standee of Donald Duck
in your lobby.
VOODOO
FIRES
Prod. ]\o. 4309
Satisfactory
Vita.
True Adventures No. 9
12 mins.
Comment: Floyd Gibbons relates the adventure of the Indianapolis man, RoTsert
Taylor (no, not the movie star) who while
stationed as overseer of a sugar plantation
in the tropics learned too much about voodooism for his own good. He was marked
for death, escaped by a miracle when he
left his cabin through a trap door, and
literally rose from the dead as he made his
way out of a grass-covered door in the
midst of the voodooists. The voodooists
were scared (who wouldn't be?) and Taylor escaped. The reel concludes with Gibbons presenting him a check for his true
adventure. Although this subject is satisfactory, it doesn't possess the intriguing,
gripping situations that made others in this
series outstanding. Joseph Henabery directed.
Exploitation: Conduct a search for people in your community who have had some
experiences in voodooism and get them to
relate them either over the radio or in a
series of short feature articles. Appeal for
other true adventures to be forwarded to
Flovd Gibbons for his consideration.

MARCH

Special

OF

FREEDOM

1939-40

W ,11 Done
21 mins.
Univ.
Comment: This is a difficult subject to
review. One realizes the purpose behind it is
to show our love for Democracy, and the
haza;rds Democracy faces in the world today.
But good as it is, it smacks strongly of
propaganda, and some folk object to propaganda on the screen. The subject begins
with Washington at Valley Forge, the Constitution and Bill of Rights, continues
through the World War up to the menace
of Communism, Fascism and Naziism. Some
of the scenes of war in Spain and the Far
East are horrible enough to turn anyone
against war. Concluding, it shows the U. S.
as still a free country, with its inhabitants
living as they please — enjoying complete
freedom. The compilation of newsreel shots
has been assembled with great care, and the
subject is extremely interesting. But its reception is somewhat problematical. For us,
it made us even more appreciative of the
freedom of this country of ours. Consider
the types of patronage you cater to before
booking it. Better still, screen it. Graham
McNamee is the narrator, and Joseph
O'Brien
ducers. and Thomas Mead were the proExploitation: Get the support of patriotic
organizations. Invite your newspaper editor,
for here is certainly something to furnish
him with excellent editorial material. Give
it extra space in your ads. All this, of course,
if you feel the subject will be approved — as
it should — by your patrons.
THE HOCKEY CHAMP
Prod. ISo. 94,112 (Tech.) A Uotvl
RKO-Radio Disney Cartoon No. 12 7 mins.
Comment: Donald Duck takes up ice
skating in a big way. He even goes so far
as to imitate Sonja Henie which he does to
perfection. That scene alone is a howl. But
Donald's three famous nephews, Huey,
Dewey and Louie are playing hockey so
Donald is forced to show them that he is
the hockey champ. The hockey game that
follows with Donald playing blindfolded is
like no other
hockey is
game
seen
before.
This subject
one you've
of theever
funniest
Disneys we've seen and that's saying a lot.
Exploitation: Display skates and hockey
sticks in the lobby. A burlesque story about
the hockey game on the sports page would
be
a good
in the
lobby. bet. Use a standee of Donald
DONALD'S
Prod. No. 94,114
RKO-Radio

PENGUIN
(Tech.)

Swell

Disney Cartoon No. 17 8 mins.

Comment: Remember the sad little penguin fromhim
"Polar
Trappers."Well,
Admiral
Bird
presents
to Donald.
the little
penguin is as sad as always. First he
meanders around and looks doleful and then
he swallows
Donald's
Donald starts looking
for goldfish.
him with When
a tempting
fish in his hand, he grabs the fish. Finally,
unable to stand it any longer Donald decides to shoot him but the sad little penguin
overwhelms him and Donald embraces him
for the fadeout. This one is just as funny
as the "Polar Trappers" if not funnier.
Exploitation: Put a display of goldfish in
the lobby with a sign next to it reading,
"See how Donald taught the penguin not
to eat goldfish." You might tie this up with
the current goldfish eating contests:'
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who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source. Listings will appear but once.

WB

TORCHY— DEAD
Drama

OR ALIVE
Not Set

Selling Names: Jane Wyman, Tom Kennedy. Allen Jenkins.
Director: Noel Smith.
Assoc. Producer: Bryan Foy.
Story Idea: Jane Wyman is arrested for
speeding and meets Slieila Bromley in jail.
Sheila is Eddie Marr's girl-friend and the
police have offered a large reward for his
capture.
Jane attacks
saves Sheila's
whenanda
crazed
woman
her with life
a knife
so wins her confidence — getting a scoop for
her paper and a bandit for the police.
Catchline: "Torchy plots a jail-break."
INSIDE
Univ

INFORMATION
Drama

Selling Names: Dick ,Foran, June June
Lang,2
Harry Carey, Addison Richards.
Director: Charles Lamot.
Producer: Irving Starr.
Story Idea: Dick Foran, a rookie cop, is
suspended from the force by Harry Carey,
because Carey, a strong-arm, hard-bitten cop,
is scornful of Foran's new scientific methods.
But when Foran brings in the head of a
gang of jewel thieves. Carey reinstates him
and
gives June
his consent
his niece,
Lang. to Foran's marriage to
Catchline: "A rookie cop who copped the
crooks."
NIGHT WORK
Comedy
Para
Aug. 4
Selling Names:
Charlie Ruggles, Mary
Boland. Donald O'Connor Billy Lee.
Director: George Archainbaud.
Assoc. Producer: William H. Wright.

Racketeers of the Range
(Continued from page 9)
think that will eliminate all the inconsistencies. The way these fellows start up trains
without knowing if another train is coming
the other way and the way they race and
beat trains is a real caution. You've never
seen the like of it. But it isn't as hokey as
lots of Westerns and it will certainly please
the
lovingSellcrowd,
doesn't
stand
still action
a minute.
it in for
the itusual
Western
style with ten gallon hats, lariats, and other
cowboy equipment in the lobby and a
mounted cowboy riding through the streets
for a ballyhoo.
Catchline: "A rip-roaring adventure of
the West of today."
(FAMILY)
Cracie

Allen

Murder

Case

(Hollywood Preview)
Para.

Mystery-Comedy

75 mins.

Cracie Allen At Her "Craciest" Is Swell
Entertainment; Should Do Good Business
(National Release Date, June 2)
Cast: Gracie Allen, Warren William,
Ellen Drew, Kent Taylor, Jed Prouty,
Jerome Cowan, Donald MacBride, H. B.
Warner, William Demarest, Horace MacMahon and others. Based on the novel by
S. S. Van Dine. Screenplay by Nat Perrin.

Story Idea: Mar}' Boland and Charlie
Ruggles are the Fitch family with Joyce
Mathews, as their daughter and John Hartley, as her boy friend. To prove his worth,
so that he may adopt Donald O'Connor and
Billy Lee, Ruggles, the manager of an apartment house, overcomes his timidity and
saves Billy's life.
Catchline: "Timid ... he became a steeplejack to save a child's life."
Para

RULER

OF THE
Drama

SEAS

Not set

Selling Names: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Margaret Lockwood, Will Fyflfe.
Producer and Director: Frank Lloyd.
Story Idea: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., helps
Will Fyffe build the first engine used for the
first crossing of the Atlantic by steam power.
Fyffe has every known setback, but he
finally proves the worth of his invention.
He sacrifices his life doing it, leaving Fairbanks and Margaret Lockwood, his daughter,
to find happiness together.
Catchline: "Historical epic of the first
Atlantic crossing by steam power."
IN OLD
Univ

CALIFORNIA
Drama

vine's help, he leads the slaves and sailors
in mutiny and when the ship reaches the
coast, brings Beery in in chains.
Catchline: "Contested California raises
the American flag for the first time."
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per word. No charge for name and address.
Five insertions for the price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Classified ads will appear as soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Classified
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or money order. Address, Showmen's Trade
Review, 1501 Broadway, New York City.
BUSINESS

Not Set

Selling Names: Richard Arlen, Andy Devine, Constance Moore, Noah Beery.
Director: Christy Cabanne.
Assoc. Producer: Ben Pivar.
Story Idea: Richard Arlen is sent to investigate the slave-running between the
Hawaiian Islands and California in 1840.
He stows away aboard Noah Beery's ship
"Black Hawk" and finds two hundred halfstarved slaves in the hold. With Andy DeDirected by Alfred E. Green. Produced by
George Arthur.
Plot: Gracie Allen tries to help Warren
William solve the mystery of two murders,
both victims having been killed by a mysterious drug. Kent Taylor, a tester in a perfume factory, is held for the murders, because of Grade's silly remarks and even
William, the detective, becomes a suspect
because of her help. A poisoned cigarette,
which had been thrown into Grade's lap,
while at a picnic, becomes the important
clue, which Gracie in her zany manner withholds as a souvenir until it almost kills
William — but everything is straightened out
in time and the villain is captured in spite
t)f Grade's help.
SUMMARY: What a thrill this picture
will be for the many Gracie Allen fans,
because here's a Gracie at her "Graciest".
Even those who don't particularly care for
her type of antics, will be forced to enjoy
this screwball comedy with a swell mystery
angle. It is riotous with laughs and many
hilarious situations which have been skilfully timed and well directed by Alfred E.
Green. Gracie will unquestionably increase
her large following with her swell trouping
and Warren William, Ellen Drew, William
Demarest all fit in well with the plot and
handle their roles effectively. George Arthur's production is a creditable job with
an eye toward entertainment values. Run
a "perfect screwball contest" with newspaper
cooperation, and offer free tickets to the
"zaniest" remarks credited to Gracie Allen.
Make use of her tremendous radio following and arrange a plug for the picture in
advance of her Friday night radio program.
OUTSTANDING: Gracie Allen and Alfred E. Green's direction.
Catchline: "Gracie solves a murder . . .
in spite of herself."
^FAMILY)

STIMULANTS

THEATRE
OWNERS. Don't be a
sucker and pay royalties on any theatre
game — Play Double Bingo — and buy the
cards as you want them — You will increase
your business 25% to 50% — They cost you
$1.25 a thousand — It's like Keno, Screeno,
Tango. The big difference is a double card.
World Wide Theatrical Agency, 148 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Calif.
ARTIFICIAL LEATHER MOLESKIN
SEAT REPAIR MATERIAL ~
81c per yard; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats from
two yards. Samples on request. Comniercialeather, 116 Merimac St., Boston.

$3
BRINGS
YOU INSTRUCTIONS
on
ION SERVICES"
& PROJECT
SOUND
servicing your sound and projection equipment for entire year! Ihis service includes "How to Service" your complete sound
equipment, amplifier, soundheads, speakers,
etc. ; "How to service and repair your prointermittent movements.
Lamps,"
etc. ; and jectors,
additional
service pagesArcduring
the
\ear ; free consulting service; also loose-leaf
binder for service sheets ; film for setting
lenses ; book on tubes. Written and illustrated
in simple, easy to understand words. — You need
this service even if you have service, — more so
if you don't have service. — Send me complete
details, tubes, make, etc.; projectors, lamps,
make, WESLEY TROUT, Consulting Engineer, Box 575, ENID, OKLAHOMA.

WANTED TO BUY THEATRES IN
~
ED CaroVIRGINIA,THE
West ES
Virginia NT
or North
lina in towns ATR
of lessWA
than 5,000. I. F.
LOFTUS. BRANDY, VA.
USED EQUIPMENT
NO MATTER wliat you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the same
for you. The cost is only 10c per word,
five insertions for the price of three. Address,
Classified
Dept., New
Showmen's
1501
Broadway,
York City.Trade Review,
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a— BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE
DOPE.
b — BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial Before Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults.
ASTOR PICTURES
Title
MIns.
3at
Whispers
(My-D)
Everytliing is Rliytlini (IHu) 86
Front Page (C)
100
Heart of New Yorls (Mu) 80
Hell's Angels
110
Monster
Walks (0)
(My-D)
60
Out of Singapore (D)
76
Rain (D)
85
Scarf ace (D)
88
tea Gliost (D)
60
liy
Devils
(C-D)
88
Street Scene (D)
79
Three Broadway Girls (C)
83
Tombstone Canyon (W)
67
Tonight Or Never (D)
92
Tunibleweeds (W)
86,

Stars
C. Morris-U. Merkel
Harry Roy & Band
A. Menjou-P. O'Brien
Jelson-Evans-Morgan
Jean
MischaHarlow-B.
AuerLyon
Noah Beery-Dorothy Burgess
J. Crawford-W. Huston
P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Alan Hale-Claude Allister ..
Spencer Tracy
Sylvia Sidney
Blondell-Evans-Claire
Bob Burns
Swanson- Douglas- Karloff ....
William S. Hart

COLUMBIA
City Streets (D)
68.
Coloi-ado
(W)
55.
Convicted Trail
(D)
58.
Girl's
School
(D)
73.
Gladiator
(C)
71 .
I Am the Law (D)
83 .
Juvenile Court (D)
61 .
Lady Objects (D)
67.
Phantom Gold (W)
56.
Pioneer Trail (W)
55.
Reformatory (D)
61 .
South o< Arizona (W)
56.
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56.

1937-38
. Fellows-Carrillo
Starrett- Meredith
. Hayworth-Quigley
.A.
Shiriej-N. Gray
.Brown-Travis
. E. Robinson-W. Barrie
. Kelly-Hayworlh
, L. Ross-G. Stuart
J. Luden-B. Marion
Luden-Barclay
Jack Holt-Wynters
Starrett-Meredith
B. Jones-D. Fay

Rel.
Date
Issue of
Reissued
2/15/39 Not See
Rev.
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
5/1/39 . . Reissued

(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)

1938-39
Adventure in Sahara (D)
58. .P. Kelly-L. Gray
(A)
Arizona Cowboy (W)
Charles Starrett-lris Meredith..
Blind Alley (D)
71.. Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..(F)
Blondie (C)
68.. P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Meets the Boss (0) 71. .P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
California Frontier (W)
54.. Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
Scott-Bellamy-Dee
Guard
Coast
Crime
Takes a Holiday
(D) 58..Holt-M. Ralston
(F)
First Offenders
(D)
61. .Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
57.. C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F)
Flight to Fame (D)...
Frontiers of '49 (W) .. . 54. .Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
(Former title.
"California
Cavalcade")
Barbara Stanwyck-Wm. Holden..
Boy
Golden
Good Girls
Go to Paris
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
Hidden Power
Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael
(F)
63 . B. Cabot-R. Hayworth
Homicide Bureau (D)
53. . Elliotl65..
Fay Bainter-ldaGulliver
Lupino
(F)
LadyEarly
and Arizona
the Mob(W)
(C)
58 . Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
Law Comes to Texas (W).
54.. Buck Jones-D. Fay
(F)
Law of the Texan (W) . . .
Let Us Live (D)
68
. . Maureen
O'Sullivan-Henry
Fonda(A)
...62
E.
Fellows-R.
Fiske
(F)
Little Star
Adventuress
Lone
Pioneers(C-D)..
(W)..
.Bill Elliott- Dorothy Gulliver ...
...56
...65
Warren
William-Ida
Lupino
...
(F)
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D).
Chas Starrett-lris Meredith ....
Man From Sundown (D)
.Richard
ArlenRochelle
Hudson..
Missing
59
Mounted Daughters
Police No.(D)
2
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59 .Alan Baxter- Jacqueline Wells (F)
Betty Furness-James Craig (F)
58..
(D)
North of Shanghai
64.. Chas. Starrett- Linda Winters
North of the Yukon (W)
title,Arthur-Cary
"Mounted Grant
Police")
(F)
.. 122 . .Jean
(D) (Former
Only Angels Have Wings
61.. Dolores Costello-Michael Whalen.
Walls (D)
These
Outside
Parents on Trial
Jean Parker- Johnny Downs
59.. Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
Rio Grande (W)
"North of Texas")
Romance of the Redwoods (D) (Former
. .67 . . Jeantitle,Parker-Chas.
Bickford (F)
Smashing thfi Spy Ring (D)... 62. .Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F)
58 . Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
Spoilers of the Range (W)
(Former
title.
"The
Oklahoma
Trail")
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (D). 65 . Jack Holt-Beverly Roberts
(F)
"Outside
the Law")
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu-W) . (Reviewed
. .60 . . All asMidget
Cast
(F)
Texas Stampede (W)
57.. Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
There's
That
Woman
Again
(My-C)
70. . Douglas-Bruce
(F)
Thundering West (W)
57.. C. Starrett-I. Meredith
Trapped in the Sky (D)
60, .Jack Holt- Katherine DeMille ...(F)
West of Sante Fe (W)
57. . Starrett-Meredith
(F)
WhisperingIs aEnemies
(D)
62..
J. Holt-D.
Costello
(F)
Woman
Judge
... Frieda
Inescort
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125. , L. Barrymoie-Aithur-Stewart (F)
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

1939-40
Jean Arthur-James Stewart

CAUMONT BRITISH
1938-39
Climbing High (C)
79 .. Matthews- Redgrave
Crime Over London (D)
68. .Cawthorn-Sidney-Grahame
Lady
Vanishes
78
Lukas-Whitty
Man With
100 (D)
Faces (D)
72.. ..Tom
Walls-Lilli Palmer
Pagliaoci (Mu-D)
78. .Tauber-Ouna
(Reviewed as "A Clown Must Laugh")
Sailing
Along On (Mu-C)
Show Goes
(D)
.7179.. .. Matthews-Whiting
Neagle-Carminati
Strange Boarders (D)
73. .T.
Walls- R. St. Carroll
Cyr
Donat-Madeleine
Thirty-Nine Steps (D).
three on a Week End (C-D). .72. Lodge- Lockwood
(Reviewed
as "Illegal Holiday")
To the Victor (D)
71 . . Fyffe-Loder-Lockwood
Ware Case
Clive Brook- Jane Baxter

7/1/38
9/8/38
8/18/38
9/30/38
8/15/38
9/2/38
9/15/38
9/9/38
8/31/38
7/15/38
7/21/38
7/28/38
9/22/38

. .bl 1/5/38
. . .b6/25/38
. .b8/27/38
.. ..blO/l/38
.b8/6/38
. .b8/27/38
. . .b9/l7/38
.bl 1/26/38
.. ..a5/l4/38
.b7/2/38
. .blO/8/38
. .a8/27/38

.bl2/24/38
. . .a5/6/39
. .b4/29/39
.bl
I /5/38
..al2/IO/38
. .b3/4/39
. In Prod.
. . .b5/7/38
.al/14/39
/39 ..1)12/24/38
4/122/
10/1 /338
9
1/19
.al 1/19/38
..In
Prod.
.In Prod.
6/30/39.
10/5/38 8', .. . .b2/4/39
In
Prod.
11/2/3
. . .a9/3/38
399 .. ..b3/ll/39
4/3/
. .a2/25/39
/3
16
38
4/
.
4/
/2
10 /39 .blO/29/38
22
2/
38
.b2/25/39
10/24/ ..bl2/l7/38
9 ' '. '..al/14/39
/339
3/16
5/
1/
9
.bl/28/39
1/27/3 . ...In
Prod.
. .a3/25/39
..In Prod.
3'/3()/39 ' ;.. ..b3/l8/39
.b4/l/39
2/10/39
3/30/39 . ...a2/4/39
.b5/l3/39
5/25/39
5/22/39 ..' .a2/l8/39
5/4/39 . ..In Prod.
.alO/l/38
'l2/'8'/'3'8 .. .b4/29/39
2/28/39 bl2/24/38
12/29/38
4/27/39 . .a3/l8/39
12/15/38
12/1/38 .blO/29/38
2/9/39 . .b7/l6/38
.al/14/39
12/24/38
1/12/39 bl2/l7/38
al.b2/l8/39
1/19/38
6/1/39
10/3/38 .. .bl2/24/38
. .bl/7/39
3/24/39 . , .In
Prod.
, ,b8/27/38
11/15/38
5/25/39
5/1
1/39
I 1/30/38
2/28/39
12/15/38

.In Prod.
8' '
29/320th
(Dist. 9/by
-Fox)
(F) 8/15/38 , bl2/l7/38
(F) II/I/38 . ...,b9/3/38
10/1/38 . ..bl.b8/6/38
(F)
1/5/38
(A)
(A)
. blO/15/38
4/15/38 .. ..b2/l2/38
(F)
. .b8/l4/37
(F) 6/15/38
8/1/38
(A) 9/15/38
b6/4/38
(F)
. Reissued
(A) 7/1/38 . . .. .b2/l2/38
. .b2/ 12/38
(F) 3/15/38 ....In
Prod.

GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
...70.. p. Lukas-L. Traver>
(A)
Dangerout Secrets (D).
(Reviewed
as
"Brief
Ecstasy")
High Command (D)
59.. L. Atwill-L. Mannheim
(A)
I Married a Spy (D)
59. .N. Hamilton-B. Homey
(A)
Kill af the Sierras (AD) 57 .. Rex— Sheik, the wonder hone...
Raatrnr et the Great White
Trail (D)
Newell-Wallier
UMi Trail (W)
55.. Tex Ritter ..

8/19/38 ...b8/28/37
7/15/38 ..b7/30/3»
7/1/38 .. b7/30/38
8/2S/38 ..Net Rev.
,
.
7/22/38 ..a6/l»/38
8/12/38 ....a7/9/38

GRAND NATIONAL
Stars1938-39
Rel.
Title
Date
(F)
Cipher Bureau (D) Mins.70. . Ames-Woodbury
Crashing Thru (D)
.James
NewillWarren
Hull
Sten-Alan Marshal
(A)
Exile Express (D)
71 . Anna
Houston
(F)
Frontier Scout ( W)
61 . •George
Heather Angel-John King
Lady Takes a Chance (0)
(Former title. "Everything Happens to Ann")
Marsha ng
Hunt
(F)
o
Long Shot (D)
69. Ma
Miracle of Main Street
Wynters-Leon
Ames..
(F)
Panama Patrol (D)
69. Charlotte
James Newell
Renfrew Saves a Lady
Dorothy
Parje-Vinco
Barnett
(F)
Ride 'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
(F)
Shadows
Shanghai
(D) 52.
66. Ralph Morgan
Singing Cowgirl
57 . .Dorothy Page-David O'Brien
Title
"LadyJoan
Buckaroo")
FletcherBarclay . ...(F)
Six-Gun Rhythm (W)
57. erTex
Sally Rand
Sunset Murder Case (D)
57..
(Form
(Former title. "Murder on Sunset Boulevard")
Wm. Beebe-Otis Barton ... (F)
Titans of the Deep (T)
47.. .Dr.
Jarrett-Lee Powell
(F)
Trigger Pals (W)
55.. .Art
Water Rustlers (W)
56.. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ,..
(Former title, "The Last Barrier")
MGM
Block-Heads (C)
58
Chaser (C)
75.
Crowd Roars (D)
92,
Fast Company (My-D)
75.
Love Finds Andy Hardy (C-D).. 92.
Marie Antoinette (H-D)
160.
Port of Seven Seas (D)
81.
Rich Man. Poor Girl (C-D) 74.
Shopworn Angel (D)
87,

1937-38
.Laurel-Hardy
.O'Keefe-Stone-Pendleton
. I aylor-Arnold-Morgan
.M. Douglas-F. Rice
.Stone-Rooney-Garland
.N. Shearer-T. Power
. Beery-O'Sullivan
. Young-Hussey-Ayres
.M. Sullavan-J. Stewart

5/26/39'
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)

1938-39
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn (D)
90. Mickey Rooney-Lynn Carver .. .(F)
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (D) .. Mickey Rooney-Lewis Stone
Boys Town (D)
92.. S. Tracy-M. Rooney
(F)
Bridal Suite (C)
Rob't
Young-Billie
Burke
(Former
title,
"Maiden
Voyage")
Dennis
0' Keefc-Cecilia
Pai-ker ..(F)
Burn 'Em Up O'Connor (D) ..70..
1 12.. J.
MacDonald-L.
Ayres
(F)
BroadwayDr.Serenade
(Mu-D)
.Lew Ayres-L. Barrymore (F)
Calling
Kildare
(D)
...
.R.
Owen-T.
Kilburn
(F)
Christmas Carol (D)
110.
.R.
Russell-R.
Donat
(F)
Citadel (D)
.85.
.69.
.Rainer-A.
Marshall
(A)
Dramatic School (D)
.
R.
MontgomeryRosalind
Russell
,
(F)
.76.
.
Fast
and
Loose
(My-C)
.Joe
E.
Brown
Flirting With Fate (C)
.76.
.70. .Florence Rice-Alan Marshall (F)
(F)
Four Girls in White (D)
.78.
. F. Tone-F. Gaal
(F)
.73. .Robert
Girl Downstairs (C)
Donat-Greer
Garson
(F)
Goodbye, Mr. Chips (D)
114 . Rainer-Gravet
(F)
Great Waltz (Mu)
104 . Rooney-Stone-Rutherford
.80,
(F)
Hardys
Ride
High
(C-D)
.84. . Eleanor Powell-Rob't. Young .. (F)
Honolulu (Mu-C)
Ice Follies of _1939 (D)
. ,
.82. .Crawford -Stewart (Part Tech.). .(F)
Idiot's Delight (D)
109. .Gable-Shearer
(A)
It's a Wonderful World (My-C) 86. .James Stewart-Claudctte Colbert, (F)
Kid From Texas (C-D)
70.. Dennis 0' Keefe- Florence Rice (F)
Lady
of the Tropics
Hedy Lamarr-Rob't
Let Freedom
Ring (Mu-D)
87... Nelson
Eddy-Virginia Taylor
Bruce ... (F)
Listen, Darling (C-D)
73, , Bartholomew-Garland • (F)
(F)
Lucky Night (C-D)
82..Myrna Loy-Robert Taylor .(A)
(A)
Maizie
Was With
a Lady
Rob't Young-Ann Sothern
Out West
the (D)
Hardys
(C-D)
83 Rooney-Stone-Parker
Pygmalion (D)
87. , Leslie Howard-Wendy Hiller ..
Sergeant Madden (D)
80. .Wallace Berry-Laraine Johnson (F)
Shining
Hour
(D)
75. .Crawford-Sullavan-Young
3.000 Enemies (D)
Walter Pidgeon-Rita Johnson ... (F)
Society Lawyer (D)
77 . .Virginia Bruce- Walter Pidgeon. .. (F)
Spring
Madness
65. . .O'Sullivan-Ayres-Meredith
(F)
Stablemates
(D) (C-D)
,,
89
, W. Beery-M. Rooney
(F)
Stand
Up
and
Fight
(D)
95
.
.TaylorBeeryRice
Stronger Than Desire
Virginia Bruce- Walter Pidgeon . (F)
Sweethearts (Mu)
1 10 . MacDonald-Eddy- Morgan (Teeh.) . (F)
TarzanNo Finds
Son (D) 67..Melvyn
Weissmiiller-O'Sullivan
Tell
Tales a(D)
Douglas-H. B. Warner. ...(F)
(F)
Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone
Three Loves Has Nancy (C) ... 67. C. Gable-M. Loy
(F)
D.
0'
Keefe-F.
Rice
(F)
Too
Hot
to
Handle
(C-D)
105.
Vacation From Love (C)
65. Ruth Hussey-Paul Kelly
(F)
Within the Law (D)
65. L. Barrymore-L. Ayres
(F)
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81.
Babes in Arms
Balalaika
Blackmail
Gone With the Wind
On Borrowed Time (D)
Thunder Afloat
Wizard of Oz (Tech.)
Women. The (D)
MONOGRAM
Man's Country (W)
Mexican Kid (W) .

.blO/29/38
l/2n/,iq . .,b2/ll/39
lu/21/38
11/4/38
Issue of
5/27/39 .al2/3l/38
See
... .b9/l7/38
a3/4/39
.bl2/3l/38
1/6/39 . ..In Prod.
. .b2/25/39
10/14/38 . .Not Rev.
.. .bl/21/39
1/20/39 .al
2/10/39.
.b9/l7/38
1/19/38
5/31/39 . .b2/l8/39
5/13/39
10/28/38 . a8/20/38
bl.bl/14/39
1/19/38
1/13/39 . all/19/38
1/6/39 ..

. .b8/20/38
8/19/38 ...b7/2/38
. .b7/30/38
7/29/38 . .b7/30/38
8/5/38
7/8/38 . . .b7/16/38
7/22/38 . ,b7/l6/38
8/26/38 .. .b4/2/38
7/1/38 . , .b8/l3/38
8/12/38 . . .b7/2/38
7/15/38

2/10/39 ...b2/ll/39
a4/29/39
5/26/39
9/9/38 ...a3/4/39
b9/lll/3a
4/7/39
1/13/39 ....b4/8/39
..bl/14/39
4/28/39
..b4/29/39
I2/IC/38 ,bl2/l7/38
10/28/38 .blO/29/38
2/17/39
12/9/38 ...b2/l8/3S
bl2/l(];iH
12/2/38
...bl2/3/38
1/27/39 ... bl/28/39
12/23/38 .bl2/3l/38
11/4/38 ...bll/5/38
4/21/39
;■ ..,b4/22/39
b5/,20/39
2/3/39 ...b3/ll/39
b2/4/39
3/10/39
1/27/39 ...bl/28/39
5/19/39 ,..,b5/6/39
4/14/39 ..,b4/8/39
In Prod.
2/24/39
.,b2/l8/39
10/21/38.,.b4/29/39
bl0/22/3«
5/5/39
6/23/39 ..a4/29/39
11/25/38 .bll/26/38
3/10/39 ..blO/29/38
3/24/39 ...b3/25/39
I6/9/39
1/18/38 ...34/29/39
.bl 1/19/38
3/31/39 .. b4/l/39
11/11/38 .bll/19/38
10/7/38
1/6/39 ...blO/8/38
bl/7/39
6/30/39....bl2/24/38
In Prod.
12/30/38
6/16/39 ..a2/l8/39
5/12/39 b5/20/39
9/2/38
b9/3/38
9/16/38 ...119/17/38
9/23/38 ...b3/l8/39
. . .blO/8/38
3/17/39
10/14/38 .blO/15/38

1939-40
Mickey Rooney-Judy Garland ...
Nelson Eddy-llona Massey
E. G. Robinson-Nat Pendleton..
Gable-Leigh-Howard (Tech.) ..
Lionel Barrymore-Beulah Bondi
Wallace Beery-Robert Young .
Judy Garland-Frank Morgan ...
Shearer-Crawford- Russell ...
1937-38
.53.. Jack Randall
.55. .Jack Randall

..In Prod.
.In Prod.
, . In Prod.
..In Prod.
a4/29/39
..In
Prod,
.alIn1/12/38
Prod.

(F) 7/6/38
(F) 8/17/38

1938-39
Jack
Randall-Joyce
Bryant
Across the Plains (W)
MoranMorgan-Jonej
(F)
Barefoot Boy (D)
63 Frankio
Darr
o
(F)
Boys Reformatory (D)
61. Robert Kent-Anne Nagel
(A)
eonvict's
Code
(D)
66..
Jack
Randall-Ethel
Duran
Drifting Westward (W)
title, "Santa Fe Bsund")
(Farmer Tex
Down the Wyoming Trail (W)
Jackie Ritter
Cooper
(F)
Gangster't
Boy
(D)
80.
Anne Nagel-Warren Hull
Girl From Nowhere (D)
Anne Rand
Nagel
(F)
Gang Bullets (D)
S3 Jack
(F)
Gun Packer (D)
73, ,Jehn Carrell-Kay all
Llnaker (F)
I Am a Criminal (D)
73 Ralah Bellamy- Mickey
Raaney ..(F)
Little Pal (0)
tS

6/1/39
8/3/38
5/1/39
1/18/39
1/25/39
5/I8/3S
11/19/38
6/16/39
11/23/38
M/li/3»
12/14/31
2/15/3S

. .b8/6/38
.b9/IO/38
,a4/29/39
.,b5/
.b9/3/38
13/39
.b2/ll/39
. ..al/7/39
.a4/22/39
bl. .aS/6/39
1/12/38
,H2/10/38
.bll/12/36
..H2/3/38
, . , Reissued
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MONOGRAM
Title
Mins. Stars
Mr. Wong. Detective (My-D) 66 ..Boris Karloff
(A)
IMystery of Mr. Wono (D)
65 . Boris Karloff
(F)
Mystery Plane (D)
60.. John Trent-Marjorie Reynolds ..(F)
Navy Secrets (D)
fiO. . Fay Wray
(F)
Rollin'
(W)
61.. . Tex
Tex Ritter
Ritter
(F)
Song of Westward
the Buckaroo
(W)
38
(F;
Starlight Over Texas (W)
56 . Tex Ritter
(F)
Star Reporter (D)
62. .Warren Hull-Marsha Hunt
(F)
Streets of New York (D) 73 . Jackie Cooper
(F)
Sundown on the Prairie (W) . 53. Tex Ritter
Sweetheart
Sigma Chi (D) . . . BI
75. .Frankie
Cai lisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
Tough Kid of(D)
Darro
(F)
Trigger Smith (W)
51. . Jack Randall
Undercover Agent (C-D) 56 . Russell Gleason-Shirley Oeane.. (F)
Under theby Big
63
. Nagel-Main-La
Rue
(F)
Wanted
the Top
Police(0)
(D)
59..Frankie
Darro
(F)
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D) .65. .James Stephenson-Betty Lynne..(A)
"Dangerous Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) (Reviewed
..Ul. Tex asRitter
(F)
Wild Horse Canyon (W)
50.. Jack Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (D)
John Carroll-Movita

Rel
Issue
Date
See of
10/5/38 . . .blO/8/38
3/8/39 .. ..b3/l8/39
3/8/39 .. . . b3/4/39
11/3!)
2/8/39 .. .. ..b2/
.b4/l/39
3/1/39
12/7/38 .. . .bl/14/39
9/7/38 . . .b9/24/38
2/22/39 . ...b5/6/39
4/12/39 . . .b4/8/39
2/1/39 . . a2/l8/39
10/10/38 . . Reissue
12/28/38
. .bl/7/39
3/22/39 . ... .32/25/39
b4/29/39
4/5/39
8/31/38
.
.
.b9/l7/38
9/21/38 . . .b9/24/38
4/19/39 . .b3/l8/39
10/19/38 .blO/29/38
12/21/38 . . .bl/7/39
5/8/39 . . . .a4/8/39

PARAMOUNT
1937-38
Booloo (D)
60.. C. Tapley-S. Asmara
Bulldog Drummond in Africa
(D)
60 H. Angel-J. Howard
Give Me a Sailor (C)
80 Raye-Hope-Grable
Professor Beware (0)
90. H. Lloyd-P. Welch
1 10. . Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
Spawn
the Noi1h (D)
- Bennett
r«an$ of
(H-D)
9I..Scott-J.
Tropic Holiday (Mu-C)
. ..75. .Lamour-B. Burns-Raye

7/22/38
8/19/38
8/5/38
7/15/38
8/26/38
8/12/38
7/1/38

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
.(F)
.(F)
(F)

.b7/23/38
. .b8/6/38
b7/30/38
.b7/l6/38
.b8/20/38
.b7/l6/38
b7/2/38

1938-39
(F)
Ambush (D)
62 Gladys Swarthout
Arkansas Traveler (D)
...83 . B. Burns-M. Carlisle
(F)
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
Howard-Angel-Warner
(F)
(My-D)
60
Artists and Models Abroad (C)..90 Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
.(F)
(A)
Back Door to Heaven (D)
85. Ford-Erwin-Ellis
^A)
Beachcomber (C-D)
94 Lauohton-Lanchester
(Reviewed as "Vessel of Wrath")
Bulldog Drummond*s Bride (D)....John Howard-Heather Angel ...
Mrs. Bulldog Boland
Drummond")
Boy Trouble (C)(Former title,
70 . "Mr.
Charlie&. Ruggles-Mary
. . . . ( F)
Bulldog
Police Di'ummond's
(My)Secret
55 .Howard-Angel
(A)
Cafe Society (C)
83 M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
(A)
(F)
Campus Confessions (D)
64 H. Luisetti-B. Grable
Disbarred (D)
59 . Patrick- Kruger
(F)
(F)
Frontieisman (W)
74 . Bill Boyd
Gracie Allen Murder Case
(My-C)
75 .Gracie Allen-Warren William .. (F)
Grand Jury Secrets (D)
John Howard-Gail Patrick
Heritage of the Desert (W)
Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable ..(F)
Hotel imperial (D)
Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
(F)
Colman-Dee-Rathbone
(F)
It I Were King (H-D) ...
Illegal Traffic (D)
J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F)
Bob Burns-Gladys George
(F)
I'm
Missouri
In OldFromMexico
(W) (0) ...
.W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Invitation to Happiness (D) 95. -Fred
MacMurray-lrene Dunne. ..(F)
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn....
Kino of Alcatraz (D)
55. . Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(F)
King of Chinatown (D)
60. . A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
(A)
Lady's
From Kentucky
(D)
75 .. GillisGeo. Raft-Ellen
Drew
(F)
Little Orphan
Annie (C-D)
56.
Kent-Travis
(F)
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny- Dorothy Lamour ...
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) .. 104. . MacMurray-Milland
(F)
Midnight (C)
90. Claudette Colbert. Don Ameche. . (F)
Million Dollar Legs
Betty Grable-Jackie Coooan ...
Mysterious Rider iW)
74. . Dumbrille-Toler- Fields
(F)
Never Say Die (C)
80 Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F)
.."one
third
of
a
nation
(D)
..76
-Sylvia
Sidney-Leif
Erikson
(F)
Paris Honeymoon (Mu)
.83. . Patricia
B. Crosby-F.
Gaal
(A)
Morrison
(F)
Persons in Hiding (D).
(F)
Pride of the West (W)
55. Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
.69.
Renegade Trail (W)
Bill Boyd
"ArizonaErikson
Bracelets")
Ride a Crooked Mile (D) (Former
78 . F.title.
Farmer-L.
(F)
S.iy It In French (C)
70. . Milland-Bradna
(F)
Sifver on the Sage (W)
66. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
Sing You Sinners (C-Di
.88..B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
(F)
Star Maker (Mu-C)
Bing Crosby-Louise Campbell
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85. . Nolan-Lamour-Guizar
(F)
Some
Hot (C)
62
Hope-Shirley Ross
(F)
Sons ofLike
the ItLegion
(O)
60 . Bob
D.
O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F)
(A)
Stolen Life (D)
93. .Elisabeth Bergner
Sudden Money (C)
61 C. Ruggles-Marjorie Rambeau ...(F)
Sunset Trail (W)
67 . W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Thanks For the Memory (C) 75 .8. Hope-S. Ross
(F)
This Man Is News (My)
78 . Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes. .. ,(F)
Tom
Sawyer,
Detective
(C)
64.
O.
O'Connor-Cook
(F)
Touehdown. Army (D)
70. . M. Carlisle-J. Howard
(F)
Undercover Doctor (My)
Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel ....
(Former
title, "Federal
Offense")
Union Pacific (H-D)
135. .Barbara
Stanwyck-Joel
McCrea..(F)
Unmarried (D)
Buck Jones-Helen Twelvetrees ...
(Former
title,
"Me
and
My
Gal")
Zaza (D)
86.. C. Colbert-H. Marshall
(A)

. .bl/21/39
1/20/39
10/14/38 . . .blO/8/38
11/25/38
1/26/38
12/30/38 .bl
.blO/29/38
..b4/l5/39
4/21/39 ..b3/l2/38
3/10/39 . ..a3/25/39
7/28/39
2/27/39 . ...b2/4/39
. .b4/8/39
4/14/39 ...b2/
11/39
3/3/39 .. . .. .b9/24/38
9/16/38
.bl/28/39
1/6/39 .. .bl 1/26/38
12/16/38
. .b5/20/39
6/2/39 . . .32/18/39
6/23/39
6/23/39 .. .b3/l8/39
.b5/13/39
5/12/39
1 1/1 1/38 .. .b9/l7/38
1/5/38
11/4/38 . . .bl
.b3/25/39
...b8/6/38
4/7/39 .. . .b5/l3/39
9/9/38
. . .34/1/39
6/16/39
6/30/39 . . blO/8/38
9/30/38
3/17/39 . .. .b3/l8/39
.b4/ 15/39
4/28/39
12/2/38 . . .bl2/3/38
7/21/39 . .. .33/18/39
. .32/4/39
7/7/39
10/28/38 .
..blO/22/3«
.b3/l
1/39
3/24/39 ..
34/8/39
7/14/39
10/21/38
..bl2/l8/39
.b9'24/J.i
.b3/l 1/39
4/14/39
2/24/39 .. .bl2/24/38
1/27/39
.
2/10/39 . . .bl/28/39
7/8/38 .. .al
. .b6/25/38
1/26/38
8/4/39 .
12/9/38 .
I 1/25/38 .bl2/IO/38
1/26/38
3/31/39 . ....bl..b2/18/39
b8/l3/3S
.35/6/39
9/2/38
.
8/25/39 .. . .bl /28/39
2/3/39
5/19/39 . .. .b5/l3/39
9/23/38
.b9/l7/38
..b4/22/39
5/26/39 . . .b3/25/39
3/31/39 .. .bi«/22/:i«
2/24/39
11/18/38 ...blb4/8/39
1/5/38
12/23/38
10/7/38 . .bl2/24/38
. .32/25/39
6/9/39 .
. . b4/29/39
.b'n/i
5/5/39 .. ..al2/3l/38
5/26/39
1/13/39 ....bl/7/30

1939-40
Are Husbands Necessary?
F. MacMurray-Madeleine Carroll.
Beau Geste (D)
Gary Cooper-Ray Milland
Cat and the Cansry (My-D)
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard ...
Disputed Passage (D)
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff..
Double-Dyed Deceiver
Tito Guizar-June Clayton
Gerbnimo (D)
Preston Foster-Ellen Drew
Gulliver's Travels
Tech. Cartoon Feature
....
Heaven
On a Shoestring ...Wm.
Pat O'Brien-Olympe
Lawful Outl3ws
BoydBradn3 ....
Night Work (C)
Mary Boland-Charlie Rugnles ..
Our Leading Citizen
Bob Burns-Susan Hayward ....
Ruler of the Seas (D)
Fairbanks, Jr. — Lockwood
St.
Martin's
Lane
(D)
80
..
LaughtonLeigh
(F)
What a Life (C)
Jackie Cooper-Betty
Field

In Prod.
33/4/39
34/22/39
35/13/39
In Prod.
34/8/38
In Prod.
Prod.
In
In
Prod.
35/20/39
35/20/39
In Prpd.
b7/9/38
a4/8/39

R.K.O.-RADIO
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82.
Carefree (Mu-C)
83.
Crime Ring (D)
70.
Fisherman's
Wharf
(D)
~70.
Having Wonderful Time (C) . . . .70.
I'm From the City rC)
70.
Mather
Painted Carey's
Desert Chickens
(W) (D) ..82.
60.
Ranegade Ranger (W)
59.
Sky Giant (D)
80.
S«ashine the Rackets (D)
80.
8|^r^ [Pf Vernon A. Irene C^ftje

1937-38
Bobby Breen
, Astaire- Rogers
Lane-Mercer
.Bobby Breen-Leo Carrillo
G. Rooers-D.
Fairbanks, Jr
Joe
Penner
. R. Keeler-A. Shirley
.Geo. O'Brien
.G.
Hayworth
. R. O'Brijen-R.
Dix-(i. M^)rris
.C. Morris- F-;jl^ercer
Fred Astalre-cilngei- Rogers

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

8/26/38.
9/2/38 .
7/8/38 .
2/3/39 .
7/1/38 .
7/22/38
7/29/38
8/12/38
9/16/38
7/29/38
8/19/38
ini)i9

.. .b8/27/38
. b8/27/38
.b7/2/3a
...bl/28/39
.b6/18/3S
.. .b7/30/3a
.. .b7/30/38
.b8/27/38
.b9/l7/38
..b7/23/38
. .b7/23/38
... .M/l/39
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1938-39
stars
Affairs ef Annsbel (C)
75 .J. Oakie-L. Ball
(F)
James Ellison-Helen Wood
(F)
Almost a Gentlemsn (D) Mins.
65. .03kie-B3ll
(F)
Atinauel
Takes
a
"lour
^C)
....64.
Arizona Legion (W)
56. George O'Brien
(F)
B3d L3nds
N. Beery, Jr.-G. Willi3ms
Beauty for the Asking (D)
64. .Lucille B3ll-Don3ld Woods
(F)
Boy Slaves (D)
71.. Anne Shirley-Roger Daniel
(A)
Career (D)
Alice Eden-John Archer
Five Came Back (D)
Chester Morris-Wendy Barrie ...
Fixer Dugan (D)
64 . . Lee Tracy-Virginia Weidler
(F)
Flying Irishman (D)
70 .. Douglas Corrigan
(F)
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Albertson-Lynn
(F)
Girl and the Gambler (D)
Steffi Duna-Leo Carillo
"The Dove")
Girl From Mexico (C)
70(Former
. . Lupe title,
Velez-Donald
Woods
(F)
Great
Man
Votes
(C-D)
.??JBarrymore-Peter
HoldenJr. ..(F)
(F)
Grant-McL3glen-F3irb3nks,
Gunga
Din
(D)
117.
(F)
Lawless Valley (W)
59. G. O'Brien-K. Sutton
H3rry
Csrcy
(F)
Law West of Tombstone CN) ...72.
Little Mother (C)
Ginger Rogers-David Niven
Love Affair (D)
85. . Dunne-Boyer
(F)
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78. .Stanwyck- Fonda
(F)
Man to Remember (D)
80 . A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Memory of Love (D)
Lombard-Grant-Francis
... (F)
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75. Joe Penner
(F)
Next Time I Marry (C)
65.. L. Ball-J. Ellison
Pacific Liner (D)
76 . Victor M'Laglen-Chester Morris .(A)
Pan3m3 L3dy (0) ..
.65. . Lucille B3ll-Allen Lane
(F)
Peck's cus
Bad Boy (C)
With the CirT. Kelly-A. Gillis
(F)
Queen of Destiny (H-D)
. . .90. ,Ne3gle-Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
as "Sixty
Glorious Years")
O'Brien
(F)
Racketeers of the Range (W) (Reviewed
. 64 Geo.
Weidler (F)
Rookie Cop (D)
. 60 .Tim
Marx Holt-Virginia
Bros
(F)
Room Service (C)
78 .George
Sanders- Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63
. Neagle-Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
Sixty
Glorious
Years
(H-D)
...90
Sorority House (D)
64 .Anne Shirley- James Ellison
. .
(F)
Spell Binder
Lee Tracy-B3rb3r3 Reed
larnisheu Angel (0)
67 . . bilers-Guilfoyle
(A)
They M3de Her 3 Spy (D) 70..S3lly Eilers-All3n Lane
(F)
Timber Stampede
George O'Brien
Trouble
in
Sundown
(W)
60..
Geo.
O'Brien-Rosalind
Keith
...(F)
Twelve Crowded Hours (D) .. .63 . . Richard Dix-Lucille Ball
(F)
Way Down South (Mu-D)
Bob Breen

b5/20/39
1/13/39 ...bl/l4/3i
2/17/39 ...bl/28/3»
11/4/38 ..bl2/IO/3t
11/18/38 .bll/l9/3«
33/25/39
4/7/39 ...b3/l8/39
10/21/38 .blO/l5/3«
10/14/38 ..bl0/8/3«
35/13/39
10/7/38 ...b9/l7/3«
12/9/38 ..bl2/IO/3«
1/6/39 .. ..b5/l3/39
fcl2/3l/38
5/12/39
11/25/38 .blb 10/29/38
1/28/38
b5/20/39
4/28/39 ..b5/l3/39
9/3U/38 .. b9/l7/3l
3/10/39 ...b2/l8/39
bl0/29/3«
5/5/39 4/29/39
Ill Prod.
10/28/38 .blO/29/38
4/14/30 ...b3/2S/3»
In Prod.
3/24/39 ...113/18/39
a5/l3/39
3/3/3S ...b2/2S/is

REPUBLIC
Army Girl (D)
87.
Come On Leathernecks (D)
65.
Desperate Adventure (D)
65.
Durango Valley Raiders (W) 55.
Gold Mine
in the
(Mu-W)..60.
Heroes
of the
HillsSky(W)
55 .
Higgins
Family
(CI
64.
Man From Music Mountain (W)58.
Prairie Moon (W)
58
Rhythm of the Saddle (W) 58.
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)
65.

..M/27/M
7/15/38 . .b7/23/3»
8/8/M . ...Ii7/3B/Sl
8/15/38
..h7/8/3«
. Net Rev.
8/22/38 . . ..b8/6/3|
7/4/38
8/15/38
.b8/27/38
8/29/38
8/1/38 . .. .b8/l3/38
l«l/7/3« . .bl8/22/38
11/4/38 . .*H/l2/38
8/22/38
. b8/27/38

R.K.O.-RADIO
Title

1937-38
P. Foster-M. Evans
Cromwell-Hunt-MacFarlane
R. Steele-L.
Novarro-M.Stanley
Tallichet
B.
Autry-Hughes-Burnette
Three Mesquiteers
The
Gleasons ..
Autry-Burnette-Hughes
Autry-Burnette
G.Bruce
Aulry-S.
Cabot- Burnetfe
B. Roberts

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

Rel.
s»>.
Date Issua tt
9/9/38
b7/IS/3«
3/31/39
11/11/38 ...b3/2S/39
.bl0/22/3«
1/20/39 ...bl/l4/3S
In Prod.
2/24/39 ...bl/28/3S
2/10/39 ...bl/2l/3»
35/6/39
6/2/39 ...34/22/39
3/21/39 ..b5/13/39
3/24/39 ...b3/ll/3l
9/23/38
..b8/27/3«
5/26/39 . .34/22/39

1938-39
R. Rogers-M. Hart
(F)
Billy
the
Kid
Returns
(W)
56..
Burnette (F)
Blue Montana Skies (W)
56.. G.Roy Autry-Sniiley
Rogers-Mary
Hart
(F)
Come On Rangers (W)
57..
Byrd-Weaver Bros. & Elviry..(F)
Down in Arkansaw (C-D) 66.. R.
Robt Livingston-June Travis ...(F)
Federal Man Hunt (D)
64.. Phil
Fighting Irish
RalphRegan-Jean
Byrd-Mary Parker
Carlisle
(F)
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65. P.
Lang-L.
Talbot. ... (F)
(F)
Forged Passport (D)
61.. RoyKelly-June
Rogers-Mary
Hart
Frontier Pony Express (W) ....58.. Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
Home on the Prairie (W)
58..
In Old Caliente (W)
Roy Rogers- Mary
HelenHart
M3Ck
(A)
I Stand Accused (D)
63. . R. CummingsM3cLane-B. Roberts
(F)
I Was A Convict (D)
65 . . B.
Richard
Dix-Gail
Patrick
(F)
Man
of Conquest
(H-D)
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
Mexicsli
Rose (W)
5896... . Byrd-CabotRyan
Mickey, the Kid (D)
Gene
Autry-Smiley
Burnette
Mountain Rhythm (W)
Michael
Whalen-Mary
Hart ... (F)
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65.. The Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F)
(F)
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65.. Livingston-Travis
Night Hawk
63. . 3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Night
Riders (D)
(W)
58..
Oklahoma Outlaw
Mesquiteei's
(F)
Orphans of the Street (D)
64.. 3Livingston-Storey
(F)
Overland St30e Raiders (W) ...55.. 33 Mesquiteers
Mesquiteers
(F)
Pale of the Saddle (W)
55 . . James
Dunn-Rochelle
Hudson
....
(F)
Pride of the Navy (D)
65 . .
Red River Range (W)
56.. 3RoyMesquiteers
Bogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Rough Riders Round-up (W)...58.. 3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Sant3 Fe St3mpede (W)
56.. Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Shine
On,
Harvest
Moon
(W)...57.
SOS— Tidal Wave (D)
Ralph Byrd-Kay Sutton
Southward Ho! (W)
Roy Rwjers-Mary Hart
"Headin' Hudson
for Texas")
P.title,
Knowles-R.
(F)
Storm Over Bengal (D)
65.. Chas.
Bickford-Nana Bryant .. (F)
Street
of
Missing
Men
(D)
..
.65..
...
Three Texas Steers (W)(Former . 3 Mesquiteers
Autry-Smiley
Burnette ....(F)
Western Jamboree (W)
57.. Gene
F. Inescort-H.
Wilooxon
(F)
WomanHourDoctor
(D)
65. Frieda
Inescort-Otto Kruger ...
Zero
(D)
(Former title, "All the Tomorrows")
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
1937-38
Alw3ys Goodbye (D)
70. .B. St3nwyck-H. M3rsh3ll
(F)
70..
W.
Baxter-M.
Weaver
(F)
I'll Give 3 Million (C-D) . . .
70 . Shirley Temple
(F)
Little Miss Bro3dw3y (C-D)
(Reviewed as "Look Out, Mr. Moto")
Panamint'sHusband
Bad Man
(W)
60
(F)
Passport
(C-D)
73 .... Ballew-D3w
Erwin -Moore
(F)
We're Going to Be Rich (Mu-D) 80.. Gracie Fields-McLaglen-Donlevy. . (F)

. ...h9/3/3t
.b5/6/39
1/26/38
9/4/38
1 1/25/38 . .. .bl.I116/I/S8
5/4/39
10/8/38
.
12/26/38 ..bl/14/39
In Prod.
..bl/21/39
.b2/ll/39
1/6/39 !; . .b4/l5/39
4/19/39
2/24/39 .
35/13/39
2/3/3»
10/22/38
10/29/38 .. .■b.b2/ll/.H9
.b2/25/39
.b4/l5/39
3/6/39 .. . b4/l/39
5/15/39
3/27/39
35/13/39
..bl/21/39
a5/6/39
1/10/39 . .b3/ll/39
3/29/39
10/1/38 . . . .bl0/l/3S
. .b4/8/39
4/12/39 .In
Prod.
.blO/l/38
'12/5/38 '. bl2/l7/J8
9/20/38 .
8/28/38
.b9/l7/38
12/22/38 .. ..bl/2»/39
I/23/3B
b3/25/39
11/19/38
12/23/38 . . bl2/IO/33
3/13/39
a 1 1 / 1 2 / 3S
. 34/29/39
6/12/39 .34/22/39
5/19/39
11/14/38 , .bll/12/38
bl2/l7/i!t
. .b4/29/39
. .34/1/39
4/28/39
12/2/38
.
.t>l2/24/38
5/12/39
2/6/39 .. .34/22/39
5/27/39
. . .b2/4/30

1938-39
Alexander's
Ragtime (C)
Band ( D) . 10570 .... Power-Faye-Ameche
(F)
Always In Trouble
Withers-Rogers- Kellard
(F)
Arizon3 WildC3t (C)
68 . . Withers-C3rrillo
(F)
Boy
70..j3ne Withers- Robert Kellard ...(F)
CharlieFriend
Chan (D)
in Honolulu
(My-D)
65. Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
Charlie Chan in Reno (My-D) Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks
Chasing Danger (D)
60 . Preston Foster-Lynn B3ri
(F)
Dsngcr Isl3nd (D)
65 . . Lorre- Hersholt-Duff
(F)
Down on the F3rm (C) .6)61... . Jones
F3mily
(F)
Jones Family
(F)
Everybody's Baby
Five of a Kind (C)
83..Dionne Quints-J. Hersholf
(F)
■
Gateway (D)
73
.
.
AmecheWhelan
(F)
■
(0).
Gorills (My-D)
Ritz Bro5.-Anit3 Louise
Hold That
Co-EdBaskervilles
(C)
79 .. Murphy- Weaver-J. Barrymore (F)
Hound
of the
(My-D)
80 . . Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
Inside Story (D)
60 .. Whalen - Rogers
(F)
Inspector Hornleigh (D)
Gordon H3rker-Al3St3ir Sim ...(F)
It Could Happen to You (My) .. ..Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart .. .
Jesse James (D)
105 . . Power- Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) Jones Family
Just Around the Corner (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72. . Withers-StU3rt- Wilooxon
fF)
Kentucky (D)
96. .Young-Greene (Tech.)
(F)
Little Princess (D)
9I..S. Temsle-R. Greene (Tech.) (F)
"
(Continued on next page)

8/19/38 .
11/2/38 . . .b8/20/3l
.b5/2n/38
2/10/39 . . .b5/13/39
5/19/39
1/30/39 . .bl 1/12 /3S
.33/
1 1/39
6/16/39 ...bl2/3l
bl/14/39
/.ia
6/5/39
.. ..bie/l5/3S
.b3/l8/39
12/16/38
4/7/39
10/14/38 .. . .bl2/3/3e
blO/15/3»
3/24/39
8/5/38 .. .. .a3/l
. .b8/6/38
I/3S
5/26/39 .
9/16/38
.. ..b9/
.b4/l17/38
/39
.
.b4/22/39
.blO/22/38
3/10/39
.
.
.35/6/39
3/31/39
4/21/39
12/23/38
6/30/39
11/11/38 . .812/24/38
.bl/l4/3«
..bl
1/5/38
6/2/39 .. . .b6/l8/38
8/12/38
12/30/38 .
. b2/25/39
3/10/39 . .bl2/i7/3n

.b6/25/38
7/1/38 . ,.b7/l8/38
7/22/38 .. . .b7/9/38
7/29/38
.blO/i/38
7/8/38
..
.b7/2/38
7/15/38 . ..b5/l4/38
7/8/38 ..

May 20, 1939

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

(ConHnued) Rel.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Title
Mins. stars
Date
Issue
See ot
Meet the Girls (C)
GO, J. Laiuj-L,
.
Bari
(F)
10/7/38 .. . .b7/23/38
Lorie-Flold
(F)
2/24/3S
.
.b7/30/38
Mr.
Mote's
Lust
Warning
(M>).r4.
Mr. Moto Takes Vacation (Myj.65 Heter Lorro
(F) 7/14/39 . .bl l/IU/38
My Lucky Star (C-D)
9U
(F) 9/2/38 . . . . .b9/3/38
Mysterious Mr. Moto (My)
G2 Honie-tireeno
Peter Loire
(F) 10/21/38 . . .b6/4/38
7/21/39 ..bl.a3/l8/39
Pardon
(C)(D) 55 !.Lynn
News Is Our
MadeNerve
At Niuht
!Prcstorr"Fo"ster-'Lynn'
Bari
Bari-B. Albertson
<F) 3/3/39
1/19/38
.Warner
Baxter-Lynn
Bari
(F)
4/28/39
Return
of the (D)
Cisco Kid (W) ..7o'
(toad Demon
65 . Arthur- Valerie-Armetta
.b8/27/38
(F) 12/2/38 . .. .b4/29/3!l
Power- Faye-Jolson
(F) 5/12/39 . . ,b5/6/39
Rose of inWashincjton
(Mu.-D) 8C'
safety
Nuiubei-s Sq.
(C)
55 Jones Family
„
. .
(F) 9/9/38 .. ...b8/l3/38
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power
6/23/39 . .a4/8/39
Sharnshooters (D)
62. .8. Donlevy-L. Bari
(F) 11/18/38 . .b9/24/38
SmilMKi Along (Mu-D)
91. .G. Fields-M. Maguire
(F) 1/20/39 . .blO/22/38
(Reviewed
as "Paddy Darling")
So Tills Is London (C)
. Drayton-Hare
(A)
. b2/4/39
Speed to Burn (D)
.M. Whalen-L. Bari
(F) 8/26/38 . ..b6/ll/38
Story
of
Alexander
Graham
Bell (D)
lOL.Lorctta Young-Don Ameche
(F) 4/14/39 .. b4/l/39
Straiijht Place and Show (C) ..65..Ritz
Bros. Merman
(F) 9/30/38 . ,bl0/l/38
Submarine
Patrol
(C-D)
..95..R.
Greene-N.
Kelly
(F) 11/25/38 .,bll/5/38
Suez (D)
104. .Power-Young-Annabella
(F) 10/28/38 ,bl0/22/38
Susannah of the Mounties (D) Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott.. 7/28/39 . ,a3/ll/39
Tail Spin (D)
82. . Faye-Bennett-Kelly
(F) 2/10/39 ,
Thanks for Everythino (C) 70. . Oakie-Whelan
(F) 12/23/38 ,,,b2/4/39
.bl2/IO/38
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72..Ritz Bros. -Don Ameche
(F) 2/17/39 . . .b2/l l/3a
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 5<J..M. Whalen-Stuart
(F) 9/23/38 . . .b7/2/38
.,
(Reviewed
as "Meridian 7-1212")
Up the River (C)
75. . Foster-Brooks-Martin
(F) 1,2/9/38 , .bl 1/12/38
While New York Sleeps (D) 63,. Michael Whalen
(F) 12/16/38 . .b8/27/38
White Lady of the Orient (D)
Alice Faye-Warner Baxter
7/7/39 , ..a8/l3/38
,„..
,
(Former
title,
"By
the
Dawn's
Early
Light")
W|fe, Husband and Friend (0) .82 .. Warner Baxter- Loretta Young (F) 3/3/39 . . .b2/l8/39
Winner Take All (C)
61.. Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
(F) 4/21/39 ..b2/25/39
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver... 6/9/39 .. .a4/8/39
1939-40
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island
.Sidney Tolei-Sen Yung
In
Prod.
In Prod.
Chicken Wagon Family
Jane Withers-Leo Canillo ....
Escape.
The (D)
In Prod.
.Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff
.In
Prod.
Harmony at Home
.Jean Rogers- Robert Kellard . .
a5/l3/39
Hotel For Women (D)
. Elsa Maxwell-Jas. Ellison . . .
Jongs Family at the Grand Canyon . Jcnes Family
,
a5/l3/39
Rains Came D)
. Loy-Power-Brent
. a5/l3/39
.a3/4/39
Stanley and Livingstone (D) ..... -S. Tracy- Greene- Kelly
1938-39
UNITED ARTISTS
Algiers (D)
95. . Boyer- LaMarr-Gurie
.. .b7/2/38
(A)
Captain Fury (D)
92. . Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
(F) 8/5/38
5/26/39 ,. ..bl. .b5/6/39
Cowboy and the Lady (C-D). ..,91, . Cooper-Oberon
1/12/38
(F) 11/17/38 . .b4/l6/38
Drums (D)
99,
(Tech.),,,. (F)
9/26/38
.
(Reviewed asSabu-Massey-Hobson
the Mountains")
Duke of West Point (D) 109 , L. "Mutiny
Hayward-J.In Fontaine
12/29/38 bl2/l7/38
King of the Turf (D)
88. .Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello (F)
1/39
2/17/39 . ..b2/l
.b2/4/39
Made For Each Other (D)
94. ,Lombard-J. Stewart
,., (F)
(F)
2/10/39
. .. . a3/25/39
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
Louis Hayward-Joan Bennett ..
Prison Without Bars (D)
79 , Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F) 3/10/39 . .. .blO/l/38
b2/l 1/39
Stagecoach (D)
96 , Claire Trevor-John Wayne
(F) 3/3/39 .. .blO/l/38
There Goes My Heart (C) 84. ,F. March-V. Bruce
(F) 10/14/38 ..bl2/3l/38
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80. .C. Bennett-R. Young
(A)
1/12/39 . .bl2/24/38
Trade Winds (D)
94 , March-J, Bennett
(F) 12/22/38
.. .b4/l/39
Wutheiing Heights (D)
103 .M. Oberon-L. Olivier
4/7/39
Young in Heart (C-D)
90. . Gaynor-Fairbanks, Jr.-Goddard . . (A)
10/27/38 . ...b3/l8/39
Zenobia (C)
71. .Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F)
(F) 4/21/39 . .bll/5/:s8
1939-40
b4/29/39
Four Feathers (Tech.) (D) 109 , Duprez-Smith-Richardson
(F)
.In Prod.
Music School
,Jascha
Heifetz-Andrea Leeds .,.
.In Pred.
Over the Moon
.Oberon-Rex
Harrison
(Tech.)....
Real Glory
.In
Prod.
.Gary Cooper- Andrea Leeds
a5/l3/39
Winter Carnival (D)
.Ann Sheridan - Richard Carlson..
1937- 38
UNIVERSAL
Danger On the Air (My) 65. D, Woods-N. Grey
(A) 7/1/38 .. .. .b7/2/38
Letter of Introduction (C-D).. 100. . Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds(F)
5/38 . .b8/6/38
Little Tough Guy (D)
85. . Wilcox-Parish-Dead End Kids. , , (F) 8/
7/22/38 . .b7/l6/38
.b8/27/38
Missing Guest (My-D)
65. Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F) 8/12/38 . .b7/l6/38
Prison Break (D)
68, .. Farrell-MacLane
7/15/38 .
Rage of Paris (C-D)
76, .D. Darrieux-D. Fairbanks. Jr... (F)
(A) 7/1/38 .. .b6/l8/38
That Certain Age (0)
100, .D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F) 10/7/38 . .blO/l/38
1938- 39
. .62.
Big Town Czar (D) ....
MacLane-Eve Arden
(F) 4/21/39 .b4/29/39
. .58. .Barton
Black Bandit (W)
,B.
Baker-M.
Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 bll/19/38
.. .70.
.bl/28/39
Code of the Streets (D).
.80, .Carey-Thomas-Little Tough Guys.(F) 4/14/39 blO/15/38
Dark Rapture (TR)
,
Native
Cast
(F)
8/26/38
.
,b4/8/39
.88.
East Side of Heaven (C)
.Bing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39 . , .b5/20/39
Ex-Champ (D)
74 , McLaglen-Grey-Brown
(F)
5/19/39
.
.63,
bl
Exposed (D).
,Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruoer
(F) 11/4/38 . 1/26/38
, .60, .Hugh
Family Next Door (C) .
Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39 ,b4/l5/39
,a4/22/39
For Love Or Money (D)
Lang-Robert Kent
5/5/39 . ,b8/27/38
.. .65, ,.June
Freshman Year (C)
(F) 9/2/38
bl2/24/38
61 , Dunbar-Truex
Gambling Ship (D)
Hplen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 1/20/39 alO/29/38
Ghost Town Riders (W),
Baker-F. Shannon
12/16/38 ,a9/IO/38
.5757 .B,
Guilty Trail (W)
.Bob Baker
10/21/38
His Fxciting Night (C)
61 .C. Ruggles-M. Martin
bl2/17/38
,a5/20/39
(F)
11/11/38
Inside Information (D)
.June
Lang-Dick
Foran
6/2/39
. ,a4/l/39
Honor of the West (W)
58 . Bou Baker
all/26/3«
...
1/13/39
.
House of Fear
.Wni. Gargan-lrene Hervey
6/30/39 .blO/8/38
Last Express (My)
56 ..Taylor-Ames
(A) 10/28/38 bl2/IO/38
tast Warning
62 .P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F) 1/13/39 bl 1/26/38
Little Tough Guys In Society (0) 68
E. Hoiton
(F) 11/25/38 bll/12/38
Mars Attacks the World (D),.,6() .Boland-E.
.Buster
Crabbe-Jean
Rogers
(F) 11/18/38 .In Prod.
Modern Cinderella
.Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer
8/4/39...
. .b4/l/39
Mystei-y of the White Room
(A)
3/17/39
(My-D)
58 .Bruce Cabot- Helen Mack
(F)
12/23/38
, ,bl/7/3U
.Jackie
Cooper-Little
Tough
Guys
Newsboys'
Home (D)
(F) 9/9/38 , ,blO/l/38
Personal Secretary
(C-D) 73
62 .W. Gargan-J. Hodges
,
Pirates of the Skies (D)
61 .Kent Taylor- Rocheile Hudson ,,, (F) 2/3/39
,b2/25/39
I 1/14/38 ,a9/24/38
Prairie Justice (W)
57 , Bob Baker
Risky Business (D)
66 ,George Murphy-Dorothea Kent , (F) 3/3/39 ,. ., ,,b3/l8/39
,b9/3/38
(F) 9/23/38 . bl 1/19/38
Read to Reno (C-D)
69 , H, Hampton-R. Scott
(F) 10/21/38
12/9/38 . blO/22/38
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67 .Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack.. ... (F)
Service De Luxe (C)
85 .C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
1/39
(F) 2/24/39 . ,b3/l
Society Smugglers (D)
65 .Preston Foster- Irene Hervey
1/13/39 , b 1 /2 1 /39
Son of Frankenstein (D)
93 , Basil Rathbone-J, Hutchinson ,,, (A)
, ,b3/4/39
(F) 3/10/39 . ,bl
Spirit ot Culver (C-D)
90 , Jackie Cooner-F. Bartholomew... (F)
1/5/38
10/28/38
Storm (D)
75 . Bickford-Foster . .
Stranpe Faces (Dl
60 . Kent-Jenks
(F) 12/2/38 . .bl2/IO/38
,a5/6/39
Sun Never Sets (D)
5/26/39 .
.Fairbanks, Jr. -Barbara O'Neil...
, Ken Murray-Kathryn Kane (F) 12/16/38 bl2/l7/30
Swing, Sister. Swing (Mu-C) 62 ,Tom
bll/19/38
Brown-C.
Moore
(F) 10/14/38 .a4/22/39
Swing That Cheer (C-D) 63
They Asked For It (D)
.Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
6/9/39 .. ,b3/25/39
(F) 3/24/39
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87 , Durbin- Winninger
YouiMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75
(C)
,b2/l8/39
. Fields-Bergen-McCai-thy
.bie/1/38
(F) 2/17/39
Yofth Takes a Flino (C-D) 78 .J. McCrea-A. Leeds
(F) 9/30/38
1939-40
.In Prod.
Bright
Victory
.J. Cooper- Freddie Bartholomew.
Dames
Prod.
a5/20/39
Sigrid
Gurie-Donald
BrtggsMoore
,,,,
'. ,ln
In Old California (O)
,
Richard
Arlen-Constance
In
Prod.
I Stole a Million
, George Raft-Claire Trevor
b5/20/39
Mikado (Mu)
, Kenny Baker
(Tech.)
(F)
." . a5/6/39
Old Grad (D)
.Charley
Grapewin-Anita
Louise..
.In Prod.
Underpup
.Rob't Cummings-Nan Grey
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BROS.

Amazing Dr. Clittcrhouse (C-D)MIns.87,
Boy Meets Girl (C)
82.
Cowboy From Brooklyn (Mu)...8U
Men Arc Such Fools (C-D) m.
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60.
My Bill Double
(C-D)
65.
Penrod's
Trouble
(C-D),.
60,
Racket Busters (D)
75.

1937-38
Stars
. Robinson-Bogart-Trovor
.Cagney-O'Brion
.U. Powoll-P. Lane
. Moi ris-P. Lane
.Davis-Lane
. Francis-Litel
.Mauch Twins-Tho Lockharts
. Brent-Dickson

(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)

Rel. Issue
88. o
Date
7/30/38 ...b6/25/38
9/3/38
7/16/38 ...b7/23/3»
...bU/ll/38
7/2/38
b6/4/38
8/6/38
b8/6/38
7/9/38 b6/25/38
7/23/38 b4/2/38
8/13/38 ...b8/l3/38

1938-39
Adventures of Jane Arden (D). .58..Rosella
Towne-Wni. Gargan ....(F) 3/4/39 b2/l8/39
Angels With Dirty Faces (D). .97. .Cagney-O'Brien
(F) 11/19/38 .blU/29/38
Blackwell's
Island (D)
.71.. J. Garfield-R. Lane
(A)
Broadway Musketeers
(D)
b3/4/38
.63. .Sheridan-Lindsay-Hunter
(F) 3/25/39 b9/3/38
Brother
W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Davis (F) 10/8/38
10/29/38 .blO/22/38
Code of Rat
Secret(C)
Service (D) 90..
58, Ronald
Reagan-Rosella Towne. ..(F) 5/27/39
(A) 12/3/38 . ..b5/20/39
Comet
Over ofBroadway
(D)(D),I06,
69. . K. Francis-I. Hunter
.bl2/24/38
Confessions
a Nazi Spy
. Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys
(F)
5/6/39 ...b4/29/39
Dark Victory (D)
100, . B. Davis-G. Brent
(A) 4/22/39
...b3/ll/S»
(F)
Dawn Patrol (D)
103, . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
(A) 12/24/38 .bl2/l7/38
Devil's Island (D)
63. Boris Karloff
1/7/39 ba3/18/39
1/7/30
Devil On Wheels (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
title, Flynn-Olivia
"The RoaringdeCrowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) (Former
104. . Errol
Havilland. . (F) 4/8/39
b4/8/39
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan
a3/4/39
a4/l/3»
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff- Margaret Lindsay..
a3/4/39
Family Affair (C)
John Gaifleld-Pi isoilla Lane ...
(Former
"FamilySisters
Reunion")
Four Daughters (D)
90. , J. title,
Lynn-Lane
(F)
8/27/38 ...b8/13/38
Four's
90, , Russell-Flynn-DeHavilland
Gantry atheCrowd
Great (D)
(D)
Edith Fellows. Jimmy McCallion.. (F) 8/20/38 ...b7/l6/38
a3/23/39
Garden
of
the
Moon
(Mu-C)
..
.90
..
PayneLindsay-O'Brien
(F)
Girls On Probation (D)
64, , Reagan-Bryan
(A) 10/1/38 ...b7/30/38
10/22/38 .blO/15/38
a4/l/39
Give Me a Child (D)
Geraldine FitzgeraJd-J. Lynn
Going Places (C)
83 , D. Powell-A. Louise
(F) 12/31/38 .bl2/24/3«
Hard to Get (C)
79, , D. Powell-0. deHavilland
(F) 11/5/38 ..bll/l2/3«
Heart of the North (D)
67, , D. Foran-G. Page (Tech.) (F)
12/10/38 .bl2/l7/8g
Hell's Kitchen (D)
Lindsay-Dead End Kids
Hobby Family
(D)
Jane Bryan-Henry
O'Neill
02/18/39
a5/6/39
Juarez
(H-D)
127 .Paul
Muni-Bette Davis
(F)
6/10/39 ..b4/29/39
Kid
From
Kokomo
(C)
92
,
,
Pat
O'Brien-Joan
Blondell
(F)
6/24/39
..b5/20/39
King ot the Underworld (D) . . . .69 . . K. Franois-J. Stephenson
(F)
Lighthoise Harry (C)
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson
1/28/39 ...bl/14/39
a4/29/39
Man Who Dared D)
59.. Charles Grapewio-Jane Bryan ..(F) 6/3/39
... b4/8/39
as "I Litel
Am Not Afraid")
Nancy Drew — Detective (D) (Reviewed
66, . Granville(F) 11/19/38 .bl2/24/38
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65,,Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
(F)
2/18/39 ...bl/28/39
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D).,,Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
Naughty, But Nice (C)
Dick Powell-Gale Page
6/17/39 ...a3/4/39
al2/IO/38
(Former title, "Always Leave Them Laughing")
Off
the
Record
(D)
65.
.O'Brien-Blondell
(A)
Oklahoma
Kid
(W)
80..
James
Cagney-Rosemary
Lane
...(F)
1/21/39
..
bl/28/39
On Trial (D)
60
Lindsay-John Litel ...(F) 3/11/39 ...b3/l8/39
63 , Margaret
Secret Service In the Air (D). ,63,,R,
Reaoan-I. Rhodes
(F) 4/1/39 b3/25/3()
Secrets of an Actress (D)
.68. . K. Francis-G. Brent
(A)
Sisters (D)
100..
B.
Davis-E.
Flynn
(F) 3/4/39
9/10/38 ..blO/15/38
Sweepstakes Winner (C)
b2/ll/3'J
.59
.
Marie
Wilson-Johnny
Davis
, Garfield-Dickson
(A) 10/15/38 ..blO/8/ja
They
.. al/7/39
TorchyMade
Gets MeHera Criminal
Man (D),(D), ,60 ,Glenda Farrcll-B. MacLane (F) 5/28/39
1/14/39 bl/7/39
11/12/38 .bll/19/38
Torchy Blane
in Chinatown
,.Farrell-MacLane
I- arrell-lVlacLane
(F) 2/4/39
(F)
Runs for
Mayor (D),(My) . ,58,
.80,
b2/ll/3!)
5/13/39
....b4/l/39
Valley of the Giants (D).
.Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
(F)
a4/l/38
Waterfront
(D)
Dennis
Dickson. • (A) 9/17/38 ...ba/2U/J«j
- deHavilland
- Morgan-Gloria
Wings ofInthethe
Navy
90.
' Bient-O.
(F)
. 87 , G.
Women
Wind (D)
(D)
62.
Kay Francis-Wm. Gargan
(F) 2/11/39
....b2/4/39
Yes, My Darling Daughter (C)..85. Priscilla Lane-Jeffrey Lynn
(A) 4/15/39 ...al/21/iii
YouMurder
Can't (D)
Get Away With 78.
2/25/39 . . .b2/ . ,
.Humphrey Bogart-Gals Page
4/29/30 ..b 1/2 1/39
1939-40
Battle of City Hall (D)
Dead End Kids-Reagan-Sheridan.
Career Man
Joel McCiea- Jeffrey Lynn
Dust Be My Destiny
John Garteld-Jane Bryan
Knight and the Lady
Davis-Flynn-deHavilland
Nancy Drew and Hidden Staircase. , , Bonita Granville-Frankie Thomas
Old Man Minnick (0)
Gloria Dickson-Dennis Morgan .
Old Maid (D)
Bette Davis-George Brent
Torchy — Dead or Alive
Jane Wyman-Tom Kenneky

a4/l/3e
.In Prod.
In Prod.
.In
In Prod.
Prod.
Ina5/6/39
Prod.
. in
Prod.

STATES RIGHTS
,Tim McCoy
Code ot the Cactus (W)
(F) Victory ...al/14/39
56, .Fred Scott
Code of the Fearless (W)
. Robeson- Wilcoxon- Ford
(F) Spectrum ..bl/21/39
Dark Sands (D)
Record b7/30/38
. Weston-Murphy-Walker
(F) Prog
Delinquent Parents (D)
b9/l7/38
J.
Laurie-B,
Chrystall
(F)
Edge of the World (0)
65,
, Dui ante-Tauber
(A) Pax Films, b9/(«/Jil
Forbidden
Music (Mu-C)
Forbidden Territory
(D)
61 , .Gregory Ratoff
(A) World
..,bl2/31/3u
Hoffberg .bll/12/38
.bl 1/26/33
Headleys at Home (D)
Venable-Grant
Mitchell. .. (F)
(F) Standard
In Old Montana (W)
■ Fred Scort-Jean
Carnien
,63 .Evelyn
Medea Novara-L. Atwill
(F) Spectrum ..b4/l/39
Juarez and Maximilian
b4/29/39
74.
59, ,.Jack
La Rue
(A) Torres
I Demand Payment (D)
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
65,
Lightning Carson Rides Again ,95,
80, .Tim McCoy
(F) Victory ..blO/15/38
(W)
.F. Fay-R. Hall
(F) Sterling
..blO/15/38
Meet the Mayor (C-D)
73.
.Paul
Lukas-Lyn
Harding
(F) Regal
b2/25/39
Mutiny ofFrom
the the
Elsinore
(D)... ,63,
69.
(A)
Paroled
Big House
55. .Stone- Lee
Jay-Dee
Kay .blO/22/38
b8/6/38
(F) TrI-Nat.
(D)
..80. . Neagle-Hardwicke
Peg
Old Drury
Prisonof Train
(D) (D) .
57. Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F) Brown ...blO/19/38
. .66,
Jory-Margarct Dare
(F) MalcomHoffberg ...5/13/39
Rangle River (W)
72, ..Victor
Hillie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Prog blO/8/38
Rebellious Daughters (D)
60, .Diana
Churchill
(A)
School For Husbands (C)
72. .Tim McCoy
Hoffberg ..bl/28/39
Six-Gun Trail
Victory ...al2/3/38
A. Ames-P. Kelton
(A) Profl
blO/8/38
Slander House (D)
65, .Gene
Austin
Roadshow .a8/l3/S8
Songs
and
Saddles
(Mu-W)
.Tim
McCoy-Joan
Barclay
Texas Wildcats (W)
.Jack Buchanan
(A) Victory ...a3/26/39
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
Victory ..,.a5/6/39
C&M
blO/15/38
,Tim
McCoy-Jill
Martin
Trigger Fingers (W)
Nudist
Cast
(A)
Cine Grand b8/l3/38
Unashamed (D) ,.
70,
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Burstyn . .b 12/3/38
Abused Confidence (D)
86,, Danielle Darrieux
(A) Columbia
Tri-Nat.
Ballerina (D)
83, .Janine Charrat-Mia Slavensky ..(F)
Trl-Nat.
M ayer- .bl2/l7/38
Carnival in Flanders
Francoise Rosay
Champs-Elysees (D)
89,,Sacha Guitry
(A) Tri-Nat. . . ...b3/4/39
Reissued
Crossroads (D)
80,,Chas. Vanel-Suzy Prim
(A) Tower
.bl2/3l/38
Double Crime in the Maginot , Victor Francen
..b4/l5/39
(A)
...b5/6/39
Line (D)
Annabella-Jean Gabin
(A) National .bl2/31/38
Escape
From Yesterday (D) ...8983. ,,Lucien
(F)
Tri-Nat.
World . .blO/15/38
40 Little Mothers (C)
92, , Gabin-vonBaroux
Tri-Nat.
Stroheim
(A)
Grand Illusion (D)
90,
Orage (D)
73. , Boyer-M ichele Morgan
(A) Hoffbei'g .bl2/l7/38
. . I2/24/38
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76, , An''abella
(A)
(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.
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COLUMBIA 1938-39
Running Reviewed
Comment
Issue Of
Time
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
.Not Rev.
Rev.
Boaa Goes the Groom
17'/: .Not
Ciiump OnTakes
a Bump
l6'/2.
Home
the Rage
Pretty Good
17 .. 12/17/38
8/27/38
18 .Not Rev.
Many Saupy Returns Funny
Mutiny On tlie Body
[TA .12/17/38
Nag In the Bag
Funny
17 . 12/24/38
Nigtitshirt Bandit
Funny
7 . 10/29/38
Not Guilty Enough
Funny
17 . 4/ 8/39
Now It Can Be Sold Funny
17 .Not Rev.
Pie a la Maid
18 - . 3/18/39
Sao Takes a Wrap
Funny
IS'/z
Rev.
Star Is Shorn
• • l7'/2. ..Not
4/22/39
.IP/ 1/38
Swing You Swingers ...Very
Funny
l8'/2.
17
Good
Fairly
Soe My Lawyer
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
7 .. 10/ 1/38
Cracker Circus .. Good
AHlmal
eorllla Hunt
■ • •.
« • ■ Not Rev.
7 .. 4/22/39
Fair
Happy Tots
■• 9/10/38
/
ver
..Cle
Graduation
Hollywood
7 . . 5/13/39
House That Jack Built.. Very Amusing
Net
Rev.
7'/j..
12/17/38
•■
Kid
Kanoaroo
»
Big Flame. Clever
Moth's
Utile
Lucky Pigs
' ■■ Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Midnight Frolics
;.; ;,' r;
oi/
a'/i.." 2/11/39
Well Done
Peaceful Neighbors
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermuda
— Islands of
. 9/11/37
Paradise
Colorful
lO'/j
9 Not Rev.
■■
■■
..
rs
Commute
Town
Bit
Province of Ouebec
Good
II .12/17/38
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
.... 10 .10/ 1/38
Lively
College Songs
.... le . . 2/ 4/a9
Friendship
Sonos
Satisfactory
Moonlight Melodies
Rev.
Not Rev.
.... 101/2 .Not
Parade of Hits
.... 9'/j.
II
Season's
Idea
.N*t
Rev.
.... 10 . .Not Rev.
Bongs of the West
10 . .IO/2S/3>
Bouth Sea Sonijs Good
.... 10 . . 4/29/39
Strauss Waltzes
Different ..
Sweetheart Melodies
.... IO'/2 ■ Not Rev.
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY KAT (8)
Rev.
Qolf Ctiuraps
7 . .Not
9/10/38
o'/2.
Good
Jams
aym
Hot Dogs
On Ice
* • Not Rev.
3/18/39
Krazy's Bear Tale
Fair
/'h- Not
Rev.
Krazy'sMountle
Shoe Shop
7' .Net
Rev.
Lone
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Qood Old American
lO'/j. Not Rev.
Home
lO'/s.. 2/ 4/39
Night In a Music Hall . Entertaining
lO'/s. Not Rev.
Night at the Tree
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
Not Rev.
Ne. I
6'/2 .
SCRAPPY (8)
.10/ 1/38
Good ..... ... . . ■
Early Bird
For the Kiddies
661/2.. . 2/ 4/39
Happy Birthday
Scrappy's
Added Attrao-.
tion
Rev.
7 . .Not
Rev.
5/13/39
Scrappy's Side Show
7 . . Not
Worm's Eye View .. Just Filler
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13)
10
10 .. Not Rev.
(Series
18)
No.
I
No. 2
10 . .Not Rev.
No. 3
10 . .Not
. Enjoyable
No.
4
101/2.
9 . . 2/ 4/39
No. 5
Rev.
3/18/39
91,2. ..Not
. Excellent
No. 6
10 . Not Rev.
No.
7
4/29/39
Good . . .
No. 8
10 . 5/13/39
, Interesting
No. 9
SPORT THRILLS (13)
10
10 . .10/
5/13/39
Diving Rhythm
Excellent .
1/38
9'/2.
Football Giants
Interesting .
.
1/ 7/39
1
I
IO'/2
King Vulture
Outstanding
4/29/39
Navy
Champions
Fair
Rev.
Odd Sports
..Not
12/17/38
Ski Rhythm
Excellent . .
10 ,
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did GoGood Slapstick
I61/2. 4/22/39
Flat
Stooges
Good
l5'/2.
2/ 4/39
Mutts Foot
to You
Okay Slapstick
Slapstick
18 . 12/17/38
Three Little Sew and.
Sews
16 . Not Rev.
Violent Is the Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
18 . 9/10/38
We Want Our Mummy
17
Not Rev.
Yes, We Have No Bonanzas 16 Not Rev.
WASHINGTON PARADE (6)
Not Rev.
Inside the Capitol
II
Inside the White House. Fair
II . ,2/11/39
Washington
Very Good
10 . 12/17/38
1939-40
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
CINESCOPES (6)
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) Tech.
COMMUNITY SINGS (10)
FABLES CARTOONS (6)
FOOLS WHO MADE HISTORY (6)
MOMENTS OF COMEDY (6)
PALS AND PETS (6)
PHANTASIES CARTOONS (10)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
WASHINGTON PARADE (6)
WORLD OF SPORTS (12)

EDUCATIONAL 1938-39
Running Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue of
CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
10
No. I
Swell Stuff
9/10/38
9/10/3*
10
No. 2
Excellent
MOM
1938-39
CARTOONS
(15)
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
9
Little Goldfish (Tech.) . Amusing
8
Mama'sSkinners
New Hat .. Poor
Poor
77
Seal
Wanted No Master
8
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money to Loan
Excellent
20
While America Sleeps ..Timely
21
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
17
MINIATURES (10)
City of Little Men
Splendid
11
Great Heart
Impressive
II
Ice Antics
Entertaining
10
Love On Tap
II
Miraolo of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory
10
Streamlined Swing
Entertaining
9
They Live Again
Excellent
10
MUSICALS (6)
Dreara of Love
Impressive
17
Happily Buried
21
Men of Steel
Okay
21
Onoe Over Lightly
Darn Clever
20
Somewhat Secret
Entertaining
2110
OUR GANG (12)
10
11
Aladdin's Lantern
Funny
11
10
Clown Princes
Funny ....
Duel Personalities Amusing
Feotball Romeo
Good Gang
10
Men in Fright
Enjoyable
109
10
Tiny Troubles
Fair
PASSING PARADE (10)
N*w Roadways
Very Good
No. I
Very Good
11
Story of Alfred Nobel . . Excellent
10
Story of Dr. Jenner ...Excellent
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Doutle Diving
Excellent
8
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
8
Hot On Ice
Good
10
Man's
Greatest
Friend.
.
Excellent
10
Marine Circus (Tech.) . . Excellent
9
Penny's
(Tech.) . Appetizing
109
Weather Picnic
Wizards
Very Good
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch. ...Good Satire
9
How to Sublet
Amusing
8
How to Watch Football . Funny
9
Mental Poise
Fair
7
Opening Day
Subtle Stuff
9
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Ancient Egypt
Fascinating
8
Cairo, City of Contrast. . Fascinating
9
Glimpses of Australia
9
Imperial Delhi
Average
8
Jaipur, the Pink City... Good
8
Java Journeys
8
Madeira, Isle of Romance Enchanting 8
Rural Hungary
9
Singapore and Jahore ..Interesting
9
Sydney — Pride of Aus- tralia Good
9

3/25/39
.. 4/22/39
. 3/18/39
. 4/15/39
Not Rev.
4/ 1/39
4/22/39
1/ 7/39
3/38
.. 9/
1/28/39
, 2/25/39
Rev.
.. Not
12/10/38
10/15/38
11/12/38
. 2/25/39
Rev.
. Not
1/ 7/39
. 1/28/39
4/22/39
. . 10/15/38
. . 1/28/39
. . 5/ 6/39
3/25/39
.. .. 12/17/38
..11/12/38
. . 1/ 7/39
. . 3/25/39
2/25/39
... ... 12/25/39
1/12/38
. 4/22/39
. 1/28/39
. 2/25/39
.. 112/17/38
1/12/38
. 4/22/39
1/ 7/39
. 4/22/39
3/25/39
1 1/28/39
1/12/38
12/10/38
1/ 7/39
2/25/39
.. 10/15/38
.Not Rev.
.. 12/10/38
3/25/39
Not Rev.
.11/19/38
. Not
1/28/39
Rev.
. 1/ 7/39

1939-40
CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
CRIME
DOESN'T PAY(I) (6)
METROSCOPIX
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con- cert Poor
7
Musical Mountaineer
7
My Friend the Monkey Poor
7
On With the New
Okay
7
Pudgy in Thrills and
Chills
Fair
7
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
7
Sally Swing
Poor
7
Scared Crows
7
So Does An Automobile. Good
7
COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
All's Fair at the Fair.. Good
7
Always Kickin'
Fair
Playfyl Fry
Polar Beai-s ...Cute
10
Small
Okay
10
COLOR CRUISES (7)
10
Costa Riea
Fair
ID
GuatemaJa
Excellent
LjiDd of Inoa Memoriae. Fair
Mexico
Pw
. .
RctaMIt *t Puiama . . InterMting

. . 9/24/38
..Not Rev.
.. 2/11/39
..12/17/38
.. 1/21/39
.. 8/13/38
..10/15/38
..Not Rev.
. 4/ 1/39
18/27/38
1/12/38
2/11/39
4/29/39
. 1 1/26/38
.. 8/27/38
1/21/39
. 9/24/38
4/ 8/39

PARAMOUNT
(continued) Reviewed
Running
Comment
HEADLINERS (15)
81/i Issue 01
101/2. . 10/15/38
Time
Busse Rhythm
Standard
Champagne
Music of Snappy
. 3/ 4/39
Lawrence Welk
10 .11/26/38
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9 . 8/27/38
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . Excellent
10 . 7/16/38
Moments
of Charmthe Splendid
10
Music Through
. 2/11/39
Years
Lacks Movement .. . II .11/12/38
. 12/17/38
Orrin Tucker & Orch. ..Snappy
10
10
Song
Is
Born
Unusual
Three Kings and a
. 4/ 1/39
Queen
Good Music
10
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
1210
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
, 4/ 1/39
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short.. 10
3/ 4/39
9/24/38
Mildewed
, 12/17/38
10/15/38
Oh Say, Can You Ski?. . Commercial
10
Raising Canines
Interesting
10/15/36
Rube
Goldberg's Travel - Very Funny
gab
8/13/38
11/26/38
Tannhauser
Classic
10
That's Africa
Unusual
3/ 4/39
Unfinished Symphony ..Classic
1101
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
10 . 8/13/38
No. I
Standard
8/27/38
10 . 9/24/38
No. 2
Good
10 .11/19/38
No. 3
Slow
.12/
3/38
10
No. 4
Fair
9 . 1/21/39
No. 5
Fair
6
.
3/
4/39
2/11/39
No. 6
Interesting
9
No. 7
Very Good
10
No. 8
Interesting
10
5/ 6/39
No. 9
Fair
POPEYE
(12)
. 8/27/38
1/21/39
7 .. .. 2/18/39
Bulldozing the Bull . . . Very
7 . . 12/10/38
Good
..11/19/38
.
7
Cops Is Always Right. . Average
Almost a Reissue... , 7
Good
7
. . 4/29/39
Leave Well Enough
, 7 . . 9/24/38
7
Swell
. .Not Rev.
Wotta Nitemare ..
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
. 1 9/24/38
1/19/38
No. I
Fair
.Not
Rev.
No. 2
Interesting
10 . 4/ 1/39
No. 3
^-. - -.v-;
.0
No. 4
Diversified
SPECIAL (1) (Teoh.)
4/29/39
22
Aladdin derful
and Lamp
His Won- , Swell
10
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
10/15/38
3/38
10 . .. 12/
Excellent
10 . . 4/29/39
Champion Alrhoppers
Good
10 . . 2/11/39
Very Good
10 . . 8/27/38
Good Skates
10 .. .. 9/24/38
Hold Your Breatti
3/ 4/39
10
Good
Interesting
8/13/38
Swell Entertainment. 10 .. ...11/12/38
12/17/38
Sporting
10
Swell
10
Different
Super Athletes
Two Boys and a Dog. L OCCUPATIONS (6)
10 . 10/15/38
8/13/38
1 1 .. ...12/17/38
1/21/39
No. I
Very
Good
. . 4/29/39
No. 2
10
All
Risiht
No. 3
Good
No. 4
Interesting
RKO-RADIO 1938-39
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tedi.) 1 1
Beach Picnic
A Scream
8
191
Brave Little Tailor .... Great
Donald's Cousin Gus . Excellent
7
Donald's Golf Game
8
Donald's Lucky Day ...A Scream
8
Donald's Penguin
Swell
8
Farmyard
Real Treat
88
Ferdinand Symphony
the Bull . . AExcellent
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ... 8
Hockey
A Howl
MerbabiesChamp
(SS)
Good
88
Mother
Goose Goes
Hollywood
Outstanding
Pointer
Very Funny
871/2
PracticalDogPig
Great
81/2
Society
Show
8
Ugly Ducklino (SS) ... Wonderful
9
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Beaux and Errors Good
18
Clean Sweep
17
Clock
Wise
Funny
1618
Maid to Order
HEADLINERS (4)
Romancing Along
21
Sea
Very Good
1019
SwingMelody
Vacation
LEON ERROL (6)
Crime Rave
18
Home Boner
20
Major Difhculties Excellent
19
Moving Vanities
Laugh Getter
17
Stage Fright
Very Funny
18
MARCH OF TIME (13)
Refugee — Today &. Tomorrow Tops
17
State of the Nation ... La£ks Usual Punch.. 18
Young
America
IHexico's
New — Crisis. . Excellent
19
Mediterranean
— Background
18
Japan — Masterfor War
of the Stirring
Orient
Very Good
19
Dixie— U.S.A
Fine
19 ..

n

. Coming
.. 5/20/39
9/ 3/38
. 10/22/38
Rev.
...Not
5/20/39
. 10/22/38
10/29/38
... 10/22/38
5/20/39
3/25/39
. 10/22/38
. 10/22/38
5/20/39
Not Rev.
. 10/22/38
.10/ 1/38
. Not
4/ 8/39
Rev.
Not Rev.
Not 8/38
Rev.
,.10/
. Not Rev.
.Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
. 10/29/38
. 5/
9/ 6/39
3/38
. 12/24/38
. 1/21/39
. 2/11/39
. 3/18/39
. 4/15/39
5/13/39
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RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Running
Comment
Time
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
11
Arcnde Varieties
Fair
10
Cafe Rendezvous
9
Hello Mama
Fair
Readin'.
Writin' and
Rhythm
10
Samovar Serenade
Styles and Smiles
Good
1010
Talent Auction
Fair
10
Tropical Topics
10
Under a Gypsy Moon ..Just Filler
Venetian Moonlight
QUINTUPLETS (I)
RADIO FLASH (4)
Dog Gone
. Poor
16
Hectic Honeymoon
. Funny
17
Plumb Crazy . . .
16
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairie Papas
18
Ranch House Romeo
17
Western Welcome . . . . Diverting
Entertaining
20
REELISMS (9)
10
Air Waves
Outstanding
10
Dude Ranch
Exceptional ....
10
Gold
10
Newsreel
Unusual
8
Pilot Boat
Interesting
10
Submarine Circus
Unusual
9
Television
Very Interesting
10
Trans America
Fair
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
10
Big Leaguers
Good
1010
Bird Dogs
Excellent . .
10
Blue Grass
Excellent
Bow String
Excellent
108
Deep End
Excellent
10
Fisherman's
Paradise. . . Remarkable
Fascinating
On
the Wing
Smooth Approach
Very Good
9
Snow Falls
Thrills and Spills . . 9
Sporting Wings
Very Good
9

Reviewed
Issue of
. 5/ (;/,39
.Not
Rev.
. 4/ 8/39
.Not Rev.
Not Rev.
.10/ 1/38
. 10/29/38
.Not Rev.
. 9/ 3/38
.Not Rev.
. 5/ 6/39
. 10/29/38
Not Rev.
Not Rev.
8/39
. 4/
5/14/38
, 3/18/39
11/ 5/38
Not
Rev.
, 12/10/38
,.10/
2/ 4/39
1/38
5/6/31
. 10/22/38
, 4/22/39
.11/ 5/38
. 12/10/38
. 2/4/39
.10/ 1/38
9/ 4/.39
3/38
.. 2/
5/ 6/39
3/18/39
. 4/
8/39

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 . . Not Rev.
Daily Diet of Danger. .. Fast Action
9 .11/19/38
Filming
Big
Thrills
91/2..
Not Rev.
Recording Modern
Science
Very Good
10 .. 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autumn Fashions
Eye Filling
10 .10/15/38
Spi'ing
and Summer Excellent
Fashions
9 .. 4/15/39
Winter Styles
Very Good
10 ..12/24/38
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6)
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
10 .. 4/29/39
What Every Boy Should
Know
10 . . Not Rev.
What Every Girl Should
Know
Problematical
10 ..10/15/38
What Every Inventor
Should Know
10 . . Not Rev.
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
Golden California .. ..Good But Old
10 .. R/20/38
Good Neighbors
10 ..Not Rev.
Isle of Pleasure
Above Average
II ..10/15 '38
Land
of
Contentment
IO'/2
Rrv.
Mystic Siam
Fair
10 ...Not
4/29/39
Viking Trails
Very Good
II .12/24/38
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
Hunting Dogs
Fascinating
10 .. 4/ 1/39
Inside Baseball
10 ..Not Rev.
Shooting For Par
10 . .Not Rev.
Timber Toppers
Excellent
10 ..11/26/38
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Barnyard
Egg-citement Excellent
761/2.. 4/29/39
(Tech.)
61/2. Not
Chris Columbo
Good
8/20/39
Rev.
6'/2.
Cuckoo Bird
6I/2.
. Not Rev.
Doomsday (Tech.)
6'/2.
.Not Rev.
Frame Un
. Not Rev.
6"2.
Fl'ozeii
6 1/2. 10/15/38
Not Rev.
G. Man Feet
Jitters
6'/2.
Glass Slipper (Tech.) ... Good
Not Rev.
6I/2.
Goose Flies High
61/2. . Not
Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
10/15/38
New Comer
Satisfactory ...
6I/2. . Not Rev.
Nutty Network
One Gun Gary in the
6'/2. . N-it Rev.
Nick of Time
.Not Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
6"2. Not Rev.
6'/2.
Stranger Rides Again
Rev.
6I/2.
String Bean Jack
6'/2. ..Not
5/ 6/39
Their Last Bean
Very Good ....
.Not
Rev.
6'/2.
Three Beais
. Not Rev.
Village Blacksmith
.Not Rev.
Wolf's Side of the Story
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 in Tech.)
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
8 .12/24/38
Eternal
II ..10/ 8/38
Fox HuntFire
in the Ro- Interesting
man Campagna Good
10 ..in/15/38
Indian Road
10 . Not Rev
Indian Temple
10 ..Not Rev.
Jerusalem ..
Outstanding
ID .10/8/38
Jingle, The
10 . .Not Rev.
Maharajah
10 ..Not Rev.
Petra, the Lost City ...Excellent
8 ..12/24/38
River Thames
Beautiful
10 .. 4/ 8/39
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 ..10/ S/^R
Wanderers of the Desert. Interesting .
8 ..12/31/38

T R A D E

REVIEW

UNIVERSAL 1938-39
Running
Issue Of
Reviewed
Comment
Time
GOING PLACES (13)
No. 53
Good
9 . 9/24/38
No. 54
Good
10 . .11/12/38
No. 55
Excellent
10 . . 1 1/12/38
1/26/38
No. 56
Fairly Good
lOil . .. I12/10/38
No.
57
Very
Good
9
.
.
Not
Rev.
No. 58
9
2/25/39
No. 59
Fair
10 . .. 2/25/39
No. 60
Interesting
9 . Not
4/ 8/39
Rev.
No. 61
. . Interesting
10
No. 62
10
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
2/25/39
Bank Notes
Lively
19
8/20/38
Beauty Shoppe
Just Filler
20
Cafe Boheme
Passable
17
4/ 1/39
Not
Rev.
Gals and Gallows
19
12/
3/J8
Music and Models
Entertaining
18 .Not
Rev.
Nautical Knights
19
I 1/19/33
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18
Pharmacy Frolics
19
Not Rev.
Khyihin
Good
20'/2.
8/20/38
Side
Showc»lt
Fakir
Fairly Diversion
Good
20
9/24/38
Not
Rev.
Swing Sanatorium
19
2/11/39
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19
Not
Rev.
With Best Dishes
19
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
9/24/38
No. 53
Interesting
9
9/24/38
10/15/38
No. 54
Fair
9
No.
55
Okay
91/2.
No. 56
Very Good
9 . 12/ 3/38
No. 57
Interesting
9 . Not Rev.
No. 58
9
12/10
'38
No. 59
Interesting
9
2/25/39
3/ 4/39
No. 60
Very Good
9
No. 61
Just Fair
9 .Not
4/ 1/39
Rev.
No. 62
10
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby of
Kittens
Cute
8
Birth
a Toothpick
9/24/38
1/26 Rev.
'38
Cat
and Cuckoo
Bell
Okay ..... ..... . • ■ 7 ....1Not
Not
Rev.
Charlie
"
■
7
Clack Pot Cruise
. Not Rev.
7
Disobedient Mouse
Good
1Not
1 /?r Rev.
'38
... 12/17/38
I'm
Just
a
Jitterbug
Little Blue Blackbird . Average
77 . 4/ 8/39
Little Tough Mice
Good
7 . 3/ 4/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 . 4/ 1/39
One Armed Bandit ....Enjoyable
7 .11/19/38
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7
1/12/38
Rev.
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7 ..INot
Soup to Muts
7
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
March of Freedom ... Well Done
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)

5/20/39

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1938-39
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
Rev.
Boarder Trouble
... 17 .Not
. Not Rev.
Cleaning
Up
17
Not Rev.
Fat Chance
17
Rev.
Hats and Dogs
20 .. Not
Not Rev.
Home Cheap Home
20
Not
Rev.
Knight Is Young
20
.Not
Murder With Reservations 21 . Not Rev.
Projection Room
20 . Not Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rollin'
in
Rhythm
20
Seeing Spots
20 ..Not
3/11/39
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20 . 1/14/39
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20 . Not Rev.
Spare Parts
20"
Stardust
Very Clever
18 . 12/ 3/38
Sundae Serenade
20 . Not Rev.
Toyland Casino
Great
22 ..Not
Rev.
10/ 8/38
Two Shadows
20
Not
Rev.
.
8/20/38
You're
Next-To
Closing.
20
Zero Girl
Good
20
COLOR PARADE (13)
. 10/ 8/38
China
Today
Interesting
II10 . Not Rev.
For Your
(Convenience
. 1 1/26/38
Mechanix Illustrated ...Interesting
10 . 1/14/39
Mechanix Illustrated ?;2. Interesting
10 . 3/Coming
4/39
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10
.
8/27/38
Mechanix
Illustrated
~4
Interesting
10
Miracles of Sport
Very Good
10 ..Not
12/17/38
Rev.
Nature's
Interesting
1010
Points OnMimics
Pointers
Roaming Cameraman
. 3/25/39
No. I
Interesting
II
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
Campus Cinderella ... Very Good
18 . 9/17/38
Declaration
of Inde18 . 10/15/38
Lincoln in the White pendence None Better
(doming
House
Outstanding
20 .. . 1/14/39
Quiet Please
Entertaining
20
3/25/39
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops .... 20 .. 12/17/38
Swingtime In the Movies. Excellent
20
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
4/ 3/38
1/39
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7 .. 12/
Daffy Doc
Lively
7 . Not Rev.
It's
An III Kolumbus,
Wind
77
Not Rev.
Kristopher
Jr
Lone Stranger and
Coming
Porky
Very Funny
7 .. .3/11/39
Not Rev.
Porky and Teabiscuit . . Amusing
7
Porky in Egypt
7
Porky in Wackyland
7 . 3/ 4/39
Rsv
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
7 ...Not
10/15/38
12/17/38
Porky's
Naughty
Nephew
Average
7
Porky the Gob
Amusing
7 . Not Rev.
Porky's Tire Trouble
7
MELODY MASTERS (18)
.12/17/38
Dave Apollon (4706) Fair
7
Dave Apollon and His
Not Rev.
Club Casanova Orch
7 ..Not
Blue Barron
iO .Not Rev.
Larry Clinton (4701)
10 .Not Rev.
Larry Clinton (4714)
10 .Not Rev.
Jimmy Dorsey
9 . 5/20/39
It's
McCoy
Sweet
and Hot ... 1010 . 10/ 8/38
MerletheKendrick
Excellent
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
10 . 9/17/38

10Page 23
10
Running (Con.)
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
Reviewed
Issue Of
Comment
10
Time
MELODY MASTERS (Cont.)
Rev.
Jerry Livingston
..Not
1/14/39
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
Kuss
MusiG Morgan
With a Smile In Fair Swingcopation . , 10
3/ 4/39
1/39
Happy
felton Style... Okay
Lively and Peppy ... 10 , 4/
7/23/38
Artie Shaw
MERRIE MELODIES C26) (Tech.)
Bars and Stripes ForRev.
. Coming
ever 7 . .Not
Believe It Or Else
Clever Satirt ....... 7 . 12/17/38
Count
7
Daffy Me
DuckOut
and the Fair
Dinosaur
Excellent
7 . 3/25/39
Daffy Duck in Hollywood
7
Rev.
3/18/38
1/14/39
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7 ..Not
Dog Gone Modern
Funny
7 . 9/17/38
Feud There Was
Grab It
7 .Not Rev.
Goldrush Daze
7 . Not Rev.
Ham-ateur Night
7
Not Rev.
Hobo
Gadget
Band
7
Johnny Smith and
.
12/17/38
Poker-Huntas
Swell
7 . 10/15/38
Little Pancho Vanilla. . Clever
7
Not Rev.
Mice Will Play
7
1/26/38
Night Watchman
Entertaining
7 .. 14/
8/39
Prest-o Change-o
Good
7 .12/
3/38
3/ 4/39
Rev.
Rohit^hood Makes Good . Diverting
7 . Not
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
7
You're An Education . . Fair
7
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
. 10/ 8/38
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9 . Not Rev
Master's Touch
10
Pow Wow
Very Interesting .... 10 . 9/17/38
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
. 3/25/39
Chained
Gripping
10 . 12/ 3/38
Deiying Death
Thrilling
II . 3/ 4/39
High Peril
Good Suspense
12 .. 9/24/38
1/14/39
Human Bomb
One of the Best
12
Not Rev.
Identified
Excellent
12
Minute From Death
12 . 12/17/38
Not Rev.
Toils of the Law
12
Treacherous Water .... Thrilling
12 . 5/20/39
Voodoo Fire
Satisfactory
12
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
. Not Rev.
Crawfords at Home
10
5/20/39
Dean of the Pasteboards Informative
10 .. 12/17/38
Gadgeteers
Kind of Silly
10 . 9/17/38
Great Library Misery ..Excellent
II .Not Rev.
Right Way
10 . I 1/26/38
Robbin' Good
Excellent
10 . 1/14/39
Ski
Girl
Splendid
10
Table Manners
Good
10 .. 9/17/38
3/18/39
Tax Trouble
Fair
10 .Not
Rev.
Vaudeville Interlude
10
BROADWAY 1939-40
BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)
II
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlia — The Heart
of Sweden (Sanders).. I
10
Datelines ( Lenauer) . . . . I
8
Fishing in the Fjords
10
(Sanders)
I
Frosty Frolics (Lenauer). I
Gems of the Orient
. Interesting
10
(Modei'n)
11
Getting
Your
Money's
Worth
(Lenauer)
.
.
.
Man's Paradise (Modern)
35
19
Master of the Camera
20
10
(PictorialLingers
Films) On ... . Good
Interesting
Memory
2810
(Ennis)
Midsummer
In Sweden Interesting
1010
New(Sanders)
England. Yesterday . Beautiful
& Today
Handy). Very Good
North
Seathe(Jam
(Lenauer)
Trailing
Jaguar ... Exciting ..
(H
off
berg)
Trees
and Pict.)
Men (IVIodern . Very Interesting
Talking
10
SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
Ancient Cities of
10
Southern andFrance
.... Interesting
Beautiful
Gay Buda
1010
Very
Good
pest
Cebu
9
Fabulous Marseilles
Hong
Kong.
Gateway
to
Excellent
China
10
Makassar
10
Manila. Queen City of Good ...
10
the Pacific
10
Fascinating
10
Superb
.
.
.
.
Norman
Coast
Old Towns of Normandy Good
Resort and Quaint Towns Excellent
1010
of the Blue Coast ... Excellent
Rio de Janeiro
Fascinating
Singapore, Cross Roads Fascinating
of the East
Venice
SERIALS
No. Chaps.
COLUMBIA
Flying G-Men
Great
Adventures
of Wild
Bill Hickok
Mandrake the Magician
Spider's Web
REPUBLIC
Dick Tracy Returns
Fighting Devil Dogs
Hawk of the Wilderness
Lone Ranger Returns
UNIVERSAL
Buck Rogers
Oregon Trail
Red Barry
Scouts to the Rescue

15 Chaps.
15 Chaps.
12 Chaps.
15 Chaps.
15 Chaps.
12 Chaps.
12 Chaps.
15 Chaps-

.11/ 5/38
. 6/18/38
.11/ 5/38
. 12/17/38
. . 3/25/39
. . 12/17/38
. . 7/16/38
. 3/12/38
. 8/13/38
..11/ 5/38
. . 4/ 1/39
. . 3/18/39
. . 6/25/38
. . 5/14/38
. . 8/ 6/38
.. 4/16/38
.... 6/1
1/38
6/11/38
.. 2/12/38
. . 8/ 6/3?
2/l2/3!i
6/1 1/38
4/16/38
4/16/38
8/ 6/38
2/12/38
8/ 6/38
Issue Of
Reviewed
7/23/38
2/
4/39
5/13/39
10/29/38
8/
6/38
11/26/38
5/28/38
2/18/39

2/1 1/39
15 ChatS.
15 Chaps.
5/20/39
10/22/38
12/10/38
13 Chaps.
12 Chaps.
PUNTED AT PLANT OF
HUGHES PRINTING CO.
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA.
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beginning his second year as a United Artists producer. Although
chiefly known as a producer of comedies, he shows his vo'satility with
"Captain Fury." a drama opening at Radio City Music Hal' this week.

HELLO

MR.

EXHIBITOR

An absolute sensation at the Astor, N. Y. and 4 -Star Theatre, L. A.
Topping "Pygmalion" and now being launched in the same
showmanship manner. A friendly hit from the Friendly Company.
Directed by SAM
WOOD. Screen Play
by R. C. Scherriff,
Claudine West and
Eric Maschwitz.
Produced by Victor
Saville. An M-G-M.
Pictu re.
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to

Commercialism
One

cannot attend two national exhibitor conventions

every year for many years without arriving at the con'
elusion that there is too much commercialism in exhibitor
conventions

and not enough accomplishments worthy of
bringing a representative group together from all over
this broad country.
The situation has resolved itself down to that dangerous
stage where it appears to be the prime purpose of all convention committees to figure out how much they can make
in profit rather than how much they can do to help solve
the problems of the exhibitors.
In the first place the sponsoring organi2,ations should
mvitt equipment manufacturers, dealers, distributors and

everybody else to come and display their wares or shov^^
their product and NOT sell them the space. The exposition halls of any exhibitor convention should be
crammed full of interesting equipment and apparatus essential to the safe, sane and profitable operation of
theatres and product information and accessories needed
to sell the attractions to the public. It is a service that
should be uppermost in the minds and activity of any
genuine convention committee.
In the second place, ALL convention programs should
be abolished as being one of the lousiest forms of rackets
ever conceived and undoubtedly thought up by some
master mind who was more intent on making a profit

than staging a constructive and intelligent convention.
In the third place, the raising of funds of ANY KIND
should be taboo because it is mostly staged bunk and takes
of the exhibitors who are easily swayed by
eloquent speakers and oral pictures of disaster that can
only be averted by the massing of many dollars for the
advantage

poor, over-tired committee to "carry on your, the exhibitor's, fight to keep you in business."
Pure bunk. And the proponents of such drives and
ideas know it full well.
If there are going to be conventions, for Heaven's sake,
why not present an intelligent program designed to bring
before the attending exhibitors the important matters confronting their branch of the industry and make some attempt to create unity among them so that a united front
might be maintained in any organi2,ed fight on which the
vote of the delegates so decides.
is a single exhibitor, and we don't
if there
doubtwho
We those
are active in some unit of the national
mean
organization, who will find fault with a single word we
have written here. On the contrary, thev will probably
admit it to be the truth but the kind of truth that no
one has uttered before.
The

conventions

are nothing more than an excuse for

in

aae

Conventions

the home-town unit to show the other boys how much
better they can stage a convention. They go haywire
in their entertainment plans and it wasn't so long ago
that one "choice" bit of convention entertainment threatened to become a national scandal. And they go nuts
trying to devise ways and means of making
the individuals or the local group.

a profit for

How much the space-buyers in the display section of
a convention or in the ads they buy in the racket journals,
get out of their investment, you can find out for yourselves by simply asking them. But each year they are
told about the imaginary "army" of buying exhibitors
who will descend like an avalanche upon the convention
city and spend all kinds of money buying equipment and
so forth.
And they'll be told how the journal will be a perpetual
reminder back home on their desks and how it will pay
big dividends in future business and goodwill for the
advertisers and that the exhibitors will buy from advertisers ifonly to show their appreciation for the advertiser supporting the organi2;ation and the journal.
More bunk. Not one in twenty even take the journal
away with them and those that do relegate it to the junk
shelf back home where they won't look at it a second time
unless their picture is in it or some mention of their name.
And

then there are the "business" sessions of the convention itself. Holy mackerel! Did you ever hear a

sensible, intelligent discussion of an exhibitor problem on
such an occasion that actually accomplished something
constructive or helped the exhibitor? Do tell us about it.
We're doggoned if we can recall anything.
But we do recall passionate appeals for the raising of
funds or a patience-rending speech that involved an hour
to say something that could be said more effectively in
ten minutes. And those resolutions!!! To think that
apparently intelligent men would spend long hours writing them. And what ever happens to them afterwards?
Who knows?
And

then (and you

can always count

on this) there

must be the carefully staged "fireworks" that will "rock
the industry to its very foundations." Someone will get
up and lambast the life out of some particular distributor
over something that has been going on for years and
years and which, if unfair, could in all probabilities be
ironed out by a quiet discussion with the heads of the
company

so singled out.

By which we don't mean that there aren't plenty of
abuses and practices that should have been kicked out of
the industry years ago.

But what

anything constructive to help

convention

ever did

(ConXi'nue.d. on paoe 5 )
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Ed Kuykendali, MPTOA president, this week declined an
invitation to attend the Allied Convention in Minneapolis June
13-15. He gave as his reasons
approaches to the industry's problems. Kuj'-kendall had been put on
the Allied transportation committee and said in his letter to Steffes,
declining the invitation to appear that he felt that to be in jest.
In a letter to all exhibitors sent
out last week-end, W. A. Steffes,
chairman of the Allied convention
committee pointed out that the
convention would take up two important subjects. The first will be
an open forum on the "so-called
trade
proposals."
Thea
second practice
will be the
question of
national buying combine. An analysis of the various companies'
selling policies is expected to take
a considerable part of the threeday program.
"No doubt, after the discussions
have been completed," said
Steffes,and
"a secret
ballot might
be
taken
this matter
on trade
practice reforms settled once and
all." of the sales managers
forMany
and other distribution executives
of the major companies will attend the convention. It was announced this week lhat Jack'
Schlaifer, vice-president and
Western sales manager of United
Artists would attend.
Theatre

Ins. Co. Looms

As Liability Rates Go Up
Formation of a theatre insurance
company by large circuits and indies
is now under discussion followins a
court decision holding that owners
are responsible for the safety of
patrons. This resulted in an increase
of personal liability insurance rates.
Rates have been increased from 11
cents per hundred admissions to 18
cents per hundred admissions, an
increase of approximately 63 per
cent, it was said.

Showmen

to Give

Trade
Shows

This Summer

IN THEATRELESS

TOWNS

More than 300 showmen will be
in the field with 16mm. pictures
this Fall according to William
TWO PROMOTIONS
Jordan of Films, Inc., a veteran
in the 16mm. distribution field.
Pare Westmore, one of the four Most of these shows are free and
f?.mous Westmore brothers, make usually include features, cartoons
up experts, shows how he does it and other subjects. The shows
IN RKO'S FORCES
to a group of admiring writers generally run about two hours and
Colquhoun Is Advanced to at a cocktail party in the Rainbow Room in New York last give
ads, according
to Jordan.
ample space
to merchants'
Branch Managership
week. Perc is with W.B. Studios.
For example, Roy Dennis of
Wabash,
Ind.
operates
18 each
cirTwo promotions of men on
cuits in the
Hoosier
State,
RKO's field force were ancircuit supplying six towns with
nounced this week by Sales Man- GALA
PREMIERE
free movie shows sponsored b}'
local merchants.
ager Jules Levy. Other changes
were made at the same time, all
The shows are often given in
from the ranks of the company.
the street and have an attendance
N. J. Colquhoun, sales manager
running as high as 1,000.
in the Memphis office, has been
Dennis believes that such 16mm.
"LINCOLN"
Fox Will
Take Party shows are an aid to the industry
promoted to manager of the 20th-FOR
inasmuch as he never has these
Charlotte branch, where he sucof Writers to Springfield
free shows in towns which have a
ceeds Joe Brecheen, who is promoted to the managersliip of the
theatre and that such showings in
larger Atlanta office. Brecheen
An extensive program has been theatreless towns whet the public
takes the place of Guy Brown
who resigned.
arranged by 20th Century-Fox for appetite for movies to such an extent that they demand a film theLou Padolf rejoins the com- the world premiere of "Young
atre.
pany and has been assigned to Mr. Lincoln" at Springfield, 111.,
the Detroit staff. Grover Wray on Decoration Day. A special
Grainger In Toronto
has joined the Memphis staff and train will carry more than 100
Scott Chesnutt has been added to newspaper men including trade
James R. Grainger, Republic
the staff at Oklahoma City. Lou paper representatives to Spring- President, attended the annual
field for the premiere.
Fink, Robert Renz and Joseph P.
Lowell Thomas will act as convention of Empire Films, Ltd.
Smith have been added to the
Republic's Canadian outlet on
staffs at Los Angeles, Buffalo and master of ceremonies at the pro- Thursday
and Friday of this week
gram
preceding
the
opening
Boston, respectively, as student
at
the
Royal
York Hotel in Torwhich will be featured by songs
salesmen. Harry Levinson, foronto.
He
outlined
Republic's promerly booker in Chicago, has by Marian Anderson, famous negram for the new season.
gro
contralto.
Others
will
include
been promoted to the post of office manager in the Detroit ofifice. Alice Brady, Arleen Whelan, Binnie Barnes, Eddie Collins and Cesar Romero, who will come from
Tax Bill Passed
the 20th Century-Fox Studios.
MOTION PICTURE
A bill permitting cities in New
S
Trade
Review
York State to tax theatres has
SHOWMEN'
been passed. The measure also
FURY" AT FAIR
Vol.30, No. 18
gives theatres the right to impose
MayS. 27,
an excise tax on the possession Roach Film Previewed at Title and Trade Mark Reg. U.
Pat. 1939
Off.
and
operation
of
vending
maAustralian Pavilion
chines.
Charles
"Chick"
EditorE. and
PublisherLewis

the two organizations' diiferent
!^

A screening of Hal Roach's
"Captain Fury" was held for members of the film industry and the
Asks
Better
Understanding
trade press at the Australian pavilion of the British Empire BuildMyers Still Hopes For Distributor Action
ing at the World's Fair Wednesday afternoon. Buffet refreshments were served to the guests
To Settle Industry's Problems
following
the preview. L. R. MacAbram F. Myers, general counsel and board chairman of
Gregor,
Australian
High CommisAllied, stated this week that the propaganda against the Neely
sioner at the Fair, and W. G.
Bill did not contribute to a clear understanding of the measure. Van Schmus, managing director
of the Radio City Music Hall,
He made this statement in a mes- -'^
sage to the New York Allied Con- points of view frequentljr accom- were hosts.
vention in New York.
panied by vituperation and abuse."
In 'his message to the New
William F. Rodgers, MGM sales
Diamond To Coast
York convention, Myers said thai manager told the convention ThursLou Diamond, head of Parathe organization's hope for sweepday that the trade practice code
ing changes in policy through ac- carries the distributors to the mount's short subject department,
tion by the distributors was not
will leave shortly for Hollywood
entirely dead. He pleaded for a breaking point and that if it is not on his semi-annual visit for the
accepted
they
will
take
their
better understanding and stated,
viewing available inchances on legislation. No more purpose of dependent
short subject product
"What especially
me is concessions could possibly be made
that the discussion,worries
now carried
which may be incorporated into
into the open, still consists of by the distributors, he said, but he Paramount's 1939-40' short subdogmatic assertions of conflicting '.predicted the adoption of the code.
ject line-up.
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"Young Mr. Lincoln" in Springhcld,
111., Decoration Da}-. Ever_\-thing on
a quality, and prestige scale! New
York Allied put on a good show
at the con\'cntion in New ^'ork — a
show that was worthy of a larger
attendance than it got. AIGAI with
a booth arranged by Bill Ferguson,
was tops with a pi)pular stunt —
voice tests (you talked into a mike
and right back at you came the canned version of your words and
giggles). Next most popular gathering place was RCA Photophone's
display — it had a home television
set where you could pick up sightand-sound broadcasting ; it was arranged b_\' Ed Jones, head man of
RCA Photophone advertising.
People you like to meet : E. J.
Vallen, one of the hardest working
and pleasantest men engaged in any
part of film business — he's an engineer and works with micrometers,
slide rules, etc., in designing curtain
and proscenium equipment. Walter
E. Green, head man of National
Theatre Supply, wdio keeps young,
good-humored and cordial — without
doing all those allegedly goodhumor giving stunts of exercising
in gyms, on golf courses, or tennis
courts. Andrew Geitner, of the
Geitner theatre. Silver Creek, N. Y.
— a showman from his soles to his
scalp. Herman Lorence, of Cattaraugus, N. Y., W in. Kunzman, National Carbon; Joe Hornstein; P.
A. McGuire and many others in the
equipment field.
HERMAN

UASTOCK

SEES BRIGHTOUTLOOK
Her United Artists stock is not
on the market, declared Mary
Pickford at a press conference
last Saturday on her arrival from
the Coast. She and the other four
owners of the company, Douglas
Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin, Alexander Korda and Samuel Goldwyn also have binding contracts
which prevent them from making
pictures for release by any other
distributor, she stated. This was
taken as an indication tliat should
Goldwyn attempt to release any
pictures through any other distributor than UA that the company would immediately obtain an
injunction to prevent it, a procedure that was given as an example
by Murray Silverstone of what
would happen should any of the
other four attempt this.
Miss Pickford declared that
Vt^ith the present management and
the lineup of 11 producers for
next season, the outlook was the
brightest for the company that it
has been in many years.
In making her flat statement
that her stock was not on the
market she was backed up by Silverstone, chief of world wide
operations for the company, who
added that the same held true of
Fairbanks, Chaplin and Korda.
SUMMER

RESIGNING

CLOSINGS

10 RKO Houses Scheduled
to Put Up Shutters

Report from the Coast Says
Schaefer Will Fill Post

Ten RKO theatres will close
Holly wood^Abrogation of his within the next few weeks for the
contract, to take ettect Oct. 1, has summer, it has been announced by
been requested by Pandio S. Ber- John J. O'Connor, vice-president
man, RKO Radio's vice-president and general manager of the RKO
in charge of production. The circuit, as follows: The Strand,
resignation has been sent to Syracuse; Trent, Trenton; Albee,
George Schaefer, company presi- Providence; Majestic, Columbus;
dent, and it is expected the re- Orpheum, Kansas City; Central,
quest will be granted. Schaefer Y'onkers; Orpheum, Champaign;
himself will probably take charge Century, Rochester, and the Alof production.
den, Jamaica.
Commercial

ism

(Continued

In Conventions

from page 3 )

solve those practices and abuses, except to use them as the
springboard for hot air and appeals?
Conventions, as we once were led to believe, were sup'
posed to bring about a constructive and fair-minded dis'
cussion of the problems confronting those attending. Instead we find that the conventions in our industry are
merely a means of promoting something or other, but
rarely accomplishing that for v/hich they are intended.
So, in conclusion, we beg to say that we will continue
to attend these so'called conventions

ever hoping

for

Utopia and the first convention that will really accomplish something good, constructive and worth while.
— 'CHICK" LEWIS

Important Dates
NEW
EXHIB
June 4-6: Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina convention, Ocean Park
Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
June 8-10: Paramount convention. Hotel
Aniha.ssador, Los Angeles.
UNITINILL.
June 12: MPTO of Va. midsummer
convention, Roanoke Hotel, Roanoke.
June 13-15: Allied National convention, Kuykendall Talks At
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis.
Its First Meeting
June chester
19-22:
CountryRKO
Club, Convention,
Rye. N. Y. WestJune 19-22: National Conference on
Visual Education, Francis W. Parker
MAY johTthe mptoa
School, Chicago.

GOV'T

FROWNS

BUYING

ON

COMBINE

The proposed booking combine fostered by Allied which
would include 2,500 theatres has
"no economic justification", declared arepresentative of the Department of Justice this week.
Such a combine would create a
monopoly similar to that of the
major companies
the Department is tryingwhich
to break
up
through its equity suit in New
York and other suits elsewhere.
This statement was prefaced by
a remark by the Department of
Justice representative that he did
not take the reports of the combine seriously, despite the fact
that some smaller ones have been
formed in various parts of the
country and there was talk of
banding them all together.

A new exihibtor unit has been
organized
in Illinois
withis 50
members to start
with. It
believed
that the new unit, calling itself
the United Theatre Owners of
Illinois will affiliate itself with
the MPTOA.
Edward Zorn of Pontiac was
appointed chairman of the group
and named Jules Rubens of the
Great States Circuit, Fred Anderson of the Anderson Circuit, G.
A. Alger of the Alger Circuit and
H. B. Bailey of Bailey Enterprises as an organization committee. They will meet in Springfield
next Wednesday to perfect the
organization. Circuit and independent theatres will back the
new exhibitor group.
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
MPTOA, addressed the first
meeting of the group on Monday
of his week'. He urged cooperation
among them to solve the industry's problems.
The
new group
men from
all overrepresents
the state.theatre-
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Two weeks ago, in an editorial, "Chick" Lewis hinted that Max
Cohen and his New York AlHed organization might not be quite as
pro-AUied as the name of the organization impHed. Last week STR
pubhshed a letter from Cohen in which he said, "You seem to raise
the question that New York Allied's loyalty to the national organization is rather thin and, therefore, subject to criticism. Rather than
create any veiled insinuations, you should have stated the facts if
youYour
haveownthem".
organization has furnished them, Mr. Cohen. You have
only to read the statement in your own convention program by
Harry G. Kosch, attorney for the New York Allied organization,
who puts them very succinctly. And as if to emphasize still further
the thought, Film Daily sees " 'friction' between the national body
and the local unit".
"Chick's" editorial is thus justified by the representative of your
own organization. And to again quote your letter, Mr. Cohen, "If
we are to get anywhere in this industry and if there are forces in it
working with ulterior motives, let's get them into the open regardless of where the weight may fall."
And, furthermore, Mr. Cohen, you allowed Harry Brandt the floor
of your Convention to attack the Association of which you are a
part, which justifies the rest of the editorial.

Y.

27, 1939

Combination

ALUED

Harmony
Cohen

Stressed

and

Meeting

Cole

By
at

Wednesday

x-VlHed of New York celebrated
the first year of its existence with
a three-day convention that opened
Tuesday morning at the Astor
Hotel, New York. Reported registration of exhibitors was about fifty.
Rumors to the efliect that there
was a wide rift between the New
York unit and National Allied persisted throughout the first day and
a half of the convention. At the
open meeting Wednesday, Max A.
Cohen, president, vigorously denied
that there was any cleavage between
Allied of New York and the National body. Col. H. A. Cole, head
of Allied States, addressed the
meeting — paid tribute to the growth
and achievements of the year-old
"baby" of the Allied organization.
Col. Cole's address was a defense
Fete
Joseph
on Anniversary
of his and National Allied's stand
that only through legislation and
litigation can the independent exTestimonial For Universal's New Haven
hibitor hope foi relief from the
Manager
on 25 Years With Company
evils which are charged to practices
within the industry. Repeated atNew Haven, Conn. — More than one hundred exhibitor friends
tempts at negotiation, broken promises on the part of the distributors,
of Morris Joseph, manager of Universal's New Haven Ex- he said, had failed and that when
change, together with home office executives gathered at the
exchange headquarters here Tues-,,■^pager of E. M. Loew Theatres; Mike the "privileges which have become
day, to celebrate his silver anni Daly, Daly Theatre ; Charles Repass accepted as 'rights' in the industry
versary in service with Universal. Crown Theatre ; Martin Keleher, Prin- are returned to their proper status
cess Theatre; M. Lieberman, Proven by regulation, he and Allied will be
Joseph started with Universal in Pictures;
M. Shulman, Rivoli and Web1914, selling out of the New York
ster Theatres; Theodore Harris, State
Theatre.
glad
to return
negotiation."
After
Col. toCole
concluded his
Exchange. Between that time and
Waterbury : C. Mascoli, Alham1925, he worked in Springfield, braFrom
Theatre ; J. Mascoli, Cameo Theatre ; speech, Cohen called to the speaker's
New Haven, Cleveland and Kan- N. Mascoli, Carroll and Plaza Theatres; stand Harry Brandt, head of the
Doren, Hamilton Theatre; Wil- ITOA. Brandt declared there is
sas City. In 1925 he became man- E. Van
liam Sirica and F. Quatrano, Lido The- need for a national organization that
ager of the New Haven Exchange,
atre;
M.
Sirica, Capitol Theatre.
and has been there since.
Also attending from various cities and exhibitors who are interested in
Among the home office contingent at- towns in Connecticut were : M. Cascioli, protecting their own business from
tending were: William A. Scully, general D. Blaine, J. Berens, Ted Jacocks, James
sales manager, F. J. A. McCarthy, East- Casey, A. Boscardine, J. Faith, N. Lam- enemies from without (taxation,
ern Sales Manager and A. J. Herman. Disbert, S. Lambert, J. Markoff, James Ma- particularly) and getting the right
trict Manager. TTie exhibitor guests in- honey of the Inter-state Theatres Corp., kind of representation within the
cluded the following ;
William Pine and Johnny Evers, Joe Dican join and work with for
ironi New Haven: H. Lavietes, Pe- Francesco, William Hoyt and A. Jacocks, industry
their own good.
quot Theatre ; J. Cannon, Cannon The- J. Dombe, Jr., Leo Schapiro.
atre; J. DeLucia, Dreamland Theatre,
As Brandt took the stand. Col.
S. Rosen, A. Lockwood, Leo BonJ. Hurwitz, State Theatre; A. Johnson, off,Also
A. L. Ricci, M. Pouzzner, E. Doran,
Cole
left the meeting room. He reStrand Theatre; M. Bailey, VVhalley The- Mrs. L. Flack, Mr. and Mrs. Hess, J.
atre and M. Tomasino, Victory and Findlay, Ralph Pasho, P. Perokas, J. D.
turned later. Queried after the lueetWhiteway Theatres. Also the Fishman Sirica, Max Tabackman, George Lewitt,
said he did not wish to rebrothers, representing their circuit of J. Kata, Irwin Wheeler, Charles Morse, ing. Cole
main
seven theatres.
Brandt. and enter into a debate with
A.
J.
Smith,
H.
Fontaine,
M.
Hadelman,
From Bridgeport : M. Jacobson, M. J. Walsh and Ben Leo. Also J. Panoras,
Levine and M. Kaufman, representing the Al Pickus, Robert Schwartz, George
Two resolutions, both re-affirming
Strand Amusement Company ; Al Schu- Wilkinson, Joe Reed, A. F. Smith.
man, Black Rock Theatre ; S. HadelFrom Warner Bros. Theatres came New York Allied's wish to continue
man, Capitol Theatre ; Harold Taback- I. J. Hoffman, Max Hoffman, Dan Finn, negotiations based on the Trade
man, Bostwick Theatre ; Joe Corwekl, Guy Barrett, B. F. Hoffman, Larry Practice Pact were passed. Both
Liberty Theatre; Phil Schwartz, Park- Ge rmaine. Harry Shaw, Poll, N. E. Divi- praised National Allied and repeated
way Theatre ; A. Prakas, Rivoli Theatre,
sion Manager, Matt Saunders, manager of
and Louis Anger.
the Poli, Bridgeport and M. Rosenthal, the New York unit's determination
From Hartford : George Landers, man- manager of the Majestic in Bridgeport. to work whole-heartedly with the

Ann Sheridan, star of Walter
Wanger's "Winter Carnival" and
Monroe Greenthal, director of exploitation for United Artists, discussing plans relating to the combining of her "oomph" with his
glamour, which is quite a stunt.
national body — but both declared
for continuance of negotiations. This
difi^erence between the policy of
National Allied and the New York
organization, both the resolutions
and the remarks of Cohen glossed
over as indicative of no conflict.
Abram F. Myers, general
counsel of Allied States, scheduled to make an address at the
Wednesday meeting, was unable
to be present.
The concluding session, held
Tliursday, was an open forum to
discuss the topic, Self Regulation.
The convention concluded in a
burst of the birthday spirit at the
dinner, dancing and entertainment
which marked the first annual banquet of Allied of New York.
LEADING
AT

RKO

EXHIBS
LOUNGE

Several Register There This
Week

On N. Y. Visits

Several out-of-town exhibitors
registered
this weekit atwasRKOannounced
Radio's
exhibitor lounge,
by H. M. Richey, director of exhibitor relations. Among those signing the register were:
Col. H. A. Cole, president of
Allied ; E. C. Beatty, president and
treasurer of the Butterfield Circuit,
Detroit, Mich. ; A. K. Howard, secretary of Allied, Boston ; J. C. Caldwell, Lee Theatre, Appomattox,
Va. ; John
Gardner,
Gardner
atres, Schnectady,
N. Y.
; CharlesTheF.
Wilson, Bijou Theatre, Troy, N. Y. ;
J. Constantion, James Theatre,
Syracuse ; R. P. Merriman, Franklin
Theatre, Syracuse; Steve Tarbell,
Smalley Theatres, Cooperstown, N.
Y.
; Roy Pahley,
Theatres,
Interlaken,
N. Y. ;Lake
Samuel
A. Feir,

Home office executives, Canadian representatives, division managers, branch managers and salesmen from the nine
Midwest exchanges present at the second of a series of three sales meetings held by Columbia Pictures Corporation
at Chicago, May 14 to 16. On the dais, reading from left to right are: George Josephs, mgr. sales accounting; Maurice
Crad, director sales promotion; Lou Resenfeld, general manager for Canada; Irving Moross, Columbia attorney; Rube
w
-f^'j^^L^
"'^'^■' sales
^' '^°"*^Sue,
manager; Jack Cohn, vice-president; Louis Astor, circuit sales; Max
Weisfeldt,
short subject
supervisor;general
Louis sales
Weinberg, circuit sales and Maurice Bergman, ad. and pub. director.

Hastings Theatre, Hastings on Hudson, N. Y, ; I. M. Rappaport, Hippodrome Theatre. Baltimore ; C. H.
Olive, Atlas Theatre, Washington ;
George Roy and Mrs Roy of the
State Theatre, Eugene, Ore., and the
Oregon State, Corvallis ; L. Tunick
and Mrs. Tunick, of the Brooklyn
Theatre, Baltimore, and the Hollywood, Halethorpe, Md.
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PROLOGUE

HISTORY/

SIXTH

AVENUE,

N.Y.C.

Bridal Suite
Legion
(Hollyzvood Freviezv)
MGM

Comedy-Drama

67 mins.

Grand Casting of Marquee Names Should
Help Draw Better Than Average Returns
(National Release Date, May 26)
Cast: Annabella, Robert Young, Walter
Connolly, Billie Burke, Gene Lockhart and
others. Screenplay by Samuel Hoffenstein.
Story by Gottfried Reinhardt and Virginia
Faulkner. Directed by William Thiele. Associate Producer, Edgar Selwyn.
Plot: American playboj^ Robert Young,
having jilted his English fiancee, Virginia
Field, twice on their wedding day, has had
his
allowance
ofi' by but
his exasperated
father,
Gene cut
Lockhart,
his doting
mother, Billie Burke, feels he is a victim of
amnesia so she hurries him off to Switzerland to allow Psychiatrist Walter Connolly
to look him over. At the Swiss Inn he meets
and falls in love with Annabella who pracruns the in
resort,
isn't long
foretically
she falls
love and
withit him.
Afterbe-a
series of meetings in the inn kitchen, Annabella's boudoir and a lofty crag in the Alps,
the couple is separated by the Doctor who
denounces the playboy as a wastrel. The
latter and his mother set sail for America
with the boy about to marry the English
girl aboard ship, but the Swiss miss boards
the ship in the nick of time and she marries
the boy instead.
SUMMARY: The marquee names should
help this one at the box ofihce to hold its
own as a single draw in some spots and as
top half of a twin bill in others, its main
drawback to being a real good film being the
weakness of the oft used plot. Not a flaw
can be found in the acting, the leading roles
being finely handled by Annabella and Robert Young, while the support given them by
Billie Burke, Walter Connolly, Gene Lockhart and the others is excellent. William
Thiele has directed with a Continental touch
and gets all possible out of the weak story
while Edgar Selwyn gives it a lavish production background. Arrange with travel
and resort agencies for lobby displays. Dress
house staff in Swiss mountaineer attire.
OUTSTANDING:
Annabella, BilHe
Burke and Walter Connolly.
Catchline: "He almost missed his Swiss
miss, until she missed him — then she got
him."
(FAMILY)
The

Jones Family

in Hollywood

(Hollywood Preview)
20th-Fox
Comedy
59 mins.
Grand Acting of Jones Gang In Swell
Story
Should
Equal
Previous Grosses
(National Release Date, June 2)
Cast: Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Ken
Howell, George Ernest, June Carlyson, William Tracy and others. Screenplay by Harold Tarshis. Original story by Joseph Hoffman and Buster Keaton. Directed by Malcolm St. Clair. Associate Producer, John
Stone.
Plot: Jed Prouty is invited by the Maryville Post of the American Legion to represent it at the National Convention in HollyFor Additional

of Decency Ratings:
For Week Ending May 27

SUITABLE FOR GENERAL

PATRONAGE

Captain Fury
Flaming Lead
Mystery Plane
Trigger Fingers
Blue Montana Skies
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS

Blind Alley
The Gorilla

ONLY

Bridal Suite

OBIECTIONABLE IN PARTS
The Kid From Kokomo
wood. Of course, the whole family is
anxious to go along especially daughter
m
June Carlson who feels she has a place
the movies if she is only given a chance.
Packing their all and bundling off with the
family trailer, they arrive in Hollywood to
have a cocky young screen star William
Tracy smash into the trailer. When June
gets the traffic cop to let Tracy go he offers
to get her a test in the movies. All but
Prouty go to Hollywood, he being too busy
carrying a big tuba in the legion parades
from morning till night. June gets her
test but overhears herself called a country
cluck by Tracy, who is finally beaten up by
brother Ken Howell. Her ambitions
stymied, June prevails on the family to make
a quick exit back home to Maryville.
SUMMARY: The best vehicle handed the
Joneses to date, this one should easily do as
well at the box office as its predecessors,
and from the good word-of-mouth advertising sure to be given it, probably a lot
better than some of the others. The entire
group of the regular family cast turn in
nces, flawless and coneasy goingvincing,performa
and of the newcomers added, a
swell job is done by William Tracy as the
precocious young star. Malcolm St. Clair
directs the snappy screenplay in such breezy
fashion the laughs come thick and fast and
the picture is over before one realizes it.
on an auproducti
John Stone
thentic touchgives
with the
scenes
of many of the
Hollywood landmarks and many fine
glimpses of how the films are really made.
Hire a trailer for street ballyhoo v/ith cards
reading "The Jones Family crashed Hollywood in a trailer — Follow us to the . . . .
how". Hire all manner
and learn
Theatre
of costumes
and dress and make up the
house staff to resemble screen stars
OUTSTANDING: Story and direction.
Catchline: "They all went Hollywood,
and all Hollywood went for them".
(FAMILY)

Para.

Jamaica Inn
( London Premiere)
Costume Drama

110 mins.

Laughton Scores Again As Swashbuckling
Nineteenth Century Cornish Bandit Head
(National Release Date Not Set)
Cast: Charles Laughton, Robert Newton,
Leslie Banks, Emlyn Williams, Maureen
O'Hara and others. Adapted from Daphne

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult

du Maurier's novel. Writing credits: Sidney
Gilliat, Joan Harrison, J. B. Priestley. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Produced by
Erich Pommer.
Plot: Puzzled by the number of wreck's on
the
Cornish
Lloyd'sHeInsurance
sendsa
Newton
to coast,
investigate.
finds that
gang, operating from the sinister Jamaica
Inn on the cliffs, has been luring boats on
to the rocks, murdering the crews and stealing the cargoes, but cannot discover the
leader. After a row, the men hang Newton
as a traitor, but Maureen, the inn-keeper's
niece, cuts him down and together they escape. Laughton, the squire, is the chief.
Newton goes for help and, realizing that the
game is up, Laughton kidnaps Maureen
aboard a ship for France. The soldiers arrive before she sails and he coniimts ,-utcide.
SUMMARY: This story of a nineteenth
century Cornish squire whose side line was
wrecking ships to steal the cargoes provides Charles Laughton with just the type
of role in which fans like to see him best.
As this swashbuckling, self-satisfied and
often menacing character, he strides through
the film with complete ease. Credit is also
due to Maureen O'Hara whose first picture
this is for a very natural and credible portrayal; she is talented and attractive and
should go far. Robert Newton is another
artist who turns in a neat performance. Alfred Hitchcock has directed it competently,
but has introduced no outstanding touches;
actually certain passages could be cut to
advantage. Further, it is surprising that
since so much money was obviously spent
on its production, not more care was taken
over certain settings. In exploitation, plug
Laughton and stress the adventure angles.
Tie up with bookshops and libraries, distributing special markers with suitable copy.
For street stunt, parade some men in period
costume. Dress the lobby with photos or
models of old ships.
OUTSTANDING: Charles Laughton.
Catchline: "Daphne du Maurier's great
book becomes a greater film". (FAMILY)
Unmarried
(Hollywood Preview')
Para.
Drama

63 mins.

Remake of "Mr. and Mrs." Inferior To
Original; Okay for Second Half on Duals
(National Release Date, May 26)
Cast: Buck Jones, Helen Twelvetrees,
Donald O'Connor, Robert Armstrong, Larry Crabbe and others. Screenplay by Lillie
Hayward and Brian Marlow, based on a
story by Grover Jones and William Slavens
McNutt, Directed by Kurt Neumann.
Plot: When Jones, a third rate fighter,
loses a fight on which his manager, Armstrong, has bet their full share of the purse,
the latter attempts to rob the arena safe and
is killed by the watchman. Jones and Helen
Twelvetrees find a deed to a small house in
a little oil village, go there to investigate
and
son. meet
They Donald
remain O'Connor,
to be with thethedead
boy,man's
first
planning to leave the next day, then when
the boy finishes grammar school. When in
college, the boy asks them to adopt him, so
they marrv to make this legally possible.
SUMMARY: A remake of "Mister and
Mrs.", with George Bancroft and Wynne
Gibson, this will suffer badly through com-
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parison with any who remember the original. For the younger generation, the story
treatment and dialog will hold it to nothing better than the second half of dual bills.
Donald O'Connor, who plavs the orphan as
a boy, easily takes the acting honors, with
Jones and Helen Twelvetrees working hard
to overcome implausible dialogue. The stock
fight and football scenes are padded and
tend to slow up rather than aid the action.
Buck Jones' extensive popularity and
O'Connor's very definite draw with the
youngsters themselves are the two best exploitation features.
OUTSTANDING: Donald O'Connor.
Catchline: "A mug and his moll go respectable— with hilarious results."
(FAMILY)
Hidden

Col.

Power

(H ollyz^'ood Frcvic-iv)
Drama

59 mins.

Holt's Popularity Must Carry Picture With
Less Action
Than
Usually Given Him
(National Release Date Not Set)
Cast: Jack Holt, Gertrude Michael, Dickie
Moore and others. Original screenplay by
Gordon Rigby. Directed by Lewis D. Collins. Associate Producer, Rudolph Flotow.
Plot: Holt, a doctor-chemist, seeking an
anti-burn toxemia, loses his position when
an assistant disobeys orders and the plant
is blown up. Purely by accident, this leads
to the discovery of a new high explosive. On
his refusal to allow this to be sold to kill
thou>ands, his money-mad wife, Gertrude
Michaels, takes their son, Dickie Moore, and
moves to her brother's home. A first hospital test indicates one fault with the toxemia, so Holt continues his tests at home.
The boy is severely burned in an auto crash
which kills his mother. The father risks the
boy's
life to prove his formula is correct —
and wins.
SUMMARY: Jack Holt's personal popullarity will have to carry this one as a second feature, since the story robs the star of
the action which has been the mainstay of
his long continued popularity. Complete
absence of romance will also lessen its pull
with many audiences. Holt and Dickie
Moore stand out among the principals,
while in smaller roles Holmes Herbert,
Henry Kolker, Winifred Drew, Wm. B.
Davidson and Lucille Lang act well. If there
are peace societies active in your city, advise them of this one and the hero's attiture towards ruthless killing. Notify local
doctors and nurses of the showing with a
personal letter.
OUTSTANDING: Jack Holt's showing
against a mediocre story.
Catchline: "A hero of peace gambles his
son's life."
(FAMILY)
Across
Mono.

the Plains

Western

52 mins.

Sharp Photography, Fisticuffs, Gunplay
Will Win Favor of Outdoor, Western Fans
(National Release Date, June 1)
Cast: Jack Randall, Frank Yaconelli,
Joyce Bryant, Hal Price, Dennis Moore,
Glenn Strange, Robert Card, Bud Osborne,
Rusty (the wonder horse) and others. Original screenplay by Robert Emmett. Directed
by .Spencer Bennett. Associate Producer,
Robert Tansey.
Plot: As youths, Randall's and Moore's
parents have been killed by white renegades.
Moore, adopted by the renegades, blames
the Indians. Randall, adopted by the In-

For Additional
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diana, sc(.'ks rcveu'ie against llic rtnegades.
Aloorc, as the Kansas Kid, is a notorious
outlaw, while Randall, liclicved to be part
Indian, seeks his lirothcr not knowing it is
Moore. They almost kill each other, until
llu'ir
lime. liliiDcl rchitionsliiii is revealed just in
SUMMARY: Whatever implausibilities
this film possesses are offset somewhat by
the clear, sharp photography, which reveals
the west in all its beauty and grandeur. The
story of brothers whose parents are killed,
the boys growing up as enemies is a situation already well known by lovers of westerns. At times the acting of the principals
seems stilted and insincere, but most fans
will overlook this in favor of the fisticuffs
and gunplay. Randall is a likable western
hero, even though he seems a bit ill at ease
before the camera. Hero and villain, as
usual, can be distinguished easily, since the
former wears light cream-colored attire,
while the latter is all decked out in black.
A hero in black would have the fans guessing. If they "eat up" westerns in your situation, you need have no hesitation in booking this one. Tie up with clothing stores on
ten-gallon hat window displays. Use action
cutouts in your lobby and atop the marquee.
OUTSTANDING: The beautiful scenic
photography.
Catchline: "Brothers — yet they were deadly enemies who'd shoot to kill at the drop
of a hat."
(FAMILY)
Wolf

Call

(Hollyivood Previczv)
Mono.
Drama

61 mins.

Modernized Version of Jack London Tale
Satisfactory
For Action
Half of Dual
(National Release Date, May 8)
Cast: John Carroll, Movita, Peter George
Lynn, Guy Usher, Holmes Herbert, George
Cleveland, Grey Shadow, the dog, and
others. Screenplay by Joseph West from
the novel by Jack London. Directed by
George Waggner. Produced by Paul Malvern.
Plot: John Carroll, a New York playboy,
is sent to Canada by his dad, Guy Usher, to
investigate his radium mine. In Canada,
Carroll meets Peter George Lynn, a priest,
who knows all about the mine and the
crooked men running it, but has no way of
notifying
Lynn introduces
Carroll toCarroll's
Movita,father.
an Indian
maid, the
daughter of George Cleveland, a German
chemist and his Indian wife, and through
Cleveland's invention, finds a way to run
the mine successfully. He notifies his father
in time to save the mine from being sold.
SUMMARY: Considerable elements of
appeal can be found in this Jack London
tale of the North, but most of it should be
aimed at the juvenile trade. Though brought
up to date with such new wrinkles as modern planes and shortwave transmitters, it
still retains the original plot and should be
satisfactory for the action half of a dual.
John Carroll handles a straight role very
capably, and is also given a chance for the
first time, to display a lovely baritone voice.
Movita sings a duet with him and looks and
acts effectively. The balance of the cast is
competent, especially Peter George Lynn.
George
paced
and
PaulWaggner's
Malvern direction
has done isa well
creditable
production job. Run a "Me And My Dog"
photo contest, with cooperation of newspaper, with best snaps of kids and their dogs
winning tickets. Arrange window displays
with your local book shop on all Jack London books, using stills from the production.
OUTSTANDING: John Carroll.
Catchline: "A two-fisted 'Plavboy' makes
the grade."
"(FAMILY)
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A Girl Must

Live

(London Trade Slioiv)
20th-Fox

Comedy

93 mins.

Entertaining Comedy May Be Offensive
To Some Patrons: O.K. For the Adults
(National Release Dale Not Set)
Cast: Margaret Lockwood, Renee Houston, Lilli Palmer, George Robey, Hugh Sinclair, Naunton Wayne, David Burns, Moore
Marriott and others. Screenplay by Frank
Launder. Directed by Carol Reed.
Plot: Margaret runs away from a Swiss
finisliing school to become a chorus girl and
links up with Renee and Lilli, two outspoken .gold-diggers. The latter two set their
hearts on Sinclair, a peer who is just back
from Malaya. However, the reserved, ladylike Margaret appeals more to him, and his
mother, fearing the scandal of such a romance, invites the whole troupe to the
manor so that he can see that chorines do
not fit in. The girls have a great battle of
wits, before Margaret finally leads him to
the registry office and the other two go in
search of more rich men.
SUMMARY: Bright as this comedy is,
showmen must be warned that it will offend
many patrons. The two gold-diggers are
without morals, lying and scheming whenever a rich man is about. Double entendres,
a fight between two scantily clad cuties, a
sanitary engineer whose line is designing
toilets and the shadow of a girl undressing
play a prominent part. Carol Reed, the director, keeps things moving well and has
gathered a fine cast. Margaret Lockwood is
an appealing heroine and Lilli Palmer, an
Austrian whose accent is easy to follow, is a
voluptuous gold-digger and steals the acting honors. Get a newspaper to run a competition on "How a girl can live in a big
city". If you think your patrons will stand
it, work on the angle that it is the naughtiest and most daring film of the year; they
should not be disappointed.
Catchlines: "3 Smart Girls set out after
their year's
man and
they don't mean 'Maybe'."
"The
naughtiest
comedy." (ADULT)
The

Gorilla

(Hollyzuood Preview )

20th-Fox

Comedy

65 mins.
Ritz Brothers Fans Should Build This
To One of Their Best Money Comedies
(National Release Date, May 26)
Cast: Ritz Brothers, Anita Louise, Patsy
Kelly, Lionel Atwill, Bela Lugosi, Joseph
Calleia and others. Screenplay by Rian
James and Sid Silvers. Based on the play
by Ralph Spence. Directed by Allan Dwan.
Associate Producer, Harry Joe Brown.
Plot: The Ritzes from the Acme detective
agency are called in by Lionel Atwill to help
him find the Gorilla who has given hint
warning that he is to be killed in 24 hours.
Atwill's niece, Anita Louise, and her fiance, Edward Norris, arrive at his home on
the same evening to find maid Patsy Kelly
and butler Bela Lugosi as nervous as their
master over the warning. After sailor Wally
Vernon's pet gorilla has put alhrost all the
inmates into hysterics,
on the stroke of
twelve the real murderer Joseph Calleia,
who calls himself the Gorilla, is uncovered
and arrested and the comic detectives come
into
ture. their share of the reward for his cap-

of

SUMMARY: Less pretentious than any
their previous
(Continued offerings,
on page 14)the Ritzes
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EXCHANGE
25th

On

Mythical

Ye Editor,

Trip

Stopping

Off

Program

Inspection
will positively be no reference
THERE ever
whatso
to the weather this week.
We're going to get our discussion under way
without once referring to the fact that the
sun is shining (well, it was a moment ago)
and that the sky is a symphony of blue and
white. No sir, there's no such thing as the
weather as far as we're concerned. Even
though it's balmy outside, we're just ignoring the matter.
Last week, if you remember, we discussed
British and Canadian programs. This week
we return to the United States to see what's
going on here at home. First, let's take a
as possible, then "bus" the
as far
out way
subway
rest
of the
to Huntington Station, Long
Island, where T. G. Ehrsam holds sway
over the Huntington Station Theatre. It
seems as though we've been in error. According to the information we had, it was
but evidently it's HuntPoint;
Huntington
ington Station.
Therefore, let us point out
to you that this correction should be made
on your mailing list.
Also, there must be two theatres there —
one, the Huntington, and the other, the
Huntington Station. It seems a little confusing to us, though we strongly suspect
that Huntington Station is a suburb of
Huntington, or is it vice versa, T. G.? A
careful selection of ad cuts, plus reverse
printing in some cases, makes Ehrsam's program attractive, despite the fact that his
house is represented only on the back page.
The front page only partially covers the
inside spread when folded, so that an upright signature cut on the inside is always
in evidence, whether the program is open
or folded.
For

Now let's journey to Shamokin, Pa., and
pay a visit to G. J. Riester, manager of the
Capitol Theatre. Riester hands us one of
his programs for the Capitol and Majestic
theatres. Incidentally, we illustrated one of
them a few weeks ago. The one we have in
front of us now is very similar to that sent
us by Ehrsam in respect to size and style.
On the front page is a tribute from theatre
employes to Mother in honor of Mother's
Day. We sincerely hope that other theatres
used their program covers for so worthy a
tribute.
Walker Noble, of the Fine Arts Theatre,
Westport, Conn., is a new member of the
Program Exchange. His program is printed
on yellow stock, just a little heavier than
regular
paper.institutional
Across the information.
top is the theatre's
name and
Then
come two 3^-inch columns of program listings for the month to come. It's a plain
—

NATIONAL DISPLAY WEEK. Sponsored by the
International Association of Display Men, DeSoto
JUNE St. Louis, Mo. This should certainly be a
hlotel,
banner week for you to get displays of all kinds in
lobby.
merchant windows and you should make it a special
point to get plenty of attractive displays in your

Goes

Y<7«y Application Blank—
Clip and Mail Now!

STR Program Exchange,
SHOWMEN'S
1501 Broadway,TRADE REVIEW,
New York, N. Y.
Dear "Chick": — I hereby
for membersh
in
Hie STR Program Exchange.apply
I understand that ip
entry
of my name on this coupon signifies a willingness to
exchange theatre programs with other theatres, but
involves no other obligations.
Name
Theatre
City
State

VIRGINIA ADMITTED TO THE UNION, 1788.
This
is a day worthy of gala festivities in the Old
Dominion.
26th
NATIONAL SWIM FOR HEALTH WEEK. Sponsored by the National Swim for Health Committee,
122 East 42nd Street, New York City. Here is a
chance for you to stage a bathing beauty contest
on your stage with local celebrities as judges. Make
tieups with stores selling beach accessories. Statements regarding the healthfulness of swimming can
be
obtained
from local
Y.M.C.A.'s, the
Health Commissioner
and physicians,
others.
AMERICAN TROOPS LANDED IN FRANCE, 1917.
This event can be tied up with any war picture and
with current newsreels, the March of Time and
other topical subjects.
28th
Isn't This Cover Bully?
Lee Levy, manager of the Carlton Theatre,
Ne-iv York, lets his patrons knozv that the attractions listed in his program are really good,
and that he says so with all sincerity. Of
course, the hull has his place in the barnyard;
but if an enterprising showman like Levy
ivants to place him on a house program, certainly the bull won't object, and neither zvill
zve. It's another fine example of the unusual
in front page ideas.
program — nothing pretentious — and probably very reasonable to print. But Noble's
purpose — to have patrons "tack this up for
your convenience" — in all probability is
served.
yet effective.
It has It's
beensimple,
some time
since we last heard
from Harold Grott, skipper of the Met
Theatre, Baltimore. But he's back again
with some good little programs. On one of
them he devotes the cover to Whistler's
Portrait of his Mother, together with this
impressive caption: "Mother, with lier smiling face; Mother, with her kindly heart, always has a special place in affection, set
apart. So today with love sincere you're remembered. Mother Dear." Harold, keep
sending us and all members your programs.
And now let's go out where the tall corn
grows — out to dear old Iowa. There we find
a new member, E. T. Landis, manager of
New Members Added This Week
E. T. Landis, Princess Theatre, Monticello, Iowa
Norman T. Spraeier. .Arcade, Springfield, Itass.
the Princess Theatre. What, no programs,
E. T.? Members, start shooting 'em at Landis and prove to him just how attractive and
beneficial programs can be; how they can
improve his business. Once he sees the several different styles, we bet it won't be long
before he's issuing his own.
Have you ever been to Springfield. Mass.?
If you go there this summer, stop off at the
Arcade Theatre and ask Norman T. Prager
to let an old STR Program Exchange member take a gander at one of his programs,
Norman, by the way, is another new member. We have a couple of his publications on
hand here, one of which has an institutional
message on the front we think is so worthwhile that next week we'll reproduce it.
Our journey must end here. But in a few
days we'll embark on another one. . Until
that time, keep _ exchanging.

TREATY OF VERSAILLES SIGNED, ending the
World War 1919. As this is the 20th anniversary,
the day should be given some attention this year.
Newsreels of the current European situation can be
tied up to the signing of the Peace treaty with
maps in the lobby, etc.
1st
DOMINION DAY IN CANADA. This is a great
day in the land of the Maple Leaf and as important
toJUCanadians
as Independence Day is to us, a few
LY
days later. Theatres everywhere should play a picture with a Canadian background, invite local Can*
adians to attend the show and make an important
day of the occasion.
FIRST AIR MAIL, New York to Chicago, 1919.
Here's a day worthy of note. Only 20 years ago
the first air mail in the U. S. was flown. Get early
airmail stamps and envelopes for display and make
an occasion of the anniversary by tying up with
airlines serving your city.

DAVID L. FREEMAN, manager of the
Strand in Syracuse has been transferred to
the Strand in Rochester. His brother
CHARLES
same
city. manages a rival house in the
W. O. FISHBACK has stepped out of
the managership of the Colley Theatre, Norfolk. He is succeeded by STANLEY WILLIAMS, who has held the post of house
superintendent.
ROBERT ETCHBERGER, who has
been assistant manager of Loew's State,
Norfolk, has been shifted to the Century
Theatre, Baltimore, in the same capacity.
H. T. GRISSOM, Jr. has been transferred
from the Rosalee Theatre, Norfolk to the
Elton in the same city. C. A. WAYNE has
been promoted from assistant to manager of
the Plaza and JACK DAVIS from assistant
to manager of the Rosalee, succeeding
GRISSOM.
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SHOW

SELLING

Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Feb. 18
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Captain Fury
Mav 20
Dark Victory
April 22
Flying Irishman
March 11
Gunga Din
Jan. 28
Hardys Ride High
April 22
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Idiot's Delight
Jan. 21
Jesse
Tames
.'Jan.
21
King of
the Turf
Feb. 25
Little Princess
Mar. 4
Lucky Night
May 13
Made For Each Other
Feb. 18
Man of Conquest
April 29
Only Angels Have Wings
This Issue
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
March 18
Stand Up and Fight
Jan. 7
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April 15
Streets of New York
April 15
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Topper Takes a Trip
Jan. 14
Union Pacific
May 6
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You
Can't
Cheat
An
Honest
Man....
Feb. 18
Zenobia
Mar.
18

''Dark

Victory" Accorded
Smart Selling by Boucher

We never asked Frank Boucher, but we're
willing to bet his middle name is "Showmanship." But whether it is or not, he certainly
lives up to the term. Few days go by without
receiving from him the details and material
for many unusual stunts he used for an attraction at the Glove Theatre, Gioversville, N. Y.
Take, for instance, some of the things he did
to promote the showing of "Dark Victory" in
his community. Some of the attractive heralds
issued by Warners were purchased by Frank
and distributed widely. Their cost was
evidently more than paid for by a large ad
appearing on the back.
To get the reaction of his patrons to films
like this Bette Davis starring vehicle, Boucher
gave post-card size cards to those leaving the
theatre after having witnessed the picture.
At the top were the words, "Here's What I
Think of 'Dark Victory'." Just below were
lines on which patrons wrote their comments,
and at the bottom was space for the name
and address, together with the line, "We
Would Appreciate Your Comment." To us, this
seems like a swell stunt, because lots of people
like to consider themselves critics, and most of
them won't take a chance of "showing themselves up" by writing an adverse reaction.
We'd
like for Frank to send us some of the
comments.
In cooperation with a beauty parlor, he distributed fan photos of Bette Davis, with the
firm's ad on the back. Each photo also had a
number. If the number was posted at the
beauty salon, the holder received a pass to see
"Dark Victory."
Frank, are you sure your middle name isn't
"Showmanship" ?
Passes for "Paris" Stamps
In advance of his showing of "Paris
Honeymoon," Manager Everett R. Erickson, on the Ogden Theatre, Chicago, placed
a one-sheet in the lobby with this copy:
"Free! Two passes to each of the first ten
persons bringing to this theatre a canceled
stamp from any city in the United States
named Paris, or from Paris, France."

"Streets

of N. Y." Sets

New

High

In Selling

A front-rank campaign that set new
space-getting and ticket-selling marks was
engineered on behalf of Monogram's
"Streets of New York" engagement at the
Strand Theatre, Atlanta, Ga., by W. T.
Murray, manager, and Sidney Dell, publicity director.
The southern premiere was greeted by an
all-angle newspaper campaign that was
warmly-received by city, radio and sports
desk's as well as amusement desks.
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president,
arrived to face a battery of interviewers
who recorded his words for press spreads
which included photographs and words of
praise for the film. Two-column cuts topped
column-length accounts for Mr. Johnston's
opinions.
A telephone interview with Jackie Cooper,
star of the film, broke in the hard-to-crack
Atlanta Journal. A three-column art spread
accompanied a by-liner's conversation with
Cooper, who spoke from Hollywood.
Classified Ad Contest
In a five-day classified ad contest,
"Streets of New York" derived 45 inches
of free space. An indication of the interest
aroused by the contest is furnished by the
1,400 responses counted by the newspaper.
A local youngster, Buddy Pepper, who
played a role in the film, became a matter
of great public interest as a result of varied
and interesting interviews and photographs.
A fifteen-minute radio program was aired
by WATL, leading local chain outlet. The
broadcast was timed to break at peak listening hours of the evening previous to the
opening of "Streets of New York." Radio
columns gave generous mention to the
event.
A tie-up with the classified section of
the Atlanta Journal resulted in four days
of free two-column, seven-inch ads. Another tie-up with the same newspaper's lost

Six Different

Young Cartoonists Draw "Blondie"
Children under 16 years zvere invited to comFlarland
Rankin's
"Blondie"
art
contestpete in in
conjunction
imth recent
the shoiving
of one
of
Columbia's
seriescreated
of comedies
based
on the
cartoon
character
by Chic
Young
at
the Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ontario, Canada.
The above sketches weren't zvinners, but they're
still "Blondie." Why not heed Rankin's tip
and try this contest in your town?
and found column l^rought seven days of
free one-column, two-inch ads.
Several thousand tabloids were distributed in the schools of Atlanta, and a special screening was arranged for 250 members of the Atlanta Boys Club, sponsored
by editors of two daily newspapers. The
screening received extensive press mention.
Included in the prominent posting
throughout the city were 16 twenty-four
sheets. The theatre front was attractively
composed and included large-size poster
cut-outs and original layouts.
On the theatre pages of the dailies, the
film was impressively publicized in dominating art and stories.

Styles of Cut-Out

Standees

Highlighting a list of business-building items being put out by RKO Radio Pictures for
"The story of Vernon and Irene Castle" is a series of six novel cutouts revealing Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers performing different dances. Each is 18 inches high, printed in full color and
equipped with an easel-back. Although the cutouts, three of which are illustrated here, vary
in shape because of the different dance steps, there is a uniform imprint space at the top of
each so that the one type-set can be used to imprint complete sets.
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Lots

For

Campaign

the
first thing
is start
the teaser
traileryou'll
aboutdotwo
weeks running
in advance. This is the kind of picture which permits splicing the trailer between subjects in
the newsreel. Then try to get mention of
your
booking get
in him
the daily
press. If
a columnist,
to comment
on there's
it. In
your ads, use an underline something like
this: "Some people have automobiles — but
'Only Angels Have Wings'." And here are
a couple of others: "The N. Y. World's Fair
has its Perisphere and Trylon — but 'Only
Angels Have Wings'"; "The San Francisco
World's Fair has its Treasure Island — but
'Only Angels Have
Wings'"; "Niagara
To the left is an ad
Falls has its famous
element that could be
Honeymoon
but 'Only Bridge
Angels—
used as a guide for
front or lobby display.
'HAT " O n 1 y
T Angels Have
is the
kind Wings"
of entertainment
audiences relish has
been established by
the fact that it was
held over for a sec(REG. U. S.
ond week at the Radio
City Music Hall.
Not manjr pictures can get a second week at
this giant theatre Local newspaper critics
heaped adjectives of praise on it, too.
Therefore, you know right from the start
you have something big to sell your patrons.
However, were you not aware of this, surely
the combined talents of Cary Grant and
Jean Arthur, Director Howard Hawks, and
Jules Furthman, who prepared the screenplay, would be sufficient evidence of the
film's meritorious quality.
Hailed as "a thrilling romantic adventure,"
"Only Angels Have Wings" has
as its and
locale the Andes
the Pacific tropics
— a locale which, if
our memory is
correct, has never
been touched by
other aviation stories. And it marks
the return to the
screen of Richard
Barthelmess, who
has been absent
much too long. A
glance at the cast
and credits box
should be sufficient
to convince you
that a splendid cast
enact the various
imnortant roles.
Now — considering that the piclure's entertainment merits have
The 6-ft. standee can be
placed in hotels, restaualready been established— surely that
rants, bank lobbies, winshould be enough
dows and many other conof an incentive to
spicuous spots. Better
order several of them now.
get you started on

your campaign. Even
a .study of the cast
and credits, for that
matter, would be
enough to get the
writer off on the right
track. But Columbia
liar- gone farther than
PAT. OFF.)
that in the interests of
showmanship. A campaign contest, with $4,000 in prizes, has been
inaugurated as an incentive to all theatre managers and advertising men to develop extraordinary campaigns. No matter where you
live, no matter what the size of your community, you are eligible to enter. Prizes will
be awarded strictly on the merits of the campaign. The first prize will be $1,000 (think
what you could do with that much money!),
while ten other awards of $300 will be made
for the next ten best campaigns.
We wish we were an exhibitor. Would
we try for one of those prizes! Don't think
for a moment that you've got to spend a lot
of money; that's a gross misconception. It
isn't what you spend that counts; it's what
you do. The more you can promote gratis,
the better will be your chances of winning.
But don't think of your campaign in the
terms of trying to do something merely for
the reward there may be in it; try to think
of it, and plan it, as a campaign in which
you will do everything possible to create
maximum attendance for your engagement
of "Only Angels Have Wings."
General

Campaign

Suggestions

In this Showmanalysis space limitations
will prevent us from going into complete
details about every stunt. We shall make
suggestions for the general outlining of your
campaign from the time you set your date
until the film has begun its engagement.
Naturally a lot of ideas you feel are important may be missing; but we feel sure you'll
get enough of a general slant to start you
on your way. Your own ingenuity will come
to your assistance more than once, and associated with this Showmanalysis and the
giant press book, the combination should be
ample to put you off on the right track so.

dia has its Taj Mahal
Have Wings'"; "In— but 'Only Angels Have Wings'." You can
easily add to these lines. Perhaps there may be
some special feature your city boasts which
could be included, such as "Blankville has its
beautifid new highway — but 'Only Angels Have
Wings'." Remember, too, that these lines can
either be used in your current ads or can be
made into teasers, one to run on a page. They'll
create plenty of curiosity, believe you us.
Now let's get down to regular exploitation
essentials. Placing a display in your lobby,
running your regular trailer a week before
the picture opens, getting out a wealth of
posters, contacting your mailing list, planting stories in the newspaper, and performing many other regulation stunts essential
to good turally
exploitation,
activities
you'llthem
naperform withoutare our
suggesting
to you.
we'll ballyhoo,
dwell exclusively
from
now Therefore,
on with street
contests,

Here Are Your

Casf and Credits

Geoff Carter
CARY GRANT
Bonnie Lee
JEAN ARTHUR
Bat McPherson ..Richard Barthelmess
Judith
Rita Hay worth
Kid Dabb
Thomas Mitchell
Dutchman
Sig Rumann
Sparks
Victor Kilian
Gent Shelton
John Carroll
Les Peters
AUyn Joslyn
Tex Gordon
Donald Barry
Joe Souther
Noah Beery, Jr.
Lily
Melissa Sierra
Dr. Lagorio
Lucio Villegas
Hartzi'ood
Forbes Murray
Felice
Cecilia Callejo
Mike
Pat Flaherty
Pancho
Pedro Regas
Baldy
Pat West
A COLUMBIA PICTURE
Produced^ Directed and Original Story
bv HOWARD HAWKS.
Screenplay by
JULES rector,FURTHMAN.
M. W. STOLOFF. Musical Di-

May
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REMEMBER

ONLY
HAVE

ANGELS
WIN6S/

Don't race against
the lights.... and
don't
try to dodg
automobile
s... evene
thoug
hurryih toyou'r
seee in a
GRANT in,
-ARTHUR
"ONLYANOELS
HAVE mmv

I M POINT

S II
nuTcIiaiU t i c 11 |) s,
and oilier stunts.
What can we do
in the way of a
contest ? Wei!,
there are some
swell ideas in the
press book. Suppose we add another or two. Suppose we take the
title as a basis for
a game
to be
played by newspaper readers. You
could have them
see how many
words they could
get out of it. Or
you might specify
that only names of
motion picture
players could be
taken from the
title for one's entry to be considered for a cash
prize. No matter
what your requirements, so long as
one must form
wor.ds from "Only
Angels Have
aWings,"
contest you
that have
will

send a lot of reade r s s c u r r 3' i n g
around in an activity of research.
Here's a hanger for door
knobs and outos. Why not
It has just occurred to us that
make up cards like it to
place on telegraph poles
the names of famous pilots might
ond main traiiic lights?
be derived. Anyway, it's an idea
to pass up, so jot it down.
youWewon't
like war.t
the cooperative page suggestion
in the press book. The streamer at the top
says that "Not 'Only Angels Have Wings'
Flies— Unless You're Wise!"
. . . Monev
follows several ads from different
Then
types of merchants. We want to impress on
you that this is one of the best forms of
promotion — one that you should by all
means include in your campaign. H we
were a judge, we'd hesitate in judging a campaign complete unless it were included. Besides, it means window tieups, too.
Ask

M !•: N • S

TRADl'.

R l". V !

l)riiigs tn our mind llic idea for another.
Let the budding poets in your cominunity
enter a contest to see who can write the
most stanzas for a poem in which the rhyming words must correspond with "wings."
Of course, "wings" doesn't have to be used
in every line; but in the second and fourth
lines of each stanza the rhyming word must
be
like "sings,"
"things,"
"rings,"
etc.something
Entries, aside
from the
requirements,
should be judged according to the cleverest
and most original poem.
"Winged"

Aviator

W

Page IS

BIG as the fogshrouded Andes!
POWERFUL
as the fury of a
tropical^slorm!
THRILLING

Street Stunt

There's a "wings" idea good for a gag
street stunt, too. Get a man to dress as an
aviator, and attach a pair of large white
wings to him. He carries a sign which
reads: "There's something wrong with me."
When crowds collect around him, he reveals
a hidden sign or scroll to the effect that
"Only Angels Have Wings," and that only
at your theatre can onlookers see the stirring adventure epic co-starring Gary Grant
and Jean Arthur.
An automobile rigged up as an airplane is
always effective street ballyhoo, even if
you've used it before. A parade with the
local drum corps and several pretty girls
could be staged opening day.
Although, as far as we know, there is no
national tieup with the manufacturers of
"Wings" cigarettes, it's possible that you
could induce your local jobber to go along
with you on window displays for drug and
cigar stores. The basis for the tieup could be
that "it isn't true 'Only Angels Have
Wings' — folks who enjoy a cool, clean
smoke always have 'Wings' ... if you
haven't tried tliem, step in and buy a
package now." Since this is our own suggestion, and inasmuch as there may be
hindrances to such a tieup, we suggest that
you
get full
permission
your "Wings"
cigarette
jobber
before from
proceeding
with it.
Need we tell you the value of these
stunts? — airplane model contest and display, sky-writing, dropping free passes from
the sky, dressing your ushers as aviators,
plastering the town with poster accessories,
distributing the beautiful rotogravure heralds available from Golumbia — well, there

■• MITCHELL
BARTHELMESI
R BOWABD- •lit
BAWKSHATWORTB
PiodaclloD- aicnAiin
/] CoUutdda
pitUttv

A Smashing

Ad

Layout

This is only one of the many ads, but it's typical
and vivid illustraof thetions toelectrifying
the entire group. Romance?
be found incatchlines
Adventure? Epochal thrills? Star drawing power?
Not an angle is missing in this smashing layout.
And what goes for it, goes for all the other ads.
are so many we haven't room to list them
here. We're sure you'll include 'em, however.
Get action, adventure and romance in
your front displays. On page 7 in the press
book you'll see an animated flasher display
which you can rent at a nominal fee from
your Columbia exchange. If you wish to
arrange your own, use the illustration as
sort of a guide. Large cut-out heads of
Gary Grant and Jean Arthur against a background of flying planes and a majestic,
snow-capped mountain would make an ideal
display for the sidewalk or for the marquee.
Cardboard airplanes suspended from the
marquee, or a miniature plane animated so
as to whirl around and around would attract attention.
You have every incentive to put over a
smashing campaign. Get busy now, determined that first of all you're aiming for the
best grosses your theatre has had in months,
and that you'll win one of those big prizes.

Public These Questions

Complications pile on each other in the
story as enemies meet. Suppose your brother
had been killed through another's negligence, and you were to make a flight with
the person responsible. What would you
Would you avenge your brother's death?
do?
What possible circumstances might arise
that would cause you to forgive your
enemy? These are questions you can point at
the general public in a short letter contest,
the person writing the most logical and
convincing letter in answer to the questions to receive a handsome cash prize.
To a lot of us, and the writer is no exception. South America is somewhat of a
land of mystery. Although it is so close to
us, few of us know more about its geographical features than those of Europe and
Asia. For this reason, school geography
classes should be more than willing to tie
up with you. Several questions might be
prepared concerning outstanding features of
the continent, and given to students as a
special test. Those passing the grade would
get extra points added to their semesters'
average, and in addition would receive a
cash prize from you. You could make it a
Grab These Photographs For Cooperative Windows
requirement that the picture would have to
be seen before any student would be eliFor sure-fire window displays, these stills are just what the smart showman ordered. At the extreme
gible to participate in the test. And even if
left are bride's apparel and music store tieups; in the center are stills on swim suits and women's
a student happened to fail, nothing should
sport wear, while looking at you from the extreme right are possibilities for cooperative windows
be subtracted from his scholastic standing.
't' from men's and women's shops. Your campaign won't be complete without these promotional aids.
The poetry contest in the press book 4 Always bear in mind that if you get a window, you're also likely to get a plug in dealer ads.
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CITY

ENTERTAINMENT.

_
22-130

N9

.00
104
MINUTES OF
ENTERTAINMENT

if you see Gary Cooper in "The Adventures of Marco Polo" at the
State Theatre, Torrington, Tues. or Wed., May 2 or 3

Manager State Theatre

Can

Use

This

On

Any

Outstanding

Film

When the Samuel Goldivyii-United Artists release, "The Adventures of Marco Polo," played
the State Theatre, Torrington, Conn., Manager Pearce Parkhurst distributed ehecks to his
patrons — checks not for cash, but for 104 minutes of entertainment. Your local printer can
fi.v up this novelty for you, too; but be sure that the amount of the check is the running time
of the film you're advertising.
Campaign
Fair

Slanted

and

Fleet

featured in the production. They were spotted in prominent locations by Whelan Drug
Stores.
All hands on board ships of the fleet were
advised of the film's general merit and, particularly, of its basic Americanism theme.
Ship bulletins carried a YMCA headquarters letter strongly endorsing the film.
In leading hotels 10,000 special tabloid
newspapers were distributed to guests, and
lobby listings were obtained. A giant-sized
telegram plugging the picture was displayed
at the Greenwich Village Casino, prominent
local night club.
In addition to amusement page spreads,
the women's page of the Journal-American
carried a three-column cut of Alarjorie Reynolds. Several exceptional art breaks were
added to amusement page quotas.
The theatre front was an eye-catcher, employing bright, original art and poster cutouts. Over the marquee and extending along
the building front right to the top was a
multi-colored giant banner dominating
Broadway at that point. Paul Benson was
the exploiteer.
That's what we call taking advantage of
every opportunity in selling a show.

For
Visitors

Including special slants aimed at the first
influx of World's Fair visitors and members
of the U. S. Navy fleet which steamed into
New York in time for the opening, the exploitation campaign for "Streets of New
York" at the Globe on Broadway made effective use of the film's showmanship ingredients.
Network commentators came through with
generous words for the film with George
Fisher, via the Mutual chain, and Kate
Smith, over the Columbia outlets, making
special recommendations. Station WNYC
broadcast a half-hour dramatization of the
film with advance spot announcements
building interest in the airing.
Several juvenile organizations made group
trips to the theatre. The streets from which
the picture got its name bore ample testirnony to the playdate. In the Times Square
district there were three window displays
featuring the World's Fair compact tieup
and playing up Marjorie Reynolds, who is

The
Box

Key

to

Bigger

Grosses!
Office
"Chick" Lewis presents

ENCYCLOPEDIA

OF

EXPLOITATION
(SECOND PRINTING)

PRICE

1501 Broadway

by Bill Hendricks and Howard Waugh
Cash, Check or Money Order.
$3.50
(No C. O. D.'s). For Canada add 25c.
SOLD ONLY THROUGH
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The Gorilla
(Continued from page 9)
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cram more of their crazy antics into what
should be one of their best box oflice pictures. It should please all their fans especially the kids. With good sound support from
a hefty cast of marquee names of Anita
Louise, Patsy Kelly and those three grand
menaces, the Messrs. Atwill, Lugosi and
Calleia, it was no trouble at all for Director
Allan Dwan to keep up a snappy pace for
the entire sixty-five minutes. Harry Joe
Brown left little to be desired from the production standpoint. If there is a Zoo in
town try to get the loan of a cage and gorilla for lobby display. Blow up newspaper
scareheads with headline "The Gorilla is at
Large." "Reward for capture of Gorilla."
For street ballyhoo have three boys parade
in vicinity of theatre with signs reading "If
you want to see us capture the Gorilla —
Follow
us to the
Theatre."
OUTSTANDING:
The three Ritzes
and
Patsy Kelly.
Catchline: "The Gorilla will give you
more fun than a barrel of Monkeys."
(FAMILY)
The

Zero

Hour

Rep.
(Plollyzvood Preview)
Drama

62 mins.

Good Entertainment In Rather Familiar
Theme Makes Suitable Companion Feature
(National Release Date, May 27)
Cast: Frieda Inescort, Otto Kruger, Adrienne Ames, Don Douglas, Jane Darwell, J.
M. Kerrigan, Ann Todd and others. Original
screenplay
by Garrett
Fort.Producer,
Directed' by
ney Salkow.
Associate
SolSidC.
Siegel.
Plot: Frieda Inescort has achieved recognition and success on the stage under the
tutelage of Otto Kruger, a producer. Kruger
is paralyzed for life in a motor accident the
night they are to be married. Frieda remains
loyal to him for many years, even though
Kruger refuses to marry her because he feels
it is unfair to chain her down to an invalid.
She decides to adopt a little girl from a
foundling home, but the child has been asked
for by Don Douglas. In order to be near the
child, Frieda sees a great deal of Douglas
and they finally fall in love, but she refuses
to marry him because of Kruger. When
Kruger learns of this sacrifice, he releases
her
rolling his wheel chair of¥ the roof of
the by
building.
SUMMARY: Republic has packed plenty
of entertainment into a not unfamiliar theme
by giving it first rate troupers, good production values and splendid direction. The picture has enough suspense and heart tugs to
satisfy the average audience and should
make a fine companion feature on any bill.
Frieda Inescort and Otto Kruger head an
excellent cast and turn in splendid portrayals. The direction, by Sidney Salkow has
been carried along at a fine pace and Sol
C. Siegel has given the picture careful production assets. Invite inmates of an orphanage to a special showing, sponsored by local newspaper, and arrange transportation
with bus or taxi company, placing banners
on each vehicle advertising the picture. The
title lends to many novel teaser ads.
tion.
OUTSTANDING:

Sidney Salkow's direc-

Catchline: "His final message to the
woman he loved."
(FAMILY)

NEXT
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CASH

Is

It?

It Work?

A few months ago a plan known as jNIovie Cash was conceived
and began to attract attention throughout the country. It was
assumed by many at lirst that here was "just another gag,"' game
or gadget devised to separate the exhibitor from his monev. On
close mvestigation, however, it was found that here, for the first
time. was a clean and legitimate idea whereby box office receipts
would benefit without cost to the exhibitor. Furthermore, it was
found he had nothing to lose, everything to gain.
Now that the plan is attracting so much attention from one end of the country to
the other, and in view of the requests from countless showmen that STR investigate
and apprise them of its practicability as a business stimulant, we feel that the discussion devoted to it here will serve that purpose and at the same time enlighten many
others who have had no information on the plan.
— THE EDITOR

IT SHOULD be pointed out that whereas
other ideas often meant selling meaningless gadgets. Movie Cash enables the
exhibitor to sell what he prefers most to
sell — his theatre and the entertainment it
offers the public. If 3'ou feel you've been
drifting
if you feel
get
back in along;
show business
onceyou'd
more,likeit to
is our
honest opinion that this plan points the way.
Your first concern, of course, is to learn
how it works; how the exhibitor, the merchant and the public are involved. Once
this is known, you'll be in a position to understand the plan and have a complete knowledge of the principles involved, which include not only those alread}- named but also
the company which originated the idea.
What is the merchant's role? Well, at
WE

ACCEPT

AT FACE VALUE IN WHOLE
OR PART PAYMENT OF
„ '
CROUP OR SINGLE AD<rS' V A'^J^'^t'
— v
S TO THIS
MISSIONTHEATRE

YOU

WONT

ANY

OF THE

BIG FEATURES

WE

HAVE

SCHEDULED..!

WANT

TO MISS

MOVIE CASH
COUPONS HERE
IDEAOiCUSIOMER

This brightly colored display, five feet high
and three and one-half feet ivide, explains the
Movie Cash plan in zvord and picture, and
stands in the lobbies of Movie Cash theatres.
If carries a panel for the names and locations
of your participating merchants.

present !Movie Cash is available to only one
in each line of business; that is, one druggist, one gasoline station, one bakery, etc.
The plan, however, may be sold to any and
every merchant who wishes to participate.
Issued in five different denominations, ranging from a quarter of a cent up to five cents,
each a dift'erent color, the coupons are made
available and sold to merchants in each community, town or neighborhood.
With every sale he makes, the merchant
gives the coupons free to each customer.
The ratio in which he gives them is controlled by the merchant because of differences in profits or mark-up. For example,
whereas one merchant might give away
five, ten, fifteen or more cents worth of
coupons for purchases amounting to, say,
25c, 50c, 75c, or whatever he chooses to
make it, another might only give half that
value in coupons. It all depends on the merchant. He may, if he wishes, double the
amount given awaj^ on a certain day in order to stimulate business on that particular
occasion or for special sales. In other words,
during regular week-days he may give ten
cents worth away for purchases of a certain
amount, while on Saturday, for that same
purchase, he may give twice as many.
Advantages

the same products at about the same prices.
For this reason, the added inducement of
the coupons means the difference between
the customer going to the Movie Cash store
or to his competitor.
Now, let's determine just where the public comes in. Suppose Joe Doakes buys
some groceries at the corner store and receives, say, 25c worth of coupons.
"Gee, I've got enough to go to the show
tonight,"
Joe tosays,
so later Hein presents
the day his
he
walks
around
the theatre.
coupons to the cashier and receives an admission ticket which he gives to the doorman. After that, we lose sight of Joe, because he's inside enjoying the performance.
Next week Joe wants to go to the show
again, but finds on reaching the box office
he has only fifteen-cents worth of coupons
and the admission price is a quarter. Anything to worry about? Not for Joe. He digs
down into his pockets for that extra dime.
TOU CBN GO TO THE MOVIES

For Merchants

In return for his participation in the plan,
the theatre where Movie Cash is accepted
in part or full payment for the purchase of
admission tickets, gives the merchant lobby
mention. The theatre may also, at its option, give him credit on the screen. The merchant need have no worry about requests for
the coupons decreasing, for it stands to
reason that since they are redeemable by the
public for admission to the theatre, there
will be every effort made to secure them.
And as he distributes circulars, places banners in his windows, and makes it known
via newspaper ads that at his store the public may obtain the coupons for their purchases, his business is certain to show an appreciable increase.
Xor should we forget that he gets valuable word-of-mouth advertising by virtue of
the fact that customers receiving coupons
will tell their friends. Another advantage to
the merchant is that giving Movie Cash provides an excellent reason for people to continue shopping at his establishment. By the
same token, it attracts business that would
ordinarily go to his competitor. Unlike competition between theatres, where each house
runs a different picture, most merchants sell

Shop where your patronage is truly appredaled. We say thanlcs wth MOVIE CASH
coupons — (he /ree way fo (he wovies!
Smarl shoppers
who (Usled
buy atbelow)
progressive
MOVIE
CASH Stores
enjoy
happiness on the house.' Get your shore. Shop al MOVIE
CASH
Storesit and
go toWe thegivemovies
FREE! Here's
how
simply
Coupons
to eachworks:
customer,
and MOVTE
they areCASH
cheerfully accepted at lace value in pari
or lull payment ol admission at the
Theatre.
It's a thrift dividend ... a token of our
apprecialion
your trade.
It's a bar. lor
. . accept
wishesgainforbonushappy
hours! it with our best
IT'S HAPPINESS ON THE HOUSE!
Tkc Mmnc rneeuitt mcrcbiDb art wtbonznl lo pn MOVIE USH FXEE !• uct caslo
LIST COOPERATING
MERCHANTS
NAMES HERE
SBOP AT MOVJE CASH STOBTS AND CO TO TBC MOVICS TBrr
Here's a cooperative neivspaper ad that's
bound to benefit both the e.vhibitor and the
participating merchants. Its cost shared by
the group, it tcUs the 'whole town the story.
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111 the upper left-hand eonier is the signature
card, z^-hieh the exhibitor fills nut at the time
his Movie Cash contract is signed. At top,
right, is the redemption sheet on -a'hich he
records the number of coupons taken in during
the zccek, together zvith the amount due him.
He then fills out one of the checks provided
himaccount.
(bottom)
it to the theatre's
Thisandis deposits
further explained
below.
presents it to the cashier along with the coupons and presto! Joe is on his way in to
spend another enjoyable evening. In this
way, Joe doesn't have to wait until he has
accumulated the necessary coupons; he uses
what he has, plus the difference in cash.
That the average person is enabled to attend the movies more often through this
plan goes without question. Perhaps in your
communitj', for example, you've learned that
many of your patrons set aside just so much
for movies. They may be able to attend
once a week, perhaps twice. If other matters come up to take the money that they
had intended to use for amusements, or if
the}' see more shows during a given week
than they had intended, they must forego
the movies for the time being.
On the other hand, these same persons
must purchase the necessities of life,
whether it be bread, milk, lard, sugar, drugs,
or what have you? If there is a store in the
community, or two or three stores, for that
matter, that give away Movie Cash coupons
with purchases, these people can provide
thernselves with those necessities while making it possible for themselves to enjoy the
finest in entertainment at the theatres where
the coupons are redeemed.

T 1< A I)

Iv I". V 1

Ml that Ihcy are always kept inviolate and
can be used for no purpose other than llu:
redemption of coupons.
The theatre's benefit must not be comluited on a basis of 75 per cent of the cou-is
pons redeemed because, if the admission
a quarter and the patron uses ten cents in
coupons plus fifteen cents in cash, then that
cost the theparticular admission ticket has
atre only two and one-half cents, or 10 per
On the
price.
n
cent of the total admissio
other hand, no one will argue the point that
patron with an insufficient numa potential
ber of coupons in his pocket is very apt to
siii'-e he only requires
anyway,
sliowcash
to theextra
to admit him.
ago little
to go into detail
point we'd like
At this
about
the redemption
plan. At the time you
sign the contract for Movie Cash, you sign
kept by the disa signature card which is
tributors for identification purposes. The
representative gives you a book of 52
checks, one for every Saturday of the year,
and a pad of 104 redemption sheets (52
originals and 52 duplicates) on which you
make your report of coupons for the week.
On Saturday, you count up your coupons
and separate them according to their denominations. Then you fill out the redemption sheets, being sure to indicate the number of coupons of each denomination received. Then you list the cash values and
total them, subtracting 25 per cent for the
net value. Having figured the net value, you
make out a check to your theatre for that
amount, and deposit the check to your theatre's account. Yon mail the original redemption sheet along with the coupons to
the distributors, retaining the duplicate copy
for your files. Incidentally, the signature on
check and redemption sheet must correspond
with that on the signature card.
In conceiving and operating the plan,
those who control the rights overlooked not
a single detail to make it foolproof.
All coupons contracted for by the merchants are paid for in cash. Immediately
upon payment, 75 per cent goes to the Redemption Fund under the strict supervision
of both the Trustees and Certified Public
Accountants. Only from the remaining 25
per cent do the operating, accessory, sales and
coupon costs and expenses come out.
Coupons and all details of the plan, we
are reliably informed, have been legally prepared and protected in every possible manner, and while it must be assumed that imitations will pop up here and there, the fundamental plan is one that is not easy to imitate, and the likelihood of such a possibility
has been practically minimized. At any rate,
both the participating merchants and the

Benefits For the Theatre

You've probably been wondering where
the theatre comes in. We'll admit we sort
of used a round about way to reach you,
but we felt that was necessary because of
the important part the merchant plays in
the plan. So now we'll get down to business about the theatre. Better still, we'll talk
mostly about you, because after all, you're
the exhibitor and represent j'our house.
According to our information, there is
nothing about the plan that costs you anything. You receive the trailer, marquee valance, heralds and lobby display material
from the distributor. Your only obligation
is to redeem at face value all Movie Cash
presented at your boxoffice at any performance on any daj'.
Each week, all the coupons you have
taken in are redeemed through a plan whereby your theatre is paid 75 per cent of the
face value. This takes place every Saturday.
That there is no element of risk involved in
the redemption plan is proved by the fact
that the plan has been worked out in conjunction with a reputable bank in New York
and through a Declaration of Trust Agreement whereby the funds from the sale of
coupons are segregated and the redemption
monies set up under a Declaration of Trust

Of e.x'tra thickness, thirty inches wide by
forty high, this many-colored poster puts over
the Movie Cash idea in compelling zvords and
illustrative effects. The merchant may place
it in his icindozi', on the counter or in a prominent floor position.

W
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These important sales aids will help the theatre and the merchant: (A) silk -windoi^' banner
in three colors for the merchant; (B) the
sturdy, rainproof banner to be displayed by
the theatre; (C) the ad slug for the theatre;
(D) the ad slug for the merchant; (E) the
to be distribing handbill
impressive advertis
and at schools.
uted in the stores
theatre are given all necessary protection.
Theatremen desiring to participate in the
plan can do so through the office of the
e
company located at the nearest exchang
center from which they get their films. If
you have any trouble locating the office m
your territory, just drop a line to STR and
we'll give you the information you desire.
There are just a few more points concerning the merchant we'd like to include here
be'fore our space is gone. He is supplied
with an elaborate press and campaign book
entitled "The Story of Movie Cash," which
contains sales helps and ideas to aid him in
merchandising his product through the use
of the special coupons. In addition, he receives gratis each month, a service, or bulletin, featuring ideas and stunts worked out
by other merchants in other parts of the
country during the preceding month, as
well as the interchange of ideas. The valance he receives is a 4-foot silk valance in
gold and blue; also a 30x40 silk screen process poster in four colors and an ample supply of handbills, one each of which he wraps
in with each package he sells the first few
weeks so as to get them in the homes.
Merchant contact men are employed by
the company. These men sign up the merchant, and if he wishes, he may contact the
theatre to check and verify that the coupons
he may agree to distribute will be honored
at that theatre.
An interesting advantage of the Movie
Cash plan, in our opinion, is that it stimulates the exhibitor's business not on one or
two nights Out of the week, but brings in
extra patronage everj- day. You tieed only
make it known via tlie screen, the lobby and
the marquee that you accept the coupons to
h?ve the folks headed straight for your box
office. You may, if you wish, tie up with the
merchants and run a cooperative ad in the
newspaper, or help him distribute circulars
exnlaining the plan to the public.
When theatremen were called in to pass
upon every detail and weed out the weak
spots, -they found no weak spots. Therefore,
knowing the plan must be practical, we decided an analysis of it might best serve the
showmen readers of STR who have heard
about Movie Cash and who are anxious to
know more about it.
We hope we have made the Movie Cash
plan clear to our readers. We have analyzed
every detail of it in the simplest, most understandable terms we could devise — in a
manner we
are
3'ou'll
comprehend. .A.nd yet. certain
there may
be easily
a particular
phase about which you are not sure, or you
may think there is a flaw in the plan. In
eitlier case, drop us a line.
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Quality

Counts

pleasing the pub^
, y,
G!HBut,jobbo
TOU
lie
how it pays
when you do. What makes
the job more exacting for theatremen generally, is that there is an
increasingly discriminating public
to be catered to in matters of screen
shows,

and

picture show

THEATRE

houses.

Just as big pictures with big-name
casts have made the public look for
more and more in show value, the
more commodious and luxurious
theatres of the downtown metro-

UIPMENT

and

politan type have made patrons
everywhere more critical of theatres in which they view the films.
It isn't possible for every theatre
to be up to the scale of magnificence, spaciousness, luxurious appointments and extensive service
staffs that are a necessity in the
case of the theatres in downtown

MAINTENANCE

areas. But the same atmosphere of
quality can be achieved in the small theatre no matter
how modest its proportions and more limited its space
for lounges and service rooms.
And it is this which
the monthly Equipment and Maintenance section of
this paper undertakes to make more general by practical examples of how the ideal of quality can be attained in every department of a theatre's furnishings,
operation and upkeep.
The community theatre and the small town house
must have this quality or see its patronage drained by
the more modern and striking competitors who are within a short automobile trip or bus ride from its own
ticket office. And the community theatre that has this
"big town" atmosphere can go out and draw patronage
from a larger area.
Superior projection, for example, is something on
which no deluxe theatre has a monopoly.

Right in Man-

hattan's Broadway district, in which you will find some
of the most commodious theatres in the world, there is
no screen where the projection is finer than at a theatre

built years, and years ago — not for pictures, mind you,
but for stage plays. We mean the Astor, where MGM
currently is presenting ''Goodbye Mr. Chips." This converted ''legit" house affords its patrons a brand of projection and sound unsurpassed by any in the land.
The spic, well-groomed appearance of the Music Hall
is something any theatre can duplicate — even if the
magnificence and costly furnishings are not there to
da2,2,le the eye. It's the clean, fine "housekeeping"
counts in creating the atmosphere.
The

that

fresh air; alert courteous attention; clean, comfortable seats in the auditorium; sanitary and well

equipped

wash

rooms; lounges, if any, free from

that

grimy un-dusted look and choking air of stale smoke —
and with an attractive chair that fits into the style and
si2,e of the room, a table or so ditto, a vase or goodlooking smoking stand or cigaret urns with fresh clean
sand in them, good lighting, color in the lobby and
out front. Yes, the small theatre, the very modest little
house can also have that deluxe air.
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LIBERTY THEATRE, Lincoln, Nebr.—
Owners: Westland Theatres, Denver,
Colo., Architect: Robert O. Boiler.
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NEWSREEL THEATRE, Radio City,
New YoTk— Owners: Newsreel Theatres, Inc., Architect: John Eberson.

PARK THEATRE, Indianapolis, Ind.
— Owners: Meloy Brothers, Architect:
Maurice E. Thornton.

Your

Comfort

like

will

patrons

and

the

Beauty

of

c

f

i

d

o

Restful

You'll

like

orm
Chairs
C

economy!
N
CA
One of the points on which
ItheatreR
E
goers and theatre-owners
AM agree: they
like the new, B
revolutionary American
Bodiform Chair.

their

See it and you'll understand its audience appeal. Let our representative
demonstrate and show why it will save
you money in theatre maintenance.

me/uccm^
GRAND

RAPIDS.

MICHIGAN

Pioneers and pacemakers in theatre, auditorium, school, church, stadium
and transportation seating. Branch ojfices and Distributors in Principal Cities.
STATE THEATRE, Quiney, lUinoisOwner: I. M. Ennis, Architect:
Charles F. Behrensmeyer.

BROADWAY> THEATRE, Cape Girardeau,
7f
Missouri
— Owners: Fox Midwest Amusement Corp., Kansas City, Mo.

27, 1939

FOX THEATRE, Sterling, Colo.—
Owners: Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc., Architect: Walter H. Simon.
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Air

Conditioning

Air Must Be Well Circulated

Rather thari attempt to analyze the equipment itself, it would be well for us to tackle
the subject from another standpoint— the air
your patrons breathe. First of all, it should
always be fresh and well circulated. Next, it
must be regulated and controlled according to
; thus, in w-inter, it
the temperature outside
should be heated, while in summer it should
be cooled.
Then there must be an adjustment and control of the humidity, which means the regulation of the water and moisture content. This
wnll become important knowledge to you in
considering the phases of air conditioning
when you remember the body has its own complete temperature-regulating system. How that
system functions is strongly influenced by the
humidity or moisture content. Therefore, humidity control is one of the outstanding phases
of air conditioning. Finally, dust, pollen, etc.,
can readily be removed from the air.
When you buy your air-conditioning equippoints in mind. You'll
the foregoing
if it provides and circulates
to keepknow
want ment,
fresh air ; whether it cools the air in summer
and heats it in winter ; whether it removes the
moisture from the air in summer and adds it
to the air in W'inter, and whether or not the
equipment cleans the air. A comfortable
theatre the year 'round generally means that
profits W'ill be greater throughout the year,
rather than rise and fall with the advent of
each season.
Can

Take

\< I'". V I I- VV
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Vital

Entire Year
Throughout
For several \ears now the old theatre has
rccei\ed its cooling henefits, however good or
bad they might be, from a large exhaust fan
or two, or from electric fans placed at points
along the auditorium walls. Perhaps you have
kept the doors open with a large heav\- curtain
being utilized to prevent the light from streaming in during the daytime.
This year, you declare, you are going to
have air-conditioning equipment installed. It
may be your mistaken conception that such
equipment is used primarily for cooling the air
in summer. Little thought is ever given to the
fact that air conditioning is just as vital in
other seasons of the year. For this reason,
without the services and advice of an expert,
you might install it for the summer and cease
to operate it during the winter, feeling that
winter operation was unnecessary. Of course,
this assumption is going to the extreme, but
it is nevertheless possible unless }'ou are well
informed on the subject of air conditioning.

You

T R A D I-.

a Vacation

This Summer — Or Can

You?

When you leave for your vacation this
summer, we hope you can do so with a
light heart, fully assured that the operation
of your theatre will be in capable hands
trained your
during your absence. If you've
assistant carefully, and if he has had the
initiative to learn the whys and w^herefores
about this and that, you have little cause to
worry.
On the other hand, if you have assumed
all responsibilities, if you made it difficult
for your assistant to learn, if you have felt
that you and only you can take care of the
hundred and one details of managing a
theatre, then you'll probably forego a vacation this year.
Personally, we'd rather take the vacation.

Flames

Test

Film

Cabinets

Under the supervision of an inspector of the Nexv York Fire Dept., film cabinets manufactured by Nenmade Products Corp., were subjected to a fire test in New York recently.
Photos above show blazing gasoline-soaked wood heaped about the film cabinet, and, right,
the film in perfect condition being removed from the cabinet by Oscar F. Neu, head of Neiimade,
after the fire had burned itself out.

MENACE

OF

FIRE

— Means
of Reducing
Hazards
acted upon. It is also up to the projectionjNtEED to marshal facts, quote statistics or resort to dramatization ol
ist to check new film coming in to his booth
— and to the management to see to it that
that terror to life and property — fire. In the
theatre a fire is more than a mere destroyer
the projectionist is diligent in this matter.
As to the method of being prepared to
of property. It is a potential panic, with such
irrevocable losses and tragedy as a possible
cope with the fire that breaks out — here is
result that the theatre must be alert and
something the management must assume as
its own responsibility. First, of course, there
provided with fire-fighting equipment against
must be the proper equipment in the way of
all emergencies.
fire extinguishers in the right places.
In the first place precaution against the
Not all fires are alike. Any fire chief or
possibility of an outbreak must include steps
insurance
specialist will tell you this. There
to constantly check the most common
is a vast difference between the electrical
sources of fire. In the second place, equipblaze, an inflammable liquid fire, and an orment should be provided to cope with the
dinary fire. The "first aid" or emergency
fire that breaks out in spite of the most conmethods used to control and extinguish a
scientious efforts toward prevention.
so-called ordinary fire will not be effective in
Outside of the projection room, the
extinguishing
an electrical fire.
sources of fire in a theatre are little difBasically, of course, there are but two
ferent than those existing in any publicways of extinguishing a fire. These are by
building. But the projection room is the thecooling the burning material to a temperaatre's own essential and uniaue pronert^'. It
ture below its burning point; and by smothis therefore the business of the theatre manering the flames, excluding oxygen from the
agement to be precise!}' informed on the main
material. The former process is accomplished
sources of fire in the projection room.
by discharging a liquid chemical over the
Some of the hazards are due to causes
blaze ; the latter by means of a substance
outside the projection room — prints that are
which
forms a coating, as it were, that efnot in good condition (imperfect sprocket
fectively excludes air from the fire.
holes, badly made patches, etc.). Of course
The important thing is to diflferentiate beto this latter condition the theatre may be a
tween the different types of fire and have in
contributor, and it certainly is if projection
those places where a particular type of
equipment is worn and below par — underblaze may occur the proper fire-fighting
cut sprocket teeth, worn parts, improper adequipment to cope with the emergency.
justments on tension. The imperfec*. projecIn order to have the proper equipment
tion machine is a fire breeder, and only freand a staff trained to make use of it in the
quent check-UDS and proper adjustments can
anticipated emergencies, it is best to coninsure that the machine that was perfect
sult one of the many organizations which
when it was installed has not become impercan supply accurate information based on
fect because of the "man-handling" that
research and the latest developments in fire
every machine, no matter how ingeniously
control
by first-aid methods which prevent
designed and efficiently constructed, must
small blazes from becoming conflagrations.
undergo when it is turned over by the manuThe majority of theatres do this. But
facturer to the user for operation.
having
done it and having installed the
It is, of course, up to the projectionist
proper equipment, it is essential that conto keep the machine in shape. It is up to the
stant care be exercised in making sure the
management to see that the machine is kept
equipment is familiar to every member of
in shape — and, also, that the projectionist's
the staff, and thus is brought into use
recommendations with regard to needed replacements or major repairs are heeded and , promptly and efficiently in case of fire.
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Modern

Fox

Midwest

Rebuilt

and

Entirely
Enlarged

THE recently remodeled Illinois Theatre,
owned and operated in Jacksonville, Illinois, by Fox Midwest Amusement Corp.,
under the local management of Ralph Q.
Bartlett, replaces a showhouse which had a
history dating back to January 25, 1892.
Built as the Grand Opera House and opened
on that date, the Illinois, as it later became
known, was the scene of great musical
events whose stars included such famous
artists as Schumann-Heink, and Walter
Damrosch. It was one of the first "movie"
theatres, having presented on December 17,
1896, a film advertised as a "motograph",
which, the management modestly explained,
was an "invention making animated pho-

The auditorium seats 775 on the main floor zvith 216 seats
in the balcony. The general color
scheme is pink and cream — a color note carried out in
the chair standards and upholstery.

Large half-round arches divide the main foyer,
modernistic in style, shown above.

A corner of the zvomcn's lounge, above, featuring novel indirect lighting effects.

The erection of the beautiful new Illinois
tography possible."
Theatre represents a practically new building as well as a completely new and thoroughljf modern film theatre as to architecture and furnishings and equipment. The
theatre was designed by Robert Boiler,
architect, of Kansas City, long known as
one of the foremost designers of film theatres.
Occupies Oddly-Shaped Lot
As indicated by the plot, or floorplan, on
the opposite page, the theatre occupies a
lot peculiar in shape, averaging 90 feet by
180 feet. The original theatre was built in
connection with a hotel, the entire structure being faced with stone. In the reconstruction, the four story hotel was wrecked,
and a new fireproof addition erected in its
place. By removing the walls of the old
theatre from the former ceiling height of
45 feet down to a level of 32 feet, the appearance of the auditorium has been altered
and modernized. The reduction of the original stage from 34 feet to a depth of 20 feet,
has made room for the addition of 150 seats,
making a new total capacity of 1,191. The
stage remains large enough to accommodate
any road company traveling the country.
The new auditorium is 62 feet by 76 feet
long, 24 feet longer than the original auditorium.
The entrance is under a rounded tower
corner feature. No vertical sign is used, but
the name Illinois is prominently displayed
ILLINOIS

THEATRE

Corp. Illinois
Jacksonville,
Owner & Operator: Fox Midwest Amusement
Seating Capacity: 1,191
Architect: Robert Boiler, Kansas City
CREDITS:
Equipment
Furnished by
SIGN & MARQUEE Claude Neon Federal Co.
ELECTRICAL FIXTURES & DISPLAY CASES
Summerour & Devlne
CARPETS
Alexander Smith Co.
HEARING AIDS
Western Electric
FLOOR AND WALL TILE Mosaic Tile Co.
DECORATING
Kent N. Cole
CHAIRS
Bodiform
American Seating Co.
PROjECTORS
Super-Simplex International Projector Corp.
PROJECTOR LAMPS
Mag-na-arc J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co.
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OLD
On the left, the
old Ihcalrc. which
originally was called the Grand
Opera House,
built in 1892. The
theatre was built
in connection with
a hotel — as shown
here, and belozv,
the auditorium as
it served long as a
picture tlieatre.

NEW
Here is the remodeled theatre,
inside and out. In
the reconstruction
the hotel was
wrecked and a
new fireproof
dition erectedadin
its place. On the
right, the front,
and auditorium of
the Illinois theatre
as it is today.
in the upper section of a five-sided marquee
which extends around the corner so as to
display on both street frontages. The corner box office is of etched glass and deep
maroon colored tile, ornamented with panels
of tile in shades of cream and rose, set off
by insets of turquoise.
The entrance doors carry the same design used in the box office windows, with
door mouldings outlined in silver. Cast
aluminum, and stainless steel display frames
in the vestibule are illuminated indirectly by
lumiline tubing.
The lobby is 18 feet by 36 feet, modern
in design, with walls broken by wide pilasters outlined with bronze mouldings in
angular designs and horizontal mouldings
lining the panels between pilasters. All trim
and doors are dark blue, set off by bronze
mouldings. The ceiling has beams of old
gold color with area between the beams
decorated in a lighter shade of gold. Lumiline tubing in semi-indirect fixtures illuminates the room.
Arches in the Foyer
The main foyer, 20 feet wide and 60
feet long, is divided by two large half-round
arches, with corresponding arches at each
end of the room to match. The end panels
are decorated in modern effect, and the
foyer ceiling is of old gold stucco with
bronze high-lighting. Walls are in Chinese
red large-swirled texture plaster. The men's
and women's lounges are at one side of the
lounge, one above the other: that is, five
steps ascend from the foyer to the women's
lounge, and fourteen steps descend from the
foyer to the men's lounge.
The main floor of the auditorium seats
775 and 316 seats are placed in the balcony.
Chairs are 25 inches in width. They are
American Bodiform chairs upholstered in
shell pink mohair and cavalon leather. Metal
parts are coral pink with cream striping.

Auditorium walls are finished in
pink acoustical plaster, with a large
burst painted on either side wall. Wide
beled pilasters at each side of the
lead up to heavy beams overhead to
the proscenium opening.
FLOOR

PLAN

shell
suncorstage
form

Jacksonville has a school for the deaf and
dumb. To provide for this large addition
to the average hard-of-hearing groups of
the population, the theatre has installed two
types of hearing aids. One is of the boneconduction type, and the other is of the
air-conduction type.
The latest types of projection and sound
equipment have been installed. New Peerless Mag-narc lamps, super-Simplex projectors and Ross lenses, with Western Electric Mirrophonic sound system, make up
the major apparatus of the sound and projection equipment.
The projection booth is air-conditioned.
Motor generator set is placed in a room adjacent to the booth. It is a thirty kilowatt
set, and supplies current for three high intensity arcs, two low intensity arcs, two
projectors and a spotlight.
Year 'Round Temperature Control
The air-conditioning plant, located in the
basement under the stage, conditions the
entire building. Year-round control of temperature isobtained by the circulation of air
from 15,000 to 35,000 cubic feet per minute,
controlled by a variable speed fan through
a duct system distributing air to all parts of
the theatre.
In winter a mixture of fresh and recirculated air is heated by passing over a coil
filled with steam. During the intermediate
seasons, all fresh air is used. Trane coils
and Vilter compressors, condenser, and
specialties are used. A cooling tower is used
with the air-conditioning system.
The new theatre was constructed with
union labor under a general contract handled
by Smirl & Gibson, of Jacksonville.
Selection of all furnishings and equipment for the theatre was under the personal
supervision of L. E. Pope, of Kansas City,
purchasing agent for the Fox Midwest circuit of houses.
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LIGHT

—

Has
Beauty
and
Efficiency
Theatres
which
have not been equipped
find
will
managers
and
owners
RE
THEAT
originally with good decorative lighting, are
it well worth their while to become thorsurely out of luck. But they are relatively
oughly informed as to the possibilities of
um
as a source of pleaslight in the auditori
few. However, there's many an auditorium
which has the equipment to be pleasing and
ing and appealing effect greatly appreciated
colorful but which through neglect is tawdrj'
by the mass of the public.
and unkempt in its appearance. Charge it to
In the auditorium proper there are two
forms of illumination. This statement, not
neglect, lax, unforgivable neglect in keeping
the lighting in condition. Dirty lamps, duststartling or interestingly novel to the iniladen cove reflectors — these are most effitiate in the ways and manners of the theatre,
nevertheless reduces to a simple basis the
cient in telling the patron that the management is asleep at the switch.
whole idea of auditorium lighting. The first
of the two forms of lighting is, of course,
Room For Improvement
that required for utility purposes during
intermission and show "breaks" at which
But even the well-equipped and properly
time there are many who make their way to
serviced lighting plant can be improved from
the doors in departure after seeing, and we
time to time by the introduction of ideas in
hope, enjoying the show; and those coming
lighting which add freshness to the audiin to begin their period of adventure and
torium. A simple change of tinting of the
romance as the pictures unreel their speclamps will do remarkable things in giving
tacle and romance on your screen.
the auditorium a new look, or the appearance of coziness, or coolness that may be
Color and Unusual Appeal
demanded by the changing seasons.
The second form of illumination serves a
And there's many a fine decorative system that has, by those gradual deteriorations
different purpose. It is also important. It
due to heaven knows what but which nevergives color, visual appeal to the auditorium
by accenting the decoration, the draperies
theless end up with lamps of too high wattand the architectural scheme of the theatre.
age being inserted into decorative fixtures
The days when the auditorium was utterly
through somebody's carelessness or the accidental necessity of temporary servicing. A
dark while pictures were unreeling their rolamp goes dead. Somebody replaces it hurmance on the screen have long since departriedly with one of a different wattage, and
ed. Illumination during the show as well as
thenceforth somebody else keeps putting induring the intermissions is now a commonto the fixture a lamp similarly unsuited to
place of the picture theatre. And thanks to
the proper effect.
the practice there are fewer trampled toes
and a lesser number of disgruntled patrons
For Decoration Purposes
as other patrons make their way to seats
without bruising and jostling their fellows, to
The decorative lighting is for decoration,
the embarrassment of both, because they
for visual effect and enhancement of the
had to feel their way about in abysmal
wall surfaces, the draperies, the ornamentadarkness.
tion. It plays no part in the utilitarian work
of illuminating the auditorium during the
intermission or show breaks.
The general illumination will help in clearThey're the Tops!
ing the theatre when the show breaks. No
TAYLOR
more firm, though courteous statement could
IVIulti-Blade Blowers
be made to the assembled audience that it's
time to get out. It whispers persuasively but
—A SIZE FOR EVERY PURPOSE—
without offense what the manager dare not
say in so many words — i.e.: "You've had
your money's worth, now please get out
and make room for the people who want to
see the next show."

14 Models from 1750 to 20,000 C.F.M. Can be
used £or Blower or Exhaust Purposes — Noiseless
— Variable Speed Control.
PRICES START AT $19.95
Write for Further Details

TAYLOR AIR CONDITIONING
p. O. Box 986A, Mad. Sq. Sta.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

CO.

Framing the Picture
But equally important is the decorative
lighting. The appeal of the auditorium decoration makes a frame for the picture in the
minds of the spectators. Consequently this
lighting must be distinctive. It can often be
made so with a little touch here or there.
Small spotlights casting colored beams on
decorative wall surfaces may give an entirely
new and novel twist to the auditorium which
has become stale because of its familiarity
for the mass of its patrons.
Beautiful and interesting effects may be
obtained by using glass or gelatin screens
on these small spotlights and floodlighting
delicate touches of color which tend to enliven the whole scheme of decoration. If
these are used, it is important that the spe-
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cial equipment be carefully concealed, which
may be done by hiding the units behind projecting ornamentation, or even building special boxes and concealing drapes for them.
When general color lighting from coves
or main lighting units is used throughout the
auditorium, the suggestive effects v/hich the
various colors have on the mind should be
taken into account and used to the best advantage. During the summer months, for
example, the cool colors — greens and blues —
may be used to accentuate the coolness of
the theatre. In winter months the ambers
and reds will add a sense of warmth and
coziness.

Summer
Girls

Uniforms
Necessary,

For
Too

Due consideration has been given in previous issues to uniforms for ushers. Little
has been said however, of uniforms for those
theatres where girls are employed and there
are
than many
boys. who find usherettes more useful
Usherettes create a pleasant impression in
anj' theatre and their uniforms can add or
detract from this impression. Girls are always inclined to be neater than boys and
accordingly you will have to be more particular about girls' uniforms than about
boys'. Aside from this girls get a bigger
kick out of a uniform than the opposite sex.
With the approach of hot weather, a
change is necessary to
washable uniforms. Of
course, each girl will
have to have two of
them in order to have
one to use while the
other isdered.
being
Despite launthis,
the original cost and
maintenance of washable uniforms is considerably smaller than
for the woolen type
which must be dry
cleaned frequently.
At the left
an illustration ofis
summer
uniforms made by the
Angelica Jacket Co.
The larger one shows
a blue broadcloth
dress with a jacket of
soft white twill. The
ruffled jabot and the
gilt buttons are detachable for laundering
purposes.
The
smaller illustration
shows how the dress
looks without the jacket. The white and
blue combination is regarded as particularly
appropriate for warm weather.

Down

With Heavy Curtains
If summer comes, can winter be far
behind? You wouldn't think so, considering how some exhibitors leave up their
heavy, dark winter decorations throughout
the summer. Now is the time to get out
those cool, light-weight draperies and seat
covers and have them cleaned, so they'll be
ready within a very few weeks.
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about BOOTH AND PROJECTION equipment?
Can the qualitj- of SOUND be improved?
Is the house checked for proper soimd
distribution ?
Is sound too loud? □ Is it too low?
Are horn units checked daily?
Check
projection
for poor definition,
□ unsteady projection, □ flicker, □ poor
hght, □ out of frame, □ out of focus,
□ poor masking, □ bad change-overs,
□ dirty apertures.
Does stage apron reflect light?
How about the SCREEN
. . . is it
dirty? □ Shaky? □ Bulging?
Is it properh- masked?
Are projection and movietone lenses
cleaned daily?
Reflectors, too, should be cleaned daily,
and brushed several times each day with
cheese cloth.
Is proper light and economy obtained
from carbons?
Carbon economy can be acquired through
proper adjustment of the arc crater and
by keeping the generator commutator
properly cleaned and brushes correctly
adjusted.
Short carbons can be saved for short
reels and screenings (rate of carbon burn
per minute should be determined).
Sound amplifying equipment should be
kept free of all dirt; and make and break
contacts, including tube prongs and contacts, should be thoroughly cleaned each
week with nonabrasive material (rough
brown paper can be used).
Tubes must be kept in first class condition to assure sound transmission without interruption.
Spare parts and replacements sh.ould include such items as tubes, horn units,
generator brushes, motor brushes, main
driving gear for projectors, spare reflectors for lamps, spare intermitlents and
film sprockets.
How about the carbon supply?
Is there an emergency supply held in reserve?
Is the booth properly equipped with
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS and SAFETY DEVICES?
Do the FIRE SHUTTERS work okay?
Can they be used by hand, and are they
properly fused?
How long since the fire extinguishers
were refilled? They should be refilled annually, at least. □ Are there tags on the
extinguishers showing the dates when
the}^ were refilled?
Equipment should include a two-gallon
soda extinguisher and two Pyrenes. (Use
of Pyrenes in event of small blaze is preferable since less damage will be done
machinery.)
Separate fireproof containers should be
provided for film, waste film and waste
materials and for cleaning equipment
Is the EXHAUST FAN IN THE
BOOTH working?
Can noise from booth be heard in the
house?

,□ Playing stage shows, how about cues?
□ Are cues understood and properlv executed for smooth continuity?
]□ Is the booth kept clean?
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WINTER

Heating

THE heating season is over. Spring is here
and summer isn't far behind. The fact that
>ou're no longer using your heating plant is
no indication that you should permit it to
stand idle until >'Ou're ready to use it again
next fall. In fact, you can't ignore it and
expect it to function smoothly. Granted that
it has come through the winter with flying
colors, you must remember that unless it is
well inspected and maintained every season
there will be a breakdown just when you are
least expecting it. Even though you still may
be using the plant occasionally right now, this
is still the best time to look it over and make
necessary repairs.
Heating systems, all parts considered, may
vary, but, generally speaking, they are all
pretty much the same with few exceptions, so
that whatever suggestions we make here as to
their care may well apply to all.
All flues, boiler heating surfaces, ash pits,
grates, breeching and smokestacks should be
thoroughly cleaned. If your boiler happens to
be very small, remove the pipe and keep it in a
dry place.
In the case of cast iron boilers, fill them up
with water until the water level is well up into
the steam header so that air may be excluded
from the boiler.
Clean Out Steel Boilers
As for steel boilers, they should be filled,
with kerosene poured on the water, and then
the water drawn off. With the draining of
the water, the kerosene will adhere to the surfaces of the boiler, thus providing a protecting
coat over the inner surfaces which does awa}'
with any possibility of rust forming. On the
fire side of the heating surfaces, the boiler
should be given a coat of lubricating oil. Be
sure to grease all machine surfaces.
Regardless of the kind of boiler you have,
whether it be cast iron or steel, it should be
drained as directed in tlie preceding paragrapli
on the care of steel boilers if the room in
which it is situated is damp.
Throughout the winter season scale has accumulated which should be removed. Your
best method of doing this is through the use
of the blow-off or blow-down, which is the
blowing out of the accumulated scale formation by steam pressure. This should be done
by a competent heating plant engineer, who
will see that it is neither excessive or inadequate. In the former case, it would be an

Plant

PLUS
SHOCK

Projection

Equipment

It's amazing how some exhibitors will
bu}'- new equipment for other sections of
their theatres, but still persist in making
their projectionists use the same old equipment year after year. It has been said, and
It still holds true, that the heart of the theatre is the projection room. Therefore,
have a heart not only for the eyesight of
your patrons but for the men to whom you
delegate the task of providing good projection at all times. A projector is only as
tr-^od as its weakest sprocket wheel, or
soniething like that.
Make Them Comfortable
Few of us can escape the bumpy road of
life, but you can see to it that your patrons
are made comfortable while they're your
guests by providing them with deep-cushioned, up-to-date theatre chairs.

Ma/

RCA

of features in
PHOTOPHONE

NEW
PROOF

DRIVE

Shape

expensive process, while in the latter it would
mean the accumulation of solids, the possibility
of foaming, and a reduction of evaporating
efficiency. Therefore, better steaming will result and the concentration of solid matter will
be kept to the lowest possible amount with the
proper blow-down. Only one who is thoroughly acquainted with the heating plant should
be assigned the job.
Boiler washouts are also advised. With a
definite schedule in mind, arranged according
to operating conditions, regular washouts along
with inspections will help you to detect any
possible trouble that might otherwise escape
you. You may feel that because scale is not an
important problem washouts are not necessary.
In making such an assumption you only tend
to disregard your boiler altogether, and no
boiler, no matter how perfectly it operates, can
continue to operate that way unless periodic
washouts and inspections are made.
Naturally, insurance inspectors will be on
hand at regular intervals to see that the boiler
is being well maintained and in perfect operating condition. IE you don't conduct your own
inspections, it will be harder for you when the
insurance men come around. Of course, regular maintenance isn't simply to make the inspectors' report favorable, but to make your
heating plant a smooth-functioning apparatus —
far removed from the possibility of breakdowns.

Lead parade
Rotary Stabilizer

In

MAGIC
the

VOICE
SCREEN

Ask your representative for details.
Designed for any theatre —
regardless of size.
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Renovations
Theatre

Construction

Work has begun on the new RicheHeu
Theatre at Tarpon Springs, Fla. The house
has already taken shape with structural
steel in place, and with electrical work under
way. The theatre will be completely modern
when finished and will have a seating capacity of 600. Charles H. Richelieu is owner of the building, the work on which is
being done by John Klepach. The theatre
will probably open around July 1.

Plans have been made for the construction of a one-story theatre and store building at Cliffside Park, Hoboken, N. J. The
rear part of the property will be used for
parking, and chain-store organizations have
leased shops from the plans.
Preliminary action was taken recently by
the directors of the Casino Theatre and
Casino Pier Company, Wildwood, N. J., toward the construction of a new theatre to
replace the one which burned down several
weeks ago. Construction bids will be received in June. Plans are being prepared by
W. H. Lee, Philadelphia architect.

At the United States Veterans' Administration Hospital on the Cold Springs road
near Indianapolis, Ind., plans are going
forward for the construction of a recreation
building, including a theatre, following word
from Washington. The theatre of the proposed building would seat between 300 and
500 persons.
An 850-seat theatre, plans for which have
been prepared for a company in which Jack
O'Connell of the Loop and other theatres is
the principal, is to be constructed in Toledo,
Ohio, on the site of the Odd Fellows Temple, 3015 Detroit Avenue. Architects Hahn
& Hayes have prepared plans for the structure.
Ground has been broken at Santa Rosa,
Calif., for the new Vogue Theatre, to be
erected by the Rosenberg interests for the
Intercoast Amusement Co.
Work has started on a new theatre in
China Grove, N. C, to be erected on the
site of the Grove Theatre which was recently destroyed by fire. Costing $8,000, the
new building will conform in every detail to
state regulations.
Excavation has been completed at Des
Moines, Iowa, for the construction of a
new neighborhood motion picture theatre.
Costing $20,000, it will be completed August
1, and has been leased to the Tri-States
Theatre Corp. It will have a glazed tile
modernistic front and will be finished in
instinctive colors!
for every requirement — in
MOTION PICTURE TICKETS
Highest Quality Right Prices
KELLER-ANSELL TICKET CO.
Suite 608, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 9-7532

modernistic style inside. In addition to the
theatre with its seating capacity of 600, the
building will include a store room. The
house is to be air-conditioned and wired
for the use of special hearing aids for the
hard-of-hearing. It will also have a regular
stage. Eight motion pictures theatres are
operated in Des Moines by Tri-States.
An up-to-date theatre, work on which is
scheduled to begin within the next few
weeks, is to be constructed at Champaign,
111., by George Barber, owner of the Star
Theatre and partner in the Gem Amusement
Co. The building formerly housed a garage.
Opening is scheduled for sometime during
the Fall.
Construction has begun on a new neighborhod theatre and store building in Fresno, Calif. Scheduled to be ready by October
1, the house will be operated by Fox West
Coast Theatres, Inc. It will cost approximately $200,000.
One of the most beautiful and modern
theatres ever to be presented to Lehigh Valley movie patrons will be the new Capitol,
to be erected soon in Northampton, Pa., by
Henry A. Miller and leased by the Northampton Theatre Co. The front and interior
construction and design will feature colorful
structural glass and metal. It will have about
800 luxurious and comfortable seats and
will be completely air-conditioned. David
Supowitz is the architect.
Plans are being made for the construction
of a new 600-seat theatre on the south side
of Roosevelt Avenue between 89th and
90th streets in Elmhurst, L. I.
Construction of the Crescent Amusement
Co.'s new $75,000 theatre to replace its
present Savoy has been started at Princeton, Ky., by the Princeton Lumber Co.,
contractors on the new house. Said to have
been prepared by one of the South's leading architects, the plans call for a theatre
with a seating capacity of approximately
1,000, a spacious lobby and foyer, ladies'
and men's lounges on the mezzanine floor,
and modern heating and cooling equipment.
Cut stone and beautifully colored structural
glass with stainless steel trim in a modern
design will make up the facade. The theatre
will be the first completely fireproof building constructed in Princeton.
Arrangements are being made for the
construction of a new $500,000 theatre at
Main and Edwards street in Buffalo.
Construction has been started on the
new Astor Theatre at Attica, N. Y., by the
Martina Circuit. Cost of the theatre has
been set at $50,000, and it will be ready for
opening September 1. It will be fireproof,
of cement block and steel construction and
will have a glass front. George H.
Ketcham of Syracuse is the architect, and
Carl Espersen of Batavia the contractor.
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Openings

A new addition and remodeling of the
present auditorium is planned for the Majestic Theatre, Phillipsburg, Pa., and work has
started in that direction. The seating capacity of 430 will be nearly doubled, according
to Frederick Schollar, the architect in charge
of the work. The present entrance is to be
revamped, and a 4S-foot extension is to be
added to the rear of the theatre. There will
be no balconj'. Large, new rest rooms will
be built in and a lobby drinking fountain
will be installed. A new feature to be added
is the "cry room," where mothers may take
their crying babies, watch the performance
and not annoy other patrons. General Manager Garth Lindsay expects to open the remodeled house around July L
Completed by the Martina Circuit at a
cost of $60,000, the New Family Theatre
opened recently at Mt. Morris, N. Y. The
new house is modern in every detail.
The historic Forest Theatre at Carmel,
Calif., is to be rebuilt as a WPA project.
Officials hope to have the work completed in
time for summer productions.
The Lincoln Theatre, Aiken, S. C, which
has been closed for several weeks, will be
reopened soon following extensive renovations including an extension to the building. The name of tht theatre will be
changed.
Enlargement of the Rialto Theatre, Wilbington, Del, at a cost of about $80,000 has
been announced by A. J. Blair, proprietor.
The seating capacity will be increased from
450 to 750. Hellinger, Inc., Philadelphia, are
the general contractors, and plans have been
drawn up by W. H. Lee, Philadelphia architect. Concealed violet ray lighting which
nullifies bacteria will be installed in the
ceiling. Similar equipment will be placed in
the men's smoking room and ladies' lounge.
Air conditioning will be extended throughout
the enlarged theatre. There will be more
room between rows of seats, and wider
aisles. Lobby, foyer and entrance spaces
will all be enlarged. At present below the
street level, the rest rooms will be moved
to the second floor. The projection room,
which will be nearer the center of the theatre space, will have such features as soundproofing, air conditioning, a washroom and
lavatory, running hot water, cooled drinking
water and facilities necessary for the comfort and convenience of the projectionists.
The Royal Theatre, Tarpon Springs, Fla.,
is being rebuilt for Charles A. Richelieu.
When completed it will have a seating capacity of 562. The building will be extended
18 feet to provide additional space. The enGet Our Ideas . . .
Have ourments.staff
of expertsIsplan
A representative
in your
your improveterritory
regularly. See him.
NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, INC.
• Draperies • Interior Decoration • Murals
318-320 W. 48th Street
New York
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tire front has been rcnioik-lcd. Duritig alterations, performances have continued
niiihtly, the work in no way interfering with
tlie operations.
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MARQUEES

Fire recently destroyed the Howard Thetre, 2614 N. Front St., Philadelphia. Defective wiring was believed to have caused the
blaze.
Installation of air-conditioning equipment, new drapes and stage have been completed at the Albany Theatre, Albany, Ga.
A. C. Gortatowskv is the owner.
New air conditioning and new seats have
been installed in the Alamo Theatre, Newnan, Ga., operated by the Lam Amusement
Company.
A new front is to be added to the Green
Theatre at Auoka, Minn. The work will be
completed by July 15, according to Charles
Closson, owner.
Approximately $5,000 was spent on improvements for the Regent Theatre, Cleveland, Miss., according to the owner. Bill Ellis. The location of the house was changed.
Renovations for the Arrowhead Theatre,
Onamie, Minn., include a new floor, upholstered chairs and a new front. The work is
expected to be completed soon.
A new sound system is being installed in
the Isle Theatre, Isle, Minn.
Changes in the sound at the Peoples Thetre, Crosby, Minn., will provide for a new
amplifier, higher fidelity, wider range and
more power. Harvey Thorpe is owner of the
Peoples.
General renovations, including the enlarging of the present seating capacity from
501 to 1,501 are planned for the Saenger
Theatre, Shreveport, La. Work will be completed by June 15, according to present
plans.

Three hundred additional seats will be
added to the auditorium of the Bedford Theatre, Bedford, Ohio. Mrs. L. B. Stillwell is
owner of the house.

A new neon marquee and sign, a colored
balcony and new offices constitute the renovations which were recently completed at
the Carolina Theatre, Anderson, S. C.

The Majestic Theatre, Jackson, Mich.,
owned by the Butterfield Circuit, has closed
for the summer.
The Avenue Amusement Corp. has closed
the Alhambra Theatre at Milwaukee, Wis.
The Virginia Theatre, North Baltimore,
Ohio, owned by E. H. Walters, was recently
destroyed by fire.
Wilmer & Vincent have reopened their
Rio Theatre at Harrisburg, Pa. The house
had been dark since December of last year.
E. G. Wollaston is house manager.

AMAZING BARGAINS IN
RECONSTRUCTED
THEATRE
CHAIRS.
15000 in stock to be disposed of.
Write for illustrated bulletin.
EASTERN SEATING COIVIPANY, Inc.
276 W. 43rd Street New York, N. Y.

At the left above is the V-type marquee recently erected by the Trisign Company of
Richmond, Indiana, on the Rits Theatre at
Shelbyville, Ind. The skeleton letters are each
36 inches high and are emphasised with double powder green neon tubing and two blue
neon tubes outlining the tetter base. Two red
neon tubes in a channel surround the three line
attraction boards in which opal glass and
track is installed. The high front streamline
is accented with tivo powder green neon tubes
centered betiveen two red and two blue tubes.

would never think of getting
YOU
dressed up in a new suit, new coat, new
shoes, etc., and an old dirty, battered hat,
would you? Nor would your wife, sister or
sweetheart think of putting on a brand new,
latest style dress and using a bonnet from
10 years back either. If your theatre, otherwise up-to-date and modern in every respect is topped by an old marquee which is
dirty and has broken attraction letters and
is otherwise in a state of disrepair, it is just
as incongruous.
Marquees should no longer be just a
method of giving light to the front of the
theatre at night. They must still serve this
purpose, but they must all serve other purposes equally important. Your marquee is
one of the principal advertising mediums
available to you for displaying your attractions. If properly located, it should be seen
from three sides and all passersby whether
afoot or in automobiles or public conveyances are its readers.
Your marquee also serves humbler purposes such as sheltering people from the
rain as they are leaving or entering the
theatre.
Whether your theatre is large or small and
regardless of its location some kind of a
marquee is indispensable. If the theatre
happens to be on a side street, a blaze of
light and color will attract prospective patrons to it.
Many theatres are still using marquees
without changeable attraction letters. In
our opinion, most of the money spent in
erecting and maintaining such a structure is
wasted. With modern signs at their present
efficiency, it seems almost indispensable for
the modern theatre to have a marquee upon
which it can display the names of its attractions and their stars.
Neon tubing is becoming increasingly
popular on marquees. It serves to add color
to the display at a minimum of expense. It
also affords a suitable contrast between the
name of the theatre and the names of the
attractions.
Keeping the marquee in repair is the most
important part of owning one. The glass
letters must
be frequently
cleaned. The

At the right is the installation on the Clinton Theatre of Frankfort, Indiana. Chinese red
and lemon yellow porcelain enamel on the
front of the marquee correspond with matching colors on the body. A modern streamline
leads from the front back to the box office
with two powder green neon tubes in the center and two red and two blue tubes on each
side. The two row silhouette attraction board
on each side, outlined with two red neon tubes,
is divided with a panel of 48 lemon yellozv incandescent flashing tamps, as is the streamline.
whole thing must be painted frequently.
Maintenance of the marquee requires constant inspection to see that none of the bulbs
behind the letters are burned out. Ammonia
water is recommended as the best cleaning
agent for the glass letters. Let an expert service the neon tubing.
$
6 is
A good marquee, properly maintained
a sign of a well run theatre.
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New

sound system, embodying many
ANEW
advanced features, has been developed
by Western Electric for distribution in foreign markets. The new system, adaptable to
theatres of any size, is designed to anticipate future advances in sound recording,
such as the high volume prints, according
to the company.
The so-called high volume prints are soon
to make their appearance, according to
present plans in Hollywood studios.
The new equipment, introduced at simultaneous showings in New York and 12
foreign cities, will be sold by ERPI in the
foreign field only — the company scmie time
ago ceased manufacture of theatre sound
equipment for the U. S. by licensing International Projector Corp., and Motiograph to
manufacture systems under the Western
Electric patents.
Many

TRADE

Perfected Features

In addition to many refinements, the designers have perfected features which they
believe will influence the future course of
sound system engineering. For example, by
replacing the ordinary machine oil which is
commonly used in film stabilizing mechanisms with a unique and recently developed
dampening fluid, the chemical composition
of which is not disclosed, "flutter" has been
reduced to an imperceptible amount, sponsors of the new system declare.
Through the application of new circuit
principles, the system's power has been
stepped up to more than double the requirements of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences. The loudspeakers employ advanced acoustic ideas. Technically,
the new system begins with a compact film
pulling mechanism, or reproducer set, in
which every shaft turns in a ball bearing,
and in which only one precision-machined
sprocket engages the film. "Single sprocket
threading" in addition to its obvious simplicity of operation reduces the length of the
film path, thus avoiding excessive vibration
induced by a more complex gear train. In
adapting the principle of single sprocket
threading to reproducer set design the engineers called to their service a tried and
proved principle of film propulsion which
has been standard in cameras and other
precision recording equipment for many
years.
Another departure designed to reduce vibration isa unique device for supporting the

Sound

System

motor. The arrangement enabled the designers to locate the constant speed drive
motor in a central position on one side of
the reproducer set where, regardless of the
projection angle, the motor-armature and
its associated drive shaft operate horizontally. Because the motor fits snugiy against
the side of the reproducer set and near its
natural center of gravity, the entire assembly is stable, proper lubrication without leakage is assured, and no thrust bearings are
required.
Permits

Direct Coupling

The mount also permits direct coupling
through helical gears between the motor
and its load. A silent link-chain of hardened
steel affords flexible coupling between the
reproducer set and the projector mechanism. Once the projector mechanism has
been bolted to its mounting plate, the linkchain enables projectionists to interchange
projector mechanisms between reels. So
perfectly is the mounting plate machined to
its seat in the sound reproducer that projector mechanisms may be removed and returned to their respective positions without
disturbing the picture alignment on the
screen. The reproducer set is designed to
operate with all standard makes of projector
mechanisms.
Protection against excessive motor current occasioned by subnormal line voltage,
or other contingency, is afforded by an
"overload sentry" which automatically functions as an instantaneous circuit breaker
when needed.

^''Thermo-proof^

Kinetic Scanner
Equally important to sound quality is the
development of the "thermo-proof" kinetic
scanner. Recently the scientists of Bell
Telephone Laboratories succeeded in compounding a scanner fluid which, within temperature extremes extending from below
freezing to above 100 degrees Fahrenheit,
demonstrates a stability said to be ten
times more effective in suppressing flutter
than an\f previous damping fluid. Although
the new liquid costs $200 per gallon to prepare, it does not materially add to the price
of the equipment because only a thin film is
required in each mechanism and once sealed
within the kinetic scanner it lasts indefinitely.
The amplifiers are capable of delivering
considerably more sound energy than is de-
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manded by today's product. In addition to
anticipating future reproduction requirements, this reserve of power enables the
amplifiers to impart a rich fullness to every
tone recorded on current sound tracks.
Concentric feed lines carry the sound in a
protecting metal sheath during its critical
transit from the photoelectric cells to the
individual pre-amplifiers, thus shielding it
from exterior electrical influence and assuring dramatic silences between the production's sound passages. Acoustic compensators built into the electrical circuits enable
the installation engineer to "tailor" each
system to its particular auditorium.
James
Mgr.

Frank,
of NTS

Jr., Is Appointed
New

York

Branch

James Frank, Jr., succeeds C. H. Secor, who
recently resigned as manager of the New York
Branch of National Theatre Supply ComFrank has been with
pany.
NTS in various execulive capacities since
1937. Lately he has
functioned in the Sales
V
V^^^H

Promotion Departeral offices.
ment
of National's genPreviously,

F r a n k

was assistant sales manProjector
Corporation
of International
ager
for a year and before
that was for eight years
at the RCA plant in Camden, N. J.
Frank is Secretary of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers and well known for
his articles on sound engineering.
p J^^^H
i^^^^H
James Frank, Jr.

Unusual

Features

Boasted

By Coast Cinema Theatre
Several unusual features are said to be
embodied in the new Cinema Theatre,
which was scheduled to open this month on
No. Western Avenue near Santa Monica,
California. The house was designed for
Louis Berkoff, former owner of the Esquire
Theatre, by S. Charles Lee, who utilized a
nautical motif. It is an art theatre featuring
first-run foreign films.
Constructed of brick and concrete, the
building has a seating capacity of 800, with
130 loge chairs. Parking facilities are available for 200 cars.
An informal lounge where cigarettes and
coffee are served, as well as a reading room
just
off the
foyer, are two of the Cinema's
unusual
features.
With the ceiling covered with a huge map
of the world, the interior is finished along
modern Continental lines. The new neon
lighting with the white fluroescent tubing
has been used in the lighting scheme.
A unique feature of the marquee sign,
triangular in shape, is that it features a
40x60 ft. picture of the star of the current
attraction.
Keep

Uniforms

Tidy

In all probability' your doormen and ushers
are wearing cool, light-colored uniforms, which
should always have a crisp, clean appearance.
Failure to clean and press them often will
result in shoddy, unkempt uniforms. Since
neatness counts for so much in the appearance
Left — the reproducer tvith single, sprocket threading. Above,
Mirrophonic Master amplifier.

of your house staff, we'd advise 3'ou to make it
a point to see that all uniforms are renovated
regularlv.
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SODAS

IN

THE

— Many
Install
OOn.V fountains in theatres are hy no
^ moans new. .\Ian\' theatres in \arious
parts of tlie country find it profitaljle to
operate their own soda fountains through
the year. Two of the Robb and Rowley Theatres in Muskogee, Okla., have soda fountains in their lobbies.
The circuit reports that it fir;t had a
fountain in its Ritz Theatre some years
ago at which time the lobby space was
leased to a man who had control of its
operation exclusively. When the lease ran
out, circuit executives felt they could do a
better job of operation so they kept control
of tlie fountain business themselves.
Operated

by the Circuit

The fountain in the Broadway Theatre is
operated by the circuit in the same manner.
The theatre owns the fixtures and hires a
man to operate it on a percentage basis.
This plan has worked very successfully and
has made a very nice profit, according to
Procter and Marsh, managers of the theatre.
The Ritz fountain is operated under a
slightly dif¥erent plan. The man wlio operates this fountain owns his own fixtures.
When the theatre was remodeled, his new
lixtures had to be designed according to the
theatre architect's plan and installed in the
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same manner, so as to harmonize with the
rest of the interior. He operates his business
on a percentage basis, too.
The fountain service was first operated
more or less for the convenience of patrons who wanted a cold drink or a light
lunch while attending the show.
Procter and Marsh feel that the operation
of a soda fountain in connection with a
theatre is a vtry profitable accessory and
one which they cannot afford to be without.
Simiiftr to Candy Stand
Such a service is no more out of place in a
theatre than the operation of a candy stand,
a feature which is becoming increasingly widespread in theatres of all sizes throughout the
entire country.
Although the illustrations here show such
installations in Oklahoma, a southern state, it
would appear to be just as logical to have a
soda fountain in northern climes as well,
where cold drinks could be served in summer
and hot drinks dispensed in winter.
The only situation where soda fountains
should not be installed would be in a theatre
building where there was an establishment of
the same kind on the premises, even though
entrance was gained only from the street. It
could hardly be considered fair to compete
'.flwith
own
tenant.one's
A lobby
soda fountain is
also a place where
patrons waiting
for the start of
the show or awaiting seats during
crowded periods
could pass the
time. And while
they are passing it
the money they
spend will go into
your
The coffers.
theatre that
is so equipped
would

soon become
a rendezvous for
young

people. It will
pay youtigatetothe invespossibilities.
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V. U. YOUNG,
President,
Theatrical Managers, Inc.,
Gary, Indiana

Inspectors
Important
House

Saved
Event,

Owner

Says

GARY, INDIANA— "For nearly a year, we
had been having trouble with our public
address system at the Palace Theatre here,"
said V. U. Young, president of the Theatrical Managers, Inc. Circuit, "and we were
particularly concerned about its functioning properly during a style show for which
we had enlisted large community interest
and support.
"Our Altec Inspector R. C. Gray, and
D. A. Swanagan, from the Altec Chicago
office, cheerfully put in long hours working
under high tension on the problem, and
never gave up until our troubles were licked.
Our style show was a complete success.
"It is that kind of work by Altec field
men that reminds theatre operators of the
value of Altec service and forcibly reminds
them of how great a protection Altec service is to owner and manager alike."

Lobby Soda
Fountains
Above is the soda
fountain in the
lobby of the Ritz
Theatre and at the
right that in the
Broadzvay Theatre. The former
cost $4,000 to install and the latter,
$6,500. Both theatres are located in
Muskogee, Oklahoma, and are operated by Robb
and Roivlev.

The Altec service inspector takes personal pride
in belonging to an organization which renders
to its exhibitor customers service that goes beyond the required obligation. Let the Altec man
in your locality explain how Altec service can
"bring out the best" in quality and performance, in the equipment now in your theatre.

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION
OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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PERFECT projection depends on the selection of the right type of screen. A wide house
will require different screen surface than a
narrow house. When purchasing new screen,
it is advisable to test several samples first
before finally deciding. Use large pieces for
testing in order to tell which surface is best
for your particular theatre. To make further
intelligent selection, have the manufacturer
send j^ou data on the reflection powers and
characteristics of the surfaces of their
screens. The holes or perforations must be
uniform and of correct diameter in order to
secure good sound reproduction as well as
good light reflection. If the perforations are
too small the sound will not come through
properly and it will be necessary to raise the
volume more than should be necessary.
The sole duty of your screen is to reflect
light, and where speakers are placed behind
the screen, which is universal practice now,
the screen must pass the sound through perfectly, of course. Just because some surfaces
reflect more light than others does not mean
that they make the ideal screen. How well
the screen reflects light to ALL seats in the
theatre; how well the picture looks from the
balcony; how well the picture looks from
the sides must be considered. To give general information of particular value for each
screen installation is rather difficult, but we
will give a few tips that will assist you in
making the proper selection.
Location of Projectors Important
The location of the projection room is important, and the distance from the screen to
the first row of seats is also of paramount
importance. The source of light, such as
Suprex arc, Mazda, low intensity or high
intensity arcs, is another important point in
determining screen selection. The screen
must deliver uniform distribution of light
over a wide angle without the loss of brightness.
In a narrow house with low intensity
lamps, the metallic or "so-called" silver type
of screens, will give best results, and can be
used with Suprex lamps; but the wide house
requires a plain white surface. Using a metallic surface in too wide a house means loss
of light to the side seats. To overcome some
of this loss of light it would be necessary
to increase your amperage, which would
make the picture too bright to those sitting
in the center and waste current. Metallic
surfaces show contrasting pictures, the high
lights being, in some cases, glary. With the
indirect type of reflecting surfaces, the
highlights are more subdued. All necessary
features cannot be incorporated in any one
screen and the exhibitor has to select, by
testing, the one best suited for his theatre
that will give fairly pleasing results.
Size of the screen is of paramount importance. Too small a screen in a v/ide house
will cause eye strain if too brilliant a light
Intermittent Movement and
HARDENED
Star, Cam, and
Sprocket
ists SinceSpecial1908
La Vezzi
Machine Works
180 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago

Be

Considered

is used. If too large a screen is used in a
small theatre, this will cause eye strain as it
will be necessary for the eye to move more
to keep up with the action in the picture.
Theatres with a balcony should not have a
screen much over 16 to 17 feet; houses seating around 300 to 400 should use not over a
12-foot picture. A house seating 600 to 700
people should have a picture from 16 to 18
feet. Picture size, of course, depends on
number of seats, width of theatre and whether or not it has a balcony. When deciding on
screen size, make allowance for frame,
which is usually about 1 to IJ^ feet wider
all the way around.
Loss of Volume Caused by Dirt
Loss of volume after a screen has been in
use for some time is caused by dirt filling
the perforations. A dirty screen will cause
considerable loss of light and definition. A
screen should be replaced or refinished after
it has been in use two years. It will give
better definition and more light.
If the screen is used on a stage, it should
be about 18 inches off the floor. A black
border should be placed around the picture
for most pleasing results. A sound screen
should be capable of transmitting frequencies from SO cycles up to 15,000 cycles.
A curtain should be installed so that it
may be closed over the screen to protect it
while the house is being cleaned. A good
screen brush should be used frequently and
the screen cleaned at least once a month.
If using mazda lamps, a metallic type
screen will give the best light.
If projectors are located in the balcony it
will be necessary to slightly tilt the screen
until you secure fairly sharp focus top and
bottom.
Wes'ey Trout
Neon Auditorium Lighting A
Novel Feature of Miami House
LTnique ideas in decoration and lighting
are an outstanding feature of the remodelling job recently completed at the Ritz
Theatre, Miami, by Wometco Theatres circuit, owners of the Ritz. The auditorium has
been completely done over, using indirect
power neon, entirely concealed, for all lighting. The walls have been treated with
decorative Celotex. The lobby walls have
been covered with vari-colored linoleum, and
glass brick, with neon lighting from behind,
separates built-in illuminated display frames
— designed for 40 by 60 transparent blowups.Some of the ideas introduced at the Ritz
are to be incorporated in remodelling work
planned by Wometco for another theatre in
the circuit.
New

Theatre

In Calif.

A new theatre to be known as the Harbor
will be constructed at Newport, Calif., by
Earle E. Strebe, recently of Palm Springs,
who has purchased the Pacific Boat Co.
building jointly with Ray G. Burlingame,
president of the Balboa Beach Amusement
Co. A feature of the new house will be a
sloping floor to afford perfect visibility
from each of the 1,000 seats to be installed.

Allied

Steals

27, 1939
Show

Convention

Exhibits of theatre equipment took the
lead as a focal point of interest for theatremen visiting the New York Allied Convention held at the Astor Hotel, New York,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of this
week.
A total of 19 equipment manufacturers and
dealers were represented with displays, with
home television commanding particular interest as an attraction at the RCA Photophone exhibit. The RCA display featured
the company's sound equipment but included a home receiving set on which local
television broadcasts were picked up. The
RCA display was in charge of Ed. Jones,
advertising manager.
Vallen, Inc., manufacturer of curtain control tracks and motors, displayed two new
devices, the Streamline, Jr., and the intermediate track
M 2 Track,
addition
to the
several other
and in
curtain
control
devices
which the company has developed and marketed to the theatre field over a period of
many years. E. J. Vallen, head of the company, was in charge.
One of the largest displays was that of
Joe Hornstein, equipment dealer of New
York. Several manufacturers whose products Hornstein distributes showed their
wares in conjunction with the Hornstein display. They included: Ideal Seating Co.,
represented by Wm. Gedris, president of the
company; Brenkert Light and Projection
Co., with Wayne Brenkert in charge; Raytone Screen Co.; Motiograph, represented by
Mr. Davee; A. & M Karagheusian, Inc., manufacturer of Gulistan rugs; Benwood Linz
Co., manufacturers of Brenkert-Westinghouse rectifiers ; J. E. Robin.
National Theatre Supply Company displayed the International Projector Company's Simplex E-7 projector and sound system. Peerless Arc Lamps and Irwin Seating Company chairs.
National Carbon Co., had a display with
Wm. Kunzman on hand to greet exhibitors.
American Seating Co., was represented with
an individual display with Mr. R. Hunter
in charge. National Screen Accessories had
one of the most elaborate displays in the
hall, featuring the lobby display service offered
company. Armand Cohen supervisedby thethedisplay.
Hollywood Advertising Co., represented
by J. Steinberg; Dictograph Products Co.,
Inc., represented by Harry Willson and
Walter Smith; Dennis Games, Inc., featuring the game Lucky, was represented by
Russell Cohen; Sanitary Automatic Candy
Co., displayed a new candy vending machine,
and was represented by Sam Ross; Premiere
Scenic Studios, decorators, and National
Committee for Education, featuring a Book
Nite for theatres, were among the equipment and accessory exhibitors at the convention.

WB May Build In Sandusky
Warner Brothers are considering plans
for a theatre to seat 1,200 people to be constructed in Sandusky, Ohio, it is reported.
Possible sites for the proposed venture are
being investigated, and if and when the
house is built it is expected to be ready for
opening on Labor Day. Warners also operate the Ohio and Plaza Theatres here, for
which J. J. Scholer is the resident manager.
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You ask them, STR answers them with advice on your equipment problems. If you
wrote the question, you'll be most interested
in the answer. If you didn't write the question, you'll be interested both in question
and answer, because the other fellows' problems may be yours too. Come on — ask your
questions about equipment — how to buy it,
maintain it, get the sure results required to
make your theatre a de luxe picture house.
S mall-Ton'n Exhibitor zurites: Our generator is located in an entrance passage to our
projection booth. Although we have it inspected and overhauled regularly it has begun
to vibrate and zve have had some complaints
from people using our small balcony-logc section that the noise disturbs them.
ANSWER: If all the bearings, brush connections and commutator are in good condition
then the only other suggestion is that the generator mounting needs replacement. Most generators are mounted on cork over a concrete
base. \\'hen so mounted and properly fastened
the danger of noise and vibration is minimized. If yours is so mounted then your
trouble will have to be solved by re-locating
the generator where it cannot cause any complaints. Why not investigate and see if you
cannot place it in a well-ventilated room where
the vibration cannot be heard? O'r replace it
with a rectifier.
*
* *
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Air Conditioning Essential to
Success of Modern Theatre
Tlicrc is little or no excuse for any
nu>dern theatre to be without air conditioning. To contend that one cannot afford
it is almost the same as saying that one
can't afford to have good business throughout the .summer. A cool, comfortalile theatre, with good projection, comfortable
seats and pleasant surroundings will attract
summertime patrons. And the steady increase in business will offset the initial cost.
If you can keep your house open during
the summer in spite of poor business; if
you show the best of pictures, then it stands
to reason you can install air conditioning
for the comfort of your patrons. You might
as well have good business during the
warmer months, since you'll probably be
operating anyway. An air conditioning
company representative will be glad to discuss your problem, if you call on him. He
doesn't obligate you in any way.
Remember this — air conditioning will
make your house healthful and comfortable
in both summer and winter. Investing in
it, therefore, is doubly worth while.
St. Louis Optimistic
Concerns in St. Louis, Mo., which furnish
draperies, carpets, chairs, projection and stage
equipment, etc., to theatres in Eastern Missouri, Southern Illinois, Southeastern Iowa,
Northeastern Arkansas and Northwestern
Kentucky declare that prospects for the second
quarter look bright. If only a part of the
prospective projects get under way during the
next seven weeks, the gross volume should
certainly be ahead of the business in April,
May and June, 1938.
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So they can see the picture,
Each patron forward bends.
Some
they'll all
sit the
upright
When day
boothmen
clean
lens.

Upstate Michigan Houses Start
Wave of Spring RemodelHng
upstate Michigan houses have been involved
in a wave of spring remodeling, which began a
few weeks ago and is still progressing.
In Caro, for example, Ashman Brothers are
remodeling the Strand Theatre, enlarging it
from 450 to 550 seats, and installing Super
Simplex projectors, Magnarc lamps, a Hertner
transverter. Walker screen. National marquee
and Crestwood carpeting. The equipment is
being furnished through the National Theatre
Supply
Co. Baltimore a new National marquee
At New
is being installed on the New Theatre by Manager Sydney Hunt.
New Simplex projectors and Western Electric Mirrophonic sound are being installed in
the Davison at Davison, according to Manager LaVerne Burbank.
At Crystal Lake, Lee Carrow is building and
equipping a new 350-seat house, which will be
operated during the summer in this theatreless
resort town. Carrow also owns the Dreamland
at Carson City. He will probably call the
house at Crystal Lake the Crystal.
Going from the theatrical to the non-theatrical. Simplex projectors and sound were purchased by General Motors for use in its exhibit at the New York World's Fair.

IV.B.R. writes: The peculiar floor plan of
my theatre results in particularly heavy traffic
betzu'een the entrance door from the lobby and
the rear of the theatre. So much so that we
cannot keep the carpet in that section looking
as zvell as the rest of the house. Perhaps there'
is some special carpet that is made to zvithstand such punishment. If there is zve never
heard of it. Have you a suggestion?
ANSWER: There is nothing new to your
problem. It has developed in thousands of
theatres in dozens of different areas subject to
unusual wear and tear. The best solution is
that the passage or area be covered with a
perforated rubber mat made up expressly for
that section. You can get such mats in plain
black or in color to match the decorative
scheme of the theatre. We know of no carpet
that will serve the same purpose.
D.J.E. asks: We have a sound system that
is made up of various parts from different
manufacturers. We've been keeping it in fairly
good shape hut recently we have had trouble
getting parts because - the .people who . made
some of them are out of business. What will
we do zvhen zve can no longer patch the system?
ANSWER: If you've had the make-shift
equipment for a long time you've probably had
all the service out of it that your investment
was worth. Why take chances or keep worrying about it any longer? Wouldn't it be far
more sensible to put in one of the new sound
systems now available at so reasonable a cost
and thereby eliminate all possibility of breakdown or trouble? Even though your makeshift
equipment probably cost you very little when
you installed it as against costs at that time
you will find that a complete, new system will
cost you even less today. We suggest that
you make the move before you develop expensive refund trouble.
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HIGH SPEED FANS: These fans aie becoming
increasingly popular everywhere and should prove
valuable during the summer months for those theatres requiring
this type etc.,
of fan.
probably
seen them
in restaurants,
where You've
they kick
up a
swell breeze. Perhaps you have a lobby or a spot in
the back of your auditorium where one of these fans
will keep the hot, dead air in motion and add to the
coolness and conifort of your theatre in hot weather.
Now is the time to think about fans so let us send
you this
pany of the"Propellair"
same name. folder made up by the comELECTRIC BULBS: Here is one subject that all
theatremen should be familiar with. Westinghouse
Lamp Co., made a booklet up to meet all questions
as to wattage, type and cost. A careful perusal might
give you some ideas on how to brighten up some
spots while cutting down wattage in others. If you
haven't a copy, send to us for this one.
SIGN FLASHERS: The latest folder-catalogue
from Betts & Betts is now ready for distribution to
those who want to know more about the use of flashers or flashing equipment for marquees, signs, animated displays, etc. It covers the subject thoroughly
and intelligently and judging from requests for the
original folder announced last December, we know- you
will want a copy of this one.
GLASS LETTERS: Falk Glass Products have
issued a folder describing the various types of attractive glass letters available for theatres. Full details
are set forth including prices and sizes.
VACUUM CLEANERS: The Hoover Co.. has
furnished us with a valuable folder on the various
types and sizes in carpet cleaners and their incidental
uses for drapes, etc. Smart theatremen know their
carpets and drapes will last many years longer,
under the cruel punishment of good business, if even
thev
use an etTicient cleaner.
CHANGE MACHINES: Published by the Brandt
A'Utomatic Cashier Co., this combination of two interesting booklets describes the various types of machines and other coin receptacles.
making
quick and accurate change is essential, Where
these booklets
will tell you all you need know about doing it the
right way.

SAFETY LADDERS: We have a mighty interesting little folder about these practical utility ladders
compiled by the Dayton Safety Ladder Co. If you
are still using the old style ladders which create a
hazard every time you change vour marquee, we suggest that you write us for this folder.
WATER COOLERS: Most up-to-date theatres
provide their patrons with cooled water as part of
their service. We have a neat folder that tells you
more about electric coolers for your
drinking water.
Would you care to look it over?
MODERN FURNITURE: Theatres everywhere
are dressing up foyers and lounge rooms with the
new modern, steel furniture. First, because of its
sturdmess and second, because of its attractiveness.
If you, too. are interested, let STR's literature bureau
send you the fine book just issued bv Doehler Metal
Furniture Co. You will thank us for the suggestion.
PROJECTOR REPAIRS: This is an item of expense that not only runs into large sums but is
important to the uninterrupted operation of your
theatre. In this booklet you will learn some of the
things you should know about mechanism repairs
and overhauling. It was prepared by the International Projector Corp. and furnished to us by them
m cooperation with the National Theatre
Supply Co.
Make it a MUST on your next request form.

REQUEST
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LITERATURE

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW maintains a complete library of literature pertaining to equipment
and the maintenance thereof. Theatremen are urged
to keep themselves well informed on the latest
trends in equipment through this bureau which operates as one of the services of this publication.
There is no obligation involved in your request for
as many of these booklets as you desire. Items of
equipment not listed may likewise be requested just
the same and we will endeavor to secure whatever
you ask for. Readers who desire special information
on any subject may address their requests to the
Bureau where they will receive prompt attention.

PROJECTION LAMPS: Strong Electric Co. has
gone to great trouble and expense in preparing a
specially designed booklet on Projection lamps that
ought to be a MUST for every theatreman who is
not thoroughly familiar with this tremendously important part of his equipment. After visitiiig some
thirty
theatres
practically
month,
technicaloddchief
has come
to the every
conclusion
thatSTR's
poor
projection is keeping: more people away from certain
theatres than poor pictures.
PROJECTOR MECHANISMS: International Projector Corp.. manufacturers of Simplex Projectors,
has furnished us with a far reaching broadside dealing with mechanims. If you are one of those who
listened
STR'sof projection,
plea for self-education
on the
inside and to
outside
you should have
a copy
of the folder now.
FLOOR PAINT: A good coating of floor paint
for the exposed concrete or wooden portions of your
auditorium or for other rooms where such treatment
might be necessary will do wonders for the general
appearance of the theatre. Floors so treated are easier
to clean too. Devoe & Raynolds Co. has made up
a small but concise booklet telling you about it and
also showing practical samples.
HEARING AIDS: Thousands of theatres have
added this equipment and are finding it a definite
boost for business besides making their theatres stand
out from those who do not place proper importance
on the use and necessity for hearing aids. Dictograph
Products Co., manufacturers of .\cousticon Hearing
Aids has supplied us with a limited number of books
consisting of one telling about the equipment and the
other on how to properly exploit this service in your
community. By all means ask us for a set of these
books.
AIR PURIFIERS: While hardly suited for auditorium use, the Hnm-O-Zone air purifier may prove
an excellent investment in your lounge and rest
rooms. It will dispel bad odors and leave a clean,
pleasant smelling atmosphere in any and all such
spaces as come within the range of its various sizes.
The booklet, and the purifier, are products of Automatic Electrical Devices Co., and your request should
be
sent
S'TR. Ask
a dead-airto situation
for us
you. for a copy. It may solve
TICKET REGISTERS: A theatre without a ticket
register is as old fashioned as your great grandmother,
(if she was old fashioned). At any rate, you will be
faced with the problem of buying one or replacing
some antique now groaning under the weight of old
age, so we suggest you let tis send you a copy of
the booklet made up by General Register Co. It
tells all about the latest inventions in ticket machines.

FOR

LITERATURE

Equipmeni- Literature Bureau
5/27/39
Showmen's Trade Review,
1501 Broadway, New York City
I am interested in the equipment data mentioned in the Literature Bureau column. Send me
booklets on the following subjects, immediately:

Signed .
Theatre
Address
City .
State

May
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BUREAU

THEATRE SEATING: American Seating Company has a new booklet interestingly titled "Theatre
Seating, 1939 B.C. — 1939 A.D." which every theatreman should have. Already the demand is increasing. While it is on your mind drop us a line and we
will
one page.
to you by return mail. Use the request
form send
on this
RECTIFIERS: Here is one
of literature on this one item.
the Brenkert Light Projection
complete detail all you should
rectifiers.

of a
This
Co.,
know

wide assortment
one comes from
and explains in
about Brenkert

LOBBY MATS: No up-to-date theatre should
overlook the necessity of rubber mats for its lobbies, foyers, etc., and the folder prepared by O. W.
Jackson & Co., will not only tell you all about them
but also how you can brighten up your entire lobby
and foyer while making a practical installation. The
mats last long enough to charge them of? over a
long period of years.
DECORATIVE LIGHTING: The current interest in beautifying theatres through the intelligent
use of the Lumiline Lamps in fixtures has prompted
General Electric to make up a folder describing their
application. The portion devoted to theatre use ought
to prove interesting to theatremen who want to make
a big impression around their houses without necessarily going into too great an expenditure.
DECORATING:
You would
surprised to learn how reasonable
it isprobably
to dress be
up your
theatre through the medium of a few drapes, etc.
To help you make up your mind Novelty Scenic
Studios has a folder which we will gladly send to
you. It has some pertinent facts of interest to all
theatrement.
CARPETS: Mohawk Carpet Mills has furnished
us with a limited sup|)ly of books telling everything
the theatreman ought to know about this important
part of his theatre's equipment. Written in a semitechnical manner, it is readable and easily understood. After reading it there will be mighty little
you will not know about theatre carpets. This one
should be a MUST on the request form for equipment literature. Allow us to send one to you.
MARQUEE SIGNS: Modernization of theatre
fronts will surely take in improvements in your
changeable letter sections. For this reason the new
book issued by the Wagner Sigh Service should be
essential to you regardless of whether you intend
making improvement now or in the future. The
wide range of marquees and new trends in changeable letters are freely discussed in this valuable book.
We suggest that you include it in your request, while
the subject is fresh in your mind.
you make
are the
theatremah
whoCU'TAWLS:
likes to createIf and
yourtype
own ofdisplays
and
cutouts, the booklet on this subject prepared bv the
International Register Corp.. ought to be in your
hands. It will tell you much of what you want to
know about the equipment and its cost.
POSTER COLORS: So many theatres go in for
some show-card work and displays that to accommodate the increasing volume of requests for inon the proper
paints,
etc., we Co.,
secured the formation
cooperation
of the
Devoecolors,
»ft Raynolds
to furnish us with a booklet pertaining to this item
together with color plates showing the various colors
available for this particular purpose. We suggest
that you secure a copy while the supply lasts.
GENERATORS: The Hertner Electric Co.. has
made up a series of small colored folders dealing with
its motor generators. Each one describes some outstanding feature of these well known generators and
will prove interesting to all theatremen who seek
some data on this phase of their projection booth
equipment.
RUBBER NOSING: Here is the latest innovation
in stair covering that will save your carpets and reduce repairs and replacements on the stair nosings
where most of your troubles start. It is a novel arrangement whereby a rublter nosing is installed
right along with the carpet installation with the
rubber getting the brunt of the abuse. The booklet
was prepared by the Greater New York Carpet House
and
available
STR's form
Bureau.
Ask page.
for it
when isyou
send inthrough
your request
on this
SOUND SERVICE. Here is the booklet youVe
been waiting for. It was prepared by Altec Service
Corp., and not only tells you all about the subject
but gives a series of intelligent questions together with
the intelligent answers. No real theatremeh should
be without a copy of it. Just ask us for it and you'll
get one by return mail. DO THIS' NOW.
LIGHTING FIXTURES: For those who are going modern, this swell folder from the Voigt Company will come in handy not only for ideas but for
costs too. One of these modern fixtures will do wonders in brightening up a lounge room, lobby or
wall bracket spot. Why not investigate?
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Dales Shown

Are Release Dales

This depnrtment is primarily intended to convey important information regarding product on whicin no
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source.
Listings will appear but once.
THE
20th Fox

ESCAPE
Drama

Not Set

Selling Names: Kane Richmond, Amanda
Durt',
June Ciale,
Edward
Director:
Ricardo
Cortez.Norris.
Story Idea: Edward Norris had secretly
married June Gale before he went to prison.
He returns home to find that their baby girl
had
been Lane,
adopted,
with June's
consent,
by
Ricliard
assistant
district
attorney.
\\'ithout
revealing
child,
he
sacrifices
his lifehistoidentity
return to
thethe
baby
to
Lane, after the child had been kidnapped.
Catchline: "He sacrificed his life to save
the babv he couldn't acknowledge."
DUST

BY MY DESTINY
Drama
Not Set

WB

Selling Names: John Garfield, Margot
Stevenson, Alan Hale, Stanley Ridges.
Director: Lew Seller.
Assoc. Producer: Lou Edelman.
Story Idea: John Garfield, in prison for a
burglary
he didn'tis commit,
is released
when
the real criminal
caught. The
world seems
against him until he meets Margot Stevenson and she marries him. When he is accused of the murder of her step-father,
Stanley Ridges — Alan Hale, a newspaper
editor assists him in proving his innocence
and gives him a job.
Catchline: "Her love made him a useful
member of society,"
NO
WB

PLACE
Drama

TO

CO
Not Set

Selling Names: Gloria Dickson, Dennis
Morgan, Fred Stone.
Director: Terry Morse.
Assoc. Producer: Bryan Foy.
Story Idea: Dennis Morgan brings his old
father, Fred Stone, home to live with him
and his wife, Gloria Dickson. Stone makes
their lives miserable with his ways and
when he realizes hov^^ much happier they
would all be living apart, he buys liimself a
life membership in the Home For Aged
Gentlemen and happily arranges to spend
the rest of his life there.
Catchline: "The age-old problem of what
to do with the aged."
THE
MCM

WOMEN
Drama

Not Set

Selling Names: Norma Shearer, Joan
Crawford, Rosalind Russell.
Director: George Zukor.
Producer: Hunt Stromberg.
Story Idea: Norma Shearer, married
twelve years, learns through a gossiping
friend, Rosalind Russell, that her husband
has fallen in love with Joan Crawford, a
pretty, unscrupulous creature. She goes to
Reno for a divorce. When she gets back, she
finds that Joan is having an affair with another man, and so traps Joan into giving
her back her husband.
Catchline: "Gossip . . . the head troublemaker of all times."
LADY
MCM

OF THE

TROPICS
Not Set

Selling Names: Robert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr, Joseph Schildkraut.
Director: Jack Conway.
Producer: Sam Zimbalist.
Story Idea: When a large American
yacht puts in at a French Indo-China port,
Robert Taylor goes ashore. He meets
Hedy Lamarr, a beautiful half-caste girl and

they fall in love and marry. Taylor intends
to take Hedy back with him but cannot get
a passport for her, Hedy kills a jealous
rival in order to save Taylor from the consequences of murder and then kills herself,
antl Taylor goes back to America alone.
Catchline: "A half-breed who paid the
supreme penalty for the man she loved."
STRONGER
MCM

THAN
Drama

WB

CLASSIFIED

DESIRE

June 30
Selling Names: Walter Pidgeon, Virginia
Bruce, Rita Johnson, Lee Bowman.
Director: Leslie Fenton.
Producer: John W. Considine, Jr.
Story Idea: Walter Pidgeon, a successful
attorney is defending a woman accused of
the murder of her husband. Searching for
evidence. Pidgeon comes across a photograph of the murdered man with the reflection of Virginia Bruce his own wife, in the
murdered man's eye. Confronted with this,
Virginia confesses attempting to kill him,
but Pidgeon proves that the wife really
killed her husband, and he gets a confession
from her.
Catchline: "Murdered . . . the clue a reflection in the murdered man's eye."
NANCY

household. When Joan tries to protect one
of the members of the household from
scandal, Douglas comes to her rescue and
then asks her to go to Paris as his bride.
Catchline: "He tried to plan her life, but
love changed all his plans."

DREW AND THE HIDDEN
STAIRCASE
Drama
Not Set

Selling Names: Bonita Granville. Frankie
Thomas, John Litel.
Director: William Clemens.
Assoc. Producer: Bryan Foy.
Story Idea: Bonita Granville helps Vera
Lewis and Louise Carter, two maiden sisters
save the affidavits that prove that they have
spent twenty years of their lives in the home
which they are to inherit, as requested in
their father's will. William Gould, their next
door neighbor, tries to steal the papers, so
that he may grain control of the property,
but Bonita foils his attempts.
Catchline: "Nancy Drew outwits a doublecrosser."
DOUBLE

DYED DECEIVER
Drama
Not Set
Para.
Selling Names: Tito Guizar. Emma Dunn,
Gale Sondergaard, Alan Mowbray, Jane
Clayton.
Director: E. D. Venturini.
Producer: Harry Sherman.
Story Idea: Tito Guizar is an outlaw because he finds it exciting. He meets Gale
Sondergaard and her husband, Alan Mowbray and through his association with them
gets into a brawl and kills the son of the
woman they plan to rob. When he makes
this discovery, he makes amends by taking
the boy's place in the mother's affections.
Catchline: "He was a devil-may-care outlaw, until cupid came along."
GOOD GIRLS CO TO PARIS
Not Set
Drar
Col.
Selling Names: Melvyn Douglas, Joan
Blondell, Walter Connolly,
Director: Alexander Hall.
Producer: William Perlberg.
Story Idea: Melvyn Douglas, a youthful
professor at a mid-western college meets
Joan Blondell, a waitress who expects to
use blackmail to elevate herself. He gives
her some fatherly advice and money for her
fare home. Douglas arrives at his fiancee's
home, only to find Joan working in the
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• Strollin' Thru
NuNNALLY Johnson will write the screenplay and act as associate producer of 20th
Century-Fox' "Grapes of Wrath," John Steinbeck's sensational novel, which will be personally produced by Darryl F. Zanuck. The
picture is scheduled to be the most momentous
production for the 1939-40 program on the
20th Century-Fox schedule.
After seeing Priscilla Lane's performance
in "Daughters Courageous," Warner Bros, has
decided to switch her into the leading feminine
role of "Dust Be My Destiny," starring John
Garfield. Margot Stevenson, who has worked in this part for a few days, goes into "20,000 Years in Sing Sing."

"Send Another Coffin," written by F. G.
Presnell, has been purchased by Walter
Wancer, as the next production following
"Whose Wife." It will go into production as
soon as writers complete its screen adaptation.
Tay Garnett will direct.
Gene_
Republic's
singingbefore
cowboy
star,
will Autry,
make two
more pictures
he
leaves for Europe on a personal appearance
tour with Herbert J. Yates. "Colorado Sunset" goes before the cameras this week, and
will be followed by "Here Comes the Showboat," scheduled for shooting the end of June.
The heaviest roster of stars and featured
players in three months is on call at MGM
for work in five productions. Twelve stars
and thirty-three featured players are on call
for "The Women," "On Borrowed Time,"
"Babes in Arms," "Lady of the Tropics" and
"Stronger Than Desire."

TRADE
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the Studios •
• •
Bernard Vorhaus completed shooting on
the new Bob Breen picture, "Way Down
South," SoL Lesser production. Vorhaus will
take a two weeks' rest before returning for
his next assignment, "Everything's On Ice,"
first starrer for six-year-old Irene Dare.
Paul M.vlvern has completed cast assignments for "Stunt Pilot," second of the "Tailspin Tommy"
Monogram,
which
George
Wagcnerseries
will for
direct.
John Trent
has the title role and the supporting cast includes Marjorie Reynolds, Milburn Stone,
Jason Robards and Pat O'Malley.
Frieda Inescort will arrive in Hollywood
this week from New^ York to join Otto
Kruger, Rochelle Hudson and Gordon
Of-iVER in Columbia's "A Woman Is the
Judge."
now before the cameras withThe
Nickpicture
Grindeis directing.
Edward Sutherland has been signed by
Boris Morros to direct the Stan LaurelOliver Hardy feature, "The Flying Deuces."
The first rough cut of "The Hobby Family,"
in which Irene Rich and Henry O'Neill appear, has brought the announcement from
Warner Bros, that the idea will become the
basis for a series. Miss Rich and O'Neill
will continue their head-of-the-family duties
in subsequent productions.
The screenplay of "Intermezzo," David 0.
Selznicic's forthcoming production, is being
completed so that production will start within
the next two weeks. William Wyler will
direct with Leslie Howard playing the leading
male role and acting as associate producer.

Fine Arts' "Trouble Over the Pacific" is
scheduled for immediate production with
Elmer Clifton directing. The picture will be
made in Cosmocolor with the biggest budget
to date. William Gargan, Wallace Ford,
Karen Morley and Katherine DeMille have
been signed for the principal roles.

The Hal Roach studio is slated to reopen onduction
Mayactivity.
31 Two
for the
new are
season's
pictures
set toprogo
before the cameras within the next six weeks,
"Chump at Oxford" and "The Housekeeper's

Anthony Collins will create the symphonic
score for Herbert Wilcox's current production, "Nurse Edith Cavell," now filming at
RKO with Anna Neagle starring. Collins
will leave England within the next two weeks
to report for his assignment. Fritz Leiber has
been signed for an important role.

Universal has added two more pictures to
Daughter."
Edmund Grainger's production schedule for
the 1939-40 program. Writers have been assigned to prepare "McGlusky's Lucky Day"
and "Anybody Here Seen Kelly" for summer
shooting. Harold Buchman is working on the
former and Edmund Hartmann on the latter.

New

Talent

What producer Joe
Pasternak hopes zvill
turn out to be a
"lucky day" provided
the occasion for this
meeting on the first
day's shooting of
"The Underfup", his
new picture for Universal. Elevenyearofold Gloria
Jean
Scranton, Pa. (right)
makes her first appearance in the title
role w hi I e Marie
Farnum is another
youngster in the cast.

Autograph Please
Robert Young obliges a young fan on locafor "Maisie" //in islehich
he is featured
with
Ann tionSothern.
an MGM
picture, being
directed by Edwin L. Marin and produced by
J. Walter Ruben.
Newest Ginger Rogers Starrer
Starts With Top Supporting

Cast

Ginger Rogers' newest starring vehicle for
RKO, "My Fifth Avenue Girl," got the "go"
signal from producer-director Gregory La
Cava last Monday with one of the strongest
supporting casts ever assembled for a production at the Gower Street studio.
The cast includes James Ellison, Walter
Connolly, Veree Teasdale, Franklyn Pangborn, Ferike Boros, Kathryn Hohn, Manda
Lane and Louis Calhern. Miss Hohn is a
newcomer recently discovered by La Cava
when she visited Hollywood for auditions in
the Jesse
talent
search,Lasky "Gateway to Hollywood"
"My Fifth Avenue Girl" is being filmed from
the screenplay by Morrie Ryskind and WiniFrank R. Adams' original
story fred
in Kay,
Redbased
Bookon Magazine.
Studio Executives

Are Set for

Paramount's Annual Convention
Paramount studio executives are all set for
the annual sales convention opening at the
Ambassador Hotel, June 7-10 inclusive. Delegates from every state are expected.
The convention will open with William LeBaron, Y. Frank Freeman and Harold Hurley slated to speak on the first day with the
evening devoted to a showing of 1939-40 product already completed. The second day will be
opened by Neil F. Agnew, vice-president in
charge of sales, speaking on the production
line-up, to be followed by ?. trip to the studio
in the afternoon and evening. Bufl^et supper
will be served in the studio commissary for
the delegates.
The business session will close on Saturday,
the 10th, at noon. The annual banquet is slated
for the Cocoanut Grove that evening.
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Paramount Head and Protegee
Y. Frank Freeman, vice president in charge
of Paramount Studio, listens to his three-year
old protegee, Carolyn Lee on the set of "The
Cat and the Canary" zvhile Paulette Goddard
looks on. Miss Lee zvill play a leading role
in support of Fred MacMurray and Madeleine Carroll in "Are Husbands Necessary f"
Newcomer

TRAD]':
Distribution

\< V. V I !•. W
Deal

Set for All-Negro Features
Hollywood — A national distribution deal
has been closed by Harry M. Popkin, president of Million Dollar Productions, and AlERKP M. Sack, president and general manager,
of Sack Amusement Company, of Dallas,
Texas. Deal calls for the Sack company,
with exchanges in Dallas, Atlanta and Chicago, to take over distribution of the allNegro features produced by Million Dollar
Productions. Two additional exchanges will
be added, one in New York and one in Los
Angeles.
The five distribution centers will give the
company complete coverage for the eight
features on the 1938-39 program, five of
which are already completed, and the eight
scheduled for 1939-40. "A Dark Night,"
sixth on the 1938-39 schedule, goes into production on June 8.
Leo C. Popkin continues as general production manager and director of the series.
Lester J. Sack will be in charge of the New
York exchange, and John J. Jenkins, at present manager of Popkin's Atlanta office, was
promoted to home office representative.

Barbara Stanwyck, playing in Columbia's
"Golden Boy", is back where she started years
ago, at 48th Street and Broadway, but this
time it's on a motion picture sound stage in
Hollywood, in settings evoking vividly the
early haunts of her career. Most of the Clifford Odets stage success, now before the
cameras under Rouben Mamoulian's direction, is laid in that amazing canyon known as
Broadway.
Farrow

to Direct Own

Story

Recognized as one of the outstanding biogof recentFarrow,
years, has
"Father
Damien",
written byraphiesJohn
been purchased
by RKO and will be brought to the screen under Farrow's direction. John Twist will write
the screenplay and Robert Sisk will produce.
Farrow's option was recently taken up by the
studio, after the showing of his latest picture,
"Five Came Back".

Vaude Headliners in "Babes"
Thirteen former vaudeville headliners turned
back the clock at MGM, when they appeared
as themselves in "Babes in x\rms", the AIickey
Rooney-Judy Garland co-starrer directed by
Busby Berkeley. Sequences show the days
when vaudeville was at its peak with Irene
Franklin, Harry Fox, Joe Caetes, Margaret
Young, Patsy Moran, Neely Edwards, Pat
West, George McKay, Kay DeLys, Lil.-v Tyler, Rube Demarest, Henry Rochmore and
LiLA Bliss.

'^^iffl

with the "Oldtimer"
Over to Monogram for the preview of Paul
Malvern's "Wolf Call", and fell in love with
the "pooch" wlio did such a swell job in the
picture . . . and reminded us of our own
"Butch". Wonder where Jane Daley, Bill
Pierce's charming girl Friday, got that very,
very
"Hedda
hat, or was it just
another
frying Hopper-ish"
pan.
Chinning with little Jane Clayton, and we
mean little, on the set of Pop Sherman's
"Double Dyed Deceiver," just returned from
location at Lone Pine. Here's a little lady
who will l)ear watching. Director Ed D.
Venturini looks like the Mexican influence
has gotten under his skin.

That switch at Warner Bros, from Boris
Karloff to Humphrey Bocart for the top
spot in "The Return of Dr. X," makes Bocart
a triple menace. Gangster, thriller-killer and
now mystery-horror roles, to say nothing of the
swell job he did in "Dark Victory." Hope he
doesn't try to look like Karloff.

Nanette Fabares, 18-year-old graduate of
Hollywood High School and the Max Reinhardt School of Acting, has been signed to a
long term Warner Bros, contract on the basis
of her debut role in "Give Me A Child".
Her next assignment is one of the Virgin
Queen's maids-in-waiting in the Bette DavisErrol Flynn co-starrer, "Lady and the
Knight," now in production at the Burbank
studio. Miss Fabares will follow that role
with one in "On Your Toes", in which Zorina
and Eddie Albert will play the leads. She has
been a dancer since the age of three and will
have a terpsichorean part in the latter.
Re-Lives Early Career

HOLLyWCCt)

In a few days we will be moving our office
to the Hollywood Track in Inglewood, so be
sure to contact us at the |2 show window, our
second office for the next two months. We'll
have to find out from Joe Penner how to
make
Sickle the
Bill. "bookies weep", or dig up another

Wins Film Contract
On Basis of Her First Role

Stanwyck
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And talking of horror-thriller roles, MGM
has Henry Hull down for three different characters in a new mystery to be directed by ToD
Browning, who has been making thrillers, a
long, long time. Wonder how it will feel to
chase yourself around the set, with your first
character spying on your third.

Star and Director Pose

Remember Elmo Lincoln, the serial king of
the silent days and the screen's original Tarzan? He's now working over at Republic in
"Wyoming Outlaws," his first role since 1927.
Here's a wish for a successful comeback.

Betzveen
scenes of "Golden
zvhich
Barbara Stanwyck
is starring,Boy"
she in
visits
the
set of "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" which
Frank Capra is producing. Both are Columbia
pictures. Barbara got her start zvith Capr.\
several years ago.
Bromfield

Reports at 20th-Fox

For Work on "Brigham Young"
Louis Bromfield, famed writer of best-selling novels, arrived in Hollywood last week
after an exhaustive study of the Mormon
Church, prior to taking the writing assignment at 20th Century-Fox on the film story of
"Brigham Young".
Immediately following his arrival, the noted
writer was taken on a tour of the studio,
where he saw one of his most recent novels,
"The Rains Came", in the process of production. Bromfield will start work immediately
on the "Brigham Young" story.
Present plans call for the production to
start early this summer.
Auer Winds up "SOS-Tidal Wave"
Director John H. Auer finished shooting on
Republic's
story,executives
"SOS — -Tidal
this week thrilling
and studio
are Wave"
raving
over its startling vividness. Ralph Byrd heads
the cast supported by George Barbier, Kay
Sutton, Frank Jenks, Marc Lawrence and
Dorothy Lee. The picture was produced by
Armand Schaefer.

Meeting an Exhibitor
J. D. Brunsberg, owner of Issoquah theater,
Issoquah,
Wash., Smiley Burnette, Gene
Autry and Brunsberg's son on set of
Autry's Republic picture, "Mountain Rhythm."

TRADE
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

IN

THE

$H€CT

CoBumbia
With "The Story of Elias Howe," first of
"Fools Who Made History" series, scheduled to enter production next week, two
important castings have been announced.
Richard Fiske will play Howe, the Massachusetts youth whose invention of the sewing machine in 1848 changed American history, and Ann Doran will portray Elizabeth,
the inventor's wife. Like the others in the
series the subject is being written by Jan
LeMan. LeMan also will direct and Hugh
McCollum will produce.
Buster Keaton's second comedy, as yet
untitled, was completed last week, with Jules
White both producing and directing the
two-reeler. Jill Martin, recently returned
from
Europe,
played
the feminine lead.
As announced at the recent sales conventions. Community Sings again will be a
part of the studio's 1939-40 short subjects
product. This will mark, the fourth year of
this popular one-reel musical series.
A camera crew is now taking unusual
shots of the New York World's Fair for a
one-reel featurette soon to be released. This
film will be a companion reel to the recently
completed "Man-Made Island" which pictures highlights of the San Francisco
World's Fair on Treasure Island.
RKO
The roster of experts who will try their wits
against Clifton Fadiman's questioning in the
first "Information Please" short includes
Franklin P. Adams (FPA), noted New York
columnist ; John Kieran, sports editor of the
Nczv York Times ; and Oscar Levant, music

director for "The American Way." Rex
Stout, author of the widely-read Nero Wolfe
stories, will act as guest star to supplement
the regular board of experts. In adapting
the radio program to film presentation, use
has been made of visual questions, as in the
identification of objects which will be
brought out before the experts. Pathe has
already assembled a varied and peculiar assortment of things to tax their powers of
identification.
On May 28, the fifth birthday of the
Quintuplets, cameras will be set up in the
Dionne nursery at Callander for Pathe's
"Five Times Five." Pictures of the birthday
celebration will be included in the film biography, which will retell the dramatic life
story of the famous babies. In addition to
the feminine stars, Pathe has signed Alexander Woollcott as script-writer and narrator for the two-reel special, which will be
released to theatres in June.
An RKO Pathe Sportscope crew left this
week for Livingstone Manor in upstate New
York, where a reel on skeet shooting will be
filmed. Joe Walsh, director; Harry Smith,
cameraman; Dick Hertel, assistant cameraman; and Clarence Ellis, sound man, who
comprise the crew, will return to New York
City next week. The subject is titled "Double
MCM

Barrel."
After waiting four years, Pete, only
trained penguin in the world, at last gets
what he was trained for — a role in an "Our
Gang" comedy. Captain R. T. Luxford,
Pete's owner, spent several years educating
the bird to a point where he would be intelligent enough to emote before the cameras,
all because he was told such a bird ought to
fit in one of the Gang's comedies. When
Pete was ready, however, there were no
Gang comedies in which he would fit. So
Luxford took Pete elsewhere, and he made
his screen debut in "Little Miss Broadway."
Recently, MGM called Luxford. They had
written a screenplay with a place for Pete
and wanted him to play one of the leading
roles. The film is "Pups and Penguins."
Cartoon

producers

Hugh

Harman

FIRST

RUN

SHORT

PRODUCT

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning May 27)
ASTOR— Prolit Without Honor (MGM).
CAPITOL— Art Gallery (MGM) rev. this isBuried
(MGM) rev. this issue;
Angelsue;ofHappily
Mercy
(MGM).
CRITERION — Lone Ranger Rides Again No.
15 (Rep.)
rev. MUSIC
2-18-39. HALL— Dixi^USA
RADIO
CITY
(M of T, The
RKO)
RIALTO—
Fox rev.
Hunt5-13-39.
(RKO) rev. 6-18-38.
10-22-38. Donald's
RIVOLI—
Lucky Day (RKO) rev.
ROXY— Cuckoo Bird (20th-Fox) ; Sandhogs
(20th-Fox) ; Ring Madness (RKO).
STRAND— Daffy Duck and the Dinosaur
(Vita.) rev. 3-25-39; Dean of the Pasteboards (Vita.) rev. 5-20-39.
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending May 27)
APOLLO—
Divin;?
Rhythm (Col.) rev. 5-13-39;
Luckv Pigs
(Col.).
CHICAGO— Popular Science No. 3 (Para.).
GARRICK— Dark Magic (MGM) rev. this
issue; Points on Pointers (Vita.); Porky
and Teabiscuit (Vita.) rev. this issue.
ROOSEVELT— Hamateur
Night (Vita.).
UNITED. ARTISTS — Paramount Presents
Hoagy Carmichael (Para.) rev. this issue;
Diamond Dust (Para.) rev. this issue; Alad4-29-39.
din and His Wonderful Lamp (Para.) rev.
Rudolf Ising who are now under contract
to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, are each working
on a story about bears. Harmon is bringing
to the screen your childhood favorite,
"Goldilocks and the 3 Bears," while Ising
is working on an original, titled, "The Sleeping Bear." Following the trend of the popular family series pictures. Mama Bear, Papa
Bear, and Buddy Bear will be carried
throughmatedascartoons.
the first family series in aniVitaphone
"Old Glory," Hollywood's first Americanism color cartoon film to be produced for
children, is to be released by Warner Bros,
following its completion at the Leon Schlesinger studios. "Old Glory" will be in two
reels and will be a history lesson for children of primary school age.

anc
Some "Doggy" Exploitation Ideas
Suitable for New Mickey Mouse

.

.

NEWSREEL

SYNOPSES

.

.

(Released Saturday, May 27)
PARAMOUNT (No. 85) — Submarine disaster; King
and Queen on tour of Canada.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 74)— Submarine disaster; Roosevelt defends government spending; British
royalty at Ottawa; Archbishop Spellman enthroned;
DC-4
winners.takes off from Los Angeles; Irish sweepstakes
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 270)— Submarine disaster; DC-4 takes off from Los Angeles;
Plane crash at Mt. Hamilton, Calif.: Archbishoo
Spellman enthroned; British royalty at Ottawa; Irish
sweepstakes winners.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 89)— Submarine disaster;
Roosevelt defends government spending; Plane crash
at Mt. Hamilton, Calif.; National golf openers;
Citizens day at Manitowoc, Wis. ; British royalty at
Ottawa.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 774) — Submarine disaster; Citizens day at Manitowoc, Wis.; Roosevelt
defends government spending; Archbishop Spellman
enthroned; DC-4 takes off from Los Angeles; Plane
crash at Mt. Hamilton, Calif. ; Pet parade at Eugene,
Ore.Ottawa.
; Frog-jumping contest in Calif. ; British royalty
in

British royalty; Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret
Rose inspect London zoo.
MOVIETONE NEWS (Vol. 21, No. 73)— Huge
throngs hail British royalty in Canada; Chamberlain
warns Hitler on Danzig question; Poland girds war
machine; Rumania stages preparedness parade; Italian king reviews monsier parade; Test new stratoliner at Seattle; Huge French ship arrives in New
York; Trans-Atlantic airmail service starts; Lew
Lehi and Hollywood monkeys; British polo team in
trair, ing; Norwegian prince nosed out in yacht race;
Fold boating in Connecticut.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 271)— Huge
throngs hail British royalty in Canada; Trans-Atlantic airmail service starts; Spain feeds starved war
babies (except Philadelphia and Pittsburgh) ; Mussolini hails Nazi arms pact (except Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh)
Day only);
at N. Y.Fold
World's
(Philadelphia; Pennsylvania
and Pittsburgh
boat Fair
fad
sweeps U. S. ; French aerialists stage new thrills.
PAVHE (Vol. 10, No. 88) — Huge throngs hail British royalty in Canada; Rome and Berlin weld 10year war pact; Trans-Atlantic airmail service starts;
Norwegian prince nosed out in yacht race; Cuba marks
37 years
of independence; Harvard wins Adams Cup
crew
classic.

(Released Wednesday, May 24)
PARAMOUNT (No. 84) — Trans-Atlantic airmail
service starts; Spain feeds starved war babies; British
polo team in training; U. S. team in training; Fold
boating in Connecticut ; Endless pomp marks tour of

UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11. No. 773)— Huge throngs
hail British royalty in Canada; Mussolini tours defense zone; Ocean airmail service starts; Giant new
stratoplane tested at Seattle, Wash. ; Cuba marks 37
years of independence; Huge British liner ready for
service; Maytime in England.

"Society Dog Show," one of the new
Walt Disney cartoons in Technicolor, has
several avenues for exploitation. Most iinportant of all, to our mind, would be to
i tage a dog show, barring thoroughbreds
end permitting the kiddies to enter their
IQUttS.
Have a beautiful girl, walk around the
.business district leading a dog, or perhaps
ieveral. The placard she carries would read:
'We're on our way to see Walt Disney's
'Society Dog Show,' etc." If you can get a
trained dog, have him do his tricks at busy
street intersections.
Because there is widespread interest in
amateur photography, why not stage a "Me
and My Dog" contest? Winning snapshots
could be reproduced in the newspaper and
also in your lobby.
And those
don't merchants
forget you can always tie up
with
selling toys, games,
etc., based on Mickey Mouse and Pluto.
High Class Campaign
A. D. Deason, of Wichita Falls, Texas,
put over a high class campaign for his engagement of "A Dream
of Love"
advance screening
for music
critics. via an
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DIAMOND
Prod. I\o. liii-U

DUST
Very Good

Para.
Sportlight No. 11
10 mins.
Comment: One of the best baseball reels
we've seen, so far as interesting the real
fans who are keen about "inside" baseball.
Narrated by Ted Husing, the reel sho\ys
Johnn>- Vandemeer, Tommy Bridges, Bill
Dickey, Jimmy Foxx, Joe Vosmik and others
doing their stuff. There is an introduction in
which Judge Landis appears, and a closeup with Joe McCarthy, manager of the
Yankees, giving advice on what makes a
great ball player. Training camp work and
shots of a big league game are included.
Exploitation: The local baseball clubs
should go strong for this and greatly aid the
exploitation. Use banners advertising the
reel at ball parks, announcements to the
fans at games, big displays by sporting
goods dealers, etc.
PARAMOUNT
PRESENTS HOAGY
CARMICHAEL
Prod. !So. AH-10
Tuneful
10 mins.
Headliner No. 10
Para.
Comment: Carmichael, author of such hits
as
"Two appears
Sleepy with
People",
Fry", and
and
others,
Jack"Small
Teagarden
his band, with Meredith Blake singing. It's
an informal sort of jam session with some
patter in rhjane and rhj'thm between Carmichael and Teagarden to start it off, and
Carmichael introducing his latest composition, "That's Right, I'm Wrong". The swing
enthusiasts wnll go for it with enthusiasm.
Exploitation: Play up the names: Hoagy
Carmichael, Teagarden and his band. If you
have contact with a radio station the program director should be interested in working with you on this, particularly if recordings are broadcast, in which case Teagarden's records would be featured as a group.
PORKY AND TEABISCUIT
Prod. No. 4811
Amusing
Vita.
Looney Tune No. 11
7 mins
Comment: At a horse auction at the fair
Porky innocently finds himself the owner
of a shagg}' old nag that can hardly stand
up. However, he enters the horse in the
race, and through a series of amusing sequences, manages to emerge victorious.
Children and adults alike will be amused by
this cartoon, which was produced hy Leon
Schlesinger.
Exploitation: Give it regular mention in
your newspaper ads, programs, and in your
lobby displays.

JAVA JOURNEYS
Prod. No. T-858 (Tech.) Satisfactory
MGM
Traveltalk No. 8
9 mins.
Comment: Once again Fitzpatrick goes to
Java to photograph interesting places and
unusual scenes. Many of these scenes have
now become too familiar to movie audiences. It looked to us as though some of
the scenes had been used in previous Fitzpatrick Traveltalks. The beautiful gardens
of Java are shown in full and beautiful
Technicolor.
Exploitation: Tie up with travel agencies.
The school geography classes should be notified of the showing of the subject for its
educational value.

A! I". N • S
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BEACH
Prod. I\o. 94,114

PICNIC

A Scream
(Te<h.)
RKO
Disney Cartoon No. 14
8 mins.
Comment: Donald Duck goes out for some
sport on the water. He has a large inflated
rubber horse which throws him for a w'hile.
When he sees Pluto asleep he gets an idea
to tease him. Pluto, quite exasperated by this
horse finally grabs iiim by the air valve
which blows Pluto sky-high while deflating
the horse. Then Donald returns to camp but
in the meantime the ants have made off with
much of his picnic. He tries to solve this
problem with fly-paper but poor Pluto gets
all mixed up with it and finally manages
to wrap Donald up with it too. We were
weak from laughing at this one and your
audience will be too.
Exploitation: You can make a tieup with
stores which carry fly paper and such things,
letting the store emphasize that its fly-paper
will not do what Donald's did to him. Tieups
with stores carrying rubber horses would
also be good.
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ART GALLERY
Prod. No. W-886
(Tech.)
MGM
Cartoon No. 6

Comment: Hugh Harman has given
MGM and your audiences one of the best
cartoons of the season. This one takes place
in an art gallery at night when Nero wants
the fire to start. The three wise monkeys
playing with a cigarette lighter do the trick
and Mona Lisa shrieks for help while Venus
de Milo gets a hot foot. Winged Victory
soars away and some extremely funny
things happen to the other paintings. The
calibre of MGM's cartoons has greatly improved since Harman returned to the fold
and if this is an augury of what will come
from the studio we can all say "Hail MGM
Exploitation: Plug this one on your marquee, in your lobby, programs and newspacartoons."
pers ads. Catchlincs like "See what happens
when
firethehitslobby.
the museum" would be good
stuff for
DARK

HAPPILY BURIED
Prod. No. R-805
MGM
Musical No. 5

Fair
21 mins.

Comment: The handsome young president of a company which makes square w'affle irons is engaged to the comely president
of a company which makes round ones.
They
on the
future out.
shapeTheof
waffle can't
irons agree
and have
a falling
young man obtains a Hindu slave through
saving him from jail and at his suggestion
l)uries himself alive in order to regain his
love. At the World's Fair he spoils her
exhibit but wins her back again. It seemed
rather silly to us and not up to MGM standard. There doesn't seem to be much point
to a lot of what goes on the picture. There's
a good song number to recommend it, however. If you have a show that requires
something light with music, this wall fill the
bill fairly well. Felix Feist directed.
Exploitation: Get displays in house furnishings stores to tie up with the waffle iron
angle. Get tieups with music stores on the
song, "I'd Rather Have You."
WITH BEST DISHES
Entertaining
Prod. No. 32S3
Univ.
Mentone No. 13
17 mins.
Comment: Just what line of business the
producers of these musicals will use next as
a background for tlieir collection of vaudeville specialties is a question. This time
they've gone to a dish store, where owner
Charles Kemper is retaliating against the
dish-giving theatres by giving his customers
a show with every dish. Billy Reyes, clever
young
juggler
and monologist,
howto handle
the chinaware
while shows
introducing
such star acts as George Roche, j^oung
dancer; Toy & Wing, talented Chinese
terpsichoreans ; Lillian Roth (remember her
in the early screen-musicals?); Pied Pipers,
singing group, and the Philharmonicas, who
play
the instruments
theirfortitle
It's
entertaining
screen fare
theimplies.
hinterland
folk, who never get to see vaudeville more
than once or twice in a decade. Milton
Schwarzv^'ald directed.
Exploitation: Mention it in j^our regular
advertising, being sure to list all the specialties. There's an opportunity to tie up with
dinnerware dealers and music shops.

ExceUenl
8 mins.

MAGIC

Prod. No. F-956
Very Funny
MGM
Robert Benchley No. 6
9 mins.
Comment: This is undoubtedly the best
Benchley short to date. He goes into a
store to buy his son a present and is treated
to a demonstration of a magic set. He takes
it home but none of the tricks seem to work.
Finally he decides to do the Hindu disappearing act and gets tied up in a sack by his
son. He doesn't know where he is going
and only finds out vv-hen he is strung up on
a telephone wire outside. It's a howl from
beginning to end and the end carries a swell
punch. This short is highly recommended
for entertainment qualities. Roy Rowland
directed.
Exploitation: Tie up with stores selling
magic outfits for kids. Amateur magicians
could do their stuff on the stage.
BOLA MOLA LAND
Prod. No. 3256
Good Satire
Univ.
Lantz Cartune No. 16
6 mins.
Comment: The travel cruises are in for
it again as this cartoon satirizes them even
to the setting sun, which in this case drops
into the ocean with a splash. Several gags
help to make the subject highly enjoyable,
while an off-screen commentator keeps the
audience aware of what is going on. Alex
Lovy directed.
Exploitation: Advertise it as a cartoon satire on all travel cruises in your ad spots,
programs and in your lobby display frames.
MONTMARTRE
MADNESS
Prod. No. Not Set
Entertaining
Col.
Music Hall Vanities
10 mins.
Comment: Setting is in a Paris cafe with
a lonely .-\merican (Harry Stockwell) seeksightsinhe's
read about.
not
there,ingbut
his vision
there is They're
a girl show
featuring a chorus and Francois Mazzone in
a song and cancan number, and apache
dance. The latter is plenty vigorous and
whoops
things isupgood.
in an actionful way. Stockwell's singing
Exploitation: Use a still display in the
lobby with copy featuring the "See Gay
Paris" line. Sell it as a snappy song and
dance entertainment w'ith a Continental
flavor.
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Any picture on which Advance Dope has been pubhshed is followed
by an asterisk (*). Consult the booking guide for dates on which
Advance Dope appeared.
"This Week:
Last Week:

In Production — 56; Being Edited — 721
In Production — 55; Being Edited — 71 J

COLUMBIA
Being Edited
ARIZONA COWBOY (W)*
MISSING DAUGHTERS*
GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARISMAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Directed by Sam Nelson.
PARENTS ON TRIAL
Jean Parker, Johnny Downs. Directed
by Hans Schwartz.
In Production (1938-39)
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
COAST GUARD
Randolph Scott. Ralph Bellamy.
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
A WOMAN IS A JUDGE
Frieda Inescort, Rochelle Hudson.
Directed by Nick Grinde.
MOUNTED POLICE No. 2
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ
Brian Donlevy, Jacqueline Wells. Directed by Hans Schwartz
BLONDIE TAKES A VACATION
Arthur Lake, Penny Singleton. Directed by Frank Strayer
In Production (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude
Rains, Edward Arnold. Produced and
directed by Frank Capra.
GRAND

NATIONAL

Being Edited
LADY TAKES A CHANCEMIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
with Margo. Directed by Steve Sekely.
In Production
TROUBLE OVER THE PACIFIC
William Gargan, Karen Morley. Directed by Elmer Clifton in Cosmocolor
METRO-COLDWYNMAYER
Being Edited (1938-39)
TARZAN
6,000 ENEMIES*
MAISIEANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVERBeing Edited (1939-40)
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*
BLACKMAIL
Edward G. Robinson, Nat Pendleton.
Directed by H. C. Potter.
In Production (1938-39)
LADY OF THE TROPICS
ON BORROWED TIME*
In Production (1939-40)
STRONGER THAN DESIRE*

METRO-COLDWYNMAYER (Cont.)

27,

RKO-RADIO
Being Edited
FIVE CAME BACK*
LITTLE MOTHER*
GIRL AND THE GAMBLER*
WAY DOWN SOUTH*
CAREER*
In England
SAINT IN LONDON
George Sanders, S'ally Grey. Directed
by John Paddy Carstairs.

THE
GONE WOMEN*
WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable, Leslie
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Directed by Victor Fleming. Produced
by David O. Selznick.
In Production
BABES IN ARMS
MEMORY STAMPEDE
OF LOVE* (W)
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland. Di- TIMBER
rected by Busby Berkeley
George O'Brien. Directed by Dave
Howard.
BALALAIKA
Nelson Eddy, Ilona Massey. Directed
by Reinhold Schunzel.
SPELL BINDER
Lee Tracy, Dorothy Reed. Directed
THUNDER AFLOAT
Wallace Beery, Robert Young. Diby
Jack Hively.
rected by George Seitz.
BAD LANDS
A DAY AT THE CIRCUS
Noah Beery, Jr., Guinn Williams. DiMarx Brothers and Florence Rice.
rected by Lew Landers.
Directed by Eddie Buzzell.
NURSE EDITH CAVELL
Anna Neagle, George Sanders. DiMONOGRAM
rected by Herbert Wilcox.
Being Edited
REPUBLIC
DOWN THE WYOMING TRAIL (W)*
GIRL FROM NOWHERE*
Being Edited
STUNT PILOT
John Trent, Marjorie Reynolds. Di- SOUTHWARD HO*
rected by George Waggner.
S.O.S. TIDAL WAVE*
PARAMOUNT
MOUNTAIN RHYTHM*
IN OLD CALIENTE*
Being Edited (1938-39)
MICKEY,
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
FIGHTING THE
IRISHKID*
Phil
Regan,
Jean Parker, Jerome
UNDERCOVER DOCTOR*
Cowan, Dorothea Kent. Directed by
GRAND lURY SECRETS*
Sidney Salkow.
MAN ABOUT TOWN*
In Production
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
WYOMING
OUTLAW (W)
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S BRIDE*
Three
Mesquiteers.
Directed by George
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
Sherman.
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*
20Hi CENTURY-FOX
Being Edited (1938-39)
Being Edited (1938-39)
GERONIMO*
WHITE
LADY OF THE ORIENT*
BEAU GESTE*
SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES*
WHAT A LIFE*
CAT AND THE CANARY*
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
CHARLIE CHAN IN RENO*
William Boyd, RusseU Hayden. Directed by Lesley Selander. Produced YOUNG MR. LINCOLN*
by Harry Sherman.
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU*
SECOND FIDDLE*
In Production (1939-40)
DISPUTED PASSAGE*
THE STAR MAKER*
~Ihing
Edit7'd^(
1938^39)^
STANLEY AND
LIVINGSTONE*
RULER OF THE SEAS*
JONES
FAMILY
AT THE GRAND
NIGHT WORK*
HEAVEN
ON A SHOESTRING
Pat O'Brien,
Bradna. Di- ESCAPE
CHARLIE
CANYON*CHAN AT TREASURE
rected by LewisOlvmpe
Milestone.
ISLAND
Sidney Toler, Sen Yung. Directed
OUR LEADING CITIZEN
by Norman Foster.
Bob Burns, Susan Hayward. Directed
by Alfred Santell.
In Production (1939-40)
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
Cartoon Feature. Produced by Max HOTEL FOR WOMEN*
Fleischer. In Technicolor.
THE
RAINSWAGON
CAME* FAMILY
CHICKEN
Jane Withers, Leo Carillo. Directed
DOUBLE DYED DECEIVER*
by Herbert I. Leeds.
ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY
HARMONY AT HOME
Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll.
Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard. DirectDirected by Edward H. Griffth.
ed by Otto Brower.
In England
In England
FRENCH WITHOUT TEARS
Ray Milland, Ellen Drew. Directed SHIPYARD SALLY
by
Gracie Fields, Sydney Howard. DiMarioAnthony
Zambi. Asquith. Produced by
rected by Monty Banks.

ARTISTS

Being Edited
MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
In England
OVER THE MOON
Merle Oberon, Rex Harrison. Directed by Thornton Freeland. Produced by Alexander Korda.
In Production
WINTER
CARNIVAL*
MUSIC SCHOOL
Jascha Heifetz, Joel McCrea. Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Directed
by Archie Mavo.
REAL GLORY
Gary Cooper, Andrea Leeds, David
Niven, Reginald Owen. Directed by
Henry Hathaway. Produced by
Samuel Goldwyn.
In England
THIEF OF BAGDAD
Sabu, Conrad Veidt, June Duprez.
Directed by Ludwig Berger. Produced by Alexander Korda.
UNIVERSAL
Being Edited (1938-39)
THEY ASKED FOR IT*
HOUSE OF FEAR*
Being Edited (1939-40)
MUTINY ON THE BLACK HAWK*
In Production (1938-39)
INSIDE
THE
SUNINFORMATION*
NEVER SETS
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Virginia Field.
Producer-director, Rowland Lee.
MODERN CINDERELLA
Irene Dunne, Charles Beyer. Produced and directed by John M. Stahl.
In Production

(1939-40)

THE UNDERPUP
Cummings, Nan Grey. DiOLDRobert
GRAD*
rected by Richard Wallace.
BRIGHT VICTORY
Jackie
Freddie
Bartholomew.
DirectedCooper,
by Joseph
Santley.
I STOLE A MILLION
George Raft. Claire Trevor. Directed
by Frank Tuttle.
DAMES
Sigrid Gurie, Donald Briggs. Directed
by Harold Young.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Being Edited (1938-39)
NAUGHTY BUT NICE*
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER*
HELL S KITCHEN*
DEVIL ON WHEELS*
NANCY DREW, TROUBLE SHOOTER*
EACH DAWN I DIE*
DAUGHTERS COURAGEOUS*
STEEPLECHASE*
WATERFRONT*
ENEMY AGENT*
GIVE ME A CHILD*
LIGHTHORSE HARRY*
HOBBY FAMILY*
Being Edited (1939-40)
ANGELS
WASH THEIR FACES*
NO PLACE
OLD
MAID* TO CO
In Production (1939-40)
TORCHY— DEAD OR ALIVE*
DUST
MY DESTINY*
NANCYBE DREW
AND
THE HIDDEN STAIRCASE*
LADY AND THE KNIGHT
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland,
Bette
Davis. Directed by Michael
Curtiz.
CAREER MAN
Joel McCrea, Jeffrey Lynn. Directed
by Lloyd Bacon.
RETURN OF Dr7\
Lya Lys, Wayne Morris. Humphrey
Bogart, Rosemary Lane. Directed by
Vincent Sherman
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a— BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE DOPE.
b— BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial Before Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults,
ASTOR PICTURES
Title
Mins.
3at Whispers (My-D)
86
Everythinij is Rhythm (Mu)
Front Pago (C)
100
Heart of Now York (Mu) 80
Hell's Angels
HO60
Monster
Walks (D)
(My-D)
Out of Singapore (D)
76
Rain (D)
85
Scarf ace (D)
88
Sea Ghost (D)
60
Sky
88
StreetDevils
Scene(C-D)
(D)
79
Three BroaUway Girls (C)
83
Tombstone Canyon (W)
67
Toniijht Or Never (D)
92
Tumbleweeds (W)
86

Stars
C. Morris-U. IVIerkel
Harry Roy & Band
A. IVlenjou-P. O'Brien
Jelson-Evans-Morgan
Jean
MischaHarlow-B.
AuerLyon
Noah Beery-Dorothy Burgess
J. Crawford-W. Huston
P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Alan Hale-Claude Alllster ..
Spencer Tracy
Sylvia Sidney
Blondell-Evnns-Claire
Bob Burns
Swanson- Douglas- Karloff ....
William S. Hait

COLUMBIA
City Streets (D)
68.
Colorado Trail (W)
55.
CoDvicted (D)
58.
Girl's
School
(D)
73.
Gladiator
(C)
71 .
1 Am the Law (D)
83 .
Juvenile Court (D)
61.
Lady Objects (D)
67.
Phantom Gold (W)
56.
Pioneer Trail (W)
55.
Reformatory (D)
61 .
South of Arizona (W)
56.
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56.

1937-38
Fellows-Carrillo
Starrett-Meredith
Hayworth-Ouigley
A. Shiriey-N. Gray
Brown-Travis
E. Robinson-W. Barrie
. Kelly- Hayworth
L. Ross-G. Stuart
J. Luden-B. Marion
, Luden-Barclay
Jack Holt-Wynters
Starrett-Meredith
B. Jones-D. Fay

Rel.
Date
Issue o1
See
2/15/39 NotReissued
Rev.
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
5/1/39 ...Reissued
CF)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
lA)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)

7/1/38
9/8/38 .
8/18/38
9/30/38
8/15/38
9/2/38
9/15/38
9/9/38
.
8/31/38
7/15/38
7/21/38
7/28/38
9/22/38

1938-39
Adventure in Sahara (O)
58 . . P. Kelly-L. Gray
.(A)
Blind Alley (D)
71. . Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner . .(F)
Blondie (C)
68.. P. Singleton- Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71. P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Takes a Vacation
Penny Singleton-Arthur Lake...
ualiiornia Frontier (W)
54.. Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
Coast Guard
Scott-Bellamy-Dee
Llrime Takes a Holiday (D) 58..Holt-M. Ralston
(F)
Escape From Alcatraz
Brian Donlevy- Jacqueline Wells
First Offenders (D)
61. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
Flight to Fame (D)
57. .C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F)
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54. Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
(Former title, "California Cavalcade")
Golden Boy
...Barbara Stanwyck- Wm. Holden..
Good Girls Go to Paris (D)
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
Hidden Power (D)
59. . Jack
Holt-Gertrude
Michael
Cabot-R.
Hayworth
(F)
Homicide Bureau (D)
.63 B.
In Early Arizona (W)
53 Elliott-Gulliver
Fay
Bainter-lda
Lupino
(F)
Lady and the Mob (C)
65 .Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
Law Comes to Texas (W)
58
(F)
Law of the Texan (W)
54 .Buck Jones-D. Fay
Let
Us
Live
(D)
O'Sullivan-Henry
Little Adventuress (C-D) 68
62 . .Mauheen
. E. Fellows-R.
Fiske Fonda(A)
(F)
Lone Star Pioneers (W)..
56. Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver ...
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D)
65. Warren William-Ida Lupino ... (F)
Man From Sundown (D)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith ...
Missing
Daughtei-s
(D)
59..
Richard
Arlen- Rochelle
Hudson..
Mounted Police No. 2
Chas. Starrett-lris
Meredith
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59.. Alan Baxter-Jacqueline Wells (F)
North of Shanghai (D)
58 . Betty Furness-James Craig (F)
North of the Yukon (W)
64 , Chas. Starrelt- Linda Wintei-s
(Former title, "Mounted Police")
Only Angels Have Wings (D) .. 122 . .Jean Arthur-Cary Grant
(F)
Outside These Walls (D)
61. Dolores Costello-Michael Whalen.
Parents on Trial
Jean Parker-Johnny Downs
Rio Grande (W)
59 . Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
(Former title, "North of Texas")
Romance of the Redwoods (D) . .67 . . Jean Parker-Chas. Bickford (F)
Smashing the Spy Ring (D)... 62. Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F)
Spoilers of the Range (W) . . . .58. Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
(Former title. "The Oklahoma Trail")
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (D).bS. .Jack Holt-Beverly Roberts
(F)
"Outside
the Law")
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu-W) . (Reviewed
. .60 . . All asMidget
Cast
(F)
Texas Stampede (W)
57.. Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
There's
That
Woman
Again
(My-C)
70. . Douglas-Bruce
(F)
Thundering West (W)
57. C. Starrett-I. Meredith
Trapped in the Sky (D)
60 . Jack Holt- Katherrne OeMille ...(F)
Western Caravans (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith ....
title, "Arizona Cowboy")
West of Sante Fe (W) (Former
57 .. Starrett-Meredith
(F)
Whispering Enemies (D)
62. .J. Holt-D. Costelln
(F)
Woman Is the Judge
Otto Kruger-Rochelle Hudson
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125 . L. Barryinure-Artnur-Stewait (F)
1939-40
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington Jean Arthur-James Stewart ....

1 1/15/38
5/1
1/39
11/30/38
2/28/39
12/15/38

CAUMONT BRITISH
1938-39
79. Matthews- Redgrave
Climbing High (C)
.68.
Cawthorn-Sidney-Gr3h3me
Crime Over London (D)....
Lukas-Whitty
L3dy With
V3nishes
78..
Man
100 (D)
Faces (D)
72., Tom Walls-Lilli Palmer ..
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
78,, Tauber-Duna
as "A Clown
Must Laugh")
( Reviewed MatthewsWhiting
Sailing
Along On (Mu-C)
79.
Show Goes
(D)
71. Neagle-Carmin3ti
Strange Boarders (D)
... 73. T. Walls- R. St. Cyr
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
80. Donot-Madeieine Carroll
three on a Week End (C-D). .72. Lodge- Lockwood
(Reviewed
as "Illegal Holiday")
the Victor (D).
. .71 . . Fyffe-Loder-Lockwood
Ware Case
Clive Brook-Jane Baxter

. .bl
1/5/38
.bS/25/38
. .b8/27/3»
. ..blU/l/38
.b8/6/38
. .b8/27/3ii
. .b9/l7/38
.bl 1/26/38
.. ..a5/l4/38
.b7/2/38
. .blO/8/38
. .38/27/38

.,bl2/24/38
.b4/29/39
1/5/38
. .bl
. .b3/4/39
..In Prod.
.al2/IO/38
. In Prod.
. . .b5/7/38
. . In Prcd.
..bl2/24/38
.al/14/39
38
2/
/1
10
9
/3
1/19
.all/19/38
..In
Prod.
.
8'
10/5/3 ,.a5/27/39
6/30/39
b5/27/39
.
.
.b2/4/39
11/2/38
4/12/39' . . .a9/3/38
. .b3/l 1/39
4/3/39
.32/25/39
l'/5/39'".,.. ..hlO/29/38
4/16/39
10/24/38
2/22/39
.b2/25/39
10/24/38 ..bl2/l7/38
3/16/39 , .al/14/39
1/27/39 . . .bl/28/39
.In Prod.
6/30/39.
5/22/39 . . .33/25/39
. . In Prod.
2/10/39 .. ..b3/l8/39
.b4/l/39
3/30/39 . . . .32/4/39
5/25/39 .. .b5/l3/39
.32/18/39
3/36/39".. ..In Prod.
5/4/39
'l2'/'8'/'3'8 . .alO/l/38
.b4/29/39
2/28/39
12/29/38 . bl2/24/3S
.
4/27/39 .a3/l8/39
12/15/38
12/1/38 .blO/29/38
.al/14/39
2/9/39 . .. .b7/l6/38
12/24/38
1/12/39 .bl2/l7/38
1/19/38
..31.b2/
18/39
. .35/6/39
6/1/39
5/25/39 .
10/3/38 . .bl2/24/38
3/24/39 . ...bl/7/39
..In Prod.
. .b8/27/38
.In Prod.

9/29/38' '
(F)(Dist. by ZOth-F
bl2/l7/38ox)
(F) 8/15/38
.
1
1/1/38
...b9/3/38
(F) 10/1/38 . ..bl.b8/6/38
1/5/38
(A)
.(A)
blO/15/38
. .b2/l2/38
(F) 4/15/38
(F) 6/15/38 . .b8/14/37
(A) 8/1/38
(F) 9/15/38 . ...b6/4/38
. Reissued
(A) 7/1/38 .. .b2/l2/38
3/15/38
..b2/l2/38
(F)
..In Prod.

GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
...70 , p. Lukas-L. Travels
Dangerous Secrets (0).
(A)
(Reviewed as "Brief Ecstasy")
High Command (D)
59 . . L. Atwill-L. Mannheim
(A)
I Married a Spy (D)
59.. N. Hamilton-B. Horney
(A)
King
of
the
Sierras
(AD)
.
57
..
Rex—
Sheik,
the
wonder
horse...
Renfrew of the Great White
Trail (D)
Newell- Walker
Utah Trail (W)
55. .Tex Ritter

8/19/38
7/15/38
7/1/38
8/28/38
7/22/38
8/12/38

, .b8/28/37

..Nb7ot/30/Rev38.
. .36/18/38
..a7/9/38
. .b7/3n/'?<^

GRAND NATIONAL
1938-39
Title
Mins. Stars
.blO/29/38
Cipher Bureau (D)
70 . . Ames- Woodbury
.. .(F)
Date 11/4/38
1/20/39 . . .b2/l
Rel.
Crashing Thru (D)
James Newill- Warren Hull
Issue1/39ot
IU/2l/a8
Exile Express (D)
71.. Anna Sten-Alan Marshal
(A)
Frontier Scout (W)
61.. George Houston
(F) 5/27/39 ...al2/Ji/.»"
33/4/39
Lady Takes a Chance (D)
Heather Angcl-John King
. .b9/l7/,)H
"Everything
Happens to Ann") (F)
.bl2/3l/38
See
Long Shot (D)(Foi'mer title,
69. .Marsha
Hunt
Miracle of Main Street
Maiijo
..In
Prod.
1/6/39
.
.
.b2/25/39
Pan3m3 P3trol (D)
69 . Charlotte Wynters-Leon Ames.. (F)
Renfrew Saves a Lady
James Newell
3398. . .Not Rev.
Ride
'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
Dorothy Morgan
Page-Vlnce Barnett (F)
Shadows
Shanghai
(D) 52
66. ..Ralph
(F) 112/0//121004///39 , .31
. .b9/l7/3«
1/19/38
.bl/21/3'.i
Singing Cowgirl
57 .. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ....
5/31/39
(Former
Title "LadyJoan
Buckaroo")
. .b2/l8/39
Six-Gun
Rhythm Case(W)
57.
Barclay
(F)
Sunset Murder
(D)
57. .Tex
.SallyFletcherRand
10/28/38 38/20/38
5/13/39
(Former title.
"Murder
on Sunset Barton
Boulevard")
.bll/l9/3«
Titans of the Deep (T)
47 . . Dr.
Wm. Beebe-Otis
... (F)
Trigger Pals (W)
55.. Art Jarrett-Lee Powell
(F) 1/13/39 . . .bl/14/39
Trouble Over the P3cific
Wm. Gargan-Karcn Morley ....
..In1/I9/3I1
Prod.
l/b/39 .31
Water Rustlers (W)
56.. Dorothy Psge-David O'Brien ...
(Former title. "The Last Barrier")
MCM
1937-38
. .b8/20/38
Block-Heads (C)
, O'L3urel-H3rdy
(F)
Keefe-Stone-Pendleton
(F) 8/19/38
7/29/38 .. ..b7/30/38
Chaser (C)
.b7/2/38
I6U
1 3ylor- Arnold-Morgan
(F) 8/5/38 . . .bT/fl/iit
Crowd Roars (D)
.58, .. M.
Douglas-F.
Rice
(F)
7/8/38
.
Fast Compsny (My-D)
39' '
/
Stone-Rooney-Garland
(F) 7/22/38 5/2. 6.b7/l6/38
. .b4/2/3«
Love Finds
Andy (H-D)
Hardy (C-D), .75.
She3rer-T. Power
(F) 8/26/38 . .b7/lb/3l»
.92. , N.
Marie
Antoinette
Beery-O Sullivan
(A) 7/1/38 . . .b8/13/38
Port of Seven Seas (D)
.
. Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F) 8/12/38
(F) 7/15/38 . ..b7/2/3«
Rich Man, Angel
Poor (D)
Girl (C-D) . . . .81 , .M. Sull3V3n-J. Stewart
Shopworn
.87
Adventures of Huckleberry „„,. ,„
1938-39
.74,
.b2/l 1/39
(F) 2/10/39 , .b9/IU/38
34/29/39
90 . Mickey Rooney-Lynn s Carver
Pln„ (□)
Stone
Rooney-Lewi
Mickey
..
(D)
Fever
Spring
(jets
Hardy
Andy
(F) 1/13/39 , .b5/27/39
92. .S. Tracy-M. Rooney
Bovs Town (Dl
.
.b4/8/39
9/9/38
.
.
(F) 5/26/39 .b4/29/39
Burke
67..Rob't
Dennis Young-Billle
0' Keele-Cecilia
Parker ..(F)
Brid3l Suite ((:-D)
12/9/38
.112.
J.
MacDonald-L.
Ayres
(F)
.bl2/17/38
Pa
»oiiia
10/28/38
4/7/39
.
i(».t..f-.
n.
"-""i^Ayres-L. B3rrymore (F) 4/28/39
r (D)....70
12/16/38 , . b 1/ M / .. .I
O'Conno
UpKildare
Broadway
(Mu-D)
Burn 'tmDr.Serenade
85. .Lew
Calling
(D)
.. ..,69..R.
.blO/29/38
Owen-T. Kilburn
(F)
Christmas
Citadel (D)Carol
.. (D)
110. .R. Russell-R. Donat
(F)
.b2/l8/3J
Dramatic School (D)
(A) 2/17/39
Marshall Russell. (F)
78. . Rainer-A.
12/2/38 . . .bl2/3/3b
...70..
.76..R.
Montgomery-Rosalind
Fast
and
Loose
(My-C)
Joe
E.
Brown
(F)
1/27/39
Flirting With Fate (C) ,
.bl/28/39
12/23/38 . ..bl2/3l/3a
.. .73.
Marshall (F)
bl2/iu.
.
Four Downstairs
Girls in White
.76. .. Florence
F. Tone-F.Rice-Alan
Gaal
(F)
Girl
(C) (D),
.
.blb5/20/39
I/5/3U
.114.
.Robert
Donat-Greer Garson (F)
Goodbye. Mr. Chips (D)
/39 . .. ..b4/22/39
21
4/
.
104.
.
Rainer-Gravet
(F)
,b2/4/39
«n Rooney-Stone-Rutherford . .
(F)
Great Waltz (Mu)
..b3/ll/39
Hardys
High (C-D)
Honolulu Ride
(Mu-Cl
„„ -Eleanor
i J Powcll-Rob't.
o* _» ,0 Young
T „i, >.. <r\
(F) 3/
39
3/
9
.
.
2/
/3
10
.84.
.bl/28/39
1/27/39 . ....b5/6/39
82. .Crawford -Stewart (Part Tech.)..(F)
(D)
Ice Follies of 1939
(A)
109 .. Gable-ShearerColbert. (F)
Idiot's Delight (D)
.
.
.b4/8/39
.
35/27/39
5/19/39
,
It's a Wondertul World (My-C) 86.. James Stewart-Claudetto
4/14/39
/21/38 . .b2/ 18/39
70. . Dennis O'Keefe-Florence Riee (F) 10
Kid From Texas (C-D)
blO/22/38
t T3ylor
Hedy Lamarr-Roh'
(D) 87. .Nelson
,..34/29/39
.b4/29/39
Tropics(Mu-D)
of the Ring
Lady
Bruce .. F
Eddy-Virginia
Let Freedom
(F 5/5/39
.
-GarlandTaylor
'.
Bartholomew
73. . Myrna
'8
(C-D)
Darling(C-D)
/'3
Listen. Night
i i/4 . a4/29/39
(A) 6/23/39
Loy-Rohert Sothern
82. .
Lucky
Ma'sin (D)
Young-Ann
^ '
(Former Rob
title,t "Maizie
Was a Lady")
1 1/25/38 bl 1/26/38
Lionel Barrymoie-Beulah Bondi
On
.blO/29/38
Out Borrowed
West WithTimethe(D)
H3rdys
.83. . Rooney-Stone-Parker
(F) 1 1/18/38 . .b3/2S/39
(C-D)
3/10/39 .
(A) 3/24/39 . .bl
y Hiller
1/19/38
Leslie' Howard-Wend
.67
. .34/29/39
(D)(D)
PvimislionMadden'
Johnson.... .(F)
Berry-Laraine
80.. ■.Wallace
Serneant
(F) 1 1/1 1/38 . . b4/l/39
- Y oung
-Suliavan
Crawford
.
75.
(D)
Hour
Shining
...
Johnson
Pidgeon-Rlta
Walter
62..
6 nnn Enemies (D)
6/9/39 . .bl 1/19/38
10/7/38
77. .Virginia Bruce-Walter Pidgeon . . . (F) 3/31/39
sSv Lawver (0)
.,35/27/39
.bl/7/39
(F)
redith
2/24/3. .9'... .blO/8/30
n-Ayres-Me
.O'Sulliva
65.
(C-D)
1/6/39
Soi iiig Madness
(F) 12/3U/38
89. .W. Beery-M. Rooney
(D) .
ItablLates
........(F)
...Pidgeon
6/30/39 . .32/18/39
-Rice
Fight (D)
and Desire
Stand UpThan
.
Vinjinia Bruce-Walter
(D) 95. .Taylor-Beery
stinniipr
6/16/39
b5/20/39
1 10 . MacDonald-Eddy-Moigan (Tech.) . (F) 5/12/39 .bl2/24/3S
. .
Mu)
aiTr
Iwee7l
. . .b9/3/38
Tarzan Finds a Son (D)
• 1 •Melvyn
^''.'^"'''.il":?..^'.'.""'^"
Douglas-H.
B.
Warner...
(F)
9/2/38
..
Tell No Tales (D)
67 Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone
(F)
(F) 9/16/38
.b9/17/38
.blO/8/38
10/14/38 . ...b3/l8/39
Three
Has Nancy
(C) 10167 £• S?,';'''-,'" V "-"J.
Too HotLoves
to Handle
(C-D)
9/23/38 .
Rice
Keefe-F.
Ruth
Hussey-PauJ
Kelly
(F)
0
.D.
3/17/39
.
65.
(C)
Love
VacationtheFrom
.blU/15/3a
Within
Law (D)
65 L. Barrymore-L. Ayres
(F)
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81
..In Prod.
1939-40
..In Prod.
Garland
Mickey Rooney-JudyMassey
Babes in Arms
..In Prod.
.. .,
Nelson Eddy-llona Pendleton.
Balalaika
..In Prod.
Robinson-Nat
G.
E.
l
Blackmai
Rice ..
e (Tech.)
Bros.-Floreric
Marx
s
Circu
the
at
Day
..In
Prod.
..In Prod.
ward
Gable-Leinh-Ho
Wind
Gone With the
Wallace Beery-Robert Young ..
35/27/39
Thunder Afloat
J"'ly Garland-Frank Morgan ...
Wizard of Oz (Tech.)
Shearer-Crawford- Russell
all/l2/3«
Women The (D)

GRAM
MONO
Man's
Country
(W)
Mexican Kid (W) .

1937-38
.53.. Jack R3nd3ll
.55.. Jack Randall

(F) 7/6/38
(F) 8/17/38

1938-39
(F)
52. .Jack Randall- Joyce Bryant
Across the Plains (W)
(F)
. 63. . Moran - Morg3n -Jones
Baieloot Boy (D)
(F)
61. . Frankie Osrro
Boys Reformatory (D)
lA)
66.. Robert Kent-Anne Nagel
Eonvict's Code (D)
Randall-Ethel Duran
Drifting Westward (W) ..(Former Jack
title,
"Santa
F«
Bound")
Down the Wyoming Trail (W) Tex Ritter
(F)
80.. Jackie Cooper
(iangster's Boy (D)
Anne Nagel-Warren Hull
Girl From Nowhere (D)
(F)
63. .Anne N3rjel
G3ng Bullets (D)
(F
ll
Randa
IJ.
(D)
Gun
(F
Linaker
.John Carroll-Kay
73. .Jack
(D)
a Criminal
I Am P3cker
Bellamy-Mickey Rooney ..(F)
Ralph Karloff
66. .Boris
Pal (D)
LittleWong.
(A)
66.
(My-D)
Detective
Mr.
(F)
...................(F)
Karloff
65. .Boris Trent-Marjorie
Wong (D) 60.
Mystery ofPIsneMr. (D)
Reynolds
.John
Mystery
IF)
Wray
Fay
60..
(D)
Secrets
N3vy
Rollin' Westward (W)
61.. Tex Ritter
(F)
(F)
58.. Tex Ritter
Song of the Buckaroo (W)
Starlight Over Texas (W)
I^- T.?" '^'"S'" ,i m ' ' •.. ' ' ' ;
,11
(F)
62.. Warren Hull-Marsha Hunt
Star Reporter (D)
(Continued on next page)

. .b8/6/3U
.b9/IO/38

. b5/27/39
.b9/3/3»
8/3/38
6/1/39 . . b5/l3/39
..a 1/7/39
1/18/39 . .b2/l 1/39
5/1/39
1/25/39 .
. .a4/22/39
11/19/38
5/I8/S9 , bll/12/38
. .a5/6/39
6/16/39
.bl2/IO/38
11/23/38
12/14/38 .bll/12/38
2/15/39
11/16/38
. .bl2/3/38
10/5/38 .
Reiiiued
....b3/l8/39
.blO/8/38
. . b3/4/39
3/8/39 .. ,..b4/l/39
3/8/39 ..
2/8/39
3/1/39 ... . .bl/14/39
12/7/38 . ,.b2/ll/3<l
. .b9/24/38
9/7/38 . ...b5/6/39
2/22/39 .
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SHOWMEN'S

MONOGRAM
(Continued) 1938-39
Title
Mins. Stars
Streets of New York (D)
73. .Jackie Cooper
(F)
Stunt Pilot
John Trent- Marjorie Reynolds .,
Sundown on the Prairie (W) ..53.. Tex Ritter
(F)
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi (D)...75 Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
Tough Kid (D)
61 Frankie Darro
Trigger Smith (W)
51 Jack Randall
Undercover Agent (C-D) 56 Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane.. (F)
Under the Big Top (D)
63 Nagel-Main-La Rue
(F)
Wanted by the Police (D)
59 Frankie Darro
(F)
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D) . .65 James Stephenson-Betty Lynne. .(A)
"Dangerous Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) (Reviewed
..61. Tex asRitter
(F)
Wild Horse Canyon (W)
50 . Jack Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (0)
61. John Carroll-Movita
(F)
PARAMOUNT
Booloo
Bulldog (D)
Drunimond in Africa
(D)
Give
Me a Sailor (C)
Professor Beware (C)
Spawn of the North (D)
rexans (H-D)
Tropic Holiday (Mu-C)

1937-38
60.. C. Tapley-S. Asmara
60.
Angel-J. Howard
80. ..H.
Raye-Hope-Grable
90. .H. Lloyd-P. Welch
1 10. . Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
9I..Scott-J. Bennett
75. . Lamour-B. Burns-Raye

TRADE

Rel
Date
4/12/39
6/29/39.
10/10/38
2/1/39
12/28/38

Issue
See of
. . .b4/8/39
.In Prod.
. . . a2/l8/39
..bl/7/39
Reissue
.. . ..a2/25/39
3/22/39 . . b4/29/39
4/5/39 .. . .b9/l7/38
8/31/38
9/21/38 . . .b9/24/38
4/19/39 . .b3/l8/39
10/19/38 .blO/29/38
12/21/38 ...bl/7/39
. .b5/27/39
5/8/39 .

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

.b7/23/38
7/22/38
8/19/38 . .b8/6/33
8/5/38 . b7/30/38
7/15/38
.b7/l6/38
8/26/38
.b8/20/38
8/12/38 .b7/l6/38
7/1/38 . . .b7/2/38

1938-39
62.. Gladys Swarthout
(F)
Ambush (D)
Arkansas Traveler (D)
83.. B. Burns-M. Carlisle
(F)
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
60. . Howard-Angel-Warner
(F)
(My-D)
Artists and Models Abroad (C) . .90. . Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
(F)
Back Door to Heaven (D)
85. . Ford-Erwin-Ellis
(A)
Beachcomber (C-D)
94. . Laughton- Lanchester
(A)
(Reviewed as "Vessel of Wrath")
Bulldog Drummond's Bride (D).,-.John Howard-Heather Angel ...
(Former
title.
Mrs. Bulldog Drummond")
Boy Trouble (C)
7U.. "Mr.
Charlie& Ruggles-Mary
Boland (F)
Bulldog
Drummond's
Secret
Police (My)
55 . . Howard-Angel
(A)
Cafe
(C)
83
(A)
H. Carroll-F.
Luisetti-B. MacMurray
Grable
(F)
CampusSociety
Confessions
(D)
64. . M.
(F)
Disbarred (D)
59. Patrick- Kruger
(F)
Frontiersman (W)
74. Bill Boyd
.(F)
Gracie Allen Murder Case
(My-C)
75 . Gracie Allen-Warren William
Grand
John Howard-Gail Patrick
HeritageJuryof Secrets
the Desert(D)
(W)
.73 . Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable ..(F)
Hotel Imperial (D)
..70. Ray IMilland-lsa Mirandi
(F)
If I Were
King(D) (H-D)
100. Colman-Dee-Rathbone
(F)
Illegal
Traffic
J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F)
.Bob Burns-Gladys George
(F)
I'm
Missouri
(C)
In OldFromMexico
(W)
62 .W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
invitation to Happiness (D) 95 .Fred MacMurray-lrene Dunne. ..(F)
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn....
King of Alcatraz (D)
55. . Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(F)
King of Chinatown (D)
60.. A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
(A)
Lady's From Kentucky (D)
75 . Geo. Raft-Ellen Drew
(F)
Little Orphan Annie (C-D) 56. . Gillis- Kent-Travis
(F)
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour ...
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) .. 104. . MacMurray-Milland
(F)
Midnight (C)
90. . Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche.. .(F)
Million
Dollar
Legs
Betty
Grable-Jaokie
Coo<]an
. Dumbrille-Toler-Fields
(F)
Mysterious Rider (W)...
Never Say Die (C)
80 . Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F)
.."one
third
of
a
nation
(D)
..76.
Sylvia
Sidney-Leif
Erikson
(F)
Paris Honeymoon (Mu) .
83.. B. Crosby-F. Gaal
(A)
69 . Patricia Morrison
(F)
Persons in Hiding (D) . .
Pride of the West (W) .
55. Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
Bill Boyd
Renegade Trail (W)
(Former
title,
"Arizona
Bracelets")
Ride a Crooked Mile (D)
78. . F. Farmer-L. Erikson
(F)
Say It In French (C)
70. . Milland-Bradna
(F)
Silver on the Sage (W)
66. . Boyd-Hayes-Haydcn ..
(F)
Sing You Sinners (C-D)
88 . B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
(F)
Star Maker (Mu-C)
Bing Crosby-Louise Campbell....
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85 . . Nolan- Laniour-Guizar ..
(F)
Some Like It Hot (C)
62 . Bob Hope-Shirley Ross
(F)
Sam of the Legion (D)
60 .Elisabeth
.
D.
O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F)
Bergner
(A)
Stolen Life (D)
93.
Sudden Money (C)
61 C. Rugijles-Marjorie Rambeau ...(F)
Sunset Trail (W)
67 . W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Thanks For the Memory (C)....75 . B. Hope-S. Ross
(F)
This Man Is News (My)
78 .Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes. .. (F)
Tain Sawyer, Detective (C)
.64..D. OXonnor-Cook
(F)
Tauehdown, Army (D)
70 .M. Carlisle-J. Howard
. (F)
Undercover Doctor (My)
Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel
(Former
title. "Federal
Offense")
Union Pacific (H-D)
135. .Barbara
Stanwyck-Joel
McCrea. . (F)
Unmarried (D)
63. .Buck Jonas-Helen Twelvetrees ...(F)
Zaza (D)
86.. C. Colbert-H. Marshall
(A)

.bl/21/39
1/20/39
10/14/38 . .blO/8/38
11/25/38
bl 1/26/38
12/30/38 .blO/29/38
..b4/l5/39
4/21/39 . . .b3/12/38
3/10/39 .
7/28/39 ..a3/25/39
.b2/4/39
2/27/39
. . .b4/8/39
4/14/39 ..b2/ll/39
3/3/39 ... .. .b9/24/38
9/16/38
.bl/28/39
12/16/38
1/6/39 .. .bl 1/26/38
6/2/39 . ,. .b5/20/39
6/23/39 .a2/18/39
6/23/39 .. .b3/l8/39
.b5/13/39
5/12/39
I I/I 1/38 ..b9/17/38
.
1/5/38
11/4/38 . . .bl
.b3/25/39
.
.
.b8/6/38
4/7/39
..
9/9/38 .. .b5/l3/39
6/16/39 . .a4/l/39
6/30/39 . . blO/8/38
9/30/38
.b3/l8/39
3/17/39 . .. .b4/l5/39
4/28/39
12/2/38 . . .bl2/3/38
7/21/39 . ., .a3/l8/39
. .a2/4/39
10/28/38 . .blO/22/38
7/7/39
1/39
3/24/39 .. ..b3/l
.a4/8/39
7/14/39
10/21/38 . . b9/24/j8
.b3/l 1/39
4/14/39 . ..bl2/18/39
2/24/39 . b 12/24/38
1/27/39
.
2/10/39 . , .bl/28/39
1/26/38
7/8/38 . . ,al.b6/25/38
8/4/39 .
12/9/38
I 1/25/38 . .bl2/10/38
.bl I /26/38
3/31/39 . . .b2/l8/39
.a5/6/39
9/2/38 . ,, . b8/l3/38
8/25/39 ..bl/28/39
2/3/39
5/19/39 .. .b5/l3/39
.b9/l7/38
9/23/38 . ,..b4/22/39
5/26/39 . . .b3/25/39
3/31/39
.
2/24/39
1 1/18/38 . .biu/2.;/3ii
...blb4/8/39
1/5/38
'l2/23/3'8
10/7/38 . .bl2/24/38
. .blO/l/3R
6/9/39 . . .a2/25/39
.b4/29/39
5/5/39
. . .b5/27/39
5/26/39
1/13/39 . . . .bi/7/jj

1939-40
Are Husbands Necessary?
F. MacMurray-Madelcinc Carroll.
Beau Geste (D)
Gary Cooper-Ray Milland
Cat and the Canary (My-D)
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard ....
Disputed Passage (D)
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff..
Double-Dyed Deceiver (D)
Tito Guizar-June Clayton
Geronimo (D)
Preston Foster-Ellen Drew
Gulliver's Travels
Tech. Cartoon Feature
Heaven
Shoestring llO. fat
Bradna .... (F)
Jamaica OnInn a (Cos-D)
Chas. O'Brien-Olympe
Lauijhton
Night Work (C)
Mary Boland-Charlie Ruggles ..
Our Leading Citizen
Bob Burns-Susan Hayward ....
Range War (W)
Wm. Boyd-Geo. Hayes
Ruler of the Seas (D)
Fairbanks, Jr. — Lockwood
St.
Martin's
Lane
(D)
80
..
LaughtonLeigh
(F)
What a Life (C)
Jackie Cooper-Betty
Field

.In Prod.
. a3/4/39
a4/22/39
a5/l3/39
35/27/39
a4/8/38
In Prod.
Prod.
.In
b5/27/39
a5/20/39
.In
Prod.
.In Prod.
35/20/39
. b7/9/38
. a4/8/39

R.K.O.-RADIO
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82.
Carefree (Mu-C)
83.
Crime Ring (D)
70.
Fisherman's
Whart Time
(D)(C)....70.
70.
Having
WondertuI
I'm From the City (C)
70.
Mather Carey's
Painted
Desert Chickens
(W) (D) ..82.
60.
Renegade Ranger (W)
59.
Sky Giant (D)
80.
Smashing the Rackets (D)
80.
Stary of Varnon &. Irene Castle
(Ma-C)
93.

1937-38
Bobby Brecn
Astaire- Rogers
Lane-Mercer
.Bobby Breen-Leo Carrillo
G. Rogers-D. Fairbanks, Jr
Joe Penner
. R. Keeler-A. Shirley
Geo. O'Brien
,G.
Hayworth
. R. O'Brien-R.
Dix-C. Morris
C. Morris-F. Mercer
Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogert

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

8/26/38.
9/2/38 .
7/8/38 .
2/3/39 .
7/1/38 .
7/22/38
7/29/38
8/12/38
9/16/38
7/29/38
8/19/38
4/28/39

.. ..b8/27/38
b8/27/38
.b7/2/38
. .bl/28/39
. .b6/18/38
.b7/30/38
... .b7/30/3P
.b8/27/38
. .b9/17/38
. .b7/23/38
. .b7/23/38
.. .b4/l/39

1938-39
Affairs of Annabel (C)
75. .J. Oakie-L. Ball
(F) 9/9/38 .. .b7/l6/38
Almost a Gentleman (D)
65. James Ellison-Helen Wood
(F) I I/I 1/38 . blO/22/38
.h3/25/39
Annabel Takes a Tour (C)
64 . . Oakie-Ball ..
(F) 3/31/39
.bl/14/39
1/20/39
.
Arizona
Legion
(W)
56
..
George
O'Brien
(F)
Bad Lands
N. Beery. Jr.-G. Williams
.In
Prod.
.bl/28/3!
Beauty for the Asking (D)
64.. Lucille Ball-Donald Woods
(F)
Boy Slaves (D)
71. . Anne Shirley- Roger Daniel
(A) 2/10/39 . .bl/21/39
35/6/39
Career (D)
Alice Eden-John Archer
.34/22/39
Five Came Back (D)
Chester Morris-Wendy Barrie ...
99 .b5/l3/39
Fixer Dugan (D)
64 . . Lee Tracy-Virginia Weidler
(F) 24/3
3
/
.
8
.b3/l 1/30
Flying Irishman (D)
70.. Douglas Corrigan
(F) 393///21
3/3
.1)8/27/38
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Albertson-Lynn
(F) 2 39 . ,.34/22/39
/
Girl and the Gambler (D)
Steffi Duna-Leo Carillo
5/22/624/39' . '.
(Former title, "The Dove")
6/2/39' ' '.

REVIEW
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R.K.O.-RADIO (Continued) 1938-39
Title
Mins.
Stars Velez-Don3ld Woods
Girl From Mexico (C)
70. .Lupe
(F)
.J. Barrymore-Peter HoldenJr. .. (F)
Great Man Votes (C-D)
72. .Grant-McLaglen-Fairbanks,
(F)
Gung3 Din (D)
117.
Lawless
Valley
(W)
..
59.
.G.
O'Brien-K.
Sutton
(F)
Law West of Tombstone CN) ...72.. Harry Carey
(F)
Little Mother (C)
Ginger Rogers-David Niven
Love Affair (D)
85. . Dunne-Boyer
(F)
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78 . .Stanwyck-Fonda
(F)
Man to Remember (D)
80.. A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Memory of Love (D)
Lombard-Grant-Francis
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75.. Joe Penner
(F)
Next Time I Marry (C)
65. .L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Pacific
Liner
(D)
76..
Victor
M'Laglen-Chester
Morris
.(A)
P3n3ma Lady (D)
65. .Lucille Bsll-Allen Lane
(F)
Peck s Bad Boy With the Circus
(C)
68.. T. Kelly-A. Gillis
(F)
Queen of Destiny (H-D)
90 . . Neagle- Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
(Reviewed as "Sixty Glorious Years")
Racketeers
of (D)
the Range (W) .. 60..
64. .Geo.
O'Biien
(F)
Rookie
Cop
Room Service (C)
78 .. Tim
Marx Holt-Virginia
BrosWeidler (F)
(F)
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63.. George S3nders- Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Sixty Glorious Yeais (H-D) . . .90 . . Neagle-Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
Sorority House (D)
64 . . Anne Shirley-Jsmes Ellison (F)
Spell Binder
Lee Tr3cy-Barbara Reed
larnishea Angel (D)
67 . . tilers-Guilfoyle
(A)
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70. .Sally Eilers-Allan L3ne
(F)
Timber St3nipede
George O'Brien
Trouble
in
Sundown
(W)
60..
Geo.
O'Brien-Rosalind
Keith
...(F)
Twelve Crowded Houis (O) .. .63 . . Richard Dix-Lucille Ball
(F)
Way Down South (Mu-D)
Bob Bieen
REPUBLIC
Army Girl (D)
87.
Come On Leathernecks (D)
65.
Desperate Adventure (D)
65.
Durango Valley Raiders (W) 55.
Gold
Mine
in
the
Sky
(Mu-W)..60.
Heroes of the Hills (W)
55 .
Higgins
Man FromFamily
Music(C)
Mountain (W) 64.
58.
Prairie Moon (W)
58.
Rhythm of the Saddle (W) 58.
Tenth Avenne Kid (D)
65.

1937-38
p.
Foster-M.
Evans
Cromwell-Hunt-MacFarlane
, R. Novarro-M. Tallichet
B. Steele-L. Stsnley
Autry-Hughes-Burnette
.Three
Mesquiteei's
The Gleasons
Autry-Burnette-Hughes
Autry-Burnette
G. Autry-S. Burnette
Bruce Cabot-B. Roberts

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

1938-39
Rogers-M. Hart
(F)
Billy Montana
the Kid Skies
Returns(W)
(W) 56.
56. .G.R. Autry-Smiley
Burnette (F)
Blue
Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Come On Rangers (W)
57. Boy Byrd-Weaver
Bros. & Elviry..(F)
Down in Arkansaw (C-D) 66. R.
Rob't Livingston-June Travis ...(F)
Federal Man Hunt (D)
64. Phil
Regan-Jean Parker
Fighting Irish
Ralph Byrd-Mary Carlisle
(F)
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65. P.
Lang-L. Talbot (F)
Forged Passport (D)
61 . RoyKelly-June
Rogers-Mary
Hart
(F)
Frontier Pony Express (W) ....58. Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
Home on the Prairie (W)
58.
In Old Caliente (W)
Roy Cummings-Helen
Rogers- Mary Hart
Mack
(A)
I Stand Accused (D)
63. R. MacLane-B.
Roberts
(F)
I Was A Convict (D)
65. B.
Richard
Dix-Gail Patrick
(F)
Man
of
Conquest
(H-D)
96.
Gene
Autry-Smiley
Burnette
....(F)
Mexican Rose (W)
58. Byrd -Cabot- Ryan
Mickey,
Kid (D)
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ...
Mountain theRhythm
(W)
Michael Whalen-Mary Hart
(F)
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65.. The
Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F)
(F)
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65.. Livingston-Travis
Night Hawk
63. . 3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Night
Riders (D)
(W)
58..
Livingston-Storey
(F)
Orphans of the Street (D)
64..
(F)
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55.. 33 Mesquiteers
Mesquiteers
(F)
Pals of the Saddle (W)
55 . . James Dunn-Rochelle Hudson. ... (F)
Pride of the Navy (D)
65 . . 3 Mesquiteers
Red River Range (W)
56..
Bogers-M3ry Hart
(F)
Rough Riders Round-up (W)...58.. 3RoyMesquiteers
(F)
Santa Fe Stampede (W)
56.. Roy Rogei^-Mary Hart
(F)
Shine Tidsl
On, Harvest
Moon (W)...57.. Ralph Byrd- Kay Sutton
SOS—
Wave (D)
Southward Ho! (W)
58. . Roy Rwjers-Mary Hsrt
title,
"He3din' Hudson
for Texas")
P.
Knowles-R.
(F)
Storm Over Bengal (D)
65.. Chas.
Bickford-Nan3 Bryant .. (F)
(Former
Street
of
Missing
Men
(D)
..
.65..
.3 Mesquiteers
Three Texas Steers (W)
57.. .Gene
Autry-Smiley Burnette .. .(F)
Western Jamboree (W)
57.. . F. Inescort-H.
Wilooxon
(F)
Woman Doctor (D)
65.. .3 Mesquiteers
Wyominii Outlaw (W)..
Zcio Hour (D)
62 .Frieda Inescort-Otto Kruger ...
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Rel.
Se.
Date Issue at
b5/20/39
1/13/39 ...bl/14/39
2/17/39 . . .bl/28/39
11/4/38
11/18/38 ..bl2/IO/38
.bll/19/38
33/25/39
4/7/39 ...b3/l8/39
10/21/38 .blO/15/38
10/14/38 ..blO/8/38
35/13/39
10/7/38 ...b9/l7/38
12/9/38 ..bl2/IO/38
1/6/39 . ...b5/l3/39
III2/3I/38
5/12/39
11/25/38 .bll/26/38
blO/29/38
b5/20/39
4/28/39 ..b5/l3/39
9/30/38 .. b9/l7/38
3/10/39 ...b2/l8/39
blO/29/38
5/5/39 4/29/39
In Prod.
10/28/38 .blO/29/38
4/14/39 . . .b3/25/39
In Prod.
3/24/39 ...b3/l8/39
35/13/39
3/3/39 ...b2/26/3a
7/15/38
8/8/38
8/15/38 .
8/22/38 .
7/4/38
8/29/38
8/1/38 .
10/7/38
8/15/38
11/4/38 ,
8/22/S8

...b8/27/J8
.b7/23/38
. .1)7/30/38
...b7/9/38
. .Not Rev.
...b8/6/38
. .68/27/38
. .b8/l3/38
.bl8/22/38
.bll/12/38
. b8/27/38

. ..b5/6/39
. .b9/3/38
.bll/26/38
.bl8/l/SS
, .bl/14/39
Prod.
,. In
bl/21/39
, .b2/l 1/39
2/24/39 . .b4/l5/39
4/19/39 , .b2/ll/39
10/28/38
a5/l3/39
/39 .. blO/22/38
2/3
.b2/25/39
.b4/l5/39
5/15/39
3/6/39 .. . b4/l/39
a5/l3/39
i/6/39' '....bl/21/39
35/6/39
3/27/39
.blO/l/38
1/10/39
.. .b3/ll/39
10/1/38
3/28/39 . . . b4/8/39
4/12/39 bl2/l7/38
12/5/38 . .blO/l/38
8/28/38
9/29/38 . .bl/28/39
12/22/38 . 3l.b9/l7/38
1/23/39
1/12/38
b3/25/39
bl2/IO/38
11/19/38
12/23/38 . bl2/l7/38
3/13/39
.34/29/39
.34/22/39
0/12/39 . bl I /I2/38
5/19/39
11/14/38 .
. .34/1/39
4/28/39 .b4/29/39
5/12/39 . bl2/24/38
l2/2/3ft
. .b2/4/39
Prod.
2/6/39 .. .In
.b5/27/39
5/27/39
9/4/38 . .
112/26/38
1 /25/38 .
5/4/39
10/8/38
.

TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX
1937-38
.b6/25/38
.b7/l6/38
Alwoys Goodbye (D)
70 . . B. Stanwyck-H. Marsh3ll
(F) 7/1/38
. .b7/9/38
I'll
Give
3
Million
(C-D)
70
.
.
W.
Baxter-M.
Weaver
(F)
7/22/38
Little Miss Broadway (C-D) 70.. Shirley Temple
(F) 7/29/38 .blO/i/38
(Reviewed 3S "Look Out, Mr. Moto")
Panamint's Bad Man (W)
60 . . Ballew-Daw
(F) 7/8/38 . . .b7/2/38
Passport Husband (C-D)
73 . . Erwin-Moore
(F) 7/15/38 .b5/l4/38
We're Going to Be Rich (Mu-D) 80 . Gracie Fields-McLaglen-Donlevy. . (F) 7/8/38 .
1938-39
Power-Faye-Ameche
(F)
Alexander's
Ragtime (C)
Band (D).I0570. .Withers. (F)
(F)
Always In Trouble
Rogers- Kellard
"~
Withers-Carrillo
(F)
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68
Boy
Friend
(D)
70..
Jane
Withers-Robert
Kellard
Charlie Chan in Honolulu
(My-D)
65 .Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
Chsriie (ihan in Reno (My-D) Sidney
Toler-Phyllis
Brooks.
Foster- Lynn Bari
(F)
Chasing Danger (D)
60 Preston
(F)
Danger Island (D)
65 Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
Family
(F)
Down on the Farm (C)
61 Jones
Jones F3mily
(F)
Everybody's
Baby
(C)
61
(F)
Five of a Kind (C)
83 Dionne Quints-J. Hersholt
Ameche- Whelan
(F)
Gateway (C)
(D)
Gorilla
6573 Ritz Bros. -Anita Louise (F)
Murphy-Weaver-J. Barrymore (F)
Hold
That
Co-Ed
(C)
79
Hound of the Baskervilles
(My-D)
80 . . Rathbone-Gieene-Louise
(A)
Inside Story (D)
60 . . Whalen-Rogers
(F)
Inspector Hornleigh (D)
Gordon Harker-Al3stair Sim ...(F)
It Could Happen to You (My) .. ..Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart ....
lesse Jsmes (0)
105 . . Power- Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) .59 .. Jones Fsmily
(F)
Just Around the Corner (C-D) . . 70. . Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72. . Withers-Stuart- Wilooxon
'F)
Kentucky (D)
96. .Young-Greene (Tech.)
(F)
Little Princess (D)
91. .S. Temole-R. Greene (Tech.) (F)
Meet the Girls (C)
60. .J. Lang-L. Bari
(F)
Mr. Moto
Moto'sTakes
Last Vacation
Warning (My)
(My) .74.
Lorro-Field
(F)
Mr.
,65 ... Peter
Lorre
(F)
My
Lucky Star
(C-D)
90. . Henie-Greene
(F)
Mysterious
Mr. Moto
(My) .. 62..
Peter Lorre
(F)
News Is Made At Night (D)
Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
55. . Lynn Bari-B. Albertson
(F)
Return of the Cisco Kid (W) . . 70 . . V/arner Baxter-Lynn Bari
(F)
Road Demon (D)
65. . Arthur- Valerie-Armetts
(F)
Rose
of
Washington
Sq.
(Mu.-D)
86.
PowerFaye-Jolson
(F)
S3fety in Numbers (C)
55.. Jones F3mily
(F)
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power
Sh3rpshooters (D)
62.. B. Donlevy-L. B3ri
(F)
Smilinq Along (Mu-D)
91.. G. Fields-M. Msguire
(F)
So This Is London (C)
70. . Dr3yton-H3re
(A)
(Reviewed as "P3ddy Darling")

.b5/28/38
8/19/38 . .. .b8/20/3«
11/2/38
.
.b5/l3/39
2/10/39 . .bll/l2/3«
5/19/39
1/30/39 . .bl2/3l/38
1/39
6/16/39 .. .a3/l
bl/14/39
.
.b3/l8/39
12/16/38. . .bie/15/38
5/5/39
4/7/39
10/14/38.. . .bl2/3/38
3/24/39 . 1)10/15/38
8/5/38 . .. .b5/27/39
9/16/38 . .b8/6/38
5/26/39
. .b»/l7/38
. .b4/l/39
.bia/22/38
.b4/22/39
3/10/39
3/31/39
12/23/38 . . .35/6/39
4/21/39
6/30/39 . .b5/27/39
.bll/5/3«
1 1 / 1 1 /38 .b6/l8/38
6/2/39
12/30/38 . bl2/17/38
8/12/38
.bl/l4/3iJ
3/10/39
10/7/38 . .b7/23/38
b2/25/39
.b7/3D/38
bll/19/38
7/14/39
.
2/24/39 . .b9/3/38
10/21/38 . .b6/4/38
9/2/38 .. .33/18/39
7/21/39 bll/l9/38
3/3/39
12/2/38 .. . , .b4/29/39
4/28/39
..b8/27/38
.b5/6/39
.b8/13/38
5/12/39
.
.34/8/39
6/23/39
9/9/38
1 1/18/38 . . .b9/24/38
blO/22/3S
1/20/39 . . b2/4/39
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20TH CENT.-FOX iCont * 1938-39
Mins, Stars
Title
...61 . M. Whalon-L. Bar!
(D)
Speed
story ofto Burn
Alexander Graham
.101. Lorctta Younp-Oon Ameche
Bell (0)
RItz Bros. Mprniaii
Strainlit Place and Show (C) .. .65.
.95. . R.
Submarine
Patrol
(C-D)
Greenc-N. Kelly
. 104. . PowerSuez (0)
Younc]- An nabella
Susannah of the Mounties (D) Shirley Temole-Randolph Scott.,
Tail Spin (D)
82. . Faye-Bennett-Kelly
Thanks for Everything (C) 70. Oakie-Whelan
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72. ,Rit2 Bros. -Don Ameche
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 59. . M. Whalen-Stuart
(Reviewed
as "Meridian 7-1212")
Up the River (C)
75. . Foster-Brooks-Martin
While New York Sleeps (D) 63 . Michael Whalen
White Lady of the Orient (D)
Alice Faye-Warner Baxter
(Former
"By the
Dawn's EarlyYoung
Light")
Wjfe. Husband and Friend
(C) . 82title,
. . Warner
Baxter-Loretta
Winner Take All (C)
6 1 . , fi loria Stuart-Tony Martin
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver..
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island . .
Chicken Wagon Family
Escape.
The (D)
Girl Must Live (C)
93.
Harmony
Home
Hotel For atWomen
(D)
Jones Family at the Grand Canyon
(D)
Rains
Came D)
Stanley and Livingstone (D)
UNITED ARTISTS
Algiers (D)
95.
Captain Fury (D)
92
Cowboy and the Lady (C-D) 91.
Drums (D)
99.
(Reviewed
Duke of West Point (D) 109
King of the Turt (D)
88.
Made For Each Other (D)
94.
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
Prison Without Bars (D)
79
Stagecoach (D)
96.
There Goes My Heart (C) 84.
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80.
Trade Winds (D)
94
Wuthering Heights (D)
103.
Young in Heart (C-D)
90.
Zenobia (C)
71.

M I'. N • S

Rel.
Date
(F) 8/26/38
(F)
,(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

See ot
Issue
. .hG/l 1/38
.. b4/l/39
4/14/39
9/30/38 . .blO/l/31!
bl I /5/38
11/25/38 ..bl0/22/3«
10/28/38 ..a3/ll/39
7/28/39
.
.
.b2/4/39
2/10/39 , .bl2/IO/38
12/23/38
2/17/39 , . .b7/2/3a
9/23/38 . . .b2/ll/3'l
12/9/38 .bl I/I2/38
12/16/38 ..a8/l3/38
. .b8/27/311
7/7/39 ,
3/3/39 . . .b2/l8/39
4/21
6/9/39/39 , .. .b2/25/39
. a4/8/39

1939-40
Sidney Toler-Sen Yung
Jane Withers-Leo Carrillo
Kane Richmond-Amanda DnfF ..
Margaret Lockwood-R. Houston. . (A)
Jean
Kellard ....
Elsa RogersMaxwell-Robert
Jas. Ellison

In Prod.
Prod.
.In
a5/27/39
b5/27/39
.In
Prod.
a5/l3/39
a5/l3/39
.a5/l3/39
.a3/4/39

Jones Family
Loy-Power-Brent
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly

65.
100.
85.
65.
68.
76.
100.

1938-39
. Boyer-LaMarr-Gurie
(A) 8/5/38 .. .. .. .b5/6/39
.b7/2/3R
. Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
(F) 5/26/39
.Cooper-Oberon
(F) 11/17/38 ..bl.b4/l6/38
1/12/38
.Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.) (F) 9/26/38 .
as
"Mutiny
In
the
Mountains")
.L. Hayward-J. Fontaine
(F) 12/29/38 bl2/l7/38
.Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello (F) 2/17/39 . ..b2/ll/39
.Lombard-J. Stewart
(F) 2/10/39 . . . .b2/4/39
. a3/25/39
Louis Hayward-Joan Bennett ..
. Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F) 3/10/39 . . .blO/l/38
b2/ll/39
.Claire Trevor-John Wayne
(F) 3/3/39 .. .. .blO/l/38
.F. March-V. Bruce
(F) 10/14/38
.C. Bennett-R. Youno
(A) 1/12/39 . .bl2/3l/38
.March-J. Bennett
(F) 12/22/38 . .b4/l/39
.M. Oberon-L. Olivier
(A) 4/7/39 ..bl2/24/38
.Gaynor- Fairbanks, Jr.-Goddard. . (F) 10/27/38 . .b3/l8/39
.Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F) 4/21/39 .
. hi I /s '
1939-40
b4/29/39
Duprez-Smith-Richardson
(F)
.In Prod.
Jascha Heifetz- Andrea Leeds . . .
.In Prod.
Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)....
Gary Cooper-Andrea Leeds
.In
Prod.
a5/l3/39
Ann Sheridan-Richard Carlson..
1937-38
.D. Woods-N. Grey
(A) 7/1/38 . . .b7/2/38
.b8/6/38
. Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds(F) 8/ 5/38 ..b7/l6/38
. Wilcox-Parish-Dead End Kids...(F) 7/22/38 .b8/27/38
. Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F) 8/12/38
.Farrell-MacLane
(F) 7/15/38 .b7/l6/38
.D. Darrieux-D. Fairbanks. Jr... (A) 7/1/38 . .b6/l8/38
.D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F) 10/7/38 .blO/l/38

Big Town Czar (D)
62.
Black Bandit (W)
58.
Code of the Streets (D)
70.
Dark Rapture (TR)
80.
East Side of Heaven (C)
88.
Ex-Champ
(D)
74.
Exposed (D)
63.
Family Next Door (C)
60.
For Love Or Money (D)
67.
Freshman Year (C)
65.
Gambling Shin (D)
61.
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57.
Guilty Trail (W)
57.
His Exciting Night (C)
61.
Inside Information (D)
Honor of the West (W)
58.
House of Fear
66.
Last Express (My)
56.
Last Warning
62.
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68.
Mars Attacks the World (D)...60.
Modern Cinderella
,
Mystei-y of the White Room
(My-D)
58.
Newsboys'
Home (D)
Personal Secretary
(C-D) 73.
62.
Pirates of the Skies (D)
61.
Prairie Justice (W)
57.
Risky Business (D)
66.
Road to Reno (C-D)
69.
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67.
Service Oe Luxe (C)
85.
Society Smugglers (D)
65.
Son of FraPKenstein (D)
93.
Spirit of Culver (C-D)
90
Storm (D)
75.
Stranne Faces (D)
60.
Sun Never Sets (D)
Swing, Sister. Swing (Mu-C) 62.
Swing Asked
That For
CheerIt (C-D)
They
(D) .63.
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87.
YouiMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75.
(C)
YoLth Takes a Flinp (C-D) 78.

1938-39
Barton MacLane-Eve Arden
(F) 4/21/39 . .b4/29/39
1/19/38
.B. Baker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 . bl.bl/28/39
Carey-Thomas-Little Tough Guys (F) 4/14/39 .hlO/15/38
-Native Cast ..
(F) 8/26/38 . . .b4/8/39
Bing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39 . ..b5/20/39
McLaglen-Grey-Brown
(F) 5/19/39 .bl
1/26/38
Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F) 11/4/38 . .b4/l5/39
Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39 .. .a4/22/39
.June Lang-Robert Kent
5/5/39
.b8/27/38
Dunbar-Truex
(F) 9/2/38 .. ..bl2/24/38
Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 1/20/39 .alO/29/38
B. Baker-F. Shannon
12/16/38 .a9/IO/38
Bob Baker
10/21/38
C. Ruggles-M. Martin
(F) 11/11/38 .bl2/l7/38
.35/20/39
June
Lang-Dick Foran
6/2/39
Bob Baker
1/13/39 .. .all/26/3a
.a4/l/39
. Wm. Gargan-lrene Hen/ey
6/30/39 . ..blO/8/38
Taylor-Ames
(A) 10/28/38 .bl2/IO/38
P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F) 1/13/39 . .bll/26/38
,Boland-E. E. Horton
(F) 11/25/38
1/12/38
Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) 11/18/38 .bl
Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer
8/4/39... .In Prod.
Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
(A) 3/17/39 . .b4/l/39
.bl/7/39
Jackie Cooper-Little Tough Guys (F) 12/23/38 . ..blO/l/38
W. Gargan-J. Hodges
(F) 9/9/38 .
Kent Taylor-Rochelle Hudson ...(F) 2/3/39 . .b2/25/39
Bob Baker
11/14/38 .a9/24/38
. .b9/3/38
George M urphy- Dorothea Kent ..(F) 3/3/39 .. .. .b3/l8/39
H. Hampton-R. Scott
(F) 9/23/38 .
Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack (F) 12/9/38 . .blO/22/38
C. Bennett-C. Rugglcs
(F) 10/21/38 bl l/l9/3<!
1/39
Preston Foster-Irene Hervey (F) 2/24/39 . .. .b3/l
Basil Rathbone-J. Hutchinson ...(A) 1/13/39 . .bl/21/39
.
.b3/4/39
Jackie Cooper-F. Bartholomew. .. (F) 3/10/39 . ..bl 1/5/38
Bickford- Foster
(F) 10/28/38
. .a5/6/39
Kent-Jenks
(F) 12/2/38 . .bl2/IO/38
.Fairbanks,
Jr.-Barbara
O'Neil...
.bl2/l7/33
Ken Murray-Kathryn Kane (F) 5/26/39
12/16/38 . .bl
I/I9/3S
Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F) 10/14/38 . .a4/22/39
Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
6/9/39 . .b3/25/39
. Durbin-Winninger
(F) 3/24/39
Fields-Bergen-McCarthy
(F) 2/17/39 .. .blO/l/38
.b2/l8/3'l
J. McCrea-A. Leeds
(F) 9/30/38

Four Feathers (Tech.) (D)....I09.
Music School
Over the Moon
Real Glory
Winter Carnival (D)
UNIVERSAL
Danger On the Air (My)
Letter of Introduction (C-D)..
Little Tough Guy (D)
Missing Guest (My-D)
Prison Break (D)
Rage of Paris (C-D)
That Certain Aoe (C)

1939-40
Bright
Victory
J.
Cooper-Freddie
Dames
Sigrid Gurie-Donald Bartholomew.
Brfgqs ....
1 Stole a Million
George Raft-Claire Trevor
Mikado (Mu)
90. . Kenny Baker (Tech.)
(F)
Mutiny On the Blackhawk (D) Arlen-Moore-Devine
(FormerCharley
title, "In
Old California")
Old Grad (D)
Grapewin-Anita
Louise..
Underpup
Rob't Cummings-Nan Grey
WARNER BROS.
1937-38
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse (C-D) 87. . Robinson-Bogart-Trevor
Boy
(C)(Mu) . . .80.
82. .Cagney-O'Brien
CowboyMeetsFromGirl Brooklyn
. D. Powell-P. Lane
Men Are Such Fools (C-D) 69. . Morris-P. Lane
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60. . Davis-Lane
My Bill (C-D)
65. . Francis-Litel
Penrod's
Double Trouble
Mauch Dickson
Twins-The Lockharts
Racket Busters
(D) (C-D) . .6075. . .. Brent(FOR

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

(A)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)

TRAD

.In
In Prod.
Prod.
In Prod.
b5/20/3q
a5/20/39
..Ina5/6/39
Prod.
7/30/38 .b6/25/38
.b7/23/33
9/3/38
.b6/l 1/38
7/16/38
7/2/38 . .. .b6/4/38
.h8/6/38
8/6/38 . .b6/25/38
7/9/38 . . .b4/2/38
7/23/38
8/13/38 .b8/l3/38
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Title
<Cont.» 1938-39
BROS.
WARNER
Stars
Adventures of Jane Arden (D). MIns.
.58..Rosclla
Towne-Wm. Gargan ....(F)
Angels With Dirty Faces (D). .97. .Cagney-O'Brien
(F)
Blackwell's
Island
(D)
.71
.
J.
Garfleld-R.
Lane
(A)
Broadway Musketeers (D).
.63. .Sheridan-Lindsay-Hunler (F)
Brother Rat (C)
90. .W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Davis ....(F)
Code of Secret Service (D) 58.. Ronald Reagan-Rosella Towno...(F)
Comet Over Broadway (D) 69.. K. Francis-I. Hunter
(A)
Confessions of a Nazi Spy (D) . 106 . . Edw. G. Rohinson-Lya Lys
(F)
Cowboy Quai'terhack (C) . . ,
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson ....
(Former
title.
"Lighthorse
Harry")
Dark Victory (D)
100. . B. Davis-G. Brent
(A)
Daughters Courageous CC)
John Garfield-Priscilla Lane ..
(Former
title, "Family Reunion")
Dawn Patrol (D)
103. . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
..
(F)
Devil's Island (0)
63 . Boris Karloff
(A)
Devil On Wheels (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
title, Flynn-Olivia
"The RoaringdeCrowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) (Former
104 Errol
Havilland . . (F)
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff-Margaret Lindsay..
Four Daughters (D)
90 . J. Lynn-Lane Sisters
(F)
Four's a Crowd (D)
90. . Russell-Flynn-DeHavilland (F)
Garden
of
the
Moon
(Mu-C)
..
.90.
.
Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
(F)
Girls On Probation (D)
64 .. Reagan - Bryan
(A)
Give Me a Child (D)
Geraldino Fitzgerald-J. Lynn
Going Places (C)
83. . D. Powell-A. Louise
(F)
Hard to Get (C)
79. . D. Powell-0. deHavilland
(F)
Heart of the North (D)
67. .D. Foran-G. Page (Tech.) (F)
Hell's Kitchen (D)
Lindsay-Dead End Kids
Hobby Family
(D)
Jane Bryan-Henry
O'Neill
Juarez
(H-D)
127. .Paul
Muni-Bette Davis
(F)
Kid
From
Kokomo
(C)
92..
Pat
O'Brien-Joan
Blondell (F)
(F)
King of the Underworld (D) 69 . . K. Francis-J. Stephenson
Man Who Dared D)
59.. Charles Grapewiq-Jane Bryan -.(F)
as "I Am Not Afraid")
Nancy Drew— Detective (D) (Reviewed
65. Granville-Litel
(F)
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
(F)
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D)...Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
Naughty, But Nice (C)
Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title,
"Always-Blondell
Leave Them Laughing")(A)
Off
the
Record
(D)
65
..
O'Brien
Oklahoma Kid (W)
80.. James Cagney-Rosemary
Lane ...(F)
On Trial (D)
60. .Margaret Lindsay-John Litel ...(F)
Secret Service In the Air (D)..63..R. Reagan-I. Rhodes
(F)
Secrets of an Actress (D)
.68..K. Francis-G. Brent
(A)
Sisters (D)
100. B. Davis-E. Flynn
(F)
Steeplechase (D)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McCallion.
title,Wilson-Johnny
"Gantry the Great")
Sweepstakes Winner (C) (Former
59 . Marie
Davis
They Made Me a Criminal (D) . .87. . Garfield-Dickson
(A)
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) 63.. Glenda Farrell-B. MacLane
(F)
Torchy Blane in Chinatown (My) .58. . Farrell-MacLane
(F)
Torchy Runs for Mayor (D) 60. . Farrell-MacLane
.(F)
Valley of the Giants (D)
80. . Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
(F)
Waterfront (D)
Dennis trtorgan-Gloria Dickson...
Wings of the Navy (D)
90. G. Brent-0. deHavilland
(F)
Women In the Wind (D)
.62. . Kay Francis-Wm. Gargan
(F)
Yes,
My
Darling
Daughter
(C)
.
.85.
.Priscilla
Lane-Jeffrey
Lynn
(A)
You Can't Get Away With
Murder (D)
78. Humphrey Bogart-Gala Page .. (A)

Rel. Issue
S«- 0
Date
3/4/39
b2/l8/39
11/19/38 .blO/29/3B
3/25/39
h3/4/3«
10/8/38
b9/3/38
10/29/38 .hlO/22/38
5/27/39 ..b5/20/39
12/3/38 ..hl2/24/3H
a4/29/39
5/6/39 ...h4/29/39
a3/4/39
4/22/39 ...b3/ll/39
12/24/38 .bl2/l7/38
33/18/39
1/7/39
bl/7/39
4/8/39

b4/a/39
a3/4/39
a4/l/39
8/27/38 ...b8/l3/38
8/20/38 .. .b7/l6/38
10/1/38 ...b7/30/38
10/22/38 .blO/15/38
a4/l/39
12/31/38
.bl2/24/38
I 1/5/38 . .bl
1/12/38
12/10/38 .bl2/l7/38
a2/l8/39
a5/6/39
6/10/39 ..b4/29/39
6/24/39 ..b5/20/39
1/28/39 ...bl/l4/3»
6/3/39
b4/8/39
11/19/38 .bl2/24/38
2/18/39 ...bl/28/39
6/17/39 ...a3/4/39
al2/IO/38

1/21/39 .....b3/l8/39
hl/28/39
3/11/39
4/1/39 b3/25/39
3/4/39
b2/ll/39
9/10/38 ..blO/15/38
a3/25/39
10/15/38 ..blO/8/3R
5/20/39 .. a 1/7/39
1/14/39 bl/7/39
11/12/38 .bll/19/38
2/4/39 ....b4/l/39
b2/ll/39
5/13/39
a4/l/39
9/17/38 . . .b8/2n/,3!l
2/11/39
...al/2l/.3H
4/15/39 ....b2/4/3t
2/25/39 ...bz/i.
.bl/21/39
4/29/30

1939-40
Angels Wash Their Faces (D)
Dead End Kids-Reaaan -Sheridan .
(Former Joel
title, McCrea-JefTrey
"Battle of CityLynn
Hall")
Career Man
Dust Be My Destiny (D)
....John Garfield-Priscilla Lane ...
Lady and
Oavis-Flynn-deHavilland
Nancy
Drewthe andKnight
Hidden Staircase
(D)
Bonita Granville-Frankie Thomas
No Place to Go (D)
Gloria Dickson-Dennis Morgan..
Old Maid (D)
Bette Davis-George Brent
Return of Dr. X
Lys-Bogart-Morris-Lane
Torchy— Dead or Alive
Jane Wyman-Tom Kenneky
STATES

RIGHTS

Code of the Cactus (W)
Code of the Fearless (W)
Dark Sands (D)
Delinquent Parents (D)
Edge of the World (D)
Forbidden
Music (Mu-C)
Forbidden Territory
(D)
Headleys at Home (D)
In Old Montana (W)
Juarez and Maximilian
I Demand Payment (D)
Lightning C^^son Rides Again
(W)
Meet the Mayor (C-D)
Mutiny
the the
Elsinore
(D)
Paroled ofFrom
Big House
(D)
Peg of Old Drury (D)
Prison Train (D)
Rangle River (W)
Rebellious
School
For Daughters
Husbands (D)
(C)
Six-Gun Trail
Slander House (D)
Songs
Saddles(W)
(Mu-W)
Texas and
Wildcats
This'll
Whistle (C)
Trigger Make
FingersYou (W)
Unashamed (D)
FOREIGN

a4/l/39
a5/27/39
.In
.In Prod.
Prod.
a5/27/39
. a5/27/39
a5/6/39
In Prod.
In Prod.

Tim
Fred McCoy
Scott
(F)
Robeson-Wilcoxon-Ford
(F)
Weston-Murphy-Walker
(F)
J.
Laurie-B.
Chrystall
(F)
Durante-Tauber
(A)
Gregory Ratoff
(A)
Evelyn Venable-Grant Mitchell. ..( F)
Fred Scott-Jean Carmen
(F)
Medea Novara-L. Atwill
(F)
Jack La Rue
(A)
Tim McCoy
(F)
F. Fay-R. Hall
(F)
Paul Lukas-Lyn Harding
(F)
Stone- Leo
(A)
Neagle-Hardwicke
(F)
Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F)
Victor
Jory-Margaret Dare
(F)
Hillie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Diana Churchill
(A)
Tim McCoy
A. Ames-P. Kclton
(A)
Gene Austin
Tim McCoy-Joan Barclay
Jack Buchanan
(A)
Tim McCoy-Jill Martin
(A)
70 Nudist Cast

56
65
61
74
65.
80
59
63
95
55
59
63
73
8057
66
72
60
72
65

Victory ...al/14/39
Spectrum
..bl/21/39
Record b7/30/3a
Prog b9/l7/38
Pax
b9/IO/38
WorldFilms.
...bl2/3l/38
Hoffberg .bll/26/38
Standard .bll/12/38
Spectrum ..b4/l/39
Torres b4/29/39
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
Victory ..blO/l5/3B
Sterling ..blO/15/38
Regal
b2/25/39
Kay
b8/6/38
Jay-Dee ,bl0/22/38
Tri-Nat.
Brown ...blO/19/38
MalcomHoffberg ...5/13/39
Prog
blO/8/38
Hoffberg ..bl/28/39
Victory ...al2/3/38
Prog blO/8/38
Roadshow .a8/l3/38
Victory ...a3/25/39
C&M
bl0/l5/3«
Victory .. .a5/6/39
Cine Grand b8/l3/3«

LANGUAGE

Abused Confidence (D)
85 ..Danielle Darricux
..(A) Columbia .bl2/3/S8
Ballerina (D)
83. Janine Charrat-Mia Slavensky ..(F) MayerBurstyn ..bl2/l7/38
Carnival in Flanders
Francoise Rosay
Tri-Nat. ..Reissued
Champs-Elysecs
(D)
89. Sacha Guiti-y
(A)
Tri-Nat. ...b3/4/39
CrossroadsCrime
(D)
(A) Tri-Nat.
.bl2/3l/38
Double
in the Maginot 80..Chas. Vanel-Suzy Prim
Lino (D)
83.. Victor Francen
(A) Tower
b4/l5/39
Escape From Yesterday (D) . . .89 . . Annabella-Jean Gabin
(A) Hoffberg ...b5/6/39
40 Little Mothers (C)
92. . Lucien Baroux
(F) National .bl2/3l/38
Grand Illusion (D)
90. . Gabin-von Stroheim
(A) World .. .blO/15/38
Orage (D)
73. . Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/l7/38
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76. . Annabella
(A) Tri-Nat. ,.12/24/38
(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mit-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W ) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.
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COLUMBIA 1938-39
Running Reviewed
Cemment
Time
Issue Of
ALL STAR COIMEDIES (18)
Boom Goes the Groom
i7'/2- Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Ohump OnTaJ&es
a Bump
IS'/z.
Home
the Rage
Pretty Good
17 ,12/17/38
Many Sappy Returns ... Funny
18 , 8/27/38
Mutiny
On the
Body
l7'/2.
Not Rev.
Nag In the
Bag
Funny
17 ,12/17/38
Nishtshirt Bandit
Funny
17 ,12/24/38
,
10/29/38
Not Guilty Eneugh
Funny
17
Now It Can Be Sold Funny
17
4/ 8/39
Not
Rev.
Pi» a la Maid
18
,Not
3/18/39
Sao
Takes
a
Wrap
Funny
IS'/j.
Rev.
Star Is Shorn
I7V2.
4/22/39
SwingMy You
Swingers ...Very
IS'/i.
1/38
Sue
Lawyer
Fairly Funny
Good
17 ,10/
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
1/38
Animal Cracker Circus . . Good
7 .10/
Gorilla Hunt
8 . . Not Rev.
Happy Tots
Fair
7 .. 4/22/39
9/10/38
Hollywood
Houto That Graduation
Jack Built. ..Clever
. Very Amusing
77 . , 5/13/39
Rev.
Kangaroo Kid
71/2. ..Not
12/17/38
Little
Big Flame. Clever
Not Rev.
Lucky Moth's
Pigs
78
Midnight Frolics
7 .Not Rev.
Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done
S'/i. . 2/11/39
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermuda — Islands of
. 9/11/37
Colorful
lO'/j.
BigParadise
Town Commuters
9 .Not Rev.
Province of Quebec
Good
. II . 12/17/38
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
College Songs
Lively
10 . . 10/ 1/38
Friendship Songs
Satisfactory
10 . 2/ 4/39
Moonlight Melodies
lO'/z Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Parade of Hits
91/2.
Season's
Idea
II
Net
Rev.
Rev.
Songs of the West
10 ,. Not
South Sea Songs
Good
10 . 10/29/38
4/29/39
Strauss Waltzes
Different
10
Bweetheart Melodies
IOV2 .Not Rev.
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY KAT (8)
Rev.
Golf Chumps
7 .Not
9/10/38
Gym
Jams On. .
Good
Hot Dogs
Ice
SS'/i. Not Rev.
3/18/39
Krazy's Bear Tale
Fair
7'/2. Not
Rev.
Krazy's
Shoe Shop
77 . Not
Lone Mountle
Rev.
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Bood Old American
Not Rev.
Home
101/2
Montmartre
Madness . . Entertaining
ID .. 5/27/39
2/ 4/39
Night In a Music Hall . . Entertaining
lO'A. . Not
Rev.
Night at Doodle
the Troc
lO'/z.
Yankee
Home ...Good
10 , . Coining
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
6'/2 Not Rev.
No. I
SCRAPPY (8)
. 10/ 1/38
Early Bird
Good
6 . . 2/ 4/39
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies
Sorappy's
Added Attrao-.
Not Rev.
tlon
6I/2. Not
Rev.
Scrappy's Side Show
7
5/13/39
Worm's Eye View
Just Filler
7
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13) 10
10
Not Rev.
Ha. I (Series IB)
.Not Rev.
2
10 .Not Rev.
No. 3
No. 4
Enjoyable
10 . 2/ 4/39
9 .Not
Rev.
No. 5
3/18/39
Excellent
IO1/2 . .Not
No.
Rev.
7
10
No. 6
. 4/29/39
No. 8
Good
No. 9
Interesting
1091/2 . . 5/13/39
SPORT THRILLS (13)
5/13/39
DWIng Rhythm
Excellent
10 . 10/
1/38
Football Giants
Interesting
10 . 1/ 7/39
King Vulture
Outstanding
II . 4/29/39
Navy Champions
Fair
g'/2. .Not Rev.
. 12/17/38
Odd Rhythm
Sports
Ski
Excellent . . :
10101/2
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did GoGood Slapstick
I61/2. .. 4/22/39
2/ 4/39
Flat
Foot
Stooges
Good
Slapstick
Mutts to You
Okay Slapstick .... l5'/2.
18 . 12/17/38
Three Little Sew and
Sews
16 .Not Rev.
Violent Is the Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
18 . 9/10/38
We Want Our Mummy
17 .Not Rev.
Not Rev.
Yes. We Have No Bonanzas 16
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
Coming
Inside the Capitol
Good
11 . .2/11/39
Inside the White House. Fair
II .12/17/38
Washington
Very Good
10
1939-40
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
CINESCOPES (B)
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) Tech.
COMMUNITY SINGS (10)
FABLES CARTOONS (6)
FOOLS WHO MADE HISTORY (6)
MOMENTS OF COMEDY (6)
PALS AND PETS (6)
PHANTASIES CARTOONS (10)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
WASHINGTON PARADE (6)
WORLD OF SPORTS (12)

EDUCATIONAL 1938-39
Running
Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue or
CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
No. I
Swell Stuff
10 .. 9/10/38
No. 2
Excellent
10 . . 9/10/38
'
J
MCM
1938-39
CARTOONS
(15)
Art Gallery
Excellent
8 .. 5/27/39
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
9 .. 3/25/39
Little Goldfish (Tech.) .. Amusing
8 .. 4/22/39
Mania'sSkinners
New Hat
Poor
77 .... 3/18/39
Seal
Poor
4/15/39
Wanted No Master
8 ..Not Rev.
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money to Loan
Excellent
20 ..4/1/39
While America Sleeps ..Timely
21 .. 4/22/39
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
17 .. 1/ 7/39
MINIATURES (10)
City of Little Men
Splendid
II .. 9/ 3/38
Great Heart
Impressive
II .. 1/28/39
Ice Antics
Entertaining
10 .. 2/25/39
Love On Tap
II ..Not Rev.
Miracle of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory 10 ..12/10/38
Streamlined Swing
Entertaining
9 ..10/15/38
They Live Again
Excellent
10 ..11/12/38
MUSICALS (B)
17 . 2/25/39
Dream of Love
Imnressive ..
. 5/27/39
Happily Buried
Fair
21 . 1/ 7/39
Men of Steel
Okay
20 . 1/28/39
Once
Over Secret
Lightly .... Darn
CleverSomewhat
Entertaining
2121 . 4/22/39
21
OUR GANG (12)
Aladdin's Lantern
Funny
II .10/15/38
Alfalfa's
Aunt ..
HumoroLs
Clown Princes
Funny
10II .... 5/1/28/39
6/39
Duel
Amusing
10 .12/17/38
.. 3/25/39
FootballPer-sonalities
Romeo
Good Gang
10
Men in Fright
Enjoyable
II ..11/12/38
Practical Jokeiis
Satisfactory
9 .. 1/ 7/39
Tiny Troubles
Fair
10 .. 3/25/39
PASSING PARADE (10)
New Roadways
Very Good
10 .. 2/25/39
No. I
Very Good
10 ..11/12/38
Story of Alfred Nobel ..Excellent
II .. 2/25/39
Story of Di-. Jenner ...Excellent
10 .. 4/22/39
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Double Diving
Excellent
8 .. 1/28/39
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
8 .. 2/25/39
Hot On Ice
Good
10 . . 1 1/12/38
Man's
Friend . ,. Excellent
Excellent
10
Marino Greatest
Circus (Tech.)
9 ...12/17/38
4/22/39
Penny's Picnic (Tech.) , Appetizing
10 .. 1/7/39
Weather Wizards
Ver-y Good
9 .. 4/22/39
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch Good Satire
9 .. 3/25/39
Dark Magic
Very Funny
9 .. 5/27/39
How to Sublet
Amusing
8 .. 1/28/39
How to Watch Football. Funny
9 ..11/12/38
Mental Poise
Fair
7 .. 1/ 7/39
Opening Day
Subtle Stuff
9 ..12/10/38
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Ancient Egypt
Fascinating
8 .. 2/25/39
Cairo,
Contr-ast. ..Good
. Fascinating
..10/15/38
GlimpsesCityof ofAustralia
99 ...
Coming
Imperial Delhi
Average
8 .. 3/25/39
Jaipur, the Pink City. .. Good
8 ..12/10/38
Java Journeys
8 ..Not Rev.
Madeira. Isle of Ro- mance Enchanting 8 ..11/19/38
Rural Hungary
9 ..Not Rev.
Singapore and Jahore ..Interesting
9 .. 1/28/39
Sydney — Pride of Aus- tralia Good
9 . . 1/ 7/39
1939-40
CARTOONS
(18) (Tech.)
CRIME
DOESN'T
METROSCOPIX PAY
(I) (6)
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con- cert Poor
7
Musical Mountaineer ...Amusing
7
My Friend the Monkey Poor
7
On With the New
Okay
7
Pudgy
in Thrills and Fair
Chills
7
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
7
Sally Swing
Poor
7
Scai'ed Crows
7
So Does An Automobile. Good
7
COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
All's Fair at the Fair. . Good
Always Kickiir' . Cute
Fair7
Playful Polar Bears
107
Small Fry
Okay
COLOR CRUISES (7)
Costa Rica
Fair
10
Grratemala
Excellent
10
Land of Inoa Memoi'ies. Poor
Fair
10
MexiOD
Repiiblia at Panama ...Interesting ....

.. ■ 9/24/38
Coming
. 2/11/39
. 12/17/38
. 1/21/39
8/13/38
.. 10/15/38
Not
Rev.
■ 4/ l/,30
. 8/27/38
. 2/11/39
. 1 4/29/39
I /I2/3R
I I/26/3R
8/27/38
1/21/39
9/24/38
4/
8/39

PARAMOUNT
(continued)
Comment
Running Reviewed
Issue Of
HEADLINERS (15)
Time
10I/2..1 0/1 5/38
Busse Rhythm
Standard
Champagne Music of
Lawrence Welk
Snappy
10
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9
11/26/38
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . Excellent
10
3/ 4/39
8/27/38
Moments
of Charmtho Splendid
108I/2 7/16/S8
Music Through
Years
Lacks Movement .. . II
12/11/39
1/12/38
Orrin
Tucker Presents
& Orch. ..Snappy
10
Paramount
Hoagy Carmichael . , . Tuneful
10 , 12/17/38
5/27/39
Song Is Kings
Born
10
Three
and a Unusual
Queen
Good Music
10
4/ 1/39
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
1610 , 4/ 1/39
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
10
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short.
9/24/38
Mildewed
1 1 ,12/17/38
3/ 4/39
Oh Say. Can You Ski?. . Commercial
10 . 10/15/38
Raising Canines
Interesting
10
,10/15/38
Rube
Goldberg's Travel- Very Funny
gab
Tannhauser
Classic
1210 , 18/13/38
1/26/38
That's Africa
Unusual
Unfinished Symphony ..Classic
3/ 4/39
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
No. I
Standard
10 .. 8/13/38
No. 2
Good
10 . 8/27/38
9/24/38
No. 3
Slow
1/19/38
. 112/
3/38
No. 4
Fair
9
No. 5
Fair
10
6
No.
Intei'esting
9 . 2/11/39
No. 6
7
Very
Good
3/Coming
4/39
.. . 5/
6/39
No. 8 Interesting
No. 9
Fair
. 1/21/3-9
No. 10
Good
10
POPEYE (12)
. . 8/27/38
Bulldozing the Bull . . . . Very Good
7 . . 1/21/39
7 . . 2/18/39
Coos Is Always Right. . Average
7 . 12/10/38
Customers Wanted
Almost a Reissue.
107 . .11/19/38
Date to Skate
Good
10
7
Goonland
Funny
Leave Well Enough
. . 4/29/S9
7 . . 9/24/38
Alone
Fair
7
Mutiny Nitemare
Ain't Nice
Swell
10 . . Net Rev.
Wotta
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
. . 9/24/3fl
..11/19/38
No. 1
Fair
11 . . Not Rev.
No.
2
Interesting
10
No. 3
Coming
1/39
10 . . .. 4/
No. 4
Diversified
II
No. 5
Good
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
. . 4/29/39
Aladdin and His Wondei-ful Lamp SPORTLIGHTS
Swell (13)
5/27/39
10 .. .. 10/18/38
Champion
Airhoppers . . Excellent
10 ..12/ 3/38
Diamond Dust
Very Good
.
.
4/29/39
le
Frolicking Frogs
Good
.. 2/11/39
S/S7/M
Good Skates
Very Good
10 . .. 9/24/88
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
10
.
.
3/
4/89
2210
Hunting Thrills
Good
. 8/13/3*
Racing Pigeons
Interesting
10
.11/12/38
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment. 10 .12/17/38
10
Spoi-ting Test
Excellent
10
Super Athletes
Swell
10
Two Boys and a Dog. .. Different
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
10/15/88
8/13/38
No. I
Interesting
10 , 12/17/38
No 2
Very Good
II , 4/29/M
No. 3
All Right
II
1/21/99
No. 4
Good
10
No. 5
I nteresting
II
RKO-RADIO 1938-39
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
5/27/39
Beach Picnic
A Scream
8 . . 9/ 3/38
Brave Little Tailor .... Great
9 . 5/20/S9
Donald's Cousin Gus, . . Excellent
7 . Not Rev.
10/22/38
Donald's Golf Game
8 I0/22/3S
5/20/59
Donald's Lucky Day ...A Scream
8
10/29/58
Donald's Penguin
Swell
8
Farmyard
Symphony
..
A
Real
Treat
8
.
1(1/22 /SR
Ferdinand the Bull .... Excellent
8
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ... 8
5/20/39
Hockey
Champ
A
Howl
8
3/25/39
Merbabies (SS)
Good
8 . I0/22/S8
Mother
Goose Goes
10/22/38
Hollywood
Outstanding
7'/2.
5/20/38
Pointer
Very Funny
8 . Not
Roy.
PracticalDonPig
Great
8'/2.
Society
Show
8 . 10/22/38
Ugly Ducklino (SS) ...Wonderful
9 .
EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
.10/ 1/38
Beaux and Errors Good
18 .. Not
Rev.
4/ 8/S9
Clean Sweep
17 . .Not
Rev.
Clock Wise
Funny
16
Maid to Order
18 .
HEADLINERS (4)
. Not Rev.
Romancing Along
21 . 10/ 8/38
Sea
Melody
Very
Good
...
10
.
Swing Vacation
19 . Not Rev.
LEON ERROL (6)
Not
Crime Rave
18 ...10/29/38
Not Rev.
Rev.
Homo Boner
20
Major Difncrilties Excellent
19
Moving Vanities
Laugh Getter
17 ., . 5/
9/ S/39
3/38
Stage Fright
Very Funny . .
18 .
MARCH OF TIME (13)
. 12/24/38
Refugee — Today & Tomorrow Tops
17 .
State of the Nation ... Lacks Usual Punch.. 18 . 1/21/38
Young
America
Mexico's
New — Crisis. . Excellent
19 . 2/11/39
Mediterranean
—
Background for War
... 18 . 3/18/39
Japan — Master
of the Stirring
Orient
Very Good
19 . 6/ia/3«
4yi6/S9
Bixie — U.S. A
...Fine
19

May

27, 1939

RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Running
Comment
Tim«
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Arcade Varieties
, Fair
II
Cafe Rendezvoue
'0
Hello Mama
Fair
9
Readin'.
Writin' and
Rhythm
1010
Samovar Serenade
Stylei and Smilei
Good
10II
Talent Auction
Fair
10
Tropical Topics
Under a Gypsy Moon ..Just Filler
Venetian Monnllght
II
QUINTUPLETS (I)
16
RADIO FLASH (4)
16
Do8 Gone
Poor
17
Hectic Honeymoon
Funny
Plumb Crazy
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairie Papas
18
Ranch House Romeo ...Diverting
17
Western Welcome
Entertaining
20
REELISMS (9)
1010
1010
Air Waves
Outstanding ....
Dude Ranch
Exceptional
Gold
Newsreel
Unusual
8
Pilot Boat
Interesting
10
Submarine Circus
Unusual
9
Television
Very Interesting
10
Trans America
Fair
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Big Leaguers
Good
10
Bird Dogs
Excellent
10
Blue Grass
Excellent
10
Bow String
Excellent
8
Deep End
Excellent
10
Fisherman's
Paradise. .. Remarkable
Fascinating
1010
On
the Wing
..
Smooth Approach
Very Good
9
Snow Falls
Thrills and Spills .. 9
Spoiling Wings
Very Good
9

SHOWMEN'S
Reviewed
Issue of
5/ 6/39
Not
Rev.
. 4/ 8/39
Not Rev.
Not Rev
.in/ I/3R
. I0/29/3R
Not Rev
,Not
9/ 3/3R
Rrv
. 5/ 6/39
. 10/29/38
Not Rev.
. . Not Rev.
.... 4/
8/39
5/14/38
,11/
3/18/39
5/38
Not Rev
. 12/10/38
..10/
2/ 4/39
1/38
. 5/ fi/39
, 10/22/38
. 4/22/39
.11/
5/38
.12/10/38
..10/
2/ 4/39
1/38
.. 2/
9/ 4/39
3 '.38
5/ 6/39
.. 4/
3/18/39
8/39

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAIHERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 . Not Rev
Dally Diet of Danger. . . Fast Action
9 .11/19/38
Filming Big Thrills
91/2 . Not Rev.
Recoi'ding
Modern
Science .
Very Good
10 . 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autumn and
Fashions
10 .10/15/38
Spring
Summer Eye Filling
Fashions
Excellent
9 .. 4/15/39
Winter Stylet
Very Good
10 ..12/24/38
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6) . 4/29/39
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
10
What Every Boy Should
Know
10 .Not Rev.
What Every Girl Should
Know
Problematical
10 . 10/15/38
What Every Inventor
Not Rev.
Should Know
10
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
Golden California
Good But Old
10
8/20/38
Not
Rev.
Good Neighbors
10
10/15/38
Isle of Pleasure
Above Average .... II
Not Rev.
Land ofSlam
Contentment
Mystic
Fair
10lO'/j. 12/24/38
4/29/39
Viking Trails
Very Good
II
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
1/39
Hunting Dogs
Fascinating
10 . 4/Coming
Inside Baseball
For Baseball Fans .10
Not Rev.
Shooting For Par
10 .11/26/38
Timber Toppers
Exoellent
10
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Barnyard Egg-citement
(Tech.)
Excellent
7 .. 4/29/39
8/20/39
Chris Columbo
Good
7
Rev.
Cuckoo Bird
6'/2. Not
Not
Rev.
Doomsday (Tech.)
61/2 Not Rev.
Frame Up
6'/2 Not Rev.
Frozen Feet
6'/2. Not Rev.
G. Man Jitters
6'/2.
Glass Slipper (Tech.) ... Good
6'/2 . 10/15/38
Not Rev.
Goose Flies High
6'/2 Not
Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
6'/i.
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/2. . 10/15/38
Not
Rev.
Nutty
61/2
One GunNetwork
Gary In the
.Not
Rev.
Nick of Time
6'/2. Not Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
6'/2 Not Rev.
Stranger Rides Again
6'/2 Not
Rev.
String Bean Jack
.. 61/2. . 5/ 6/39
Their Last Bean
Very Good
61/2. . Not Rev.
Three Bears
6'/2
Rev.
Village Blacksmith
6'/a Not
Wolf's Side of the Story
^1/2. Not Rev.
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 in Tech.)
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
8 . 12/24/38
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting ....
1 1 .10/ 8/38
Eternal Fire
Interesting
Fox Hunt in the Ro10/15/38
10 ...Not
man Campagna Good
Rev.
Indian Road
.
.
Not Rev.
Indian Temple
10 . ..10/
8/3R
Jerusalem
Outstanding ..
Not Rev.
Jingle. The
. Not Rev.
8 . 12/24/38
Petra, the Lost City . . Excellent .
River Thame*
Beautiful
10 .. 10/
4/ 8/3S
8/39
10 . 12/31/38
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
8
Wanderers ef the Desert. Interesting

TRADE

REVIEW-

UNIVERSAL 1938-39
Run ning
Reviewed
Comment
Issue Of
Time
GOING PLACES (13)
9 . 9/24/38
No. 53
Good
No. 54
Good
10 .11/12/38
..11/26/38
1 1/12/38
No. 55
Excellent
1010
No. 56
Fairly Good
10
No. 57
Very Good
10lOi99 ... 12/10/33
No. 58
Not Rev
10 . 2/25/39
No. 59
Fair
2/25/39
9 . 4/
No. 60
Interesting
8/39
No.
Interesting
Rev
No. 61
62
. .Not
Coming
No. 63
Fascinating
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bank Notes
Lively
19
2/25/39
Beauty Shoppe
Just Filler
20
. 8/20/38
Coming
Cafe Boheme
....Passable
17
4/
1/3!)
Gals and Gallons
Lively
19
12/ 3/38
Music
and
Models
Entei'taining
18
.
Not
Rev.
Nautical Knights
19
INot
1/19/33
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18
Rev.
Pharmacy Frolics
I9
8/20/38
KMjihni
Good
20'/2.
9/24/38
Sirtr
ShipwGate
Fakir
Fairly Diversion
Good
20 . Not
Rev.
Swing Sanatorium
19
2/11/39
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19
5/27/39
With Best Dishes
Entertaining
19
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
No. 53
Interesting
9 . . 9/24/38
9/24/38
No. 54
Fair
9 . .. 10/15/38
. 12/ 3/38
No.
55
Okay
No. 56
Very Good
991/2. . 12/10/38
No.
Intei'esting
99 . Not Rev.
No. 57
58
No. 59
Interesting
9 .. 2/25/39
4/39
No. 60
Very Good
9 . 3/
4/ 1/39
No. 61
Just Fair
9
Rev.
No. 62
10 ...Not
Coming
No. 63
Very Good
9 .
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby Kittens
Cute
8 . I 1/26/38
Birth of a Toothpick .
7 .Not Rev.
Bola Mola Land
Good Satire
6 . 5/27/39
9/24/38
Cat
and Cuckoo
Bell
Okay . . . .'
77 ..Not
Rev.
Charlie
Rev.
Crack Pot Cruise
7 . .1Not
1/26/38
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8
.
Not
Rev.
I'm Just
Jitterbiicj
Little
Bluea Blackbird
. Average
77 .. 12/17/38
8/39
Little Tough Mice
Good
7 . 4/
3/ 4/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 . .. 4/
1/39
One Armed Bandit .. .Enjoyable
7 . .11/19/38
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7
I
1/12/38
Not Rev
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7
Soup to Muts
7
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
March of Freedom
Well Done
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)

5/20/39

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1938-39
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
Not Rev.
Boarder Trouble
17 . Not
Rev.
Cleaning
Up
1717
Not Rev.
Fat Chance
.
Not
Rev.
Hats and Dogs
20
Home Cheap Home
20 . Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Knight Is Young
20
Murder With ReservaNot Rev.
Rev.
tions 21 . Not
Projection Room
20
Not
Rev.
Not Rev.
Rollin' Spots
in Rhythm
20
Seeing
20
1/14/39
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20 .. 3/11/39
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20 .. 12/
Not 3/38
Rev.
Spare Parts
20
Stardust
Very Clever
18 . Not Rev.
Sundae Serenade
20
Toyland
Casino
Great
2220 . .Not
10/ 8Rev.
/38
Two
Shadows
10 . Not
Rev.
8/20/38
You're
Next-To
Closing
20
Zero Girl
Good
20
COLOR PARADE
■ (13)
. 10/
Not 8/38
Rev.
China Today
II10
For Your Convenience Interesting
.11/26/38
Mechanix Illustrated
Interesting
10 . 1/14/39
Mechanix Illustrated #2. Interesting
4/39
10 .. . 3/Coming
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10 . 8/27/38
Mechanix Illustrated *4 I nteresting
10 . 12/17/38
Miracles of Sport
Very Good
10 . Not Rev.
Nature'sOnMimics
Interesting
Points
Pointers
1810 . 3/25/39
Roaming Cameraman
No. I
I nteresting
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
. 9/17/38
Campus Cinderella . . . Very Good
Declaration
of Inde*
. 10/15/38
pendence
Lincoln
in the White None Better
.
Coming
20 . . 1/14/39
House ..
Outstanding
20 . 3/25/39
Quiet Please
Entertaining
20 . 12/17/38
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops
Swingtime In the Movies Excellent
20
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
4/ 3/38
1/39
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7 ..12/
Daffy Doc
Lively
7
Not
It's
An III Kolumbus.
Wind
77 . Not Rev.
Rev.
Kristopher
Lone Stranger
an(J Jr
Porky
Very Funny
7 .. 3/11/39
5/27/39
Porky and Teabiscuit . . Amusing
7
Not Rev
Porky in Egypt
7 .Not
Rev
Porky in Wackyland
7 . 3/ 4/39
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
7
10/15/38
Porky's
77 ..12/17/38
Porky theNaughty
GobNephew Average
Amusing
Not Rev.
Porky's Tire Trouble
7
MELODY MASTERS (18)
.12/17/38
107
Dave Apollon (4706) .... Fair
Dave Apollon and His
Not Rev.
107 ..Not
Club Casanova Orch
Rev.
Blue Barron
10
.Not
Rev.
ID10 .Not Rev.
Larry Clinton (4701)
Larry Clinton (4714)
jimmy Dorsey
9 ..Not
Rev
5/20/39
It's
McCoy
Sweet
and Hot
8/38
10 .. 10/
MerletheKendrick
Excellent
9/17/38
Ray Kinney
Just Fair ....

10
10
Rnnriing
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
Time
10
Comment
MELODY MASTERS (Cent.)
Jerry Livingston
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
Russ
Music Morgan
With a Smile In Fair Swingcopation . 10
Happy Felton Style. . . Lively and Peppy . . 10
Artie Shaw
Okay
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.i
Bars and Stripes Forever 7
Believe It Or Else
Clever Satire
7
Count
Me
Out
Fair
7
Daffy Duck and the
Dinosaur
Excellent
7
Datfy Duck in Hollywood
7
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7
Dog Gone Modern . . . . Funny
7
Feud There Was
Grab It
7
Goldrush Daze
7
Ham-ateur Night
7
Hobo Gadget Band
7
Johnny Smith and
Poker- Huntas
Swell
7
Little Pancho Vanilla. . Clever
7
Mice Will Play
7
Night Watchman
Entertaining
7
Prest-o Change-o
Good
7
Robinhood Makes Good . Diverting
7
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
7
You're An Education . Fair
7
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9
Master's Touch
10
Pow Wow
Very Interesting .... 10
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Chained
Gripping
10
Defying Death
Thrilling
II
High
Peril
Good
Suspense
12
Human Bomb
One of the Best .... 12
Identified
Excellent
12
Minute From Death
12
Toils
of the Water
Law
.'
Treacherous
.. . . Thrillins
1212
Voodoo Fire
Satisfactory
12
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Crawfords at Home
10
Dean of the Pasteboards Informative
10
Gadgeteers
Kind of Silly
10
Great Library Misery ..Excellent
II
Right Way
10
Rotbin' Good
Excellent
10
Ski Girl
Splendid
10
Table Manners
Good
1(1
Tax Trouble
Fair
10
Vaudeville Interlude
10
1939-40 ;

Reviewed
(Con.)
Issue Of
. Not
Rev.
1/14/39
3/
7/23/38
4/ 4/39
1/39
. ..Not
Coming
Rev.
. 12/17/38
. Not
3/25/39
Rev.
. 3/18/39
1/14/39
..Not
9/17/38
Rev.
Not
.Not Rev.
Rev.
. 12/17/38
. 10/15/38
Rev.
.. 1Not
1/26/38
...Not
4/
3/ 8/39
4/39
Rev.
. 12/ 3/38
.10/
Not 8/38
Reiv.
. 9/17/38
..12/
3/25/38
3/38
.. 3/
4/39
1/14/39
..Not
9/24/38
Rev.
.Not Rev.
.. 12/17/38
5/20/39
.Not Rev.
5/20/39
. 12/17/38
. 9/17/38
Rev.
...Not
1 1/26/38
1/14/39
. 9/17/38
3/18/39
Not Rev.

BROADWAY BREVITIES (I8J( (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlia — The Heart
of Sweden (Sanders).
..
Datelines (Lenauer) . . Excellent
Fishing in the Fjords Novel Idea
(Sanders)
10
Frosty
Frolics (Lenauer) Interesting
II
Gems of the Orient Refreshing
(Modern)
Interesting
10
Getting
Money's. . . Revealing
Worth Your
(Lenauer)
II
Man's Paradise (ModGood
35
ern)
Master
of theFilms)
Camera
(Pictorial
Interesting -. 10
Memory Lingers On
Interesting
10
(Ennis)
Midsummer In Sweden
Beautiful
10
(Sanders)
New England. Yesterday
& Today (Jam Handy). Very Good
. 19
North Seathe (Lenauer)...
Exciting
20
Trailing
Jaguar
(HofTberg)
Very
Interesting
.
28
Trees and Men (Modern
Talking Pict.) ..
Good
10
10
TRAVELER (13)
Ancient Cities SCREEN
of
10
Southern France
. . Interesting
10
Beautiful and Gay Buda9
pest
Very Good
Cebu
Interesting
Fabulous Marseilles .. Excellent ..
10
Hong Kong. Gateway to
10
China
Excellent ..
10
Makassar
Good
Manila. Queen City of
10
the Pacific
. Superb
..
10
10
Old
Towns
of
Normandy
Fascinating
Resort and Quaint Towns
10
of the Blue Coast ...Excellent ..
Rio de Janeiro
Singapore,
Cross Roads Excellent ..
10
of the East
Fascinating
Venice
Fascinating
SERIALS
No. Chaps.

.11/ 5/38
. 6/18/38
.11/ 5/38
. 12/17/38
. 3/25/39
. 12/17/38
. 7/16/38
. 3/12/38
8/13/38
.11/
5/38
1/39
. 4/
3/18/39
6/25/38
5/14/38
.
..
.. .

8/ 6/38
4/16/38
6/11/38
6/11/38

. 2/12/38
.. 2/l2/3»
. . 6/1 1/38
. . 4/16/38
8/ 6/31'
. . 4/16/38
. . 8/ 6/38
6/38
. .8'
. 2/12/38

Issue Of
Reviewed

COLUMBIA
Flying G-Men
Great
Adventures
of Wild
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CHIPS

M-

"TARZ

AN

"GOODB

YE

MAISIE"
Explosive

CHIPS"
MR.
Not only launching a great current attraction, but solidifying
the box-office stature of Robert
Donat and introducing the
screen's sensational new star
Greer Garson.

"On

Son!"
A
F nds
The i
first Tarzan film in 3 years,
with all new and all different
thrills to pack in the devoted
fans. With Johnny WeissmuUer,
Maureen O'SuUivan and a
Tarzan, Jr. child wonder!

Andy

BORROWED

Gets
TIME"
Broadway's beloved stage hit
comes to the screen with
power, thrill and human
appeal. The top role in

Now

~

THE

and

in

the

Watch for M-G-M's trade an"How To Exploit
'Maisie'."Thisnouncement
surprise
picture
IS a showman's opportunity.
Ann Sothern, Robert Young
in a sock entertainment!

HARDY

Spring

TAYLORLAMARR

Fever

The most eagerly awaited picture

Completed and ready for preview
and already the studio is humming with advance raves. Lewis
Stone, Mickey Rooney and all
the folks in a Hardy picture
sensationally different from any
one thus far!

Lionel Barrymore's career!
And a new juvenile star is
born, Bobs Watson!

months

to

come

FRIENDLY

The
Blonde

—

and

of years is "LADY OF THE
TROPICS" and those who have
seen it thus far are predicting the
biggest box-office property of
the heat waves! Tell your folks
"Hedy

in

was worth waiting for!"
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Radio City
Here is as intimate a story of the
inside workings of the Music
Hall's front house staf? as you
could ever hoi)e to read. Written
h\- our own Ralph Cokain, you'll
find it a revealing and intriguing
account of those wdio go to make
up the happy family that is making theatrical history.
Gags, Games and Gadgets
Of timely interest and importance
is this analytical searchlight on
the why's and wherefore's of the
giveaway racket in show-business.
Perhaps you will find it strikes
close to your own thoughts on
the subject.
•
•
•

"Corny" Advertising?
"Is Film i\dvertising Corny?",
is the terse title of a most interesting cross-section of opinion
from two authorities on the subject. Coming at a time when a
lot of movie men are asking themselves and others questions along
these lines, makes it all the more
important . . . and darned good
reading too.
The Manager Soliloquizes
For a brief bit of light reading,
you might take quite a fancy to
this burlesque of a day in the
manager's
existence.
Or home
does the
account strike
nearer
in
vour case?

Selling the Theatre
Most theatremen are so busy
selling pictures that they generally lose sight of the importance
of selling the theatre too. At any
rate, you may find the germ of an
idea here that might point the
way for a swell institutional campaign.
•
•
•
Program

Exchange

Already a recognized service, exclusive with STR, that has
brought together hundreds of live
theatremen all intent upon improving their programs through
the medium of swapping ideas.
Whetlier you use one yourself is
not important. The ideas you can
get out of this department are.
Fireworks
The Fourth of July is "just
around the calendar", so we give
you a few suggestions on how to
help revive a possible weakness
at the box office. You have everything to gain and nothing to lose
by reading it.
a
•
«
Beauty Pageants
Just another (ho hum) service
that your favorite trade journal
offers. "Have you tried a beauty
pageant
lately?"
Well,yourself.
why not?
You
answer
this one
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A grand Showmanalysis dealing
with the best selling idea as revealed by the exploitation experts
of STR. Brought together and so
presented that the big theatres
can expand and the little ones boil
them down to suit all re(|uiremcnts.
The Short Subject
Another

exclusive de]:)artment

with this publication. You'll find
to all theatreinterest
plentywhoof are
men
at all short-subject
minded. Including the latest
group of reviews, caught in projection rooms.
•
•
•
Trade

Practices &

Arbitration
The latest available draft of the
are prereforms
trade practice
sented word for
word, together
with the rules for arbitration as
worked out by the hard working committee and offered for
your approval or rejection. Better
read it, it's important.
Hollywood

More and more theatremen tell us
valung and items
how snappy,
little newsy
able are the interesti
r" and
"Oldtime
d
our the
Hollywoo
gathered d byvia
conveye
need
you
Maybe
week.
each
pages
something like this for your
weekly broadcast or newspaper
column. You'll find them both interesting and authentic . . . which
in itself'is unusual in this business.

Product for 1939-40
We've brought together a readcompany's
able analysis of' in.each
sole exThe ions
for
the
coming
s ar^ expectat
hopes
plans,
til after
^
ception is
nounceme
and its new anunbe made
ot
on late
conventi
.._.!S
this mon^
n learn more
.^^o^ca
Tf,^ou read through
each4Qnes^ ^^ese j^p^resting rertising?

about

leA

Ad

^^,;'re "Ve li^at adj^J^m all over
the count"hS fro^medium sized
towns and cities^V study of these
ads may give^iou a thought for
some of your own. The advertising clinic has also soine suggestions t-Gi;make your ads summery
looking.
y'
STR's Booking Guide

For reference purposes and accuracy, these guides are unsurpassed in the industry. The feature booking guide contains complete information on all features
released during the last year. The
short subject guide gives the title
of each subject in its proper series
and a terse comment on the box
office merits of each one.
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The
This

Sixth

the sixth anniversary

of

Showmen's Trade Review. Six years of taking an idea
and building it up to what it represents in the motion
picture industry today. To borrow an expression from
a representative executive: "the only publication in the
entire industry serving a really worthwhile purpose."
Showmen's Trade Review achieved its present position strictly through merit and merit alone. Employing
politics or pressure to gain its ends has been and always
will be definitely out.
Six years ago we started the paper with a definite
purpose in mind. We have never departed from the
purpose nor the determination to publish a trade journal
dedicated to the theatreman and to service in every sense
of the word. How well we succeeded is best evidenced
by the fact that this paper, today, reaches over eighty
five per cent of the theatre buying power of the industry.
Every department and section of the paper is devoted
to helping the theatreman better operate his theatre and
sell his attractions to the public. Thus, we play an important part in getting more business to the theatre and
through the theatre to the industry in general.
At this time and in the spirit of the occasion we express our gratitude and appreciation to our thousands of
loyal subscribers, the home office executives and advertising managers for their encouragement and support. We
sincerely hope that we will continue to merit it in the
future as we have in the past.
It's our birthday but we
happy returns of the day.
A
A
The

Final

are wishing

{p.

STR recommends and urges ALE exhibitors to write
to their organi2;ation leaders, if they belong to any, and

Milestone

issue commemorates

Page 5

1S S U E

YOU

many

A

to Mr. Rodgers personally, expressing themselves as being satisfied and willing to participate. And if you write
Rodgers

you might also thank

him

profusely for the

magnificent job he has done, along with the other representatives ofthe distributors committee.
A

Speaking
You

of

A

A

Business

cannot kid yourself into good business. Business

right now

is decidedly ofi^. Whether

it be seasonal or the

result of general economic conditions, it doesn't matter.
What does matter is that the hurt is being felt particularly
by the smaller and independent exhibitors who, after a
none too good season, need a little help right now.
Distributors can gather a wealth of goodwill among
exhibitors by extending a helping hand during the current
falling olf of receipts and authori2,ing their branch managers to investigate carefully all requests for relief and
acting favorably on those with them.
With summer coming on it seems reasonable to assume that any pick-up in business cannot materialize
until the fall season gets underway. Theatremen must
prune their operation costs consistent with good showmanship and good business but should make every efi^ort
to live up to their commitments without going into deep
red.
If the current sentiment of "live and let live" is really
sincere, here is a glorious opportunity of proving it. But
both sides must be honest about what they ask or give.
A

A

A

Draft

No one who heard MGM's Bill Rodgers at the New
York Allied meeting, can help but admire and respect
him for his honesty and outspoken report on the final
draft of the trade reforms.

Paramount's
Convention
As this issue is being read we will be enroute to Hollywood on the Paramount Convention train to gain a first
hand impression about the future plans of this company

If the various representatives of both the distributors
and exhibitors were to work from now until doomsday

especially as they will affect the next season.
From advance information and rumors it appears that
Paramount has been devoting a lot of time and thought

they would never fully satisfy all parties. So it is reasonable to assume that so long as some progress has been
made, the industry is gradually approaching a stage where
regulation from within is becoming a reality.
And if the present representatives of the exhibition
branch of the industry do not accept the draft with a
view to achieving further concessions later, then the exhibition branch should get itself a new group of negotiators. Furthermore, if they reject the present draft, then
in our opinion they are dedicated to a policy of not wanting any kind of a draft.

to the development of a particularly strong product lineup for the 1939-40 season and from all indications will
make its greatest bid for front line rating.
The name. Paramount, has stood for great things during the growth of this industry and the industry should
feel as keen about an upward spurt as the company and
its sales force themselves.
Greetings, therefore, to Paramount in convention and a
sincere wish for the achievement of—its'Cm
expectations.
CK' LEWIS

Joe Lightstone, owner of the Orpheum,
reports second biggest opening of year.
Held over second week of indefinite
long run.

n

Diego

San

starring

BRIAN

.uh JUNE LANG

DirectBd by

AHERNE

to

New

VICTOR

McLAGLEN

JOHN CARRADINE paulLUKAS georgeZUCCO douglass DUMBRILLE
AND A TREMENDOUS SUPPORTING CAST
B
HAL

ROACH

• Screenplay by GROVER

RELEASED

THRU

JONES

UNITED

York!

Virginia FIELD

• JACK JEVNE • WILLIAM
ARTISTS

DeMILLE
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NEELY
VOTE

15

Committee
Reports
NOW

DELEGATES
Paramount
For

Los

ON

Completes

Angeles

WAY
Plans

Convention

More than 75 Paramount home office executives, foreign and
domestic sales representatives will leave here on Sunday, June
4, aboard a special Paramount Convention Train, leaving Grand
Central Station at 4 P.M., to^ representatives at Albany; C. G. Eastman,
R. D. Hayes, W Waters, G. Schuller
attend the company's annual Beattie and' L. Beecher. At BufTalo the
sales convention which gets un- following men will board the Special :
K. G. Robinson, M. Simon, F. H. Myers,
der way at the W.
Rosenow and E. Walter.
AmbassaArriving
in Chicago, June S the Parador Hotel in
mount Convention Special will be boardLos Angeles
edous
by 85
sales inrepresentatives
from group
variexchanges
that district. The
on June 8.
consists
of
the
following
men
:
H.
H.
The New Goldstein, M. R. Clark, M. Greenwald,
York con- T. L. Irwin, J. B. Gardner, H. Rotb, M.
tingent will Barrett, D. Kimehnan, E. M. Stuve, G.
consist of the Elmo, R. E. Caskey, G. H. Peterson, C.
Mergen, R. L. Clark, J. J. Oulahan, M.
following ex- S. Cummins, N. B. Kaplan, V. A. Kramecutives:
er, C. W. Powers, H. Eberts, J. Harris,
Barney Bala- E. RufT, M. A. Mulligan, J. L. Hunter,
ban, Stanton Q.
W. Burns,
J. O'Neill,
Pfafif, R.T. Murphy,
H.
M. A.H. Brown,
Dowbiggan,
Grift'is, Adolph
Zukor,
Austin P. J. Hogan, A. Usher, H. R. Hamburg,
K e o u g h , I . E. L. Goldberg, H. Wirthwein, B. F. ElCohn, John W. rod, W. H. Hamm, L. Aurelio, J. Scott,
Hicks, George J. T. Howard, J. E. Ryder, J. R. Young,
Y. Frank Freeman
Weitner. Lou H. E. Stuckey, J. E. Thompson, W. T.
Embach, J. W. Brown, F. C. Clark, R.
Diamond,A. Russell Holman, H. Klarsfeld,
L. Scheinbaum, K. J. Werthamer, R. W.
Baker, J. V. Lenahan, R. Weinfurter, J.
I'ratchett,
F. T.
C. Reddin,
Henry, Neil
H. Hunter,
R.
Dickinson,
F. Agnew,C. H. Stevens, D. C. Newman, W. H. Esch,
J. T. Unger, Charles Reagan, Oscar F. E. Wagoner, C. Kemp, A. Fromuth,
Morgan, G. B. J. Frawley, H. L. Lorber, H. F. Wilkie, T. F. Kirby. J. D. Campbell, K. Chalmkn. J. C. Goodson, W. G.
A. J. Dunne, M. R. Goodman, F. A.
Leroy, J. Roper, L. Flynn, Alec Moss, Bradley, O. O. Rav, A. H. Duren, J. S.
Al Wilkie, Don Velde, Sam Palmer, A. Young, W. F. Bugie, S. Frifield, H. L.
O. Dillenbeck, Don Gibbs, Moe Kallis, Dean, T. S. Watson, H. T. Baker, H. E.
M. S. Kusell, I. A. Lesser, J. P. Touhy, Pickett, E. M. Adams, B. A. Slaughter,
M. R. Voick, M. Gluck, T. Aber, M. S. Lett. C. P. Freeman, D. Baum, E. B.
Mendel, E. H. Bell, H. A. Kaufman, A. Price, E. E. Shinn, M. J. Artigues, S.
Gebhart, J. C. Perlev, E. W. Sweigert, M. Otis, J. J. NicoU and William Young.
TTU. 17F. Smith,
c.v,T*-u rjH. T>.,u:^
Rubin, r
George ~T. —Beat
At Omaha
following sales
fifty-three
of thetheParamount
staff
tie, J. D. Holman, R. Garman, W. W. members
Sharpe, J. E. Fontaine, H. C. Thompson, will join the home office contingent
J. Bryan, W. V. Dougherty, H. David- aboard the Convention Special ; J. T.
son, R. M. Grace, R. Doyle, A. M. Kane, Manfre, G. W. Hinton, R. Carnie, J. W.
J. Moore, J. Gubbins, T. Duane, E. Stark, J. R. Young, P. Hannon, A. H.
Bradley, W. L. Hughes, P. Broderick, Cole, J. H. States, N. Burruss, C. E.
J. Brown, H. Germaine, R. Carroll and House, C. A. Roeder, J. T. McBride, W.
T. P. Thornton.
A. Wandel, C. Scheufler, A. MendenThe following trade paper representa- hall, E. I. Rubin, C. H. Wekks, B. A.
tives, making the trip as guests of Para- Tomte, W. B. Haarmann, W. A. Overmount, will also be aboard the Conven- turf, R. M. Copeland, P. W. Robbins,
tion Special : Terry Ramsaye, Pete Har- F. V. Thomas, S. O'Hara, W. J. Curry,
H. T. Bahner. B. Blotcky, J. Wolf, F. R.
rison, "Chick"Sherwin
Lewis, Kane
Red and
Kann,
W. Anderson,
R. P. Ableson, V. Sessler, L.
R.
Wilkinson,
George
Morris.
A. Hummel, E. B. Lund, F. C. Myers,
En route to Hollywood the Convention J. R. Fritcher, A. S. Carr, H. W.
Special will pick-up the following sales Braly, L. W. McClintock, C. L. Dees,

TO

MEET

C. H. Weaver, H. G. Simmons, B. H.
Brager, T. W. Bridge, F. Earned, W. C.
Kroeger, H. H. Cleaves, M. Schweitzer,
J. J. Currv, H. Nicholson, T. H. McKean, G. Caughan, S. Brunk, E. Plumlee.
At Evanston, Wyoming, G. A. Smith
and C. N. Peacock will board the special
while at Salt Lake City the following 12
members of the sales staff will board the
train en route to Hollywood : C. J. Bell,
C. J. Duer, R. C. Ryan, W. M. Williams,
T. Vos, W. A. Plunkett. F. H. Smith,
"A.
\l. Heid,
Smith, H.andM. C.Glanfield.
Burdette.J. G. Wilcos,
The following
thirty-one
members
of the sales
staff executives
will travel and
via
auto and special train meeting the conventioners
in HoUvwood
: G. K.H. Haddow',
R. M. Gillham,
M. Sattler,
Randel.
W. H. Erbb, W. Hansher, W. O. Kellv,
G. Lynch, T. T. Donohue, H. N. East,
T. M.' Bettencourt,
A. R.R. Taylor,
H. W.
Haustein,
T. E. Hurlev,
C. McDonnell,
M.
"D. F.Spracher.
Haviland,
R. L.Segal,
Estill,
A. Roe, G.
A. H.
R. Anderson,
G. Brogger, L. G. DeWaide, L. G. Stang,
D. a. Wilson, S. Ralston, D. Brickman,
R. Simpson,
C. Rodman, R. C. LiBeau
and G. J.
Sessler.
Members from the Los Angeles exalso attending
the H.
three-day
sion change
include
I. G. White,
Haas, sesM.
C. Buries, L. C. Bristol and J. Haas.
The above 274 executives, members of the foreign and domestic
sales staff will convene with production officials at the opening
session on Thursday, June 8 at
the first day of the three day meeting with Neil F. Agnew, vicepresident and general sales manager, presiding.
100% Club to Meet
The 100 Per Cent Club, 17 strong,
will be honored. Special awards
have been arranged for the members
of this star group and will be presented at the conference. The Club
comprises Albert Gebhart, Robert
Grace, William V. Dougherty,
Vincent KramHenryer, Germaine,
Robert L. Clark, William
Esch, Norman S c h e i n b a u m,
Dwight Spracher, Jesse McBride,
Robert Abieson, John E. Hurley,
Clarence Burdette, Albert Duren,
James C. Goodson, Jr.; George
Gaughan, Thomas F. Dowbiggin.
Each was 100 per cent sold in his
territory.

BILL
TO

3

Favorably
Measure

ON WAyI^

SENATE

The Neely anti block-booking
bill was reported favorably this
week by the full Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee by a vote
of 15 to 3. Just prior to this the
sub-committee had cast an even
vote on the measure, which now
goes to the Senate. Last year
the Senate passed it, but the bill
was tabled in the House, with
Congress adjourning before any
further action could be taken.
The Senate Committee earlier
in the week had promised action,
after Senator Neely had threatened to discharge the committee
from considering the bill which
he said
suffered
able,had
inexcusable
and "unpardondisgraceful
delays." The West Virginia Senhowever,
ateator,
motion,
but withdrew
not beforehishe Senhad
assailed Majority Leader Barkley
for being
only one session of thepresent
recentat hearings.
2-Year,

5 Pics Deal

Erich Pommer, head of Mayflower Pictures, who arrived here
this week to discuss a renewal of
his releasing deal with Paramount,
said the deal would probably run
two years and embrace five pictures. He brought with him a
print of "Jamaica Inn", third release on his current 4-picture deal
with Paramount.
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Gallagher Joins STR
STR announces with pleasure
the appointment of Joseph H. Gallagher as motion picture advertising manager, effective June 5.
Well known in the industry, Gallagher has been general manager
of Box Office for the past 8 years
and prior to that Director of
Public Relations for Columbia.
Before joining Columbia, he was
engaged in theatrical advertising
for 9 years, and was also engaged
in the publication and advertising
agency business.

Concluding June 1 the longest
run of any picture to play the
Rivoli Theatre, • ' W u t h e r i n g
Conscious
Lincoln
MakesU.S.
Heights" netted its producer, Samuel Goldwyn, well over $70,000 in
film rental for the film's 7 weeks
engagement, it is understood. Marian Anderson, Lowell Thomas, Others
Laurence Olivier, whose performFeatured in Broadcast of Event
ance in the picture has put him
in the front rank of screen players, was host at a cocktail party
given for members of the trade
By TOM KEI^ISEDY
press and other industry notables
Spring-field, 111. — Twentieth Century-Fox this Memorial Day
at the theatre last week.
made America Lincoln-conscious with a memorable world preat^
Mr. Lincoln"
"Young Theatre
here. A
the Foxmiere ofLincoln
Ben Washer Returning
national broadcast preceding the
To Samuel Goldwyn
showing of the picture carried the Gov't
Interference
Assailed
of the presentation to the
Ben Washer is returning to story
far corners of the land. Crowds of
Warning
Against Growing Trend Sounded
Samuel Goldwyn as the latter's Springfield townsfolk gathered at
New York publicity and advertis- the theatre to see the stars and
By Kuykendall
at STOA
Convention
ing representative, it was an- visitors brought here by 20th-Fox.
nounced this week'. Washer has
More than 100 reporters, feabeen in charge of publicity for
Jacksonville, Fla. — Ed Ivuykendall, president of the MPTOA,
ture writers and photographers
George Abbott Productions and
sounded
a warning against the growing trend in Washington to
present. A special train from
Frank J. McCarthy succeeds him. were
the East took the bulk of these meddle and interfere with business, in a speech delivered here
spreaders of the news to the city before the annual convention oi'^
Abrams Made Univ.
made historic by Lincoln. Charles the Southeastern Theatre Owners
ulation and control. On the second day of the meet he analyzed
Over 300 registraShort Subject Sales Mgr. E. McCarthy, director of advertis- Association.
tions were reported.
and discussed the trade practice
ing for 20th-Fox, headed the home
Kuykendall declared tliere is an code.
Promotion of Leo Abrams, for office staff which had complete
Presiding at the meet was M. C.
many years manager of Univer- direction of the premiere events regarding
appalling the
lackproblems
of understandingof business Moore, president. Mayor George
sal's Big U Exchange, to the and excursions. Marian .Ander- with the result
that present laws C. Blume welcomed the theatre
newly created post of short subson, noted contralto sanp, "Amer- and proposed legislation have both owners. The success his company
ica"
before
the
opening.
ject sales manager for the comThe Illinois Legislature and the big and little business scared to had experienced in making its own
pany, was announced this week
by W. A. Scully, general sales City of Springfield cooperated death. Most of the AIPTOA trailers was discussed by Richard
manager. David Levy will take with Mr. McCarthy and his as- prexy's time was devoted to point- Kennedy of the Wilbey-Kincy
ing out evils of the Neely bill, Corp. A humorous talk on buying
sistants in making the premiere
over Abrams' post.
an event of statewide importance. which he described as the first big and selling pictures was delivered
John W. Kapp, mayor of Spring- step leading to governmental reg- b}- Roy Martin, of Columbus, Ga.
Report Eastern Circuit
field, turned the city over to the
oicture industry, as it were, for
Next D of J Target
A monopoly suit against a large the "Young Mr. Lincoln" unveiling on the evening of Memorial
Eastern circuit operating in sev- Day. The press representatives
eral states and the major distribu- and the stars, Alice Brady, Artors is being prepared by the De- leen Whelan, Binnie Barnes. Cepartment of Justice, it is reliably
sar Romero, who entrained from
reported. Said to be similar to the
Hollywood
on a special that railone filed against the Griffith cirroaded them to Springfield, were
cuit, the action is expected to be STuests at a civic luncheon of the
filed within 60 days. The suit is Mid-Day Luncheon Club of
to be based on exhibitor complaints, according to the report. Springfield. Greetings to 20th-Fox
by Mayor Kapp were responded
by on behalf of the visitors by
Fails to Approve Pact
Lowell Thomas.
Kansas City — The annual conThe premiere at the Fox Lincoln was a gala event at which
vention of the Kansas-Missouri
Theatre Owners Ass'n. closed Illinois was represented by Lt.
here last week without approving Governor John Stelle and a comthe Trade Practice Code.
mittee of state senators and representatives.

Jack narrower of Film Daily, Mrs. Harrower and Tom Kennedy of
STR as they left on Monday for the World premiere of Twentieth
Century-Fox's "Young Mr. Lincoln" in Springfield, 111.
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RULESAPPEAR

RODGERS

OFFERS

Big
Interes
t ^.
tn
derS
omy
okt
Cole
and Kuykendall
Are

in Assent

LATTER

ASKS

distributors'
of The
arbitration
were proposed
describedrules
as
'"very encouraging" by Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel,
while a similar view was taken by
Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied. The belief it should be tried
was expressed bv Ed Ku^'kendall,
MPTOA president.
Explaining he could not give a
final opinion on the rules because
he had not had time to study them
that "he was
in detail, Myersgiveadded
required
my amopinion
to
the Allied "to
board and
not free
to make a public declaration in advance of that. The rules may be
afi"ected by
changes
in the
the code
substantive
provisions of
which I have not received."
Col. Cole said that at last the
Allied convention will have something in which the delegates can
"sink their teeth."' In a telegram,
Kuykendall advocated trying the
arbitration rules and correcting
them, if necessary.
A checkup of exhibitors following the Kansas-Missouri convention in Kansas City last week revealed that most exhibitors are
willing to embrace the "relieving
clauses" of the proposed pact
which have to do with the .nonforcing of shorts and arbitration
of clearance.

MANY

GUESTS

mm
Showmen

AT

LOUNGE
Continue to Pour

In at RKO

Headquarters

Leading exhibitors continue to
exhibitors'
stop at RKO Radio's Center,
aclounge in Rockefeller
cording to H. M. Richey, RKO director exhibitor relations. Among
the showmen and others registered there this week are:
Miss Minna G. Rosen, New
Oakdale Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.;
H. G. Carroll, Strand Theatre,
Rochester, N. Y.; Albert Francis,
Liberty Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.;
LinFlak's, Md.;
and Morris
Benjamin
coln Theatre,
Baltimore,
Herbert H. Hoch, Rialto Theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.; George Fitzpatrick, Jr., RKO Radio Pictures,
Sydney, Australia: Marvin Atlas,
Capitol, Niagara Falls; Mrs. Paul
Dietrich and daughter, wife and
daughter of Paul Dietrich connected with Oxnard, Inc., Los Angeles; Herman Field and Philip
N. Berger, Treat Theatre, Newark, N. J.; Herman Lorence, Cattaragus, Cattaraugus, N. Y.; S.
Geitner, Geitner, Silver Creek,
N. Y.; R. R.
Doyle,forRKO
Radio's
managing
director
Australasia.

Allted
"
....

PLAN

v:
Meet

Theatremen, Industry
An Esquire Prospect
At the cocktail fashion show in Executives Expected
Machinery Proposed
honor of Elizabeth Hawes, auTo Attend Sessions
thor of "Men Can Take It," pubFor Settling Disputes
lished by Random House, Si Seadler, MGM advertising manager,
scored first honors for the "best MANY
TALKS ON TAP
dressed" in the "monkey business"
division.
Si
was
selected
for
wearCALLS FOR^T BOARDS
ing a pair of tux trousers, flaming
Believed by the distributors to
Minneapolis — Plans were nearbe something which will assist in yellow shirt and black bow tie.
ing completion this week for the
settling disputes within the indus- Vicki Lester, of Hollywood re- national Allied Convention to be
nown, presented him with a prize
try, a system
of arbitration award of striking red, white and held at the Nicollet Hotel in Minmachinery blue suspenders, matching his outneapolis, June 13-15. Speakers for
fit. Life covered the event as the the program are being lined up,
and it is expected a large delegawas ced announlast week
tion of theatremen and others
"party of the week."
by
prominent in the industry will be
F. William
Rodgers,
on hand.
ege is concerned, he asserted that
ITOA of New York will send a
MGM gener- all that was asked is that an accommittee for the purpose of disal sales mancount "not be in material default
ager and a
cussing and voting on the acceptance of the trade practice proposmost tantimporon
an
existing
contract."
"Because
figure in of our problems," Rodgers said,
als. A letter from Al Steffes,
devising the the trade announcement is lim- Northwest Allied president, has
ited in its provisions. Describing
ITOA that "your commitStating the the provision for public demand assured
tee is not only welcome, but also
plan.
system was for exceptional features as "not bring as many theatre owners as
William F. Rodgers
not perfect,
perfect by any means," he said,
but that it represented the dis- however, that it was a "great imIt is probable that invitations
tributors' best efforts, Rodgers
sent to Will Hays, C. C. Pettitold the N. Y. Allied convention
The deferred playing time re- john, as well as major executives
he hoped it would be accepted. provement."
representatives of the
form, as seen by Rodgers, "is very and
possible."
Two boards are provided for by definitely
a relief to the smaller MPTOA
will be accepted. Wilthe arbitration machinery — a so- operator." He termed the separliam
_F.
Rodgers, MGM sales
called permanent board and a
chief, is scheduled to attend.
ate
selling
of
shorts
"of
a
matespecial board. This, in brief, will
Assisting Steffes, chairman of
rial benefitofto score
many."
On the
be the setup:
elimination
charges,
he the convention committee, are
In all exchange centers the said distributors would, of course, Jack Kirsch, Maurice Rubin,
boards will be established; a panel try to be recompensed for these Henry Lazarus, Herman Blum,
of neutral arbitrators is provided eliminations, "yet it resolves itfor by the rules; the permanent
NathanDollinger,
Yamins, M.Ray
Branch'
Irving
B. Horwitz,
self to ainstance
matter of
of allocation
negotiation."
board consists of one arbitrator In the
of P. J. Wood, Martin Smith, M. A.
from the neutral panel and two features, he said that once designa- Rosenberg, S. J. Samuelson, C. H.
others ; the special arbitration
tion has been made mutual agree- Olive, H. A. Cole, Edward Maertz
and Abram F. Myers.
ment is necessary to change it.
boards will settle two-party disputes
and clearance problems.
Stating he was none too optiIn detail, the rules, which will
mistic about a short form of con- Father of Par. H. O.
tract, a standard form is out of
be found on pages 45 and 68,
clarify the workings of panels and the question, Rodgers declared. Official Dies at 68
procedure. Copies of the arbitra- Speeding up of availability should
Boston — Funeral services were
tion rules were sent to all exhibi- be brought about by the selective
held
Monday at the Second
license
provision,
he
declared,
and
tor organizations and to the DeChurch here for Chas. Innes, 68,
partment of Justice. Accompany- that governing the playing of pic- father of Hiller Innes, Paramount
tures in order of release was
ing the proposals was a letter
he ime office production manager.
from Rodgers to each of the units. hailed as corrective.
In his address before the convention, Rodgers pointed out that
the Trade Practice Code had been
somewhat revised to meet certain Memorial
Day
Business
Off
suggestions and that these
changes would be announced in a
few days. He presented an analy- World's Fair, Warm
Weather, Are Cited as
sis of the benefits under the varPossible Causes; Astor Only Exception
ious reform provisions in the code.
As far as the exclusion privilHoliday business along Broadway Memorial Day was considerably lower than it was at the same time last year, a checkup of
Important Dates
first-run theatres revealed. The only exception to this report was
June 4-6: Theatre Owners of North and
Astor, where "Goodbye Mr.SSouth Carolina convention. Ocean Park the
largest week-day atChips" looks set for a long and Fair drew its
Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
tendance, exclusive of Sundays,
June 8-10: Paramount convention, Hotel profitable run. Business at the oth- since the exposition opened.
Ambassador, Los Angeles.
er houses was especially light durJune 12: MPTO of Va. midsummer
Although there has not yet been
ing the matinee.
convention, Roanoke Hotel, Roanoke.
reasons were given for an official checkup, it is believed
June 13-15: Allied National convention, theSeveral
abnormal grosses. The day that film theatre business throughNicollet Hotel, Minneapolis.
out the country was below normal,
June 19-22: RKO Convention, West- was warm and clear, which drove
chester Country Club, Rye. N. Y.
thousands to the beaches and to especially where temperatures
June 19-22: National Conference on
Visual Education, Francis W. Parker the great outdoors for picnics and were high and outdoor amusements beckoned prospective
School, Chicago.
motor trips. Responsible, too, was
System

TRYOUT

NEW

of Arbitration

the fact that the N. Y. World's

patrons.
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REVIEW
UNITED

ARTISTS

Being Edited
MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
WEEKLY

STUDIO

CHECK-UP

Any picture on which Advance Dope has been published is followed

RKO-RADIO

by an asterisk
(*). Consult the booking guide for dates' on which
Advance
Dope appeared.

Being Edited

This Week:
Last Week:

In Production— 55; Being Edited— 741
In Production — 56; Being Edited — 72j

COLUMBIA
Being Edited
ARIZONA COWBOY (W)*
MISSING DAUGHTERS*
GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARIS*
MAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)*
PARENTS ON TRIAL
MOUNTED POLICE No. 2
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Di
rected by C. C. Coleman, Jr.
In Production (1938-39)
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
COAST GUARD
Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy.
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
A WOMAN IS A JUDGE
Frieda Inescort, Rochelle Hudson.
Directed by Nick Grinde.
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ
Brian Donlevy, Jacqueline Wells. Directed by Hans Schwartz
BLONDIE TAKES A VACATION
Arthur rectedLake,
by FrankPenny
StrayerSingleton. DiCRIMINAL AT LARGE
Jack Holt, Patricia Ellis. Directed
by Lewis Collins. Produced by Larry
Damour.
In Production (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude
Kains, Edward Arnold. Produced and
directed by Frank Capra.
GRAND

NATIONAL

Being Edited
LADY TAKES A CHANCE*
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
with Margo, Walter Abel, Lyle Talbot.
Directed by Steve Sekely.
In Production
TROUBLE OVER THE PACIFIC
William Gargan, June Lang. Directed by Elmer Clifton in Cosmocolor
METRO-COLDWYNMAYER
Being Edited (1938-39)
MAISIE*
ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER*
ON BORROWED TIME*
Being Edited (1939-40)
STRONGER THAN DESIRE*
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*
BLACKMAIL
Edward G. Robinson, Nat Pendleton.
Directed by H. C. Potter.
In Production (1938-39)
LADY OF THE TROPICS

MCM

(Cont.)

In Production (1939-40)

In Production

FIVE CAME BACK*
LITTLE MOTHER*
GIRL AND THE GAMBLER*

WINTER CARNIVAL*
REAL
MUSIC GLORY
SCHOOL*
Gary Cooper, Andrea Leeds, David
Niven, Reginald Owen. Directed by
Henry Hathaway. Produced by
Samuel Goldwyn.

WAY DOWN SOUTH*
CAREER*
BAD LANDS*
SPELL BINDER*

THE
GONE WOMEN*
WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
Vivien Leigh, Clark Gable. Leslie
In England
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Directed by Victor Fleming. Produced
SAINT
IN
LONDON
by David O. Selznick.
George
Sanders,
S'ally Grey. Directed
BABES IN ARMS
by John Paddy Carstairs.
MickeyrectedRooney,
Judy Garland. Diby Busby Berkeley
In Production
BALALAIKA
Nelson Eddy, Ilona Massey. Directed
MEMORY OF LOVE*
by Reinhold Schunzel.
TIMBER STAMPEDE (W)*
THUNDER AFLOAT
EDITH CAVELL*
Wallace Beery, Robert Young. Di- NURSE
MY FIFTH AVENUE GIRL
rected by George Seitz.
Ginger Rogers, Tim Holt. Directed
A DAY AT THE CIRCUS
by Gregory La Cava.
Marx Brothers and Florence Rice.
Directed by Eddie Buzzell.
REPUBLIC
MIRACLES FOR SALE
Florence Rice. Robert Young, Henry
Hull. Directed by Tod Browning.
Being Edited
MONOGRAM
SOUTHWARD HO*
MOUNTAIN RHYTHM*
Being Edited
DOWN THE WYOMING TRAIL (W)^ IN OLD CALIENTE*
MICKEY, THE KID*
GIRL FROM NOWHERE*
LAUGHING IRISH HEARTS*
STUNT PILOTIn Production

PARAMOUNT
Being Edited (1938-39)
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
UNDERCOVER DOCTOR*
GRAND )URY SECRETS*
MAN ABOUT TOWN*
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S BRIDE*
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*
Being Edited (1938-39)
NIGHT WORK*
CERONIMO*
BEAU GESTE*
WHAT A LIFE*
CAT AND OUTLAWS
THE CANARY*
LAWFUL
(W)
William Boyd. Russell Hayden. Directed by Les'ev Selander. Produced
by Harry Sherman
In Production (1939-40)
DISPUTED PASSAGE*
THE STAR MAKER*
RULER OF THE SEAS*
DOUBLE DYED DECEIVER*
HEAVEN ON A SHOESTRING
Pat O'Brien,
Bradna. Directed by LewisOlvmpe
Milestone.
OUR LEADING CITIZEN
Bob Bums, Susan Hayward. Directed
by Alfred Santell.

WYOMING OUTLAW (W)*
COLORADO SUNSET
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnett. Directed
by George Sherman.
20fh

CENTURY-FOX

In England
THIEF OF BAGDAD
Sabu, Conrad Veidt, June Duprez.
Directed by Ludwig Berger. Produced by Alexander Korda.
UNIVERSAL
Being Edited (1938-39)
THEY ASi«CED FOR IT*
HOUSE OF FEAR*
Being Edited (1939-40)
MUTINY bN THE BLACK HAWK*
In Production (1938-39)
INSIDE INFORMATION*
MODERN
CINDERELLA
Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer. Produced and directed by John M. Stahl.
In Production

(1939-40)

THE UNDERPUP
Cummings, Nan Grey. DiOLDRobert
GRAD*
rected by Richard Wallace.
BRIGHT VICTORY
Jackie
Freddie
Bartholomew.
DirectedCooper,
by Joseph
Santley.
I STOLE A MILLION
George Raft, Claire Trevor. Directed
by Frank Tuttle.
DAMES
Sigrid Gurie, Donald Briggs. Directed
by Harold Young.
WARNER

Being Edited (1938-39)
WHITE LADY OF THE ORIENT*
SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES*
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU*

BROTHERS

Being Edited (1938-39)
NAUGHTY BUT NICE*
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER*
HELL'S KITCHEN*
DEVIL ON WHEELS*
NANCY DREW. TROUBLE SHOOTER*
EACH DAWN I DIE*
DAUGHTERS COURAGEOUS*
STEEPLECHASE*
WATERFRONT*
ENEMY AGENT*
GIVE ME A CHILD*
LIGHTHORSE HARRY*
HOBBY FAMILY*
Being Edited (1939-40)

SECOND FIDDLE*
Being Edited (1938-39)
stanley and livingstone*
quick millions*
charlie chan at treasure
Escape*
ISLAND*
In Production

In England
OVER THE MOON
Merle Oberon, Rex Harrison. Directed by Thornton Freeland. Produced by Alexander Korda.

(1939-40)

HOTEL FOR WOMEN*
THE
RAINSWAGON
CAME* FAMILY
CHICKEN
Jane Withers, Leo Carillo. Directed
by Herbert I. Leeds.

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
Cartoon Feature. Produced by Max
Fleischer. In Technicolor.

HARMONY AT HOME
Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard. Directed by Otto Brower.

ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY
Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll.
Directed by Edward H. Griffth.

HERE I AM A STRANGER
Richard Greene, Nancy Kelly, Richard Dix. Directed by William Seiter.

In England
FRENCH WITHOUT TEARS
Ray Milland, Ellen Drew. Directed
bv Anthony Asquith. Produced by
Mario Zambi.

In England
SHIPYARD SALLY
Gracie Fields. Sydney Howard,
rected by Monty Banks.

Di-

ANGELS
WASH THEIR FACES*
OLD
MAID*
NO PLACE TO GO*
In Production (1939-40)
PLAYING WITH DYNAMITE
DUST
MY DESTINY*
NANCYBE DREW
AND
THE HIDDEN STAIRCASE*
LADY AND THE KNIGHT*
CAREER MAN
Joel McCrea, Jeffrey Lynn. Directed
by Lloyd Bacon.
RETURN OF DR. X
Lya Lys. Wayne Morris. Humphrey
Bogart, Rosemary Lane. Directed by
Vincent Sherman
KIDAmy.
NIGHTINGALE
lolin I'ayne. Directed by George
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Tarzan

MGM

Finds a Son

(Hollywood Previczv)
Drama

(National Release Date, June 16)
Cast: Johnny Weissmuller, Maureen
O'Sullivan, John Sheffield, Ian Hunter,
Henry Stephenson, Frieda Inescort, Henry
Wilcoxon and others. Screenplay by Cyril
Hume, based on the characters created by
Edgar Rice Burroughs. Directed by Richard Thorpe. Produced by Sam Zimbalist.
Plot: Johnny Weissmuller and Maureen
O'Sullivan find a baby in an airplane crash.
All goes well until John Sheffield, the baby,
reaches the age of 5 and relatives of his
dead parents arrive, trying to establish the
death of the parents and child, so that they
may inherit. They win Maureen over and
she agrees to let John go back with them,
but
throughMaureen
Henry finds
Stephenson,
grandfather,
out in timeJohn's
just
how designing the relatives are and the day
is saved by Tarzan.
SUMMARY: The addition of a son to the
Tarzan menage, plus some new ingredients
that have been injected into the story, makes
this film the kind of entertainment that
should be enjoyed by young and old. It is
the most amusing of the series to date and
with the heart interest created by the
mother, father and son angle, should have a
very satisfactory draw at the boxoffice.
Johnny Weissmuller is first-rate as Tarzan
and Maureen O'Sullivan is convincingly effective as his mate. The youngster, little
John Sheffield, who handles his first role
like a veteran, is very appealing and runs
•Weissmuller a close second with his swimming and other athletic feats. The balance
of the cast is splendid. The picture is well
presented under the adept guidance of Director Richard Thorpe and Producer Sam
Zimbalist. Dress the lobby as a jungle, with
live "savages" and monkeys. Arrange window display with local sports-goods store,
tieing up writh bathing suits, etc. Inexpensive book marks advertising the attraction
could be distributed to public and lending
libraries.
OUTSTANDING: John Sheffield and
Richard Thorpe's direction.
Catchline: "Tarzan and boy ... a great
combination."
(FAMILY)
Mr.

Lincoln

(Springfield, III., Premiere)
20th-Fox

Drama

101 mins.

Broadly Human Portrait of Lincoln's
Eventful Youth
Holds Genuine Appeal
(National Release Date, June 9)
Cast: Henry Fonda, Alice Brady, Marjorie Weaver, Arleen Whelan, Eddie Collins, Pauline Moore, Richard Cromwell,
Donald Meek, Judith Dickens, Eddie
Quillan and others. Original screen play by
Lamar Trotti. A Cosmopolitan production
directed by John Ford.
Plot: Abe Lincoln, gangling, homely but
popular storekeeper of New Salem takes
leave of his neighbors to practice law in
Springfield, where he soon becomes the

For Additional

(For Week Ending June 3)

81 mins.

SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Three Texas Steers
Young Mr. Lincoln
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
6,000 Enemies
OBJECTIONABLE IN PARTS
The Ware Case
political opponent of the powerful Stephen
A. Douglas. The two also are rivals for the
favor of Mary Todd, charming but very ambitious. Lincoln and Douglas are pitted
against each other at a murder trial — Lincoln defending and Douglas prosecuting.
Abe seems bungling, the case for his client
appearing hopeless until suddenly, dramatically and brilliantly Lincoln break's
down the storjr of an "eye witness" against
the defendant by proving that the moon had
set a quarter hour before the brawl at which
the witness said moonlight aided him in seeing the defendant kill the victim. This victorv completely wins the admiration of
Marv Todd.
SUMMARY: A broadly human portrait
of the Abraham Lincoln whose early contacts with his fellow men molded a character held in great affection by Americans
makes this picture of genuine appeal to
Americans today. Henry Fonda gives an
outstanding characterization. Alice Brady is
also excellent in the role of a mother whose
sons are accused of murder. The courtroom
scenes introduce a powerful blending of
sheer drama and boisterous humor of the
typical Lincoln quality. It is not history,
but splendid histrionics, and makes a feature
of certain appeal to all classes, beautifully
produced and directed. This is a moving
drama of a great character and can be sold
to the public for big box office results. Your
exploitation should consist of a lobby display of the log cabin era, and homespun
atmosphere of the 1830's — soliciting local
collectors to lend items. Patriotic groups,
lawyers, historical societies should be enlisted to carry on a campaign by personal
letters and endorsements. Library cooperation on Lincoln biographies and historical
novels of his life. Book-store tie-ups, street
ballyhoo of raw-boned rail-splitter or "covered wagon"; sell it as the true but little
known story of the youth of Lincoln.
OUTSTANDING: The Fonda characterization particularly will create extensive
and enthusiastic publicity.
Catchline: "Now! — the exciting true story
of Abe Lincoln's eventful youth."
Charlie

Chan

(FAMILY)
in Reno

(Hollyiijood Preview)

20th-Fox

Mystery

68 mins.
Newest Chan Film Should Boost This High
Rating
Series
As
Audience Attraction
(National Release Date, June 16)
Cast: Sidney Toler, Ricardo Cortez, Phyllis Brooks, Slim Summerville, Sen Yung and

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult
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REVIEW

LEGION OF DECENCY
RATINGS:

Best of All Tarzans To Date Should
Have
Satisfactory
Draw
At Boxoffice

Young

TRADE

others. Screenplay by Frances Hyland, Albert Ray and Robert E. Kent, from original
story by Philip Wylie. Directed by Norman
Foster. Associate Producer, John Stone.
Plot: Charlie Chan accompanies his friend
Kane Richmond from Honolulu to Reno
where Pauline Moore, wife of the latter, has
gone for a divorce but has been accused
of the murder of Louise Henry. Louise had
let everyone believe she was to marry Richmond when his wife freed him. With the
help and sometimes hindrance of his number two son. Sen Yung, the Reno Sheriff,
Slim Sunmierville, and a pretty Chinese maid
in waiting to the murdered woman. Iris
Wong, Charlie finallj^ gets a confession
from the murderer.
SUMMARY: With a grand screenplay
and the best supporting cast to be seen so
far in this series, this one will not only
please the big Chan following but also draw
again as many to the box office for this is
really a finely produced diverting and suspenseful serio-comic mystery. Sidney Toler
now stands on his own feet as Chan, and
will probably make the Oland fans clamor
for more of him as the lovable Oriental detective. Neat comedy bits are turned in by
Shm Summerville, Eddie Collins and the
new son who wants to follow in his "Pop's
footsteps". Sen Yung, while swell jobs are
turned in by Ricardo Cortez as the heavy
doctor and his inamorata, the lovely Phyllis
Brooks. In his best directorial stint to date.
Norman Foster gets a lot of action, interest
and suspense right up to the last minute
from the excellent screenplay, while the associate producer, John Stone, shows a master's hand in the spending of his exchecquer
on the production. Make tieups with Honolulu resort agencies. Dress lobby as old time
dance hall with staff in Western attire and
use the Reno slogan plentifully "The Biggest Little Town In The World."
OUTSTANDING: Sidney Toler, screenplay and direction.
Catc hline: "Chan goes to Reno to mend
a broken heart — and succeeds." (FAMILY)
6,000
MGM

Enemies

(hlollywood Preview)
Drama

60 mins.

Action Drama Of Prison Life Suitable
On Bill With Light Companion Feature
(National Release Date, June 9)
Cast: Walter Pidgeon, Rita Johnson, Paul
Kelly, Nat Pendleton, Harold Huber, Grant
Mitchell, J. M. Ferrigan and others. Based
upon a story by Wilmon Menard and Leo L.
Stanley. Screenplay by Bertram Millhauser.
Directed by George B. Seitz. Produced by
Lucien Hubbard.
Plot: Walter Pidgeon, an ambitious prosecutor, who has been sending men and women
to prison, is himself railroaded and sent to
the big house. Placed in the midst of hundreds of his own victims, they try to "get"
him but only succeed in having him sent to
"solitary" confinement. When he comes out,
he finds himself entered in a bout with one
of the nien, and he wins the sympathy of
the entire lot with the way he takes his beating. When released from prison, he helps
Rita Johnson, a young lady he had sent
up, prove her innocence.
SUMMARY: Here's a picture for the fans
who want real melodrama. A story of prison
life ■>.ith loads of action and suspense, it
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has the usual "Big House" break. Although
part of its dramatic buildup is lost with
some incredible situations, it still has
enough excitement to prove satisfactory on
a bill with a light companion feature. Walter Pidgeon and Rita Johnson ably portray
the leading characters, while standouts in
the supporting cast are Paul Kelly, Nat
Pendleton and Harold Huber. Producer
Lucien Hubbard has provided the picture
with effective backgrounds and settings and
George B. Seitz has directed it with plenty
of gusto. A man carrying a rifle and dressed
as a guard might pace the sidewalk in front
of the theatre, to advertise the attraction.
Have heralds distributed through business
section by a barker costumed in striped convict garb with the title of the attraction
plainly lettered on both front and back of
his costume.
The cashier's
windoware might
feature
bars through
which tickets
sold.
Catchline: "He became a victim of his own
ambitions."
(ADULT)
The

Sun

Never

Sets

(Hollyz^'ood Previeiv)
Univ.
Drama

96 mins.

Powerful Story of Dauntless Courage On
African Gold Coast Should Make Money
(National Release Date, .tunc 9)
Cast: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Basil Rathbone, Virginia Field, Lionel Atwill, Barbara
O'Neill, C. Aubre.y Smith, ■\Ielville Cooper,
Mary Forbes, others. Screenplay by W. P.
Lipscomb. Original storjr by Jerry Horwin
and Arthur Fitz-Richards. Produced and
directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Plot: Although he rebels at the idea,
Fairbanks, Jr., follows the family tradition
and joins the service. He is sen1; to the
African Gold Coast, where his brother,
Rathbone, is district commissioner. Pretending to accept Atwill's undercover offer
to help him plunge all Europe into war, he
averts trouble just in time by having Atwill
and his lienchmen destroA'ed.
SUMMARY: Demonstrating again the
English family tradition of service for the
Crown, this powerful story of dauntless
courage on the African Gold Coast should
be O.K. for top billing and good grosses.
It is suspenseful, dramatic entertainment
with plenty of human interest and producerdirector Rowland V. Lee has skillfully handled it from all angles. Well cast and splendidly acted, it has Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
and Basil Rathbone in the leading roles and
a superb supporting cast headed by Barbara
O'Neill
Melville
Cooper.
Dress
men andand
ushers
in white
uniforms
and doorhelmets. Use the names of the two leads in all
your advertising.
OUTSTANDING: Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.. and Basil Rathbone.
Catchline: "No sacrifice was too great to
uphold the family tradition." (ADULT)
S. O. S. Tidal Wave
(Hollyzk-ood Previezv)
Rep.
Drama
60 mins.
Radio Drama With Novel Use of
Television
Is Suitable For Top Billing
(Xalional Release Date, June 2)
Cast: Ralph Byrd, George Barbier, Kay
Sutton, Frank Jenks, Marc Lawrence, Dorothy Lee, Mickey Kuhn and others. Original
story by James Webb. Screenplay by Maxwell Shane and Gordon Kahn. Directed by
John H. Auer. Associate Producer, Armand
Schaefer.
Plot: Ralph Byrd, a television commentaFor Additional

Greyhound Bus Ballyhoos "World" in Detroit
In conjunction zvitli the engagement of MGM's "It's a Wonderful World" at the United Artists
Theatre, Detroit, Frank Perry, manager, assisted by MGM Exploiteer Warren Slee, promoted a
Diesel-driven, air- conditioned Greyhound bus for use as ballyhoo throughout the metropolitan
district. The bus stopped at busy interse ctions to permit the public to inspect it.
tor, refuses to enter a political war because
he fears for the safety of his wife, Kay
Sutton and their child, Mickey Kuhn. When
George Barbier, a close friend of his, who
refused to keep out of politics, is killed and
Byrd's wife and child are injured, he decides
to take a hand. Meanwhile the crooks at the
head of the political ring, use a television
broadcast to start a panic among the voters
to keep them away from the polls. Byrd discovers the trick, quiets the people and then
gets them to vote for an honest m-ayor.
SUMMARY: Here's a radio drama that's
filled with action and suspense and a distinctly novel use of Television woven into
the story. Well handled in every department,
it is good entertainment and suitable for top
spot in many situations. Intensely gripping
and realistic are the scenes adapted from
the recent Orson Welles memorable broadcast that caused such a furore, and the audience, especially the Television enthusiasts,
should find it very entertaining. Ralph Byrd
and Kay Sutton are convincingly capable
in their respective roles and are given splendid support by Frank Jenks, Marc Lawrence and
George
Barbier.a John
H. Auer's
guidance
gives
the picture
tense buildup
to
a satisfactoryitems
finishare
andinArmand
production
keeping Schaefer's
with its
budget. Actual television if available, might
be used in your lobby to attract attention,
or the effect of television can be produced
for window or lobby display, using an ordinary portable projector with small screen
mounted on radio. Newspaper headlines of
the recent Orson Welles radio scare would
make a good lobby. Stills of the telebroadcast should be good for radio columns.
OUTSTANDING: Production and direction.
Catchline: "Television wipes out crooked
politics."
(ADULT)
Rockettes Get Color Spread
Known throughout the world as the finest
precision dancers, the Radio City Music Hall
Rockettes received well-deserved acclaim recently when the New York Daily News featured a two-page spread in color as well as a
story containing all the latest information about
the troupe. Orchids to Hazel Flynn, director
of
publicity, for thi.s outstanding newspaper
scoop.

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult

GB Theatres

in Britain Make

a

Cooperative Tieup with Camps
London ■— This summer, Jimmy Forsyth
is working a cooperative stunt, which can be
adapted by practically any circuit. Holiday
camps are sweeping Britain, and the erstwhile Gaumont-British theatre publicity chief
saw that although they might possibly offer
competition to the cinema, they presented a
good tieup. In consequence, for three weeks
the leading GB houses throughout the country will run a competition open to all patrons
in which they are to decide on the best
things about a holiday. The prizes which,
on paper, total nearly $40,O0(), consist of
vacations at Butlin's camps.
Through cooperation, the cost of the stunt
will be practically negligible. Butlin offers
the free holidays, and in return GB has
devised special trailers and posters boosting
Butlin's enterprises; the railroad company
will pay the fares. By this scheme, GB
will have a strong added attraction for three
weeks, Butlin will have his camps widely
publicized, and indirectly the railroad will
benefit from the less fortunate competitors
who way.
decide on such a holiday and pay their
own
Although, in this case, the stunt is not
being tied up with any individual picture,
there is no reason why it can't be, if U. S.
exhibitors see the opportunity. And it
doesn't have to be a camp, either; resort
towns, for instance, might cooperate. If the
summer
bugaboo
has worried
you, here's
one way you
can suppress
it.
Brazee Suggests Patrons Make

"Gunga Din"
Wish a They
Here's
clever Can
gag See
to help you exploit
"Gunga Din." Credit goes to Marcel
Brazee,
Chicago. manager of the Avalon Theatre,
Brazee distributed 5,000 envelopes containing sand and bearing this copy:
"Mystic Wishing Sand From the Desert
. . . Directions — Place the contents of this
envelope on the palm of your left hand,
make your wish, close your eyes, and slowly
allow the sand to trickle through your fingers. No greater wish could be made than

to see 'Gunga Din'."
the Encyclopedia of Exploitation — See Page 26
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sonnel; but basically, every one of those employes face the same problems, take the same
the old lady in the shoe
ALTHOUGH
their work and in the theatre of which
in
pride
is said to have had so many children
they are a part as your own personnel have
she didn't know what to do, there are
been trained to do, except that they must do it
no authoritative figures on the exact numon a much larger scale.
ber of youngsters that crowded into the old
Let's concern ourselves with the operpiece of cast-off footwear. All about which
ation of the Music Hall this side of the footwe are fairly certain is that the old lady
relights. Let's get an insight into the
had an exceptionally large family. She held
quirements and duties of members of the
the record until, shortlv after Christmas in
service stafT. Perhaps, when this has been
1932, the doors of Radio City Music Hall
done, you will be in possession of salient
opened in Rockefeller Center. Then and
information to guide you in making any
there the old lady had to take a back seat.
necessary improvements in your own house
For with the opening of the 6,200-seat
staf¥. For, as the world's largest family
theatre occupj'ing the entire block between
goes about its daily routine in the interests
50th and 51st streets and extending halfof the general public, so should, comway from Sixth to Fifth Avenue, came into
paratively, go your own charges.
ered
the
consid
be
can
easily
what
being
Every family has its paternal guide — the
one under whose influence and direction
world's largest family; in other words, the
largest theatrical f^ersonnel under one roof.
each individual member performs his asToday there are 584 employes who directly
signment— the one whose sage advice and
or indirectly cater to the millions of patrons
wisdom place him in a position to maintain
who crowd the Music Hall annually from
hapiness and harmony completely devoid of
every section of the United States and Candisputes and dissensions among those who
ada and from many foreign countries.
look up to him for guidance.
Five hundred and eighty-four persons —
That paternal guide at the Music Hall is
cashiers, ushers, doormen, prokindly, benign, respected W. G.
Van Schmus, who stands at the
jectionists, stagehands, soundhelm of the ship guiding the
men, musicians, designer.^,
electricians, the world famous
policies and operation of the
Rockettes, the Corps de Ballet,
world's largest theatre. His
the Glee Club and ever so
theories on serving the public,
on making his theatre a citadel
many others — that is, indeed, a
large family. You may think
to which patrons will return
that the men and women worktime after time, are in all probing under your direction in
ability very much like your
your own theatre constitute a
own. But, whereas the tastes
fairly large number of emto which you cater are comployes ;but it is safe to say
|;aratively simple and emanate
principally from the population
that, including the sign-changer
and the young chap who helps
in your own community, those
to which Mr. Van Schmus
tack up window cards, your entire personnel is even less than
must cater are widely divergent, for all kinds of people
the number of ushers or stagefrom all over the world make
hands required to keep things
functioning smoothly at the
up every audience that watches
a performance in his theatre.
Music Hall. Naturally, a theaW. G. Van Schmus
Because of this, the rules
tre which is unique in its posiBenign and kindly managing
tion as an American showplace
governing members of the
and international institution
director, who guides the desservice staff must of necessity
must have an increased pertiny of the nation's showplace.
be a little more rigid and bind-
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ing in their scope than those to which your
own employes adhere. Take a typical morning
at the Music Hall. The 36-girl precision dance
group and a trained group of ballet dancers
have been going through their paces under
the tutelage of their own directors — Russell
Markert, producer and director of the Rockettes, and Florence Rogge, associate producer and ballet director. Suddenly a bugle
pa11 o'clock,
It is
foyer. in
blares in
trons the
are waiting
line
outside. and
Every
usher and page boy springs to atention at
his allotted position. The cashiers push
back the box office curtains and soon waiting patrons are entering the theatre, many
of them for the first time. Having encountered the cashier, the patron next meets, in
order, the doorman, and an usher who
guides him to his seat. He then settles down
to watch a performance for which projectionists, electricians, musicians, and others
behind the scenes are responsible, although
he mav never stop to realize this.
Twenty-five attractive, courteous girls
make up the box office staff at the Music
Hall under the direction of Arthur J. Clary,
box office treasurer. Each girl has four
changes of uniform. When a hopeful has
been weeded out from a list of applicants,
she is trained for two week's, with pay, in
the rules and regulations governing her position. Above everything, she is taught to
be courteous and well-mannered, alert, well-

1 III iiJULLHbH

Recreation

On

the Rooftop

All work and no play would make a member of
the Music Hall service staff a very dull boy. So.
here on the theatre's landscaped roof garden the
ushers go through ca/isthenic drills and indulge
in sports to keep themselves physically alert.
m
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educated and ct)gnizant of the responsibilities that go with her position. Seldom, if
ever, do disputes arise between tiiC patron
and cashier; but if they do, the cashier is
still courteous, and refers the matter to Mr.
Clary for solution.
The service staff is comprised of 106 usiiers, doormen and page boys. A Music Hall
usiier is so trained and schooled that he can
usually
anticipate
desire,addresses
request
or question
before athepatron's
patron even
him. In the "prep" school underneath the
great foyer, the ushers learn the answers to
a thousand and one different questions.
Here, the successful applicant undergoes
two weeks of intensive instruction, with pay;
here,service.
he is taught ever}- rudiment pertaining
to
To become a successful candidate and a
student of the school, however, he must fulfill certain qualifications. First of all, he
must be a clean-cut young American between the ages of 18 and 22. His attributes
must consist of better-than-average intelligence, agood speaking voice and clear diction. Unless he is between five feet five and
five feet eleven, the ideal height for ushers,
he has no chance of becoming a member of
the Music Hall service staff. For the position of doorman, the applicant must range
from six feet to six feet three.
Two

Weeks

of Instruction

The

Music

Hall Has

An

Efficient

Staff of Executives

To maintain its unique posifion in fJie enferfainmeni' world, the Music Hall must have an efficient
staff of executives. Outstanding among the members are (left to right) Fred A. Cruise, house manager: Hazel Flynn, director of publicity, and Gus S. Eyssell. secretary of the Radio City Music Hall
Corporation. Add to these the sixteen or so other departmental heads and you begin to realize the
amount of executive ability that is required to oversee the operation of the vforld's largest theatre.
his outfit, including shoes, shirts, collars, ties,
gloves, cuff links, studs and buttons are furnished him by the quartermaster, the Music
Hall's special tailor.
Before the house is opened, the morning
detail marches up the Grand Staircase in
military formation while the patrons line up
at the box office outside. Lined up for inspection in the Grand Foyer, the ushers
have their uniforms minutely inspected by
an officer, either Mr. Cruise or one of his
assistants, George Hannaford and J. E.
McHale, and by Edward Jennings, Chief of
Service. Hands extended, they show their
gloves, which must be immaculate — the usli-

When his application has been approved
by Fred A. Cru ise, house manager, the prospective usher then enters his two weeks' of
instruction under the guidance of a trained
instructor. He must learn ("This way,
please!") the approved way of showing a
patron to his seat, the hand always pointing
across the body. He must learn the usher's
sign language — the crooked arm, closed hand
on hip, indicates a
"double" or two seats
together ; the four
fingers held upright
indicate the number
of "doubles." The
usher at the head of
the aisle on seeing
this signal will send
four couples to waiting seats. Bringing
the hands sharply together until the fingers interlace signifies
the direction to "close
in," or "close the
aisle," or "shut off
the exit," or "block
an entrance."
Carefully studying
a detailed floor plan of
the huge theatre, the
young recruit must
learn the location by
number of every one
of the Music Hall's
6.200 seats. With his
jacket off, he is
taught the rudiments
of simple military
drill and learns to
take simple military
commands in the mirrored rehearsal hall.
Along with other
ushers, he goes on a
guided tour of
Rockefeller Center,
for he must be able
to answer not only
questions concerning
the theatre, but about
the entire three-block
development. In the
theatre's own tailor
shop, he is measured
for one of the four
Crowds in Grand Foyer At Show's "Break"
uniforms which will
A "break" in the show enhances this view of the theatre's Grand Foyer.
be issued to him,
The crowds who have just seen a performance are coming out while a
afternoon and evewaiting line to the right begins to crowd the doorways to the auditorium
ning for summer and
to fill the seats just vacated. Members of the service staff are thoroughly
winter. The rest of
trained in seating courteously and efficiently the theatre's large patronage.

ers launder them themselves — and well, too.
Carefully inspected also are the doormen,
whose shoes must be shined to a glossy
black and who must wear plain black' socks.
Younger than ushers, page boys are selected for their small size, intelligence and
appearance. Wearing berets, they are used
as messengers and as guides for distinvisitors.ushers have their own club
Music guished
Hall
room with a radio and comfortable lounge
chairs and tasteful appointments including
modern shower baths and washrooms. If a
member wishes, he may take his lunch or
dinner in the cafeteria beneath the auditorium. From the theatre's circulating library
he may obtain his favorite book. He is entitled to free medical attention. On the
rooftop, high above the noisy street, he
keeps physically in shape by participating in
such sports as handball, tennis, quoits, badminton and shuffleboard. Here, too, he participates in regular calisthenic drills.
Routine

Not

a Strenuous

One

On first thought, you might think the routine of a Music Hall usher a strenuous one.
Such, however, is not the case. True, he has
many rules and regulations to which he
must adhere; but once they are mastered,
the usher's duties become services in which
he exercises great pride and from which he
derives pleasure. No man, when he fully realizes what is best for him, the theatre for
which he works and the public which he
serves, can ever feel that his is a tiresome
and thankless routine. Thanks to the Music
Hall sj'stem, the usher is one of a large
family who work when they work, but play
just as hard when off duty.
Nor should it be inferred that being
taught the principles of military training
means that every usher stands with a ramrod in his back and his eyes coldl}' fixed in
a seemingly perpetual stare. For a theatre
so huge and palatial, of course, he must always maintain correct posture, and this is
where his military training stands him in
good stead. But the day of the stiff, rigid
usher who frightened more people away
from the theatre than into it has long since
passed. The Music Hall's service staff is, individually and collectively, as human, courteous
and
obliging as any you'll find elsewhere.
Reasoning properly and considerately,
Mr. Van Schmus regards his ushers as
"hosts in his absence." They are there to do
their good turn for the public, not to inflate their own self-esteem. They greet thousands of patrons, even some of your own
as well as those from other cities, towns
and hamlets, with the same courtesy and
appreciative gestures for their patronage as
these people always received in the small,
(Continued on page 68)
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Gags,

Games

THIS much discussed controversy has
been a bugaboo in the movie industry
for about ten years. It first popped up when
some smart guys conceived the idea that if
the patron can get something for nothing
he would be a more frequent customer. And
the logic was not entirelj' wrong because
from time immemorial the American public has done everything possible to live up
reputation of being the world's greatto its
est suckers.
But just like double features, the craze
spread like wildfire until for a time it
threatened to engulf the entire theatre business and for a short time really did. During
that short time we refer to, the high peak
of bank nites, lotteries and similar gags that
were functioning from the lowliest of dumps
to the loftiest of movie palaces, was reached.
Practise FalSing Off
We really
know asthatit the
off
process
was didn't
as strong
was falling
until we
started tabulating the returns from our
LEADERS questionnaire last December.
Then we discovered that while approximately fifty percent of all theatres were indulging in some form of money giveaways,
only 12 percent were still employing the
premium and gadget system of kidding
themselves along.
Since last December a further survey
brought to light that more and miore theatres were dropping even the money giveaways and while some were dabbling or experimenting with premiums, the majority
were taking their chances on selling their
picture atractions and depending entirely on
their screen as a magnet for the box office.
At this point we would like to express our
own opinion that there will never be a time
when all gags and giveaways are eliminated.
There will always be certain theatres using
such so-called stimulants just as there will
always be certain theatres that will play
double features even though the time may
come when sufficient product to keep them up
will be at a premium.
Cost Was

TRADE

Terrific

It is interesting to observe that when
premiums first made their appearance they
cost the theatres a terrific price per item but
they really did double and even treble the
gross and pulled many a house out of deep
red into satisfactory black figures. We have
records showing that a theatre charging a
25c admission, paid 15c for each item in a
dresser-ware, continuity giveaway and
turned his white elephant into a veritable
Santa Claus.
But as time went on and the epidemic
expanded a theatreman could pick from a
wide range of items and an equally wide
range of prices with the premiums selling
anywhere from four cents up to fifteen. Circuits made "mass buys" and thereby secured
outfits that could
special prices over smaller
not use as much.

and

bank or other money nites, which, you must
confess, is a staggering total and simply
serves to emphasize that the movie theatre
business was selling everything but pictures.
It was no uncommon sight to see theatre
marquees featuring the dish or money night
with far greater emphasis than their feature
or features. And during a recent period,
while passing through, of all places, Chicago, your observer was amazed to see the
theatre page of the newspapers on which the
dishes were given top billing along with
double and even triple features, which, you
must confess, v\'as carrying any gag too far.
What

Executives Think

To determine whether gags, games and
giveaways were dropping of?, holding their
own or gaining strength, we made it a particular point to question every visiting theatre and circuit executive coming into NewYork or with whom we chatted on our
various trips out into the field.
The answers and reactions were most interesting because the sole, determining factor appeared to be general conditions. In
EVERY instance where a theatreman or
circuit executive said they were dropping or
had dropped giveaways, business wzs pretty
good and they thought there was no longer
any necessity for such stimulants. And to
show the other side of the story, in every
instance where they said they were continuing or starting to use giveaways, business
had taken a nose dive and they were grab-

BROTHER

RAT!

At West Point —
IT'S "CADET"
At Annapolis —
'MiDDIE"
And at
It's
Virginia Military Institute
(The West Point of the
South) it'sRAT"
"BROTHER
FREE
guest tickets to
BROTHER RAT if this
urday
number
is on board
in theatre lobby Sat-

Gadgets
bing at any and every idea that might bring
patrons to the theatres regardless of
whether it would prove to be a Frankenstein
or not.
So it would appear that theatremen grow
panicky at the slightest falling off in business and immediately start grasping at
straws rather than take stock and see if they
weren't amiss in the way they were operating their theatres or selling their screen attractions.
But a theatreman is a strange creature.
Let him hear that Joe Glutz over in Padoka
has been "packing them in" with Chop Suey
Nite and you can bet your last cent that
he'll jump the next bus or train and instian investigation
to see he
if he
isn't along
missingtute
a good
bet. And should
happen
when Chop Suey Nite was bringing business, youthe
cansame
bet that
same
be using
gag as
fast cent
as hethat
can he'll
get
it started back in his town. And on such a
basis you can easily understand why these
things spread so rapidly.
Products of Depression
Whether it will eventually spell doom
for the gags, gadget and giveaway firms or
not, truth compels us to state that they have
been tapering off consistently for the past
few years and despite the current falling off
in business at the box office with the added
impetus to premiums and giveaways, they
are going to continue to drop out until they
will, one day, be relegated only to those
theatres whose showmanship is a word that
means selling dishes and not screen entertainment.
Premiums and gags are definitely products
of the depression and recession. They cannot survive general prosperous conditions
and their life can be measured with fairly
good accuracy by the span of bad economic
business conditions throughout the country.
As fast as box office receipts improve, so
fast will the gags and giveaways pass out.
And, if comes the time when real prosperity
returns to the movie industry, they will
gradually drop off until they will be the exception again rather than the rule.
Look Before You

It's the hilarious
LOVE & LAUGH
comedy success
from the stage hit
of the same name.
And its stars are
PRISCILLA lANE
WAYNE MORRIS

Leap

We won't go on record as stating that any
exhibitors should NOT get into the giveaway racket. But we do say, "look twice before you leap and gauge the future possiyou giving
make junk
the leap."
easy
as Hell bilities
to before
start
away It's
because
you think it will help business . . . and
oft-times does . . . but it's awfully hard to
get out of doing it without pains and aches
from disgruntled patrons who once cultivated into the habit, asume that il must go
on . . . and on . . . and on . . .

Johnny
It's 'Scat*
at theDavi=
N9
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BABCOCK
Sun Mon & Tues

Kept Factory Going
One factory representative told this writer
that theatre premiums kept his company's
factory operating during the depression.
This we could easily believe after we found
that close to 3200 theatres were distributing
china made by this particular factory. They
sold it cheap enough to keep the plant going until more legitimate business (the expression ishis) started moving again.
It was once estimated by sources within
our own industry that over two million dollars worth of premiums — dishes, silverware,
games, linens, etc., was being distributed
through theatres in this country exclusive of
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Lucky Numbers on Cards
Wearing a VMI iiniforin. the drum major
of the local high school paraded the streets of
ll'cllsville, N. ¥., stopping people zvith the
salutation, "Hi, Brother Rat." To each person
he handed a card, like that reproduced above,
zvhich the Jiolder zvas to bring to the theatre
to see if the number on it corresponded with
any of the numbers on the lobby board. If it
did — ivell, you know. Chalk up another szvell
stunt for C. L. Mollis ter, manager of the
Babcock Theatre, in his exploitation on
Warner's "Brother Rat."

All the Public Wants

Is Good

Features, Says Showman

Tunick

The public wants one thing in entertainment and one thing alone, good pictures,
says L. Tunick, Maryland showman who
was a guest this week at RKO Radio Pictures' lounge for visiting exhibitors.
"I don't play double features because the
public doesn't want them, and the same goes
for bank nights and the like," Tunick says.
Tunick is the owner of the Brooklyn Theatre, Baltimore, and the Hollywood Theatre,
Halethorpe, Md., each seating five hundred
persons. He has found his most effective exploitation to be that in newspapers and delivered programs. As for his preference for
stars,ers he
doesn't ismatter
are ifsays
the itfeature
good. who the play-
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TRADE

has been vertising
fraternity Ad
advertisinglm
THE
Is
plagued Fi
for the last few years with a
EDITOR'S NOTE:
strange group of specialists. They term themHere is an article that has vital interest
selves "Doctor This" or "Professor That"
for theatremen as well as advertising men
and with from 2 to 6 initials "tailing" their
in the industry. Dr. J. S. List, consultnames, set themselves up as experts in judging psychologist to NBC and other broading the contents of advertising. They claim
casting companies, told home office adge
they can pre-jud
the results of any camvertising men at a meeting of the AMPA
paign, before it starts.
in New York on April 27, that picture
Recently, at an AMPA luncheon in New
advertising is hopelessly outmoded — that
York Cit3', a professor who is a radio adtheir advertising today is substantially the
visor attempted to "dress down" the motion
same as it was 15 years ago; flatteringly
picture advertising departments. He was
compared what he declared was the su"list'd to", with varying after-comments by
perior technic of radio, from the standthe hard-boiled directors of motion picture
point of psychology and merchandising,
advertising. Being a dealer in charts and
in appealing to a public conditioned by
theories he found it difficult to deduce
life as it is lived today. This highly inwhether he was being given an intensive
formed and thoroughly informing analysis
course in practical advertising or being
of motion picture advertising is an angently chided for his lack of a fundamental
swer to the charges made by Dr. List.
knowledge of the "why and how" of adverBut more than that, it presents a shrewd
tising in general.
study of picture advertising and its opThe world
full of Those
"phonies".
movies
portunities for an even greater service in
have
their isshare.
whoTheare
too
advancing the popularity of the box of"phony" to get a movie job, sometimes get
fice profits of motion pictures. We ina break in radio — during its growing-up pevite the reactions and thoughts of theriod. Balzac was a "phony" in his endeavor
atremen in general to the many proto pose as a member of the aristocracy. His
vocative points raised and discussed in
name was not "de Balzac" but "Balsa",
this article.
from a peasant family in Canezac. Balzac
in literature "got away with it" — now the
movies are being threatened with psychic
their factories, fittingly trademarked, as
professors.
toothpaste. Other manufacturers mix finelyground rice powder with perfume, pack it
Comparison With Balzac
in fanc}' boxes, and sell it to the consumer
The difference between Balzac and today's
as
"Princess Tamale face powder" — at very
advertising professors is that Balzac confancy prices. These manufacturers get away
with it, because American people are too
tributed some of the world's finest literature, despite his abortive attempts to be
lazy to search underneath the gaudy wrapwhat he was not. The professional analysts
ping to discover the real contents. But the
of radio will never contribute anything
selling appeal is still sliced from the same
more than disrespect for what may develop
old "boloney". One competent advertising
into an imposing science — the study of peoman who places a lot of radio copy reples' likes and dislikes.
marked recently that "advertising men don't
One doctor calls himself a psychologist — a
know much about advertising" and cited the
high sounding but little understood appellanumerous surveys and readership methods
tion, aimed to engender respect for his
as contributions to their developing knowladopted calling and to sell himself as a
edge of people and media. It could easily be
quality product to his employers and other
proven that advertising men with long experience often make sorry spectacles of
prospective employers — perhaps the movies.
Many manufacturers mix a bit of talcum
themselves when they essay to be sales manpowder, a little soap, some sugar and pepagers; likewise, sales managers who attempt
permint and the preparation emerges from
to be advertising men invariably wreck a

BERNARD SHAW
if' bares his soul !
ihc S™ B:m C. B.S.hu.tcr
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2% of Radio Programs Hits
There are more programs on the air than
there are movies in the theatre in any one
month. Of all the programs on any one
night, surveys show that about 2% of them
are hits. Surveys also indicate that of about
five top programs, any one may get the attention of from 60% to 80% of the listeningaudience. What about the rest of the programs? Where are their audiences? They
rate much further down the scale in acceptance than a triple "C" picture.
Of the smash programs, the stars are
movie personalities. Without movie stars
where would radio be — and the big audiences. Radio has the same problem that
movies have — too many programs on the
air — as the movies seem to have too many
pictures.

Borrowed

Ideas

Long dissertations could be written on the
movies, but how about radio advertisers who
use movie showmanship to plug dull commercial products? The recently printed book,
"SHOWMANSHIP IN ADVERTISING,"
is nothing more than a refined edition of the
ordinary stunt books that lay on the desk of
every promotion man in a movie office. The
book, "ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EXPLOITATION", by Bill Hendricks and Howard
Waugh could be dressed up with a rewrite
and it would be a best-seller in advertising
circles. Agencies would hasten to use the
stunts, calling them "Point-of-Sale MerOur good friend says that movie adverchandising."
tising is "Lousy" that radio, in a short time,
has passed movies in selling their programs.
Is it true? How about radio program giveaways (Send in a coupon and get something
for nothing — or for a small sum of money.)
Movies have been doing it for years — so
much so that they have developed a nice
Frankenstein. Radio is fast approaching the
stage when it will develop a Frankenstein
of its own — because of give-aways.

Our professor says that the picture business is suffering from too much attention to
stars. Radio sells stars always, preferring
them to unknowns. Radio builds up stars
with the same technique that the movies use.
What is the difference between movie and
radio promotion — nothing except that movies spend ever so much more money to sell
their pictures than radio does. Radio grafts
free space — and when radio does do any
advertising, it follows the technique of the
movies.

ASTOR Theatre
PYGMALION
J>~i— .>iCABRlEL PASCAL.. in «ENDY
Starts TH U RS DAY
ASTOR Theatre

That

'?
rn
campaign,
as the
doctor y'
went off
the deep
Co
''
end of the realm of discussing common sense
promotion in movies. The professor is
learning
learning would
by "knocking."
Radio — stations
never admit that
radio does not pay out. If the inerchandise
sells, it is credited to radio. If it does not
sell, radio stations easily crawl out from
under with a series of difficult-to-disprove
assertions. As a matter of cold fact, radio as
a selling medium is in a more experimental
stage than other older forms of advertising.
Too often a radio program may be a success even while the sponsor is dying from
sales malnutrition.

The Star Build-Up

HE

Advertising
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Won

Acclaim

The campaign for "Pygmalion"
out by MGM under the direction of Hozvard Diets
introduced a new, sparkling note worked
in picture theatre advertising.
Used in connection with the
premiere and long run of the George Bernard Shazv story at the Astor. New York, this advertising was applauded by advertising men generally.

No discussion of motion picture advertising would be complete without comments
on the high quality of the Music Hall copy
and physical presentation, also the recent
MGM copy in the Astor Theatre in New
York on "Pygmalion". Music Hall copy has
continuously set standards in consumer appeal—it is the "Lincoln" or "Cadillac" of
the industry.

The MGM

"Pygmalion" copy using even
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smaller space, again forcefully epitomizes
the best in the least space — showing that
full-page spreads are not needed to sell the
consumer.
The best trade advertising in any industry
appears in motion picture trade papers, especially the color treatments. In fact it is
other pubfoolish" to try and compare anywith
that aplished trade paper advertising
It is
papers.
trade
picture
pearing in motion
a case of imaginative productive selling versus stodgy heavy trade selling. National advertisers" could well look at this medium for
elementary instruction. Look at radio trade
papers to get the point.
Pictures Pay the Way

The premise of the professor that movie
advertising today is obsolete and ineffective
is based on the lack of attendance at times.
Look at radio again. The interesting fact is
that, contrarv to movie business, radio flops
—
are not underwritten by the radio station
the cost is borne by the companies who buy
the space. Radio stations are in the clear at
all times. They are only a vehicle for the
the newspapers and magaadvertis
zines. er, as are
The professor suggests that the movies
should ascertain BEFORE they make a
picture, the inclinations of the fan. It would
be a fine idea if the radio companies advised
the client BEFORE they went on the air
that their program would not click. A movie
say in March that he likes musimight
fan cals—
an assertion based, in all probability,
on the fact that he has just seen a musical
that he enjoyed. He might see two more
musicals in the same number of weeks.
Then, if asked if he likes musicals, he
would probably give a different answer.
Different Reactions

The survey might show widely different
reactions in a coast to coast survey. The
theatre operator can judge his audiences and
give them what is wanted. The East may
favor musicals at the same time the Middle
West may be favoring westerns. But in
radio, a big program gives the listener the
same program the country over. That is
why so many radio programs flop.
As far as the movies are concerned, this
writer is a movie fan. He likes movies and
here is one for Ripley. The writer has never
seen a punk movie and he has seen plenty.
Those in the business think tnat some
movies are putrid — especially when made
by competing companies. They do not
are not "box-office",
know.
but thereSome
is no movies
man in or out of the picture
business who can say why a movie does or
does not pay out. When a radio expert says
that movie advertising is no good and
blames the advertising on the failure of a
picture to pay out, he does not know what
he is talking about. If there was any single
advertising expert in radio, in an agency, or
in the national advertising department of a
large manufacturer who could tell why a
campaign failed to sell merchandise, he
would be the most sought after man in the
wide world.
Couldn't Predict
Recently an organization noiselessly folded up in the agency business — an organization that claimed they could evaluate advertising BEFORE its release to assure success. Suckers by the dozen, even among the
largest manufacturers fell for this service
and paid real money to have their copy
judged before release. They listed a couple
of dozen questions that, if the percentage
were right, would assure success. The only

Replies

Authority

By WM.

MACK

trouble — the plan did not work. Copy that
evaluated tops was flops in sales; copy that
was evaluated very low and run primarily
because the client did not have any other
ideas, was hugely sucessful. Here was a plan
of action that did not work.
What is the matter with movie advertising? Who can answer that question? We can
s assertions
professor'
the goodwith
repeat
to
It is easyand
comments.
dive overboard

but to give concrete, positive suggestions calls for experience. There is not
enough experience in the motion picture
business to give sure-fire, profit-paying suggestions. This is not an aspersion against
movie advertising men because all the older
forms of advertising have the same problem.
Otherwise, there would not be such a large
turnover on accounts held by agencies each

comment

year.
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No Monopoly

on Flops

It is a simple matter for advertising men to
criticize movie advertising, but established
advertising agencies have as many or even
more flops than those handling the prornotion of motion picture selling. Advertising
agencies using radio do not hesitate to steal
ideas, if the program hits the high in listener audience. All the large agency radio departments try to duplicate the technique in
detail even as is done in the best movie
production circles.
An eminent copy checker, who sells his
services to national advertisers, has just
been raked over the coals by advertising and
agency men because his technique of checking copy has been found to be defective. He
has been selling this theory for about 15
years, still experimenting and in a business
that is much older than movie advertising.
Movie Publicity — that is another story.
No other medium of entertainment or merchandise gets as much free space as does the
motion picture industry — with a score of

Eye and

Sales Appeal

magazines that are devoted to the fan pubIt is the only inlicity angles of pictures.
dustry wherein people actually purchase
magazines loaded with picture publicity. Yet,
with all that promotion, pictures do fall by
the wayside; box-office attendance falls off
and large space copy in key cities does not
pay out. It is not because the purchase price
of theatre entry is too high, nor is it because people are compelled to go too far to
visit a theatre. It is not because the pictures
do not appeal to people. Newspaper critics
may play a part to a very limited extent.
Many pictures have had rave notices in large
cities and died over the rest of the country.
The reverse is also true.
Movie

Men

Can Take It

Motion picture publicity and advertising
men say that they have so many pictures
thrown at them each season that they do
not have the time to devote the proper promotion effort to each. That assertion does
not hold water. There are numerous instances when plenty of effort was put behind a "special" and still it died.
We hear often that the movie advertising
and publicity is not truthful. Now copy is
edited, but the same defect is present in national advertising and merchandising — so
much that in the drug field, a law is on the
books to make national manufacturers tell
the truth with at least some degree of honesty. The same trouble is prevalent in national product advertising as, it is claimed,
is wrong with movie advertising. Really,
there is nothing wrong with the promotion
of motion pictures that a general up-swing
in business conditions over the country will
not cure. That also stands for nationally advertised products and incidentally for the
curing of many, many radio program flops
now on the air. Our good doctor should look
around his glass house, take the mote from
his two eyes and do some more research
along the line of engendering a bit more respect for a kindred industry. The movie
promotion
man doses.
can take it, but radio can't,
even in small

in Theatre

Advertising

The general lone and distinctive quality of advertising used by Radio City Music Hall in New
York newspapers combines showmanship with class appeal and offers a vigorous refutation
to the charge of critics that n-otion picture advertising is out of date.
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Code
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of

Fair

Preamble
The signatories hereto, being distributors, exhibitors
and organized groups of exhibitors of motion pictures,
hereby severally adopt the following as a code of fair
practice, hereby severally binding themselves to the
observance of the principles, policies and practices set
forth herein in the licensing, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures in continental United States.
I. Exclusive Privilege
(1) Exclusive as a matter of right. Whenever an
exhibitor shall have entered into a license agreement
for all of the feature motion pictures ("features")
offered' at any one time by a distributor for a run in
any situation-, such exhibitor shall have the right to
exclude therefrom, without payment of the license fee
therefor, not to exceed twenty per cent, of the total
number of features contracted for, if the average of
the license fees for all features contracted for shall
not exceed $100.00 per picture; fifteen per cent., if
such average is in excess of $100.00 and not in excess of $250.00; and ten per cent., if such average is
in excess of $250.00.
In determining the number of features that may be
excluded, fractions of one-half or more shall be
counted as one and fractions of less than one-half
shall not be counted.
In computing the average of the license fees for
all features contracted for the license fees of features
based in whole or in part on a percentage of the
gross receipts of exhibition shall be included at the
averagetures ofofthethe preceding
license fees
of all picture
the distributor's
feamotion
season which
were exhibited upon a percentage basis for the same
run in such situation. If none of the distributor's
features was so exhibited during the preceding season, then such average of license fees shall be agreed
upon by the distributor and the exhibitor and included in the license agreement.
For the purpose of determining the rights of exclusion of an exhibitor hereunder, so-called "Westerns" (as such term is understood in the motion picture industry), 3 reissues and foreigns (except such as
may have been produced outside of the United States
in tfie English language by an American producer
or distributor or subsidiary thereof) shall not be
included in the number of features offered or contracted for as above provided, but shall be deemed to
have been offered in separate groups and, if contracted for, the features in each such group shall be
subject to exclusion on the basis set forth above and,
if included with other features in the same license
agreement, shall be separately listed.
The right of an exhibitor to exercise his exclusion
privilege herein provided for shall be subject to the
following terms and conditions:
(a) a first run exhibitor shall give the distributor
written notice with respect to each feature he elects
to exclude within fourteen days after the mailing by
distributor of the first notice of availability thereof ;
any other exhibitor shall give such notice within fourteen days after the close of the first exhibition of
such feature in the city or town in which his theatre
is located or the mailing of the notice of availability
thereof, whichever is later, provided that if such feature is not exhibited on a trior run in such city or
town and notice of availability shall have been previously mailed to such exhibitor, the distributor shall
mail to such exhibitor a new notice of availability
thereof and notice of exhibitor's election to exclude
such feature shall be given within fourteen days after
the mailing of such new notice;
(b) the exhibitor shall not, at the time of giving
such written notice, be in material default under the
license agreement ' ;
(c) exclusions shall be made proportionately among
the several price brackets provided for in the license
agreement'';
any number
exclusions
which
an
exhibitor isbutentitled
may be ofmade
from theto lowest
price bracket;
(d) if any exhibitor, having the right to do so, fails
'An exhibitor contracting for a portion of distributor's features shall be deemed to have contracted for
"all
ofdistributor
the featureshallmotion
initially
if
the
have pictures
offered only
such offered"
portion
to exhibitor.
^An exhibitor shall be deemed to have contracted
"for a run in any situation" if he contracts for the
right to exhibit each
feature for a particular run
eitherat atone a ofspecified
theatre
or upontheatres.
an "or" basis,
i.e.,
two or more
specified
''Only "Westerns" which are not of the usual character and type of, and are inexpensively produced as
compared with, the distributor's general line of features for the particular season in question.
/•Without limiting the generality of the term "material default",
an inexhibitor
anyat event
be
deerned
so to be
material shall
defaultin if,
the time
of giving notice of exclusion, he has failed to pay the
license fee due for any feature theretofore exhibited
by him or if. at such time, he has failed reasonably
to perform the license agreement with respect to the
playing
of features theretofore made available to him
thereunder.
^Example: If the agreement licenses forty-eight features, of which eight are in the highest bracket,
twelve are m the next to highest bracket,
sixteen in
the next to lowest bracket, and the remaining twelve
in the lowest bracket, and, if the exhibitor has the
right to exclude ten per cent (five features), then not
more than one feature may be eliminated from
the
highest bracket, not more than one from
next to
highest bracket, not more than two from the
the next to
lowest bracket, and the remaining one feature from
the lowest bracket; or all five or any lesser number
may be eliminated from the lowest bracket.
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to exclude one or more features from higher brackets,
he shall, for each feature, have the right to exclude
one feature from the lowest bracket; provided, however, that if at the same time there are no unplayed
available features in the lowest bracket, he may exclude a feature from the next lowest bracket.
Upon the exclusion of any feature under this Section (1), the license therefor shall terminate and all
rights thereto shall revert to the distributor and such
exclusion shall be charged against the number of exclusions to which the exhibitor may be entitled,
whether or not a new license agreement for the exhibition of such feature is subsequently entered into
by such exhibitor.
All disputes growing out of the exercise or attempted exercise by an exhibitor of the exclusion
privilege provided for in this Section (1) shall be subject to arbitration.
(2) Exclusion for cause. An exhibitor shall have
the right, in addition to the exclusion privilege provided for in Section (1) above, to exclude from any
license agreement any feature which may be locally
offensive on moral, religious or racial grounds, provided he shall give the distributor written notice, not
later than fourteen days after the conclusion of its
first exhibition in the exchange territory in which the
exhibitor is served, of his desire to exclude such feature, specifying the reasons therefor. Upon the exclusicn of any feature under this provision, the license
therefor shall terminate and all rights thereto shall
revert to the distributor. Any dispute as to whether
or not a feature is in fact so locally offensive shall be
subject to arbitration. The arbitrators shall not, in
deciding such question, take into consideration the
decision of any arbitrators with respect to the same
feature except only that they may do so if such decision concerns the same feature in the same local
area in which exhibitor's theatre is located.
II. Trade Agreement
Each distributor shall make a general trade announcement at or prior to the beginning of each of
its seasons, containing such information as it may be
practicable to give of all features completed or actually
in production then intended for release during such
season, it being understood that the completion of
such features actually in production and the making
of such other features v/hich it is intended to produce
are subject to the hazards and uncertainties of the
business and they may not be completed or produced, as planned.
III. Public Demand for Exceptional
Feature
If in any town or in any city, or section of a
metropolitan city, an exhibitor shall request of a
distributor the license for a run in any situation" of
a feature, having such an exceptional and outstanding appeal as to create a natural and spontaneous
national public demand and for which there is a spontaneous and natural public demand in the town, city
cr section of the metropolitan city in which his theatre (s) is located, and which would not be shown
in such town, city or section unless licensed for exhi'iition to exhibitor, and the distributor offers to exhibitor a greater number of features than exhibitor
because his playing time will be so absorbed by previous commitments for features can without altering
his operating policy reasonably exhibit in such situation, the distributor will then offer to such exhibitor
such lesser number of features, including such requested feature, as may be agreed upon or, lacking
such agreement, such number as may be determined
by arbitration to be the maximum number of features
which can reasonably be exhibited by exhibitor in
such situation; provided that the distributor shall
have the right at any time before the arbitrators shall
have made their award to offer or license all or any
of its features to any other exhibitor.
An exhibitor who has been a customer of a distributor and who has refused to contract for such distributor's features for the situation involved shall have
no right to attempt to use this Article to compel such
distributor to license to him from time to time its
outstanding features.
Any dispute as to whether such requested feature
is
"Exceptional
abovecandescribed
as an
to the
number ofFeature"
features aswhich
reasonablyor
be exhibited by exhibitor in such situation or as to
whether exhibitor is so attempting to use this Article,
shall be submitted to arbitration by exhibitor within
fourteen days after the refusal by distributor to license
to
exhibitor the number of features requested by the
exhibitor.
IV. Preferred Playing Time
(11 Flat rentals and guarantees. A distributor will
not exercise the right to designate features for preferred playing time which it may have under a license
agreement with respect to any features, the license fee
for which is either a fixed sum or is computed in
whole or in part upon a percentage of the gross reanteed. ceipts of exhibition with a fixed minimum sum guar(2) Features Unsuitable for Preferred Playing Time.
If a distributor shall exercise the right to designate
features for preferred playing time which it may have
under a license agreement with respect to any feature
licensed solely on a percentage basis, which is claimed
by exhibitor to be unsuitable for such playing time
and if exhibitor shall give distributor written notice
of his objections thereto and the reasons therefor
within seven days after the mailing of notice of such
designation in case of a first run in a city in which
""For a run in any situation" as defined in Section
(1) of Article I, footnote 2.
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Practices
Some slight revisions in the code which were not
available at the time of going to press are not
included here.
an exchange is located or in any other case within
seven days after the close of its first exhibition in
the exchange city from which exhibitor is served or
the mailing of the notice of designation, whichever
is later, the question of such suitability shall be deby agreement
distributor
and exhibitortermined
or, lacking
such between
agreement,
by arbitration.
Unless distributor rejects the claim of exhibitor by
mailing notice to exhibitor within seven days after
the mailing by exhibitor of such notice of objections
as above provided, distributor shall be deemed to
have withdrawn such designation. Should distributor,
however, reject such claim, exhibitor shall commence
arbitration proceedings to determine the dispute within seven days after the mailing of such notice of reIf the feature is determined, by agreement or arjection.
bitration, to be unsuitable for the designated preferred playing time, or the designation thereof be
deemed withdrawn as above provided, distributor may,
at its option, either (a) designate the feature to be
exhibited upon the same license terms on other days
of the week or (b) then or thereafter substitute another feature to be exhibited on preferred playing time
upon the terms designated for the feature objected to;
in the latter case the license fee for the feature originally designated shall be such as may be designated
by the distributor within its right under the license
agreement.
Nothing
in this of
Section
increase the number
features(2)inshall
each decrease
bracket or
as set
forth in the license agreement.
V. Some Run Available
To meet objections of certain exhibitors to so-called
"exclusive
an exhibitor
be able in
to any
obtain from aselling,"
distributor
a run of shall
its features
situation, the run to be designated by the distributor,
provided (a) distributor and exhibitor can mutually
agree upon the number of features to be licensed and
other
(b) character,
the exhibitor's
atre(s)terms
(i) isand
not conditions;
of an obsolete
(ii) isthe-in
good condition and (iii) is operated under a policy
that it not destructive and (iv) is operated under a
policy which will not substantially reduce the distributor's revenue from any other runs^; and (c) exhibitor is of good reputation as a theatre operator ana
customer or, if he has not been an exhibitor theretofore, is of good reputation and financially responsible.
Any dispute arising under provisos (b) or (c) hereof
shall be subject to arbitration. No dispute under proviso (a) hereof shall be subject to arbitration; but
each distributor states that it will be its policy not
to request unreasonable license fees or other terms
or conditions from an exhibitor for the purpose of defeating this Article V.
VI. Regular Customer
To meet objections of certain exhibitors to socalled "selling away to a circuit," a distributor will
not refuse to license its features to its regular cuswho is not
ordercom-to
license tomer
them,
for athe"circuit
same customer"^
run in the insame
petitive area, to another exhibitor for the sole reason
that such other exhibitor is a circuit customer, provided such regular customer (a) has substantially
performed his previous license agreements with the
distributor, (b) maintains and operates his theatre in
a modern manner, and (c) is financially responsible.
Any dispute as to whether a distributor has so refused to license its features to such regular customer
shall be subject to arbitration. Should distributor
elect to license its features to an exhibitor (other
than its then current customer) who is a circuit customer, distributor shall, if its then current customer
is not a circuit customer, give him notice by telegraph of its election so to do. Should such current
customer fail to commence arbitration proceedings
within five days after the sending of such notice, he
shall be deemed to have waived all claims, if any, in
connection with such features under this Article VI.
VII. Short Subjects, Newsreels, etc.
No exhibitor shall be required to license short subjects, newsreels, trailers, serials, re-issues, "Westerns" or foreigns, '■• (hereinafter collectively referred to
in this features.
Article as "Shorts"), as a condition of licensing
other
An exhibitor shall have no right to assert any claim
that the licensing of such features was so conditioned
unless he shall have mailed to the distributor at its
Home Office notice in v/riting of such claim and the
grounds therefor within forty-eight hours after delivery by exhibitor of his signed application for such
"Shorts." Any dispute as to whether the licensing
of such features was so conditioned shall be subject
to arbitration. The powers of arbitrators in any such
dispute shall be limited to:
(Continued on page 44)
■"A policy
shall not bereduce
deemed
which
will substantially
such destructive
revenue if or
it isonea
policy established under methods of competition norma] and^ fair in such situation.
'A "circuit customer," as that term is used in Article VI, is a customer who is, or is a part of, a
circuit, a buying combine, a booking combine or a
cooperative.
^"Western
Section
(1). s" and foreigns as defined in Article I,
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TRADE
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June 3, 1939
board and the water, and then go back

Off

Day

He

Spends

Sunday
Theatre

a

and

Peaceful

at Home
Troubles

Until
Start

What's that? The air conditioning system doesn't work? All right,
you'd better
I'll be right down. Meanwhile,have
him take
the phone and
on
s
Jone
get
a look at it.
Gosh! I can't have a minute s rest on bunto get everyday. I go down to the theatrecome
home to
thing started off all right. I
rest, and what happens— the coohng system
won't work. Can't I ever get a minutes
a theatre manpeace, or is that the lot of well
get going.
ager? Oh well, I might as
get down
to
Molly! Molly! Molly, I've got
to the theatre. The air conditioning system
seems to be conditioning the wrong way.
What's that? Yes, I'll be back as soon as I
can — in time for dinner.
Thank heavens we only live a coupla
blocks from the theatre. Wouldn't do to
live out in the residential section in a nice
HELLO.

soon I'd get settled they'd
home. Just
me assomewhere else. No — a small
transfer
apartment is good enough for me right now.
Boy, is it hot out today. I'll bet this weathbusiness. It's cerer's playing havoc with these
bozos around
tainly ajob to convince
town that the Bijou is cooler than the beach
and a lot of other places. Well, here I am.
Won't

Takes

Showman

The

Wait

For Cashier's Reply

Hello, Jane. What's wrong? I won't wait
for her to answer. She won't know a darn
thing about it. Hello, Gus. So it's fixed, eh?
Well, I'm glad to hear that. What? A Mr.
Johnson to see me — on Sunday? Johnson.
n from
a salesma
he's him
Oh, yes,
Johnson
. Send
on up to my
Perfect . Pictures
office. I'll be right up in a second. Mmmm—
but it isn't so
isn't so bad
well, businessThat
operator must be asleep
good, either.
from the looks of that picture. Gus, better
wake up whoever's on duty upstairs. Oh, no,
there's the changeover mark — he's changing
over. Carbon probably just lasted long
enough to run the reel out.
Hello, Johnson, how're you? What brings
you out on Sunday? I could easily believe if
you said you were passing through and
really passed through, but not when you
stop like this. No, if you want to know the
truth I don't think your product has been so
hot this year. Course I'm only the manager here, and the boss higher up does the
booking; but I've got a right to my own
opinion. That Mark Cable film, "The Awful
Troth" was the only good picture you've put
out so far this year, but it kept us busy explaining the title. Folks kept calling us up
and telling us we made a mistake and
spelled "truth" with an "o."
Well you can have "Lily of Union
Square." They nipped that in the bud around
here before it even got started. And as for
"This Is Certainly A Great World in Which
to Live" I had to use extra ad space to get the
title in. We ran out of marquee space and
letters when we got to "which," and I
couldn't substitute the names of Geraldine
Twelvebranches and Claude Vanlandingham,
either. So I plugged Bank Nite instead. "Sit
Down and Do Nothing" would have been
better if there'd be a little action in it.
Yes, I'll admit "You Can't Tell a Leopard
By Its Spots" had a good cast, but it was
rather spotty as far as entertainment goes.

A

Soliloquizes

The wife and kids are fine. No, I haven't
my vacation yet. Excuse me a minplanned
ute. Hello, hello. Yes. Yes. No. Yes. Well,
how many minutes ahead of schedule are
you? Five minutes? That's 25 minutes on
the day. No, you can't borrow that comedy.
It was bad enough when we ran it the first
time. And I won't have patrons sitting for
five minutes between shows twiddling their
thumbs — five minutes will seem like 5
hours to them. I thought you had this thing
all scheduled out to the minute. Oh, they
did? Can you imagine that? They cut out
the market crash scene from "Money Isn't
Everything." Well, we'll just have to run
ahead
schedule
today;late.
tomorrow j^ou'll
have toofstart
25 minutes
Why couldn't they tell me they deleted
that scene from the picture? It was 85 minutes when I booked it — now it's only 80
minutes. Don't kid yourself, Johnson, your
company did the same thing once. I'll never
forget how chagrined I was to find the conflagration scene had been cut out of "Fires
of Youth." Boy! Did that burn me up? Come
in, Gus, what is it?
Here's the key. Go in the supply room
and get a couple. You boys are certainly
using a lot of batteries. I know people have
to be shown to their seats, but I've noticed
the man on the right aisle flicking his light
off and on more than once. Better tell 'em
to watch that. And please tell 'em to stop
exploring
their oral cavities between patrons.
You needn't be in a rush, Johnson. Yes, I
wish I could; but you know I never get to
conventions like I used to. Gotta stay
around here and see that things are all
right. It was bad enough for you to put
out 78 pictures this year, I don't see how
you're
going
get90away
89 inwith
'39-40.
Why not
maketo it
and with
be done
it?
Let's see now — 15 specials, 10 super specials,
14 superfluous specials (superfluous is
right), 11 outdoor thrill dramas (why dontcha call 'em westerns?), 13 Good Luck specials, 10 box office hits, 8 side exit specials
and 8 colossals. My God! Not a program
picture among 'em! So long. Don't worry,
we'll probably play all of 'em.
Well, now that he's gone guess I'll go
down and watch the picture a while. I hope
someone hasn't taken my seat. Nope, there
it is. This must be another one of those diving shorts. Oh sure, there'll be a comic diver
jump of?, get halfway between the diving

again. It never fails. There he is. I'd better
be planning my campaign on "All This and
the N. Y. World's Fair, Too." Wonder if it
would do any good to write Grover Whalen
and have him send me a letter congratulating Moonville citizens on being able to see
this great film. Think I'll have the cashier
wear a perisphere and trylon headpiece.
Might even give 'em away to women patrons. Can't do that. Nobody'd be able to
see the screen. Wonder what the wife's gohave here
for to
dinner.
Think interest
I'll put inonthea
localing toFair
stimulate
picture. Can't do that, either. Oh well, mayI'll get a few
and be tomorrow
. . .more ideas between now
What?have
What?
her I'll
be right
home.
I must
fallenTell
asleep.
Missed
the whole
feature. I'll drop around again tonight to
see it. I hope nobody saw me asleep there.
Well, another Sunday gone — almost!

JOSEPH PISAPIA, manager of the
Earle Theatre, Jackson Heights, L. I., has
taken over the Hobart Theatre, Woodside.
He is replaced at the Earle by SAMUEL
BLEIWEISS.
HAROLD VAN VORST, manager of the
Queensboro Theatre, Long Island City has
been shifted to the St. James in Asburv
Park. MALCOLM MARSHALL will manage the Paramount in Asbury Park, reopening this month for the summer season.
EDDIE LA RUE has been appointed
manager of the Warren Theatre, Hudson,
N. Y., replacing CHARLES WARREN
transferred to the Community Theatre in the
same town.
CLYDE HODDER, treasurer of the
Leona Theatre, Homestead, Penna., has
been named manager replacing SAMUEL
E. BLEYER, who died recently.
CLIFF BOYD has resigned as RKO
Theatre manager in Cincinnati to open a
talent agency. BOYD was the dean of managers in the Queen City.
RALPH SMITH has been appointed
personnel manager for the John Danz
Theatres of Seattle. He is succeeded as
manager of the Uptown Theatre by WARREN LEMON, formerly Northwest manager for Tri-National.
Father succeeds son in Oklahoma where
DUDLEY TUCKER takes over the management of two theatres at Pauls Valley
and Wynnewood to replace his son ERWIN
who has been appointed city manager for
Griffith
Missouri. Dickenson Theatres in Fa^^etteville,
CHARLES H. MEREDITH has been
appointed manager of the rebuilt Dock
Street Theatre in Spartanburg, S. C.
WALTER POTAMKIN and CITARLES
WAGNER, manager of the Adelphi and
Frolic Theatres, respectively, in Philadelphia, have exchanged posts.

Bocloin's"U.

P." Train Ballyhoo
The local Slirine^ Club cooperated -with Rex
Bodoin, advertising manager of the Waco
Theatre, Waco, Texas, for the opening day
of "Union Pacific" by providing him zvith the
organization's trackless train for use as street
ballyhoo. And take it from Rex, the stunt
really caused a lot of excitement.

FRED LEOPOLD, manager of the Arcadia Theatre, Wilmington, Del., which has
been closed, has been transferred to the
Grand Opera House. STANLEY ZEBROWSKI, his assistant, is at the Grand.
IRVING BLUMBERG has been shifted
from the Alleghany to the Oxford Theatre
replacing BILL HUFFMAN, who has beai
transferred to West Chester, Penna.
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The Castles, So

Interview Wins

Break in Daily

"Boy, I wish I

Often on theatre premises or in the immediate community there is a person who may
be the springboard for newspaper publicity
devoted to a current vehicle.
Manager Frank Lamarre of the State Theatre, Manchester, N. H., made excellent use of
such a circumstance during the run of "The
Story of Vernon and Irene Castle." Bernard
Kearney, general manager of the Shea Theatres in Manchester, was the personal representative of Arthur Hopkins and M. A. Shea
in 1915 when they presented Vernon and Irene
on their first big tour. When "The Story of
Vernon and Irene Castle" played the State,
Manager Lamarre arranged to have a reporter
ney.
of the Manchester Leader interview Mr. Kear-

could get next
Sunday
off.ParI'd
head
for the
amount Theatre
i n Marion, Indiana tocatch the
opening of
'Union Pacific.'
I understand
it's
the
greatest
American epic of

The Leader broke a long and interesting
story,
with a two-column picture of the Castles.

them all."

Schine's "Honesty Pays" Kiddie
Club Triples Saturday Business

Evolution of Transportation
In conjunction with the showing of Walter
Wangcr's United Artists release, "Stagecoach"
at Loew's Rochester Theatre, Rochester, N.
¥., Lester Pollock, manager, placed a showcase in the lobby showing the evolution of
transportation from the covered wagon to the
modern streamlined train of today. Interested
observers stepped azuay from the ivindoiv just
long enough to permit this photograph.

Rouda Rounds

Up Magician to Put

On Show Plugging "Lady Vanishes"
Knowing that his patrons as a rule do not
approve of British pictures, Manager H. M.
Rouda, of the Roseland State Theatre, Chicago, decided it was best to arrange some
special stunt in selling "The Lady Vanishes."
So — also knowing that the film's plot introduces a magician — Rouda engaged the
services of one to stage a vanishing act in
the window of one of the neighborhood's
leading furniture stores. Since most of the
action takes place on a train, the magician
built a small coach 30 inches high, 18 inches
wide and 30 inches long, in which a young
lady was placed. Following the usual "hocus
pocus," which included the thrusting of
swords through the windows and roof of the
coach, the doors were opened and the lady
had vanished.
The exhibition was given at IS-minute
intervals, afternoon and evening, three days
previous to the opening of the picture, and
according to Rouda, crowds fought for a
"ringside seat" to see the stunt. As a result,
he stood 'em up on the opening day of the
picture, and filled the house on the following days.
This is a swell stunt for other exhibitors
playing "The Lady Vanishes." But don't
succumb to the temptation of using your
mothers-in-law in the disappearing act.
But No Lobster and Ice Cream
Neighborhood restaurants featured special
"Midnight" snacks on their menus in cooperation with Manager Ted Turrell of the
Beverly Theatre, Chicago, on the showing
of "Midnight" at that theatre.

A new idea in theatre Kiddie Clubs, conand putVernon,
into effect
at Kroger
Schine's Babb,
Vine
Theatre,ceivedMt.
O., by
is proving a definite box office stimulant,
with kiddie business tripling past figures
during the first three weeks the Club has
been in progress.
Called "Schine's Honesty-Pays Club", it
has the endorsement of educational, religious, civic and business leaders of Mt.
Vernon. A local ice cream company is
underwriting all exploitation expense as
well as a sizeable prize list, including ice
cream, cameras, baseball outfits, vanities
and roller skates, with a pony and saddle
as the capital prize.
A booklet is given to each member, who
must always be "on his honor". He must
attend the Vine every Saturday afternoon.
There are 12 pages in the booklet, and on
one side of each page is a cut of one of
the chapters. On the other side, the member
is asked to check what item "on his honor"
he bought at a dealer that week. He fills
in his name and address and hands the
page to the cashier or doorman.
The theme of honesty is carried out in
the formula for all events.

FOR

BETTER

SHOW

SELLING

Showmanaiyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Feb. 18
Bridal Suite
This Issue
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Captain Fury
May 20
Dark Victory
April 22
Flying Irishman
March 11
Hardys Ride High
April 22
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
King- ofPrincess
the Turf
Feb.
Little
Mar. 254
Lucky Night
May 13
Made For Each Other
Feb. 18
Man of Conquest
April 29
Only Angels Have Wings
May 27
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
March 18
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April 15
Streets of New York
April 15
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Union Pacific
May 6
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You
Can't Cheat An Honest Man.... Mar
Feb. 18
Zenobia
18

Miss Liberty Breaks Silence
At last Miss Liberty speaks — and what she
says is contained in the teaser ad, above, used
by Manager Thor Hauschild of the Paramount
Theatre, Marion, Indiana, to announce the
forthcoming
engagement
of "Union
Pacific"
at
his house. While
Miss Liberty
is silent
a great
deal of the time, perhaps you could follovu
Thor's cue and induce her to speak for some
outstanding attraction you'll be playing soon.
Spraying Feminine Patrons with
Perfume New Idea for Exhibitors
Most theatremen know and recognize the importance of directing their advertising appeal,
for the most part, to feminine patrons.
For centuries women have succumbed to the
lure of perfume, and women are no different
today than they ever were. In view of this, it
remained for the Warren Smith Co., of Defiance. Ohio, perfume manufacturers, to introduce a new tieup to theatres on a nationwide basis in connection with their new "Fraociska
The Gaal
idea Perfume."
is to have an attractive j'oung lady
attendant, by means of a DeVilbiss perfume
atomizer with quality perfume, spray its fragrance to feminine patrons. In addition to this,
free tie-up material for a lobby display can be
used to advantage at any time for any future
engagement. Window display tieups with 5c &
10c stores can also be effected.
According to officials of the Warren Smith
Co., they will, at no charge for the perfimie,
furnish two 4-ounce bottles of "Franciska Gaal
Perfume," together with a DeVilbiss atomizer,
to any exhibitor in the United States for $2.00,
to defray the cost of the atomizer and shipping charges. This is enough perfume, it is
declared, to spray 4,000 people.
If you want to do something different in
showmanship, why not try this idea? Originally
suggested by a showman, E. E. Bair, manager
of the Valentine and Strand Theatres, East
Defiance, it surely must have merit.

"We

Don't Want

to Die . . ."

For the
showing
of "LetManager
Us Live"John
at the
Grove
Theatre,
Chicago,
P.
Field set up an electric chair in the lobby
with this copy: "We Don't Want io Die . . .
'Let Us Live'."
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Layouts
Comfort

By "OLD DOC LAYOUT"
theatre has
IF THE appearance of your
e balmy
thes
ng
duri
you
to
ina,anvth
t
mean
up for
cing
spru
been
ve
vou'
,
Spring davs
mery colsummer. You've utilized cool, sum
ors to make your house an invitmg place for
hot sumthose who wish relief from the you
have
mer's heat. And in doing this
.
been on the right track.
But haven't you forgotten something.''
Yes we realize you've increased your exploitation activities in an attempt to stave
ofif a decrease in business. But we ask
you've forgotten
again, isn't it possible that what?
All right,
something? Can't guess
how about vour newspaper ads? Are you
making them attractive enough to lure the
public into your theatre?
We strongly suspect that during the
frigid, icy months you filled your ads with
copy right up to the border. Perhaps blackand
with black
along' (mostl
used, ations
was
faced type
y black),
t illustr
line-cu
white
and halftones. Of course, we realize that
different attractions require a variety of
layouts, so that not necessarily were your
ads all a big splotch of black. But unless
you are an exception, space was pretty
into it.
you could
d all thing
cramme
you was
"dear,
to consider.
another
Thenandthere
We'll bet that, other than the theatre, there
were few if any other places for your patrons to go for their amusement. For that
reason, you could hurriedly lay out an ad,
summer. Yet, if you must date them in, try
ADS FROM THEATRES
ACROSS THE NATION
A study of the wide selection of advertisements on the opposite page, chosen at random from the newspapers of average-sized
cities throughout the country, reveal some
interesting angles.
Evidently two houses, the Des Moines and
the Roosevelt, were both playing "Rose of
Washington Square" in Des Moines, Iowa, so
the two theatre slugs were placed at the top
of the ad. If you are in a circuit which has
more than one house in your town, and both
theatres play the same attraction, you might
follow this example and conserve on your
advertising budget.
The ad on "Sorority House" from Harrisburg, Pa., is in the form of a pledge, keeping
with the spirit of the film. From top to bottom the ad reads continuously, so that one
noticing it can't help but digest ail its contents, including the illustrations. From Butte,
Mont., comes an ad about "Sacajawea," the
Indian maid. If one reads the copy carefully, he'll find the theatre is also playing
"Barefoot Boy"; but that fact is almost completely buried. The type ad from Richmond,
Va., is one that easily draws attention when
surrounded by displays featuring line and
halftone illustrations.
Study the observations,
page a while. and
You'llat make
interesting
the many
same
time get some ideas for your own layouts.

Clinic

THE
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Keep 'Em Coming With Light, Summery Layouts
Here arc the type of ads you should use during the suiiuucr nwnths. Note that the feature
attraction layouts shown have about an equal amount of white space, illustration and copy.
A Loew's institutional ad is displayed in the upper right-hand corner, while another cool
display in zvhich a new
is coined
fromin "Cool
Loew" ads.
is in the center. Also
shownword,
are "Kiilo"
cool elements
to stick
your regular

taking care to get in only the essentials in a
minimum of space, and be reasonably certain
that regardless of whether or not it looked
very attractive it would at least suffice to
bring patrons into your theatre. After all,
where else could the majority of them go?
That was last winter. It's spring now, and
in a couple of weeks summer will be here
with its torrid temperatures, its outdoor
amusements that lure folk away from the
theatre. It will hustle you to devise exploitation stunts and arrange the front of your
house in such a manner that you'll get your
share of business. You'd better do something about those newspaper ads. You'd better
change the
of yoursolayouts.
have plenty
of style
opposition,
among You'll
other
ways, you might as well plan to combat it
through the newspapers. Because your theatre is just as comfortable in the summer as
in the winter; that is, if you have maintained
perfect operation of your air-conditioning
system, it is logical that the folk who attended while the snow was flying should
attend now, unless, of course, they are away
on vacation, a factor you must take into
consideration.
In layout and style of type used, your
ads should be kept light. They should be
able, if we may use the term, to "breathe."
Bold-faced types and heavy black borders
should be positively avoided; in their place,
use light-faced types and li.ght rules. During
the summer, even more so than in winter,
most features are light, gay, romantic. There
are usually a few musicals, too. In other
words, stark tragedy and heavy drama are
extremely rare for themes for screenplays
while the mercury hovers around 90 degrees in the shade. Let your ads, therefore,
suggest gaiety, romance, or music, whichever is most outstanding in the film being
exhibited. Should any of the pictures you
book have a heavy and sombre theme, they
are not appropriate for exhibition in the
as much as possible to stress the lighter

phases of their entertainment in your ads.
Each of the summer months should, in
our opinion, be hailed in your advertising as
a special occasion. For example, you could
feature a "June Jamboree of Hits," or "Our
July Festival," or "August augurs great entertainment for our patrons." These catchlines, perhaps somewhat varied, should be
used in your ads throughout the summer.
By making each month one of significance,
you'll have patrons constantly scanning the
amusement pages to see what next big attraction you're
goingbegins,
to play.
week run
or soa
before each
month
youA could
special ad in which your complete lineup of
films would be revealed, along with a good,
snappy catchline about each picture.
Bear in mind that now is the time to get
institutional copy into your layouts. It
would be a good idea to now and then take
space for an ad which extols the merits of
your air-conditioning system, which tells
why it is more healthful and a far greater
convenience to enjoy a performance in the
cool comfort of your theatre than to seek
amusement in the hot, humid outdoors. However, if you don't feel like doing this, then
you can make certain that every one of your
regular ads carries at least a line of institutional copy. Why not make this copy a personal message to your patrons over your
own signature? Patrons always feel there is
more sincerity in a statement if it is signed
bv the manager than if it bears no signature
at all.
And,theatre
by thesignature
way, if you've
been using
black
plate, better
reversea
it and use black lettering against a white
background,
with
"icicles" and "snow"
worked
into the
design.
Unless you reflect gaiety, romance and
music, coolness and comfort in your ads,
you can't expect the public to choose your
theatre when they go out looking for entertainment. Make every layout light and
summery, and you'll get the business.
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Talk About the Theatre
advertising, public relations — or call what
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If your theatre has good projection and
the public interested and acquainted with the
seems
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theatre
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fine quality of sound reproduction, why not
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activities
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y
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ent theatre-selling in a too
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selling tickets for the particular show and
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theatre and pride therein as an essential seralso carry a cumulative value that will make
bank for patronage come great films or
vice to the well-being and wholesome soyour theatre preferred as a place where good
poor ones.
cial activity of the people. That means takpictures may be seen. The advertising that
ing the public into the confidence of the
tells how a certain actor tears at the heartNaturally there is a vast difference betheatre and the people who operate it, by
tween selling one type of theatre and anstrings and thrills you by the sheer emopublicity that keeps the public acquainted
other. The big downtown house is an entional
power of his stirring lines in a certain scene, can also make allusion to the
tirely different proposition than theatres in
with phases of a business they do not undertowns and cities of from 5,000 to 25,000
stand and about which distorted viewpoints
fact that this memorable example of fine
are encouraged by exaggerated coloring of
acting and dialogue is brought to the patrons
population. The deluxe theatre in metropolithe glamor angle on the part of reporters
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life-like
quality
because
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operation and a brand of showmanship that
lent sound
system
and expert
projection
papers and radio.
of the best.
Dramatize

Equipment

There are few things in the theatre that
cannot be dramatized to the advantage of
the showman who operates the house. The
chairs the people sit in as they view the
screen show can and should be sold in publicity of the institutional variety. If you
have modern, comfortable and beautiful
chairs, tell the public so. Your program,
your occasional throw-aways, even an occasional institutional newspaper advertisement can refer to them in terms of general
interest. Copy along this line is available tc
every theatre from a number of sources. To
mention but one : American Seating Company has published a brochure titled "The
Story of Theatre Seating." This is an interesting biography of chairs, tracing back to
ancient times the story of how the modern
theatre chair was evolved as a result of
scientific advances in both design and manufacture. Fragments of this story can be
made into brief, interesting readers for your
program and for newspaper stories.
Local Color

"Wuthering Heights" Gets
It ivas impossible to pass tliis big boost for
"Wuthering Heights," ivithout stopping to take
of George Doland, Ltd., Cheapside, the heart, of
to the display, and that there is a bold plug for
on the streamer across

Large Window in London
Samuel Goldwyn's United Artists
a second look. The display was in the
London. Note the entire zvindow is
the title and the Gamont Haymarkct
the iivo glass panels.

release,
windoiv
devoted
Theatre

Your ventilating or cooling system, or the
heating plant, can also be treated in such
references from time to time. The manufacturijr of the apparatus installed in your theatre probably has material that can be rewritten for your purposes. This also applies
to your projectors, the projector lamps, the
sound system, the very carpets on the floor.
Material that makes interesting reading can
be had from manufacturers of these products.
By means of newspaper cooperation having a strictly local flavor, the showman can
keep his theatre before his public. The fea-

6 T 11
tiire writer on your local paper is a strange
bird indeed, and more resourceful than most,
if he cannot be interested in an idea for a
story. A back-stage visit, for example, humanizing not only the management but the
equipment can be written as a feature of
general appeal. There are many things
about the inner workings of a picture theatre that the public can be told.
As another most important operation there
is the "public relations" work. This deals
with cooperating with the important local
groups. Charitj' organizations, fraternal
groups, parent teacher associations. Boy
Scouts, music clubs — whatever group or
groups are prominent and active in the community should be cultivated. Whatever is
done to indicate a real interest on the part
of the showman for local activities of benefit to the whole communitj^ will enlist interest and respect for that theatre on the
part of people whose influence carries weight
in the local social or civic life. Printing news
items about meetings in the programs, tying
up with some special event in which these
organizations are engaged, giving benefit
shows sponsored by such groups — all these
are activities that have been carried on with
the greatest amount of good both for the
community and the theatre by showmen.
"Buy at Home"
Putting on lobby or foyer displays of the
art work of school pupils of the drawing
class of the local high school; or one-man
exhibits of some local artist either of reputation or aspiring to future fame as a painter; display's of private collections of paintings or art objects of some local collector,
all these are activities that bring the theatre
into closer relation with the community it
serves and into a higher prestige with people of the town. They are activities which
prove conclusively that the theatre and the
management really "belong" in that community.
Prestige build-up along these lines can
always be turned to account in meeting
competition of carnivals in neighboring situations— even in offsetting the magnetic draw
of some large deluxe theatre in a nearby
city. This can be done by appealing to local
pride and loyaltJ^ Initiating a "buy at home"
movement whenever such competition
threatens is not a difficult matter if the theatre enjoys the reputation of being a definite asset to the community- in which it is
located.
But whether you ever get the theatre into
this categorj- or not, this much is certain —
every bit of selling you do for your own
theatre is selling effort that accumulates to
the advantage and profit of the theatre itself, come bang-up attractions or just plain,
run o' the mill program pictures.
Idaho Showman

Is Booster of

"Pal Night" He Says In Interview
A guest at RKO Radio Pictures' lounge
for
York World's
Fair,showmen
Merle visiting
Bucknumthe ofNewEmmett,
Idaho,
says
"Pal
Night"
has
been
a
big
booster
business in two theatres in Emmett in whichof
he is associated with his father. Bucknum
on Tuesday and Wednesdaj^ evenings admits two persons for the price of a single
admission. His prices are 10 and 30 cents. A
man and his wife or two pals are admitted
for 30 cents and if a child is brought along
the youngster gets in for a nickel.
The two Bucknum theatres are the Ideal
and Liberty, and Emmett is a town of 3,500
persons in a fruit growing and lumbering
country. Summer business tops that for the
winter seasons due to the influx of workers.
Bucknum was accompanied on h's visit to
New York by his wife who at one time assisted him in the managership of the theatres. She is a graduate of the University
of Idaho, while Bucknum is a graduate of
Stanford University.
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Business As Good

As the

Winter, Says Roy of Eugene, Ore.
While the summer used to be a slump
season for the motion picture business it is
now on a par with that of winter in the
Northwest territory, according to the veteran showman George Roy of Eugene, Oregon, who was a guest last week at the RKO
Radio's exhibitor's lounge.
"I have noticed in the last two or three
years that our summer intake has caught
up
that ofseveral
the winter,"
Roy said,for
"andtheI
am with
spotting
big pictures
so-called dog-day season. People will see
good
at any timetheatres
of the year."
Roy,product
who operates
in Eugene
and Corvallis, is one of the pioneer exhibitors of the Coast. In 1907 he operated
Green's Hall in San Bruno, California, a
combination restaurant-theatre-dance hall
open only on Wednesday and Saturday. In
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1908 he became an exhibitor in Burlingliame and later at Reno, Nevada, then Medford and Grant's Pass, Oregon. Twenty
years ago he sold film for Sol Lesser and
he rented product from Jack Warner when
the latter managed an exchange in San
Francisco.
At the State, in Eugene, his patronage is
largely of the farmer class and they want
the best type of action pictures, while at
the Oregon State in Corvallis, a college
town, cated
Roy
must Hegive
sophistifilm fare.
has his
putpatrons
on a prosperity
night at Eugene for the last four years and
for this program he uses one feature and
several shorts, whereas double-features is
his regular policy.
During Roy's absence his houses are operated by a son, Alfred, who is 34, whom
he began training at 9 for the show business.
His son has a son now five years of age,
who wants to be a movie mogul too.

TO

REMEMBER

He doesn't pretend to know

everything, but when

theatre equipment

a Sot.

he knows

it comes

to

He's your buying guide to

better values 52 weeks a year. He doesn't have glamour — except
perhaps for his wife — but he knows how to help you put glamour
into your theatre and, after all, that's what

you've got to sell.

He's your National Theatre Supply Company representative —
the man to remember when you want to put carbons into
room or
your projection
glamour into every part of
your house.
Clamour is magic, enchantment. See how
it
has been
put Into
Oakland,byCalifornia's,
Laurel
Theatre,
equipped
National
Theatre Supply Company.
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llichard Greene no
easy mark
for
praetieal jokers!

RICHARD GREENE

Some
Idea
Con

Memories
or

Two

templating

and

For

her. Incidentally, the Exchange is still in
its infancy — still growing. By the time its
sixth year rolls around, it will be easier to
count those who are not members than
those who are.

An

Those

Well, now that we've gone in for birthdays, we'll get down
to business.message
Last week
we mentioned
the institutional
on
the cover of one of the programs issued by
Norman T. Prager for the Arcade Theatre,

Programs

its 6th Annibe celebratingnoth
may versary,
ing on the
but it has
e
Program Exchange — we'r celebrating
our 3Sth birthday. Yes, sir, with this issue
the Exchange is 35— weeks old. All right,
we're not even a year old yet, while the
magazine is six; but we'll celebrate our
birthday every week until after the first
year. In that way, we feel old, even though
we're comparatively young. Since this is
the Anniversary Issue, we might as well
have an anniversary, too.
So here we are — 35 Saturdays old. The
STR Program Exchange was inaugurated
with the Fall Showmanship Number in September, 1938. At that time, the department
was a gurgling infant, so to speak, whose
birth was inspired by the belief that house
programs are one of the most satisfactory
forms of theatre advertising. We had received asuggestion from E. E. Bair, manager of the Strand and Valentine Theatres,
East Defiance, Ohio, that we devote weekly
discussion to the house program.
STR

Springfield, 111., and promised we'd reproduce
it this week. Always eager to fulfill a promise, we present the message herewith: We
suggest that you cut it out and plan to use
it in your own house organ or as an ininstitutional ad in the newspaper making
only such changes as are necessitated by the
name of your theatre and your situation:

"The Arcade — a Friendly' Theatre. No
mile-long corridors filled with priceless objets d'art, no cathedral-like auditorium or
vaulted lounge where overcome by the vastness of it all you whisper, awestruck.
"No staff of over-dressed, overbearing,
militarily trained attaches to order you about,
or to serve you with condescension.
"We cannot boast a mammoth stage or
prancing, dancing ladies; not even a large
orchestra.
"We do boast a little though, for we are
very proud of the airy cleanliness of our
little theatre. We are happy, too, to have
so many friends who patronize the Arcade
because of its intimate atmosphere, its comfortable seats, its neighborly friendliness.
"It pleases us that our doorman has been
born and raised among Springfield people,
and knows most of our patrons by name.
We're not a little proud that you attend the
Arcade because you know that full enjoyment of any picture depends upon the quality of the sound reproduction, and that
acoustically as well as from an engineering
standpoint, we have perfect sound and the
latest and best sound equipment.
"We are happy to serve Springfield with
the pick of the best pictures released each
week in the finest little movie house in
town.

Following
suggestion,
we from
contacted several Bair's
representative
exhibitors
all parts of the country, who declared that
theatre publications were one of the most
important factors in increasing business and
promoting goodwill among patrons and
merchants. They unanimously approved of
the Program Exchange.
And so, as we said before, a gurgling infant was born. But, my oh my, how he has
grown ! Today, more than a hundred exhibitors from various sections of the United
States and Canada, and from across the
ocean, are exchanging programs. They've
found that a look at the other fellow's program has its benefits, for they can usually
incorporate the idea in their own. And, of
"Anyone who wants to run a 'Cathedral
course, they send out some swell ideas every of the Cinema' can have it. We'll stick to
tmie they mail a program to another memthe Arcade, and you . . . our friends.".
.
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interest Angle

One zvay to attract attention to a player is to
reveal a hiitnan interest story about him. This
can be done in your programs. But never have
we seen it so uniquely handled as in the reproduction above. A judicious use of ivhite
space and a careful selection of type make the
piece one that everybody having a copy of the
program
zvill ivant
read. It's house
from organs.
one of
the Gaumont
Britishto (London)
A lot of you other members, in fact all
of you, could write institutional messages
just as effective and compelling as the one
written for the Arcade. Little "talks" like
this every once in a while inspire a friendlier feeling between the theatre and the
customer. You don't always have to have
a beautiful illustration on the cover of your
program, nor must you always have a portrait of a star or a publicity story on one
of the inside pages. Devote the space occasionally to extolling the virtues of your
theatre. It will pay you in extra dividends.
It Was

a Smart Idea

Quite some time ago in discussino the
programs
of Seth H. Field,
whoCambridge,
was'then
at the University
Theatre,
Mass., we pointed out an interesting feature which we have never seen in a prohis attracIn listing
since feature,
or the
gram
tions, before
that IS,
the short subjects, etc., Seth sometimes wanted to call
say
Let'sunder
subject.
a particular
attention
it was thetoMarch
of Time.
Directly
the title, in parentheses was a notation to
the reader
When
so-and-so."
turned page
to that page, there was a discussion
of the March of Time. We rather think it
was a smart idea.
your program carries stories aboui
the attraction, vou, too, can call attention

Tecl!v leneatt the'^iiks'' oTif^h^re'
star or a featured
player, you
can about
either The
put
^^^^
mteJ^ting
to sly
a "see" line below his or her name, or, if
that is not practical, you can place an
asterisk
after
the name
line at the
bottom
of the and
page.place the "see"
Good illustrations always dress up a program.
don't have
to be fancy.
our ownThey
experience
in studying
many, From
many

Theatre

City

Human

State

types of house publications, we've found
square)
(or almostthan
a simple
ih^t
halftone
is far square
more attractive
one
which is embellished with all sorts of doo-

(. T II
(huls, it you get what \vc mean
that.
Where you have more than one theatre
in a town, we have an idea. Perhaps it's
practical and perhaps it isn't depending on
the printer's facilities. We can see the idea
very vividly in our head, but when we try
to set it down on paper we're almost
stumped. Anyway, in our own simple lanRuat;e, it's something like this: Suppose
your program consists of about 12 pages.
News about the Bijou is on page 3, about
the Majestic on page 5 and about the Tivoli
on page seven. Those are all right hand
pages. Now the pages would be edged in
sort of index fashion; that is, cut away at
the edges so that when one picks up the
program he finds the names of the three
theatres without opening the program. If
he wants to know what's on at the Tivoli,
for example, he places his thumb on the
tab with the word "Majestic" printed vertically on it, opens up the program, and
there's news about the Majestic. It's something like the tab index system, you know.
We never were very good at explaining.
We'd hate to have to chronicle a man's
feelings as he stood at Times Square waiting for the traffic light to change and thinking of the beauty of the Grand Canyon. It
might be simple at that, however, because
he probably wouldn't be waiting for the
light of
andthechances
that he's never been
west
HudsonareRiver.
Another

Word

or Two

Just another word or two before we bring
this discussion to a close. Those programs
illustrated in the large cut are from William
B. Justice, of the Capitol and Majestic Theatres, Paragould, Ark; Norman T. Prager,
Arcade Theatre, Springfield, Mass.; G. J.
Reister, Capitol and Majestic, Shamokm,
Pa.; Gaumont Theatres Corp., London,
England; Harold Grott, Met Theatre, Baltimore, and Maurice Osterman, 77 Swan
Street, Buffalo, publisher of Movie Guide for
12 Shea houses.
Well, that's about all we have to say this
week. We're going to get in touch with
each of you members one of these days via
Uncle Sam's mail men. In the meantime,
however, we'll be back here. So look for
us again next week.
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ALABAMA
John W. N. West,
CapitolLaiigdale
J'heatri;,
GadsilcnLaiigdale
George
Wheeler,
Theatre,
E. F. Ingram, Ashland Theatre, Ashland
Mack Lewis, Grand Tlicatre, Bessemer
ARKANSAS
William B. Justice, Majestic Theatre, Paragould
Willard Wagner, El Campanil Theatre, Antioch
l^rank W. Steele, Williams Theatre, Williams
M. W. Lathrop, Oakdale Theatre, Oakdale
W. G. Peck, La Moda Theatre, Atascadero
L. M. Thomas, Avalon Theatre, Avalon
COLORADO
J. R. Wills, Eaton Theatre, Eaton
CONNECTICUT
Jack Post, Fishman Theatres, Inc., New Haven
Dan Zarrelli, Cameo Theatre, Watertown
Michael J. Carroll, American Theatre, Bridgeport
Walker Noble, Fine Arts Theatre, Westport
Pearce Parkhurst, State Theatre, Torrington
DELAWARE
Wallace C. Harding, Grand Theatre, Wilmington
Reese 3. Harrington, Reese Theatre, Harrington
FLORIDA
Frank B. Sparrow, State Theatre, Cocoa
Hal Kopplin, Wometco Theatres, Miami
Malcolm Miller, Prince Theatre, Pahokee
Ben Berryman, Beacham Theatre, Orlando
GEORGIA
P. E. McCoy, Georgia Theatre, Athens
M. G. Lee, Lee Theatre, Cuthbert
INDIANA
J. E. Fowler, Orpheum Theatre, Elkhart
John M. Woytinek, Gayble Theatre, North Judson
Roy Hanson, JetTerson Theatre, Goshen
Peter Panagos, Indiana Theatre, Kokomo
IOWA
Martin Renner, Pastime Theatre, Laporte City
E. T. Landis, Princess Theatre, Monticello
Victor Schuelke, Vista Theatre, Storm Lake
Paul E. Anderson, Beaver Theatre, Des Moines
KANSAS
Cle Bratton, Ritz Theatre, Council Grove
C. S. Laird, Madison Theatre, Madison
KENTUCKY
John R. Freeland, Roxy Theatre, Franklin
S. Thomas, Kentucky Theatre, Whiteslfurg
Shelby McCallum, Benton Theatre, Benton
! ■: : I 1 I ^ I■' ;
i i i : ! Ill'

CISSENACi

Members

MARYLAND
Harold Grott, Mel Thc.itrc, Baltimore
U. Hollingsworth, Capitol Theatre, Capitol Heights
Robert T. Marhenke, Broadway Theatre, Baltimore
L. V. Collins, Canton Theatre, Canton
Walter Cohen, Leader Theatre, Baltimore
David Ginsburg, Jioro Theatre, Bethesda
MASSACHUSETTS
Ray Smith, Amherst Theatre, Amherst
W.
F. Brown,
Park Arcade
'J'heatre,Theatre,
Worcester
Norman
T. Prager,
Springfield
Harry

Hobolth,

MICHIGAN
Deluxe Theatres, Imlay City

MINNESOTA
E. N. Olsen, Minnesota Amusement Co., Minneapolis
MISSISSIPPI
Burgess Waltmon, Varsity Theatre, Columbus
MISSOURI
Frank H. Gee, Missouri Theatre, Columbia
James
Hayes,Dickinson
DeSoto Theatre,
Theatre, Fayette
DeSoto
Ken Baird,
NEW YORK
Seth H. Field, 78 Oakland Ave., Gloversville
Milton Bundt, Garden Theatre, Richmond Hill, L. I.
Frank Boucher, Glove Theatre, Gloversville
H. W. Ficken, Greenport Theatre, Greenport, L. I.
S. C. Sunness, Jarvis Theatre, Binghamton
George A. Roberts, Kingsbridge Theatre, Bronx
Lee Levy, Carlton Theatre, New York City
Maurice
Osterman,
Shea's Theatre,
BuffaloHuntington
T G. Elirsam,
Huntington
Sta. Theatres,
Sta., L. I.
Ned Kornblite, Jr., Suburban Theatre, Binghamton
VV. H. Applegate, Kingsway Theatre, Brooklyn
NEW JERSEY
W. A. Levee, Plaza Theatre, Bayonne
H. H. Lowenstein, Court Theatre, Newark
Charles P. Winkelmann, Palyhouse, Princeton
M. A. Ruscher, Plaza Theatre, Secaucus
F. M. Collins, Algonquin Theatre, Manasquan
Walter D. Fleck, Broad Theare, Newark
Gilbert McKeon, State Theatre, Paterson
Al Marks, Landis Theatre, Vineland
NEW MEXICO
Frank Maloof, Kiva Tlieatre, Las Vegas
NORTH CAROLINA
I. C. Holloway. Carolina Theatre, Lexington
Sam Hammond, Carolina Theatre, Kingston
OHIO
E. E. Bair, Strand Theatre, Defiance
S. V. Moorman, Columbia Theatre. Coldwat^er
OKLAHOMA
John Terry, Cozy & Gem Theatres, Tulsa
Joe Stribling, Lyric Theatre, Vinita
OREGON
M. H. Alger, Marius Theatre, Lakeview
PENNSYLVANIA
Bill Whvte, Walton Theatre, Philadelphia
S. J. Poppay, Rialto Theatre, York
Jesse C. Lund, Rialto Theatre, Aliquippa
E. J. Clifford. Band Box Theatre, Mifflinburg
C. S. Brown, Temple Theatre, Kane
G. J. Riester, Capitol Theatre, Shamokin
TENNESSEE
Walton Bonds, Milan Theatre, Milan
TEXAS

^

4

A Few Outstanding Programs From Exchange Members
Here are some of the more outstanding programs from among those received from all parts
of the nation and London, England. At the top, left to right, are the publications of the Capitol
and Majestic Theatres, Paragould, Ark.; Arcade Theatre, Springfield, Mass.; and the Capitol,
Shamokin, Pa. Those illustrated at the bottom are, left to right, from the Gaumont Theatres,
London; Met, Baltimore; and Shea Theatres, Buffalo. The Cinemag and Movie Guide are
tabloid-type programs; the Met is printed by the offset process.

Jack Farr, Queen Theatie, Victoria
B. J. Edwards, Westex-Olnev Theatres, Olney
George Buell, Varsity, Ft. Worth
Ben A. Dyer, Fitz Theatre, Columbus
Clavton Schmidt. Odeon Theatre, Mason
J. H. Roberts, Star Theatre, Hereford
Dwight Seymour, Kermit & Texas Theatres, Kermit
W. S. Samuel, Rex Theatre, Arp
Louis Littlefair, Grand Theatre, Stamford
Floyd Faubion, Long's Star Theatre, Teague
CANADA
Lloyd M. Mills, Centre Theatre. London, Ont.
Harland Rankin, Plaza Theatre, Tilbury, Ont.
S. J. Melzer, Premier Operating Co., Toronto, Ont.
H. C. Scheinman, Columbia Pictures, Toronto
Matt Park. Audien Theatre, Wetaskiwen, Alberta
Myron McLeod, Patricia Theatre, Powell River, B. C.
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TO vour local weather forecaster
right now and see if he can determine
what the weather will be on July 4. If he
says it's going to rain cats and dogs all
day, then you'll know your theatre has a
chance to "get the patronage of those who
may have ventured out in the weather manufactured by Jupiter Pluvius. And even if he
says the sun will shine all day, you still
have a chance to hold your own if you plan
now in that direction.
Rain or shine — who cares? Well, you
might have cared years ago when you found
it almost impossible to compete against fireworks and other outdoor amusements with
your hot, stufify house. But it's different to. day... With your comfortable, cool theatre and
a good attraction, j'ou can devise a means
of making Independence Day a day of outstanding attendance.
Go

TRADE

Tops

Showmanship
tion of Independence" (Vitaphone) ; "Sons
of
(Vitaphone)
; "Patriotic
Songs"
(a Liberty"
Community
Sing released
last year
by
Columbia); and "The March of Freedom,"
(now available from Universal). Two short
subjects were released a couple of years ago
which you may be able to book. They are
MGM's "Servant of the People" and Vitaphone's "Give Me Liberty." Unless you have
already played any or all of these short
subjects, it would be wise to screen as many
privately as possible, and then make your
selection.
That noise you'll hear outside on July 4th
will be firecrackers exploding. You can help
suppress it by keeping your doors closed all
day. Thus you'll keep out not only - the
pandemonium and undesirable odor of firecracker smoke, but the heat as well. In this
connection you should appeal to old folk and
mothers who fear for the safety of their
children that the nerve-wracking noise of
the
Independence
Dayattend
celebration
needn't
bother
them if they
your theatre.

Increase Prices on Holiday
A holiday generally means that you can
increase your admission prices, and though
the day's receipts as far as the number of
patrons are concerned might fall off slightly
with the exodus of residents to the sea
shore, countryside and other vacation resorts, you still have a mighty good chance
to come out on top in dollars and cents because of the admission increase.
While we realize that the attractions you'll
book will have an important bearing on
your patronage (we'll discuss this a little
later on), we also are cognizant of something else which will count for just as much:
your cooling system and the way you advertise it. Unless the summer of 1939 follows the freakish trend of 1816, the year in
which there was no summer (remember?),
you can count on it being hotter than blazes
outside. A lot of folk will seek escape from
the torrid temperature, and they'll head
right for your theatre — the place they'll
know will give them relief because they've
read about it in the ads. And when we say
relief, we mean relief from the heat. So, in
all your advertising, which includes your
programs, trailers, poster displays, newspaper ads, etc., let it be known that there
isn't a cooler resort in your neck of the
woods than your theatre. Be careful, however, that you don't concentrate too much on
coolness and permit a mediocre attraction
to rear its ugly head on your screen.

where they'll see an excellent program in
cool and comfortable suroundings.
Find out what the authorities are doing.
Perhaps they plan to recommend a Safe and
Sane Fourth, a recommendation to which
you can tie up in your newspaper ads by
announcing that the safest and sanest way
to spend the Fourth is in your theatre.
Flags and bunting appropriate to the occasion should be displayed on the outside
of the theatre. The company from which
you get your trailer service will probably
be able to furnish you with a patriotic
trailer. Write them today for details.
Sound Truck Street Ballyhoo
passoutdoor
up the resorts.
people at
the beaches
or Don't
at other
A sound
truck
with copy advertising your attraction should
be driven around the resorts as much as
possible. Have the announcer spiel something to the effect that after a few hours in
the hot summer sun there's nothing so cool,
refreshing and restful as a visit to your
theatre.
If there is to be a fireworks celebration
at night, be ingenious and arrange an electrically lighted sign near the scene of the
celebration apprising the onlookers that they
can still see
full show following the pyrotechnics adisplay.
Bear in mind that only if your theatre is
healthfully cool and comfortable and you
are playing worthwhile attractions can you
expect to lure people into your theatre on
Independence Day. By adding a few of
your own ideas to those we've given here,
there's no reason why the Fourth shouldn't
stack up as a good day as far as grosses are
concerned.

"Idiot's Delight" Gets Off to Big
Start Following Splendid Campaign
A campaign staged by Everett Callow, in
charge of publicity and advertising for Stanley-Warner Theatres, and Stanley Benford,
Manager of the Boyd Theatre, Philadelphia,
Pa., prepared a splendid promotional campaign
for the engagement of "Idiot's Delight" at the
Boyd.
From the press department of legitimate
theatres they obtained a mailing list of approximately 10,000 names, and post cards were
sent to these people. A week in advance letters were sent to the A-Iotion Picture Chairmen inofand
three
tions
nearimportant
the city. women's organizaFor the "boy and girl" element, a tieup was
effected with a baking company whereby 100,000 circulars were distributed, 3000 window
streamers displayed in store windows and 150
trucks bannered.
With the cooperation of the United News
Company and the Fawcett Publications 1,500
cards were placed on newsstands and in store
windows,
and theTheNews
60 trucks
were
bannered.
cardsCompany's
were furnished
by
Fawcett Publications.
So effective was the campaign that the fihn
got off to an excellent start.

Fine Patriotic Shorts Available
Your policy will dictate whether you run
one feature and short subjects, or two features. Because there will be some mighty
fine patriotic short subjects available, we
believe you'd be wise to arrange your program to include a high quality feature, plus
a patriotic short subject, a good cartoon,
perhaps a travelogue, or some other novelty
reel, and the newsreel. By advertising the
entire program, surely you will benefit just
as much or perhaps more than you would
if you ran two features, one of which may
be mediocre.
As far as we can determine, here are a
few of the patriotic shorts, any one of
which you may be able to book for Independence Day if you get your request in at
the proper exchange immediately: "Declara-
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Trimble

The "Heights"

of Exploitation

Flere arc the highlights of Lester Pollock's
campaign on the Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists film, "IVuthering Heights" from a
photographic standpoint. (Top) a department
store zvindow in conjunction with Vogue Hats ;
(Center) Manson News Agency trucks carried
posters a week prior to playdate ; (Bottom)
O'ne of the best downtozvn stove and refrigerator stores in Rochester, N. Y., devoted a
ivindow to a tieup on the film. Les is manager of Loew's Rochester — as though you
zvho have seen his fine work didn't knoiv!

Theatre

Prepares Giant

d on "Cast_les"
paper inHeral
How News
a theatre
a medium-sized
town
can start the exploitation fireworks via the
printing presses is exemplified in a smashing newspaper-sized fhrowaway put out for
"The Storv of Vernon and Irene Castle" by
the Trimble Theatre, Mt, Sterling, Ky., one
of the chain of houses operated by the Elliott-War Circuit, Lexington, Ky.
The Tri)uhle Theatre Ncivs had all the
earmarks of a big-city daily. From pressbook stories and illustrations, a lively, eightcolumn four-page publication was made up
for community distribution. The cost was
carried by tisements
a series
three-column
placed on ofthe
back page adveralong
with a pictorial theme story of the AstaireRogers show.

6 T H

ANNIVERSARY

Include
JULY
3rd
IDAHO ADMITTED TO THE UNION, 1890.
tres in that state should observe the day as
occasion with flags flying, etc. In other
they'll start celebrating Independence Day
early.

Theaa gala
words,
a day

4th
INDEPENDENCE DAY. See story on the opposite
page for STR's suggestions on how to observe this
occasion.
FIRST ROAD TEST OF AN AUTO, 1894. This
would be a good time to make a tieup with a local
automobile dealer for a parade, a giveaway of a car
in your theatre or a ballyhoo with his cooperation.
7th
AIR MAIL SERVICE started New York to California, 1929. The tenth anniversary of this occasion
is something to shout especially if you happen to
be playing an airplane picture. A display of airmail
stamps in the lobby would be a good bet, especially
if you can get some of the older ones contributed
by local philatelists.
8th
BLOODHOUNDS MADE LEGAL AGENTS, 1911.
Use this angle on any mystery picture which has
tracking dogs in it. It might also be a good bet to
tie up this event to any short about dogs.
Seven

Firms to Sponsor Toys and

Novelties on "Gulliver's Travels"
With production well under way on its
first feature-length Technicolor cartoon,
Max Fleischer's forthcoming "Gulliver's
Travels" at his new studios in Miami, Lou
Diamond, head of Paramount's licensee department on this feature, announced the
signing of contracts with seven leading organizations which will sponsor toys and novelties based on the characters to appear in
this cartoon production.
Contracts have been closed with the following seven organizations: Saalfield Publishing Co. of Akron, O., for books; Sun
Rubber Co. of Barberton, O., for rubber
dolls; Ideal Novelty and Toy Co., on composition dolls, segmented dolls and toys
both in wood and composition, cable dolls
and also stuffed goods; American Miniature
Co.; Norwich Knitting Co.; Cramer-Tobias-Mayer, Inc., advertising agency; and
Ira G. Katz on children's hats. In addition
to the above, manufacturers deals are now
being negotiated by Harry Roj'ster, assisting Diamond, with other toy and novelty
organizations,
"Gulliver's Travels", a screen adaptation
of the famous Jonathan Swift story, is
scheduled for release during the Christmas
holidays.

In
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Beauty

Your

Pageant

Summer

THIS summer beauty contests will be staged
in all parts of the nation. Some of them
will be state events, others national and still
others international. Leading up to these, however, will be numerous local pageants for selections of the towns' most beautiful girls.
We can assure you that the big contests,
such as the Atlantic City Bathing Beauty
Pageant, will be elaborate and never-to-be-forgotten affairs. In all probability you will be
informed from different sources of other pageants to which you can send local beauty winners. Arrangements will be made to take care
of these girls, to see that they are properly
chaperoned, and above all, to see that they are
accorded such a good time that even the losers
will be glad for the opportunity they had of
participating.
What concerns you most of all, however, is
your own local elimination contest. To insure
the success of a beauty pageant, you must have
the newspaper as a co-sponsor. Only in this
way can you get the publicity which is so essential to the affair's success. And, of course,
you'll have to tie up with merchants for prizes.
Your judges must be men and women prominent in civic affairs, so that prestige will be
added.
Stories announcing your beauty pageant
should run three or four weeks before it
starts, and continuously thereafter until it is
completely over. These stories can be built up
from day to day by listing additional prizes,
featuring photographs of the entrants, etc.
When cultyit
gets under
be no diffiin finding
featureway,
storythere'll
material.
Arrange for spot announcements over your
local radio station. Cooperating merchants
should give over windows to elaborate displays of the prizes, together with photographs
of the entrants. Besides the newspaper stories
and announcements, heralds should be made up
for distribution to girls in stores, office buildings and factories. A trailer should be
screened
every day for several weeks in advance.
When the finalists have been selected, get the
merchants to tie in on cooperative newspaper
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ads in which prizes and photos are featured.
Get a truck out on the streets to ballyhoo the
event. Make up window cards and posters and
see that they are prominently posted around
town and in surrounding communities. In exchange for a flash announcement on the screen
or a card in the lobby, you can probably get a
local photographer to take pictures of the entrants free of charge. The photographer might
even contribute one of the prizes in exchange
forLists
the ofextra
business
he'll get.of entrants and
prizes,
photographs
other details of the contest should be prominently displayed in your lobby.
Banquet- for Winner
The winning beauty and her maid of honor
(the runner-up) should be tendered a banquet
by one of the civic clubs. Or, you can make it
a city-wide affair with all civic clubs sending
representatives. We pause for a moment here
to remind you that the judging of all contestants, up to the selection of the winner,
should
be girls
held on
your stage.
there
are
forty
entered.
At theLet's
firstsay
judging,
ten are eliminated ; next week, ten more are
out, etc. On the last week, only ten girls remain, one of which will become Miss (name of
your city).
Let the winner be feted at parties and banquets, such as the one described in the preceding paragraph. Have photos taken of her at
various functions, of her visiting department
stores and being fitted for costumes she has
won as prizes for her selection. If you send
her as your town's representative to a state or
national beauty contest, give her a rousing
send-off at the station by having a band present, city officials on hand, photographers clicking away, etc.
Whether or not you send the winner of your
beauty pageant to a national contest is entirely
up to you ; the important thing is that a local
beauty contest stimulates business, builds up
goodwill. It's a great summer tonic for your
theatre and for your community. Why not plan
to stage one this summer?

Martin Has Classics Played On
Piano in Lobby to Sell "Sonata"
What he described as creating a great
deal of "ripe" attention was a lobby stunt
effected by Dave Martin when he was manager of the Fox Bruin Theatre in Los Angeles. Alartin is now at the Paramount in
Hollywood.
The stunt consisted of having a piano in
the lobby, with Dave's assistant, Al Libby,
evidently "tickling the ivories" with
classical selections. The piano, of bleached
walnut, and the lamps sitting on top of it,
were promoted gratis, even to the hauling.
Two 250-watt spotlights with blue gelatin
provided illumination.
And we almost forgot to provide readers
with the name of the film on which this
stunt was used. It was "Moonlight Sonata"
in which Ignace Jan Paderewski has the featured role.

You Can Promote Newspaper and Merchant Cooperation
Here are some excellent examples of newspaper and merchant cooperation in staging a local
beauty pageant. Culled from tear-sheets of a contest in Wilmington, Del., a fezv seasons
back as put on by Arthur A. Cohn, then manager of the Star Theatre, they give you a good
hint as to just what you can do'. At the left is a feature »tory and photos showing the
beauty queen leaving the theatre and receiving the scroll officially declaring her victory. In
the center is a cooperative ad, zvhile at the right is a front-page photo taken after the victor has
been crowned by her maid of honor.
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Suite." Annabella, of
course, willdraw
be ing
an
excellent
card because of the
her
recentattending"
marriage
publicity
to a handsome star
whose name you
probably
already
know
if you keep
up

UNLESS the weather man stages one of
his unseasonal pranks and turns this
and the next couple of months into
chilly, frosty days for most of us — unless,
we warn, the weather man does this, you
can bet your trip to the World's Fair it's
going to be mighty warm. Right now you
may have doffed your coat, or you may be
all decked out in a new tropical suit.
What, pray tell us, you may ask, has this
to do with a Showmanalysis? Well, our answer is that the weather has a lot to do with
it. At least that's our opinion, and let's see
if
you don't
withthan
us. the
Now inside
supposeof the
weather
wasagree
colder
an
electric refrigerator. In that case, "Bridal
Suite" would, of course, be an attraction you
could sell, and undoubtedly you would do
good business on it.
But — suppose it is bright, clear, and warm
outside. Your house is delightfully cool, this
fact having been impressed on the public
by means of strong summer selling. And
suppose it is June (which it is, by the way)
when thoughts of young folk turn to romance— the month of weddings. If you have
a gay, laughter-filled romance entitled
"Bridal Suite" and co-starring Annabella and
Robert Young, it's our opinion you have the
perfect exploitation picture for June, or for
the other summer months, too.
That's why we were so concerned
has
the weather. And now that that element with

been surmounted, we'll get down to business about the selling angles on "Bridal

Here Are Your Cast and Credits
Luise Anzengrubcr
ANNABELLA
Neill McGUl
ROBERT YOUNG
Doctor Grauer
Walter Connolly
Sir Horace Bragdon ...Reginald Owen
Cornelius McGill
Gene Lockhart
Lord Heifer
Arthur Treacher
Mrs. McGill
Billie Burke
Abbie Bragdon
Virginia Field
Maxl
Felix Bressart
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURE
Produced bv EDGAR SELWYN. Directed by WILLIAM THIELE. Incidental Music by ARTHUR GUTMANN. Screenplay by SAMUEL
HOFFENSTEIN. Story by GOTTFRIED REINHARDT and VIRGINIA
FAULKNER.

on the news. And
since she is teamed with Robert Young,
who, himself is a favorite of millions everywhere, there's every indication that this film,
with the benefit of a strong selling campaign, will bring extra patronage to your
box office.
On this page you'll see three examples of
teaser advertising, the mats of which can be
obtained at your nearest MGM exchange.
have an artist who can make addiIf you tional
sketches, you might prepare more
Again, you might pick up catchteasers.
lines from the regular press book ads as
well as from the suggested lines in the publicity section. To these add sketches, or cuts
of Annabella and Robert Young, and you
have just the right kind of teasers to get the
Suite." of stills
interested
public
Because
there isina "Bridal
large selection
available, and because many of the posters
are well suited for cutout purposes, it should
be easy for your artist or advertising man to
prepare an attractive and intriguing advance
lobby display. You might place it upstairs
in the lounge about two weeks before the
picture opens; then the week before bring it
downstairs to the lobby or foyer, and during the film's engagement have it on display outside.
Let's Concentrate

of the exploitation stills illustrated in this
Showmanalysis (for additional stills see the
press book exploitation section) could be
used appropriately.
Want to attract still more attention to it?
All right. When you have lined up your
merchants for the display on what furnishings newlyweds should have in their bridal
suite, arrange for a single or double-truck
cooperative ad in the newspaper. First, being
sure that no prices are advertised, let the
public guess just how much it would cost
to furnish a bridal suite. It would be required that a contest entrant submit the cooperative page or pages, with his guess about
the cost of each item marked in the ad which
features that item. Incidentally, it might be
well to mention here that each merchant
either feature only one item, or combine
several into one unit.
Furthermore, as an aid to contestants, and
of course to get people to visit the various
stores, you might suggest that they drop in
and inspect the merchandise before they
venture a guess as to its cost. After guesses
have been made on the individual items, the
contestant must then place the total figures
in a space provided for that purpose. Entries
should then be submitted either to you, to
the newspaper office, or to any one of the
of the exploitation stills illustrated in this

^■9-^

than a Swiss fooAr/e ,n W^7^_.—
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on Tieups

It's going to be fun arranging tieups, because they'll be plentiful. You'll be able to
think up several good gags, too. But first,
let's concentrate on tieups.
Who would dare think of showing
"Bridal Suite" without at least tieing up
with a furniture store for a special window
display and a cooperative newspaper ad?
Not to take advantage of this salient selling
angle would be like serving turkey on
Thanksgiving without giblet gravy or cranfor the would
newlyweds'
home berry
in sauce.
the Everything
line of furniture
more
than fill the largest window your local furniture dealer has, and with added stills and
copy plugging your showing — well, we venture to say more people would be window
shopping than is ordinarily the case.
But extend
the tieup
You
could
it todoesn't
other end
stores.there.
Whereas
furniture is exhibited by one, another might
exhibit silverware, another clock's, another
kitchen utensils, another curtains and draperies, etc. These could be added to the display, with cards giving proper credit to cooperating merchants. Or each merchant
could arrange his own display. Perhaps some

[as. h£ e

..u,p,ni /? WILLING! BKIUAL
- THE LAUGHS mKILLlHSl^ SUITt
TOMOmVJ WtRl mUHS!
Use Wacky Teaser Ads
The screwball teaser ads illustrated above are
based on the scenes in the film in which Annabella makes a Swiss confection known as Nusspusserl. You can work up silly teasers along the
same lines on another angle. The title is perfect.
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front of the window. Attached to each piece
could be a cut-out letter from the title, so
that thewhen
word
be
formed
the "Bridal
pieces areSuite"
placedwould
properly

participating stores. To be a winner, one
would have lo get correct or nearest correct the total cost of all the items, besides
getting correct or nearest figures on individuaT items. However, the rules regarding
tiie awarding of prizes could he worked out
among the merchants, newspapers, and
yourself.
If you decide to work on the contest angle, it would be best to arrange displays in
the windows of participating merchants,
rather than have one large display in one
window with credit cards.
For a couple of extra passes, you can get
your society editor to keep you intormed of
all approaching engagements and marriages.
When you have the names and addresses of
those about to take "the big step," send announcements of your showing of "Bridal
Suite." The cards should be printed in the
manner of wedding announcements. A suggestion as to how the card should be printed
and the style of type to be used will be
found in the exploitation section of the press
book. Your printer will advise you, too.

Will Key Fit the "Door" ?
We like the idea of a "bridal door" in
the lobby, with fans invited to try to open
the door to the "Bridal Suite." Keys, which
are passed out either by the cashier or the
doorman, mav be obtained from the EconPrinting" Co.,
225 having
W. 39ththe
St.,display
N. Y. C.
As a omydeviation
from
in
the lobby, hotels might tie up with you
whereby two, three or more displays would
be placed in the lobbies of as many hotels
as are operating in your community. Patrons receiving keys would have to try them
out on the "doors" at the different hostelries. Setpieces plugging the film could be on
display in each lobby, too. Whichever way
you do it, it's still a swell stunt. The main
thing is to take advantage of it.
If city ordinances will permit, have a
stencil made of an arrow with the words,
"This Way to the 'Bridal Suite'." With a
brush and whitewash or paint that will soon
wear off (but not too soon) the stencil can
be placed on the sidewalk' and the brush
swished across it. When the stencil is removed, you have the sign pointing in the
direction of your theatre. Should officials
forbid you to do this, perhaps they will permit you to make up your own arrows on thin
cardboard stock. Arrows already imprinted,
except for your theatre imprint, can also
be obtained from the company furnishing
you the keys described in the preceding
paragraph.
One suggestion for street ballyhoo is to
have a young man rigged out in regulation
bell-hop attire and carrying flowers and a
traveling bag on which your announcement
is imprinted, walk around the business district. He could appear in stores, ride the
buses, trolleys, etc. A large card giving
credit to the florist could be attached to the
flowers, something like this, for example:
"Flowers to my sweetheart from her best
boy friend and her favorite florist — Blank
Flower Shop."
Humorous

alongside each other. To add further to the
display, other types of luggage could be displayed behind those already mentioned,
along with a blowup of the tieup still and
other stills from the picture.
Nosegays of flowers could be presented to
feminine patrons at matinee performances of
the picture, with "compliments of Annabella
and Robert Young" and the flower shop
providing the nosegays. This means a chance
for a display in the florist's window.
Some Ideas For the Front
Enliven your front. Die-cut wedding
"bells" with the title of the film imprinted
on each could be suspended from the marquee. You might use the young man we suggested for street ballyhoo, in lietween trips
around town, to stand in front of the
theatre with his flowers and travelling bag
and "bark" for the picture. He might say,
"Paging you and you and you to step right
up and see the greatest laugh avalanche that
ever knocked a quartet of comedy stars
See What

This Ad

Sells

Comedy, romance, plus two popular iavorites are
important selling angles in the above layout. The
copy and illustrations are sprightly and gay, just
what you need to get your patrons in a moviegoing mood. The other ads are just as effective.
could be on hand in front of the theatre
when the newlyweds pull up. The suggestion
in the press book' that you invite occupants
of bridal suites to be your guests is also an
excellent one, perhaps even more appropriate than what we have suggested here if
you have good hotels in your town. The
same method, that of whisking them to the
theatre, etc., could be used.
You should tie up with a store selling
luggage. Our idea of an attractive display
would be to have several different types of
hand luggage placed in a line across the

loose
yodeling
complexes,
etc."
Make from
cutoutstheir
from
the posters
and place
them in convenient spots on the sidewalk, in
front of regular display frames, and on top
of the marquee. Combined heads of Annabella and Robert Young should be prominently in view.
In its advertising, the Capitol, New York,
used this selling copy beside a head of Annabella: "Annabella Gets Her Fella — No Wonder Annabella glows like a girl in love!
While making this picture her real life roreached
happy
can
use thismance
line
in its
your
ads climax."
and as aYou
caption
for a scene
ment page. cut of Annabella on the amuseWell, it looks like this is where we came
in, so we'll have to bring this Showmanalysis to a close. Our advice to you is that,
since "Bridal Suite" is so exploitable, and
since it is being released right at the time
when weddings are most popular, it is up
to you to get as much extra business as
possible by thoroughly e.Mploiting it.

Street Ballyhoo

Another street ballyhoo that should attract
lots of attention would consist of a black
limousine with a chauffeur and a couple who
apparently are "just married." Old shoes
and tin cans could be dragging from the
rear of the car. On each side there could be
a card with this copy: "Just Married — We're
On Our Way to the 'Bridal Suite' at the
Blank Theatre."
Invite couples who plan to be married
during the engagement of "Bridal Suite" to
be your guests at any of the performances.
Immediately after a wedding, a couple could
be swished (is that the proper word? — no,
whisked is the word) to your theatre to see
the show before embarking on their honeymoon. Plans should be known in advance so
that photographers
and others interested

Making

Tieups

Is Backbone

of Your

Exploitation

Making tieups is the backbone of good exploitation, and you can certainly go far in that direction
with all the stills MGM has made available for you. Here are only six of them, but they serve to
illustrate the possibilities. Reading from left to right the stills are for drug stores, kodak shops, men's
stores, luggage shops, women's shops, and recreation centers or sporting goods stores. Merchants
will be glad lo go olong with you, especially when you show them photos like those illustrated here.
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Boucher
Music

Circularizes
Lovers,

Teachers

When Frank Boucher found he had the good

Star Poses

with

Exhibitors

J canettc MacDonald paused in Indiana during a recent concert tour to have her picture taken
with several exhibitors. Left to right are Guy Hammit of Crazvfordsville, Harry Frederickson of Lafayette, Miss MacDonald and Arthur Clark of Bloomington. During her tour Miss
MacDonald helped mightily to build grosses for her latest MGM picture, "Broadzmy Serenade."

''Dark

Victory''

Receives

Big

Campaign

In

Buff
For tieups
Eng
at Shea's
Theatre
agewith
alo
ment
A series
of effective
coupled
usually devotes the front cover of the
magazine to several pictures, devoted the
an extensive advertising and publicity campaign succeeded in giving "Dark Victory"
entire page to "Dark Victory". Six thousand
a tremendous start at the Buffalo Theatre,
of these were distributed. Fifteen twentyBuffalo, N. Y., resulting in big business for
four
sheets were also posted throughout
the city.
its engagement.
First gun of the campaign was fired when
Buffalo's leading periodical and magazine
distribution company placed large placards
2,000 invitation-type calling cards were
on the sides of their fourteen trucks, tying
placed strategically in hotel rooms and
hotel mail boxes throughout the city. The
in the cover of Silver Screen magazine,
distribution was concentrated on the four
which bore a picture of Bette Davis, with
most prominent hotels. To a selected mailtheatre copy. The theatre distributed 2,500
ing list of prominent social and civic lead8-10 photos of Bette Davis and George
Brent to employees of department stores.
ers, the manager of Shea's sent out 1,000
postal cards, endorsing the film, and urgA five-day classified ad contest in the
ing them to attend its showing at the theBuffalo Times was good for loads of free
atre. Added to this was the distribution of
advertising with a two-column by eight ad
3,000 colored heralds, which were used by
every day including an ad mat. A five day
the house for the first tine in a year with
film quiz contest was placed in the local
Polish language paper.
excellent results. The heralds were distributed on a house-to-house basis.
Hongerer's, the largest store in Buffalo,
The theatre tied in with various merused a quarter page ad on the Irwin Furchants in town giving the film widespread
niture national tieup on the film, and also
coverage in the way of displays and giveused display material throughout the store.
aways. The local Beck Shoe store was preFive hundred active officers of the Bufvailed upon to imprint 3,000 paper bags
falo women's clubs were addressed at a
luncheon at the Statler Hotel and urged to
with theatre and picture copy, using the
bags to wrap all merchandise for several
tell their constituents about the picture.
days in advance of opening. The Mayflower
Theatre lobby displays were used with New
York reviews of the picture, and a large
Doughnut store, located at the most important corner in Buffalo gave the film a
advertising campaign helped bally the piclarge window display, using stills and copy
ture. Large picture
were secured
in all theand
localpublicity
papers. break's
on the picture. This display was placed
over the doughnut machine in the window
which normally attracts a huge crowd.
Kresge's store used a 40x80 announcement card tying it in with a display of
Good Tieup on "Huckleberry"
Westmore cosmetics. They also imprinted
paper bags with theatre copy, using them
Here's how the Bohack stores in Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island tied in on
for their customer's purchases. The Grant
Store used a one sheet with copy an"Huckleberry Finn." Wrapped in each loaf
of bread was part of a still reproduction of
nouncing their gifts for Mother's Day.
Through a hosiery store tieup, 2,500 giveMickey Rooney. When bread consumers seaway heralds were distributed throughout
cured the 6 parts necessary to complete the
the city.
picture, they took them to their nearest
For the first time in Buffalo, the Buffalo
Loew theatre and received a guest ticket.
Transportation company allowed a theatre
The cooperating stores used window streamto place placards on bus windshields.
ers, door signs and paper pennants announcThe Shea Theatres
Movie
Guide which
ing the contest.

fortune to obtain a playdate on Universal's
"Three Smart Girls Grow Up", he went right
to work to sell this attraction to his patrons.
Frank now runs the Glove Theatre in Gloversville. New York, a town where response to an
exploitation stunt is easy to see.
First Frank got up a mimeographed postal
card which he addressed to every teacher in
every school in the city and to teachers of
music, dancing, etc. Since the playdate was at
Easter time his copy started off like this :
"Would you like to solve your Easter social
obligations for your students with a nice theatre party at a show that has been arranged
just for that joyous holiday?" Then followed
copy about the show (Frank doesn't neglect
his shorts selling either) with the theatre's
phone number appended so that teachers wishing to bring large groups could make special
arrangements for reduced rates and reserved
seats.
Another stunt was a letter sent to all the
music lovers in town. Frank doesn't say just
how he got the list of music lovers but we
surmise that he was wise enough to obtain
these lists from music teachers, from music
stores' lists of customers and so on. These
letters stressed the musical appeal of Deanna
Durbin's picture in which she sang four songs.
They
startedus off
"Your name
has
been given
as in
onethis
whoway:
appreciates
the best
in screen entertainment and among those who
are
interested
in music".
swellvery
way much
to begin
a letter
and the It's
copya
throughout was equally appealing.
Congratulations, Frank, on a swell campaign.
We'd like to hear some of your activities in the
Glove.
Patriotism Key of Vital Campaign
Week in Fox West Coast Houses
As part of the Spyros Skouras Showmanship campaign now in progress among
Fox West Coast theatres, the week of May
28 has been designated as American Week.
Since the idea dovetails with Memorial
Day, managers have been urged to take
the cue and shape and re-shape their campaign plans to make the most of this auspicious date. They have been urged to
make the dedication of the American Flag
one of the most important points of their
plans. A flag has been furnished every
theatre.
Further than this, they are also to schedule showings of patriotic short subjects,
special morning and afternoon shows, special theatre parties and special nights catering to such organizations as the American
Legion, Daughters of the American RevoW^ars,
the
R.O.T.C.,lution,
BoyVeterans
and of
GirlForeign
Scouts of
America,
and other patriotic organization including
the Gold Star Mothers.
Why not follow the example of Fox West
Coast theatres and inaugurate an Americanism Week in your own theatre? It pays
big dividends and will make your house
"the place to go."

"Park's"

Message

to Patrons

Hailing it as "an important event," and
stating that "without hesitation, Frank
Capra, master picture-maker, has made of it
his crowning achievement," Pearce Parkhurst, manager of the State Theatre, Torrington. Conn., sent personal messages to
local residents emphasizing the entertainment qualities of "You Can't Take It With
You." We have an idea that the messages
were also distributed to patrons leaving the
theatre, although "Park" gave no details.
Anyway, it's good stuff.
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

Try

a

Change

With
A

Quality

Meritorious

Feature

by

Featurets

Enlivened
Should

Be

of

Given

Tryout

A MAJORITY of exhibitors have, through
the winter, run double features week in
single feaand week out. Few have played
tures exclusively or divided their playing
time with singles and doubles. Yet, if
you'd hke to get some public reaction to
single bills, or if you'd like to see what can
be done to wean the folk away from dual
ms, why not try an experiment this
prograr?
summe
You'll probably shy away from the idea.
You'll say, "Why should I try it? I know
my patrons won't go for anything other
than two features. It's quantity they want,
not quality. No. sir, I'll stick to doubles.
Well, you evidently know your business, and
if you're in that frame of mind, it's going
to be tough for us to make any suggestions.
If, on the other hand, you believe doing
something different once in a while or trying out new experiments is the only way a
wise showman can determine his public's
ever-ch
lend
us anging
an ear. tastes, then perhaps you'll
Biggest- Films First of Week
We are not advocating complete abolition of dual bills. You're probably too well
sold on them to comply wholeheartedly to
such a suggestion. But let's say you have
three changes a week — Sunday through
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. Therefore you begin a new
show on Sunday, Wednesday and Friday.
In most situations, the first part of the week
is when the biggest films are booked, while
action films, westerns, etc., make up the
bookings for the balance of the Vyfeek.
It seems to us, then, that your Sunday
booking
should consist
"A" subjects.
picture
and a diversified
selection ofof anshort
Playing the picture alone adds to its pre:,
tige; makes it seem even more outstanding
and meritorious than it might really be. By
giving it more space in your advertising,
and by carefully selecting your short subjects and advertising them, it stands to reason that you'll be raising the entertainment
standard of your program. For the rest of
the week, where you have "B" films, pair
them together, if you wish.
A Typical Situation
The writer knows of a typical situation.
In this town, there were two first-run houses.
Both ran single features. Suddenly, one
switched to doubles. Meanwkile, the other
went serenely on its way with singles. For
a while, the dual-bill house attracted extra
patronage, while the other house saw a decline in business. After holding cut for a
long-time, the single-bill house reluctantly
decided to go double. Under the new policy,
business picked up a little, and then, seemingly, for no apparent reason, it fell down
even more than when the house was running
singles. Patrons began complaining. They
didn't want to sit through two features;

Program

Short

Reels

they'd rather see one good picture and
shorts. So the house returned to singles. And
to this day, while the other house drifts
along with "two big hits" programs, this one
runs singles
leading
theatre.exclusively, and is the town's
Here, evidently, the patrons wanted to see
only one feature to a program in their favorite theatre. The manager could easily
have refrained from experimenting with
doubles, but he wanted to be certain he was
giving the public what it wanted. He found
later that the decline in business that followed the inauguration of doubles in the
opposition was nothing more than a temporary reaction. He was glad, however, that
he
had
doubles. Before, he wasn't
sure; nowtried
he knew.
Giving the Public a Change
This story might apply to you. AI! houses
may be playing doubles. If you deviate from
this policy, even for only a couple of days
ain week,
you'll be giving the public a change
film fare.
As we said before, however, you must run
only a first class feature alone; a secondary
film will not do. And your short subjects
must be of the highest quality. Choose them
just as carefully and with an eye to box office values as you would your feature. To
help you, we are listing herewith some examples of wise booking of short subjects,
with the type of feature to be considered:
With a heavy, dramatic feature, book a
cartoon, a musical subject or comedy, perhaps atravelogue, and the newsreel. So long

as it tends to be light and humorous, almost
any combination of short reels is possible.
With a feature-length comedy, go in for
shorts of topical interest, such as the March
of Time (RKO), the Crime Doesn't Pay
series (MGM), True Adventures (Vita.)
etc. A good sports subject, or one of the
reels revealing strange oddities, could round
out the bill. Cartoons, of course, can fit in
well on practically any kind of progr,%iti, regardless of the type feature being exhibited.
If you're playing a musical, our best advice to you is to avoid orchestra reels or any
other subject which has a maximum of
music featured. Otherwise, travelogues, cartoons, dramatic subjects, topical reels and perhaps comedies will suffice to give you a wellbalanced program.

Chance

Trying singles will give you a chance to
play up those shorts that are now up on the
shelf. In addition, you'll be able to see for
yourself just how much the one and tworeelers have improved in quality within the
past couple of years. There may be a few
bad ones here and there, but take it from
us, the good far outrank the poor. Look in
the "First Run Short Product" box in
STR every week to see what subjects
are considered important by the operators
of first-run theatres in key centers like New
York and Chicago. Look through the short
subject guide in the back of the book and
study the different classifications. Take
the guide with you when you go to the exchange to do your booking.
Nothing attempted is nothing gained. You
may make the experiment, and fail. Then
again, you rnay try it and be surprised at
the increase in box office receipts. In either
case, you could never have been reasonably
sure if you hadn't tried.
n
Prophet
Has

Headin' For Hollywood
Boarding a California-bound American Airlines plane at Dallas, Texas, and apparently a
bit enthusiastic about the whole thing,' is
Tommy Howell, manager of Interstate's Bison
Theatre.
As first prise winner in the short
subjects exploitation contest conducted by
MGM's shorts department, Manager Howell
will spend seven days in the film capital as
the guest of MGM.

to Play Up Shorts

Without

Good

Sales

Honor
Angles

When you play "Prophet Without
Honor", an MGM short subject directed
by Felix Feist, you should seek the cooperation of local units of the Navy or
Naval Reserve, inasmuch as the film is a
tribute to Matthew Fontaine Maury, once
an officer of the United States Navy. Perhaps you can persuade them to supply a
guard of honor to deliver your film from
the local airport or railway express depot.
Get a detachment to officially open your engagement with a rifle or bugle salute in
front of your theatre.
As an official tribute to the memory of
Matthew Fontaine Maury, have the Mayor
and other city officials attend the first showing of "Prophet Without Honor". Maury
was a Virginian, which means that a local
representative of his native state can be
included in the group. If there are local
alumni of the Virginia Military Institute,
where Maury, in his later years was a
member of the faculty, invite them also.
On the campus of New York University,
Maury occupies a place in the Hall of
Fame. With the cooperation of the newspapers, you could conduct a contest in
which readers are to select the ten men
who they believe should have places in the
Hall of Fame. Theatre tickets could be
awarded for the list considered best in the
opinion of the judges.
Seek tieups with your public schools and
with local libraries, for tliere is definite
educational value in the screen study of the
life of Matthew Fontaine Maury.
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"Around the World" Show
Many theatres at various intervals have a
cartoon show at which seven or eight of the
year's outstanding animated subjects are presented to the children at a special matinee.
Why couldn't a similar procedure be followed regarding the travel reels? While
we realize there may not be strong interest
in these as far as the kiddies are concerned,
we do believe that junior and high school
students would find much in such shows
to improve their knowledge and help them
in their studies.

Tieups

Sound Truck Plays "Ferdinand"
Records in Floyd's Big Campaign
A sound truck playing "Ferdinand the
Bull" records, ten store tie-ups on main
street and radio hook-ins featured the
on "Ferdinand the Bull"
elaborate campaign
engineered
by Manager Joe Floyd of the
Granada Theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Starting with a strong advance newspaper
campaign, Floyd plugged all three recordings on stations KSOO-NBC and KELONBC. The Dime Store, Floral Company
and a gas company were among the store
tie-ins. The theatre art shop turned out
numerous bulls for theatre-front and window display and for the sound truck, these
running from four feet to fifteen feet high.
The truck used the "Ferdinand" records.
Floyd's campaign includes specially-made
24 sheets using three-fourths of the board
for theatre-prepared copy and the remainder
of the space given over to a six-sheet.
Attaboy, Joe, that's the way to put over
a short. Take heed, showmen.

Winner

Reels

Offers

Pete Smith's "iNlarine Circus" offers several
opportunities for out of tlie ordinary stunts.
It's the kind of short worthy of exploitation,
too, so try to adapt some of these ideas to
your local situation for better business when
you plav this subject.
The subject has a considerable value as
educational material, since it shows species of
fish which have seldom been photographed before. Ask teachers in biology classes m the
local schools to announce the showing to their
students and if possible, promote an essay
contest based on the subject. The educational
value of the subject can also be used to obtain tieups with the public library which could
cooperate with you in the interests of its many
volumes on ichthyology.
For a ballyhoo, have a man attired in a deep
sea diver's outfit walk through the streets bearing signs reading, "See what's in the sea"- —
wi'th the name of the subject and playdates.
A lobby display can be arranged by having a
local aquarium or pet shop furnish you with a
large fish bowl stocked with various types of
fish. You could offer prizes to whoever correctly identified all the different types. The
same idea can be used as a window tieup with
a local pet shop.

Contest

Travel

Sees Sights

Loretta Palmer, zvinner of the IVarner-Vitaphone Philadelphia Talent Contest conducted
by the Philadelphia Daily News, is shown
here in her suite at the Hotel Piccadilly. She
came to New York to take part in a Vitaphone short subject. Pointing out typical
Manhattan sights to her is Roy Moulton,
manager of the Piccadilly, while Mrs. Palmer,
Loretta' s mother, also enjoys the view.

Ferdinand's Shadow Box
The neiv Nezvsreel Theatre in Radio City
gives its short subjects some spectacular displays and here is one for Walt Disney's
"Ferdinand the Bull''. He ogles his lanfuid
eyes from a shadoz^.' bo.r effect poster.
Timely

Selling

Hints

On

''While America Sleeps''
Hailed as the short subject of the month
in April, there is still enough widespread
interest in the sensational espionage activities reported in the daily press to make
your
of "While
America
Sleeps",
one ofshowing
the Crime
Does Not
Pay series,
an
event of iraportance. It is a subject with a
timely and vital message for every American, and it merits attention in your newspaper ads and in all other phases of your
promotional activity.
Get your newspaper editors to attend an
advance screening, since the film offers fertile material for editorial writers. Even
though they may have written about the
spy situation before, this subject gives Ihem
additional material for discussion.
An advance screening should also be arranged for officials of the American Legion,
Boy Scouts, D.A.R., etc. Seek their cooperation in announcing your showing over
the local radio station, in public schools,
and to their memberships.
For a newspaper story of great local
interest, also invite to the preview representatives of the Regular Army and the
National Guard and any manufacturers who
may supply any kind of military materials
to the Government. A reporter could obtain their comments.
The bands and bugle corps of patriotic
organizations could participate in a parade
to plug the film.

Akin's Coif Short Campaign
A campaign worthy of a feature was put on
by Wally Akin in Abilene, Texas, for the golf
short "Shooting for Par". First of all a tieup
with the local countrj' club resulted in cards
plugging the subject being handed to everv
golfer. Window displays were arranged in all
local sporting goods stores and a special setpiece and golf bag display was placed in the
lobby in advance of the playdate. To cap the
climax. Akin arranged a miniature putting
green right in the theatre lobbv where there
was plenty of action and excitement all of
which helped enormously to sell the short.

Then, too, there are the inmates of Orphans Homes and other institutions who
seldom, if ever, get to know much of the
world about them. What an excellent goodwill gesture it would be on your part to
present
an morning.
"Around the
showolder
for
them some
For World"
that matter,
inmates could also be invited. Students, of
course, could be charged a nominal admission fee, but young and old inmates could
be the guests of your newspaper or a local
travel agency. Much extra publicity helpful
to your theatre could easily result from such
an undertaking.
Looking over the list of releases, we find
the following series available: Columbia —
Columbia Tours; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer —
Fitzpatrick Traveltalks; Paramount — Color
Cruises; 20th Century-Fox — Magic Carpet of
Movietone; United Artists — World Windows; Universal — Going Places; Vitaphone —
Color Parades; States Rights — Screen
Travelers.
Because so many travel subjects are available, this stunt should be a comparatively
"Around
if the
it, andgoes
one. Try
easy World"
the
matinee
overfirst
big,
which
it certainly should provided you give it the
proper advertising and exploitation, you will
be eager to arrange many more for future
dates.
An Exploitable Short

California Bankers Association intends to circularize its 1250 members in the
State on the advisability of tieing in with
a Crime
to Loan,"
"Money This
theatres
expose of the
Pay subject.
Does Notplaying
evil has plenty of selling possibilshark
loan ities
for smart showmen.
The

DeHaven

Sells Featurettes

Believing that manv featurettes can outsell
the feature, A. Milo DeHaven, managing
director of the Ambassador, Belmont and
IV oodzvard-Grand theatres in Highland Park,
Mich., has placed si.v billboards, like thc_ above,
on current and coming short subjects in strategic spots around tozvn. He also arranged a
zvindow display on zvashing machines in conof
"Menshort
short subject,
'MGM's
junction zvithsavs
pay to sell
it doesn't
Steel." Who
subjects F Here's evidence that it does.
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United Arf-ists
At the moment, a film unit is making a
20,000 mile motor tour across India to photograph material for another of the "World
Window" subjects. The expedition is led by
Count and Countess Keller, who have with
them Hans Nieter as director; John Hanau,
production chief; Jack Cardif?, the Technicolor cameraman, and crew of other technicians.

TRADE

and 52, will be the subject of a new CareyWilson miniature soon to go into production. Based on little known incidents in the
life of Lincoln, the short subject will lead
the field of Lincoln material scheduled to
emanate from Hollywood during the next
few months. The series of misfortunes that
branded the Civil War President an utter
failure until he was past 50, were compiled
by Arno Reincke and were published in The
Readers' Digest. Jack Chertok will produce.
Alaska will be the subject of James A.
FitzPatrick's latest Traveltalk. The onereeler, to be filmed in Technicolor, will be
made
in keepingseries
with ofFitzPatrick's
Americanization
travel films new
and
will
released in nextleaves
season's
notedbe commentator
thisoutput.
week The
for
Alaska, accompanied by his crew.

Vitaphone
"Monroe Doctrine," historical featuret,
has been scheduled to begin shooting on
June 15. Crane Wilbur will probably direct
under the supervision of Gordon Hollingshead.

The successful treatment of previous
shorts depicting dramatic episodes in medical
history won for Fred Zinneman the directorial task of the latest in John Nesbitt's
Passing Parade series, "One Against the
World." Among his one-reelers are "That
Mothers Might Live," the story of Dr. Ignacz Semmelweis' discovery that childbed
fever was an infection and "We Live Again,"
the story of the discovery of insulin as an
aid to diabetics.

RKO

Columbia

Camera work has been completed on
Pathe's Reelism featuring the Arthur Murray dancers, which has been tentatively titled
"Swinguet." It will be released to theatres
early in June.
MCM
Robert Benchley has a new director, Basil
Wrangell, selected to succeed Roy Rowland,
director of Benchley's last fourteen one-reelers, the most recent of which was "How To
Eat." Jack Chertok, producer of shorts, has
rewarded Rowland with his first two-reeler,
the next Crime Does Not Pay featurette.
Wrangell has been supervising film editor of
short subjects and director of John Nesbitt's
Passing Parade one-reelers. His first short
with Benchley, still untitled, will deal with
the treatment of bee stings.

Del Lord, veteran contract director of
Columbia comedies, recently returned from
a six weeks' cruise to Tahiti and immediate\y began preparations for his next assignment, a Three Stooges comedy. The
Stooges — Howard, Fine and Howard — are
now in the British Isles, fulfilling six weeks
of personal appearances. Upon the completion of the engagement in Dublin, the trio
will sail for New York and return direct
to Hollvwood.

"He Could Take It," digest of the life of
Abraham Lincoln between the ages of 20

Glendale or Inglewood, both close to
Hollywood, will be the scene of the preview
of Buster Keaton's latest Columbia short
comedy, recently completed. As yet untitled,
the film has a Civil War background and
was produced and directed by Jules White.
Jill Martin is the frozen-faced comic's leading lady and Monte Collins, Bud Jamison,
Ned Glass and Lynton Brent head the supporting cast.

.

SYNOPSES

.

NEWSREEL

(Released Saturday, June 3)
PARAMOUNT (No. 87)— U. S. Czechs open "orphan" exhibit; Annapolis midshipmen on parade;
Paderewski sails for Europe; Panda performs in London; Big cities suffer heat wave; British Royalty visit
Calgary and Banff; Fatal crash mars 500-mile race.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 76)— Annapolis midshipmen on parade; Flyer vanishes on Atlantic hop;
British Royalty visit Calgary and Banff ; Little Princesses stay home with Queen Mary; Pope Pius takes
possession of Basilica of St. John Lateran; Memorial
Day parade in New York; Dog show at Madison,
N. J.; King Leopold welcomes Queen Wilhelmina of
Holland; Fashions in hats; Metropolitan open golf;
Crash mars 500-mile race.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 91) — British Royalty visit
Banff ; New modern office building of Johnston Wax
Co.; Honor prison farm in Calif.; Opening of Liege
Exposition in Belgium ; Gravity power machine model
demonstrated in Florida; Crash mars 500-mile race.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 776)— Memorial Day
parade in New York; Flyer lost on Atlantic hop;
British Royalty in Calgary; Snite, Jr., arrives at
Le Havre, France; New robot life-saving device;
Woman traffic cops in Sacramento; Society of
Magicians meet in New York; Annapolis midshipmen
on parade; Movie stars set race at Inglewood, Calif.;
Fatal crash mars 500-mile auto race.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 276)— Flyer
vanishes on Atlantic hop; Annapolis midshipmen on
parade; Snite, Jr., arrives at Le Havre, France;
Flexible gate for drivers tested at Milwaukee; Memorial Day parade in New York; Axis becomes war
alliance; Queen Mary trains Princesses; British Royalty in Calgary; Fatal crash mars 500-mile auto race;
Hollywood Turf Club premiere.
(Released Wednesday, May 31)
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 75)— Navy divers seek
entombed men in Squalus disaster; Franco reviews
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mammoth victory parade; Stalin watches gigantic military and civilian parade; British warship host to
U. S. Rear Admiral Woodward; Indian Maharajah is
installed; Joan of Arc honored in Paris; "Flame of
Friendship" given to Tokyo miss for N. Y. World's
Fair; Royal Air Force in warm-up drill; Hand crocheted styles; Lew Lehr and fence-painting contest;
Girls angle for trout in Washington; Ken Wilhelm
shows skill with bow and arrow.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 15, No. 275)— Submarine heroes recover as navy seeks to raise Squalus;
British Royalty on Canadian tour; Pope Pius takes
possession of Basilica of St. John Lateran; Draftdodger Bergdoll gives up; Fritz Kuhn booked on
charges of grand larceny; Intercollegiate 4-A track
meet; Dog show at Madison, N. J. (except Los Angeles and San Francisco) ; Ken Wilhelm shows skill
with bow and arrow (Los Angeles and San Francisco
only) ; British Monarchs view races at Toronto.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 90) — Submarine heroes recover as navy seeks to raise Squalus; British royalty
on Canadian tour; Jack Dempsey testifies before Senate Committee on inter-state transportation of fight
films; Draft-dodger Bergdoll gives up; Fritz Kuhn
booked on charges of grand larceny; Japanese Friendship Dayandat civilian
World's parade.
Fair; Stalin watches gigantic
military
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 775)— Pope Pius takes
possession of Basilica of St. John Lateran; Submarine
heroes recover as navy seeks to raise Squalus; Dempsey testifies before Senate Committee; Draft-dodger
Bergdoll gives up; Air ministry inspection in France;
Lord Halifax gives views on triple entente; Ken Wilhelm shows skill with bow and arrow; Dog show at
Madison, N. J.; Intercollegiate 4-A track meet; British Monarchs view King's Plate classic at Toronto.
PARAMOUNT (No. 85)— British Royalty on Canadian tour; Draft-dodger Bergdoll gives up; AeroHotel flies record load; Catching fish with goggles;
Franco reviews mammoth victory parade; Pope Pius
takes possession of Basilica of St. John Lateran; Dog
show at Madison, N. J.

FIRST

RUN SHORT PRODUCT
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning June 3)
ASTOR— Profit Without Honor (MGM).
CAPITOL — Java Journeys (MGM) ; Jockeys
Up
; Hollywood
Help (Col.)
Wanted
(MGM). Hobbies (MGM) ;
CRITERION— Aladdin and the Wonderful
Lamp (Para.) rev. 4-29-39; Moving Vanities (RKO) rev. 5-6-39.
GLOBE
— Seeing
: Mechanix
Illustrated
No. 4Sports
(Vita.) (Vita.)
rev. this
issue.
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL— Dixie—
U. S. A. (M. of T., RKO) rev 5-13-39.
RIVOLI— The Practical Pig (RKO) rev.
10-22-38; Television (RKO) rev. 5-6-39.
ROXY— The Prize Guest (20th-Fox) ; Good
Neighbors— For(20th-Your
Fox). Convenience
STRAND
(Vita.) ;
Hobo Gadget Band (Vita.)
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending June 3)
APOLLO— Chump
Takes a Bump
(Col.) ;
Dean of the Pasteboards (Vita.) rev. 5-20-39;
Art Gallery (MGM) rev. 5-27-39.
ROOSEVELT— Popular Science No. 5 (Para.)
rev. this issue; Naughty But Mice (Vita.).
UNITED
ARTISTS— Hollvwood Hobbies
(MGM): Sons of Liberty (Vita.) rev. 3-2539: Mickev's Parrott (RKO) rev. 9-3-38.

There's Nothing Hammy

About

Sales Angles
on hams
"Radio
Hams"
The thousands
of radio
in this
country will soon see ihemselves in the movies via
a Pete Smith short which MGAI will release.
"Radio Hams" is the title, and it is a subject
youThere
can are
easih'
sell. many people who have not
a great
seen a short wave station operate. As a lobby
stunt, and to get attention from the newspaper,
get a radio ham holding an amateur license to
rig up his outfit in your theatre lobby. Although it may be difficult for him to operate
his sending transmitter in some locations, he
will, in all cases, be able to receive the conversations of short wave amateurs for miles
around for the benefit of lobby listeners.
You might be able to get a local store handling amateur broadcasting equipment to install the apparatus in your lobby in exchange for a stipulated am.ount of newspaper
advertising space which they would use to exhibit your showing
of "Radiowith
Hams."
Bookstores
and libraries
books on
amateur broadcasting should be willing to tie
up with you. Window displays could be promoted from stores selling this equipment.
The parts they played in various emergencies
might be related by radio hams over your local
radio station. Their experiences might also be
used as feature stories in the newspaper.
Nationwide

Promotion

Effected

On Golf Short, "Smooth Approach"
RKO-Pathe is backing its Sportscope,
"Smooth Approach" with some excellent nationwide promotion.
Through tieups with Spalding and with the
Crawford, MacGregor, Canby Co., about 20,000 folders, describing and illustrating the
principles of good golfing as shown in the subject, have been mailed to pros in golf clubs
throughout the country, for display on their
bulletin boards, as well as to exhibitors and
branch managers. These folders can be placed
in the windows of sporting goods stores, and
on the counters of department stores.
Spalding has mailed about 5,000 of the
folders, with an accompanying letter, to as
many pros, while Crawford, MacGregor,
Canby have mailed an equal number. The remaining 10,000, together with an explanatory
letter, have been forwarded by RKO-Pathe
to exhibitors and branch managers.
Golfers will be out doing their stuff now.
This is certainly a swell chance for you to win
goodwill by offering a Loving Cup as a prize
for the winner in a tournament sponsored by
your theatre, and to get a large amount of
free publicity for your engagement of "Smooth

Approach."
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MECHANIX
Prod. l\o. 4609
Vita.

ILLUSTRATED

Color Parade No. 9

NO. 4
Interesting
10 mins.

Comments: Strangely enough, all the
items are interesting. The first shows how
workers in a police laboratory detect minute clues which lead to the identity of persons who committed crimes. The second
takes the audience through a candy factory,
showing the mixing of the chocolate and
the dipping of the centers. The third deals
with the manufacture of rubber articles,
while the fourth shows the manufacturing
of pencils from the time they're flat pieces
of wood until they emerge as writing instruments of various colors. Ira Genet directed.
Exploitation: On the second subject,
tieups are a "natural." On the
candy store
third,
tie up with department stores for
special window displays of articles and
wearing apparel made from rubber. A display of vari-colored pencils might be promoted in the window of a stationery shop.
POPULAR SCIENCE NO. 5
Prod. No. J8.5
Good
Para.
11
mins.
Popular Science
Comment: Good variety of subjects is
covered, with particular interest in scenes
showing show
how athe"Popeye"
cartoon isatmade.
Scenes
inside workings
new
Fleischer studios in Florida, the cartoonist
and workers in his plant being shown at
work. Second best are scenes of a radiocontrolled plane being used as target for anti-aircraft guns in England — a bit amazing.
A school for adults — the aged really — is another novel interlude.
Exploitation: Sell hard on the "Popeye"
angle — featuring the angle that now everybody can see how the popular screen char
acter comes to life, and the laughs he makes
for everybody. It is worth lobby displays
centering about the one-sheet available.
GOING PLACES NO. 63
Prod. No. 3361
Fascinating
10 mins.
Univ.
Going Places
Comment: The mysteries of the universe
hold a strange fascination for all of us. Thus
this short subject stands out among educational reels. Graham McNamee, as narrator,
takes us to the Adler Planetarium where
the Eternal Drama of the Heavens is the
basis for a screen tour. The miniature starstudded sky, the "close-up" views of the
moon and other heavenly bodies are almost
breathtaking. Interesting, too, are the old
astronomical instruments dating back hundreds of years. Mead,
Produced
Joseph will
O'Brien
and Thomas
this bysubject
hold
your audience in awe for ten minutes.
Exploitation: Conduct a search for old
telescopes, astrolabes, sun dials, hour
glasses and other instruments for display in
your lobby. Use this catchline in your ads,
"See the Eternal Drama of the Heavens as
performed in 'Going Places,' etc."
STRANGER

THAN
NO. 63

FICTION

Prod. No. 3374
Very Good
Univ.
Stranger Than Fiction
9 mins.
Comment: A miniature roller coaster, a
parson who prints a paper with his own
hand-made press, a Cleveland man with a
collection of clocks, a dog that extinguishes
burning matches, a woman who etches on
celluloid, an agile one-legged jitterbug who
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dances, swims and dives are the ingredients
of this interesting potpourri of oddities.
Your Thomas
audiences Mead
will enjoy
it. Joseph
and
produced,
whileO'Brien
Alois
Havrilla handled the narration.
Exploitation: The item on clocks suggests a contest to determine who has the
oldest time-piece in your city, while the one
on the fire-fighting canine could be the basis
for a contest on your stage wherein owners
put their dogs through tricks for prizes.
GALS AND GALLONS
Prod. No. 3232
Lively
Mentone No. 12
17 mins.
Univ.
Comment: East and Dumke, the "Sisters
of the Skillet" sign up Rita Rio and her
orchestra to boost their filling station business. Hot-cha band leaderess Rita brings in
a troupe to entertain the motorists, the
troupe consisting of Jan Peerce, Daneet &
Dae, and Pansy, the Horse. Thanks to Rita
Rio, and the various specialties, this is a
lively number that will please most patrons.
Milton Schwarzwald directed.
Exploitation: Most of the acts are well
known in radio and vaudeville, so that by
featuring them in your advertising you will
be creating a larger audience for your showing. Give the subject a plug in your newspaper ads, programs and in your lobby displays. Because of Rita Rio's presence, tieups might be made with music shops on
musical instruments or recent recordings of
the feminine maestro.
BELIEVE IT OR ELSE
Prod. No. 4520 (Tech.) Clever Satire
Vita.
Merrie Melody No. 20
7 nuns.
Comment: Here is a clever and amusing
satire on the stranger-than-fiction-believeit-or-not newspaper cartoon features. As
the commentator speaks, hilarious oddities,
in cartoon form, of course, are shown.
There is one 'doubting Thomas,' who still
isn't convinced after he has been sawed in
half and the lower half has walked away
from him. Most amusing sequence is that in
which the narrator, getting a view of the moon,
discovers life there in the form of a vocal
trio. On inquiring who they are, the men
reveal themselves as a Major Bowes Unit,
Number 72. There are several other gags
to keep your audience in an uproar. Leon
Schlesinger produced.
Exploitation: Accord this cartoon special
mention in all your advertising. Trj- to run
an ad near one of the popular cartoons.
INSIDE BASEBALL
Prod. No. 9304
For Baseball Fans
20th-Fox
Sports Preview No. 4
10 mins.
Comment: This subject shovi^s many of
the best known stars of baseball, all of
them from major league teams. These stars,
shown in action, demonstrate various fast
plays in which considerable teamwork is
required. This subject is strictly for the
baseball fans. Those having no interest in
baseball will find nothing to interest them in
the short. How it will do in the far West
where the major league stars are little known
is problematical. The fact that Gehrig is still
shown playing with the Yankees somewhat dates the subject, too.
Exploitation: Tie this up with sports page
stories on baseball teams in action. Your
sports editor should be willing to run a still
or two especially if some of the stars shown
in the film have distinguished themselves on
the diamond just before you play this.
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YANKEE
Prod. No. 9963
Col.

DOODLE

HOME
Good

Music Hall Vanities No. 3

10 mins.

Comment: A musical featuring a new
novelty number, "The Great American
Home," with some minor plotting of the
comedy sort. This shows Nick Lucas and
Vince Barnett as song writers who have to
go to great lengths to get the boss to listen
to their latest creation. Vince impersonates
one Korokai, Polkrainian producer, and insists upon hearing Lucas sing as he wants
to buy songs from Lucas' boss. The Mullen
Sisters and Jean Walters sing with Lucas —
the song telling about how patriotic every
member of a certain family is — with flagwaving to help bring the handclaps.
Exploitation: Get music store tieups featuring patriotic numbers or swing in contrast to classical music.
MUSICAL

Amusing
MOUNTAINEERS

Prod.
Para. No. T8-8
Betty Boop No. 8

7 mins.

Comment: Betty Boop meets the hill billies when her car breaks down and the ensuing enthusiasm over music and dance postpones an impending outbreak of the traditional mountaineer feud. Fantastic dancing
by the mountaineers, the hill billy songs and
Betty herself put many amusing touches into this brief and bright reel.
Exploitation: If plaj^ed over a holiday,
run a swing session with prizes for the best
dancers doing the shag to the accompaniment of some local band.

QUIET,(Tech.)
PLEASE Entertaining
Prod. No. 4006
Vita.
Featuret No. 6
20 mins.
Comment: The temperamental director,
Fritz Feld, wants a gorilla on the set of the
film he is directing. However, the gorilla
wrecks t'nings. Finally, they continue shootthe picture,to and
when the
it'sscript
all finished,
Feld ing decides
change
again.
While what is expected to be funny does
not always turn out that way, the subject
nevertheless achieves distinction through
its beautiful Technicolor photography, lovely Hollywood beauties, and lavish settings.
The entertaining subject was directed by
Crane Wilbur, who was also responsible
for the original screenplay.
Exploitation: Give it special mention in
j'our ads, programs and on the marquee.
Well advertised, a featuret such as this is
often better than a second feature.
GLIMPSES OF AUSTRALIA
Prod. No. T-859
(Tech.)
Good
MGM
Traveltalk No. 9
9 mins.
Comment: This subject opens at Bondi
Beach, Australian playgrounds where views
of the famous lifeguards are shown. The
famous parks and gardens of Sydney and
Melbourne are shown with some beautiful
Australian belles to embellish them. The
subject is of the usual type of Fitzpatrick
Traveltalks. Our one fault to find is that
scenes showing the late Prime Minister
Lyons were not cut after his death.
Exploitation: Tie up with travel agencies.
Schools, whose knowledge of the great land
"down under" is rather sparse should be
interested in the educational aspects of the
subject.
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Code

SHOWMEN'S

of Fair Trade Practises
(Continued from page 22)

as to whether or not the licensing
features was so conditioned; and, if the
sucha finding
of (a)
finding be in the affirmative, then,
(b) an award cancelling the license agreement or
agreements for (or to the extent that they relate
to) such "Shorts."
VIII. Score Charges
rental features for
Score charges, if any, for flat
the 1938-1939 exhibition season shall be added to and
consolidated with the license fees therefor. Commencseason there shall
ing with the 1939-1940 exhibitionfeatures
licensed on
score charge for
be no aseparate
either
fiat rental or a percentage basis.
IX. Allocation of Features
Under license agreements authorizing a distributor
disto particular price brackets,
to allocate features notice
of the availabihty of each
tributor, on giving
allocation
price
the
of
exhibitor
notify
shall
feature,
thereof! except that such notice of price allocation
after the
shall be given not later than fourteen days
national release date thereof to first-run exhibitors in
those cities which the distributor may designate as
"Key Cities."
X. Form of License Agreement
Each distributor will use its best efforts to simplify
its form of license agreement.
XI. Selective License Agreements
Whenever an exhibitor shall have the right under
a license agreement to select a number of features out
of a larger number, he shall exercise such right by
written notice of selection or rejection of each feahe may be entitled under such agreeturement
to which
within twenty-one days after the mailing of
the notice of availability thereof. Failure of exhibitor
to give such written notice with respect to any feature
within such period shall constitute a selection thereof by exhibitor.
XII. Playing Features in the Order
of Release
If under any license agreement an exhibitor is obHgated to play features in the order of their release,
the distributor will not withhold features from exhibitor because features previously released have not
been exhibited by him if his failure to exhibit them
was due to the failure of distributor to make them
available. Any dispute hereunder shall be subject to
arbitration.
XIII. Coercing Contracts
No distributor shall coerce or intimidate an exhibitor to enter into any license agreement by threatening to build or otherwise acquire, or by falsely representing that any other person will build or acquire,
a motion picture theatre for operation in competition
with such exhibitor.
An exhibitor shall have no right to assert any
claim that he has been so coerced or intimidated
unless he shall have mailed to the distributor at its
Home Office notice in writing of such claim and
the grounds therefor within forty-eight hours after
delivery by exhibitor of his signed application for
such license agreement.
Any dispute as to whether exhibitor was so coerced or intimidated shall be subject to arbitration.
The powers of arbitrators in any such dispute shall be
limited to:
(a) a finding as to whether or not the exhibitor
was so coerced or intimidated; and, if the finding
be in the affirmative, then,
(b) an award cancelling such license agreement.
XIV. Other Subjects of Arbitration
(1) Performance of License Agreements. Any claim
by either party to a license agreement that the other
party has breached any provision thereof shall be
subject to arbitration.
The arbitrators shall have power to make the
following awards only:
(a) To find that the provision involved has been
breached ;
(b) to direct specific performance of the provision involved ;
(c) to award actual damages with respect to
each feature involved, which award shall not exceed the liquidated damages provided therefor in
the license agreement.
(2) Clearance. The parties hereto recognize: that
clearance, reasonable as to time and area, is essential
In the distribution and exhibition of motion pictures;
that an exhibitor has the right without restriction
to license for any theatre any run for which he is
able to negotiate with any distributor; and that, subject to Article VI hereof, a distributor has the right
without restriction to Hcense for any theatre any run
for which it is able to negotiate with any exhibitor.
Any dispute as to whether or not the existing clearance, under the conditions involved in the particular instance, is unreasonable shall be subject to
arbitration.
The powers of arbitrators in any dispute relating

"The
of exclusion, if any, under Article I.
Section rights
(1) hereof,
of a responding exhibitor found
by the arbitrators to have over-bought, shall be determined and computed on the basis of his license
agreement{s) as modified in consequence of such
finding.
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to clearance shall be limited to:
(a) a finding as to whether or not the theatre
or theatres whose clearance is complained of, or
then,
any of them, is entitled to clearance; and, if so,
(b) anceanto which
award such
of the
reasonable
maximum
cleartheatre
or theatres
is entitled.
(3)
Over-buying.
Any
complaint
by
an
exhibitor
that another exhibitor has contracted for the license
for exhibition of a greater number of features than
the latter reasonably requires for exhibition in his
theatre or theatres, with the intent and effect of
depriving the complaining exhibitor of sufficient features to operate his theatre or theatres, shall be
subject to arbitration.
In considering such complaint, the arbitrators shall,
among cient
other
make reasonably
due allowance
for a suffinumberthings,
of features
to protect
the
responding exhibitor against non-delivery of features
and failure to make features available and give due
regard to the type and operating policy of the theatre
or theatres onerated by the responding exhibitor. In
no event shall an exhibitor be deemed to be "overbought" if his minimum commitments do not exceed
by more
than fifteen
(15%)
per cent,
mum requirements.
If the
arbitrators
shall his
findmaxithat
over-buying exists as herein provided, they shall
specifically find by what number, if any, the responding exhibitor shall have over-bought and the
responding exhibitor shall then be permitted a period
of
fourteen
days the
fromrelease
the date
of the
decision
to obtain
of such
excessarbitrators'
number,
if any, from his license agreement(s) ; if the exhibitor
does not obtain such release, in whole or in part,
then the arbitrators shall make an award apportioning among the distributors, with which responding
exhibitor has entered into license agreements, the
number of features to be released by them, respectively (being in the aggregate the number of features
"over-bought" less such number, if any, the release
of which the responding exhibitor shall have obtained)
to the complaining exhibitor'", provided that no such
award shall be made unless adequate assurance shall
be given to each distributor that it will receive from
the complaining exhibitor, in respect of its features to
be so released, no less in license fees and no less
favorable other terms than were provided for in its
license agreement with the responding exhiljitor.
(4) License Fees, Other Terms and Conditions.
Neither license fees, nor (except in the respects and
to the extent specifically provided in this code) other
terms or conditions upon which motion pictures may
be licensed by a distributor to an exhibitor, shall
be the subject of arbitration for any purpose under
any Article hereof, each of the parties hereto recognizing that such matters are to be determined only by
mutual agreement between distributor and exhibitor.
XV. Effective Date
The provisions of this code shall apply to all contracts made after January 1, 1939, for 1939-1940
product and the product of subsequent years so long
as this agreement shall be in effect.
XVI. Term
The term of this code shall be for two exhibition
seasons", commencing
thereafter
indefinitely. with the season 1939-1940, and
Any signatory hereto may withdraw herefrom at
the end of the second exhibition season or at the end
of any subsequent exhibition season by giving written notice of such withdrawal to the other signatories at least
exhibition
season.six months prior to the end of such
[Provision should be made giving the signatories
the right of withdrawal in the event of substantial
withdrawals by other signatories and in the event
of legislation or judicial decisions declaring any part
of the code invalid or illegal, requiring a material
change in the method under which distributors or
exhibitors do business or making the code impracticable bcause of added burdens. While this has been
discussed with representatives of exhibitors no definitive language
sunnlied
shortly.]has yet been worked out but will be
[Provision should also be made enabling other distributors and exhibitors to become parties to the code.]
Arbitration Machinery
1. Location of Board. An Arbitration Board shall
be established in each exchange territory.
2. Method of selection of arbitraf^rs. There shall
be created in each exchange territorv a general
panel and a neutral panel. The general panel shall
consist of about 20 members of wh^rn the distributors will appoint 10 and the exhibitor association
functioning in that particular exchange territorv the
other 10. Where there are 2 or more exhibitor
associations each association may appoint a panel
of 10 of their own. The members of the general nanel
may be affiliated with exhibitor or distributor interests.
Each party to a dispute may designate as his
arbitrator any member of this general nanel or any
one else he desires outside of the panel.
The neutral ranel shall consist of 10 m.embers to
be mutually agreed upon by the exhibitor and distributor interests in each exchange territory. These
members shall not be members of the general panel
and shall net be associated with exhibitor or distributor interests but shall have an understanding and
knowledge of the motion picture industry.
The two arbitrators chosen by the above method
shall designate the third arbitrator from the neutral
panel and if thev are unable to agree the third arbitrator shall be drawn from the neutral panel by lot.
No compensation shall be paid to any arbitrator
from the general panel, but compenastion wherever
necessary may be paid to the neutral arbitrator.
3. The cost of arbitration machinery. Upon the fil-

"An exhibition season for the purpose of this Article shall be deemed to commence September first
and end August thirty-first next following.

ing
of a claim the complaining party shall pay a filing
essary,
fee of $5. These fees are to cover the cost of:
(a) compensation to the neutral, wherever nec(b) expenses
arbitration
board,incurred upon the initiative of the
administration.
In (c)
disputes
involving principles, affecting the entire
industry the arbitration board may assess the cost
incurred upon the initiative of the arbitration board
upon all distributors and exhibitors associations.
The arbitration board shall have no power to
award counsel fees.
Except as here provided each party shall stand its
own costs and expenses.
The board shall be empowered in its discretion to
engage a secretary for its own sessions.
4. Qualification of arbitrators. No person shall be
nominated or elected to act as an arbitrator in any
dispute in which he has a personal or financial interest, directly or indirectly. The parties may, however,
waive their right in any objections which may exist
on the above grounds.
5. Vacancies. Vacancies occuring by reason of illness, resignation, disqualifications, disability or death
shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointment.
6. Hearings. Hearings shall take place in the exchange territory in the city in which is located the
exchange
out of which the complaining exhibitor is
served.
Parties may represent themselves or be represented
by Each
another.
shall have
nessesparty
of the other
party the
or right
parties.to question the witWitnesses shall testify under oath.
The arbitrator may require any party to produce
whatever
necessary. records and documents they may deem
Stenographic records of testimony will not be taken
unless either or both parties so request and provide
funds for the same in which case the stenographer
shall be selected by the board, or if designated by
either or both parties, approved by the board.
7. Waiving oral hearings. If the parties to a controversy agree in writing to waive oral hearings they
shall submit to the arbitrators a statement of claim
under oath including statements from books of account or other evidence together wih written argument. Immediately upon receipt of the statement of
facts and written arguments a cony thereof shall be
submitted to the respective parties and each shall
have the right to reply thereto. But if either party
should fail to make such reply in
days from
receipt thereof he shall be deemed to have waived the
right
to
reply.
The
files
shall
then
be
submitted
to the
arbitrators.
8. Preferential cases. Certain disputes require
prompt and immediate decisions while others do not.
There shall therefore be established a list of disin timeputesofto which
hearing.the arbitrators must give preference
9. Miscellaneous. All questions affecting procedure
such as the time when the submissions are to be
made; the time within which the arbitrators must
make their awards: the forms to be used; the notices
to be sent and similar problems should be referred to
counsel for the distributors and exhibitor groups.
[Disputes where more than 2 parties are involved,
or involving third parties who refuse to submit to
arbitration, or where a greater number of exhibitors
are involved than distributors or vice versa, or where
a distributor and its affiliated theatre company are
parties, present problems which have been discussed
but have not yet been resolved.]

Arbitration

Code

I. Exchange Territories
Arbitration of disputes which are subject to arbitration under the Trade Practice Code or hereunder in
the territories (hereinafter referred to as exchange
territories)
cities
below served
named : by the film exchanges in the
Albany, N. Y.
Milwaukee, Wis.
'Atlanta, Ca.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Boston, Mass.
New Haven, Conn.
Buffalo, N. Y.
New Orleans, La.
Charlotte, N. C.
New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Cincinnati, Ohio Omaha, Nebr.
Cleveland, Ohio
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dallas, Texas
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Denver, Colo.
Portland. Ore.
Des Moines, Iowa St. Louis, Mo.
Detroit, Mich.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Indianapolis, Ind. San Francisco, Cal.
Kansas City, Mo. Seattle, Wash.
Los Angeles, Cal. Washington, D. C.
Memphis, Tenn.
shall, in each exchange territorv, be governed by these
Rules of Arbitration from and after the date of the
appointment of the panel of neutral arbitrators for
hereof.
such exchange territory, as provided in Article II
II. Panel of Neutral Arbitrators
All distributors and affiliated exhibitors and orfranized exhibitor groups which have signed the Trade
Practice Code to which these Rules of Arbitration are
annexed, and which at the time carry on their business (or, in the case of organized exhibitor grouos,
have members who have signed the Trade Practice
Code and who at the time operate theatres) in an
exchange territory shall by unanimous action appoint
a panel of not less than five nor more than ten neutral arbitrators for such exchange territory. Neutral
arbitrators shall be compensated for their services,
shall preferably have an understanding and knowledge
of the motion picture industry but shall not be associated with either distributor or exhibitor interests.
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III. Permanent Arbitration Board
(1) Appointment of panels. All distributors
and affiliated exhibitors which are at the time entitled to participate in the appointment of the panel
of neutral arbitrators for an exchange territory shall
by unanimous action appoint a panel of ten arbitrators, and all organized exhibitor groups which are at
the time entitled to participate in the appointment of
said panel of neutral arbitrators shall by unanimous
action appoint a panel of ten arbitrators, for such
exchange territory. It is contemplated that arbitrators
on said panels as well as arbitrators appointed on
panels provided for in Article IV hereof will be associated with some branch of the motion picture industry and will serve without compensation.
(2) Personnel of Permanent Arbitration Board.
A Permanent Arbitration Board consisting of one
arbitrator from the panel of neutral arbitrators and
two other arbitrators, one from each panel of arbitrators appointed as provided in paragraph (1) of
this Article, shall be established in each exchange territory. The members of each of the panels appointed
as provided in said paragraph (1) shall serve on the
Permanent Arbitration Board in rotation, in such
order and for such length of time as the members of
such panels shall respectively agree upon. The two
arbitrators so serving from said panels shall designate a third arbitrator from said panel of neutral arbitrators, or, if they are unable to agree upon a third
arbitrator, the third arbitrator shall be chosen by
them by lot from said panel of neutral arbitrators.
Said third arbitrator shall be chairman of the Permanent Arbitration Board and shall serve during the
term of office of the arbitrators designating or choosing him.
(3) Secretary. All distributors, affiliated exhibitors and organized exhibitor groups which are
at the time entitled to participate in the appointment
of the panel of neutral arbitrators for an exchange
territory, shall by unanimous action appoint a secretary of the Permanent Arbitration Board for such
exchange territory who shall also act as secretary for
the Special
vided for in Arbitration
Article IV Boards
hereof. in such territory pro(4) Office. Each Permanent Arbitration Board
shall maintain an office and have available adequate
quarters for the hearing of arbitrations.

except only the right individually to designate an
arbitrator.
In the event that in any dispute relating to clearance any party thereto shall claim in writing filed
with the arbitration board that any exhibitor not
named as a party thereto may be prejudiced by any
award made therein in favor of the complaining exhibitor, the arbitration board shall have no power to
proceed with the hearing unless within a time to be
fixed by the arbitration board there shall have been
filed with it the consents in writing, signed by all
such exhibitors, to be bound by any award which
may be made in such dispute. If such consents in
writing of all such exhibitors shall have been so filed,
the arbitration
shall shall
proceed
with thetoarbitration and such board
exhibitors
be entitled
notice
of all hearings and shall have the right to represent
themselves or be represented by others at all hearings and to ofexamine
or cross-examine
The award
the arbitration
board shallall bewitnesses.
binding
upon such exhibitors to the same extent as if they
had been parties to such dispute.
VI. Oaths of Arbitrators
Each person, upon his appointment as an arbitrator or as a member of any panel, shall take and
subscribe to one or more counterparts of the form or
forms of oath of office prescribed by law in the
jurisdiction or jurisdictions where he shall act as
arbitrator. In the event that no such form of oath
is prescribed by law, he shall take and subscribe to
the following form of oath :
I
having been
duly appointed (an arbitrator) (a member of the
panel of arbitrators) for the
exchange territory, do solemnly
swear that I will faithfully and fairly hear and
examine the disputes brought before me and will
determine each such dispute in accordance with
the sririt and intent of the provisions of the Trade
Practice Code of the motion picture industry and
the Rules of Arbitration annexed thereto, and
will
make a just award to the best of my understanding.

IV. Special Arbitration Boards
(1) Appointment of panels. All distributors and
affiliated exhibitors which are at the time entitled to
participate in the appointment of the panel of neutral arbitrators for an exchange territory, shall by
unanimous action appoint a panel of ten arbitrators,
and each organized exhibitor group which is at the
time entitled to participate in the aprointment of said
panel of neutral arbitrators shall appoint a panel of
ten arbitrators, for such exchange territory. An arbitrator designated by a party to a dispute submitted
to a Special Arbitration Board shall preferably be a
member of one of the panels, but need not be a member of any panel.
(2) Two party disputes. With respect to disputes between two parties the Special Arbitration
Board shall be constituted as follows: Each party to
the dispute shall designate an arbitrator. The two
arbitrators so designated shall designate a third arbitrator who may, but need not be a member of the
panel of neutral arbitrators, or, if said two arbitrators
are unable to agree upon a third arbitrator, the third
arbitrator shall be chosen by them by lot from the
ranel of neutral arbitrators. Such third arbitrator
shall be chairman of such Special Arbitration Board.
(3) Disputes relating to clearance. With respect to disputes relating to clearance, the Special
Arbitration Board shall be constituted as follows:
The complaining exhibitor shall designate an arbitrator, the exhibitor complained aeainst shall designate an arbitrator, and the distributors which are
the third party to such dispute shall, as a group, by
unanimous action designate an arbitrator. The three
arbitrators so designated shall by unanimous action
designate two arbitrators who may, but need not, be
members of the panel of neutral arbitrators, or, if they
are unable to agree uoon either or both of said two
arbitrators, one or both, as the case may be, shall be
chosen by them by lot from the panel of neutral arbitrators. One of said tv/o arbitrators shall be elected
chairman of such Special Arbitration Board.
(4) Right to eliminate arbitrator. In any case
where a neutral arbitrator is chosen by lot from the
ranel of neutral arbitrators each arbitrator designated
by a party shall be entitled to reject one neutral arbitrator chosen by lot, and if such right is exercised
with respect to any neutral arbitrator so chosen, the
neutral arbitrator so rejected shall not serve and
another neutral arbitrator shall be chosen by lot
from among the neutral arbitrators not so rejected.
V. Parties to Disputes
(1) Disputes between a distributor and an exhibitor. All disDutes subject to arbitration under the
Trade Practice Code except disputes relating to overbuying and toand
clearance
shall be between two parties,
a distributor
an exhibitor.
(21 Disputes relating to over-buying. Disputes relating to over-bu"ing shall be between two parties, the
cornplaining exhibitor and the exhibitor complained
against, but each distributor which has signed the
Trade Practice Code and at the time has a license
agreement with the exhibitor complained against shall
be
entitled
notice itof would
all hearing's
shall have
all
other
rightsto which
have ifandit were
a party
to
such
dispute
except
only
the
right
to
designate
an
arbitrator.
f3) Disputes relating to clearance. Disputes relating to clearance shall be between three parties
(a) the complaining exhibitor, (b) the exhibitor
complained against and (c) the distributors, as a
group, which_ at the time have license agreements with
the complaining exhibitor and grant to the exhibitor
complained against the clearance complained of. Each
of said distributors shall be entitled to notice of
all hearings and shall have all other rights of a party
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Said persons shall, from time to time, also take and
subscribe to such other or additional oaths as may be
required by law in connection with the hearing of any
disputesary or and
shall make
and their
execute
all papers
convenient
to make
awards
bindingnecesand
effective to the extent that such awards may in any
particular case be made binding and effective.
The oaths shall be filed in the office of the Permanent A.rbitration Board and in such other offices or
places as shall be required by law in the jurisdiction
or jurisdictior-s wherein the arbitration shall be held
or wherei- the award shall be filed to make the same
binding and effective.
VII. Terms of Office Arbitrators,
Removals and Vacancies
(1) Term of office. The members of each
panel of arbitrators shall serve for six months.
(2) Removals. Arbitrators in the panel appointed
by distributors and affiliated exhibitors may be
removed at any time by a maiority of the distributors and a majority of the affiliated exhibitors who
are atmentthe
time entitled
to participate
in the appointof arbitrators
to such
panel.
Arbitrators in a panel appointed by an organized
exhibitor group or groups may be removed at any
time by the action of the exhibitor groun or grouns
who are at the time entitled to participate in the
appointment of arbitrators to such panel.
(3) Vacancies. Vacancies in any panel of arbitrators occurring by reason of death, resignation,
removal or disoualification shall be filled in the manner hereinabove provided for the original appointment of arbitrators to such panel. Any arbitrator so
appointed shall serve for the balance of the term of
his predecessor in office.
VIII. Jurisdiction of Boards
No Permanent Arbitration Board shall hear, and no
Special Arbitration Board shall be constituted to
hear, a disnute unless and until each of the parties
thereto shall have become a party signatory to the
Trade Practice Code, shall have otherwise complied
with Article XVII thereof, and shall have signed the
agreement of arbitration annexed hereto and made a
part hereof. The secretary of each Permanent Arbitration Board shall keep a list of the names and
addresses of the distributors and exhibitors in his
exchange territory who have agreed to arbitrate disputes as above provided, which list shall be available
for
inspection
interested
party.during ordinary business hours by any
Each dispute which is subject to arbitration under
the Trade Practice Code may be submitted to and
determined by the Permanent Arbitration Board of the
exchanee territory in which it arises and shall be so
submitted and determined unless one or more of the
parties to such dispute shall request that such dispute be submitted to a Special Arbitration Board, in
which case the dispute shall be submitted to and determined by a Special Arbitration Board. It is intended that any party to a dispute shall feel free to
have such dispute submitted to a Special Arbitration
Board. Until a Prmanent Arbitration Board is established in an exchange territory all disputes which
are subject to arbitration under the Trade Practice
Code shall be submitted to Special Arbitration Boards.
An arbitration board shall have only the powers
conferred upon arbitrators by the Trade Practice
Code and these Rules of Arbitration and every award
shall conform thereto.
IX. Arbitration Proceedings
(1) Statement of claim. To initiate an arbitration hereunder the complaining party shall deliver
personally or mail to the secretary of the Permanent
Arbitration Board a statement of claim and a cony or
copies thereof, which shall set forth in non-technical
language the following:
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(a) The name and address of the complaining party,
the name ot the theatre(s) involved in the dispute and
the name of the party or parties claimed against, and,
in case of a dispute relating to over-buying, the
names of the distributors entitled to notice as hereinabove provided.
(b) A brief statement of the claim (including, if a
license agreement is involved, the date of the same
and lief
thesought.
names of the parties thereto) and of the re(c) A demand for arbitration and, if the complaining party does not desire that the dispute be
submitted to the Permanent Arbitration Board, a
reauest
that
the dispute be submitted to a Special
Arbitration Board.
(d) The designation of an arbitrator who shall
serve in the event that either the complaining party
in such statement, or the party (or, in a case of a
dispute relating to clearance, any part) complained
against, requests the submission of the dispute to a
Special Arbitration Board.
The statement of claim must be accompanied by a
filing fee of $5.00.
(2) Notice of claim. The secretary shall promptly
deliver personally or post by registered mail a copy of
such statement of claim to the party (or, in case of a
dispute relating to clearance, to each party) complained against. Such party (or, in case of a dispute
relating to clearance, each such party entitled to designate an arbitrator) shall, within seven days after
the delivery or mailing of such copy, deliver personally or post by registered mail to the secretary an
acknowledgment in writing of receipt thereof and
shall also at the same time designate in writing an
arbitrator who shall serve in the event that either
the complaining party shall in his statement of claim,
or any tion,
party
against shall
in its designarequest complained
that the dispute
be submitted
to a
Special Arbitration Board.
(3) Notification of arbitrators. If any party to a
dispute shall have requested that the dispute be submitted to a Special Arbitration Board, the secretary
shall forthwith unon the receipt of the designations
of arbitrators notify the arbitrators designated by the
parties of their designation. In the event that any
party shall not have designated an arbitrator when
required to do so as hereinabove provided, the then
chairman of the Permanent Arbitration Board shall
designate an arbitrator for such party from one of
the panels of arbitrators.
If no party to a dispute shall have requested that
the dispute be submitted to a Special Arbitration
Board, the secretary shall promptly so notify the
chairman of the Permanent Arbitration Board presiding at the time the complaint is filed and the
Permanent Arbitration Board as constituted at such
time of filing shall hear and determine the dispute.
(4) Disqualification of arbitrator. No arbitrator
shall act in any dispute in which he has, either directly or indirectly, a personal or financial interest
unless such disqualification shall have been waived by
all the parties; provided that in any dispute relating
to clearance submitted to a Special Arbitration Board
the arbitrator designated by the distributors shall not
be disqualified because of his personal or financial interest in any distributor other than a distributor
affiliated with an exhibitor which is a party to the
dispute.
(5) Hearing and notice. The chairman of the
arbitration board to which a dispute is submitted
shall arrange for a prompt hearing thereof and give
reasonable notice to the other arbitrators and to the
parties of the time and place of the hearing and of
the personnel of the arbitration board. In the case
of any dispute relating to over-buying the chairman
shall also give similar notice to all distributors who
then have license agreements with the party complained against.
Hearings shall be held in the city named in Article
I hereof in which are located the exchanges from
which the complaining exhibitor is served or, if the
complaint is filed by a distributor, in the city named
in Article I hereof in which are located the exis served. changes from which the exhibitor complained against
Parties may represent themselves or be represented
by others at all hearings and shall have the right to
examine or cross-examine all witnesses.
Witnesses shall testify under oath.
Any arbitration board may require any party to a
dispute heard by it to produce at the hearing any
records or documents deemed by it to be material
and relevant.
Each arbitration board shall be the judge of the
relevancy and materiality of the testimony or evidence
offered, but the legal rules of evidence shall not be
applied and the board may inquire into the good faith
of any claim or defense offered.
Stenographic records of hearings will not be made
unless one or more parties shall request the same and
provide funds therefor, in which case the stenographer
shall be designated or approved by the arbitration
board.
(6) Waiver of oral hearing. The parties to a
dispute (including all parties entitled to notice of
hearmg thereof) may by agreement in writing, filed
with the secretary, waive oral hearings. In such case
the
complaining
file with the secretary a
staternent
under party
oath shall
of his
claim supported by
material and relevant evidence (which may include
excerpts or statements from books of account or other
records and documents) and by written argument, together with conies thereof for each party complained
against. Immediately upon the filing thereof a copy
shall be delivered perso:ially or posted by registered
mail by the secretary to each party complained
against, each of whom, if he desires to make answer,
shall within seven days after receipt of his copy file a
statem.ent under oath of his defense, supported in like
manner, together with copies thereof for each other
party to dispute. Immediately upon the filing thereof
a copy shall be delivered personally or posted by registered mail bv the secretary to each other party to
the dispute. If any party complained against makes
answer as hereinabove provided, each other party to
(Continued on page 68)
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Guaranty Building

Strollin' Thru
Jeff Lazarus asked for and obtained a release from his Paramount producing contract
after agreeing to remain at the studio long
enough to complete his current production,
"Are Husbands Necessary?", finish the script
of "Navy Nurse" and the preparation on "Air
Raid."
The riedancient
tugboat and
"Narcissus",
Marie Dressier
Wallace which
Beerycar-to
fame in "Tugboat Annie", was hauled out of
drydock on the MGM back lot and put back in
commission for Beery's newest picture, "Thunder Afloat".
Cesar Romero will join Randolph Scott and
Binnie Barnes in the cast of 20th CenturyFox' first dramatic western picture in several
years, "Frontier Marshall." Tlie picture is
slated to go before the cameras early this
month with Allan Dwan directing.
Universal has signed Sigrid Gurie to a fiveyear contract calling for two pictures a year.
Miss Gurie is currently appearing in "Forgotten Women" under the direction of Harold
Young. Her new pact permits the actress to
make one or more outside pictures a year.
The "Dead
kids will
windon up
present
contractEnd"'
at Warner
Bros,
Junetheir
30
by which time "The Dead End Kids at Valley
Forge" will be completed. They are expected
to go on a personal appearance tour before
signing for additional picture work.
J. Arthur Ball, former vice-president of
Technicolor, joined Walt Disney this week in
a technical capacity. His first assignment will
be to work out means of improving cartoon

6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Telephone, Hollywood 1390

the Studios
technique.
Ball for
was his
awarded
a special of
"Oscar"
last February
de\ elopnient
color
for the screen.
A deal by a group of theatre men of Argentina for Bob Breen to make personal appearances over a six-weeks period in South America
is under consideration by Sol Lesser. If an
agreement is reached, Bob will make the trip
before starting his next picture, "Bov Who
Cried Wolf."
Soon to return home from London, Wesley
Ruggles will start preparations for his first
Columbia assignment, "Arizona", starring
Jean Arthur. The original story is by Clarence Budington Kelland and the screenplay
is being written by Claude Binvon.
Jimmy Gleason, Frank McHugh and Alan
Hale have been added to the cast of Warner
Bros.' adaptation of "On Your Toes," in which
Zorina and Eddie Albert will have the principal
roles. Ray Enright will handle the megaphone.
Phil Regan's projected personal appearance
tour has been called oflf due to his commitment in "The Hit Parade" which is to follow
"Laughing Irish Hearts", currently shooting
on the Republic lot.
"Roll, Wagons, Roll," next Tex Ritter musical
western, got the "go" signal early last week
under the production wing of Edward Finney
with Al Herman directing. It is the last on
Ritter's schedule for Monogram's 1938-39 program.
John McGrail, for the past tliree years with
the Hays office, joins the Selznick International

A Little Music

on the Set

Walter Pidgeon, Virginia Bruce and Ilka
Chase zvarble "Fm in Love With the Honorable Mr. So-and-So" between scenes in
MGM's "Stronger Than Desire", directed by
Leslie Fenton and produced by John W. Considine, Jr. Virginia sang the song in "Society Lawyer", another MGM picture.
publicity staif as unit man under William
Hebert. Vic Shapiro, who resigned last week,
will announce his future plans after returning from a brief vacation.
Producer Harry Sherman has taken added
space at the General Service studio, preparatory
to expanding activities. Sherman has "The
Double inDyed
Deceiver"
in production
and four
others
the final
writing
stages.
Alan Dinehart has been assigned a featuredrole
_
in Llniversal's "Bright Victory",
Freddie Bartholomew-Jackie Cooper costarrer, now before the cameras with Joseph
Santley directing. Burt Kelly is producing.
Spencer Charters, popular character actor,
has been signed by RKO for a role in "Memory
of Love," current starring vehicle for Carole
Lombard, Gary Grant and Kay Francis. The
picture is being produced under the personal
attention of Pandro S. Berman, with John
Cromwell directing.
Walter Wanger has recalled Richard Carlson and Ann Sheridan for added scenes in
"Winter Carnival". The picture is being given
a rough cut to decide on the amount of extra
footage needed. Charles Riesner is directing
with Charles Kerr as his assistant.
Zorina in "On Your Toes"
Zorina, who will play the top feminine role
in "On Your Toes", and her husband George
Balachine, who will direct its dances, arrived
in Hollywood last week and reported to the
Warner studio. Production is scheduled to
start on June 15 under the direction of Ray
Enright with Eddie Albert in the male lead.

They're All Resting on Location
This behveen-scenes study shows the RKO Radio company at rest ivhile on location for "Memory of Love", romantic drama co-starring Carole Lombard, Gary Grant and Kay Francis Pictured from the left: A make-up man, Webster Phillips, Cameraman Eddie P\lc, Director John
Cromwell (seated), the script girl, Mary Ardel (stand-in for Miss Francis), and Carole Lombard

Wachsberger joins Boris Morros
Nat Wachsberger, Continental producer and
book publisher, will act as an associate producer with Boris Morros Productions. His
first picture will be made following the Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy feature, "The Flying Deuces".
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with the "Oldtimer"
Tickled to see that Sidney Salkow's directing ticket has been taken up by Republic for another year, even though he has
many years to go before we can list him as
an "oldtimer". Good luck, Sid, and be sure
to give us some more swell pictures.
And talking of "oldtiniers," had a nice chinfest with Joe Engel, Harry Sherman's new production manager. Joe is one of the boys from
the old school, dating back to the old Sales
Company days, when 14th Street was the home
of the picture indu'stry. Hope to see i lot of
yon from now on.
Over to Warner Bros, for a chat with
Charlie Einfeld, and wound up telling him
all about our favorite radio actor, Elliott
Lewis, the youngest actor on the air with
his own Sunday night show. In case you're
interested, listen in to "Knickerhocker
Playhouse", and see if we're not right.
Columbia has announced a series of shorts
labeled "Fools Who Made History." Wonder
if they had in mind the motion picture indushistory or just plain history. We'll soon
find try
out.
Paramount will premiere Jack Benny's
"Man About Town" in his home town,
Waukegan, 111., on June 25. Members of
the cast and the entire "Jello" radio troupe
will make the trip in a special train. Jack
has also consented to act as master of ceremonies at the sales convention banquet at
the Ambassador Hotel, June 10, and will
tell the boys how to sell film.
Spotted four of the regular Hollywood previewers, the other night, sitting through 20th
Century-Fox' "Rose of Washington Square"
for the second or third time, and wonder if
they were looking for the same sequence that
brought us back for its fourth showing . . .
and we'll see it again.

Begins

Under

New
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l'ni\crsal Studio, entering its second year
of operation under new management, will
have seven major productions in work this
week, with 2,300 employees on the regular
pay-roll, an all-time high for the company.
Nate Blumberg, president, arrived from
New York last Monday for an indefinite stay
to check the current production, and lay future plans
the company's
expansion,for
in collaboration
with continued
Cliff Work,
Matty Fox, Milton Feld and other studio executives.
Studio improvements, under the supervision
of David S. Garber, have been effected in
every department, and upward of $300,000 has
already been expended on reconstruction and
new equipment. Extra crewc have been added
to the construction forces of Universal's two
giant new sound stages, and it is hoped that
both units will be completed by the first of
Productions shooting currently include
July.
John M. Stahl's "Modern Cinderella", Joe
Pasternak's "The Underpup", "I Stole a Million", George Raft starrer, "Bright Victory",
"Forgotten Women", "First Love" and "Desperate Trails". By mid-June "Sandy Takes A
Bow", "Hawaiian Nights" and "Dark Empire" will have started. Busily preparing for
future production are more than 30 writers.
WB Planning "City of the Angels"
With Same Cast As "Dodge City"
Warner Bros, is planning to make "City
of the Angels", which will deal with the dramatic early days of Los Angeles, as a followup to "Dodge City". The picture will mark the
debut of Bob Fellows as an associate producer working under the supervision of Hal
B. Wallis, executive producer.
The excitement of Los Angeles' pioneer
days will be re-lived by most of the "Dodge
City" cast, under the direction of Michael
Curtiz. Errol Fhnn, Olivia de Havilland, Ann
Sheridan, Alan Hale, Frank McHugh, Bruce
Cabot, for
John
Litelroles.
and Henry O'Neill are
slated
leading
The production will be filmed in Technicolor and is scheduled to go before the cameras during the middle of the summer.

Trying It Out Himself
After zvecks of seeing most of his players in
hospital cots while he directs them in scenes
for U^amer Bros.' "Give Me a Child", Director
Lloyd Bacon finally submits to temptation and
tries out one of the beds zthile Gale Page and
John Litel await his recovery.
Small Returns

From Vacation

Returning from a short vacation, Edward
Small, president of Edward Small Productions, Inc., outlined plans for immediate
institution of an extensive schedule which
will include expenditures of $5,000,000 during the next 12 months. Small embarks
upon his second year as a United Artists
producer, with commitments to make seven
pictures for the 1939-40 program.
Tim

Holt to RKO

Receiving the biggest break in good fortune
accorded to a young screen player in several
years, Tim Holt has been selected by Producer-director Gregory La Cava for one of
the leading roles in "My Fifth Avenue Girl".

Richard Dix and Gladys George
In "Here I Am a Stranger" Cast
To round out one of the most colorful casts
ever assembled on the 20th Century-Fox lot,
Darryl F. Zanuck, studio production chief, announced that Richard Dix and Gladys George
have been assigned major roles in "Here I
Am A Stranger", currently before the cameras
with William Seiter directing.
Dix recently completed d starring role in
one of the year's outstanding pictures, "Alan
of
Conquest", and
and writer
will portray
a brilliant
newspaperman
whose addiction
to
drink brings tragedy and failure. Miss George
will play a deeply poignant role, that of a
mother who gives up the man she loves to
insure the future of her son.
Others in the brilliant cast are Richard
Greene and Nancy Kelly, v,'ho are co-starred,
and Roland Young, Edward Norris, Kay Aldridge and John Arledge. Harry joe Brown
is associate producer.
George

Marshall Signed by U

George Marshall has been signed by Universal to direct "The Man From Montana",
starring James Stewart, and has checked on
to the lot to begin preparations. The picture
is scheduled to go into production as soon as
Stewart finishes "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington", at Columbia, It will be produced by
Joe Pasternak.

A Little Conference

Between

Scenes

Russell Haydcn, JP^illiam Boyd. Betty Moran and Britt Wood have a little conference betii'coi scenes of Harry Sherman's latest "Hopa'ong Cassidy" picture, "Range War", to be released by Paramount. Looks like "Hoppy" is trying to sell the lady a bill of goods.
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COLUMBIA faces the coming season with
the assurance that its pohcy of "great
directors" will bring to the nation's screens
its impressive schedule of films. The company's newly-acquired group of "great directors" includes some ofthe most noted names of
the screen. In addition
to Frank Capra, the
forthcoming program
will feature such outstanding megaphone personalities as Wesley
Ruggles, Frank Lloyd,
Howard Hawks, Rouben
Mamoulian and Alexander Hall.
Several important pictures are being readied
for early production,,
Harry Cohn
with one, Frank Capra's
"Mr.
Smith
Goes to
Washington," now before the cameras. The
Capra production stars Jean Arthur and James
Stewart and in the hands of the three-time
Academy Award winner is fast being revealed
as a story of a simple youth catapulted into
the United States Senate. Adapted by Sidney Buchman from the novel, "The Gentleman
from Montana," by Lewis Ransom Foster, the
film will bring to the screen an imposing cast.
In support of Miss Arthur and Mr. Stewart
are Claude Rains, Edward Arnold, Guy Kibbee, Eugene Pallette, Ruth Donnelly, Beulah
Bondi, Astrid Allwyn and Larry Simms.

Jean Arthur in "Arizona"
Another major film set for early production
is "Arizona," which Wesley Ruggles will
direct. Jean Arthur has been cast to star
in this film version of Clarence Budington
Kelland's Saturday Evening Post serial and
novel and Claude Binyon now is fashioning
the screen adaptation of this romantic story
of a girl pioneer, played against the roaring,
lusty West of the dramatic days of our Civil
War.
Present plans call for Mr. Ruggles to direct
another important production for Columbia
soon after he completes "Arizona."
Director Frank Lloyd, who has been responsible for such outstanding screen successes
as "Cavalcade," "Mutiny on the Bounty,"
"Wells Fargo," has selected "Tree of Liberty" as his first Columbia vehicle.
It is

CRANE
HOLLYWOOD
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scheduled to be another "spectacle" production, dramatizing the birth of our nation and
of its early years and it will bring to the
screen the historic characters of our revolutionary days. And, in addition to "The Tree
of Liberty,"
Frank
Lloyd also will direct another important
production.
Gary Grant will star in "The Bigger They
Are," which will be another Howard Hawks
contribution to the program. Based on a
play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur,
"The Bigger They Are" is now scheduled for
early Fall release, with Charles Lederer,
noted author of many important screen plays,
doing the adaptation.
Alexander Hall, whose directorial talents
have turned out such varied film fare as
"Little Miss Marker," "Goin' to Town," "I
Am The Law," "There's Always a Woman,"
and "Good Girls Go To Paris," will direct
"Super-Clipper," a timely, topical drama of
man's coming conquests of the air. This film
will be produced on a spectacular scale.
The comedy team of "There's Always a
Woman" and "Good Girls Go To Paris," Joan
Blondell and Melvyn Douglas again will join
their talent with a cast, director and story
designed to ensure an outstanding production.
Romance and adventure are the keynote of
"Singapore," which is listed as one of Columbia's important pictures for the new season.
A Joe E. Brown

Picture

"Give Me Liberty" is another production
that promises to set a highwater mark in the
career of Joe E. Brown, who has been signed
to star in this comedy production. It will
provide the comedian with a new characterization— that of a greeting-card jingle writer by
day and henpecked husband by night. And
another Joe E. Brown production also is
scheduled for 1939-1940 release.
The inimitable Blondie, with Dagwood,
Baby Dumpling and Daisy will be seen again
next season in three new "Blondie" productions. The Bumsteads again will be portrayed by Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake and
Larry Simms and a national advertising campaign in Life, Look, The Saturday Evening
Post and Liberty will back up the added
reader interest in these productions, already
presold, as Chic Young's famous cartoon
strip, to 50,000,000 daily readers of 230 newsWarden
papers.

Lewis

E. Lawes,

who

has con-
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tributed many stirring prison stories to the
screen, will appear in person in "Man in Sing
Sing," which will also be written by the internationally famous penologist. This film
will be produced with an all-star cast and a
famous director will be assigned to megaphone. Another production that will rank
importantly on the schedule is "American at
Yard,"
which isdramas.
expected to strike
aScotland
new note
in detective
Edith Fellows will be starred in three pictures based on the famous best sellers, "Five
Little Peppers," by Margaret Sidney Lothrop.
Another important series, based on a film
character whose popularity Columbia tested in
previous
is "The
Lone Wolf,"
based on productions,
the adventures
of Louis
Joseph
Vance's popular hero. Warren William has
been signed to star in two "Lone Wolf"
vehicles.
Mrs. Martin (Osa) Johnson also will be
represented on the schedule in a vehicle that
will feature scenes of aborigines and jungle
life for which the Johnson name has become
famous. Further adventure will enhance the
program with four Jack Holt productions.
Two Western Stars
Charles Starrett and Wild Bill Elliott again
head the Columbia cowboy roster. There will
be ten Charles Starrett vehicles with the Sons
of the Pioneers aiding the star in a series of
specially written stories. Wild Bill_ Elliott
will appear in six action dramas written by
outstanding authors.
In addition, Columbia will offer four serials :
"The Shadow," based on the popular radio
program ; "Terry and the Pirates," adapted
from the popular cartoon strip ; "The Green
Archer," from the famous novel by Edgar
Wallace, celebrated writer of mystery novels;
"Deadwood Dick," the far-famed dime-novel
Western hero.
To supplement its long features, Columbia
Pictures will ofifer a diversified line-up of
single and two reel shorts. The two series of
two-reel short subjects, 8 Three Stooge comedies, and 18 All Star comedies. The 12 series
of single reel shorts include 16 Color Rhapsodies, 10 Phantasies, 6 Fables, 6 Fools Who
Made History, 12 Screen Snapshots, 12 World
of Sports, 8 Columbia Tours, 6 Washington
Parades, 6 Pals and Pets, 10 Community Sings,
Moments of Comedy, 6 Cinescopes
6 Famous
are listed so far.

it:

DIRECTOR

DAILY VARIETY:

"Crane Wilbur's direction is unwaveringly adept,
indicating a keen regard for his material's possibilities and appreciation for its presentation

"Crane Wilbur, making his feature-length
director bow at Warners, delivers in every department, showing competent knowledge for both

requirements."

creative and mechanical sides of his trade."

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE REVIEW:

"Outstanding: Crane Wilbur's direction."

N. Y. TIMES:
"Admirably directed.

ff
THE

MAN
A WARNER

WHO
BROS. FEATURE PRODUCTION

DARED
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MCM

Has

AT \cntion
MGAl's
15th anniversary
conin Chicago,
last March,sales
a record
studio budget was appropriated to produce
only big scale pictures during 1939-40. Emphasis was directed at M-G-M's open covenant
sales policy, at the imposing box
roster
of established
office
stars
under contract, at the
long list of important
play and story properties
from which the new
schedule will be drawn,
at the talented directors,
feature players and writers whose services will
be available to the
studio.
The largest advertisi n g appropriation i n
Mayer
M-G-M's annals was announced. Over $2,500,000 will be spent and every sizeable city in the
United States, regardless of whether the theatres are affiliated or independent, will be
benefited. Newspapers will receive greater
emphasis than the last year, when over a
million dollars was spent in that medium.
Since then, new top-ranking stars have been
signed, additional valuable story properties
acquired — all with an eye toward the most
widely versatile schedule ever planned by the
Culver City organization : 44 to 52 pictures
embracing every type of production, from
comedy through drama, biography, musical,
sports, spectacle and adventure.
The program's tremendous scope is indicated by those of the 1939-40 films already
under way. Nearing completion is "The
Wizard of Oz," in Technicolor, from a celebrated book, headlined by Judy Garland,
Frank Morgan, Ray Bolger and Jack Haley.
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Versatile

Work has started on "It Can't Happen
Here,"
the highly
novel
Lewis which
was provocative
on best seller
listsbyforSinclair
many
months, with Lewis Stone as Doremus
Jessup.
An example of the musicals is "Babes in
Arms," based on the Broadway smash success by Rodgers and Hart, and brought to
the screen with an array of talent including
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Betty Jaynes,
June Preisser and Douglas McPhail.
Clare Boothe's satiric comedy, "The
Women," which ran two years on Broadway
and was uniformly successful in a countrywide tour, is being translated to the screen
with an all-feminine cast headed by Norma
Shearer, Joan Crawford and Rosalind
Russell.
Location work has started on "Northwest
Passage," co-starring Spencer Tracy and Robert Taylor in Kenneth Roberts' story, another
M-G-Mcritics
property
that enthused
book
and reading
public. the nation's
This, then, is the record of work in progress— and it is the imposing standard to which
the balance of the program is being shaped
to adhere.
There will be further "Hardy Family" and
"Dr. Kildare" pictures, continuing the high
calibre by which these two series have established themselves. Their success has prompted
announcement of another series, "American
Newlyweds," dealing with the adventures of
a tj'pical young married American couple.
Another "Thin Man" film is on the schedule,
with William Powell and Myrna Loy again
portraying
Dashiell
Hammett's popular characters, the Nick
Charleses.
British production will continue, with Robert Montgomery to star in two pictures, "The
Earl
Chicago"
"Busman's
The ofentire
roster and
of stories
from Holiday."
which the

IRVING
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Schedule
program will be drawn is much too numerous
to be set down here in its entirety. At random, among
musicals,
Eyes,"
in which
Eddie
Cantor there
will are
make"Banjo
his M-G-M
debut;
MelodyAstaire
of 1940,"
teaming
for the "Broadway
first time Fred
and Eleanor
Powell; "Ziegfeld Follies"; "Balalaika," with
Nelson Eddy and Ilona Massey ; "Smilin'
Thru," with Jeannette MacDonald; "Lover
Come
Back to Me," co-starring Eddy with
Miss MacDonald.
Among the biographical productions will be
"Madame Curie," with Greta Garbo portraying the discoverer of radium, and "The
Life Story of Thomas Edison," with Spencer
Tracy and Mickey Rooney playing Edison as
man and boy, respectively.
"Quo Vadis," the famous Sienkiewicz work,
is planned on the same scale as "Ben-Hur."
The Marx Brothers will appear in "A Day
at the Circus" and "Go West" ; Clark Gable
and
in "The
Great
Canadian,"
story Myrna
of the Loy
American
hockey
circuit
; Edwarda
G. Robinson in "Blackmail" ; Robert Donat
in "Ruined City," based on the novel
"Kindling" ; Margaret Sullavan and James
Stewart
"Shop Around
the Corner,"
Lubitsch inproduction
; Wallace
Beery ina
"Thunder Afloat" ; Hedy Lamarr, with Robert
Taylor and Miliza Korjus in "Guns and
Eighteen experienced producers will supervise these and other productions through their
Fiddles." phases to the finished, polished photophysical
play entertainment.
At Culver City, gigantic strides forward
have been made in the technical field. Improvements in sound, color, photography and
make-up are being constantly put into use to
benefit the exhibitor and the country's 88,000,000 weekly paying customers.

CUMMINGS
DIRECTOR

CURRENT
"THE
ALEXANDER

RELEASE

STORY

NOW

OF

GRAHAM

SHOOTING

"FALLING STAR'S"
A Cavalcade of Hollywood

BELL"

UNDER CONTRACT

TO 20TH CENTURY-FOX
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Action
Is Keynote
of
Monogram
THE
aftermath of the most enthusiastic
Plans are to release fifty-four pictures,
convention in the history of Monogram
of which twenty-four will be western films.
reveals that the company is headed for its
The thirty feature productions are divided
biggest year. ResiiUing from pledges given by
into three classifications — six W. Ray Johnthe sales, production and executive forces to
ston anniversary specials, twelve box office
eclipse all past records,
attractions, and twelve showman's success
series. The Jackie Cooper production heads
the new Monogram enthe list of six Johnston specials, and among
ters its third >'ear with
banners flying high. As
the other extra-budget pictures in this group
usual Afonogram will
are "Rip Van Winkle," based on the famous
rely on action.
tale by Washington Irving, which will feature
Heading the player
an established star and the world's most
roster is Jackie Cooper,
famous midgets
; "His
Son," than
the
American
Magasine
story, Father's
read by more
who will star in one picture for Monogram next
10,000,000; "Queen of the Yukon," Jack Lonyear. Cooper, as a redon's roaring action drama of the Northland ;
"Son of the Navy," by Grover Jones and True
sult of "Gangster's Boy,"
Boardman, Jr., which was enacted over the
"Streets of New York"
Silver Theatre of the air with Ginger Rogers
and his other screen appearances, isa top rank
in
the starring role ; and "Under Northern
Scott R. Dunlap
marquee name and has a
Lights,"
a Charles
drama Wakefield
featuring Cadnian.
the immortal
melodies of
loyal following of fans.
Continuing as star of the James Lee Wong
Monogram will also present four Wong
Chinese detective mysteries is Boris Karloff
mysteries, starring Boris Karloff; four "Tailwho will be starred in four Mr. Wong melospin Tommy" pictures based on the famous
comic strip which appears in over two hundramas in '39-'40. John Trent, Frankie Darro,
Jean Parker, Fay Wray, Marcia Mae Jones,
dred and fifty newspapers, starring John
Trent; four Frankie Darro action dramas,
Jackie Moran, Movita, John Carroll, and
Martin Spellman, the new juvenile discovery,
with the popular young star ; and four picare among the personalities who will flicker
tures of today's American youth with Marcia
Sweetheart Team
in Monogram productions during the coming
Mae Jones and Jackie Moran co-starred.
The company considers its outlook bright
year, in addition to various other name playMovita and John Carroll, in a scene from
ers, who will be cast in important pictures as
because its manpower, east and west, is con"Wolf Call", current Monogram, release. They
sidered among the shrewdest in the industry.
often as possible. In the western field, Monowill appear together again in several pictures
gram continues with Tex Ritter, singing
The home office triumvirate of W. Ray Johnfor release in the new season.
ston, Edward Golden and George W. Weeks,
western star, and Jack Randall, action cowboy star, corralling their share of the outrepresents seasoned executive veterans, fammotion picture production, and he is surdoor epic addicts. In addition, the company
iliar with exhibitor problems. On the west
rounded by live wire associates including E. B.
will release eight reissues starring John
coast is Scott R. Dunlap, a producer who has
Derr, Paul Malvern, William Lackey, Edward
Finney and Frank Mel ford.
always been identified with showmanship in
Wayne, who scored in "Stagecoach."
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Paramount
WITH

the Paramount national sales convention opening next Thursday in Hollywood, Barne}' Balaban, president of Paramount, has confirmed his earlier announcement
that Paramount would release approximately
60 pictures during the
1939-40 season.
During his recent visit
to the studio Balaban
paid high tribute to
studio heads Y. Frank
Freeman and William Le
Baron for the progress
Paramount has made
and the high level of
pictures completed, now
before the cameras and
planned for the new season.
"Mr. Freeman and
Mr. Le Baron as well
William Le Baron
as the studio's entire
personnel deserve great credit for the high
entertainment value of the new Paramount
product and the efficiency with which it is
being produced," Balaban said. "Because of
the highly satisfactory condition of our studio
it is with great confidence that I say Paramount's program for the coming season will
reach a new high in entertainment and box
office value. Specifically, Paramount production plans as formulated call for approximately 60 pictures, the bulk of which will be
produced at the Hollywood studio."
Already the company is farther ahead with
next season's production program than it has
ever been at this date in the history of the
company. Among the important pictures already completed for the 1939-40 program are
the William A. Wellman production "Beau
Geste" starring Gary Cooper, Ray Milland and

NATE

ANNIVERSARY

ISSUE

Increases

Star

Robert Preston ; "What A Life" a screen
version of the popular Broadway stage play
starring Jackie Cooper and Betty Field ; another screen version of a popular stage play
"The Cat And The Canary" co-starring Bob
Hope and Paulette Goddard ; and "Geronimo"
epic story
the Apache
raider
which the
features
such offavorites
as Preston
Foster, Ellen Drew, Andy Devine and Ralph
Morgan.
In addition to the four completed productions above there are eight pictures on the
new
season's
program
production
or
scheduled to start
withinnow
the innext
few weeks.
This group includes : Rudyard Kipling's famous novel "The Light That Failed" which
stars Ronald Colman with Ida Lupino under
the direction of William A. Wellman; "Ruler
of the Seas" a Frank Lloyd production starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Will Fyffe and
Margaret Lockwood ; a screen version of the
Lloyd C. Douglas best-seller "Disputed Passage" starring Dorothy Lamour, Akim Tamiroff, John Howard and Judith Barrett with
Frank Borzage directing ; "The Double Dyed
Deceiver" an O. Henry story with Tito
Guizar, Jane Clayton, Gale Sondergaard, Alan
Mowbray under the direction of Ed Venturini ; "Are Husbands Necessary?" co-starring Madeleine Carroll and Fred MacMurray
with Edward H. Griffith directing; "Dr.
Cyclops" featuring Janice Logan in a Dale
Van Every production directed by Ernest B.
Schoedsack ; "Heaven on a Shoestring" costarring Pat O'Brien and Olympe Bradna with
MilestoneBobdirecting
and "Casey
Jones"
aLewis
forthcoming
Burns starring
vehicle.
Included in the outside product Paramount
has secured for the new season's release will
be two Charles Laughton productions. The
success the company
has had with "The

ED.

WATT
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Power

Beachcomber" has convinced executives that
Laughton is a big drawing card in this
country. The two Laughton pictures already
completed are "London After Dark" with
Vivian Leigh, the Scarlett O'Hara of "Gone
With The Wind" and Daphne Du Maurier's
"Jamaica Inn" which was directed by Alfred
Hitchcock. Also nearing completion is
"French Without Tears," the big English stage
success now being filmed in London with Ray
Milland and Ellen Drew.
Other product made outside will include
Harry Sherman's highly successful Hopalong
Cassidy series. Exhibitors all over the country acclaim the popularity of this series and
for
the new
year group
Paramount's
program
will
contain
another
of these
successful
westerns starring William Boyd.
The company is definitely committed to an
aggressive policy of developing new box
office names for the screen. With the wholehearted approval of the hOme office Y. Frank
Freeman and William Le Baron have selected
14 younger players from the company's talent
roster to be known as the "Golden Circle"
group which include Joseph Allan, Muriel
Angelus, Judith Barrett, Louise Campbell,
Ellen Drew, Betty Field, Susan Hayward,
William Henry, William Holden, Evelyn
Keyes, Janice Logan, Joyce Mathews, Patricia
Morison and Robert Preston. These young
players, all evidencing unusual promise, will
be cast in important roles.
In addition to the feature productions scheduled for the 1939-40 program Paramount will
also release the forthcoming Max Fleischer
Technicolor feature cartoon "Gulliver's
Travels." This feature cartoon is now in
production at the Fleischer Studios in Miami
and is
scheduled to be completed for Christmas release.

D.
VENTURINI
DIRECTOR

NOW

SHOOTING

In Production
"THE
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Features
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'Lawful Outlaws." wilh WilUm Boyd. Russell Hayden, Betty Moran. Pedro De Cordoba.
Britt Wood and Francis McDonald Directed by Lesley Selander.
A Harry Sherman Production . A Paramount Picture.

For 1939-40

HARRY

S.

WEBB

President

METROPOLITAN

PICTURES

CORP.

PRESENTS

8
ACTION
Steele'
BOB WESTERNS
8
COMPLETED

MELO-PLAYS
with

ALL-STAR

CAST

COMPLETED
"DAUGHTER OF THE TONG"
"PORT OF HATE"

"FEUD OF THE RANGE"
"SMOKY TRAILS"
IN CUTTING ROOM

PREPARING

"MESQUITE BUCKAROO"
IN PRODUCTION

"MISSING BLONDES"
"SHEIK OF STAMBOUL"

"RIDERS OF THE SAGE"
'■'These are a new series anid are NOT to be confuseid with RE- ISSUES

HARRY

S. WEBB

WILLIAM STEINER
Salesmanager

Metropolitan Pictures Corp.
5106 Hollywootd Blvd., Hollywootd, Calif.

WE
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NOT

733 Seventh Ave.,

BUT

PROMIS

INC

-

New York City
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RKO

Rushes

WITH

all the sound stages at the Hollywood studio running full blast, RKO
Radio Pictures, under the guidance of Pandro
S. Berman, vice-president in charge of production and President George Schaefer iS'
driving along at top
speed to complete the
pictures still scheduled
for release on its 1938-39
program. This list is
headed by such productions as "Little Mother,"
(tentative title) starring
Ginger Rogers and
David Niven ; "Memory
of Love," (tentative
title) co-starring Carole
Lombard, Gary Grant
and Kav Francis and
"My Fifth Avenue Girl,"
with Ginger Rogers, in
Ceo. J. Schaefer
the stellar role.
"Little Alother" is being scored and edited ;
"Memory of Love" will be completed in July.
Of the others on the schedule, six are in the
cutting rooms ; eight are in production and
three still are awaiting a call to begin filming.
"Little Mother" is a comedy revolving
around a girl who works in a department
store and who, through a series of strange
circumstances, comes into the possession of a
foundling child. Even her landlady is convinced the child is hers, and the efforts of all
her well-meaning friends to make her acknowledge the youngster, is the basis of the plot.
Garson Kanin, who won national acclaim
for "A Man to Remember" megaphoned the
picture. B. F. DeSylva was the producer.
"Memory of Love," deals with the right
to happiness of a man who is married in
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of

name only, and of the woman who loves him
but would sacrifice that love to avoid breaking up his home. The film is based on Bessie
Breuer's novel of the same name. John
Cromwell is the director, with George Haight
as the associate producer.
For "My Fifth Avenue Girl" Gregory La
Cava will function as producer-director and
Morrie Ryskin is writing the screen play.
"The Rookie Cop" features Tim Holt, son
of the screen star, Jack Holt; 11-year-old
Virginia Weidler, Janet Shaw and Ace, the
Wonder Dog. David Howard directed, with
Bert Gilroy. It demonstrates crime detection
through trained police dogs.
"Panama Lady" has Lucille Ball and Allan
Lane in the leading roles, and is laid in the
jungles of Central America. It deals with
the romance between a young cabaret entertainer and a two-fisted oil prospector who become involved in a murder. Michael Kanin
wrote the screen play from a story by Garret
Fort. The producer was Cliff Reid, with
Jack Hively directing.
"The Girl From Mexico," is a fast-moving
comedy featuring Lupe Velez, and tells the
experiences of a young Mexican singer who
comes to the United States to appear on a
radio program and falls in love with the
young executive who discovered her. Leslie
Goodwins directed, with Robert Sisk as the
producer.
Leo Carrillo, Stefii Duna and Tim Holt
head "The Girl and the Gambler," which was
adapted to the screen by Joseph Fields from
a play by Willard Mack. The triangular romance between a Mexican dancing girl, a
young American gambler and a Mexican Robin
Hood who robs the rich to aid the poor, forms
the plot.
Lew Landers directed and Cliff

Program

Reid produced this film soon to be released.
"Five Came Back" is a dramatic offering.
It deals with the plight of a group of persons trapped in an impenetrable tropic jungle
by the crash of their plane. Only five can
escape when the one motor of the plane
finally is repaired, the others having to remain
and face certain death. The responsibility of
chosing the five brings abou the climax. John
Farrow directed, with Robert Sisk as the producer.
"Career" features Anne Shirley and Edward Ellis and introduces to theatre audiences
the two finalists in the "Gateway to Hollywood" talent search carried over the air by
Jesse L. Lasky. John Archer and Alice Eden,
the two young people selected, have the second leads in the picture. The picture is a
cross section of domestic and social drama
in a small mid-Western town. Leigh Jason
directed, with Robert Sisk as the producer.
"The Spellbinder" features Lee Tracy in the
role of a criminal lawyer who becomes enmeshed in his own crooked ethics and has to
kill a murderer who has married his daughter
for protection. Jack Hively is directing with
Cliff Reid producing.
"Bad Lands" is a unique picture in that it
has an entire male cast. It is laid in 1875
in Arizona and tells the story of a sheriff's
posse which is trapped by the Indians and is
wiped out, all but one man. The film is from,
an original story by Clarence Upson Young.
Lew Landers will direct.
"Way Down South" starring Bob Breen, is
an original story by Clarence Muse and Langston Hughes. It features the Hall Johnson
Choir. It is laid in the Old South in 1850.
Bernard Vorhaus directed with Sol Lesser as
the producer.
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Editor, Showmen's Trade Review :
I received the material you sent me concernrest rooms, and I aping Clean Theatres and favor.
preciate very much this
I know I will be able to get a good many
helpful ideas from this material you sent me
in preparing my talk for our Convention.
Very truly yours,
Harrison, Mgr.
(signed) /. P. Texas
Theatre,
Denton, Tex.

Editor, Showmen's Trade Review:
There has, of course, been much comment on shorts taking the place of giveaways. But in our particular case we believe the giveaways bave the biggest draw,
especially where it is actual cash being
and experience
given away. In our opinion your
house, for
shorts do not help to fill
does the
lly
actua
which
re
featu
it is the
drawing. But shorts do help to make a
more enjoyable program for the customer
after he is in the house. However, the first
consideration is to get the customer in the
house and then take precautions to see that
please.
your program is so arranged as toto come
in
Ideas on getting the customers
are actually what help business.
West Virginia exhibitor
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review :
In a city like Chicago the only hope for
the subsequent run houses is for the whole
go "single feature".
city
Theto double features have cut down the
attendance. People who attended twice a
week now are content to attend only once
a week and many times as seldom as once
in two weeks.
If the aggregate attendance of the city
was checked for one week now, against the
same week three years ago when singles
prevailed, you would find quite a difference
a reain attendance, deducting, of course,
sonable amount due to having Bank Nite
three years ago.
Chicago neighborhood theatre
Editor, Showmen's Tr.^de Review:
We play doubles on Fridays and Saturdays almost every week — sometimes on
Wednesdays and Thursdays. Sundays, Mon-

S

ow Devoted to "juarez"
The Wind
Fifth Avenue zvindozv of the Singer
Sewing Machine Company is devoted exclusively to a display of material from the Warner Brothers production, "Juarez^" now playing as a road show in New York. In the display is an original costume zvorn by Bette
Davis in the picture.

" ^' ''Wuthering

MAIL

BAG

days and Tuesdays v/e play our best pictures.
The Sunday, Monday and Tuesday crowd
like novelties, oddities, March of Time,
news and sport shorts. The Friday and Saturday crowd likes slapstick, a good comedy
when we can find one and sports and cartoons.
I do not think that ten short subjects a
year get us extra money. They are merely
fillers.
New York State exhibitor
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review:
It comes to my mind . . . that this
would be a good time to voice my one criticism of trailers. I watch them closely, of
course, and I am impressed with the intelligence of the producers of these trailers
that is mirrored in their finished product.
I suggest, however, that they should not
assume that the greater part of theatre
audiences are as intelligent as they are and
that they give special attention to the meaning of the picture title. For instance, take
the trailer on "The Citadel". How I would
have appreciated a flash of a page from a
dictionary with the definition of this word
ringed with pencil and a voice that definitely
stressed the pronunciation of this word. My
patrons ran me ragged for the definition
and pronunciation.
Indiana exhibitor
Editor, Showmen's Trade Review :
Wliat can we do to eliminate in the public
mind the thought that every bill on which twc
features appear is weaker than when a single
feature is shown? . . . even if both of the
features
arethis
so to
Here in
cityspeak
that Class
idea "A"?
is firmly fixed,
not only in our theatre but in all the first runs.
If we can devise some method of making John
Q. Public believe that two features are given
them for the entertaining qualities they possess
and not because one is weak and the other
only fair, then we will eliminate the bugaboo
that is almost an obsession.
From personal contact and from what our
staff tells us, the great majority of the patrons
want but one picture and some astutely selected
shorts. They sit resignedly through double features but frequently we can tell from the phone
calls our cashiers receive that they want the
starting time of but one of the features on a
double bill and discard the other entirely, although they could see it for the single price of
admission.
Kindest regards.
Large Ohio city
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Way"

Stunts Highlight

Campaign on "Flying Irishman"
After the manner of Doug Corrigan's
wrong-way flight to Ireland, Manager Harry
Storin of the Paramount Theatre, Springfield, Mass., used a number of "wrong way"
stunts in his big campaign on "The Flying
Tishman." Reverse, wrong-way copy was
used in part in newspaper advertising; title
was spelled the wrong way on lobby posters; merchandise was placed upside down
in store display. The house organist started
to play the wrong way and then used verbal
gags with the stunt, while the initial words
in the radio plugs were read backwards.
For St. Patrick's
green
carnations
to the firstDay,
one Storin
hundredgave
feminine
patrons, with
gan. Cut-out
doors were
painted green

compliments of Doug Corriboards in all the outer lobby
in the shape of shamrocks,
with white and gold lettering.

Heights'' Gets
impressive N. Y. campaign
Keyed to stress the importance of the
picture, the exploitation, publicity and advertising campaign worked out by United
Artists for the engagement of "Wuthering
Heights" at the Rivoli, New York, was one
of the most thorough drives engineered on
any production in many years.
With current women's fashions swinging
back to the period covered in the film story,
a wide channel was opened through which
many department store tieups were effected.
Equal stress was laid upon tieups stemming
from the position held by this famous Emily
Bronte
classics. novel as one of the world's literary
First among the exploitation tieups was
arranged with Saks Fifth Avenue, in which
they gave their best window to a display
of the original wedding gown worn by
Merle Oberon in the film. Inside the store
four additional displays were devoted to
other costumes. Miss Oberon did some personal shopping at the store and they took
a 1,400-line ad in The New York Times announcing it, with credit to the picture.
Further, they held an elaborate fashion
show for the women's page editors of the
metropolitan papers and syndicates to exhibit their adaptations of Miss Oberon's
costumes.
W. & J. Sloane, home furnishings house,
made reproductions of the interior sets
from the film for their Fifth Ave. windows.
Attention was centered upon the literary
classic angle of the motion picture story
through tieups
with they
Scribner's
book
publishers,
in which
made upSons,
a display
centering upon rare first editions of the
Bronte Sisters' work's. Large size displays
were placed in all city libraries, high schools
and elementary schools as well as at Columbia University to popularize the novel,
and windows were devoted to the popularpriced reprint editions of the book by the
large chain drug stores.
Many

Unusual Angles

Highlighted in the intensive publicity
drive for the picture were many unusual
angles that brought it to the attention of
almost everyone who reads or listens to the
radio. Topping the breaks were those arising from the visit of Miss Oberon, the star,
and William Wyler, the director, to New
York in advance of the opening. A cocktail
party was tionwide
given
themJames
that Roosevelt
drew naattentionforwhen
poured tea for Miss Oberon.
Both Miss Oberon and Mr. Wyler were
interviewed by all New York newspapers and
national news associations.
The story of "Wuthering Heights" was
forcefully brought home to more than 23,000,000 radio listeners when Miss Oberon
appeared as guest star on the popular Kate
Smith Hour in an effective dramatization
of the film.
Both the local and national advertising
campaigns stressed the immortal love story
of the novel, and how it had been brought
to the screen.
To bolster the engagements of the film
in major cities throughout the country, an
intense national ad campaign was used with
full-page color insertions appearing in
The American Weekly, The Saturday Evening
Post, Collier's, Life, Ladies' Home Journal,
Cosmopolitan and McCall's.
Tie-up Copy on Menus
For "Down on the Farm," Manager R.
Kennedy, of the Hamilton Theatre, Chicago,
arranged to place on menus of local restaurants the following copy: "Our food is
as wholesome as that 'Down on the Farm'.
See the Jones Family in 'Down on the
Farm', etc."
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Bigger

Pictures
From
of tbe organization, little more than four
ONEone swallow
doesn't
but
picture can
be tliemake
makinga Spring,
of a motion
>ears ago, tbe company admittedly had .few
picture compan)-.
showingsthroughout
of its films
in top spots
in "A"
bouses
tbe country.
Its specialty
Tlie bistories of tbe present major producing companies are marked at some spot by a
bas been serials, westerns, and tbe "crime
big picture wbicb
doesn't pay" type of attraction.
cbanged immediately its
Republic, though a young company comstatus. In tins business,
paratively speaking, is guided by experienced
wbich operates practichands, position
who are
well moment,
aware of
ally on tbe confidence tbe
prime
of tbe
and Republic's
intend to
make the most of it.
exbibitor bas in the producer, tbis one picture
For tbe 1939-40 season, Republic is launchacts as a "convincer."
ing an impressive program, which will fea]\[any of tbe major
ture first line box-office names in outstanding
companies today that
story properties by recognized autbors, backed
by increased production budgets. Tbe list of
boast a program featuring tbe higbest priced
story properties for tbe forthcoming season
includes works of Sinclair Lewis, W. R.
stars in stories and plays
Burnett, Achmed Abdullah, Peter B. Kyne,
from bands of worldrenowned autbors and
Mark Twain, Martin Alooney, Jack London,
dramatists, with producM. J. Siegel
Vicki Baum, R. D'Ennery, Beth Brown and
tion costs running into
many other leading writers.
tbe multiple millions, were small struggling
As previously announced, Republic is dropcorporate entities, harassed by problems of
next year's
its Showmen's
group pingoffrompictures
which line-up
constituted
its lower
finance and distribution, until that "lone" picclassification
films.
The
budgets
that
were
ture. What "Seventh Heaven," "Big Parade,"
formerly set up for this group will be shifted
"Covered Wagon," "Tbe Jazz Singer," "All
to the westerns. There will be four DeLuxe
Quiet on tbe Western Front" and "It Happroductions to cost not less than $750,000
pened One Night" meant to their respective
each, and six Anniversary Specials set for
producers, it is expected "Man Of Conquest"
will mean to Republic.
individual budgets of $250,000. The rest of
the
product will follow in line with similar
"Alan Of Conquest" has proved most definproduction increases.
itely that Republic can produce pictures of
Relations have developed whereby contract
top ranking quality, and this will open many
players of other companies will be available
doors previously closed to the youngest producing company in tbe business. No longer
on "loan-out" agreements, and the long list
of exclusive free lance players, hitherto unwill "name" talent be unavailable. No longer
will Republic's program go unconsidered for
willing to appear
from which
to pickonandRepublic's
choose. lot, is theirs
the best of playing time. Since the inception

Republic

She Looks

Jean Parker and Phil Regan in "Laughing
Irish Eyes" now being edited for early release
by Republic. It is a 1938-39 release.
The company's success in the building of
a serial and western program coupled with the
experience gathered during the last few years
of production and distribution of feature releases, has brought about a complete knowledge of what the fans want.
Its studios, recently purchased at the cost
of close to a half million, are modern and
well equipped. All of which points to one
fact. Republic is ready, willing and able to
come to the front this year with an outstanding program that should permanently establish
the company as "the independent major organization."

SOL
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1939
"WAY DOWN SOUTH"
•BOY WHO CRIED WOLF"
1940
"MASTER SKYLARK"
"THE OPEN ROAD"
"ALL WIRES DOWN"
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under
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20th-Fox
for
History-Biography
features Randolph Scott, Margaret LockA
month
or so earlier "Drums Along the
by such spectacles as "The
HEADED
wood and J. Farrell MacDonald. Her next
Mohawk" with Claudette Colbert and Henry
Rains Came", "Stanley and Livingstone",
Fonda will be delivered to audiences
"Ealling- Stars", "Brigham Young" and
two pictures will be "Lady Jane," and Maeterlinck's "Blue Bird." This last will be
"Drums Along The Mohawk", the complete
the land. Based on the best-sellthroughout
made
in
Technicolor.
roster of pictures to be made by Twentieth
ing novel by Walter D. Edmonds, the picCentury-Fox is the most ambitious in that
ture deals with early Colonial days.
Sonja Henie's next picture, being readAn even more famous novel is also the
company's historys. All
ied
for
early
release,
is
"Second
Fiddle."
these big picture will
With songs by Irving Berlin and such playproperty of Twentieth Century-Fox and will
ers as Tyrone Power, Rudy Vallee, and
be personally supergo into production as soon as Nunnally
vised by D a r r y 1 F.
Mary
Healy
in
the
cast,
"Second
Fiddle"
Johnson,
who is also going to act as assowill be one of the most lavish productions
Zanuck including those
ciate producer, puts it in screen play form.
ever made for the blonde queen of the ice.
to be released as CosIt is John Steinbeck's thrilling and vital
mopolitan Productions.
Her next picture after "Second Fiddle" will
"The Grapes of Wrath."
And Sol Wurtzel will
Other productions slated for the coming
be "Everything
Happens
at Night",
an adventure story which
will probably
command
also continue producyear
are: "Say It With Music", an Irving
the services of both Tyrone Power and
ing The Jones Family,
Berlin special which will include many of
Mr. Moto, Charlie Chan
Richard Greene to form a topnotch romanthe most famous of the songs of that mastic triangle. Her third venture selected for
and the Jane Withers
releases, reinforced by
the forthcoming season is as yet untitled.
ter of popular melody including, "Always",
"Lady of the Evening", "My Wife's Gone
But the story, by the late S. S. Van Dine,
higher production
Darryl Zanuck
to the Country" and "Because I Love You",
budgets and bigger
will be in the form of a Philo Vance mystery.
"name" casts.
a new version, all in Technicolor, of "The
Now in production is another important
Mark of Zorro" with Tyrone Power probThe acclaim with which historical and
Twentieth Century-Fox release, "The Rains
ably in the leading role; "The Khyber
biographical films have been received during
Came." This picture has a cast including
Rifies", dealing, as the title suggests, with
Tyrone
Power,
George
Brent,
Myrna
Loy,
the
frontier
of India. It is based on a novel
the last year has prompted Zanuck' to inHenry Travers, Maria Ouspenskaya, Joseph
clude many more such films on his list for
by
Talbot
Mundy
dealing with the India of
Schildkraut, Laura Hope Crewes and one
the coming season. Prominent among these
twenty years ago, but posing problems that
both from the interest aroused by the subof Zanuck's "finds," Brenda Joyce.
are
equally vital
today;about
"Maryland",
ject matter and the care and expense which
Technicolor
picture
trotting another
horses ;
Also before the cameras is "Elsa Maxwell's Hotel for Women", featuring the inwill go into the production are "Brigham
"Johnny
Apollo"
which
will
be
Tyrone
ternationally famous hostess, Elsa Maxwell,
Young," for which Louis Bromfield, author
Power's next picture after "The Rains
herself; Linda Darneli, another Zanuck disof "The Rains Came" is now preparing the
Came"; "Here I Am A Stranger", a strong
covery;
Ann
Sothern,
Jimmy
Ellison,
Joyce
drama of college life with Richard Greene
script, "Steinmetz the Great", "The Story of
Compton,
Alan
Dinehart
and
many
others.
Lillian Russell" and "Belle Starr."
and Nancy Kelly in the romantic leads;
Another spectacle, one which has been in
The forthcoming months will also see
"Scotland Yard", history of that celebrated
three Shirley Temple pictures and three
institution produced on a scale similar to
preparation for over three years is "Stanley
Sonja Henie pictures. The first of each
and Livingstone", with Spencer Tracy, Sir
"Lloyds
of London"; "The Adventures of
Cedric Hardwicke, Nancy Kelly, Richard
group is now in the cutting rooms, almost
Sherlock Holmes" with Basil Rathbone and
Greene, Walter Brennan and Henry Hull for
ready for release. The next Temple vehicle
Nigel Bruce taking again the roles they
November release.
will be "Susannah of the Mounties", which
played in "The Hound of the Baskervilles".
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Planned

Release

's outstandindustry
of the
eleven
WITH ing
ed to contribute
producers
schedul
a total of from 28 to 32 pictures to its 193940 program, United Artists will enter its
20th Anniversary year wiih every prospect
of it being theseason
most successful
in the
company's history.
Advance estimates reveal that more than $25,000,000 will be spent by
the
company's
producer
roster
in making
the
United Artists releases
for the coming year.
In formulating plans
for the 1939-40 season especial emphasis
was placed on a schedule
of "planned release
dates" that will bring the
Murray Silverstone
company's outstanding
pictures to the exhibitor
in a steady flow through the 12 months of the
year. This practice, it is expected, will free
the industry, in part, from boxoffice "drought
months" when big productions are not
available for showings.
To back up its pictures with an advance
audience, United Artists plans to undertake
the largest advertising and exploitation
campaign in its history, appropriating more
than $3,000,000 for newspaper, national
magazine and fan magazine advertising.
Placing of the copy will be timed to coincide
with the greatest number of playdates
throughout the country in order to yield to
the exhibitor the greatest publicity value
from the drive.
Included in the list of producers whose

FRANK
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films will be released by United Artists
during the coming year are eight who have
been associated with the company in the
past. They are David O. Selznick, Charles
Chaplin, Samuel Goldwyn. Alexander
Korda, Douglas Fairbanks, Walter Wanger,
Hal Roach and Edward Small. To this
group have been added three newcomers to
the David
company's
releasing
operations.
They
are
L. Loew,
Sol Lesser
and Ernst
Lubitsch.
David O. Selznick will contribute three
pictures to the schedule: "Intermezzo," starring Leslie
Howard;
"Rebecca,"
directed
by Alfred
Hitchcock,
and to
an be
as
yet untitled production.
For the first time in more than three
years Charlie Chaplin will again be represented on the LTnited Artists schedule. He
will make "The Dictators," which will be
written, directed and produced by himself
as well as supplying Chaplin with his first
speaking role.
Scheduled for early release are two films
from Samuel Goldwyn Studios: "Music
School," introducing Jascha Heifetz, and
"The Real Glory," starring Gary Cooper
and Andrea Leeds.
A strong selling point is found for the
company and exhibitor alike in the plans
of Alexandra Korda to make all five of his
new season films in Technicolor. They are
"Four Feathers," "Over the Moon," starring
Merle Oberon: "The Thief of Bagdad," with
Sabu; "Sinner," a Merle Oberon starring
vehicle, and "The Jungle Boy," starring
Sabu.
Six pictures will be contributed by Walter
Wanger, including "Winter Carnival,"
starring Ann Sheridan; "House Across The

for

UA

Bay," with a cast headed by Joan Bennett;
and four untitled productions. Of these one
will be an original story by Gene Towne
and Graham Baker, and another will be a
fictionization of the current outstanding
Vincent Sheean novel.
Entering their second year in the LTnited
Artists'
ranks will be Edward Small and
Hal Roach.
From the Hal Roach Studios will come
"The Housekeeper's Daughter," starring
Joan Bennett and Adolphe Menjou; "Of
Mice and Men," the outstanding novel and
stage play; "1,000,000 B.C.," "Caption Caution," and a filmization of a Thorne Smith
novel. Roach will also produce a group of
four Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy films.
Small will offer seven films: "Kit Carson,"
with Joel McCrea and Frances Dee; "My
Son, Mv Son!" starring Louis Hayward;
"Quantrill, the Raider," "Valentino," "South
of Pago Pago," "Two Years Before the
Mast" and "Food of the Gods."
Also returning to the company's roster is
Douglas Fairbanks who will produce "The
Californian," the story of Lola Montez, one
of the most influential women in history.
out the company's
will
be Rounding
a dramatization
of a famousschedule
stage play
by David L. Loew, and an Ernst Lubitsch
production to be presented by Sol Lesser.
This will be the largest lineup ever sold by
United Artists. The company has always released the product of producers who felt that
they would rather devote a long period to the
filming of a few fine productions than to turn
out a larger number, even though they had the
facilities to do so. With more producers than
ever before the company confidently expects to
continue this policy.
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Universal
Just about four weeks ago, at the annual
sales conxcntion, Nate Blumberg, president
of Universal sounded the key-note for the
company's
newleast
season,
already
thereit
have been at
two and
occasions
when
became evident that he
meant what he said.
"We will continue
the policy of flexibility
in story material, in
casting, in titles — to
need!"
meethis today's
was
message at the
convention. Hardly a
week later came the announcement from the
Universal studios that
Charles Boyer had been
cast as a co-star with
Irene Dunne in "The
Modern Cinderella" so
Cliff Work
capitalizing upon the
current
box-office power of these two great
stars.
Another instance came about but a few
days later when the press of the entire
country echoed the praise of a new baby
star making her initial appearance in Bing
Crosby's "East Side of Heaven." No one
could have known that "Sandy" Henville,
the new wonder baby, was going to figure
in the company's plans at the time when
the year's program was announced in 1938
for the simple reason that "Sandy" had
not yet seen the light of day. But here she
was, and without further ado, "Sandy" was
cast in a new Mischa Auer picture to be
released before this summer is over. From
all reports, the picture should be one of
the funniest comedies of the year — coming
to the exhibitor during the summer months,

Relies
on
when
he needs good
product
the most.
For the 1939-40, this same plan of flexibility will be adhered to. Bigger pictures,
with greater star attractions and outstanding direction will be had, of course. The
company having gone through a successful
\ear, is in position financially to step out.
To continue her amazing series of successes there will be two more Deanna Durbin productions, one of which will co-star
Charles Boyer. Henry Koster will deliver
"The Ocean Between." John M. Stahl, with
a long record of box office successes to his
credit is down for "The Bull by the Horns."
Joe Pasternak, in addition to the several
other pictures he will make, is down for two
of his own: one, starring James Stewart,
with Mischa Auer already cast; and "The
Under Pup," starring Nan Grey, Robert
Cummings and little Gloria Jean, his latest
singing find.
One each from the following group of
stars is on. the schedule: Irene Dunne, W.
C. Fields, Bing Crosby, Danielle Darrieux in
"Rio," Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy
(with Mortimer Snerd) and Margaret Sullavan,
Backing up this line-up are two pictures
starring Jackie Cooper and Freddie Bartholomew; Basil Rathbone in "Tower of
London" and "Victoria Docks at 8;" Jackie
Cooper in "His Son;" "The Invisible Man
Returns;" Boris Karlof? and Bela Lugosi in
"Friday the 13th;" two more in "The Family
Next Door" series starring Hugh Herbert:
two "Little Tough Guy" productions and
"Return of the Skeik."
Richard Arlen and Andy Devine are to
be teamed up in a series of seven action
pictures, the first of which "Mutiny on the
Blackhawk," is already nearly completed.

Horace

Flexibility
Ben Pivar is producing this series. Sixteen
"Marquee Pictures" are divided into groups
of four exploitation production, four musicals and eight action pictures. And for the
Westerns, there are seven pictures starring
John Mack Brown with Bob Baker and Fuzzy
Knight in support.
Again the policy of flexibility proved itself
when Universal was able to contract with
Harry Edington and his newly organized
"Famous Productions" for three outstanding pictures during the year, bringing to
Univeral, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "Atlantic Cable," Cary Grant in the tentatively
titled "Paris Streets" and an original screenplay by Francis Marion, "South of the
Amazon," slated for a cast of stars of the
first magnitude. And finally comes the first
screen version of the famous Gilbert and
Sullivan's "The Mikado" in Technicolor.
In the serial department, LIniversal has
added to the announced "Oregon Trail,"
"The Phantom Creeps" with Bela Lugosi
and "Buck Rogers Conquering the Universe" another 13 episode play that has been
receiving a radio build-up during the past
year,
Green added
Hornet."
Color"The
has been
to the Walter Lantz
cartoons for the new year: the 2-reel musicals will be made at the Hollywood studios
where there is no dearth of entertainment
stars: there will be 15 each of the "Going
Places" and "Stranger Than Fiction"
series. A two-reel special "March of Freedom" takes advantage of the current fight
against
andcompletes
the 104
issues of un-American
the Universal "isms"
Newsreel
the years plans — but not without the
thought that if opportunity for bettering
even such a splendid program arises during
the season, it will be done.

MacMahon

Management
Samuel Arnow
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WARNER
BROS, decision to make
forty-eight pictures for next season
rather than fitfy-two is laid to the company's plan to aid in the gradual elimination
of the dual feature bill. This problem of
double features is being
met by the production
of a substantial number
of shorter features of
the highest quality
along the lines of the
Technicolor subjects which the company has been releasing
in its patriotic series of
films. These shorter
films will have at their
disposal the best writers, directors and players and are planned as
second features or
Jack L. Warner
added attractions.
Each subject will entail at least as high a
production budget as the average full-length
'B' film. They have already demonstrated
their value to exhibitors over the country
and the public acceptance of them as an
appropriate
to 'A'
pictures
confirms theaccompaniment
belief of Warner
Bros,
that
they will eventually afford the answer to
the problem of the double bill.
Plenty of Action Scheduled
Warner Bros, during the 1939-40 season
intend to be more than ever a company of
action. The very best talent and material
will go into the making of the pictures
scheduled. The era of the 'assembly-line'
feature film is over, the company believes,
and every Warner feature will be 'bench-

To

TRADE
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made' by the most skilled and conscientious
artisans.
The program calls for 48 pictures, 36 of
which are classified as 'A' productions and
12 as 'B's'. Twenty-four of the 'A' productions will be top bracket pictures.
Paul Muni's next starring picture will be
"The Life of Beethoven." There will be at
least three starring vehicles for Bette Davis,
three for James Cagney, three for Edward
G. Robinson, three for Errol Flynn and
three for John Garfield. Among the borrowed stars who will appear in Warner
Bros.' pictures are Zorina, George Raft,
James Stewart, Fred MacMurray, Jean
Arthur and Miriam Hopkins.
Complete

June 3, 1939
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Product Lineup

The full lineup of pictures announced is
as follows:
"The Life of Beethoven," starring Paul
Muni; "The Sea Hawk," starring Errol
Flynn with Olivia de Havilland; "The Lady
and the Knight" starring Bette Davis and
Errol Flynn ; "All This and Heaven, Too"
starring Bette Davis with George Brent;
"The Old Maid" co-starring Bette Davis
and Miriam Hopkins; "Brother Orchid"
starring Edward G. Robinson; "The Moon
and Sixpence" starring Edward G. Robinson; "Four Wives" starring the Lane Sisters, Gale Page, Jeffrev Lynn, Claude Rains,
May Robson and Frank McHugh; "20,000
Years in Sing Sing" starring John Garfield
and Ann Sheridan; "The Life of Knute
Rockne"; "The Angels Wash Their Faces"
with the Dead End Kids; "Episode" featuring Priscilla Lane and Jeffrey Lynn.
"On Your Toes" with Eddie Albert and
Zorina ; "You Can't Escape Forever" ; "And

Dual

Bills

It All Came True" with James Stewart, Ann
Sheridan and Humphrey Bogart; "Dust Be
My Destiny" starring John Garfield; "Disraeli" featuring Claude Rains; "The Desert
Song"; "The Story of Dr. Ehrlich" starring
Edward G. Robinson; "The Adventures of
Don Juan" starring Errol Flynn; "Eyes of
the Army"; "We Are Not Alone"; "Give
Me a Child" with Geraldine Fitzgerald;
"Forgive Us Our Trespasses" with John
Garfield; "Three Cheers for the Irish" with
Pat O'Brien; "The Dead End Kids at College"; "The Story of John Paul Jones"
starring James Cagney; "Burning Daylight" from the Jack London story; "The
Bishop Who Walked with God"; "Career
Man" with Jeffrey Lynn and Ann Sheridan;
"The Tanks are Coming" and "The World
Moves On" starring James Cagney.
In addition there will be four "Torchy
Blane"Bonita
pictures;
four "Nancy
Drew"Thomas,
stories
with
Granville
and Frank
Jr.; andturingfour
feaRonald "Secret
Reagan. Service"
These willpictures
be the only
program attractions.
Jack Warner

Supervising

Each film will be given the utmost in production effort, and will be produced under
the personal supervision of Jack L. Warner,
vice-president in charge of production, and
Hal B. Wallis, Executive Producer. Many
of the films set for next year are already
in work, so that they may have the advantage of a long and careful production,
rather than he rushed through to meet a release schedule. The Warner line-up for the
1939-40
will be
be spared
literallyto'bench-made'
and
no season
effort will
make them
the finest pictures on the market.
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Dales Shown

Are Release Dales

This department is primarily intended to convey important information regarding product on whicli no
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source.
Listings will appear but once.
PARENTS ON TRIAL
Co!.
Drama

Not Set

Selling Names: Jean Parker, Johnny
Dcnvns, Xoah Beery, Jr., Linda Terry.
Director: Sam Nelson.
Assoc. Producer: Ralph Cohn.
Story Idea: Jean Parker meets Johnny
Downs when the car she's driving crashes
into his car. Jean is strongly attracted to
Downs, but they are not permitted to see
each other bj' selfish parents. In desperation. Downs breaks into Jean's home, but
her dad has him arrested. The parents are
contrite when they hear Downs sentenced,
and straighten everything out to the satisfaction of the youngsters.
Catchline: "Many a child's future has been
ruined by selfish parents."
MAN
Col.

FROM SUNDOWN
Wester.i
June 30

Selling Names: Charles Starrett, Iris
Meredith.
Director: Sam Nelson.
Assoc. Producer: Harry L. Decker.
Story Idea: Charles Starrett and his Texas
Rangers are looking for a gang of murderous outlaws who never leave anyone alive
who later might identify them. Believing
the outlaws in Cherokee, Starrett and his
men assume new names and make friends
with the gangsters, thereby getting the information necessary for their capture.
Catchline: "The toughest gang of murderers, but not to the Texas Rangers."
RKO

TIMBER STAMPEDE
Western

Not Set

Selling Names:
George O'Brien, Mariorie
Reynolds,
Chill Wills.
Director: David Howard.
Producer: Bert Gilroy.
Story Idea: George O'Brien, a cattleman,
tries to prevent Guy Usher, a railroad president, from running a railroad through the
town and ruining the cattle business. He
gets Marjorie Reynolds, a newspaper woman, to print the truth about Usher and his
crooked methods and then after a dramatic
gun battle has the crooks arrested.
Catchline: "He led the fight against the
despoilers of the land."

LAUGHING IRISH HEARTS
Rep.
Drama
Not Set
Selling Names: Phil Regan, Jean Parker,
Jerome Cowan, Dorothea Kent.
Director: Sidney Salkow.
Assoc. Producer: Sol C. Siegel.
Story Idea: Jean Parker is seeking a
voice for the new movie cartoon figure,
Paddy the Pig. She signs up Phil Regan, a
police officer, who thinks he is singing for
a movie. They marry, break up when Regan
sees the film, but are reunited again when
Jean tells the newspapers that she is expecting a new arrival.
Catchline: "His musical notes found a
responding cord in her heart."

WYOMING
OUTLAWS
Rep
Western
Not Set
Selling Names: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Raymond Hatton, Adele Pierce.
Director: George Sherman.
Assoc. Producer: William Berke.
Story Idea: The Three Mesquiteers arrive m a small town looking for the man
who rustled one of their herd. They find
the culprit, Don Barry; he explains about

the conditions forced on the people by Leroy Mason a politician. So the Three
Mesquiteers set about cleaning up the town.
Catchline: "The Three Mesquiteers dispose of some crooked politicians."
RKO
THE SPELLBINDER
Drama
Not Set
Selling Names: Lee Tracy, Barbara Reed,
Patric Knovvles.
Director: Jack Hively.
Producer: Cliff Reid.
Story Idea: Lee Tracy is an unethical
criminal lawyer who has been forced by
Patric Knowles, a wealthy client, to defend
him in a murder case. Tracy saves Knowles'
life, but when his daughter, Barbara Reed,
runs of¥ and marries Knowles, Tracy follows them and kills him, so that Barbara
might be saved from an unhappy marriage.
Catchline: "His ability to save others,
didn't help him when his life was at stake."
RKO

NURSE

EDITH CAVELL
Drama
Not Set

Selling Names: Anna Neagle, Edna May
Oliver, George Sanders, May Robson.
Producer-Director: Herbert Wilcox.
Story Idea: Anna Neagle is an English
nurse who remained in Belgium during the
World War to manage a nursing home.
She feels it her duty to help as many of
the prisoners escape as was humanly possible, but the Germans who were occupying the town, call it "spying" and "recruitthe enemy" and Anna is given the
deathing for
sentence.
Catchline: "She put her love of humanity
above her own safetv."
RKO

BAD LANDS
Drama

Not Set

Selling Names: Robert Barrat, Addison
Richards, Noah Beery, Jr.
Director: Lew Landers.
Producer: Robert Sisk.
Story Idea: Robert Barrat, a sheriff, and
nine of his men are lost in the Bad Lands of
the Arizona Desert, while trailing the notorious outlaw Jack Payne. Each man reacts
differently to the strain and it is only because of his indomitable will that Barrat
survives and finally tracks down the outlaw.
Catchline: "Ten men were trapped in the
desert ... in the hectic davs of the West."

STUNT PILOT
Drama

Mono.

Selling Names: John Trent, MarjorieJune
Rey-29
nolds, Milburn Stone.
Director: George Waggner.
Producer: Paul Malvern.
Story Idea: John Trent is arrested for
murder when George Meeker, another stunt
pilot, is killed during the filming of a fight
scene between his plane and Trent's. Developing the pictures
taken Marjorie
of Meeker's
plane
just before
the flight,
Reynolds
comes across one showing Pat O'Malley,
the director, fooling with the machine gun,
and when shown the evidence admits the
deed.
Catchline: "A child's pretense proved his
undoing."
CHARLIE

CHAN

AT TREASURE

ISLAND
20th-Fox
Mystery

Not Set

Selling Names: Sidney Toler, Cesar
Romero, Pauline Moore, Sen Yung.
Director: Norman Foster.
Assoc. Producer: John Stone.
Story Idea: Charlie Chan is asked to clear
up the murder of one of the passengers
aboard a plane that lands at San Francisco Bay. At the Police Inspector's Office,
he meets Douglas Fowley, a newspaper reporter and Cesar Romero, a magician who
has an act on Treasure Island. Suspicion
points to a mystic, whom the victim has visited, but the mystic is killed. Chan finds
Romero the murderer.
Catchline: "Charlie Chan unmasks a
phantom murderer."
LADY

ANDDrama
THE

KNIGHT

WB

Not Set

Selling Names: Bette Davis, Errol Flynn,
Henry Stephenson, Vincent Price.
Director: Michael Curtiz.
Assoc. Producer: Robert Lord.
Story Idea: Bette Davis, as Queen Elizabeth of England, reprimands the man she
loves, Errol Flynn, Earl of Essex, for allowing the Spaniards to sink their own
treasure fleet. Bette orders Flynn executed,
then forgives him and asks him to reign
with her, but Essex refuses, knowing that
they cannot rule together and goes to the
scafifold to save England and the throne.
Catchline: "His rendezvous v/ i t h the
Queen meant death."
MUSIC SCHOOL
Drama

Clothing Store Window

Display

Clothing stores are logical spots for unndow
display tieups on MGM's "The Hardys Ride
High," as you can see from the one promoted
here by Manager Lester Pollock of Loew's
Rochester Theatre, Rochester, N. Y. And it's
a pretty large ivindow at that. When you play
this picture, remember -what Pollock did.

Not Set

UASelling Names: Jascha Heifetz, Andrea
Leeds,
Joel McCrea, Gene Reynolds, Walter Brennan.
Director: Archie Mayo.
Producer: Samuel Goldwyn.
Story Idea: Gene Reynolds, a gutter
u.^chin who has inherited a love of good
music, runs away from home when threatened by his stepfather with reform school — ■
and seeks shelter with Walter Brennan,
mentor of a settlement music school. In
gratitude. Gene bends every efifort to get
Jascha Heifetz to become a benefactor of
the school and succeeds beyond his greatest
hopes.
Catchline: "Music by one of the world's
greatest violinists . . . Jascha Heifetz."
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Publicity

Accorded

Spy Film in Cloversville
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy" received plenty
of publicity in Cloversville, N. Y., where
Frank Boucher is skipper of the Glove Theatre.
He sent letters to all local ministers and
priests informing them of the significance of
the film.
One of the newspaper tear-sheets Frank
sent us has a story that "merchants were indignant when they found paper notices on
their windows warning the general public not
to see 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy' . . . An
investigation that it was possibly a new publicity stunt by the Glove Theatre brought a
vehement denial." The item goes on to say
that police interest in the matter increased
"when it was learned that Nazi swastikas
were smeared in red paint over posters on 20
of the 22 billboards the theatre has in ClovAnother item caught in a gossip column
stated that the Concordia Choir, which appeared in person at the Glove, refused to sing
ersville."
"until
Alanager Frankie took those swastika
banners advertising a forthcoming movie off
A Section of the Service StaflF Awaits Daily Inspection
Radio City Music Hall is especially proud oi its uniformed staff of ushers, page boys and doormen
which consti'.utes about one-fifth of the theatre's entire personnel. Shown here are some of the members lined up for inspection in the Grand Foyer while crowds collect outside awaiting the opening.
Note that there is little or no variance in the men's stature. Their general appearance is immaculate.

World's Largest Family
(Continued from page 17)
intimate theatres of tlieir liome towns. In
short, the ushers are the humble servants
of the people, ever willing and ready to cater
to their desires.
Seldom is there an "off-day" as far as
patronage is concerned, in the operation of
the world's
largest theatre. world
Its unique
tion in the entertainment
makes posithe
Music Hall a "must" on the itinerary of
millions of tourists. The service staff, therefore, is thoroughly prepared and knows how
to take care of large crowds. Whereas in
many theatres waiting patrons become impatient and disgruntled, here they willingly
and cheerfully await their turns for seats
with the realization that if they can tell
the folk back home about their visit to the
Music Hall, it is v\-orth while waiting. As
for regular New Yorkers, they, too, know
the theatre's
andwill
theyescort
stand them
in line
knowing
that position,
the ushers
to
seats as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Every Possible Precaution Taken
Perhaps a word or two should be accorded
the projection which is under the direction
of Charles MuUer. So that the patron may
fully enjoy the screen offering without
dangers of "breaks," bad lighting, scratchy
prints, etc., every possible precaution is
taken. The projectionists attend closely to
their vvork. Before a print is accepted for
exhibition, it is thoroughly inspected by Mr.
Muller; in the theatre's private projection
room, he views every foot of film that is to
be projected on the Music Hall screen. The
slightest flaw is sufficient reason for rejecting a print. No matter how long an attraction may be booked to play, prints are
changed weekly. It is little wonder, then,
that no complaints have ever been forthcorning from patrons about this theatre's
projection. As for the sound, whether during the stage show or while the picture is
bemg screened, it is constantly regulated
by Harry Braun, sound mixer, who sits up
there on duty in the small dark sound room
on the third mezzanine.
To ^go into the duties of the rest of the
world's largest family whose principal concern is the comfort and enjoyment of the

Music Hall patrons would require far more
space than would be possible to accord the
subject here. Suffice it to say, however, thai
each individual, no matter what his position,
is a vital cog in the smooth-running machinery of Music Hall operation.
We hope that this visit with a greater percentage of those who make up the personnel will give you food for thought in improving the operation of your own theatre.
And if you feel a little envious just remember that, whereas you could pack your staff
into a couple of autos and whisk them off
to a picnic in the woods, Mr. Van Schmus
would require a fleet of buses to comfortably and adequately accommodate his enormous Music Hall family.

Whyte

Uses Corking Campaign

To Exploit "The Flying Irishman"
Taking advantage of the many aviation
fields in the community and the unusual
interest in flying. Manager Dave Whyte of
the Alden Theatre, Jamaica, Long Island,
literally made the sky the limit for his advance campaign on "The Flying Irishman."
Whyte had arranged to have Doug Corrigan come over from Roosevelt Field for
a personal appearance, but the "wrong way"
flyer had returned to the Coast, so he enlisted the services of Marie McMillin, record-holding parachute jumper and Joe
Crane, famous expert with the chutes, who
is stationed at Roosevelt Field.
They served with Van Ornam, aviation
mstructor at the local high school, as judges
of a "Flying Irishman Model Airplane Contest." Entries were closed a week
advance of the showing and two hundredin miniature displays installed in the Alden lobby.
In addition planes were put on display in
the local library along with stills from the
show. A tie-in was made with Polk's Model
Craft Hobbies for the prizes. Miss McMillin
spoke from the stage each evening of the
three-day engagement and presented the
prizes on the first evening.
Propellers and airplane parts were borrowed from Crane and placed on display in
the lobby along with stills of Doug handing
over a print to Whyte at Roosevelt Field
and thrdl shots of Miss McMillin and Crane.
On Saturday preceding the engagement
the Maritime Brigade paraded through
town to the theatre.

the
stage.a swastika
(Most ofand
thema few
didn'tconsidered
want to even
be near
such
a use of Naziism's emblem an insult)."
A front-page photo and story of Fritz
Kuhn's suit against the producers of the film
broke just ahead of Boucher's showing of
the "Nazi Spy" film.

Code

of Fair Trade Practises
(Continued from page 45)

the dispute may within five days after receipt by him
statefile with the secretary a reply
of a copy thereof
above dement under oath supported in the manner
scribed, together with copies thereof which shall be
transmitted by the secretary to the other parties to
the dispute in the manner above provided. At the
expiration of said five-day period, or, if no answer
seven-day
has been made, at the expi-ation of bysaid
the secretary
period, the record shall be submitted
to the appropriate arbitration board.
X. Awards
An award in favor of the complaining party shall
statement of the claim or claims detercontain minedain favor
of such party and the procedure, if
any be required, to be followed in carrying out the
award.
An award adverse to the complaining party shall
dismiss the claim for lack of merit.
Each award of a Special Arbitration Board shall
include an assessment of costs of the arbitration.
XI. Local Rules and Regulations
Each Permanent Arbitration Board may establish
such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with
these Rules of Arbitration cr the Trade Practice Code,
as such board may deem necessary or proper to facilitate the arbitration of disputes. Such rules and regulations shall not, however, enlarge the powers of, or
confer additional powers upon, any arbitration board.
Each Permanent Arbitration Board shall also establish aspecial class of disputes which are of a type
which require prompt and immediate decision and the
Permanent Arbitration Board and Special Arbitration
Boards hearing disputes of such special class shall
give preference
in the hearing and expedite the decision thereof.
XII. Cost- of Arbitration
No Permanent Arbitration Board shall assess costs
in any arbitration heard by it. In each arbitration
heard by a Special Arbitration Board, such board shall
assess as costs against one or more of the parties, in
such proportion as it may deem just and proper and
yithout regard to which party shall have invoked the
Special
Arbitration
Board, only the fees of the neutral arbitrator
or arbitrators.
Filing fees shall be applied toward the payment of
expenses of arbitrations hereunder in the exchange
territory where collected. To the extent that the
moneys received are insufficient for such purpose,
the distributors, the affiliated exhibitors and the organized exhibitor groups who are entitled to participate in the appointment of the panel of neutral arbitrators for such exchange territory shall provide
funds for the payment of the same. If said distributors, affiliated exhibitors and organized exhibitor
groups are unable to agree upon a fair apportionment
of such expenses, such apportionment shall be made
by a Special Arbitration Board constituted for that
purpose, in which case said distributors and affiliated
exhibitors shall be deemed to be one party and said
organized
other party.exhibitor groups shall be deemed to be the
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Metropolitan
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ten cents per wurd. No cli.irBe for name and address.
Fi\'e insertions for the price of three. Money order or
check
cop>'.
Classifiedinstructed.
ads will appear
soon as
receivedwithunless
otherwise
Address,as Classified
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address,New
Showmen's
Review,
Broadway,
York City.Trade
BUSINESS

STIMULANTS

THEATRE
OWNERS. Don't be a
sucker and pay royalties on any theatre
game — Play Double Bingo — and buy the
cards as you want them — You will increase
your business 25% to 50% — -They cost you
$1.25 a thousand — It's like Keno, Screeno,
Tango. The big difference is a double card.
World Wide Theatrical Agency, 148 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Calif.
SEAT REPAIR MATERIAL
ARTIFICIAL LEATHER MOLESKIN
81c per yard; Sateen 60c yd. Six seats from
two yards. Samples on request. Commercialeather, 116 Merimac St., Boston.
SITUATIONS WANTED
MANAGER, 10 YEARS' EXPERIENCE,
five years with leading circuit. Expert in operation. Will go anywhere, either on salary
or salary and commission. Box 622, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501 Broadway, New
York City.
_ PUBLICITY MAN, capable handling entire campaigns for one house or circuit. Can
also act as assistant to manager. Will go anywhere. Small salary to start. Box 623, Showmen's
York City. Trade Review, 15C1 Broadway, New
SOUND & PROJECTION SERVICING
NEW! — Secure better results! — four-page
pamphlet, illustrated, "How To Set Sound
Lenses," also film, 50c — "How To Repair
Your Intermittent Movement," illustrated,
50c — "Tips on Servicing Your Sound," with
diagrams of wiring. Now only $1.50 — Handbook on Servicing Sound 95c. (Tell me your
projection & Sound Problems. Small charge
of $1 covers time & postage for this service.) Expert advice on all problems — 25
years experience installing and repairing
sound-projection equipment. Author of several text books; have built amplifiers; serviced ALL types of leading sound and projection equipment for 10 years. WESLEY
TROUT, Consulting Engineer, Box 575,
ENID, OKLAHOMA.
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO BUY THEATRES IN
VIRGINIA, West Virginia or North Carolina in towns of less than 5,000. J. F.
LOFTUS, BRANDY. VA.
USED EQUIPMENT
NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the same
for you. The cost is only 10c per word,
five insertions for the price of three. Address,
Classified Dept., Showmen's Trade Review,
1501 Broadway, New York City.
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Announces

Delivery of 16 Pictures
An annouiiccuicnt addressed to "Mr. Exchange Man" has been sent out by Plarry S.
Webb, president of Metropolitan Pictures
Corp., to plug the company's sixteen features
wiiich are to be delivered to exhibitors contracting for them.
"We are not announcing 100 pictures, nor
50, nor 24, but we are delivering 16 pictures,"
the announcement reads, and then lists the attractions which mclude "Feud of the Trail"
and "Smoky Trails", featuring Bob Steele and
already
"Daughter
of theWithers,
Tong"
featuring released
Evelyn ; Brent
and Grant
ready for prints; "Port of Hate", with Polly
Ann Young, Kenneth Harlan and Monte Blue,
ready for prints; "Mesquite Buckaroo", with
Bob Steele, cutting; "Missing Blondes" and
"Sheik of Stamboul", preparing; and "Riders
of the Sage", witli Bob Steele, in production.
Balloons, evidently to be used by the exhibitor in with
exploiting
"Smoky Trails", are included
the announcement.
Hollister Promotes

Scholarship

Angle on "Wings of the Navy"
Letters on the Warner Bros, scholarship
offer in which senior high school students
were to write a 500-word essay on "What
Aviation Means to Our National Defense,"
were sent by C. L. Hollister, manager of
the Babcock Theatre, Wellsville, N. Y., to
twenty principals and superintendents in
the territory on behalf of the local engagement of "Wings of the Navy." Several acknowledged receipt of the letters and promised cooperation.
A short trailer on the offer was run a
week in advance of the regular trailer, then
was attached to the regular trailer a week
in advance of the film's opening, and finally
to the end of the feature during the picture's
engagement.
On the sidewalk in front of the theatre,
Hollister placed a 40x60 board with stills
from the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
and a plug for "Wings of the Navy."

MAY,

"What's Playing Today, Please?"
Whoever asked that question must be blind,
for how could any normal person help but
see this banner broadside, the poster cutouts
and the still blozvups and catchlines the Globe
Theatre on Broadimy utilized for its attentionof
"Streets
Monogram's
on the
displayNote
getting
.over the
cutout letters
New York"?
box office. Cooper proved a strong draw to
initial World's Fair crowds.
Clever Shoestring Stunt
Here's a clever stunt. A local shoe repairman provided shoestrings which were attached to a card with the repairman's ad on
one
side
this copy
other: "Would
You Get andMarried
On onA the
Shoestring?
You
Would If You Were 'Made for Each
Other'." Of course, you can easily see what
film was being plugged. Credit Marlowe
manager of the Rhodes Theatre, for
aConner,
swell gag.
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INDEX

A listing of the highlights of the past month's issues
of STR, indexed and cross-indexed for ready reference.
Air Conditioning
May 27,
Anniversary Celebration ....Mav
6,
April 1939 Index
May
6,
Auditorium Lighting
Mav 27,
Bulletin
Board
May 27,
Checking Heating Plant ....May 27,
Equipment Literature Bureau May 27,
Exploitation Campaigns — by Pictures
Adventures of Marco Polo May 27,
Blondie Meets the Boss ..May 13,
Dark Victory
May 27,
Great Man Votes
May
6,
Huckleberry Finn
May
6,
I'm From Missouri
May
6,
Jesse James
May 13,
Little Orphan Annie
May 13.
Love Affair
May
6,
Made For Each Other ....May
6,
Marie
Antoinette
May
6,
Midnight
May 13,
Mystery Plane
May 20,
Paris Honevmoon
May 27,
Peck's Bad Boy With The
Circus
May 13,
Pygmalion
May 13,
Sergeant Madden
May 20,
Streets of New York
May 27,
Three Smart Girls
May
6,
Young In Heart
May
6,
Youth Takes A Fling ....May 6,
Zaza
May
6,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

21
38
50
24
26
25
32

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

14
IS
11
39
39
50
15
15
50
39
32
17
11
11

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

15
17
11
11
40
38
26
32

Exploitation Campaigns — by Stunts
Art Contest
May 27, p. 11
Gun Collection
May 20, p. U
Horror Program
May
6, p. 40
Merchant Tieup
May 20, p. 11
Exploitation of Foreign Fihiis May
6, p. 33
Girls' Summer Uniforms
...May 27, p. 24
Illinois Theatre, Jacksonville, 111
May 27, p. 22-23
Modern Marquees
May 27, p. 27
Movie Cash
May 27, p. 16-17
Product Check-up
May 6, p. 42-43
Reducing Fire Hazards
....May 27, p. 21
Screen Selection
May 27, p. 30
Selling the Cooling System May 13, p. 16-17
Short Subjects — Exploitation
Champagne
Music Welk
of Law- May
rence
6, p. 48
Fashion Forecast
May
6, p. 49
Ferdinand the Bull
May
6, p. 47
March of Time
May
6, p. 47
Showmanalyses
Captain Fury
May 20, p. 12-13
Lucky Night
..May 13. p. 18-19
Only Angels Have Wings
Union Pacific
May
6, p.
p.
May 27,
STR Program Exchange ....May
6,
May 13, p. 14; May 20, p. 10; May 27,
Soda Fountains
May 27,
Sound
May 27,

34-35
12-13
p. 32
p. 10
p. 29
p. 28
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a— BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE
DOPE.
b — BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial Before Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults.
GRAND NATIONAL
ASTOR PICTURES
1938-39
Title
stars
Stars
Rel.
See
Title
Mins.
Rel.
.blD/29/3«
Date
Issue
of
1/20/39
Cipher
Bureau
(D)
70.
.
Ames-Wooribury
C. IHorris-U. Merkel
.(F)
11/4/38
Jat
Whispers
(My-D)
86
Mins.
Date
Issue of
Crashinn Thru (D)
James Newill- Warren Hull
Reissued
Everyttiini) is Rhythm (Mu)
Harry Roy & Band
.b2/ll/39
See
2/15/39 Not Rev.
Exile Express (D)
71.. Anna Sten-Alan Marshal
(A) 5/27/39 .,.al2/3i/3«
Front
Page
(C)
100
A.
IVlenJou-P.
O'Brien
frontier Scout (W)
61. .George Houston
(F) l(}/2l/3S ..b9/l7/38
Heart of New York (Mu) 80 Jelson-Evans-Morgan
Reissued
a3/4/39
Reissued
Lady
Takes
a
Chance
(D)
Heather
Angel-John
King
Jean
Harlow-B.
Lyon
Hell's Angels
16010 . Mischa Auer
Monster
Walks (D)
(IHy-D)
Reissued
"Everything
Happens to Ann") (F) l/S/39 . .bl2/3l/38
Reissued
Long Shot (D)(Former title,
69. Marsha
Hunt
Out of Singapore (D)
76 .Noah Beery-Dorothy Burgess
..In Prod.
Rain (D)
85 .J. Crawford-W. Huston
Miracle
of
Main
Street
MargoW.
Abel-L.
Talbot
Reissued
Reissued
Panama Patrol (D)
69 .. Charlotte Wynters-Leon Ames.. (F) 5/20/39 . .b2/25/39
Scarf ace (D)
88 P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Renfrew Saves a Lady
James Newell ..
2/10/39. ...Not
Reissued
Sea Ghost (O)
60 .Alan Hate-Claude Allister
Rev.
.bl/2l/3S
Reissued
Sky Devils (C-D)
88 Spencer Tracy
Ride
'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
52
. . Dorothy
Page-Vince Barnett
(F)
1/20/39
Reissued
.
.b9/l7/38
Street Scene (D)
79 Sylvia
Shadows
Shanghai
(D)
66.
Ralph
Morgan
(F)
10/14/38
.al
1/19/38
Sidney
Reissued
Three Broadway Girts (C)
83 Blondell-Evans-Claire
Singing Cowgirl
57 .. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien
5/31/39 . .b2/l8/39
Reissued
Tombstone Canyon (W)
67 Bob Burns
Reissued
(Former
"LadyJoan
Buokaroe")
Swanson- Douglas- KarlofI ....
Six-Gun Rhythm (W)
57 . TexTitle
FletcherBarclay
(F) 5/13/39
Tonight Or Never (D)
92 William
a8/20/38
Reissued
S.
Hart
Sunset
Murder
Case
(D)
57
.
Sally
Rand
Tumbleweeds (W)
86
5/1/39 ...Reissued
bl
1/19/38
(Former
title.
"Murder
on
Sunset
Boulevard")
Titans of the Deep (T)
47. . Dr. Wm. Beebe-Otis Barton
(F) 10/28/38
Trigiier Pals (W)
55 . Art Jarrett-Lee Powell
(F) 1/13/39 . .ai 1/ la/ JO
Trouble Over the Pacific
Wallace Ford-June Lang
..In Prod,
COLUMBIA
Water Rustlers (W)
56 .. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ... l/B/39 . . .hl/M/3g
1937-38
(Former
title,
"The
Last
Barrier")
Colorado Trail (W)
55. Starrett-Meredith
(F) 9/8/38 bl 1/5/38
Convicted (D)
58. . Hayworth-Quigley
(A) 8/18/38 ..b8/27/38
A.
Shiriey-N.
Gray
(F) 8/15/38
9/30/38 ..blO/l/38
MOM
1937-38
Girl's
School
(D)
73.
(F)
b8/6/38
Gladiator (C)
71 . Brown-Travis
. .b8/20/38
I Am the Law (D)
83 . . E. Robinson-W. Barrie
(A) 9/2/38 ...b8/27/38
Block-Heads
(0)
58.
.
Laurel-Hardy
(F) 8/19/38 , . .b7/t3Q/38
Juvenile Court (D)
61 . Kelly- Hayworth
(F) 9/15/38 ..b9/l7/38
Crowd Roars (D)
92. . i aylor-Arnold-Morgan
(F) 8/5/38 . . .b7/IS/38
L. Ross-G. Stuart
(A) 9/9/38 b9/l7/33
Lady Objects
Marie Antoinette (H-D)
160. .N. Shearer-T. Power ..
(F) 8/26/38 . . .b8/l3/3S
Phantom
Gold (D)
( W)
5667. . J. Luden-B. Marion
(F) 8/31/38 ..bl 1/26/38
Rich
Man,
Poor
Girl
(C-D)
74.
.
Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F)
8/12/38 .
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56. B. Jones-D. Fay
S/22/38 ..a8/27/38
1938-39
Adventure In Sahara (D)
58.. P. Kelly-L. Gray
(A)
Blind Alley (0)
71.. Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..(F)
Blondie (C)
68.. P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71. -P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Takes a Vacation
Penny Singleton-Arthur Lake...
California Frontier (W)
54.. Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
Coast Guard
Scott-Bellamy-Dee
Crime Takes a Holiday (0) 5B..Holt-M. Ralston
(F)
Escape From Alcatraz
Brian Donlevy- Jacqueline Wells.
Criminal at Large
Jack Holt-Patricia Ellis
First Offenders (D)
61.. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
Flight to Fame (D)
57. .C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F)
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54.. Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
(Former
title,
"California
Cavalcade")
Golden Boy
Barbara Stanwyck-Wm. Holden..
Good Girls Go to Paris (D)
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
Hidden Power (D)
59.. Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael
Homicide Bureau (D)
.63. B. Cabot-R. Hayworth
(F)
In Early Arizona (W)
53 .. Elliott-Gulliver
Lady and the Mob (C)
65 . . Fay Bainter-lda Lupino
(F)
•(F)
Law Comes to Texas (W)
58. . Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
Law of the Texan (W)
54 . Buck Jones-D. Fay
O'Sullivan-Henry
--- ...Fiske Fonda(A)
"'
6862 Maureen
)
Live (D
Let
E. Fellows-R.
(F)
LittleUs Adventuress
(C-D)
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
56 Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver ...
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D)
65 Warren William-Ida Lupino ....(F)
Man From Sundown (W)
Starrett-lris Meredith ....
Missing Daughters (D)
59 Chas,
Richard Arlen-Rochelle Hudson..
Mounted Police No. 2
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59 . Alan Baxter- Jacqueline Wells (F)
North of Shanghai (D)
58. .Betty Furness-James Craig (F)
North of the Yukon (W)
61. Chas. Starrott-Linda Winters
title,Arthur-Cary
"Mounted Grant
Police")
Only Angels Have Wings (D) ..(Former
122 . .Jean
(F)
Outside These Walls (D)
61.. Dolores Costello-Michael Whalen.
Patents on Trial (D)
Jean Parker-Johnny Downs
Rio Grande (W)
59.. Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
"North of Texas")
Romance of the Redwoods (D) (Former
. .67 . . Jeantitle.Parker-Chas.
Biokford ....(F)
Smashing the Spy Ring (D)... S2.. Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F)
Spoilers of the Range (W) .. .58..Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
title, "The
OklahomaRoberts
Trail")
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (Former
(D). 65 .Jack
Holt-Beverly
(F)
(Reviewed
as
"Outside
the
Law")
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu-W) . . .60 . . All Midget Cast
(F)
Texas Stampede (W) ..
57. Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
I here's That Woman Again
(My-C)
70. .Douglas-Bruce
(F)
Thunderinq
West (W)
57..
C. Starrett-I. Meredith
Trapped in the Sky (D)
60.. Jack Holt- Katherine DeMllle ...(F)
Western Caravans (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith ....
title, "Arizona Cowboy")
West of Sante Fe (W) (Former
57. .Starrett-Meredith
(F)
Whispering Enemies (D)
62.. J. Holt-D. Cnstelln
(F)
Woman Is the Judge
Otto Kruger-Rochelle Hudson ..
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125. L. Barrymore-Arthur-Stewait (F)

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
GAUMONT

BRITISH

1939-40
Jean Arthur-James Stewart
1938-39

Climbing High (C)
79. Matthews-Redgrave
Crime Over London (D)
68. .Cawthorn-Sidney-Grahame
Lady Vanishes (D)
78. . Lukas- Whitty
Man With 100 Faces (D) 72. .Tom Walls-Lilli Palmer
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
78. .Tauber-Duna
as "A Clown
Must Laugh")
Sailing Along (Mu-C)(Reviewed
79 .. MatthewsWhiting
Show Goes On (D)
71 . . Neagle-Carminati
Strange Boarders (D)
73.. T. Walls- R. St. Cyr
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
80 .. Donat-Madeleine Carroll
Three on a Week End (C-D) . . .72. . Lodge-Lockwood
(Reviewed as "Illegal Holiday")
Tn the Victor (D)
71 . . Fyffe-Loder-Lockwood
Ware Case
Clive Brook-Jane Baxter
GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Dangerous Secrets (D)...
...70. P. Lukas-L. Travers
as "Brief Ecstasy")
(Reviewed
...
„ ,. (W)
... I. Trail
Utah
55.. Tex Ritter

11/15/38
5/11/39
11/30/38
2/28/39
12/15/38
10/5/38

.bl2/24/38
..b4/29/39
.bll/5/3U
...b3/4/39
In Prod.
.al2/IO/38
In Prod.
...b5/7/38
InIn Prod.
Prod.
4/12/39 ..al/14/39
10/12/38 .bl2/24/38
1/19/39 .all/19/38
In Prod.
6/30/39 ..a5/27/39
b5/27/39
1/5/39
11/2/38 ....b2/4/39
...a9/3/38
4/3/39 ...b3/ll/39
4/16/39
10/24/38 ...a2/25/39
.blO/29/38
2/22/39
..h2/25/39
10/24/38 .bl2/l7/38
3/16/39 ..al/14/39
1/27/39 ...b 1/28/39
a6/3/39
5/22/39 ..a3/25/39
In Prod.
3/30/39 ...b3/l8/39
2/10/39 ...b4/l/39
3/30/39 a2/4/39
5/25/39 ..b5/l3/39
5/4/39 ...a2/l8/39
a6/3/39
12/8/38 ..alO/l/38
2/28/39 .b4/29/39
12/29/38 b 12/24/38
4/27/39 , .a3/l8/39
12/15/38
12/1/38 .blD/29/38
2/9/39 .. .b7/l6/3B
.al/14/39
12/24/38
1/12/39 .bl2/l7/38
1/19/38
6/1/39 . .al
...a5/6/39
5/25/39 . .b2/l8/3<)
10/3/38 .bl2/24/38
3/24/39 , ...bl/7/39
..In Prod.
. .b8/27/38
9/29/38 ' In Prod.

(Dist. by
(F) 8/15/38
(F) 1 1/1/38
(F) 10/1/38
(A)
(A)
(F) 4/15/38
(F) 6/15/38
(A) 8/1/38
(F) 9/15/38
(A) 7/1/38
(F) 3/15/38

20th-Fox)
bl2/l7/38
. . .b8/6/38
. .bl b9/3/38
1/5/38
. blO/15/38
. . .b2/l2/38
. . .b8/l4/37
b6/4/38
. Reissued
. . .. .b2/l2/38
....In
. .b2/l2/38
Prod.

(A) 8/19/38 ...b8/28/37
8/12/38 a7/9/38

1938-39
Adventures of Huckleberry
a4/29/39
Finn (D)
90 . Mickey Rooney-Lynn Carver
(P) 2/10/39 ..II2/II/3S
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (D). Mickey Rooney-Lewis Stone ....
.. .b5/27/39
.b9/IO/38
Boys Town (D)
92.. S. Tracy-M. Rooney
(F)
Bridal Suite (C-D)
67..R»b't Young-Billie Burke
(F) 9/9/38
1/13/39 . . ..b4/8/39
5/26/39
Burn 'Em Serenade
Up O'Connor
70. .Dennis
0' Keefe-Cecilia
Parker ..(F)
Broadway
(Mu-0)(D)...112.
J. MacDonald-L.
Ayres
(F) 12/9/38 . .b4/29/39
Calling Dr. Kildare (D)
85 . . Lew Ayres-L. Barrymore (F) 4/7/39
12/16/38 .bl2/l7/38
.bl/M/3a
Christmas Carol (D)
69 . . R. Owen-T. Kilburn
(F) 10/28/38 . ..blO/29/38
Citadel (D)
II0..R. Russell-R. Donat
(F) 4/28/39
.. .b2/l8/3J
Dramatic School (D)
78 . . Rainer- A. Marshall
(A)
.bl2/3/38
Fast and Loose (My-C) 76 . R. Montgomery-Rosalind Russell. (F) 12/2/38 .
Flirting With Fate (C)
70 . Joe E. Brown
(F) 1/27/39 ,
. . .bl/28/39
Four Girls in White (D)
73. .Florence Rice-Alan Marshall (F) 2/17/39
Girl Downstairs (C)
76.. F. Tone-F. Gaal
(F) 12/23/38 .,bl2/3l/38
b5/20/39
Goodbye, Mr. Chips (D)
114. .Robert Donat-Greer Garson (F)
1/5/38
.b4/22/39
Great Waltz (Mu)
104. . Rainer-Gravet
(F) 4/21/39 .. .bl
. . .b2/4/39
Hardys Ride High (C-D)
80 . . Rooney-Stone-Rutherford
(F)
Honolulu
84.. .Crawford-Stewart
Eleanor Powell. Rob't.
Ice
Follies (Mu-C)
of 1939 (D)
82.
(PartYoung
Tech.)....(F)
.(F) 3/10/39
l/27'/39 . ..b3/ll/39
. . bbl2/lii
I /28/39 <■■■(
Idiot's Delight (D)
109. .Gable-Shearer
(A) 2/3/39 . . ...bS/6/39
It's a Wonderful World (My-C) 8G.. James Stewart-Claudette Colbert. (F) 4/14/39
5/I9/S9 .. . a5/27/39
.b4/8/39
Kid From Texas (C-D)
70. Dennis 0' Keefe-Florence Rico (F) 2/24/39
10/21/38
Lady
of
the
Tropics
(D)
Hedy
Lamarr-Rob't
Taylor
blO/22/38
ii/4/38
'.
.
.b2/l8/39
Let Freedom Ring (Mu-D)
87.. Nelson Eddy-Virginia Bruoe ...(F)
. .b4/29/39
.a4/29/39
Listen, Darling (C-D)
73. . Bartholomew-Garland
(F)
Lucky Night (C-D)
82..Myrna Loy-Rebert Taylor
(A) 5/5/39
6/23/39
.
Maisie D)
75. . Rob't Young-Ann Sothern
a4/29/3fl
(Former Lionel
title, "Maizie
Was a Lady")Bondi
On
Timethe(D)
Barrymore-Beulah
11/25/38
Out Borrowed
West With
Hardys
.bl 1/26/38
.blO/29/38
(C-D)
83. . Rooney-Stene-Parker
(F)
Pygmalion (D)
87 . Leslie Howard-Wendy Miller (A) 1 1/18/38 . .b3/25/39
Sergeant Madden (D)
80.. Wallace Berry-Laraine Johnson .(F) 3/10/39 . . . .b6/3/39
Shining Hour (D)
75. . Crawford-Sullavan-Yoong
(F) 3/24/39 . .bll/l9/3«
6,000 Enemies (0)
60 .. Walter Pidgeon-Rlta Johnson ...(A) 11/11/38 . . b4/l/39
Society Lawyer (D)
77. .Virginia Bruce-Walter PIdgeon. .. (F) 3/31/39
6/9/39
10/7/38 .. .bl 1/19/38
Spring
Madness
65.
O'Sullivan
-Ayret-Meredith
(F)
. .blO/8/38
Stablemates
(D) (C-D)
..
89. ..W.
Beery-M.
Rooney
(F)
. .bl /7/39
1/6/39 .. .. .a5/27/3»
Stand UpThan
and Desire
Fight (D)
Stronger
(D) 95. Taylor-Beery-Rice
Viminia Bruce-Walter PIdgeon ■(F)
. (F) 12/30/38
. b. 12/24/38
.■b6/3/39
6/30/39
Sweethearts
(Mu)
I
ID
.
MacDonald-Eddy-Morgan
(Teeh.)
.
(F)
Tarzan Finds a Son (D)
.
.81
.
.
Welssmuller-O'Sullivan
(F)
6/16/39
.
5/12/39 . . b5/20/39
Tell No Tales (D)
Douglas-H. B. Warner... (F)
(F) 9/2/38
.b9/3/38
. Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone
Three Loves Has Nancy (C) . .67..Melvyn
■
(F)
9/16/38 .. . . .b9/l7/3S
.C.
Gable-M.
Loy
(F)
.
105
Too
Hot
to
Handle
(C-D).
.
.
.
.blO/8/38
10/14/38 . . .b3/l8/39
Vacation From Love (C).
. D. 0' Keefe-F. Rioe
(F) 9/23/38
3/17/39 . .blO/15/38
■Hussey-Paul
- Barrymore-L.
Within
the Kildare
Law (D)
65. . Ruth
Kelly
..67,
.65.
Young Or.
(D).
.8I..L.
Ayres
Babes in Arms
Balalaika
Blackmail
Day at the Circus
Gone With the Wind
Miracles For Sale
Thunder Afloat
Wizard of Oz (Tech.)
Women, The (D)
MONOGRAM
Mexican Kid (W)

1939-40
Mickey
Rooney-Judy Garland .
Nelson Eddy-llona Massey
E. G. Robinson-Nat Pendleton..
Mane Bros. -Florence Rice
Kable-Leinh-Howard (Tech.) ...
Florence Rice-Robert Young ....
Wallace Beery- Robert Young ..,
Judy Garland-Frank Morgan ....
Sheaier-Crawford-Russell
1937-38
.55 . Jack Randall ..

..In Prod.
..In
Prod.
..In
..In Prod.
Prod.
...In
In Prod.
..In Prod,
a5/27/3»
all /l?/3lt

. (F) 8/17/38 . . .b9/IO/38

1938-39
Across the Plains (W)
52. Jack Randall-Joyce Bryant
(F) 6/1/39 . . b5/27/39
Barefoot
Boy (D)
Moran-Morgan-Jones
(F) 5/1/39
8/3/38 .. b5/l3/39
ua/j/Ja
Boys
Reformatory
(D)
6183 .Frankie
Darro
(F)
(Jonvict's
Code
iD)
bb..
Robert
Kent-Anne
Nagel
lA)
1/18/39
...b2/ll/39
Drifting Westward (W)
Jack Banriall-Ethel Duran
1/25/39 al/7/39
(Former Textitle.Ritter
"Santa F« Bound")
Down the Wyoming Trail (W)
5/18/39 ..a4/22/39
Gangster's
Boy (D)
(D)
80..Jacliie
Cooper
(F) 11/23/38
11/19/38 .bll/12/38
Gang Bullets
63 Anne Nagel
(F)
.bl2/IO/38
Gun Packer (0)
73 Jack Randall
(F) 11/16/38 .bll/12/38
I Am a Criminal (D)
73 John Carroll-Kay Linaker (F) 12/14/38 ..bl2/3/38
Little Pal (D)
6B . Raloh Bellamy-Mickey Rooney ..(F) 2/15/39 .. Reissued
Mr. Wono. Detective (Mv-D) fiR Boris Karloff
(A) 10/5/38 ...blO/S/.38
Mystery of Mr. Wong (D) 65 . Boris Karloff
(F) 3/8/39 bS/18/39
Mystery Plane (D)
60 . John Trent-Marjorie Reynolds . .(F) 3/8/39
b3/4/39
Navy Secrets (D)
60.. Fay Wray
(F) 2/8/39 b2/ll/39
Rollin' Westw.ird (W)
61.. Tex Ritter
(F) 3/1/39
b4/l/39
Should a Girl Marry?
Anne Nagel-Warren Hull
6/16/38 ...a5/6/39
titleRitter
"Girl from Nowhere")
Song of the Buckaroo (W) (Former
58. .Tex
(F) 12/7/38 ...bl/14/39
Starlinht Over Texas (W)
56 .Tex Ritter
(F) 9/7/38 ...b9/24/38
Star Reporter (D)
62 . Warren Hull-Marsha Hunt
(F) 2/22/39 ..,.b6/6/39
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MONOGRAM (Continued) 1938-39
Tlfl»
Mins. Stars
Streets of New York (D)
73. .Jackie Coooor
(F)
Stunt
Trent- Mariorie Reynolds ..
SundownPiloton (D)
the Prairie (W) .53 . John
Tex Ritter
Sweetheart o( Sioma Chi (D) . . .75. .Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
Touflh Kid (D)
ei .Frankie Darro
(F)
Trigger Smith (W)
51. Jack Randall
Undercover Agent (C-D) 56. Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane.. (F)
Under the Big Top (D)
63. . Nagel-Main- La Rue
(F)
Wanted by the Police (D)
59..Frankie Darro
(F)
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D) . .65. .James Stephenson-Betty Lynno. .(A)
"Dangerous Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) (Reviewed
. 61. Tex asRitter
(F)
Wild Horse Canyon (W)
5n. .Jack Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (D)
61. John Carroll-Movita
(F)
PARAMOUNT
Bulldog Drunimond In Africa
(D)
Give Me a Sailor (C)
Spawn of the North (D)
r«xans (H-D)

ANNIVERSARY

6 T H

Date
Rel
4/12/39
6/29/39
10/10/38
2/1/39
12/28/38
3/22/39
4/5/39
8/31/38
9/21/38
4/19/39
10/19/38
12/21/38
5/8/39

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

See of
Issue
. . .b4/B/39
. . ,a6/3/39
. .. .a2/l«/39
Reissue
. . .bl/7/39
, .. .a2/25/39
,b4/29/39
.b9/l7/38
.. .. .b9/24/38
. . .b3/l8/39
.

.blO/29/38
. .bl /7/39
.. .b5/27/39

8/19/38 . .b8/6/38
8/5/38 . b7/30/38
8/26/38 .b8/20/38
8/12/38 .b7/l6/38

1938-39
Ambush (D)
62. .Gladys Swarthout ...
. .bl/21/39
(F)
Arkansas Traveler (D)
...83. .8. Burns-M. Carlisle
(F) 1/20/39
10/14/38 . . .blO/8/38
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
(F)
(My-D)
60. . Howard-Angel-Warner
1/26/38
(F) 11/25/38
12/30/38 .bl
.blO/29/38
Artists and Models Abroad (C) . .90. . Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
..b4/l5/39
85. . Ford-Erwin -Ellis
Back Door to Heaven (D)
(A)
4/21/39
.
.
.b3/
12/38
Beachcomber (C-D)
94. . Laughton-Lanchester
(A) 3/10/39 .
(Reviewed as "Vessel of Wrath")
.
.a3/25/39
Bulldog Drummond's Bride (D) ...John Howard-Heather Angel ...
7/28/39
(Former title, "Mr. & Mrs. Bulldog Drummond
Boy Trouble (C)
70.. Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland (F) 2/27/39 . . . .b2/4/39
. . .b4/8/39
Bulldog
Police Drummond's
(My)Secret
55 .. Howard-Angel
. .b2/l 1/39
(A)
4/14/39
Cafe Society (C)
83 . M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
(A)
3/3/39
.
.
Campus Confessions (D)
64. . H. Luisetti-B. Grable
(F) 9/16/38 . .. .b9/24/38
.bl/28/39
Disbarred
59.
Kruger
(F) 12/16/38
1/6/39 .. .bl 1/26/38
Frontiersman(D)
(W)
74.. .PatrickBill Boyd
(F)
Grade Allen Murder Case
. .b5/20/39
(My-C)
75 Gracie Allen-Warren William
.32/18/39
(F) 6/23/39
6/2/39 . .. .b3/l8/39
Grand
Jury
Secrets
(D)
John
Howard-Gail
Patrick
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73 Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable . (F) 6/23/39 . .b5/l3/39
Hotel Imperial (D)
70. Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
(F) 5/12/39
(F)
11/11/38 .. .b9/l7/38
If I Were King (H-D)
100 Colman-Dee-Rathbone
1/5/38
Illegal Traffic (D)
67. J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F)
11/4/38 . . .bl
77.. Bob Burns-Gladys George
(F)
4/7/39
.... ...b3/25/39
I'm From Missouri (C)
.b8/6/38
(F)
9/9/38
In Old Mexico (W)
62 . W. Boyd-G. Hayes
.^5/13/39
Invitation to Happiness (D) 95 . Fred MacMurray- Irene Dunne. (F) 6/16/39 .. ..a4/l/39
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn..
6/30/39
blO/8/38
(F) 9/30/38 . .. .b3/l8/39
King of Alcatraz (D)
55. . Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(A) 3/17/39 . . .b4/l5/39
King of Chinatown (D)
80 . A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
(F)
4/28/39
Lady's From Kentucky (D)
75.. Geo. Raft-Ellen Drew
(F) 12/2/38 . . .bl2/3/38
Little Orphan Annie (C-D) 56. . Gillis- Kent-Travis
7/21/39 . .. .a3/l8/39
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff ...
. .a2/4/39
Man About Town (C)
Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour . (F) 7/7/39
10/28/38 . .blO/22/38
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) .. 104. . MacMurray-Mllland
..b3/l
1/39
a4/8/39
Midnight (C)
90. . Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche. (F) 3/24/39 ..
Million
Dollar
Betty Grable-Jaokie Coogan
7/14/39 . .b9/24/38
(F) 10/21/38
Mysterious
RiderL«gi
(W).
.74. . Dumbrille-Toler-Fields
. .b3/l 1/39
Never Say Die (C)
80. Martha Raye-Bob Hope ....
(F)
Sylvia SIdney-Leif Erikson
(F) 4/14/39
2/24/39 .. .bl2/l8/39
.."one
third
ef
a
nation
(D)
..76.
Paris Honeymoon (Mu)
83. Patricia
(A) 1/27/39 . .bl2/24/38
B. Crosby-F.
Gaal
Morrison
(F) 2/10/39 . .. .bl/28/39
Persons in Hiding (D)
69.
Pride
of
the
West
(W)
55.
Boyd
-H
ayesHayden
(F) 7/8/38 .. .al.b6/25/38
1/26/38
Renegade Trail (W)
Bill Boyd
8/4/39 .
'Arizona
Bracelets")
Ride a Crooked Mile (D)
(F) 12/9/38 . .bl2/IO/38
.78..F.
Erikson
"'
title,Farmer-L.
mer . Milland-Bradna
(F) 11/25/38
Say It In French (C) .. (For
. .70.
. .b2/l8/39
,(F) 3/31/39 . .bll/26/38
Silver on the Sage (W)
. .66. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
. . b8/l3/38
88.. B. Croshy-F. MacMurray
Sing You Sinners (C-D>
.a5/6/39
(F) 9/2/38
8/25/39 . ,..bl/28/39
Star
Maker
(Mu-C)
BIng
Crosby-Louise
Campbell
.(F) 2/3/39 .. . .b5/l3/39
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85 Nolan -Lamour-Gulzar
Some Like It Hot (C)
62. Bob Hope-Shirley Ross
(F) 9/23/38
5/19/39 . . .b9/l7/38
, (F)
Sans of the Legion (D)
60. D. O'Connor-B.
Lee
Bergner
Stolen Life (D)
93. Elisabeth
5/26/39
. ...114/22/39
.b3/25/39
Sudden Money (C)
61 . C. Ruggles-Marjorle Rambeau . ,, (A)
(F)
3/31/39
.
(F) 2/24/39 . .blO/22/38
Soniet Trail (W)
67. W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F) 11/18/38 ..bll/5/38
lhanks For the Memory (C)....75. B. Hope-S. Ross
. b4/8/39
This Man Is News (My)
78. Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes. (F)
Tom Sawyer, Detective (C) 64. D. O'Connor-Cook
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/24/38
.(F) 10/7/38 . ...blO/l/38
Teuehdown. Army (D)
70.. M. Carlisle-J. Howard
.a2/25/39
Undercover Doctor (My)
Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel ...
6/9/39 .
(Former
title.
"Federal
Offense")
Union Pacific (H-D)
135.. Barbara Stanwyck-Joel McCrea. . (F) 5/5/39 . .. .h4/29/39
.b5/27/39
(F) 5/26/39 ...bl/7/3u
Unmarried (D)
63 . Buck Jones-Helen Twelvetrees .. .. (A)
1/13/39 .
zaza (D)
86.. C. Colbert-H. Marshall

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

(Continued) 1938-39
MIns.
Stars Corrigan
Flying Irishman (D)
70.. Douglas
(F)
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Albertson-Lynn
(F)
Girl and the Gambler (D)
Steffi Duna-Leo Carillo
(Former title,
"The Dove")
Girl From Mexico (C)
70..Lupe
Velez-Donald
Woods
(F)
Great Man Votes (C-D)
72.. J. Barrymore-Peter Holden
(F)
Gunga Din (D)
1 17 .. Grant-McLaglen- Fairbanks, Jr. ..(F)
Lawless
(W) CW) ...72.
59.. .Harry
G. O'Brien-K.
Sutton
(F)
Law WestValley
of Tombstone
Carey
(F)
Little Mother (C)
Ginger Rogers-David Niven
Love Affair (D)
85. . Dunne-Boyer
(F)
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78. Stanwyck-Fonda
(F)
Man to Remember (D)
80. A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Memory of Love (D)
Lombard-Grant-Francis
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75.. Joe Penner
(F)
My Fifth Avenue Girl
Ginger Rogers-Tim Holt
Next Time 1 Marry (C)
65.. L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Nurse
Edith
Cavell
(D)
Anna
Neagle-George Sanders ...
") Liner (D)
Pacific
76..
Victor
M'Laglen-Chester
Morris
.(A)
Panama
65.. Lucille Ball-Allen Lane
(F)
cus (C)BadLadyBoy(D)
Peck's
With the Cir- ~-..T. Kelly-A. Gillis
(F)
.68.
(F)
.90. Neagle-Walbrook (Tech.)
.60
Queen of Destiny (H-D)
"Sixty Glorious Years")
.64 .Geo.as O'Brien
Racketeers of the Range (W) (Reviewed
(F)
Rookie Cop (D)
.Tim
.Marx Holt-Virginia
BrosWeidler (F)
(F)
Room Service (C)
.64
.63 .George Sanders- Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Saint Strikes Back (D)
. .78
Neagle-Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
Sixty Glorious
.Anne Shirley- James Ellison
(F)
Sorority
House Years
(D) (H-D)
. .90 Lee Tracy-Barbara Reed
Spell
Binder
(D)
larniihed Angel (D)
67 . . Eilers-Guilfoyle
(A)
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70. Sally Eilers-Allan Lane
(F)
Timber Stampede (W) ..
George O'Brien
Trouble Crowded
in SundownHours(W)
60. ..Geo.
Keith ...(F)
Twelve
(D) .. .63
RichardO'Brien-Rosalind
Dix-Lucille Ball
(F)
Way Down South (Mu-D)
Bob Breen

Date Issue of
Rel.
3/24/39
...b3/ll/3l
9/23/38
,.b8/27/38
5/26/39 . ..34/22/39
b5/20/39
1/13/39 ...bl/l4/3l
2/17/39 . . .bl/28/39
11/4/38 ..bl2/IO/3C
11/18/38 .bll/l9/3l
33/25/39
4/7/39 ...b3/l8/39
10/21/38
.blO/15/38
10/14/38 ..bl0/8/3»
a5/l3/39
10/7/38 ...b9/l7/38
In Prod.
36/3/39
12/9/38 ..bl2/IO/38
1/6/39
.
.
bl2/3l/38
5/12/39 ..b5/l3/39
b 10/29/38
11/25/38 .bll/26/38
b5/20/39
4/28/39 ..b5/l3/39
9/30/38 .. b»/l7/3ll
3/10/39 ...b2/l8/39
blO/29/38
a6/3/39
5/5/39 4/29/39
10/28/38. .blO/29/38
4/14/39 . . .b3/25/39
a6/3/39
3/24/39 ...b3/l8/39
35/13/39
3/3/3f ...b2/25/?ia

REPUBLIC
Come On Leathernecks (D)
Desperate Adventure (D)
Durango
Raiders
(W)
Heroes ofValley
the Hills
(W)
Higgins
Family
(C)
Man From Music Mountain (W)
Prairie Moon (W)
Rhythm of the Saddle (W)
Tenth Avenoo Kid (D)

t/8/I(
8/15/38
8/22/38
8/1/38
8/29/38
8/15/38
10/7/38
11/4/38
8/22/38

In Prod.
a3/4/39
34/22/39
35/13/39
35/27/39
a4/8/38
In
Prod.
In
Prod.
b5/27/39
35/20/39
In Prod.
In Prod.
35/20/39
b7/9/38
a4/8/39

8/26/38
9/2/38
2/3/39
8/12/38
9/16/38
8/19/38

(F) 4/28/39

1938-39
Affairs of Annabel (0)
75 . J. Oakie-L. Ball
(F) 9/9/38 ..
Almast a Gentleman (D)
65. James Ellison -Helen Wood
(F) 3/31/39 .
Annaliel Takes a Tour (C) ....64. Oakie-Ball
(F) I I/I 1/38
Arizona Legion (W)
56. George O'Brien
(F) 1/20/39 .
Bad Lands (D)
N. Beery, Jr.-G. Williams
(F) 2/24/39 .
Beauty for the Asking (D)
64. Lucille Ball-Donald Woods
Boy Slaves (D)
71 . Anne Shirley-Roger Daniel
Alice Eden-John Archer(A) 2/10/39 .
Career (D)
Chester Morris-Wendy Barrie ... 6/2/39
Five Came Back (D)
Fixer Dugan (D)
64 .Lee Tracy-Virginia Weidler
(F) 3/21/39

b8/27/38
.b8/27/38
.. .bl/28/39
.b8/27/38
.. .b9/17/38
.b7/23/38
.. .b4/l/39

.b7/l«/S«
.b3/25/39
bl0/22/3«
..bl/14/39
36/3/39
.bl/28/M
,. bl/21/39
35/6/39
. .34/22/39
.b5/l3/39

65
65
55
55
6458
58
58
65

1937-38
.Cromwell-Hunt-MacFarlane
.R. Novarro-M. Tallichet
.B. Stecle-L. Stanley
.Three Mesquiteers
.The Gleasons
.Autry-Burnette-Hughes
. Autry-Burnette
.G.
Autry-S.
Burnette
.Bruce
Cabot-B.
Roberts

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
.(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

1938-39
Billy Montana
the Kid Skies
Returns(W)
(W) 56..
56 . .G.R. Autry-Smiley
Rocjcrs-M. Hart
Blue
Burnette (F)
(F)
Colorado
Sunset
G.
Autry-Smiley
Burnett
57..
Roy
Rogers-Mary
H3rt
(F)
Come On Rangers (W)
...66..R. Byrd-Weaver Bros. & Elviry..(F)
Down in Man
Arkansaw
Federal
Hunt (C-D)...
(D)
...84..Rab't
Tr3vis ...(F)
...65.. Ralph Livingston-June
Byrd-Mary Carlisle
(F)
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D). ...61.
.P. Kelly-June Lang-L. Talbot (F)
Forged Passport (D)
Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Frontier Pony Express (W) ...58.
.58. Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
Home on the Prairie (W)
In Old Caliente (W)
Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(A)
i Stand Accused (D)
63. R. Cummings-Helen Mack
(F)
I Was A Convict (D)
65. B. MacLane-B. Roberts
Laughing Irish Hearts (D)
.Phil
Regan-Jean
Parker
Richard
Dix-Gail
P3trick
(F)
Man
of Conquest
(H-D)
96
Mexicali
Rose (W)
58 Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette (F)
Mickey, the Kid (D)
Byrd -Cabot- Ryan
Mountain Rhythm (W)
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ...
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65.. Michael Whalen-Mary Hart
(F)
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65.. The Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F)
Night Hawk
63 -. 3Livingston-Travis
(F)
Night
Riders (D)
(W)
58
Mesquiteers
(F)
Orphans
of
the
Street
(D)
64
..
Livingston-Storey
(F)
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55. .3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Pals of the Saddle (W)
55.. 3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Pride of the Navy (D)
65.. James Dunn-Rochelle Hudson (F)
Red River Range (W)
56.. 3RoyMesquiteers
Best's- Mary Hart
(F)
Rough Riders Round-up (W)...58 3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Santa Fe Stampede (W)
56 Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
...(F)
Shine
On,
Harvest
Moon
(W)...57
Ralph
Byrd-Kay
Sutton
(A)
SOS— Tidal Wave D)
60
(F)
Southward Ho! (W)
58 Roy Roflers-Mary Hart
. (F)
(Former title, "Headin' for Texas")
Storm Over Bengal (D)
65.. P. Knowles-R. Hudson
Street
of Missing
(D) .. .65..Chas.
Bickford-Nana Bryant
Three Texas
Steers Men
(W)
57 . .3 Mesquiteers
Western
Jamboree
(W)
57..
Gene
Autry-Smiley
Burnette .. .(F)
Woman Doctor (D)
65.. F. Inescort-H. Wilooxon
(F)
Wyoming Outlaw (W)
3 Mesquiteers
Zero Hour (D)
62. Frieda Inescort-Otto Kruger ...
TWENTIETH

1939-40
Are Husbands Necessary?
F. MacMurr3y-M3deleine C3rroll.
Beau Geste (D)
Gary Cooper-Ray Milland
Cat and the Canary (My-D)
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard
Disputed Passage (D)
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff..
Double-Dyed Deceiver (D)
Tito Guizar-June Clayton
Geronlmo (D)
..Preston Foster-Ellen Drew
Gulliver's Travels
Tech. Cartoon Feature
Heaven
Shoestring llO. Pat
Bradna .... (F)
Jamaica OnInn a (Cos-D)
Chas. O'Brien-Olympe
L3ughton
Night Work (C)
Mary Boland-Charlie Ruggles ..
Our Lesding Citizen
Bob Burns-Sus3n Hayward
Range War (W)
Wm. Eoyd-Geo. Hayes
Ruler of the Seas (O)
Fairbanks, Jr. — Lockwood
St.
Martin's
Lane
(D)
80.
.
Laughton-Leigh
(F)
What ■ Life (C)
Jackie Cooper-Betty Field
1937-38
R.K.O.-RADIO
• reaking the Ice (Mu)
82. . Bobby Breen
83.
.AstaireRogers
Carefree (Mu-C)
Fisherman's
Wharf
(D)
70..
Bobby Brcen-Leo Carrillo
Painted
Desart
(W)
M .Geo.
O'Brien
Renegade Ranger (W)
59 .G. O'Brien-R.
Hayworth
Sauehing the Raekett (D)
80 .C. Morrls-F. Mercer
Stary of Varnen & Iran* Castle
(Ma-C)
93 .Fred Astalre-Glnger Rogere
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Title
RADIO
R.K.O.-

1937-38
60 . H. Angel-j. Howard
80. . Raye-Hope-Grable
1 10. . Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
9I..Scott-J. Bennett

ISSUE

. .. .b8/27/JI
.. ..b7/30/3l
.b8/6/3»
.Not
Rev.
. . .b8/27/3»
. .b8/l3/38
.bl9/22/38
.bll/12/38
. b8/27/38

. . .b9/3/38
. . .b5/6/39
9/4/38
11/25/38 ..blIn1/26/38
Prod,
5/4/39 . .blO/l/38
18/8/38
.
12/28/38 . .bl/i4/39
. .bl/21/39
..b2/ll/3S
2/24/39
. .b4/l5/39
1/6/39
.
4/19/39 . .b2/ll/39
35/13/39
ia/29/38 .. .1)10/22/38
2/3/39
...b2/25/39
a6/3/39
3/8/39 .. .. ..b4/l5/39
b4/l/39
3/27/39
35/13/39
35/6/39
...bl/21/39
1/10/39
.
.
.b3/l
1/39
18/1/38
3/28/39 . . .blfl/1/38
12/5/38 . . .b4/8/39
4/12/39 .bl2/l7/38
8/28/38
9/20/38 . .blO/l/38
.b9/l7/38
12/22/38 .. .bl/28/39
1/12/38
1/23/39
5/i5/39. ..31' b3/25/39
12/23/38
3/13/39
I 1/19/38 . .bl2/IO/38
bl2/l7/38
.. .b6/3/39
.34/22/39
6/2/39
. bl I /I2/38
5/19/39
1 1/14/38
.b4/29/39
. .34/1/39
4/28/39 .1)12/24/38
5/12/39 .
12/2/38
36/3/39
2/6/39 .. ...b5/27/39
. .b2/4/3g
5/27/39

CENTURY-FOX

1938-39
.Power-Fsye-Ameche
(F)
Alexander's Ragtime Band (D).I05 .Withers- Rogers- Kellard
(F)
Always In Trouble (C)
70 . Withers-Carrillo
(F)
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68
Boy
Friend
70 .Jane Withers-Robert Kellard ...(F)
Charlie
Chan (D)
in Honolulu
(My-D)
65.. Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
~
~ in Reno
" (My) . . .68"■■ . .Preston
Ch3rlie
Chan
.Sidney Toler-Phyllis
Brooks (F)
Foster-Lynn Barl
Chasing Danger (D)
60 . Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
(F)
Danger
Island
(D)
65
.6)
.
.Jones
Family
(F)
Down on the Farm (C)
. .Jones Family
(F)
Everybody's
Baby
(C)
61
..Dionne
Quints-J.
Hersholt
(F)
.(F)
Five of a Kind (C)
83 .. Ameche- Whelan
(F)
Gateway (D)
73
Bros. -Anita Louise (F)
Gorilla (C)
65 ..Ritz
Murphy-Weaver-J. Barrymore.
Hold
That
Co-Ed
(C)
79
Hound of the Baskervilles
. Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
(My-D)
80 . Whalen-Rogers
(F)
.(F)
Inside Story (D)
60
Inspector Hornleigh (D)
Gordon H3rker-Alastair Sim
It Could Happen to You (My) .. ..Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart
Jesse James (D)
105 .. Power- Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) .59. .Jones Family
(F)
Just Around the Corner (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72. . Withers-Stuart- Wilooxon
'F)
Kentucky
(D)
96.
(Tech.)
Little
Princess
(D)
91.. .Young-Greene
S. Temsle-R. Greene
(Tech.) (F)
(F)
Meet the Girls (C)
60.. J. Lang-L. Bari
(F)
Mr. Moto's Last Warning (My) .74. . Lorre-Field
(F)
Mr. Moto Takes Vacstion (My) .65. .Peter Lorre
(F)
My
Lucky
Star
(C-D)
90.
.
Henie-Greene
(F)
Mysterious Mr. Moto (My)
62.. Peter Lorre
(F)
News Is Made At Night (D)
Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
55.. Lynn Bari-B. Albertson
(F)
Return of the Cisco Kid (W) . 70 . Warner Baxter-Lynn Bari
(F)
Road Demon (D)
65. . Arthur-Valerie- Armett3
(F)
Rose
of
Washington
Sq.
(Mu.-D)
86.
PowerFaye-Jolson
(F)
Safety in Numbers (C)
55.. Jones Family ..
(F)
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power
Sharpshooters (D)
62. .B. Donlevy-L. Bari
(F)
Smiling Along (Mu-D)
91. .G. Flelds-M. Maguire
(F)
So This Is London (C)
70. . Drayton-Hare
(A)
(Reviewed as "Paddy Darllne")
(Continued on next page)

11/2/38
8/19/38

. .b5/28/3«
. .b8/20/3»
..bll/12/38
.b5/13/39

2/10/39
5/19/39
. .b6/3/39
.bl2/3l/38
1/36/39 . ..bl/14/39
6/16/39
.b3/18/89
6/5/39
12/16/38.... ..blO/IS/38
4/7/39
.bl2/3/3i
10/14/38 . 1)10/15/31
3/24/J9
8/5/31 .. . .b5/27/39
. .b8/6/S8
9/16/38
5/26/39 . .b9/l7/38
. . .b4/l/39
3/31/39
3/10/39 . .blO/22/M
.
.b4/22/39
4/21/39
12/23/38 .. . .35/6/39
6/30/39
.bl/l4/M
...bll/5/3»
.b5/27/39
11/11/38 . . .b6/l8/3I
6/2/39
12/30/38
8/12/38 . .bl2/l7/38
3/10/39 . . b2/25/39
10/7/38 . . .b7/23/38
.b7/30/38
2/24/39 . ..bll/19/38
...b9/3/38
7/14/39 .
10/21/38 . . .b6/4/38
9/2/38
7/21/39 .. ..bl.33/18/39
1/19/38
3/3/39
4/28/39
12/2/38 .. . . .b4/29/39
.. ..b8/2'/38
.b5/6/39
5/12/39 .. .b8/l3/38
. .34/8/39
9/9/38
.
.
6/23/39
11/18/38 .b9/24/38
1/20/39 . .blO/22/38
b2/4/39

SHOWMEN'S
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TRADE

(Cont) 1938-39
20TH CENT.-FOX
Rel.
Date
Title
Mins. Stars
See o1
.61
.
Issue
Speed
to Burn (D)
.M.
Whalen-L.
Bar!
..
(F)
8/26/38 . .b6/ll/38
Story of
Alexander Graham
Bell (D)
Young-Don Ameche
(F) 4/14/39 . .. b4/l/39
Straight
Place and Show (C) .IOI..Loretta
..65..Ritz Bros. Merman
(F) 9/30/38 .. .blO/l/33
Submarine
(C-D)
..95..R. Greene-N. Kelly
(F) 11/25/38 .bl 1/5/38
Suez (D) Patrol
,_
104. .Power-Young-Annaliella
(F) 10/28/38 ..blO/22/38
Susannah of the Mounties (D)
Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott.. 7/28/39 . .a3/ll/39
Tail Spin (D)
82. . Faye- Bennett- Kelly
(F) 2/10/39 . . . .b2/4/39
Thanks for Everything (C) 70. .Oakie-Whelan
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/10/38
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72..Ritz Bros. -Don Ameche
(F) 2/17/39 .
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 59 . M. Whalen-Stuart
(F) 9/23/38 . . .b2/l
1/39
..b7/2/38
(Reviewed
as "Meridian 7-1212")
Up the River (C)
75. . Foster-Brooks-Martin
(F) 1,2/9/38 . .bll/12/38
While New York Sleeps (D) 63. Michael Whalen
(F) 12/16/38 . .b8/27/38
White Lady of the Orient (D)
Alice Faye-Warner Baxter
7/7/39 . . .a8/l3/38
(Former
title,
"By
the
Dawn's
Early
Light")
Wife. Husband and Friend (C) .82 . . Warner Baxter- Loretta Young (F) 3/3/39 .. . .b2/l8/39
Winner Take All (C)
61 . .Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
(F) 4/21/39 .
. . .b6/3/39
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
101.. Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver... (F) 6/9/39 . ..b2/25/39
1939-40
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island (My . Sidney Toler-Sen Yung
Chicken Wagon Family
Jane Withers-Leo Carrillo
Escape. The (D)
Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff ..
Girl Must Live (C)
93. -Margaret Lockwood-R. Houston.. (A)
Harmony at Home
Jean Rogers-Robert Kellard ....
Here I Am. A Stranger
Richard Greene-Nancy Kelly ...
Hotel For Women (D)
Elsa Maxwell-Jas. Ellison
Quick Millions
Jones Family
Family at the Grand Canyon")
Rains Came D)(Former title "Jones
Loy-Power-Brent
Stanlty and Livingstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly
UNITED ARTISTS
Algiers (D)
95
Captain Fury (D)
92
Cowboy and the Lady (C-D) 91
Drums (D)
99
(Reviewed
Duke of West Point (D)
109
King of the Turf (D)
88
Made For Each Other (D)
94
Man in the Iron Mask (D) .... ..
Prison Without Bars (D)
79
Stagecoach (D)
.96
There Goes My Heart (C) 84
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80
Trade Winds (D)
94
Wuthering Heights (D)
103
Young in Heart (C-D)
90
Zenobia (C)
71
Four Feathers (Tech.) (D)
Music School
Over the Moon
Real Glory
Winter Carnival (D)

1938- 39
.Boyer-LaMarr-Gurie
(A)
. Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
(F)
Cooper-Oberon
(F)
.Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.) . . . . (F)
as "Mutiny In the Mountains")
. L. Hayward-J. Fontaino (F)
.Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello ....(F)
. Lombard-J. Stewart
(F)
.Louis Hayward-Joan Bennett ...
Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F)
Claire Trevor-John Wayne
(F)
.F. March-V. Bruce
(F)
.C. Bennett-R. Youno
(A)
.March-J. Bennett
(F)
.M. Oberon-L. Olivier
(A)
, Gaynor-Fairbanks. Jr.-Goddard. . (F)
.Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F)

. a6/3/39
.In Prod.
a5/27/39
b5/27/39
.In
Prod.
In Prod.
a5/l3/39
a5/13/39
a5/13/39
..a3/4/39

8/5/38
b7/2/38
5/26/39 ...b5/6/39
11/17/38 .bll/12/38
9/26/38 ...b4/l6/38
12/29/38 bl2/17/38
2/17/39 ...b2/ll/39
2/10/39 b2/4/39
6/15/39 ..a3/25/39
3/10/39 ...blO/l/38
3/3/39 ... b2/l 1/39
10/14/38 ..blO/1/38
1/12/39 ..bl2/3l/38
12/22/38 .bl2/24/38
4/7/39 ....b4/l/39
10/27/38 ..bl 1/5/38
4/21/39 ...b3/l8/39

1939- 40
109 . Duprez-Smith-Richardson
(F)
. Jascha Heitetz-Andrea Leeds ...
.Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)
.Gary Cooper- Andrea Leeds
.Ann Sheridan-Richard Carlson..

b4/29/39
a6/3/39
In Prod.
In Prod.
a5/l3/39

UNIVERSAL
1937-38
Letter of Introduction (C-D).. 100. Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds (F) 8/ 5/38 b8/6/38
(F) 8/12/38 ...b8/27/38
MissingCertain
GuestAge(My-D)
65. Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
That
(C)
100.
D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F) 10/7/38 ...blO/l/38
Big Town Czar (D)
62.
Black Bandit (W)
58.
Code of the Streets (D)
70.
Dark Rapture (TR)
80.
East Side of Heaven (C)
S8 .
Ex-Champ (D)
74.
Exposed (D)
63.
Family Next Door (C)
60.
For Love Or Money (D)
67.
Freshman Year (C)
65.
Gambling Ship (O)
61.
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57.
Guilty Trail (W)
57.
His Exciting Night (C)
61.
Inside Information (D)
Honor of th» West (W)
58.
House of Fear
66 .
Last Express (My)
S6.
LMt Warning
62.
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68.
Mars Attacl<s the World (D)...60.
Modern Cinderella
Mystei'y of the White Room
(My-D)
58.
Newsboys' Secretary
Home (D)
73.
Personal
(C-D) 62.
Pirates of the Skies (D) 61.
Prairie Justice (W)
57.
Risky Business (D)
66.
R»ad to Reno (C-D)
69.
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67.
SuTice Da Luxe (C)
85.
Society Smugglers (D)
65.
Son of Frankenstein (D)
93.
Spirit
of
Culver
(C-D)
90.
Storm (D)..
75.
Strange Faces (D)
60.
Sun Never Sets (D)
96.
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mu-C) 62.
Swing
That
Cheer
(C-D)
.63.
They Asked For It (D)
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87.
YouMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75.
(C)
You'th Takes a Fling (C-D) 78.

1938-39
Barton MacLane-Eve Arden
(F) 4/21/39 ..b4/29/39
B. Baker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 bll/19/38
Carey-Thomas-Little Tough Guys.(F) 4/14/39 ..bl/28/39
Native Cast
(F) 8/26/38 ..blO/15/38
Bing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39
b4/8/39
McLaglen-Grey-Brown
(F) 5/19/39 ..b5/20/39
Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F) 11/4/38 ..bl 1/26/38
Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39 ..b4/l5/39
June Lang-Robert Kent
5/5/39 ...a4/22/39
Dunbar-Truex
(F) 9/2/38 b8/27/38
Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 1/20/39 .bl2/24/38
B. Baker-F. Shannon
12/16/38 .alO/29/38
Bob Baker
10/21/38 .a9/10/38
C. Ruggles-M. Martin
(F) 11/11/38 .bl2/l7/38
June Lang-Dick Foran
6/2/39 ...a5/20/39
Bob Baker
1/13/39 ..al 1/26/38
. Wm. Gargan-lrene Hervey
6/30/39 ...a4/l/39
Taylor-Ames
(A) 10/28/38 ..blO/8/38
P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F) 1/13/39 ..bl2/10/38
Boland-E. E. Horton
(F) 11/25/38 bl 1/26/38
Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) 11/18/38 .bll/12/38
Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer
8/4/39 In Prod.
Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
(A) 3/17/39 ...b4/l/39
Jackie Cooper-Little Tough Guys (F) 12/23/38 ..bl/7/39
W. Gargan-J. Hodges
(F) 9/9/38 ...blO/l/38
Kent Taylor-Rochelle Hudson ...(F) 2/3/39 ...b2/25/39
Bob Baker
11/14/38 .a9/24/38
George Murphy-Dorothea Kent ..(F) 3/3/39 b3/l8/39
H. Haropton-R. Scott
(F) 9/23/38 b9/3/38
Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack (F) 12/9/38 ., bll/19/38
C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
(F) 10/21/38 .blO/22/38
Preston Foster-Irene Hervey (F) 2/24/39 ...b3/ll/39
Basil Rathbone-J. Hutehinson ...(A) 1/13/39 ..bl/21/39
Jackie Cooper-F. Bartholomew. .. (F) 3/10/39 b3/4/39
Bickford-Foster
(F) 10/28/38 ..bl 1/5/38
Kent-Jenks
(F) 12/2/38 ..bl2/IO/3S
Fairbanks.
Jr.
-Barbara
O'Neil
.(F)
b6/3/39
Ken Murray- Kathryn Kane (F) 6/9/39
12/16/38 .bl2/17/38
Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F) 10/14/38 .bll/19/3S
Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
5/26/39
a4/22/39
Durbin-Winninger
(F) 3/24/39 ...b3/25/39
Fields-Bergen-McCarthy
(F) 2/17/39 ...b2/l8/39
J. McCrea-A. Leeds
(F) 9/30/38 ...blO/l/38

1939-40
Bright Victory
J. Cooper- Freddie Bartholomew.
Dames
Sigrid Gurie-Donald Brfggs ....
I Stole a Million
George Raft-Claire Trevor
Mikado (Mu)
90.. Kenny Baker (Tech.)
(F)
Mutiny On the Blackhawk (D) Arlen-Moore-Devine
(Former
title,
"In
Old
California")
Old Grad (D)
Charley Grapewin-Anita Louise..
Underpup
Rob't Cummings-Nan Grey

In
In Prod.
Prod.
In Prod.
b5/20/39
a5/20/39
a5/6/39
In Prod.

1937-38
WARNER BROS.
Boy Meets Girl (C)
82. .Cagney-O'Brien
(A) 9/3/38 ...b7/23/38
MX"sti?s-%)-:::;;:;::;f5V.°Bre'n"'^^^^^^^^^
(FOR

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

CHECK

June 3. 1939
Date

REVIEW

WARNER
BROS.
1938-39
Title
Stars Towne-Wm. Gargan
Adventures of Jane Arden (D) Mins.
. .58. . Rosella
(F)
Angels With Dirty Faces (D) ...71.
.97.
.Cagney-O'Brien
(F)
.J. Garfleld-R. Lane
(A)
Blackwell's Island (D)
. .63. .Sheridan-Lindsay-Hunter (F)
BiBrother
oadwayRatM usketeers
(C) ( D ) . . . . ..90..W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Davis (F)
Code of Secret Service (D)... ..58
. Ronald
Reagan-Rosella
Towne...(F)
..69..K.
Francis-I.
Hunter
(A)
Comet
Over ofBroadway
(D)...(D).I06
. Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys
(F)
Confessions
a Nazi Spy
Cowboy Quarterback (C)
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson
(Former
"Lighthorse
Harry")
Dark Victory (D)
100.. B. title,
Davis-G.
Brent
(A)
Daughters Courageous CC)
John Garfield-Priscilla Lane ...
(Former
title,
"Family
Reunion")
Dawn Patrol (D)
103. . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
(F)
Devil's Island (D)
63.. Boris Karloff
(A)
Devil On Wheels (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
(Former
title,
"The
Roaring
Crowd")
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) 104. . Errol Flynn-Olivia de Havilland. . (F)
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan
Enemy Agent (D)
Boris Karloff-Margaret Lindsay..
Four Daughters (D)
90.. J. Lynn-Lane Sisters
(F)
Four's a Crowd (D)
90. . Russell-Flynn-DeHavilland (F)
Garden
of
the
Moon
(Mu-C)
..
.90.
.
Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
(F)
Girls On Probation (D)
64. . Reagan -Bryan
(A)
Give Me a Child (D)
Geraldine Fitzgerald-J. Lynn
Going Places (C)
83. .D. Powell-A. Louise ..
(F)
Hard to Get (C)
79.. D. Powell-O. dcHavilland
(F)
Heart of the North (D)
67.. D. Foran-G. Page (Tech.) (F)
Hell's Kitchen (D)
Lindsay-Dead End Kids
Hobby Family
(D)
O'Neill
Juarez
(H-D)
127. Jane
Paul Bryan-Henry
Muni-Bette Davis
(F)
Kid
From
Kokomo
(C)
92..
Pat
O'Brien-Joan
Blondell (F)
(F)
King of the Underworld (D) . . . .69 . . K. Francis-J. Stephenson
Man Who Dared D)
59.. Charles Grapewin-Jane Bryan ..(F)
as "I Am Not Afraid")
Nancy Drew — Detective (D) (Raviewed
65. .Granville-Litel
(F)
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
(F)
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D)...Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
Naughty. But Nice (C)
Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former titio,
"Always Lea»e Them Laughing")(A)
Off the Record (D)
65 O'Brien-Blondell
James Cagney-Rosemary
Lane ...(F)
...(F)
Oklahoma Kid (W)
80. Margaret
Lindsay-John Litel
On Trial (D)
60.
Secret
Service
In
the
Air
(D)..63
R.
Reagan-I.
Rhodes
(F)
Secrets of an Actress (D)
68.. K. Francis-G. Brent
(A)
(F)
Sisters (D)
100 B. Davis-E. Flynn
Steeplechase (D)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McCallion.
title,Wilson-Johnny
"Gantry the Great")
Sweepstakes Winner (C) (Former
59.. Marie
Davis
They Made Me a Criminal ( D) . .87. . Garfield-Dickson
(A)
Glenda Farrell-B. MacLane
(F)
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) 63. Farrell-MacLane
(F)
Torchy Blane in Chinatown (My). 58. Farrell-MacLane .(F)
Torchy Runs for Mayor (D) 60. Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
(F)
Valley of the Giants (D)
80.
Waterfront (D)
Dennis
Morgan-Gloria
Dickson. (F)
Brent-0.
deHavilland
Wings of the Navy (D)
90. G.
Kay Francis-Wm.
Gargan
(F)
Women In the Wind (D)
62. Priscilla
Lane-Jeffrey Lynn
(A)
Yes, My Darling Daughter (C). .85.
You Can't Get Away With
Murder (D)
78 .Humphrey Bogart-Gala Page ...(A)

Rel.
1 1/19/38
10/8/38 .
3/4/39
10/29/38
3/25/39

Issue 0
. .b2/l8/39
.blO/29/38
...b3/4/38
. .b9/3/38
...blO/22/38
.b5/20/39
12/3/38 .bl2/24/38
5/27/39
. .b4/29/39
5/6/39 . a4/29/39
,b3/ll/3»
a3/4/39
4/22/39 ..
bl2/l7/38
12/24/38
. .bl/7/39
1/7/39 .. a3/l8/39
.. .b4/8/39
.
. a3/4/39
4/8/39
a4/l/39
..b8/
13/38
..b7/l6/38
8/20/38 , ..b7/30/3«
8/27/38 .
10/1/38
10/22/38 . ..blO/15/38
a4/l/39
.bl2/24/3»
38
0/
/1
12
.bll/12/38
11/5/38 , .bl2/l7/3l
... a2/l8/3t
a5/6/39
.. .b4/29/39
.b5/20/39
..bl/14/39
6/10/39
1/28/39 . . b4/8/39
6/24/39
6/3/39
I 1/19/38 . .bl2/24/38
..bl/28/39
2/18/39 . . .a3/4/39
al2/IO/38
'
38
1/
/3
12
6/17/39
bl/28/39
1/21/39 .. ...b3/l8/3»
3/11/39
.
.b3/25/39
4/1/39 .. . .b2/l 1/39
3/4/39 ... .blO/15/38
9/10/38
10/15/38 .. .blO/8/38
a3/25/39
.. .. .bl/7/J9
al/7/3»
15/20/39
1/12/38
.bl 1/19/38
.b2/l 1/39
1/14/39 . .. ..b4/l/3»
2/4/39
.
.
.b8/20/38
9/17/38 . . a4/l/3»
5/13/39
..al/2l/3S
...b2/4/31
9
3
/
4/15
. .b2/i .
2/25/39
4/29/30 ..l>l/2l/3»

1939-40
Angels Wash Their Faces (D)
Dead End Kids-Reanan-Sheridan.
(Former Joel
title,McCrea-Jeffrey
"Battle of CityLynn
Hall")
Career Man
Dust
Be
My
Destiny
(D)
John
Garfleld-Priscilla
Kid Nightingale
John Payne Lane ...
Lady
and
the
Knight
(D)
Davis-Flynn-deHavilland
Nancy Drew and Hidden Staircase
(D)
Bonita Granville-Frankie Thomas
No Place to Go (D)
Gloria Dickson-Dennis Morgan..
Old Maid (D)
Bette Davis-George Brent
Playing With Dynamite
Jane Wyman-Tom Kennedy
Return of Dr. X
Lys-Bogart-Morris-Lane
STATES

a4/l/39
.Ina5/27/39
Prod.
Ina6/3/39
Prod.
a5/27/39
. a5/27/39
a5/6/39
In Prod.
In Prod.
2/ii/39''

RIGHTS
Tim McCoy
Fred Scott
(F)
Weston-Murphy-Walker
(F)
J. Laurie-B. Chrystall
(F)
Durante-Tauber
(A)
Gregory Ratoff
(A)
Evelyn Venable-Grant Mitchell. .. (F)
Fred Scott-Jean Carmen
(F)
Medea Novara-L. Atwill
(F)
Jack La Rue
(A)
Tim McCoy
(F)
F. Fay-R. Hall
(F)
Paul Lukas-Lyn Harding
(F)
Stone-Lee
(A)
Neagle-Hardwicke
(F)
Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F)
Victor
Jory-Margaret Dare
(F)
Hlllie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Diana Churchill
(A)
Tim McCoy
A. Ames-P. Kelton
(A)
Gene Austin
Tim McCoy-Joan Barclay
Jack Buchanan
(A)
.Tim McCoy-Jill Martin
Nudist Cast
(A)

Victory ...al/14/39
Spectrum ..bl/21/39
Prog b9/l7/3«
Pax Films. b9/IO/38
World ...hl2/3l/38
Hoffberg .bll/26/38
Standard .bll/l2/3>
Spectrum ..b4/l/39
Torres ....b4/29/39
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
Victory ..bl0/l5/3«
Sterling ..blO/15/38
Regal
b2/25/3»
Kay
ba/S/3<
Jay-Oeo .blO/22/3S
Tri-Nat.
Brown
...bl0/l9/ie
MalcemHoffberg ...5/13/39
Prog
bl0/8/3>
Hoffberg ..bl/28/3»
Victory ...al2/3/38
Prog blO/8/38
Roadshow .a8/l3/S8
Victory ...a3/28/3l
CAM
blO/15/38
Victory .. .a5/6/S9
Cine Grand b8/l3/38

(A)
85.. Danielle Darrieux
(D)
Abused
BallerinaConfidence
(D)
83..Janine Charrat-Mia Slavensky ..(F)
Francoise Rosay
Carnival in Flanders
Champs-Elysees
(D)
89..Sacha Guitry
(A)
CrossroadsCrime
(D)
80..Chas. Vanel-Suzy Prim
(A)
Double
in the Maginot
Line (D)
83.. Victor Francen
(A)
Escape From Yesterday (D) . . .89 . . Annabella-Jean Gabin
(A)
40 Little Mothers (C)
92..Lucien Baroux
(F)
Grand Illusion (D)
90. . Gabin-von Stroheim
(A)
Orage (D)
73. . Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A)
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76. .An"abella
(A)

Columbia .bl2/3/S8
MayerBurstyn ..bl2/l7/38
Tri-Nat. ..Reissued
Tri-Nat. ...b3/4/39
Tri-Nat. .bl2/3l/38
^,,.c,<.n
Tower
b4/l5/39
HofFber<j ...b5/6/39
National .bl2/3l/38
World ...hlO/15/38
Tri-Nat. .bl2/l7/38
Tri-Nat. ..12/24/38

Code of the Cactus (W)
Code
of the Parents
Fearless(D)
(W)
Delinquent
Edge of the World (D)
Forbidden
Music (Mu-C)
Forbidden Territory
(D)
Headleys
at
Home(W)
(D)
In Old Montana
Juarez and Maximilian
I Demand Payment (D)
Lightning
C>rson Rides Again
'W)
Meet the Mayor (C-D)
Mutiny of the Elsinore (D)
Paroled From the Bio House
Peg(D)
of Old Drury (D)
Prison Train (D)
Rangle River (W)
Rebellious Daughters (D)
School For Husbands (C)
Six-Gun Trail
Slander House (D)
Songs and
Saddles
(Mu-W)
Texas
Wildcats
(W)
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
Trigger Fingers (W)
Unashamed (D)
FOREIGN

56
61
74
65
80
5963
95
55
5?
63
73
57
80
66
72
60
72
■■
65
70

LANGUAGE

(D) Diama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(CS-D) Costume
(CD) Comedy-Drama;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama;
Drama;
(W ) Western;
(Mu-C)
Musical
Comedy;
(F) Farce;
(TR)
Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA)
Fantasy;
(H) Historical.

RUNNING

TIME

WITH

YOUR

LOCAL

EXCHANGE)

June S, 1939

COLUMBIA 1938-39
Comment
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue
Of
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Boom Goes the Groom
l7'/2..Not Rev.
Chump OnTakes
a Bump
l6'/2..Not
Rev.
Home
the Rage
Pretty Good
17 ..12/17/38
Many Sappy Returns ... Funny
18 .. 8/27/38
Mutiny
On the
Body
171/2....12/17/38
Not Rev.
Nag In the
Bag
Funny
17
Nightshirt Bandit
Funny
17 ..12/24/38
Not Guilty Enough
Funny
17 ..10/29/38
Now It Can Bo Sold Funny
17 .. 4/ 8/39
Pio a la Maid
18 . .Not Rev.
Sap Takes a Wrap
Funny
151/2.. 3/18/39
Star Is Shorn
l7i/2..Not Rev.
Swing
You
Swingers
...Very
Funny
l8'/2..
4/22/39
Sue My Lawyer
Fairly Good
17 ..10/
1/38
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
Animal Cracker Circus .. Good
7 ..10/ 1/38
Gorilla Hunt
8 . .Not Rev.
Happy Tots
Fair
7 .. 4/22/39
Hollywood Graduation ..Clever
7 .. 9/10/38
House That Jack Built. . Very Amusing
7 .. 5/13/39
Kangaroo Kid
71/2.. Not Rev.
Little
Moth's
Big
Flame.
Clever
Lue>;y Pigs
78 ..12/17/38
..Not Rev.
Midnight Frolics
7 ..Net Rev.
Peaceful Neighbors
Wetl Done
8'/2.. 2/11/39
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermutla — Islands of
Colorful
IO1/2..
9/11/37
BlflParadise
Town Commuters ..
9 ..Not
Rev.
Province of Quebec
Good
II ..12/17/38
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
10
. .10/ 1/38
College Songs
Lively
101/2.
«l/2. . . 2/ 4/$»
Friendship Songs
Satisfactory ....
18
.Not
Not Rw.
Rev.
Moonlight Melodies
Parade of Hits
I10I . .Not Rov.
Season's
Idea
,
.
Rev.
Songs of the West
10 . . Not
10/29/38
South Sea Songs
Rood
.
4/29/39
10
.
Strauss Waltzes
Different
IO'/2. . Not Rev.
Sweetheart Melodies
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY KAT (8)
S'/j.
7 . Not Rev.
Golf Chumps
Gym Jams
(Sood
7'/2.
. 9/10/3*
C
. .Not
Rev.
Hot Dogs On lee
. Not
3/18/39
Krazy's Bear Tale
Fair
Rev.
7
7 . .Not Rev.
Krazy's
Shoe Shop
Lone Mountie
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Good Old American
Rev.
Home
IO'/2. .Not
Montmartre Madness ..Entertaining
10 . 5/27/39
2/ 4/39
Ninht in a Music Hall . . Entertaining
lOVi- Not
Rev.
Night
the Troc
101/2.
Yankee at Docdie
Home. .. Good
10 . 6/ 3/39
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
Not Rev.
No. I
6 1/2.
SCRAPPY (8)
1/38
Early Bird
Good
. 10/
2/ 4/J»
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies
6
.
Sorappy's
Added Attrae-.
Rev.
tion
gi/j .Not Rev.
Sorappy's Side Show
7 . Net
5/13/39
Worm's Eye View
Just Filler
7
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (IS)
No. I (Series 18)
10 . Not Rev.
No. 2
10 . .Nat Rev.
No. 3
10 ..Not Rev.
101/2
No. 4
Enjoyable
109'/2 . . 2/ 4/39
Rev.
No. 5
9 .. ..Not
3/18/39
No. 6
Excellent
No. 7
10 .Not Rev.
No. 8
Good
4/29/3<)
10 . 5/13/39
No. 9
Interesting
SPORT THRILLS (13)
5/13/39
Diving Rhythm
Excellent
10 ..18/
1/38
Football Giants
Interesting
10 . 1/ 7/3«
King Vulture
Outstanding
II . 4/29/39
Navy Champions
Fair
91/2 .. 12/17/38
Odd Sports
10'/, Not Rev.
Ski Rhythm
Excellent
10
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Bucking They Did GoGood Slapstick
I61/2. . 4/22/39
2/ 4/39
Flat Foot Stooges
Good Slapstick
151/2 .12/17/38
Mutts
to
You
Okay
Slapstick
18 .
Three Little Sew and
Sews
ic
Not Rev.
Violent Is the Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
18 . . 9/10/38
We Want
Our Mummy
17
Not Rev.
Rev.
Yes,
We Have
No BonNot
anzas 16
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
. . Coming
Inside the Capitol
Good
II . ,2/11/39
Insirifi the White House Fair
II . 12/17/38
Washington
Very Good
10 '.
1939-40
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
CINESCOPES (6)
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) Tech.
COMMUNITY SINGS (10)
FABLES CARTOONS (6)
FOOLS WHO MADE HISTORY (6)
MOMENTS OF COMEDY (6)
PALS AND PETS (6)
PHANTASIES CARTOONS (10)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
WASHINGTON PARADE (6)
WORLD OF SPORTS (12)

6TH

ANNIVERSARY

ISSUE
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EDUCATIONAL
Comment
No. I
No. 2

1938-39
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue of
CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
10 .. 9/10/38
Swell Stuff
10 .. 9/10/3*
Excellent

MCM
1938-39
CARTOONS
(15)
Art Gallery
Excellent
Jitterbug Follies
Fajr
Little Goldfish (Tech.) .. Amusing

. . 5/27/39
. . 3/25/39
. . 4/22/39
.. 3/18/39
. . 4/15/39
. . Not Rev.

8
9
8
7
7
8

Wanted No Master
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
20
Money to Loan
Excellent
While Amerioa Sleeps . . Timely
21
Wrong Way Out
Excellent
1017
MINIATURES (10)
11
City of Little Men
Splendid
11
Great Heart
Impressive
loe Antics
Entertaining ...
II
Love On Tap
10
Miracle of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory ..
9
10
rhey Live Again
Excellent ....
MUSICALS (6)
17
Dream of Love
Impressive ...
21
Happily Buried
Fair
21
Mm of Steal
Okay
20
One* Over Lightly
Darn Clever .
. 21
Somewhat Secret
Entertaining .
OUR GANG (12)
Aladdin's Lantern
Funny
II
Alfalfa's
Aunt
Humorous
Clown Princes
Funny
10II
Duel Personalities Amusing
10
Football Romeo
Good Gang
10
Men In Fright
Enjoyable
II
Prutleal Jokei-s
Satisfactory
9
Tiny Troubles
Fair
10
PASSING PARADE (10)
New Roadways
Very Good
10
No. I
Very Good
10
Story of Alfred Nobel ..Excellent
II
Story of Dr. Jenner ...Excellent
10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Douiile Diving
Excellent
8
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
8
Het On Ice
Good
10
Man's
Greatest
Friend.
.
Excellent
10
Marina Circus (Tech.) . . Excellent
9
Penny's Plonic
(Tech.) . Appetizing
109
Weather
Wizards
Very Good
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch .... Good Satire
9
Dark Magic
Very Funny
9
How to Sublet
Amusing
8
How to Wateh Football . Funny
9
Mental Poise
Fair
7
Opening Day
Subtle Stuff
9
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Ancient Egypt
Fascinating
8
Cairo, City of Contrast. . Fascinating
9
Glimpses of Australia . . Good
9
Imperial Delhi
Average
8
Jaipur, the Pink City... Good
8
Java Joomeys
8
Madeira.
Isle of Ro- Enchanting
manee
8
Rural Hungary
9
Slaiapere and Jahore ..Interesting
9
9
Syiiey — Pride of Aus- tralia Good

.. 4/ 1/39
. . 4/22/39
. . 1/ 7/39
3/38
.. .. 9/
1/28/39
. . 2/25/39
Rev.
. . Not
12/10/38
..11/12/38
. 10/15/38
. 2/25/39
. 5/27/39
. 1/ 7/39
.. 4/22/39
1/28/39
,,10/15/38
1/28/39
5/
6/39
3/25/39
12/17/38
I 1/12/38
1/ 7/39
3/25/39
..11/12/38
2/25/39
. 2/25/39
4/22/39
.. 2/25/39
1/28/39
.11/12/38
. 12/17/38
.. 4/22/39
1/ 7A39
4/22/39
3/25/39
5/27/39
1/28/39
11/12/38
1/ 7/39
12/10/38
. 2/25/39
.. 10/15/38
6/ 3/39
3/25/39
.. 12/10/38
. Not Rev.
.11/19/38
.Not Rev.
. 1/28/39
..1/ 7/39

1939-40
CARTOONS
(18) (Tech.)
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
METROSCOPIX (I)
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOR CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con- cert Poor
7
Musical Mountaineers ..Amusing
7
My Friend the Monkey Poor
7
On With the New
Okay
7
Pudgy
in Thrills and Fair
Chills
7
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
7
Sally Swing
Poor
7
Scared Crows
7
So Does An Automobile. Good
7
COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
All's Fair at the Fair. . Good
7
Always Kickin'
Fair
7
Playful
Polar
Beai-s
...Cute
77
Small Fry
Okay
COLOR CRUISES (7)
Costa Rioa
Fair
10
Guatemala
Excellent
.. 10
Land of Inca Memories. Fair
10
Mexico ..
Poor
10
Regublia of Panama . . I ntei eeting
9

.. 9/24/3S
.. 6/ 3/39
.. 2/11/39
..12/17/38
.. 1/21/39
.. 8/13/38
..10/15/38
..Not Rev.
..4/ 1/39
.. 8/27/38
..2/11/39
.,ll/l2/.^8
. . 4/29/39
..11/26/38
.. 8/27/38
.. 1/21/39
.. 9/24/38
.. 4/ 8/39

PARAMOUNT
(continued) Reviewed
Comment
Running
Issue Of
HEADLINERS (15)
I0I/2..I0/I5/38
Basse Rhythm
Standard
Champagne
Music of Snappy
Time10 ,,11/26/38
3/ 4/39
Lawrence Welk
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9
8/27/38
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . Excellent
10 , 7/16/38
Moments
of Charm the. Splendid
10
Music Through
Years
Lacks Movement .. . II .. 2/11/39
Orrin
Tucker Presents
& Orch. ..Snappy
10 ..11/12/38
Paramount
Hoagy Carmichael ...Tuneful
10 .. 5/27/39
Song
Born
10 .12/17/38
Three Is Kings
and a Unusual
Queen
Good Music
10 ..4/ 1/39
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
10 .. 3/ 4/39
Fisherman's
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short... II
10 ..4/
1/39
Mildewed Melodramas
.. 9/24/38
Oh Say, Can You Ski7. . Commercial
10 ..12/17/38
Raising Canines
Interesting
10 ..10/15/38
Rube
Goldberg's Travel- Very Funny
sab
Tannhauser
Classic
1281/2.... 10/15/36
8/13/38
That's
Africa
Unusual
10
3/ 4/39
Unfinished Symphony ..Classic
10 ...11/26/38
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
. . 8/13/38
No. I
Standard
8/27/38
10 .. .. 9/24/38
No. 22
Good
10 . .. 12/
3/38
1
1/19/38
No.
3
Slow
3
10
No. 4
10 . . 1/21/39
No. 5
Fair
Fair
9
No.
. 2/11/39
No. 6
Interesting
6
6 ....5/
6/89
4/39
7
9 .. . 3/Coming
8
No. 8
I nteresting
10
No. 9
Fair
10
No. 10
Good (12)
POPEYE
. 8/27/38
Bulldozing the Bull
Very Good
. .. 12/10/38
1/21/39
7 ...
2/18/39
Cops Is Always Right. . . Average
7
Customers Wanted
Almost a Reissue
7 ..11/19/38
7
7 . . 4/29/3S
Leave Well Enough
9/24/38
Alone
Fair
7 . . ..Net
Rev.
7
Wotta Nltemare
10
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
.11/19/38
. 9/24/38
No. I
Fair
10 .Not Rov.
No. 2
Interesting
II
No. 3
10 . 6/ 3/39
No. 4
Diversified
10 . 4/ l/M
No. 5
Good
II
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
. 4/29/39
Aladdin derful
and HisLampWon- Swell
22
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
, IO/IS/38
3/88
Champion Airhoppers ..Excellent
10 , 12/
5/27/39
Diamond Dust
Very Good
10
2/11/39
Frolicking Frogs
Good
18 . 4/29/30
Good Skates
Very Good
10
8/27/38
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
10
9/24/38
Hunting Thrills
Good
10
11/12/88
Racing Pigeons
Interesting
10
8/13/38
3/ 4/39
12/17/38
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment. 10
Sporting Test
Excellent
10
Super Athletes
Swell
10
Two Boys and a Dog. .. Different
10
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
8/13/38
No. I
Interesting
10 . 10/15/88
No. 2
Very Good
II . 12/17/38
No. 3
All Right
II
1/21/39
No. 4
Good
10 ,. 4/29/89
No. 5
Interesting
11
RKO-RADIO 1938-39
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
9/ 3/38
Beach Picnic
A Scream
8 . .. 5/27/39
Brave Little Tailor Great
9 . 5/20/S9
Donald's Cousin Gus. ... Excellent
7 ..Not Rev.
Donald's Golf Game
8 . 10/22/38
Donald's Lucky Day ... A Scream
8 . 5/20/39
Donald's Penguin
Swell
8 .. 10/22/38
10/29/38
Farmyard Symphony . . A Real Treat
8
Ferdinand the Bull ... Excellent
8
5/20/39
3/25/39
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ... 8 .. 10/22/38
Hockey
A Howl
88
Merbaljics Champ
(SS)
Good
. 10/22/38
Mother
Goose Goes Outstanding
. 10/22/38
5/20/S9
Hollywood
71/2
Pointer
Very Funny
8 .Not Rev.
Practical
Pig
Great
81/2.
.
10/22/38
Society Dog Show
8
Ugly Ducklino (SS) EDGAR
...Wonderful
9 .10/ 1/38
KENNEDY (6)
Beaux and Errors Good
18 ..Not
Rev.
4/ 8/39
Clean Sweep
17 . Not
(;iock Wise
Funny
16
Maid to Order
18
HEADLINERS (4)
Romancing Along
Sea Melody
Very Good
Swing Vacation
LEON ERROL (6)
Crime Rave
Home Boner
Major Difficulties Excellent
Moving Vfnities
Laugh Getter
Stage Fright MARCHVeryOF Funny
TIME (13)

21
10
19

..10/
8/38
. Not
Not Rev
Rev.

18 . Not Rev.
20 . Not Rpv.
19 . 10/29/38
17 . . 9/ 3/38
18 .
5/ 6/39
Refugee — Today & To- morrow Tops
17 . ., 12/24/38
State of the Nation Lacks Usual Punch., 18 . 1/21/39
Young
America
Mexico's
New — Crisis. . Excellent
19 . . 2/11/39
Mediterranean
—
Background for War
Stirring
18 . . 3/18/39
Japan — Master of the
5/13/39
Orient
Very Good
19
Dixie — U.S.A.
Fine
4/15/39
(Continued
on next page) 19
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RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Running
Comment
Time
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Arcade Varieties
Fair
10
Cafe Rendezvoui
••■
9
Hello Mama
Fair
Readin', Writin' and
10
Samovar Serenade
•■
1010
Styles and Smile»
Good
Talent Auction
Fair
II10
Tropical Topics
Under a Gypsy Moon ..Just
1101
Venetian MoonliBht
QUINTUPLETS (I)
RADIO FLASH (4)
16
Doo Gone
Poor
Hectic Honeymoon
Funns
16
Plumb Crazy
17
RAY WHITLEY (4)
18
Prairie Papas
17
Ranch House Romee
20
Western Welcome . . .
REELISMS (9)
10
Air Waves
Outstanding
10
Durte Ranch
Exceptional
10
Gold
10
Newsieel
Unusual
8
Pilot Boat
Interesting
Submarine Circus
Unusual
9
Television
Very Interestmo
1010
Trans America
Fair
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
10
Big Lcaoueis
Bird Dogs
101010
Blue Grass
8
Bow String
Deep End
10
Fisherman's Paradise.
10
9
Smooth
Very
Good
Thrills and Spills . . 9
Snow Fa
Sporting

Reviewed
Issue of
. 5/ 6/39
..Not
Rev.
. . 4/ 8/39
..Not Rev.
..Not
Rev.
..10/ 1/38
. . 10/29/38
. . Not Rev.
. . 9/ 3/38
. . N ot Rev.
. . 5/ 6/39
. . 10/29/38
..Not Rev.
..Not
Rev.
. . 4/ 8/39
. . 5/14/38
. . 3/18/39
..11/ 5/38
..Not Rev.
..12/10/38
.. .. 10/
2/ 4/39
1/38
. . 5/ 6/39
. . 10/22/38
..11/
. 4/22/39
...10/
. 12/10/38
2/ 5/38
1/38
.. 9/ 4/39
... 5/2/ 4/39
3/38
6/39
.. .. 3/18/39
4/
8/39

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 .. Not Rev
Daily Diet of Danger. .. Fast Action
9 ..11/19/38
Filming
Bio
Thrills
9i/j..Not Rev.
Recording Modern
Science
Very Good
10 .. 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
10 . . 10/15/38
A'utiimii and
Fashions
Spring
Summer Eye Filling
9 . . 4/15/39
Fashions
Excellent
10 . . 12/24/38
Winter Styles
Very Good
(6)10
10 . . 4/29/39
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
What Every Boy Should
. Not Rev.
What Every Girl Should
10 . . 10/15/38
Know
Problematical
What Every Inventor
10 .Not Rev.
Should Know
(6)
10 . . 8/20/38
Golden California
. Good But Old
Not Rev.
10
1IO'/2.
1 . 10/15/38
Rev.
10 . ..Not
4/29/39
Mystic Siam
Fair
.12/24/38
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
11 .
10
. 4/ 1/39
Hunting
Dogs
Fascinating
10 . ..Not
6/ 3/39
Inside Baseball
For Baseball Fans
Rev.
10
Shooting For Par
Timber Toppen
Exocllent
10 . .11/26/38
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Barnyard Egg-citement
(Tech.)
Excellent
7 . 4/29/39
Chris Columbs
Good
7
8/20/39
Rev.
Cuckoo Bird
G'/i- , Not
Rev.
Doomsday (Tech.)
8'/2. Not
Not Rev.
Frame
Up
6i/j.
Rev.
Frozen Feet
GV2 ■ . Not
G. Man Jitters
6V2. Not Rev.
Glass Slipper (Tech.) ... Good
6'/j. 10/15/38
Not Rev.
Goose Flies High
6'/2. Not
Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
6'/i.
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/2. 10/15/38
Not
Rev.
Nutty
Network
6'/2.
One Gun
Gary In the
Rev.
Nick of Time
61/2. .Not
Not Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
6'/j. Not
Stranger Rides Again
6'/2. Not Rev.
Rev.
String Bean Jack
6'/2. 5/ 6/39
Their Last Bean
Very Good
6'/2. Not
Rev.
Three Bears
6'/2.
Rev.
Village Blacksmith
61/2. Not
Wolf's Side of the Story
e'/j. Not Rev.
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 In Tech.)
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
8 .12/24/38
Eternal Fire
Interesting
II ..10/ 8/38
Fox Hunt in the Roman Campagna Good
10 .10/15/38
Indian Road
10 . . Not Rev.
Indian Temple
10 ..Not Rev.
Jerusalem
Outstanding
10 ..10/ 8/38
Jingle, The
10 . .Not Rev.
Maharajah
10 ..Not Rev
Petra. the Lost City ...Excellent
8 ..12/24/38
Rlv»r Thames
Beautiful
10 .. 4/ 8/39
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 ..10/8/38
Wanderers cf the Desert. Interesting
8 ..12/31/38

TRADE

REVIEW

UNIVERSAL 1938-39
Running
Reviewed
Issue Of
Comment
Time
GOING PLACES (13)
, 9/24/38
No. 53
Good
.. I1 1/12/38
No. 54
Good
1/12/38
No. 55
Excellent
, 1 1/26/38
No. 56
Fairly Good
,
12/10/33
No.
No. 57
58 Very Good
Rev.
..Not
2/25/39
No. 59
Fair
2/25/39
No. 60
Interesting
9 .,.Not
4/
8/39
Rev.
No 61
Interesting
10
No. 62
10 • . 6/ 3/39
No. 63
Fascinating
10
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
2/25/39
Bank Notes
Lively
19
BeautyBoheme
Shoppe
Just
Filler
2017 . 8/20/38
Cafe
Passable
4/ 1/39
Gals and Gallons
Lively
19
12/ 3/38
Music and Models
Entertaining
18 .Not
Rev.
6/ 3/39
Nautical Knights
19
1 1/19/38
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18 . .Not
Rev.
Pharmacy Frolics
I9
8/20/38
Rhythm
Cafe
Good
Diversion
20'/2.
Sid* Shew Fakir
Fairly Good
20 . . Not
Rev.
9/24/38
Swing Sanatorium
19
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19 . 2/11/39
With Best Dishes
Entertaining
19 . 5/27/39
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
9/24/38
No. 53
I nteresting
9
No. 54
Fair
9
9/24/38
10/15/38
No.
55
Okay
91/2
12/
3/38
No. 56
Very Good
9
12/10/38
No. 57
Interesting
9 .Not Rev.
No. 58
9 , 2/25/39
9
No. 59
Interesting ....
9
No. 60
Very Good
No. 61
Just Fair
3/
Rev.
4/ 4/39
1/39
No. 62
.... 9109 .Not
No. 63
Very Good
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
6/ 3/39
Baby Kittens
Cute
8 . 1 1/26/38
Not
Rev.
Birth Mola
of a Land
Toothpick
Bola
Good Satire
67 . 5/27/39
9/24/38
Cat and Bell
Okay
7 ..Not
Charlie Cuckoo
7 .Not Rev.
Rev.
Crack Pot Cruise
7
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8 .11/26/38
.Not
Rev.
I'm Just
Jitterbug
Little
Bluea Blackbird
. . Average
77 .. 12/17/38
8/39
Little Tough Mice
Good
7 . 4/
4/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 . 3/
1/39
One Armed Bandit .... Enjoyable
7 . 14/
1/19/38
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7 . .Not
1
1/12/38
Rev.
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7
Soup to Muts
7
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
March of Freedom
Well Done
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)

5/20/39

VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1938-39
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
Not Rev.
Rev.
Boarder Trouble
17
Not
Cleaning
Up
1717
Not Rev.
Fat Chance
Not Rev.
Hats and Dogs
20 .Not
Home Cheap Home
20 .Not Rev.
Rev.
Knight Is Young
20
.Not
Rev.
Murder With ReservaNot
Rev.
tions 21
Projection Room
20 . Not Rev.
Rollin' in Rhythm
20 .Not Rev.
Seeing Spots
20
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20 .. 3/11/39
1/14/39
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20 .12/
Rev.
Spare Parts
2^ . Not 3/38
Stardust
Very Clever
18 . Not Rev.
Sundae Serenade
20 . 10/ 8/38
Toyland
Casino
Great
2220 . Not Rev.
Two
Shadows
Rev.
. Not
8/20/38
You're
Next-To
Closing.
Zero Girl
Good
2020
COLOR PARADE (13)
10/ 8/38
Rev.
China
Today
Interesting
II10 .Not
For Your Convenience
11/26/38
Mechanix Illustrated ...Interesting
10
1/14/39
Mechanix Illustrated #2. Interesting
10
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10 . 3/
6/ 4/39
3/39
Mechanix
12/17/38
8/27/38
Miracles ofIllustrated
Sport #4. Interesting
Very Good
1010
Nature's
Interesting
1010 . Not Rev.
Points OnMimics
Pointers
Roaming Cameraman
3/25/38
No. I
Interesting
II
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
. 9/17/38
Campus Cinderella ... Very Good
18
Declaration
of Inde18 . 10/15/38
Lincoln in the White pendence None Better
1/14/39
House
Outstanding
20 .. 6/
3/39
Quiet
Please
Entertaining
20
.
3/25/39
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops
20 . 12/17/38
Swingtime In the Movies. Excellent
20
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
. 4/ 3/38
1/39
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7 .12/
Daffy Doc
Lively
7 . Not Rev.
It's An III Wind
7
Not Rev.
Kristophcr Kolumbus. Jr
7
Lone Stranger and
Porky
Very Funny
7 .. 3/11/39
5/27/39
Porky and Teabiscuit . . Amusing
7 .Not
Rev.
Porky in Egypt
7
Rev.
Porky in Wackyland
7 . Not
3/ 4/39
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
7 .. 10/15/38
12/17/38
Porky's
Porky theNaughty
GobNephew Average
Amusing
77 . Not Rev.
Porky's Tire Trouble
7
MELODY MASTERS (18)
.12/17/38
Dave Apollon (4706) .... Fair
Dave Apollon and His
Not
Club Casanova Orch
7
Not Rev.
Rev.
Blue Barron
10
.Not
Rev.
Larry Clinton (4701)
10
Rev.
Larry Clinton (4714)
10 .Not
.Not
Rev.
Jimmy Dorsey
9 . 5/20/39
It's
McCoy
Sweet
and Hot
8/38
MerletheKendrick
Excellent
1010 .. 10/
9/17/38
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
10

June 3. 1939
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
Running
Comment
Time
MELODY MASTERS (Cont.)
Jerry Livingston
10
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
10
Russ
Morgan
Fair
Swingcopation
.
.
10
Music With a Smile In
Happy Felton Style... Lively and Peppy ... 10
Artie Shaw
Okay
10
MERRIE MELODIES C26) (Tech.j
Bars and Stripes Forever 7
Believe
Else
Clever
Satire
77
Count MeIt Or
Out
Fair
Daffy
Duck and the Excellent
Dinosaur
7
Daffy Duck in Hollywood..
7
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7
Dog
Gone
Modern
Funny
7
Feud There Was
Grab It
7
Goldrush Daze
7
Ham-ateur Night
7
Hobo Gadget Band
7
Johnny Smith and
Poker- Huntas
Swell
7
Little Pancho Vanilla. . Clever
7
Mice Will Play
7
Night Watchman
Entertaining
7
Prest-o Change-o
Good
7
Robinhood Makes Good . Diverting
7
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
7
You're An Education . . Fair
7
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9
Ma;ster's Touch
10
Pow Wow
Very Interesting 10
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Chained
Gripping
10
Defying Death
Thrilling
II
High
Peril
Good
Suspense
1212
Human Bomb
One of the Best
Identified
Excellent
12
Minute From Death
12
Toils of the Law
12
Treacherous Water . ..Thrilling
12
Voodoo Fire
Satisfactory
12
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Crawfords at Home
10
Dean of the Pasteboards Informative
10
Gadgetsers
Kind of Silly
10
Great Library Misery ..Excellent
II
Right Way
10
Robbin'
Good
Excellent
10
Ski Girl
Splendid
10
Table Manners
Good
10
Tax Trouble
Fair
10
Vaudeville Interlude
10

(Can.)
Reviewed
Issue Of
.Not Rev.
. 1/14/39
. . 3/ 4/39
. . 7/23/38
. 4/ 1/39
Rev.
.. Not
6/ 3/39
. 12/17/38
Rev.
. Not
3/25/39
. .. 3/18/39
1/14/39
. . 9/17/38
Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
. 12/17/38
.10/15/38
.Not Rev.
.11/26/38
. . 4/ 8/39
. Not
3/ 4/39
Rev.
.12/ 3/38
. 10/ 8/38
. Not Rev
. 9/17/38
. 3/25/39
. 12/ 3/38
. 3/ 4/39
1/14/39
. .. 9/24/38
Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
. 12/17/38
. 5/20/39
Rev.
..Not
5/20/39
. . 12/17/38
. 9/17/38
Not Rev.
.11/26/38
1/14/39
. . 9/17/38
. 3/18/39
Not Rev.

BROADWAY 1939-40
BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlia — The Heart
of Sweden(Lenauer)...
(Sandei-s). Excellent
Datelines
Fishing in the Fjords Novel Idea
Interesting
(Sanders)
Frosty
Frolics (Lenauer) Refreshing
Gems of the Orient
Interesting
(Modern)
Getting
Your
Money's
Worth Paradise
(Lenauer)
Man's
(Mod-... Revealing
ern)
Good
Master of the Camera
(Pictorial Films) . . Interesting
Memoi-y Lingers On
Interesting
(Ennis)
Midsummer In Sweden
Beautiful
(Sanders)
New&. Today
England.
(Jam Yesterday
Handy) . Very Good
North Sea (Lenauer)... Exciting
Trailing the Jaguar
(Hoffberg)
Very Interesting
Trees and Men (Modern Good
Talking Pict.)
SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
Ancient Cities of
Southern France
Interesting
Beautiful and Gay Budapest Very Good
Interesting
Cebu
.. Excellent
FabulousKong.Marseilles
Hong
Gateway to
China
Excellent
Makassar
Manila. Queen City of Good
the Pacific
Superb
Norman Coast
Good .
Fascinating
Normandy
of
Towns
Old
Resort and Quaint Towns
.
.
.
of the Blue
Singapore,
CrossCoast
Roads ^Exce
. lent
^.
ent
Excell
Rio do Janeiro
Fascinating
of the East
Fascinating
Venice

10
8
10II
10
II
35
10
10
10
19
20
28
10

.11/ 5/38
. 6/18/38
.11/ 5/38
.12/17/38
. 3/25/39
.1,2/17/38
. 7/16/38
, 3/12/38
. 8/13/38
.11/ 5/38
. 4/ 1/39
. 3/18/39
. 6/25/38
. 5/14/38

10
109
10
0
lo
0
0
iu
,„100
0
10

8/ 6/38
4/16/38
6/11/38
6/11/38
2/12/38
8/
R/3P
2/l2/3»
6/11/38
4/16/38
4/16/38
8' 6/38
8/ 6/38
2/12/38

SERIALS
Reviewed
Issue Of
No. Chaps.
COLUMBIA
2/ 4/39
15 Chaps.
Flying G-Men
7/23/38
Great
Adventures
of;••
Wild
Bill Hickok
10/29/38
Mandrake the Magician
12 Chaps.
5/13/39
Spider's Web
15 Chaps.
REPUBLIC
8/ 6/38
Dick Tracy Returns
15 Chaps.
11/26/38
5/28/38
Fightingof Devil
Dogs
12
Chaps.
Hawk
the Wilderness
12 Chaps.
2/18/39
Lone Ranger Returns
15 ChapsUNIVERSAL
2/1 1/39
Buck Rogers
15 Glials.
5/20/39
Oregon Trail
15 Chaps.
10/22/38
12/10/38
Red Barry
13 Chans.
Scouts to the Rescue
12 Chaps.
PRINTED AT PLANT OF
HUGHES PRINTING CO.
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA.
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COL. HARRY A. COLE
He will preside at an Allied Convention nexV week tor the first x\rr
since his election as president. Many important industry prublem?
slated (or discussion for the convention which wilt be held in Minr :
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The one and only JOHNNY WEISSMULLER with Maureen O'Sullivan and John Sheffield, Ian Hunter, Henry Stephenson,
Frieda Inescort, Henry Wilcoxon, Laraine Day • Screen Play by Cyril Hume
• Based upon the Characters Created by Edgar
Rice Burroughs • Directed by Richard Thorpe • Produced by Sam Zimbalist

lull,- UK

SNOW

M I-: N ' S

'I' R A I )

to

Allied

In

Convention

There have been too many insinuations and innuendoes
surrounding Allied and its attitude on many important
and vital matters. Threats, accusations, rumors, grape'
vine reports and what have you, make the situation, perhaps, even more acute than it really is.
However, Allied goes into its Annual Convention at
a time when the air should be cleared and its stand on
the various important issues clarified beyond all doubt.
Allied should make it clear, once and for all, whether
it is dedicated to a policy of construction or destruction,
whether it is out to help the exhibitor or to merely
harass the distributor; whether its actions are the actions
of the organi2,ation as expressed by the members on the
side lines or simply the attitude of the leaders who may
be taking matters entirely into their own hands.
Above all. Allied should justify its most unbelievable
stand on forcing the industry into Federal regulation via
legislation and, especially, what the exhibitor will gain
through such regulation as against regulation from within.
To the Allied officers, members and visiting exhibitors
we extend greetings and the sincere hope that out of the
Minneapolis Convention will come constructive, helpful
activity and something important and valuable to the ex'
hibitors who make the long journey to the convention city.
Just remember what Bill Rodgers said in New York
just a few
UNITED
long as a
efforts to

weeks ago: "What is vitally needed today is a
industry." It can never be a united industry so
systematic campaign is waged to break down
make it so.
A

The

Neely

A

A

Bill

Exactly as predicted, the Neely Bill was reported out
of committee favorably by a large majority vote. It now
goes to the Senate for consideration and will, no doubt,
be passed there.
Then it must go through the lower house for consideration and it is there that it may again die in com'
mittee. Which is exactly what happened to it a year ago.
STR again states its position on this piece of legislation.
We are definitely against it. No one has proven to our
satisfaction that it will do anything constructive for either
the exhibitor or the industry. On the contrary, there is
every possibility that it will murder certain producing
companies at the same time causing increases in film
rentals far and beyond anything ever demanded before.
Those who are pushing for this bill may get a lot of
personal satisfaction out of dealing the guts of this indus'
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try an awful kick in the pants and what the average indc
pendent exhibitor has to watch out for is that he doesn't
get a swifter kick himself.
A

Enter,

The

Credit Jack Cohn

A

A

Pioneers
of Columbia

for instigating the or'

gani^ation of "Picture Pioneers", which in simple language
means a group of men who have been affiliated with the
motion picture industry for at least twentyfive years.
We have been looking forward gleefully to the first
get'together at which we would expect many long, white
beards, crutches and ancient old men. But much to our
ama2,ement, when we looked over the first list of mem'
bers published, we found individuals who we thought
were much younger than their listing indicated.
Which makes us wonder how old some of them really
are. And also, whether we shouldn't throw a confirma'
tion party for ourselves. And how soon it will be before
the Picture Pioneers are playfully dubbed
A

Another

Movie

the "A. K.'s."

A

Season

Drive

Much is being said about another movie season cam'
paign for the opening of the coming season. Without
further ado we emphatically say, "Absolutely!"
While no one will deny the mistakes of the first cam'
paign those who put forth so much conscientious effort
certainly had the best interests of the industry and the
campaign at heart. If certain phases did not work out as
anticipated, they can be avoided in the next one.
However, let's leave out the contest angle and con'
centrate on the national advertising idea plus a far better
play for local cooperation from the theatremen on the
firing line in the theatres.
Furthermore, those who organize such a campaign
should not expect the trade papers to expend huge sums
backing up the efforts of the committee and then see a
half million dollars or more spent solely through news'
papers. The trade papers are definitely entitled to some
consideration since they play so vital and important a part
in the scheme as a whole.
So we hope the industry will again further its original
effort to make the movicgoing public theatrcconscious
and better acquainted with what the motion picture
stands for. It will be effort and expense well worth \all we
give to it.

—

'CmC^'
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Left to right above: Nate Yamins, President of the Independent Exhibitors of Mass. and former president of National Allied; Martin C. Smith, Pres. of Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio, and Member of the Executive Committee of National Allied; Henry Lazarus, Pres. of Allied Theatre Owners of Louisiana; Maurice Rubin,
Pres. of Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana; Max Cohen, Pres. of Allied Theatre Owners of New York; Charles H. Olive, Secretary of National Allied and Pres.
of Allied Theatre Owners of District of Columbia; and P. J. Wood, Recording Secretary of National Allied and Business Manager of the Ohio Association.

FIGHT

Al

PREDICTED

Steffes

Trade

Sees

Reforms,

A hot fight on the floor of the
AlHed Convention in Minneapolis
is expected next week according to
W. A. Steffes, chairman of the
convention committee who predicts it will be a "knock-down
drag-out aiTair"
it is
before
over.
Steffes was
rritical of Ed
e n dall's
K u y krefusal
early
to
conthe
attend
vention. In a
bulletin this
week Steffes
exsays, "One
hibitor leader
says he is sorry
he can't come
because his organization and
Abraham F. Myers
our tionorganizaare too far
apart. What a joke! Since when
ha\ e men who are supposed to be
leaders, been afraid to meet others
with conflicting opinions in a public debate?" he asks.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
wired his office late Thursday afternoon that he would attend the
Minneapolis convention despite his
earlier refusal to do so. Up to the
time of going to press, no further
details could be learned.
Allied will have nothing to sell,
according to the bulletin. There
will be no attempt to raise funds
on the floor nor will the organization ask non-affiiated organizations to break their ties and join

Battle

AT

On

Arbitration

the

national Allied organization.
arbitraMany
practice code
the tradebesides
tion and subjects
will be taken up at the convenaccording to Steffes. Exhibition,have
written to ask him if
tors

anything is going to be done
about film
prices. "Hell,
his
was
answer.thing"Somemust be
jes
done for unless
we receive
meritorious
product at a
price that each
and every
atre owner thecan
afford to pay all
of the other
W. A. Steffes
subjects mean
nothing whatsoever as first
and last it is the duty of Allied . . .
to attempt to keep every independent theatre owned in the United
States in business. Therefore,
film prices, selling policies, nature of product, etc., most assurand how!"
edly will be discussed
"Something
must be done at this
Convention about non-l!ieatrical
competition which is gaining a
foothold in the country and unless stopped immediately will put
legitimate theatre owners out of
business by the thousands. 16mm.
film furnished to non-theatricals
will most certainly come in for a
lengthy discussion . and a solution
should be arrived at.
"Trade papers, some exliibitor
leaders and officers of some organizations have sent out statements

ALUED

that the Neely Anti-Bkv:k Booking Bill w-ill
a subject
cussion and be
a vote
takenforas disto
what disposition the Association
should take as related to the Neely
Bill. This, in my opinion, is a subject that is entirely out of order
as Allied States Association of
Motion Picture Exhibitors have
unqualifiedly gone on recurd as
being in favor of the Neely Bill
and should use their best efforts
lo bring about the passage of
same. This has not only been done
once but on several different occasions. Therefore, I can see no
reason why any time should be
wasted on the Neely Bill as we
are for it first, last and all the
time, and we hope to be able to
report to you at the Convention
that the Neely Bill has passed the
United States Senate. With Congress remaining in session until
August or perhaps September, the
chances are very good that it
will become a law before the adjournment of Congress."
Bearing out his prediction of a
knock-down and drag-out fight,
StelTes pointed out that some of
the members of Northwest Allied
have said that if Allied goes for
arbitration and the trade practice
reforms they are going to pull out
and start a separate organization.
Others have said that it is about
time the fighting stopped and that
the differences should be settled
by adopting the trade practice proposals and doing everything possible to see that arbitration is accepted by the industry.
"As a warning to exhibitor
leaders who are not members of
Allied" said Steffes, "please bear
in mind that if Allied States
SHOULD happen to endorse the
proposals or arI)itration, you are
going to have one hell of a time
trying to reject it for your terri-

CONFAB
tory. For as Allied goes, so goes
theProducer-distriljutor
nation," he said.
representatives will
be on tlie tioor of the convention io explain why they think the reforms should be
adopted. Others will appear to explain
why they are wrong.
Steffes statement went on: "Now those
of you who want reforms, ,a;et to Minneapolis and vote for them. Those of you
who don't had better be here to vote
against them if you think they are going
to work a hardship on you. We know that
some companies have already cheated on
the so-called reforms but bear in mind
that we are going to have a representative
of every film company in the United
States present and why not put them
on the spot and ask them whether or not
the trade practice reforms are going to
prevail if adopted or if the opinion of the
local managers or some salesman is to
"There is no one who has to remain
home to take care of his business because
from the information we are receiving
prevail.
there is no business to take care of.
"Something has to I)e done about high
film rentals and done damn quick or trade
practice reforms and arbitration will mean
nothing as there will be very, very few
theatre owners left to enjoy them.
"We don't e.Kpect this open forum to be
a pink tea. It will probably be a knockdown drag-out affair before it is over.
What's wrong with that?"
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uptown,

Toronto

biggest

business

Strand,

New

doing

in Canada!

York

biggest business
WARNER

now

now

doing

on Broadway !

BROS.,

Producers

n

It's got all the right answers
1939-1940

program,

to your

the kind of pictures

you like, the kind of pictures you need
. . . pictures with plenty of MOTION
pictures with world-wide,
backgrounds
and above

Note

that

Product

out-of-doors

. . . colorful . . . varied . . .

all, pictures with BIG

PERSONALITIES
OF THEM

...

Here

a few

are

. ..

. . . AND

NAME

PLENTY

of the highlights.,.

Paramount
Book

Smile!

That's how you're going to look when
you read about the Paramount Program for 1939-1940

... pictures like

"Beau Geste," with Gary Cooper, Ray
Milland and Robert Preston in the top
roles ... or "The

to
Vines

Light That Failed,"

Kipling's immortal story, with Ronald
Colman playing the lead. ..or "Disputed
Passage," right now

a Lloyd Douglas

best seller ... or Frank Lloyd's huge
"Ruler of the Seas" or Cecil B.

NOW

ACTUALLY

DeMille's "Royal Canadian Mounted"
... or Charles Laughton

COMPLETED

in "Jamaica

Inn" or. . . but, listen, you've got to get
the book and read it . . . Read Frank
Freeman's

message . . . Read

William

Le Baron's message . . . They'll show

NOW

you IT'S OUR YEAR BECAUSE
IT'S YOUR YEAR! ! !
SHOOTING*

Practically our entire first quarter program

ready long before the season

starts.. .and what pictures! Just look at the actual stills from these pictures
in the Paramount

Product

Book... they'll show

you IT'S OUR

YEAR!
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R
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biggest

the

week
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program

business
• • • from

the

THE

past

the

1, 300

BIGGEST
A

• • • at

your

least

business

one

company

big

that's

from

MOTION
given

the

biggest

picture
you

at

each

least

company
and

one

a

every
week

weeks.

NEWS

FULL-LENGTH

COMPLETELY

for

OF

THE

SCREEN

FEATURE

FILMED

IN

YEAR

!

urm*'**''

CARTOON

TECHNICOLOR

.

COlOPf

^

lads.

PARAMOUNT

RELEASE

RELEASE

TITLE

DATE

September

1

September

8

SCHEDULE

BEAU

GESTE

*1

GERONIMO!

44
September

15

THE

WORLD

THE

CAT

ON

PARADE

ft
(Tentative Title)

44

September

22

AND

THE

CANARY

44
September

$1000

29

A

TOUCHDOWN

44
September

29

RANGE

WAR"

(Hopalong

Cassidy)

44
October

6

October

13

October

13

October

20

October

27

WHAT

A

LIFE

44
JAMAICA

44

PAROLES

''HAPPY

INN

FOR

SALE

ENDING

44

November

DISPUTED

3

"A

PASSAGE

DOUBLE-DYED

DECEIVER"

(Tentative Title)

44
November

10

November

17

ARE

HUSBANDS

NECESSARY?

99

44
EMERGENCY

S0UAD
99

November

17

44
RIDERS

OS

the

PANAMINT''

44
November

24

RULER

OF

THE

SEAS

99

(Hopalong Cassidy)

$i

<r.'
i September

•

October

•

November

1939

DIRECTOR

CAST

Preston

Foster

• Ellen

Donlevy

William

A.Wellman

Paul

Sloane

Naish

• J. Carrol

Hayward

1 Susan

• Brian

Preston

• Robert

Milland

• Ray

Cooper

Gary

Drew

• Andy

Devine

• William

Henry

H.

1

Bob

Hope

Gale

• Paulette

Sondergaard

Joe

E. Brown

William
Betty

• Russell
* Pedro

Jackie

Cooper

Lionel

Stander

Charles
Emlyn

Pat

Nolan

O'Brien

Dorothy

Lamour

Barrett

Guizar

Gale

Sondergaard

Fred

MacMurray
Massen

• John

Elliott

Nugent

Lesley

Selander

Patterson

• James

Wood

Harlan
• Janice

Logan

Theodore

Corner

• Leslie

Alfred

Banks

• Wm.Frawley

• Akim

• Roland

• Richard

Dennig

Nolan

Young

Lewis

Milestone

• John

Howard

Frank

Borzage

E. H.

Venturini

Jones

Dunn

• Alan

Clayton

• Madeleine

Mowbray
• Minor

Carroll

Watson

• Helen

Broderick

Edward

Douglas

Fairbanks,

George

• Russell

Bancroft

H. Griffith

Lee

• William

Boyd

Florey

E. Stone

TamirofF

• Jane

William

Hitchcock

Robert

Louis
Lloyd

Reed

Newton

Bradna

• Carolyn

Montgomery

• Brett

Howard

O'Hara

• George

• Emma

Moore

* Kenneth

Glaser

Hartley

• Gordon

Tito

• Elizabeth

• Matt

Cordoba
Field

• Olympe

Gardiner

Osa

de

■ Robert

- John

Beal • Douglass

Hogan

Raye

• Maureen

Reginald

Judith

Westman

• Vaughan

Laughton

• John

Hayden

• Betty

Williams

Lloyd

■ Nydia

• Martha

Boyd

Moran

Goddard

James

King

Henry

Hayden

Jr. • Will

• Vaughan

• George

Fyfife • Margaret

Glaser

Lesley

Hayes

Lockwood

Frank

Selander

Llovd

r«

r ¥

1939

1940

OCTOBER
SUN

MON

SUN
1

MON
2

3

THU

FBI

TUE

WED

3

6
425 S
'
26
11 12 13.

SAT
7i

10

17

18

19

2Cn^|23

24

25

26

27

28

29

|18 19

30

rijc wj

10

II

12

13

14

17
24
31

18

19

20

21

22

23

28

29

30

SUN

2!l^^ft7

mm -mm

MON
12

3

4

7

8

9

10

11

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

14

15

16

17

18

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

21

22

23

24

25

/ 243/1' 25

26

27

28

22

28

29

30

31

SUN

MON

TUE

WED.

^27

THU

SUN

MON

TUE
WED
THU
FRI
AUGUST
1
2

SAT

5

6

7

8

9

10

^
34

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1

12

13

14

15

16

17

16
23
30

17

18

19

20

21

22

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

24

25

26

27

28

29

25

26

27

28

29

30

31
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Off to Paramount convention' Seen at Grand Central station, New Yorl<, as they gathered for trip west are: Adolph Zukor and Barney Balaban, Paramount
chairman of the board and president, respectively; General Sales Manager Neil F. Agnew; John W. Hicks, George Weltner and Bud Rogers; J. J. Unger, eastern
divisional sales manager; Stanton Griff is, chairman of the executive committee— what's that interesting magazine Mr. Unger is reading?

FEATURES
58
MAKE
Wellman, it will present Ida Lupino and Charles Laughton in another great role
with leading
Vivien lady.
(Scarlett O'Hara) Leigh as
Thomas Mitchell in top roles in support his
on New
85 Shorts Are Scheduled
of Colman. "Victor Herbert" starring
"Seventeen," Booth Tarkington's clasAllan Jones, features melodies of the
sic of youth and romance with Jackie
beloved
composer.
"White
Flame,"
a
Cooper
and Betty Field as the immortal
Technicolor production laid against the Willie Baxter
At Convention
Announced
Program
and Lola. Louis King will
vivid
beauty
of
the
Canadian
north
woods
Fifty-eight features and 85 shorts sharing starring honors and supported by and starring Ray Milland, Patricia Mori- direct. "The Farmer's Daughter," will
star Martha Raye as the small-town girl
are on Paramount's schedule for John Howard, Janice Logan, Lionel son and Akim Tamiroff under direction who
is determined to make a name for
the new season, according to the "Stander,
and HeddaVaughan
Hopper. Glaser, James Corner of George Archainbaud. "Remember the herself in Hollywood, by Harry Leon
announcement made at the convenNight," starring Barbara Stanwyck. The Wilson. "The Texas Rangers Ride
"Happy Ending," a drama created by dramatic
and sophisticated story will be
tion in Los Angeles on Thursday. Lewis
Milestone,
co-stars
Pat
O'Brien
directed
by Mitchell Leisen.
Again," tells the story of the 20th Cenand
Olympe
Bradna
with
Roland
Young,
"Safari" an adventure romance set
During the first day's session the
tury Texas Rangers. "The Way of All
winners in Paramount's sales drive Reginald Gardiner and 'George S. Stone against the background of the African Flesh," stars Akim Tamiroff with William Henry. Kurt Neumann will direct.
were announced by Neil Agnew. heading the support. "Disputed Passage," Veldt and co-starring Madeleine Carroll
adapted from the Lloyd C. Douglas novel
"Our Neighbors the Carters," the story
Leaders in the five separate di- and
directed by Frank Borzage with Dor- and Joel McCrea with Edward H. Grif- of a small-town American family with a
visions of this 13 week drive period
fith directing. "The New Yorker," suc- cast headed by Fay Bainter and Frank
othy Laraour, John Howard, and Akim
were as follows; for district man- TamirofT. "Are Husbands Necessary?"
cessor to Jack Benny's forthcoming "Man
About
Town" is a comedy taken from Craven. Ralph Murphy will direct. "Gulagers, George A. Smith was first a comedy co-starring Fred MacMurray
liver's Travels," full-length, all-TechniEric
Hatch's
novel "Fly By Night."
with Ralph C. LiBeau second. In and Madeleine Carroll under the direccolor cartoon now in production in the
"Every Day Is Sunday" starring Bing new Miami
tion
of
Edward
H.
Griffith,
features
Alstudio of Max Fleischer, tells
the branch managers' divisions first
lan Jones, Helen Broderick, Osa Masson Crosby in the type of role he played about Swift's immortal tale of Gulplace was won by Albert Mendenin "Sing You Sinners" and directed by
hall, of Omaha; second John T. and Carolyn Lee. "Ruler of the Seas," Henry Hathaway. "Dr. - Cyclops," in
liver's visit to the Little People of Lillinewest Frank Lloyd proHoward, of Detroit and third by Paramount's
"The
on Parade,"
duction co-stars Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Technicolor, will be directed by Ernest aput.
New
YorkWorld
television
inventor. story of
Schoedsack.
"Amazing
Lady"
will
star
Chester J. Bell, of Denver. Sales- Margaret Lockwood and Will Fyffe.
Claudette Colbert.
"Emergency Squads," starring Lloyd
men division was led by I. G.
"French Without Tears," Terrence
"The Road To Singapore," teams three Nolan and a strong cast. "Portrait of
White, of Los Angeles, second E. Rattigan's Broadway and London stage favorites
— Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and
with Henry Hathaway diRubin, of Omaha and third place play produced in London under direction Dorothy Lamour against the romantic a Mother,"
recting. "The Ne'er Do Well," from the
to J. Wilcox, of Salt Lake. First of Anthony Asquith. "The Double Dyed background of the South Seas. "The Rex Beach novel, to be brought to the
Deceiver" produced by Harry Sherman
Canadian
to DeMille,
be pro- screen as a "Special" by Producer Harry
place in the bookers' division was from the O. Henry tale, "The Llano Royal duced
and directedMounted,"
by Cecil B.
Sherman. "I Want a Divorce," a radio
won by Omaha, second Detroit and Kid" with the singing star Tito Guizar,
be made in Technicolor against the story "$1,000 a Touchdown," co-starring
third place went to Denver. In the Emma Diuin, Alan Mowbray, Gale Son- will
background of the Canadian Northwest, Joe E. Brown and Martha Raye. "Paroles
dergaard, Jane Clayton and Minor Wat- and will tell the story of that great For Sale," by J. Edgar Hoover.
Ad Sales Managers' division, first
son playing top roles. E. H. Venturini body
was won by Wendall Overturf, of
Other titles which will round out the
of men, the Royal Canadian
Omaha, second Selby Carr, of Min- directed. "Range War" and "Riders of Mounted Police. "Casey Jones," will star 1939-1940 schedule include "Honorable
neapolis and third by James Nicoll, the Panamint," two more of Harry Sher- Bob Burns
Uncle Lancy," "The Woman From Hell,"
man's Hopalong Cassidy series with the
of New Orleans.
"South of Samoa," an action picture, "Campus Wives," "Broken Heart Cafe,"
ever
popular
William
Boyd
in
the
starco-starring Dorothy Lamour as a half- "The Warden Goes to Jail," "Hot Ice,"
About $30,000,000 will be spent on
ring roles.
caste jungle queen and Robert Preston, "Opened by Mistake," "Strange Money,"
the Paramount program.
With
this
lineup
of
pictures
already
with Lynne Overman heading the sup- "Light of the Western Stars" and
The complete lineup is as follows :
completed or on the verge of completion,
of the Range."
porting cast and Edward H. Griffith di- "Knights
"Beau Geste," action drama, made by Paramount is ready to go forward with
In the short feature field Paramount
Producer-Director William A. Wellman the
recting. "TriumphofOver
Pain,"
the
story
remainder of the features which will of the discovery
will
release
12 Popeye cartoons, 12 Stone
anesthesia by heroic
from Sir Percival Christopher Wren's make up the ambitious release schedule Dr. Morton of Boston, taken from the Age cartoons, 6 Color Classics, 10 Parastory of the French foreign legion opens planned. These will include :
mount Headliners, 13 Grantland Rice
book by Rene Fulop-Miller. Henry HathParamount's
new
season.
Gary
Cooper,
Sportlights,
6 Popular Science Shorts, 6
"The
Light
That
Failed,"
Rudyard
Ray Milland and Robert Preston head a
away will direct. ''Diamonds Are Unusual Occupations,
10 Paramount
story
of
the
gentleman
advenDangerous,"
will
co-star
Isa
Miranda
and
huge cast featuring Brian Donlevy, Susan Kipling's
Paragraphics, 7 Paramount Color Cruises
played by Ronald Colman. George Brent.
Hayward, J. Carrol Naish, Donald Producedturer artist
and directed by William A.
"London
After
Dark." presents and 3 Symphonic shorts.
O'Connor, James Stephenson, Broderick
Crawford and Charles Barton. "Jamaica
Tnn,"'
film version
of Daphne
DuMaurier's
best seller
of the
same title
starring
Charles Laughton and directed by Alfred I-litchcock, ace English director, features Maureen O'Hara, Leslie Banks,
Emiyn Williams, and Robert Newton.
"Geronimo," epic of Apache depredations in early day Arizona, directed by
Paul H. Sloane, features Preston Foster,
Ellen Drew, Andy Devine, Gene Lockhart, William Henry, Ralph Morgan,
Chief Thundercloud.
"The Cat and the Canary" based on
the stage hit by John Willard, a combination of laughter and dramatic suspense directed by Elliott Nugent and
starring Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard
supported by John 13eal, Douglass Montgomery, Gale Sondergaard, Nydia Westman, Elizabeth Patterson and George
Zucco. "What A Life," George Abbott's
to some reading aboard the special
stage hit now in its second year brought
Ho! fof Paramount's convention in Los Angeles. Lou Diamond settles edown
train. Lou Nathan, official photographer
to the screen under direction of Theodore Westward
Reed and Jackie Cooper and Betty Field from New York. Alec Moss, Milton Kussell and "Chick" Lewis ready to board th the camera.
and Sam Palmer interrupt their reading of Showmen's Trade Review to smile at
PARAMOUNT

WILL
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UNIT

BLASTS
of Naand the other theatre interests
tional Theatres Corporation, the filmi
FLAYSJILL
rental paid tc Warners for their pictures
RKO RADIO
Latter Charges WB was about $500,000 for the year 1932 and NAME
will be over $1,500,000 for the year 1939
Carolina Showmen
for the same number of theatres.
In
Films
Big
s
"Our present contract with Warner
Double
Bros, is for the two theatrical seasons MEET COMMITTEE
Hit Neely Measure
1937-38
and 1938-39. The number of
Houses
Its Own
designations of 'A' pictures is largely Plans Near Completion For
in excess of those in previous years. DeMyrtle Beach, S. C. — Condemspite the optimism of the sales manage7th Annual Convention
nation of the Neely anti blockment at the time the contract was made
CO. TO SELL INDIES
booking bill now pending in Conwith us, our results with Warner pictures for 1937-38 were disappointing at
gress wasunanimously
contained adopted
in a resoluFinal preparations for the sevthe box office. Since last November we
tion
this
enth annual and fourth InternaA hot controversy raged this have discussed in a number of confertional Sales Convention of RKO week by the semi-annual convenand
Bros,
Warner
ences
with
Mr.
Sears
and
Mr.
Leserman
week between
tion of the Theatre Owners of
Radio Pictures, which will take
Skouras Theatres over the ques- of the Warner Bros, sales department, an
North
and South Carolina meetthe Westchesadjustment for 19?7-38 based on our ex- placeterJune
tion of double features. The exCountry19-22
Club. atRye,
N. Y., are
ing here at the Ocean Forest Hoperience with those pictures and also
citement started with a statement
tel. Non-theatrical competition
other liabilities pro and con under the
with the an- was also denounced, although the
by Gradwell Sears, Warner sales existing contract. We expect that all nearing completion
nouncement this week of the vari"is these matters will be negotiated and setBros,tion
ous committees to officiate at the convention approved of entertain, that
managerfied
the presenta
withWarner
dissatis
tled in the regular course.
sessions. The committees are:
ment for shut-ins.
of its product by Fox West Coast
"Concerning Warner Bros.' statement
Sessions for the final day of the
General — A. A. Schubart, M. G.
and in turn has decided to sell that they propose to sell to other exhibitors in our competitive situations, we Pollar, W. J. McShea, Plarry Git- meet Monday were in charge of
away from this circuit and instead
beg to say that this meets with our tleson and S. Barret McCormick; Lyle Wilson of Roanoke Rapids,
offers its new season's program to whole-hearted
approval. We have not Reception — A. A. Schubart, Wil- N. C, president. Ed Kuykendall,
liam McShea. M. G. Poller, Bob MPTOA prexy, was the guest
aggressive independent exhibi- solicited Warner pictures for the coming
year.
We
cannot,
and
of
course
do
Wolff,
Frank L. Drumm, Phil
In his statement Sears said :
tors."
Meanwhile, in San Francisco, a
Hodes,
Jack
Ellis, Lou Kutinsky. speaker.
not,
object
to
Warner
Bros.'
election
to
sell
to
other
exhibitors.
This
freedom
to
"In our opinion, a policy which makes
Eddie
Carroll.
Harry
Zeitels
and
new
pressure campaign to force
contract
has
always
been
respected
by
possible the presentation of two A atpassage of the Neely bill by the
Dacey;
Foreign
Reception
—
tractions such as 'Dodge City' and 'Alex- us. We wish Warner Bros, every suc- John
Phil Reisman, B. D. Lion, Michael Senate without delay was being
ander Graham Bell'; 'Wuthering Heights'
Hofi^ay and R. K. Hawkinson; marshalled with the full strength
and '3 Smart Girls'; 'Oklahoma Kid' and
'Love Affair'; and 'Navy, Blue and Gold'
Publicity — S. Barret McCormick, of the Motion Picture Research
and 'Submarine Dl' is definitely destrucRutgers
Neilson, Harry Gittleson Council.
cess."
Exhibitors
tive, both as far as the public and pro- Wisconsin
and Michael Hoffay; Decorations
ducers are concerned.
— Leon Bamberger and Lou Gau- Okla. Allied Votes
"After a careful examination of the Face Occupational Tax
income and performance of Fox West
dreau; Transportation — W. J. "No" On Arbitration
Coast over a period of years, we have
Madison, Wis. — An occupation
AlcShea and William Gegenbach.
reached the conclusion that the handling al sales tax on their theatres is
Oklahoma City — Delegates to
of our product by this circuit does not
the National Allied convention in
by Wisconsin exhibitors in
contribute to our progress and that its faced
connection with three sales tax Columbia Seeks
Minneapolis next week were inpolicy of double-billing and flat rental
structed by members of Allied
proposals
presented to the legis- Suit Dismissal
engagements offer no opportunity for exlature by Gov. Julius P. Heil as a
panded income regardless of mert.
Theatre
Owners
of Oklahoma orA notification that it will apply
The Warners decision has far reach- means of balancing the state's biganizing committee meeting here
to
Federal
Judge
William
Bondy
ing implications inasmuch as under the ennium budget. Three million dolto vote "No" on the Arbitration
lars would be raised annually by on June 16 for an order dismissindustry FAIR TRADE PRACTICE
question.
More who
than 30
other AlCODE now being drafted, a line of the tax, it is estimated. A bill to
lied members
rejected
the
ing the Department's suit against
product sold to an independent exhibitor assess a $2.50 tax on each 1,000 it was
made
by
Columbia
this
pool plan as part of the
panded income regardless of merit.
feet of film shown in the state is week to the Department of Jus- buying
Allied of Oklahoma set-up also
tice.
This statement mas answered by apparently headed for defeat.
attended the meeting.
Spyros Skouras this week charging
that Warner Bros. Theatres consistently show double features themBeing
Being
selves.
COMPLETE
PRODUCT
SUMMARY
"If Warner Bros, aspire," said Mr.
25
Skouras, "to
the for
honor
being theof
standard
bearers
the ofabolition
1939-40
1938-39
40
In P
in Prod.
double features, they should abolish
Completed
Sold
Major
Companies
40
Edited
Sold
double features in some three hundred the15
Completed
Edited
atres which they own and operate them15
selves.
1
4
Colum1)ia
"For instance, the Warner Beverly
2
Theatre of Beverly Hills, California, has
7
3
3
1
recently played double bill such attrac44-52
12
52
tions as the following: 'Four Daughters'
2
7
7
3
27
with 'Valley of the Giants,' 'Wings of
Westerns
6
415
1
1
6
the Navy' with 'Yes, My Darling Daugh- RKO Radio
29
44
Not announced
6
3
49
52
ter,' 'Dodge City' with 'Story of Vernon
Westerns
6
4
1
and Irene Castle,' 'Three Smart Girls'
,T
54
with 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy,' and 20th-Fox
8
54
4
4
1
'Dark Victory' with 'Confessions of a UA
13
3
16
1
3
1
Nazi Spy.' This double feature policy is
52
practiced in over three hundred Warner Universal
2
33
1
1
4
44
theatres located in the territories of
52
231
Westerns
6
1
6
Pittsburgh, Chicago and Albany and in
40
359
the states of Connecticut, New Jersey, Warner Bros
60
4
7
46
Ohio and Wisconsin.
408
TOTAL
"We ourselves are personally opposed
36
308
4
17
339
32
to double features, and I want to point
52
out that as long ago as the NRA confer- Independenf Companies
Not announced
18
ences in Washington, our representative
was instructed to advocate the abolition
10
2
1
20
26
24
of double feature programs. Although he
5
30
was unsuccessful, his endeavors and the
23
1
18
30
efforts of those who joined with him are
24
16
11
1
15
24
a mattei' of record. It is well recognized
32
that competitive conditions at present
30
1
1
rnecessitate the use of double feature pro2
2
grams in certain localities.
146
TOTAL
"In their statement Warner Bros, at79
6
5
108
554
tacked the showmanship with which we
exhibited their product and stated that
387
41
447
4
36
our methods were costing them loss of
FOR
DETAILED
PRODUCT
CHECK-UP
SEE
PACES
16 AND 17
revenue. Under the present management
of Fox West Coast Theatres Corporation
22
WB
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COLUMBIA
Bring liditcd
WESTERN CARAVANS* (W)
MISSING DAUGHTERS*
WEEKLY
STUDIO
CHECK-UP
COOD GIRLS GO TO PARISMAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)MGM (Conf.)
Any picture on which Advance Dope has been publisiied is followed
PARENTS ON TRIAL
by an asterisk (*). Consult the booking guide for dates on which
THUNDER AFLOAT
MOUNTED POLICE No. 2
Advance Dope appeared.
Wallace Beery, Robert Young. DiCharles Starrett. Iris Meredith. Directed by George Seitz.
rected by C. C. Coleman, Jr.
This Week: In Production — 55; Being Edited — 721
A WOMAN IS A lUDGE
A DAY AT THE CIRCUS
Frieda Inescort, Rochelle Hudson.
Last Week: In Production — 55; Being Edited — 74 J
Marx Brothers and Florence Rice.
Directed by Nick Grinde.
Directed by Eddie Buzzell.
In England
REPUBLIC
THIEF
OF
BAGDAD
NINOTCHKA
Sabu, Conrad Veidt, June Duprez.
Being Edited
In Production (1938-39)
Greta Garbo,
Melvyn
Douglas. DiDirected by Ludwig Berger. Prorected
by
Ernest
Lubitsch.
MOUNTAIN RHYTHM*
duced by Alexander Korda.
GOLDEN BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
IN OLD CALIENTE*
Directed by Reuben Mamoulian.
MONOGRAM
MICKEY, THE KID*
UNIVERSAL
SHE MARRIED A COP*
Being Edited
COAST GUARD
In Production
Being Edited (1938-39)
Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy. STUNT PILOT*
THEY
ASKED FOR IT*
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
WYOMING OUTLAW (W)*
In Production
COLORADO SUNSET (W)
HOUSE OF FEAR*
ROLL, WAGONS, ROLL
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnett. Directed
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ
Tex Ritler, Directed by Al Herman.
by George Sherman.
Being Edited (1939-40)
Brian Donlevy, Jacqueline Wells. DiMUTINY ON THE BLACK HAWK*
rected by Hans Schwartz
PARAMOUNT
SHOULD HUSBANDS WORK?
James, Lucille and Russell Gleason.
BLONDIE TAKES A VACATION
Directed by Gus Meins.
Being Edited (1938-39)
In Production (1938-39)
Arthur Lake, Penny Singleton. Di- RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
rected by Frank Strayer
INSIDE INFORMATION*
20th CENTURY-FOX
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
FORGOTTEN
WOMEN*
MODERN CINDERELLA
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S BRIDE*
Being Edited (1938-39)
CRIMINAL AT LARGE
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer. ProSUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES*
Jack Holt, Patricia Ellis. Directed MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*
duced and directed by John M. Stahl.
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
by Lewis Collins. Produced by Larry
Damour.
I STOLE A MILLION
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU*
George Raft, Claire Trevor. Directed
Being Edited (1938-39)
SECOND FIDDLE*
by Frank Tuttle.
NIGHT WORK*
In Production (1939-40)
Bei7tg Edited (1939-40)
GERONIMO*
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
BEAU GESTE*
STANLEY
AND LIVINGSTONE*
In Production (1939-40)
Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude WHAT A LIFE*
Rains, Edward Arnold. Produced and CAT AND THE CANARY*
QUICK MILLIONS*
directed by Frank Capra.
DOUBLE DYED DECEIVER*
CHARLIE CHAN AT TREASURE
THE UNDERPUP*
OLD
CRAD*
HEAVEN ON A SHOESTRING
BRIGHT VICTORY*
DESPERATE
TRAILS
ESCAPE*
Pat
O'Brien,
Olympe
Bradna.
DiGRAND NATIONAL
FRONTIER MARSHALL
rected by Lewis Milestone.
John Mack Brown, Bob Baker, Fuzzy
bert Ray. Produced and directed by AlRandolph Scott, Binnie Barnes.
Knight.
ISLAND*
LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
Being Edited
William Boyd, Russell Hayden. DiLADY TAKES A CHANCE*
rected by Le&lev Selander. Produced
In Production (1939-40)
by Harry Sherman.
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
WARNER BROTHERS
with Margo, Walter Abel, Lyle Talbot.
HOTEL FOR WOMEN*
Directed by Steve Sekely.
THE RAINS CAME*
Being Edited (1938-39)
In Production (1939-40)
FALLING STARS*
CHICKEN
WAGON FAMILY
NAUGHTY
BUT NICE*
In Production
DISPUTED PASSAGE*
Jane Withers, Leo Carillo. Directed
by Herbert I. Leeds.
THE STAR MAKER*
HELL
S
KITCHEN*
INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY*
ISLE OF DESTINY*
RULER OF THE SEAS*
OUR LEADING CITIZEN
EACH DAWN I DIE*
HARMONY AT HOME
DAUGHTERS COURAGEOUS*
Bob Burns, Susan Hayward. Directed
Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard. Directby Alfred Santell.
ed
by
Otto
Brower.
METRO-COLDWYNSTEEPLECHASE*
MAYER
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
WATERFRONT*
HERE
I
AM
A
STRANGER
COWBOY QUARTERBACK*
Cartoon Feature. Produced by Max
Fleischer. In Technicolor.
Richard
Greene,
Nancy
Kelly,
RichHOBBY
FAMILY*
Being Edited (1938-39)
ard Dix. Directed by William Seiter.
ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY
ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER*
Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll. ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK
Being Edited (1939-40)
ON BORROWED TIME*
Directed by Edward H. Griffth.
HOLMES
STRONGER THAN DESIRE*
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Di- ANGELS WASH THEIR FACES*
In England
rected by Alfred Werker.
OLD MAID*
FRENCH WITHOUT TEARS
NO PLACE TO GO*
Ray Milland, Ellen Drew. Directed
Being Edited (1939-40)
ENEMY
AGENT*
In
England
by
MarioAnthony
Zambi. Asquith. Produced by
GIVE
A CHILD*
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*
NANCYME DREW
AND
SHIPYARD
SALLY
BABES IN ARMS*
Gracie Fields. Sydney Howard. DiBLACKMAIL
THE HIDDEN STAIRCASE*
rected by Monty Banks.
RKO-RADIO
Edward G. Robinson, Nat Pendleton.
Directed by H. C. Potter.
Being Edited
UNITED ARTISTS
In Production (1939-40)
FIVE CAME BACK*
Being Edited
PLAYING WITH DYNAMITE
MIRACLES FOR SALE
BACHELOR MOTHER*
Florence Rice, Robert Young, Henry
MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
DUST BE MY DESTINY*
Hull. Directed by Tod Browning.
CAREER*
WINTER CARNIVAL*
WAY
DOWN SOUTH*
LADY AND THE KNIGHT*
BAD LANDS*
MUSIC SCHOOL*
CAREER MAN*
in Production (1938-39)
SPELL BINDER*
RETURN OF DR. X
LADY OF THE TROPICS
In
England
In England
Lya Lys, Wayne Morris, Humphrey
OVER THE MOON
SAINT IN LONDON
Bogart,
Vincent Rosemary
Sherman Lane. Directed by
Merle
Oberon,
Rex
Harrison.
DiIn Production (1939-40)
George Sanders, Sally Grey. Directed
rected
by
Thornton
Freeland.
Proby John Paddy Carstairs.
THE WOMEN*
duced by Alexander Korda.
GONE WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
KIDAmy.
NIGHTINGALE
In
Production
Vivien Leigh. Clark Gable, Leslie
John Payne. Directed by George
In
Production
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Di- THE KIND MEN MARRY*
rected by Victor Fleming. Produced TIMBER STAMPEDE (W)*
by David O. Selznick.
REAL
GLORY*
NURSE EDITH CAVELL*
A CHUMP
AT OXFORD
ON YOUR TOES
MY FIFTH AVENUE GIRL
BALALAIKA
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy. Directed
Zorina, Eddie Albert. Directed by
Ginger
Rogers,
Tim
Holt.
Directed
Nelson Eddy, Ilona Massey. Directed
by
Alfred
Goulding.
Produced
by
Hal
Roach.
by Reinhold Schunzel.
by Gregory La Cava.
Ray Enright.
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HERE
is a list of all companies' programs including the number of pictures
sold, those released and completed, being edited and in production.
For casts
and credits consult the booking guide and the Weekly Product Check up.

=Major

Companies
METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER

COLUMBIA
1938-39
Sold 40 features, 15 Westerns.
Delivered 25 features, 12 Westerns.
RELEASED
Crime Takes a Holiday
Whispering Enemies
Lady and the Mob
Flight to Fame
First
Offenders
Little /\dventuress
Outside These Walls
Adventure In Sahara
Blind Alley
Blondie
Only
*'i'error of Tiny Town
HiddenAngels
PowerHave Wings
Smashing the Spy Ring
Homicide Bureau
* Clouds Over Europe
West of the Santa Fe (W)
I.oHe Wolf Spy Hunt
Law
of the Texan (W)
There's That Woman
In Early Arizona (W)
Again
Rio
Grande
(W)
Strange
Case
of Dr.
Meade
California Frontier (W)
Thimdering West (W)
YouYouCan't Take It With
Frontiers
of '49 (W)
Texas Stampede
(W)
North of Shanghai
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
My Son Is a Criminal
North of the Yukon (W)
Let Us Live
Law Comes to Texas (W)
Blondie Meets the Boss
Oklahoma Trail (W)
Romance
of the Redwoods
Trapped in the Sky
* Special Release
BEING EDITED
Western Caravans (W)
Man From Sundown (W1
Good Girls Go to Paris Parents On Trial
Missing Daughters Mounted Police No. 2
A Woman Is the Judge
IN PRODUCTION
Golden Boy
Coast Guard
Criminal At Large
Escape From Alcatraz
Blondie Takes a Vacation
1939-40
Selling 40 features, 15 Westerns.
i
IN PRODUCTION
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER
1938-39
Sold 52 features.
Delivered 41 features.
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920

RELEASED
Girls In White
Three
Loves
Has
921 Four
Nancy
Honolulu
923 Adventures of HuckBoys Town
922
leberry Finn
Too Hot to Handle
i'ast and Loose
Listen, Darling
924
925
Ice FoUies of 1939
Vacation From Love
Let Freedom Ring
Stablemates
926
*Pygmalicn
980
Young Dr. Kildare
927 Sergeant Madden
The Great Waltz
928 Within the Law
The Citadel
929
Sweethearts
930 Kid from Texas
Society Lawyer
Spring Madness
931 Broadway Serenade
The Shining Hour
932 Calling Dr. Kildare
Out West With the
933 Lucky Night
Hardys
934 Hardys Ride High
Flirting With Fate
935 Tell No Tales
Dramatic School
936 World
It's a Wonderful
The Girl Downstairs
A Christmas Carol
— Goodbye Mr. Chips
939 Tarzan Finds a Son
Stand Up and Fight
937 Bridal Suite
Burn 'Em Up O'Connor
938 6,000 Enemies
940
Idiot's Delight * Special ReleaseMaisie

BEING EDITED
On Borrowed Time
Stronger Than Desire
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever

:v

(Cent.)

IN PRODUCTION
Lady of the Tropics Miracles For Sale
1939-40
Selling 44-52 pictures.
Babes In Arms

BEING EDITED
Wizard of Oz

Blackmail

IN PRODUCTION
A Day at the Circus
Thunder Afloat
* Gone With the Wind
Special Release

Ninotchka
The Women
Balalaika

PARAMOUNT
1938-39
Sold 52 features, 6 Hopalong Westerns.
Delivered 44 features, 5 Westerns.
3854
3855
3801
3802
3803
3804
3805
3806
3807
3808
3809
3810
3811
3812
3813
3814
3815
3856
3816
3817
3818
3819
3820
3821
3822
3823
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RELEASED
of the West
3824 Boy Trouble
Pridi
3857 Sunset Trail (W)
(W)
Sing
Sinners(W)
3863 *The Beachcomber
In Old\ ou
Mexico
3825 nation
. . .one . . .third of a
Campus Confessions
Sons of the iegion
3826 Cafe Society
3827 King of Chinatown
King, of Alcatraz
Touchdown.
Army
3828 Midnight
Arkansas Traveler
3829 Sudden
Money
(W)
3858 Silver on the Sage
Mysterious Rider
Men With Wings
Illegal
Traffic
3830 I'm From Missouri
If
I Were
King
3833 Back
Door to
Memory
T hanks
for the
Heaven
3831 Bulldog
Arrest Bulldog
mond's .Secret DrumPolice .
Drummond
3832 Never
Say
Die
tucky Pacific
3835 Union
Say It In French
Little Orphan Annie
3834
Lady's From KenRide a Crooked Mile
T(W)h e Frontiersman
3864 * Stolen Life
3836 Hotel Imperial
3837 Some Like It Hot
Tom
tective Sawyer, De3838 Unmarried
Artists and Models
Abroad
: 3839 Gracie Allen Murder
Disbarred
Case
Zaza
3840 Undercover
Doctor
3841 ness
Invitation to HappiAmbush
Paris Honeymoon
3842 Grand Jury Secrets
St. Louis Blues i 3843
Heritage of the DesPersons In Hiding
3845 Man About Town
* Special Release.ert

BEING EDITED
Renegade Trail (W)
Magnificent
Million DollarFraud
Le.gs
Island of Lost Men
1939-40
Selling 52 pictures, 6 Westerns
COMPLETED
St. Martin's Lane

Jamaica Inn
BEING EDITED
Geronimo
Night
Work
Beau Geste
What a Life
Cat and the Canary
Range War (W)
Heaven on a Shoestring
Double Dyed Deceiver
IN PRODUCTION
Disputed Passage
The Star Maker
Ruler of the Seas
Our Leading Citizen
Gulliver's Travels
Are Husbands Necessary?
French Without Tears

PRODUCT
ing
RKO-RADIO

1938-39
Sold 54 features, 6 Westerns.
Delivered 27 features, 4 Westerns.
RELEASED
902 Affairs of Annabel
915 Beauty for the Ask903 Fugitives for a Night
Spy
917 Twelve
Crowded
901 Room Service
Hours
904 Mr. Doodle Kicks
918 Saint
(W) Strikes Back
905 A Man to Remember
983 Trouble In Sundown
906 Off
Mad Miss Manton
920 Almost a Gentleman
907 Tarnished Angel
908 Annabel Takes a
919 Flying Irishman
916 Love Affair
981 Tour
Lawless Valley (W)
921 They Made Her a
922
909 stone
Law West of Tomb923 Fixer
Rookie Dugan
Cop
948 the
Peck'sCircus
Bad Boy at
(W) of the
984 Range
Racketeers
910 Next Time I Marry
924 Sorority House
914 Pacific Liner
925 Panama Lady
913 Arizona
Great Man
Votes (W)
982
Legion
926 Girl and the Gambler
911 Boy Slaves
928 Girl From Mexico
912 Gunga Din
Story of Vernon and
Fisherman's Wharf (844) and releases.
Irene Castle (838) are 1937-38
BEING EDITED
927 Five Came Back
929 Saint in London
930 Career
947 Way Down South
Bad Lands
931 Spell Binder
Bachelor Mother
IN PRODUCTION
Timber Stampede (W)
The Kind Men Marry
Nurse Edith Cavell
My Fifth Avenue Girl
No announcement 1939-40
made yet.
TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

Sold 54 features. 1938-39
Delivered 49 features.
RELEASED AND
Gateway
Keep Smiling
Alexander's
Ragtime
Band
Speed to Burn
My Lucky Star
Safety In Numbers
Hold That Co-Ed
Time
Out For Murder
Straight, Place and
Meet
Show the Girls
Five of a Kind
Mysterious Mr. Moto
Suez
ner
Always In Trouble
Just Around the CorSharpshooters
Submarine Patrol
thing
Road liemon
Up the River
Down on the Farm
Thanks For KveryKentucky
Sleeps
While New Yoik
Charlie
Chan in
Honolulu
Warnin.g
926 Mr. M o t o ' s Last
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
911
910
919
912
913
914
915
916
909
918
924
920
917
923
922
928

COMPLETED
933
Smiling Along
921 Jesse
F'riendJames
929 Arizona
Wildcat
925 Tail Spin
927 Three Musketeers
931 Pardon Our Nerve
934 Inside Story
935 Everybody's Baby
930 Wife, Husband and
932 Little Princess
936 kervilles
Hound of the Bas937 Mr. Moto in Danger
Island
938 Story of Alexander
Graham Takes
Bell All
939 Winner
945 Kid
Inspector Hornleigh
940 Return of the Cisco
941 Chasing Danger
942 Rose of Washington
943
344
946
947
948
952

r.oy Friend
The Gorilla
Square
Jones Family in HolYoung
Lincoln
lywood Mr.
Charlie
Chan in Reno
Mr. Moto Takes a
Vacation

BEING EDITED
954 Susannah of the Mounties
950 It Could Happen to You
949 Second Fiddle
953 News Is Made At Night
IN PRODUCTION
951 Frontier Marshall
1939-40
Selling 52 features.
BEING EDITED
Escape
Stanley and Livingstone
Charlie Chan at Treasure
Quick Millions
Island
IN PRODUCTION
Hotel For Women
Harmony at Home
Chicken Wagon Family
Shipyard Sally
Here Rainfe
I Aip Came
a Stranger Adventures
of Sherlock
The
Holmes
Falling ■ Stars
,•■
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Spy
FOR

1938-39

UNITED

ARTISTS

1938- 39
Sold 4 Goldwyiis, 5 Wangers, 2 Selznicks,
5 Edward Siiiall, 4 Hal Roach and 4 Langdon and Hardv comedies and 5 Kordas.
Total— 29
Delivered 1 Goldwyns, 3 Wangers, 2 Selznicks, 2 Edward Small, 4 Hal Roach and 3
Kordas.
Total — 16
RELEASED
Algiers (Wanger)
Drums (Korda)
'['here Goes My Heart (Roach)
Young'andIn the
Heart
The The
Cowboy
Lady(Selznick)
(Goldwyn)
Trade Winds (Wanser) Zenobia (Roach)
The Duke of West Point (Small)
TopperFor Takes
'Trip (Selznick)
(Roach)
Made
Each aOther
Stagecoach (Wanger) Captain Fury (Roach)
King of the Turf (Small)
Prison Without Bars (Korda)
Wuthering Heights (Goldwyn)
BEING EDITED
Man in the Iron Mask (Small)
1939- 40
Selling 32 pictures as follows: Goldwyn — 2,
Roach — 5; Selznick — 3; Wanger — 6; Korda —
5 ; Small — 7 ; Chaplin — '1 ; Fairbanks — ^1 ; Lesser
and Lubitsch — 1 ; Loew — 1.
COMPLETED
Four Feathers (Korda)
BEING EDITED
Winter Carnival (Wanger)
Music School (Goldwyn)
Over the Moon (Korda)
IN PRODUCTION
Real Glory (Goldwyn)
Tliief of Bagdad (Korda)
A Chump at Oxford (Roach)
UNIVERSAL
1938-39
Sold 40 features, 6 Westerns.
Delivered 33 features, 6 Westerns.
RELEASED AND COMPLETED
*Dark Rapture 3005 You Can't Cheat an
Honest Man
Freshman Year
Personal Secretary 3024 Society Smugglers
Road to Reno
3029 Risky Business
Youth
Takes a 3014 Spirit of Culver
Fling
3037 Mystery
White Room of the
Swing That Cheer
Three UpSmart Girls
Service de Luxe
3001 Grow
The Storm
The Last Express 3020 Family Next Door
Exposed
3006 East Side of Heaven
His Exciting Night 3019 Code of the Streets
*Mars Attacks the 3018 Big Town Czar
World
3030 For Love or Money
Little Tough Guys 3051 Black Bandit (W)
In Society
3052 Guilty Trails (W)
Strange Faces
3053 Prairie Justice (W)
Secrets of a Nurse 3054 Ghost
(W) Town Riders
Swing, Sister,
Swing
3055 Honor of the West
Newsboys Home
(W)
Stage
The Last Warning 3056 Phantom
(W)
Son of FrankenEx
Champ
stein 3010
Gambling Ship
3040 They Asked For It
Sun Never Sets
Pirates of the Skies
* Special Release
BEING EDITED
3038 House of Fear
IN PRODUCTION
Inside Information
Forgotten Women
Modern Cinderella
[ Stole a Million
3041
3025
3034
3017
3012
3026
3013
3016
3028
3032
3036
3042
3011
3035
3022
3021
3015
3027
3004
3023
3033

1939-40
Selling 40 features, 3 from Harry Edington, 6 Westerns, 7 Outdoor pictures, and "The
jMikado".
COMPLETED
The Mikado
BEING EDITED
Mutiny on the Black Hawk
IN PRODUCTION
The Underpup
Old Grad
Desperate Trails (W)
Bright Victory

AND

1939-40

WARNER

BROTHERS

RELEASED AND COMPLETED
317
314
371

319 Nancy Drew, Detec351 tive
Angels With Dirty
Faces
370 Comet Over Broad362 Heart of the North
303 The Dawn Patrol
359 Going Places
'313 Devil's Island

364
316
320

309
372
357
321

King
world of the UnderOff the Record
Torchy B 1 a ii e In
Chinatown
Wings of -the Navy
Nancy
Drew, ReYes, My Darling
Daughter
porter
The Adventures of

way 308
361
323
304
354

Jane Can't
Arden Get Away
You
With Murder
Women in the Wind
Secret Service of the
Oklahoma Kid
Air
Blackwell's Island
DodgeTrialCity
On
Dark Victory

Independent
GRAND

NATIONAL

1938-39
Sold 32 features, 18 Westerns.
Delivered 10 features, 5 Westerns.
RELEASED AND
311 Shadows Over
Shanghai
325 Frontier Scout
326 Titans of the Deep
312 Cipher Bureau
313 The Long Shot
Wl-1 Water Rustlers
Wl-13(W)Trigger Pals (W)
301 Exile Express
* Special
Wl-2 Ride 'Em

WARNER
BROTHERS (Cent.)
Confessions of a Nazi
374 Code of the Secret
T o r c h y Runs for
375 Man Who Dared
Mayor
301
They
Made Me a
363 Juarez
Kid From Kokomo
Criminal
324 Nancy Drew, Trouble
373 Sweepstakes Winner
Shooter
BEING EDITED
Naughty
Hell's Kitchen
Each DawnBut INice
Die
Daughters
Courageous
Steeplechase
Waterfront
Hobby Family
Indianapolis Speedway
Cowboy Quarterback
353
322
307

1938-39
Sold 60 features.
Delivered 46 features.

3Q6 Four's
365
Secrets aof Crowd
an Actress
305 Valley of the Giants
352 Four Daughters
358 Garden of the Moon
368
E'way Sisters
Musketeers
302 The
369 Girls on Probation
355 Brother Rat
310 Hard to Get
Man
318Torchy
Gets Her

SEASONS
S'ervice

COMPLETED
327 To
Crashing
'Through
328
the Rescue
345 *Sunset
Murder Case
Lady
314 Panama Patrol
Wl-3 Singing Cowgirl
(W)
328 Renfrew Saves a
Wl-19(W)Six Gun Rhythm
Cowgirl (W)
Release

BEING EDITED
Lady Takes a Chance Miracle of Main Street
IN PRODUCTION
Isle of Destiny

MONOGRAM
Sold 26 features, 16 Westerns.
Delivered 20 features, 11 Westerns.
Marry
RELEASED AND COMPLETED
Barefoot Boy
3823
Should
3810
Girl
' 3812 Under the Big Top
Texas
(W)
3811
3859 Starlight Over
3804 Mr. Wong, Detecroo (W)
tive
3801 Gangster's Boy
3861
Song of the Bucka3818 Gang Bullets
3860 Roam
Where (W)
the Buffalo
3819 I Am a Criminal
Tough
Kid
3822 Convict's Code
3851 Gun Packer (W)
3805 Wong
Navy Secrets
3852 Wild
(W) Horse Canyon
3821 Star Reporter
of Mr.
3853 Drifting Westward
3806 Mystery
3809
(W)
(W) on the
Mystery
Plane
3862 Prairie
Sundown
3824 Undercover Agent
Streets
of New
3802 York
3863 Rollin' Westward
Smith (W)
3820
(W)
Bovs' Reformatory
3854 Trigger
Wolf
Call
3813
(W)
3829 Wanted by Scotland
3855 Across the Plains
Yard
3864 Down the W yoming Trail (W)
BEING EDITED
Stunt Pilot
IN PRODUCTION
Roll, Wagons, Roll (W)

1939-40
Selling 52 pictures.
BEING EDITED
Old Maid
No Place to Go
The Angels Wash Their Faces
Nancy Drew and the Hidden Staircase
IN PRODUCTION
Flaying with Dynamite
Dust Be My Destiny
Lady and the Knight Career Man
Return of Dr. X
Kid Nightingale
On Your Toes

Companies
REPUBLIC
1938-39
Sold 30 features, 24 Western.s.
Delivered 18 features, IS Westerns.
RELEASED
Stage
Raiders
(W)
turns (W)
Overland
851 Billy the Kid RePals of the
844 Blue
Saddle
(W) Montana Skies
862 Pride of the Navy
818 Come On, Rangers
(W)
River Range
861 Red
805 Down in Arkansaw
(W)
864
820 Federal
Man Hunt
breds
822
853 Rough Riders Round
821 Fighting ThoroughUp
(W)Fe Stampede
Santa
823 Forged Passport
(W) (W)
863 Moon
(W) press (W) Pony Ex854 Frontier
Shine On Harvest
852 S-O-S Tidal Wave
842 Home on the Prairie
813 Southward, Ho (W)
806 I Stand Accused
855 Storm Over Bengal
824 I Was a Convict
801 Man of Conquest
807 Street of Missing
843 Mexicali Rose (W)
811 (W)
Three
Texas Steers
Men
809 Mvsterious Miss X
(W)
810
My
Wife's
Relatives
817 Night Hawk
Western Jamboree
865 Night Riders (W)
841
866 Woman Doctor
819 Street
Orphans of the
Zero Hour
812
BEING EDITED
Mountain Rhythm (W)
In Old Caliente (W)
Mickey, the Kid
IN PRODUCTION
Wyoming Outlaw (W)
Colorado
Should Husbands
Work Sunset (W)

On

These

Pages . . .

On these pages appears a complete listing
of all product released in the 1938-39 season
plus those pictures being edited and in production. Note that in some instances where
few pictures are in production that the complete program for the season can be ascertained. This information will be useful to the
exhibitor in determining which pictures he
will cancel under the 10 per cent allotment
now permitted.
A complete summary of all the information on these pages appears on page 14,
where the status of each company can be
told at a glance.
The information on these pages together
with the regular weekly studio check-up and
the booking guide provides a constant check
on the activity of each company and its
schedule of releases. STR welcomes any suggestion for the improvement of this information.
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SHOWMEN'S

Maisie

72 mins.
Comedy-Drama
MCM
of
Handling
Expert
and
Swell Direction
Film
Punchy
Fine Dialog Help Make This
(National Release Date, June 23)
Cast: Robert Young, Ann Sothern, Ruth
Hussey, Ian Hunter, Cliff Edwards and
others. Screenplay by Mary C. McLall, Jr.
from a book by Wilson CoUison. Directed
Marin. Produced by J. Walter
by Edwin L.
Rub
en.
. , a
c *u
Ann botnPlot: A honky-tonk showgirl,
ern stranded in Wyoming, takes a job as
attendant at a shooting gallery concession
at a Rodeo, where she is unjustly accused
of stealing ranch foreman Robert Young s
money. Sneaking into the ranch by way of a
truck with Young and his sidekick, Chff hdal maid sewards, Ann poses as a personranch
owner
lected by Young to care for
When
y.
Husse
Ruth
wife,
r's
Hunte
Ian
Hunter kills himself because of his philandering wife. Young is accused of murdering
the former, but is saved in the nick of time
,
lawyer
r'sfrorri
appearing
Ann
by
his
letter
has aHunte
who with
rd Carle,
Richa
.
suicide
late client telling of his proposed
Young is acquitted and cured of his woman
hating ideas ending in the embrace of Miss
Sothern.
SUMMARY: With at least two good
marquee names and a swell supporting cast
that delivers the fine dialog under snappy
well thought out direction, this should more
than please audiences. Robert Young and
Ann Sothern are ideally cast as the boss
cowboy and the small-time showgirl respectively, with the latter turning in an exceptionally good performance as a light
comedienne, getting healthy laughs from
the cleverly scripted lines given her. Superb
support is given the two latter, especially
Ruth Hussey and Cliff Edby Ian Hunter,
wards. Director Marin rates a big hand for
of Mary McCall's fine
his defty,handling
the timing of the laughs and the
screenpla
intense interest in the more serious moments
of the film, which he gets a fine chance to
mix due to the production values given by
J .Walter Ruben. Attire house staff in Western outfits and dress lobby with saddles,
ranch equipment, etc. Play Cliff Edwards
(Ukulele Ike) records in lobby or in truck
for street ballyhoo.
OUTSTANDING: Robert Young, Ann
Sothern and screenplay of Mary McCall, Jr.
Catchline: "Maisie told no one what she
wanted — until she got it."
(FAMILY)

Para.

Jury Secrets

(Hollywood Preview)
Drama

66 mins.

Snappy Direction and Good Acting Should
Help Newspaper Yarn Fill Dual Top Spot
(National Release Date, June 23)
Cast: John Howard, Gail Patrick, William
Frawley, Jane Darwell, Harvey Stephens
and others. Screenplay by Irving Reis and
Robert Yost from a story by Irving Reis
and Maxwell Shane. Directed by James Hogan. Associate Producer Sam Engcl.

(For Week Ending June 10)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL

PATRONAGE

Southward Ho!
Trapped in the Sky
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
Charlie Chan in Reno
Five Came Back
The Sun Never Sets
OBJECTIONABLE IN PARTS
Maisie
Panama Lady
The Zero Hour

Plot: The Bulletin's star reporter John
Howard and his cameraman William Frawley with the use of a shortwave receiving
set, learn that the Grand Jury with the aid
of Howard's brother, Harvey Stepiiens, assistant district attorney, are to start an investigation into the activities of a bucket
shop outfit. Howard believes in getting news
scoops by any means. He poses as a priest
to get a confession from a youth who is accused of murdering one of the partners in
the bucket shop enterprise, but before he
can give the story to his paper he is knocked
down by his Gail
brother,
rebuked
by the latter's
sweetheart,
Patrick,
and denounced
and
slapped by his mother, Jane Darwell. He
changes his tactics and is instrumental in
freeing the innocent youth and causing the
arrest of the second bucket shop owner as
the murderer.
SUMMARY: Without the aid of marquee names this newsyarn, with the radio
twist,
for a good
hour's
throughmakes
the capable
acting
and entertainment
nicely paced
direction, and should hold its own as the
top half of a double bill. John Howard is
convincing as the reporter and gets swell
assistance from his cameraman, William
Frawley, who furnishes most of the many
good laughs in the film. Gail Patrick takes
good care of the slight love interest with
Harvey Stephens, and the rest of the cast
is splendid.
James
direction never lets
down Hogan's
and does snappy
credit to
the
fine production Sam Engel gives to the
slightly worn screen plot. Try to stir up a
contest with amateur short wave set owners, and if possible have a good radio man
in lobby with a set to show the intricacies
of short wave sending and receiving. Give
away hand bills with screeching headlines
"GRAND JURY SECRETS
Theatre. TOLD" at
OUTSTANDING: John Howard and
William Frawley.
Catchline: "His outlook on life was
changed by a slap from his mother."
(FAMILY)
Distinctive colors!
for every requirement — in
MOTION PICTURE TICKETS
Highest Quality Right Prices
KELLER-ANSELL TICKET CO.
Suite 608, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 9-7532

For Additional Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult
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LEGION OF DECENCY
RATINGS:

(Hollywood Preview)

Grand

TRADE

Southward
Republic

Ho!

Western

58 mins.

Rogers' Latest Vehicle Is Entertaining
Blend of Comedy, Romance and Action
(National Release Date, May 19)
Cast: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, George
"Gabby" Hayes, Wade Boteler, Arthur Loft,
Lane Chandler, Tom London, Charles
Moore, Edwin Brady. Screenplay by Gerald
Geraghty. Original story by John Rathmell
and Jack Natteford. Associate Producer and
Director, Joseph Kane.
Plot: At the close of the war between the
states, Rogers
and his
"Gabby",
are
without
employment.
Theypal,
return
to Texas,
where "Gabby" has half ownership in a
ranch. The other half belongs to Boteler, an
officer of the Union army, who permits the
boys to settle on it while he performs his
duty as military governor. Unknown to
Boteler, his men are led by two scoundrels,
for their own gain. They kill their superior
officer,
Rogers
"Gabby"
in
roundingbutthem
up. and
Roger
wins succeed
Mary.
SUMMARY: This story begins in the
South and shifts to the West, so that you
won't be far off if you advertise it as a
South-Western. Musical interludes, comedy,
action, villainy and romance are pleasantly
intermingled to make "Southward Ho!" a
thoroughly enjoyable film. Cowboy singing
star
Roy Rogers
has a natural
that's
refreshing
in comparison
to thecharm
artificiality
of some others, and he is capably abetted by
George "Gabby" Hayes, who, we are given
to understand, will be his running mate
from now on. Hayes supplies a great deal
of the comedy, and his addition to the Rogers westerns should heighten their entertainment value. Mary Hart is a lovely heroine, while Arthur Loft and Tom London are
as villainous a pair of dishonest tax collectors as ever rattle a tax notice in the face of
a poor rancher. Summed up, this newest
Rogers vehicle should please as well, or perhaps more, as his former releases. Tie up
with music shops. Republic has already arranged tieups on several different national
OUTSTANDING: Roy Rogers and
products.
George "Gabby" Hayes.
Catchline: "Roy fights a new battle for the
old Confederacy."
(FAMILY)
The

Girl and the Gambler
(Hollya'ood Previeiv)

RKO-Radio

Comedy

62 mins.

Remake of "The Dove" On Modest Budget
Will
Be Satisfactory On
Double Bills
(National Release Date, June 16)
Cast: Leo Carrillo, Steffi Duna, Tim Holt,
Donald McBride and others. Screenplay by
Joseph A. Fields and Clarence Upson
Young from the play "The Dove" by Willard Mack, based on story "The Blue Ribbon" by Gerald Beaumont. Directed by Lew
Landers. Associate Producer, Cliff Reid.
Plot: Mexico's top bandit, Leo Carrillo,
makes a bet with one of his followers that
he can win the love of cafe entertainer
Steffi Duna known as "The Dove." Dressing
and posing as a big ranch owner he hies to

the Encyclopedia

of Exploitation— See Page 37
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tlu- cafe of Donald McBridc where he puis
on a swell party aiul huys witie for the
house and tries to get The Dove to come to
his table for a drink. She, stalling for time,
turn to a young ganihlcr, Tim Holt, for help
and during a fight at his dice table, in selfdefense shoots Carrillo's henchman who
used loaded dice on him. Through a ruse
the bandit has his men help Holt escape
jail and take him to the border, but in the
morning Holt shows up at Carrillo's hacienda and as he is about to be shot, Carrillo, seeing how much in love The Dove
i^^ with the boy, releases them both, and after collecting his bet tells them to go to the
Mission and have the Padre marry them at
his command.
SUMMARY: Nicely directed, this modestly produced remake of the stage hit "The
Dove" with the help of the Carrillo name
should make this a strong bottom half of
a double bill. Leo Carrillo, in one of his
easy-for-him-to-portray Robin Hood roles,
shares top honors with Steffi Duna, who
playing the title role, acts, sings and dances
delightfully. The rest of the cast is well
balanced and exceptionally good performances are turned in by Tim Holt and Donald McBride, under the well paced and even
direction of Lew Landers. The screenplay is
modernized and the production of Cliff Reid
is worthy of mention. Dress house staff in
Mexican outfits and get the loan of large
bird cage with doves from your local pet
shop. Play up the name of the stage hit
"The Dove", with Leo Carrillo in all advertising.
OUTSTANDING: Leo Carrillo and
Steffi Duna.
Catchline: "Still the Best Dam' Caballero
in all Mexico— Leo Carrillo." (FAMILY)
Man

Aboui-

Town

Para.
Comedy
86 mins.
Excellent Entertainment, Good Clean
Comedy
Should
Score
at Box Office
(National Release Date, July 7)
Cast: Jack Benny, Dorothy Laniour, Edward Arnold, Binnie Barnes, Monty Wooley,
Isabel Jeans, Phil Harris, Betty Grable, E.
E. Clive, Eddie Anderson, others. Screenplay by Morrie Ryskind. Based on a story
by Morrie Ryskind and Allan Scott. Directed by Mark Sandrich. Produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Plot: Jack Benny gets tangled up with
titled society in London and society comes
out second best. "Rochester," acting as an
ebony cupid, helps Benny plunge from one
scrape into another, in an effort to attract
Dorothy Lamour's attention. Eventually
Jack wins out.
SUMMARY: It shouldn't be difficult to
make money with this picture, because it is
excellent entertainment. It definitely proves
Benny's right to his position as a top ranking comedian on the airwaves and is the
first picture in which he gets an opportunity
to register his famous personality. There
is plenty of good clean comedy and some
beautifully staged musical numbers and in
addition to his usual brand of humor, two
specialty numbers by Rochester which will
convulse the audience. Dorothy Lamour,
Edward Arnold, Binnie Barnes and the rest
of the cast turn in flawless performances.
Producer Arthur Hornblow, Jr. and Director Mark Sandrich have given the picture
every known showmanship angle aimed
right for the box office. Spot announcements before and after Benny's regular
Sunday evening broadcast. Arrange a popularity contest to select the local "man about
town." Stores selling Jello, the product that
sponsors Benny's radio program, should cooperate with you on window and counter
displays.
OUTSTANDING: Jack Benny.
Catchline: "When Jack steps out in society, society steps down." (FAMILY)

'1^ \^ A I) V.

Undercover
Para.

R \i V I

Doctor

Drama

65 mins.

Average Drama of Gangsters vs. G-Men
Suitable As Second Feature on Dual Bill
(National Release Date, June 9)
Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Janice Logan, J.
Carroll Naish, Heather Angel, Broderick
Crawford, Robert Wilcox. Screenplay by
Horace McCoy and William R. Lipman.
Based on a story from J. Edgar I^Ioover's
book
In Hiding." Directed by
Louis "Persons
King.
Plot: Because his nurse leaves him, Naish,
a doctor, takes to drink. An emergency call
sends him to a secluded country spot where
he is forced to operate on a wounded gangster. He resists accepting remuneration, but
they force it on him. Later he changes his
mind and offers to become their undercover
doctor. His method of making incisions and
sewing up wounds of fallen gangsters soon
brings him to the attention of the G-Men,
headed by Nolan, who rely on these characteristics to get their man. Naish, who has
meanwhile become fabulously wealthy,
moves around in social circles and becomes
engaged to a socialite. Heather Angel, who
knows nothing of his undercover activities.
Finding he wants to devote more time to
his social life, Naish tries to break away
from
shadyforduties.
he doesn't
out hishis]>lans,
Nolan But
catches
up with carry
him.
SUMMARY: Just an average melodrama
of gangsters vs. G-Men, this will get by as
the second feature on a double bill or, perhaps, may stand alone on a week-end booking where this type of film is the desired
entertainment formula. At times there are
lapses of movement in the plot which will
cause those who expect a maximum of gunplay to fidget in their seats waiting for
something to happen. J. Carroll Naish is
fairly satisfactory as the doctor, although
his dramatic moments with Janice Logan fail
to ring true. Lloyd Nolan is a G-Man, while
Broderick Crawford, of the stage play, "Of
Mice and Men," turns rat in this film as a
typical gangster leader. Richard Carle and
Heather Angel are adequate. Since the picture was adapted
fromanHoover's
book,
its thrills
by placing
open copy
in sell
the
lobby and having streamers running from

w
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it to stillsscription
from
preblanks the
for film.
your Use
teaserdoctors'
giveaways.
Use an ambulance for street ballyhoo, with
someone shouting through a loudspeaker,
"Get out of the way of 'Undercover Doctor.'
He's dangerous."
Catchline: "His diamond-sharp scalpel was
more deadly than a tommy-gun." (ADULTS)
Clove Makers

Design Glove In

Connection With "Dark Victory"
Gloversville, N. Y., the home of the National Association of Glove Manufacturers,
Inc., is also the home of that splendid exploitation put on by Manager Frank Boucher for
attractions playing the Glove Theatre.
Recently
Boucher tied
played
Victory",
and
in conjunction
up "Dark
with the
Glove
Manufacturers whereby members were to design a glove in keeping with Miss Davis'
charming beauty, or in keeping with the fiery
dramatic highlights of the picture.
The sketches, and wherever possible, working samples of the glove were placed on display in the Glove Theatre lobby during the
showing of "Dark Victory". Sketches were
then mailed direct to Miss Davis for her
selection and approval.
We don't know whether the contest has
been completed and the winner announced,
but we do know that it's just another fine
sample of Boucher's first-class showmanship.
Beauty Contest During Cotton
Week Staged at Waco Theatre
In conjunction with the celebration of National Cotton Week, an amateur and bathing
beauty contest sponsored by the Junior Association of Commerce was held on the stage
of Waco Theatre, Waco, Texas, recently.
From the dozen or so girl entrants, one was
chosen to be Miss Waco and was crowned
Cotton Queen later at the annual Cotton Ball
at the Cotton Palace coliseum.
According to Manager Rex Bodoin, the
contest was given plenty of space in the
newspapers for a week. And to prove it, he
forwarded us the front page of The Waco
News-Tribune where the event commanded
a top headline. What a swell tiein for the
theatre ! Congratulations, Rex.

Selznick Infernafional presents

FREDRIC
A

MARCH

STAR

-JANET
IS

GAYNOR

BORN

wHh ADOLPHE MENJOU • Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK
Directed by WILLIAM WELLMAN • IN TECHNICOLOR
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Theatre

SHOWMEN'S

Employes

TRADE

Benefit

Publication
s
Selette'"Courtesy
From
is a mark of breeding for either
man or institution.
a
First Issue Contains
"Courtesy makes the man ; a lack of it will
break any business.
the
On
e
Articl
Valuable
"Courtesy may become a trademark ; it is
the magnet which draws, and holds, loyal
patrons. A theatre attracts for the entertainImportance of Courtesy
ment, the pleasure, it will give. There can be
no
estertainment,
no pleasure, no feeling of
article
an
d
carrie
we
STR
RECENTLY in
contentment
when
courtesy
is lacking.
about Kits Talks, a weekly paper pub"Courtesy, good cheer, friendliness — -the
lished by and for the employes of the Ritz
ability to serve with ostentation, the willingTheatre, Albany, N. Y. Now comes the same
ness to give freely of that spirit of welcome
Albany
rs'
from Warne
sort of public,ation
that warms the heart — this makes friends of
er
Manag
to
ding
Accor
Y.
N.
e,
Albany
Theatr
patrons, boosters of those who pass through
Eddie Selette, Se.3 We has a mailing list of 60
our doors.
managers throughout New York and New
"Let us so conduct ourselves that those
Each
it.
es
read
employ
their
England who have
with whom we come in contact will feel the
employe writes an essay on what he has read,
warmth of our welcome, our gladness that
which proves he does not throw the paper
they have chosen our theatre in which to
away immediately after reading it.
forget the troubles of this workaday world.
Let us remember that once a sharp word is
Courtesy Is Important
spoken, an ungracious thing done, ill-temper
displayed, they can never be taken back. Not
So important is courtesy in the operation
all the courtesy of our staf¥, all the explaining,
of a theatre, and so intelligently is it discussed
all the apologies, can atone for the discourtesy
We, that we feel sure Eddie won't mind
in Sez
of one careless person
if we reproduce a few excerpts here for the
thousands of STR readers ihroughout this and
You Will Not Chew Gum
foreign countries. The article was written by
Myron Shellman when he was Eddie's boss
and district manager for M and P Theatres
"If you are courteous, if you are thoroughly
in Boston :
'on the job,' there are a few things you will
not do. You will not chew gum. You will not
"Courtesy, after all, is only kindliness,
politeness and civility. But, courtesy_ is the
talk loud. You will not say 'yes' and 'no' but
keynote on which this business is built. Our
'yes, sir' or 'no, ma'am,' as the case may
be. If you are asked the seating capacity
theatre is operated, primarily, for the benefit
and convenience of its patrons. Without
of our theatre you will not say 'I dunno,' but
you will immediately inquire from one who
patrons this theatre could not exist. Therefore,
does
know and then remember it for future init behooves every man and woman here emformation. You will not ru!i up and down the
ployed to remember this always, and to treat
aisle
;
neither
will you loiter. Nothing is more
all patrons with courtesy and careful conannoying to patrons than to have someone run
sideration. Any member of our force lacking
or stand in the aisle. You will not insist upon
the intelligence to interpret the feeling of
patrons taking the seats you have chosen for
Goodwill that this theatre holds toward all
patrons cannot stay here very long.
them; rather, you will ascertain their preference and endeavor to place them in the seats
they like best.
Make Him Want to Come Back
"You will not 'knock' our programs, neither
will you be swayed by the judgment of others.
"New customers are just as valuable as old
customers — remember that ; for each new cusWhat would be a good show to you maj' not
tomer is an old customer in the making. See
appeal
to others. If you are asked 'Is the show
that you do your part to make him want to
good
?'
you can honestly answer by saying, 'I
come back with his family and his friends.
understand it is ; we always try to have a good
Impress upon him through your courtesy the
show.' Most every patron of a theatre realizes
that some sort of an effort is being made by
fine good-fellowship of the place ; the "notrouble-to-help-you" spirit. Never be grouchy,
surly or impatient — remember, the patron pays
your salary ; without him your salary stops
and you are out of a job.
"While you are on duty in this theatre, lead
such a life that patrons will go away saying:
'That must be a good theatre, because the employes are always so kind and courteous.'
Kindness, if you show it to others, will radiate from you like the warmth of the sun over
the hill-tops. Kindness, and courtesy, is infectious. Give a cheerful, kind and courteous
answer to the meanest grouch (if there is such
a person), and you are mighty sure to have a
kind answer in return. A grouchy person can't
stand up under kindness and courtesy. 'Give,
and unto ye it shall be given.' And that goes
for a surly answer as well as a courteous
one
"You, by your conduct, by your behavior,
can make or break this theatre. It may take a
thousand dollars' worth of advertising to coax
a new patron in, and you, with a surly, sulky
word, can drive him away never to come back.
We're banking our money on your ability to
be kind, to be courteous; if you can't make
good on our judgment in picking the right
sort of assistants, there isn't any room for
you here — now or hereafter.
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Here's London Showmanship
// you think all the showmanship is this side
of the Atlantic Ocean, here's proof to give
you a different slant on the matter. For the
engagement of Edward Small's "The Duke of
West Point," a United Artists release, the
management of the London Pavilion tied up
with the Western Union for this elaborate
zvindow display.

the management to make the public comfortable, to cater to their every want, to so
build up the reputation of the theatre that it
will be first in the choice of those who seek
entertainment.
"But, in the day's work, you may happen to
meet
someone itwho
justtocan't
this happens
is up
you beto pleased.
do your When
best,
and if you fail, then call your chief or house
manager. Then the responsibility is taken from
you ; you have tried. Perhaps your method was
wrong ; now give someone else a chance to
make good.
"The average person will go along with you ;
they will sympathize with your work, with
your effort to please. They came to the theatre to have a good time ; if they had wanted
to fight they could have picked up a scrap
almost anywhere; they are in a good humor
when
they way.
meet you. It's up to you to keep
them that
Be Kind to Aged and Infirm
"Especially will you be kind to the aged
and infirm. You have our permission to keep
a half-dozen able-bodied young people standing until you have made comfortable one
eldery man or woman. Remember this.
"Remember, the child of today is the man
of tomorrow. Make him comfortable, and at
the same time, keep him quiet.
"First, last and always, your job is to render
tli<e sort of service you, yourself, would like
to receive. You can do it if 3'ou try — and
we're expecting you to try.
"Our creed: We believe in the firm we are
working for and in our own ability to get results. We believe that honest effort can be
recognized by honest folk and bring honest
results. We believe in working; not weeping;
in boosting, not knocking, and in the pleasure
of our job. We believe that we'll get what we
go after ; that a good deed done today is
worth two tomorrow ; that none of us are
beaten until we lose confidence in ourselves.
We believe in today and the work we are doing, in tomorrow and the work we hope to
do, and in the reward that will come to us for
our good work. We believe in courtesy, in
generosity, in good cheer and in friendship.
But, most of all, we believe in courtesy."
Brodean

Girls Aid in Observance

Of Rogers Week at Cloversville
During the Will Rogers Memorial Week
observance in Gloversville, N. Y., a selected
group from the Brodean School for Girls
participated in the ceremonies held at the
Schine Glove and Hippodrome Theatres,
according to Frank Boucher, manager of
the Glove.
The ceremonies opened at the Hippodrome and then continued through the week
at the Glove with the showing of the official
motion picture, made for the occasion, by
six Hollywood major studios.
The girls aided in taking up collections
which will be used for the future support of
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, and
for its kindred philanthropies maintained
for the needj' of stage and screen.
Announcement

Cards in 3,000

Cabs Plug "Juarez" Premiere
Announcement cards plugging tlie world
premiere
"Juarez"
the
Hollywoodengagement
Theatre inof New
York,atwere
planted in 3,000 taxicabs of the Town Cab
chain.
The Town cabs, with access to the hotels
and railroad terminals in the city, were also
strategically placed at the New York
World's Fair. Tlie cards carried copy reading: "After The Fair Visit Broadway's Gay
Night
Spots in ina Town
Cab". was copy anUnderneath
large type
nouncing "Juarez" with
and
theatre credits. The card production
carried pictures
of
the World's
marques. Fair, and the Hollywood
Theatre

Jinu- 10, l'^3^
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Dales Shown Are Release Dales
This department is primarily intended to convey important information regarding product on which no
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source.
Listings will appear but once.
BABES
MCM

IN ARMS
Drama

Not Set

Selling Names: Mickey Rooney, J inly
(larhuul, Grace Hayes, Chas. Winninger.
Director: Busby Berkeley.
Producer: Arthur Freed.
Story Idea: Grace Hayes and Charles
Winninger, an old vaudeville team leave on
Umr. Mickey Rooney, their son and Judy
Garland, daughter of another theatrical team
decide to give a show of their own. Grace's
and Winninger's tour is a flop, but Rooney's
show gets a producer, who gives them an
engagement and appoints Winninger a director.
Catchline: "He was a good trouper, on
and off the stage."
Univ.

BRIGHT VICTORY
Drama

Not Set

Selling Names: Jackie Cooper, Freddie
Bartliolomew, Melville Cooper.
Director: Josepii Santley.
Assoc. Producer: Burt Kelly.
Story Idea: Jackie Cooper and his mother
Dorothy Peterson are working to complete
a wildcat well on the last of their Texas
holdings. Alan Dinehart, an unscrupulous
oil operator, arranges with Melville Cooper,
a gambler and his son, Freddie Bartholomew, to help him get this land. But Cooper
and Freddie, when they win the good vvill
of Jackie and his mother, turn around and
help tliem instead.
Catchline: "He redeemed himself with one
good deed."
FORGOTTEN WOMEN
Not Set
Drama
Univ.
Selling Names: Sigrid Gurie, Donald
Briggs, Eve Arden, William Lundigan.
Director: Harold Young.
Producer: Edmund Grainger.
Story Idea: Sigrid Gurie, while serving a
prison term for a crime she did not commit,
has a child. The guilty man confesses, but
Paul Harvey squelches the story because it
might injure the reputation of Donald
Briggs, the district attorney. When Briggs,
who had adopted the child without knowing
his identity, learns of this, he rights the
wrong.
Catchline: "She was willing to sacrifice
the love of her child for his future."
CN

ISLE OF DESTINY
Drama

WB

THE UNDERPUP
Drama
Not Set
Univ.
Selling Names: Roliert Cummings, Nan
Grey, Gloria Jean, Virginia Weidler.
Director:
'Wallace.
Producer: Richard
Joe Pasternak.
Story Idea: Gloria Jean, a product of the
New York slums, v.'ins a trip to th'.- summer
camp of an exclusive girl's club. Virginia
Weidler is the only one who befriends
Gloria and, when Virginia tells her of her
unhappy homelife, Gloria writes to C. Aubrey Smith, her grandpa and has him get
after Paul Cavanaugh and Margaret Lindsay, Virginia'sof parents
straigliten
them
out. Because
this and and
other
deeds, Gloria
is accepted as a member of the club.
Catchline: "She was the Underpup . . .

Catchline: "I-Ie gave the nation's answer
to a foreign spy ring."
FALLING STARS
Not Set
20th Cent-Fox
Drama
Selling Names: Don Ameche, Alice Faye,
J. Edward Bromberg, Lynn Bari.
Director: Irving Cummings.
Assoc. Producer:
Harry Joe Brown.
Story Idea: Don Ameche thrilled with
Alice
at the Winter
Garden,Faye's
signs performance
her up for pictures.
Broke
and out of a job himself, he borrows, money
from J. Edward Bromberg, his friend, and
brings her to California. He makes a tremendous success, until Alice marries someone else, then he loses heart and starts going backward. When Alice's husband is
killed, the two get together again and Alice
starts Ameche up the ladder again.
Catchline: "It was a woman's love that

but not for long."
RANGE WAR
Para
Western
Sept. 29
Selling Names: 'William Boyd, Russell
Hayden, Betty Moran.
Director:
Lesley Selander.
Producer: Harry Sherman.
Story Idea: William Boyd (Hopalong
Cassidy) turns stagecoach robber as well as
priest in his efforts to circumvent the activities of a ruthless gang that seeks to prevent the building of a railroad. He brings
the outlaws to justice, while Russell Hayden falls in love with Betty Moran, the
rancher's daughter,
compelled
to fight, for
;, whose hand he is

on.'"'
spurred him REAL
GLORY
Not Set
Drama
UA
Selling Names: Gary Cooper. Andrea
Leeds,. David Niven, Reginald Owen.
Director: Henry Hathaway.
Producer: Samuel Goldwyn.

Catchline: "Hopalong's detective work
saved the railroad."

Story Idea:
the
American
Army,Gary
is 'Coop'eF~a"d6ctof~in
sent to the Philippines
to replace the commanding officer who had
been killed. He finds everyone in deadly
fear of the natives, but, when cholera breaks
out, Andrea Leeds, daughter of the captain,
helps him check the epidemic and then route
the troublesome natives.

"Reserved for Mules — "
"Reserved for mules during the showing of
the feature picture, T'm From Missouri'
with Bob Burns" v/as the copy which appeared on a homemade hitching post placed
on the sidewalk in front of Warners' Ogden
Theatre, Chicago, by Manager E. R. Erick-

Catchline: "The birth of the Philippines."

PREPARE
OF

FOR

THRILLS

son.

ANOTHER

AND

STORM

RECORDS

. .

Not Set

Selling Names: W'illiam Gargan, Wallace
Ford, June Lang.
Director: Elmer Clifton.
Producer: Frankly n Warner.
Story Idea: June Lang, on iier flight
around the globe, stops at a tiny island in
the Pacific to visit with her brother who is
in command of an emergency air base. She
meets an adventurer of questionable background, who operates a trading post on the
island and he tricks her into flying to Guam.
Her plane is wrecked on a Jungle Island
and she discovers contraband goods belonging to the adventurer. She is saved by
her brother and his Marines.
Catchline: "Fate changed her destination."
CAREER
Drama

nial stationed in Vienna, meets Brenda
Marshall enroute to America and upon
their arrival, they elope. Brenda is accused
of being a German spj', so McCrea resigns
from the service. Then McCrea and Brenda
pledge their lives to the extermination of the
Nazi spy ring and are acclaimed by tlie
Secretary of State when they succeed in
breaking it up.

MAN
Not Set

Selling Names: Joel McCrea, Jeffrey Lynn,
Brenda Marshall.
Director: Lloyd Bacon.
Assoc. Producer: Lou Edelman.
Story Idea: Joel McCrea, a young diplo-

SAMUEL
THE

GOLDWYN'S

producfion

HURRICANE

with Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall, Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas
Mitchell, Raymond Massey, John Carradine and Jerome Cowan
Directed by JOHN
RELEASED

THRU

FORD

UNITED
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["Union Pacific" PlaysP
Glove Theatre Sun-Mon-Tues.,
GLOVE
THEATRE
NEWS
GLOVE THEATItE. OLOVEBSVILLE. N. Y

"UNION

PACIFIC-ROMANCE

May 28 -30

OF ARMS
AMERICA'S
ADVENTURE
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AN EMPIRE
McCREA AND
STANWYCK IN I
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25' Year Film Ca reer
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'Little People" Picked

Spectacular

Selling on Spectacular

Injects

Memorial

Day

Spirit

of

Film

Patriotism

Program;

Boucher

In

dently saves a lot on the cost of printing.
rockin'
not aol'halt
(and call
hasThis
got humidity
7j,g3jrg••
us. So we'll
now chair)
until
"lext week. Listen, you members, keep shootS*ate
.4... in' your programs to us. Some of you are,
but a lot of you aren't. How about it?

If

HAMRICK, has been appointed assistant to manager DON GEDDES at the
Orpheum. Seattle, succeeding ERNIE ANDERSON, who resumes his doorman's post.
HAMRICK is a brother of JOHN HAMRICK, city manager of the Hamrick- Evergreen chain.
ROBERT NEWKIRK, who was for many
years assistant manager of the Penn Theatre,
Pittsburgh, has been appointed assistant manager at the Times Theatre, Braddock, Penna.
HOGE, who started life in show
an usher at the Lake Theatre in
has been appointed manager of
by the Warner-Saxe Circuit. He
been managing the Granada.

ALFRED L. BARLOW has been appointed manager of the Falls and Rivoli
Theatres, Chippewa Falls, Wis., replacing
FRED MINER, transferred to the home
office of the Miner Amusement Co. in Rice
Lake.

Scores

New York, N. Y.
could take the wife, but Tilbury's too far
Dear "Chick": — I hereby apply for membership in away from here. Through the courtesy of
Hie STR Program Exchange. I understand that entry John Duquette, who sharpens lawn mowers
of my name on this coupon signifies a willingness to
things like that, Harland also puts out
exchange
theatre
programs
with
other
theatres,
but
^
small
"book-mark"
coming attractions,
involves no other obligations.
By getting
merchant ofcooperation,
he evi:..

ED

His

TXT'ELL, another anniversary for the STR things, and we'll wager excellent results
* • Program Exchange. We're 36 week's were apparent at the box office. On this page
old this week, or something like that. And you'll see a reproduction of the front page,
a heat wave is causing ye editor to mop his
We're always glad to hear from Sidney J.
brow occasionallv. But enough of that. Let's Poppay, manager of the Warners' Rialto
get down to business.
Theatre, York, Pa. In keeping with the paFirst thing on the program, and in pro- triotic spirit of Memorial Day, Sid put out
grams, as it were, is the big newspaper-type a flashy red and blue program, with the
"
Frank Boucher,
by Manager
issuedTheatre,
tabloid
of
the Glove
GloversviUe,
N. Y. on
kii
i
a jj j tl\i/ i
the showing of "Union Pacific" at his house.
Members Added I hiS Week
We
had thesome
job Jim
BonnieM. Dwyer,
London
done don't
by a know
prmterw'nether
locally,Frank
or whetner
Owen, Paramount,
Owen Theatre,
Branson,
Missouri, Eng.
Rd., Liverpool,
printing company issued the tabloids to any
exhibitor who wants them. In either case, a
•
-c-i
, ■
• i i .
by two
earned
bemg
Flag
they're swell exploitation bets. Distribute ^mencan
studblue
of
d
backgroun
a
^S^'^^t
them house-to-house, or insert them in regu
with
There is a white panel
permit. T\t
lar newspapers if the publishers will
lettering giving the theatre name and
of those two
either
done
have
must
Boucher
.
the main attraction. The rest of the proX7J
1'
m
1
gram; that is, the inside spread and the
'^lOUr Application Jolank—
back
is printedimparted
in blue on
in all,page,
it certainly
the white.
spirit All
of
Clip ana Mail Now!
Memorial Day, so Congrats to Sidney.
-----------------------------I- From Tilbury, Ont., Canada, comes some
STR Program Exchange,
2-for-l tickets issued by Harland Rankin,
SHOWMEN'S
TRADE
REVIEW,
manager
the Plaza,
in cooperation
withwea
1501 Broadway,
Shell Gasof and
Oil station
there. Wish

Name

RAY C. HICKMAN, who for many years
was a travelling representative for the Shea
Circuit, has been appointed to the managership of the Union Theatre, New Philadelphia, Ohio, succeeding LESTER HUTCHEON, who died recently.

ELMER
bu siness as
Alilwaukee,
that house
has recently

A film as spectacular and sensational as Cecil B. DeMillc's Paramount release, "Union Pacific," deserves an announcement in the same vein. Accordingly, Frank Boucher, manager of
the Glove Theatre, GloversviUe, N. Y., issued a giant newspaper broadside that had the whole
toivn bussing. With press books carrying such excellent material, you cotild easily duplicate
Boucher's accomplishment.
Part of the front page is reproduced here.

Poppay

MAYER of New York, has replaced BILL MATTESON at the Studio
Theatre, Philadelphia. MATTESON has
been ill.

lOth
WYOMING ADMITTED TO THE UNION, 1890.
This
be a gala day in Wyoming with a picY
JULshould
ture of frontier days as the attraction.
DUEL BETWEEN BURR AND HAMILTON, 1803.
This is a good angle for any picture featuring a
duel, since it is one of the most famous in history
and one of the last legal ones in the U. S.
14th
BASTILLE DAY. This is France's greatest holiday.
MGM had a short a couple of years ago which portrayed events on this day and the writing of the
Marseillaise. It is a good time to play any picture
with a French Revolutionary background or a travelogue of France. If there is any considerable colony
of French people in your town, stage a special show
with singing of "The Marseillaise" and "The Star
ican flags.Banner" and displays of French and AmerSpangled
STARS AND STRIPES ADOPTED, 1777. Through
the cooperation of the newspaper run a contest for
the oldest flag in your community. You might also
run an essay contest on "What the flag stands for."
FIRST WORLD'S FAIR, 1853. With a fair on each
note. this year, this day might be worthy of some
coast
15th
ST. SWITHIN'S DAY. If it rains today, it will rain
for forty days more, according to the old saying.
Here's a good line for your newspaper ads on this
occasion
fingers
at St.
Swithin's
Day.
Whether — it"Snap
rains your
or not,
you can
always
see a good
show at the Strand."
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Receives Praise On

FOR

"juvenile Jamboree" in Georgia
Col. Lionel Keene is still going great guns
down there in Georgia with his "Juvenile
Jamborees," which are staged by him with
local talent in several cities. Many exhibitors report their business almost doubled

Here's Swell Theatre Front
1 he above front on the Melba Theatre, Dallas,
Texas, during the run of Monogram's "Streets
York," was part of a smash exploitaof New
tion campaign put on by Frances Barr, of the
Melba, and Jean Finley, special exploiteer.
The overhead board shows Dick Purcell in a
menacing pose zvith a pistol in his hand, ichile
on the other side is a bloivup of Jackie Cooper
standing next to the lamp-post selling papers.
Action bloivups ivere used on corner_ drums
10 feet high and 10 feet in semi-circle.

Lively ''Streets'' Campaign
Staged at Melba, Dallas
"Streets of New York" has drawn some
business-getting exploitation since its release, but" none more effective than the general all-around campaign put on bv the Melba Theater, Dallas, Texas, recently through
the stand out work of Frances Barr, of the
Melba, and Jean Finley, special exploiteer.
Publicity started well in advance with
stories, lay-outs and tie-ups in the Dallas
News, Times-Herald and Dispatch-Journal.
"Ads" that told the story, before and during the engagement and radio promotion
played a large part in the success of the
campaign. Sales angles used were "One
Way Street to the Big House," "Here's
Where Killers Are Born," "The Code of
the Streets is Steal or Starve" and "Killers
in Knee Pants."

"It was the most beautiful production ever
seen on the Alamo stage, and to you and
your assistants go the praise for it all.
"Every member of the Newnan Kiwanis
Club endorses your work here . . .
"If you will permit special mention, I
would like to say that the perfect work of
little Jane and Ann Mize, daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. F. K. Mize of West Point, was
alone worth double the price of admission.
"I hope you will be very successful in
your great work of developing talent among
the young people of Georgia . . ."
And we'd like to add our best wishes,
too, Col. Keene. Keep up the good work
developing local youthful talent.

Reasoning that most people had the impression that an electric ironer was a definite luxury of limited use. Manager C L. Hollister, of the Babcock Theatre, Wellsville,
N. Y., set a Maytag ironer up in the lobby,
connected it, and placed selling copy on the
cylinder which revolved revealing the machine's virtues. Details of a drawing whereby
the ironer would be awarded to lucky patron,
were explained in side panels.
As a result, the cooperating merchant was
happy, patrons learned a lot about electric
ironers they never knew before, and "Holly"
increased his business on that particular evening considerably.

UNUSUAL

OF ALL SCREEN

ADVENTURES.

De Luxe Lobby
A de luxe lobby was used and the front
splashed with giant cut outs, a screaming
overboard, lo-foot illustrated side drums and
several of the above lines on huge arrows.
Daily radio broadcasts by "Miss Interstate" over WRR. Spot plugs from KRLD
and the Melba's WRR Kiddie Klub program plugs from the theater's stage pepped
up business. There were also special air
broadcasts over the 50,000-watt Dallas Nezvs
station, WFAA, advance and current.
A double of Jackie Cooper dressed as a
newsboy made rounds of the streets and
plugged the picture to the crowds on the
corner.
Further exploitation included a DispatchJournal classified "ad" tie-up with free promotion copy for $25.00 in prizes put up by
the theater. The Y.M.C.A. Newsboy's Club
also "sold" the picture about town after
a talk on the production and its meaning
was given to the boys by the club secretary.
Dallas certainly knew that "Streets of
New York" was coming and had arrived,
and the
lively
jinglethat
of the
Melba's
ister was
evidence
it has
been cash
there. reg-

ALEXANDER

S

KORDA

in
presenfs
A
B

ELEPHANT

U

BOY

Based on "Toomai of the Elephants"
by RUDYARD KIPLING
RELEASED

THRU

SELLING

Hollister Shows Patrons That
Electric Ironer Has Its Virtues

Cooperative Ad On Opening
When the newly remodeled Cabrillo
Theatre opened in San Diego recently,
Walter Morris, manager, effected a cooperative newspaper ad with local firms. Besides
containing a story about the theatre, including aphotograph, the layout also featured the ten firms who had a part in the
building of the house, together with an announcement of the opening attraction.

THE MOST

SHOW

Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Feb. 18
Bridal Suite
June 3
J-iroadway Serenade
April 1
Captain Fury
May 20
Uark Victory
April 22
Flying Irishman
March 11
Hardys
Ride High
April
Honolulu
Feb. 224 ■
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Juarez
This Issue
King of the Turf
Feb. 25
Little Princess
Mar. 4
Lucky
Night
May
Made For Each Other
Feb. 13
18
Man of Conquest
April 29
Only Angels Have Wings
May 27
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
March 18
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April 15
Streets of New York
April 15
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Union Pacific
May 6
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You Can't Cheat An Honest .Vlan , . . . Feb. 18
Young Mr. Lincoln
This Issue
Zenobia
Mar. 18

with thetaining
presentation
juvenile revue. of Col. Keene's enterAs an example of the civic pride taken
in them, we reproduce this letter to the
colonel from the Newnan Kiwanis Club,
Newnan, Ga. :
"Your 'Juvenile Jamboree' given in Newnan under the auspices of the Newnan Kiwanis Club in the beautiful Alamo Theatre,
Friday, was thoroughly enjoyed by every
one,
young and old, who attended the performances.
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Z
JUARE(WAR-EZZ)
Timeliness,
Screen

That

Significance

Achievement

Command

Of

Factors

Extra

Selling

news weeklies, in fan
in syndicatpublications,
ed columns the
film has

( BEG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)

Victory,"
you" "Darkessio
given Zola,
NGof Emile
HAVI
ns of a
"Conf
"Life
Nazi Spy," "The Story of Louis Pasteur," "Dodge City," "Four Daughters,"
ls h With Dirty Faces"d and
her Rat,"
"Brot
s whic
have been note for
other attraction"Ange
their mass appeal, Warner Brothers have now
made available Paul Muni and Bette Davis
in "Juarez."
Depending to your situation, it may or may
not be very long until you play this picture. For, after auspicious roadshow engagements in New York and Hollywood at
$2.00 top, the film has now been made available for popular-priced runs throughout the
country. If you are scheduled to play it in
the near future, you should leave nothing
undone to see that it receives the large audience itmerits. It won't do to simply date
the picture in and forget about it.
Film's Timeliness

Important

been given a terrific
buildup. Through advertising in several outstanding national magazines, more than 20 million people have been
impressed with the
film's importance. With
all this advance publicity
and advertising buildup,
almost totally obscure
from national and world
events would be the person who had heard
nothing
about it.
Now that Warners have started the ball
rolling, you must continue from there. The
New York and Hollywood openmgs were
strong factors in making the film an S.R.O.
event. It is our belief that you should adhere to the idea of impressing on your public the importance of "Juarez" by making
g local townsopeningr somethin
own
your folk
will remembe
for years to come. If
is outstanding, you can rest asthe openingsured crowds will continue to pour into
your
ment. theatre for the balance of the engageTherefore, the important question is —
have you dated "Juarez" yet? If so, let's
hope it's sufficiently far into the future to
permit you to get an early start. For, it
should be pointed out, selling the film to
goes far beyond the usual exyour public ploitation.
To prepare for an opening of
such significance means that every single
detail, down to the minutest, will have to be
worked out carefully. You'll need the cooperation ofimportant social and civic leaders— people in both your city and state
whose names mean something. Get these
luminaries to help sponsor the initial performance. With newspapermen, photograph-

ers, and radio announcers and technicians
on hand, there will be recorded much publicity certain to be a strong influence on
the masses.
There is probably a local organization influential enough to sponsor the opening.
When you have lined it up, start shooting
publicity stories to the newspaper through
the organization. Each day new and more
important names can be announced as having been added to the list of sponsors. Each
day there can be interesting items about
"Juarez" as well as illustrative matter.

The fact that it "speaks out for the downtrodden, for the poor, and for the democracy
which is their hope" is enough to impress
one with the timeliness of "Juarez," — a
timeliness that will surely make every
American citizen eager to view the film.
Letters to Worthwhile People
And yet, there are other attributes just as
timely, just as important in helping you
To every worthwhile person in town, send
plan your campaign to get the most out of it.
When a picture has two former Academy
out a letter along with ticket order blanks.
The stationery should be that of the organAward-winning stars in it, that is something
ization sponsoring the event, and
to guarantee exceptional box ofthe letters should be signed by the
has when
Paul
Muni fice
andreturns.
Bette "Juarez"
Davis. And
president or some other person
the technical staff of that same
strongly influential.
With this
Here Are Your Cast and Credits
matter completed,
your regular
picture has six academv Awardadvance sale of tickets begins.
winning personalties, there is a
Benito Pablo Juares
PAUL MUNI
Whether or not you wish to reCarlota
BETTE DAVIS
still further guarantee. "Juarez"
serve seats depends upon you and
has Hal B. Wallis, executive proMaximilian
Brian Aherne
ducerWilliam
;
Dieterle, director;
your situation, and this also apNapoleon III
Claude Rains
Erich Wolfgang Korngold, muplies sions.
to the Someadvancing
of admisPorfirio Diaz
John Garfield
communities
simply
sic ; Tony Gaudio, photography,
Marechal
Basaine
Donald
Crisp
and Leo Forbstein, director of
won't stand a substantial increase
Alejandro Uradi
Joseph Calleia
the Vitaphone Orchestra. Few
in admissions, so onl\- you can deEmpress. Eugenie
Gale Sondergaard
films can claim such production
termine just what you should do
Col.
Miguel
Lopes
Gilbert
Roland
assets as these.
in this case.
The fact remains,
Miguel
Miramon
Henry
O'Neill
however,
that
you
can have tickets
Don't think "Juarez" is unRiva Palacio
Pedro de Cordoba
made up according to the capacity
known to your general patronage.
Jose De Montares
Montagu Love
of your theatre ; that they can be
We'd be willing to wager that at
and thousands of others
least eight out of ten have heard
sold at your highest normal ador read about it and are eagerly
mission price, or for perhaps a
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
awaiting its showing at your theaAssociate
Producer,
HENRY
W.
BLANKE.
Directed
b\
slight
increase
the not
"big only
names"
tre. From the time it went into
who will
attend for
; that
can
WILLIAAI DIETERLE. Music bv ERICH WOLFGANG
production, which was several
the tickets be sold by members of
months ago, up to the present,
the sponsoring body and at your
KORNGOLD.
Screenplay
HUSTO'N,Based
WOLFGANG
REINHARDT and
AENEASby JOHN"
MACKENZIE.
on a Plav
box office to individuals, but in
"Juarez" has received a barrage of
blocks to other clubs, schools,
bv
FRANZ
WERFEL
and
the
Novel,
"The
Phantom
Crown"
national publicity and advertising.
by BERTITA HARDING.
By means of the radio, in
churches and charitable organizarotogravures,
in magazines, in
tions. In other words, don't sit
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with offices at 386 Fourth Avenue, N.Y.C.,
has prepared a campaign featuring a popular-priced edition, iiesides having gotten up
a special book jacket which gives amjjle
space to the picture's title and cast, the company also has prepared window displays
which will be supplied to all book dealers.
Be sure that all book shops, lending libraries, regular libraries, and book departments
of department stores and drug stores get
these displays in their windows and on their
counters.

i\itli ;i Innu'li of tickets in Noiir liaiids ami
wait for pcopk' to conu' to \o\\. Instead, go
after them.
In the .uiaiit "Juarez" campaign book,
you'll
see photographs
of the
and
the luuiiiiarics
who attended
the crowds
New York
and Hollywood premieres. This should guide
you in working out the details for your own
premiere.
ing phases Now
of the let's
tihn. get on to other sellWide

Assortment

of Layouts

First, we'd like to point out that seldom
do you have .such an array of newspaper ads
as are available on "Juarez." There are sixteen pages of all sorts and sizes of layouts,
so that from your initial teaser up to your
"last times today"
displa\' layouts.
you'll haveThere
a wideis
assortment
of distinctive
little we can advise you in preparing your
advance teasers in view of the fact that the
regularto ads
incorporate
you'll
want
stress.
However,thewehighlights
would suggest
that you begin your teasers at least a week,
perhaps two, in advance, and that you make
out a schedule of the ads V o u w d I u t d 1 z e i n
the campaign.
As soon as your date is set, it would be
wise to have a display composed of Muni
and Bette Davis heads and this copy, "On
Its Way — The Screen's Greatest Achievement— Paul Muni and Bette Davis in "Juarez"— Direct From Sensational $2 Roadshow
Engagements in New York and Hollywood," made up and placed in the lobby or
foyer where crowds for several days to
come will be sure to see it. A trailer with
this same copy could also be exhibited well
in advance, to be followed by the regular
Vitaphone trailer a week in advance.
This is a good spot to stop for a moment
and caution you to be dignified in your promotion while at the same time being extensive. For instance, we don't believe street
ballyhoo would at all be proper. This method of show-selling has its place, but there
are many other things you can do which
will get over the film's importance without
resorting to street ballyhoo. Give this phase
of exploitation a rest.
Holds

Interest for Students

Outstanding among your activities should
be your school contact, if school is still in
session. for
"Juarez"
is a film
holds strong
interest
educators
and that
students
alike.
The press book gives you a sample of a letter which should be forwarded to all educators,_teachers and students, as well as to patriotic and historical societies, women's
clubs, music groups, etc. Once you have the
cooperation of school officials, you should
go far.
A publication known as Film Guide and
issued by Film Guide, Taft Building, Hollywood, California, will help pave the way for
school promotion. It is especially valuable

PAULMjilNI : BETTE DAVIS

Suggestion for Lobby Display
Utilizing a large illusiTated map of Mexico lor
the background, heads oi Paul Muni and Bette
Davis can rotate alternately to give this eyecatching lobby display a touch of animation. If
you wish, scene stills can be spotted on the map.
or a "pillar" of photos can stand at either side.
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Tie Up With
The Picture That Shows How Great The Screen Can Be!
PAUL
BETTE

MUNI

DAVIS

lyfparlmg tjil of IIB6 fUjtti, bujUJ if
BRIAN AHERNE
CLAUDE BAINS
JOHN GARFIELD
. DONALD
A . OM.E •SONDEROAARD
• CILBEHT HOIAND
• HENRY CRISP
OfJIOl
Dirtcifd by WILUAM DIETERLE
WORLD fUMIEU lONICHT AT e:4i
HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

Smashing N. Y. Opening Ad
That impression of bigness, of an achievement in
the annals of film history is embodied in this layout used for the premiere of "Juarez" in New
York. The ad, along with many others, is available for use in your own newspaper campaign.
because "Juarez" deals with a phase of history that is ideal for classroom discussion.
With the guide, contests can be worked out
to test
the him
student's
knowledge
history
and
to test
on what
he has ofread
and
discussed in the guide itself. Film Guides
are reasonably priced; therefore we suggest
you order a liberal quantity now.
If school has been dismissed for the summer in your situation, you will have no
chance for school promotion. In that case
you will have to contact other groups. You
still can, however, get letters out to educators and school teachers, for there will probably still be some of them in town. And
essay-writing contests, memory tests,
sketching contests, map-drawing contests,
etc., can be adapted to the general public
or, in the case of the sketching contest of
scenes from the picture, to local artist
groups.
Stage "Juarez

Costume

Hosiery Shops

A new shade of hosiery, known as "Juarez," has been introduced by Artplus Hosiery. Get your local dealers to contact the
company at its offices at 319 Fifth Avenue,
N.Y.C., for information about attractive hosiery window displays to be embellished
with scene stills, poster cutouts, etc.
For the engagement of "Juarez" in New
York, Franklin Simon's store used a counter
display of authentic reproductions of the
priceless Court Jewels worn by Bette Davis
in the film. The establishment also featured the display in a top space newspaper
ad. The jewel reproductions are being marketed with a promotional setup that includes
large magazine ads, window and counter
displays advertising Miss Davis, and dealer
mats for local advertising. Look in the press
book
this. on page 39 for more information about
The are
brilliant
posters,
of which the
and
"24"
the most
outstanding,
will"6"serve
you well as cutouts. An eye-arresting marpiece could
made tofrom
"24".
Ratherqueethan
try tobeconvey
you the
in words
the types of lobby and front displays you
can arrange, we believe actual illustrations
will guide you, and for that reason we call
your attention to the sketches on page 42
of the campaign book.
Selling Ideas Summarized
Sell "Juarez" with dignity, with impressiveness and with a high regard for its significance as the crowning achievement of a
major company. Sell Paul Muni and Bette
Davis as Academy Award winners. Get all
the merchant, civic, social and educational
cooperation you can muster. Keep your
newspaper well supplied with stories and
attractive art. By no means have we covered every selling phase, for you will find
many in the press book to add to those given here; and you will develop many ideas
of your own. But we have striven to cover
the vital points in making your campaign
and your ultimate engagement a success.

Ball"

You would
might be
stage
a "Juarez
which
admitted
only Costume
those whoBall"
cometo
in Mexican or regal court costumes. Besides
crowning
and for
Queen"
of thedancers
ball, prizes could abe"King
awarded
the best
in
different classifications such as the waltz,
tango, etc.
Going back over other historical films — for
instance, "The Story of Louis Pasteur," "The
Life of Emile Zola," etc. — you could pick out
stills to use in a newspaper identification contest whereby readers must correctly identify
at least one of the characters in each picture.
The contest could run over a period of three
to four days, with cash and guest tickets
serving as prizes.
A full page feature, suitable for your Sunday newspaper magazine section, is shown
in the press book. Here is a feature with
strong reader interest, and we have little
doubt but that your editor will grab it.
There are certain portions of the illustrative
matter which you can cut apart and use
separately in your house organ or as elements for your advertising layouts.
"Juarez", as you will know if you consult the credit box on the opposite page,
was based on Bertita Harding's novel, "The
Phantom Crown." Blue Ribbon Books, Inc.,

"Romance Is In Style"
With that line as the basis, the stills reproduced
above can be used in a "then and now" window
display in which the inspiration for modern
women's apparel is shown. The reproduction
shows only five of the stills; there are 5 others.
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MOST of us are well informed on that
s lifeHouse
period
Abraham
from
the timeof he
entered Lincoln'
the White
until his assassination at Ford's Theatre in
Washington. Few, however, are thoroughly
acquainted with the events that took place
ve years of Lincoln's
during the
amazing
life. formati
That period, when tragic romance seared
his soul and he later met the girl who was
to become his wife, has been brought to the
screen with fidelity by 20th Century-Fox.
The company's research department has
transferred many episodes to the screen
that have never before been used in the
field of popular entertainment and that
were, heretofore, known only to a few peoOne of Lincoln's
law ofcases,
a murder
trial, ple.becomes
the climax
the film.
"Young Mr. Lincoln" becomes especially
timely and inspirational because it depicts
the liberty-loving American who was the
very personification of democracy. At no
time in history has the figure of Lincoln
loomed so sublime, at no time has there
been such widespread interest in everything
HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW
YOUNG MR. LINCOLN ?

V^Jhich. of the following did he marry:
His first love.
A royal princess.
The daughter of an aristocratic Kentucky family.
Stephen Douglas' sister.
The daughter of Joshua Speed.
Sell It With a Quiz Contest
Quizzes are the order of the day, so you should
find it easy to conduct a quiz contest about Mr.
Lincoln. The illustration above shows one of the
four to be used in the newspaper during the quiz.
Each day readers check off the correct answers.
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Exploitation

(REG. V. S. PAT. OFF.)
pertaining to the man whose deeds and
greatness
are in the hearts of every American as today.
Darryl F. Zanuck's production has been
accorded much publicity since the aimouncement was forthcoming that it had gone into
production. The world premiere in Springfield, Illinois, on Memorial Day, with its
attendant broadcast of an impressive program in which Lowell Thomas, Marion
Anderson, Alice Brady, Cesar Romero, Binnie Barnes and others took part, with its
influx of important personages on hand in
that city where Lincoln practiced law, was
an event never-to-be-forgoten by Springfield residents and those present from outside. And, because of the nationwide broadcast, it will be remembered by millions
throughout the country.
Those millions are now awaiting the showing of "Young
Lincoln"
in theirseeing
favoriteit,
theatres.
True, Mr.
many
are already
for the film has opened in several key cities.
But in averaged-sized towns — your own, for
instance — it may have yet to play.
We needn't attempt to impress upon you
the importance of the splendid cast that was
selected to interpret the various roles, for
you are undoubtedly already aware of it.
And only a study of the cast and credit box
should suffice to convince you. Henry Fonda
has been coming right along, winning more
and more admirers with each release, so
that now innumerable patrons are eager to
see his performance as "Young Mr. LinIn a majority of the ads prepared for the
picture, the appeal is based on drama, romance, action, emotion. These entertaincoln."ment elements are sure-fire in attracting the
interest of the most skeptical person. Too,
they remind one that the events during Lin-

JOHN FORD ' /(i«M<Hi< M^-c^k

This impressive 24-sheet is an excellent source
from which to glean your cutout for that marquee
display. Or use it as it is on your billboards.

coln's career as a lawyer in Springfield were
vital and dramatic, and not portions of a
cut-and-dried historical record. Therefore,
we recommend that in your advance lobby
displays, in your newspaper teaser ads, you
keep drama, romance, action, emotion to the
fore. And the type ad, which informs us
"There was another Lincoln!" should by all
means be included in your schedule of advance layo-uts.
It isn't going to be diflicult to sell "Young
Mr. Lincoln" to your patrons. Rather, we
believe that once they know it is to play
your theatre, they will want to see it not
only because of its entertainment value, but
because, as Americans, they feel it their
duty, even though there is no coercion to
make them.
Organizations, such as the American Legion, the G.A.R. and D.A.R., will surely give
you every means of cooperation. Send letters to their presidents to be read at their
meetings. Get them to endorse the film by
means of feature stories in the paper and via
the radio. If you think it feasible, and we
believe it is, arrange a screening for these
groups. Even if they do little else than talk
about it, the word-of-mouth will be sufiiHere Are Your Cast- and Credits
Abraham Lincoln . . . .HENRY FONDA
Abagail Clav
ALICE BRADY
Mary Todd ..MARJORIE WEAVER
Hannah Clay ..ARLEEN WHELAN
Efe
Eddie Collins
Ann Rutledge
Pauline Moore
Matt Clay
Richard Cromwell
John F elder
Donald Meek
Carrie Sue
Judith Dickens
Adam Clay
Eddie Quillan
Judge Herbert A. Bell .Spencer Charters
Palmer Cass
Ward Bond
Stephen A. Douglas ....Milburn Stone
Sheriff Billings
Cliff Clark
and many others
A

A
20th

Cosmopolitan Production
CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

Associate Producer, KENNETH MACGOWAN. Directed by JOHN FORD.
Musical Direction by LOUIS SILVERS.
Original Screenplay by L A ,M A R
TROTTI.
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willing, cither as a newspaper or as a radio
feature, to tell of tlicir association with
Lincoln. And what about old tin-types and
other photos reminiscent of the youthful
period of Lincoln's life? These would fit
well into your Lincolniana display or as a
special exhibit in the window of a local
photographer showing the advance in photography from that day to the present.
If your town dales back to Civil War
days, stage a Pioneer Week in which the
things of the pioneer era are contrasted with
modern conveniences. Veterans in business
life, old business houses, and others identified with several generations of activity
could cooperate with you.
There must be any number of concerns
in your town which bear the name of the
great American. Banks, insurance companies, business establishments and other Lincoln-named groups should be approached
for special window displays, cooperative ads,
special nights, etc., all in good taste and in
keeping with the current interest in Americanism. For banks, Lincoln pennies attached
to cards could be used as a promotional
piece to induce thrift and at the same time
plug your attraction. Conduct a contest to
see who has the most Lincoln pennies in
their possession. Or, place a jar of Lincoln
pennies in the window of the bank or some
other institution and invite guesses as to
just how many pennies the jar contains.
Ads

Personify

Thrilling Events

Typical of the ads prepared on "Young Mr.
Lincoln," the layout above personifies the thrillevents of Lincoln's
early that
youth,
emphasizes
the ing
entertainment
elements
appeal
to all
classes. No finer compliment can be paid them.
cient to stimulate added interest in the film.
You should make special efforts to contact
members of the bar and law schools, since
"Young Mr. Lincoln" depicts the start of
the American's legal career in Springfield.
They, too, should be included in the audience that sees a screening of the picture, and
they could sponsor an attorneys' and law
students' night at the theatre. Through the
newspaper or over the radio a prominent
attorney or judge might speak on the inspiration of Lincoln to the legal profession. Make up blotters and distribute them
to all office buildings, so that all law offices
are included as recipients.
There have been countless stories — anecdotes, we call them — on the life of young
Lincoln. Although many have been told,
there are still many that are rare and heard
only by a few. In your town may be living folk who are in possession of some little known stories. Seek them out by means
of a newspaper or radio contest in which
prizes are awarded for the best and littlest
known anecdotes. A specific requirement
should be that tlie stories are true, and not
made up by the contestants.
Plan

Youth

Week

Observance

In the excellent press book prepared by
20th Century-Fox for "Young Mr. Lincoln"
there is a worthwhile stunt, one which, in
our opinion, should be tried by every theatre
playing the picture. It suggests that you
plan a Youth Week to be set aside "in
honor of young Lincoln and of the youth of
the
community."
urges you to
Mayor
to issue a It
proclamation
for get
suchyour
an
observance, and then goes on to point out
the activities that can take place. It all
takes our eye, just as we believe it will take
yours, and our best suggestion would be
that you open your press book to page
twenty-six, read and act. Not only is it a
means of arousing interest in youth, but a
strong incentive to adults as well.
Are there old-timers in your community
who actually saw Lincoln, or were in some
way connected with an event in his life? If
so, use the newspaper as the medium in
conducting a search for them, and invite
them to be your guests to see "Young Mr.
Lincoln." Some of them, perhaps, might be
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Set Aside "Lincoln Night"
If there are not too many, invite the Lincolns to be your guests on a night set aside
as "Lincoln Night." Identities will, of
course, already have been established, and
your guests will be equipped with non-transferable tickets which will admit them easily
and quickly without each one having to be
stopped and asked, "Are you absolutely sure
your name is Lincoln? Where are 3'our identification papers? etc."
There's a page-laj'out in the press book
that should help you in promoting a cooperative page with merchants. And there
are pictorial features suitable for use in the
newspapers. We like especially the anecdote
scene mats which can be planted one a day
for six days, or used in conjunction with
your anecdote contest. Remember, too, that
these pictorial features, such as the fivecolumn layout, can be used as the inside
spread for your own heralds, with your
theatre announcement on the front and merchant ads on the back.
A trailer entitled "The Story That Has

Suggestion

You'll want a street ballyhoo, and the illustration
above shows you how it's done, provided you
obtain an old wagon and convert it into a Conestoga type, a forerunner of the covered wagon.
Have it driven frequently through the business
district by a lanky driver of Lincoln's stature.
Never Beenavailable
Told" istoanexhibitors
exceptional
featurette
whoscreen
will
play "Young Mr. Lincoln." It is off the
beaten path, a swell advance selling job featuring Robert L. (Believe It Or Not) Ripley, and an accessory you should use and
exploit.
For an unusual front, and one that's in
keeping with the period of the story, convert the lobby and facade into a log house
effect, with a rail fence in front of the box
office and at the sidewalk curb. Lend rustic
backgrounds to your displays. Any relics or
heirlooms you can gather should be on display. Get the rail fence effect around the
edge of your marquee. Use the illustration
from the 24-sheet or the 6-sheet as your marquee piece, or enlarge the still showing Lincoln riding into Springfield, cut out the figure, and place it on display.
That you will make money with "Young
Mr. Lincoln" we have little doubt. But you
must keep your exploitation within the
bounds of good taste; you must impress
your
potential
patrons
with the qualities.
picture's
stirring,
dramatic
entertainment
Let them know that this is the story of Lincoln that has never been told. Use every
available billboard and window to impart
your message. We feel certain the public
will do the rest by making it a point to be
on hand when "Young Mr. Lincoln" opens.

From the name of that Great
Man — Abraham Lincoln —
came the
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Cooperative

For the world premiere of "Young Mr. Lincoln" at Springfield, 111., on Memorial
cooperated with special advertisements. We have selected a few at random for
because we believe that you can use them as a basis for your own tie-up ads.
of firms and the same products are undoubtedly in evidence in shops in your

Day, merchants
illustration here
The same type
own community.
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Strollin' Thru the Studios
Greene and Nancy Kelly will be co-starred
Monogram's next Boris Karloff feature rolls
this week with William Nich directing and
in the production, which has been held up due
W. T. Lacky producing. This is the third in
to the illness of Greene. The picture will be
directed by William A. Seiter.
the "Mr. Wong" series and is titled "Mr. Wong
in Chinatown". Grant Withers has been
signed for one of the leading roles.
Continuing her abandonment of gay comedy roles, Carole Lombard has been signed by
Rowland V. Lee's next producer-director
David O. Selznick for the top spot in "The
assignment at Universal will be "Friday the
Flashing Stream", which will be Director AlThirteenth", a mystery-chiller now being
fred Hitchcock's second pictu're for Selznick
International.
scripted by Willis O. Cooper. There is a
possibility that Bela Lugosi will go into the
cast.
Sol Lesser has set June 15 as the starting
date for the forthcoming Irene Dare starring
Gene Towne and Graham Baker, who will
picture, "Everything's on Ice", with Erle C.
Kenton as director. For the past four
produce four pictures a year for RKO, are writmonths
little Irene has been rehearsing dancing the screenplay for "African Intrigue" as
ing and skating routines under the direction
their initial production. "Swiss Family Robinof Dave Gould and Leo McDonald, and has
son" is slated for their second.
eight routines for the film.
Robert Buckner, Warner Bros, writer who
Edward Dmytryk, former Paramount film
has been working on "The Spirit of Knute
Rockne", left Hollywood for South Bend,
editor who directed "Million Dollar Legs",
Ind., to submit the script to Notre Dame
was awarded his second directorial assignment,
University for its approval. Wayne Morris,
"The World On Parade", in which William
Henry and Janet Waldo will be featured.
Pat O'Brien, Ronald Reagan and John
Payne are tentatively slated to appear in the
Dmytryk has been in the cutting department
for the past ten years.
picture.
Alexander Grenach, who is featured in
"William Tell", refugee play now in progress
at the El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, has been
set for the comedy role in MGM's "Ninotchka",
which stars Garbo. Grenach was spotted in the
play by Sidney Franklin, who is producing
the picture, and immediately signed.

Fra NKLYN W^arner's Current Cosniocolor
production, "Isle of Destiny", first Fine Arts
production in some time, will not be released
by Grand National unless the new GN financial set-up is okayed by Warner. It is believed that a new major releasing deal is
under way for Fine Arts product.

Harry Sherman has assigned The King's
Men for his next "Hopalong Cassidy" production "Argentina", starring William Boyd.
The picture is set to go before the cameras
on June 15, with Nate Watt directing, on
location at Lone Pine.

"Royal Box", the picture which forced Reinhold ScHUNZEL to flee Germany, has been acquired by Boris Morros Productions. Nat
Wachsbercer will be associate producer as his
first picture under the new recently made deal.
The film will be made in English for worldwide distribution.

Marie Wilson, popular screen comedienne,
has been borrowed from Warner Bros, for the
leading feminine role in "Should Husbands
Work?", third in the "Higgins Family" series
at Republic. James, Lucile and Russell GleaSON play realJife roles of father, mother and
son. Gus Meins is directing.

Assignment of Edward Norris to play one
of
major roles in "Here I Am A Stranger",
wastheannounced
by 20th Century-Fox. Richard

Jane Wyman has been cast as John
Payne's leading lady in "Kid Nightingale"
at Warner Bros. Miss Wyman recently completed "Playing With Dynamite", in which she
assumes the mantle of "Torchy Blane", demon
girl detective, for the first time.
Every evening, when Columbia's "Golden
Boy" company is dismissed for the day, William Holden reports to Morris Stoloff, musical director, for a
violin lesson. Barbara
Sta NWYCK, AdOLPHE
Menjou and Holden
play the leading parts.
Visiting Dad
Like father, like son!
Ricky Arlen, 5-yearotd son of Richard
Arlen, demonstrates
the use of a toy gun
ivh.il e visi ti n g his
father on the set of
"Mutiny on the Black
Hawk" at the Universal Studios. Left
to right are Guinn
(Big Boy) Williams,
director Christy Cabaune, Ricky, his
father
and Regis
TOOMEY.

Telephone, Hollywood 1390

Stopping for a Moment
Director Elliott Nugent, now making Paramonnt's "The Cat and the Canary", takes a
moment out to light a cigarette for Paulette
Goddard zvho is starred with Bob Hope. Gale
Sondergaard, also in the picture, looks on.
Victor McLaglen

Gets Top

Role in RKO's "Full Confession"
Victor McLaglen, who last appeared for
RKO in "Gunga Din", will have the top role
in the studio's fortlrcoming "Full Confessions",
an original by Leo Birinski, it was announced
by production chief Pandro S. Berman.
John Farrow has been assigned to direct
under the production supervision of Robert
SiSK. Picture is scheduled to go before the
cameras early in July.
Joseph Calleia and Lucille Ball will also
have important roles in the picture, with Miss
B.^ll's assignment a tentative one, depending
on her complete recovery from her rejcent
appendectomy.

Ratoff to Direct "Intermezzo"
Gregory Ratoff, who deserted the acting
ranks for the production end of motion pictures, was signed by David O. Selznick to
direct "Intermezzo", which goes before the
cameras this week. William Wyler, who was
scheduled to direct, had a prior contract to
start a picture on July 1, so withdrew rather
than start "Intermezzo" which could not be
completed by then. Ratoff has just comFox.
pleted "Hotel For Women" for 20th Century-

Rogers Signs New Singing Find
Charles R. Rogers will star Linda Ware,
his fourteen-year-old singing find, in "A
Star in Manhattan", following her current
"The Star Alaker", which Rogers is producing for Paramount with Bing Crosby starring.
The story dealing with autograph hounds is
now being scripted by Dorothy Kilgallen
and Jerry Horwin. The picture is slated to
go before the cameras the early part of July.
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with the "Oldtimer"
Warner Bro?. iia\e put more care and production value into their swell short, "Sons of
Liberty", than most nuijor studios do with
their average picture, and the result is one of
the finest featurets ever made. Too bad we
can't sliow this one at all "Bund" meetings.

That Corny Cowboy Effect
Ann Soihcrn and Robert arc joining Cliff
Edieards in trying to get some of the real
ll'estern effect in sonic off-stage rhythm. They
arc all inahing ''Maisie", an MGM picture, directed byEdwin L. Marin.
Universal Makes

Profit of $739,587

Ran into Charlie Lamont on the Universal
lot, all steamed up over his next assignment,
"Sandy Takes A Bow". We'll have to visit
set, and see if you still reyou,howon tothe
with
niendjer
handle an infant, now that your
own youngster is grown up.
"Charlie Ch.a.n" Toler has been signed by
Producer Harry Sherman for William Boyd's
next
Cassidy"bypicture,
"Argentina",
which "Hopalong
is to be directed
Nate Watt.
Clever
people these Chinese . . . shifting from superdetective to western hero, with only a slight
change in make-up.

In Six Months, Cowdin Reports
J. Cheever Cowdin, Chairman of the Board
of Universal Pictures Company, Inc. reported
a net profit for the company, before federal
income taxes, of $581,587 for the thirteen
weeks ended April 29, 1939 as compared with
a net loss for the same period last year of
$199,487.
For the six months ended April 29, 1939,
he reported for the company a net profit, before federal income taxes, of $739,587 as compared with a net loss of $588,285 for the same
period last year.

That gala preview of 20th Century-Fox
"YoungwoodMr.
was another
big Brand
Hollysuccess Lincoln"
to be credited
to Harry
and Company . . . and another big boxoflSce
winner for Mr. and Mrs. Average Public's enjoyment. Here's one picture that can be sold
as
"guaranteed
entertainment" to young and
old.

Paramount Signs Joel McCrea
to New Two-Year Term Contract

Edmund Lowe will pitch the opening inning
of the annu'al charity game between the Leading Men and Comedians on July 30, with
David Butler, director, working behind the
plate. The date has been set back in order not
to conflict with racing at Hollywood Park. How
about turning it into a "chiller" by signing
Boris Karloff as umpire.

Negotiations were completed with the signing of a new two-year contract by Joel
^^IcCrea, which will give Paramount exclusive call on the services of the man who
carried the male romantic role in "Wells
Fargo" and "Union Pacific".
\ViLLi.\M LeB.arox, managing director of
production, announced that the star's first assignment will be a co-starring role with
Madeleine Carroll in "Safari", scheduled for
production under the personal supervision of
LeBaron, with Edward H. Griffith directing.
The picture will go before the cameras
about the middle of July.
Fire . . . and Then

the Rains Came

Fire, which broke out on "The Rains Came"
at 20th Centur} -Fox and threatened to destroy
a $50,000 palace set, was quickly extinguished.
The studio workers mereh- started a cloudburst and put the flames out before the fire
trucks could arrive. A hot arc, set too near
an awning, caused the blaze.

"Coney Island" Scheduled at WB
A cast headed by Pat O'Brien, Claude
Rains, Humphrey Bogart, Gloria Dickson,
jMarie Wilson and Maxie Rosenbloom, are
scheduled for Warner Bros, production to be
called "Coney Island", which Lewis Seiler
will direct. The studio plans to send the cast
East for actual location shooting some time
in July, when Coney Island is at the height of
its hectic summer season. Tom Reed wrote
the
original story on which "Cone.\- Island"
is based.

The casting of Sidney Miller, Mickey
Rodney's real life buddy, in MGM's "Babes
in Arms", gives the two a chance to continue
with their between-scenes composing. Tliey are
now writing a swing ditty, titled "Afternoon
in a Cold Shower" . . . which sounds like a
swell idea for next month.

Niven in "Whose Wife?"
David Niven has been loaned from Samuel
Goldwyn for the male lead in the forthcoming Walter Wanger production, "Whose
Wife?", co-starring Loretta Young. Shooting is scheduled to
start as soon as
Wanger completes
his current LInited
Artists picture, "Winter Carnival".
Tay
Garrett
will direct
from an original
screenplay by Gene
Towne and Graham
Baker.
Looks Funny
The dialogue must
be a-a'fully good in
Fr.\Nk Capr.\'s nczv
Co!n))ibia p i c t ttr e ,
"Mr. Smith Goes to
JJ'ashington", co-starring Jean Arthur
and James Stewart
for here are Stewart,
Miss Arthur and the
director having a
hilarious time during
one of the rehearsals.

Study in Concentration
Leii'is Stone, Cecilia Parker and Fay Holden
ivatch action from offstage during the filming
of "Aiidv Hardv Gets Spring Fever", directed
for MGM by W. S. 'Van Dyke.
MGM
Has 20 Pictures On Tap
For Its Current

Working

Schedule

With a total of twenty pictures on current
working schedule, MGAI reached a new production peak for the year. Eight of the pictures are before the cameras, three of which
started last week. Five others will start
within the next ten days.
Ready for immediate production are,
"Northwest Passage", starring Spencer Tracy
and Robert Taylor; "It Can't Happen Here,"
the sensational Sinclair Lewis novel ; "Balalaika", starring Nelson Eddy; "These Glamour
Girls", Cosmopolitan magazine story; and
"Blackmail", Edward G. Robinson starrer.
Now shooting are, "The Woman", "Lady
of the Tropics", "Thunder Afloat", "A Day
at the Circus", "Miracles For Sale", "Babes in
Arms" and "Ninotchka". Three other story
properties are being prepared for mid-June
producing and five pictures are being edited
for earh" release.
Bob Burns Signed
Bob Burns will share stellar honors with
John Wayne in RKO's "Pennsylvania Uprising", which Producer P. J. Wolfson will send
before the cameras early next month. Claire
Trevor has been signed for the feminine lead.
The screenplay, which is based on Neil
Swanson's
novel Wolfson.
"The First Rebel", was written bv Producer
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

IN

THE

direct. The central character is Dr. Ephraim
MacDonald, who performed the operation in
Danville, Kentucky, in 1809. Jack Chertok
will produce.
"Prophet Without Honor," the story of
Matthew Fontaine Maurj^, who made the
first trans-oceanic weather charts and has
been called the father of the weather bureau,

MCM
"He Could Take It," digest of the life of
the beloved liberator, Abraham Lincoln, between the ages of 20 and 52, will be the subject of a new Carey Wilson miniature soon
to go into production. Based on hitherto
unknown incidents in the life of Lincoln, the
short subject will lead the field of Lincoln
material scheduled to emanate from Hollywood during the next few months. The series of misfortunes that branded the Civil
War President an utter failure until he was
past 50 were compiled by Arno Reincke and
were published in The Readers Digest.
In the future, Robert Benchley will be seeing his films and commenting on them from
his own Beverly Hills home. The comedian
has just installed a complete projection and
sound recording apparatus in the new addition to his home. Benchley's latest comedy,
"Dark Magic," was released nationally last
week. Roy Rowland directed and Jack
Chertok produced.
James A. FitzPatrick has completed the
editing of his latest one-reel travelfilm, in
Technicolor. The short, "Colorful Curacao,"
is ready for immediate release.
The next in John Nesbitt's Passing Parade series will be "One Against the World."
The story, prepared by Doane Hoag, concerns the first major operation ever performed in this country. Fred Zinneman will

.

.

NEWSREEL

(Released Saturday, June 10)
PARAMOUNT (No. 89)— British King and Queen
welcomed in United States; (Other subjects to be
added not available at time of going to press.)
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 93) — Japan master over
scorched earth ; Memorial to Will Rogers unveiled at
Washington; Smart summer fashions in Vogue; U. S.
acclaims King and Queen,
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 278)— U. S.
acclaims King and Queen ; Fire at Times Square,
N. Y. ; Memorial to Will Rogers unveiled at Washington; English warships sweep skies; Gov. James
honored at Chester, Pa.; Tony Galento in training;
Swrim stars in rough water derby.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 78) — U. S. acclaims
King and Queen; Memorial to Will Rogers unveiled
at Washington; Navy bombers in flight over San Diego, Calif.; Flyer to Mars arrested; New parachute
demonstrated;
at World's
Fair;Louis
Belmont
stakes; SwedishJewels
gymnasts
demonstrate;
and
Galento in training; Lew Lehr and Indians.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 778)— Memorial to Will
Rogers unveiled at Washington ; Fire at Times
Square, N. Y. ; Flyer to Mars faces arrest; World's
largest bowling alley; Birthday party for kidstingat
Independence, Kan. ; Pick perfect back at San Francisco; Prince of Norway goes skiing at Mt. Hood,
Ore^, Mirrored fashions; Navy bombers on trial
fligl#;.-over San Diego, Calif.; U. S. acclaims Kii
and Queen.
(Released JVcdnesday, June 7)
PARAMOUNT (No. 88)— Hoover at Lincoln Memorial University; French air circus thrills spectators; Gas explosion at Barberton, O. ; Man made
floods at Grand Coulee Dam ; Fred Snite, Jr. at
ShrineManhatta
of Miracles;
"Flying
Hotel" Downs;
on test Nova
flight
over
n; Derby
at Epsom
kayos Baer in 11th round; Galento in training for

is ready
for release
Carey
Wilson's
latest miniature.
Tom asNeal
enacted
Maury.
Felix E. Feist directed and Jack Chertok
produced.
Second cartoon in the Three Beat series by
Producer Hugh Harmon to follow "Goldilocks and the 3 Bears," is being writen by
Jack Cosgriff and Charles McGirll. The story
is as yet untitled.
One of the wonders of the world is the
subject of James A. FitzPatrick's latest Traveltalk one-reeler in his "See America First
Series." The commentator returned recently,
with the first shots of a complete travelogue
film on Yellowstone Park. This is the third
Technicolor one-reeler in this series, which
will picturize the highlights of an American
travel tour.
RKO
Tucker
Edgar Kennedy will start the first of his
new series of starring shorts on the 1939-40
season this week, with Charles Roberts directing. The new series launches Kennedy's
tenth consecutive year as star of the "Average Man" comedies, and gives him the record of the longest run in the two-reel comedy starring field. The comedian will make
six shorts on this year's program. Bert Gilroy is producer.
Frederic UUman, Jr., who has been at Callander, Ontario, as production chief on the
Dionne Quintuplet picture tentatively titled
"Five Times Five," returned to New York
over the week-end. Cameras started to grind
on the fifth birthday of the quintette and

SYNOPSES

.

.

bout with Louis; America vs. Britain 11-7 in polo.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 275)— Hornes
burned to clear way for Grand Coulee Dam ; British
sovereigns head for U. S. ; Annapolis launches class
of '39;
"FlyingAtlanta
Hotel" and
on test
over ;Manhattan (except
New flight
Orleans)
Glider
crashes in crowd in France (except Atlanta and New
Orleans) ; Air meet at Birmingham, Ala. (Atlanta
and New Orleans only) ; Fred Snite, Jr. at Shrine
of Miracles; Mussolini mobilizes modern Amazons;
America
BritainDowns.
11-7 in polo; "Blue Peter"
wins
derbydefeats
at Epsom
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 77)— League of Nations in session; Holland queen visits Belgian king;
AnnapolisAmazons;
launches LeDeane
class of Mount
'39; Mussolini
mobilizes
modern
chosen Smile
Girl
in
Missouri:
"Flying
Hotel"
in
test
over
Manhattan;
Glider crashes in crowd in France ; Air show at
Birmingham, Ala.; Bombardment test in California;
Lew Lehr
electric Downs;
hair-trimmer;
wins
derby and
at Epsom
Harry "Blue
CooperPeter"
wins
prize
in
golf
tournament;
America
defeats
Britain
11-7 in polo.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 92)— Refugee ship seeks new
world haven; French premier honors U. S. war
dead; Leiserson appointed to Labor Board; America
defeats Britain 11-7 in polo; Wildcat gusher floods
streets of California town; Danish gymnasts arrive
for N. Y. Fair; Galento grooms for Louis title bout;
Johnstown wins Belmont stakes.
blast at
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 777)— School veterans
;
Barberton, O. ; King George visits disabled
Cuba opens door to refugees; Annapolis eelaunches
Dam ;
class of '39; Area cleared for Grand Coul Snite,
Jr.
Glider injures 7 at French air meet; Fred in East;
at Shrine of Miracles; Giant airliner arrives
70,000 Facist women parade; Air show at Y.
Fair;
Birmingham, Ala. ; Danish gymnasts here for N. America
Indians in "suicide" race at Keller, Wash.;
defeats Britain 11-7 in polo.

Gets Huge Postcard

haven't
theyband
of indicatin
the man
once ledg the
at theforgotten
Spanish
zcay who
By
Gardens in Naperville, III, residents sent Orrin
Tucker the huge postcard which he is showing
to vocalist Bonnie Baker. Tucker, one of the
nation's most popular orchestra leaders, is
r A8-4.
Headlineon
nt worked
the Paramou
featured
The abovein stunt
could be
other
orchestra short reels, too.
the two-reel special will be ready for late
June release!
"The World of Tomorrow," a one-reel
kaleidoscopic picturization of the New York
World's Fair, will be Number 11 on RKO
Pathe's list of Reelisms.

12 will be "Kennel Kings,"
ReelismtheNumber
whisker-to-tail perfection of many
starring
members of canine artistocracy. Filmed at the
Morris-Essex dog show and at other leading
kennels, the short will show the training and
grooming of a prize dog before a show, and
the points on which various breeds are judged.
"Zoo," last Reelism release for this season,
is now being filmed at St. Louis, showing the
trained animals and barless cages of that city's
unique and popular zoo.
Vitaphone

Marie Wilson will be starred in "Lizzie,"
which may be the forerunner of a new series
of two-reel comedies. Owen Crump will do
the script and shooting is scheduled for this
month.
A deal closed to distribute two single-reel
short subjects produced by Errol Flynn and
Howard Hill under the corporate name of
Flynn-Hill Productions. The pictures deal
with hunting and fishing with the bow and
arrow and were made at Cape San Lucia
off lower California coast. Hill, who is a
champion archer, appears as the star of the
shorts, while Flynn functions as producer.
Maxie Rosenbloom, screen player, night
club entrepreneur and sometime pugilist,
will be featured in a series of shorts to be
produced under the supervision of Gordon
Hollingshead. First of the series, which
will go before the cameras this week with
Johnnie (Scat) Da\-is also featured in it.
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Working

with the Quints

I-rcdcric i'lhiuiii. Jr. production chief of the
Dionnc Oiiiiitiif'Ict picture, "Five Times Five"
is pictured here -ivith Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe
and Alexander Jfoollcott narrator of the two
reel suhiect, icliicli a'lV/ /'(• released by RKO.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISIKC
Ten cents per word. No charge for name and address.
Five insertions for the price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Classified ads will appear as soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Classified
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address,New
Showmen's
Review,
Broadway,
York City.Trade
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE— TWO SIMPLEX SOUND
PORTABLE machines complete amplifier,
speaker, screen, reels, etc. Like new, bargain. P. O. Box 662, Gainesville, Ga.
PROJECTION-SOUND SERVICING
BOOK DEPT.— "REPAIRING INTERMITTENT MOVEMENTS, 50c: "How To
Set Sound Lenses" (four feet film), 50c each
booklet — Compiled by Wesley Trout, Engineer. — "Servicing Sound Equipments
Charts", handbook 95c (Postage 10c).
Trout's Theatre Record Ledger, easy way
to keep accurate account your daily business,
$1.49.— TOOLS: Wrench for Powers Int.
Bushing 49c; Set five-punches 95c: Sprocket
Pullers $1.49. Cash with orders. (Expert advice on Servicing All Makes of Sound &
Projection Equipments $1. Have Serviced
RCA, Western Electric, Simplex, etc. Read
my Articles on Servicing Sound, Projection,
Television & Radio.) (Note: Discontinued
General Supplies). WESLEY TROUT, Box
575.. ENID. OKLAHOMA.
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO BUY THE.ATRES IN
VIRGINIA, West Virginia or North Carolina in towns of less than 5,000. J. F.
LOFTUS, BRANDY, VA.
USED EQUIPMENT
NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the same
for you. The cost is only 10c per word,
five insertions for the price of three. Address,
Classified Dept., Showmen's Trade Review,
1501 Broadway, New York City.
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Subject

DAREDEVILS OF THE RED CIRCLE
/ft'/*. Serial
l.nak.s Great
1st Chap., 30 mins.; 11 others, 20 mins. each
Comment: Oh boy, does this start off
swell! Convict 39013 escapes from the penitentiary and comes back to wreak his vengeance on his former business partner. He
begins byonewrecking
partner's
business
ventures
by one. the
When
an amusement
center is destroyed, the brother of three
daredevil aerialists is killed, and they enlist
in the service of the harassed. That's what
they think! This 39013 (who goes by his
number) is so clever and diabolical that he
can make himself up to look and talk just
like his former partner while he keeps the
partner a prisoner. He fools the daredevils;
even has the partner's daughter thinking it's
dear
dad. Next
on 39013's
schedule
is to old
destroy
a new thing
underwater
tunnel,
and
the first episode ends with the girl, one of
the daredevils and a squad of police trapped
in the collapsing tunnel. Your audiences
won't have to be kids again to enjoy this, for
although
is performed
and acted it's
withhighly
such fantastic,
skill that iteven
the most
skeptical theatregoer will find himself almost overcome with suspense. One look at
the first chapter will have 'em coming back
for more. Charles Middleton, as 39013, is
excellent in a sinister way, while Miles Mander, Carole Landis, Charles Quigley, Herman Brix and David Sharpe all perform admirably. Republic knows how to make good
serials, too. William Witney and John Engment. lish collaborated on the directorial assignExploitation: Get them in for the opening
episode, and it will be difficult for them to
miss any of the others. Send out teaser cards
imprinted with a red circle and the query,
"Who are the 'Daredevils of the Red
Circle'?" Make up sensational handbills and
distribute them throughout the cit}'. In one
scene Charles Quigley is shown using an
electric razor — this probably means a tieup,
so take advantage of it.
INSIDE THE CAPITOL
Prod. l\o. 9903

Good

Col.
Washington Parade No. 3
10 mins.
Comment: This is a camera tour inside the
Capitol building, with close-ups of famous
sculptures and paintings as we tour the
rotunda. Statuary Hall, House of Representatives, Speaker's lobby. Senate Chamber,
etc. There are pictures of members of Congress seen in their offices and arriving at
the Capitol. The running comment strikes
effectively on the patriotic note and is a
good, concise description of the subject covered so well pictorially.
Exploitation: School interest should be
worked up in a subject of this type — it is
excellent supplementary education for civics
classes and school authorities should be interested. Newspaper publicity can be obtained by impressing on editors the value of
pictures as background for the large amount
of
them.Washington news published daily by
PICTORIAL

NO.

10

Prod. A'o. P8-10
Para.
Pictorial

Good
11 mins.

Comment: The Ted Peckham Escort Service— which rents young men to take lonely
ladies to theatre, night club or social affairs
— is presented under the heading of "Gentlemen at Work." Arts and crafts practiced in
the modern Orient, shown in several views
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Wilson. 'The Song
with comment by Ward
of the Year" offers Leo Robins and Raluh
Rainger, composers of "Thanks for the
Memory," which received the Best Song
Award of the M. P. Academy, and adds the
scene from "Big Broadcast of 1938" m which
sing the numand Shirley
Hope
Bob ber.
Good variety
in this.Ross
Exploitation: Play up the Bob Hope-Shirley Ross song number for window and advertising tie-ups of music shops on phonofor the
graph
Academy"
the Memory,
was given
fact ofit 'Thanks
featuring records
award. The Peckham Escort Service has
been widely plugged in newspapers and on
radio. Feature this as showing how this unusual business is carried on.
WAR, PEACE AND PROPAGANDA
Prod. ^o. 93,111
Timely
RKO-Radio March of Time No. 11 19 mins.
Comment: This issue of the March of
Time consists largely of how Britain is attempting to sell itself to the U. S. today, esand
pecially
particularlyits buildings
the visit at
of the
the World'.s
King andFair
Queen
this
week." foreign
The issue
traces
background
of British
policy
and the
carries
this up
to the present day with scenes of the defenses in various countries surrounding
Germany which are today regarded as
threatened. The reel is interesting, particularly in this latter portion which gives a
good idea of how close Europe is to war and
the efforts which will be made to embroil
us. The subject should get a good play and
will hold the interest of audiences.
Exploitation: Peace societies and other
organizations will be interested in this. Get
the newspaper to run stories about this
propaganda
and conduct
an open forum on
its effect in your
city.
Interviews, Diving Contest

Good

Stunts for "Heroes at Leisure"
The short subject, "Heroes at Leisure,"
paves the way for you to conduct a questionnaire among local newspaper readers to find
what their off-season pursuits are. Local
life guards might be your guests at a special
performance, with an inquiring reporter interviewing them afterward on their reaction
to the film and on their activities during the
winter months.
In view of the spectacular diving ability
demonstrated in the subject, you could arrange to have a local diving contest at the
Y. M. C. A. or some other pool, with a
special prize offered to the participant who
can remain below the surface the longest.

FIRST

RUN SHORT PRODUCT
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning June 10)
ASTOR— Prophet Without Honor (MGM).
CAPITOL— RidinR the Crest (RKO); Inside
the Capitol (Col.) rev. this issue; Somewhat
Secret (MGM) rev. 4-22-39.
CRITERION — Hal Kemp & Orchestra (Para.)
rev. 11-26-38; March of Freedom (Univ.)
rev. 5-20-39.
PARAMOUNT— Ghosks is the Bunk (Para.);
Death Valley Thrills (Para.) ; Popular Science
RADIO
CITY MUSIC
No. 5 (Para.)
rev. ('.-3-39.HALL— Goofy and
Wilbur (RKO) rev. 10-22-38.
RIVOLI— The Practical Piff (RKO) rev. 1022-38; Television (RKO) rev. 5-6-39.
ROXY— The Prize Guest (2Uth-l<o.\) ; Gaov!
.N'eighliors (20th-Fo.x).
STRAND — For Your Convenience
(\ ita. i;
Hobo Gadget Band (Vita.).
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending June 10)
APOLLO — You're Next to Closing (Vita.) ;
Sandhogs (20th-Fo.x) ; Believe It Or Else
CHICAUO
— Prophet
(Vita.) rev.
6-3-39. Without Honor (MGM)
GARRICK— The
Greener
Hills (MGM);
Death Valley Thrills (Para.).
ROOSEVELT — Popular Science No. 5 (Para)
rev. 6-3-39; Naughty But Mice (Vita.).
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a — BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE DOPE.
b — BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial Before Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults.
ASTOR PICTURES
Mins. stars
Title
.C. Morris-U. Merkel
Sat
Whispers
(My-D)
Everythino is Rhythm (Mu) 86 . .Harry Roy & Band
Front Pam (C)
100. .A. Menjou-P. O'Brien
Heart of New York (Mu) 80. Jelson-Evans-Morgan
.Jean Harlow-B. Lyon
Hell's Anoels
110.
Monster
Walks (D)
(My-D)
60. . Mischa Auer
Out of Singapore (D)
76. .Noah Beery- Dorothy Burgess
Rain (D)
85. .J. Crawford-W. Huston
Soarface (D)
88. .P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Sea Ghost (D)
60 . .Alan Hale-Claude Allister ..
Sky Devils (C-D)
88. .Spencer Tracy
Street Scene (D)
79. Sylvia Sidney
Blondell-Evans-Claire
Three Broadway Girls (C) .. 83. ..Bob
Burns
Tombstone Canyon (W)
67. Swanson
KarlofI
Tonioht Or Never (D)
92. William -DouglasS. Hart
Tumbleweeds (W)
86.

Issue of
See
Reissued
..Not
Rev.
2/15/39.
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
Reissued
. . Reissued
5/1/39

COLUMBIA

1937-38
Colorado Trail (W)
55 . .Starrett-Meredith
Convicted (D)
58 . . Hayworth-Ouigley
Girl's School
(D)
73..
A. Shiriey-N. Gray
Gladiator
(C)
71 . .Brown-Travis
I Am the Law (D)
83 . .. Kelly-Hayworth
E. Robinson-W. Barrie
Juvenile Court (D)
61
Lady Objects (D)
67 .L. Ross-G. Stuart
Phantom Gold (W)
56 .J. Luden-B. Marion
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56..B. Jones-D. Fay

.(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)

1938-39
Adventure in Sahara (D)
58. .p. Kelly-L. Gray
(A)
Blind Alley (D)
71 . .Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..(F)
Blondie (C)
68.. P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Meets the Boss (C)
71. .P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Takes a Vacation Penny Singleton- Arthur Lake...
California Frontier (W)
54.. Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
Clouds Over Europe
79 . . Olivier-Hobson-Richardson
Coast Guard
Scott-Bellamy-Oee
Crime Takes a Holiday (D) 58..Holt-M. Ralston
(F)
Escape From Alcatraz
Brian Donlevy- Jacqueline Wells
Criminal at Large
Jack Holt-Patricia Ellis
First Offenders (D)
61.. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
Flight to Fame (D)
57.. C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F)
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54.. Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
(Former
title,
"California
Cavalcade")
Golden Boy
Barbara Stanwyck-Wm. Holden..
Good Girls Go to Paris (D)
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
Hidden Power (D)
59.. Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael
Homicide Bureau (D)
.63. .B. Cabot-R. Hayworth
(F)
In Early Arizona (W)
53 . . Elliott-Ciulliver
Lady and the Mob (C)
65.. Fay Bdinter-lda Lupino
(F)
Law Comes to Texas (W)
58 . Bill Elliott-Veda Ann Borg
Law of the Texan (W)
54. .Buck Jones-D. Fay
(F)
Let
Live (D)
O'Sullivan-Henry
LittleUs Adventuress
(C-D) 68.
62. .Maureen
E. Fellows-R.
Fiske Fonda(A)
(F)
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
56.. Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver ...
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D)
65. .Warren William-Ida Lupino ... (F)
Man From Sundown (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith ...
Missing Daughters (D)
59. Richard Arlen-Rochelle Hudson..
Mounted Police No. 2
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
.S9..Alan Baxter- Jacqueline Wells. ...(F)
North of Shanghai (D)
58 . Betty Furness-James Craig (F)
North of the Yukon (W)
64 . Chas. Starrett-Linda Wintera
title,Arthur-Cary
"Mounted Grant
Police")
Only Angels Have Wings (D) .(Former
. 122 . . Jean
(F)
Outside These Walls (D)
61. .Dolores Costello-Michael Whalen.
Parents on Trial (D)
Jean Parker-Johnny Downs
Rio Grande (W)
59. Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran
"North of Texas")
Romance of the Redwoods (D) (Former
. .67 . . Jeantitle,Parker-Chas.
Bickford (F)
Smashing the Spy Ring (D)... 62. Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray
(F)
Spoilers of the Range (W) . . . 58.. Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
(Former
title.
"The
Oklahoma
Trail")
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (D) 65 . Jack Holt-Beverly Roberts
(F)
(Reviewed
asMidget
"Outside
the Law") ...(F)
Terror
of
Tiny
Town
(MuW)
.
.
.60
.
.
All
Cast
Texas Stampede (W)
57. .Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
There's That Woman Again
(My-C)
70. . C.
Douglas-Bruce
(F)
Thundering West (W)
57..
Starrett-I. Meredith
rraoned
in
the
Sky
(D)
60.
.Jack
HoltKatherine
DeMille
...(F)
Western Caravans (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
title, "Arizona Cowboy")
West of Sante Fe (W) (Former
57. Starrett-Meredith
(F)
Whisperinn Enemies (D)
62 . . J Hnit-D Cnstpiin
(F)
Woman Is the Judge
Otto Kruger-Rochelle Hudson ..
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125 L. Ba, i,„i„re-MHiiur-btewai1 . . (F)

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
GAUMONT

BRITISH

1939-40
Jean Arthur-James Stewart

GRAND
Title

Rel.
Date

9/8/38
8/18/38
9/30/38
8/15/38
9/2/38
9/15/38
9/9/38
8/31/38
9/22/38

..bll/5/38
. .b8/27/38
. ..blO/l/38
.b8/6/38
. .b8/27/38
. .. .b9/l7/38
.bl 1/26/38
. .a8/27/38

1 1/15/38
1/39
15/1
1/30/38
2/28/39
12/15/38
7/20/39.
6/20/39
10/5/38
7/31/39.

..bl2/24/38
.b4/29/39
..bll/5/38
. . .b3/4/39
In Prod.
.al2/IO/38
. . . Coming
In Prod.
. .In
. .b5/7/38
Prod.
7/27/39. . In Prod.
.
.al/14/39
10/12/38 .bl2/24/38
1/19/39 .all/19/38
..in Prod.
6/30/39 ...a5/27/39
b5/27/39
11/2/38
4/12/39 . ■ . .b2/4/39
.. ..b3/l
.a9/3/38
I/3S
4/3/39 . . .a2/25/39
10/24/38
.blO/29/38
4/16/39 .
2/22/39
. .b2/25/39
10/24/38 .bl2/l7/38
■
'
3/16/39
39
5/
I/
1/27/39 . .;.al/14/39
.36/3/39
7/15/39 .. ..bl/28/39
.a3/25/39
5/22/39 . . In Prod.
. .b3/l8/39
2/10/39 ...b4/l/39
.
3/30/39 . . .a2/4/39
373()/39
.b5/l3/39
5/25/39 ' ;.. .a2/l8/39
5/4/39 . . . .a6/3/39
12/8/38
6/29/39
. .alO/l/38
. .b4/29/39
2/28/39
12/29/38 bl2/24/38
4/27/39 . .a3/l8/39
12/15/38 .blO/29/38
12/1/38
. al/14/39
2/9/39 . . .b7/ 16/38
.bl2/l7/38
1/12/39
12/24/38
.all/19/38
6/1/39 . ....a5/6/39
.b2/IS/3g
6/15/39 .
10/3/38 . .bl2/24/38
3/24/.39 . ...In.bl/7/39
Prod.
9/29/38
7/10/39. . .b8/27/38

In Prod.

1938-39

(Dist. by 20th -Fox)
Climbing High (C)
79 . . Matthews-Redgrave
(F)
bl2/l7/38
Crime
Over London
(D)
68. ..Cawthorn-Sidney-Gr3h3me
(F)
8/15/38
'..
.b8/6/38
Lady Vanishes
(D)
78.
Lukas-Whit
ty
(F) II/I/38 ....b9/3/38
Man With 100 Faces (O)
72. .Tom Walls-Lilli Palmer
(A) 10/1/38 ..bll/5/38
Paghacci (Mu-D)
78. Tauber-Duna
(A)
blO/15/38
„ ...
as "A Clown Must Laugh")
Sailing
Along (Mu-C)(Reviewed
79. . Matthews-Whit
ing
(F)
4/15/38
..
b2/l2/38
Show Goes On (D)
71 . . Neagle-Carminati
(F) 6/15/38 ...b8/l4/37
<R'
73. .1. Walls- R. St. Cyr
(A) 8/1/38 ....b6/4/38
Thirty-Nine Steps (D)
C3rroll
(F) 9/15/38 ...Reissued
Three on a Week End (C-D) . . .7280 .. .. Donat-Madeleine
Lodge-Lockwo
od
(A) 7/1/38 .b2/l2/38
Holiday")
"Illegal
as
(Reviewed
_
.
,
.
,
To the Victor (D)
71
.
.
Fvffe-Loder-Lo
ckwood
(F)
3/15/38 .b2/l2/38
Ware Case
Clive Brook-Jane Baxter
In Prod

GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Dangerous Secrets (D)
7D. p. Lukas-L. Travers
II.... Trail
T ..
(Reviewed
as "Brief Eatasy")
Utah
(W)
55.. Tex Ritter

(A) 8/19/38 . .M/28/37
8/12/M ....a7/»/38

NATIONAL
1938-39
Mins. Stars
Date
Cipher Bureau (D)
70. . Ames-Woodbury
(F)
Crashing Thru (D)
James Newill- Warren Hull
Rel.
Exile Express (D)
71.. Anna Sten-Alan Marshal
(A)
Frontier Scout (W)
61.. George Houston
(F)
Isle of Destiny (D)
Ford-Lang-Gargan
Lady Takes a Chance (0)
Heather Angel-John King
"Everything
Happens to Ann") (F)
Long Shot (D)(Former title,
69. .Marsha
Hunt
Miracle on Main Street
Margo- W. Abel-L. Talbot
Panama Patrol (D)
69. .Charlotte Wynters-Leon Ames. . (F)
Renfrew Saves a Lady
James Newell ..
Ride
'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
Dorothy Morgan
Page-Vince Barnett (F)
Shadows
Shanghai
(D) 5266. ...Ralph
(F)
Singing Cowgirl
57 .. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien
(Former
Title "Lady Buckaroe")
Six-Gun
Rhythm Case(W)
57.
Barclay
(F)
Sunset Murder
(D)
57...Tex
Sally Fletcher-Joan
Rand
(Former title,
"Murder
on Sunset Barton
Boulevard") (F)
Titans of the Deep (T)
47.. Dr.
Wm. Beebe-Otis
Trigger Pals (W)
55.. Art Jarrett-Lee Powell ..
(F)
Water Rustlers (W)
56. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ...
(Former title, "The Last Barrier")
MCM
BlocR-Heads (C)
58. . Laurel1937-38
-Hardy
(F)
Crowd Roars (D)
92. . 1 aylor-Arnold-Morgan
(F)
Marie Antoinette (H-D)
160. .N. Shearer-T. Power
(F)
Rich Man. Poor Girl (C-D) 74. . Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F)

.b8/20/38
.b7,»30/38
8/19/38 9'
'
8/5/385/26. /3 .b7/i6/38
8/26/38 .b8/l3/38
8/12/38

1938-39
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn (D)
90. Mickey Rooney-Lynn Carver
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (D). Mickey Rooney-Lewis Stone ....
Boys Town (D)
92. Rob't
S. Tracy-M.
Rooney
(F)
Young-Billle
Burke
(F)
Bridal Suite (C-D)
67.
(F)
0'
Keefe-Cecilia
Parker
..(F)
Burn 'Em Up O'Connor (D) 70. .Dennis
J. MaoDonald-L. Ayres
(F)
Broadway Serenade (Mu-D) ...112. Lew
Ayres-L. Barrymore (F)
Calling Dr. Kildare (0)
85.
(F)
Christmas Carol (D)
69. .R. Owen-T. Kilburn
.
R.
Russell-R.
Oonat
(F)
Citadel (D) ..
110. . Rainer-A. Marshall
(A)
Dramatic School (D)
78.
R.
Montgomery-Rosalind
Russell.
(F)
Fast and Loose (My-C) 76. .Joe E. Brown
(F)
Flirting With Fate (C)
70. .Florence Rice-Alan Marshall (F)
Four Girls in White (D)
73.
Gaal
(F)
Girl Downstairs (C)
76. . F. Tone-F.
Donat-Sreer Garson (F)
(F)
Goodbye, Mr. Chips (D)
114. . Robert
Rainer-Gravet
Great Waltz (Mu)
104. Rooney-Stone-Rutherford
(F)
Hardys Ride High (C-D)
80.
.. (F)
Honolulu (Mu-C)
84. Eleanor Powell-Rob't.
-Stewart (PartYoung
Toch.)..(F)
Ice Follies of 1939 (D)
82. Crawford
Gable-Shearer
(A)
Idiot's Delight (O)
109. .James
Colbert. (F)
It's a Wonderful World (My-C) 86. Dennis Stewart-Claudette
O'Keefe-Florenee Rice. . . . (F)
Kid
(C-D)
Lady From
of theTexas
Tropics
(D) 70. . Hedy Lamarr-Rob't Taylor
Nelson Eddy-Virginia Bruoo .. (F)
Let Freedom Ring (Mu-D)
87. Bartholomew-Garland
(F)
Listen, Darling (C-D)
73.
Loy-Rebert Sothern
Taylor
(A)
Lucky Night (C-D)
82. Myrna
Rob't Young-Ann
(F)
Maisie
(C-D)
72.
.Florence Rice-Robert Young ...
Miracles For Sale
On Borrowed Time (D)
Lionel Barrymore-Beulah Bondi
Out West With the Hardys
(D
(C-D)
83. Rooney-Stene-Parker
Howard-Wendy Hiller (A)
Pygmalion Madden
(D)
87. Leslie
Wallace
Berry-Larain*
Johnson
.(F)
Sergeant
(D)
80.
Crawford-Sullavan-Young
(F)
ShiningEnemies
Hour (D)
75. Walter PIdgeon-Rlta Johnson ...(A)
6,000
(D)
60.
Virginia
Bruce-Walter
Pidgeon.
.
.(F)
Society Lawyer (D)
77. O'Sullivan-Ayres-Meredith (F)
Spring
Madness
(C-D)
65.
W. Beery-M.
Rooney
(F)
Stablemates
(D)
89. TaylorBeery- Rice
(F)
Stand UpThan
and Desire
Fight (D)
Virginia Bruce- Walter Pidgeon
.
Stronger
(D) 95. MacDonald-Eddy-Morgan
(Tech.).(F)
Sweethearts
110
(F)
Tarzan
Finds(Mu)
a Son (D)
81. . Welssmuller-O'Sullivan
Douglas-H. B. Warner... (F)
Tell No Tales (D)
67. . Melvyn
Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone
(F)
Three Loves Has Nancy (C) ... 67. ,C.
Gable-M. Loy
(F)
Too
Hot toFrom
Handle
O'Keefe-F. Rice
(F)
Vacation
Love (C-D)
(C) 105.
65. ,D.
Ruth
Hussey-Paul
Kelly
(F)
Within the Law (D)
65.
(F)
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81. L. Barrymore- L. Ayres

.b2/ll/39
2/10/39 . ,. .a4/29/39
7/21/39 .. .b5/27/39
.b9/IU/38
1/13/39
9/9/38
..b4/8/39
5/26/39 . . . .b4/29/39
10/28/38
4/7/39
.
.bl2/l7/38
12/16/38
12/9/38 . .bl/14/ j»
4/28/39 .b 10/29/38
.bl2/3/38
12/2/38 . ,. .b2/l8/3»
2/17/39
. .bl/28/39
12/23/38
bl2/M) .M
1/27/39 . ..bl2/3l/38
b5/20/39
.. .bl
1/6/38
.b4/22/39
4/21/39 . ...b3/ll/S9
.h2/4/39
2/3/39 ..
3/10/39
1/27/39 . . .. ...b5/6/39
..bl/28/3*
.b4/8/39
5/19/39 . . a5/27/39
4/14/39
ii/i'/M
'.
.b2/l8/M
10/21/38 . blO/22/38
. .b4/29/39
.b6/IO/39
6/23/39
5/5/39 . ...In
Prod.
.
.a4/29/39
7/28/39 .
11/25/38
7/7/39 . bl 1/26/38
.blO/29/38
3/10/39
11/18/38 . .. ..b3/25/38
.b6/3/39
3/24/39
1/19/38
1 1 / 1 1 /38 . ..bl. b4/l/39
6/9/39
. bl 1/19/38
10/7/38
3/31/39
. .blO/8/38
1/6/39
2/24/3.. 9'.. .35/27/39
l2/30/,38
6/30/39
. . b6/3/39
hi /7/3q
12/24/38
6/16/39 . ..b b5/20/39
5/12/39
. .b9/3/38
9/2/38
9/16/38 . . . .b3/l8/39
.b9/l7/38
.
9/23/38
10/14/38 . .blO/8/38
3/17/39 .
.blO/15/38

Babes in Arms (D)
B3l3l3ik3
Blackmail
Day at the Circus
linne With the Wind
Ninotchka
Thunder Afloat
Wizard of Oz 'Tech.)
Women. The (D) ..
MONOGRAM
Mexican Kid (W)

Issue of
11/4/38
1/20/39 .blD/29/3e
See
1(1/21/38
5/27/39 ..b2/ll/39
..al2/3l/3a
a6/IO/39
..b9/l7/38
,. a3/4/39
.bl2/3l/38
1/6/39 .. ...In
.b2/25/39
..bl/21/3?
Prod.
38
..Not
Rev.
4/
/1
10
9. . .b9/l7/38
2/10/3
9
3
.all/19/38
/
1/20
.
5/31/39
..b2/l8/39
a8/20/38
10/28/38
5/13/39
bl 1/19/38
1/19/38
1/13/39 . al.bl/14/39
1/6/39 . .

. a6/IO/39
..In Prod.
Prod.
..In
..In Prod.
Prod.
..In
..In Prod.
35/27/39
all/12/38

1939-40
Mickey
Rooney-Judy G3rl3nd
Nelson Eddy-llona Massey .. ..
E. G. Robinson-Nat Pendleton.
Marx Bros. -Florence Rice ....
Rahle-Leinh-Hnward <Tech.) ..
Greta Garbo-Melvyn Douglas ..
Wallace Beery-Robert Young ..
Judy Garland-Frank Morgan ...
Shearer-Crawford-Russell
1937-38
.55.. Jack Randall ..

.(F) 8/17/38

.b9/IO/38

1938-39
.b5/27/39
bV/i/M
Across the Plains (W)
52. Jack Randall-Joyce Bryant
(F)
Barefoot
Boy (D)
63. . Moran-Morgan-Jones
(F) 8/3/38
b5/l3/39
6/1/39 .. . ..a
Boys
Reformatory
(D)
6I..Frankie
Darro
(F)
.b2/l
1/39
1/7/39
.
Convict's Code (D)
66.. Robert Kent-Anne Nagel
(A) 5/1/39
1/18/39
Drifting Westward (W)
Jack Randall-Ethel Duran
1/25/39 ..
(Former..Tex
title,Ritter
"Santa Fe Baund")
.a4/22/39
15/18/39
1/19/38 .bll/12/38
Down the Wyoming Trail (W)...
11/23/38
Gangster's
Boy (D)(D)
80.. .Anne
Jackie Nagel
Cooper
(F)
Gang Bullets
bll/12/38
12/14/38
.
.63.
(F)
1 1/16/38 bl2/IO/38
Gun Packer (D)
..73.. Jack Randall
(F)
I Am a Criminal (D)
...73.
John
Carroll-Kay
Linaker
(F)
10/5/38 . . ..bl2/3/38
2/15/39
Little Pal (D)
.66.. Ralph
Bellamy-Mickey Rooney ..(F)
. . Reissued
..66..
Boris Karloff
(A)
Mr.
Wonq.
Detective
(My-D).
Mystery of Mr. Wong (D)... . .65. .Boris Karloff
(F)
... .b3/l8/39
..blO/R/18
b3/4/39
Mystery Plane (D)
..60..
John
TrentMarjorie
Reynolds
..(F)
3/8/39 ..... .
Navy Secrets (D).
. .60.. Fay Wray
(F) 2/8/39
. .. In
Prod.
Roll, Wagons, Roll
Tex Ritter
.b4/l/39
6/29/39 .....a5/6/39
.b2/l
I '39
Rollin' Westward (W)
61.. Tex Ritter
(F) 3/1/39
.
6/16/39
Should a Girl Marry?
Anne Nagel-Warren Hull
(Fo.-mer
title
"Girl
from
Nowhere")
Seng of the Buckarae (W)
58 . Tex Ritter
(F) 12/7/38 . . .bl/14/39
Starlight Over Texas (W)
56.. Tex Ritter
(F) 9/7/38 . ...b5/6/39
. . b9 /24 /,38
Star Reporter (D)
62. .Warren Hull-Marsha Hunt
(F) 2/22/39

S 1 1 C) W M 1'. N ' S

MONOGRAM (Continued) 1938-39
Title
MIns. Star«
. (F)
73. . Jaokle Cooper ...............
Streets of New York (0)
..
John Trent-Marjorie Reynolds
Stunt Pilot (D)
r
Ritte
.Tex
.53.
.
Sundown on the Prairie (W)
(F)
. Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
Sweetheart o( Sigma Chi (0) . . .75.
(F)
6I..Frankie Darro
Touflh Kid (D)
51. .Jack Randall
Triooer Smith (W) . , ,
Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane.. (F(F)
Undercover Agent (C-D) 56.
63. . Naoel-Main-La Rue
Under the Bio Top (D)
<F>
59..Frankie Darro
Wanted by the Police (D)
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D) . .65. .James Stephenson-Betty Lynne..(A)
"Oanflerous Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) (Reviewed
. 61.. Tex a$Ritter
(F)
(F)
50 . Jack Randall
Canyon (W)
Horse
Wild
Wolf Call (D)
61. John Carroll-Movita
(F)
PARAMOUNT
1937-38
Bulldog Drummond In Africa
.H. Angel-J. Howard
(D)
. Raye-Hope-Grable
Give Me a Sailor (C)
. Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
Spawn of the North (D)
9I..Scott.J. Bennett
Ttxans (H-b)

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

Rel
Date
4/12/39
6/29/39
IO/iO/38
2/1/39
12/28/38
3/22/39
4/5/39
8/31/38
9/21/38
4/19/39
10/19/38
12/21/38
5/8/39

'!■ K

Issue of
.. .. .b4/8/39
.aii/i/M
See
.
a2/l8/39
. . . Reissue
. . .bl/7/3y
. .. .a2/25/39
b4/29/39
.. . .b9/l7/38
.. .b9/24/38
. .b3/l8/39
..blO/29/38
. bl /7/39
. .b5/27/39
.

8/19/38
.b8/6/38
8/5/38 . . b7/30/38
8/26/38
.b8/20/38
8/12/38 . .b7/l6/38

1938-39
62.
Gladys
Swarthout
(F) 1/20/39 . .. .bl/21/39
••
Ambush (D)
.83. B. Burns-M.
Carlisle
(F) 10/14/38 .blO/8/38
Arkansas
Traveler (D) ...
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
,„
„
...
,
,.,
,ci
1 /oc /^q
(F) 111/25/38
■ .. .60. . Howard-Angel-Warner
Jmv D)
1/26/38
.blO/29/38
(F) 12/30/38 .bl
Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
.90. ..Ford-Erwin-Ellis
..b4/l5/39
' Models
and to
ArtlsUDoor
Back
HeavenAbroad
(D) .(C). . .. .85.
Vnn'/^
3/10/39
(A)
.
.b3/l2/38
er
-Lanchest
'-a"8hton
■
Beachcomber (C-D)
(Reviewed
as "Vessel
of Wrath")
.70.. Charlie
Ruggles-Mary
Boland (F) 2/27/39
.b2/4/39
Boy Trouble (C)
Bride (D) ..John Howard -Heather Angel ... 6/30/39 .. ..33/25/39
Drummond's
Bulldog
(Former title , "Mr. & Mrs. Bulldog Drummond")
Bulldog
.b4/8/39
(A) 4/14/39 .. ..b2/l
Police Drummond's
(My)Secret
55 .Howard-Angel
1/39
Carroll-F. MacMurray
(A) 3/3/39 .,
Cafe Society (C)
83 .M.
Luisetti-B. Grable
(F) 9/16/38 . . .b9/24/38
Campus Confessions (D)
6459 ..H.
.
.bl/28/39
PatrickKruger
(F)
1/6/39
.,
(D)
Disbarred
(F) 12/16/38 .bl 1/26/38
Frontiersman (W)
>4 .Bill Boyd
Gracie Allen Murder Case
.b5/20/39
, (F) 6/2/39
(My-C)
J5 .Gracie Allen-Warren William
.b6/10/39
6/23/39
F)
(
.
.
.
Donald
Woods-Evelyn
Venable
..(F)
6/23/39
.b3/l8/39
6676.. . John .How^d-Gail Patrick
' ( D)
SecretsDesert
HeritageJuryof the
(W)
Grand
.b5/13/39
.Ray
Milland-lsa
Mirandi
(F)
5/12/39
.
Hotel Imperial (D)
70..
(F) 11/11/38 .b9/l7/38
100.
Colman-Dee-Rathbonc
,
(H-D)
.„,„ „,„„
King ,
If I Were
(F) 11/4/38 . .bl 1/5/38
67. . J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
Illegal Traffic (D
(F) 4/7/39 .. .b3/25/39
George
77. . Bob Burns-Gladys
T Frem MissiuH (C)
(F) 9/9/38 .. . .b8/6/38
62.. W. Boyd-G. Hayes
n Old Mexico (W)
.b5/l3/39
ne Dunne. .. (F) 6/16/39
MacMurray-lre
(D) 95. .Fred
Happiness
to
Invitation
7/28/39 . .a4/l/39
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn
■ land of Lost Men
(F) 9/30/38 . blO/8/38
55. .Naish-Nolan-Patrick
k So of Al?atra2 (D
18/39
(A) 3/17/39 . .b3/
60 . A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
K nS ^f Chinatown (D)
.b4/l5/39
4/28/39
(F)
Drew
Raft-Ellen.
Geo,
....".
.bl2/3/38
(D)
.
KentuciS
'2/2/38
Li^d\VVr?m"
(F)
■••
■
Kent-Travis
Gillis.
56.
(C-D)
Little Orphan Annie
7/21/39 . , .a3/18/39
L oyd Nolan-Akim Tamiroff
Msaniflcent Fraud (D)
.b6/IO/39
7/7/39
...(F)
Lamour
Benny-Dorothy
.Jack
86.
(C)'
Town
About
mI"
IB/28/38 . .blO/22/38
(H
Milland
Men With Winos (D) (Tech.) . . IU4. . MacMurray. .b3/l 1/39
Ameche.....(F) 3/24/39
Colbert-DonCoogan
»« ■
(C) '
MidnightDellar
7/14/39 . . a4/8/39
Betty Grable-Jaokie
Lt»
Millisn
10/21/38 . ,. .119/24/38
(F) 4/14/39
Dumbrillo-Tol.r74. .. Martha
(W)
r" er(C)
Mylt'erioSs
.b3/l 1/39
(F)
Hope
Raye-Bob Fields
80
Say Die
Never
(F) 2/24/39 . .bl2/18/39
Erikson
"one third ef a nation (D) ..76.. Sylvia Sidney-Leif
.bl2/24/38
.
1/27/39
A)
83. .B. Crosby- F. Gaal
Paris Honeymoon (Mu)
(F) 2/10/39 . ..bl/28/39
69.. Patricia Morrison
Porsons In Hiding (D)..
, .b6/25/38
(F) 7/8/38
Hayden
55. Boyd-Hayes(W)
West
the
of
Prid.
8/4/39 .. al 1/26/38
Boyd
Bill
(W)
Trail
Rsneoade
Htnegaoe i ran i.r,,.. (former title. "Arizona Bracelets")
78,. F. Farmer-L. Erikson
(F) 12/9/38 . .bl2/10/38
Ride a Crooked Mile (D)
70..Milland-Bradna
(F) 11/25/38 .bl 1/26/38
Say It In French (C) ..
66.
.Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
3/31/39 .
Silver on the Sage (W)
b8/l3/38
.88..B.
Crosby-F.
MacMurray
(F)
9/2/38 ... ..b2/l8/39
Sing You Sinners (C-D)
.35/6/39
Crosby-Louise Campbell. (F) 2/3/39
(Mu-C)
MakerBlues
Star Lault
8/25/39 ..bl/28/39
Nolan-Lamour-Gulzar
St.
(Mu)
Bob
Hope-Shirley
Ross
(F)
5/19/39
.
.b5/l3/39
Some Like It Hot (C)
. .b9/17/38
Sane of the Legion (D)
D. O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F) 9/23/38
93. .Elisabeth
Bergner
(A)
5/26/39 . ..h4/22/39
Stolen Life (D)
61.. C. Ruggies-Marjorle Rambeau ...(F) 3/31/39 . . .b3/25/39
Su«den Meney (C)
(F) 2/24/39 . .blO/22/3!l
Sanset Trail (W)
..67 W. Boyd-G. Hayes
B. Hope-S. Ross
(F) 11/18/38 ...blb4/8/39
Thanks For the Memory (C). .. .75
I/5/3R
.78
Valerie
Hobson-Barry
Barnes...
(F)
Thli Man Is News (My) .... . .64
D. O'Connor-Cook
(F) 12/23/38 .bl2/24/38
Tmr Sawyer, Detective (C) . . .
M. Carlisle-J. Howard
(F) 10/7 /1R . . .b6/10/39
Twehdewn. Army (O)
. .70
(A) 6/9/39
Undercover Doctor (D)
65 Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel
. .04/29/39
. 1 1- ) 5/5/39
MuCioa....(F)
Stanwyck-Joel
135. .Barbara
Union Pacific(D) (H-D)
.63.
.Buck Jones-Helen
Twelvetrees
5/26/39 . .b5/27/39
Unmarried
hin/l no
1/13/39
(A)
. . .bl/7/3^
86.. C. Colbert-H. Marshall
Zaza (D)
1939-40
Are Husbands Necessary?
F. MacMurr3y-Madeleine Carroll.
Beau Geste (D)
Gary Cooper-Ray Milland
Cat and the Canary (My-D)
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard
Disputed Passage (D)
Dorothy Lamour-Akim TamirolT..
Oouble-Dyed Deceiver (D)
Tito Guizar-June Clayton
Geronimo (D)
Preston Foster-Ellen Drew
Bulliver's Travels
Tech. C3rtoon Feature
Heaven
Shoestring..110. Pat
Bradna
Jamaica OnInn a (Cos-0)
Chas, O'Brien-Olympe
Laughton
(F)
Night Work (C)
Mary Boland-Charlie Ruggles ,.
Our Leading Citizen
Bob Burns-Susan Hayward
Range War (W)
Wm. Boyd-Geo. Hayes
Ruler of the Seas (D)
Fairbanks, Jr. — Lockwood
.(F)
St.
Martin's
Lane
(D)
80.
.
Laughton-Leigh
What a Life (C)
Jackie Cooper-Betty Field
1937-38
R.K.O.-RADIO
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82. .Bobby Breen
Carefree (Mu-C)
83. .Astaire- Rogers
.Bobby Breen-Leo Carriilo
Fisherman's
Wharf
(D)
70,
Painted
Desert
(W)
GO. ,Geo, O'Brien
Rene«ade Ranger (W)
59. .G. O'Brien-R. Hayworth
SBaehUf
the Rackets
(D) Castle 80. .C. Morrls-F. Mercer
Stary of Vernon
II Irene
(Mo-C)
13. .Fred Aetaire-Ginger Rogers

Affairs ef Annabel (C)
Almost a Gentleman (0)
Annatel Takes a Tour (C)
Arizona Legion
Bschelor
Mother (W)
(0)
Bad Lands (D)
Beauty for the Asking (D)
Boy Slaves (D)
Career (D)
Five Came Back (D)
Fixer Dugan (D)

.In Prod.
. a4/22/39
33/4/39
35/13/39
35/27/39
34/8/38
.In
Prod.
.In Prod.
b5/27/39
35/20/39
.In Prod.
.36/10/39
35/20/39
b7/9/38
a4/8/39

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

8/26/38..
9/2/38 .. .b8/27/38
b8/27/38
2/3/39 ., . .bl/28/39
8/12/38 . .. .b8/27/38
9/16/38 , . .b9/17/38
.b7/23/38
8/19/38
...l»4/l/39
4/28/39

1938-39
75. .J. Oakie-L. Ball
(F)
65. .James Ellison-Helen Wood
(F)
64 . .0akie-B3ll
(F)
56.. Ginger
George O'Brien
Rogers-David Niven (F)
(Former
title. "Little
Mother")
N. Beery.
Jr.-G. Williams
64. .Lucille Ball-Donald Woods
(F)
71.. Anne Shirley-Roger Daniel
(A)
Alice Eden-John Archer
Chester Morris-Wendy Barrie ...
64. .Lee Tracy-Virginia Weidler
(F)

9/9/38 .. ...b7/li/38
.b3/25/39
3/31/39 . .bl0/22/3»
11/11/38 ..bl/14/39
1/20/39 . , ..33/25/39
8/4/39
. . .36/3/39
8/11/39 .bl/28/31
2/24/39 ...bl/2l/3»
2/10/39 . . 35/6/39
7/7/39 . .34/22/39
6/23/39 . .b5/l3/39
3/21/39

I) 1-: K J<: V 1 E w
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Date

nued)
Title .-RADIO (ConH
Rel.
R.K.O
Mins.
Stars 1938-39
Issue al
...
.70
.
.
Douglas
Corrigan
(F)
Flying Irishman
(D) (D).
.64 . . Albertson-Lynn ..
(F) 3/24/39
9/23/38 .. .b3/ll/3l
.bri/10/39
Fugitives
For a Night
.b8/27/J«
.62 . Steffi Ouna-Leo Carlllo
(F)
Girl and the Gambler (C)
(iirl
(F) 6/16/39 .. .h5/20/39
70 . . Lupe Vclez-Oooald Woods
„Mexico (C)
^ From
.bl/14/3t
6/2/39
1/13/39
Groat' Man Votes" (C-D)
72..
J.
Barrymore-Peter
Holdcn
(F)
a5/13/39
1 17 . Grant-McLaglen- Fail banks, Jr. ..(F) 2/17/39 . .bl/28/31
Gunga Din (0)
Lombard - Grant- F lancis
Kind Men Many (D)
11/4/38
,
.bl2/10/3«
"MemorySutton
of Love")
11/18/38 , ..bll/19/31
Lawless
(W) CA/) (Former
59.. .Harry
G.Title
O'Brien-K.
(F)
. .b3/l8/39
. . Reissue
Law WestValley
of Tombstone
...72.
Carey
(F) 7/14/3!)
Lost
(D)
79
M 'Ciea- Richard Dix
(F) 10/14/38
10/21/38
Love Squadron
Affair ;0)
85 . ..Joel
Dunne-Boyer
(F)
.bl0/8/3t
10/7/38 . ..blO/15/38
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78 . .Stanwyck- Fonda
(F) 4/7/39
. .b9/l7/38
Man to Remember (D)
80. A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75.. Joe Penner
(F)
III Prod.
.bl2/10/38
My Fifth Avenue Girl
Ginger Rogers-Tim Holt
. . a6/3/39
Next Time 1 Marry (C)
65. .L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
. . . . Reissue
Nurse
Edith Bondage
Csvell (0)
Anna Nesgle-George
Leslie
Howard-Bette Sanders
Davis
(A) 7/14/39 . bl2/31/38
Of
Human
.b5/13/39
Pacific
Liner (D) (D)
1/6/39
.
76.. Lucille
Victor MBall-Allen
' Lag len- Chester
Morris
.(A)
Lane
(F) 5/12/39
Panama Lady (D)
65
•
..
_
11/25/38 .bl
blO/29/38
1/26/38
Peck's Bad Boy With the Cir- .79 T. Kelly-A. Gillis
..
(F)
cus
(C) . . . .90,
68 .Neagle-Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
Queen of Destiny (H-D)
. .b5/20/39
"Sixty Glorious Years")
5/26/39 . ...b5/l3/39
RacketeersCop of (D)
the Range (W) (Reviewed
,.64.
Geo.as O'Brien
(F)
9/30/38 . . hB/l7/3«
4/28/39
Rookie
60.
Tim
Holt-Virginia
Weidler
(F)
In Prod.
Room Service (C)
78.. Marx Bros
(F)
6/30/39. . .b2/l8/39
Saint in London
Geo. Sanders-Sally Grey
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63.. George Sanders- Wendy Barrio ..(F) 3/10/39 . 8'.. blO/29/38
.36/3/39
Sixty Glorious Years (H-D)
90 . . Neagle-Walbrook (Tech)
(F)
12/9/3 .. .4/29/39
Sorority House (D)
64 . .Anne Shirley-James Ellison (F) 7/28/39 .blO/29/38
8. . .36/3/39
Spell
Binder
(D)
Lee Tracy-Barbara Reed
larnished
Angel
(D)
67 . . Eilers-Guilfoyle
(A) 140//1248//333*9 . .b3/25/39
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70. Sally Eilers-Allan Lane
(F) 36//33/03/f
. .b3/l8/3»
Timber Stampede (W)
George O'Brien
/24/39 .35/13/39
3
Trouble
in
Sundown
(W)
60
.
.
Geo.
O'Brien-Rosalind
Keith
...(F)
Twelve Crowded Hours (D) .. .63 . . Richard Dix-Lucille Ball
(F) 7/21/39
Way Down South (Mu-D)
Bob Breen
. .b2/25/.ia
..b8/27/5«
REPUBLIC
1937-38
(F) </8/38 . . .b7/3e/3»
Come On Leathernecks (D)
65. . Cromwell-Hunt-MacFarlane
Novarro-M. Tallichet
(F) 8/15/38 . ..b»/t/3t
Desperate Adventure (D)
65. R.
B. Steele-L. Stanley
»/22/38 .Not Rev.
Durango
Raiders
(W) 55.
Mesquiteers
(F) 8/1/38 . .. .b«/27/3«
Heroes ofValley
the Hills
(W)
55. .Three
.b8/13/3«
The Gleasons
(F) 8/2«/38 .bl9/22/3«
Higgins
Autry-Burnette-Hughes
.(F) 8/15/38 .bl
Man FromFamily
Music(C)
Mountain (W) 64.
58. .. Autry-Burnette
'.'
(F) 10/7/385/5/39' 1/12/38
Prairie Moon (W)
58. G. Autry-S. Rurnette
(F)
11/4/38
.
Rhythm of the Saddle (W) 58. Bruce Cabot-B. Roberts
(F) 8/22/38 . b8/27/38
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)
65.
...li«/3/38
1938-39
.R. Rogers-M. Hart
(F) 9/4/38 .. . .b5/6/39
Billy
the
Kid
Returns
(W)
56.
Autry-Smiley Burnette (F) 5/4/39 . ..blIn1/26/38
Prod,
Blue Montana Skies (W)
56. .G.G. Autry-Smiley
Burnett
Colorado Sunset
12/26/38 . .. .bia/l/8«
Roy
Rogers-Mary
Hart
(F)
18/8/38
,bl/l4/3»
Come
Rangers (W)
Bros. & Elviry..(F)
Down On
in Arkansaw
(C-O) 57.
66. . R. Byrd-Weaver
,, ,.b2/l
bl/21/39
Livingston-June Travis ...(F)
I/3S
Federal Man Hunt (D)
64. .Rob't
.
Byrd-Mary Carlisle
(F) 2/24/39
l/S/3» .. , .b4/ 15/39
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65. .Ralph
4/19/39
.P.
Kelly-June
Lang-L.
Talbot
(F)
..b2/ll/39
Forged Passport (D)
61 . Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F) 2/3/3e
Frontier Pony Express (W)
58. .Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ....(F)
a5/l3/39
10/29/3* .. .tlO/22/38
Home on the Prairie (W)
58.
., ,b2/25/3S
In Old Caliente (W)
.Roy
RogersMary
Hart
,b4/l5/3«
R. Cummings-Helen Mack
(A) 5/15/39
i i '/ii'm
I Stand Accused (0)
63. ■ B.
MacLane-B. Roberts
(F) 3/8/39
. . .35/13/39
b4/l/39
I Was A Convict (D)
65 . .Richard
Dix-Gail
Patrick
(F)
Man
of
Conquest
(H-D)
96.
3/27/39
Gene
Autry-Smiley
Burnette
(F)
Mexican Rose (W)
58 . .Byrd -Cabot- Ryan
.
35/6/39
Mickey, the Kid (D)
l/ie/3S . ...b3/ll/3»
.bl/21/39
Mountain Rhythm (W)
.Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ...
. .. ..b.b4/8/3J
10/ 1/38
Michael Whalen-Marv Hart
(F) 3/2»/3»
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65. .The
10/1/38
Gleasons-Mary Hart
(F)
I2/S/38 ,
(F) 4/12/39
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65. Livingston-Travis
.bl2/l7/38
Night Hawk
(D)
63.
.3 Mesquiteers
(F)
..blO/1/38
Night
58.
8/28/31
(F) »/29/38
OrphansRiders
of the(W)
Street (D)
64. .Livingston-Storey
Mesquiteers
(F) 12/22/38 .. .bl/28/39
.119/17/38
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55. .3
Meequiteers
(F)
Pale ef the Saddle (W)
55. .3James
Dunn-Rochelle Hudson (F) l/23/3» . ..all/12/38
Pride e( the Navy (D)
65. .3 Mesquiteers
b3/25/39
Red River Range (W)
56.
3/13/39
ll/ia/38 . . . 36/3/39
B^ogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Rough Riders Round-up (W)...58. .3RoyMesquiteers
(F)
.bl2/IO/,3«
SantaMarried
Fe Stampede
56. .Phil Regan-Je3n Parker
She
a Cop (W)
(D)
12/23/38 bl2/17/38
title.
"Laughing
Irish
Hearts")
.In Prod.
Roy
Rotieis-Mary
Hart
(F)
. .b6/3/39
Shine
On,
Harvest
Moon
(W)...57,
.The Gleasons
Should Husbands Work?
.b6/10/39
(
Former
.bll/12/38
Byrd- Kay Sutton
(A) 5/11/14/38
/39
SOS— Tidal Wave D)
60. RalphRogers-Mary
Hart
(F) 19
Southward Ho! (W)
58. .Roy
.P. Knowles-R. Hudson
(F) 4/28/39 .b4/29/39
Storm Over Bengal (D)
65. .Chas.
. .a4/l/39
Bickford-Nana Bryant .. (F) 5/12/39
Street
of Missing
(D) .. .65.
12/2/38 . .1112/24/38
Three Texas
Steers Men
(W)
57, .3Gene
Mesquiteers
Autry-Smiley Burnette .. .(F) 2/6/39 .,
Western Jamboree (W)
57. . .F. Inescort-H.
Wilooxon
(F)
. a6/3/39
Woman Doctor (0)
65 . . 3 Mesquiteers
5/27/39 . ,b5/27/39
Wyoming Outlaw (W)
. .b2/4/.SO
.Frieda
Inescort-Otto
Kruger
...
Zero Hour (D)
62.
TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX
1938-39
Alexander's
Ragtime
Band
(D)
.
105
.
.
Power-Faye-Ameche
Withers-Rogers-Kellard
(F)
Always In Trouble (C)
70.
(F)
Arizona Wildcat (C)
68. Withers-Carrillo
Jane
WithersRobert
Kellard
,,,(F)
Boy
Friend
70.
Charlie
Ch3n (D)
in Honolulu
(My-D)
65,, , Sidney
Toler-Phyllis Brooks
(F)
Charlie
Chan in ^
Reno (My)
Sidney
Brooks (F)
(F)
Chasing Danger (D)
Preston Toler-Phyllis
Foster-Lynn Bari
,68
,
Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
(F)
Danger Island (D)
Family
(F)
,6U , Jones
Down on the Farm (C) .
(F)
.73,
,61 , Jones Family
Everybody's
Baby (C)
(C) . . .
Five of a (D)Kind
Dionne
Quints-J,
Hersholt
(F)
83.
Gateway
.65, Ameche- Whelan
(F)
Ritz
Bros,
-Anita
Louise
Gorilla (C)
65 . Murphy- Weaver- J. Barrymore (F)
(F)
Hold
That
Co-Ed
(C)
79.
Hound of the Baskervilles
Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
(My-D)
80.
(F)
Inside Story (D)
60. Whalen-Rogers
Inspector Hornleigh (D) ..
Gordon H3rker-Al3St3ir Sim ...(F)
It Could Hsppen to You (My) .. ..Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart .. .
Jesse James (D)
105 .. Power- Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) .59 .. Jones Family
(F)
Just Around the Corner (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72 .. Withers-Stuart- Wilcoxon
'F)
Kentucky (D)
96. .Young-Greene (Tech.)
(F)
Little Princess (D)
91.. S. Temsle-R. Greene (Tech.) (F)
Meet the Girls (C)
60. .J. Lang-L. Bari
(F)
Mr.
Last Vacation
Warning (My)
(F)
Mr. Mote's
Moto Takes
(My) .74.
.65 ... Lorre-Field
Peter Lorre
(F)
My
Lucky Star
(C-D)
90.
(F)
Mysterious
Mr. Moto
(My)
62.. . Henio-Greene
Peter Lorre
(F)
News Is Made At Night (D)
Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
55.. Lynn Bari-B. Albertson
(F)
Return of the Cisco Kid (W) ..70.. Warner Baxter-Lynn Bari
(F)
Road Demon (D)
65. . Arthur-Valerie-Armetta
(F)
Rose of Washington Sq. (Mu.-D) 86. Power-Faye-Jolson
(F)
Safety in Numbers (C)
55.. Jones Family
(F)
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonia Henie-Tyrone Power
Sharpshooters (D)
62.. B. Donlevy-L. Bari
(F)
Smiling Along (Mu-D)
91.. G. Fields-M. Maguire
(F)
So This Is London (C)
70. .Jlrayten-Hare
(A)
(Reviewed as "Paddy
Darling")
(Continued
on next
page)

6/2/39".'.
.b5/28/38
8/19/38
11/2/38 ,,. . bl.b8/20/38
1/12/38
2/10/39 ,. .b5/l3/39
5/19/39 .
1/30/39 . bl2/31/38
.b6/3/39
bl/14/3*
6/16/39 . ..b3/l8/3»
5/5/39
I2/IS/38. . , .bie/li/t8
4/7/39
10/14/38,,, . .bl2/3/38
3/24/39 . bl«/IS/38
8/5/38 . .. .b8/8/S8
9/16/38 . .b5/27/39
5/26/39
. .M/I7/3S
.bl8/22/88
.h4/l/3»
3/10/39
. , ..b4/22/3»
3/31/39
.35/6/39
12/23/38
4/21/39
6/30/39 .
,bl
1/5/38
.b5/27/39
.bl/l4/S«
11/11/38 . .b6/l8/38
6/2/39
12/30/38 . bl2/l7/38
8/12/38
10/7/38 . .b7/23/38
3/10/39
b2/25/39
.b7/30/38
bl
1/19/38
..b9/3/38
2/24/39
.
7/14/39
10/21/38
9/2/38 .. , ,b6/4/38
,a3/ 18/39
7/21/39 bll/19/58
.b4/29/39
12/2/38
.
3/3/39
4/28/39 .. .b8/2'/38
5/12/39 , . . b5/6/39
.34/8/39
9/9/38 . . .. ..b8/l3/38
6/23/39
1 1/18/38 .blO/22/38
.b9/24/38
1/20/39 . . b2/4/39
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SHOWMEN'S

(Cont.) 1938-39
20TH CENT.-FOX
Mini. Stars
TINe
Speed t* Burn (0)
61.. M. Whalen-L. Bari
Story of Alexander Graham
Bell
(D)
lOL.Loretta
Voung-Don
Ameche
Straight Place and Shew (C) ..65..Rit2 Bros.
Merman
Submarine Patrol (C-D) 95.. R. Greene-N. Kefly
Suez (D)
104. .Power-Young-Annabella
Susannah of the Mounties (D) Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott..
Tail Spin (D)
82. . Faye- Bennett- Kelly
Thanks for Everything (C) 70. .Oakie-Whelan
Three Musketeers (Mu-0)
72..Ritz Bros. -Don Ameche
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 59 . M. Whalen-Stuart
(Reviewed
as "Meridian 7-1212")
Up the New
RiverYork
(C)
75. . Foster-Brooks-Martin
While
Sleeps (D) 63..
Michael Whalen
White Lady of the Orient (D)
Alice Faye- Warner Baxter
(Former
"By the
Dawn's
EarlyYoung
Light")
Wife, Husband and Friend
(C) .82title,
.. Warner
BaxterLoretta
Winner Take All (C)
61.. Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
101.. Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver.,.

TRADE

Rel.
See of
Date
Issue
..b6/ll/38
(F) 8/26/38 .
.. b4/l/39
(F)
(F) 4/14/39
9/30/38 ..blO/l/38
..bll/5/38
(F)
(F) 11/25/38
10/28/38 ..blO/22/38
.a3/l 1/39
7/28/39 ...b2/4/39
(F)
2/10/39
.
.bl2/IO/38
(F) 12/23/38 ..b2/l 1/39
(F) 2/17/39 . . ..b7/2/38
(F) 9/23/38 .
1/12/38
(F) 1,2/9/38 . ..bl.b8/27/38
(F) 12/16/38 . .a8/l3/38
7/7/39 .
.b2/l8/39
(F) 4/21/39
3/3/39 ... ... ..b6/3/39
.b2/25/39
(F)
(F) 6/9/39 .

1939-40
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Basil Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island (My. Sidney Toler-Sen Yung
Chicken Wagon Family
Jane Withers- Leo Carrille
Escape, The (D)
Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff ,.
Falling Stars
Alice Faye-Don Ameche
Girl Must Live (C)
93. .Margaret Lockwood-R, Houston.. (A)
Harmony at Home
Jean Rogers-Robert Kellard
Here I Am, A Stranger
Richard Greene-Nancy Kelly ...
Hotel For Women (D)
Elsa Maxwell-Jas. Ellison
Quick Millions
Jones Family
Family at the Grand Canyon")
Rains Came D)(Former title "Jones
Loy-Power-Brent
Stanley and Livingstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greeno-Kelly
UNITED ARTISTS
Algiers (D)
95.
Captain Fury (D)
92.
Cowboy and the Lady (C-D) 91.
Drums (D)
99.
(Reviewed
Duke of West Point (D)
109.
King of the Turf (D)
88.
Made For Each Other (D) 94.
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
Prison Without Bars (D)
79.
Stagecoach (D)
96.
There Goes My Heart (C) 84.
Topper Takes a Trip (0)
80.
Trade Winds (0)
94.
Wuthering Heights (0)
ICS.
Young
in
Heart
(C-D)
90.
Zenobia (C)
71.

1938-39
. Boyer-LaMarr-Gurie
(A)
. Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
(F)
.Cooper-Oberon
.Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.).... (F)
(F)
the Mountains")
.asL. "Mutiny
Hayward-J.In Fontaine
(F)
.Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello (F)
. Lombard-J. Stewart
.Louis Hayward-Joan Bennett .. (F)
. Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F)
.Claire Trevor-John Wayne
(F)
. F. March-V. Bruce
(F)
.C. Bennett-R. Young
(A)
. March-J. Bennett
(F)
.M. Oberon-L. Olivier
.Gaynor- Fairbanks, Jr.-Goddard. . (A)
(F)
.Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F)

Chump At Oxford
Four Featheik ^iecn.y vuy . . .
Music School
Over the Moon
Real Glory
Winter Carnival (D)

1939-40
Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy
. Duprez-Smith-Richarusoii
Jascha Heifetz-Andrea Leeds .
Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)..
Gary Cooper-Andrea Leeds ...
Ann Sheridan-Richard Carlson
1937-38

(F)

Prod.
..Ina6/3/39
.In Prod.
a5/27/39
a6/IO/39
b5/27/39
.In
Prod.
In Prod.
a5/l3/39
a5/l3/39
. a5/l3/39
.a3/4/39

8/5/38 ..
5/26/39
11/17/38
9/26/38 .
12/29/38
2/17/39 .
2/10/39
6/15/39 .
3/10/39 .
3/3/39 ..
10/14/38
1/12/39 .
12/22/38
4/7/39 .
10/27/38
4/21/39 .

,.. .b5/6/39
.b7/2/38
bll/12/38
.b4/l6/38
bl2/l7/38
1/39
..b2/l
.b2/4/39
.a3/25/39
.blO/l/38
b2/ll/39
.blO/l/38
bl2/3l/38
b..b4/l/39
12/24/38
.bl
1/5/38
.b3/l8/39
.In Prod.
. b4/29/39
a6/3/39
.In
Prod.
a6/IO/39
a5/l3/39

UNIVERSAL
.. .b»/6/38
Letter of Introduction (C-D) . . . 100. . Menjou-Bergen & McCarthy-Leeds (F) 8/ 5/38 . .b8/27/38
Missing
Guest
(My-D)
65.
.
Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F)
8/12/38
That Certain Age (0)
100.. D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F) 10/7/38 ..blO/l/38
1938-39
Big Town Czar (D)
62. Barton MacLane-Eve Arden
(F) 4/21/39 .b4/29/39
1/19/38
Black Bandit (W)
58. B, Baker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 bl.bl/28/39
Code of the Streets (D)
70. Carey-Thomas- Little Tough Guyi.(F) 4/14/39 .blO/15/38
(F) 8/26/38 . . .b4/8/39
Dark Rapture (TR)
80. Native Cast
East Side of Heaven (C)
>t. Ring Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39 . .b5/20/39
McLaglen-Grey-Brown
(F) 5/19/39 , bl 1/26/38
Ex-Champ
(D)
74.
Exposed (D)
63., Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F) 11/4/38 .
Family Next Door (C)
60., Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39 .b4/l5/39
For Love Or Money (D)
67. June Lang-Robert Kent
5/5/39 . .a4/22/39
.b8/27/38
Freshman Year (C)
65. Dunbar-Truex
(F) 9/2/38
.. bl2/24/38
Gambling Ship (D)
61 Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 1/20/39
12/16/38
alO/29/38
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57. B. Baker-F. Shannon
10/21/38
Guilty Trail (W)
57. Bob Baker
.39/10/38
11/11/38 .bl2/l7/38
His fxciting Night (C)
61. C.
Ruggles-M.
Martin
(F)
1/13/39 . al 1/26/38
Honor of the West (W)
58. Bob Baker
.
.a4/l/39
6/30/39 . .35/20/39
House of Fear
66. Wm. Gargan-lrene Hervey
Inside Information (D)
June Lang-Dick Foran
6/2/39
.
In Prod.
I Stole a Million
George Raft-Claire Trevor
.blO/8/38
Last Express (My)
56 Taylor-Ames
(A) 10/28/38 bl2/IO/38
Last Warning
62. P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F) 1/13/39
.
bl
1/26/38
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68 Boland-E. E. Horton
(F) 11/25/38
Mars Attacks the World (O)...60 Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) 11/18/38 .In
bl
1/12/38
Prod.
Modern Cinderella
Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer
8/4/39. ., ..b4/l/39
MysteiTf of the White Room
(My-D)
58. Jackie
Bruce Cabot-Helen
(A) 3/17/39
.bl/7/39
Cooper-Little Mack
Tough Guys (F) 12/23/38 ..blO/1/38
Newsboys'
Home (D)
73. W. Gargan-J.
Personal Secretary
(C-D) 62.
Hodges
(F) 9/9/38 .
Pirates of the Skies (D) 61. Kent Taylor-Rochelle Hudson ...(F) 2/3/39 . .b2/25/39
Prairie Justice (W)
57. Bob Baker
1 1/14/38 .39/24/38
Risky Business (D)
66 . George Murphy-Dorothea Kent ..(F) 3/3/39 .. .b3/18/39
. .b9/3/3a
Road to Reno (C-D)
69. H. Hampton-R. Scott
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67. Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack (F)
(F) 9/23/38
12/9/38 . bll/19/38
Service De Luxe (C)
85. 0. Bennett-C. Ruggles
(F) 10/21/38 blO/22/38
.b3/ll/39
Society Smugglers (D)
65 . Preston Foster-lrene Hervey (F)
. b I /2 1 /39
Son of Frankenstein (D)
93. Basil Rathbone-J. Hutchinson ...(A) 2/24/39
1/13/39
Jackie
Cooocr-F. Bartholomew
Spirit of Culver (C-D)
90.
3/10/39 ..bl.b3/4/39
1/5/38
Storm (D)
75. Bickford-Foster . .. (F)
(F)
10/28/38
bl2/IO/38
Strange Faces (D)
60. Kent-Jenks ....
(F)
.
..b6/3/39
12/2/38
.
Sun Never Sets (D)
96 . Fairbanks, Jr.-Barba O'Neil .(F) 6/9/39
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mu-C) 62. Ken Murray- Kathryn raKane
(F) 12/16/38 bl2/17/38
1/19/38
Swing That Cheer (C-D) 63. Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F) 10/14/38 bl.34/22/39
Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
They Asked For It (D)
5/,26/39
.b3/25/39
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87. Ourbin-Winninger
(F) 3/24/39
YouMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75. Fields-Bergen-McCa
(C)
. .b2/l8/39
rthy
(F) 2/17/39 ..bl8/l/38
Yok-th Takes a Fling (C-D) 78. J. McCres-A. Leeds
(F) 9/30/38 '.
1939-40
36/10/39
Bright Victory (D)
J.
Cooper.In
Prod.
Desperate Trails
Brown-B3ker-Freddie
Knight Bartholomew
36/10/39
Forgotten Woman (D)
Sigrid Gurie-Donald Brigg's
b5/20/39
35/20/39
Miksdo On
(Mu)
Kenny B3ker (Tech.) ' ' ' ' (F)
Mutiny
the Blackhawk (D)90.. Arlen-Moore-Devine
.
a5/6/39
California'')
Old
"In
title,
(Former
Old
Grad
(D)
H
nirt er,
Charley Granewin-Anita Louise
36/10/39
Underpup (D)
Rob't Cummings-Nan Grey
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WARNER
BROS.
1938-39
Title
Start
Adventures of Jane Arden (D) Mini.
. . .58. . Rosella Towne-Wm. Gargan
(F)
Angels
With Island
Dirty (D)..
Faces (D) . . .97.
.Cagney-O'Brien
(F)
Blackwell's
.71.
.J.
G3rfield-R.
Lane
(A)
Bioadw3y Musketeers (D).
63. .Sheridan -Lindsay. Hunter
(F)
Brother R3t (C)
90
.
W.
Morris-P.
Lane-J.
Davis
(F)
Code of Secret Service (D).
.58. Ronald Reagan-Rosella Towns... (F)
Comet Over Bro3dway (D) 69. .K. Francis. I. Hunter
(A)
Confessions of a Nazi Spy (D) . 106 • . Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys
(F)
Cowboy Quarterback (C)
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson
(Former
title,
"Lighthorse
Harry")
Dark Victory (D)
100. .B. Davis-G. Brent
(A)
Daughters Courageous CC)
John Garfleld-Priscill3 L3ne ...
(Former
title, "Fsmily Reunion")
Dswn Patrol (D)
103. . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
(F)
Devil's Island (D)
63.. Boris Karloff
(A)
Dodge City (D) (Tecti.) 104. . Errol Flynn-Olivia de Havilland. . (F)
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Raft-Bryan
Four Daughters (D)
90.. J. Lynn-Lane Sisters
(F)
Four's a Crowd (D)
90. . Russell-Flynn-DcHavilland (F)
GardenOn of Probation
the Moon (D)
(Mu-C) .. .90.
(F)
Reagan. Bryan
(A)
Girls
64 . Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
(F)
Going
83 O. Powell-A. Louise
Hard toPlaces
Get (C)
(C)
Powell-0. Page
deHavillsnd
(F)
D.
Foran-G.
(Tech.)
(F)
Heart of the North (D)
6779.. D.
Hell's Kitchen (D)
81 Lindsay. Dead End Kids
Hobby Family (D)
Jane Bryan-Henry O'Neill
lndi3n3polis Speedwsy (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
(Former
title. Muni-Bette
"The Roaring
Crowd")
Juarez (H-D)
127. Paul
Davis
(F)
Kid
(C)(D) 92..
Pat Francis-J.
O'Brien-Joan
Blondell
(F)
King From
of theKokomo
Underworld
69. .K.
Stephenson
(F)
Man Who Dared D)
59.. Charles Grapewin-Jane Bryan ..(F)
as "I Am Not Afraid")
Nancy Drew — Detective (D) (Reviewed
65. .Granville-Litel
(F)
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
(F)
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D) ..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
Naughty, But Nice (C)
90 . Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title,
"Always Letvo Them Laughing")(A)
Off
the Record
(D)
65.
Oklahoma
Kid (W)
80.. .O'Brien-Blondell
James Cagney.Rosem3ry L3ne ...(F)
On Tri3l (D)
60.. Margaret Lindsay-John Litel ...(F)
Secret Service In the Air (D)..63..R. Reagan-I. Rhodes
(F)
Secrets of an Actress (D)
68.. K. Francis-G. Brent
(A)
Sisters (D)
100.. B. Davis-E. Flynn
(F)
Steeplechase (D)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McCallion.
title, Wilson
"Gantry
the Gre3t")
Sweepst3kes Winner (C) (Former
59.. Marie
-Johnny
Davis
They M3de Me 3 Crimin3l (D) . .87. . Garfleld-Dickson
(A)
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) 63.. Glenda Farrell-B. MacLane (F)
Torchy Blane in Chinatown (My) .58. . h arrell-MacLane
(F)
Torchy Runs for Mayor (D) 60. . Farrell-MacLane
(F)
Valley of the Giants (D)
80. . Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
(F)
Waterfront (D)
Dennis Morg3n-Glori3 Dickson..
Wings of the Nsvy (D)
90.. G. Brent-0. deH3vill3nd
(F)
Women In the Wind (D) 62. Kay Francis-Wm. Gargan
(F)
Yes,
My
Darling
Daughter
(C)
.
.85.
.Priscilla
L3ne-Jeffrey
Lynn
(A)
You Can't Get Away With
Murder (D)
78.. Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page ...(A)
Angels Wash Their F3ces (D)
Career Man (D) (Former
Dust Be My Destiny (D)
Enemy Agent (D)
Give
Me a Child (D)
Kid Nighting3le
Lady
(D)
Nancy andDrewthe andKnight
Hidden
St3irC3se (D)
No Place to Go (D)
Old Maid (D)
On Your Toes
Playing With Dynamite
Return of Dr. X
STATES RIGHTS
Code of the Cactus (W)
Code
of the Parents
Fearless(D)
(W)
Delinquent
Edge of the World (D)
Forbidden
Music (IMu-C)
Forbidden Territory
(D)
Headleys at Home (D)
In Old Montana (W)
Juarez and Maximilian
I Demand Payment (D)
Lightning Carson Rides Again
'W)
Meet the Mayor (C-D)
Mutiny
the the
Elsinore
(D)
Paroled ofFrom
Big House
(D)
Peg of Old Drury (D)
Prison Train (D)
Rangle River (W)
Rebellious Daughters (D)
School For Husbands (C)
Six-Gun Trail
Slander House (D)
Songs and
Saddles
(Mu-W)
Texas
Wildcats
(W)
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
Trigger Fingers (W)
Unashamed (D)

1939-40
De3d End Kids. Reagan-Sheridan.
title,
"Battle of City Lynn
Hall")
Joel McCrea-JefTrey
John Garfleld-Priscilla L3ne ...
Boris Karloff- Margaret Lindsay..
Geraldine
Fitzgerald-J. Lynn
John
Payne
Davis-Flynn-deHavilland
Bonits Granville-Frankie Thomas
Gloria Dickson-Dennis Morgan..
Betto Davis-George Brent
Vera Zorina-Eddie Albert
J3ne Wyman-Tom Kennedy
Lys-Bogart. Morris. Lane

Tim McCoy
Fred Scott
Weston-Murphy-Walker
J. Laurie-B. Chrystall
Dur3nte-T3uber
Gregory Rstoff
Evelyn Vensble-Grant Mitchell.
Fred Scott-Jean Carmen
Medea Novara-L. Alwill
Jack La Rue
Tim McCoy
F. Fay-R. Hall
Paul Lukas-Lyn Harding
Stone- Lee
Neagle-Hardwicke
Fred Keating-Linds Winters
Victor
Jory-Margaret Dare
Hlllie-Moore-Reynolds
Dian3 Churchill
Tim McCoy
A. Ames-P. Kelton
Gene Austin
Tim
Barclay
Jack McCoy-Joan
Buchanan
Tim
McCoy-Jill
Martin
70, Nudist Cast

56
61
74
65.
80
59
63
95
55
69
63
73
57
80
66
72
60
72
65

Rel. Issue
Se. o
Date
3/4/39 b2/ 18/39
11/19/38 .blO/29/38
3/25/39 b3/4/3«
10/8/38
10/29/38 ....b9/3/38
.blO/22/38
5/27/39 ..b5/20/39
12/3/38 ..bl2/24/38
5/6/39 ...b4/29/39
7/29/39 ..34/29/39
4/22/39
7/22/39 ...b3/ll/3»
...33/4/39
12/24/38
1/7/39 .bl2/l7/3«
bl/7/31
4/8/39
b4/8/39
a3/4/3»
8/27/38 ...b8/ 13/38
8/20/38 ...b7/l6/38
10/1/38
10/22/38 ...b7/30/3»
.blO/15/3»
12/31/38
.bl2/24/3»
12/1(1/38 ..bll/12/3«
.bl2/17/3»
11/5/38
7/8/39 ...a2/18/39
35/6/39
33/18/39
6/10/39
6/24/39 ..b4/29/39
..b5/20/39
1/28/39 ...
...bl/l4/3»
6/3/39
b4/8/39
11/19/38 .bl2/24/3«
2/18/39
6/17/39 ...bl/28/39
...33/4/39
7/1/39 ..312/10/38
1/21/39 ..bl/28/39
3/11/3* ...b3/l»/3»
4/I/3S b3/25/3«
3/4/39 b2/ll/3t
9/10/38 ..blO/15/31
10/15/38 ..bl6/8/3l
33/25/39
5/20/38 .. al/7/3»
I/14/3S .bll/19/38
bl/7/3»
11/12/38
2/4/3S
....b2/
11/39
5/13/39
....b4/l/3»
9/17/38 ...b8/20/38
7/15/39 ...34/1/39
2/ll/3»
4/15/31 ...SI/2I/3S
....b2/4/»l
2/25/39 ...b2/ll/o»
4/29/3« ..kl/2l/U
a4/l/39
36/10/39
a5/27/39
a4/l/3«
Ina4/l/3»
Prod.
a6/3/39
35/27/39
.a5/27/39
35/6/39
.In Prod.
In Prod.
In Prod.

Victory ...al/l4/3«
Spectrum ..bl/2l/3»
Prog b9/l7/3I
Pax
b9/10/3»
WorldFilms.
...bl2/3l/38
H off berg .bl 1/26/38
Standard .bll/l2/3l
Spectrum ..b4/l/3R
Torres b4/29/39
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
.bl0/15/3a
Victory . .blO/15/38
Sterling . ..b2/25/39
Regal ... . . b8/8/3«
.bl0/22/3<
Kay
Jay-Dee
Tri-Nat.
Brown . . .blO/19/38
Malcom- ...5/13/39
Hoffberg... . .blO/8/38
Prog.
.bl/28/3»
Hoffberg .. .blO/8/38
Victory . .312/3/38
Prog. ... .38/13/38
Roadshow ..a3/25/3»
VIetory... . ..bie/15/38
.35/6/39
(A) C&M
d b8/l3/38
Victory .
(A) Cine Grani

(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(A)
.. (F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(A)
(A)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Burstyn .bl2/3/38
Abused Confidence (D)
85. .Danielle Darrieux
(A) Columbia
Ballerina (D)
83..J3nine Ch3rr3t-Mi3 SIsvensky ..(F)
Tri-Nat.
Carnival in Flanders
Fr3ncoise Ros3y
.bl2/17/38
Tri-Nat.
Mayer.
Champs- Elysees (D)
89.. Sachs Guitry
(A) Tri-Nat.
Crossroads
(D)
80..Ch3S.
Vanel-Suzy
Prim
(A)
. ...b3/4/39
Reissued
.
Tower
Double Crime in the Maginot
Hoffberg .bl2/31/38
Line (D)
83.. Victor Francen
(A) National
...b4/
15/39
...b5/6/39
Escape
Yesterday
Annabella-Jean
Gabin
(A)
40
LittleFrom
Mothers
(C)(D) . . .8992. . .. Lucien
Baroux
(F)
Tri-Nat.
Gr3nd Illusion (D)
90. . Gsbin-von Stroheim
(A) World . .bl2/3l/38
Orage (D)
73. . Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/17/38
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76. . An>'abell3
(A)
, .blO/15/3a
. . 12/24/38

Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
WARMPP Der\C
WAKINCK
1937-38
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama;
(CS-D) Costumm
'7. cutr^.'^lt^?::. -^^^^^^^
Drama;
(W ) Western;
(Mu-C)
Musical
Comedy;
(F) Farce;
Racket Buster. (D)
75. !Brent-Dicksoii !!! !."!!!i!!!: !!! u) S/1038' ".. !b8/ 1^^^^ (TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.
(FOR ACCURACY
ALWAYS
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH YOUR LOCAL EXCHANGE)

S H O W M EN'S

COLUMBIA
1938-39
Running Reviewed
Comment
Issue Of
Time
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
.Not Rev.
Rev.
Boom Goes the Groom
JJ/i .Not
Chump Takoj a Bump
S'^' .12/17/38
Home On the Rage
Pretty Good
7 . 8/27/38
Many Sappy Returns ... Funny
18
Mutiny On the Body
I'/i .Not Rev.
Nag In the Bag
Funny
7 . . 12/17/38
Nightshirt Bandit
Funny
17 . . 12/24/38
10/29/38
Not
Guilty
Enough
Funny
17
. 4/ 8/39
Now It Can Be Sold Funny
17 .Not
Rev.
Pl» a la Maid
18, ■ . 3/18/39
Sap
Takes
a
Wrap
Funny
IS'/i
.Not
Rev.
Star Is Shorn
I'/s- . 4/22/39
SwingMy YouLawyer
Swingers ...Very
IS'/i.
Sua
. Fairly Funny
Good
17 .10/ 1/38
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
7 . .10/ 1/38
Animal Cracker Circus . . Geod
8 . .Not Rev.
7 . .. 4/22/39
9/10/38
Hollywood Graduation . Clever
77'/,.. . 5/13/39
House That Jack Built.
.Not Rev.
8 . .12/17/38
8'/>.
7 . .Net Rev.
7 . .Not Rev.
Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done (6)
. 2/11/39
COLUMBIA TOURS
Bermuila — Islands of
10'/,. . 9/11/37
Paradise
Colorful
9 . .Not Rev.
Big Town Commuters
. 12/17/38
Province of Quebec
Good ..
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
lO'/j . .10/ 1/38
College Songs
Lively
ID
2/ 4/S»
Friendship Songs
Satisfactory
*•/,. . .. Not
le
Rev.
Moonlight Melodies
Not R«*.
Parade of Hits
1 1 .Not Rotr.
ieaton's
Idea
10 . .Not Rev.
Songs of the West
■oath Sea Songs Good
101/2 .. IO/2(/St
4/29/39
Strauss Waltzes
Different . .
10
Sweetheart Melodies
IS . .Not Rev.
GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY KAT (8)
S'/,.
7 . Not Rev.
Golf Chumps
7'/i. . 9/10/3*
Gym Jams
Good
« . Not R*v.
Hot Dogs On Ice
3/18/39
7 . . Not
Krazy's Bear Tale
Fair
Rov.
Krazy'sMountie
Shoo Shop
7 . .Not Ro*.
Lane
MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Good Old American
Home
10'/,.
Rov.
Montmartro
Madness ..Entertaining
10 ...Not5/27/39
Night in a Music Hall .. Entertaining
10'/,.. 2/ 4/39
Nl(ht at Docdia
tho Troc
10'/,..
Rev.
Yankee
Home. .. Good
10 .. Not
6/ 3/39
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
.Not Rev.
No.
SCRAPPY (8)
10
.10/ 1/38
Early
Bird
Good
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies
6S'/j . 2/ 4/39
Scrappy's Added Attrac-.
tlon
6'/, .Not Rtv.
Scrappy's Side Show
7 .Net Rov.
Worm's Eye View
Just Filler
7 . 5/13/39
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13)
No. I (Series 18)
10 . Not Rtv.
No. 2
10 . .Not
Net Rev.
Rov.
No. 3
10 .
No. 4
Enjoyable
10 . 2/ 4/39
Rev.
No. 5
9 . .Not
. 3/18/39
No.
Excellent
No. 6
7
10lO'/j.. . Not Rev.
. 4/29/39
No.
Good
No. 8
9
Interesting
1091/2. 5/13/39
SPORT THRILLS (13)
5/13/39
Diving Rhythm
Excellent
10
10/ l/J«
Football Giants
Interesting
10
King Vulture
Outstanding
II
1/ 7/3«
4/29/39
Navy Sports
Champions
Fair
91/2. Not
Rev.
Odd
lOV,.
12/17/31
Ski Rhythm
Excellent
10 .
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did GeGood Slapstick
l6'/2. , 4/22/39
2/ 4/39
Flat
Foot
Stooges
Good
Slapstick
l5'/2.
Mutts
to
You
Okay
Slapstick
18 . 12/17/38
Three Little Sew and
Not Rev.
Violent
"is the Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
18 . 9/10/38
We Want Our Mummy
17
Not Rev.
Yes, We Have No Bonanzas 16 Not Rev.
WASHINGTON
PARADE (6)
6/10/39
Inside the Capitol
Good
II .. ,2/11/39
Inside the White House Fair
II .12/17/38
Washington
Very Good
10 .
1939-40
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
CINESCOPES (6)
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) Tech.
COMMUNITY SINGS (10)
FABLES CARTOONS (6)
FOOLS WHO MADE HISTORY (6)
MOMENTS OF COMEDY (6)
PALS AND PETS (6)
PHANTASIES CARTOONS (10)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
STOOGE COMEDIES (S)
WASHINGTON PARADE (6)
WORLD OF SPORTS (12)

T R A \) JC

R E VIEW

EDUCATIONAL 1938-39
Running
Comment
Time
CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
10
No. I
Swell Stuff
10
No. 2
Excellent . .
MCM
1938-39
CARTOONS
(15)
Art Gallery
Excellent
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
Little Goldfish (Tech.) .. Amusing
Mama's
New
Hat
Poor
Seal Skinners
Poor
Wanted No Master
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money to Loan
Excellent
While America Sleeps . . Timely
Wrong Way Oat
Excellent
MINIATURES (10)
Love On Tap
Miracle of Salt Lake
They Live Again

. Satisfactory

8
9
8
207
7
178

Reviewed
Issue Of
9/10/38
9/10/38

21

5/27/39
3/25/39
, 4/22/39
3/18/39
. 4/15/39
Not Rev.
. . 4/ 1/39
. . 4/22/39
. . 1/ 7/39

II
11
10
10
9
10

.. .. 9/
3/38
1/28/39
.. .. Not
2/25/39
Rov.
. . 12/10/38
10/15/38
. . 1 1/12/38

MUSICALS (6)
Impressive
17
Fair
21
Okay
21
Darn Clever
20
Entertaining
21
OUR GANG (12)
Aladdin's Lantern
Funny
II
Alfalfa's
Aunt
Humorous
Clown Princes
Funny
10II
Duel Pereonalitlet Amusing
10
Footkall Romeo
Good Gang
10
Men In Fright
Enjoyable
II
PraetleaJ Jokeii
Satisfactory
9
Tiny Trouklee
Fair
10
PASSING PARADE (10)
New Roadways
Very Good
10
No. I
Very Good
10
Story of Alfred Nobel ..Excellent
II
Story of Dr. Jenner ...Excellent
10
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Dotfkle Diving
Excellent
8
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
8
Hot On Ice
Good
10
Man's
Greatest
Friend
..
Excellent
10
Marine Circus (Teoh.) . . Excellent
9
Penny's
(Teoh.) . Appetizing
109
Weather Plenle
Wizards
Very Good
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
9
An Hour For Lunch .... Good Satire
9
8
9
7
Mental Poise
Fair
9
TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
Ancient Egypt
Fascinating
8
Cairo, City of Contrast. . Fascinating
9
Gllmptea of Australia .. Good
9
Imperial Delhi
Average
8
Jaipur, the Pink City. .. Good
8
Jan Journeys
8
Madeira, Isle of Ro- mance Enchanting 8
Rural Hungary
9
Slafapere and Jahore ..Interesting
9
Sydney — Pride of Aus- tralia Good
9
Dream of Love
Happily Burled
Men of Steel
Onee Over Lightly
Somewhat Secret

2/25/39
5/27/39
1/
7/39
1/28/39
4/22/39
10/15/38
1/28/39
5/
6/39
3/25/39
12/17/38
1 1/12/38
,, 3/25/39
1/ 7/39
..11/12/38
2/25/39
. 2/25/39
. 4/22/39
.. 2/25/39
1/28/39
.11/12/38
.12/17/38
.. 4/22/39
1/ 7/39
. 4/22/39
.. 3/25/39
5/27/39
..11/12/38
1/28/39
. 1/ 7/39
. 12/10/38
. 2/25/39
.. 10/15/38
6/ 3/39
. 3/25/39
.12/10/38
. Not Rev.
.11/19/38
Rev.
. Not
1/28/39
. 1/ 7/39

1939-40
CARTOONS
(18) (Tech.)
CRIME
DOESN'T
METROSCOPIX PAY(I) (6)
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)
PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOR CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con- cert Poor
7
Musical Mountaineers ..Amusing
7
My Friend the Monkey Poor
7
On With tho New
Okay
7
Pudgy
in Thrills and Fair
Chills
7
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
7
Sally
Swing
Poor
7
Scared Crows
7
So Does An Automobile. Good
7
COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
All's Fair at tho Fair.. Good
7
Always
Fair
77
Playful Kiokin'
Polar Bears ...Cute
Small Fry
Okay
7
COLOR CRUISES (7)
Coeta Riea
Fair
10
Guatemala
Excellent
10
Laad of Inoa Memorlet. Fair
10
Mnloo
Poor .
10
RofSklle of Panama . . Intereetin*
«

. 9/24/38
6/ 3/39
.. 12/17/38
2/11/39
. 1/21/39
8/13/38
.. 10/15/38
Not
Rev.
. 4/ 1/39
.. 8/27/38
..
2/11/39
..11/12/^8
.. 4/29/39
..11/26/38
.. 8/27/38
.. 1/21/39
.. 9/24/38
..4/ l/M
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PARAMOUNT
(continued)
Comment
Running Reviewed
Time
Issue Of
HEADLINERS (15)
Busse
Rhythm
IO1/2 .. 10/15/38
Champagne
Music of Standard
Lawrence Welk
Snappy
108i/j . . 3/ 4/39
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9 ..11/26/38
Lights! Action! Luoasl. . Excellent
10 .. 8/27/38
Moments
of
Charm
....Splendid
10
.. 7/(6/38
Music Through the
Years
Lacks Movement .. . II .. 2/11/39
Orrin
Tucker Presents
& Orch. ..Snappy
10 .11/12/38
Paramount
Hoagy Carmichael ...Tuneful
10 .. 5/27/39
Song
Bomand a Unusual
10 ..12/17/38
Three Is Kings
4/ 1/39
Queen
Good Music
10
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
Circus Co-Ed
Very Good
10
4/ 1/39
10
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short.
9/24/38
Mildewed
3/ 4/39
12/17/38
Oh Say, Can You Skl7. . Commercial
.10/15/38
Raising Caninee
Interesting
.10/15/38
Rube
Goldberg's Travel- Very Funny
gab
8/13/38
Tannhauser
Classic
121010 ,.11/26/38
10 . 3/ 4/39
That's Africa
Unusual
10
Unfinished Symphony ..Classic
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
No. I
Standard
10 .. 8/13/38
No. 2
Good
9/24/38
10 . .. 18/27/38
1/19/38
No. 3
Slow
.. .. 12/
3/38
No. 4
Fair
1/21/39
9
No. 5
Fair
6 .. .. 2/11/39
No. 6
Interesting
3/ 4/39
No. 7
Very Good
9
10 . . 6/10/39
No. 8
Interesting
10 . 5/ 6/39
No. 9
Fair
11
No. 10
Good
POPEYE
(12)
. . 8/27/38
1/21/39
Bulldozing the Bull
Very Good
7 ..
2/18/39
Cops Is Always Right. . . Average
7 .. .. 12/10/38
Customer* Wanted
Almoet a Reissue... . 7 . .11/19/38
Date to Skate
Good
7
Goonland
Funny
Leave Well Enough
. 77 .. .. 4/29/39
9/24/38
Alone
Fair
, 7 . . Not
Rev.
Mutiny
Ain't
Nice
Swell
Wotta NItemare
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
. 9/24/38
.11/19/38
No. I
Fair
10
Not Rev.
No. 2
Interesting
II
No. 3
10 . 4/
6/ 3/39
1/39
No. 4
Diversified
10
No. 5
Good
II
SPECIAL (I) (Tech.)
4/29/39
Aladdin and His Wonderful LampSPORTLIGHTS
Swell(13)
22
. 10/15/38
5/27/39
Champion
Alrhoppert ..Excellent
Diamond Dust
Very Good
1010 ... 12/
3/38
4/29/39
Frolicking Frogs
Good
10
Good Skates
Very Good
10 . 2/11/39
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
10 . 8/27/38
Hunting Thrills
Good
10 . 9/24/38
3/ 4/39
Racing Pigeons
Interesting
10 .. 8/13/38
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment. 10 .11/12/38
Sporting Test
Excellent
10 . 12/17/38
Super Athletes
Swell
10
Two Boys and a Dog. .. Different
10
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
8/13/38
10/15/38
No. I
Interesting
10
12/17/38
No. 2
Very Good
II
1/21/39
No.
All Right
II10
No. 3
4
Good
No. 5
Interesting
II
4/29/39
RKO-RADIO 1938-39
DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
Beach Picnic
A Scream
8 . .. 5/27/39
9/ 3/38
5/20/39
Brave Little Tailor Great
9
Donald's Cousin G us. . . Excellent
7 ..Not
Rev.
Donald's Golf Game
8 10/22/38
5/20/39
Donald's Lucky Day ...A Scream
8 ... 10/22/38
10/29/38
Donald's Penguin
Swell
8
Farmyard Symphony ...A Real Treat
8
Ferdinand the Bull ...Excellent
8 .. 10/22/38
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ... 8 . 5/20/39
3/25/39
Hockey
Champ
A Howl
88
Merbabies (SS)
Good
.
10/22/38
. 5/20/39
Mother
Goose Goes
Hollywood
Outstanding
10/22/38
Pointer
Very Funny
871/2. ..Not
Rev.
Practical
Pig
Great
81/2.
.
Society Dog Show
8 10/22/38
Ugly Ducklino (SS) EDGAR
...Wonderful
9 ,
KENNEDY (6)
.10/ 1/38
Beaux and Errors
Good
18 .. Not
Rev.
4/ 8/39
Clean Sweep
17 .Not
Rev.
Clock
Wise
Funny
16
Maid to Order
18
HEADLINERS (4)
.Not Rev.
Romancing Along
21 . 10/ 8/38
Not Rev.
Sea Melody
Very Good
10
Swing Vacation
19
LEON ERROL (6)
.Not Rev.
Crime Rave
18
10/29/38
Rev.
Home Boner
20 ..Not
Major Difflculties Excellent
19 , 5/ 6/39
Moving Vanities
Laugh Getter
17 . 9/ 3/38
Stage Fright MARCHVeryOF Funny
18
TIME (13)
State of the Nation .... Lacks Usual Punch.. IS . I/2I/3J
. 2/II/5S
Mexico's
New— Crisis. . Excellent
19
Young
America
.
3/I8/3S
Mediterranean
Background for —War
Stirring
IS
Japan
—
Master
of
the
.
4/15/31
Orient
Very Good
IS
Dixie— U.S.A
Fine
IB ., 5/IJ/39
War, Peace and Propa. 6/10/39
ganda on-..Timely
(Continued
next page) 19 .
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RKO-RADIO (Continued)
Running
Comment
Time
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
•
Fair
Varieties
ArcadeRendezvgut
Cafe
• • •.
Fair
Hello Mama
Readin',
Writin' and
Rhythm
■■ •■
Samovar Serenade
Good
Smiles
Styles and
Fair
Auction
Talent
Tropical Topics
•,• ;• ,-•■•„■
10m
Moon ..Just Filler
Under a Gypsy
Venetian
Moonlight
"
QUINTUPLETS (I)
RADIO FLASH (4)
Doo Gone
Poor
Funny
Hectic Honeymoon
Plumb
Crazy
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairie Papas
Ranch House Romeo
[Diverting
Western Welcome . . . . Entertaining
REELISMS (9)
Outstanding
Air Waves
Exceptional
Dude Ranch
Gold
■• •
Newsieel
Unusual
Pilot Boat
Interesting
Unusual
Circus
Submarine
Television
Very Interesting
Trans America
Fair
SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Big
Leaguei
Bird Dogs
Blue Grass
Deep End
Fisherman's
Paradise.. Fascinating
On
the Wing
Smooth Approach
Very
ThrillsGood
and Spills . .
Very Good

Reviewed
Issue of
. 5/ 6/39
.Not
Rev.
. 4/ 8/39
.Not Rev.
.Not
Rev.
.10/ 1/38
. 10/29/38
.Not Rev.
. 9/ 3/38
.Not Rev.

5/ 6/39
.. 10/29/38
'/[6 .Not
Rev.
">
1718
20

.Not
Rev.
. 4/ 8/39
. 5/14/38

10
0
"
10
«
10
9
10

.. 3/18/39
..11/ 5/38
. .Not Rev.
. . 12/10/38
..
2/ 4/39
..10/
1/38
5/ 6/39
.. .. 10/22/38

10
1010
10
ID
9
9

. 4/22/39
..11/
...10/
. 12/10/38
2/ 5/38
.. 9/ 4/39
1/38
. .. 5/2/ 3/38
4/39
. 4/ 6/39
. . 3/18/39
8/39

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 . . Not Rev
9 .11/19/38
Daily Diet of Danger. .. Fast Action
g'/z. Not Rev.
Thrills
Filming BigModern
Recorditia
Science
Very Good
10 .. 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autumn Fashions
Eye Filling
10 ..10/15/38
Spring and Summer
4/15/39
Fashions
Excellent
9 .... 12/24/38
Winter Styles
Very Good
10
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6) . 4/29/39
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
10
What Every Boy Should
Know
10 .Not Rev.
What Every Girl Should
Know
Problematical
10 . 10/15/38
What Every Inventor
Not Rev.
Should Know
10
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
8/20/38
Golden California Good But Old
10 ..Not
Rev.
Good Neighbors
10
10/15/38
Itle of Pleasure
Above Averaae
II ..Not
Rev.
Land ofSlam
Contentment ....
4/29/39
Mystic
Fair
10lO'/j .. 12/24/38
Viking Trails
Very Good
II
SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
10 . 4/ 1/39
Hunting Dogs
Fascinating
10 . 6/ 3/39
Inside Baseball
For Baseball Fans
10 .Not Rev.
Shooting For Par
10 . 1 1/26/38
Timber Toppers
Exeellent
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH
Barnyard
Egg-citement Excellent
761/2.
. 4/29/39
(Tech.)
76'/j.
. . 8/20/39
Chris Columb*
Good
6'/,.
.Not Rev.
Cuckoo Bird
6'/2. .Not
Doomsday (Tech.)
61/2 ■ .Not Rev.
Rev.
Frame Up
61/2. .Not Rev.
Frozen Feet
61/2.
Not
Rev.
G. Man Jitters
61/2. 10/15/38
Glass Slipper (Tech.) ... Good
.Not
Rev.
Goose Flies High
6'/2.
6'/2. Not Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/j. 10/15/38
Nutty Network
6'/2. .Not Rev.
One Gun Gary in the
61/2.
61/2. .Not Rev.
Nick of Time
61/2. .Not Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
Rev.
Stranger Rides Again
6'/2. .Not
.Not Rev.
String Bean Jack
6'/2.
5/ 6/39
Their
Bean
Vei'y Good
6'/2. Not
Three Last
Bears
.Not Rev.
Rev.
Village Blacksmith
Not
Rev.
Wolf's Side of the Story
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 In Tech.)
UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
8 ..12/24/38
Eternal Fire
Interesting
II ..10/ 8/38
Fox Hunt in the Ro.
man Campagna
Good
10 ..10/15/38
Indian Road
10 ..Not Rev.
Indian Temple
10 ..Not Rev.
Jerusalem
Outstanding
10 ..10/ 8/38
Jingle, The
10 . .Not Rev.
Maharajah
10 ..Not Rev
Petra, the Lost City ...Excellent
8 ..12/24/38
River Thame*
Beautiful
10 .. 4/ 8/39
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 ..10/8/38
Wanderers cf the Desert. Interesting
8 ..12/31/38

TRADE

REVIEW

UNIVERSAL 1938-39
Running Reviewed
Issue Of
Comment
GOING PLACES (13) Time . 9/24/38
No. 53
Good
9
No. 54
Good
10 .. 1I 1/12/38
1/12/38
No. 55
Excellent
10 .11/26/38
No. 56
Fairly Good
lOi , .12/10/33
No.
99 .Not Rev.
No. 57
58 Very Good
No. 59
Fair
10 .. 2/25/39
2/25/39
No. 60
Interesting
9 . 4/ 8/39
Rev.
No. 61
Interesting
10 ..Not
6/ 3/39
No. 62
10
No. 63
Fascinating
10
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bank Notes
Lively
19 . . 2/25/39
BeautyBoheme
Shoppe
Just
Filler
2017 . .. 8/20/38
4/
1/39
Cafe
Passable
6/ 3/39
Gals and Gallons
Lively
19 ..12/
3/38
Music and Models
Entertaining
18 .11/19/38
Nautical Knights
19 .Not Rev.
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18 . . Not Rev.
Pharmacy Frolics
19 . 8/20/38
RhythmShowGate
Good
20'/2.
Side
Fakir
Fairly Diversion
Good
20 . 9/24/38
Swing Sanatorium
19 .Not Rev.
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19 .. 2/11/39
With Best Dishes
Entertaining
19 . 5/27/39
STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
9/24/38
No. 53
Interesting
9 . . 9/24/38
No. 54
Fair
9 . .. 10/15/38
91/2.
No. 55
Okay
3/38
9 . .12/
No. 56
Very Good
. 12/10/38
9
.
No.
57
Interesting
....
.
Not
Rev.
No. 58
99 . .. 2/25/39
No. 59
Interesting
3/
4/39
9 . . 4/ 1/39
No. 60
Very Good
No. 61
Just Fair
Rev.
No. 62
10 99 ., ..Not
6/ 3/39
No. 63
Very Good
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby Kittens
Cute
8 .11/26/38
Birth of a Toothpick
7
Rev.
5/27/39
Bola Mola Land
Good Satire
6 . ...Not
9/24/38
Cat and Bell
Okay
7 . .Not
Rev.
Charlie Cuckoo
7
Not Rev.
Crack Pot Cruise
7
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8 .11/26/38
Not
Rev.
I'm Just
Jitterbug
Little
Bluea Blackbird
..Average
77 .. 12/17/38
4/ 8/39
Little Tough Mice
Good
7
3/ 4/39
4/
1/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 . ..11/19/38
One Armed Bandit
Enjoyable
7 . .11/12/38
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7 . . Not Rev.
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7
Soup to Muts
7
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
. . 5/20/39
March of Freedom
Well Done
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS.
1938-39
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
Boarder Trouble
17 .Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
Rev.
Cleaning
Up
1717 .Not
Fat Chance
Not Rev.
Hats and Dogs
20 ..Not
Home Cheap Home
20 .Not Rev.
Rev.
Knight Is Young
20
Murder With Reserva.Not
Rev.
tions 21 .Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Projection Room
20
.Not Rev.
Rollin' Spots
in Rhythm
20
Seeing
20
Small Town Idol
Has Laughs
20 .. 3/11/39
1/14/39
.Not 3/38
Rev.
Sophomore Swing
Swell
20 .12/
Spare
Parts
20'
Stardust
Very Clever
18 .Not Rev.
20 .10/ 8/38
Sundae Serenade
22 . Not Rev.
Toyland
Casino
Great
Two
Shadows
Rev.
20 . Not
8/20/38
You'reGirl
Next-To Closing.
Zero
Good
20
COLOR PARADE (13)
.10/ 8/38
.Not Rev.
China
Today
Interesting
II10 .11/26/38
For Your
Convenience
Mechanix Illustrated ...Interesting
10 . 1/14/39
Mechanix Illustrated #2. Interesting
10 . 3/
6/ 4/39
3/39
Mechanix Illustrated #3. Interesting
10
Mechanix Illustrated #4. Interesting
10 .. 12/17/38
8/27/38
Miracles of Sport
Very Good
10 .Not Rev.
Nature's
Interesting
10|o
Points OnMimics
Pointers
Roaming Cameraman
No. I
Interesting
1 1 . 3/25/39
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
. 9/17/38
Campus Cinderella ... Very Good
18 .10/15/38
Declaration
of IndeIS
Lincoln in the White pendence None Better
1/14/39
House ..
Outstanding
20 .. 6/
3/39
Quiet
Please
Entertaining
20
.
3/25/39
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops
20
.
12/17/38
Swingtime In the Movies . Excellent ..
20
LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
4/ 3/38
1/39
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7 .. 12/
Daffy Doc
Lively .
7
Not
Rev.
It's An III Wind
7 . Not Rev.
Lone
Stranger
and Jr
Kristopher
Kolumbus.
.
' 7
3/11/39
„ Porky
Very Funny
7 .. Not
5/27/39
Porky
and Teabiscuit . Amusi
Rev.
ng
7
Porky in Egy.pt
7
.Not
Rev
Porky in Wackyland
7 . 3/ 4/39
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
. 10/15/38
7
Porky's
. 12/17/38
ge
Porky theNaughty
GobNephew Avera
Amusing
77 .Not Rev.
Porky's Tire Trouble
7
MELODY MASTERS (18)
.12/17/38
Dave
Apollon
(4706)
.
7
Dave Apollon and His Fair
Club Casanova Orch..
7 .Not Rev.
Rev.
Blue Barron
in .Not
.Not Rev.
Larry
Clinton
(4701)
.
m
.Not
Larry Clinton (4714) ... .
n .Not Rev.
Rev.
Jimmy Dor
sey
9 . 5/20/39
Merle
It's theKendri
McCoy
Swee't
'and'
Hot"
.'
10
ck
Exeel
lent
10 ..10/J/17/31
Ray Kinney
S/3II
just Fair
10

June 10, 1939
10
VITAPHONE-WARNER BROS. (Con.)
Running
Reviewed
Time10
Issue Of
Comment
MELODY MASTERS (Cont.)
.Not Rev.
Jerry Livingston
1/14/39
10
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
Russ Morgan
Fair Swingcopation . 10
3/ 4/39
Music With a Smile In
7/23/38
Happy Felton Style... Lively and Peppy ...
10
Artie Shaw
Okay
4/ 1/39
MERRIE MELODIES 126) (Tech.j
Bars and Stripes Forever 7 ..Not
6/ 3/39
Rev.
.12/17/38
Believe
Else
Clever
Satire
Count MeIt Or
Out
Fair
77
Daffy Duck and the
Dinosaur
Excellent
7 . 3/25/39
Daffy Duck in Hollywood
7 .Not Rev.
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
7 .. 3/18/39
1/14/39
Dog Gone Modern
Funny
7 . 9/17/38
Feud There Was
Grab It
7 .Not Rev.
Goldrush Daze
7 .Not Rev.
Ham-ateur Night
7 .Not Rev.
Hobo Gadget Band
7
.12/17/38
Johnny Smith and
Poker-Huntas
Swell
7 . 10/15/38
Little Pancho Vanilla. . Clever
7 .11/26/38
. Not Rev.
Mice Will Play
7
Night Watchman
Entertaining
7 . 4/ 8/39
3/ 4/39
Prest-o Change-o
Good
7 ..Not
Rev.
Robinhood Makes Good . Diverting
7 .12/ 3/38
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
7
You're An Education ..Fair
7
.Not 8/38
Rev.
TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
.10/
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9
Master's Touch
10 . 9/17/38
Pow Wow
Very Interesting .... 10
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
. 3/25/38
Chained
Gripping
10 .12/ 3/38
Defying Death
Thrilling
II . 3/ 4/39
High Peril
Good ofSuspense
1212 .. 9/24/38
1/14/39
Human
Bomb
One
the Best
Not Rev.
Identified
Excellent
12
Minute From Death
12 ..Not
Rev.
12/17/38
Toils of the Law
12
Treacherous Water
Thrilling
12 . 5/20/39
Voodoo Fire
Satisfactory
12
.Not Rev.
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Crawfords at Home
10 . 5/20/39
Dean of the Pasteboards Informative
10
9/17/38
Gadgeteers
Kind of Silly
10 . 12/17/38
Great Library Misery ..Excellent
II .Not Rev.
Right Way
10 .11/26/38
Robbin'
Good
Excellent
1010 .. 9/17/38
1/14/39
Ski
Girl
Splendid
Table Manners
Good
10 . 3/18/39
Tax Trouble
Fair
10 . Not Rev.
Vaudeville Interlude
10
BROADWAY 1939-40
BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)10
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6) 10
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlia — The Heart
of Sweden (Sanders)..... . Novel
Excellent
Datelines
Idea ..
Fishing in (Lenauer)
the Fjords
(Sanders)
Interesting
Frosty
Frolics
Gems of
the (Lenauer)
Orient . Refreshing
(Modern)
Interesting
Getting
Your
Money's Revealing
Worth
(Lenauer)
Man's Paradise (ModMaster of the Camera ern) Good
(Pictorial
Films)On .. Interesting
Memory
Lingers
(Ennis)
Midsummer
In Sweden Interesting
New(Sanders)
England, Yesterday Beautiful .
& Today (Jam Handy). Very Good
North Seathe (Lenauer)
Trailing
Jaguar ... Exciting ...
(H
off
berg)
Trees and Men (Modern Very I uteres
Talking Pict.)
Good

..11/ 5/38
.. 6/18/38
8
..11/ 5/38
..12/17/38
11
10 .. 3/25/39
II . . 1,2/17/38
35 .. 7/16/38
10 .. 3/12/38
10 . . 8/13/38
..11/ 5/38
10
..
4/ 1/39
19
20 .. 3/18/39
28 . . 6/25/38
. . 5/14/38
1010

TRAVELER (13)
Ancient Cities SCREEN
of
Interesting
Southern France
Beautiful and Gay Budapest
Very
Good
Excellent
Cebu
Fabulous Marseilles
Hong
Kong, Gateway to Excellent
China
Makassar
Manila, Queen City of Good
the Pacific
Superb
Fascinating
Norman
Old TownsCoast
of Normandy Good
Resort
and
Quaint
Towns
of the Blue Coast . .
Rio de Janeiro
Singapore,
Cross Roads
of the East
Venice

10 . . 8/ 6/38
10
10 . . 4/16/38
9 ..
. . 6/11/38
6/11/38
10 . . 2/12/38
1010 . . 8/ B/3P
2/12/3*
10 .. .. 6/1
1/38
10 . . 4/16/38
10 .. 4/16/38
8/ 6/38
10
2/12/38
to .. 8/
6/38
10
10

SERIALS
Issue Of
Reviewed
No. Chaps.
Flying G-Men
j
^
Chaps.
COLUMBIA
2/ 4/39
Great
Adventures
of Wild
Chaps.
7/23/38
Bill Hickok
15 Chaps.
Mandrake the Magician
12 Chaps.
10/29/38
5/13/39
Spider's Web
15
REPUBLIC
6/10/39
Daredevils of the Red Circle .. 12 Chaps.
11/26/38
Dick Tracy Returns
15 Chaps.
Chaps.
8/ 6/38
Hawk of the Wilderness
12
Lone Ranger Returns
15
2/18/39
Chaus.
UNIVERSAL
Buck Rogers
15 Chaps.
2/11/39
Oregon Trail
15 Chaps10/22/38
5/20/39
Red Barry
13 Chaps.
12/10/38
Scouts to the Rescue
12 Chaps.
PRINTED AT PLANT OF
HUGHES PRINTING CO.
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA,
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Thousands of Money-Making Ideas
. . . waiting to be used by men like
you. A dazzling parade of showmanshiip ingenuity at your fingertips to Start the New Season Right!

Tfiis coupon and $3.50 will put
you on tfie road to better business.
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to

Paramount

Convenes

No one can spend as many years around this industry
as has this writer and still find it easy to enthuse over
sales pep talks and product predictions as issued from
year to year by all companies.
Nevertheless, truth compels the honest opinion that
for the first time in three years Paramount really has a
program rich in box office values and capable, should the
product

come through with reasonable success, of returning this company to the important position it had
occupied for so many years.
In support of this statement we point out the tremendously improved efficiency and morale of the studio
forces; better box office treatment of their vast stock of
story properties; curtailment of waste costs in production; an impressive line-up of stars, directors and producers capable of enhancing the value of any good story
material; and last, but of major importance, a grim determination to restore to Paramount the glory that was
its for so many years.

Another encouraging sign is the number of productions completed or near completion for the first quarter
of the new season, plus the authenticity of the majority
of the announced important pictures described by the
various producers and executives for 1939-40 release.
Someone might point out that glowing promises have
been made during the past few years in conjunction with
new season announcements. And in answer we would
say, simply compare the announcements of previous years
with the facts of this latest announcement and see if it
doesn't impress you as it did us.
At any rate, and this is particularly true, the spirit
which has been lacking in the past is present now and
this alone should bring about a greatly improved product
for the coming season. And on this one point alone we
can safely base our prediction that Paramount is heading
for one of the most successful seasons in many years.
A
A
A
Selling

Away

At this writing many independent and non-affiliated
circuit exhibitors are watching with keen interest the selling of Warner product away from Skouras. The possibility of any adjustment of the difficulty and a resumption of former relations between the two are remote.
have several good authorities for this statement.
Now just suppose that this situation should reveal to
Warners that they are far better off selling away from a
national circuit and dealing with independent groups
than they were before. (And at this point we would
call attention to the fact that a similar situation developed

We

uae

some years ago in the east and proved highly profitable
both to the distributor and exhibitors involved.)
In that event the selling plan could be extended into
other territories and for the first time sound out the possibilities ofselling on an open market rather than restrict'
ing the deals to the national circuits. And should it prove
as successful as many expect, it would only be a matter
of time before ail companies were selling to all exhibitors
who wanted to buy first runs.
There is no question but that the present situation is
charged with great possibilities. Possibilities that might
easily develop into revolutionary changes in selling policies
throughout the country and in the end bring about a far
more desirable selling method. Should this happen then
one of the evils in the industry will have been eliminated.
Warners may have been looking out for themselves
when they made this surprising move. But before it is
over they may find that they have brought about a situation whereby the non-affiliated circuits and independent
exhibitors will, for the first time, be able to buy pictures
as they would

want

to and not as they are told to do.
A

A

A

anging
Ch

Trend:

Taking serious cognisance of the things that might happen as a result of the Neely Bill and the Trade Reform
Draft, should either or both take effect, major companies
are beginning to figure out how sales policies must be revamped to meet these possibilities.
It is a good sign. Good because it indicates that for
the first time a serious attitude is being adopted pointing
towards radical changes in the operation of the industry
insofar as it will affect the distributor and exhibitor.
It is too hard to predict how these changes will work
out because they may take the better part of a year or
more before they will be working smoothly. And only
after they are smoothed out will the full effects indicate
whether the industry has made a move for the better.
Radical changes in any business are matters that often
result in handicaps and difficulties. Whether such possible handicaps and difficulties will be avoided or stimulated by those involved remains to be seen.
But thinking ahead should not be restricted to just the
producers and distributors. The exhibitors, and we mean
every class of them, must do some thinking ahead too and
try to figure out how they and their business will be affected and what adjustment they will have to make should
these things come to pass.
Even the "thinking ahead'' process may indicate some
interesting possibilities . . . good and bad.
— cmcY:' LEWIS
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Proposes
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Submits

Joint
Latter

Meeting
Must
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SALES

Exhibitors;

Final
With
Any

NATIONAL

Text
Dept.

Company

of

To FWC

Agreement

Revisions in the final text of the industry's Trade Practice
Code and rules of arbitration as forwarded to exhibitor leaders
Monday by W. F. Rodgers, MGM sales chief and spokesman for
Committee, con-'"?^
the
shall be subject to artainedDistributors'
only two substantial changes. provision thereof
bitration. The powers of arbitrators in
Minor revisions for purposes of any such dispute shall be limited to :
(a) a finding that the provision involved
clarification were made in cerhas been breached: and, if the finding be
tain portions of the text, which in
the affirmative, then,
covers 29 printed pages, but there
(b)
an award of
was a rewriting of paragraph 1 of
(i) specific performance of the provision
involved;
or
Section XIV — "Other Subjects of
Arbitration", and addition of one
(ii) the amount of actual and com|iensadamages with respect to each feature
sentence to a section relating to al- tory
location of features. For the rest involved, which amount shall not. except as
in (iii) below, exceed the liquithe text follows the complete draft provided
dated agreement;
damages provided
therefor in the license
or
as printed in full in the June 3
issue of STR.
(iii) if, in an arbitration against a distributor, the arbitrators find that the disThe text as it appears in its
tributor arbitrarily and wilfully and withfinal form is that which was critout color of right, repudiated the license
icized by Sidney Samuelson and agreement features
by refusing
to deliver
to exhib-or
licensed
thereunder,
Nathan Yamins as not granting causeditor thethe
exhibition
of
any
feature
concessions Allied demands at the violation of the provisions of the licensein
opening session of the Min- agreement with respect to "run" or "clearance," thepensatory,amount
of actual
and comneapolis Allied meet, and was
but not punitive,
damages
with
commented upon favorably by respect to each feature involved.
Abram F. Myers at the same convention session.
CLUB DE FEMMES
Rodgers in his accompanying letter to exhibitor leaders receiving
the text from him points out that Film Industry Girls In Chi
any final agreement between exForm Organization
hibitors and distributors on the
Code is subject to approval of the
Department of Justice, and he
Chicago — The Women's Film
urged an early conference between Industry Club, an organization
the exhibitors and the distributors whose motive is to "acquaint the
on the Code.
girls employed in the industry in
Chicago"
has been formed here.
Followingis
the
revised
text
of
the
Sections IX, and XIV:
Its membership consists of girls
Section IX. "Allocation of Features." employed in the film exchanges,
Following sentence has been added: Af- theatre circuits, theatre supply
ter the notice of price allocation of a
feature for a particular theatre has been companies, etc. Money of the
given by a distributor to an exhibitor, club is to go for charity. Officers
such price allocation shall not be changed are Selma Hackman, president
for such theatre except by mutual agreement between the exhibitor and distrib- (20th-Fox); Beth Morganstern,
vice-president (Allied Theatres of
utor."
Section XIV. "Other Subjects of Ar- 111.); Ila Elwood, secretary
bitration," now reads :
(MGM);
Mildred Jedlica, treasurer (MGM).
(1) "Performance of License Agreements."
A
dispute
arising
out
of
a
claim
'Company executives are aiding
by either party to a license agreement
that the other party has breached any the organization.

Marching under gay banners. Paramount legionnaires Y. Frank Freeman, Stanton
Criffis, Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor and William Le Baron, lead the procession
into action for Paramount's sales convention in Los Angeles.

Not

Selling

Partners

Hollywood — In a statement issued this week by Gradwell Sears,
it was definitely pointed out that
Warners will not sell to National
Theatres.
"We are making no distinction
between theatres which are in
partnership with Fox West
Coast," Sears said, "and those
houses totally owned by that
We recognize, insofar
Myrna Loy, MGM star, accompanied by company.
her husband, Arthur Hornblow, Jr., as Fox West Coast is concerned,
arrives in New York by plane to catch an organization of theatres with
the Normandie for a three-week vaca- Spyros Skouras as their official
tion in Europe.
bu3'ing representative, and for
reasons of our own, we do not intend to offer our product to Mr.
It was also announced this week
that Warners had sold its product to 11 midwest situations, away
'39-40 AD BUDGET
Skouras."
from National Theatres. Independents with whom deals were
closed include Howard, Arkansas
Major Portion to be Pointed City, Kan.; Casino, Bonneville,
Mo.; Civic, Brookfield, Mo.; Main
Toward Newspapers
Street, Chanute, Kan.; Electric,
Kansas City, Kan.; Family, KirksHollywood — Expansion of the ville.
Mo.; Mary Lou. Marshall,
studio's advertising program so Mo.; Sosna, Mobile, Mo.; Cozy,
that the major portion of the
budget will be pointed toward Pittsburg, Kan. ; Vogue, Salina,
and Broadway, Council
newspapers was announced to Kan.,
Bluffs, Iowa.
more than 260 delegates at Paramount's annual sales convention
Board Meet Off
by Robert M. Gillham, publicity
and advertising director of tlie
The quarterly meeting of the
organization.
The meeting closed
Saturday.
MPPDA board of directors, which
was to have been held this week,
"Of particular interest to the- has been deferred for about a
atres is our experiment in Boston
week or ten days because of the
during the run of 'Union Pacific'," absence of several board members.
Gillham said. "This picture
opened at the Metroplitan Theatre, was held over at the Paramount Fenway and then went
into subsequent runs in the
MOTION PICTURE
vicinity. Instead of spending our
Trade
Review
entire budget for the first run we SH
S
OWMEN'
split it three ways to help each
engagement. Final returns on the Vol. 20, No. 21
experiment are not yet in, but
U. S. 17,
Pat. 1939
Off.
if they are satisfactory we may Title and Trade Mark Reg. )une
follow thic plan with otlner picCharles
"Chick"
EditorE. and
PublisherLewis
Uires later."
TOM KENNEDY
Associate Editor
Entries Pour In
|0S.
H.
GALLAGHER
Film
Advt. Mgr.
For Golf Tourney
HAROLD RENDALL Equip. Advt. Mgr.
Managing Editor
Entries are pouring in for the ROBERT WILE
27th Film Daily Golf Tournament
WEST COAST OFFICE
to be held at the Rye Country
ANN LEWIS, West Coast Manager
Club, Rye, N. Y.. on June 22. Guaranty BIdg., 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
I'he team competition is open to
.ill the coinpanies, who are invited Hollywood, Cal.. Tel. HOIIywood 1390
CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE
to send their team line-up to Don
Merserau of the Golf Committee,
MARSHALL REINIG
in care of the Film Daily.
612 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Telephone: Superior 7646
Lon Young Forms
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE
lOCK MacGREGOR, 20 Portsea Place
Own Production Co.
Hyde Park, W., London, Eng.
Hollywood — Lon Young has
left Roland Reed and Hollywood Showmen's Trade Review is published
by Showmen's
Publication
office, 34 Trade
North Review,
Crystal Inc.
St.,
Industrial Pictures to open his weekly
Pa. Editorial and adown offices for the production of East Stroudsburg,
vertising offices, 1501 Broadway, New
public relations, sales - training, York City. Tel.: Bryant 9-5606. Subscription price in the United States and
documentary and industrial pictures, under the name of Lon Canada, $2.00 per year. Foreign $5.00
Single
copies,with
ten cents.
Young Productions. Associated per year.scribers
should remit
order. SubAll
with him will be Freeinan Lusk.
contents copyrighted 1939.
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CODE

Minneapolis

the

MEET

Negotiations
Allied

End.

with
Exhibs

on Floor

-By Bob Wilewho had exhibits on the floor
A tumultous reception was accorded of Those
Minneapolis — Although Allied
the convention hotel were: Elliott Film
leaders on the floor of the con- several Allied leaders on their arrival at and Theatre Equipment Co. of Minnevention which opened at the the station. Abram Myers was "arrested"
apolis; MGM; Burch Mfg. Co., candy
by three policemen and tossed into a
Nicollet Hotel here Tuesday, ex- patrol
wagon, along with H. M. Richey, and popcorn makers; Liebenburg and
pressed themselves vigorously op- Arthur Howard and Moe Horowitz and Kaplan Co., carpets; Air-loc Seat Co.;
posed to adoption of the trade taken in "state" to the Nicollet Hotel. Revolvo Display Co.; Paramount; International Enterprises; National Screen
practice code, it became evident Ed Brunnell, a Chicago exhibitor, was
during the sessions that individual strapped to a wheeled stretcher and de- Service; Nation Wide Coupon Distributing Co. ; Svensson and Edstrom Vent
livered to the hotel in an ambulance. A
exhibitors to a great extent would
avail themselves of its benefits truck served as the conveyance for other and Canopy Co. of Minneapolis; RCA
Mfg. Co.; RKO-Radio; Kroehler Seat
and trust to the future for more delegates.
Co.; National Theatre Supply Co.
extensive reforms.
Most
popular
spot
at
the
convention
Nate Yamins and Al Steffes headquarters was the tent of the Variety
The weather was so chilly Southern
both spoke in answer to the ring- Club, luxurious, commodious and scrump- delegates thought they were close to the
tious. Whenever one wanted to find North Pole. To make it worse the teleing appeal of William F. Rodgers
that the convention declare in someone not on the convention floor, he
phone operators' greeting in the mornfavor of the code, and that of needed only to look in the tent. STR's
ing was "It is eight o'clock and the
representative simply searched in the temperature is 66 degrees." Which was
Gradwell Sears calling upon the tent
for everyone who was wanted and a bit like rubbing it in — eh, what?
delegates to take favorable action.
thus
became an "always gets his man"
Sears defended the distributors' correspondent the easy way.
W. F. Rodgers, who might be called
practice of asking for a 20 per
Al Steffes, who was responsible for the "angel of the Code" was greeted on
cent increase in film rentals beof the excitement before and plenty the phone shortly after his arrival in this
cause of the 20 per cent elimina- most
of it at the convention is on the verge of manner: "This is an exhibitor from 'Foul
tion rights, stating that the can- closing his World Theatre in Minneapo- Drift', S. D. I want to know if under
cellation privilege was for better
lis. Reported that Publix has grabbed all the code I wanted to buy the 'Travelselectivity rather than tlie right the foreign product such as he was using. talks' would I have to take all the
to cut down the returns to the He never got a chance to air this features to get them?" When the convention ended Rodgers was still searching
distributors.
point on the floor, however.
through
Al Steffes attacked the code,
that one. the Code to find the answer to
Never was such a collection of bigblasting particularly at it for its
wigs at one convention. What with Ed
legal language. In reply to Steffes' Kuykendall and Nate Yamins, Abram
Mrs. Will McAchern of Park River,
statement, "write the code with- Myers and Dave Palfreyman and such N. D., one of the many feminine deleout lawyers," Rodgers said "don't "brothers under the skin" seen in deep
said she didn't like to gloat that the
think you can sit down and write conversation together, anything can be droughtgates, was
now in the East instead of
expected.
in
her
bailiwick
where it bad been for
a code without lawyers," and he
several
years.
went on to emphasize that the
With
the
arrival
of
delegates
from
two
legal language of which Steffes trains and a plane at the same moment
complained meant nothing but on Monday night the desk at the Nicollet
Ted Main of St. Paul walked up to
that the moral intent would be looked like an exchange when a big picSTR's table and said "The Bible's here
followed, and he threatened to fire
ture is released with the exhibs holler- again." For them kind words we thank
ing for rooms with the same zest that you Mr. Main.
any of his salesmen who attempted to invoke any subterfuges to they call for dates on a super-colossal
get around the code. Abe Mon- (on flat rental).
L. E. Jorgenson of Salem, S. D. is a
tague, of Columbia, also spoke
Anachronism : as one entered the Nicol- theatre manager and said he came to the
for the Code on behalf of the dislet lobby a big sign read "All exhibitors convention only to tell 'em what's wrong
tributors.
welcome — RKO reception room, 1270 — and could do it in one word: "Plenty."
Reports current within the con- Sixth Ave., New York." Just an after Hope it all turns out to your satisfaction
Mr. Jorgenson.
vention hall itself indicated a con- dinner stroll !
flict of ideas between leaders of
The weather proved pretty trying to
certain units and the one-hundred- those
W. J. Gla«ser of Faribault, Minn., one
who came from tropical climes like
per-cent-nat ion al- Allied groups New York, Boston and other eastern of the coldest spots in the country poohregarding action on the Code. spots. When they left they mopped their poohed some of the Southerners and
brows and fanned themselves and when complained of the heat. He mopped his
(Continued on page 6)
they arrived they exercised vigorously to brow while others went out in top coats.
keep up their circulation and spirits (sic)
in the chilly Minnesota clime.
"Rotten" was G. Berquist's answer
STR Canes Capture
to our "how's business?" There must
First out-of-towner to arrive was ex- have
been a film salesman close by.
Conventioneers
president Sidney Samuelson with his
MORE SIDELIGHTS NEXT WEEK
wife and his secretary, Sally Fisher.
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW starred at Allied's big gettogether. Those canes, with the
familiar and popular STR monoDistributor Chiefs At Allied Convention
gram on a band decorating their
handles were wanted in numbers
Those attending the convention Richey. director of exhibitor relafar in excess of the liberal pro- representing the distributors were
tions; Reoublic — James R. Graingvision made to hand them out to
Columbia — Abe Moner, president; Twentieth Centurvall who wanted a walking stick. as follows:
tague, general sales manager; Fox — William Sussman and WilThe Allied Convention number of
liam Gehrine. divisional sales
MGM — William F. Rodgers, genSHOWMEN'S also went like
managers;
United Artists — L.
eral sales manager; Monogram —
hot-cakes from a stack that STR
W. Ray Johnston, president and Jack Schlaifer, vice-president and
men thought would be ample — Edward Golden, vice-president; western sales manager; Universal
maybe we're too modest — but Paramount — Neil Agnew, vice- — William A. Scully, eeneral sales
which dwindled to a lone "file" president and general sales mana- manager; Warner Bros. — Gradcopy in no time.
Sears, general sales manager
ger, and Austin Keough, general of thewell company.
counsel; RKO-Radio — H. M.

May

Deal

Direct

W. F. Rodgers charged Allied
leaders and the negotiating committee with deliberately falsifying
and bad faith, after a report of
the Allied negotiating committee
returned a verdict rejecting the
Code. Rodgers'
dramatic
climax action
to thebrought
sessionsa
on the floor of the Minneapolis
Convention, where the Code had
been discussed pro and con
through long sessions since the
meet opened Tuesday morning.
Rodgers, in announcing his
withdrawal of the Code, said that
the
report left
of Allied's
committee
him no negotiating
alternative
but to withdraw the pact and have
nothing further to do with Allied
as an organization. Rodgers said
he is prepared to prove that statements made in the Allied Committee meeting were false in most
respects and maintained that the
Code as presented at this session
in substance is exactly what was
agreed upon with the exception
that the legal paraphrasing was
the work of attorneys.
In an interview with Rodgers
after the meeting, the MGM Sales
head and spokesman for the Distributors' Code Committee indicated that although the distributors would have no further dealing with Allied they would deal
directly with all exhibitors whom
he felt were in favor of the proposals and arbitration as provided for in the final text of the
Code.
The Convention was prepared
to take a vote in the Thursday
afternoon meeting at the time
Rodgers announced his decision
to withdraw the pact from further negotiation with Allied as a
body. It was significant that no
requests for a vote came from the
floor after Rodgers'
announcement.dramatic
Many observers
who have been impressed by
rumors of differences of opinion
between leaders of various units
of Allied with respect to the Code,
took this as further indication of
a sentiment within Allied's own
ranks for approval of the Code.
Speaking after the meeting
Rodgers said that he was heartily
disappointed and really chagrined
by the statement and action of
Allied's Negotiating Committee,
declaring this was the first time
his personal integrity had been
attacked.
Among the many speakers who
addressed the meeting on the final
day of the meet were: Austin
Keough, Neil Agnew, of Paramount; Bill Sussman and William Gehring, 20th-Fox; Wm.
Scully, Universal; H. M. Richey,
RKO; Ed Kuykendall, Abram
F. Myers and Sidney Samuelson.
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Affair Launches Amusement

Schaefer

Division on Jewish Relief

New

More than 300 members of the
theatrical, motion picture and
music world joined in a testimonial luncheon to Benny Goodman Monday at the Hotel Edison
and clima.xed tributes to the popular orchestra leader by pledging
their support to the campaign of
the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees and Overseas Needs. Eddie
Cantor was toastmaster.
The ai¥air formally launched the
effort of the Amusement Division
in behalf of the emergency refugee appeal which > seekS'. funds to
carry on the expanded 'relief program of the three majory J.^wiSh
agencies helping refugees and
other victims of .oppression overseas— the Joint'-Dis'tribution Committee, the United Palestine Appeal and the National Coordinating Committee.
Heading the Amusement Division are David Bernstein, chairman; and Albert Warner, cochairman. Phil Baker served as
vice-chairman of the dinner committee. Other committee leaders
included Barney Balaban, Nate J.
Blumberg, Jack Cohen, vice-chairmen; and William Morris, treasurer.

PIX

Assistant Assures
Jersey Allied

New Jersey
Allied's availability
complaint
against
the reported
of "Gunga Din" for television use
was answered this week by W.
J. Merrill, assistant to George J.
Schaefer, RKO prexy, who wrote
George Gold, Allied of N. J.

prexy,ture that
"Gunga
Din" was
picused fortheCoast
telecasts
Here's the first group of Dallas youngsters who will spend two weeks as guests merely a trailer.
of the Dallas Variety Club at the R. E. Griffith Variety Club Boys camp at
Stating that RKO had made no
Belton, 140 miles south of Dallas. Pictured with the boys are the following
for the furnishing
barkers of the Dallas tent: — Frank 0. Starz, Brownie Akers, James 0. Cherry, arrangements
Ray Beall, Director Brown, Herb Turpie, Asst. Dir. Hilgers, Jack Underwood, of films for television, although
one or two short subjects had
Burt King, Elmer Zrenner and R. E. Griffith.
been used by special permission
for rill
experimental
purposes,
Merfurther said that
his company
Important Dates
RODGERS
SPEECH
conscious" of its obligaJune 19-22: RKO Convention, West- is "fully
tion "to our exhibitors" and that
chester Country Club, Rye. N. Y.
June 19-22: National Conference on
company's effort to keep
URGED
ADOPTION
Visual Education, Francis W. v Parker the
abreas-t. -of developments in the
School, Chicaj^o.
Tune 22 : Film Daily Golf Tournament, field of television "are toward the
Rye Country Club, Rye, N. Y.
Words Backed Up by Action
Oct. 15: Pittsburgh: Variety Club protecting of our joint interests."
I^anquet, William Penn Hotel.
When He Withdrew Later
NEW FINANCE PLAN
agree to any expansion of its
Minneapolis — Although he admitted the trade practice code is already
Will Provide Funds for
broad
That he
did policies."
not believe the
not perfect but that it is wanted
proposed
plan
of
voting
on
the
by the majority of exhibitors,
GN ; Alperson Sues
code was of any
William F. Rodgers, MGM sales suggested
benefit was voiced by Rodgers
Educational Pictures, Inc., and
chief and spokesman for the Distributors Negotiating Committee, because "you do not have the Grand National Pictures. Inc.,
asked Allied for cooperation in number of people here to register have retained the firm of Felt &
Co., 52 Wall St., to provide a plan
S.O.S. TO AGNEW
putting the plan into effect. He a The
national
code choice."
was drawn up at the of readjustment of the corporate
spoke at the second session of
the national Allied convention at suggestion of organization lead- and financial structure of these
ers, he reminded Allied, and companies. New funds provided
III. Allied Seeks Help On the Nicollet Hotel here.
Duals Situation
An indication that the plan pointed out that it was publicily under the Felt plan will be for
would be put into effect whether stated by Steffes a year ago that both production and working capiChicago — Allied Theatres of approved by this association or his organization would support a
tal. Meanwhile, a suit asking damages of 135,644 and 10,000 shares
Illinois, following a meeting here not was voiced by Rodgers when feasible plan if presented. That
last week, sent a letter to Neil he asserted that "with or without plan, he asserted, was now ready of GN common was filed this
Agnew, Paramount's general sales Allied" the distributors were "go- for operation and "is in your week by Edward L. Alperson
against GN, Educational Pictures,
manager, in which the organizaas to the
whatdevelopment
you want toof do."
ing forward" with its plan of pro- hands
Tracing
the Inc., and E. W. Hammons. Breach
tion pleaded for B & K's cooperation in establishing a single fea"Of course, we want to see it Code, and explaining the work- of an employment contract made
cedure."
ture policy in this area. In the adopted,"
ings and provisions of the indi- Oct. 1, 1938 and which was to
he said, "but if in orvidual clauses, Rodgers said he run to Sept. 1, 1943, was charged
letter, signed by Jack Kirsch, it
der to secure its adoption addiwould
not
plead for their adoptional
concessions
are
asked
bewas pointed out that "your subtion since he believed that the
sidiary, B & K, is the only
yond those which may have al- fact that the proposals are a great by Alperson.
ready been agreed to, you may
stumbling block that prevents 95
p.c. of subsequent runs from oper- rest assured no distributor wheth- improvement over the existing
er affiliated or otherwise, will unsatisfactory condition was unating in the black."
CROWDED
derstood by every clear-thinking FORUM
man.
Rodgers asked for earnest con- ALLIED
PROGRAM
sideration of the plan in his clos(Continued
from page 5)
ing remarks. "Your future is at
stake in proportion to ours," he
said, and added that "I have no Certain groups were said to be
patience with those who sit on
in favor of voting acceptthe sidelines and constantly at- strongly
ance of its provisions with _ the
tempt to destroy the structure of
proviso that nothing contained
an industry that is not only profitdetain the Govern:ible to all, generally speaking, l)ut therein mentwould
from prosecuting its New
in addition, there is distinct public York equity suit. On the opposing
service to the entire nation.
side several Allied men were said
"I would not stand before you to be unalterably opposed to any
today and advocate the adoption favorable action on the Code by
of the Code if I did not think it
the organization as a unit.
would help solve your problems."
session
ay afternoo
Wednesd
closed
with
speakersn's for
and
Warner Bros. Theatres District Managers who met at the Home Office with
Passes
Repealer
On
against still seemingly far apart
Joseph Bernhard, General Manager of Warner Theatres. Front row (l.-r.) :
on the subject that has dominated
Leonard Schlesinger, home office executive, Charley Dooley, Joseph Bernhard, Fight Pix Shipping Ban
the convention — the Code. So
Dick Wright and Charley Smakwitz. Second row (l.-r.l: Rudy Kuehn, Jack
— A bill introduced much time and verbiage and
Keegan, Guy Barrett, Dick Hill, Max Melnicoff, Harry Turrell, Henry Needles, byWashington
Senator
Barbour,
Republican energy had, by Wednesday night,
Ralph Crabill, Steve Barutio, Tony Williams, Lou Davidoff, Larry Graver, Frank
J., to repeal the law forbid- gone into the discussion of the
Harpster, Paul Castello, Ray Brown. Standing (l.-r.): Dinty Moore, Stewart Mc- of N. ding
interstate shipment of prize
Donald, home office executive, Sid Jacobs, C. J. Latta, Tom Fordham, Al Plough, fight films was passed this week Code that by that time it seemed
finish the business^
le to on
impossib
Jack Mulhall, Ed Moore, Harry Goldberg of the home office, Dan Finn, Nat bv the Senate. It now goes to the of
the conventi
in the schedule
Classer, Charles Ryan, H. W. Wheeler, Harry Lohmeyer, Guy Wonders.
House for action.
closing sessions Thursday.
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PRODUCTION

(one co-starring
Produced

Charles

by JOE

S

Boyer)

PASTERNAK

FOUR PICTURES... FOUR SMASH HITS!
THAT'S KOSTER'S AMERICAN HISTORY!
Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
Story by
Biuno Frank

Screenplay by
Bruce Manning

0^e

IT

EVER

THAN

MORE

WILL

PASTE

The

Hero

of "YOU

FOR

EACH

OTHER"

CAN'T
and

JAMES

TAKE

"MR. SMITH

IT

WITH

YOU, " "MADE

TO

WASHINGTON"

GOES

STEWART
m

THE

MAN
with

hom
MISCHA

MONTANA
AUER

B

I939-I9A0!~3

in

ERSAL

Productions
NAN

GREY

ROBERT

GLORIA

JEAN

CUMMINGS
in
II

with Beulah Bondi, Margaret Lindsay, C. Aubrey Smith, Ernest Truex
Billy Gilbert, Raymond Walburn, Paul Cavanagh, Ann Gillis, Doris Lloyd
Original story by I. A. R. Wylie
Screenplay by Grover Jones
Directed

by

RICHARD

WALLACE

DANIELLE
DARRIEUX
^

Produced

by JOE

PASTERNAK

and

HAR
PRODUCTION
Another

sure-fire

hit-with

a

battery of front Ir
line stars added I
and MORTIMER
SNERD, too!

SULLAVAN
PRODUCTION
In a role destined
won

Ill

to outshine

even

her own

unfor-

gettable performance in "Three Comrades"
her the highest awards of the season.

which

Thrilling,

appealing,

productions,
Produced

topical

by BURT

exploitable

stories

KELLY-

box

of America's

Directed

BASIL

WILL

IT

EVER

THAN

MORE

office
youth!

by JOSEPH

PP

SANTLEY

RATHBONE

TOWER

of

lONDON

One of the greatest masterpieces of shock literature makes
perfect film vehicle for the arch -master of the sinister!
Produced
who

VICTORIA

BASIL

made

"The

and

Directed

Sun

Never

by ROWLAND

Sets" and

"Son

a

V. LEE,
of Frankenstein"!

DOCKS

RATHE

With red fury coiled like a snake in his mind, he sought
the peace of destruction in the throes of blind dementia?
An

original

Produced

story

and

by

Rufus

Directed

King

by

and

Charles

HICHAHD

Beahan

WALLACE

HIS

RETURNS
Directed by
JOE
MAY
Original Story by
JOE MAY and
KURT SIODMAK

Demanded

by exhibitor and public

alike! Once

again (o fight his

strange fight, to the amazement
of

unprecedented

audiences!

d

BURT KELLY
Associate
Producer

SON

The production strength of a cast of
distinguished stars and a director of
outstanding merit will be given Cooper
in this story— aimed to hit the pinnacle
of his remarkably successful career!

UNIVERSAL

in

I939-I940!

KARLOFFLUGOSI

THE

SHEIK
The Merchants of Fear ready to declare even
greater dividends than were paid to you
with
ihelSy/tida^
their never-to-be-forgotten "Frankenstein"!

Here's ADVENTURE at Flood-Tide — produced on a scale matching in magnitude the
panoramic sweep of the thrilling story!

TWO

PRODUCTIONS

THE

NEXT
Associate Producer
MAX H. GOLDEN

in
2

FAMILY

DOOR

SERIES • starring HUGH HERBERT
with Joy Hodges, Eddie Quillan, Ruth Donnelly, Juanito
Quigley, Benny Bartlett and "SANDY", the Wonder Baby!

#
KEN GOLDSMITH
Associate Producer

1

1 TTLE

TOUGH
GUrS
PRODUCTIONS
"CALL A MESSENGER
"ACADEMY
WINNER
With Added Attett in Important Names
for the Casts, Stories and Production!

Storiesby

y

authors

PRODUCTIONS

the greatest
of all-time!

DEVINE
with Richard ARLEN

•

• Andy
"Mutiny
"Man

on the Blackhawk'

from

Montreal"

"Way of the West "
'Raging Rivers"
'Air Express"
'Sea Patrol"

'Steel"

To attract
21 EA^>LUiTAT»ON
^>kQDUCTIONS
a
Titles that can be campaigned — Group Casts that sell rickets!
LIVE ALONE AND LIKE IT" • "MISSING EVIDENCE"
CONVICTED WOMEN" • "ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN"

Every

Type

i

"^yu.

of Patron!

PRODUCTIONS
4 MUSICAL
Zipful, zestful comedy-romances seasoned with hit-tunes and gats!
PENTHOUSE SERENADE" • "DANCING FOR LOVE" Jf
RHYTHM FOR SALE" • "ROMANCE IN THE TROPICS

^''^y guarantee entertainment. Stories hot from the news and fads
I I ^ T I r\ M C
D D C\
A ^ T I C\ Kl
V. I I W 1^
r r\
L/ U V« I I ^ n O
of the day! This series will be selected from the following stories:
Distress Signal • The Witness Vanishes • Eyes of the Coast Guard
Slightly Tempted • Vice Ring • Front Page Confession • Counterfeit Ring
Jail Baby • Freedom of the Air • Homicide Bureau • Ghost Ship
Hidden Money • Hero for a Day • Inquiring Reporter

with BOB BAKER and FUZZY N
KNIGHT
'S
BROW
AAACK
The three favorites of youraction fans,
in a series
them

of pictures

jumpin'

for joy!

J

that.will keep

ill i.

1Ui

MORE

THAN

EVER

FAMOUS
3
A new producing organization
of major importance, headed by J J

IT

WILL

liMMiMi
J^p^^^

EDII^GT^DN

^FAIRBANKSjr

An

TIC

original

story by

DENNISON
CLIFT
E"
CABL

GRANT

(.TENTATIVE TITLE)
From the famous play "La Chienne" by
eorges de la Fouchardiere • Screenpla
Edwin Justice Mayer and Franz S

SOUTH

OF

An

screen

original
Cast

story and

with

Stars

of the

THE

AMAZ

play by Frances
First

Marion

Maignitude!

B

in

ERSAL

THE

OREGON

15 Thrill -Packed

skmu

THE
Starring

i>ower!
... A QUARTETTE
OF
HONEY-HAKING,

Episodes of Pioneer

BELA

LU60SI

ISSUES:

MY

MAN

ARE

The

52

WEEKS

Greatest

GODFREY

•

Presenting an Unprecedented

13

COLOR

• DOUGLAS

• LAUGHTON

aRTOONS

Another step forward in Universal Short
yfd^
"m
- ^

^ ,
'"(.r^'
^

A TWO

Subject Supremacy. ..the added wallop of
glowing color to America's favorite
program novelty ... produced by
WALTER LANTZ

REEL

MEAD

.

of Fantastic

HORNET

.

Acti

....

OF

BOX

Combination
THE

OFFICE

Show

OLD

the Universe

INSURANCE!

of the

DARK

Season!

HOUSE

Array of Big Star Names: —
• KARLOFF

• AUER

• PATRICK

• BRADY

- MASSEY

IS^lMUSICALS
To Be Produced at Universal City where the huge
production faciUties will guarantee the utmost in life,
sparkle smd novelty for the series. The cast will
ment with
names.
be studded
top-notch
entertain4fe-S<U

Long established as a high spot in

many years... bringing to theatre patronage the far places of the world . . . picture
stories finely photographed by foot loose
cameramen who rove the Seven Seas.

theatre programs where showmen build
audience-appeal bills. Bringing to the

Comtnentcoy by the ace-voice of ladio —
GRAHAM
McNAMEE

"Truth Can Be Stranger
Than Fiction."
•

SPECIAL

and JOSEPH

.

Brown

A favorite with Universal exhibitors for

A startling, dynamic, thrilling exposition
on the Rediscovery of America— the land
where Freedom still flourishes! The
most exciting screen document ever
recorded— America's March of Freedom
since the founding of our nation!
PRODUCED BY
TOM

Mack

CREEPS

"BUCK
ROGERS
Conquering
12 Breath-taking Episodes with Larry Crabbe

RE

LOMBARD

.

Days — with John

in 12 Episodes

GREEN

.

in 13 Episodes. Universal scoops the field with this radio sensation

CROWD-

HERE

POWELL-

TRAIL

PHANTOM

THE

PULLING CHAPTER-PLAYS
Produced by the King
of Serial Producers—
HENRY MacRAE

2

I939-I940!

O'BRIEN

screen the strange, startling, and almost
unbelievable photographic evidence that

Commentary

The Number

One Newsreel of the

Industry ... A pioneer leader —and
still the leader by actual exhibitor
vote! 104 ISSUES

(Twice Weekly)

•
Commentary by GRAHAM

McNAMEE

by ALOIS

HAVRILLA

V

0
y
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WALTER

DANTON

DOROTHY

WINCHELL

WALKER

KILGALLEN

says :

says:
"WILL CREATE
SENSATION!

"SUPREMACY!"

says:
A

"Cutest thing in Technicolor
since Snow White'! "
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URGES

Fred Ullman, Jr.

Cresson Smith

Jules Levy

DELAY

IN

Executives
NEELY

BILL

Headed

S. Barret McCormick

For

Harry Michalson

Meet

VOTE
Plans

White Suggests Senate Study

Completed
Sales

for

Convention

RKO

International

at Rye,

VA.

UNIT

ACTION

Phil Reisman

DEFERS
ON

CODE

N. Y.

Roanoke, Va. — Although the
Distributors' new Trade Practice
Plans were nearing completion this week for RKO's Inter- Code was discussed by the Virnational sales convention to be held at the Westchester Country
ginia MPTO at its midsummer
W'ashington — Deferring Senate
meeting here Monday, at the
action on the pending Neely anti- Club, Rye, N. Y.. June 19-20-21. Managers, district managers Hotel Roanoke, no action was
block-booking and blind selling and salesmen, both foreign anclt^ cities. Also aboard will be H. C.
taken. Before taking action on the
measure for two weeks so that all domestic, will be present at the
Cohen, Western district manager, agreement, the association wants
Senators can thoroughly study gathering, it was announced.
W. E. Branson, midwestern further information in writing
Among the executives of the and
both the major and minor redistrict manager. There will be from the distributors.
ports b}' the Senate Interstate home office attending will be Jules stops at Indianapolis, Toledo,
Among routine matters taken
Commerce Committee was sug- Levy, general sales manager; Cleveland, Buffalo and Albany.
gested this week by Senator Wal- Cresson Smith, Western and Included in these groups will be up at the convention were operating and maintenance costs. No
lace H. White, Jr., one of the Southern
sales
manager;
L. McEvoy,E.
Nat Levy, central district man- date has been set for the mid-winthree to sign the minority report.
ter conclave, which is to be held
Senator White also said that if
ager and S. M. Sachs, Southwest- in Richmond.
Eastern and
ern district manager.
Secretary of Commerce Hopkins
C a n sales
a d ian
was discussing block-booking and
other industry subjects with inm a n a dustry leaders, ''I should almost
think Senator Neely would delay
Fredger; eric
man,Ull-Jr.,
bringing up his controversial measure until some official reaction
vice
(1 e n -tpresiof
was forthcoming from the Department of Commerce."
iRKO
h e News;
Now on the Senate calendar,
- PaNeely's
measure
may
be
taken
up
at any time. It was intimated that
Ned Depinet, V i c e the Senator might press for acpresident of
tion this week while Allied's nation convention is in full swing in
Ned DepinetGeorge
^ ^ J.
t'
Minneapolis. The bill passed the Schaefer, president (see cover) ;
Senate last year while Allied was S. Barret McCormick, director of
in session in Pittsburgh. Neely, advertising and publicity; Harry
FUST TALKED ABOUr
however, spiked this intimation Michalson, short subjects sales
-THAT P(rczHe^<
with an assurance that he would manager, and Phil Reisman, general foreign sales manager.
make no effort to bring up his bill
on the Senate floor until a week
Managers, salesmen and district managers from the far west
from Tuesday or Wednesday.
and midwest will board a converttion special , train pulling out of
DECISION RESERVED
Chicago Saturday afternoon. On
board the special at the time of
its departure will be salesmen and
Court Holds Up Appeal of managers from thirteen branches,
and two district chiefs. En route
Trust Co.'s Claim
eastward the special train will
The Circuit Court of Appeals make five stops at which delelast week reserved decision on an
gates from sixteen additional offices will be picked up, making a
appeal by the Trust Company of
Georgia from former Judge Mar- total representation on the train
tin Manton's decision which from 29 branches.
denied an application of the trust
Delegations to board the train
company to have its claim of at Chicago will be from 13 branch
$400,000 against Fox Theatres be
given preferential treatment. The
More D of J Talks
claim is for liabilities of [Fox
Theatres as a tenant of the trust
Washington — Further confeicompany on theatre properties in ences
between Will H. Hays,
Atlanta.
MPPDA prexy, and other industry executives and the ComMcConville on World Tour
merce Department are definite, according to a Department spokesColumbia's Foreign Manager, J.
A meeting is being arranged
A. McConville sailed Wednesday to be man.held
some time next week.
for Europe on what is the beginIt
was
said
that the "Business
ning of a world tour of the comEmbassy"
af¥airs
regard to
panjf's branches abroad. The tour the film industrywith
"are moving
will take him during the next nine
months to Europe, Latin America, along rapidly."
Australia and the Far East.
Committee

Reports

i
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^^^

^

Iron -jawed pilot whose
the air was law!
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GREATERiLONDON'Sj
THEATRES

By "OLD DOC LAYOUT"
Once again Old Doc goes to London, or
rather London conies to him in the guise of
cinema advertising oddities as reported by
STR's London correspondent, Jock MacGregor. In a recent Clinic, we discussed the
amusement page of a typical British weekly,
pointing out that over there straightforward
announcements were preferred rather than the
selling appeals utilized in the ads appearing
in our own American newspapers.

HENIE
CONTINUOUS RFVUE

DURBIN
That
CERTAINAGE
MELVYN DOUGLAS

Heaps of Reading Matter
Now Jock reaches down into his cinematic
bag of tricks again and comes up with another
amusement page, this time from The Evening
News. If we understand him correctly, every
Monday night the amusement page of the
Nezvs is monopolized by the display ads of the
West End cinemas. Nightly, however, all the
West End and the principal neighborhood
houses advertise. Considering the fact that
British cinemas use only announcements in
cold type (there are exceptions, of course), the
classified columns are just about as good a
place in which to advertise as anywhere else.
But it must be remembered that London is
a large city. If all the cinemas took it upon
themselves to use display space, which would
be an extravagant investment, the newspapers
would have to turn over several of their pages
to cinema ads. Not that they'd object, of
course; nothing would be more acceptable. But
neighborhoods just don't advertise that way.
It's the same here in America. As a typical
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The Evening News, London daily, carries a full-page amusement guide nightly for the convenience ofthe amusement-minded public. On one night a week, West End cinemas go in for
display ads. Don't try to read the classified columns without a magnifying glass. However,
such terms as "Lst hse," "U," "A" and "diff prg" mean in our American vernacular, "last show,"
"universal," "adult" and "different program," respectively.
example, neighborhood houses in Indianapolis
have all their ads combined under one twocolumn heading, "At the Neighborhood Theatres." So, perhaps the fact that the announcements of London theatres, varietj' theatres,
opera and ballet, and cinemas appear under one
general 8-column heading, "Greater London's
complete Amusement Guide," is not so much
of an oddity, after all.
No

Advertising Today

What strikes Jock as being strange, and Old
Doc, too, for that matter, is that the notable
absentees from the tear-sheet he forwarded us
were the Carlton, Plaza, Regal and London
Pavilion. Jock cites as probable reasons the
fact that (1) the Carlton, a Paramount house,
was showing another company's product ; and
that (2) the Plaza and Regal were about to
change programs. He was surprised, and so
was Old Doc, that the Pavilion ran no ad in
spite of the fact it was playing "Trade Winds."
With Fredric March and Joan Bennett, plus
the fact that it was good audience entertainment, you can bet your last riding boot that
over
here
to advertisewe itwouldn't have missed the chance

London Uses Florists' Angle
This iieup was effected with Lucien, Ltd., at
Baker Street on the florist angle to mark < the
premiere season of Samuel Goldwyn's United
Artists release, "Wuthering Heights" at the
Gciumont Haymarket Theatre, London. The
still of the wedding scene was enlarged and
used as a centerpiece on a unit featuring the
tiein and credit ivording.

Depend

Disney cartoons are the only short subjects
referred to in any of the display ads. One cinema, the Cameo, which runs a sixty-minute
program of shorts, takes a 4-inch column ad
to tell the public about it.
Unlike the other sample of British cinema
ads we discussed in a prior Clinic, the displays
on the tear-sheet of the News almost all have
some kind of a catchline, or at least a few
quotations
critics' reviews. Perhaps
we were a from
little the
too hasty in arriving at the
conclusion that all cinema ads in Britain were
purely announcements.
We might add that even roller skating,
snooker, wrestling, boxing, whist drives, etc.,

are included in the Nezvs' page amusement
guide. Thus, if Londoners want to know where
to go tonight, they can look at the one page instead of searching through the entire news"Juarez"
Being Plugged in Hearst
paper.
Magazines During Month of June
"Juarez" is receiving two national magazine
breaks during the month of June with Cosmopolitan and Good Housekeeping running
articles dealing with the film.
Good Housekeeping offers an article by
Marying a Henderson
entitled
Lady,"
character study
of "Gallant
Bette Davis,
whogiv-is
starred in the film, while Cosmopolitan is presenting an article by James Hilton dealing with
the production policy of Warner Bros, in its
relation to "Juarez" and other pictures.
The Sales Division of the Hearst Publications which publish the magazines, is sending
out letters to its wholesalers and retailers urging them to tie in with the local engagement
of the picture, through displays, posting, and
other promotional methods. They are also
giving their sales staff throughout the country,
a breakdown of the theatres playing the picture in their various territories.

s"
rs Take
Robberobbers
When
entered De
the "Woik
Plaza Theatre,
Tilbury,
Ontario,
the Undaunted,
day's receipts
were locked
up inCanada,
the safe.
the
thieves carted away the safe through a rear
exit. To date, they have made no reports
as to their whereabouts, according to Harland
Rankin, manager of the theatre.
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( / / ollywood I'review)
RKO-Radio
Melodrama
73 mins.
Well Directed and Acted Melodrama
Strong Enough for Top Bill in Many Houses
(National Rclrasc Date, Jitiic 23)
Cast: Cliester Morris, Lucille Ball, Joseph
Calleia, Wendy Barrie, Allen Jenkins, C.
Aubrey Smith and others. Screenplay by
Jerry Cady, Dalton Trumbo, and Nathaniel
West. Story by Richard Carroll. Directed by
John Farrow. Associate Producer Robert
Sisk.
Plot: Chester Morris, pilot of passenger
plane Silver Queen, starts for Panama accompanied byco-pilot Kent Taylor, a steward, eight adults and one little boy as passengers, but is forced down in the jungles
of Central America. After 23 days the plane
is repaired well enough to take off but can
only lift with five, the little boy included.
Three of the original starters are already
dead, the steward, a detective and a gang leader's henchman. An anarchist who is due to be
hanged on his arrival at Panama, elects to
stay in the jungle and also decides that an
aged couple and a weakling millionaire are
to remain with him, allowing the two pilots
to take off with the youngster and the two
young ladies. As the plane gets of¥ the
anarchist mercifully kills the aged couple
and leaves himself and the weakling to die
at the hands of Head Hunters of the Jungle.
SUMMARY: Given plenty of advance exploitation this will fit easily in top spot of
any double and in many spots will hold its
own singly. It is hard to pick out the tops
in individual performances as selection of
the entire cast by Producer Sisk is well
near perfection, but as the doomed anarchist
Joseph Calleia is deserving of an extra vote
closely followed by Chester Morris, C.
Aubrey Smith and Allen Jenkins. John Farrow's expert direction of the very well written screenplay is worthy of "A" rating. This
is made to order for tie up with Air Transportation companies and Travel Resort
Bureaus.
OUTSTANDING: Joseph Calleia and
John Farrow's direction.
Catchline: "Doomed to die for his badness, he showed he was the best (FAMILY)
in a pinch."
Three

Texas

TRyVDI':

DECENCY

RATINGS:
(For Week Ending June 17)
SUITABLE FOR GENERAL PATRONAGE
Tarzan Finds a Son
Inside Information
Susannah of the Mounties
Bulldog ofDrummond's
Adventures
the Masked Bride
Phantom
SUITABLE FOR ADULTS ONLY
The Girl and the Gambler
Should a Girl Marry
OBJECTIONABLE IN PARTS
Daughters Courageous
stead of selling the ranch, however, Carole
and her troupe go to live on it. By mistake,
they get on the land owned by the Three
Mesquiteers. There are many complications
as Graves and his henchmen seek to get the
ranch owned by Carole, but with the help of
the Mesquiteers, she outwits the villains.
SUMMARY: Well, there's the mortgage
on the old ranch, but outside of this regulation formula, the plot of "Three Texas
Steers" is new and refreshing. Imagine a
western starting out under a circus tent
and ending up with an exciting sulky race,
with plenty of hard riding, shooting and
fisticutfs sandwiched in between. You won't
need to imagine it, nor will your fans, for
here it is. The Three Mesquiteers are in
tip-top form, while Carole Landis could
lure us to take up circus life anytime. Ralph
Graves is a suave villain — almost too suave
— who leaves the skulduggery to his henchmen, Ted Adams and Stanley Blystone.
Lending comedy to the proceedmgs is Rosco Ates as a stuttering sheriff and Naba (is
he man or beast?) as a playful gorilla. As
the action half of a double feature, or alone
on a weekend booking, this western should
do well. Novelty hats and buttons for fan
clubs are available, as are several national
tieups on popular products.
OUTSTANDING: The plot, which
doesn't creak.
Catchline: "A fast-riding action thriller
that ends in a blaze of glory on the race
track."
(FAMILY)
It Could

Steers

OF

ricview

Happen

To You

(Hollyi'jood Freviciv)
Republic

Western

56 mins.

Outdoor Fans Should Enjoy Fast-Riding
Western With New and Refreshing Story
(National Release Date, May 12)
Cast: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max
Terhune, Carole Landis, Ralph Graves, Rosco Ates, Collette Lyons, Billy Curtis, Ted
Adams, Stanley Blystone, David Sharpe,
Ethan Laidlaw, others. Original screenplay
by Betty Burbridge and Stanley Roberts,
based on the characters created by William
Colt MacDonald. Directed by George Sherman. Associate Producer, William Berke.
Plot: Carole Landis has a circus — but not
for long, because her business manager,
Ralph Graves, causes a series of disasters to
compel her to sell a ranch he wants. InFor Additional

20th-Fox

Comedy

Drama

71 mins.

Amusing Suspense and Excitement Well
Done
Should
Bring
Satisfying Returns
(National Release Date, June 30)
Cast: Stuart Erwin, Gloria Stuart, Raymond Walburn, Douglas Fowley, Clarence
Kolb and others. Screenplay by Allen Rivkin and Lou Breslow from original story by
Charles HofYman. Directed by Alfred Werker. Associate Producer, David Hempstead.
Plot: Idea Man Stuart Erwin allows his
pal, Douglas Fowley, to take credit and
promotions in advertising firm until his wife,
Gloria Stuart, puts her foot down and in
tears insists that Erwin must assert himself and put his ideas directly before his
boss, Raymond Walburn. At a Fraternity

Exploitation Ideas on These

Pictures Consult
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dinner Erwin gets to the boss with the lieli)
of one of the showgirls invited to brighten
the affair. On the way home Erwin and
Fowley proceed to end the night with liquid
refreshment. The corpse of a young girl is
found trict
in Attorney
Erwin's
wife. onTheErwin,
Distriescar
to by
pin his
murder
but the latter's wife knowing he is innocent
saves him from the chair and helps capture
the Ruiltv man. Erwin gets promoted.
SUMMARY: As the top half of a double
this should bring satisfactory box office returns from word of mouth after the opening, being a really fine audience picture
with that ace well liked although not of
marquee strength. Erwin in one of his
Milquetoast roles is fine but top acting
honors go to Douglas Fowley who steals
the former's thunder but at the end in a
swell drunk scene makes good in a big way.
Gloria Stuart is convincing as the patient
wife and the balance of the cast turn in fine
supporting bits. The effective screenplay is
deftly handled by Director Alfred Werker
who gets 100 per cent value for producer,
David Hempstead. Get an artist to make
cartoons captioned "It Could Happen To
You" and blow up for lobby display, taking
happenings of the day from news headlines.
For street ballyhoo hire truck with a cell
holding a man in prison garb and signs
reading "Go to
Theatre and
seeOUTSTANDING:
what might HAPPEN
TO
YOU." and
Douglas Fowley
Stuart Erwin.
Catchline: "He cashed in on his own
ideas, with the help of his wife — (FAMILY)
of course."
House

of Fear

(Hoi lyiu ood Frcii ic w )
Univ.

Mystery-Drama

66 mins.

Thriller-Chiller with Good Comedy Twist
Well Above Average Program Offering
(National Release Date, June 30)
Cast: William Gargan, Irene Hervey, Dorothy Arnold, Alan Dinehart, Harvey Stephens, Walter Woolf King, Robert Coote, El
Brendel, Tom Dugan and others. Based on
a play by Thomas F. Fallon and novel by
Wadsworth Camp. Screenplay by Peter
Milne. Directed by Joe May. Associate Producer, Edmund Grainger.
Plot: William Gargan, detective, opens a
theatre that has been closed for two years,
in order to solve the murder and find out
about the "ghost" alleged to haunt the
house. He induces Irene Hervey, leading
lady; Harvey Stephens, stage director and
all the others of the original company to
help him restage the show. Alan Dinehart
and his brother, Robert Coote, owners of the
theatre are happy to see the place open
again,
are skeptical
about
Gargan's
During butrehearsal,
Walter
Woolf
King,plans.
who
was
takethethe same
murdered
man's place,
killedto in
mysterious
manner.is
Stephens is then given the leading role and
the night the show opens Gargan notices a
cable running from a "prop" microphone
and traces it to the basement. Gargan finds
the murderer at work and also finds that a
spring in the microphone releases a glass
needle containing a deadly fluid. After a
chase the murderer is caught and turns out
to be Tom Dugan, the property man, who
(Continued on Next Page)

the Encyclopedia

of Exploitation — (See page 39)
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^House

of Fear

(Continued from page 19)
has been acting under orders from Robert
Coote.
SUMMARY: A "whodunit" that is swell
entertainment for the followers of mystery
stories. A thriller-chiller with lots of good
comedy and plenty of eerie atmosphere and
all the usual horror props, that emerges as
an above the average programmer for many
spots. Good direction by Joe May of the
clever screenplay, gives the picture many
suspenseful and exciting moments. William
Gargan plays the part of the detective turned
theatrical producer in order to solve the
mystery with ability, and El Brendel, Tom
Dugan, Dorothy Arnold and Irene Hervey
more than hold up their end of the show.
Associate Producer Edmund Grainger has
turned out a production that should give
general satisfaction. Man dressed as spook
(in long sheet) should be used for street
ballyhoo, with card on his back "I'm From
The House of Fear — Look Out," Green
floodlights illuminating theatre with ghastly
glow, will aid in lending the correct, weird
atmosphere. Place a large sign in lobby, requesting patrons not to reveal the guilty
party.
OUTSTANDING: Production and Direction.
Catchline: "A Backstage Phantom comes
to life."
(ADULT)
Daughters
WB

Courageous

Drama

107 mins.

Excellent Cast Makes for Vivid Characters and Sustained Emotional Interes!!'
(National Release Date, June 22)
Cast: John Garfield, Claude Rains, Jef¥rey
Lynn, Fay Bainter, Donald Crisp, May Robson, Frank McHugh, Priscilla Lane, Rosemary Lane, Lola Lane, Gale Page, Dick
Foran and others. Screenplay by Julius J.
and Phillip G. Epstein. From the play "Fly
Away Home" by Dorothy Bennett and Irving White. Directed by Michael Curtiz.
Plot: Fay Bainter's four daughters willingly consent to her marriage to Donald
Crisp, prosperous and long her friend. Fay
is an "Enoch Arden" widow; her husband,
Claude Rains, and father of the four girls
having deserted them 20 years ago. Suddenly, Rains reappears, establishes himself
in the home. This unusual domestic situation goes on until Priscilla falls in love with
John Garfield, scofifer at conventions and
with a yearning to travel. Both Fay and
Rains see that a marriage between them will
mean the same unhappiness for Priscilla as
their own has been to Fay, and Rains decides to leave the home and wander again,
his words of advice to Garfield convincing
him to join Rains in a "rendezvous with
the universe." Thus happiness comes for
the other three daughters, all with plans for
futures that can be assured by Crisp's comfortable fortune, as well as for Fay and
Crisp.
SUMMARY: The same flavor that made
"Four Daughters" so widely appealing pervades this splendidly acted and produced
film. The story is episodic and slow to set
its mood, but it proceeds to a climax that
provides many effective and affecting emotional scenes — an especially notable one being the scene in which Fay Bainter and
Claude Rains discuss their past, their daughters' happiness and the bitter conclusion to
which all this points for Rains, who must
wander again, though he'd rather remain

TRADE

near his daughters. Throughout the film
there is a quiet emphasis on humor and
lightness that will make most spectators follow events and deeply sympathize with the
characters. Complimentary tickets to families consisting of four daughters; street
stunt with sign reading: "I'm only one of
the four girls you'll meet and love in
'Daughters Courageous'"; newspaper tieup featuring stories of local daughters who
have won happiness, success or fame by
reason of their courage.
OUTSTANDING: Acting of entire cast.
Catchline: "A prodigal father returns, and
throws his family into chaos." (ADULT)
Down

The

Wyoming

(Hullyivood Previezv)
Mono.
Western
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Trail
62 mins.

This One Is Okay for Action Fans
and Should
Prove Good Saturday Fare
(National Release Date May 18)
Cast: Tex Ritter, Horace Murphy, Mary
Brodel, Bobby Lawson, Charles King, Bob
Terry, The Northwesterners and others.
Original screenplay by Peter Dixon and
Roger Merton. Directed by Al Herman.
Produced by Edward Finney.
Plot: Tex Ritter gets a job as foreman of
Mary Brodel's ranch, when Mary fires her
foreman Bob Terry, because of his association withHorace
Charles Murphy,
King, anwho
outlaw.
Tex's
old friend,
also works
for Mary,
asks Framed,
Tex's helpTex
in locating
a gang
of
rustlers.
is accused
of
murder and escapes into the hills. With
Murphy's help, he finds that Terry and King
had planned the murder in order to get him
out of the way. After a thrilling fight, the
entire gang is captured and Tex proven
innocent.
SUMMARY: A standard western yarn
that should satisfy the Saturday Matinee
audience and the lover of two-fisted action.
Story is well told and brings in the novelty
of an Elk stampede in the natural setting
of snow-covered Wyoming hills. Tex Ritter,
as usual, furnishes most of the action; both

17-22
JULY
ICED COFFEE WEEK. Here's your chance to He
up with local grocers on coffee promotion by serving iced coffee in your lounge or foyer. Plug it in
your ads, programs, and on the screen. Get displays
in
cooperating
grocers'
credit
cards in the
lobby. windows in exchange for
17th
COLD DISCOVERED IN THE KLONDIKE, 1897.
Play any picture with an Alaskan background. Tie
up with dealers in old gold, jewelers and banks.
19th
FIRST OVERLAND MAIL REACHED CALIFORNIA,
1858. This is your opportunity to tie up with any
Western picture or with a film dealing with the air
mail. Devote a display to the progress made in mail
delivery from 1858 up to the present — a period of
81 years.
22nd
ALEXANDER McKENZIE, first white man to cross
the Continent north of Mexico, reached the Pacific
Coast, 1793. Here, again, you can tie up with a
western film. Since the Constitution was already
four years old at the time, you can play on the
fact that the West is still young.

with his fists and in the rendition of four
catchy songs. Horace Murphy handles the
comedy assignment in an able manner and
Mary Brodel, Charles King and Bob Terry
are effective. The film has been given good
pace and brisk action by Director Al Herman. Sell this in the usual western manner
with ten gallon hats and other cowboy equipment in the lobby. Window displays of the
Tex Ritter merchandise tie-ups should be
arranged. A man in cowboy regalia mounted
on a horse, could be used for street ballyhoo.
OUTSTANDING: Tex Ritter.
Catchline: "A new job for Tex . . . impersonating Santa Claus." (FAMILY)
inside

Univ.

Information

(Hollyzvood Preview)
Drama

60 mins.

Fast Moving Cops-and-Robbers Yarn
Should
Satisfy
Both
Young
and Old
(National Release Date June 30)
Cast: Dick Foran, Harry Carey, June
Lang, Mary Carlisle, Addison Richards,
Joseph Sawyer, Grant Richards and others.
Based
on anMooney
orginal and
story Burnet
"47th Precinct"
by
Martin
Hershey.
Screenplay by Alex Gottlieb. Directed by
Charles Lament. Produced by Irving Starr.
Plot: Dick Foran, rookie cop, is assigned
to the precinct under Harry Carey, oldtimer of the strong-arm school. Carey has
little
use for Foran's
scientific
a combination
gun and
camera,methods,
designeduntil
by
Foran, identifies murderers of a policeman.
Tracing a heelprint found at the scene of
the robbery, Foran finds that Grant Richards is one of the mob and he is traced to
the jewelry store owned by Addison Richards. Foran investigates the establishment
and overhears them plotting a robbery.
Carey refuses
information
seriously,
until to
his take
niece,iForan's
June Lang
shames
him into it and the robbers are trapped.
SUMMARY: If you're looking for a
good melodrama, one that will bolster any
dual, here's a fast moving cops-and-robbers
picture that should satisfy both young and
old. Director Charles Lamont has interwoven a clever crime-does-not-pay angle
that keeps the story moving, without letup,
until the final fadeout. Dick Foran, as the
rookie cop with a flair for scientific crime
detection, turns in a fine characterization
and Harry Carey, June Lang and Addison
Richards all do well with their assignments.
Contact crime prevention agencies and local
police and arrange an advance showing,
sponsored by local newspaper. Lobby display of old and new police paraphernalia
and equipment with sign "Modern Police
Science
be
used. vs. Old Strong Arm Methods" could
OUTSTANDING: Dick Foran and
Charles Lament's direction.
Catchline: "Trapped by science."
(FAMILY)

Sims Uses "Castles" Pressbook
Material For Newspaper Insert
The effective manner in
material, mats and stories,
a special newspaper insert
strated by J. I. Sims, who
in Orangeburg, S. C.

which pressbook
may be used for
has been demonoperates theatres

Sims for his campaign on "The Story of
Vernon
Irene
Castle"on made
an insert
of four and
pages
printed
pink uppaper
and
covering highlights of the production. He
arranged with the Orangeburg Times and
Democrat,
a local
these
in each
copy. newspaper, to enclose
The theatre insert was a lively one throughout with all stories headlined like a newspaper. Two display advertisements were
used and several mat features.
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Editor,Chick:
Showmkn's Tuadk Rkview
Dear
I road with coiisideralilc interest >oiir etHtorial of May 27th headed "Coinniercialisni
in Conventions." Please accept my congratulations on the straightforward manner in
which you point out the very thing that has
heen causing a lot of bad feeling.
AI. P. T. O. A. have realized for several
years tliat this was rapidly developing into
racket, and I say to you in all sincerity that
since I have been President of M.P.T.O.A.
we have not gone in for this kind of thing.
We have absolutely kept it out of our National Conventions as you well know, and to
substantiate this I send you attached hereto
a copy of the program of our last convention in Miami.
Kindly look this over and you will observe that this is not a shake down for
complimentary advertising as it has no
advertising whatever, complimentary or
otherwise. You will see that the convention
was self supporting; that the exhibitors paid
their own way through by registration fees,
and got their monies worth in meals and
entertainment as we only charged a $10.00
registration fee for four days of affairs.
Of course, the matter of booths is a hard
problem, but we have never charged more
than about the actual cost of constructing
these booths, etc., doing this because we
W'anted to keep them standardized, and we
can find no way aro'jnd this problem, though
we would m.uch rather have no charge whatever and invite everybody in the M.P.T.O.A.
industry and its correlated lines to bring that
which they may manufacture or distribute
that the exhibitors of this country might be
able to ascertain by sight what this different equipment was and as to whether it
would fit into their particular needs. You, of
course, know that the National Convention
could have charged easily three or four
times the $50.00 we did charge at Miami, as
an example, and have gotten it because we
turned down quite a number of those Wfho
wanted to participate with booths because
of lack of space.
One other thing I want to bring to your
attention. Myself and M.P.T.O.A. know that
the real work of any constructive exhibitor
organization is done by its officers and committees, and that it is a year round job
and that very little, if any of this work can
be accomplished at a three or four days convention. Ihave never kidded myself as to
this because our conventions are not planned
that way, but conventions are really important because they gather a consensus of exhibitors opinions on many highlj' controversial issues which guide our policies and
activities throughout the following year.
You know only too well how open our
National Sessions have been. That anyone
who wished could have a voice in them and
that we have Board Meetings wherein we
spend days working with and on things important to exhibitors and the industry.
I could go on telling you the things that
come into the activities of M.P.T.O.A. but
you know them as well as I do. You were
at the Oklahoma City Convention, as well
as the Miami Convention. You were also
at the New Orleans Convention so you know
that what I have just said is true. But it is
sometimes discouraging to see the attention
given by those who should appreciate these
efforts to the big talk, hell raising, shake
down affairs described in your editorial —
which usually turn out to be empty affairs.
Be assured of my continued good wishes
for your personal health and success, and for
the success of Showmen's
Sincerely,Trade Review.
(Signed) Ed Kuykendall
President, M.P.T.O.A,

At
Lounge
Room
Several out-of-tovviiRKO's
exhibitors and prominent
members of the fihn
industry have
visited RKO's World's Fair Lounge in Rockefeller Center since it opened a few
weeks ago.
Pictured are some of the visitors :

Left to right: E. C. Beatty, president and treasurer RKO Radio's General Foreign Sales Manager, Phil
of the Butterfield Circuit, Detroit, Michigan, and Reisman, with the first foreign sales representative
Jules Levy, general sales manager of RKO Radio, to arrive in New York for the International Sales
Convention, Ralph R. Doyle of Australasia.

Left to right: Fred Ullman, Jr., vice-president of RKO Pathe News; Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.; Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied, Dallas, Texas; A. K. Howard, secretary of
Allied, Boston, Mass.; J. C. Caldwell, Lee Theatre, Appomattox, Va.

Left to right: Ralph P. Merriman, Franklin Theatre, Syracuse,
N. Y. ; Steve Tarbell, Smalley Theatres, Cooperstown, N. Y. ;
|. Constantino, James Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., and Charles
F. Wilson, Bijou Theatre, Troy, N. Y.

Left to right: Miss, Mr. and Mrs.
Samuelson, who is art director of
mountain Theatres, Salt Lake City,
are pictured looking at advance

E. S.
InterUtah,
stills.
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An English Exhibitor Speaks
cinge

England

Sends

Member;

Some

Use

In

Your

Us

New

Ideas

to

Tbi
ARCADE
A Friendly Theatre

Programs

THE time you read these lines the
N Y World's Fair will still be going on
and the weather will probably be so humid
one can scoop moisture from the air with a
dipper. But if your house is air-cooled, you
needn't worry about the weather. By the
programs.-'
your
it inshou
ging you
way,
ld publish an
y week
everplug
and you
Each are
cominstitutional message about the cool
fort of your theatre. Reserve a certain
amount of space for your message, and
the good work throughout the
then keep up
sum
mer.
x- i t •
Did you notice last week that England is
now represented in the Program Exchange?
We've devoted quite a bit of space to programs from across the ocean, and now we
have our first member from the other side of
the pond. His name is Ronnie Dwyer, and
he is manager of the Paramount Theatre,
London Road, Liverpool, England. Nearby
on this page you'll find his letter.

BY

He Contemplates

Dear Chick:
I have been receiving your excellent publication for the past few months, and I am
particularly interested in the Programme Exchange page. In your issue of May 6 you
gave some very interesting dope on a weekly
newspaper put out by Mr. Osterman. As I
am considering running a weekly theatre
publication here, I would appreciate it very
much if you would contact this gentleman
and ask him to let me have some copies.
May I say that I thoroughly enjoy Showmen's Trade Review, and wish you and it the
success it deserves.
(Signed) Ronnie Dwyer,
Paramount Theatre, Liverpool, Eng.

may all be from one family of type. Your
best bet is to seek advice from your printer.
We'd like to hear from more of you
members? What has happened to you? What
about Pete Panagos, Matt Park, Roy Hanson, George Buell, Harry Hobolth, I. C.
Holloway','T:ie Bratton, Ben A. Dyer, L. V.
Collins, Sam Hammond, Clayton Schmidt,
Ken Baird, et cetera, et cetera? Don't fall
by the wayside. Let's hear from all of you.
That'll be all for this week. But look for
us again in this same space next week.

a Program

Ronnie is contemplating starting a pros
gram on the order of Maurice Osterman'
CineIVlovic Guide and William B. Justice's
mag. By using these outstanding theatre
publications as guides, we have little doubt
but that Ronnie will get out a program comparable to any issued here in the United
States. And when the first one rolls off the
press, we hope he'll forward a copy to every
member of the Program Exchange. Meanwhile, put Ronnie's name on your mailing
list if you haven't already done so, and go
from national to international in the exchange of programs.
One of the illustrations with a recent
article showed a human interest story about
Richard Greene, which occupied a page of
one of the programs issued for Gaumont
Theatres, London, by Jimmy Forsyth, director of publicity. In your press book, no
matter what picture it was made up for,
you'll almost always find exceptionally interesting stories about the stars either on
facts about their private lives or little anecdotes about things they did while the film
was in production. Often these stories find
their way into the newspaper, and often
they get in your program.
But to be different and unique, you might
follow the example set by Gaumont Theatres. Select an attractive style of type for
the head, leave plenty of white space on

Your Application

Blank

DENNIS OTiEEFE in
"THE KID FROM TEXAS '
SATURDAY. SUNDAY, MONDAY

Dignified, Impressive Cover
A square halftone of Merle Oberon, with a
sketch of a scene from Samuel Goldivyn's
'.'Wuthering Heights," United Artists release,
made this front cover of a program issued by
Norman T. Prager, manager of the Arcade
Theatre, Springfield, Mass., dignified and impressive. Simplicity often does more selling
than a hundred,
high-sounding adjectives.
either side of the text, and you'll make the
story stand out like a bathing girl in a
snow storm. Folks'll read about the star,
and that will heighten their interest in the
picture in which he is starred or featured.
If you publish a tabloid-type program,
there
aretheseveral
you can The
iri'clude in
generaldepartments
makeup. Fashions,
Question Box, a guest column, a column for
high school students, a personal column —
these are a few. And once you have inaugurated them, keep them up every week
or as often as your program is issued.
Most pressbooks carry cartoons illustrating interesting phases of production or the
star's
life.do Utilize
these, reader
too. interest
What youat
want to
is maintain
all times, and one of the most important

Members Added This Week
.?iT--™™i'-?^°"'' - —
Ind
Theatres,
Wai-tha,
Art
nge,
Excha
Program
STR
Ave., Brooklyn
ProspectLaPorte,
Venus, 1224
i-vans J. Kail,Roxy-Fox
W
PCVIC
TPAnc REVIE
^HOWHjIPW'*;b TRADE
SHOWMEN
W,
Spicer Tavlor, Roxy Theatre, Alamo, Tenn.
1501 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Dear "Chick": — I hereby apply for membership in things to do is print the kind of material
the STR Program Exchange. I understand that entry you know your public wants to read,
of my name on this coupon signifies a willingness to
Once you have selected certain type faces
exchange theatre programs with other theatres, but for your heads, subheads, running heads,
involves no other obligations.
etc., stick to them all the way through.
Name
State

Don'tbesttrything
to achieve
variety
of styles.
The
to do is alook
over your
daily
newspaper and note its typograpliy.
It is
probable that one style is followed for the
news, another for_ the sports, and still an-

CHARLES COX has been switched by
the Rovner Circuit of Philadelphia from the
Clearfield in the Quaker City to the Runnemede at Runnemede, N. J. FRANK JORDAN goes
Belgrade to the Clearfield
and from
RUBEthe RABINOWITZ
takes
JORDAN'S post at the Belgrade coming
bassy.
from the Poplar. JOHN EHRLICK, formerly at the New Ideal is now at the EmKallet Theatres of Utica, N. Y., announced
'Several changes this week. WILLIAM T.
MacNEILLY has been transferred to the
-home office where he will act in an execu' tive capacity. He has been city manager in
lUtica. DONALD
BLAIR goes from the
Uptown; Utica'to the Kallet at Pulaski, N.
;Y. WILLIAM KOOB of the State Theatre,
'Deposit succeeds BLAIR at the Upto^¥n.
MILES POTTER, who has been assistant
manager of the Regent, Syracuse, replaces
KOOB as manager in Deposit. RAY SERIANNI, formerly at the Avon, Utica, will
be
Lake.manager of the new Strand in Long
"LAWRENCE DAVIS has been appointed
assistant at the new Roseville Theatre,
Roseville, Calif, by HARVEY W. SMITH,
Roxy. promoted NORMAN AXTELL, his
who
former assistant to the managership of the
The Schine Circuit announced several
changes in Rochester, N. Y., this week.
PAUL KETCHUM succeeds EDWARD
BRANTHURST at the Monroe. BILL
SHIRLEY has been brought from New
York to take over the management of the
Madison. JOE KLEIN, formerly at the
Madison will be moved elsewhere. JACK
GOODMAN
takes charge of the Cameo
succeeding JACOB WEBER, who is shifted
to Ogdensburg. BUDDY FREEMAN, brother of CHARLES FREEMAN, manager
of the Century will handle the State succeeding SAM SHAFER, transferred to
Herkimer.
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Veteran

Will

Showmen

In ''Honolulu''
Exploit ''Second Fiddle''
Arrangements have been coinpleted by
20th Century-Fox for an international broad"Second Fiddle" to
cast for Irving
be carried
over Berlin's
the NBC Blue network in
the United States and affiliated foreign stations on Monday, June 26 from 8:30 to
9:30 P.M., EDST.
The broadcast, which wil inaugurate the
new Monday night series of "The Magic
Key of RCA," will be picked up from Oslo,
Norway, London, Buenos Aires, New York
and Hollywood, and will feature Sonja
Henie and Tyrone Power, the stars of the
picture; Rudy Vallee and Mary Healy, who
have important roles; Irving Berlin, Darryl Zanuck and Sidney Lanfield, the director of the production.
"Name"

FOR

BETTER

SHOW

SELLING

Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Feb. 18
Bridal Suite
June 3
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Captain Fury
May 20
Dark Victory
April 22
Flying Irishman
March 11
Hardys Ride High
April 22
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Juarez
June 10
King of the Turf
Feb. 25
Little Princess
Mar. 4
Lucky Night
May 13
Made For Each Other
Feb. 18
Man of Conquest
April 29
Only Angels Have Wings
May 27
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
March 18
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April 15
Streets of New York
April 15
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Union Pacific
May 6
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You Can't Cheat An Honest Man.... Feb. 18
Young Mr. Lincoln
June 10
Zenobia
Alar 18

Contest

During the past few months all managers
of the W. S. Butterfield circuit operating
throughout Michigan have been pulling a lot
of old tricks out of the bag and creating
several new ones in their competition for
the best showing of increased attendance at
the box office in order to take a crack at the
two prizes authorized to be awarded the
houses in the major Butterfield towns and
the minor situations. Accordingly, with E.
C. Beatty's sanction, Frank J. Downey, Detroit branch manager for Metro-GoldwynMayer, offered $100 to the majors and $50
to the minors for the best campaigns on
"Honolulu" designed to keep the ticket machine working at top speed.

r
0K»

Orchestras on Program

Louis Silver's Twentieth Century-Fox
Studio orchestra and Frank Black's orchestra and chorus, which is a regular part of
the
"Magic
hour, to
willfour
be heard
the
broadcast inKey"
addition
other onname
orchestras to be announced later.
The entire program will feature music
and scenes from "Second Fiddle." Sonja
Henie, who is in Oslo, Norway on vacation,
will play a love scene from the picture with
Tyrone Power, who will be heard from
Hollywood. This is the longest distance
love scene ever attempted by radio, the
players being separated by more than 7,000
miles of land and sea. Rudy Vallee will sing
one of the hit numbers from the picture, "I
Poured My Heart Into A Song," from New
York and Mary Healy will sing on the
Hollywood part of the program which will
also introduce Darryl Zanuck, the producer of the picture, and Sidney Lanfield.
Additional details of the program will be
announced later.
This will be the first broadcast of its kind
ever arranged for the exploitation of a
motion picture. In planning the program
Charles E. McCarthy, director of advertising and publicity, and Irving Berlin, who
wrote the music for "Second Fiddle," arranged to blend all the elements of a musi-

Win

"Honolulu"

Contest Winner
Gus Bartram, manager of the Vogue Theatre,
Manistee, Mich., thinks "It's a Wonderful
World" as he reads the figures on his prize
money check from Frank Doivney, MGM Detroit exchange manager, for his effort to increase box office results on MGM's "Honolulu." Gus is half of the famous vaudeville
team, Bartram & Saxton, who trod the hoards
for some 25 years.
cal picture with the magic of radio to bring
a show from scattered cities on three continents to a world-wide listening audience.
This "Second Fiddle" broadcast, follows
closely the highly successful Kentucky Derby broadcast over CBS and the recent
"Young Mr. Lincoln" radio show from
Springfield, 111. on the MBS nation-wide
network. It will be the second big radio
show 20th-Fox has staged for the exploitation of an Irving Berlin picture. The first
one, the highly successful "Alexander's Ragtime Band" broadcast, was given just a year
ago.
Kny Makes Beery An Honorary
Sergeant of Racine Police Dept.

In the like
major
division, manager
it took' an
old-timer
Wirthouse
S. McLaren,
of
the Michigan Theatre, Jackson, to show the
others the way of copping first prize. McLaren has had a wealth of experience in
show business, having handled vaudeville,
presentations and legitimate theatres in
Jackson for the past 31 years.
In the minor towns, there was hot and
heavy competition. But coming out on top
was Gus Bartram, of the Vogue Theatre,
Manistee.
The winner in each instance received
warm letters of congratulations from E. C.
Beatty, E. M. Saunders, western sales manager for MGM; J. E. Flynn, western division manager, and Branch Manager Frank
J. Downey. The local papers were loud in
their praise of the achievements of the two
showmen.
Passes Under

Theatre

Seats

How's this for something different and
unusual? Lloyd Seiber, manager of the College Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa., placed 25
single passes in envelopes which were pasted
on the bottom of theatre seats. When the
first evening show ended, patrons were instructed to look there for something which
would give them a "Lucky Night." If you're
playing
"Lucky Night," Lloyd.
don't pass up this
stunt. Congratulations,

Harvey Kny, manager of the Rialto Theatre, Racine, Wis., really went to town
with his campaign on "Sergeant Madden."
He had Wallace Beery made an honorary
sergeant of the Racine police force, and
issued a commission to Beery. Local newspapers used several stories on the stunt
He_ also sent a wire to Grover Whalen,
who is in charge of the New York World's
Fair, the object being to promote a free
trip to the Fair for the Most Popular Policeman contest in Racine.
^ For two weeks in advance Kny ran special copy in his trailers, secured cooperation of the police department, and in all
ways gave "Sergeant Madden" a complete
and seat-selling campaign.
Ties Up with Laundry
As a tieup for "Prison Without Bars,"
Manager Marlowe Conner of Warners'
Rhodes Theatre, Chicago, sold a laundry on
the idea of getting out a plugger using this
lead-ofJ: "Is Your Home a 'Prison Without
Bars'?" The rest of the copy was devoted to
the laundry and to the picture. We'll bet
your local washery would go for the same
stunt. Why not try it?

Bundt's Telephonic

Display

x's
Century-Fofrom
on 20th
display Bell'
The above
r Graham
"Alexande
zvas promoted
the New York Telephone Company by Milton
Bundt, manager of the Garden Theatre, Richmond Hill, L. L It's a model of Bell's first
telephone enlarged five times its regular size.
Placed in the foyer, it drezv laudatory comments from Gard'eii patrons:
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contest from the audience; Jitterbug contest;
Harmonica contest; Impersonation contest;
Girls' Beauty contest; Bathing Beauty contest.
Lyric audiences have a grand time each
week participating in the fun, according to
Binstock, and they come prepared for it.
If you want to boost attendance and pep
up one of your dull evenings, you might try
a Fun Festival, too. However, consider your
situation first, for this kind of entertainment
is more for the masses than the classes.
Good luck to you.

the
to
Distribu
Caldwell
Mothers
Fromtesthe"Kisses"
Hardy Family

Participates

EVERY Friday night at the Lyric Theatre,
Hartford, Conn., Manager Paul Binstock puts on what he calls "Stage Jamboree, Fun Festival and Gift Night." Having
received inquiries from various exhibitors
concerning activity of this kind, we decided
to investigate Binstock's idea. So here's how
it's done, according to Paul.
First, he tied up with a local jeweler to
supply him with 15 gifts, such as wrist
watches, vanity dresser sets, military sets,
etc., to be given away each week for a period of ten weeks. The gifts were displayed
in the lobby, along with the merchant's ad.
On the evening of "Stage Jamboree,"
lucky number coupons are distributed to the
patrons. Acting as master of ceremonies,
Binstock calls the lucky numbers which are
drawn by some child from the audience. The
gifts are presented to IS lucky persons. The
Auction is then ready to begin. Paul instructs his audience to listen carefully as to
what article he intends to buy, and the person who has the desired article must call
out "Okay, Lyric!" and present the article
on the stage.
Gags for Sale
Some of the articles used for the Auction,
paying prices ranging from 50 cents to $2 for
each article, include a toothpick, safety pin,
aspirin tablet, pair of dice, Indian Head
penny, box of Ex-Lax, a new pencil without
a point, half a man's shirt (cut the shirt in
half with a pair of scissors), full package of
chewing cut
gum,
of cards,
buttons
fromdeck
a vest,
tooth lady's
brush, garter,
lemon
drop, pair of shoe laces, package of cigarettes, traffic violation, old-style dollar bill,
pair of suspenders, collar button, gas bill,
whisk broom, rabbit's foot, shoe horn,
needle, paper clip, poppy, half a man's tie,
lady's stocking, clothes pin, etc.
Following the Auction, Binstock stages
his Fun Festival, using, one week, all the

Here's
a stunt to use next year on Mother's
away
:
Day, so clip this out right now and file it

Binstock and Needles
When this photo zvas snapped by a candid
camera pest, Paul Binstock, manager of the
Lyric Theatre, Hartford, Conn., had his back
to the audience getting everything in shape for
the "Needle-Threading Contest." At the signal "Go!'' the stage lights were extinguished
and
the contest'
kept the
audience
stitches,
needles began.
to say. It
(Oooh!
What
a pun!)in
men from the audience, next week, all the
women. He ofifers a $5 prize to the winner.
For example, on April 21, the theatre ran a
Baby's Milk Bottle Drinking Contest, calling
six men to the stage. Incidentally, Paul never
informs his audience in advance the nature
of the contest. When the men were on the
stage, the ushers wheeled out a wagon conveying a beer keg, and the men smacked
their lips in anticipation of a drink of good
old beer. They were asked to put bibs around
their neck, after which the baby bottles
filled with milk were brought out. The contest began. The man finishing first was the
winner.
Blow for Fun

Manager Wally Caldwell, of Loew's Valentine, Toledo, O., was playing "The Hardys
Ride High" on Mother's Day, so he had
2,500 glassine envelopes imprinted and a
candy kiss inserted in each one. These were
distributed in the downtown shopping center
on Friday and Saturday preceding the holi—
to the
"Sweets from
Happy
the Sweet
for Mother
Kiss read,
isThea copy
Here day.
Substituting
star or featured player for
Family, a etc."
Hardy
the Hardy Family, you can use this next year
on whatever attraction you happen to be
playing on Mother's Day.
"Honolulu" Lobby Display
Hawaiian instruments and beach chairs
were borrowed by Irving Lipnick, manager
of the Symphony Theatre, Chicago, for
placement in his lobby in advance of the
opening of "Honolulu."
Have You the Time?
A display of alarm clocks, with their hands
all pointing to 12, was promoted from a
neighborhood drug store by Manager William F. O'Connell of the Highland Theatre.
Chicago, Illinois, as a plug for "Midnight."

On April 28, Binstock had six girls competing in a Balloon Blowing contest. Using
extra large balloons, the girls were instructed to hold their hands behind their
backs. (If the contest drags, permit them to
hold the balloons).
A Husband and Wife contest was held
Ma.y 5. Three couples were called who seated
themselves at three tables, husbands opposite their wives. The wives were instructed
to
put Each
baby woman
bibs around
necks.
had totheir
feed husbands'
her husband afull bowl of milk and corn flakes with
a spoon.
Using ten men on the stage, Binstock held
a Shoe Finding contest on May 12. The
men were placed in a corner of the stage
with their backs to the center of the stage.
Binstock then piled the shoes on top of one
another and tied the laces of about two or
three different shoes. He gave the signal.
The man who found his own shoes and
laced them first was declared the winner.
Pie Eating Pays

Sport Shop Window
A sport shop was a natural place for Lester
Pollock of Loew's Rochester Theatre to seek
a tieup on United Artists' "King of the Turf".
Hoiv successful he zvas can be proved by the
photograph shown above.

On May 19 a Blueberry Pie-Eating contest was held for six men, who had to keep
their hands behind their back while partaking of the delicious pastry. The one finishing
first was the winner.
These are only a few of the contests that
can be used, Binstock declares. Others which
are practical are: Passing the Hot Potato
contest, with 6 men and 6 ladies; Crackereating contest, for men only; Fattest Man
contest; Stoutest Woman contest; Needlethreading contest, for men only; Amateur

Saunders' Telephone Tie-Up Ad
So vuell did the Southern New England Bell
Telephone Company like this ad zvhich Matt
Saunders, manager of Loew's Poli Theatre,
New Haven, Conn., prepared as a tieup thai
the company ordered it to appear in towns in
Connecticut where the picture is booked. Matt
made the tieup complete by featuring a twocolumn scene mat front the picture on the
same page. The company is also sending the
layout through as a national ad.
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Fair

Trips in ''Streets" Contest
Two persons who crcKod liright-Saj'ings
which recently
for "Streets of New York,"
ended a successful engagement at the Garrick
Theatre, Chicago, rode to the New York
World's Fair recently on the wings of their
wise-cracks, having won what is regarded as
one of the most successful contests ever held
in the W indy City in connection with the exploitation of a motion picture.
The two lucky winners were Edward Bilek,
Jr., of Chicago, and Mrs. E. C. Armbruster,
of Oak Park, 111. Accompanying them were
•'Bill'" Kennedy and Ray Serafin, Chicago
newsboys, who won another contest, both
sponsored by Monogram and the Chicago Evening American. While in Manhattan, the four
winners were the guests for four days of
Monogram, and the Hearst newspapers here
and were taken on a round of entertainment
at the World's Fair, Radio City Music Hall,
the International Casino and other gay hot
spots.
The first contest, which made the front
page of the Evening American, started six
days before the opening of "Streets of New
York." Each day a two-column picture was
printed in the American in which either Jackie
Cooper or Martin Spellman, figured. The illustration contained a blank "balloon", or open
space, for a caption and readers were invited
to fill in the space with their own idea of what
they considered a wise-crack.
The two best received during the contest
were declared the winners and the next fifty
received passes to see "Streets of New York."
The second contest, which ran simultaneously, w^as promoted through Walter Parker,
circulation manager of the American, and was
confined to newsboys. Each carrier had to turn
in a new six-months subscriber in order to
compete in the drawing held for the two
trips to New York. The American put on
900 new subscribers and the picture at the
Garrick was boosted when the American, well
in advance, spread large banners on both sides
of its 200 delivery trucks flashing about Chicago, calling attention to the picture and the
main contest, which clicked in a big way from
the opening day until it closed on May 20.

"Lovers May Park Here—"
A bench in the lobby with palm trees behind the bench was the display devised by
Manager John P. Field, of the Grove Theatre, Chicago, to exploit "Love Affair."
"Lovers may park' here, but we urge them to
see 'Love Affair' at the Grove, etc." was the
substance of the copy on a card placed
nearby.

Highlights of Pollock's "Only Angels — " Campaign
Here are some campaign highlights executed by Ma)iager Lester Pollock, of Loeiv's Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., for his exploitation of Columbia's "Only Angels Have Wings." That's
an angel
used right);
for street
ballyhoo
(upper left);
men's (lower
suits are
featured
a local and
department
store
(upper
Pollock
promoted
a ivindow
left)
on gasby ranges;
at the
bottom, right, the Knot Hole Band is seen parading on their ivay to viezv the film.
Gloversville Kiddies Offered

Free

Bikes in Tieup with Local Store
Through a tiein with the local branch of
Montgomery-\^'ard
Manager
Frank
Boucher,
of the GloveCo.,
Theatre,
Gloversville,
N. Y. is offering a free Hawthorne Bike to
local boys and girls who attend the theatre.
First, the kiddies are to visit the store and
inspect the bikes, at which time they receive
a chance if they leave their names and addresses. Then, every time they attend the
Glove they get additional chances.
Those who participated in a Bike Parade
staged recently received 6 additional chances
to help them toward winning the liandsome
prize. Boys and girls met with their bikes
at Darling Field, and paraded from there to
the theatre.
Frank is passing out special handbills informing the kiddies of the chance to win a

bike. Also, Montgomery-Ward is offering
free trips to either of the Fairs, for the lucky
boy or girl who enters a special contest put
on by the store.
Here is outstanding summer prcmotign.
Surely you can make the same kind of a
tieup with your local Montgomery-Ward
outlet or some other store. Try it, and keep
the kiddies coming to your theatre throughout the summer.
P. S. We have two chances on the bike
ourselves. Wait till Frank sees us biking up
Broadway on our Hawthorne Special!
Handbills, Posters Preferred for
Publicity, Says Visiting Exhibitor
Handbills and posters are the chief means
of theatre exploitation in the small town of
Allen, Nebraska, where Rubel Hutchings
operates the Allen Theatre. Hutchings, a
visitor at RKO Radio's exhibitors' lounge,
plays single features exclusively and mostly
those of the so-called action type.
Hutchings disagrees with R. R. Winship
of Phillipsburg, Kansas, so far as Saturday
night business is concerned. Winship said
Saturday night was now just another night,
while Hutchings says Saturday night is by
far his best evening for gross.
Receive

Second

Prize

Managers of the GB Albany Ward Theatres, Ltd., London, won second prize of
£12. 10s in the exploitation contest conducted here by the circuits operating head,
Gaumont-British Pictures Corporation, according to R. H. Etchells, publicity man-

Medd's Striking Front, Bally on "Nazi Spy"
A striking front on Warners' "Confessions of a Nasi Spy" tvas effected by Manager E. R. Medd
of the Roxy Theatre, Gallatin, Tenn., as you can see by the photograph at the left. Shown at
the right is a man dressed in Nasi uniform who Medd detailed to ballyhoo the film. "That's
'yours truly' next to the pop-corn machine," Medd informs its.

"Butch, Change Dem Plates!"
Owners driving cars with Missouri licenses were invited by Manager Marlowe
Conner of Warners' Rhodes Theatre, Chicago, :o be his guests at performances of
"I'm Frorn Missouri."
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Gather
Boys
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Super

the Campaign

Mayme

Hit

Milton

Is Launched

ive called his asising
advert
into his execut
office.
sistants
"Now, boys," he said, "here's one of the
toughest assignments we've ever had. As
you know, Mayme Milton's new picture is
'Fashion's Slave.' It's the story of a girl who
becomes a slave to fashion, until it fashions
a net of circumstances in her life that almost
spell disaster for the poor girl. It takes a
level-headed young man to get her on the
right path again."
"Oh boy, that ought to be a cinch for
me!" exclaimed the head of the exploitation
department. "Fashion tieups from one end
of the country to the other. Photos of
Mayme Milton wearing the latest Soks creations— "
"Not so fast," said the ad head, "you know
fashion tieups are not permitted in conjunction with Mayme Milton. That's out.
"But," countered a member of the ad department, "can't we bring out fashions in
our ads? How about something like this,
'Enslaved by fashions, she almost lost the
man she loved'? Or maybe this'd do, 'From
a poor East Side girl she became a fashion
model, only to have her new career fashion
the most exciting events that ever befell a
girl." _
"Neither one of 'em will do," cautioned
the ad head, "we don't want to use the word
'fashion' in any manner whatsoever. That
it's in the title is enough. Nor do we want
people to get the impression that this is a
style show. It'll attract the women perhaps,
but the men will be scared away. We've got
THE

ng campaign that'll
advertisi
an sexes.
outline
to
Now, has any one any
to both
appeal
"Here's something," said another member
suggestions?"
of the ad department, "why not use this line.
'She found that love and kindness was more
appearances'?"
mere in
important
"Where's than
anything
that to appeal to
male members of an audience?" asked the
ad head.
"Well, I guess there isn't anything. Maybe this'd do the trick: 'He took her from the
gutter — made her the toast of the town —
and then found you can't butter your toast
sides'."interrupted the exploitation
both sure,"
on"Oh
head, elatedly. "That'd be swell. It'd give
us a chance to recommend a tieup on toasters. And maybe we could inaugurate a national 'Butter Your Toast on Both Sides
Week' as a boost for butter sales. There's
"I'm sorry," said the ad head, "but that
an idea."
won't
do, either. You boys must realize that
Mayme Milton is our biggest star. The
wrong slant in advertising one of her films
might cost us thousands of dollars. 'Fashion's Slave,' so I have been advised from the
Coast, is easily her best picture by far. Like
yourselves, I wish we could mention 'fashions' in ourI have
advertising,
but Iitbelieve
positively
forbidden.
here what
is theis
type of catchline we should use on this film.
Here it is: 'Loved by a strong, silent, virile
man, she found the way through heartbreak
to triumphant love.' In that one line you
have love and romance, the stuff both women and men go for. You have strength and
virility, two more things that both men and
women go for. Now I want our general
campaign treated in the same way. Is that
The men nodded. Perplexed, however,
understood?"
was the exploitation head. "I don't see what

FRED ASTAIRE
eiKGER ROGERS
iBE STORY of nam
ANB IRENE CASTLE

Whyte Arranges Elaborate Display on "Castles"
The above display was arranged by Manager David Whyte of RKO's Aid en Theatre, Jamaica,
N. Y ., as part of ^ an extensive campaign for the RKO Radio film, "The Story of Vernon and
Irene Castle." Utilising black velvet for a backdrop, cut-out letters ivere strung, together with
cutouts of the stars. In the foreground is shoivn a table, on zvhich revolved a display of
stills depicting dances from the picture. Hidden from vieiv under the table was a phonograph
playing the film's song hits.

Oh, just a stunt arranged for the showing of
the
Universal spine-chillers,
and two
"Frankenstein"
at the Albany"Dracula"
Theatre,
Albany,
N.
Y.
We
don't
know
whether
thata
horizontal figure swathed in bandages is
real man or not, but in any event, Manager
Eddie Selette shows his flair for showmanship. That woman in the background,
apparently having seen the display, is pondering over the sign which reads: "Chop
Suey — 19 cents."
there is to exploit. Maybe after I read over
the script I'll find something."
"Well, I'll give you a hint or two now,"
said the ad head. "You can suggest contests
on the question of whether or not the modern girl loves the strong, silent, virile man.
You can suggest cooperative tieups between
theatres and recreational centers in which
the latter advertise that 'if you want to
win the girl of your dreams, a girl like
Mayme Milton, you must be strong, silent
and virile — come and exercise with us.' You
can suggest a stunt whereby local girls who
most nearly resemble Maizie Milton will get
free tickets to see the show. Well, those are
beginners. I know you can think of toore.
But remember — no fashion tieups, no enMilton.It Get
The men dorsements
leftbyMiss
the office.
was it?"
not long
until they were called together again. When
they were all seated, the ad head spoke:
"I've just received a wire from Paddock
(producer of the film). I'll read it to you:
'Style Show' new title for 'Fashion's Slave'
stop Have arranged to send Mayme Milton
on nationwide tour during which she will
make personal appearances at department
stores in key cities exhibiting creations she
wore in 'Style Show.' stop Suggest you play
up fashion angle. Regards, Paddock'."
RKO Theatres in Greater New
York Choose "Little Princesses"
A Shirley Temple Resemblance Contest was
staged recently by RKO Theatres in Greater
New York in connection with the showing of
"The Little Princess" in the circuit's houses.
Two "Little Princesses" were selected — one
for Manhattan and the Bronx, and one for
Brooklyn and Queens.
Each winner was awarded $100 in cash, 24
hours of royal entertainment and numerous
gifts, which included a complete Shirley
Temple outfit, a Shirley Temple doll and the
Frances Hodgson Burnett book, "The Little
Princess," bearing Shirley's autograph.
For New York's "Little Princess," a suite
was engaged at the Waldorf-Astoria. She
was taken on a shopping trip to Stern's, was
guest at a luncheon in her honor, attended a
theatre party at one of the RKO theatres to
see the picture, and was the guest of honor at
a tea and reception, at which time she received her -prize and gifts. A similar day was
arranged in Brooklyn for that borough's "Little
To enter the contest, girls had to be between
7 and 10 years of age. Photographs, accomPrincess."
panied by entry blanks bearing the signature of
parent or guardian, had to be mailed or
brought by aspirants, to an RKO theatre.
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Stunt

As an advance publicity stunt on the
slunvinsi of "Tarzan Finds A Son" at the
Capitol Theatre, N. Y., Johnny VVeissnuiller,
star of the tihii. asked Sixth Deputy PoHce
Commissioner John H. Morris who heads
the 100,000 youngsters in the Police Athletic League, to help him find New York's
boy Tarzan. Alorris agreed to cooperate.
The League's best boy swimmers under
fourteen years of age were selected. Fifty
of them met at Billy Rose's Aquacade at
the N. Y. World's Fair, where Weissmuller
selected the winner. The lucky lad competing in the Aquacade was awarded an appropriately engraved cup, while the others received medals from Tarzan Weissmuller.
All saw the Fair and Aquacade siiow.
Other New York youngsters in the league
who are not swimmers, but who have other
talents, were not overlooked. Weissmuller
and Eleanor Holm, his co-star at the Aquacade, arranged with Major Bowes for 300
boys and girls of the Police Athletic League
to attend a special morning matinee of
"Tarzan Finds a Son" at the Capitol. Weissmuller was on hand to greet the 300 children,
who were selected from the various groups
in the five boroughs.
Winners

Home

Winners in MGM's "Marie Antoinette"
contest, whose prize was a trip to Paris, returned recently on the Champlain of the
French Line. Ted Kirkmeyer of the Marlow Theatre, Helena, Mont., and Ray Bell
of Loew's Theatre, Washington, D. C., are
the exhibitors among the six winners, including also four patrons. They sailed early
in May, receiving all-expense round trips to
France, their entire trip under the personal
supervision of the French Government, with
whose cooperation the contest was conducted.
Missouri Meerschaum
For the engagement of "Pm From Missouri" at Warners' Paramount Theatre, Chicago, Manager Eli Arkin purchased 500
corncob pipes and distributed them to offices in the downtown district. Attached to
each was a tag with a head of Burns and
copy which read, "Bob Burns wants you to
enjoy his Missouri Meerschaum and to remind you to see his latest comedy, 'Pm
From Mi ssouri' — It's got more kick than a
mule."

"Chips" Screened On Lawn of Donat Home
Having heard that Ernest Donat, father of Robert Donat, ivas ill at his home in Bethany,
Conn., Manager Harry Shaw of Loew's Poli Theatre, New Haven, Conn., and Matt Saunders
arranged a screening of MGM's ''Goodbye Mr. Chips" on the lawn of the Donat home. A
press dinner was also held for the various newspaper editors of the division, ivho are shown
above at the screening. That the elder Donat, and the newspapermen, received a thrill from
the previeiv goes zvithont saying. It in'as an unusual stunt, and zvas accorded ntuch publicity.

Secretaries,
Qualities

Cashiers,

for

a

In an article in Contact, house organ of
Wometco Theatres, Walter Klements asks
the reader if he has ever wondered what the
person at the other end of the telephone
line looks like. Then he cites an example
wherein he had conversation with an operator at a film exchange, and records the fine
qualities the young lady displayed over the
phone. Here they are:
Telephone

Store Opening
In advance and until after the opening, two
operators xvorking 8 hours a day sat in the
window of the itezv Kresce store telling all
Detroit "it's a wonderful world to shop in
when yoti visit the Kresge store and it's a
wonderfid zvorld when you see Jimmy Stewart
and Claudette Colbert in MGM's "It's a Wonderful World." Manager Frank Perry of the
United Artists promoted the
stunt, zvith Warren Slec, MGM exploit eer, assisting.

Others,

Pleasing

Etiquette

"First — To open the conversation as she
would the door to her home to a friend, and
to see that it was closed just as carefully.
She made it a point to keep a soft back book
on her board so that dropping her receiver
would not resound in her caller's ear.
"Second — She never rung the party who
was being called and then started reading or
doing some other work until that party had
given their attention to her signal. If they
were not because
at theirshedesk,
she got
the caller's
number,
realized
the shortage
of
trunk lines might hold up many other calls.
"Third — If a caller was insulting or rude
she never let it interfere with a pleasant
salutation to the next caller. If she ever
really got her feelings hurt no one knew it
because, like a real champion, at the sound
of the next bell she came back with renewed
vigor to do her job well.
Positive But Polite

Ties In With

w

Selected

In N. Y. Publicity

Contest

T R A D

"Fourth — She was as positive as she was
polite, and if she said the boss was not in —
that just about settled the conversation and
left no doubt in the caller's mind as to her
veracity. A veritable information bureau
that made her the equal of any information
or donation seekers that might infest the
average business man's ofifice."
There's much food for thought in this
little treatise on telephone personality, and
it applies to your cashier and secretary if
you are a theatreman, and to your secretary
and the switchboard operator if you happen

Should

Phone

Have

Personality

to be an executive. Be sure those around
your institution who contact others by telephone or are contacted in that manner, and
this includes you, read this article. It may
help them and yourself to develop a pleastelephone personality if it hasn't already
been ingdeveloped.
Playing Card-Type

Aces Dropped

As was
Stunt
on "Hardys"
An From
ace of Air
a stunt
promoted
by Wally
Caldwell, manager of Loew's Valentine, Toledo, O., for his engagement of "The Hardys
Several thousand round-cornered cards (the
exact
size of playing cards) were made up
Ride High."
with an ace and a heart in the upper left-hand
and the lower right-hand corners. The leadoff copy read, "Ace High Screen Entertainment." Following the film's title, playdate, etc.,
there was further copy to the effect that if
the holder brought the card to Loew's lobby
and saw the number posted there that was on
the bottom of the card he would receive a
guest ticket to see the film.
The cards were thrown from an airplane
which flew over important sections of the city.
Girls Aim at Hope's Face
Placing a target in the lobby with Bob
Hope's face as the bull's eye, feminine patrons of the Cosmo Theatre, Chicago, were
invited to shoot darts at it. Those hitting
the bull's eye (Hope) were given tickets.
It was all a stunt staged by Manager John
Maloney to plug "Never Say Die."
Improve Your "Love Affair"
When "Love Affair" played the Capitol
Theatre, Chicago, Manager Richard Barry
distributed small envelopes containing powder and this message to feminine patrons:
"Girls — Improve Y'our 'Love Affair'."
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Strollin' Thru
Marjorie Reynolds is playing the feminine
lead in
Monogram's
"Mr. Wong
in Chinatown",
now
before
the cameras
with Boris
Karloff
starring. Others playing prominent roles are
Grant Withers, Lotus Long, Peter George
Lynn and Willie Fong. William Nigh is directing from the screenplay by Scott Darling.
Jane Bryan has been set for an important
role in MGM's "These Glamour Girls," Lana
Turner-Lew Ayres feature which S. Sylvan
Simon is directing under the production wing
of Sam Zimbalist.

Franklyn Warner's first Cosmocolor production for Fine Arts, "Isle of Destiny", finished shooting this week with one of the strongest casts ever seen in an indeoendent picture.
Cast includes Wallace Ford, June Lang, William Gargan, and Gilbert Roland.
Jane Withers and the Ritz Brothers will
co-starred in 20th Century-Fox' "Tin Hats,"
be
scheduled
to go before the cameras within the
ne.xt two weeks with H. Bruce Humberstone
directing. The Ritz Brothers have just retiirned from a P. A. tour to prepare for the
picture.

Gene Autry, No. 1 western star, goes over
to Paramount on a one-picture deal for the
top spot in Z:ine Grey's "Emperor of the West",
scheduled as a special
on the 1939-40 program
This will be the first outside picture for Autry!
since signing with Republic several years ago.
Gordon Douglas reports back to the Hal
Roach studios as assistant to Roach on the
direction of "The Housekeeper's Dau<^hter "
which is scheduled to start
in about three
weeks.

The next of Republic's Th ee Mesquiteer.
series, "Timberline Cowbovs", will «el the
.starting gun on June 24, with George Sherman directing and Bill Berke p-oducing. John
WAYNE, Ray Corrican and Raymond H\tto
n
continue in the featured roles.
RKO

has scheduled three of its top-budget
p^ture
shooting.
The three a^re.
Hunchsbackfor July
of Notre
Dame,
" "Alleglianv
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the Studios
Frontier" and "Vigil in the Night." William
Dieterle, William Seiter and George Stevens
will direct in the order named.
Gloria Dickson will join Zorina and Eddie
Albert in the Warner Bros, screen translation
of "On Your Toes", Broadway musical comedy hit. The adaptation of the Rodgers and
Hart book goes before the cameras this week
under the direction of Ray Enright.
Nate Watt left for Lone Pine to set scenes
for the
locationSherman.
of "Argentina,"
which
he three-week
directs for Harry
Derwin
Abrahams, assistant director, and Louis
Rachmil, art director, accompany him.
Dennis O'Keefe replaces Jack Oakie in Universal's "Sand;.' Takes A Bow", now before the
cameras under the direction of Charles LaMONT, with Ken Goldsmith producina;. Sandy,
Mischa Auer and Shirley Ross head the cast
with Joy Hodges, Donald Briggs. Dorothy
Arnold, Anne Nagel and Richard Lane in
supporting roles.
The United States Senate scenes in Frank
Capra's "A'Ir. Smith Goes To Washington,"
now in production at Columbia, tops anything
being filmed in Hollywood today. Capra's
technical advisor is James D. "Jim" Preston,
for 35 years superintendent of the United
States Senate press gallery.
Work started on setting up of special icerink for use in SoL Lesser's forthcoming Irene
Dare starrer, "Everything's On Ice", slated to
roll on June 19. Rink was originally built for
the ice review at the International Casino in
New York and covers an area of 50 by 75 feet.
Erle Kenton directs the picture.
Production started last week on MGM's
"Blackmail," new drama which stars Edward
G. Robinson and Ruth Hussey. Henry C.
Potter is the director with Gil Curlin working as his assistant.
Ida Lupino and Alan Marshall have been
signed for the romantic leads in "Adventures
of Sherlock Holmes", scheduled to get under
way at 20th Century-Fox bone
shortly.
and Basil
Nigel RathBruce
will portray the characters of Holmes and
Dr. Watson. Alfred
Werker will direct for
associate producer
Gene Markey.

Script Discussion
Franklyn Warner
discussed a scene zvith
VV'illiam Gargan for
his current production, "Isle of Destiny." At the right is
Arthur Hoerl, who
ivrotc the screenplay
for this production
being filmedmocolor.
in- Samuel
CosBerkowitz, executive
manager of Fine Arts,
is interested spectator.

A Couple of Debuts
Director Gregory Ratoff imparts final hints
to Elsa Maxwell and Linda Darnell, both
of whom are making their acting debuts before
the cameras at 20th Century-Fox in "Elsa
Maxwell's Hotel For Women." Elsa is— well,
Elsa — and Linda is a young Dallas, Texas
girl zvho took the Cinderalla route to a contract and leading roles overnight.
Construction

Work

Completed

For "Northwest Passage" Unit
With construction work completed on location sets for "Northwest Passage," unit manager Jay Marchant and his crew returned to
the MGA'I lot from McCall, Idaho, to supervise final studio preparations for the departure
of the troupe headed by Spencer Tracy.
Four men remained at McCall to handle
prop and wardrobe shipments being sent from
Culver City by rail, as production is scheduled
to begin in two weeks with King Vidor directing and Hunt Stromberg producing.
Truman Bradley has been set for a featured role, playing the leader in the Ranger
band.

Third Tailspin Tommy
The third picture in the Tailspin Tommy
series, "Sky Patrol," goes into production the
end of this month with John Trent, Marjorie
Reynolds and Milburn Stone continuing in
the leading roles. Producer Paul Malvern
is at present editing the second of the series,
"Stunt Pilot." Norton S. Parker handled the
screenplay for "Sky Patrol," which, like the
first two of the series, will be released by
Monogram.

"Little Pepper" Series Starts
The first of Margaret Sidney Lothrop's
"Little Pepper" series is scheduled to start
production at Columbia within the next week,
under the direction of John Brahm. It is
"Five Little Peppers and How They Grew,"
and Edith Fellows will play the starring role.
The series should prove a great break for the
girl star who has climbed up to outstanding
prominence as a result of long service for her
years and the display of remarkable ability.
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Warner Btds. studio will launch a record
summer production schedule with IS features
slated for the cameras between now and
September 15, Jack L. Warner vice-president
in charge of production, announced this week.
Supplementing these features will be a number of short subjects.
The pictures to be made during the next
twelve weeks include: "l)r. Elirlich," "The
World Moves on," "20,000 Years in Sing Sing,"
"All This and Heaven, Too," "The Spirit of
Knute Rockne," "Tombstone," "The Fighting
69th," "We Are Not Alone," "Four V\'ives,"
"The Sea Hawk," "Invisible Stripes," "And
It All Came True," "The Dead End Kids at
Military School," "Roller Derby" and
"Torchy's Invitation to a Murder."

The Candid
Fraxces

Dee

Camera

and Ralph

Clicks
Bellamy

were

snapped chatting bctzcccn scenes of Columbia's
"Coast Guard,"
zvliilc
the filmIsland.
company
ivas on
location
at Santa
Catalina
Randolph
Scott is also in the production zvhich is being
directed by Edward Ludwig.
Muriel Angelus Gets Lead in
Para's "Light That Failed"
Muriel Angelus, feminine star of the
Broadway hit, "The Boys From Syracuse,"
received the top role in Paramount's William
A. W'ellman production, "The Light That
Failed," starring Ronald Colman. Recently
signed to a long term contract. Miss Angelus
will make her American screen debut in the
Kipling story.
The young actress has an extensive background of screen experience obtained in England, where she also was a hit on the concert
stage and in radio, before coming to this country.
Picture will po before the cameras the early
part of next week when Producer-director
Wellman takes his company to Santa Fe,
New Mexico. Ida Lupino, Thomas Mitchell
and Dudley Digges are also in the cast.

SallyEilers
Eilersreturns
in "Confessions"
Sally
to RKO to play the
feminine lead opposite Victor McLaglen in
"Full Confessions." Producer Robert Sisk
expects to send the picture before the cameras
within the next week under the direction of
John Farrow. Joseph Calleia, brilliant
character actor, will play an important role.
Inaugurates Writing Course
Selecting ten gratudates from a canvas of
thirty-four colleges, MGM will inaugurate a
junior writing course under the direction of
Kenneth MacKenna, head of the studio
story department. Story construction will be
featured in this course and later provisional
writing assignments will be made.
Universal Signs Newcomer
Universal has signed Anne Gwynne to a
term acting contract, and she will make her
debut
"SandyMiss
Takes
A Bow,"
rolling
at the in
studio.
Gwynne
comesnowfrom
the
Bliss-Hayden Little Theatre and has had no
previous picture experience.
Hand Quicker Than Eye
Chester Morris received word this week
from New York that at the annual meeting of
the Society of American Magicians, he had
been elected regional vice-president, proving
that the hand is quicker than the eye. Morris
is
playing
in MGM's
"Thunder Afloat,"
and now
is NOT
making
the tugboat
disappear.

Directorial Switches
James Cagney's next starring picture for
Warner Bros., "The World Moves On," will
be directed by Raoul Walsh instead of
Anatole Litvak, who will direct "20,000
Years in Sing Sing." Walsh was scheduled to
direct the Sing Sing story and Litvak had been
assigned to Cagney's vehicle, but changes in
production program and availability of the directors, caused the switch in assignments.
All-Dartmouth

Epic

"Winter Carnival," recently completed at the
Walter Wanger studio, should be listed as an
"All-Dartmouth" epic. Mr. Wanger is a
graduate of the college as are Budd SchulRERG and Maurice Rapf, who wrote the screenplay with Lester Cole. Robert Allen, one of
the supporting players and Werner Janssen,
composer of the musical score, are also from
Dartmouth.
Join "Hollywood Cavalcade"
Alan Curtis, Lynn Bari and Robert
Lowery have been added to the cast of "Hollywood Cavalcade," 20th Century-Fox' musical
in Technicolor, starring Don Ameche and
Alice Faye. The film has two associate producers, Harry Joe Brown and Mack Sennett
with Irving Cummings directing. Sennett
will also serve as technical adviser and play
himself in the picture.

"Flight at Midnight" Set
MoE J. Siegel, Republic production head, ha»
set the starting date of the long delayed
"Flight at Midnight," featuring RoscoE
Turner, for July 5 with Armand Schaefer
producing. Siegel has
just returned from a
vacation in New York
where he was checking on plays and new
talent for the studio.

Good
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Bros. Will Launch
Record Summer Production

or

Days

Gene Autry (center)
popular present-day
cowboy star, Smiley
Burnette (left) his
comical running mate,
and Elmo Lincoln,
the original Tarsan
and former serial and
action hero are shown
here between scenes
of Republic's
"Colorado Sunset" discussing "good ol' days."

AI3CLIND
H€LLy>V€CE)

with the "Oldtimer"
Spent a very pleasant hour with Fkanklyn
Warner on the set of Fine Arts "Isle of
needed informa-y
some phy.
and received
Destiny,"
or photogra
tion on Cosmocol
Practicall
the entire electrical equipment on the Grand
National lot has been given over to this production. Looks like Mr. Warner has something in this one.
Now that RKO have tested almost every
available male in Hollywood for the lead in
"Hunchback of Notre Dame," may we be bold
enough to suggest one of the finest actors in
the movie city, Abner Biberman. From where
we're sitting, Ab looks like a natural for the
Hollywood is sure a funny place. M. H.
Hoffman, on the Republic Payroll for the past
ten months checked off the lot this week withjob.
out producing one single picture. Mike had
four stories ready, and was due to start "Highway Police Patrol" in a few days.
One of the striking sights at the Paramount
convention was Robert M. Gillham, director
of publicity and advertising, bending low to
talk to Alec Moss, New York advertising boss.
Bob is a good six-foot-three and Alec a mere
five-foot-three, or four, or five. Pleased to see
you again, Alec.
Ran into Tex Ritter at the preview of his
latest for Monogram, "Down the Wyoming
Trail," at the studio the other day, and will
say that the Ritter fans will go for this one
in a big way. We were only kidding when we
said that Tex and Producer Ed Finney were
going to change places on the next one, but
still think Ed has more sex appeal.
Wish the lads at the studios would stop
changing titles on us so often. Every time we
get a story or two set, and announce the name
of a picture, they seem to "gang" up and
switch it to something else. We've had exactly
sixteen changes in the past two weeks ... a
new high, or something.
After watching Jack Benny kiss the ladies
in "Man About Town," we are beginning to
feel sorry for Mary . . . and suggest that he
take a few lessons from his old pal La\^i:rn.
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Dealing realistically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the newsreel, serial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

FIRST

RUN SHORT PRODUCT
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning June 17)
ASTOR^Prophet
Without
Honor (MGM)
rev. 6-17-39.
CAPITOL—
Bear
That
Couldn't
(MGM) Colorful
Curacao
(MGM). Sleep
CRITERION — Music Box (MGM) reissue;
Circus Co-Ed (Para.) rev. 3-4-39.
PARAMOUNT— Ghosts Is The Bunk (Para.) ;
Death
Valley
Thrills (Para.); Popular
Science No. 5 (Para.) rev. 6-3-39.
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL— Sons of
Liberty (Vita.) rev. 3-25-39.
RIVOLI— Guatemala
(Para.) rev. 8-27-38;
Goofy and Wilbur (RKO).
ROXY— The Prize Guest (20th-Fox) ; Good
Neighbors (20th-Fox).
STRAND— For Your Convenience
(Vita.) ;
Hobo Gadget Band (Vita.).
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending June 17)
APOLLO— Leith Stevens & Orchestra (Vita.) ;
Rural Hungary (MGM) rev. 6-17-39.
GARRICK— Popular Science No. S (Para.)
rev. 6-3-39; Naughty But Mice (Vita.).
ROOSEVELT— Larry Clinton & Orchestra
fVita.) ; Wotta Nightmare (Para.)

Three Scout Troops Take Over
Theatre In March of Time Drive
In his campaign for the March of Time
subject centered around the activities of the
Boy Scouts, Manager Louis Morenbloom of
the Hippodrome Theatre, Corbin, Ky., arranged to have the three Scout troops in
the town take over the house for an entire
day.
The first phase of the promotion was a
parade at noon hour to all the public
schools, headed by the Scout's own bugle
corps, and announcing that Schine's Hippodrome had given them charge of the theatre.
Manager Morenbloom appointed from the
Scouts a manager, assistant manager and
twelve ushers as well as a doorman. One
troop was stationed in the lobby along with
flag decorations and facts on placards about
the Scout management.

.

.

NEWSREEL

(Released Saturday, June 17)
PARAMOUNT (No. 91)— Roosevelt speaks to West
Point graduates; Glider flight over Lake Michigan;
Summer skiing at Mt. Hood, Ore. ; Norwegian royalty view scenic wonders at Glacier Park, Mont.;
England and Japan at grips over China; Refugees on
S. S. Flandre hope for admittance to Cuba; Cavalcade
of baseball at Cooperstown, N. Y.; Byron Nelson
wins national open golf crown.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 80)— Roosevelt speaks
to West Point graduates: Italian troops leave Spain;
Gambling ship at Santa Monica, Calif.; Factory
prepares for Flag Day; Rodeo at Livermore, Calif.;
Twin convention at Birmingham, Ala. ; Emperor of
Amrnan visits France; Duchess of Kent appears at
charity festival; President of Nicaragua visits movie
studios; Lew Lehr and firemen; Cavalcade of baseball at Cooperstown, N. Y.; U. S. retains polo cup.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 280)— Roosevelt speaks to West Point graduates; Duchess
Kent appears at charity festival; Snow-blocked roadof
opened in Rockies; Rodeo at Livermore, Calif.; Rose
festival at Portland, Ore.; Hollywood fetes Judy
Garland on 16th birthday; Cavalcade of baseball at
Cooperstown, N. Y.; U. S. retains polo cup.
95)— Roosevelt speaks to
West Point graduates; Cavalcade of baseball
Cooperstown, N. Y.; Nation opens war on slum dis-at
tricts; Skeet shooting in Washington; Grand Coulee
Dam rears com.pletion; Greyhound title racing in
Austraha; London firefighters go on review.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 780)— Roosevelt speaks
to West Point graduates: Police demonstration at
Shanghai; Italian troops leave Snain; Mexican flier
buried at Mexico City; Gambling shio at Santa
Monica. Calif.; Twin convention at Birmingham,
Ala.; Cavalcade of baseball at Cooperstown N Y •
Rodeo at Livermore, Calif.; U. S. retains polo cup;

IN

THE

"Old Glory", All-Cartoon
Patriotic Short, Completed

$H€CT

Columbia
Edward Ullman, Del Lord and Clyde
Bruckman each will prepare the screenplay
for a two-reel comedy to star the Three
Stooges, now making a personal appearance
tour in the British Isles. The Ullman and
Lord scripts will be directed by Lord and
co-produced by the latter and Hugh McCollum. The Bruckman story will be directed
and produced by Jules White.
As soon as he completes his Stooges assignment, Edward Ullman will write an
original story for Andy Clyde. To present
the veteran comic as coach of a girls' swimming team, the picture will be directed by
Del Lord and co-produced by Lord and
Hugh McCollum. Another Clyde two-reeler,
now in the preliminary writing stage, is being prepared by Ewart Adamson. Jules
White will both produce and direct.
Hugh McCollum, who produces the popular Community Sings, is lining up a number
of intriguing themes and hit songs for the
ten one-reel tunefests he is to make this
year. The first of the new Sings, as announced, will feature college songs. The
second will present a inedley of the worldbeloved songs of Carrie Jacobs Bond. The
numbers will include Miss Bond's immortal
"The End of a Perfect Day," and "I Love
You Truly," and three more almost as
equally well known: "Wearyin' For You,"
"Were I" and 'Tink Rose." Production of
these first two Sings on the 1939-40 schedule
is expected to begin early next month.

SYNOPSES

.

.

Archbishop Schrembs honored at Cleveland (Cleveland only) ; only).
Cow statue dedicated at Minneapolis
(Minneapolis
(Released Wednesday, June 14)
PARAMOUNT (No. 90)— British submarine Thetis
sinks near Liverpool; Pictorial record of visit of
King George and Queen Elizabeth to the United
States.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 277)— Pictorial
record of visit of King George and Queen Elizabeth
to the United States; Britain stunned as 99 perish
in Thetis submarine disaster; 75,000 Clevelanders pay
tribute to Archbishop Schrembs (Cincinnati and
Cleveland only) ; Battle for U. S. open golf title
most sensational in history; Diving champs in preOlympic tryouts at swanky Santa Barbara pool.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 79)— Millions cheer
King George and Queen Elizabeth (pictorial scenes
of their complete U. S. trip) ; 99 men die aboard
British submarine Thetis in sea tragedy; National
open golf meet at Philadelphia; Diving champs in
pre-Olympic tryouts at swanky Santa Barbara pool.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 94)— King and Queen hailed
by New York; 99 lost as salvage of Thetis tails;
Japan builds trade in Mongolia; Pilgrims honor St.
Jean of Arc; Divers at Santa Barbara pool point
for 1940 Olympics; National open golf meet at Philadelphia.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 779)— King and Queen
on tour of United States; Submarine death stirs Britain; Riots greet Mexican flyer's casket; 250,000 see
big floral fete at Portland,
Ore.; Nelson wins U. S.
B='-hsra
open
golf pool.
title; Olympic divers display form at Santa

"Old Glory," first all-cartoon patriotic short ever made, was completed
last week by Leon Schlesinger, after
nine weeks of rush work, compared
with the usual 10 months required for
cartoons of this nature.
Picture is a full reel and will be
released by Warner Bros, on July 4.

July 10 has been set as the starting day
for "The Story of Elias Howe," the first of
Columbia's new "Fools Who Made History"
series, with the Howe featurette to be followed immediately by one showing the
epoch-making achievement of Charles Goodyear. The Goodyear story deals with the
invention of the vulcanization process that
first brought rubber into general use. The
invention was in 1830 and he died in
1860. (Note: There is no connection with
the Goodyear company. They are merely
using the name). Jan Leman, who is writing the "Fools Who Made History" series,
will also direct these one-reel productions.
Columbia is to make six during the forthcoming season, and Hugh McCollum will
supervise production.
MGM
Robert Benchley's latest single-reeler,
tentatively titled "Bee-Sting," got under way
this week with Basil Wrangel directing.
E. J. Babille is assistant director. Walter
Lundeen handles the camera and Dick Evans
is script clerk. Jack Chertok produces.
Pete Smith's new specialty started this
week. Pete's short, "Here's Your Cue," deals
with an explanation and exhibition of fine
billiards by billiard-master Charles C. Peterson. Felix E. Feist is directing, with Sid
Sidman as his assistant.
Vitaphone
Maxwell Everett Rosenbloom, the happy
slapper of the ring, will have "Speed to
Burn" as his next vehicle in the new series
of featurettes built around him. His first is
"Slapsie Maxie's," named after him and the
night club he operates for the edification of
Hollywood chuckle-collectors.
RKO-Radio

Completes

Schedule

Of Short Subjects for '38-39
The schedule of twenty-four two-reel
comedies on the 1938-39 program of the
shorts division of RKO Radio Pictures were
completed this week by Bert Gilroy, head of
the comedy production unit preparatory to
clearing the stages for the company's new
season's product to be announced at the
International Sales Convention being held
at the Westchester Country Club, New
York, June 19 to 22. The entire output, according to Gilroy, was as carefully prepared
and executed as were the feature films produced by the company.
The L938-39 schedule just completed included six Leon Errol comedies, featuring
the former star of the Ziegfeld Follies; six
Edgar Kennedy "average man" pictures,
featuring
the cowboy
popular pictures,
"slow burn"
funster;
four singing
starring
Ray
Whitley; four Radio Headliners and four
Radio Flashes.
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RURAL

SHOW

HUNGARY

Prod. I\o. T-860
(Tech.)
Good
MGM
Traveltalk No. 10
9 mins.
Comment: The quaint habits and customs
of the rural Hungarian residents are shown
in this colorful traveltalk. How they play,
the costumes they wear for Sunday worship,
the daily labors in the field, the raising of
horses pass in review. James Fitzpatrick's
narrative helps vivify the various scenes.
Exploitation: Steamship companies are
advertising cruises, some of which may include Hungary. Visit your local travel
agency and arrange tieups.
A BULLY
Prod. No. 9515

ROMANCE

Just Filler
20th-Fox
Terrytoon No. 25
7 mins.
Comment: Gandy Goose tells his friend
how he won a fair senorita's hand in Old
Mexico by fighting the bull. Then the camera records his story as the animators have
planned it, with Gandy getting the worst
of it until he suddenly turns the tables and
makes the bull look like a piker. The car"Major Hoople"
ending
in that
Gandy,toon has
ona completing
his story,
disappears

at the sight of a bull. It's a fair cartoon,
something to take up that 7-minute slack in
3'our program. Paul Terry was the producer.
Exploitation: Mention it in your ads and
in your programs.
COUSIN WILBUR
Prod. l\o. C-939
Fairly Amusing
10 mins.
MGM
Our Gang No. 9
Comment: Alfalfa's cousin Wilbur seeks
to join the gang, and noting the scarcity of
members, advises Alf and Spanky to make
a benevolent society out of it and pay insurance to members. This the gang does,
with two cents offered for one black eye,
three cents for two shiners, etc. They prosper, until Toughy blacks all the members'
eyes, thus causing a rush on the treasury.
But little Wilbur, who isn't such a sissy
after all, subdues Toughy and his henchman,
and all is well again. An occasional funny
spot makes this subject fairly amusing.
George Sidney directed.
Exploitation: Mention in your regular advertising media.
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS NO. 10
Prod. /Vo. 9860
For Rahid Fans
Col.
Screen Snapshots 10 mins.
Comment: Mrs. Basil Rathbone gives a
charity party, and everybody in Hollywood
with the exception of Mickey Mouse attends
the affair. Over a hundred celebrities pass
before the camera's lens as they enter the
tent where the party is held. Dick Powell,
Joan Blondell, Rudy Vallee, Dolores Del
Rio, Gary Grant, Phyllis Brooks, David O.
Selznick, Irene Dunne, Robert Riskin, Joan
Bennett, Jack Benny, Bob Hope and Hedy
Lamarr (listen to the sighs) are only a few
of the Hollywood film folk who take part
in the festivities. Your patrons will enjoy it,
but rabid fans will eat it up because of the
opportunity to see so many stars in offscreen moments.
Exploitation: Because there is such an
imposing list of celebrities, be sure to list
their names on your lobby board and in
your program. Mention the subject in your
regular advertising media. If there are any
fan clubs in your town, inform them of
your showing.

M E N 'S

PROPHET

R A IJ E

WITHOUT

Prod. ISo. M-H79
Miniature No. 9
MGM

R I'l V I E W

HONOR
Excellent

11 mins.
Comment: Little known to most people is
the important part played in navigation by
Matthew Fontaine Maury who, while a
young naval officer, was injured for life in
an accident. This Miniature shows how, accidentally, he stumbled on weather observations of several years before that corresponded to the ones he had made. From
these he made his own chart of the laws of
navigation, and although his ideas were at
first spurned, today they are used by the
United States Navy. It is an excellent subject, and capably narrated by Carey Wilson.
Felix Feist directed.
Exploitation: Several good selling angles
are contained in an article on the exploitation of this subject, which appeared in the
issue of June 3, page 40.
ROMANTIC
TUNES
Prod. ISo. 9660
Excellent
Col.
Community Sing No. 10
10 mins.
Comment: The King Sisters and Danny
Webb render in hot and swingy fashion
some outstanding favorites among romantic
tunes, with audience invited to sing along
with them. "All I Do Is Dream of You,"
"Among My Souvenirs," "I'll See You In
My Dreams," "Thanks for the Memory" and
"There's
Rainbow vocalized.
Round MySince
Shoulder"
are the aselections
these
tunes are so well known, your showing of
the reel will be a grand song fest. Del Lord
directed under associate producer Hugh McCollum.
Exploitation: Arrange a newspaper contest wherein readers are invited to send in
their list of their favorite romantic tunes. If
at least four of their selections are those in
the reel, give them guest tickets. Tie up with
music shops.

Prod. ISo. 9807JOCKEYS

UP

Excellent

Col.
Sport Thrills No. 7
Comment: The men in the saddle 9^
and mins.
their
trainers are the subjects of this sports reel.
How jockeys condition themselves, how
they live, and other intimate scenes make
"Jockeys Up'' a reel that everyone will enjoy. Several notable riders are introduced.
Ford Bond is the narrator.
Exploitation: Mention it in your regularadvertising. Tie up with sporting goods
shops on riding toggery. If there is a former
jockey, or those who now make their living in that way, in your community, invite
them to tell of their experiences for special
features on the sports page of the local
newspaper.
POLAR
Prod. ISo. 4813

PALS
Fair

Vita.
Looney Tune No. 13
7 mins.
Comment: This cartoon is only mildly
amusing. Porky is up at the North Pole
where he consorts with all the polar animals. A trapper comes along and Porky and
his animal pals rout him with some unusual
weapons. The gags are rather far-fetched
and the subject can be rated no better than
fair. Leon Schlesinger produced. Best to
play it during the hot weather.
Exploitation: Give the subject a plug in
your lobby, programs and newspaper ads.
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MAN-MADE
ISLAND
Prod. ISo. 9554
Interesting
Col.

Columbia Tour No. 4

9% mins.

Comment: Man's achievement as manifested in Treasure Island, site of the San
Francisco World's Fair, is revealed in this
interesting reel. Almost everything the tourist will see when he visits the Golden Gate
exposition is photographed and described.
But those puns by narrator Gayne Whitman
— goodness! Hugh McCollum was associate
Exploitation: Tell your patrons they can
producer.
get an advance peek at the San Francisco
Fair tieups.
by seeing this. Contact travel bureaus
for
HAUNTED
HOUSE
Prod. No. 4310
Vita.
True Adventure No. 10

Exciting
12 mins.

Comment: Following the usual pattern
of this series. Gibbons tells and the action
shows how two little girls take refuge from
a storm in a house reputedly haunted. There
are no ghosts but there is an escaped convict present who ties up the children, gags
them and locks them in a cellar. During the
awful night they cry for help in vain but
morning brings the state troopers with
bloodhounds and their resultant rescue. It's
an exciting, dramatic subject worthy of a
place on any program where this type is
needed. Joseph Henaberry directed.
Exploitation: You might start a haunted
house gag in your own town. Tie up with
the Colgate-Palmolive-Peet broadcasts on
which Floyd Gibbons tells of other trueOkay
adventures.
BROADWAY
Prod. No. 4028
Vita.

BUCKAROO

Broadway Brevity No. 28

20 mins.

Comment: "Red" Skelton, famous doughnut dunker is in this one and once again
performs his well known act. He inherits
some money but only on condition that he
retires to a ranch and live on it. Obviously,
he turns his night club into a dude ranch
and this serves as the setting for a bunch
of vaudeville acts. To the vaudeville starved
public, this subject will be quite acceptable
and those who like Skelton will be well
pleased too. Lloyd French directed.
Exploitation: Stage a dunking contest in
your lobby. Give Skelton a plug in your
programs and newspaper ads.
TECHNIQUE OF TENNIS
Prod. No. 9808
Satisfactory
Col.
Sport
Thrills No. 8
10 mins.
Comment: A class in tennis is given by
Lloyd Budge, Don's brother and one of the
world's greatest tennis teachers. Using
lovely girls as examples, he illustrates the
proper swing, the grip, the forehand, the
backhand, the serve, footwork, timing, after
which he goes in for a few exhibitions of
his own. For sport fans, especially tennis
players, this is interesting and revealing;
but those who do not indulge will find it
just a little tedious. Ford Bond does the
narration.
Exploitation: Invite local tennis teams to
a special screening. Perhaps you can get an
expert to appear on the stage and give some
of his own illustrations of tennis technique
in conjunction with your showing. Tie up
with sporting goods stores for cooperative
window displays.
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STUDIO
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In Production— 58; Being Edited— 731
In Production— 55; Being Edited— 72]

COLUMBIA
Being Edited
WESTERN CARAVANS' (W)
MISSING DAUGHTERS'
GOOD GIRLS GO TO PARIS*
MAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)*
PARENTS ON TRIAL
MOUNTED POLICE No. 2
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.
A WOMAN IS A JUDGE
Frieda Inescort, Rochelle Hudson.
Directed by Nick Grinde.
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ
Brian Donlevy, Jacqueline Wells. Directed by Hans Schwartz
In Production
(1938-39) '
GOLDEN
BOY
William Holden, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Reuben Mamoulian.
COAST GUARD
Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy.
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
BLONDIE TAKES A VACATION
Arthur Lake, Penny Singleton. Directed by Frank Strayer
CRIMINAL AT LARGE
Jack Holt, Patricia Ellis. Directed
by Lewis Collins. Produced by Larry
Damour.
In Production (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
Jean
Claude
Rams, Arthur,
Edward James
Arnold.S'tewart,
Produced and
directed by Frank Capra.
GRAND NATIONAL
Being Edited
LADY TAKES A CHANCE*
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
with Margo, Walter Abel, Lyle Talbot.
Directed by Steve Sekely.
In Production
ISLE OF DESTINY*
METRO-COLDWYNMAYER

Beinq Edited (1938-39)
ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER*
ON BORROWED TIME*
STRONGER THAN DESIRE*
Beinq Edited (1939-40)
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*
BABES IN ARMS*
BLACKMAIL
Edward G. Robinson, Guinn Williams.
Directed by H. C. Potter.
MIRACLES FOR SALE
Florence Rice, Robert Young, Henry
Hull. Directed by Tod Browning.

In Production (1938-39 )
LADY OF THE TROPICS
In Production (1939-40)
THE WOMEN*
GONE WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
Vivien Leigh. Clark Gable, Leslie
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Directed by Victor Fleming. Produced
by David O. Selznick.
BALALAIKA
Nelson Eddy, Ilona Massey. Directed
by Reinhold Schunzel.
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CHECK-UP

Any pictures on which Advance Dope have been published are marked
by asterisk (*). See booking guide for dates of publication.
This Week:
.Last Week:

■

WAY DOWN SOUTH*
*
CAREER
BAD
LANDS*
SPELL BINDER*
TIMBER
STAMPEDE (W)*

OVER THE MOON

iM^-i
s^
In Production
AREAL
CHUMP
AT OXFORD
GLORY*
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy. Directed
by Alfred Goulding. Produced by Hal
Roach.

INTERMEZZO
Leslie Howard, Ingrid Bergman, Edna
Best. Ann Todd. Directed by Gregory
In England
Ratoff. Produced by David O. SelzTHUNDER AFLOAT
SAINT IN LONDON
nick.
George Sanders, Sally Grey. Directed
Wallace Beery, Robert Young. Directed by George Seitz.
In England
by John Paddy Carstairs.
THIEF OF BAGDAD
A DAY AT THE CIRCUS
In Production
Sabu, Conrad Veidt, June Duprez.
Marx Brothers and Florence Rice.
Directed
by Ludwig Berger. ProDirected by Eddie Buzzell.
MEMORY OF LOVE*
duced by Alexander Korda.
NURSE
EDITH
CAVELL*
MY FIFTH
AVENUE
GIRL
NINOTCHKA
UNIVERSAL
Ginger Rogers, Tim Holt. Directed
Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas. Diby Gregory La Cava.
rected by Ernest Lubitsch.
Being Edited (1938-39)
FULL CONFESSIONS
THESE GLAMOUR GIRLS
Victor McLaglen, Sally Eilers. Di- THEY ASKED FOR IT*
rected by John Farrow.
Lew Ayres, Anita Louise, Lana TurBeing Edited (1939-40)
ner, Jane Bryan. Directed by S. DAY THE BOOKIES WEPT
Sylvan Simon.
MUTINY
ON THE BLACK HAWK*
Joe Penner, Barbara Reed. Directed
MONOGRAM
by Les Goodwins.
In Production (1938-39)
REPUBLIC
Being Edited
STUNT PILOT*
FORGOTTEN
WOMAN*
Being Edited
MODERN CINDERELLA
In Production
Irene
Dunne,
Charles Boyer. ProIN OLD CALIENTE*
duced and directed by John M. Stahl.
ROLL, WAGONS, ROLL
THE KID*
SHE MARRIED
A COP*
Tex Ritter. Directed by Al Herman. MICKEY,
I STOLE A MILLION
In
Production
George Raft, Claire Trevor. Directed
MR. WONG IN CHINATOWN
by Frank Tuttle.
Boris Karlofif, Marjorie Reynolds. Di- WYOMING OUTLAW (W)*
rected by Bill Nigh.
COLORADO SUNSET (W)
In Production (1939-40)
Gene Autry, Smiley Burnett. Directed
PARAMOUNT
by George Sherman.
SHOULD HUSBANDS WORK?
Being Edited (1938-39)
GRAD*
THE UNDERPUP*
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
James, Lucille and Russell Gleason. OLD
DESPERATE
TRAILS
BRIGHT
VICTORY*
Directed
by
Gus
Meins.
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
John Mack Brown, Bob Baker, Fuzzy
BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S BRIDE*
bert Ray. Produced and directed by AlKnight.
20th CENTURY-FOX
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*
Being Edited (1938-39)
SANDY TAKES A BOW
SUSANNAH OF THE MOUNTIES*
Being Edited (1939-40)
Sandy, Mischa A'uer, Shirley Ross.
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
Directed by Charles Lamont.
NIGHT WORK*
SECOND FIDDLE*
GERONIMO*
WARNER BROTHERS
BEAU GESTE*
Being Edited (1939-40)
WHAT A LIFE*
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE*
Being Edited (1938-39)
CAT AND THE CANARY*
DOUBLE DYED DECEIVER*
QUICK MILLIONS*
NAUGHTY BUT NICE*
DISPUTED PASSAGE*
CHARLIE CHAN AT TREASURE
HELL'S KITCHEN*
HAPPY ENDING
INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY*
Pat O'Brien,
Bradna. Di- ESCAPE*
EACH
DAWN I DIE*
rected by LewisOlvmpe
Milestone.
WO
FOR MA
HO
LL
HAN*
RSME
ONLTIER
FRTE
STEEPLECHASE*
*
ND
LA
IS
LAWFUL OUTLAWS (W)
Randolph
Scott, Binnie Barnes.
WATERFRONT*
William Boyd. Russell Hayden. DiCOWBOY QUARTERBACK*
rected by Leslev Selander. Produced CHICKEN WAGON FAMILY
bv Harry Sherman
Jane Withers, Leo Carillo. Directed HOBBY FAMILY*
by Herbert I. Leeds.
Being Edited (1939-40)
In Production (1939-40)
HARMONY AT HOME
THE STAR MAKER*
Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard. Directed
RULER OF THE SEAS*
ANGELS WASH THEIR FACES*
by Otto Brower.
OLD MAID*
OUR LEADING CITIZEN
NO PLACE TO CO*
Bob Burns. Susan Hayward. Directed
In Production (1939-40)
by Alfred Santell.
ENEMY AGENT*
AND
ANANCY
CHILD DREW
IS BORN*
THE RAINS CAME*
GULLIVER'S
TRAVELS
CAVALCADE*
Cartoon Feature.
Produced by Max HOLLYWOOD
HERE I AM A STRANGER
THE HIDDEN STAIRCASE*
Fleischer. In Technicolor.
Richard Greene, Nancy Kelly, Richard
Dix.
Directed
by
William
Seiter.
ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY
In Production (1939-40)
Fred MacMurray. Madeleine Carroll. ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK
PLAYING WITH DYNAMITE
Directed by Edward H. Griffth.
HOLMES
DUST BE MY DESTINY*
WORLD ON PARADE
Basil Rathhone. Nigel Bruce. Di- LADY AND THE KNIGHT*
rected by Alfred Werker.
William Henry, Judith Barrett. Directed by Edward Dmytryk.
HEAVEN WITH A BARBED WIRE
RETURN MAN*
OF DR. X
CAREER
FENCE
THOUSAND DOLLARS A
Lya
Lys.
Wayne Morris, Humphrey
TOUCHDOWN
Glenn
Jean Rogers. Directed by
Bogart, Rosemary Lane. Directed by
RicardoFord,
Cortez.
Vincent Sherman
.Toe E. Brown, Martha Raye. Directed
by James Hogan.
In England
KIDAmy.
NIGHTINGALE
In England
SHIPYARD SALLY
John Payne. Directed by George
FRENCH WITHOUT TEARS
Gracie Fields. Sydney Howard. Directed by Monty Banks.
Ray Milland, Ellen Drew. Directed
ON YOUR TOES
by
Anthony
Asquith.
Produced
by
Mario Zambi.
Zorina, Eddie Albert. Directed by
UNITED ARTISTS
Ray Enright.
Being Edited
RKO-RADIO
DEAD END KIDS AT
MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
MILITARY SCHOOL
Being Edited
Dead End Kids, Cissie Loftus, John
WINTER
CARNIVAL*
BACHELOR MOtHER*
Litel. Directed by William Clemens.
MUSIC SCHOOL*
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a — BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE DOPE.
b— BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial Before Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adultg.
GRAND NATIONAL
ASTOR PICTURES
1938-39
Rel.
Date
Stars
Title
Mins.
Stars
Date
TItIa
Mini.
Issue of
Cipher Bureau (D)
70 .. Ames- Woodbury
(F)
C. Morris-U. Merkel
a»t
Whl«per»
(My-D)
86.
Crashing
Thru
(D)
James
NewillWarren
Hull
.Harry Roy & Band
Everything Is Rhythm (Mu)
See
Reissued
Exile
Express
(D)
71..
Anna
Sten-Alan
Marshal
(A)
Front Page (C)
..100. .A.
2/15/39....
Not
Re».
O'Brien
Frontier Scout (W)
61.. George Houston
(F)
Evans-Morgan
Reissued
Heart of New York (Mu) 80, Jelson-Menjou-P.
Isle
of
Destiny
(D)
Ford-Lang-Gargan
.Joan
Harlow-B.
Lyon
Reissued
Hell'» Angels
110.
Lady Takes a Chance (D)
Heather Angel-John King
Monster
Walks (D)
(My-D)
60. . Mischa Auer
Reissued
Reissued
Out of Singapore (D)
76 . .Noah Beery-Dorothy Burgess
(Former 69..
title,Marsha
"Everything
Happens to Ann") (F)
Long
Shot
(D)
Hunt
.J.
Crawford-W.
Huston
Reissued
Rain (D)
85.
Miracle on Main Street
Margo- W. Abel-L. Talbot
Reissued
P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
Scarf ace (0)
88. Alan
Panama Patrol (D)
69 .. Charlotte Wynters-Leon Ames.. (F)
Allister ..
Reissued
Sea Ghost (D)
60 . SpencerHale-Claude
Renfrew Saves a Lady
James Newell
Reissued
Tracy
Sky Devils (C-D)
88. Sylvia Sidney
Reissued
Ride 'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
52
. .Ralph
. Dorothy Morgan
Page-Vlnce Barnett (F)
(F)
Street Scene (D)
79.
Shadows
Shanghai
(D)
66.
Reissued
Three Broadway Girls (C)
83. . Blondell-Evans-Claire
Reissued
Singing Cowgirl
57 . . Dorothy Page-David O'Brien
Tombstone Canyon (W).07. Bob Burns
Reissued
Tonight Or Never (D)
92. Swanson -Douglas- KarlofT ....
(Former
Title "Lady Buokaroo")
Reissued
Six-Gun
Rhythm Case(W)
57.
Barclay
(F)
. Reissued
Tumbleweeds (W)
86. William S. Hart
5/1/39
Sunset Murder
(D)
57. .Tex
.Sally Fletcher-Joan
Rand
(Former title,
"Murder
on Sunset Barton
Boulevard") (F)
Titans of the Deep (T)
47.. Dr.
Wm. Beebe-Otis
Trigger Pals (W)
55. .Art Jarrett-Lee Powell
(F)
COLUMBIA
1937-38
Water Rustlers (W)
56. Dorothy Page-David O'Brien ...
.bl 1/5/38
(Former title, "The Last Barrier")
Colorado Trail (W)
55 . .Starrett- Meredith
(F) 9/8/38
Convicted (D)
58 .Hayworth-Quigley
(A) 8/18/38 .b8/27/38
MGM
1937- 38
.A. Shirrey-N. Gray
(F)
Girl's
School
(D)
73
. .b8/6/38
(F) 9/30/38
8/15/38 .dlO/l/38
Gladiator
(C)
71 .Brown-Travis
BlocR-Heads
(C)
58.
Laurel-Hardy
(F)
I Am the Law (D)
83 .E. Robinson-W. Barrie
(A) 9/2/38
Crowd Roars (D)
92. I aylor-Arnold-Morgan
(F)
(F) 9/15/38 .b8/27/3a
Juvenile Court (D)
61 . Kelly-Hayworth
Marie
Antoinette
(H-D)
160.
N.
Shearer-T.
Power
(F)
.b9/l7/38
(A) 9/9/38 .
Lady Objects (D)
67 .L. Ross-G. Stuart
Rich Man. Poor Girl (C-D) 74. Young-Hussey-Ayres
(F)
(F) 8/31/38 ..bll/26/38
Phantom Gold (W)
56 .J. Luden-B. Marion
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...56 B. Jones-D. Fay
9/22/38 ..a8/27/38
1938- 39
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn (D)
90. Mickey Rooney-Lynn Carver ....(F)
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (D). Mickey Rooney-Lewis Stone ....
Boys Town (D)
92. Reb't
S. Tracy-M.
Rooney
(F)
1938-39
Young-Billle
Burke
(F)
Bridal Suite (C-D)
67.
.Dennis 0' Keefe-Cecilia Parker ..(F)
Burn
'Em
Up
O'Connor
(D)
70.
1
1/15/38
.bl2/24/38
Adventure in Sahara (D)
S8..P. Kelly- L. Gray
J.
MacDonald-L.
Ayres
(F)
.(A)
.
.b4/29/39
Broadway
Serenade
(Mu-D)
...112.
Blind Alley (D)
71 . Ralph Bellamy-Rose Stradner ..(F) 11/30/38
5/1 1/39 ..bl 1/5/38
Calling Dr. Kildare (D)
85. ■ Lew Ayres-L. Barrymore (F)
Blondie (C)
»«
Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F)
(F)
Christmas Carol (D)
69. .R. Owen-T. Kilburn
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71 P.
P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
(F) 2/28/39 . . .b3/4/39
..Rainer-A.
R. Russell-R.
Donat
(F)
Citadel
(D)
110.
Blondie Takes a Vacation Penny Singleton-Arthur Lake
.In
Prod.
Marshall
(A)
Dramatic
School
(D)
78.
7/20/39.
12/15/38 ..312/10/38
Calitornia Frontier (W)
54.. Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
.
R.
Montgomery-Rosalind
Russell.
(F)
.
.
Coming
Fast and Loose (My-C) 76. Joe E. Brown
(F)
Clouds Over Europe
79 . Olivier-Hobson-Richardson
Flirting
With
Fate
(C)
70.
6/20/39
.In Prod.
Coast Guard
Scott-Bellamy- Dee
Four Girls in White (D)
73. Florence Rice-Alan Marshall (F)
7/31/39. . . .b5/7/38
Crime Takes a Holiday (D) 58..Holt-M. Ralston
(F) 10/5/38
Girl Downstairs (C)
76. .F. Tone-F.
Gaal
(F)
Escape From Alcatraz
Brian Donlevy- Jacqueline Wells.
Prod.
Donat-Greer
Garson (F)
(F)
Goodbye, Mr. Chips (D)
114. .Robert
7/27/39. . In
In Prod.
. Rainer-Gravet
Criminal at Large
Jack Holt-Patricia Ellis
Great
Waltz
(Mu)
104.
.
.al/14/39
. Rooney-Stone- Rutherford
(F)
First Offenders (D)
61.. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
38 .bl2/24/38
2/
/1
Hardys
Ride
High
(C-D)
80.
10
Flight to Fame (D)
57.. C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F) 1/19/39
Eleanor -Stewart
Pewell-Rob't.
(F)
Honolulu
84. .Crawford
(PartYoung
Tech.)... .(F)
.al 1/19/38
Frontiers of '49 (W)
54.. Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
Ice
Follies (Mu-C)
of 1939 (D)
82.
.Gable-Shearer
(A)
(Former
title,
"California
Cavalcade")
Idiot's
Delight
(D)
109.
..In
Prod.
Golden Boy
Barbara Stanwyck-Wm. Holden..
. .35/27/39
.James Stewart-Claudette Colbert. (F)
It's a WondertuI World (My-C) 86. .Dennis
Good Girls Goto Paris (D)
Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
6/30/39 . b5/27/39
0' Keefe- Florence Rieo (F)
Kid
From
Texas
(C-D)
70.
Hidden Power (D)
59.. Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael
8
'
Lady
of
the
Tropics
(D)
3
/
9
.
.
.62/4/39
2
/3
/
. Nelson
Hedy Lamarr-Rob't
1
Homicide Bureau (D)
63. .B. Cabot-R. Hayworth
(F) 1 4/12
Eddy-Virginia Taylor
Bruce .. .(F)
Let Freedom Ring (Mu-D)
87. Bartholomew-Garland
. .b3/l
. .a9/3/38
(F)
53 .. Elliott-Gulliver
Arizona (W)
Early
In
Listen,
Darling
(C-D)
73.
.
1/39
9
.Myrna
Loy-Robert
Taylor
(A)
Lady and the Mob (C)
65.. Fay Bainter-lda Lupino
(F)
3
/
3
9
/
.
.a2/25/39
3
4
.
8
Lucky
Night
(C-D)
82.
/
3
6
/
1
4
Borg
Ann
/
58 . Bill Elliott-Veda
410/2
.
Law Comes to Texas (W)
Rob't Young-Ann Sothern
(F)
Maisie
72. ..Florence
.blO/29/38
Law of the Texan (W)
54. .Buck Jones-D Fay
Miracles (C-D)
For Sale
RiceRobert
Young
...
. .b2/25/39
On Borrowed Time (D)
Lionel Barrymore-Bealah Bond!
Fonda(A) 21/02/24//33998 .bl2/l7/38
O'Sullivan-Henry
Maureen
68..
(D)
Live
Us
Let
Little Adventuress (C-D) 62 . . E. Fellows-R. Fiske
(F) 3/16/3
Out West With the Hardys
56. .Bill Elliott- Dorothy Gulliver ...
Rooney-Stone-Parker
(F)
Lone Star Pioneers (W)
(C-D)
.87. ..Leslie
.83.
.bl
/28/39
Howard-Wendy Hlller (A)
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt (D) 65. .Warren William-IdaMeredith
Lupino (F) 1/1257//3399 39.'... ..al/14/39
.a6/3/39
Pygmalion (D)
' '.
Chas. Starrett-lris
.Wallace Berry-Laraine Johnson .(F)
7/ 221//359/ . .33/25/39
.80. .Crawtord-Sullavan-Young
Man From Sundown (W)
Sergeant
Madden
(D)
(F)
Shining Hour (D)
5/
59. .Richard Arlcn- Rochelle Hudson..
Missing Daughters
..In Prod.
Mounted
Police No.(D)
2
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith
.60 .Walter Pidgeon-Rita Johnson ...(A)
6.000 Enemies (D)
9
/3
<F)
Wells
10
.Virginia
Bruce-Walter
Pidgeon.
.
(F)
Jacqueline
Baxter2/
Alan
.
59
(D)
Criminal
a
Is
...b4/l/39
My Son
Society Lawyer (D)
77. .O'Sullivan-Ayres-Meredith . . (F)
Craig^ . ... . ..(F)
Furneis-James
5864. . ..Betty
. . .a;;/^/ ja
Spring
Madness
(C-D)
65.
of ShanshfU (D)
North
.W. Beery-M. Rooney
(F)
da Winters.
Chas Starrett-Lin
Stablcmates
(D)
89. .Taylor-Beery-Rico
3/30/39 . . .b3/IR/^">
North of the Yukon (W)
(F)
Stand
Up
and
Fight
(D)
95.
(Former
title.
"Mounted
Police")
.
.b5/l3/39
.75.
......(F)
5/25/39
.Virginia
BruceWalter
Pidgeon
.
Grant
".
Arthur-Cary
Jean
Stronger
Than
Desire
(D)
..
122
..
9
(D)
Wings
/3
Only Angels Have
36
3/
.
MacDonaldEddyMorgan
(Tech.)
.
(F)
.
.32/18/39
Whalen.
el
Sweethearts (Mui
MO . Woissmuller-O'Sullivan
61. .Dolores Costello-MichaDowns
5/4/39
(D)
These Walls
Outside on
12/8/38 . . .a6/3/39
6/29/39
Jean Parker-Johnny
Trial (D)
Tarzan Finds a Son! (D)
81 . . Melvyn Douolas-H. B. Warner. ...(F)
Parents
. .al0/l/3b
..(F)
Doran
Ann
StarrettChas.
59..
Tell
No
Tales
(D)
67. .Rita Johnson-Tom Neal
(W)
Grande
Rio
nio uranoe in;
(Former title, "North of Texas")
They
All
Come
Out
(D)
.
.b4/29/39
2/28/39
..-.(F)
.
Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone
(F)
Bickford
iiiiee Loves Has Nancy (0) ....67. .C. Gable-M. Loy
Romance of the Redwoods (D) . .67 . . Jean Parker-Chas.
b 12/24/38
(F)
Ralph Bellamy-Fay Wray . ... (F) 12/29/38
Smashing the Spy Ring (D) ... 62 .. Chas.
..33/18/39
Too
Hot
to
Handle
(C-0)
105.
4/27/39
.D.
O'Keefe-F.
Rice
(F)
Starrett-lris Moredth
Vacation From Love (C)
65. .Roth Hussey-Paul Kelly
Spoilers of the Range (W) . . . .58.
(F)
Within
the
Law
(D)
65.
(Former
title,
"The
Oklahoma
Trail")
12/15/38
.blO/29/38
(F)
.1BarrymoreL.
Ayres
(F)
Roberts
Holt-Beverly
Strange Case of Dr. Meade (D). 65.. Jack
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81.
12/1/38
(Reviewed
as
"Outside
the
Law")
(F)
■■
.
Cast
Midget
All
.
.
.60
.
.
W)
(MuTerror of Tiny Town
al/14/39
. .b7/l6/38
57.. Charles Starrett-I. Meredith
Stampede (W)
1939- 40
Texas
2/9/39
. .bl2/l7/38
There's That Woman Again
12/24/38
Babes in Arms (D)
..Mickey Rooney-Judy Garland
(r) 1/12/39
70. Douglas-Bruce ..
(My-C)
Balalaika
Nelson Eddy-llona Massev
57.. C. Starrett-I Meredith ...(F)
.all/19/38
Thundering West (W)
Blackmail
E. G. Robinson-Guinn Williams.
.b2/l8/39
6/1/39 . ....35/6/39
60. .Jack Holt-Katherine DeMille ....
Trapped In the Sky (D)
Day
at
the
Circus
Marx Bros. -Florence Rice
Meredith
Starrett-lris
6/15/39
Chas.
(W)
Western Caravans
I .,,,0 With the Wind
.. n^hic 1 ni.-h - Howard 'Terh 1 ...
(Former
title. "ArizonaMeredith
Cowboy")
Ninotchka
Greta Garbo-Melvyn Dougl3s ...
(F) 10/3/38 .bl2/24/38
57. .StarrettWort of Sante Fe (W)
These Glamor Girls
Lew Ayres-L3n3 Turner
.bl/7/39
62.. J. Holt-D. Costello .. (F) 3/24/39 . ...In
Whispering Enemies (D)
Prod.
Thunder Allo3t
Wsllace Beery-Robert Young ...
Otto Kruger-Rochelle Hudson (F) 9/29/38
Woman Is the Judge
7/10/39.
.
.b8/27/3B
Wizard
of
Oz
(Tech.)
Judy
Garland-Frank Morgan
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125 .L. Barrymore-Arthur-Stewart
Women, The (D)
Shearer-Crawford-Russell

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

MONOGRAM
Mexican Kid (W)

1939-40
Jean Arthur-James Stewart

1937-38
55.. Jack Randall

Issue of
1/20/39 .bl0/29/3e
1(1/21/38
. .b2/lSee1/39
11/4/38 , .al2/3l/38
. .b9/l7/38
36/10/39
5/27/39 .. 33/4/39
.b 12/31/38
Prod.
1/6/39 ., ...In
.b2/25/39
38
.
.Not
Rev.
4/9. . .bl/21/39
/1/3
10
2/10
. .b9/l7/38
/399 , .all/19/38
20/3
15//31
. .b2/l8/39
a8/20/38
5/13/39
10/28/38 bl 1/19/38
311/19/38
.bl/14/39
1/13/39
1/6/39 .. .
.b8/20/38
.b7/430/
38
'
8/19/38
8/5/385726. /39'.b7/l6/38
8/26/38 .b8/l3/38
8/12/38
2/10/39 . .34/29/39
.b2/l 10/38
1/39
.b9/
.b5/27/3»
7/21/39
.
9/9/38 . . . .b4/8/39
1/13/39
5/26/39 . .b4/29/39
4/7/39
10/28/38
.bl/(4/39
12/9/38 . bl2/l7/3»
12/16/38
4/28/39 , ,bl0/29/38
.b2/l8/3»
li2/2/38 . . .bl2/3/38
2/17/39
. .bl/28/39
1/27/39
hl2/l(l/3S
12/23/38 . ..bl2/3l/38
. .blb5/20/39
1/5/38
9
.b2/4/3S
/3
21
. .. ..b4/22/3S
4/
.b3/ll/J9
/3399 . .,. ....bS/6/39
3/
27)/39
1/l<3/
.bl/28/3»
2/
. .b4/8/39
9
/3
19
.
5/
35/27/39
4/1014
1/938 . .b2/l8/39
/2/3
blO/22/38
. .b4/29/39
.b6/IO/39
..In
6/23/39
5/5/39
.
'.' Prod.
'8
'3
ii/4'/ , .34/29/39
7/28/39 ..
11/25/38
7/7/39
bl 1/26/38
,bl0/29/38
13/10/39
1/18/38 . . .b3/25/39
. . .b6/3/39
3/24/39 . .bl
1/19/38
. . b4/l/39
11/11/38
6/9/39
3/31/39
10/7/38 .. .bll/19/38
.35/27/39
2/24/39'.. .blO/8/38
6/30/39
1/6/39
.. . bl /7/39
l2/3(>/38
.. .b6/3/39
b5/''0/39
6/16/39 . .bl2/24/88
.In
Prod.
.
.
.b9/3/38
7/14/39. .. . . .b9/l7/38
9/2/38
5/12/30
9/16/38
. . .blO/8/38
9/23/38
10/14/38 . ..b3/l8/»
3/17/39 .
.blO/15/K
.. . 36/10/39
In Prod.
..In Prod.
..In
Prod.
..In
..In Prod.
Prod.
. . In Prod.
..In Prod.
31 1 /I2/3S
35/27/3»
.b9/IO/38

(F) 8/17/38

Across the Plains (W)
52. Jack 1938-39
R3nd3ll-Joyce Brysnt
(F) 6/1/39 . . b5/27/39
B3refaot Boy (D)
B3. . Moran-Morg3n-Jones
(F) 8/3/38
b9/3/38
Boys Reform3tory (D)
61 . . Fr3nkie Darro
(F) 5/1/39 .. b5/l3/39
.
Convict's
Code
(D)
66..
Robert
Kent-Anne
N3gel
(A)
1/18/39
...b2/ll/39
79. .Matthews- Redgrsve
(C)
ClimbingOverHighLondon
68. .C3wthorn-Sidney-Gr3hame
(D)
Drifting Watw3rd (W)
Jack Randall-Ethel Duran
1/25/39 al/7/3S
Crime
Lbk3s-Whitty
78. . Tom
"Santa Fo Bound")
Vsnishes
Lady With
Down the Wyoming Trail (D)(Former
. 62.. Textitle,Ritter
(F) 5/18/39 ..b6/l7/39
Man
100 (0)
Faces (D) 72..
Walls-Lilli Palmer
78. .Tauber-Duna
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
Gang Bullets (D)
63. .Anne Nagol
(F) 11/23/38 .bl2/IO/38
(Reviewed as "A Clown Must Laugh")
Gun Packer (D)
73. Jack Randall
(F) 11/16/38 .bll/12/38
79 .. Matthews- Whiting
AlongOn (Mu-C)
Sailing Goes
I Am a Criminal (D)
73. .John Carrell-Kay Linaker (F) 12/14/38 ..bl2/3/38
71 . . Neagle-Carminati
(D)
Show
Little Pal (D)
S6 . Ralah Bellamy-Mickey Rooney ..(F) 2/15/39 .. Reisiuad
Strange Boarders (D)
73..T. Wslls- I?. St. Cyr
Thir^-Nine Stops (D)
80. . Donat-Madeleine Carroll
•'r. Wona D»'»ctive (My-D) 66 Boris Kartoff
(A) 10/5/38 .. biO'8/38
Mr. Wong in Chinatown
Boris Karloff-Marjorie Reynolds.
In Prod.
Tliree on a Week End (C-D) . . .72 . . Lodge-Lockwood
Mystery of Mr. Wong (D) 65 .Boris Kartoff
(F) 3/8/39 b3/l8/39
(Reviewed
as
"Illegal
Holiday")
Ta the Victor (D)
71 . . Fyffe-Loder-Lockwood
Mystery
Plane
(D)
60..
John
Trent-Mariorie
Reynolds
..(F)
3/8/39
b3/4/39
Ware Case
Clive Brook-Jane Baxter
Navy Secrets (D)
60. .Fay Wray
(F) 2/8/39 b2/ll/39
Roll, Wagons, Roll
Tex Ritter
6/29/39 ..In Prod.
Rollin' Westward (W)
61.. Tex Ritter
(F) 3/1/39
b4/l/39
Should a Girl Marry?
Anne Nagel-W3rren Hull
6/16/39 ...35/6/39
(Former
title
"Girl
from
Nowhere")
GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Song of the Buckaroo (W)
58. .Tex Ritter
(F) 12/7/38 ...bl/14/39
Starlight Over Texas (W)
56. Tex Ritter
(F) 9/7 /3R ...b9/24/38
Dangerous Secrets (D)
70 . p. Lukas-L. Travers
(A) 8/19/38 ...li8/28/37
Star
Reporter
(D)
62.
.Warren
Hull-Marsha
Hunt
(F) 2/22/39 ....b5/6/39
(Reviewed as "Brief Ecstasy")
(Continued on Next Page)
Utah Trail (W)
55 . Tex Ritter
8/12/38 ....a7/l/J|
CAUMONT

BRITISH

1938-39

(Dist. by
(F) 8/15/38
(F) 1/1/38
(F) 110/1/38
(A)
(A)
6/15/38
(F) 4/15/38
(F)
8/1/38
(A) 9/15/38
(F)
(A) 7/1/38
(F) 3/15/38

20th -Fox)
bl2/l7/38
.b8/6/38
... . .b9/3/38
. .bl 1/5/38
blO/15/38
..b2/l2/38
. .b8/l4/37
. . .b6/4/38
. .. .b2/l2/38
. Reissued
. .b2/l2/38
..In Prod.
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TRADE

SHOWMEN'S

MONOGRAM (Continued) 1938-39
Title
Mins. Stars
Streets of New York (D)
73.. Jackie Cooper
(F)
Stunt Pifot (D)
John Trent-Marjorie Reynolds ..
Sundown on the Prairie (W) ..53 . Tex Bitter
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi (D) . . .75. Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
Toujh Kid (D)
6I..Frankie Darro
(F)
Trigger Smith (W)
51. Jack Randall
^
Undercover
Agent
56.
Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane.. (F)
Under the Big
Top (C-D)
(D)
63 .Nagel-Main-La
Rue
(F)
Wanted by the Police (D)
59. .Frankie Darro
(F)
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D)..e5 .James Stephenson-Betty Lynne..(A)
(Reviewed
as
"Danflerous
Fingers")
Where the Buffalo Roam (W) ..61.. Tex Ritter
(F)
Wild Horse Canyon (W)
50.. Jack Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (D)
61 .John Carroll-Movita
(F)
PARAMOUNT
1937-38
Bulldog Orummond In Africa
(D)
60.. H. Angel-J. Howard
Give Me a Sailor (C)
80. . Raye-Hope-Grable
Spawn of the North (D)
1 10. , Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
rmans (H-D)
9I..Scott-J. Bennett

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

Rel
Date
4/12/39
6/29/39
10/10/38
2/1/39
12/28/38
3/22/39
4/5/39
8/31/38
9/21/38
4/19/39
10/19/38
12/21 /38
5/8/39

Issue
See of
. . .b4/8/39
. . .a6/3/39
, .. .a2/l8/39
Reissue
. .bl/7/39
. .a2/25/39
. . b4/29/39
. . .b9/l7/38
.. . .b9/24/38
. .b3/l8/39
.blO/29/38
...bl/7/39
. .b5/27/39
.

.b8/6/38
8/19/38 . b7/30/38
8/5/38 .
8/26/38 .b8/20/38
8/12/38 .b7/l6/38

1938-39
.62 . Gladys Swarthout
(F)
Ambush (D)
.83..B. Burns-M. Carlisle
<F)
Arkansas Traveler (D) ...
Arrest Bulldog Orummond
(My-D)
60. . Howard-Angel-Warner
(F)
Artists and Models Abroad (C) . .90. . Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
(F)
Back Door t» Hmvmi (D)
85. . Ford-Erwin-Ellis
(A)
Beachcomber (C-D)
94. . Laughton-Lanchester
(A)
(Reviewed
as "VMsel
of Wrath")
Boy Trouble (C)
70 . Charlie
Ruggles-Mary
Boland (F)
Bulldog Drummond's Bride (D) John Howard-Heather Angel ...
(Farmer title. "Mr. & Mn. Bulldog Drummond")
Bulldog
(A)
Police Drummond's
(My)Secret
55. .Howard-Angel
C*rroll-F. MaoMurray
(A)
Cafe
(Cj
83. .M.
.H. Luisetti-B. Grable
(F)
CampusSociety
Confessions
(D)
64.
Disbarred (D)
59. . Patrick- Kruger
(F)
(F)
Frontiersman (W)
74. .Bill Boyd
Gracie Allen Murder Case
(My-C)
75..Graoie Allen-Warren William ...(F)
Grand Jury Secrets (D)
66..J»hn Howard-Gail Patrick
(F)
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73. .Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable ..(F)
Hotel Imperial (D)
70. Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
(F)
If I Were King (H-D)
100. Colman-Dee-Rathbone
(F)
Illegal Traffic (D)
67.. J. C. N»ish-M. Carlisle
(F)
I'm
Missouri
(C)
77..
Bob Beyd-G.
Bums-Gladys
George
(F)
In OldFromMexico
(W)
S2..W.
Hayes
(F)
Invitation to Happiness (D) 95.. Fred MmcMurray-lrene Dunne... (F)
Island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn
King of Aloatraz (0)
55. .Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(F)
King of Chinatewn (D)
60.. A. M. Weng-L. Nolan
(A)
Lady's
From Kentucky
(D)
75..
Goo. Raft-Ellen
Drew
(F)
Little Orphan
Annie (C-D)
56. . GillisKent-Travis
(F)
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim TamirofT
Man About Town (C)
86 . Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour ...(F)
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) . . IU4. . MacMurray-Mllland
(F)
Midnight (C)
JO. .Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche. . (F)
Million
Dollar
L<n
Betty
Grakle-Jaokie
Coogan
Myiterieus Rider (W).
. .74. . Dumbrillo-Toler-Fields
(F)
Nover Say Die (C)
.Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F)
.76.. Sylvia Sidney-Leif Erikson
(F)
.."one
third
of
a
nation
(D)
Paris Honeymoon (Mu)
.83.
.B.
Crosby-F.
Gaal
(A)
.69. .Patricia Morrison
(F)
Parsons in Hiding (D)
Pride of the West (W)
.55. Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
Renegade Trail (W)
Bill Boyd
(Former
title.
"Arizona
Bracelets")
Ride a Crooked Mile (D)
78. .F. Farmer-L. Erikson
(F)
Say If In French (C)
70. . Milland-Bradna
(F)
Silver on the Sage (W)
66. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
Sing You Sinners (C-D)
.88..B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
(F)
Star Maker (Mu-C)
BIng Crosby-Louise Campbell
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85. . Nolan-Lamour-Gulzar
(F)
Some
Hot (C)
62.
Bob Hope-Shirley Ross
(F)
60. .0.
Sane ofLike
the ItLegion
(D)
O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F)
.93. Elisabeth Bergner
(A)
Stolen Life (0)
Sudden Money (C)
Ruggles-Marjorie Rambeau ...(F)
.61.
.67. C.
■anset Trail (W)
W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Thanks For the Memery (C). .75. B. Hope-S. Ross
(F)
This Man Is News (My)
.Valerie
Hobson-Barry
Barnes
(F)
78. D. O'Connor-Cook
TMn Sawyer. Detective (C) 64
(F)
Touehdewn, Army (O)
7n M. Carlisle-J. Howard
(F)
Undercover Doctor (D)
65 .Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel ....(A)
Union Pacific (H-D)
135.. .Barbara Stanwyck-Joel MoCrea..(F)
.
Unmarried (D)
63 . . Buck Jonos-Helen Twelvetrees . . . (F)
Zaza (D)
t< .C. Colbert-H. Marshall
(A)

...b4/8/39
. .b2/l 1/39
..b9/24/38
. .bl/28/39
.bl 1/26/38
.
6/2/39 . , .b5/20/39
.b6/IO/39
6/23/39 . .b3/l8/39
6/23/39
.. .b5/l3/39
5/12/39
11/11/38
11/4/38 . .b9/l7/38
.kl 1/5/38
... .b3/25/39
.b8/6/38
4/7/3S
.
9/9/38
6/16/39 ., .. .tl5/l3/39
. .a4/(/39
7/28/39 . . blO/8/38
9/30/38
.b3/l8/39
3/17/39 . .. .b4/l5/39
4/28/38
12/2/38 . ..bl2/3/38
7/21/39 , .. .a3/l8/39
.b6/IO/39
7/7/39
10/28/38 . .blO/22/38
7/14/39 . .113/11/39
3/24/39
a4/8/39
\0/2\/3» .. ..b9/24/38
.b3/l 1/39
4/14/39 . ..bl2/l8/39
2/24/39 . .bl2/24/38
1/27/39 .. . .bl/28/39
2/10/39
. .b6/25/38
7/8/38 .. .all/26/38
8/4/39 .
12/9/38 . .bl2/IO/38
11/25/38
.bl 1/26/38
3/31/39 .. .. .b2/l8/39
.b8/l3/38
9/2/38
.
.a5/6/39
8/25/39 . ..bl/28/39
2/3/39
..
.
.b5/l3/39
5/19/39 . . .b9/l7/38
9/23/38
5/26/39 ...b4/22/39
3/31/39 . .b3/25/39
2/24/39
11/18/38 . .blO/22/38
..bll/5/38
. b4/8/39
12/23/38
10/7/38 , .bl2/24/38
. .b6/IO/39
6/9/39
. . .blO/l /3S
5/5/39
.b5/27/39
5/26/39 . .. .b4/29/39
1/13/39 . . .bl/7/3u

1939-40
Are Husbands Necessary?
F. MacMurray-Madeleine Carroll.
Beau Geste (D)
Gary Cooper-Ray Milland
Cat and the Canary (My-D)
Bob Hopo-Paulatte Goddard
Disputed Passage (D)
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff..
Double-Dyed Deceiver (D)
Tito Guizar-June Clayton
Geronimo (D)
Preston Foster- Ellen Drew
RiiMiver'K Travels
Tech. Cartoon Feature
Happy
Ending
Pat
-Olympe Bradna .... (F)
Jamaica Inn (Cos-D)
llO. Chas. O'Brien
Laughton
Night Work (C) ..
Mary Boland-Charlie Ruggles ..
Our Leading Citizen
Bob Burns-Susan Hayward ....
Range War (W)
Wm. Boyd-Geo. Hayes
Ruler of the Seas (D)
Fairbanks, Jr. — Lockwood
St. Martin " Lnne (01
80 . . Laiinhton - Leinh
(F)
Thousand Dollars a Touchdown . ..Joe E. Brown-Martha Raye ....
Whm il Lilo 'Cl
l3<'l(i(> Conner- Bettv Fiolri
World On Parade
William Henry-Judith Barrett ..

In Prod.
a3/4/39
a4/22/39
a5/l3/39
a5/27/39
a4/8/38
In Prod.
Prod.
In
b5/27/39
a5/20/39
In Prod.
a6/IO/39
a5/20/39
Ina4b7/9/38
Prod.
/R /39
In Prod.

10/14/38
1/20/39
11/25/38
12/30/38
4/21/39
3/10/39
2/27/39
6/30/39

. .bl/21/39
. . .blO/8/38
.bl
1/26/38
.blO/29/38
. ...b4/l5/39
. .b3/l2/38
. ....b2/4/39
.a3/25/39

4/14/39
3/3/39 . ,
9/16/38
1/6/39 .
12/16/38

1937-38
R.K.O.-RADIO
Braaklng the Ice (Mu)
82 Bobby Breen
Carefree (Mu-C)
83 Astaire- Rogers
Fisherman's
Whart
(D)
7060 Bobby Breen-Leo Carrillo
Painted
Dosart
(W)
Ranegade Ranger (W)
59.. Goo.
G. O'Brien
Hayworth
aaashing the Rackets (D)
80 . C. O'Brien-R.
Morrls-F. Mercer
Stary of Vernon & Irene Castle
(Mo-C)
93 . Fred Astaire-Glnger Rogon

(F) 4/28/31

1938-39
Affairs of Annabel (C)
75.. J. Oakie-L. Ball
Almost a Gentleman (D)
65. James Ellison-Helen Wood
Annabel Takes a Tour (C) 64 . .Oakic-Ball
Arizona
Legion
(W)
56 . .George
Bachelor Mother (D)
Ginger O'Brien
Rogers-David Niven
(Former
title, "Little
Mother")
Bad Lands (D)
N. Beery,
Jr.-G. Williams
Beauty for the Asking (D) .. . .64 . . Lucille Ball-Donald Woods
Boy Slaves (D)
71. .Anne Shirley-Roger Daniel
TarpcAlice
Eden-lohn Archer
Day the (O)
Bookies Wept
Joe Penner-Barbara
Reed
Five Came Back (D)
73 Chester Morris-Wendy Bnrrie ..
Fixer Dugan (D)
64 . Lee Tracy- Virginia Weidler

(F) 9/9/38 .. ...b7/l8/M
.bS/25/3»
(F) 3/31/39
. .blO/22/38
(F) 11/11/38
1/20/39
.
..bl/l4/J9
...a3/25/39
(F)
8/4/39 . . . .36/3/39
8/1 1/39 . . .bl/28/SI
(F) 2/24/39
(A) 2/10/39 . . ..bl/21/3*
a5/6/39
7/7/39 . ..In Prod.
.
.b6/l7/39
(F) 6/23/39
. .b5/l3/39
(F) 3/21/39

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

8/26/38.
9/2/38 .
2/3/39 .
8/12/38
9/16/38
8/19/38

. b8/27/38
.b8/27/38
.. .bl/28/39
.b8/27/38
.. .b9/l7/38
.b7/23/38
...b4/l/39

June 17, 1939

REVIEW

R.K.O.
Title -RADIO (Continu
Mins. ed)
Stars 1938-39
Flying Irishman (D)
70. .Douglas Corrigan
(F)
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Alhertson - Lyn n
(F)
Full Confessions
Victor McLaglen-Sally Eilers ...
Girl and the Gambler (C)
62..Stetti Ouna-Lee Carillo
(F)
Girl From Mexico (C)
70 . . Lupe Velez-Donald Woods
(F)
Great Man Votes (C-D)
72.. J. Barrymore-Peter Holden
(F)
Gunga Din (D)
1 17 . Grant-McLaglen-Fairbanks, Jr. ..(F)
Lawless
(W) Vft) ...72.
59.. .Harry
G. O'BrienK, Sutton
(F)
Law WestValley
of Tombstone
Carey
(F)
(F)
.
Dunne-Boyer
(F)
Lost
(D)
79
Joel M'Crea-Richard Dix
Love Squadron
Affair (D)
85. .Stanwyck-Fonda
(F)
Mad
Manton (My-D)
78.
(F)
Man Miss
to Remember
(D)
80. .A. ?^hirley-L. Rnwman
Memory
of
Love
(D)
Lombard-Grant-Francis
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75.. Joe Penner
(F)
My Fifth Avenue Girl
Ginger Rogers-Tim Holt
Next Time I Marry (C)
65. .L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Nurse Edith Cavell (D)
Anna Ncagle-George Sanders ...
Of Human Bondage (D)
79. Leslie Howard-Bette Davis
(A)
Pacific Liner
76. .Lucille
.Victor M'Laglen-Chester
Morris .(A)
Panama
Lady (D)
(D)
65.
Ball-Allen Lane
(F)
Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus
(C)
68.. T. Kelly-A. Gillis
(F)
Queen of Destiny (H-D)
90 . . Neagle-Walbrook (Tech.)
(F)
(Reviewed as "Sixty Glorious Years")
Racketeers
the Range (W) ..64.
.Geo. O'Brien
(F)
Rookie
Cop of (D)
60..
Weidler (F)
Room Service
(C)
78.. Tim
Marx Holt-Virginia
Bros
(F)
Saint in London
Geo. Sanders-Sally Grey
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63.. George Sanders- Wendy Barrie ..(F)
Sixty Glorious Years (H-D)
90 .. Neagle-Walbrook (Tech)
(F)
Sorority House (D)
64.. Anne Shirley-James Ellison . (F)
(F)
Spell
Binder
(D)
Lee
Tracy-Barbara
Reed
larnlshed Angel (D)
67 . . Eilers-Guilfoyle
(A)
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70.. Sally Eilers-Allan Lane
(F)
Timber Stampede (W)
George O'Brien
Trouble
in
Sundown
(W)
60..
Geo.
O'Brien-Rosalind
Keith
Twelve Crowded Hours (D) .. .63 . Richard Dix-Lucille Ball ..
Way Down South (Mu-D)
Bob Breen

Rel.
8*>,
Date Issue •>
3/24/39 ...b3/ll/3l
9/23/38 . . .b8/27/3»
In Prod.
6/16/39 ..b6/IO/39
6/2/39 ...b5/20/39
1/13/39 ...bl/14/38
2/17/39 ...bl/28/3»
11/4/38
11/18/38 ..bl2/IO/38
.bll/19/38
7/14/39
Reissue
4/7/39
10/21/38 ...b3/l8/3»
.blO/15/38
10/14/38 ..blO/8/S8
a5/l3/39
10/7/38 ...b9/l7/38
12/9/38 ..bl2/IO/38
In a6/3/39
Pi-od.
7/14/39 Reissue
1/6/39 . ...b5/l3/39
bl2/3l/38
5/12/39
11/25/38 .bll/26/38
blO/29/38
.b5/20/39
5/26/39 . ..b5/l3/39
4/28/39
b9/ 17/38
9/30/38 . . .b2/l8/3»
. In Prod.
6/30/39. .
3/10/39 . .blO/29/38
.a6/3/39
. . .4/29/39
7/28/39 blO/29/38
10/28/38. . .. ..b3/26/3»
.a6/3/39
4/14/38
6/30/39 .b3/l8/38
3/3/Sf . . .35/13/39
3/24/39 .
7/21/39 . .b2/25/3«

REPUBLIC
Come On Leathernecks (D)
Desperate Adventure (D)
Durango
Raiders
(W)
Heroes of Valley
the Hills
(W)
Higgins
Family
(C)
Man From Music Mountain (W)
Prairte Moon (W)
Rhythm of the Saddle (W)
Tenth Avcnnc Kid (D)

1937-38
.Cromwell-Hunt-MaeFarlane
.....(F)
.R. Novarrs-M. Tallichet
(F)
B. Staele-L. Stanley
.Three Mesquiteers
(F)
.The Gleasons
(F)
.Autry-Burnette-Hughes
.(F)
. Autry-Burnette
(F)
.G.
Autry-S.
(F)
.Bruce
Cabot- Burnctte
B. Roberta
(F)

..b8/27/M
8/8/S8 .
. .b7/3»/l8
8/15/38 ...b8/8/J«
8/22/38 ..Not Ra*.
8/1/38 . .. .b8/l3/S(
8/28/38 '.b8/27/3l
■ .'
8/IS/385/5/39.bie/22/38
18/7/38 .bll/12/38
11/4/38 .
8/22/18
. b8/2//38

1938-39H3rt
Rogers-M.
(F)
Billy Montana
the Kid Skies
Returns(W)
(W) 56.
56 . .R.
G. Autry-Smiley Burnetta (F)
Blue
Colorado Sunset
.G. Autry-Smiley Burnette
Royers-iMary Bra*.
Hart
(F)
Gem*
Rangers (W)
57. Hoy
R. Byrd-Weaver
& E>viry..(F)
Dcwn On
in Arkansaw
(C-D) 66.
Federal Man Hunt (D)
64. .Rob't Livingston-June Travis ...(F)
(F)
Fighting Thoroughbradi (D) 65. .Ralph Byrd-Mary Carlisle
Forged Passport (D)
61 . .P. Kelly-June Lang-L. Talbot (F)
Frontier Pony Express (W)
58. .Gene
Roy Rogers-Mary
Hart
(F)
Autry-Smiley Burnette
(F)
Hem*Old enCaliente
the Prairie
(W)
58.
In
(W)
Roy
Rogers- Mary Hart
R. Cummings-Heien
Mack
(A)
I Stand Accused (D)
63. .B.
MacLane-B.
(F)
I Was A Convict (D)
65 . .Richard
Dix-GailRoberts
Patrick
(F)
Man
of Conqueet
(H-D)
Moxicali
Rosa (W)
S896. . .Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette (F)
Mickey, the Kid (D)
..Gene
Byrd-Cabot-Ryan
Mountain Rhythm (W)
Autry-Smiley Burnette ...
Whalen-MaryHart
Hart
(F)
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65. .Michael
.The
Gleasons-Mary
(F)
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65. . Livingston-Travis
(F)
Night
Hawk
(D)
63.
Mesquiteers
(F)
Night Riders (W)
58. .3
.Livingston-Storey
(F)
Orphans of the Streat (D)
64.
Mesquiteers
(F)
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55. .3
.3
Mesquiteers
(F)
Pals
(W)
55.
Pride ofof thethe Saddle
Navy (D)
65. .James Dunn-Rochella Hudson (F)
Rad River Range (W)
56. .3 Mesquiteers
B^ogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Raugh Riders Round-up (W)...58. .Roy
.3 Mesquiteers
(F)
SantaMarried
Fa Stampede
She
a Cop (W)
(D) 56. Phil Regan -Jean Parker
title.
Hearts")
Roy "Laughing
Regera-MaryIrish
Hart
(F)
Shine On, Harvest Moan (W)...57.
(Former The Gleasons
Should Husbands Work?
(A)
SOS— Tidal Wave D)
60. .Ralph Byrd-Kay Sutton
Southward Ho! (W)
58. .Roy
Rogers-MaryHudson
Hart
(F)
.P. Knowles-R.
(F)
Storm of
OverMissing
Bengal Men
(D)
65.
Bickford-Nana
Bryant
..
(F)
Street
(D)
65. .Chas.
(F)
Three Texas Steers (W)
56 , .3 Mesquiteers
GeneInescort-H.
Autry-Smiley
Burnette
(F)
Wattern Jambore* (W)
57 . .F.
Wllooxon
(F)
Waman Dectar (D)
65 . .3 Mesquiteers
Wyoming Outlaw (W)
Zero Hour (D)
65. .Frieda Inescort-Otto Kruger ...

9/4/38
k8/3/U
5/4/39
b5/6/38
In Prod.
11/29/38 .bll/28/M
18/8/SS
...kIt/l/M
12/26/38 ..bl/l4/S8
l/S/38 ....bl/2l/a8
2/24/39
...b2/ll/S8
4/19/39 ..b4/IJ/38
2/3/3» . . ..a5/l3/39
.h
6/19/39
3/8/39
b2/25/3t
S/IS/39 ..b4/l5/39

65.
65.
55.
55.
64.
58.
58.
58.
65

CENTURY-FOX
1938-39
Power-Faye-Ameche
(F)
Alexander's
Ragtime (C)
Band (D).I05.
(F)
Always In Trouble
70. Withers- Rogers- Kellard
Arizona
Wildcat
68 . . Withers-Carrillo
(F)
Boy
Friend
(D) (C)
.70.. Jane Withers- Robert Kellard ...(F)
Charlie Chan in Honolulu
Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
(My-D)
Charlie
Chan in Reno (My) ...6865 Sidney
Sidney Toler-Phyllis Brooks (F)
Foster-Lynn Bari
(F)
Chasing Danger (D)
60 Preston
(F)
Danger Island (D)
65 Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
(F)
Down on the Farm (C)
6) Jones Family
Jones
Family
(F)
Everybody's
Baby (C)
(0)
6183 Oionne Quints-J. Hersholt
Five of a Kind
(F)
(F)
Gateway (D)
73 Ameche-Whelan
Gorilla (C)
65 Ritz Bros. -Anita Louise (F)
Hold That
Co-EdBaskervilles
(C)
79 Murphy-Weaver- J. Barrymore (F)
Hound
of the
(My-D)
80 . . Rathbone-Greene- Louise
(A)
Inside Story (D)
60 .. Whalen- Rogers
(F)
Inspector Hornleigh (D)
Gordon Harker-Alastair Sim ..,(F)
It Could Happen to You (C-D) 71 ..Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart .. . (F)
Jesse James
105 .. Jones
Power- Family
Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jones
Family (D)
in Hollywood (C) .59.
(F)
Just Around the Corner (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72. .Withers. Stuart-Wilcoxon
<F)
Kentucky (D)
96. .Young-Greene (Tech.)
(F)
Little Princess (D)
91.. S. Temj)lo-R. Greene (Tech.) (F)
Meet the Girls (C)
60.. J. Lang-L. Bari
(F)
(F)
Mr. Mote's Last Warning (My). 74 Lorre-Field
Mr. Mot* Takes Vacation (My). 65 Peter Lorre
(F)
Henie-Greene
(F)
My Lucky Mr.
Star Moto
(C-D)
90 Peter Lorre
Mysterious
(My)
62
(F)
News Is Made At Night (D)
Preston Foster- Lynn Bar)
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
55..
Lynn
Bari-B.
Albertson
(F)
Return of the Cisco Kid (W)
0.. Warner Baxter-Lynn Bari
(F)
Road Demon (D)
65. . Arthur- Valerie-Armetta
(F)
Rose of Washington Sq. (Mu.-D) 86. Power-Fayo-Jolson
(F)
Safety in Numbers (C)
55.. Jones Family ..
(F)
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power
Sharpshooters (D)
62.. B. Donlevy-L. Bari
(F)
Smiling Along (Mu-D)
91.. G. Fields-M. Maguire
(F)
So This Is London (C)
7n. Dravton-Hare
(A)
(Reviewed as "Paddy Darling")

6/26/39 ..a5/l3/39
3/27/39
. a5/6/39
h4 'I '19
6/9/39
l/IB/39
...bl/2l/39
3/J8/39 ...b3/ll/J8
ie/l/38 . . .blO/l/38
4/12/39 ...b4/8/38
I2/S/38 ..bl2/l7/38
8/28/38 ...blO/l/38
8/28/38 . . .b9/l7/38
1/23/38
12/22/38 ...bl/28/S9
.all/12/38
3/13/39 .. b3/25/39
a6/3/39
11/18/38 .bl2/in/lR
12/23/38 bl2/l7/38
In Prod.
6/2/39
b6/3/39
5/19/39 ..b6/IO/39
11/14/38 .bll/12/38
5/12/39 ..b6/l7/39
12/2/38 . .u..i/24/J8
a6/3/39
5/27/39 ..b5/27/39
2/6/39
h-'/l/lo

TWENTIETH

. .b6/28/38
8/19/38
.b8/20/38
11/2/38 .. .. .b5/l3/39
5/19/39
2/10/39 . .bll/12/38
1/38/39 . .. .b6/3/39
bl/14/39
6/16/39 ...bl2/3l/<^
.b3/l8/38
.bie/lt/38
6/5/39
..
12/18/38..
4/7/39
10/14/38 . .bl2/3/38
3/24/39 . . blO/15/38
..b8/S/38
8/5/38
9/16/38 . . .b5/27/39
5/26/39 . .b8/l7/S8
. . .b4/l/3§
.bl8/22/88
3/31/39
3/10/39 .
4/21/39
12/23/38 . .b4/22/3l
6/30/39 .b6/l7/39
.b5/27/39
.bl/U/M
..bll/5/38
6/2/39
11/11/38 . , .b6/l8/38
12/30/38
8/12/38 . .bl2/l7/38
3/10/39
10/7/38 . .. .b7/23/38
b2/25/38
,bll/19/38
.b7/30/38
2/24/39
.
7/14/39 . ..b9/3/38
10/21/38 .. . .b6/4/38
9/2/38
.a3/l8/39
I/I9/S8
7/21/39 bl.b4/29/39
3/3/39
12/2/38 ... ..b8/l3/38
4/28/39
.b5/6/39
5/12/39 .b8/2-'/38
. .34/8/39
16/23/39
1/18/38 . . blfl/22/38
9/9/38
.b9/24/38
1/20/39 . . b2/4/38

S 1 1 ( ~) W
20TH CENT.-FOX
(Cont) 1938-39
TItIo
Mini. Stars
. . .61 . M. Whalon-L. Barl
Speed to Burn (D)
Story of Alexander Graham
Bell (0)
101 . . Lorotta Young-Don Amechi
Straiolit Place and Show (C) ...es.
Rltz Bros. Merman
Submarine
Patrol
(C-D).
.
.95..R. Greene. N. Kelly
Suez (0)
. 104. . Power-Young- An nabella
Suiannah o» the Mountias (D)
Shirley Temple-Randolph Scott
Tall Spin (D)
82 . . Faye- Ben nett- Kelly
Thanks
for
Everything
(C)
70.
.Oakie-Whelan
Three Musketeers (Mu-C)
72. .Ritz Bros. -Don Ameche
Time Out For Murder (My-D). 59. M. Whalen-Stuart
,,
„,
(Reviewed
as "Meridian 7-1212")
Up til e River
(C)
75 .. Foster-Brooks-Martin
While New York Sleeps (D) 63. Michael Whalen
White Lady ot the Orient (D)
Alice Faye-Warner Baxter
.. ^ and Friend
(Former
"By the
Dawn's
EarlyYoung....
Light")
W te. Husband
(C) .82title.
.. Warner
BaxterLoretta
Winner Take All (C)
61 . .Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
101.. Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver...

Date
Rel.
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

1939-40
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Basil Rathbone-Nigel Bruce
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island (My . Sidney
Toler-Sen Carrillo
Yung
Chicken Wagon Family
Jane Withers-Leo
|«?0«;
The
(D)
Kane
Richmond-Amanda
Duff ..
Girl Must Live (C)
93.. Margaret Lockwood-R. Houston..
(A)
Harmony at Home
Jean
Kellard
Heaven With Barbed Wire Fence. ... Glenn Rogers-Robert
Ford-Jean
Rogers
Here I Am. A Stranger
Richard (Sreene-Nancy Kelly ...
Hollywood Cavalcad
e
Alice Faye-Don
Ameche
„Hote. , l^or
^ ,.,
(Former
title.
"Falling Stars")
Women
(D)
Elsa
IMaxwell-Jas.
Ellison
Quick Millions
Jones Family
_Rams
. Came
„ D)(Former title "Jones
Family
at
the
Grand Canyon")
Loy- Power- Brent
Stanley and Livingstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greene- Kelly
UNITED ARTISTS
1938-39
Algiers (D)
t; . Boyer-LaMarr-Gurie
(A)
Captain Fury (D)
92 . Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
(F)
Cowboy and the Lady (C-D) 91. .Caoper-Oberon
Drums (D)
99. .Sabu-Massey-Hobson (Tech.) (F)
(F)
(Reviewed
the Mountains")
Duke of West Peint (D) 109 .a*L. "Mutiny
Hayward-J.In Fontaine
King of the Turf (D)
88 .Adolphe Menjou-D. Costello (F)
(F)
Made For Each Other (D) 94 .Lorn bard- J. Stewart
(F)
Prison Without Bars (D)
79 . Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F)
Stagecoach (D)
96 .Claire Trevor- John Wayne
(F)
There Goes My Heart (C) 84. .F. March- V. Bruce
(F)
Topper Takes a Trio (C)
80. .C. Bennett-R. Young
(A)
Trade Winds (D)
94 . March-J. Bennett
(F)
Wuthering Heights (D)
KS. . M. Oberon-L. Olivier
(A)
Young in Heart (C-D)
90. . Gaynor-Fairbanks, Jr.-Goddard . . (F)
Zenobia (C)
71 .Oliver Hardy-Harry Langdon (F)
Chump At Oxford
Four Feathers (Tech.) (D)
Intermezzo
Man in the Iron Mask (D)
Music Scbool
Over the Moon
Real Glory
Winter Carnival (D)

M V. N ' S

See of
Issue
8/26/38 ..bG/ll/38
.. b4/l/39
4/14/39
. .blO/l/38
9/30/38
11/25/38 ,.bll/5/38
10/28/38 .blO/22/38
1/39
7/28/39 .. ..a3/l
.b2/4/39
2/10/39
12/23/38 . .bl2/IO/38
2/17/39 . . .b2/l 1/39
9/23/38 . . .b7/2/38
.bll/12/38
12/9/38
12/16/38 . .. .a8/l3/38
.b8/27/38
7/7/39 . . .b2/l8/39
3/3/39 . .. . ..b6/3/39
4/21/39
6/9/39 . . .b2/25/3<l
Prod.
..Ina6/3/39
.In Prod.
a5/27/39
b5/27/39
In Prod.
Prod.
.In
In
Prod.
a6/IO/39
a5/l3/39
a5/l3/39
. a5/l3/39
.a3/4/39

8/5/38 ..
5/26/39
11/17/38 .
9/26/38
12/29/38
2/17/39 .
2/10/39 .
3/10/39 .
3/3/39 ..
10/14/38
1/12/39 .
12/22/38
4/7/39 .
10/27/38
4/21/39 .

1939-40
Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy
109 .. Dunrez Smith K.r-hard!<on
(F) 8/4/39
Leslie Howard-Edna Best
Louis HaywaiU-Joan Bennett ..
8/1 1/39
Jascha Heifetz-Andrea Leeds ..
Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)...
Gary Cooper-Andrea Leeds
7/28/39
Ann Sheridan -Richard Carlson.
1937-38

UNIVERSAL
Letter of Introduction (C-D).. 100. .Menjou-Bergen
McCarthy-Leeds(F) 8/ 5/38
Missing Guest (My-D)
. .65. . Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F) 8/12/38
That Certain Age (C)
100.. D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F) 10/7/38

,. .b7/2/38
. .b5/6/39
bll/12/38
.b4/l6/38
bl2/l7/38
.b2/ll/39
..blO/l/38
.b2/4/39
b2/l 1/39
.blO/l/38
bl2/3l/38
bl2/24/38
. .b4/l/39
.bll/5/3R
.b3/l8/39
..In Prod.
. .b4/29/39
..In
Prod.
. .a3/25/39
. a6/3/39
..In
Prort.
a6/IO/39
. .a5/l3/39
. .b8/6/38
.b8/27/38
.blO/l/38

TRAD

K

1>J 1-. V 1 l-. W

WARNER
BROS.
1938-39
Title
Mins. Stars
Adventures of Jane Arden (D). .S8..Rosclla Towne-Wm. Gargan
(F)
Anijols With Dirty Faces (D). .97. .Cagney-O'Brien
(F)
Blackwell's Island (D)
.71
.
.J.
Garfleld-R.
Lane
(A)
Broadway Musketeers (D)
.63.
.Shcridan-Lindsay-Hunter
(F)
Brother Rat (C)
.90..W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Davis (F)
Code of Secret Service (D).... .58. Ronald Reagan-Rosclla Towne...(F)
(A)
Comet Over Broadway (D).... .69..K. Francis-I. Hunter
Confessions of a Nazi Spy (D).I06 . Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys
(F)
Cowboy Quarterback (C)
Bert Wheeler-Marie Wilson ....
(Former
title,
"Lighthorse
Harry")
Dark Victory (D)
IU0..B. Davis-G. Brent
(A)
Daughters Courageous D)
107.. John Garflcld-Priscilla Lane ..(F)
uaAii fatroi
)
103. . Flynn-Niven-Rathbone
(F)
Devil's Island (D)
63.. Boris Karloft
(A)
Dodge City (D) (Tech.) 104. . Errol Flynn-Olivia de Havilland . . (F)
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney-Rafl-Bryan
Four Daughters (D)
90 . J. Lynn-Lane Sisters
,..(F)
Four's aofCrowd
(D)(Mu-C)...9090. . Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
Russell- Fiynn-DeHaviiland (F)
(F)
Garden
the
Moon
Girls On Probation (b)
64.
.
Reagan-Bryan
(A)
83.. D. Powell-A. Louise
(F)
Going Places (C)..
Hard to Get (C)..
D. Powell-0. deHavilland
(F)
D. Foran-G. Page (Tech.) (F)
Heart
of
the
North
(D)...
Hell's Kitchen (b)
67.
8179. .. Lindsay-Dead End Kids
Hobby Family
(D)
Jane Bryan-Henry O'Neill
Indianapolis Speedway (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan
(Former
title. Muni-Bette
"The Roaring
Crowd")
Juarez (H-D)
127.. Paul
Davis
(F)
Kid
From
Kokomo
(C)
92..
Pat
O'Brien-Joan
Blondeli
(F)
King of the Underworld (D) . . . .69 . . K. Francis-J. Stephenson
(F)
Man Who Dared D)
59. Charles Grapewin-Jane Bryan ..(F)
as "I Am Not Afraid")
Nancy Drew — Detective (D) (Rtviewed
65. . Granville-Litel
(F)
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D) 65..Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
(F)
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D)...Bonita Granville-F. Thomas ....
Naughty. But Nice (C)
90.. Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title, "Always Leave Them Laughing")
Off
the Record
(D)
65.
(A)
Oklahoma
Kid (W)
80.. .O'Brien-Blondell
James Cagney-Rosemary Lane ...(F)
On Trial (D)
60. Margaret Lindsay-John Litel ...(F)
Secret Service In the Air (D)..63..R. Reagan-I. Rhodes
(F)
Secrets ef an Actress (D)
68. .K. Francis-G. Brent
(A)
Sisters (D)
100. B. Davis-E. Flynn
(F)
Steeplechase (D)
Edith Fellows-Jimmy McCallion.
title,Wilson-Johnny
"Gantry the Great")
Sweepstakes Winner (C) (Former
59.. Maria
Davis
They
Made
Me
a
Criminal
(D)
.
.87.
.
dai-nelu-UicKson
(A)
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) 63. .Glenda
Farrell-B.. .
MacLane
(F)
Farrell-MacLane
(F)
Torchy Blane
in Chinatown
58 . Farrell-MacLane
Torchy
Runs for
Mayor (D) (My). 60.
(F)
80. . Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
(F)
Valley of the Giants (D)...
Waterfront (D)
59 Dennis Morgan-Gloria Dickson...
(F)
Wings ol the Navy (D>
90 G. Brent-0. deHavilland
(F)
Women In the Wind (D)
.62 Kay Francis-Wm. Gargan
(A)
Yes. My Darling Daughter (C). .85 Priscilia Lane-Jeffrey Lynn
You Can't Get Away With
Murder (D)
78 .Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page ... (A)
1939-40
Angels Wash Their Faces (D)
Dead End Kids-Reagan-Sheridan.
(Former
title,
"Battle of City Lynn
Hall")
Career Man (D)
Joel McCrea-Jeffrcy
Child Is Born (D)
Geraldine Fitzgerald-J. Lynn ...
(Former title. "Give Me a Child")
Dead End Kids at Military
School
Litel-Dead End Kids
Dust Be My Destiny (D)
John Gartield-Priscilla Lane ...
Enemy
Agent
(D)
Boris Payne
Karloff-Margaret Lindsay..
Kid Nightingale
John
Lady
and
the
Knight
(D)
Davis-Flynn-deHavilland
Nancy Drew and Hidden Staircase
(D)
Bonita Granville-Frankie Thomas
No Place to Go (D)
Gloria Dickson-Dennis Morgan..
Old Maid (D)
Betto Davis-George Brent ..
On Your Toes
Vera Zorina-Eddie Albert
Playing With Dynamite
Jane Wyman-Tom Kennedy
Return of Dr. X
Lys-Bogart-Morris-Lane

Date
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Rel.
.b2/l8/39
11/19/38 bl0/29/3»
Issue 0
3/4/39 .. . .b3/4/3«
10/8/38
10/20/38 . . .bU/3/38
3/25/39 . . blO/22/38
.b5/20/39
12/3/38 . ..bl2/24/38
5/27/39
.b4/29/39
. .a4/29/39
5/6/39 .
7/29/39 .
4/22/39
.. .b6/l7/39
.h3/l 8e.
I /3»
12/24/38 ..bl2/l7/38
7/22/39
.
1/7/39 . . .bl/7/3»
a3/4/39
4/8/39 . ......
. .b8/l3/38
.b4/8/3''
.h7/l6/38
8/27/38
8/20/38 , .. .b7/30/3l
10/22/38 , .blO/l5/3l
10/1/38
12/31/38
12/10/38
11/5/38 , .bl2/24/3«
.bll/12/3«
.bl2/l7/3l
. .a2/l8/39
.
a5/6/39
7/8/39 , . a3/l8/39
.
.b4/29/39
6/10/39 . .b5/20/39
6/24/39 .. ..bl/l4/3»
1/28/39 . b4/8/39
I I/I9/S8 .bl2/24/38
6/3/39 . . ..bl/28/39
. .a3/4/39
2/18/39 . .al2/10/38
B/17/39
7/1/39 . .. .b3/ll/3l
bl/28/39
3/1
1 /3« . . .b3/25/3«
1/21/39
.b2/l 1/39
4/1/39 .. ..blO/15/38
. .blO/»/3l
9/10/38
10/15/38 ... . a3/25/39
3/4/39
....bl/7/31
. al/7/Jt
11/12/38
5/20/39
1/14/39 . .bll/19/38
...b4/l/3»
. .b2/l 1/39
2/4/38 .. . ..a4/l/39
S/IJ/39
. .b8/20/3«
9/17/38
7/15/39 . ....b2/4/3t
. .al/2l/3S
2/11/39
4/l5/3» ..
.b2/ I 1
2/25/39 . .. .kl/2l/S(
4/29/30
34/ 1/39
a6/IO/39
a4/l/39
In Prod.
a5/27/39
84/1/39
, Ina6/3/39
Prod.
. a5/27/39
a5/6/39
a5/27/39
.In Prod.
Prod.
InIn Prod.

1938-39
Big Town Czar (D)
62. Barton Mac Lane- Eve Arden
(F) 4/21/39 . .b4/29/39
1/19/38
Black Bandit (W)
58. B. Baker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 bl.bl/28/39
Code of the Streets (D)
70 Carey-Thomas-Little
Tough
Guys.(F)
4/14/39
blO/15/38
Dark Rapture (TR)
80 Native Cast
(F) 8/26/38 . . .b4/8/39
East Side of Heaven (C)
tS. Bing Crosby-Joan Blondeli
(F) 4/7/39
Ex-Champ (D)
74. McLagien-Grey-Brown
(F)
5/19/39 . .b5/20/39
1/26/38
STATES RIGHTS
Exposed (D)
63. Glenda Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F)
11/4/38 ., bl.b4/l5/39
Family Next Door (C)
60. Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39
.a4/22/39
Tim McCoy
Cod* of the Cactus (W)
For Love Or Money (D)
67. June Lang. Robert Kent
5/5/39
.b8/27/38
Scott
(F) Spectrum
Victory ...al/14/39
Code of the Fearless (W)
56, ..Fred
Freshman Year (C)
65 Dunbar-Truex
(F)
9/2/38
..
..bb9/l7/3l
1/2 1/39
Weston-Murphy-Walker
(F) Prog
Delinquent Parents (D)
61.
bl2/24/38
Gambling Ship (D)
61
Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 1/20/39 alO/29/38
.J.
Laurie-B.
Chrystall
(F)
Edge
of
the
Wortd
(D)
74
Ghost Town Riders (W)
57. Helen
Pax
Films.
b9/IO/38
B.
Baker-F.
Shannon
12/16/38
.
.
Durante-Tauber
(A)
Forbidden Music (Mu-C) 65. .Gregory Ratoff
.39/10/38
Guilty Trail (W)
57 Bob Baker
...bl2/3l/38
10/21/38 bl2/l7/38
(A) World
Forbidden Territory (D)
80.
Hoffberg .bl 1/26/38
His Fxciting Night (C)
61
Martin
(F) 11/11/38
Headleys
at
Home
(D)
59.
.Evelyn
Vcnable-Grant
Mitchell.
.
.(F)
all /26/3R
Standard
Honor of the West (W)
58 C.
Bob Ruggles-M.
Baker
1/13/39 .b6/l7/39
.bl. .b4/l/3e
I/I2/3I
(F)
In Old Montana (W)
63 .Fred Scott-Joan Carmen
House of Fear (My-D)
66. Wm. Gargan-lrene Hervey
(A) 6/30/39 .b6/l7/39
Juarez and Maximilian 95. .Medea
Novara-L.
Atwill
(F) Torres
. .b4/29/39
Inside Information (D)
62. June Lang-Dick Foran
In
Prod.
.Jack
La
Rue
(A)
(F)
6/2/39
Spectrum
1 Demand Payment (D)
55.
Imperial . .bl2/3/38
I Stole a Million
George Raft-Claire Trevor
, .blO/8/38
Lightning C«rson Rides Again
Last Express (My)
56. Taylor-Ames
(A) 10/28/38 ..bl2/IO/38
Victory
..blO/15/31
.Tim
McCoy
(F)
'W)
59.
Last Warning
62. P. Foster-F. Robinson
(F) 1/13/39 ,bll/26/38
.F. Fay-R. Hall
(F) Sterling
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68. Boland-E. E. Horton
Meet theofMayor
(C-D)(D) 73.
63. .Paul
11/25/38 ,bll/l2/38
Regal ..blO/15/38
b2/25/3S
Lukas-Lyn
Harding
(F)
Mutiny
the
Elsinoro
Mars Attacks the World (D)...60 Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F)
.In Prod.
Paroled From the Big House
Modern Cinderella
Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer (F) 11/18/38
8/4/39
Jay-Dee
Lee
Kay .blO/22/38
b8/6/38
Mystery of the White Room
57. .Stone. Neagle-Hardwicke
(F) Tri-Nat.
Peg(D)
of Old Drury (D)
80.
(My-D)
58. Bruce Cabot-Helen Mack
(A) 3/17/39 . .b4/l/39
(A)
.Fred
Keating-Linda
Winters
(F)
Prison
Train
(D)
66.
.72,
.
.bl/7/39
.Jackie
Cooper-Little
Tough
Guys
(F)
12/23/38
Newsboys'
Home (D)
73.
Brown ...blO/19/38
Malcom.blO/l/38
Personal Secretary
(C-D) 62.
Gargan-J. Hodges
(F) 9/9/38
Hoffberg ...5/13/39
.Victor
Jory-Margaret Dare
(F) Prog
Rangle
River
(W) (D) .
Pirates of the Skies (D) 61. ,W.
.b2/25/39
Kent
Taylor-Rochelle
Hudson
...(F)
2/3/39
.
Hillie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
blO/8/38
Rebellious
Daughters
.60.
Prairie Justice (W)
57.
Baker
11/14/38 . .an/2.1
.Diana Churchill
(A) Hoffberg ..bl/28/39
.111/18/39
School For Husbands (C) .
'38
Risky Business (D)
66. Bob
George Murphy-Dorothea Kent ..(F) 3/3/39
.Tim
McCoy
,
.
.1)^/3/33
Six-Gun
Trail
Read to Reno (C-D)
69. , H. Hampton-R. Scott
.72. A. Ames-P. Kelton
9/23/38
Victory ...al2/3/3«
(A) Prog
blO/8/38
Slander House (D)
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67. .Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack (F)
(F) 12/9/38 . ,bin/22/38
. .65. -Gene Austin
Roadshow .a8/l3/38
bll/'n/sn
Service De Luxe (C)
85. C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
Sonns
and
Saddles
(Mu-W)
(F)
10/21/38
.h3/ll/39
Victory
...a3/25/39
Texas Wildcats (W)
Barclay
Society Smugglers (D)
65. Preston Foster. Irene Hervey (F) 2/24/39
..Tim
Jack McCoy-Joan
Buchanan
(A) Victory a5/6/39
This'll
You (W)
Whistle (C)
Son of Frankenstein (D) 93. Basil Rathbone.J. Hutchinson ...(A)
1/13/39 .1)1/21 /Vi
Trigger Make
Fingers
.Tim
McCoy-Jill
Martin
C4M Grand
....blO/IS/SB
Spirit of Culver (C-D)
90. Jackie Coooer-F. Bartholomew. .. (F) 3/10/39
.Nudist
Cast
(A)
Cine
b8/l3/38
Unashamed
(D)
70
Storm (D)
75. .Bickford-Foster
(F) 10/28/38 bl2/in/38
...b6/3/39
b'. hiI /5/ 1 '1')
'33
Strange Faces (D)
60., Kent-Jenks
.
(F)
12/2/38
.
Sun Never Sets (D)
96. .Fairbanks. Jr.-Barbara O'Neil .(F) 6/9/39
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mu-C) 62. Ken Murray- Kathryn Kane (F) 12/16/38 bll /I9/3S
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
.a4/22/39
Swing That Cheer (C-D) 63. Tom Brown-C. Moore
(F) 10/14/38 bl2/l7/3'!
.bl2/3/38
Columbia
They Asked For It (D)
Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
5/26/39
Burstyn .
Abused
Confidence (D)
85. . Danielle Oarricux
(A) Tri-Nat.
.b3/25/39
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87. . Durbin-Winninger
(F) 3/24/39
Ballerina
(D)
83.
.Janine
Charrat-Mia
Slavensky
..(F)
YouMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75.. Fields.h2/l8/39
(C)
Bergen-McCarth
(F) 2/17/39 .blO/l/3S
Mayer- .bl2/l7/38
Tri-Nat.
Carnival in Flanders
Francoise Rosay
YoKth Takes a Fling (C-D) 78., J. McCrea-A. Leeds y
Reissued
.. ...b3/4/39
Champs-Elysees (D)
89..Sacha Guitry
(A)
(F) 9/30/38 '.
Crossroads
(D)
80.
.Chas.
Vanel-Suzy
Prim
(A)
.bl2/3l/3S
1939-40
Double Crime in the Maginot
Hoffberg .. .b4/l5/39
Tower
. . b5/6/39
Line (D)
83.. Victor Francen
(A) National
a6/IO/39
Tri-Nat.
Bright Victory (D)
J. Cooper-Freddie Bartholomew
.In
Prod.
Escape
From
Yesterday
(0)
.
.
.89
.
.
Annabella-Jean
Gabin
(A)
World
.
a6/IO/39
Desperate Trails
Brown-Baker-Knight ..
40
Little
Mothers
(C)
92..Lucien
Baroux
(F)
b5/20/39
Forgotten Woman (D)
Sigrid Gurie-Donald Briggs
Grand Illusion (D)
90. . Gabin-von Stroheim
(A) Tri-Nat. .bl2/3l/3«
a5/20/39
.bl2/l7/38
Orage (D)
73. . Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A)
Mikado
Kenny Baker (Tech.)
'(F)
Mutiny On(Mu)
the Blackhawk (D)90.. Arlen-Moore-Devine
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76..AnnabeMa
(A)
..12/24/38
.
a5/6/39
„
,„.
(Former
title,
"In
Old
California")
Old Grad (D)
Charley Rrapewin-Anita Louise..
.In
Prod.
.bl0/l5/3,<>
Sandy Takes a Bow
Sandy-Mischa Auer-Shirley Ross.
a6/IO/39
Underpup (D)
Rob't Cummings-Nan Grey
(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
WARNER BROS.
1937-38
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
.b7/23/38
Boy Meets Girl (C)
82. .Cagney-O'Brien
(A) 9/3/38 . . .b8/6/38
Drama;
(W ) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
Mr. Chump (C-D)
60. . Davis- Lane
(F) 8/6/38
. .b8/13/38
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.
Racket Busters (D)
75 . . Brent-Dickson
(A) 8/13/38'
(FOR ACCURACY
ALWAYS
CHECK RUNNING TIME WITH YOUR LOCAL EXCHANGE)
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SHOWMEN'S

COLUMBIA
Comment

1938-39
Running Reviewed
Issue Of
Time
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
Baom Goes th« Groom
\T/i. Not Kev.
Rev.
Cbnmp OnTakes
a Bump
I6I/2.
Home
the Rage
Pretty Good
17 . 12/17/38
Many Sappy Retorns ... Funny
18 . 8/27/38
UlntinyIn the
On the
Body
l7'/2-. Not
Rev.
12/17/38
Nat)
Bag
Funny
17
12/24/38
Nigtitshirt Bandit
Funny
17
10/29/38
Not Gniltj Enough
Funny
17
/ « '1<l
Now It Can Be Sold Fnnnv
. . JComing
Pest From the West . . . Keaton Humor
18
PI* a la Maid
18
Not Rev.
Sao Takes a Wrap
Funny
IS'/j. 3/I8/3S
Rev.
Star Is Stiom
!/■ 2. . Not
4/22/39
SwingMy YouLawyer
Swingers ...Very
I81/2..
10/
1/38
Sire
. Fairly Funny
Good
17
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
l/3»
Animal Cracker Circus .. Good
7 .10/
Rev.
Gorilla Hunt
« ..Not
4/22/39
Happy Tots
Fair
7 . 9/I0/J8
Hollywood Graduation ..Clever
'
Hooee That Jack Built. . Very Amusing
7 . . 5/13/39
.Not Rev.
Kangaroo
Kid
J'/j .12/17/38
Little
Big Flame. Good
Clever
Lucky Moth's
Pigs
78 . .Not Rev.
Midnight Frolics
7 .Not Rev.
(Peaceful Neighbors
Well Done
8'/a . 2/11/39
COLUMBIA TOURS (6)
Bermuda— Islands ol
Colorful
BigParadise
Town Commuters
Man
Made
Island
Interesting
Province of Quebec
Good
COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
College Songs
Lively
Friendship Songs
Satisfactory
Moonlight
Melodies
Parade of Hits
Romantic Tunes
Excellent
Season's
Idea
Songs of ttie West
South
Songs
"nod
StraussSeaWaltzes
Different....
Sweetheart Melodies

l*'/i.
9
II9'/a.

9/11/37
Net
Rov.
6/17/39
12/17/38

• '/s
I /SI
It .19/
2/ 4/M
10I* . .. Not
Rev.
10'/} .Not R(*.
. 6/17/39
.Not Rev.
Ro*.
10 .Net
10II . ie/2*/SI
10 . 4/29/39
IO'/> . Not Rev.

TRADE

REVIEW

COLUMBIA 1938-39 (Con.)
Comment
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue oi
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Old GoGood Slapstick
ISi/,.. 4/22/39
Flat
Foot
Stooges
Good
Slapstick
15'/]..
2/ 4/39
Matts
to
You
Okay
Slapstick
18 ..12/17/38
Three Little Sew and
Sews
IS ..Not Rev.
Violent
Is the Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
IS .. 9/10/38
We Want
Our Mummy
17 ..Not Rev.
Yes,
We Have
No Bonanzas IS ..Not Rev.
WASHINGTON PARADE («)
Inside the Capitol
Good
II .. 6/10/39
Inside the White House Fair
II .. 2/11/39
Washington
Very Good
10 ..12/17/38

MCM

June 17, 1939

1938-39
Comment

(Con.)
Running
Time
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Doufele Diving
Excellent
8
Heroes At Leisure
Exciting
8
Hot On lee
Good
10
Man't
Greatest
Friend.
.
Excellent
10
Marine Circus (Tech.) . . Excellent
9
Penny's
PIcnIe (Tech.) . Appetizing
Radio Hams
Very Good
1010
Weather Wizards
Very Good
9
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch .... Good Satire
Dark Magic
Very Funny
Home Early
Funny
H»w t» Suklet
Amusing
Hew to Wateh Footkall. Funny
Mental Poise
Fair
Openlni Day
Subtle Stuff

Reviewed
Issue Of
. 1/28/39
. 2/25/39
.11/12/38
.12/17/38
...4/22/39
1/Coming
7/39
. 4/22/39

9
9
9
8
9
7
9

... . 5/27/39
Coming
3/25/39
..11/12/38
1/28/39
.. 12/10/38
1/ 7/39

8
9
9
8
tg

..10/15/38
2/25/39
. 6/
3/39
..12/10/38
3/25/39
Not Rev.

TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)

1939-40
ALL STAR COMEDIES (18)
CINESCOPES (6)
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) Tech.
COMMUNITY SINGS (10)
FABLES CARTOONS (6)
FOOLS WHO MADE HISTORY (6)
MOMENTS OF COMEDY (6)
PALS AND PETS (6)
PHANTASIES CARTOONS (10)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
STOOGE COMEDIES «)
WASHINGTON PARADE (6)
WORLD OF SPORTS (12)

Ancient Eiy»t
Fascinating
Cairo, City of Contrast. . Fascinating
Glimpeee of Australia ..Good
Imperial Delhi
Average
Jaipur,
the Pink City... Good
Jara Jeomeyi
Madeira. Isle of Ronanee
Enchanting
Rural Hunoary
Good
Slawiere and Jahere ..interesting
•y4■o]^—
Frlde ef Aue- Good
tralla

EDUCATIONAL 1938-39
CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
No. I
Swell Stuff
10 .. 9/10/31
No. 2
Excellent
II .. 9/10/31

.11/19/38
. 6/17/39
. I/2S/39
. 1/ 7/39

I
9
9
9

1939-40
CARTOONS (It) (Teeli.)
CRIME
DOESN'T PAY(I) (6)
METR06C0PIX
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (I)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (IS)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FIT2PATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)

GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
KRAZY

KAT (I)

Golf Chumps
Gym Jams
Good
Hot Dogs On Ice
Krazy's Bear Tale
Fair
Krazy'sMountie
Shoe Shop
Lone

7 ..Not Rev.
SVi.. 9/10/31
I ..Not Rev.
T/i-- 3/I8/3J
77 ..Net
. . Not Rev.
Rev.

MUSIC HALL VANITIES (6)
Good Old American
Home
10'/,. .Not Rev.
Montmartre Madness
Entertaining
10 .. 5/27/39
Night in a Music Hall .. Entertaining
10'/,.. 2/ 4/Sf
Night
at
the
Troc
10'/,..
Rev.
Yankee Doodle Home. .. Good
10 .. Not
6/ 3/39
PICTUREGRAPHS (6)
Not Rev.

No. I
SCRAPPY (8)
Early Bird
Good
Happy Birthday
For the Kiddies .
Scrappy's Added Attrac-.
tion
Scrappy's Side Show
Worm's Eye View
Just Filler
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (13)
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

(Series IS)
6
7
8
9
I0

. Enioyable
Excellent
Good
. Interesting . . . .
For Rabid Fans
SPORT

6'/,.
.10/ 1/38
6 . . 2/ 4/39
Rev.
6'/j .Not Rev.
7 ..Not
5/13/39
7
10
1010 ..Not Rev.
9'/, ..Not Rev.
. .Not Rev.
10'/,
10 . . 2/ 4/39
Rev.
9 .. ..Not
3/18/39
.
.Not
Rev.
1010 . . 4/29/39
5/13/39
10 . .. 6/17/39

THRILLS (13)

Diving Rhythm
Excellent
Football Giants
Interesting
Jockeys Up
Excellent .
King Vulture
Outstand
ing
Navy Spo
Champions
Odd
rts ... Fair
Ski
Rhythm
Exceilent
Techniq
ue of Tennis ...Excellent

10 . . 5/13/39
1/31
10
9'/,. . ■.10/
6/17/39
10'/,
• 4/29/3S
1/ 7/3t
..•12/(7/31
.Not Rev.
10 . • 6/17/39
10

MCM 1938-39
CARTOONS (15)
Art Gallery
Excellent
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
Little Goldfish (Tech.) . . Amusing
Mama'sSkinners
New Hat
Poor
Seal
Poor
Wanted No Master
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Money
to
Loan
Excellent
While America Sleeps ..Timely
Wrong Way Out
Excellent

8
9
8
77
8
20
21
17

.. 5/27/39
.. 3./25/39
.. 4/22/39
..
.. 3/18/39
4/15/39
..Not Rev
4/1/39
4/22/39
1/ 7/39

MINIATURES (10)

City of Little Men
Splendid
Rrpnt Heart
ve
Hollywood Hobbies Impressi
Good
ice Antics
Entertaining
Love On Tap
Miracle of Salt Lake ...Satisfactory
Prophet
Without
Honor. Excellent
Streamlined
Swing
Entertaining
rhey Live Again
Excellent

II
II
10
10
||
10
II
9
10

.. 9/ 3/38
.. 1/28/39
...Coming
.. 2/25/39
..Not
Rev
. I2/In/3S
.. 6/17/39
..10/15/38
. 11/12/38

17

.. 2/25/39
5/27/39
.. 1/28/39
1/ 7/39
. 4/22/39

MUSICALS (6)
Dream of Love
Happily Buried
Once Over Lightly

Impressive
Fair
Darn Clever

. 20
21

OUR GANG (12)

Aladdin's Lantern
Alfalfa's
Aunt
Clown Princes
Cousin Wilbur
Duel Personalities
Football Romeo
Men in Fright
Prastloal
Jokei-s
Tiny
Troubles

Funny
Humoroi<s
Funny
Fairly Amusing
Amusing
Good Gang
Enjoyable
Satisfactory
Fair ..

PASSING PARADE (10)
Angel of Mercy
Impressive
New Roadways
Very Good
No. I
Very Good
Story of Alfred Nobel . . Excellent
Story
Dr. Jenner
Yankeeof Doodle
Goes to...Excellent
Town
Outstanding

11
'. IIJO
10
10
10
II
109
10
10
10
||
10
10

10/15/38
. 1/28/39
. 6/17/39
5/ 6/.^9
,12/17/38
3/25/39
11/12/38
1/ 7/39
3/25/39
. . Coming
.11/12/38
. 2/25/39
2/25/39
.. 4/22/39
. - Coming

PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Boop at the Con- cert Poor
77
Musical Mountaineers ..Amusing
My Friend the Monkey Poor
7
On With the New
Okay
7
Puday
in
Thrills
and
Chills
Fair
7
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
7
Sally Swing
Poor
7
Scared Crows
7
So Does An Automobile. Good
7

...6/
. 9/24/38
3/39
.. 2/11/39
..12/17/38
.. (/2I/39
.. S/13/38
..10/15/38
. . Not Rev.
..4/ 1/39

COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
All's Fair at the Fair. .Good
Always
Fair
Playful Kickin'
Polar Bears ...Cute
Small Fry
Okay
COLOR CRUISES (7)
Costa Rica
Fair
Guatemala
Excellent
Land of Inca Memories. Fair
Mexico ..
Peer
Republic of Panama ...Interesting

7
77
7

.. 8/27/38
.. 2/11/39
..11/12/38
.. 4/29/39

10
10
10
10
9

..11/26/38
.. 8/27/38
.. 1/21/39
.. 9/24/38
..4/ t/31

HEADLINERS (15)
10'/,. . 10/15/38
Busse Rhythm
Standard
Champagne Music of
. 3/ 4/39
Lawrence Welk
Snappy
10 .11/26/38
Hal Kemp & Orch Okay
9 . 8/27/38
Lights! Action! Lucas!. . Excellent
10 . 7/16/38
Moments
of Charmthe Splendid
10
Music Through
. 2/11/39
Years
Lacks Movement .... II .11/12/38
Orrin
Tucker Presents
& Orch. ..Snappy
10
Paramount
. 5/27/39
Hoagy Carmichael ...Tuneful
10 .12/17/38
Song
Bomand a Unusual
10
Three Is Kings
. 4/ 1/39
Queen
Good Music
10
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
Circus Co- Ed
Very Good
Fisherman'sMelodramas
Pluck ..Very
Swell Funny
Sport Short...
Mildewed
Oh Say. Can You Ski?. . Commercial
Raising Canines
Interesting
Rube
Goldberg's Travel- Very Funny
gab
Tannhauser
Classic
That's
Africa
Unusual
Unfinished
Symphony ..Classic

10
10II
10
10
128'/,
1010

., 3/
4/ 4/39
1/39
9/24/38
12/17/38
, 10/15/38
10/15/38
8/13/38
. 1 1 /26 /38
3/4/39

us
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ca
1938-39 (Con.)
t
PARAMOUNT
Running
Rtvlewad
Comment
Time
Issue of

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
10
Stand
10
Good
10
. Slow
10
Fair
Fair .....
1096
Interesting
9
Very Good
Interesting
10
Fair
11
Good

POPEYE (12)
Bulldozing the Bull
Very Good
Cops Is Always Right . Average
Customer* Wanted
Almost a Reissue
Date to Skate
Good
Goonland
Funny
Leave Well Enough
Alone
Fair
Mutiny Nltemaro
Ain't NIco
Swell
Wotta
POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
No. I
Fair
No. 2
Interesting
No. 3
No. 4
Diversified
No. 5
Good
SPECIAL (I) (Te<!h.)
Aladdin and His Wonderful Lame Swell
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
Champion Airhopper* ..Excellent
Diamond Dust
Very Good
Frolicking Frog*
Good
Good Skatu
Very Good
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
Hunting Thrills
Good
Racing PIgowis
Interesting
Swell Entertainment.
Irish
Sporting
Sporting Test
Excellent
Super AthlatM
Swell
Two Boys and a Dog. .. Different
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

I
2
3
4
5

. . 8/13/38
. . 8/27/38
. . 9/24/38
. . 11/19/38
. . 12/ 3/38
1/21/39
.. 2/11/39
.. 5/
3/ 4/39
6/39
. 6/10/39

7
7
7
7
7
7
107

. 8/27/38
. 1/21/39
. 2/18/39
. 12/10/38
. 1 1/19/38
. 4/29/39
. 9/24/38
.Not Rev.

10
II
10
10
II

..11/19/38
9/24/38
Not Rev.
. 4/ 1/39
. 6/ 3/39

22

4/29/39

10
10
I*
0
16
0
10
10
10
0
10

. 10/15/38
. 5/27/39
.12/ 3/38
. 4/29/39
. 2/11/39
. 8/27/38
. 9/24/38
. 3/ 4/39
. 8/I3/3S
. 1 1/12/38
. 12/17/38

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
Intorosting
W
Very Good
II
All Right
II
Good
10
Interesting
II

. 8/13/38
.10/15/38
.12/17/38
. 1/21/39
. 4/29/39

COLOR CLASSICS (6) Toch.
COLOR CRUISES (7)
HEADLINERS (10)
PARAGRAPHICS 10)
POPEYE (12)
POPULAR
SCIENCE-(13) (6)
SPORTLIGHTS
STONE AGE CARTOONS (12)
SYMPHONIC (3)
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)

RKO-RADIO

1938-39

DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
Beach Picnic
A Scream
Brave Little Tailor ....Great
Donald's Cousin Gus.. Excellent
Donald's Golf Game
Donald's Lucky Day ...A Scream
Donald's Penguin
Farmyard
Symphony ... ASwell
Real Treat
Ferdinand the Bull
Excelleiit
Goofy and Wilbur
Extremely Funny ...
Hockey Champ
A Howl
Merbaliies (SS)
Good
Mother
Goose Goes
Hollywood
Outstanding
Pointer
Very Funny
Practical
Pig
Great
Society Dog Show
Ugly Ducklino (SS) ...Wonderful

B .. 5/27/39
9 .. ?/ 3/3e
7 .. 5/20/39
8 ..Not Rev.
8 ..10/22/38
88 .... 10/22/38
5/20/39
8 ..10/29/38
8 ..10/22/38
8 .. 5/20/39
8 .. 3/25/39
71/2.
8 ... 10/22/38
5/20/39
81/2
10/22/38
8 ... .Not
Rev.
9 ..10/22/38

EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Baby Daze
Beaux and Errors
Good
Clean Sweep
Clock Wise
Funny
Maid to Order

15
18
17
16
18

.Not
.10/
..Not
4/
.Not

HEADLINERS (4)
Romancing Along
Sea Melody
Very Good
Swing Vacation

21
10
19

.Not Rev.
. 10/ 8/38
.Not Rev.

LEON ERROL (6)
Crime Rave
Home Boner
Major Difficulties Excellent
Moving Vanities
Laugh Getter
Ring Madness
Staga Fright
Very Funny

18
20
19
17
19
18

. Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
. 10/29/38
. Not
5/ 6/39
Rev.
. 9/ 3/38
I /2 I /39

RKO-RADIO 1938-39 (Con.)
Running
IS Reviewed
Comment
Issue Of
Tine
19
Modltorranean
Back3/18/39
ground for —War
Stirring
Japao — Mastar of the
4/15/39
19
Orient
Very Good
5/13/39
Dixie — U.S.A
Fine
War. Peace and Propa6/10/39
ganda Timely . . . .
NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
Arcade Varieties
Fair
II
Cafi Rendezvous
10
Hello Mama
Fair
9
Readin', Writin' and
Rhythm
10
Samovar Serenade
10
Styles and Smiles
Good
II
Talent Auction
Fair
10
Tropical Topics
10
Under a Gypsy Moon ..Just Filler
10
Venetian Moonlight
II

. 5/ 6/39
Rev.
.Not
4/ 8/39
Not Rev.
.10/
Not 1/38
Rev.
. 10/29/38
Rev.
.Not
9/ 3/38
Not Rev.

20

RADIO FLASH (4)
Dog Gone
Poor .
Hectic Honeymoon
Phirab
Crazy Funny
RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairie Papas
Ranch House Romeo ...Diverting
Sagebrush Serenade
Western Welcome
Entertaining

16
16
17
18

5/ 6/39
.. 10/29/38
.Not Rev.

17
19
20

.Not Rev.
. 4/ 8/39
Rev.
.Not
5/14/38

10
10
10
10
8
10
9
10
9
10

. 3/18/39
.11/
5/38
.Not
Rev.
.12/10/38
.. 4/22/39
2/ 4/39
Not Rev.
.10/
1/38
5/ 6/39
.. 10/22/38

SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Big Leaguers
Good
10
Bird Dogs
Excellent
10
Blue Grass
Excellent
10
Bow String
Excellent
8
Deop End
Excellent
10
Devil Drivers
9
Fisherman's
Paradise. .. Fascioatlng
Sn
the Wing
Remarkabla
1010
Riding the Crest
9
Smooth Approach
Very Good
9
Snow FaHs
Thrills ajid Spills .. 9
Sporting Wings
Very Good
9

..11/
4/22/39
5/38
.12/10/38
. 2/ 4/39
.10/ 1/38
Not Rev.
. 9/ 3/38
. Not
2/ 4/39
Rev.
5/
6/39
.. 4/
3/18/39
8/39

REELISMS (9)
Air Waves
Outstanding
..
Dude Ranch
Exceptional
Gold
Newsreel
Unusual
Pilot Boat
Interesting
Soldiers of the Sea ....Interesting
Swinguet
Submarine Circui
Unusual
Television
Very Interesting ....
Trnit Amorlea
Fair

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 .. Not Rev.
Daily Diet of Danger. .. Fast Action
9 .11/19/38
Filming
Big
Thrills
91/2.
. Not Rev.
Recording Modern
Science
Very Good
10 .. 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autiiniii Fashions
Eye Filling
10
Spring and Summer
Fashions
Excellent
9
Winter Styles
Very Good
10
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6)
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
10
What Every Boy Should
Know
10
What Every Giri Should
Know
Problematical
10
What Every Inventor
Should Know
10
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
Golden California
Good But Old
Good Neighbors
Isle o( Pleasure
Above Average
Land ofSiam
Contentment
Mystic
Fair
Viking Trails
Very Good

(6)
10
10
II
10lO'A
II

SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
Hunting
Dogs
Fascinating
Inside Baseball
For Baseball Fans .. 1010
Shooting For Par
10
Sports Immortals
10
Timber Touoers
Exeellent
16
TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
O.tinyard Egg-citement
(Tech.)
Excellpnt
Bully
Romance
Just
Filler
7?
Chris ColuntM
Goad
7

20th CENTURY-FOX

1938 39 (Con.)
Running Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue Of
.
Not
Cuckoo Bird
e'/a Not Rev.
Rev.
Not Rev.
Doomsday (Tech.)
s'/, ' 10/15/38
Frame UpFeet
' ' ' ci/,
gi/. ' Not Rev.
Frozen
Glass
(Toch.) . . . Good
6'A
G. ManSlipper
Jitters
\(/' Not Rav.
Rev.
10/15/38
Goose
FilesHerman
High
ei/, " Not
6'/2.
Housewife
(Tech.)
" 61/.
Not Rev.
Nick's
Coffee Pot
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/j'
7
Not Rev.
Rev.
Nutty
«'/, Not
OneNickGunNetwork
Gary In the
Not Rev.
of Time
Not Rev.
Not
Stranger
Rides
Again
6'/,'
Not Rev.
Rev.
OwThree
l and Bears
String
Bean
Jack
"
6>a'
Rev.
5/ 6/39
Their Last
Bean
Very Good
"' 61/2 Not
t
h
e
Village
Blacksmith
Ril Not Rev.
Wolf's Side
of the Story
e'/j.
'

QUINTUPLETS (I)
Five Times Five
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. 10/15/38
. 4/15/39
. 12/24/38

M'
1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Sand Hogs
10 ..Not Rev.
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
Good Neighbors
10 ..Not Rev
Tempest Over Tunis
10 ..Not Rev.
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 In Tech.)

UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
.12/24/38
.10/
8/38
Arabian Bazaar
Intaresting
8
Eternal Fire
Interesting
II ..10/15/38
Fox Hunt in the Ro. Not Rev.
man Campagna Good
lO ..10/
Rev.
Indian Road
lO . Not 8/38
Indian Temple
lO . .Not Rev.
Jerusalem
Outstanding
lO ..Not Rev.
Jingle, The
lo . 12/24/38
Maharajah
lo ... .10/
4/ 8/38
8/39
Patra, the Lost City . . . Excellent
8
RIvar Thames
Beautiful
10 .. 12/31 /3«
Roinaji Symphony
Brilliant
lO
Wanderers of the Desert Intereating
8

UNIVERSAL 1938-39
GOING PLACES (13)
No. 53
. Good
9
1010
No. 54
Good
No. 55
Excellent . . .
10
No. 56
Fairly Good
la
No.
.
99
No. 57
58 Very Good
No. 59
Fair
10
No. 60
Interesting
9
61
Interesting
No. 62
19
No. 63
Fascinating
10
19
MENTONE MUSICALS (13) 18
Bank Notes
Lively
BeautyBoheme
Shoppe ......Just
Filler
20
Cafe
Passable
17
Gals
and
Gallons
Lively
Music and Models
Entertaining „
Nautical Knights
ig
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18
Pharmacy Frolics
ig
RhythmShowCafe
Good
20'/,
Side
Fakir
Fairiy Diversion
Good
20
Swing Sanatorium
ig
With
Dishes
Entertaining
Wild Best
and Bully
Diverting ." 19|g

. 4/29/39
. Not Rev
. 10/15/38
. Not Rev.

. Not
8/20/38
Rev.
..Not
10/15/38
Rev.
. 4/29/39
12/24/38

. 4/ 1/39
.. Not
6/ 3/39
Rev.
.Not
Rev.
.11/26/38

6/17/39
8/20/39

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

..11/12/38
9/24/38
..11/26/38
1 1/12/38
. 12/10/33
.Not Rev.
. 2/25/39
. 4/ 8/39
Rev
..Not
6/ 3/39

. 8/20/38
2/25/39
..12/
1/39
. 4/
6/ 3/38
3/39
.Not Rev.
.11/19/38
Not Rev.
. 8/20/38
. Not
9/24/38
Rev.
. 2/11/39
. 5/27/39

STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
9/24/38
9/24/38
53
Interesting
9 . 10/15/38
54
Fair
9
12/
3/38
12/10/38
5b
Okay
91/2.
56
Very Good
9 . .Not Rev.
57
Interesting
9
58
9
2/25/39
59
Interesting
3/
4/39
4/
1/39
. Very Good
9
60
Not
Rev.
61
Just
Fair
9
910
62
63
Very Good
6/ 3/39

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby Kittens
....Cute
8
Birth of a Toothpick
7
Bola Mola Land
Good Satire
6
Cat and Bell
Okay
7
Charlie Cuckoo
7
Crack Pot Cruise
7
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8
I'm Just a Jitterbug
7
Little Blue Blackbird . . Average
7
Little Tough Mice
Good
7
Magic Beans
Good
7
One Armed Bandit .... Enjoyable
7
Rabbit Hunt ..
Amusing
7
Sailor Mouse
Okay
7
{Continued on Next Page)

pto
Sou

MARCH OF TIME (13)
State of the Nation... Lacks Usual Punch.. 18
Young America —
|(
Mexico's New Crbis. ExceUant

Rev.
1/38
Rev.
8/39
Rev.

TRADE

.11/26/38
.Not Rev.
.. 5/27/39
9/24/38
.Not Rev.
.Not
Rev.
.11/26/38
.Not Rev.
.. 12/17/38
4/ 8/39
..11/19/38
3/ 4/39
4/
1/39
1 1/12/38
.Not Rev

.. ..
7
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SHOWMEN'S

UNIVERSAL 1938-39 (Con.)
Running Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue Of

5/20/39

BROS.

1938-39
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
.Not Rev.
Boarder Trouble
•
. 6/17/39
Buckaroo Okay
Broadway
Rev.
Cleaning Up
i .Not
.Not Rev.
Fat Chance
.Not
Hats
ij" .Not Rev.
Rev.
Home and
CheapDogs
Home
Knight Is Young
^» .Not Rev.
Murder
With Reserva.Not Rev.
tiont
ti .Not
Projection Room
15" .Not Rev.
Rev.
Rollin' Snot»
in Rhythm
^» .N«t Jiev.
Seeing
;.• V
iS
20 .. 3/11/39
Has Laughs
1/14/39
Small Town Idol
Swell
Sophomore Swing
.Not Rev.
Spare Parts
•Very
• Clever
•;
f"
.12/
18 .Not 3/38
ust
Stard
Rev.
Sundae
Serenade
vi
ii! .10/
22 .Not 8/38
Great
Casino
Toyland
Rev.
Two Shadows
^ .Not Rev.
You're Next-To Closing. •-. .■
2U
.
8/20/38
20
Good
Zero Girl
COLOR PARADE (13)
Interesting
Today
ChinaYour
Convenience. . Fair ng
For
Mechanix Illustrated . . . Intererti
Interesting
Mechanix lllurtrated #2.
#3. Interesting
Mechanix Illustrated #4.
Interesting
lllustrate<)
Mechanix
Miracles of Sport
Very Good
Nature's Mimics
Interesting
Polnti On Pointers
Roaming Cameraman
N». I
Interesting
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
Campus Cinderella Very Good
Declaration
of IndeLineoln in the White pendence None Better
House
Outstanding
Quiet Please
Entertaining
Sons of Liberty
Absolutely Tops
Swingtime In the Movies. Excellent

II
l«
0
0
0
10
10
10
10
II

8/38
..10/
. Coming
.11/26/38
.. 3/
1/14/39
. 6/ 4/39
3/39
. 8/27/38
. 12/17/38
.Not Rev.
. 3/25/38

18
18
20
20
20
20

. 9/17/38
. 10/15/38
. 1/14/39
. 6/ 3/39
..12/17/38
3/25/39

LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7
Dalfy Doc
Lrvely
7
It's
An
III
Wind
77
Kristopher Kolumbus. Jr
Lone Stranger and
Porky
Very Fanny
7
Polar Pals
Fair
7
Porky and Teahiscuit ..Amusing
7
Porky in Egypt
7
Porky in Wackyland
7
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
7
Porky's
Average
77
Porky theNaughty
GobNephew Amusing
Porky's Tire Trouble
7

. 4/ 1/39
. 12/ 3/38
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.. 3/11/39
6/17/39
..Not
5/27/39
Rev.
.Not Rev.
. 3/ 4/39
. 10/15/38
..Not
12/17/38
Rev.

MELODY MASTERS (18)
Dave Apollon (4706) .... Fair
Dave Apollon and His
Club Casanova Orch
Blue Barron
Larry Clinton (4701)
Larry Clinton (4714)
Jimmy Dorsey
It's
McCoy
Sweet
and Hot
UerletheKeodrick
Excellent
Ray Kinney
Just Fair
Jerry Livingston
Clyde Lucas
Snappy
Russ Morgan
Fair Swingcopation . .
Music With a Smile In
Happy Felton Style. .. Lively and Peppy ...
Saturday Night Swing
Club on the Air For Jitterbugs
Artie Shaw
Okay

.12/17/38
. Not Rev.
.Not
.Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
. 5/20/39
8/38
..10/
9/17/38
Not Rev.
. 1/14/39
. 3/ 4/39
. 7/23/38
. . Coming
. 4/ 1/39

MERRIE MELODIES C26) (Tech.j
Bars and Stripes ForBelieve It Or Else
Clever Satire
Count Me Out
Fair
Dafly Duck and the
Dinosanr
Excellent
Dafiy Duck in Hollywood
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
Dog Gone Modern
Funny
Feud There Was
Grab It
Gbldrush Daze
Hftra-atenr Night
Hsfao Gadget Band
Good
Jfrhnny Smith and
Poker- Huntas
SweN
Little Paflcfis Vanilla. . Clever

7
7
10
10
10
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

ever 7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

VITAPHONE-WARNER
Comment

.Not Rev.
..12/17/38
6/ 3/39
..Not
3/25/39
Rsv.
.. 3/18/39
1/14/39
..Not
9/17/38
Rev.
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
. 12/17/38
.10/15/38

I
7
7
7
7
7
7

Not Rev
..11/26/38
...Coming
..4/ 8/3S
.. 3/ 4/39
. . Not Rev
..12/ 3/38

TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9 ..10/8/38
l«'0
Master's Touch
• • N"* "
Pow Wow
Very Interesting 10 .. 9/17/38
TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Chained
Gripping
Defying Death
Thrilling
Haunted House
Exciting
High Peril
Good ofSuspense
Human
Bomb
One
the Best
Identified
Excellent
Minute From Death
Toils of the Law
Treacherous Water .. ..Thrilling
Voodoo Fire
Satisfactory

11
Ii2
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
10

. 3/25/39
. 12/ 3/38
, 6/17/39
.. 3/
4/39
1/14/39
. 9/24/38
.Not Rev.
Rev.
..Not
12/17/38
. 5/20/39

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12) 10
10 ..Not Rev.
Crawfords at Home
. 5/29/39
Dean of the Pasteboards Informative
.. 12/17/38
10
9/17/38
Gadgeteers
Kind of Silly
1
1
Great Library Misery . . Excellent
. Coming
Right Way
Good Propaganda ... 1010 . .11/26/38
1/14/39
Robbin' Good
Excellent
10 . 9/17/38
Ski
Splendid
10 . 3/18/39
TaJileGirl
Manners
Good
10 .Not Rev.
Tax Trouble
Fair
Vaudeville Interlude
1939-40
BROADWAY BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlia — The Heart
of Sweden (Sanders) .. Excellent .
Datelines (Lenauor) ... . Novel Idea
Fishing in the Fjords
(Sanders)
Interesting
Frosty Frolics (Lenauer) . Refreshing
Gems of the Orient
Getting
Money's....Revealing
Worth Yotir
(Lenauer)
Man'sern
Paradise) (Mod- Good
Master of the Camera
(Pictorial Films) .. Interesting
Memory Lingers On
(Ennis)
Midsummer
In Sweden Interesting
(Sanders)
New England, Yesterday Beautiful
North Seathe (Lenauer)
Trailing
Jaguar ... Exciting
(Hoffberg)
Trees and Men (Modern Very Interesting
Talking Plot.)
Good

10
8
10
II
10

..11/ 5/38
. . 6/18/38
.11/ 5/38
. . 12/17/38
.. 3/25/39
..12/17/38

35
ID
10
10
1019
20
28

. . 7/16/38
. 3/12/38
. 8/13/38
..11/ 5/38
. . 4/ 1/39
. . 3/18/39
. 6/25/3S
. 5/14/38

SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
Ancient Cities of
Southern France
Interesting
Beautiful and Gay Budapest Very Good
Cebu
Interesting
Fabulous Marseilles . . Excellent
Hong Kong, Gateway to
China
Excellent
Makassar
Manila, Queen City of Good
the Pacific
Superb
Norman Coast
Good
Old Towns of Normandy Fascinating
Resort and Quaint Towns
of the Blue Coast ...Excellent
Rio de Janeiro
Excellent
Singapore, Cross Roads
of the East
Fascinating
Venice
Fascinating
SERIALS
COLUMBIA
Flying G-Men
Great
Adventures
of Wild 15 Chaps.
Bill Hickok
15 Chaps.
Mandrake the Magician
12 Chaps.
Spider's Web
15 Chaps.

10
10
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

8/
6/38
4/16/38
6/11/38
6/11/38
2/12/38
2/12/38
8/
6/3P
6/11/38
4/16/38
4/16/38
8/
6/38
2/12/38

2/ 4/39
7/23/38
ro/29/38
5/13/39

6/10/39
11/26/38
8/ 6/38
2/18/39

UNIVERSAL
Buck Rogers
Oregon Trail
Red Barry
Scouts to the Rescue

2/II/3S
5/20/39
10/22/38
12/10/38

Chai:j.
Chaps.
chaps.
Chaps.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISIKC
Ten cents per word. No charge for name and address.
Five insertions for tfie price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Classified ads will appear as soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Classified
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
A(ldress,New
Showmen's
Trade
Review,
Broadway,
York City.
NEW

SUPPLIES, BOOKS

& SERVICING

SOUND-PROJECTION
FOR EXHIBITOR— Trouco Theatre
Ledgers $1.49 — "Extralite shutters", gives
40% scheduling
more light,
pair$4.90
$7.95—
"Sked-Clock"
for
shows,
— Trouco
Deluxe
Electric Changeover, fits mechanism, $32.50
— Trouco Coin Rack's for Boxoffice, $4.95 —
FOR PROJECTIONIST: "Servicing
Sound" handbook 95c, postage lOc^Powers
Int. wrench, 49c — Set five punches, 95c —
Sprocket Pullers, $1.49 — Trouco Carbon Savers $1.35— "V" blocks, $1.40— Frequency film
12c foot— 2,000-ft. film scale device, $1.80—
Trouco Cement, half pint, 70c; pint, $1.35 —
Catalogue free. (Please allow few days to
fill orders.) Money-back guarantee! Consulting Engineer; 24 years experience!
Terms: cash. WESLEY TROUT, Box 575,
ENID, OKLAHOMA.
POSTER WORK
ARTIST WITH DYNAMIC IDEAS. Have
plan for supplying limited number of theatres
with displays that will sell tickets by live
showmanship methods applied to art that arrests the eye. Success of idea depends upon
response of go-getting exhibitors interested in
increasing business by consistent selling by displays that will reach out for patrons and extend "trading area" of your theatre. If interested address me: Showmen's Tr.ade Review,
Box A-46.
SITUATION WANTED
THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED
THEATREMAN with many years of active and successful experience behind him,
yet young enough to do a top-notch job,
seeks a position with an independent exhibitor or group of theatres. At least let me
tell you of my background and why you
will find me a good investment. Address
Box 621, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York Citv.
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO BUY THEATRES IN
VIRGINIA, West Virginia or North Carolina in towns of less than 5,000. J. F.
LOFTUS, BRANDY, VA.

REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the Red Circle .. 12 Chaps.
Dick Tracy Returns
15 Chaps.
Hawk of the Wilderness
12 Chaps.
Lone Ranger Returns
15 Chaps|5
15
13
12

June 17, 1939

REVIEW

BROS. (Con.)
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue Of

IVIice Will Play
Night Watchman
Entertaining
Old Glory
Okay as Propaganda
Prest-o Chang«-o
Good
Robinhood Makes Good . Diverting
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
You're An Education ..Fair

1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE IVIUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
20
Well Done
March of Freedom
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)

VITAPHONE-WARNER

TRADE

USED EQUIPMENT
NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide volume of potential buyers at a cost too small
to be considered an expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the same
for you. The cost is only 10c per word,
five insertions for the price of three. Address,
Classified
Dept., New
Showmen's
Trade Review,
1501 Broadway,
York City.
HUGHES PRINTING CO.
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA.
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Showmen's Trade Review,
1501 Broadway New York City
■
$3.50 is enclosed for my copy of the "ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EXPLOITATION,- Please send if to me
postpaid by return mail
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Box
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Theatre

Improved

Check-Up

Equipment

Mi

LEO
LEAPING

CHIPS"!
"MR.
CHIPPER
to establish "Goodbye Mr. Chips" (Robert
Cleveland
and
Columbus
Cincinnati joins the ranks of Dayton,
Watch the new openings nationeverywhere!
Donat, Greer Gar son; directed by Sam Wood) as a sure-fire sensation
wide! Imagine! The 5th week at the Astor, N.Y. tops the previous week!

"MAISIE"

IS

A

DAISY!

This exploitation natural is a hot-weather box-office tonic! "MAISIE", the Explosive Blonde
Sothern; directed by Edwin L. Marin) is delighting audiences and exhibitors everywhere.

THAT
From

coast to coast showmen

Maureen

are doing

"TARZAN"
their stuff and

O' Sullivan; directed by Richard Thorpe) is topping

LUCKY

Flash from

Huntington

lucky 7th Hardy

7th

Park, Cal.: "Sensational

hit. Ecstatic audience

YELL!

"TARZAN

all previous

HARDY

preview

of 'ANDY

almost tore the house

down."

(Robert Youngy Ann

FINDS
Tarzan

A

SON"

(]ohnny Weissmuller,

hits.

HIT!

HARDY

GETS

SPRING

{Directed by W. S. Van

FEVER',

the

Dyke, n).

ON
BORROWED
TIME"
GREAT!
"ON BORROWED
TIME" (Lionet Barrymore and big cast; directed by Harold S. Bucquet) is the talk of the West Coast.
The stage hit has become a screen triumph, one of the best produced by any studio this year !
WATCH

THAT

DEPENDABLE

LION!

He's in full stride and you ain't seen nothin' yet! "LADY OF THE TROPICS" (Robert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr;
directed by Jack Conway); "THE WOMEN"
(Norma Shearer, ]oan Crawford, Rosalind Russell and All-Star Cast;
directed by George Cukor); "BLACKMAIL"
{Edward G. Robinson; directed by Henry C. Potter) and other BIG ONES
for June, July, August.

When

your box-office needs a friend, there's always THE

FRIENDLY

COMPANY!

Jitiu- 21. 1939
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them appear to be more interested in what they can get
out of Allied rather than what they can give to it.
Allied's

Little

Joke

It seems that AUied threw a httle "joker" party in
Minneapohs a short time ago disguised as a national convention and surrounded with all the earmarks of an open
and frank discussion of many industry problems the most
important being the widely publicized Trade Practice
Code and Rules of Arbitration.
From

first'hand conversation

with several dozen

ex'

hibitors at the ''convention," we learned that they came
prepared to listen to the arguments pro and con and then
to vote their own preference in the matter, believing
(poor trusting souls) that it was their vote that would
decide the entire matter.
By now

they, as well as a large group of important

executives, must be completely disillusioned. They cannot help but realize that they were simply being used
for suckers (and we

mean

suckers), and to form a back-

ground for the ""big act" of the master minds who direct
the destinies of Allied. The exhibitors were never given
any chance to vote their opinion.
In Minneapolis

the tail wagged

the dog.

Instead of

the members on the sidelines — the boys who pony up
the funds that run the organization — telling the directors
what to do, the directors made it mighty plain that they
were doing all the telling.
Now

we

have no objection if Allied wants

saps out of their trusting members.

to make

So long as the mem-

bers don't object, why should we? But we do take
exception when Allied starts to play jokes on important
industry executives. Men who are darned swell guys
despite the fact they work for distributors.
By no stretch of the imagination had Al Steifes or
any other officer or director of Allied the right to extend
invitations for an open discussion on a subject that was
a thumbs down issue with them. It was too obvious
that at no time at all did the so-called Negotiating Committee ofAllied expect to pay the slightest bit of attention
to any member-vote on the matter being discussed.
BEFORE ALL THE INVITED GUESTS HAD A
CHANCE
TO BE HEARD
IN FULL AND EVERY
POINT INTELLIGENTLY
DEBATED
PRO AND
CON
THE MASTER
MINDS
OF ALLIED HAD
ALREADY
WRITTEN
ING AND REJECTING

ITS REPORT
THE CODE.

CONDEMN-

It is high time that some of the side-line exhibitors
of Allied took over the organization and directed its
future activity. Much too much authority and power
is vested, at the present time, in officers and directors
whose exhibition interests are so negligible as to make
their decisions and opinions a farce.
And too many of

In the eyes of the right-thinking people of this industry,
Allied must stand condemned as the organization that
perpetrated one of the greatest hoaxes in the industry
by inviting executives to participate in a discussion that
was supposed to decide an issue that actually had been
cut and dried long before the convention ever started.
No doubt the Allied directors are still chuckling over
the way they tricked Bill Rodgers and the many other
executives who attended the convention in good faith,
only to learn that it was just part of Allied's Lttle joke.
A
A
A

Convention

Reactions

Milton (Parenthetical) Weisman seemed to undo
everything that Brandt may have accomplished, by being
much too long winded about something he could have
condensed into about one-tenth the time and words.
The promised ''spanking" of the N. Y. Allied group
took place in silence by an almost complete ignoring of
that unit and its leader. Maybe Max will now shift over
to some other sponsor. (We wonder who it will be???)
Ed Kuykendall enjoyed every moment of his stay in
Minneapolis and took full advantage of his invitation to
talk about anything he pleased . . . and to his credit it
must be recorded that he was politeness personified.
Bill Rodgers

and Abe

Montague

presented the dis-

tributors' side of the arguments for adoption of the Pacts
and they did a very commendable job despite its rejection,
not by the members of Allied but by its high command.
After the final session, Al Steflfes appeared to act the
part of one whose feelings were hurt by the actions of
his organization. Some of the executives thought so too.
From this observer's viewpoint, Al was as much a part
of everything that happened as was every one of the other
masterminds of Allied. Minneapolis seems to be the place
where Al blew off his final explosion and we wouldn't
be surprised if he faded out of the Allied picture entirely.
AAA
In conclusion we

sum

up as follows: Allied pulled a

filthy trick and a lousy hoax by inviting important executives to come and discuss something that was never intended for an honest or open discussion. They were
thumbs down on the Pact long before the convention.
But they may find their little joke a boomerang should
some of the members on the sidelines ever get up enough
spunk to express themselves on the way the whole thing
was engineered.
— 'CHICK" LEWIS
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Re-elect Para Directors
At the annual meeting of the
stockholders of Paramount Pictures Inc. held June 20 at the
IN ra
DAYS Paramount Building, New York
City, the present board of sixteen
directors were unanimously reMajors Must Reply to
elected. The directors are as follows: Barney Balaban, Neil F.
Agnew, Hon. Stephen Callaghan,
Gov't BiU
Harvey D. Gibson, A. Conger
Major companies, defendants in Goodyear, Stanton Griffis, Duncan
John Hicks, Jr., Edthe Government's anti-trust suit G. Harris,
win
L.
Weisl,
John D. Hertz,
their
file
must
majors,
the
against
Earl I. McKeough,
C.
rea
as
Austin
answers within ten days
- Clintock, Maurice Newton, E. V.
sult of the filing by the Govern
ment this week of its supplemental Richards, Adolph Zukor and Y.
Frank Freeman.
bill of particulars. Universal Pictures Corp. is the only company
not charged with coercive selling
ing to the Govmethods, ernmentaccord
bill.
OKU.T.O.TOGET
"particular" and "inThe words
terest" of the defendants in theatres which would determine
whether a theatre is an affiliate
An advance peek "PEEK"
at the new
are defined by the bill. Furthermore, it reveals that affiliation is PRODUCT
major comfrom
product available
created by the activities or relapanies during the forthcoming
tionship of a theatre executive or
months will be given delegates atmanager with a major or its subtending the annual convention of
sidiary, competitive conditions in the Theatre Owners of Oklahoma
e's locali
the
n. ty being taken at Oklahoma City's Biltmore
consideratio
into theatr
Affiliation is not claimed by the Hotel, June 26-27. Television
and its possibilities for the fuGovernment, however, if a deture will be discussed.
fendant's only interest in the theAmong speakers who will apatre is a share of receipts for
are Bob O'Donnell, head
specified pictures pursuant to cus- of thepear Interstat
e Circuit; Govconin
clauses
ernor Leon C. Phillips of Oklatracts. tomary percentage
homa; Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
prexv; Jack Corgan, architect;
Miles Gibbons, Film
Mrs."several
Besa others.
Short, Ralph Talbot,
and
Sales Executive, Dead
Action in 30 Days
Miles F. Gibbons, well known
film executive who for the past 12
Action on the Trade Pracyears was sales assistant for Paratice Code and Rules of Arbimount Newsreel, died Wednesday
tration, recently submitted by the
in New York. Gibbons, wiio was 57
Distributors'
Negotiating Commitat the time of his death, is surtee, will be taken by the Board of
vived by his widow, Ruth, and four Direct®rs of the MPTO of Virchildren, a son and three daughters.
ginia, Inc., in about 30 days, W. F.
Crockett, president, announced.
Cowdin Optimistic
Hinchy Wins Promotion
Predicting a sharp increase in

ANSWERS

DUE

theatre attendance, J. Cheever CowJoseph Bernhard, general mandin, Universal board chairman, said
ager of Warner Theatres, has announced the promotion of Ed
that his company's sales are substanHinchy to Assistant Film Buyer.
tially above last year's, as he sailed He
will serve under Clayton Bond,
for a month's European trip Wednesday.
film buyer in the home office.

The Big U Exchange made practically a closed session of its testimonial dinner
to Leo Abrams, recently appointed short subjects sales manager for Universal.
Attending the affair were (I. to r.): A! Herman, district manager; Jimmy Bello,
booker; Tom Goff, auditor; Harry Wiesenthal, booker; Nat Goldberg, office
manager; Max Cohen, Big U sales manager; Don Jaycox, WB circuit booker; Phil
Winnick, salesman; Harry Furst, salesman; Leo Simon, booker; juies Ligget,
salesman, Sam Phillips, head booker; Harry Fellerman, booker, and Ben Price,
salesman. The dinner was held Friday evening at the Hickory House.
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Important Dates
June 25 ; Capital District Warner Club
outing. Totem Lodge, Burden Lake.
Junehoma26-27
Theatre Owners
of Oklaannual :convention,
Oklahoma
City.
THEATRESOUT
June 29: Dayton Variety Club outing,
Ebbers Grove.
Law Unconstitutional
Julysary 17:
Eckhart
anniverdinner,Clyde
Congress
Hotel,silver
Chicago.
July 21 : Cleveland Variety Club golf
tournament, Beechmont Country Club.
Pa. Court Decides
August 1 : MPTO of Connecticut 4th
Annual Golf Tournament, Race Brook
Club,15:NewPittsburgh
Haven, Conn.
Harrisburg, Pa. — A signal vic- City
Oct.
Variety Club
tory was won by film interests,
banquet,
William
Penn
Hotel.
represented by Warners, when a
Oct. 16-19: SMPE Fall convention.
graduated tax on chain theatres Hotel Pennsylvania.
and stores was ruled unconstitutional this week by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
The ruling of the Dauphin
Countv (Harrisburg) Court that BAIRD
TELECAST
the levy of $1 to $500 on each
business place, depending on the
number under the same owner- GIVEN FgR PRESS
the state constituship,which
violated
tion
requires that all taxes
An enthusiastic audience of
upon a particular class of prop- press and business paper repreerty be uniform was upheld by
sentatives witnessed an hour of
the Supreme Court. The American NBC-RCA telecast on a 12 by 9
Stores Co., and the Stanley The- foot screen Friday night when
atres, had contested the law and
had obtained an injunction against officials of the Baird Television
enforcement.
Corp., sion
screened
televipictures attheatre-size
1600 Broadway.
Although the Gaumont British
PREVIEW NEGRO FILM
affiliate has been staging similar
demonstrations in theatres in
England, this was the first to be
Showing Scheduled for this held
in America.
Week in New York
The showing took place in a
projection room at the GB office.
"Straight To Heaven," initial A regularly scheduled NBC-RCA
release of the new producing out- live telecast was received and
fit. Domino Productions, Inc., will
on the screen.
be screened this week in New projected
The pictures were sharp and
York for Negro theatre exhibitors clear, though not, however, as
in New York, New Jersey, Penn- sharp as modern motion pictures.
sylvania, New England, Baltimore
they were probably better
and Washington. Following a Yet
than home movies and the films
Harlem premiere the first week in
of yesteryear. No commitments
July, the picture will be available for installation of Baird television
for general release early in Au- apparatus in New York theatres
gust,manager
George of
O. Domino,
Walbridge,
ness
said. busi- have been consummated, Ian C.
Javal, connnercial director of
Baird, stated.
Univ. H. O. Execs
TAX

To

ON

CHAIN

Visit Branches

Designed to effect an even
MOTION PICTURE
closer cooperation between its
Trade
S
Home Office departments and ex- SHOWMEN'
Review
changes. Universal has scheduled
James mentJordan,
contract
depart- Vol. 30, No. 22
manager, and
Tom Murray,
June 24, 1939
branch operations assistant to Title and Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
Mr. Scully, for a series of visits
to the various branches.
Charles
"Chick"
EditorE. and
PublisherLewis
Warners Close Deal
TOM KENNEDY
Associate Editor
JOS. H. GALLAGHER Film Advt. Mgr.
With Shea's Publix
HAROLD RENDALL Equip. Advt. Mgr.
A deal was closed this week ROBERT WILE
Managing Editor
whereby Shea's Publix Theatres
WEST COAST OFFICE
in Buffalo will get the complete
ANN LEWIS. West Coast Manager
lineup of Warner-First National
features, plus Vitaphone shorts Guaranty BIdg., 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Cal., Tel. HOIIywood 1390
and trailers, for 1939-40.
CHICAGO REPRESENTATIVE
MARSHALL REINIC
Swing Session
612 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Film men teed off Thursday
Telephone: Superior 7646
morning, tossed off refreshments in
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE
the evening in celebration of the
conclusion of the 27th annual Film
JOCK MacGREGOR, 20 Portsea Place
Daily Golf Tournament. This latest
Hyde Park, W., London, Eng.
edition of the club-swing fest, so
carefully and competently run by Showmen's Trade Review is published
by Showmen's
Publication
office, 34 Trade
North Review,
Crystal Inc.
St.,
Col. Jack Alicoate and all his lads, weekly
Pa. Editorial and adbrought out one of the largest gath- East Stroudsburg,
vertising
offices,
ISOl
Broadway,
New
erings of movie men in the record York City. Tel.: Bryant 9-S606. Subof the annual event.
scription price in the United States and
This year the boys gamboled on Canada, $2.00 per year. Foreign $5.00
Single
copies,with
ten cents.
the fairwavs of the Rye Country per year.scribers
should remit
arder. SubAll
content! cepsrrighted Itit.
Club, Rye, "N. Y.
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by Leaders
Neeley Bill

SKEDS

MORE
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FILMS

Hollywood — In spite of etJorts
being made to discredit the box
office appeal of "Confessions of a
Nazi Spy,"
Jack
Warner
announced this
weekL.that
Warners
will make "The Bishoji Who
Withminister
(jod," whose
dealing belief
with
aWalked
Lutheran
in freedom of worship results in
his landing in a concentration
camp, and "Underground," depicting the activities of residents in
Germany secretly opposing the
Nazi regime.
Meanwhile, the application of
Fritz Kuhn and the GermanAmerican Bund for a preliminary
injunction restraining exhibition
of "Confessions of a Nazi Spy"
was denied this week by Federal
Judge Vincent L. Leibell.
OFFICIAL

TALKS

BILL

Developments at Minneapolis
last week, drastic as was the Allied
N'e.uotiating Committee's action
in hlnnt rejection of the Trade
Practices Code formulated by the
Distributors, are regarded by
many observers as mere markingtime while the Neely Bill hangs
fire in the U. S. Senate. The Senate is due to vote on the measure
next week, and action favorable to
the bill is regarded probable by
as well as most inmany theoutside
side
ranks of National Allied.
The Allied high command, according to the viewpoint of these
observers, is staking its prestige
upon passage of the Neely Bill,
regardmg this as the objective of
a long campaign directed toward
legislation rather than negotiation
as an organization policy for obtaining the measures of relief demanded by Allied.
The Neely measure, which
disthe industry's
would regulate
tribution and booking
processes
by legislation has been discussed
pro and con more extensively than
the Code, but unlike the Code, the
Bill itself appears to have had
(Continued on page 6)
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HOSTESS

Miss O'Connell to Welcome
N. Y. Visitors for Para.
Miss Evelyn O'Connell has
been appointed Paramount's official hostess to aid visiting exhibitors plan their vacation staj' while
in New York City. Miss O'Connell is making her headquarters
on the ninth floor at the Paramount Home Office where she is
prepared to plan daily visits to
both the World's Fair and amusement areas throughout the metropolitan section. Prior to her new
assignment Miss O'Connell was
secretary to Y. Frank Freeman,
Paramount vice-president.

Bill t
on ldn'
Actio
Stall
s nShou
ley
Par
Wasliington — The evolutif)n for
■ definite suggestions for improving existing relationships between
the producers, exhibitors and the
public," is the object of the film
mdustry-Department of Commerce conferences, Secretary Harry L. Hopkins declared this week
in a letter addressed to Senator
Charles Laughton and Maureen O'Hara, young Irish actress who scored in Matthew M. Neely, sponsor of
"Jamaica Inn," Laughton's newest film, are welcomed on their arrival frcm the anti-block-booking and blindEngland at the Sherry Netherlands by Eric Pommer, producer of the film, and
|ohn Wright, managing director of the Rivoli, who has booked the picture. selling measure.
Rumors that the Commerce-industry conferences were intended
to forestall action on the blockbooking measure, such action apBroadwayManagersCheerUp
parently to take place by the Senate
next
week, prompted Hopkin's
See Increased Revenues
With Advent
of letter, the Secretary of Commerce
said.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy,
Summer;
Week-end
Grosses Climb
met with Commerce officials this
week in the first of a series of
Summer got under w^ay officially this week, and with it man- conferences to get exhibitors'
agers of Broadway film theatres were optimistic about the views. Col. H. A. Cole, Allied
prexy, will be heard at a later
season's revenues being better than average for the warm date.
months. The cause of the optimism was the week-end "takes" at ITOA Makes Bid For
Johnston Sails For
their houses. Exhibitors are convinced that business is on the up- Nat'l Exhib Leadership
London, Paris Talks
A bid for national exhibitor
swing and due for further increases now that visitors can fin- leadership was made this week by
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram's
ally get away from home to come ITOA in a statement which castipresident, sailed his week for Lonto New York, visit the Fair and
gated Allied and its leadership
don to confer with the company's
get around to a few movies while
and declared "the MPTOA can British distributor, William J.
on Broadway.
hardly be classified as a proper Geli. He also plans to visit Paris
Neighborhood houses also re- organization to represent inde- to confer with Ernest Wettstein,
port an increase in attendance.
Mono's representative there.
For a few weeks managers had
pendent exhibitors."
been on the verge of screening
their shows on a screen outside
the theatre so as to play to bigger
audiences. But now that Summer
is here, everything looks rosy
again.
Scully, Heineman
Back In New York
General Sales Manager W. A.
Scully and Western Division
Manager W. J. Heineman returned to their desks at the Universal Home Ofifice over the weekend following a visit to Minneapolis
were
in attendancewhere
at thethey
Allied
exliibitors
convention. Their stay in Minneapolis was preceded by field
trips to Louisville and Detroit
where important circuit deals were
negotiated for the new season.
Last Rites Held

QOKX

Kibitzing/

\

Vv/AAT Pitcher
ARE

you

PMvih'rj

IT

MOT"

For

Loew Ass't Secretary
Funeral services for I. Frey, 61,
Loew assistant secretary and assistant general counsel who died
Sunday at Mt. Sinai, were held
Tuesday afternoon at the Riverside Memorial. Many Loew-MGM
executives attended the rites.
Kleckner Joins Jam-Handy
Joseph P. Kleckner, until recently
president of Motiongraph, has been
appointed a member of the executive staff of the Jam Handy Organization.

'^y^<C\^ti^J^^^J^
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very little study by the rank and
file within the industry. Its professed purposes are the elimination of "block-booking and blind
seUing." To that end the Neely
Bill as introduced by its sponsor
and to be voted on by the Senate
next week, according to present
schedules of that body, sets forth
its purposes as follows:
S. 280
IN THE SENATE OF THE
UNITED STATES
January 4, 1939
A BILL
To prohibit and to prevent the trade
practices known as "compulsory blockbooking" and "blind selling" in the leasing of motion-picture films in interstate
and foreign commerce.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That
the methods of distribution of motionpicture films in commerce whereby (a)
exhibitors are required to lease all or a
specified number of an offered group of
films in order to obtain any individual
desired film or films in the group, a trade
practice sometimes known as "compulsory block-booking," and (b) films are
leased before they are produced and without opportunity for the exhibitor to ascertain the content of such films, a trade
practice sometimes known as "blind selling," are hereby declared to be contrary
to public policy in that such practices interfere with the free and informed selection of films on the part of exhibitors
and prevent the people of the several
States and the local communities thereof
from influencing such selection in the
best interests of the public, and tend to
create a monopoly in the production, distribution, and exhibition of films. The
Congress finds and declares that such
methods and practices adversely aflrect
and constitute a burden upon commerce,
and it is the purpose of this Act to prohibit and to prevent such methods and
practices in commerce.
Sec. 2. For the purposes of this Act,
unless the context otherwise requires —
(1) The term "motion-picture film" or
"film" means all motion-picture films
(whether copyrighted or uncopyrighted),
including positive and negative prints,
and copies or reproductions of such
prints, which films contain photoplays or
other subjects and are produced for public
exhibition : Provided, That the term shall
not include films commonly known as
"news reels" or other films containing
picturizations of news events, or short
subjects of two thousand feet or less in
length.
(2) The term "to lease" includes the
making of a license agreement, contract,
or any type of agreement whereby a film,
the distribution of which is controlled by
one of the parties, is to be supplied to
and exhibited in a theater owned, control ed, or operated by the other party.
(3) The term "person" includes an individual, partnership, association, jointstock company, trust, or corporation.
(4) The term "distributor" includes
any person who engages or contracts to
engage in the distribution of motionpicture films.
(5) The
"exhibitor"
includesto any
person
who term
engages
or contracts
engage
in
the
exhibition
of
motion-picture
films.
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BILL
NEELY
BY
STYMIED
PACT
a
misdemeanor
and,
on
conviction thereof,
hibitor to lease such entire block or group
side thereof; or within any Territory or
the District of Columbia.
or forego the lease ot any number or shall be punished by a fine of not exceed>«>- For the purposes of this Act (but in numbers thereof, or (c) that the effect of
ing $5,000
by imprisonment
not fine
exceedingorone year,
or by both forsuch
no wise limiting the definition of com- the lease or ofl^er to lease of such films and imprisonment
in the discretion of the
merce) a transaction in respect of any may be substantially to lessen competition
film shall be considered to be in com- or tend to create a monopoly in the pro- court.
(2) The several district courts of the
duction, distribution, and exhibition of
merce if the film is part of that current
of commerce usual in the motion-picture films ; or to lease or offer to lease for United States are hereby invested with
industry whereby films are produced in public exhibition films in any other man- jurisdiction to prevent and restrain violations of this Act, and it shall be the
ner or by any other means the effect of
one State, leased for exhibition in other
States, and distributed to them through which would be to defeat the purpose of duty of the several district attorneys of
local exchanges in the several States, the this Act.
the United States, in their respective districts, under the direction of the Attorney
films circulating from the exchanges and
(2) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to transport or cause to General, to institute proceedings in equity
between the various exhibitors. Films
normally in such current of commerce be transported in commerce any motion- to prevent and restrain such violations.
shall not be considered out of such com- picture film which is leased, or intended Such proceedings may be by way of petition setting forth the case and praying
merce through resort being had to any to be leased, in violation of subdivision
that such violation shall be enjoined or
means or device intended to remove trans- (1) of this section.
Sec. 4. It shall be unlawful for any otherwise prohibited. When the parties
actions in respect thereto from the provisions of this Act. For the purpose of distributor of motion-picture films in com- complained of shall have been duly notimerce to lease or offer to lease for public
fied of such petition, the court shall prothis
paragraph,
the word of"State"
includes
ceed, as soon as may be, to the hearing
Territory,
the District
Columbia,
and exhibition any motion-picture film over
two thousand feet in length unless such and determination of the case ; and pendforeign country.
ing such petition, and before final decree,
Sec. 3. (1) It shall be unlawful for distributor shall furnish the exhibitor at
or before the time of making such lease the court may at any time make such
any
distributor
of
motjon-picture
films
in
commerce to lease or offer to lease for or offer to lease a complete and true temporary restraining order or prohibition as shall be deemed just in the
public exhibition films in a block or group synopsis of the contents of such film.
of two or more films at a designated Such synopsis shall be made a part of premises. Whenever it shall appear to
lump-sum price for the entire block or the lease and shall include (a) an outline the court before which any such proceedgroup only and to require the exhibitor of the story, incidents, and scenes deing may be pending that the ends of
to lease all such films or permit him to
picted or to be depicted, and (b) a state- justice require that other parties should
lease none ; or to lease or offer to lease
ment describing the manner of treatment be brought before the court, the court
for public exhibition films in a block or of dialogs concerning any scenes depict- may cause them to be summoned whether
group of two or more at a designated
ing vice, crime, or suggestion of sexual they reside in the district in which the
lump-sum price for the entire block or passion. It is the purpose of this section court is held or not, and subpoenas to
group and at separate and several prices to make available to the exhibitor suffi- that end may be served in any district
cient information concerning the contents
for separate and several films, or for a
the 6.
marshal
number or numbers thereof less than the of the film and the manner of treatment by Sec.
If anythereof.
provision of this Act
to
enable
him
to
determine
whether
he
is declared unconstitutional or the aptotal number, which total or lump-sum
desires
to
select
the
film
for
exhibition
price and separate and several prices shall
plicability
thereof to invalid,
any person
or circumstances is held
the validity
bear to each other such relation (a) as to and later to determine whether the film
operate as an unreasonable restraint upon is fairly described by the synopsis.
of the remainder of the Act and the apthe freedom of an exhibitor to select and
plicability ofsuch provision to other perSec.lates5.section(1)3, Every
person
who
vioor who fails to furnish
lease for use and exhibition only such film
sonsfected
and thereby.
circumstances shall not be afor films of such block or group as he may the synopsis required by section 4, or
Sec. 7. This Act shall become effective
desire and prefer to procure for exhibi- knowingly makes any false statement in
tion, or (b) as tends to require an ex- such synopsis, shall be deemed guilty of twelve months after its enactment.
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By Bob Wile
The Movie Cash girls were the hit of
Arthur Howard took the prize as the
handsomest conventioneer. The genial the exhibits in several ways. They were
Boston secretary was popular with the less well covered than MGM's charmers
ladies as well as the men. Ah there, Ar- and appeared tn be advertising their
thur.
"charms" and other things as well as
movie cash.
After sitting for three days on the dais
Lee Newbury of New Jersey has so
without saying anything, Charley Olive
of Washington, national secretary of Al- long been a consistent speaker at his
lied began to excite the curiosity of some New Jersey conventions that it seemed
of the delegates. He just sat there and strange to see him at this one without
didn't tive,say
anything. Secretary's preroga- saying a word on the floor.
says Charley.
Sidney Samuelson of Newton, N. J. and
Grad Sears, unusued to the self help Philadelphia, is reported to have competistyle of the smorgasbord luncheon got
tion threatened. It is reliably reported
through his lunch in a hurry. The service that Sidney took advantage of the fact
was terrible, he thought.
that there
other
guy. isn't any code yet to help the
Eddie Golden and Ray Johnston seemed
to be the Beau Brummels of the conSally over
Fisher,
secretary,
vention with their summery looking new gloated
the Samuelson's
fact that there
was a
outfits.
dictaphone taking all the notes she would
otherwise have to laboriously take and
Col. Cole evidently judges the worth transcribe. That's modern efficiency for
of anything by its extent. At 5 :00 oh the
you. We secretary
thought than
there Sally
wasn't but
a more
second afternoon he said it was a fine efficient
alas,
convention because the delegates had one has been found.
listened so long. At 6 :00 after Milton
Weisman got finished, words almost failed
Just to illustrate how much harmony
him to express what he thought of it. there
was after the business sessions were
Although he hails from farther south, over, we spied Bob O'Donnell fixing a
in Al Steffe's shirt. It wasn't a good
Col. Cole's accent isn't nearly as broad stud though
for AI displayed his manly
as his rival president, Ed Kuykendall. job
bosom on the platform.
Ed's is considerably "souther" and that's
sayin' sumpin', sah.
Abe Montague is congratulating himself all over that he sat down during the
Turner of Pine City was called from
the convention floor during the debate convention sessions when he did and let
on the code to answer the long distance Grad Sears take up the cudgels then.
phone. Some wag suggested it might be
(6) The term "commerce" means com- a film COD.
Two of the 20th-Fox's tliree Williams
merce between any State, Territory, or
were present — the Sussman and the
Gehring.
They had plenty of company
the District of Columbia, and any place
It was James Quinn's first convention
sutside thereof; or between points within since
his new California unit was organ- though — Scully, Rodgers, Flynn and perthe same State, Territory, or the District
haps (who knows?) Ray Johnston and
ized. Quinn's slogan now is more and
of Columbia, but through any place out- bigger conventions. He thrives on 'em.
his prefixed "W".

MEET

Jack Schlaifer was evidently chagrined
at being dropped from the major classification. Because his company didn't sign
the code, he wasn't invited to speak and
didn't. But all references were of course
to seven major companies.
Neil Agnew will get the quick change
prize. We saw him in four different costumes during the day. Ah there, Neil!
During the morning there
rush across the street when
covered that the hotel was
luggage left by its erstwhile
deadbeats.
however
I All fears were

was a vain
it was disselling the
guests and
groundless,

Merle Potter, critic of the Minneapolis
Star said there wasn't anything wrong
with the business that good pictures
wouldn't cure. Seems to us and to Bill
Rodgers too, that we heard that one
somewhere before.
Grad Sears got in a good crack though,
when he said he knew Potter didn't like
motion
reviews,"pictures.
cracked "I've
Sears. read some of his
One of the laughs of the convention
was
the zealmen
withsolicited
which one
one from
of STR's
subscription
Pete
Harrison. It just goes to show lliat Pele
even looks like an exhibitor.
One observer said that judging from
the collective bay windows of the delegates there didn't seem to be any immediate danger of starvation on the part of
the delegates.
Herman Robbins and George Dcmbrow
were distinguished by having on their
doors no number but the name "Nordic
Suite". Every time some one entered they
brushed their blond locks out of their
eyes.
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side down for the world premiere of Iowa's own story I
the service clubs, and all other civic groups are
Hollywood delegation arriving on special Rock Island
ball at the Drake University football stadium . . . to
second ^'Gateway To Hollywood"
most glamorously full weekend

series ... to take
the Middle West

S(

(r
P

. . . They're turning the state of Iowa up
. . . The Des Moines Register and Tribune,
turning out en masse to welcome a big
train ... to attend the mammoth movie
see and hear the final broadcast of the
part in all the excitement planned for the
will
ever experienced! . . . YOUR TOWN
will want to see the picture, too!
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room in which to list a few of his forthcoming attractions. As an easy reference
thai can easily be folded up and tucked in
the
purse or in the pocket, the prtjgrain is
satisfactory.
By the way, have you noticed how well
many of the items in the Hollywood section of STR can be adapted to your program? News right from "the scene of action" is welcomed by your patrons, so if
you've been looking for something to perk
up your programs, take a look at the Holl}'wood pages. And, as suggested on the titk
page of our recent Anniversary issue, the
items would be useful for local broadcast!
and
columns.
There'syour
no
need for
for newspaper
you to wonder
about where
news of Hollywood is coming from if you
keep up with the Hollywood pages in STR.
There goes the bell, and out we march tc
lunch.
But before we go, we want to re
mind you that we'll be back here again next
week.
Let's hear from more of you.

Complete Change
Of Program
Every THURSDAY
and MONDAY

WOULD FEEL AT HOME IN THIS
THEATRE .... THE COOLEST
BREEZES AHE CONSTANTLY CIRCULATED THROUGH THE HOUSE
FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT ^ND
COMFORT ....

MOTHERS & DADS!
VACATION DAYS WILL SOON
BE HERE, KEEP THE KIDDIES
OFF
THETRAFFIC.
STREETS HAVE
— ANDTHEM
AWAYAT- '
FROM
I TEND THIS
THEATRE UNDER
THEl
SUPERVISION OF OUR COUNSELLOR!
WITH OUR THECOOLING
IN OP-|
ERATION
KIDDIES SYSTEM
WILL ALWAYS
BE COOL AND COMFORTABLE WHILE <
HERE.
LOW ADMISSION PRICES ALWAYS IN \n
I EFFECT.
\vu

This Program's Devoted to a Cool Subject
Once in a while you hear of an exhibitor plugging the cool comfort of his theatre in his programs, but seldom do you hear of one devoting the whole program to it. Well, you're hearing
about it now, and the man zfho did it was Lee Levy, manager of Skoiiras' Carleton Theatre,
Neiv York City. Film attractions are forgotten for the nonce -while Lee seeks to impress on
his patrons the perfect comfort to be found at the Carleton.
A change to the institutional is
often a good thing in theatre advertising.

Art

Wartha

Remembers

Patrons'

Birthdays

—Hollywood
Items
Good
Program
Fillers
IN BEGINNING our discourse for today, legibly, won free tickets to see the picture,
we're going Hoosier, inasmuch as one of
Art is thoughtful enough not to forget the
the new members of the Program Exchange birthdays of his patrons. We don't know
is Art Wartha, manager of the Roxy and just how he does it, but he has "Happy
Fox
Theatres,
LaPorte,
Indiana.
Of Birthday" cards which he sends to those
course, we were Hoosier ourselves once who have reached another milestone in their
upon a time, but those days have gone when lives inviting them to be his guests at one
we used to trample along the dusty road to of the performances. Perhaps when they
the little red school house.
(The
roads know they'll get to see a performance free,
aren't dusty any more).
most of them advertise their birthday in the
Anyway, Art has sent us some of the paper — we say, perhaps.
It's a fine gesfruits of his programmatic
achievements. ture, Art, and as logical a builder of goodHis Roxy programs are small and fold will as we've seen in a long time. Not being
three ways.
At the bottom of the one we one to hint, we'll keep it quiet that our
have is a box in which patrons were invited birthday is February 20.
to write "Three Smart Girls Grow Up" as
From Bridgeport, Conn., comes a flashy
many times as they could within the limited herald on "Midnight."
Manager Michael J.
space. The one who wrote it the most times, Carroll, of the American Theatre there, evi—
dently must have paid for the cost of the
heralds when he tied up with a cut-rate store
J
J
,
that
announcing with
backcorresponded
spaceon on
\°
Blanks•^lOUJ' Application
JL±
if a take
number
the the
herald
°^ those listed at the store the bearer
Clip and Mail NotV^
would be admitted free to see "Midnight."
________ _ _
Seems like it has been a long time (but
SIR Program Exchange,
"^^^be it hasn t) since we heard from F. M.
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW,
Collins, manager of the Algonquin Theatre,
1501 Broadway
Manasquan, N. J. During the week of May
New York N V
r>«,, "ri,;',t"'.
i.„ -l apply
it
u l- in
• 27,'
the Algonquin
celebrated
itsj first
anniDear
Chick :— Ii hereby
j we ^
ir
uhad
4-t
athe ^traditrust Collins
1. versary,
J Hiati entry
. -J-for ,1.membership
c^^u^J,,^ II understand
t>^^n,,^ Exchange.
<;tb Program
fd. ilK
rne
,•
, -v • and ,
,
u j
a
^ u ■
busibirthday cake on hand and that
to
of my name on this coupon signifies a willingnessbut
average,
other theatres,
theatre programs with ation
exchange
s.
Outside of the front and back which are
involves no other oblig
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WHEELER SMITH has been transferred
by the Wilby-Kincy Circuit from Monroe,
N. C. to the Strand in Spartanburg, S. C.
NELSON HAMPTON, former manager
of the Strand goes to the State, replacing
C. ERVINE STONE, who will be given another assignment.
JIMMIE HOWELL
has resigned as
manager of the Roxy Theatre, Denver, and
FRANK MILTON has relinquished his post
as manager of the Santa Fe in the same
town.
TOM McMAHON, after serving as booker at the Universal exchange in Denver, has
been promoted to office manager. R. M.
HOUGH has purchased the Star at Imperial, Nebr., from RUBY TELLER.
The Strand Theatre at Stratton, Colo.,
which has been closed, has been taken over
and reopened by FRED FLANNAGAN.
ED MALEL is closing his Tivoli, Denver,
for the summer.
MARIO GAMBARELLI is now operating the Douglas Theatre at Philadelphia.
W. F. CROCKETT, who owns the Bayne
and Roland Theatres, Virginia Beach, Va.,
has been made president of the resort Chamber of Commerce. The Milton Theatre at
Milton,
Del., is being reopened by REESE
HARRINGTON.
CHARLIE THOMPSON, manager of the
Princess Theatre, Camden, and GUS MIRlANI, of the_ Frankford, both Warner
houses, are switching places. On Aug. 1
IZ BAROWSKY, of the Rex, Philadelphia,
will acquire the New Jewel from HERB
LEWIS.
Not Long — In This Heat Wave
One hundred pounds of ice with a 14x36
insert in the center was placed on the sidewalk as a plug for "Ice Follies of 1939"
when the film played Warners' Ogden Theatre, Chicago. Manager E. R, Erickson had
his ushers distribute small heralds on which
patrons were to guess how long it would
take for the ice to melt. Passes were offered
for correct or nearest correct guesses.

"Honeymoon" Exhibitor Here
Dave Lebovitz of the Harlem Amusement
Company theatres, Memphis, Tenn., visited
RKO Radio's exhibitor lounge along with
his bride of a week'.
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SHOWMEN'S

BETTER

SHOW

SELLING

Showmanalyses Have Appeared
In STR on Following Pictures
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Feb. 18
Bridal Suite
June 3
Broadway Serenade
April 1
Captain Fury
May 20
JJark Victory
April 22
Flying Irishman
March 11
Hardys Ride High
April 22
Honolulu
Feb. 4
Hound of the Baskervilles March 25
Juarez
June 10
King of the Turf
Feb. 25
Little Princess
Mar. 4
Lucky Night
May 13
Made For Each Other
Feb. 18
Man of Conquest
April 29
Only Angels Have Wings
May 27
Prison Without Bars
April 8
Pygmalion
March 11
Spirit of Culver
March 18
Story of Alexander Graham Bell April IS
Streets of New York
April 15
Tail Spin
Feb. 4
Tarzan Finds A Son!
This Issue
Three Musketeers
Feb. 11
Three Smart Girls Grow Up
March 25
Union Pacific
May 6
Wife, Husband and Friend
Feb. 25
Wings of the Navy
Feb. 11
You Can't Cheat An Honest Man Feb. 18
Young Mr. Lincoln
June 10
Zenobia
Mar. 18

Home-Made
Crowds

Movie

Storming

Has
Theatre

Are you weak and run-down at the exploitation heels? Do you see spots before
your eyes every time you try to think of a
new idea? Well, don't fret. We're going to
tell you about a stunt which, according to
actual proof, had a whole town talking and
had
liers. them hanging on the theatre's chandeEver been down in Teague, Texas? Well,
there's a theatre there — The Star — and it's
managed by a showman known as Floyd
Faubion. Now Floyd had the same problem.
He had used almost every other businessbuilding stunt imaginable; he wanted to do
something a little different. And he did. And
here's how:
He hired the Jamison-Handy Film Company to bring a camera and sound-recording
equipment to Teague. Then five of the lovegirls fromforthea screen
theatre'stest.
trade
were liest
selected
For territory
the one
who screened the best, a cash prize of $25
was awarded.
Following this, sound pictures were made
of the local football team and band in action. As soon as the print was ready for
exhibition, Floyd advertised the "Show of a
Lifetime! See yourself in a real movie! This
picture was made right here in Teague, starTeague crowds
people, swarmed
etc."
Howring the
in the theatre
to "see themselves." Not enough patrons
could get inside during the two-day exhibition of the picture, so to satisfy them Floyd
brought the picture back the following week
for a return engagement. What he made in
extra profits more than covered the expense
of having the movies made.
If so
we fast
were
we'd Thanks
grab this
idea
our an
headexhibitor,
would swim.
to
Floyd Faubion for a grand and profitable
suggestion — one that, incidentally, also promotes goodwill.
They'll be coming back again and again to
see themselves on the screen. We remember
once when we were in the mob scene of a
home town movie, we always tried to find ourselves, but never could. Yet, we can prove
we were right there, although we have no
witnesses now to prove it.
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Moines

to

be

Site

'^Career
Premiere
emanateof
from the
huge Des Moines Shrine
Auditorium,
which
seats 4,500 persons.
Luminaries,
The two young aspirants whose names
may shine as brightly as those of Ginger
Talent Search Winners,
Rogers, Irene Dunne and Bing Crosby, will
get their first roles in the forthcoming RKOWill Attend Celebration
Radio
production,
"Three Sons."
A social
whirl rivalling
New York and
Hollywood activities at the peak of the
season will introduce the filmland celebrities
Des Moines will go completely Hollywood
to their Iowa hosts. Starting with a lunchon July 2, when Iowa's capital city will play
host to the world premiere of the RKOeon at the Younkers Store on Saturday afternoon, July 1, they will be whisked through
Radio production, "Career," in which the
a series of personal appearances in Des
two new discoveries of Jesse L. Lasky's
Moines and the National Collegiate Chamfirst
to Hollywood" talent quest
make "Gateway
their debuts.
pionship golf tournament at the picturesque
Thousands of visitors are expected to
Wakonda Country Club.
pour into the city to participate in the gala
Climaxing Saturday's festivities leading
two-day festival which will launch this downup
the premiere
of will
"Career"
willin betwoa
to-earth screenplay written by Phil Stong.
galatoMovie
Ball which
be held
of
the
largest
outdoor
dance
pavilions
in
Des Moines was selected for the "Career"
Iowa
—
the
Val-Air
and
Riverview
Park
ballrooms.
premierethebecause
film's Iowa
setting.
Stong,
author, ofis the
a former
Des Moines
Of
Hollywood

newspaperman and is the writer of such successes as "State Fair," "Village Tale" and
"Stranger's Return," novels about the midwest that were transferred to the dramatic
medium of the screen.
Talent Search Winners

on Hand

Not only will Des Moines see the initial
presentation of Alice Eden and John Archer,
raised to the Hollywood firmament by the
first Lasky talent search, but the "birth" of
two new potential stars — Virginia Vale and
Robert Stanton — Cinderella selections of
the second "Gateway to Hollywood" talent
quest which will reach its culmination cointhe premiere
of "Career."
For cident
two withdays
lowans will
rub elbows with
a galaxy of Hollywood's luminaries including Anne Shirley, Edward Ellis, Leon Errol, Janet Beecher, Raj^ond Hatton and the
new starlets, Alice Eden and John Archer.
From the movie capital, too, will come
screen star Jean Hersholt who is equally
noted
his portrayal
of "Doctor
Christian"
in
the for
popular
radio series
of the same
name.
More than a score of film executives, writers and radio players led by Jesse L. Lasky,
Leigh
director
and New
Phil
Stong, Jason,
will come
from of
the "Career"
West Coast,
York and Chicago.

And Iowa's prodigious hospitality will not
end there. On Sunday, after a morning and
afternoon crammed with more personal appearances, attendance at church services —
Hollywood's triumphant contingent will
proceed en-masse to the Shrine Auditorium
to attend the final "Gateway to Hollywood"
broadcast.
Des Moines movie fans will get a close-up
of their cinema favorites on Sunday evening
when they will make their appearance on
the stages of the Paramount and Orpheum
theatres in conjunction with the world premiere of "Career."
Boucher Gives Roses to Ladies
Attending
"Love Affair"
To
the first hundred
ladies whoMatinees
attended
the
matinee
Affair"
at the
Schine performances
Glove Theatreof in"Love
Gloversville
recently, Manager Frank Boucher distributed beautiful roses. Frank's opening ad
was a smashing 4 column by 15-inch display
which nobody could have missed.
On "Dodge City," he distributed a large
tabloid herald, the cost of which was borne
by
backthree
page. merchants who took ads on the

To Arrive on Special Streamliner
Festivities will actually get under way o.)
the morning of July 1, when the Hollywood
party will arrive in Des Moines aboard their
special streamliner to be greeted by a reception committee of distinguished citizens
headed by G. Ralph Branton, general manager of the Tri-State Theatres and Gardiner
Cowles, Jr., energetic publisher of the
Des Moines Register - Tribune, who has
thrown the full strength of his organization
behind
the premiere
of "Career."
On Sunday
afternoon,
July 2, within an
hour of the time when John Archer and
Alice Eden will first appear on the screens
of the Paramount and Orpheum theatres in
Des Moines, Jesse L. Lasky will reveal to
millions of listeners on the CBS coast-tocoast Doublemint program, the identities of
the boy and girl selected for potential stardom in the second "Gateway to Hollywood"
talent search.
The wind-up broadcast will

"Want a Ride, Pardner?"
At a local blacksmith shop E. R. Mead, manager of the Roxy Theatre, Gallatin, Term.,
found this old stagecoach zvhich he used as
street ballyhoo to plug his shozving of
Warners' "Dodge City."
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Can

Campaign

Emulate

Used

For Picture^s N.
They're back again!
Here's Tarzan (Johnny Weissmuller ) and
his mate (Maureen
O'Sullivan) in a romantic moment from
"Tarzan Finds a Son!"
zan, Jr. is TarJohn Sheffield

loud rejoicing on the
'S ofalways
THERE
a new Tarzan film, for exoccasion
realize
that once more their
hibitors
box offices are in for healthy grosses. We
can remember when we were associated with
a theatre in the midwest that the announcement of a new adventures of Tarzan was
the signal to "go to town" on the exploitation. And though we worked like the dickens on ballyhoo and tieups, more so, it
seemed than at any other time, we were
always tickled to death we did it, because
what a pleasure it v/as seeing those crowds
filling the lobby awaiting their turns for
seats!
After three years, exhibitors can rejoice
again. Somehow or other, we feel a little
sentimental, because we know tiiat plenty
will be done in exploitation on the newest
Tarzan film, "Tarzan Finds A Son !" and we
wish we were in a theatre to participate in
it. Be that as it may, however, we are at
least glad to apprise showmen of the opportunity they have of going the limit and
reaping big benefits if they will only work
a little harder and make up their mind that
here is a chance to build up grosses.
Yes, it has been three years since MetroGoldwyn-Mayer made a Tarzan feature, and
we'll bet thousands of exhibitors the country
over have wished time and again when
grosses were falling below normal that
Tarzan would come along and perk them up

Here's Your Cast and Credits
Tarr:an
Johnny Weissmuller
Jane
Maureen O'Sullivan
Boy
John Sheffield
Mr. Lancing
Ian Hunter
Sir Thomas Lancing . .Henry Stephenson
Mrs. Lancing
Frieda Inescort
Mr. Sonde
Henry Wilcoxon
Mrs. Richard Lancing
Laraine Day
Mr. Richard Lancing Morton Lowry
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Produced by SAM ZIMBALIST. Directed byRICHARD THORPE. Screenplay by CYRIL HUME. Based tipon
the characters created by EDGAR RICE
BURROUGHS.

(REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.)

again. Well, you needn't wish any more,
for "Tarzan Finds A Son!", the latest in the
adventure films based on the characters created by Edgar Rice Burroughs is coming
your way. Any worries you may have had
about lagging summer box office receipts
can be dispelled, at least while you are
playing the new picture which brings back
Johnny Weissmuller (the one and only Tarzan) and Maureen
O'Sullivan
as Jane),
far as
the public
is concerned,
the one (truly,
and only
provided, of course, you go to work and put
over a big campaign.
What the public will like about the new
feature is that it injects a new and exciting
angle into the series. Even the title gives
a strong hint as to just what that angle is,
and with 5-year-old John Sheffield as Tarzan, Jr., to emulate the tree-swinging feats
of Weissmuller, it's really something to
which any patron can look forward.
At first we had tliought of using our own
suggestions exclusively to guide you in
mapping your campagn. Then, when we
saw what was used to ballyhoo the engagement at the Capitol in New York, we felt
that what had been done and had proved
successful would be of far more importance
than something which had not yet been
tried out.
So we got first-hand information on the
Capitol's campaign. The only edge this
Broadway house might have on most exliibitors was that Johnny Weissmuller was
here in
person. appearance
It's too bad
couldn't
make
a personal
in he
every
town
across the country playing his latest feature,
but that would be virtually impossible.
Other than that, however, you can emulate
the Capitol's campaign just as Tarzan, Jr.
emulates the elder Tarzan. You'll make
certain changes according to your situation
— that's to be expected; but generally speaking, you'll be aided a lot by knowing just

Smashing

by the

Capitol

Y. Engagement

how the Capitol handled its showing of
"Tarzan Finds A Son!"
First, of course, there was a large Float,
the kind of street ballyhoo that had all
New York gaping. It was elaborately decorated to represent a scene from the picture, with its realistic jungle background and
a 5-foot elephant on a raised platform in the
center. And what was that riding on the
elephant's back but an extremely live chimp,
"Tarzana." The truck was equipped with a
loudspeaker which at intervals poured forth
the celebrated Tarzan yell along with a
ballyhoo
about the picture's engagement at
the Capitol.
Now just the truck cruising through the
streets would have been a great piece of
showmanship. But, thanks to the ingenuity
of director of advertising and publicity,
Howard Dietz, and manager of exploitation,
William R. Ferguson, an unusual and timely
note was added to the stunt. The King and
Queen of England, as you know if you read
the newspapers, were the guests of the City
of New York. Taking advantage of this
one-day visit, Dietz and Ferguson had the
ballyhoo truck follow the British rulers'
journey along West Street, catching the
spectators as they left the West Side Express Highway when the royal procession
had passed. Lined up along here were thousands and thousands of spectators who were
not only an audience to the royal couple
but to the street ballyhoo as well. Following the parade, the truck proceeded to the

Smash Tarzan Float
Decorated to represent a scene from the picture,
this smashing truck ballyhoo was on the streets
a week in advance of the film's New York opening. It had a large audience as it followed the
procession of the British rulers who were visiting
New York. It was also at the N. Y. World's Fair.
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on white background were placed in every
available window and spot. The number
of handbills passed out totaled 250,000. Five
thousand one-sheets on the picture were
posted throughout New York.
On the morning of Weissmuller's personal appearance, 50,000 Tarzan family autographed photos were given out, and 25,000
of the lucky numbered buttons were gobbled
up by the avid boys before one could say
"johnny Weissmuller." Tarzan Ice Cream
was promoted for free distribution to the
kiddies. And Johnny taught them the fine
points of the famous Tarzan yell.
After all this, no wonder the streets in
front of the Capitol were mobbed. If we
had l>ecn a little boy again you can bet our
patched-up
that
we'd else
havearrived.
been
there in line britches
long before
anyone

Boys Grabbed 'Em
When 50,000
Johnny Weissmuller appeared in person at
the Capitol, 50,000 autographed imitation photos,
autographed by the Tarzan family, were distributed to the thousands of boys who gathered at
the theatre. One of them is reproduced here.

But this wasn't all of the great campaign
which already was attracting large crowds
to the first few days' performances of
"Tarzan Finds A Son!" On the following
Saturday,
the Police
boy swimmers
under Athletic
fourteen League's
years of best
age
were selected. At least a hundred of them

Fair where it circled the grounds several
times.
Then, stealing a march on the royal
couple, it went ahead of them to Columbia
University, where it got the crowds who
were waiting for George and Elizabeth to
make their appearance at the institution of
learning.
After this, the truck cruised the five boroughs in advance of the opening of "Tarzan
Finds A Son!" at the Capitol. If you live in
the east or midwest, it's likely that the ballyhoo will be coming your way soon for,
according to present plans, MGM will send
it out through the territories. In all probability you'll be notified if its going to hit
your town— and j^ou'U be notified well
enough in advance to create publicity that will
assure a maximum crowd along the streets
to witness the ballyhoo that thousands and
thousands saw in New York.

met at the New York World's Fair, where
Weissmuller selected the winner. An appropriately engraved silver cup was awarded
the best Tarzan, Jr. double. Others received
medals from Tarzan Weissmuller, and all
got to see the Fair and the Aquacade show.

Another

Salient Advance

Stunt

Another important advance publicity stunt
was Johnny Weissmuller's request to Sixth
Deputy Police Commissioner John H. Morris, head of the Police Athletic League, to
help him find New York's boy Tarzan from
among the 100,000 or so youngsters in the
League.
Morris gave full cooperation.
Plans were then made to have Johnny
\\'eissmuller
person
at theAlthough
Capitol
on the openingappear
day ofin the
picture.
the opening day was moved ahead from
Thursday to Wednesday, there were no alterations in the plans to have Weissmuller
at the theatre on Thursday. He was there,
and so were thousands of j'oungsters, a
majority of them from the League, but all
of them from everyone of the five boroughs.
Received

Membership

Brought In Extra Business
Well, that seems to sum it all up. Of
course, this ballyhoo was all in addition to
the Capitol's enlarged newspaper advertising
campaign and regular billing. And it
brought in extra business. In j'our own
town 5'ou can select a Tarzan, Jr.; you can
have a special morning show with free Sons
of Tarzan buttons given out just as was
done at the Capitol. And even though
Johnny himself can't be there, we'll bet every
kid in town will. If the special truck ballyhoo's itinerary can't possibly include your
own town, there's no reason to be dismayed,
for your artist and a carpenter can rig up
a similar ballyhoo.
"Tarzan Finds A Son!" is a thrill picture
— and thrill pictures are tops with the
masses. And since the newest Tarzan is
hailed as the best of them all, you have a
chance to go out and do your stuff. Be
circus-like in your exploitation.
Whoop it

Try Tarzan Film As Single
Feature With Quality Shorts
Because it has its quota of thrills, action
and romance: because its story is better
and more novel than any previous Tarzan
film, "Tarzan Finds a Son" is going to
find great favor among your patrons. It
will
to all classes — they'll surely
love appeal
it.
For these reasons, it is our belief that
wise exhibitors will be those who run this
attraction as a single feature, dispensing
with, for the time being, a second feature.
The film's drawing power, and the fact
that many outstanding shorts are available,
make this method of presentation advisable.
up! As for tieups, in which you are undoubtedly interested, there are more than a
dozen that are nationwide in their scope
and which will enable you to fill many a
window and grab several inches of free
space in the newspapers.
Give your lobby a jungle setting. In the
photo layout showing the crowds at the
Capitol to greet Weissmuller, you'll get some
swell ideas for your front. Notice in particular the photo which shows Tarzan and
Tarzan Jr. swinging alongside the huge vertical sign. By blowing up one of the stills
showing the two swinging among the trees,
or by having your artist create his own figures, you can duplicate this attention-getting
marquee display. The posters emphasize
action
thrills,
colorful and
enough
to and
do a they're
grand flashy
selling and
job
if you'll
side withonly
them.plaster the town and countryTruly, it would require pages and pages
to tell you about all the things you could do
in the manner of exploiting ""Tarzan Finds
A Son!" We wish we could go into more
detail, but space limitations prevent that.
Still, we believe that wide-awake showmen
will know what to do — sort of through instinct, as it were. Just as one knows what
to do when a big dish of delicious ice cream
is placed before him, so a showman knows
what to do when a new Tarzan feature
comes along. He'll go out and ballyhoo it to
the skies for extra profits.

Buttons

They met Johnnj- in person — easily the
thrill
of any
youngster's button
lifetimeto— the
and Sons
each
received
a membership
of Tarzan Club. Every boy who was there
at the specified time received a free photo of
the Tarzan family, signed by themselves.
Each of the membership buttons had a
number on it, and boys who held buttons
with lucky numbers were given free tickets
which admitted them to the first performance of "Tarzan Finds A Son!" as guests
of Major Bowes, the Capitol's genial managing director.
To publicize this outstanding event, to
make sure every boy in every borough knew
about it, thousands of cards, handbills and
heralds were passed out. For example, 100,000 of the giant imprinted heralds were distributed. And if we can take a moment
here, we'd like to warn every exhibitor that
if he doesn't order a few thousand of these
sensational
seat-selling
heralds,
out on a great
exploitation
bet. he's missing
Well, to get back to the subject again,
1,000 window cards printed with green ink

Crowds

Mob

Capitol

to See Weissmuller

In Person

Perhaps this collection of scenes taken at the Capitol Theatre in New York on the morning of
Weissmuller's personal appearance will give you an idea of the large crowd of youngsters that
mobbed the Broadway showplace to see their favorita, to receive lucky numbered buttons that
would admit them to the first performance of the film, to get a cup of Tarzan Ice Cream and to receive one of the autographed photos. It was a stunt that made all New York sit up and lake notice.
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Table Tennis
Babcock

S£mt

advertising purse strings, and emphasize the
film's comedy, engaging romance, action
and thrills, you should do all right with it.
Much favorable word-of-mouth comment
will get around following the opening.
OUTSTANDING:
Richardson's
delightful
and brilliant Ralph
performance.
Latchline : "Thrilling in its myster_\', action
and suspense — laugh-provokins; in its gav
comedy."
(FAMILY)
Murder

Is News

Warwick
Mystery-Drama
55 mins.
Mystery Drama With Cast of Unknowns
Obviously Destined for Dual Situations
(National Release Date, June 1)
Cast: John Gallaudet, Iris Meredith,
George McKay, John Hamilton, Frank C.
Wilson, William Mclntyre, Doris Lloyd,
John G. Spacey, Colin Kenny, Fred Bass.
Screenplay by Edgar Edwards. Directed by
Leon Barsha.
Plot: Mclntyre is murdered when he goes
to his town house after learning his wife,
Doris Lloyd, and stepson, Wilson, are meeting there to discuss her divorce from him.
Gallaudet, a sensation-seeking newspaper
columnist, finds Mclntyre's body; but after
being knocked out, discovers it has been
removed. Suspicion falls on a number of
people, but when the body is recovered the
motive for the murder is established and the
guilty man brought to justice.
SUMMARY: This low-budgeted murder
mystery was obviously produced for the dual
situations. Most of the footage is involved
with the questioning of suspects — a knock on
the head, a "ride" and the imprisonment of
the villain with the ace reporter and others
in a secret vault furnishing the only bit of
suspense and excitement in the entire picnewspaper
Gallaudet
does ture.
hisAs thebest
to be "snooper,"
what a columnist
should, but reporters may be mystified at the

On Stage of
Extra Patronage

There must be many ping pong enthusiasts in vfiur town; teams may even be
formed. Well, although this stunt might not
be practical during the summer months, you
can terput
use. it away in your tickler file for win-

%-

Clouds Over Europe
(Continued from page 14)
son on it. It draws alongside the sliip, and
the mystery is solved.
SUMMARY: Don't let that title fool you!
Although it suggests perhaps sabotage,
espionage and aviation which, of course, are
in the picture, it nevertheless fails to convey
the gay comedy that permeates this thoroughly entertaining film from a few moments after the opening scene until the very
end. If you're expecting 79 minutes of deepdyed drama, you're in for a pleasant surprise. Here is easily one of the finest British
importations to date. It moves along with
a zip that keeps the audience intensely interested, and although its theme could indeed be a serious one, the characters seem
to be kidding the plot with their tongues
in their cheeks. There's a free-for-all on
the salvage ship "Viking" near the end
that's tops for sheer excitement. Ralph
Richardson, as the Scotland Yard investigator, is easily the most delightful and ingratiating actor on the screen. His performance is exceptionally good, topping
even that as the doctor in "The Citadel."
Hollywood would be fortunate to have him
under contract. Laurence Olivier does well
as the crack pilot, and Valerie Hobson is
charming and likable as the feminine newspaper reporter. The only possible obstacle
in your path to reaping satisfactory grosses
on "Clouds Over Europe" is that its cast,
with the exception of Olivier who soared to
the
heights
in "Wuthering
not
too well
known
here. But if Heights,"
you loosen isyour

Match
Draws

Unusual One-Sheet Boards
Tit'o unusual one-sheet boards, one a moneyback guarantee and the other a notice that
no one zvould be seated during the last 15
minutes of the picture zvere used in front of
the Babcock Theatre by Manager C. L. Hollister as part "Dark
of his J'ietory."
campaign on Warners'

They play ping pong — pardon us, table
tennis — up in Wellsville, N. Y., so when a
match had determined the local high school
champions, a challenge came from Alfred
LTiiiversity for the local champs to meet
theirs. The challenge was accepted. And the
match was played on the stage of the Babcock Theatre.
According to Manager C. L. HoUister, it
was announced at the previous week's contest, at stage events, by a 40x60 display
board, and by boxes in regular newsj^aper
ads. This activity resulted in extra business,
brinoing out the high school students.
The winners were awarded a gold cup,
.suitably engraved, promoted from a local
jeweler in return for stage publicity
You can promote the same kind of a contest when the snow begins to fly.

interpretation. No performances stand out,
although none is particularly bad. The
direction is satisfactory and the photography
fair. Where patrons are not too exacting in
their choice of screenfare, "Murder Is News '
should capably fill the lower spot on a
double feature booking. Try to imprint the
announcement of your showing in red across
the front page of certain editions of your
local newspaper. The title lends itself to advertising gags such as "A man biting a dog
is a commonplace thing by now — but 'Mur-

Plays Up Safety Theme
111 selling "Only .A.ngels Have Wings," John
Rogers, Harrisburg, Pa., tlieatre manager,
played up safe driving by stenciling on the
sidewalks at downtown intersections, " 'Only
Angels Have Wings— Watch Traffic Lights'."
hangers a'which
knob induced
door and
5,000theme,
He also put
local
safety
the out
stressed
radio announcer to read off the license numbers
of cars spotted for courteous driving. The
lucky owners received tickets to see the film.

Catchline:
der Is News'.""A missing body — obstacles in
the path of justice — but he didn't stoj) imtil
he revealed the murderer." (ADULT)

"Drive Carefully — Let Us Live — "
Signs bearing the copy, "Let Us Live —
Drive Carefully to see 'Let Us Live' at the
Hamilton," were placed on lamp posts by
Manager R, Kennedy in conjunction with
the
showingTheatre,
of "LetChicago.
Us Live" at Warners'
Hamilton

Good

23 rd
STEVE BRODIE JUMPED from Brooklyn Bridge,
1888. In celebrating the 51st anniversary of this
event, t e up by running any picture featuring daredevils. Plant a newspaper feature about modern
daredevils, including those in your current pictures.
24th
PIONEER DAY IN UTAH. Since this is the anniversary of the Mormons reaching Great Salt Lake,
it should be the occasion for suitable celebration in

Parking Tag Gag

When "Sergeant Madden" played at the
Rialto
Theatre, Racine, Wis., parking tags
were distributed. On one side the copy read,
"Did you ever try to 'fix' a ticket issued by
'Sergeant Madden' for speeding, parkine or
any other violation of the law? Wow! He's
one tough baby to 'fix'. (See other side)."
On the other side copy read, "Don't miss
Wallace Beery as 'Sergeant Madden,' etc."

that state. MCM has made a short subject, "The
Miracle of Salt Lake, " which would be an appropriate addition to your regular program.
25th
OCCUPATION DAY IN PUERTO RICO. This day
should be suitably observed in the island and can be
made the background for a good Spanish American
War picture.
26th
POSTAL SYSTEM ESTABLISHED, 1775. This offers
the
opportunity for you to play host to the local
lobby.
stamp club. Stage a philatelic exhibition in your
NEW YORK RATIFIES CONSTITUTION, 1788.
This seems to tie in with the N. Y. World's Fair.
N. Y. :tate exhibitors would do well to contact Fair
officials to see if any tieups are possible.
27th
FIRST ATLANTIC CABLE COMPLETED, 1866. Get
the telephone and telegraph companies to tie up
with
cables. you on some picture featuring trans-Atlantic
28th
WORLD WAR BEGAN, 1914. Run a War picture
or one with a War background in commemoration
of this event.

Winners in Boy Tarzan Hunt
Dii'isional winners in the Police Athletic
League's quest for a boy Tarzan ivere guests
recently of Johnny IVcissinuller at the Aquacade at the Nezv York World's Fair. It zvas
part of the housing exploitation campaign conducted in conjunction, zvith the Capitol Theatre's showinq of MGM's "Tarcan Finds a
Son!" in which jyeissinuller is featured zvith
Maureen. O'Sullizian and John Sheffield.
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Guaranty Building

Strollin' Thru
Warner Bros, have amiouiicetl tlie signing of
(jKOH(;K Raft for the title role in "The Patent
Leather
Kid",
of the fight
that starred
Rich re-inake
viu) Bakthelmess
in thepicture
silent
\ersion. Raft is currently working in "I Stole
a Million", at Universal.
William Wyler's first assignment on his
new four-year contract with Samuel Goldwvx will be "Stranger at Home", with Gary
Cooper slated for the leading role. The new
WM.ER contract calls for two straight years
with option for a second two. Jo Swerling
is writing the screenplay for "Stranger at
Home".
Walter Huston will replace Thomas Mitchell in Paramount's '"The Light That Failed"
now before the cameras. Producer-director
William Wellman made tlie change when he
found that Mitchell was held at Columbia on
previous commitments.
has given John Farrow three directorial assignments. The first to go before the
cameras will be "Full Confessions", Victor
McLa'Glen-Sally Filers co-starrer. The other
two are "The Saint's Vacation" and "Father
Damien", based on Farrow's book.
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Hollywood, Calif.

Edward Small is negotiating with Brian
Aherne for the title role in his forthcoming
production, "Christopher Columbus", scheduled for early shooting. One of the previously
announced pictures on .Small's United Artists quota will be shifted to the 1940-41 program to make room for "Columbus".
Republic intends working right through the
summer months in order to complete the ten
pictures left on the 1938-39 schedule. Charles
Ford is being shifted back to an associate
producer berth, in a revamping of the pro-

Telephone, Hollywood 1390

the Studios
duction organization, and Roueut North has
assumed M. H. Hoffman's herth.
Pre-recording of songs for "Everything's
On Ice", was started this week by Principal
Productions. Six-year-old Irene Dare does
one solo number, "Georgie Porgie", written
especially for her by Milton Drake and Fred
Stryker.
With the signing of Ruth Rogers for the
feminine lead, "Tlie Man From Texas", Tex
Ritter's newest western, got the starting gun
from Producer Ed Finney at the Monogram
Ranch. Al Hf,RMAN is directing from an original screenplay hy Robert Emmett.
Wesley Ruggles will take a plane for Tucson, Ariz., instead of returning direct to Hollywood. Ruggles will spend several days in and
near Tucson e.xamining location sites for Columbia's "Arizona", starring Jean Arthur,
which he will produce and direct.

RKO

Universal's "Hawaiian Nights" got the starting gun this week with Al Rocell directing
for Producer Max (Golden, Johnny Downs,
Constance Moore, Eddie Quillan and Mary
Carlisle are featured.
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What the well dressed Hollywood "maiiabout-town" will wear, will he solved for one
day at least, when virtually every Screen Star
of note turns out on July 15th in the annual
clash between the Comedians and Leading
Men for sweet charity. Still like Karloff for
umpire.
MGM is negotiating a new contract for
Jeanette MacDonald, who wound up her last
deal with "Broadway Serenade". New contract will call for two pictures a year, with
"Smilin' Tlirough" scheduled for the first
production.
Max Baer checks in at Grand National the
end of the month for his first western picture,
"Singin' Cowboy", which Jack Skikball will
produce. Production will be rushed to permit
Baer to begin his refereeing tour in July.
Sam Katzman has signed Sam Newfield
to direct the next two Tim McCoy westerns
for Victory
Pictures. The first, "Straight
Shooter", goes before the cameras immediately, to be followed
shortly by "Fighting
Renegade".
D. W. Griffith returns to the film business as an associate in
the Hal Roach organization, and will
serve in an advisory
capacity
on Roach's
1939-40 program
for
United Artists release.

A Typical Tintype Pose
TJie cast and director of Paramount's "Happy
Ending" get together for a typical 19th century snapshot. Left to right: Director Lewis
Milestone, Pat O'Brien, George E. Stone,
Olympe Bradna, Roland Young and Reginald Gardiner.
WB

Announce

Change

in Sequel

Plan announce
for "Four
Daughters"
Warner Bros,
a change
in plans
for future films in which the leading members of the "Four Daughters" cast will appear. After the preview of "Daughters Courageous",
executives
have decided
quent films
will
be sequels
to the that
latersubsefilm,
instead of its predecessor.
John Garfield, who was "killed" in "Four
Daughters", and Fay Bainter, who makes
her debut with that picture's team in "Daughters Courageous", would have no logical place
in the sequels to last >ear's picture.
Decision to make "Four Wives" and "Four
Mothers" as sequels to "Daughters Courageous" will enable Warners to utilize the entire
cast that appeared in the current hit.
Tim

Holt Awarded

Role

Tim Holt, now playing one of the supporting leads to Ginger Rogers in RKO's "My
Fifth Avenue Girl", has been assigned to an
important role in the studio's forthcoming production of "Three
Sons",
Ellis. .A.1so
in the cast
will featuring
be VirginiaEdward
Vale
and Robert St.\nton, making their screen
debuts after being selected from the "Gatewaj'
to Hollywood" talent quest conducted by
Jesse L. Lasky, Rorert Sisk will produce.
Sandrich Signed by Paramount

Eddie's Guests
Eddie Albert (second
from
playing
the
niale left),
lead in
Warner
Bros.' "On Y our
Toes", entertains Mrs.
C. F. Motley, Mrs.
As her Shaw, Mr.
Shaw of the United
Detroit Theatres and
M^. Motley of the
Griffith
in u s e offices
m ent
CompanyA with
in Oklahoma City.

Mark Sandrich, who directed "Man About
Town", was signed by Paramount to a longterm producer-director contract. Sandrich
will produce and direct "Buck Benn^■ Rides
A gain", a hitherto unannounced production
starring tlie celebrated comedian, with Rochester (Eddie Anderson), who made a sensational hit in tlie last Benny picture. Starting
date will be announced as soon as Sandrich
returns from a vacation in New York.
Coetz, Montgomery Sail
Ben Goetz, MGM English production head,
and Robert Montgomery, sail for London this
week.
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ARCUNC
HOLLrWOOD
with the "Oldtimer"
Interviewed "Sandy" on the set of Universal's "Unexpected Father," and if "ga-ga"
means
we think
it does,
the have
kid's felt
okay.
Directorwhat
Charles
Lamont
must
at
home with all the youngsters around, but we
would suggest that the>- do something about
the parents. Reminded us of Grand Central
Station.

Linda's First Kiss
This may not be an extraordinary scene, hut
it is a milestone in the life of young Linda
Darnell who is shown here about to be kissed
for the first time by James Ellison. // is all
for a scene in "Elsa Maxwell's Hotel For
Women", but Linda, Hollywood's latest Cinderella girl, had never been kissed until the
scene ivas shot.
Gene

Lockhart

Gets Heavy Role

in MGM's "Blackmail" Feature
Gene Lockhart will act the role of the
heavy in MGM's "Blackmail", starring Edward G. Robinson and a supporting cast including Ruth Hussey, Guinn Williams,
John Wray and Arthur Hohl. Lockhart,
who turned from his accustomed comedy to
villainy with amazing results in Walter
Wanger's "Algiers", will enact an even more
despicable role.
Bobs Watson, who recently finished a featured spot with Lionel Barrymore in "On
Borrowed Time", has also been set for an
important part in the picture.
"Blackmail" is now before the cameras at
the Culver City plant under the direction of
Henry C. Potter with John W. Considine,
Jr., producing.
Republic Signs Wayne
John Wayne has been signed to a new
contract by Republic which calls for five topbudget pictures a year at the home lot, and
permits him to take any outside assignments
that will not interfere with Republic's shooting schedule. Wayne finishes his final Three
Mesquiteers feature with "Raiders of the
Wasteland", set to start this week. First under
the new deal will be "Wagons Westward",
which will start after he completes his loanout to RKO.
Glaims

Warner Bros, have another boxoffice hit in
"Daughters Courageous", even though it is
not a sequel to their highly successful "Four
Daughters". Here's a cleverly told story, with
excellent trouping and direction ... a picture
full of showmanship angles for showmen.
We'll soon be seeing Gene Autry gallop
across the comic strips of our daily and Sunday papers. Deal has just been closed by
Mitchell
Hamilburg,
Gene's tie-up
manager, withJ.the
Walton Features
Syndicate,
servicing several hundred newspapers.
All set to join Harry Sherman and the
"Argentina" troup at Lone Pine when Editor
"Chick" blew in and threw a monkey-wrench
into the works. Don't know if he knows it or
not, but the next "bonus" trip to New York
will find the "oldtimer" hitting the rails.
Both 20th Century-Fox and Warner Bros,
have announced a picture based on Father
Duffy and the fighting 69th. Could it be possible that the fighting chaplain had a double
life, or are they both thinking about the same
story? How about getting the old company
together, and putting it to a vote?
There's a lot of noise around Hollywood
about a picture deal for Orson Welles, with
the ten-percenters climbing over each other,
trying to edge in on the deal. We know of one
studio that could use a guy like Welles, just
to keep a few of their producers awake . . .
or scare the "what's-this" out of them.
Wonder if all the "blurbs" about the Russell-Goddard fight in MGM's "The Women"
is as serious as Joan Crawford's singing and
skating in "Ice Follies of 1939."

In Strict Confidence
When a couple of young fellers zvant to talk
things over in confidence, a ntoiie set is the
last place to be. Bob Breen and Stymie Beard
are in the midst of a plot for a scene in Sol
Lesser's RKO-Radio release, "Way Down
Work

Starts on Script of

New Laurel
South". and Hardy Film
Ralph Spence and Fred Schiller have been
signed by Boris Morros Productions to write
the screenplay
for "The
in
which
Stan Laurel
and Flying
Oliver Deuces",
Hardy will
star for RKO this summer. Work on the
script will be started immediately.
Morros will produce the comedy feature,
with Edward A. Sutherland directing. Sutherland will be remembered for his splendid
direction of such films as "Diamond Jim",
"Poppy" and "Champagne Waltz". Shooting
is scheduled to start as soon as the LaurelHardy combination finish their present assignment at the Hal Roach studio.
Newest

Wanger

Film

Walter Wanger's newest United Artists
picture, which enters production late this
month,
be "Eternally
co-starring
Loretta will
Young
and David Yours",
Niven with
Hugh
Herbert in a featured role. Tay Garnett will
direct from an original screenplay by Gene
Towne and Graham Baker.
War Comedy Starts at 20th-Fox
"Tin Hats", a wild war comedy starring
Jane Withers and the Ritz Brothers, went
before the cameras early this week under the
direction of H. Bruce Humberstone. Executive producer Sol M. Wurtzel started preparations three months ago, but kept his plans
quiet because of his wish to present Hollywood's first big war comedy of the year.

Priority Rights

Warner Bros, is claiming priority rights to
the filming of the story of "Father Duffy and
the Fighting 69th". Studio has shooting script
ready for immediate production and has announced the cast with Pat O'Brien scheduled
for the title role, with John Payne and Jane
Bryan in support. Darryl Zanuck issued a
statement this week that 20th Century-Fox
would make a picture on the same plot theme.

Universal to Debut

Newcomers

Lewis Howard and Robert Stack have been
signed by Universal as leading men in Deanna
Durbin's
Love",
which
gets starring
under wayvehicle,
this week"First
with Henry
KosTER piloting for Producer Joe Pasternak.
Both Howard and Stack are newcomers to
the
screen and are under term contract to the
studio.

"Guardsman"

as Musical
A musical version of "The Guardsman" is
fairly certain to be produced by MGM during
the coming season with Jeanette MacDonald
or MiLiZA KoRjus in the feminine lead opposite Nelson Eddy, and Robert Leonard as
producer-director. The Molnar play was made
several years ago by the same studio with
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne.

"Sandy" Gets a Haircut
And from the looks of the above, Director
Charles Lamont could use one, too. Both
are busy on Universal's "Unexpected Father",
with an all-star cast including Mischa Auer,
Dennis O'Keefe, Shirley Ross and Joy
Hodges. Ken Goldsmith is the producer.

Quits U after 6 Years
Edmund Grainger, upon expiration of his
associate producer contract, left the Universal
studio last week after six years on the lot.
Grainger supervised about fifty pictures, his
last assignment being the Sigrid Gurie feature, "Forgotten Woman". Following a short
vacation, he will announce his new affiliation.
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Dealing realislically with the booking, advertising and exploitation of the uewsreel, ferial
and short, and emphasizing their importance.

Ties In With

Newsstands

The Keith's 105th Street Theatre of
Cleveland has tied in for March of Time
promotion with a large local news company.
Several hundred posters are used each month
on the newsstands within the drawing area
of the theatre, costing the theatre only a
few passes and giving the house advertising
space which can't be bought. Theme copy
for the posters follows — "Be better informed
in 1939. Make TIME magazine a weekly
habit — your copy on sale here." Then follows
copy devoted to the current March of Time.

Unusual

Angles

Will

Sell

Musical, ''Dream of Love
Because it is more than ordinary screen
musical, "A Dream of Love" will be of interest to all true movie lovers. Accordingly,
it merits more than ordinary attention in
all your advertising mediums.
Besides being a solace, music is also said
to be of major interest to the blind. The story
in this picture is told primarily with music.
Therefore, why not invite a chosen group
from a local school or institution for the
blind to be your guests at a special screening? Let them be the guests of the newspaper, with a reporter on hand to get their
reaction after they've "seen" it. Their ability
to follow the story in spite of their handicap
will probably amaze you, and will make
good newspaper feature copy.
If you hold an advance screening for
various leaders in the music field, it should
result in additional patronage for you when
the engagement opens.
For a good radio tieup, stage a music
memory contest in which several Liszt melodies are played, wdth tickets offered to the
first certain number of people who correctly identify the compositions.
You should contact the music shops for
window displays. Remember, too, that
many books have been published about
Franz Liszt, which makes tieups possible
with your public library and book' shops.
"Story That Couldn't Be Printed"
Timely Subject for Exploitation
Freedom of the press is a timely and vital
subject, not only to all newspapermen, but
to the public as well. Therefore, a subject
that's appropriate for smart exploitation is
John Nesbitt's Passing Parade, "The Story
That Couldn't Be Printed." A screening for
publishers and executive editors of all local
newspapers would surely win columns of discussion on the MGM release.
For a worthwhile newspaper tieup, why not
get the newspaper to invite members of the
school journalism classes to be their guests at
a special performance of the film?
Much of the picture's action has to do
with the trial of John Zenger, obscure newspaper publisher, who, in 1734, printed the
story which won America's cherished freedom
of the press. In ■•dew of this, it should have a
strong appeal for your legal fraternity. A
postcard
on which
the copy
reads,in "Hear
one
of the most
brilliant
speeches
American
courtroom history, as delivered by Andrew
Hamilton in this factual reenactment of the
trial which established America's freedom of
the press, etc." should be mailed to all local
attorneys.

Twenty-Two

Additional

Manufacturers

to

on ''Gulliver's Travels''
Novelties
Sponsor
With production past the half-way mark
Co. Inc., flashlights and novelty battery aron the feature-length Technicolor cartoon,
ticles;play
Joseph suits
Love, and
Inc., pajamas;
children's Gardner
dresses,
sunsuits,
Max Fleischer's forthcoming "Gulliver's
Display
Co.,
large
mechanical
displays;
Travels," Lou Diamond, head of ParaAmerican Decalcomania Co., decalcomanias
mount's licensee department on this feaput in packages and sheet form; United
ture,
announced
at
the
company's
recent
sales convention the signing of contracts
Lithographing Co., lithographed and silk
screen art wooden plaques and embossed,
with twenty-two additional manufacturers
printed and lithographed pictures; Zell Prodwho will sponsor novelties based on charuct Corp., coin banks; Charms Co., hard
acters to appear in this cartoon feature.
and soft candy; Perry Knitting Co., sweatNew Firms Tieup
shirts; Rich Manufacturing Co., doll houses,
forts, castles and pull toys, and the Apron
Novelty Co. for costumes.
Among the new contracts closed and calling for the manufacture of novelty merchandise of exceptional value to exhibitors in
Ready for Action
preparing exploitation campaigns on "GulContracts have previously been closed
liver's Travels" are the following: Brian
with the following organizations: Saalfield
Fabrics Corp., printed colored scarfs; BanPublishing Co., Sun Rubber Co., Ideal Novner Bros. Inc., children's hand bags; Cohen
elty and Toy Co., American Miniature Co.,
& Rosenberger Inc., novelty jewelry; Milton
Norwich Knitting Co., and Ira G. Katz.
Bradley Co., boxed paper and cardboard
In addition to the above licensees already
games; Fuld & Co., valentines; Einson-Freeunder contract for novelty merchandise on
man Co. Inc., comic masks and window dis"Gulliver's Travels," the company's licensee
plays ;Ivon Bear Co. Inc., lamps and intedepartment is negotiating with twenty addirior decorations ; Hazel-Atlas Glass Co.,
tional manufacturers on other articles suitglassware; J. R. Brundage, Inc., composiable for this outstanding tie-up.
tion books, tablets, pads and stationery;
"Gulliver's Travels" is a screen adaptation
Decorative Utilities Corp., hand painted, 3of the famous Jonathan Swift story, now in
dimension Decco plaques; Willard & Giles,
production at the Max Fleischer Studio in
ribbons and hair novelties; Kerk-Guild, Inc.,
Miami, and is scheduled for national recharacter soap in model form; Micro-Lite
lease during the Christmas holidays.
Book

Your Short Subjects With
Care, And Not Just as Fillers

Attendance at a neighborhood theatre recently inspires us once more to warn exhibitors to book and arrange their short subjects with as much care as they do their
features. At the show we attended, there
were two travel reels and two cartoons. It
would have been bad enough to run a travel
reel, cartoon, travel reel and cartoon; but
to bunch them up so that the audience was
traveling around the world the first twenty
minutes and watching the antics of two different cartoon characters the next fourteen
or so was just a little too much.
With so many types of short subjects
available from practically every releasing
company, there is no reason under the sun
why any exhibitor, whether he be in Keokuk,
Iowa, or Kokomo, Indiana, can not make his
short subject program as diversified and interesting aspossible. Don't book your shorts
as fillers; book them to heighten the entertainment value of your show.
RKO

Tieup on "Air Waves"
Through the efforts of Frances Barr, of the
Melba Theatre, Dallas, Texas, a tieup was arranged between the theatre and local Station
WFAA whereby the RKO-Pathe Reelism, "Air
Waves" was given spot broadcasts folloiving
important programs each day for four days.
Special stories were featured in the Dallas
newspapers, and the set-piece, shown above,
tvas displayed in the lobby of the Melba. This
is just more of
proof
"Air effort.
Waves" is worthy
extrathatselling

Arranges

Effective Golf

Promotion for "Smooth Approach"
Instruction articles on golf by Horton
Smith and Dick Metz are being used by
RKO Radio Pictures' publicity department
to
cash inthe
on interest
the shortin "Smooth
Approach"
through
the national
open
championship this week and local tournaments throughout the land.
Smith and Metz are featured in "Smooth
Approach" along with Jimmy Thompson and
Ed Dudley.
Smith gives
the golfing
pointers
on putting
and Metz
on the "bugs"
water
hazards and their articles have gone forward to several hundred sports-page editors.
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MCM
A fortlicoming Harman subject, "Goldilocks
And The Three Bears," now in its final stages,
will be released as the first extra length cartoon of the current series.
RKO-Radio
Two-thirds of Walt Disney's schedule of
short subjects for next year have already been
completed. Twelve of the shorts, out of the
seasonal eighteen, are finished while two others
are in production now. It will definitely be a
Donald Duck year due to popular demand of
the public to see more of the belligerent Donald, although Mickey Mouse will come in for
a share of stellar billing, too. Some of the
completed shorts that Donald Duck will star
in are : "The Riveter," "Officer Duck," "The
Billposters," "Donald's Dog Laundry," "Donald's Date," 'Donald's Vacation," "Donald's
Outboard," "Tugboat Mickey" and "^fountain
Carvers.'
Columbia
LeRoy Mason, Dick Boteler and Ernie
Adams this week were added to the roster
of the new chapter play entitled "Overland
With Kit Carson", in which Bill Elliott and
Iris Meredith have the leading roles. The
story is built around the exploits of the
famous frontiersman and scout in the torrid
days of the early West. Norman Deming
and Sam Nelson are the directors. Richard
Fiske, Trevor Bardette and Dick Curtis have
already been engaged for this feature.

TRADE

beloved songs of Carrie Jacobs Bond, and a
group of the nation's best known college
songs. Both reels are scheduled to enter
production in mid-Juh'.
Jan Leman, director and writer of Columbia's^ "Fools Who Made History" series, is
making a hurried trip to San Francisco
this
week for further research on noted figures
being considered for the series. Leman will
spend several days in the Hubert Howe Bancroft library at the University of California.
First of tiie "Fools Who Made History"
series is scheduled to go before the cameras
July
10. ofIt the
is "The
of Elias
Howe,"
inventor
sewingStory
machine,
and is
to be
followed immediately b}' an enactment of the
epoch-making achievement of Charles Good3'ear, who brought rubber into general use.
The series of six productions, will be made
under the supervision of Hugh McCollum.
Vitaphone
National release date of "Bill of Rights",
historical featuret in Technicolor, has been
finally- set for July 4 to coincide with that
anniversary.

The four King Sisters, featured vocalists
who reached the screen via radio, have been
penciled-in for an early one-reel musical in the
Community Sing series of shorts. Sings now
in preparation, under the supervision of Hugh
McCollum, include a medley of the world-

.

SYNOPSES

NEWSREEL

(Released Wednesday, June 21)
PARAMOUNT (No. 92) — Britain prepares homecoming for monarchs; King and Queen embark from
Canada;
Ray Winters
tower; English
stars at "bailed
garden out"
party offorparachute
London
charity; W. J. Eck buys first Clipper ticket; "Liquid
coal"nia makes
as auto Regatta;
fuel at Chicago;
U wins debut
Ponghkeepsie
InvitationCaliforMile
at Princeton, N. J.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 81)— King and Queen
sail for England ; Trooping of Colour in London ;
Atlantic Clipper makes preview flight; Cruisers stage
equator-crossing
'King Arizona
and Queen
crowned
in North rites';
Carolina;
drum of
and Cotton
bugle
corps at San Francisco Fair; Philadelphia debutantes
model for charity; Lew Lehr and stratosphere wedding; Finland's
minister
pays William
war debt;Strang
HenryfliesFordto
and family
at N,
Y. Fair;
Russia
;
Prince
Teh
rules
inner
Mongolia
; Sweden's
King Gustav presents colors on Flag Day;
Frawn
wins
Ascot
Stakes;
Helen
Dettweiler
wins
Women's
Western Open Golf title; National Collegiate track
and field meet at Los Angeles; Fenske wins Invitation Mile at Princeton, N. J.; Strafaci beats Chapman in New York golf; Gov. Stark of Missouri speaks
on crime.
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 279)— King and
Queen sail for England; London "Troops the ColAtlantic war
Clipperdebt;
on preview
ministerour";pays
France flight;
honors Finland's
Marshal
Joffre;
Italy's
legions
home
from
Spain;
Fenske winsU
Invitation Mile at Princeton, N. J.; California
wins Poughkeepsie Regatta.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 96)— Majesties end North
American tour; Finland meets war debt installment;
Kennedy receives Cambridge degree; Axis legions return from Spain; California U wins Poughkeepsie
Regatta; London "Troops the Colour"; National Collegiate track meet at Los Angeles; Fenske wins In-

FIRST

RUN SHORT PRODUCT
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
(Week Beginning June 24)
6-17-39.
ASTOR — Prophet Without Honor (MGM) rev
CRITERIO
Music s Box
H.illy\v(^i:aN—Hobbie
re-issue(MGM)(MGM)
.
PARAMOUNT— Ghosks is the Bunk (Para);
Death
Valley
Thrills (Para.) ; Popular
Science No. 5 (Para.) rev. 6-3-39.
10-39. CITY MUSIC HALL— War, Peace
RADIO
an<l Propaganda (M of T— RKO) rev. 6RIALTO— The Whalers (RKO)
rev. 9-3-38
Sportnig Irish (Para.) rev. 3-4-39.
RIVOLI
—
Guatemala
(Para.)
rev.
8-27-38Goofv and Wilbur (RKO).
ROXY— Nick's Coff-ee Pot (20th-Fox) ; Sports
Immortals (20th-Fox).
STRAND— The Right Way (Vita.); Naughty
But Mice (\'ita.).
CHICAGO LOOP
(Week Ending June 24)
APOLLO— Rural Hungary (MGM) rev 6-173''; lloljo Gadget Band (Vita.).
GARRICK— Polar Pals (Vita.) rev. 6-17-39
ROOSEVELT— Home
Early
(MGM) rev!
thi., i>sue;
Culinary
_ Carving
(MGM) •
Ghosks IS the Bunk (Para.).

Davis Uses Smart Exploitation
Tactics in Seling Short Subjects
Localizing state pride in an Indiana composer, Louis Davis of the Vernon Theater,
Mt. Vernon, Indiana, pla3-ed up the Paramount
Headliner, "Paramount Presents Hoagy Carmichael" to grab the jitterbug trade. In newspaper ads and a special one-sheet card out
front, Davis played up: "Hear Indiana's Own
Hoagy Carmichael's Famous Melodies — 'Star
Dust', 'Two Sleepy People', 'Washboard Blues',
'Lazy Bones', 'Rockin' Chair', 'That's Right!',
'.Small
Fry'."short which Davis effectively blew
Another
up to mean something was MGM's Pete Smith
Specialty, "Heroes at Leisure", showing California lifeguards "going native" in the offseason. Davis gave the "life and death"
struggles with the shark a thrill-box play in
newspaper ads and in the one-sheet out front:
"Thrills! Thrills! Thrills! See a Man in a
Life-and-Death Battle With a Man-Eating
Shark! See a Man Fight for His Life in a
Battle With an Octopus! Thrill to Pete
Smith's 'HEROES AT LEISURE'. Thrill to
Life-and-Death Battles in the Ocean's Depths!"

.
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vitation Mile at Princeton, N. J.; Missouri fans
honor Pepper Martin.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 781)— King and Queen
sail for England; 30 off for Europe on Clipper; London "Troops the Colour"; Fenske wins Invitation
Mile at Princeton, N. J.; California U wins Poughkeepsie Regatta; Henry Ford at N. Y. Fair; France
honors Marshal Joffre; Italian legions home from
Spain; New Russian envoy only 37; Finland meets
war debt installment; Old folks hold convention at
Kansas City, Mo.
(Released Saturday, June 24)
PARAMOUNT (No. 93)— Harvard confetti day;
Squalus inquiry; Minnesota tornado; Brazilian General on tour; Viking ship in N. Y. ; Fire in Chinatown, N. Y. ; Gehrig has paralysis; Track meet at
Los Angeles; Louis and Galento in training.
MOVIETONE (Vol. 21, No. 82)— Storm at sea;
Brazilian General on tour; Viking shin in N. Y.;
Harvard confetti day; Airliner christened; Gehrig has
paralysis;
in
training. Australian trotting race; Louis and Galento
NEWS OF THE DAY (Vol. 10, No. 282)— Far East
crisis; Minnesota tornado; Viking ship in N. Y.;
Harvard graduation; Missouri chief urges clean government; Ohio Day at N. Y. Fair; Swimming pool
is dedicated; Miss Britannia vocalizes to keep fit;
Gehrig has paralysis; Louis and Galento training.
PATHE (Vol. 10, No. 97 )— Brazilian General on
tour; Minnesota tornado; Health and beauty league;
Squalus inquiry; Viking ship in N. Y.; Salvage ship
Falcon ; Chestnut three dance.
UNIVERSAL (Vol. 11, No. 782)— Viking ship in
N. Y.; Brazilian General on tour; Fire in Philadelphia; Minnesota tornado; Baby boy predicter has
girl; "Sandy" gets haircut; Model of S. S. Queen
Mary; Children's Day in England; Gehrig has paralysis; Chicago midget auto race; Skiing in Seattle.

McCary
Wows
'Em Wifh
Ferdinand'' Campaign

Folks down in Corsicana, Texas, are well
aware of the fact that the Palace Theatre
plays short subjects. We wish that was the
case in every city in the United States, for
then many of those excellent one and tworeelers would be getting the attention
deserve. Well, at any rate, Terry McCarvtheyis
doing
his best,
allj",
to
make sure
that and
everysucceed
shorting,
withincident
selling
possibilities gets its full measure of exploitation.
The case in point this time is "Ferdinand
the Bull," Walt Disney's Technicolor cartoon.
Terry directed his campaign to the students
and children; to the former, because they'd
come in couples, and the latter because they'd
probably
bring along an adult.
One of the wooden Ferdinands was promoted and placed on display in the lobby
with copy reading, "I'm coming Friday and
Saturday.
of fun, etc."
The staffFull
made a large setpiece using the
two-page spread as run by Life. This display
was unusually large and could not escape
the attention of patrons and passers.
Terry promoted a large bouquet of mums
from a local florist to adorn the box office.
Using a small bull looking toward the flowers,
an accompanying card read, "To 'Ferdinand
the Bull,' because he does so love beautiful
flowers— from Clowe Floral Co."
In advance of, and during the engagement,
two cows were led around town carrying this
copy, "This Ain't No Bull! Something to
laugh at— Something to remember— 'Ferdithe Palace,
Bull' at ments
Spotnand theannounce
were etc."
made over the
radio. Two LS-minute programs were broadcast, the chief center of which was an unusual
recording of "Ferdinand." Scripts written by
the theatre staff concerning local contest were
carried over the air.
In the newspapers, Terry featured the cartoon ahead of his feature picture until lie was
sure everyone was coming to see the cartoon
—then he switched the order and plugged
the feature. A reader was obtained, which
according to Palace manager, is a rarity.
Heralds were distriliuted to students
through the cooperation of the principals. At
one school a display was made using the
heralds and also an ad on a word contest.
Terry put over a swell contest which he
declares could be used on other pictures, too.
A certain number of people were provided
with passes. If someone said "Ferdinand the
Bull" to one of them, he had to turn over his
pass. This person, in turn, had to turn the
pass over to another person if that person
uttered the magic words.
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RADIO HAMS
Prod. No. S-908
Very Good
MGM Pete Smith Specialty No. 8 10 mins.
Comment: There is the ham (some of us)
eat and there are "ham" actors, but few of
us ever hear of the radio hams, that army of
amateur short wave station operators who
cmirageoush' offer their services in times of
(li>aster. The reel shows how one of them
saved the Hfe of a movie cameraman, Clyde
De Vinna, another liam who was overcome
while conversing with him. Another scene
shows the part a ham played in effecting a
rescue at sea. It's a subject that Avill hold
your patrons' undivided atention from beginning to end. Felix Feist directed, with
Pete Smith handling the narration.
Exploitation: Manj^ good selling angles
on this subject are included in a short article to be found in the issue of June 3,
page 42.
SATURDAY

NIGHT SWING CLUB
ON THE AIR
Prod. ISo. 4715
For Jitterbugs
Vita.
Melody Master No. 15
10 mins.
Comment: In a radio station setting, Leith
Stevens and his orchestra play several selections with Bobby Hackett's Swing Band
joining in. Nan Wynn sings, Leslie Lieber
performs on the toy whistle and Melvin Allen does the announcing. Except for thos'
who are confirmed jitterbugs, this subjec.
will probably be more annoying than anything else. For the latter class, however, it
will probably be the best ever. Lloyd French
directed.
Exploitation: Tie up with music stores,
and with anj^ radio programs on which these
artists appear.
PEST FROM
Prod. ISo. 9485

THE

WEST
Keaton Humor

Col.
All-Star Comedy No. 15
18 mins.
Comment: Following a long absence from
the screen, Buster Keaton returns in the
type of comedy that made him famous.
Here, the frozen-faced comedian dishes out
the gags as a wealthy (but dumb) yachtsman whose boat has docked at a Mexican
port. To tell the story would reveal some of
the gags. Suffice it to say that those who
like Keaton, and those who have yet to
see him, will get plenty of laughs from his
newest effort. Del Lord directed under associate producer Jules White.
Exploitation: Advertise this as a reunion
in laughs with the return of Keaton to the
screen. Give it a strong plug in j-our newspaper ads, in your house programs, and on
your marquee.
YANKEE DOODLE GOES
TO TOWN
Prod. No. K-926
Outstanding
MGM
Passing Parade No. 6
10 mins.
Comment: In taking the spirit of democracy from the heart of America and placing it on the screen, John Nesbitt has used
the symbol of the old but stimulating air
that stirred the Revolutionists to throw off
the shackles of British domination — "Yankee
Doodle." He shows how the spirit of democrac)' has carried on since '76, moving ever
forward and with firm confidence in the future. This dramatization of ISO years of
America's progress is thrilling and inspirational, and the producers have delved into
the archives of hi.=".tor3f to faithfully portray
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GOOD
Prod. N<,. 9106

Delicate Art of Diapering
Tommy Hozvell, manager of the Bison Theatre,
Dallas, zvho won a 7-day trip to the MetroGoldzvyn-Mayer Studios in that company's
Short Subject Exploitation Contest, gets a
few pointers from. Robert Benchley on the
delicate art of diapering a baby. Howell already knozvs something about the matter, having zvon first prise on the strength of a diaperpinning contest held on the stage of his theatre in connection zvith Benchlev's comedv,
"Hozv to Raise a Baby."
that progress. Here is easily one of the finest
patriotic short subjects ever produced, one
that every American should see. Credit
Jacques Tourneur for a fine piece of direction and John Nesbitt for a masterful and
stimulating narration.
Exploitation: Its timely patriotic theme
makes it imperative that you stage an advance screening of "Yankee Doodle Goes
To Town" for officials of your local Chamber of Commerce, newspaper editorial
writers, city offfcials and heads of various
patriotic organizations. To express the title
and spirit of the subject, use the song,
"Yankee Doodle." Play it over a loudspeaker on a ballyhoo truck driven around town,
and play a record through a loudspeaker in
your lobby. Since the film was produced
with the cooperation of Collier's magazine,
tie up with local distributors for news stand
announcements, truck banners, inserts, etc.
HOME

EARLY

Prod. No. F.957
Funny
MGM
Robert Benchley No. 7
9 mins.
Comment: Married men will see their own
experience in this newest Benchlej' subject.
Having finished his work at the office early,
Benchley returns home early only to find
his wife is entertaining the bridge club. The
gossips figure something is wrong, or he
wouldn't be home so early. Mrs. Benchley
is skeptical, too. Her first search reveals him
sitting on the stairs. He goes to an upstairs
room, where Junior is also isolated from the
chatter going on below. Seeing the evening
paper on the porch, he slips around the
house to get it, and in passing the window
is observed by the women, who add this as
further proof that something is wrong. Retired now to the basement, Benchlc}^ indulges in some liquor, and eventually comes
running
Junior's
Indian warthrough
bonnet the
and house
a carpetwith
beater.
The
laughs may not be of the slapstick variety,
but they're laughs. Roy Rowland directed.
Exploitation: Direct the appeal of your
ads to that "group of men who try to surprise their wives by coming home early only
to find its the day of the weekly meeting of
the bridge club."

NEIGHBORSGottd Stuff

20th-Fox
Magic Carpet No. 6
11 mins.
Comment: This photographic record of
the natural lieauty, man-made mysteries of
South America, our neighbors to the South,
is something every patron will enjoy witnessing. First, there is a montage-like presentation of the great cities of the Southern
Continent. Next come skytrips over the impressive Andes mountains from Peru to
Chile, in which the audience gets an impressive view of the man-made cones of the
Nasca Valley. A visit to the pre-Inca settlement on top of the Andes at Macchu Piccahu, Peru, is next, followed l^y a sky-ride
over the famous El Misti crater. The flight
over Mt. Huascaron is something to be
seen. Seldom does one witness such beautiful photography as this travelogue presents.
Lowell Thomas' narration is tip-top. Truman
Talley produced.
Exploitation: Give this subject extra space
in all your advertising media. Tie up with
travel agencies for displays tieing in with
your showing and any cruises they may be
offering to South America.
ANGEL OF MERCY
Prod. No. K-925
Impressive
MGM
Passing Parade No. 5
10 mins.
Comment: Tribute is paid to Clara Barton, the kindly New England school mistress
who fought the ravages of war and disaster.
She believed women should be near the men
in time of war to nurse the injured back to
health, and she was responsible for the creation of the American Red Cross. Here is a
subject
that'sfordeeply
impressive,
one Cross
that
will do more
the cause
of the Red
than any campaign reel ever put out by the
organization itself. Sara Haden is excellent
in the title role, and Ann Rutherford is
featured, among otliers, in support. Edward
Cahn was the director.
Exploitation: Get the endorsement of your
local Red Cross chapter in helping you put
over your showing. A Red Cross booth could
lie set UP in the lobby where those wishing
to contribute to the worthwhile organization could do so. When the time rolls
around again for the annual roll call, you
should bring back "Angel of Mercy" for a
repeat engagement.
SAND HOGS
Prod. No. 9205
Interesting
20th-Fox Camera Adventures No. 5 10 mins.
Comment: The long-neglected job of
glorifying the sand hogs, that body of men
who bore tunnels and aqueducts out of the
earth, has at last been undertaken by the
newsreel cameraman, and a fine job he does.
One is thrilled as he watches the men in
their daily task below the surface. The locales of the film are the Lincoln Tunnel under the Hudson River between New York
City and New Jersey and the San Jacinto
Mountain Aqueduct. There is electrifying
suspense as the workers, with dynamite and
dredge, plow through to the completion of
their jobs. It's an intensely interesting subject from beginning to end. Lew Lehr handled the narration (without dialect), and
Truman Talle}' produced.
Exploitation: Few people know about the
sand hog or his hazardous duties, so for
this reason you should place extra emphasis
on your publicity announcing the showing
of this subject. Give it strong billing in your
lobby and in your newspaper ads. Try to
plant several little stories about it.
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EVER since the passing of
the nickelodean era has the
immediate future for the

so'called smaller theatre, the 100

EQUIPMENT

per cent "independent," been
brighter than at present. Maybe a

and

showman can't live on promises,
but the biggest business men of the
land have

been insisting convinc-

ingly that "confidence'' is what is
needed for a better, bigger business

^MAINTENANCE,,

today. Well, you owners and op'
erators of independent theatres, the
signs point to high promises for you
— and that is the stuff of which
"confidence" is made.
Things are happening in this industry. Big, radical
changes are implied in many events now taking place
in and about this industry. And they argue eloquently
that when movements now in progress materiali2,e the
"breaks" will be with and for the independent.
But that brings up a question every independent must
ask himself and find the answer quickly, not in terms
of words, but deeds that will prove him equal to the
opportunities that loom on a horizon bright with promise. It means stepping up the quality of showmanship.
It also means stepping up the quality of the surroundings
in which pictures are presented.
Many and many are the houses in the independent
classification that are up to the very highest standards
as to theatre quality. But a long battle against depression, recession and plain lousy business at the box office
has taken its toll in aggressiveness and certainly in the

smart up-keep of theatre plants so necessary to a healthy,
hearty and lusty business.
Better looking, newer houses, with minor or major
if need be, remodeling or modernizing; better equipment;
more luxurious looking surroundings — these are things
that no theatre can afford to pass up. To that theatreman whose location is a community neighborhood or a
downtown center and who finds his patrons coming in
merely to see a certain picture with a take-it-for-granted
air as to the theatre in which it is shown, we say "wake
up." Show going should be a pleasurable experience in
itself. There is only one way to cultivate that spirit,
and that is to have a smart, colorful theatre, in which
and

about

which

there is an air and

atmosphere

of

brightness, gaiety and a touch of luxury. Every theatreman knows how to obtain that effect. All he has to
do is look around and see the many pieces of equipment
and building materials available to him.
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I Chairs
Cha
AN
NEWSREEL
Radio
IC City, N. Y.
R
FOUR STAR AME
Grand Rapids, Mich.
BROADWAY
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
B
ILLINOIS
Jacksonville, 111.
GRAND
Crookston, Minn.
LUX
Perham, Minn.
RIALTO
Atlanta, Ga.
BATES
Attleboro, Mass.
FOX
Sterling, Colo.
LA REINA
Van Nuys, Cal.
CENTER
Cadillac, Mich.
PLAZA
Dyersville, Iowa
STATE
Quincy, Illinois
SENATE
Detroit, Mich.
HINES
Portland, Indiana
VALENTINE
Defiance, Ohio
MADISON
Cincinnati, Ohio
FOREST
Cincinnati, Ohio
PANTAGES
Sioux Falls, S. D.
MACK
Chester, Penna.
STONEHURST
Upper Darby, Penna.
ROXY
Fargo, North Dakota
STRAND
Shelbyville, Ind.
PARK
Indianapolis, Ind.
MUNRO
RoUa, North Dakota
ALHAMBRA
Shelbyville, Ind.
MADISON
Memphis, Tenn.
MARSHALL
Marshall, Mich.
MAIN STREET
Sauk Center, Minn.
JULIAR
Baraboo, Wis.
NILE
Bethlehem, Penna.
LIBERTY
Lincoln, Nebraska
BLAKER'S
Wildwood, N. J.
COLONY
Portsmouth, Virginia
STATE
Endicott, New York
MERALTA
Los Angeles, Cal.
MILLWALD
Wytheville, Virginia
OZ
Fremont, Michigan
FOX
Helena, Montana
HARDACRE
Tipton, Iowa
R. K. O. PALACE
Cincinnati, Ohio
BROUNS
Cabin Creek, W. Va.
R. K. O. SCHUBERT
Cincinnati, Ohio
GRANADA
Cleveland, Ohio
R. K. O. KIETH'S
Dayton, Ohio
COZY
Decatur, Michigan
TEXAS
Waxahachie, Texas
GRAND
Lemmon, South Dakota
COMMUNITY
Harbor Beach, Mich.
REGENT
Muskegon, Mich.
Restful

FOX BABCOCK
Billings, Mont.
STATE
Long Beach, Cal.
BRAYTON
Long Beach, CaL
ROSEWIN
Dallas, Texas
PALACE
Marlin, Texas
AVON
Stamford, Conn.
PALACE
Penacook, N. H.
MAXINE
Croswell, Michigan
LIBERTY
LaGrande, Oregon
REGENT
Allegan, Michigan
CASTLE
Newcastle, Wyoming
FOX
Philadelphia, Penna.
CRYSTAL
Glencoe, Minn.
DE ANZA
Riverside, Cal.
MAJESTIC
Houston, Texas
PALACE
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
ARROWHEAD
Onamia, Minn.
AVALON
White Bear Lake, Minn.
GARDEN
Flint, Michigan
GLADMER
Lansing, Michigan
GRAND
Cooper, Texas
CENTURY
Buffalo, New York
ISIS
Kansas City, Mo.
BROWARD
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
LYNWOOD
Grundy, Virginia
DIKON
Wapato, Washington
LIBERTY
Whitesville, W. Va.
PALACE
Wichita, Kansas
AUDITORIUM
Marshall, Mo.
WAMPAS
Keosauqua, Iowa
TEXAS
Sherman, Texas

*Many schools and civic auditoriums, as well as exhibits at both
World's Fairs, have also installed American Bodiform Chairs

GRAND

RAPIDS.

MICHIGAN

Pioneers and pacemakers in theatre, auditorium, school, church,
stadium and transportation seating
Branch Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities

June ^4, 1939
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Sells

Tickets

Patrons

Lights

are

Elsewhere?

WILL
the}' pass j'ou by because your
theatre lacks the warmth, the brightness and color that can be achieved only
by means of smartly brilliant lighting?
Yon can answer that question yourself
without much cogitation by taking a look —
a good, impartial, appraising look — at the
front of your theatre any night after the
nocturnal shadows have fallen and the lights
are turned on in stores, homes and restaurants as well as at 3'our theatre. As showmen
it is quite worthwhile for exhibitors to remember that the art of lighting as commonly practiced today by most merchants,
from humble stationery stores to gilded
cafes, received its greatest impetus and encouragement from theatremen. Yet. any
traveller by motor or by rail through
American towns today can't help but be
struck by the more aggressive use of lighting used by ordinary merchants as compared
with a great number of picture theatres that
are to be observed in a highway or railway
trip through towns and cities in this land.
Attracting Buyers
Light attracts people. For years lightingengineers have known and accepted that
fact, much as their scientific minds searched
and were unable to discover precisely why
people were attracted by bright light. The
hardened criminal creeping in shadows in
pursuit of his foul deeds is a dramatic figure— and a very accurate one. Bright lights
are shunned by the man who has no gaiety
in his soul and heart. Scientists recognize
that fact, take it as a matter of course, and
have worked hard and long to make lighting
gay, bright, colorful for the express purpose
of providing theatres and all places of
wholesome social assemblage a means of
decorating with light.
There are many ways of lighting the front
of a theatre. The development of neon has
aiTorded showmen a most effective tool for
making his house blaze forth its message of
cheeriness and glamour. Another method,
very old and most efficiently developed, is
that of floodlighting.

Economical ^'^Flash^'
Floodlighting the theatre front, its interesting architectural features, the banners and
cut-outs which tell in words and in pictures
the features of attraction on the screen, can
be emphasized and made dynamic by a bath
of light, of gleaming illumination that in
itself is an invitation to one and all to come
in and be transported to a land of romance
and thrills.
B}' floodlighting, of course, we mean the
illumination cast by projected light. A floodlighting projector is a modified searchlight.
Time was when showmen had to work hard
and ingeniously to get good floodlighting effects. But today — well today, standard equipment that can be set in place with no more
trouble than the housewife experiences in
placing a lamp on the table is available at
prices
old-time
showmen
would have

THE LURE
OF LIGHT
Right, the Roxy
Theatre, New
York, A picture
snapped at
night. Mazdas
glow
banks of from
lamps
in the marquee
soffit.
thought ridiculously low. And yet, these
boys of the days gone by used this very
agent of attraction — floodlighting — to embellish the many other ingenious ideas upon
which the motion picture was built to its
great mass popularity.
Utterly simple basic principles form the
foundation of any lighting scheme employing floodlighting. Projectors, or spot-lights,
with a parabolic reflector and a concentrated light source throw a long, narrov^'
light beam. This type is used when the unit
is placed 150 feet or more from the building or the object to be illuminated. Thus
if it is desired to light a small area from a
considerable distance, say 150 to 300 feet,
a projector or spotlight with a narrow beam
should be used. To cover a larger area and
obtain the even distribution of light necessary, a wide angle projector, or floodlight
is used. When lighting on the theatre front
above the marquee is required, this wide
angle spotlight, provided it is to be set on
the marquee, is of course the type of projector to be used.
Installation Simple
Recent developments of compact spotlights, set on brackets that can be attached
most any place make the matter of theatre
illumination most simple. Multi-colored effects gamed with this type of lightmg are a
veritable gift to the showman whose theatre
is not of the rich architectural embellishment of more costly theatres.
In any consideration of the question "Do
Ithehave
sufficient
lighting
on myaccount
theatre?"
showman
must
take into
the
surrounding conditions, his local situation.
It is obvious that a theatre on a brighth'
lighted street with well lighted show windows and numerous electric signs, requires
more light than a building set in comparative darkness. The showman should let
this factor be his index as to whether he
has or has not sufficient lighting outside his
theatre. Certainly a theatre, a place of amusement, cannot afford to be less brilliant in
its exterior dress than a food market or a
shoe store. The theatre must t.utshine and
therefore outbid for the attention of th^ public the markets and shops situated in his
town.

The efificacy of floodlights as dress and
decoration cannot be overemphasized. If
any showman is skeptical about this, we can
only su.ggest that he take a trip to the
World's Fair in New York. There he will
see the lighting effects that have been developed for theatres, mind you, put to a
use
that
beggars the employment of light
day.
as a decorative and attraction feature in too
many of the picture theatres in America to-

Air-Gonditioning

Has

Another

Angle Very Often Overlooked
To most theatre owners the installation of
air-conditioning has meant more than anything else the opportunity to attract patrons
to their houses by letting them know the
cool comfort of the inside temperature. With
the coming of Winter, the manager forgets
all about plugging the qualities of the system.
Yet, it must be admitted, there is another
phase in air-conditioning besides merely its
ability to keep patrons cool. For one thing,
it purifies the air, inviting cleanliness, and
this angle has been used by the railroads
ever since the system became a part of their
coaches and Pullmans.
Thus, air-conditioning not only sustains
but promotes theatre cleanliness. One's
clothes, for example, are maintained in a
far fresher state in a theatre with the equipment than in a house which has never installed it. Therefore, the uniforms of ushers
and other attendants will remain fresh and
crisp, a symbolization to entering patrons
tnat comfort is a reality.
In an air-conditioned theatre, courtesy is
never strained, for the employe arid patron
alike are comfortable, efificient and alert. It
isn't likely that this would be true if the
air were not robbed of its oppressive humidity, impurities and dust by air-conditioning.
Westinghouse

Installation

Loew's Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., has installed the latest Westinghouse air-conditioning equipment at a cost of approximately
$50,000.
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community
architecturally the
as spirit
well of
as the
in matters
of
service, the Community Theatre, Morristown,
N. J., was built more or less as an experiment.
After two years of existence during which the
theatre has flourished, the experiment has
proved beyond doubt that both the showmen
responsible for its building and the architect
who designed it were fundamentally correct in
the assumption that the theatre should fit into
the community which it serves and from
which patronage is sought.
The Community Theatre was built and is
operated by Walter Reade Enterprises, operating more than 30 theatres in New York and
New Jersey. The architect who designed it is
Thomas Lamb.
Remarkable in the respect that it gives conclusive evidence as to the sound idea, both
from a standpoint of economical construction
and box office success, is the fact that since its
opening in December 1937, The Walter Reade
company has adopted the Colonial style of
architecture for all community theatres built
since that time.
Conforms

to Background

The locality which it was to serve set the
style for the Community. Morristown is
widely known as the rather select center for
homes of many wealthy and socially prominent people. It is a historic town, with a
background flavored with episodes associated
with the American Revolution. Still standing,
as a monument, is the house where General
George Washington made his headquarters.
The fine Colonial building has set the pat-
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it ''Belongs''
Because
white walls and ceiling. The auditorium,
nevertheless, can be given all the color and
"punch" required for the dramatic purposes
of the theatre by means of a 3-color lighting
system. The lighting is all indirect, cove
lighting. This cove lighting plan is carried out
around the ceiling and in the pilasters along
the side walls. The carpets are modern blue in
color.
The seats are upholstered in plum colored
mohair. The Community has a stage, with full

stage and lighting equipment. Air conditioned
throughout, the auditorium of the Community
has been treated for acoustical correction.
The exterior construction is of red Champlain brick, pressed stone and concrete. Box
office, doors, windows and display frames are
of white enameled wood. Interior doors are
of formica and aluminum. Hand rails are of
bronze and steel.

tern for the majority of the homes and public
buildings in Morristown. The Walter Reade
company adhered strictly to this tradition,
making the Community Theatre thoroughly
Colonial in its exterior and interior design.
The flashing lights, multi-colored exterior of
the conventional theatre were daringly disregarded, and as may be seen in the photograph of the exterior illustrated here, the
Community presents instead the appearance of
a fine colonial home. Poster frames, set in
the exterior frontal walls are brightly illuminated, carry the message of the current and
coming attractions — ^but otherwise there is
only the pleasing appearance of a public building that conforms to its surroundings.
The Community has a seating capacity of
1476; 160 loge seats, 1178 seats in the orchestra, and a balcony floor with 138 seats.
Its interior is very simple in decoration and
design, following the Colonial style with all

Equipment a Feature
The following list of equipment which is
installed in the Community Theatre will convey more forceably than description the quality
of the service and comfort which is provided
the people of Morristown by this unusual picture theatre :
Chairs — American Seating Co., full-spring.
Switchboard — Frank Adam, Inc. Projection
machines — Motiograph. Lamps and effect machine— Brenkert, Inc. Asbestos tile — JohnsManville Co. Carpet — Karagheusian. Furniture— J. Rosenheim Co. Rubber mats —
Swernister Co.& Co. Ticket Register — General RegThe Theatre presents an example that deserves study and thoughtful consideration by
showmen, in that the more flambuoyant trappings of conventional showmanship have been
completely ignored in the design of the Community Theatre, with results that are far from
discouraging to such a daring plan. Since the
early days of motion picture theatre operation there has been a keen sense of the value
of making the theatre conform to the background of the town which it serves — in terms
of the style of operation. But here is a case
in which the theatre itself is a part of the
community.
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EXHIBITOR- would dream of running his business without books, memo
calendars or other trace of paper work. Yet
projection room activities, today as always
a most complicated business, are often run
that way. If the man in charge happens to
forget something, it stays forgotten. Until
a flash and a puff of smoke bring a reminder
in the form of a more or less serious repair
job. As for costs, most theatres have no
projection room data worth mentioning.
The reason for this state of things is that
projectionists are not executives and cannot be expected to plan operations on a
business basis, while exhibitors are not
technicians and don't know how to plan
for the projection room.
The more efficient chains, however, have
alwaj'S run their projection in a businesslike manner, with proper reminders, reports
and data on costs. STR now offers all exhibitors aseries of projection room forms
that can either be used exactly as printed
or adapted to the detailed requirements of
an individual situation.
Proper forms benefit the projectionist as
much as the showman.
Forms Help Projectionist
The projectionist benefits in three ways
when he uses proper procedure forms. First,
he does better work; has less to worry
about. He goes through the same routine
of inspection and operation that he would
follow in any case, but he accompanies his
activity with occasional reference to a chart,
upon which he inserts check marks when
each operation is finished. He thus insures
himself against accidental oversight, never
has to inspect anything a second time to
make sure it wasn't overlooked, never has
to worry about whether he missed checking
up on some important item.
Second, he is protected against unjust
blame. The file of his charts shows that
proper routine has been followed, and that
breakdown that may occur is not attributable
to neglect.
Lastly, when the projectionist really needs
some part or repair for proper performance,
and finds his manager dubious or reluctant
about the expense involved, the projection
room reports will very definitely show the
nature and extent of the need, after which
responsibility for performance rests inevitably with the manager.
Forms Help Showman
The exhibitor who is responsible for a
vast multitude of details simplifies his projection problems and increases his efficiency
by following a routine, organized procedure,
made possible through the use of paper
guides. He saves his own time. Properly
drawn forms are always so made that they
can be checked with a minimum of effort.
The present writer at one time checked
hundreds of projection room reports a week
while in the employ of a theatre chain that
did such things efficiently. Except when
some unusual condition was indicated, handling the report of a single theatre took
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Inspections

to Prevent
Breakdowns— Save
Repair Costs
STR will publish, in the course of the next few months, inspection forms for daily,
weekly and semi-annual projection routines, drawn up on a basis of practical experience.
They will be easy for the projectionist to use, involving the minimum addition of paper
work to his other duties. And they will be as easy as possible for the manager to check.
Showmen will be able to use the STR forms in three different ways: — Undei average
conditions, just as they are printed; to meet exceptional circumstances or personal preferences, as they are printed but with some modifications made by the individual showman;
as a basis of suggestions upon which the showman can build up similar forms that will
conform more exactly with the needs of his particular theatre.

somewhat under ten seconds. At approximately the same small expenditure of time
tlie individual showman can assure himself
of the condition of affairs in his own projection room. In the case of some matter
that requires, or may require, his executive
intervention, he can follow the progress of
the matter from day to day and week to
week at no greater loss of time.
Forms also assure him that his projection
staff are doing their full duty in maintenance
as well as operation. In most cases they
are anyhow, but occasional slackers are
found in any group. It is very difficult to
"fool" a properly constructed report form.
If some part breaks down that cannot break
down without giving warning in advance,
and if the record of past inspections shows
that that part was consistently reported to
be in satisfactory condition, someone stands
exposed in his own handwriting. This, of
course, is no handicap to any projectionist
who does his ordinary work; quite the contrary, when the part does break down he is
fully protected against any suspicion of
neglect. On every count, relations between
projection staff and management are improved by use of a proper form procedure.
Nature of Forms
Projection equipment needs several different kinds of inspection. Some items must
be checked every day, or even oftener.
Some are safely checked only once a year.
Inspection forms should be supplemented
by cost forms, the latter based upon abstraction or condensation of the material contained in the former. There is no other way
of obtaining accurate data upon operating
costs, which of course should be tied in
with first costs in considering the choice of
replacement parts, repairs, and new equipment.
The exact nature of the forms to be used
will vary somewhat according to the details
of the individual operation. For example,
if the theatre receives sound service from a
reliable organization, the projectionist's responsibility for inspection is reduced accordingly. If the service arrangement is
one that includes automatic replacement,
without charge, of certain parts subject to
wear, the cost forms are simplified accordingly. Some chains, however, while buying
service, maintain full forms of their own as
a check upon the cost or economy resulting
from the servicing arrangement.
Daily inspection is completely independent
of whether or not the theatre receives sound
service. It covers conditions that change
or may change every day or every few days,
such as picture focus, exciter light focus,
lubrication and details of cleanliness. Condition of t!ie film, whenever new film is re-

ceived, obviously is included. In addition,
certain points that are very easily checked,
and therefore examined daily as a matter of
trifling routine, are included. The reading
of installed meters is one example. On the
contrary, it is not the best practice to report daily on such conditions as sprocket
wear. It is better to inspect sprockets at
some reasonable interval of time (weekly,
for example) when the progress of wear
since the last inspection will be more noticeable.
The daily report also includes special
items temporarily listed for daily inspection, such as parts in very poor condition
which ordinarily do not need daily attention,
but because of their state of wear will need
it until they are replaced. Very new parts
may be similarly treated
Lastly, the daily form also includes, for
the sake of record, a report of troubles experienced, supplies received, parts replaced
and similar items of routine.
The projectionist of course cannot do his
daily work with a report blank in hand; if
the form has been properly drawn he will
not have to.
Weekly Inspection
"Weekly inspection" refers to those shortterm procedures which in some theatres may
be spaced as much as a month apart. The
frequency of these routines is often varied
to suit the nature of equipment. A newly
equipped projection room should have a
thorough going over once a week. After a
time, the inspections may be made less frequent. When the equipment becomes very
old, the schedule may be returned again to
a weekly basis.
The weekly (or bi-weeklj' or monthly)
inspection is relatively thorough. (It need
not all be done on the same day). Its purpose is to catch all possible symptoms of
approaching trouble, not only for the sake
of avoiding breakdowns but also to keep
repair work down to inexpensive jobs,
which is very often possible when troubles
are caught in time.
The semi-annual or annual inspection,
however, takes into account all apparatus,
whatever its location. It is the time for
cleaning, re-soldering and minor replacements on a substantial scale. Its primary
purpose is not so much detection of symptoms of trouble as a general overhauling to
forestall th£ developmen-t -Qf s««li symptoms.
It checks the approach of conditions that
may justify transferring some item of
equipment from the semi-annual to the
weekly inspection, on the ground that the
item in question has not deteriorated
enough to call for replacement, but enough
to need more frequent watching.
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WHETHER
}-our house is one of a chain
of theatres, or whether you own it outright, you should try to maintain it at the
most economical cost. In the latter case,
where your own investment is represented,
we feel sure you would follow our advice;
in the former, where you are responsible
for a house owned by someone else, there
may be a tendency to be extravagant. If
this is so, you will want to correct the error.
For it is important that you save wherever
you can in the operation of your theatre.
Even though it may not be your own, it is
under your charge, and any inability on j^our
part to make it show a profit will reflect on
i'ou. Often j'ou attempt to increase box office receipts by using more advertising and
exploitation so that more people will attend.
That is all well and good. But much the
same results can be produced if you save on
supplied and maintenance work in the theatre, which of course, will show up in the
profits.
ISeglect Is Costly
Before show time every morning, the theatre siiould be thoroughly inspected for
cleanliness, condition of the seats and carpets. To neglect this duty will prove costly.
The necessity of calling in outside contractors and spending considerable money
to put the theatre back in shape again will
be the sum total if the theatre is not properly cleaned, if the equipment is not cleaned,
oiled and properly taken care of, and if the
seats are not repaired. Carpets will deteriorate ifthey are not frequently and properly cleaned. This, naturally, applies to all
other pieces of equipment, too.
Because of the size of tlie theatre, and in
many cases where water is used in the cooling plant, the water bill often luns very
high. General consumption has a lot to do
with this, but be sure there are no leaks in
the toilet tanks, urinals, faucets or any other
places.
Whenever a painting job gets a little dirty,
don't repaint that spot. Too often, so many
of these spots are evident and so much repainting is done that within a short time
there are various coatings ranging from one
to perhaps a dozen.

You'll find that when-

Regulate

ever a section of the wall, marquee or anjr
other surface is dirty, it can be cleaned with
a good paint cleaner or with water. Too
many coats will eventually make it difficult
to burn off the paint when a new job is to
take place, and the burning-of? process is
expensive.
You should watch the lighting of both the
inside and outside of the theatre to be sure
you have just the right wattage of lamps.
Special cleaning lights, often a portable apparatus which the cleaner can take with him
as his cleaning progresses, should be used
when the watchman or janitor is on duty.
No other switch should be thrown unless it
is necessary. Too many lights burning without rhyme or reason when the theatre is
closed will increase the figures on your
power bill.
Card Index Supplies
Every time you make out a requisition list
for new supplies, look it over to see if anything can be eliminated without affecting the
operation of your theatre. By keeping a
card index for all your supplies, you can
check the requests made by various employes for supplies. Using this system will
enable you to tell just how far your carbons
should go, how long your brooms should
last, how far your soap powder, flashlights,
flashlight bulbs and any other cleaning supplies should go. When any employe wants,
for example, a new lamp, he should bring
to you the worn-out article.
Visit your projection booth frequcnth' and
check with the operator on carbons and
other booth equipment. See that your motor equipment is oiled regularly, since the
cost for oil is much less than the cost of
repairs.
Each day check the roof and the drains to
see that they're clean. Allhougii this is
summer, we might remind you to clean of¥
the roof and marquee after a snow storm so
that no damage is done. Too much snow
on the roof may cause it to collapse. Impossible? Well it happened a few years ago
at a theatre in Washington, D. C.
Watch the burning of coal during the
winter months and see that the boiler is free
of ashes at all times to prev(^nt burning out
of the grates.
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awake all night
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Encores

May
Possible

Universal is experimenting with a plan
which will make motion picture actors respond to audience applause by giving encores to songs or repeating an especially
well received comedj' or love scene, according to an announcement by Louis Pollock,
the company's Eastern advertising and publicitjf head.
The mechanics of the experiment are
simple — merely a few extra reels of film on
a spare projector in the theater's projector
booth — but several other prol)lems loom
which might doom the practicability of
screen encores. One is that their uncertain
frequency would disrupt the carefully limed
daily schedule in a motion picture house,
and another is that some small houses probably would not have the extra projector to
The encore plan, conceived b}' Mr. Polspare.
lock during the Canadian run of "The
Alikado," which found audiences often applauding in vain for encores of the favorite
Gilbert and Sullivan airs, would work like
this, using "The Alikado" as an example:
Earljf in the score Nanki-Poo sings "A
Wandering Minstrel, I," always a sure-fire
encore number in stage productions of the
show. When audiences applauded the motion picture sequence of the song, the operator in the projection booth would throw
a switch to stop the main reel and start an
extra reel on the spare projector which
would carry simply a repeat version of the
song. When Nanki-Poo's encore was over,
the switch would be thrown back' to the
main reel and the action would continue.
Adapting this plan to any film, musical
or straight drama or comed}', the distributors would select in advance say three to
eight high spots which they thought might
be applauded. Along with the regular print
of the film supplied to the theatre would go
these short repeat strips which the projection booth operator would thread on extra
reels and be prepared to run when and if
the audience applause warranted.
Brenkert-RCA

Cooperating

On

Sale of Equipment for Booth
Arrangements have been completed
whereby the Brenkert Light Projection
Company and RCA Photophone will cooperate in the sale of complete booth equipment for motion picture theatres, the two
companies have jointlj' announced.
The new sales policy just worked out permits independent supply dealers selling
Brenkert products and the RCA Photophone
sales representatives to sell boo'th equipment made by either of the two companies.
The ground work with Brenkert distributors and RCA Photophone sales representatives in various parts of the new country
for the new selling plan has been prepared
by Ilomer B. Snook, reproducer sales manager of Photophone, and Wayne D. Brenkert, sales manager of Brenkert. Present
setup of either the sales or the service personnel of the two companies will not be
affected by the new sales agreement.
GE

toe *P

Projector

Increases

Production

Production of fluorescent lamps is being
stepped up by General Electric at the rate of
1,000,000 units annually as compared with
200,000 units during the past year. Added to
the line is a new 40 watt fluorescent.
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(From Encyclopedia of Exploitation)
□ What is condition of roof equipment?
Roof should be clear of all debris, to
prevent stopping of drains and consequent leaks.
□ Is the FLASHING in good repair?
□ SKYLIGHTS?
□ VENTILATING LOUVRES (if automatic, do thev work) ?
□ Revolving turret draft VENTILATORS
— are thej^ in good repair, do they revolve freely?
□ Are EXHAUST
FANS and power
source in good repair and lubricated
regularly?
□ Are FIRE ESCAPES to and from the
roof safe?
□ Is STAGE KEPT CLEAN, whether in
use or not?
O Is equipment in perfect working order?
□ If stage is not in use, are the stage ropes
and rigging inspected regularly?
□ IS THE ASBESTOS CURTAIN IN
PERFECT WORKING ORDER?
□ Is unused scenerj^ properly stored?
□ Is the SWITCHBOARD
PROTECTED?
□ Is SPRINKLER SYSTEM regularly inspected and in proper working order?
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS should be
stationed on both sides of stage. Stage
manager should have an extinguisher
convenient, near switchboard. Stagehands should know locations of extinguishers and exit doors. At least one
light on stage should be kept burning at
all times, night and day. Smoking on
stage should never be permitted. MICROPHONES USED ON STAGE
should be kept covered with cloth cover
when not in use, to prevent dust accumulating.
□ Are DRESSING ROOMS backstage in
good condition? If in use they should
be cleaned daily. Even if not used, they
should be kept clean and ready for instant use; should be kept locked when
not in use, making certain, first, that no
lights are left burning in them.
□ How about other store-rooms and
closets that are kept closed — is it possible that lights might be left burning
in them?
□ Are ELECTRIC SWITCHES guarded?
Are they clean of dust and dirt (careful in dusting or cleaning them)?
Q If heat is being used, is heating unit entirely satisfactory?
O Is excessive amount of FUEL used?
□ Any way of saving?
n If gas is used, are meters okay?
□ If heating equipment is not in use is it
in condition to be put in use when required?
□ Is it in need of any repairs, or cleaning?
□ Have grates, fire-boxes, ash-pits, back
connections, all oil-burning equipment
been cleaned?
□ Check for necessary' adjustments, damper regulations, safety valves, gauges.
Check, clean and replace flues or chimney boiler sections and tubes. Check,
cement and repair any air leaks. Check
pumps, leaking pipes, motors. Has boiler
been inspected?
□ Is engine room clean, painted, clear of
all debris, and is brass brightly shined?
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Housekeeping

Cleaning

Up

The average theatreman knows more
about show business than the exceptionally
well informed patron who fcuys a ticket to
his show — but he doesn't know anything
more about cleanliness than the average
house-wife. This latter truism is worth remembering. Women are the most important
patrons of the theatre. Sell the women, and
they'll
bring
That's in
a-b-c
stuff. But
how the
wellmen
is italong.
remembered
all
its implications?
Cleanliness about the theatre is something
that should come first with every theatremanager — and there isn't a really sucessful
manager or owner in the country who
won't come right out and say so. These
showmen make it a practice to see that the
house staff is diligent about keeping the
theatre clean, neat and well-groomed.
Training the Staff
In the lobby the doorman functions as the
guardian of cleanliness. Staff men are instructed to keep the floor perfectly clear at
all times of such litter as cigarette butts,
cigar stubs, matches and paper, and once
at least during the show the lobby is swept
out, regardless of how clean it may appear
on superficial glance.
Assuming that the theatre is given a thorough vacuum cleaning every morning, with
complete and efficient cleaning throughout,
there is still the necessity of keeping the
well-groomed house looking that way from

for

Profit

the beginning of the first show to the closing of the last show at night. Thus in the
foyer and auditorium all employes should be
required to keep carpets and floors free of
all litter. In walking up and down the aisles
the ushers should make it a point to pick up
waste paper such as candy wrappers, burnt
matches, etc., or have a porter, or himself,
obtain a dustpan and brush and clean the
floor of any discarded matter littering the
floor.
Save Those Carpets
One of the most destructive things that
can happen to floor covering is for chewing
gum to become matted into the carpet. Instant removal of this destructive stuff means
a great saving of time later on and also
eliminates a source of aggravation should
some patron, innocent of the habit of tossing gum about, be afflicted with the nuisance
of removing it from his or her own shoes.
Frequent visits by employes to the rest
rooms is another means of keeping the theatre in the good graces of those who are
particular about these matters of cleanliness. Above all things get fresh air into the
lounges and rest rooms, and if a good
amount of ventilation can't be introduced
because of lack of window openings and
cross-ventilation, then put in some one of
many devices that are now available for
freeing these enclosed rooms of objectionable odors and stale air.

Nothing less t-han a pict-ure with
depth and definition, one which
brings out delicate details and fairly
sparkles with realistic effect is
acceptable today.
Exhibitors everywhere are crediting Strong Arc Lamps for giving
them this improved projection.
You, too, can enjoy the economy
of using these modern lamps. Their
higher efficiencies result in a tremendously increased volume of light
without a corresponding increase in
operating costs.
For Sale by Independent

Theatre

everywhere. DemonSupply Dealers
stration in your own theatre without
obligation.
Write today for free catalog on Strong unconditionally guaranteed products — your guide to better

STRONG

projection.
ELECTLIC COHPOHATION
2501 LAGRANGE STREET • TOLEDO, OHIO
£xport Office: noom 2002, 22Q W. 42ad St,
York City
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Contract has been awarded for the construction of a 600-seat theatre at 1301 Western Avenue, Knoxville, Tenn. Owners are
Denton Theatres, of which George L. Denton is president; Shubert Home Builders,
1400 Washington Avenue, are the contractors.
A permit has been granted by the City
Council of Greenville, Miss., for the construction of a motion picture theatre for
colored people on the west side of North
street. Estimated cost will be $4,000. S. J.
Azar is owner.
Fox West Coast Theatres Corp. is planning the erection of a $175,000 theatre at
the southwest corner of Manchester Avenue and Crenshaw Boulevard in Morningside Park, Los Angeles, Calif.
A

meeting of Shelbyville, Mo., businessmen was held recently to formulate plans
for raising money for the construction of a
theatre in that town.
Contract for the construction of a 1000seat theatre on Goldsboro street, Wilson,
N. C. for North Carolina Theatres, Inc., has
been awarded Berger Brothers, contractors,
of Mooresville.
James Edwards, Jr., of Monterey Park,
Calif., has announced that his organization
will soon begin the construction of a modern deluxe, 1,000-seat theatre in the busi-

$10.00
Write for literature on this
and other new
fixtures for the
above type
lamps or see
your dealer today — he has
them.
BEST DEVICES CO.

COLOR

WHEEL

ness district of Monterey Park on Garvey
Avenue. The $75,000 cost estimate is for
construction alone, exclusive of the real estate.
Construction of a new 350-seat modern
theatre at Watkins, Minn., has begun by
G. J. Abeln, formerly of the State Theatre at
Sauk Rapids. The latest equipment will be
installed including an up-to-date air-conditioning system. The theatre front will be of
white stucco with blue or black trimming
and will include a neon-lighted canopy. The
house is expected to be completed early in
July.
Work has started at Houston, Texas, by
the Interstate Circuit, Inc., on a $250,000
community center, including a $125,000 theatre at West Alabama and Shepherd. The
house will have a seating capacity of 1,100 and will be air-conditioned. George P.
O'Rourke is the general contractor.
Bryan, Pettigrew & Worley, architects,
have announced the construction in the immediate future of the new Queen Theatre at
Bryan, Texas. The Bryant Amusement
Company will be the owner and operator.
The marquee, ticket booth and lobby will be
porcelain enamel, the foyer will be of marlite and the house will be air-conditioned. It
will seat 560 persons.
A new theatre and mercantile building will
be erected at the southeast corner of Broad
Street and East Avenue, Elyria, Ohio. It
will be known as the Elyria, and will seat
1,500, according to John Pekras, veteran exhibitor. George A. Ebeling of Cleveland, is
the architect.
Construction of a new motion picture
theatre in Woodbury, N. J., will begin soon.
The Smith theatre circuit plans to erect a
tiieatre at Mexico, N. Y.
Work has started at Pocahontas, Iowa, on
a $25,000 theatre being erected by Jack
Bouma. The Kucharo Construction Co., of
Des Moines is the contractor.
Abraham Sablosky will construct a theatre and five stores at Vernon Road and
Sprague street, Mt. Airy, Pa.
A license has been granted by the St.
Paul (Minn.) City Council for the construction of a new theatre in the Merriam Park
district. E. F. LaFond will operate the
house.
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Suite 608, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.C. Bryant 9-7532
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Construction

Bids have been received by the Franklin
Amusement Co., Franklin, La., for the construction of a motion picture theatre, with
heating and ventilating to be installed by the
owner under a separate contract. Favrot and
Reed, of New Orleans, are the architects.

BEST AUTOMATIC
For The New
G.E. PAR-38 &
R-40 LAMPS
COMPLETE
Less Lamp

TRADE

Work has begun on the new Gem Theatre
to be constructed at Huntingburg, Ind. The
general contractor is the Huntingburg Lumber Co.
A new movie theatre to be known as the
Lubec will be built at the corner of Main
and Pleasant streets in Eastport, Me. The
house has been leased for a long term of
years to Mrs. W. A. Shea, who has managed the Eagle here for a number of years.

Renovations

and

Openings

The Grand Theatre, Durand, Wis., is undergoing extensive remodeling. George
Brauer is manager of the house.
Having purchased the Victor Theatre,
Meadville, Pa., Charles F. Truran, operator
of the Park, has announced extensive redecorating, remodeling and erection of a
new marquee. The name of the theatre will
also be changed. William Fleisch will be
manager.
Having celebrated its 14th Anniversary recently, the Shawnee Theatre, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., is now closed while remodeling and redecorating to cost $20,000 is under way.
Improvements include a new acoustic ceiling, approximately 1,850 new seats, and
other changes.
Remodeling of the lobby of the Strand
Theatre, Haverhill, Mass., which was recently damaged by fire, has been completed,
according to the Puritan Amusement Co.,
Boston, owners of the building. Architect
Charles H. Morse furnished the plans for
the remodeling, which was carried out by
Wilfred D. St. Onge.
The Waynesburg Opera House, Waynesburg, Pa., is being remodelled at a cost of
$60,000. Operated by Larry Puglia^ and his
sister, Mrs. Rose Pishionery, the house will
have a new lobby, the main floor will be
lowered two feet, and a new balcony will
be constructed. Work will probably be completed in September.
The Princess Theatre, Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich., has been torn down to permit converting it into a modern 1,000 seat theatre,
according to Charles DePaul, owner. The
cost is estimated at $150,000.
Rearranging of the doors leading to the
stage, and removal of the pipes along the
wall to a space between the ceiling and the
roof are among the improvements being
made in the Grand Theatre, Sullivan, 111.
According to Manager Hays, the ceiling and
walls will be covered with a plastic preparation known as Gold Bond which will improve the sound effects.
At a cost of approximately $70,000, the
Fox Wilson Theatre, Fresno, Calif., managed by George F. Sharp, has been extensively remodeled and has now reopened.
New fixtures and new furnishings were installed. Improvements also include a new
marquee, new projection machines, acoustical plaster covering the entire interior
walls, and colorful tile design along the
Fulton street frontage.
The Odeon Theatre, Marshalltown, Iowa,
is being remodeled at a cost of $50,000. W.
Kerr, of Council Bluffs, manager of a theatre chain in Missouri, Nebraska and Iowa,
has joined the partnership of M. C. Rosk'opf and Sam Horwitz of Marshalltown for
the reopening of the house.
(Continued on page 45)
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Closer Check Is Being Kept
On Ticket Register Counters
Exhibitors throughout the country are
keeping a closer check on the registering
counters of their ticket registers than ever
before in the history of the industry, it is
declared by D. H. Finke, vice-president of
General Register Corporation.
While traveling through the West and
South, Finke came across many prominent
theatre owners who said that they were at
one time satisfied to take the ticket number
count as final, but that they now depend on
the register counter.
Finke expressed his opinion that he would
not be surprised if, within a comparatively
short time, tickets were printed without
numbers. He indicated there was a definite
trend in that direction. The reason for this,
of course, is to keep the ticket sales secret,
and to prevent anyone from checking the
amount of business done at the theatre.
Sales of the company's Secret Cash Control Automatic Registers for the first three
months of 1939 were at least 20 per cent
ahead of the corresponding period in 1938,
Finke declared.
Reduced

Price reductions of three sizes of Rectigon
bulbs are announced by the Westinghouse
Lamp Division, Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, Bloomfield, New
Jersey, as follows:
15 amperes, 60 volts. No. 766776 was
$12.00, now is $10.00; 6 amperes, 60 volts.
No. 289414 was $6.00, now is $5.00; 6 amperes, 90 volts. No. 289416 was $6.00, now
is $5.00.
The fifteen ampere size is used principally
in rectifiers for motion picture projectors of
the arc type.
Levine Operating Midwest
Stanley Levine, of Stanley Theatre Supply Co., Chicago, has purchased the full
stock, name and good will of the Midwest
Theatre Supply Co. Midwest Theatre Supply Co. will continue as Chicago dealers in
supplies and equipment for theatres.
The Stanley Theatre Supply Co. will
serve as wholesalers and distributors of
specialized items in the theatre supply field.
Lou Hunt

R I-, \' I K W

they are terribly uncomfortable and lum-py.
The question is does it pay to spend any more
money to try and do something with them-?

Court

In an opinion delivered simultaneously
in four suits relating' to silhouette signs,
Judge Barnes, sitting in the U. S. District
Court at Chicago, delivered an opinion sustaining three patents lield by Wagner Sign
Service, Inc., designers and buildei's of theatre signs and marquees.
Three of the four suits on whicli Judge
Barnes ruled involved Wagner Sign Service
and Adler Sign Letter Co., and its manufacturing affiliate, Ben Adler Signs, Inc.
The fourth suit was between the Wagner
compan>' and the I'atio Theatre Co., Chicago.
The Wagner patent was held to be infringed by certain letter signs which the
Adler companies have made and sold during recent years, according to the decision.

Prices

T R A I ) Iv

Patents

Sustained

Bulb
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Resigns

Lou Hunt has resigned as manager of
the Chicago branch of the National Theatre
Supply Company.

BOX
You ask them, STR answers them with advice on your equipment problems. If you
wrote the question, you'll be most interested
in the answer. If you didn't write the question, you'll be interested both in question
and answer, because the other fellows' problems may be yours too. Come on — ask your
questions about equipment — how to buy it,
maintain it, get the sure results required to
make your theatre a de luxe picture house.
T.J.K. asks: The condition of the cement
floor in our theatre is anything but beautiful.
I use this expression because the house is attractively decorated in every other respect.
We keep the floor clean and spotless as much
as possible but every time the house lights
go on the contrast dims the otherwise pleasing
effect of the house as a whole.
ANSWER : There are several kinds of good
cement floor paint on the market which should
be applied to all such floor surfaces. It should
be applied after all gum and spots have been
removed and done in sections so that you can
rope of? each section until it has throughly
dried. The added advantage of this treatment
is the ease with which the floor can be cleaned
after the job is finished. Besides, you can use
a color floor paint that will tie in with the
color effect of the decorative scheme of the
theatre.
4c 4< «
WRR writes: In remodeling an old, ancient
theatre, little more than a store show, what
items should be included that will lend an effect of big city theatresf I do not refer to
structural changes as the job will be strictly
a decorative and beautifying proposition rather
than anything else.
ANSWER : You certainly ask tough ones.
If we had four walls to work with we would
list the following: A good, comfortable chair.
Attractive carpets and drapes. An indirect
lighting system both for during the show and
when house lights are on. A good screen properly draped and with an automatic curtain
control for opening and closing. If possible,
an attractive standee partition in the rear of
the seats, preferably, one that can be closed
with small drapes when there are no standees.
An attractive lobby with suitable display
frames. A neat marquee that will afford opportunity of carrying the current attraction
names, and including the theatre name either
in front or above the attractive lines on the
sides. Modern projection and sound equipment
are, of course, of paramount importance because no matter how pretty your theatre may
be, without good projection and sound the rest
of your investment is worthless. There are
probably a dozen other items but we assume
that you are merely looking for some suggestion to make sure you cover all phases of
your remodeling job.
F.B.H. asks: Recently we converted our
squab seats into spring seats without making
any other changes in the backs or standards.
It was not a cheap job as we paid close to
two dollars for the conversion job in which
the original seats were used. However, we
seem to have jumped from the frying pan
into the fire because we never had any kicks
about the old stuffed seats but now we have
plenty about the spring ones. It seems that

.-ANSWER : Definitely NO. Be a sport and
charge off your cost to poor judgment in which
you undoubtedly were misinformed. You
should have bought the seats from a recognized and well known company rather than
take a chance on some fly-by-night that happened along with a glowing description of
what you were supposed to be getting for
your money. You do not mention the capacity
of your theatre so we do not know how much
the experiment cost you but our advice is
that, if you can af?ord it, and apparently you
have little choice now, you should investigate
several good lines of nationally known chairs
and re-seat the theatre properly. You will
find the investment a good one.

Insure yourself the best in proscenium equipment. Be sure the
Vallen symbol of leadership is
on the stage curtain controls and
tracks and special operating devices you specify — for when you
buy Vallen, you buy the best.

VALLEN,
AKRON.
IV^hen you

buy

inc.

OHIO

Vallen you

buy the Best!
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Ashcraf t Marketing

and

^mproued

^cj^uipment

rent and solves low-voltage problems.
Another introduction to the Vallen line is
a new automatic slack rope take-up device,
designed to eliminate all slack and whipping
of curtain ropes and cables. Small, compact,
sturdily built and easily bolted to the floor
backstage, the company's new "Uni-Tension" is said to be entirely self-adjusting,
compensating for all slack caused in curtain
cables and ropes by use or weather changes
and keeping the ropes at uniform tension at
all times. Stamped from machine steel with
cushion springs with a cast wheel four
inches in diameter and oil-less and noiseless
bearings, the new device can be furnished to
fit any curtain size in any type auditorium.
Other devices manufactured by the company include a new Rear-Fold Track, noiseless all-steel Safety Tracks and Automatic
Shade Operator and Screen Control. These
and many other items are designed for
application on stages of all sizes, and in
church, school and club auditoriums, hospital clinics, etc. Several installations have
been made at the N. Y. World's Fair in the
General Motors' exhibit, the House of
Jewels, the U. S. Government Building, the
American Tobacco Company exhibit and the
Soviet Russia Building.
Best Go. Designs Color Wheel
for G. E. Reflector Lamps
New Vallen Junior Control No. 40 is said to
be a smaller and speedier electric curtain operator. It augments the company's complete
line of electric curtain operators and noiseless
curtain tracks, and features "pillow action" —
an adaptation of the floating control principle.
Vallen
Electric

Introduces
Curtain

An automatic color wheel and a variety
of lamp holders with color screens have
been developed 'by Best Devices Co., Cleveland,
for use with the new G. E. Par-38 and R-40
lamps.
The lamps arc for spotlighting and

New

Control

SERVICE

BEN SCHLANCER
Theatre Architect and Consultant
117 West 46th St.

New York City

Oil Drive Take-Up Offers
Advantages to Projectionists
At the recent convention of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers in Hollywood,
the new Golde Oil Drive Take-up occasioned
much comment, being hailed as filling a
long-felt need for the completion of projection machines and projection safety.
The new Take-up is a totally enclosed device and has in its enclosure an oil shaped
disc driven by the enclosing case entirely
filled with special oil and permanently
sealed.
Its design is said to assure the same
smoothness for the life of the projector and
without adjustment. The initial adjustment
that is sealed will provide for taking up
film up to 2,500 feet without intermittent
wear on Take-up feed sprockets or film.
Offers Newly
Speed

Designed
Sound

Head

Weber Machine Corporation, among the
pioneers in the theatre sound field, is now
marketing a newly designed magnetic filter
which the company's engineers claim to be
a revolutionary forward step in the reproduction of sound through the maintenance of
constant speed of projection and reproduction of the sound track.
The magnetic filter, a patented device, has
approximately
pounds for
of the
"fly filter
wheel"by balance. Features 40claimed
its
sponsors include the maintenance of unvarying speed, from the start of the film to its
end with uniform motion past the light slit.

=1

IS AVAILABLE TO YOU
nil
Let me help you with the planning of
your new theatre or alteration of
present theatre.
This service, which will save you
time and money, is low enough in
cost to make it available to all those
contemplating theatre work of any
kind. Why not investigate?
Write me for information

New

Gonstant

features "pillow action" — the newest adaptation of the company's floating control principle. It also features a sturdier and more
powerful condenser-type motor which automatically compensates for fluctuating cur-

AN IMPORTANT

Copper
Oxide
Rectifier
Ashcraft lias introduced a new Copper
Oxide Rectifier which, according to the
manufacturers, is one of the most efficient
means of converting alternating current for
the operation of Suprex projection lamps.
Properly designed and constructed, it is said
to be one of the most dependable means for
rectification.
According to the manufacturers, whose
plant is located at 47-31 35th street, Long
Island City, N. Y., the Copper Oxide Rectifier consists of four distinct units: — the
case, the transformer, the exhaust fan and
the copper oxide unit. Each unit, though
having an individual function, is coordinated
with the others in such a manner that the
ensemble operates with maximum efficiency
and dependability.
Although the rectifier is mounted in a
case of generous proportions — larger than
other motion picture rectifiers — it takes up
no more floor space. The additional size of
the case allows a more evenly distributed
flow of air through the oxide unit.

Weber

A new smaller and speedier electric curtain operator known as the new Junior Control No. 40 has been introduced by Vallen,
Inc., of Akron, Ohio, to augment its complete line of electric curtain operators and
noiseless curtain tracks. The new control

New

have a wide range of use in theatres for displays and decorative illumination.
The Best Automatic Color Wheel is a
compact motor driven wheel providing for
a constant change of color. Automatically
driven, the wheel is 13 inches in diameter
and: i,s set on a cast iron base- with full universal action "U" briacket.
.•Single and twin lamp holders with color
holder and one each of red, blue, green, amber and pink color screens are another addition to the line of equipment from Best.

Magnetic Filter recently developed by Weber
Machi.ne Corp., is now a feature of that company's Syncrofilm sound head, illustrated above.
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Conference

International

Sales

EKPl's tirst international sales conlcrence,
at which the many problems of merchandising
new sound and booth equipment in the worldwide market were discussed, was held last
week
City. at the Company's othces in New York
Among those attending were : G. S. Appelgate, managing director, Western Electric
Company (Australia) Pty. Ltd.; William
Demello, representing the Western Electric
Company of Brazil ; Edwin Clinc, operatingmanager of the Western Electric Co. Inc. of
Argentina ; P. L. Palmerton, managing director of Western Electric Co. Ltd., who is in
charge of all European territory ; John Riley,
Chief Engineer of ERPLs London organization ;H. B. Allinsmith, manager of the Western Electric Co. Inc. of Cuba ; E. S. Gregg,
general foreign manager of ERPI.
F. E. Peters, general manager of Dominion
Sound Equipments, Ltd. of Canada, and G. L.
Carrington, vice president of Altec Service
Corporation, also attended the sessions.

Newest

Sparks

House

Is Hearing Completion
A theatre to be known as the Florida is
now under construction at Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. It will be an addition to Sparks chain
which has houses throughout Florida. At
first it was to have been known as the
Broward, as shown in the accompanying
architect's sketch, but later it was definitely
decided the house would be known as the
Florida.
The building will be 60 ft. by 176 ft., and
will be located in the heart of the business
district. Designed to have a seating capacity
of 1,266, the theatre is costing approximately
$200,000 to construct. When completed, it
will be equipped with Westinghouse air-conditioning, the most modern seats from the
American Seating Company, Simplex Projectors and RCA sound system.
A novel lighting effect in front will be
carried out by the electric sign and marquee
in neon with flashers. This will be enhanced by the inside illumination of glass
brick, and colored glass facing the entire

RCA

Servicemen

to Use

Academy Reels for Sound Tests
Cooperating with the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences in its efforts to
raise the standards of sound motion picture reproduction in theatres, the RCA
Photophone Division has arranged for its
field service engineers in all parts of the
country to utilize the new Academy test reel
for judging sound quality.
The test film was assembled by the Academy in co-operation with all the major producing studios to furnish a reliable "listening" test for speech and music, based on
the current quality standards of the various
studios. One section of the test reel is designed for checking the power handling
capacity of amplifiers and speakers.
Sign is Fixed Asset
A unique type of sign has been installed
on the Walter Shafer Theatre at Garden
City, Mich. With an entire display front of
porcelain with enamel finish to match the
building facade, the sign was built in as an
integral part of the structure, thus eliminating all chains and guy wires.
Real

center section of the front of the building,
making a very unusual and attractive combination in colors and lights.
Tentatively, the Florida is scheduled for
opening August 1. Roy A. Benjamin of
Jacksonville, Fla., is the architect. Other
houses in Ft. Lauderdale operated by the
Sparks interests are the Sunset and Queen.

Advice

On

Reels

How are your reels? Are they wobbly?
Is it getting harder for the projectionist to
attach the film to the hub in order to keep
it from slipping out? Don't take any
chances. Better stock up with new reels
now. Those made of aluminum are
especially practical.

Wide

Use

of Glastone

Theatre

Building

For
Indicated

A new product, Glastone, made by integrating opaque-colored glass with lightweight concrete block has been developed
by the Libby Owens Ford Glass Co. Because its structural properties make it a
load-bearing unit for buildings and not
merely a facing material, wide theatre use
of the new line is indicated.
Vitrolite structural glass, bonded by haydite, a concrete known for its lightness,
strength and resistance to fire and moisture,
is the main composition of Glastone. A layer
of asphaltic mastic is fcetween the glass and
the concrete. A hidden rustproof metal
binder around the perimeter of each glass
facing section further anchors the concrete
and the glass.
One

Who

Will

Succeed

The exhibitor who pays as much attention to the physical appearance of 'his theatre, the quality of his projection, and the
comfort of his patrons as he does to merchandising ofthe attractions he plays is the
exhibitor who will succeed.

Stuart

Heads

Cooling

Dept.

Announcement has been made of the appointment of Stuart M. Crocker as manager of General Electric's air-conditioning
department. Assigned to the air-conditioning department are GE's commercial refrigeration activities.

GENERAL
Watch

for White

Streaks

If there are white streaks running either up
or down when titles are flashed on the screen,
better have your projectionist regulate the
speed of the shutter.

SEATING
COMPANY
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Quality

Equipment
—

Tips

TO

SECURE trouble-free operation of your
sound and projection equipment, you must
use standard parts in replacements. It does
not pa}^ to install cheap equipment because it
will not give service, will require repairs more
often and results on the screen will be far
from satisfactory. Maybe the cost of better
equipment will seem little high at first, but
just stop and figure the cost in upkeep of some
cheap "off^-brand" equipment and you will find
that better equipment DOES PAY.
Quality Available
There is excellent equipment to be liad,
you know. Take, for example — the new
Simplex E-7. This projector delivers a rocksteady picture that is truly amazing. It has
been the pleasure of the writer to see and inspect several installations of this fine projector and he was amazed at seeing such "lifelike" projection. The projector runs so quiet
that it is a pleasure to operate. The exhibitor contemplating installation of new
equipment will not make any mistake when
purchasing this fine projector. He will be
mighty proud of it! And Simplex four-star
sound is really something worth hearing.
Clear as a bell, it is a real pleasure to sit
down and hear sound reproduced by this fine
equipment. Fellows, take our word for it,
when you buy equipment, buy the best and not
be sorry later on by installing some cheap offbrand equipment that cannot possibly give you
results that this equipment will give, because
this equipment is the result of fine engineer-

SENSATIONAL
NATIONALLY

OFFER!

ADVERTISED
15 AMPERE
RECTIFIER
BULBS

GUARANTEED
1200

HOURS

$12.00 VALUE
EACH
ANY
QUANTITY
5
9
5
$
Let US quote on your reseating job —
new or used chairs — any size lot.
WRITE TODAY FOR OUR SPECIAL LOW
PRICE BULLETIN LISTING ASTOUNDING
VALUES IN USED THEATRE EQUIPMENT
—FEATURING UNHEARD OF BUYS IN
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
FOR

TRADE

NEW-USED

THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
Write Today to
STANLEY
THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
1235 South Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

on

Better
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Pays
Projection

ing by a staff of finest engineers known in the
sound industry.
Take one more example. RCA sound
equipment. It gives perfect satisfaction — practically trouble-free operation with proper care
and maintenance. It is real pleasure to hear
sound reproduced by RCA equipment. This
equipment has been designed by engineers that
know their "stuff", believe you me; and, again,
let us strongly urge you to buy better equipment. The writer has had over 23 years'
experience with all makes of sound and projection equipment and knows, by actual experience, it PAYS TO BUY THE BEST. Offbrand equipment means two things when you
bu>' it : Only fair results, usually MORE repair bills, and not always satisfactory sound
reproduction, gentlemen.
Care Important
Let us see now how qualit}- also applies to
proper maintainance. Use only oil recommended bythe manufacturer of your projector.
Keep your equipment absolutely clean. Each
day, before you start your show, oil your
mechanism and soundhead, wiping off all surplus oil so that it does not get all over the
floor under the projector. Clean sprockets
with tooth brush and benzine, both the projector and soundhead sprockets thoroughh .
Dirt on sprockets causes picture jump, on
soundhead it causes distorted sound. Take
the projection lenses out and use clean handkerchief and good lens cleaner and ver.v
thoroughly clean the lenses every day. You
simply can't get a sharp focus with dirty
lenses. Use half-size lenses and of a standard
make, like Cinephor lenses. Cheap lenses will
not give sharp focus. Take clean, soft rag
and go all over the mechanisms and soundheads and clean them thoroughly. It takes
only few minutes.
Wesley Trout.
Photophone Experts Discuss
Sound at SMPE
Meeting Here
"Safeguarding Theatre Sound Reproduction
with Modern Test Instruments" was discussed
by four RCA Photophone engineers this week
at a meeting of the Atlantic Coast Section of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. The
meeting, which followed dinner at a midtown
iiotel, was held at the RCA Photophone
recording studios, 411 Fifth Avenue, New
York.
The subject was presented and illustrated
with a number of demonstrations, by Adolph
Goodman, R. J. Kowalski, W. F. Hardman
antl E. S. Stanko, all of the Company's Camden headquarters. In addition, sound reproducing and test equipment was on display.
Woodman, Spare That Tree
Because a large tree is growing atop the
County Court House, a new theatre to be
opened in Greensburg, Ind., around July 15
will be known as the Tree. W. F. Easley,
the proprietor, has been in show business
since 1902.
Harmony

in Patterns

Carpet patterns should harmonize with
the decorative scheme of your theatre. And
no matter what that scheme may be, you'll
usually find that a reputable floor covering
company has just the pattern you need.

Architect's Drawing of new Queen Theatre
now being constructed by the Bryan Amusement Company at Bryan, Texas. The approximate cost of the building which is being wired
for Simplex 4-Star Sound and in which a Carrier air-conditioning unit is being installed, will
be $45,000. The marquee, box office and
lobby will be of porcelain enamel, and the foyer
will be of marlite. Indirect lighting will be
featured throughout the building, most unique
of which is the lighted staircase. The house
will seat 560 persons. Mrs. Morris Schulman
is general manager of the company, which also
operates the Dixie and Palace in Bryan. Pettigrew and Worley, Dallas architects, are supervising construction of the Queen, which is expected to be completed in time for Fall
opening.

General Seating Chairs Being
Installed in Mont. Theatres
Modern theatre chairs purchased from
the Western Theatre Equipment Company
of Butte, Montana, and manufactured by the
General Seating Company, are being inMontana.stalled at Bob's Theatre, Twin Bridges,
At Ek'alaka, Montana, M. F. Niccum is
opening a theatre and installing chairs from
General Seating, as is the Sheridan Theatre
at Sheridan. These orders were likewise
filled by the Western Theatre Equipment
Company.
Lend

Patrons

An

Ear

If you want to get an idea of what people
think of your theatre, wander through the
lobby and lounges, or stand out in front.
You'll beam with pride at their remarks,
provided they're complimentary. And
you'll blush if they're otherwise. But then,
maybe you'll learn what's wrong, if anything is, and set about to correct it.
Think

Before

You

Buy

Before you buy new lighting fixtures or
any decorative material, be sure they
harmonize with the general appearance of
your theatre. Don't make the mistake of
buying something that catches your fancy,
only to discover when installed that it
stands out like a sore thumb against the
rest of the theatre's decorations.

June 24,
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MORAL

IN RHYTHM

The

"No stubborn
air-condif showman
ioning for said
me!"
The
As wet with sweat he dipped his pen
In ink of brilliant red.
City, Mich, to be Site
Of New 500-Seat Theatre
rians are under way for a new theatre
seatiiiL; 500 in Reeil Cit}-, Mich., with work
to commence in the near futvire, it has been
announced by Butterfield Michigan Theatres
Company.
Tliis theatre will be modern in design and
will be located on property in the heart of
the business district of the above city, and
now owned by the Butterfield interests.
Martin Osterink of Grand Rapids will be
the contractor in charge of construction
and Roger Allen, also of Grand Rapids, the
architect.
Messrs. Osterink and Allen have just
completed new theatres for the Butterfield
Company in Cadillac and Allegan, Michigan. The Regent Theatre, Allegan, opened
Wednesday, June 21st.

The L. & G. Amusement Company has
awarded a contract to George H. Miller, contractor, for the construction of a motion picture theatre on Vine and Walnut streets,
Cincinnati. Plans for the building were made
by S. S. and G. H. Godley, architects.

Reed

Third

Theatre Supply Firm
Scheduled for New Orleans

\\ ith the knowledge that papers of incorporation had been filed in New Orleans
for the Gulf Theatre Supply Company, a
third supply company for Film Row seemed
to be a certainty.
Headquarters of the new company' will be
in a building until recently occupied by the
Louisiana Motion Picture Supplj' Corp. The
following officers are listed in the charter:
Jay Houck, minor circuit head, president,
six shares; John Elzey, vice-president, 4;
Levere Alontgomerj', booker for Theatre
Service Corp., buying outfit indirectly afifiliated with major circuits here, secretary, 6;
W. A. Prewitt, treasurer, 4.
Parquet Goes A-Carpeting
Contract for carpeting the two new houses
being constructed by the Butterfield Circuit,
the Gladmer at Lansing and a new house at
Flint, Mich., has been awarded the Parquet
Floor Co. Carpeting is also being installed
by the company in the Kilbride Circuit's
Alhambra Theatre in Detroit, according to
Manager George Whitney.
Inspect Prints Regularly
Does your projectionist inspect prints
before they are used for the regular performances? This should be ritual in every
theatre, and where the attraction is first run
you should make certain that the print is
in first class condition. In case you run a
picture longer than a week, it w^ould be wise
to replace the old print with a new one.
Make

those improvements now!
Now is the time to malte those much
•
improvements to >our theatre. Allow us
our suggestions and estimate.
NOVELTY
SCENIC
STUDIOS,
• Draperies • Interior Decorations •
318 320 W. 48th Street
New

Permission has been obtained from the
trustees of the Mt. Penn (Pa.) F|re Company by the Republic Picture Company,
Philadelphia, to convert the fire company
auditorium into a motion picture theatre.

Arc Projector for 16mm film. Above is illustrated the complete projector and sound reproducing equipment of the Ampro Corporation's new equipment for narrow film. Projector unit is equipped with: take-up reels up to
1600 feet: audio frequency amplifier; high
intensity arc lamp with automatic feeding; full
wave rectifier; stand with swivel for accurately
locating picture on the screen; 2 torpedo speakers on tripod stands; necessary connecting
cable and accessories.
Three New Theatres Set By
Butterfield for Lansing, Mich.
.\nnouncement of the construction of a
new theatre in North Lansing, Mich., to be
completed by September was made this week
by officials of W. S. Butterfield Theatres,
Inc.
Plans are also being drawn by Elmer
Kiehler of the Howard Crane office for two
additional theatres to be built in the residential section of Lansing by the Butterfield interests. They will have a large seating capacity and be of the latest design in
theatre architecture. Work is to start as
soon as possible in order that they will be
read}'^ to open early in the Fall.
Work on the Gladmer Theatre, Lansing,
and the Garden Theatre, Flint, which are
being rebuilt by the W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc., is progressing rapidly and all
indications are that the Gladmer Theatre,
Lansing, will open on August 27th, and the
Garden Theatre, Flint, on September 1st.
Renew

With

Altec

Westland Theatres, Inc., of Coloradc
Springs, has renewed sound service contracts with Altec for seven theatres and has
added two more to Altec service. Victory
Theatres of Denver have also renewed with
.\ltec.

needed
to offer
Inc.
Murals
York

Bulletin Board
( C oiilinncd f rom jniijc Id)

Equipment

Dealers

Move

Guercio & Barthel, Chicago, dealers in
theatre equipment, moved this month to
1241 South Wabash avenue.

ACOUSTICON

Bayliss, presGeorge Bourke and M. E.Tivoli
theatres,
ent owners of the Nuart and
on
constructi
the
for
plans
have announced
of a new theatre in West Los Angeles, Calif.
The house will seat more than 900 persons,
with adequate lounge and smoking rooms, including a ladies' powder room. The rest
rooms will be finished in colored tile with
fixtures in shades to match. The interior will
be decorated with carpets, drapes and furniture of modernistic design, and all seats will
be heavily upholstered. The latest equipment
for modern projection and sound will be
installed in the booth, and the house will be
wired for television.
A new $20,000 film theatre is to be built
at Parkers Prairie, Minn. Charles Farrow
of Little Falls will be the owner, and the
location will be the lot between the Penrose Oil Station and the N. P. Nelson home.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hess, owners and
managers of the Moosup Theatre, Moosup,
Conn., have announced plans for the erection of a new and modern theatre in Groton.
Asher Levy, president of the Asgley Theatre Co., operating the Orpheum, Parkway,
Strand and Madison theatres in Madison,
Wis., have announced plans to build a new
900-seat, air-conditioned theatre on the
corner of Monroe and Harrison streets.
An 800-seat theatre will be built in Bryan.
Ohio, by the Ellaness Company, which
operates the Temple Theatre here. The
house will be air-conditioned, and modern
in every respect.
Plans are under way for the construction
of a new theatre in Murf reesboro, Tenn., by
the Crescent Amusement Co. The theatre
will present western, adventure and secondrun movies, it was learned.
A 750-seat theatre is being constructed on
Bethlehem Pike at Germantown Avenue,
Inc.
Philadelphia, by William Goldman Theatres,

Intermittent Movement and
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PROSCENIUM EQUIPMENT: Interesting and
informative for your immediate attention and a most
valuable reference work on curtain control devices
is this excellent booklet prepared by Vallen, Inc.
Profusely illustrated with diagrams and photographs,
and containing engineering data as well as description, here is a most important addition to the reference library of every alert showman. Send for your
copy.
HI INTENSITY PROJECTION LAMPS: A real
close-up of the Ashcraft Suprex Projection Lamp,
Type D, and a fund of knowledge about efficient
light-source for projection of motion pictures are
yours
for the
tell prepared
us you'd by
be and
interested
and want
one asking.
of theseJust
books
illustrating the Ashcraft Suprex lamp.
SCREEN
SLIDES:
like "personalizing"
your
screen as
a mediumNothing
of expression
and contact
between you and your patrons, with messages of local
interest, news or facts about your theatre. Here is
the means of telling the audience the latest weather
report, announcing meetings of important civic bodies
suchrun
as through
Women's your
Clubs,typewriter
etc.. with and
a slide
that can
be
projected
on
your screen, described in a folder of practical ideas
prepared by Radio Mat Slide Co. Just write your
request for one on the form below and we will send
this serviceable
idea-source. We'll also send you
ayousample
slide.
_ CHAIR COVERINGS: Thinking of putting more
"punch" and effects,
color into your
consider
the
spectacular
say theatre?
nothing Then
of added
comfort
and beauty, by recovering your chairs with good upholsteryauditorium
materials. There's
perfect and
riot long
of colors,
match your
colora scheme,
wear to
in
the covering material sampled in a folder issued by
the Pantasote Co., Inc., manufacturers of Russialoid,
which you will most certainly want — tell us if you'd
like to have one, and we'll deliver it pronto.
THEATRE CHAIRS: Eastern Seating Company
has supplied us with a new brochure on the line of
attractive seats that are available from this company.
It will give you a load of interesting information and
a wide variety of illdstrations on modern theatre
seating, so you should have one of these brochures.
"ON THE
is the
the L.
titleC.ofChase
a vitally
portant bookletSPOT,"
issued by
Co., imfor
the purpose of telling you how to keep your furniture
upholstery and drapes clean. The contents cover every
conceivable type of stain that can mar the beauty and
appearance of your coverings.
SOUND SERVICE. Here is the booklet vou've
been wailing for. It was prepared by Altec Service
Corp., and not only tells you all about the subject
but gives a series of intelligent questions together with
the intelligent answers. No real theatremeh should
be without a copy of it. Just ask us for it and you'll
get one by return mail. DO THIS NOW.
AIR PURIFIERS: (Ed. Note: we wish to correct error regarding this equipment as
in
this department of the May 27th issue, described
in which
was stated that the Hom-O-Zone air purifier was notit
stilted for auditorium use. On the contrary the HomO-Zone line includes 40 models many of which are
capable of purifying air and destroying
odors in
auditoriums with seating capacities
ranging from 250
to several thousand seats.) A booklet
with information valuable to you on equipment for solving a deadair situation in your auditorium, making
your theatre
far more comfortable for patrons has been prepared
by The Automatic Electrical Devices Co., manufacturers ofHom-O-Zone purifiers. Ask STR to send
you one.

REQUEST

FOR

TRADE

LITERATURE

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW maintains a complete library of literature pertaining to equipment
and the maintenance thereof. Theatremen are urged
to keep themselves well informed on the latest
trends in equipment through this bureau which operates as one of the services of this publication.
There is no obligation involved in your request for
as many of these booklets as you desire. Items of
equipment not listed may likewise be requested just
the same and we will endeavor to secure whatever
you ask for. Readers who desire special information
on any subject may address their requests to the
Bureau where they will receive prompt attention.

HIGH SPEED FANS: These fans are becoming
increasingly popular everywhere and should prove
valuable during the summer months for those theatres requiring
this type etc.,
of fan.
probably
seen them
in restaurants,
where You've
they kick
up a
swell breeze. Perhaps you have a lobby or a spot in
the back of your auditorium where one of these fans
will keep the hot. dead air in motion and add to the
coolness and comfort of your theatre in hot weather.
Now is the time to think about fans so let us send
you this "Propellair" folder made up by the company of the same name.
THEATRE SEATING: American Seating Company has a new booklet interestingly titled "Theatre
Seating, 1939 B.C. — 1939 A.D." which every theatreman should have. Already the demand is increasing. While it is on your mind drop us a line and we
will send one to you by return mail. Use the request
form on this page.
HEARING AIDS: Thousands of theatres have
added this equipment and are finding it a definite
boost for business besides making their theatres stand
out from those who do not place proper importance
on the use and necessity for hearing aids. Dictograph
Products Co., manufacturers of Acousticon Hearing
Aids has supplied us with a limited iiumber of books
consisting of one telling about the equipment and the
other on how to properly exploit this service in your
community. By all means ask us for a set of these
books.
STAGE DRAPES: A few stage drapes ofttimes
change and improve the entire appearance of your
theatre. Novelty Scenic Studios are masters in this
art and also in doing an exceptional job at a surprisingly small cost. The booklet also discusses various
types of wall covering, curtains, etc. So if you would
like to know more about this important part of your
theatre's appearance, send for it.
PROJECTOR REPAIRS: This is an item of expense that not only runs into large sums but is
importaht to the uninterrupted operation of your
theatre. In this booklet you will learn some of the
things you should know about mechanism repairs
and overhauling. It was prepared by the International Projector Corp. and furnished to us by them
in cooperation with the National Theatre Supply Co.
Make it a MUST on your next request form.
WATER COOLERS: Most up-to-date theatres
provide their patrons with cooled water as part of
their service. We have a neat folder that tells you
more about electric coolers for your drinking water.
Would you care to look it over?

LITERATURE

Equipment Literature Bureau
6/24/39
Showmen's Trade Review,
1501 Broadway, New York City
I am interested in the equipment data mentioned in the Literature Bureau column. Send me
booklets on the following subjects, immediately:

Signed .
Theatre
City
Address

State

June 24, 1939
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BUREAU

SPECIAL
PAINT:
depart-as
ment has come
to ourA product
attention.newIt tois this
known
Polytect and is interestingly described in a compact
folder containing, among other things, sample finishes
of this unusual product. It may be the answer to
your problem for lounge, rest rooms, foyer or even
the whole auditorium. Only a limited number of these
folders are available, so first come, first served.
TICKET REGISTERS: Here is another booklet
issued bv National Theatre Supply Co. which deals
with the Timco Ticket Registers, especially their new
model C. If you are considering a new ticket register
you should see these descriptive folders before making
a decision or purchase. You can have them upon
request to STR.
GENERATORS: The Hertner Electric Co., has
made up a series of small colored folders dealing with
its motor generators. Each one describes some outstanding feature of these well known generators and
will prove interesting to all theatremen who seek some
data on this phase of their projection booth equipment.
PROJECTION LAMPS: We have had so many
requests for this booklet prepared by the Strong Electric Company that we have arranged for a further
supply to satisfy the demand from theatremen anxious
to improve their projection light. The importance of
good projection cannot be over-emphasized. How is
DRINKING
FOUNTAINS: One of the most imyours
?
portant requisites of the modern theatre is a drinkfountain — not
just isa appealing
place to quench
one's thirst,
but ing
a fountain
which
and inviting,
styled
in the modern mode to harmonize with other up-todate theatre equipment. The beauty and utility, the
advantages of the Voigt Combination Illuminated
Mirror fountain should seriously be considered.
ELECTRIC FANS: There are thousands of theatres still using wall or high speed fans for cooling
during the summer season. Others need them for
projection booth, offices, box office, and numerous
and sundry other places. Let us send you a copy of
the Westinghouse Fan book just completed^ by this
nationally famous outfit. It will describe, in detail,
all you should know about fans of all kinds and the
LIGHTING PLANTS: (Emergency) STR has
prices.
long
advocated the installation of emergency lighting
equipment both for theatres in towns where current
failure has been a regular occurrence as well as
in other places where even the remote possibility of
such a thing would mean a large loss in revenue, and
the use of refunds. Kohler and Kohler has made up
a condensed pamphlet on the subject that will tell you
all you need know for your introduction to the
subject.
PROJECTOR
MECHANISMS:
International
Projector Corp., maiiuf.icturers
of Simplex
Projectors,
has furnished us with a far reaching broadside dealing with inechanims. If you are one of those who
listened
STR'sof projection,
plea for self-education
on the
inside and to
outside
you should have
a copy
of the folder now.
ELECTRIC BULBS: Here is one subject that all
theatremen should be familiar with. Westinghouse
Lamp Co., made a booklet up to meet all questions
as to wattage, type and cost. A careful perusal might
give you some ideas on how to brighten up some
spots while cutting down wattage in others. If you
haven't a copy, send to us for this one.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS: RCA Mfg. Co.
has prepared one of the most comprehensive books
on this important subject which, in addition to listing the various typ.es of PA equipment with prices,
explains many of the other things you will want to
know.
RUBBER NOSING: Here is the latest innovation
in stair covering that will save your carpets and reduce repairs and replacements on the stair nosings
where most of your troubles start. It is a novel arrangement whereby a rubber nosing is installed
right along: with the carpet installation with the
rubber getting the brunt of the abuse. The booklet
was prepared by the Greater New York Carpet House
and isyouavailable
STR's form
Bureau.
Ask page.
for it
when
send inthrough
your request
on this
RECTIFIERS: A brand new Rectifier has been
brought to the market by a veteran firm specializing
in projection equipment. This is the Ashcraft Copper
Oxide Rectifier. It is described in a booklet containing illustrations, general information on rectifier operation, and complete
data on new
the equipment,
new equipment.
It's
good business
investigating
and you
will be wise to send for one of these booklets,
LIGHTING FIXTURES: For those who are going modern, this swell folder from the Voigt Company will come in handy not only for ideas but for
costs too. One of these modern fixtures will do wonders in brightening up a lounge room, lobby or
wall bracket spot. Why not investigate?
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Dates Shown Are Release Dales
This department is primarily intended to convey important information regarding product on which no
press book or ad material are available. Showmen
who run pictures pre-release will find it a valuable
source.
Listings will appear but once.
STOP, LOOK AND LOVE
20th-Fox
Drama
Not Set
Selling Names: Jean Rogers, Robert Kellard, Minna Gonibell, William Frawley.
Director: Otto Brower.
Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel.
Story Idea: Minna Gombell, trying to
make an impression on Robert Kellard, her
daughter Jean Rogers' boy-friend, only succeeds in scaring the young man so that he
leaves the house. Jean is crestfallen and
starts to leave town, but Kellard catches up
with her and young love comes together
again.
Catchline: "Young love couldn't be frightened bv words."
MR.

WONG

IN CHINATOWN

Mono.
Mystery -Drama
Not- Set
Selling Names: Boris Karloff, Grant
Withers, Marjorie Reynolds.
Director: William Nigh.
Producer: William T. Lackey.
Story Idea: Boris Karloff tries to solve
the murder of a Chinese Princess who was
killed while here on a secret mission. He
learns that William Royle, captain of the
ship
that Lynn
brought
princess^oneandofPeter
George
hadthecashed
the
princess's checks for a large sum of money
the day she died, but that Huntley Gordon,
the manager of the bank, is really responsible for her death
Catchline: "He solved her murder by uncovering her mission."
MODERN
Univ.

CINDERELLA
Drama
Not Set

Selling Names: Irene Dunne, Charles
Boyer, Nydia Westman, Onslow Stevens.
Producer and Director: John M. Stahl.
Story Idea: L-ene Dunne, a waitress, meets
Charles Boyer and he asks her to spend the
following day with him. Caught in a storm,
which turns into a hurricane, they seek shelter in a church, and, believing they will never
again see the light of day, acknowledge their
love for each other. Boyer tells Irene he
cannot marry her and when he introduces
her to his wife, who is a mental case, she
agrees to let him go out of her life forever.
Catchline: "Stars of 'Love Affair' together
again."
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ
Drama
Not Set
Col.
Selling Names: Brian Donlevy, Jacqueline
Wells.
Director: Charles Barton.
Associate Producer: Wallace MacDonald.
Story Idea: Brian Donlevy, of the State
Attorney'stentiary office,
sentencedabout
to thea penito secureis evidence
bank
robbery, using the alias of Red Murray, a
desperado slain in the line of duty. He is
almost stumped when Murray's sister, Jacqueline Wells, arrives, but he enlists her
aid. Donlevy trails the suspect, after a jail
break, and arrives in time to save the day
and the bank's money.
Catchline: "An escape for the good of
justice."
A WOMAN
IS THE JUDGE
Col.
Drama
July 10
Selling Names:
Frieda
Inescort, Otto
Kruger, Rochelle Hudson.
Director: Nick Grinde.
Producer: Irving Briskin.

Story Idea: The first case to come under
I^"rieda Inescort's jurisdiction on the criminal
court docket is that of Arthur Loft, charged
with heading a lottery racket. Loft has
records and photographs proving that his
hireling, Rochelle Hudson, is Miss Inesdaughter,
and when Rochelle
he tries
to use cort's
the missing
evidence
for blackmail,
refuses, and in self defense kills Loft. Miss
Inescort resigns from the bench, and clears
her daughter.
Catchline: "Her mother was the judge —
and her attorney"
DESPERATE TRAILS
Western
Aug. 4
Univ.
Selling Names: John Mack Brown, Bob
Baker, Fuzzy Knight, Frances Robinson
Director-Producer: Albert Ray
Story Idea: John Mack Brown comes to
a small western town to help end the reign
of the outlaws who browbeat the people.
Keeping his identity a secret, he finds that
Russell Simpson, the sheriff and Clarence
Wilson, the banker, are the men behind the
outlaw gang. With some clever tricks, he
beats them at their own game; then turns
them over to the marshal.
Catchline: "He beat the rustlers at their
own game." HAPPY ENDING
Drama
Pa; a.

Not Set

SellingRoland
Names:Young.
Pat O'Brien, Olympe
Bradna,
Director: Lewis Milestone.
Producer: George Arthur.
Story Idea: Pat O'Brien's wife leaves him
the night of the opening of their play, because he and his friend Roland Young imbibed too much liquor and ruined the show,
even though she was expecting a baby.
Twenty years later he receives a note from
his "unknown" daughter, telling him she
would like to meet him. When she arrives
she helps him get back his former standing
in the theatre, just before he dies.
Catchline: "Affluent . . . yet he couldn't
fool his own daughter."
Rep.

COLORADO
Western

SUNSET
Not Set

Selling Names: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, June Storey, Robert Barrat.
Director:
George Sherman.
Assoc. Producers: William Berke and
Harry Grey.
Story Idea: Gene Autry and his Texas
Troubadours, buy a ranch and a contract
calling for the daily delivery of milk and
then find themselves involved in a milk
war. When hoodlums attack their cattle
and Robert Barrat, local veterinarian asks
Autry to join the "Dairymen's Protective
Association." Autry gets busy and breaks
up the association and the milk war.
Catchline: "Gene Autry goes from cowboy to milkman."
SHOULD HUSBANDS WORK?
Rep.
Drama
Not Set
Selling Names: James, Lucille and Russell Gleason, Marie Wilson, Harry DavenDirector: Gus Meins.
Assoc. Producer: Sol C. Siegel.
port.
Story Idea: Lucille Gleason decides to
keep her husband's appointment for him,
during his absence, and give his sales talk
for a job . . . but she gets the job instead.
Then Gleason gets started trying to right
the wrong and purposely gives Lucille the

demonstraa shampoo
wrong tion. formula
It all ends for
getting the job
by Gleason
for himself and Lucille going back home.
Catchline: "She tried to get his job for
him by proxy."
CRIMINAL AT
Drama

LARGE

Not Set
Col.
Selling Names: Jack Holt, Patricia Ellis,
Stanley Fields, Arthur Hohl.
Director: Lewis D. Collins
Producer: Larry Darmour.
Jack Holt, because of his reStory Idea:
semblance, is mistaken for a bank robber
and given a twenty year sentence for a
hold-up job. A fellow prisoner succeeds in
getting Holt to join him in an escape, but
is being cross-examHe attorney,
they are
ined by captured.
the district
when news
comes of his robbing a bank, so he assists
in finding the guilty man.
Catchline: "A double that caused him
MOUNTED
POLICE #2
trouble."
Not Set
Western
Col.
Selling Names: Charles Starrett, Iris
Meredith, Stanley Brown.
Director: C. C. Coleman, Jr.
Assoc. Producer: Harry L. Decker.
Story Idea: Charles Starrett, Sergeant of
the Royal Mounted, is forced to arrest Stanley Brown, the brother of Iris Meredith, his
sweetheart, for the murder of Dick Curtis.
Kenneth MacDonald and Edmund Cobb,
patners of Curtis, who were after their illgotten wealth, had done the actual killing
with Curtis' knife. When Brown is permitted to escape, in order to get the Mounties
out of town, Starrett immediately suspects
the real culprits and manages to get enough
evidence to convict them.
Catchline: "Their proven alibis convicted
ADVENTURES

OF SHERLOCK

HOLMES
Not Set
them."
20th-Fox
Mystery-Drama
Selling Names: Basil Rathbone, Nigel
Bruce, Ida Lupino, Alan Marshall.
Director: Alfred Werker.
Assoc. Producer: Gene Markey.
Story Idea: Basil Rathbone has consented
to
the murder
of that
Ida Lupine's
andsolve
brother.
He finds
whoever father
killed
the brother, did so from a great distance — so
that when watching Ida, he suddenly sees
a man step out of the bushes and begin to
whirl a Bolas, he immediately recognizes
the murder weapon. He captures the man
and finds that his motive was revenge
against Ida's father, for killing his father.
Catchline: "Sherlock Holmes solves a
mystery within a mystery."
Novelty Promotion Piece
.A circular novelty mailing piece in which
a disk may be turned to i reproduce photographs of the various characters in "Five
Came Back" is a unit in the sales promotion
campaign for the aviation drama. The recipient may use the mail piece as a game and
guess as to which of the trapped persons
survive and return to civilization from the
jungle. On the reverse side of the novelty
card are dramatic scenes from the production. The unit was originated by Leon J.
Bamberger, sales promotion manager for
RKO Radio Pictures.
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In England
OVER THE MOON
Merle Oberon, Rex Harrison. Produced by Alexander Korda.
WEEKLY

STUDIO

CHECK-UP

Any pictures on which Advance Dope have been published are marked
by asterisk (*). See booking guide for dates of publication.

WAY DOWN SOUTH*
BAD LANDS*
SPELL BINDER*
ON ICEKanis. Directed
[This Week: In Production— 60; Being Edited— 80] EVERYTHING'S
Irene Dare, Roscoe
[Last Week: In Production— 58; Being Edited— 73]
by Erie C. Kenton.
CONSPIRACY
Directed
THESE GLAMOUR GIRLS
COLUMBIA
Allan Lane, Linda Ware,
Lew Ayres, Anita Louise, Lana Turby Lew Landers.
Being Edited
ner, Jane Bryan. Directed by S.
Sylvan Simon.
WESTERN CARAVANS* (W)
In England
MISSING DAUGHTERS*
SAINT IN LONDON
MONOGRAM
MAN FROM SUNDOWN (W)
George Sanders, Sally Grey. Directed
PARENTS ON TRIAL
Being Edited
by John Paddy Carstairs.
MOUNTED POLICE No. 2STUNT PILOT*
A WOMAN IS THE JUDGE*
In Production
/;/ Production
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ*
CRIMINAL AT LARGE*
MAN FROM TEXAS
MEMORY OF LOVE*
Tex Ritter. Directed by Al Herman. NURSE
EDITH
CAVELL*
MY FIFTH
AVENUE
GIRL
In Production (1938-39)
Ginger
Rogers,
Tim
Holt. Directed
GOLDEN BOY
MR. WONG IN CHINATOWN*
by Gregory La Cava.
William Holdeo, Barbara Stanwyck.
Directed by Reuben Mamoulian.
FULL CONFESSIONS
PARAMOUNT
Victor McLaglen, Sally Eilers. DiCOAST GUARD
rected by John Farrow.
Being Edited (1938-39)
Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy.
Directed by Edward Ludwig.
RENEGADE TRAIL (W)*
DAY THE BOOKIES WEPT
MAGNIFICENT FRAUD*
Joe Penner, Barbara Reed. Directed
BLONDIE TAKES A VACATION
hy Les Goodwins.
Arthur Lake, Penny Singleton. Di- BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S BRIDE*
ISLAND OF LOST MEN*
rected by Frank Strayer
REPUBLIC
MILLION DOLLAR LEGS*
In Production (1939-40)
Being Edited
Being Edited (1939-40)
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
IN
OLD
CALIENTE*
Jean Arthur, James Stewart, Claude NIGHT WORK*
Rains, Edward Arnold. Produced and
MICKEY, THE KID*
directed by Frank Capra.
SHE MARRIED A COP*
GERONIMO*
BEAU GESTE*
SHOULD HUSBANDS WORKP^
WHAT A LIFE*
GRAND NATIONAL
COLORADO SUNSET (W)*
CAT AND THE CANARY*
Being Edited
DOUBLE DYED DECEIVER*
In Production
LADY TAKES A CHANCE*
DISPUTED PASSAGE*
WYOMING OUTLAW (W)*
MIRACLE OF MAIN STREET
HAPPY ENDING*
with Margo, Walter Abel, Lyle Talbot. THE
STAR
MAKER*
Directed by Steve Sekely.
20th CENTURY-FOX
OUR LEADING CITIZEN
Bob
Bums,
Susan
Hayward.
Directed
In Production
by Alfred Santell.
, Being Edited (1938-39)
NEWS IS MADE AT NIGHT*
ISLE OF DESTINY*
RANGE WAR (Wl
William Boyd, Russell Hayden. Di- SECOND FIDDLE*
METRO-COLDWYNrected by Leilev Selander. Produced
Being Edited (1939-40)
MAYER
by Harry Sherman
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE*
Beinq Edited (1938-39)
In Production (1939-40)
QUICK MILLIONS*
ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVERS
RULER OF THE SEAS*
CHARLIE CHAN AT TREASURE
ON BORROWED TIME*
GULLIVER'S
TRAVELSProduced by Max
STRONGER THAN DESIRE*
Cartoon Feature.
ESCAPE*
Fleischer. In Technicolor.
THEY ALL COME OUT
HOTEL
FOR MARSHALL
WOMEN*
FRONTIER
Rita Johnson, T..ni .Veal.
ISLAND*
DR. CYCLOPS
Randoliih Scott, Binnie Barnes. Di
Albert Dekker, Janice Logan. Directcd by Allan Dwan.
rected by Ernest B. Schoedsack.
Being Edited (1939-40)
CHICKEN WAGON FAMILY
WIZARD OF OZ (Tech.)*
THE LIGHT THAT FAILED
Jane Withers. Leo Carillo. Directed
BABES IN ARMS*
Ronald Coleinan, Ida Lupino. Walter
by Herbert L Leeds.
Huston,
Dudley
Digges.
Directed
by
MIRACLES FOR SALE
Williani A. W'ellman.
Florence Rice, Robert Young, Henry
STOP, LOOK AND LOVE*
Hull. Directed by Tod Browning.
OUR NEIGHBORS— THE CARTERS
In Production (1939-40)
Fay liainter. Frank Craven. Directed
by Ralph Murphy.
In Production (1938-39)
THE RAINS CAME*
HOLLYWOOD
LADY OF THE TROPICS*
ARGENTINA
ADVENTURES CAVALCADE*
OF SHERLOCK
William Bovd, Russell Hayden. Directed
by
Nate
Watt.
In Production (1939-40)
HERE I AM A STRANGER
THE WOMEN*
ARE HUSBANDS NECESSARY
Ki chard Greene, Nancy Kelly. RichHOLMES*
BLACKMAIL
ard Dix. Directed by Williani Seiter.
Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll.
Edward G. Robinson. Guinn Williams.
Directed
by
Edward
H.
Griffth.
Directed by H. C. Potter.
HEAVEN WITH A BARBED WIRE
WORLD ON PARADE
FENCE
GONE WITH THE WIND (Tech.)
William
Henry,
Judith
Barrett.
DiVivien Leigh. Clark Gable. Leslie
Glenn Fnrd, Jean Rogers. Directed by
recterl liy Edward Dmytryk.
Ricardo Cortez.
Howard, Olivia de Havilland. Directed by Victor Fleming. Produced THOUSAND DOLLARS A
by David O. Selznick.
TIN HATS
TOUCHDOWN
Janeed bvWithers,
RitzHumberstone.
Brothers. DirectBALALAIKA
Joe E. Brown. Martha Raye. Directed
H. Bruce
Nelson Eddy, Ilona Massey. Directed
by James Hogan.
by Reinhold Schunzel.
In England
In England
THUNDER AFLOAT
SHIPYARD
SALLY
FRENCH WITHOUT TEARS
Wallace Beery, Robert Young,
Gracie rected
Fields.
Ray
Milland,
Ellen
Drew.
Directed
by MontySydney
Banks. Howard. Direeled by George Seitz.
by Anthony Asquith. Produced by
Mario Zambi.
A DAY AT THE CIRCUS
UNITED ARTISTS
Marx Brothers and Florence Rice.
DiDirected by Eddie Buzzell.
RKO-RADIO
Being Edited
Being Edited
NINOTCHKA
MAN IN THE IRON MASK*
Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas. Di- BACHELOR MOTHER*
WINTER
CARNIVAL*
THEY SHALL
HAVE MUSIC
rected by Ernest Lubitsch.
CAREER*

In Production
AREAL
CHUMP
AT OXFORD
StanGLORY*
Laurel, Oliver Hardy. Produced
by Hal Roach.
INTERMEZZO
Leslie Howard, Ingrid Bergman, Edna
Best. Ann Todd. Directed by Gregory
Ratoff. Produced by David O. Selznick.
In England
THIEF OF BAGDAD
Sabii, Conrad Veidt, Time Duprez,
Produced by Alexander Korda.
UNIVERSAL
Being Edited (1938-39)
THEY ASKED FOR IT*
Being Edited (1939-40)
MUTINY ON THE BLACK HAWK*
BRIGHT VICTORY*
DESPERATE TRAILS*
In Production (1938-39)
FORGOTTEN WOMAN*
MODERN CINDERELLA*
I STOLE A MILLION
George Raft, Claire Trevor.
In Production

(1939-40)

THE
GRAD* FATHER
OLD UNDERPUP*
UNEXPECTED
Sandy. Mischa Auer. Shirley Ross.
Directed by Charles Lamont.
FURY OF THE TROPICS
Richard Arlen, Andy Devine.
HAWAIIAN NIGHTS
Johnny Downs, Constance Moore,
Mary Carlisle. Eddie Quillan.
FIRST LOVE
Deanna Durbin, Lewis Howard, Robert Stack. Director, Henry Koster.
WARNER

BROTHERS

Being Edited (1938-39)
NAUGHTY BUT NICE*
HELL'S KITCHEN*
INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY*
EACH DAWN I DIE*
STEEPLECHASE*
WATERFRONT*
COWBOY QUARTERBACK*
HOBBY FAMILY*
Being Edited (1939-40)
ANGELS WASH THEIR FACES*
OLD MAID*
NO PLACE TO CO*
SECRET ENEMY*
AND
ANANCY
CHILD DREW
IS BORN*
THE HIDDEN STAIRCASE*
DUST BE MY DESTINY*
In Production (1939-40)
PLAYING WITH DYNAMITE*
LADY AND THE KNIGHT*
RETURN MAN*
OF DR. X
CAREER
Lya Lys. Wayne Morris, Humphrey
Bogart, Rosemary Lane.
KIDAmy.
NIGHTINGALE
John Payne. Directed by George
ON YOUR TOES
Zorina, Eddie Albert. Directed by
Ray Enright.
Ronald
Regan, Eddie Foy, Jr.
QUEER
MONEY
DEAD END KIDS AT
MILITARY SCHOOL
Dead End Kids, Cissie Loftus, John
Litel. Directed by William Clemens.
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a — BEFORE DATE OF ISSUE INDICATES ADVANCE DOPE.
b — BOX OFFICE SLANT
Initial Before Release Date Indicates Audience Suitability: (F) Family (A) Adults.
Rel.
GRAND NATIONAL
ASTOR PICTURES
Stars
Date
Title
Stars1938-39
Titit
Mint.
Rel.
.
.
.
86
.
Mins.
IssueSeeof
Bat Whitpert (My-0)
C, Morri«-U. Merkel
Issui ef
Cipher
Bure3u
(D)
70 . . Ames- Woodbury
(F) 11/4/38 .bl0/29/3«
Crashing
Thru (D)
(D)
Date
Evsrything it Rhythm (Mu) ...100. Harry Roy & Band
Reissued
Exile
Express
.Not
Re*.
James
NewillWarren
Hull
1/2(1/39 ..b2/ll/39
2/15/39.
Front Page (C)
A.
Menjou-P.
O'Brien
.Anna
Sten-Alan
Marjhsl
(A)
5/27/39
.80.
Reissued
Jelson- Evans-Morgan
Haart of New York (Mu)..
Frontier Scout (W)
Houston
(H) 10/21/38 .312/31/38
.716I..Heoruf
.
.. 36/10/39
Jean Harlow-B. Lyon
Reissued
HeM'i Anaelt
ItO.
33/4/39
Isle of Destiny (D)
Ford-L3ng-G3rg3n
. .b9/l7/3B
Monster
Watks (0)
(My-0)
60. Mischa Auer
Reissued
Lady
Takes
a
Chance
(D)
Heather
Angel-John
King
Reissued
Out of Singapore (0)
76. Noah Beery-Dorothy Burgess
See
.bl2/3l/38
(Former
title.
"Everything
Happens
to
Ann")
Reissued
Rain (0)
85. J. Crawford-W. Huston
Long Shot (D)
69 . Marsha Hunt
(F) 1/6/39 ..
Searface (D)
St. P. Muni-G. Raft-A. Dvorak .
..In
Prod.
Miracle
on
Main
Street
MargoW.
Abel-L.
Talbot
«a Ghost (0)
60 . Alan Hale-Claude Allister ..
Reissued
Panama Patrol (D)
69. .Charlotte Wynters-Leon Ames.. (F) 5/20/39 . .b2/25/39
Reissued
ky Devils (C-D)
88. Spencer Tracy
Renfrew
Saves
a
Lady
James
Newell
..
2/10/39.
Reissued
ifroet Scene (D)
79. Sylvia Sidney
Rev.
Reissued
Ride
'Em Over
Cowgirl
(W)
Dorothy Morgan
Page-Vlnce Barnett (F)
..bl/2l/3»
...Not
.b9/l7/3l
fhree Broadway Girl* (C)
83. Blondell-Evans-Claire
Shadows
Shanghai
(D) 52
66. ...Ralph
(F) 1/20/39
10/14/38 . .31
1/19/38
ombstone Canyon (W)
67. Bob Burns
Reissued
Singing Cowfiirl
57. . Dorothy Page-David O'Brien
5/31/39
Tonight Or Never (0)
92. Swanson-Oouglas-KarlofT ....
Reissued
Tumbleweeds (W)
86.. William S. Hart
(Former
"Lady Buckaroe")
. Reissued
Six-Gun Rhythm (W)
57.. TexTitle
Fletoher-Joan
Barclay
(F) 5/13/39 . .b2/l«/i9
5/1/39
38/20/38
Sunset Murder Case (D)
57.. Sally Rand
(Former title,
"Murder
on Sunset Barton
Boulevard") (F) 10/28/38 .bl 1/19/38
Titans
of
the
Deep
(T)
47
.
.
Dr.
Wm.
Beebe-Otis
. .bl/l4/3»
COLUMBIA
Trigger Pals (W)
55.. Art Jarrett-Lec Powell
(F) 1/13/39 . .311/19/38
1937-38
Water Rustlers (W)
56. .Dorothy Page-David O'Brien .., 1/6/39 ..
..bll/5/38
Colorado Trail (W)
55. . Starrett-Meredith
(F) 9/8/38 ..
(Former title, "The Last Barrier")
CoovicteU (D)
58, .Hayworth-Ouigley
(A) 8/18/38 . .b8/27/38
MCM
.
.bl0/l/3«
.A.
Shiriey-N.
Gray
(F)
9/30/38
Girl's
School
(D)
73
1937- 38
Gladiator (C)
71 .Brown-Travis
(F) 8/IS/38 . . .b8/6/38
BlocR-Heads (C)
58. .Laurel-Hardy
I Am the Law (D)
83 .E. Robinson-W. Barrie
(F) 8/19/38 .. .b8/2e/3$
(A) 9/2/38 . .h8/27/38
Juvenile Court (D)
61 . . Kelly- Hayworth
Crowd
Roars
(D)
92.
.layler-Arnold-Morgaa
(F) 8/5/38 . . .b7/l30/38
(F)
9/15/38
.
.b9/l7/38
.
.b9/l7/38
Marie Antoinette (H-D)
160. .N. Shearer-T. Power
Lady Objects (D)
67 • L. Ross-G. Stuart
(F) 8/26/38 .b7/l8/3«
(A) 9/9/38 . .bl 1/26/38
Phantom Gold (W)
56. .J.
Rich Man. Poor Girl (C-0) 74. . Young- Hussey-Ayres
(F) 8/12/38 . .b8/l3/38
Marion
(F) 8/31/38 .
Stranger From Arizona (W) ...5S. B. Luden-B.
Jonet-D. Fay
9/22/38 . .a8/27/38
1938- 39
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn (D)
90. .Miekey Raoney-Lynn Carver ....(F) 2/10/39 . .34/29/39
.112/11/39
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (D). .Mickey Rooney-Lewis Stone
1938-39
Boys Town (D)
92. .S. Traoy-M. Rooney
7/21/39 .b5/27/39
(F)
.b9/lfl/38
Bridal Suite (C-D)
67. . Reb't Young-Blllle Burke
(F) 9/9/38
5/26/39
1/15/38 .bl2/24/38
1/13/39 .. . .b4/8/39
Burn 'Em Serenade
Up O'Connor
(D)....70.
0' Keefe-Cecilia
Parker ..(F)
. .b4/29/39
5fi"J'"i'i?
58. p.
Gray
(A) 15/11/39
Blind Alley'"Sahara
(D)(D)
Broadway
(Mu-D)
...112. .Dennis
71..
.J.
MaoDonald-L.
Ayres
(F)
RalphKelly-L.
Bellamy-Rose
Stradner
..(F)
..bll/5/38
11/30/38
Callin« Dr. Kildare (D)
85. .Lew Ayres-L. Barrymore (F) 4/7/39 . .b4/29/39
.bl /r4/.w
B ondle (C) . ....
68. .p. Sinalefon-Arthur Lake
(F)
Blondie Meets the Boss (C) 71. . P. Singleton-Arthur Lake
Christmas Carol (D)
69. .R. Owen-T. Kllburn
(F) 4/28/39
10/28/38 hl2/l7/3l
(F) 2/28/39 . . .b3/4/39
Blondle Takes a Vacation
12/16/38
Citadel (D)
110. .R.
Penny
Singleton-Arthu
r
Lake...
Russell-R.
Donat
(F)
.In
Prod.
(A) 12/9/38 ,bl0/29/38
7/20/39.
Oalltornia Frontier (W)
Dramatic School (D)
78. .Rainer-A. Marshall
l2/l!)/38 ..al2/IO/38
Buck Jones-Carmen Bailey
.66/24/39
Clouds Over Europe (C-D) 7954... . Olivier-Hobso
.R. Montgomery-Rasalind Russell. (F) 12/2/38 . .b2/l8/3»
Fast
and
Loose
(My-C)
76.
n-Richardson
(F)
6/20/39
.In
Prod.
Coast Guard
(F) 2/17/39 . .bl2/3/38
10/5/38
Scott-Bellamy-Oee
Flirting With Fate (C)
70. .Joe E. Brown
7/31/39. .. .36/24/39
Crime Takes a Holiday (D) 5<..Holt-M. Ralston
. .b5/7/38
Four Girls In White (D)
73. .Florence Rice-Alan Marshall (F) 1/27/39
(F)
.bl/28/39
Girl Downstairs (C)
76. .F. Tone-F. Gaal
Escape From Alcatraz (D)
Brian Donlevy- Jacqueline Wells.
(F) 12/23/38 ,bl2/3l/38
7/27/39
h 1 2 / 1 " ' 'I
Criminal at Large (D)
Jack Holt-Patricia Ellis
a6/24/39
.Robert Donat-Greer Garson (F)
Goodbye,
Mr.
Chips
(D)
114.
b5/20/39
.
.al/14/39
Rainer-Gravet
(F)
4/12/39 .bl2/24/38
l.iS'iOfSenatn (D)
61.. Walter Abel-Beverly Roberts
Great Waltz (Mu)
104. .. Rooney-Stonebl I /5/38
Rutherford
(F) 4/21/39 . .. .b4/22/39
Hardys Ride High (C-D)
80.
Flight to Fame (D)
57. .C. Farrell-J. Wells
(F) 10/12/38
1/19/39
Honolulu (Mu-C)
84. .Eleanor
.al 1/19/38
Powell-Rob't.
Young
..
(F)
Frontiers of '49 (W)
....54.. Bill Elliott-Luana de Alcaniz ...
lee Follies of 1939 (D)
82. Crawford-Stewart (Part Tech.)..(F) 2/3/39 .. ..b3/M/»
. . .b2/4/39
(Former title. "California Cavalcade")
ealdan Bay
..In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck-Wm. Holden..
(A) 3/10/39
Idiot's Delight (D)
109. .Gable-Shearer
1/27/39 . ....b5/6/39
.b6/24/39
.bl/28/39
Good Girls Go to Paris (C) 75, .Joan Blondell-Melvyn Douglas..
.James
Stewart-Claudette
Colbert.
(F)
6/30/39
It's
3
Wonderful
Worid
(My-C)
86.
5/19/39
Hidden Power (D)
Kid From Texas (C-D)
70. .Dennis O' Kcafe- Florence Rice (F) 4/14/39
i i/2
/i'/Va
59.. Jack Holt-Gertrude Michael (A) 1/5/39 . . . b5/27/39
.tl2/4/39
38 '.. . 35/27/39
1/
Lady
of
the
Tropics
(D)
Henielde Bureau (D)
10
63..
B.
11/2/38
Cabot-R.
Hayworth
(F)
.Hedy Lamarr-Rob't
. . . h4 /R /.39
In Early Arizona (W)
53 Elliott-Gulliver
Let Freedom Ring (Mu-D)
87. .Nehon
. .39/3/38
Eddy-Virginia Taylor..
Bruee .. (F)
.b2/l8/39
.b3/l
1/39
Lady and the Meb (0)
65 Fay Bainter-lda Lupinn
(F) 5/5/39 . .. .h4/29/39
(F) 4/3/39 . ....82/25/39
hlO/22/38
Listen, Darlinn (CD)
73. Bartholomew-Garland
Law Come* to Texas (W)
58
.
Bill
Elliott-Veda
Ann
Borg
.Myrna
Loy-Rebert
Taylor
(A)
Lucky
Night
(C-D)
82.
4/16/39
.
10/24/38
. .b6/lfl/39
Law of the Toxaa (W). .
54.. Buck Jones-D. Fay
(F)
.blO/29/3«
Maisie
72. .Rob't
Miracles(C-D)
For Sale
Prod.
.FlorenceYoung-Ann
Rice-RobertSothern
Young ....
... (F)
.b2/25/39
...In
.34/29/39
10/24/38 ..bl2/l7/38
t"?!.."*.'-'"
O'Sullivan-Henry Fonda(A) 2/22/39
On Borrowed Time (D)
Lionel Barrymore-Beulah Bondi
Little Adventureet (C-D) M..Mau^een
6/23/39
62 . . E. Fellows-R.
Fiske
(F)
Out
West
With
the
Hardys
3/16/39
7/28/39
.
Lone Star Pioneert (W)
56. .Bill Elliott-Dorothy Gulliver ...
7/7/39
. .31/14/39
(D M/25/38
Lone Wolf Spy Hnnt (D)
(C-D)
83. . Rooney-Stene-Parker
65. Warren William-Ida Lupino ... (F) 1/27/39 . ...bl/28/39
. .36/3/39
.Leslie Howard-Wendy Hlller (A) 3/10/39
.hM/2S/38
Man From Sundown (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith ...
Pygmalion
(D)
*7.
7/15/39
. .b3/25/39
1 1 /IR/38 . .blO/29/38
.
.33/25/39
.Wallace Berry-Laralne Johnson . (F)
Sergeant Madden (D)
<0. .Crawtord-Siillavan-Youno
Missing
(D)
59.. Richard Arlen- Rochelle Hudson..
5/22/39
(F)
Mounted Daughters
Police No. 2 (W)
36/24/39
Shininn
Hour
(D)
75.
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith ...
3/24/39
.
My Son Is a Criminal (D)
59. .Alan Baxter-Jacqueline Wells <F) 3/30/39 . ...b3/l8/39
6.000 Enemies (D)
60. .Walter Pidgeon-Rlta Johnson ...(A) 11/11/38 ....bl. .b6/3/39
1/19/38
6/9/39 . b4/l/39
.Virginia Bruce-Walter
PIdgeon.
North of Shanghai (D)
2/10/39 . ..b4/l/39
Sooiety Lawyer (D)
77. .O'Sullivan-Ayres.
58..
Betty
Furneis-James
10/7/38
Craig
.
.32/4/39
(F)
Meredith
. . . (F)
(F) l2'/3e/38
North of the Yukon (W)
64 . Chas. Starrett- Linda Winters
Soring
Madness
(C-D)
65.
3/30/39 .
3/3I/S9 .bll/19/38
W.
Beery-M.
Rooney
(F)
Stablemates
(D)
89.
.b5/l3/39
.Tavlnr-Beerv-Rir»
(F) 1/6/39
. . 9'
_ . Angels
.Have Wings (D). (Former
title.Arthur-Cary
"Mounted Grant
Police")
5/25/39 .. .32/18/39
2/24/3
Only
Stand UpThan
nnrt Desire
Finht (Dl
. 122 . .Jean
Viroinia Bruce- Walter PIdgeon .
Stronger
(D) 95. . M:>pDnnald.Ff1dv-Mornan
... .blO/8/38
. . . .36/3/39
..35/27/39
bl /7/3»
Outside These Walls (D)
61. Dolores Costello-Michael
Whalen . (F) 5/4/39
(Tech.)
.(F)
6/29/39
"'rivimMMer-O'SiiMivnn
(F)
12/8/38
Parents on Trial (D)
Jean Parker-Johnny Downs
Sweeihpsrt^
(Mm>
I'"
...bl2/24/3»
.116/3/39
Tarzan Finds 3 Son! (D)
81
. .310/1/38
RIe Grande (W)
59. Chas. Starrett-Ann Doran .. ..
6/30/39
Tell Nn Tales (D)
67. . Melvyn DounlM-H. B. Warner. .. (F) 6/16/39
title. "North of Texas")
. .b4/29/39
.In Prod.
They All Come Out (D)
.Rita
Johnson-Tom Neal
Romance of the Redwoods (D) (Former
.
.67
2/28/39
.
.
Jean
Parker-Chas.
Bickford
(F)
bl2/24/38
.
Mentnomery-Gaynor-Tene
(F)
5/12/39
9/2/38
. . . .b9/3/38
12/29/38
Smashing the Spy Ring (D)... 62.. Ralph Bellamy. Fay Wray
Three Loves H35 Nancy (C) ....67.
7/14/39.
9/16/38
9/23/38
.C.
(;able-M.
Ley
(F)
Spoilers of the Range (W) . . . .58. .Chas. Starrett-lris
Meredith (F) 4/27/39 . .33/18/39
Ton
Hot toFrom
Handle
.b9/l7/3i
(F) 10/14/38 ...b3/l8/M
Vacation
Love (C-B)
(C) 105.
65. D. O'Keefe-F. Rice
„of Dr. Meade (Former
OklahomaRoberts
Trail")
.blO/29/38
(F) 3/17/39 . .hlO/B/38
Strange Case
Within the Law (D)
65. .Ruth Huasey-Paul Kelly
(D). 65.. title.
Jack "The
Holt-Beverly
(F) 12/15/38
12/1/38
(F)
as "Outside the Law")
.blO/15/38
Young Dr. Kildare (D)
81. . L. Barrymore- L. Ayres
Terror of Tiny Town (Mu- W) . (Reviewed
. .60 . . All Midget Cast
31/14/39
Texas Stampede (W)
57. .Charles Starrett-I. Meredith (F) 2/9/39 . .b7/l6/38
There's That Woman Again
1939-40
. a6/IO/39
1/12/39 .bl2/l7/38
Babes in Arms (D)
..Mickey
Rnonev-Jiirtv Garlsnd .
■rfc.?l?l'.9' • ■.;/ li70. Douglas-Bruce
(F) 12/24/38
. . In Prod.
Balalaika
"ol'in
Frlrtv-llona Massev
..In Prod.
Meredith
Starrett-I
C. Hnlt-Katherine DeMille ...(F)
17- jack
J*'/n\
f^f Sky
.all/19/38
rinniS TIn the
trapped
Blackmail
E.
G.
Robinson-Guinn
Williams.
(D)
60..
6/1/39
.
...35/6/39
..In Prod.
Western Caravans (W)
Chas. Starrett-lris Meredith ....
Day at the Circus
Marx Bros.- Florence Rice
. .b2/l8/30
6/15/39
..In Prod.
Onnp With the Wind
li>inh-Hm..arrt 'Tech) ...
(Former
title,
"Arizona
Cowboy")
10/3/38
..In Prod.
Ninotchka
Greta
G3rbo-Mclvyn
Dougl3s
...
Wett of Sante Fe (W)
57. .Starrett-Meredith
(F)
.bl2/24/38
..In Prod.
Whispering Enemies (D)
62.. J. Holt-D. Costelln
(F)
These Gl3mor Girls
Lew Ayres-Lana Turner
..In
Prod.
.
.30/24/39
Woman Is the Judge (D)
Otto Kruger- Rochelle Hudson ..
3/24/39
Thunder Afloat
Wallace Beery-Robert Young ...
a5/27/«
7/10/39 ....bl/7/3')
9/29/38
.b8/27/38
Wizard of Oz 'Tech.)
ludv Garland-Frank Morgan
You Can't Take It With You (C) 125 .L. Barrymore-Arthur-Stewart (F)
all/l2/3i
Women, The (D)
Shearer-Crawford-Russoll
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
GAUMONT

1939-40
Jean Arthur-James Stewart

BRITISH

.In Prod.

(Dist by
1938-39
Climbing High (C)
79 .. M3tthews- Redgrave
(F) 8/15/38
Crime Over London (D)
68. .Cawthorn-Sidney-Grahame (F) II/I/38
IJidy Vanishes (D)
78. . Lukas-Whitty
(F) 10/1/38
Man With 100 Faces (D) 72. .Tom W3lls-Lilli Palmer
(A)
Pagliacci (Mu-D)
78. .Tauber-Dun3
(A)
(Reviewed
as
"A
Clown
Must
Laugh")
Sailing Along (Mu-C)
79, . Matthews-Whiting
(F) 4/15/38
6/15/38
Show
On (D)^
7173,, , T,
Neagle-Carmin3ti
(F)
Walls- R, St, Cyr
(A) 8/1/38
Str3nge GoesBoarders
(D)
(F) 9/15/38
thirty-Nine Steps (D)
80, Donat-Madeleine C3rroll
(A) 7/1/38
Three on a Week End (C-0),,, 72, Lodge- Lockwood
(Reviewed as "Illeg3l Holiday")
Te the Victor (D)
71 ,, Fvffe-Loder- Lockwood
(F) 3/15/38
Ware Case
Clive Brook-j3ne Bsxter
GRAND NATIONAL
1937-38
Oangerous Secrets (D)...
.,70. p. Lukas-L. Travers
(Reviewed
as "Brief Ecstasy")
Utah Trail (W)
..55..
Tex Ritter

20th -Fox)
bl2/l7/38
, . .b8/6/38
b9/3/38
. .bl 1/5/38
. blO/15/38
. . .b2/l2/38
. . .b8/l4/37
b6/4/38
. Reissued
. . .. .b2/l2/38
...b2/l2/38
...In Prod.

(A) 1/19/38 ...b8/28/37
8/12/38 ....a7/»/38

MONOGRAM
Mexican Kid (W)

1937-38
.55.. Jack Randall ...

. (F) 8/17/38 . . .b9/IO/38

1938-39
Across the Plains (W)
52. Jack Randall-Joyce Bryant
(F)
Barefoot Boy (D)
63. . Moran-Morgsn- Jones
(F)
Boys Reformatory (D)
6I..Frankie Darro
(F)
Convict's
Code (D)
66.. Robert
Kent-Anne Nagol
(A)
Orittinn Westward
(W)
J3ck Randall-Ethel
Duran
'Former title. "Santa Fe Bound")
Down the Wyoming Trail (D) . 62.. Tex Ritter
(F)
(.aniister's Boy iD)
80.. Jackie Cooper
(F)
Gang Bullets 'D)
63., Anne Nagel
(F)
Gun Packer (D)
73.. Jack Randall
(F)
I Am a Criminal (D)
73.. John Carroll-Kay Linaker (F)
Little Pal (Dl
£6. Ralph Rellamy-Mickey Rooney ..(F)
Man From Texas (W)
Tex Ritter
Mr. Wong. Detective (My-D) 66 . Bnri. icnrinff
..(A)
Mr. Wong in Chinatown (My-D) ... Boris Karloff-Marjorie Reynolds.
Mystery of Mr. Wong (D) 65. . Boris Karloff
(F)
Mystery Pl3ne (D)
60, .John Trent- M3riorie Reynolds ,.(F)
N3vy Secrets (D)
6fl.,F3y Wray
(F)
Rollin' Westw3rd (W)
61,. Tex Ritter
(F)
Should 3 Girl Msrry?
Anne N3gei-Warren Hull
titleRitter
"Girl from Nowhere")
Sonc of the Buckareo (W) (Fo'mer
58. Tex
(F)
Starlifht Over Texas (W)
56 To< Ritt»r
'Fl
Star Reporter (D)
62 Warren Hnl|.""qniha "'int
(F)
(Continued on Next Page)

b5/27/39
8/3/38 .. . .h9/3/38
6/1/39 . ..31/7/39
b5/l3/39
1/39
l/IB/39 .. ,b2/l
5/1/39
1/25/39 . .b6/l7/39
bl I /P2/38
5/18/39
11/19/38
bl I /I2/38
11/23/38 bl2/IO/38
12/14/38 ..bl2/3/38
11/16/38
2/15/39 . In Prod.
. Reissued
10/5/38
6/29/39. .. 36/24/39
, ,b3/l8/39
..b'O/S/38
b3/4/39
3/8/39
2/8/.39
.,
.
.b4/l/39
3/8/39 .. . .35/6/39
.b2/l I /SI
03/1/39
" /3» , .bl/14/39
6/16/39
12/7/38 ,
...b5/6/39
,b9/24/38
2/22/39 .

Page 50

SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

MONOGRAM
(Continued) 1938-39
Title
Mins. Stars
Streets of New York (D)
73 . Jackie Cooper
(F)
Stunt Pilot (D)
John Trent-Marjorie Reynolds ..
Sundown on the Prairie (W) ..53 . Tex Ritter
Sweetheart of Sioma Chi (D) . . . 75. . Carlisle-Grable-Crabbe
(F)
Touflh Kid <D)
6l..Frankie Darro
(F)
Trigger Smith (W)
51. . Jack Randall
Undercover Agent (C-D) 56. Russell Gleason-Shirley Deane...(F)
Under the Big Top (D)
63. . Nagel-Marn-La Rue
(F)
Wanted by the Police (D)
59. . Frankie Darro
(F)
Wanted by Scotland Yard (D) . .65. .James Stephenson-Betty Lynne..(A)
„ Roam (W) (Reviewed
"Dangerous Fingers")
Where the Buffalo
..61. .TexasRitter
(F)
jy,'',"!
tJT?'
Canyon
(W)
50..
Jack
Randall
(F)
Wolf Call (D)
61.. John Carroll-Movita
(F)

Rel
Date
4/12/39
6/29/39
10/10/38
2/1/39
12/28/38
3/22/39
4/5/39
8/31/38
9/21/38
4/19/39
10/19/38
12/21/38
5/8/39

PARAMOUNT
Bulldog Drummond in Africa
„<D)
Give Me a Sailor (C)
Spawn of the North (D)
raxans (H-D)

.b8/6/38
8/19/38 .. . b7/30/38
8/5/38 .
8/26/38 . .b8/20/38
8/12/38 . .b7/l6/38

Issue of
.. .. .b4/8/39
.a6/3/39
Sec
. .32/18/39
, . . ...bl/7/39
Reissue
. .32/25/39
. . .b4/29/39
.. . .b9/l7/38
. .. .b9/24/38
.b3/l8/39
.

.blO/29/38
. .bl/7/39
.. .b5/27/39

1937-38
60.. H. Angel-J. Howard
80. . Raye-Hope-Grable
1 10. . Raft-Barrymore-Lamour
9I..Scott-J. Bennett

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

1938-39
Ambush (D)
62.. Gladys Swarthout
Arkansas Traveler (D)
.83..B. Burns-M. Carlisle
(F)
(F)
Arrest Bulldog Drummond
(F)
(My-D)
60 Howard-Angel-Warner
Artists and Models Abroad (C)..90 Benny-J. Bennett-Boland
(F)
(A)
Back Door to Heaven (D)
85. Ford-Erwin. Ellis
(A)
Beachcomber (C-D)
94 Laughton- Lanchester ...(F)
(Reviewed
as "Vessel
of Wrath")
Boy Trouble (C)
70.. Charlie
Ruggles-Mary
Boland
Bulldog Drunimond's Bride (D)....John Howard-Heather Angel ...
(Former title. "Mr. & Mrs. Bulldog Drummond")
Bulldog
Police Drummond's
(IHy)Secret
55 Howard-Angel
(A)
Cafe Society (C)
83.. M. Carroll-F. MacMurray
(A)
Campus Confessions (D)
64. . H. Luisctti-B. arable
(F)
Disbarred (D)
59 Patrick- Kruger
(F)
(F)
Frontiersman (W)
74 Bill Boyd
Grade Allen Murder Case
(My-C)
75 Grade Allen-Warren William ...(F)
Grand Jury Secrets (D)
66 John Howard-Gail Patrick
(F)
Heritage of the Desert (W)
73 Donald Woods-Evelyn Venable ..(F)
Hotel Imperial (D)
70 Ray Milland-lsa Mirandi
(F)
If I Were King (H-D)
100. Colman-Dee-Rathbone
(F)
Illegal Traflic (D)
67.. J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
(F)
I'm
Missouri
(C)
77.. .W.
Bob Boyd-G.
Burns-Gladys
George
(F)
In OldFromMexico
(W)
62.
Hayes
(F)
Invitation to Happiness (D) 95. .Fred MacMurray-lrene Dunne... (F)
island of Lost Men
Anna May Wong-A. Quinn
King of Aloatraz (D)
55. . Naish-Nolan-Patrick
(F)
King of Chinatown (D)
60.. A. M. Wong-L. Nolan
(A)
Lady's
From Kentucky
(D)
75..
Geo. Raft-Ellen
Drew
(F)
Little Orphan
Annie (C-D)
56. . GillisKent-Travis
(F)
Magnificent Fraud (D)
Lloyd Nolan-Akim TamirofT
Man About Town (C)
86. Jack Benny-Dorothy Lamour ...(F)
Men With Wings (D) (Tech.) . . 1U4. . MacMurray-Milland
(F)
Midnight (C)
90. . Claudette Colbert-Don Ameche.. (F)
Million
Dollar
Legi
Betty
GrableJackie
Cooflan
Myiterious Rider (W).
.74. . Uumbrille-Toler-Fields
(F)
Never Say Die (C)
...80
(F)
..76 . Martha Raye-Bob Hope
(F)
.Paris
. "one Honeymoon
third of a (Mu)
nation . (D) . .83 .Sylvia Sidney-Leif Erikson
.
B.
Crosby-F.
Gaal
(A)
- (D),
69, .Patricia Morrison
(F)
Persons- in Hiding
Pride of the West (W)
55, Boyd-Hayes-Hayden
(F)
Renegade Trail (W)
Bill Boyd
"ArizonaErikson
Bracelets")
fide a Crooked Mile (D) (Former
78. F.title,
Farmer-L.
(F)
ay it In French (C)
70. . Milland-Bradna
(F)
Silver on the Sage (W)
66. . Boyd-Hayes-Hayden ..
(F)
Sing You Sinners (C-D)
88.. B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
(F)
Star Maker (Mu-C)
BIng Crosby-Louise Campbell
St. Louis Blues (Mu)
85. . Nolan- Lamour-Guizar
(F)
Some
Like
It
Hot
(C)
62..
Bob
Hope-Shirley Ross
(F)
9»ns of the Legion (D)
60..
D.
O'Connor-B.
Lee
(F)
Stolen Life (D) .
93. . Elisabeth Bergner
(A)
Sudden Money (C)
61.. C. Riiggles-Marjorie Rambeau ...(F)
Sunset Trail (W)
67 W. Boyd-G. Hayes
(F)
Thanks For the Memory (C) 75 B. Hope-S. Ross
(F)
This Man Is News (My)
78 Valerie Hobson-Barry Barnes. .. (F)
Tom Sawyer. Detective (C) 64 D. O'Connor-Cook
(F)
Teuehdown, Army 'D)
70 M. Carlisle-J. Howard
(F)
Undercover Doctor (D)
65 Lloyd Nolan-Heather Angel
(A)
Union Pacific (H-D)
la.'i . . Bartara Stanwyck- Joel McCrea..(F,
Unmarried (D)
63.. Buck Jones-Helen Twelvetrees ...(F)
Zaza (D)
86.. C. Colbert-H. Marshall
(A)
1939-40
Are Husbands Necess3ry?
F. MacMurray-Madelcine Carroll
Argentina
Wm. Boyd-Russell Hayden
Beau Geste (D)
dary Cooper- Ray Milland
Cat and the Canary (My-D)
Bob Hope-Paulette Goddard
Disputed Passage (D)
Dorothy Lamour-Akim Tamiroff..
Double-Dyed Deceiver (D)
Tito Guizar-June Clayton
Dr. Cyclops
Albert Dckker-Janice Logan ....
Geronimo (D)
Preston Foster-Ellen Drew
Bulliver's Travels
Tech. Cartoon Feoture
Hsppy Ending (D)
Pat 0' Biien -Olym pe Bradna
Jamaica Inn (Cos-D)
llO. Chas. Laughton
(F)
Light That Failed
Ronald Colman-lda Lupino
Night Work (C)
Mary Boland-Charlie Ruggles ..
Our Leading Citizen
Bob Burns-Susan Havward ....
Our
The
R3ngeNeighbors
W3r (W)
Wm. C3rtei-s-Ba!nter-Cr3ven
Boyd-Russell H3yden ....
Ruler of the Seas (D)
Fairbanks. Jr. — Lockwood ..
Bt. Martin''! Lnne (Di
. Laiinhton
-Leinh
(F)
Thousand
a Touchdown 80.
. ..Joe
Brown-Martha
Raye
What
a LiteDollars
(C)
larkiRE. Comer.
Bettv Field
World On Parade
William Henry-Judith Barrett ..

1/20/39
10/14/38
11/25/38
12/30/38
4/21/39
3/10/39
2/27/39
6/30/39

. .. .bl/21/39
.blO/8/38
.bl
1/26/38
.blO/29/38
..b4/ 15/39
.. . .b3/12/38
. ....a3/25/39
.b2/4/39

. . .b4/8/39
4/14/39 . .b2/l 1 /39
3/3/39
..
9/16/38 . .. .b9/24/38
1/6/39
12/16/38 .. .hi.bl/28/39
1/26/38
6/2/39 . .. .b5/20/39
.b6/10/39
6/23/39 .b3/l8/39
6/23/39 ,..b5/13/39
5/12/39
11/11/38 . .b9/l7/38
1/5/38
11/4/38 . .. .bl
.b3/25/39
4/7/39 .. . . .b8/6/38
9/9/38 . . , .1)5/13/39
6/16/39 , . .a4/l/39
7/28/39 . . blO/8/38
9/30/38
.b3/18/39
3/17/39 . .. .b4/
15/39
4/28/39
12/2/38 .. ., .bl2/3/38
7/21/39
.33/18/39
, .b6/IO/39
7/7/39
10/28/38 . .blD/22/38
. .b3/l 1/39
3/24/39
7/14/39
10/21/38 . . -a4/8/39
. .b9/24/38
.b3/l 1/39
4/14/39 . ..bl2/18/39
2/24/39 . ,bl2/24/38
1/27/39 . . .bl/28/39
2/10/39 .
7/8/38 . . .al.b6/25/38
1/26/38
8/4/39 .
12/9/38
.
bl2/10/38
11/25/38 bl I /26/38
.b2/18/39
3/31/39
9/2/38 .. . b8/l3/38
.35/6/39
8/25/39 .bl/28/39
2/3/39
5/19/39 . . .b5/l3/39
.b9/17/38
9/23/38 . ..b4/22/39
5/26/39
.
3/31/39 . .b3/25/39
2/24/39
.blb4/8/39
1/5/38
I 1/18/38 . .blO/22/38
10/7/38 . b 1 2/24/38
12/23/38
.hl0/l/3«
6/9/39
.. .b6/IO/39
.b4/29/39
5/5/39
.b5/27/39
5/26/39 . .bl/7/3u
1/13/39 .
.In Prod.
.In Prod.
. a3/4/39
34/22/39
35/13/39
35/27/39
in34/8/38
Prod.
.In
Prod.
36/24/39
b5/27/39
.In
Prod.
35/20/39
.In Prod.
.In Prod.
.36/10/39
35/20/39
..Inh7/<l/38
Prod.
,.Ina4/R/39
Prod.

1937-38
R.K.O.-RADIO
Breaking the Ice (Mu)
82.. Bobby Breen
(F) 8/26/38. . b8/27/38
Carefree (Mu-C)
83. . Astaire-Rogers
(F) 9/2/38 . .b8/27/38
/28/39
Bobby
Bieen-Leo
Carrillo
(F) 2/3/39 . . .bl
Fisherman's
Wharf
(D)
■
~
.70
"
■
■
"
■
■■■
.b8/27/38
Painted Desert (W) ..
60..
Geo.
O'Brien
(F)
8/12/38
.
.b9/17/38
Renegade Ranger (W)
59 G. O'Brien-R. Hayworth
(F) 9/16/38 . .b7/23/38
Smashing the Rackets (D)
80 C. Morris-F. Mercer
(F) 8/19/38
Story of Vernon &. Irene Castle
(Mu-C)
93. .Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers
(F) 4/28/39 .. .b4/l/39
1938-39
Affairs of Annabel (C)
75 . J. Oakie-L. Ball
(F) 9/9/38 b7/l6/38
Almost a Gentleman (D)
65.. James Ellison-Helen Wood
(F) 3/31/39 ...b3/25/39
Annaljel Takes a Tour (C)
64 . . 0akie-B3ll
(F) 11/11/38 .blO/22/38
Arizona Legion
56 .. George
1/20/39 ...bl/14/39
Bachelor
Mother (W)
(D)
Ginger O'Brien
Rogers-D3vid NIven (F) 8/4/39
a3/25/39
(Former
title.
"Little
Mother")
Bad Lands (D)
N. Beery. Jr.-G. Williams
8/11/39 .. .a6/3/39
Beauty for the Asking (D)
64.. Lucille Ball-Donsid Woods
(F) 2/24/39 ...bl/28/3S
Boy Slaves (D)
71. .Anne Shirley-Roger Daniel
(A) 2/10/39 ...bl/2l/3S
Career (D)
Alice Eden-John Archer
7/7/39 ... a5/6/39
Conspiracy
Allan Lane-Linda Ware
In Prod.
Day the Bookies Wept
Joe Penner-Barbara Reed
In Prod.
Everything's On Ice
Irene Dare-Roscoe K3rns
In Prrd
Five Came Bsck (D)
73 . Chester Morris-Wendy B3rrie ...(F) 6/23/39 ..b6/l7/39
Fixer Dugan (D)
(i4 . . Lpp Tracv-Vircjinia Weidler
(F) 3/21/39 . . b.'i / I 3
Flying Irishman (D)
70 .. Douglas Corrigan
(F) 3/24/39 ...b3/ll/39
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R.K.O.-RADIO (Continued) 1938-39
Title
Mins. Stars
Fugitives For a Night (D) 64 . . Albertson-Lynn
(F)
Full
Confessions
Victor McLaglen -Sally Eilers ...
Girl
and
the
Gambler
(C)
62
"-'
"
"
"
■■
~
.Stem
Dun3-Le6
Cariilo
(F)
Girl From Mexico (C)
70 .Lupe Velez-Oonald Woods
(F)
Great Man Votes (C-D)
72.. J. Barrymore-Peter Holden
(F)
Jr. .. (F)
Lawless Valley (W)
59 . Grant-McLaglen-F3irbanks,
(F)
. .
-- Sutton
" O'Brien-K.
117 G.
Din of(D)
Gunga
Law West
Tombstone
Harry M'Ciea-Richard
CareyDix
(F)
Lost
Squadron
(D) CU) ...7279 Joel
(F)
Love Affair (D)
85 Dunne-Boyer
(F)
Mad Miss Manton (My-D)
78 Stanwyck-Fonda
(F)
Man to Remember fD)
80 A. Shirley-L. Bowman
(F)
Memory of Love (D)
Lombard-Grant-Francis
Mr. Doodle Kicks Off (C)
75. .Joe t-enner
(F)
My Fifth Avenue Girl
Ginger Rogers-Tim Holt
Next Time I Marry (C)
65.. L. Ball-J. Ellison
(F)
Nurse Edith Cavell (D)
Anna Neagle-George Sanders ...
Of
Human
(D)
7976. .. Leslie Howard-Bette D3vis
(A)
P3cific
LinerBondage
(D)
Victor
Morris .(A)
P3nama Lady (D)
(55. Lucille M'Laglen-Chester
Ball-Allen Lane
(F)
Peck's Bad Boy With the Circus
(C)
68, T. Kelly-A. Gillis
(F)
(F)
Queen of Destiny (H-D)
90. Neagle-W3lbrook (Tech.)
(Reviewed
as O'Brien
"Sixty Glorious Ye3rs")
Rscketeers
of
the
Range
(W)
.,64..
Geo.
(F)
Rookie
Cop (D)
60..
Weidler (F)
Room Service
(C)
78.. Tim
Marx Holt-Virginia
Bros
(F)
S3int in London
Geo. Sanders-Sally Grey
Saint Strikes Back (D)
63..
George
S3ndersWendy
B3rrie
..(F)
.90. Neagle-Wslbrook (Tech)
(F)
Sixty
SororityGlorious
House Years
(D) (H-D)
.64. Anne Shirley-James Ellison (F)
Spell Binder (D)
Lee
Tracy-Barbara
Reed
I ai lushed Angel (D)
67 Eilers-Guilfoyle
(A)
They Made Her a Spy (D) 70 Sally Eilers-Allan Lane
(F)
Timber Stampede (W)
59 George O'Brien
(F)
Trouble in Sundown (W)
60 Geo. O'Brien-Rosalind Keith ...(F)
(F)
Twelve Crowded Hours (0) .. .63 . . Richard Dix-Lucille Ball
Way Down South (Mu-D)
Bob Bleep
REPUBLIC
Come On Lesthernecks (D)
Desper3te Adventure (D)
Durango
Raiders
(W)
Heroes ofValley
the Hills
(W)
Higgins
Family
(C)
Man From Music Mountain (W)
Prairie Moon (W)
Rhythm of the Saddle (W)
Tenth Avenue Kid (D)

65,
65
55
55
64,
58,
58.
58.
65

1937-38
.Cromwell-Hunt-MacFarlano
.R. Novario-M. Tallichet
.B. Steele-L. Stanley
.Three Mesquiteers
.The Gleasons
. Autry-Burnette-Hughes
. Autry-Burnette
G. Autry-S. Burnette
Bruce Cabot- B. Roberts

(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
.(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

1938-39
. R. Rogers- M. Hart
(F)
Billy
Kid Returns
(W) 56.
Blue the
Montana
Skies (W)
56. .G. Autry-Smiley Burnette (F)
Colorado Sunset (W)
, .G. Autry-Smiley Burnette
(F)
Come On Rangers (W)
57. . Koy Kmjeis-inaiy Hart
Down in Arkansaw (C-D) 66. R. Byrd-Weaver Bros. & Elviry..(F)
Federal Man Hunt (D)
64. . Rob't Livingston-June Travis ...(F)
(F)
Fighting Thoroughbreds (D) 65. .Ralph Byrd-Mary Carlisle
Forged Passport (D)
61 . .P. Kelly-June Lang-L. Talbot (F)
Frontier Pony Express (W) ...,58. .Roy Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Home on the Praine (W)
58. .Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ,...(F)
In Old Caliente (W)
Rogers-Mary Hart
R. Cumiuings-Helen
Mack
(A)
I Stand Accused (D)
63. .Roy
MacLane-B. Roberts
(F)
I Was A Convict (D)
65 . .B.
.Richard Dix-Gail Patrick
(F)
Man
of
Conquest
(H-D)
96
.
Mexican Rose (W)
58. .Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette ,...(F)
Mickey, the Kid (D)
65 . . Byrd -Cabot- Ryan
.Gene Autry-Smiley
Mountain Rhythm (W)
59 . .Michael
Whalen-Mary Burnette
Hart ... (F)
Mysterious Miss X (My-D)
65. .The Gleasons-Mary
Hart
(F)
My Wife's Relatives (C-D) 65. .Livingston-Travis
(F)
Night Hawk (D)
63. .3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Night Riders (W)
58.
(F)
Orphans of the Street (D)
64. .Livingston-Storey
Mesquiteers
(F)
Overland Stage Raiders (W) ...55. .3
.3
Mesquiteers
(F)
Pals of the Saddle (W)
55. .J3mes Dunn-Rochelle Hudson (F)
Pride of the Navy (D)
65 . .3 Mesquiteers
Red River Range (W)
56.
Rogers-Mary Hart
(F)
Rough Riders Itound-up (W)...58. .Roy
.3 Mesquiteers
(F)
Santa
Fe
Stampede
(W)
56. .Phil
She Married a Cop (D)
Regan-Jean Parker
title. "Laughing
Irish
Hearts")
Hart
(F)
Shine
Harvest Work?
Moon (W)...57.
( Former .Roy
-The Rogers-Mary
Gleasons
Should On,Husbands
(D)
.Rslph Byrd-Kay Sutton
(A)
SOS— Tidal Wave D)
60. .Roy
Roflers-Mary Hart
(F)
Southward Ho! (W)
58.
Hudson
(F)
Storm Over Bengal (D)
65. .P. Knowles-R.
Bickfoid-Nsna
Bryant
..
(F)
Street of Missing Men (D) .. .65 ..3.Chas.
Mesquiteers
(F)
Three Texas Steers (W)
56 .
Western Jamboree (W)
57. .Gene
Autry-Smiley
Burnette ..,.((->
.F. Inescort-H.
Wilooxon
(F)
Woman Doctor (D)
65 . ,3
Mesquiteers
Wyoming Outlaw (W)
56. .Frieda Inescoit-Otto Kruger ...
Zero Hour (D)
65.
TWENTIETH

Date
Rel.
9/23/38
6/16/39

issue 81
..in
Prod.
.1i8/27/39
.. .b6/10/39
.b5/20/39
. .bl/l4/3»
.., . .bl/28/39
, .bl2/IO/38
/I9/38
. .,bl
..b3/
. .1Reissue
18/39

1/13/39
6/2/39
2/17/39
11/4/38
1 1/18/38
7/14/39
10/21/38 .blO/15/38
4/7/39
10/14/38,. . .blO/8/S«
35/13/39
. .b9/l7/38
In Prod.
. .bl2/IO/38
. 36/3/39
. . . . Reissue
7/14/39 . bl2/3l/38
.b5/l3/39
5/12/39
1/6/39 .
1/26/38
blO/29/38
1/25/38 .bl
,b5/20/39
iojj'Ai"... .b5/l3/39
5/26/39
, '
4/28/39
9/30/38
l'2/9/38' ...in
b9/l7/38
Prod.
. .b2/l8/39
6/30/39. blO/29/38
3/10/39
.36/3/39
. . .4/29/39
7//2288//3389 . .blO/29/38
10
b6/24/39
4/14/38 . ,.b3/25/39
.
.b3/l8/39
9
/3
3/
30
6/24
3/3/3r 9 . .35/13/39
7/21/3
. .b2/2S/3S
"!
39
5/5/ . ..b8/27/38
8/8/38
8/15/38 . .b7/3B/38
8/22/38 . . Not Rev.
8/1/38 . ...b8/6/3«
. .b8/27/38
8/29/38
10/7/38 . .b8/ 13/38
8/15/38
I 1/4/38 .bll/12/38
.blO/22/38
8/22/38 . b8/27/38

. . .b8/3/38
.b5/6/39
9/4/38 .. ,.bl, 36/24/39
1/26/38
5/4/39 . . .bl0/l/S8
18/8/38
.
12/26/38 ..bl/l4/S8
1'1/25/38' . .bl/21/39
02/1 1/36
1/6/39 ., . .. .b4/l5/39
2/24/39
4/19/39
2/3/38 .. .35/13/39
IU/29/38
6/19/39 .blu/22/38
5/15/39 . .b4/l5/3S
3/S/39 .. .. ..35/13/39
b4/l/39
.b2/25'/39
., .bl
/'I21/M
3/27/39 ...35/6/39
.h2
I
7/3/39 .. , .b3/ll/39
6/9/39
1/10/39
10/1/38 . . .blO/l/38
3/28/39 . . . .b4/8/39
4/12/39
12/5/38 . ,bl2/17/38
, .blO/l/38
8/23/33
9/2Q/38 .. . .b9/l7/38
12/22/38
1/23/39 . ..al.bl/28/39
1/12/38
. b3/25/39
I3/13/39
1/19/38 . ..bl2/IO/38
..■b6/IO/39
36/3/39
12/23/38
. bl2/l7/.38
. 36/24/39
,b6/3/39
11/14/38 ,bl I /I2/38
5/19/39 ,b6/l7/39
12/z/M . ,bl2/24/d8
5/12/39
2/6/39 . . , ..h4/2q/?Q
,36/3/39
.b5/27/39
6/27/39
5/27/39 .
, . .b5/4/^<l

CENTURY-FOX

1938-39
. Power-Faye-Ameche
(F)
Alexander's
Ragtime (C)
Band (D).10570 .Withers-Rogers-Kell3rd
(F)
Always In Trouble
.
Withers-C3rrillo
(F)
Arizons WildC3t (C)
68
Boy
70 .J3ne Withers- Robert Kellsrd ...(F)
CharlieFriend
Chan (D)
in Honolulu
Brooks
(F)
(My-D)
.Sidney Toler-Phyllis
Toler-Phyllis
Brooks (F)
(F)
Charlie
Chan in Reno (My) ...6865 .Sidney
Foster-Lynn Bsri
Ch3stn[| Danger (D)
6U ..Preston
Lorre-Hersholt-Duff
(F)
Danger Island (D)
65 Jones
Family
(F)
Down on the Farm (C)
6) ..Jones
F3niily
(F)
Everybody's
Baby (C)
(0)
61 Dionne Quints-J. Hersholt
Gateway
(F)
Five of a (D)Kind
83
73 . ..Ritz
Ameche-Whelan
(F)
-Anita Louise (F)
Gorilla (C)
65 . Murphy-Bros.
Weaver-J. Barrymore (F)
Hold That
Co-EdBaskervilles
(C)
79
Hound
of the
Rathbone-Greene-Louise
(A)
(My-D)
80 .. Wh3len-Rogers
(F)
Inside Story (D)
60
Insppctnr HornleiQh (D)
Gordon H3rker- Alastair Sim ...(F)
it Could Happen to You (C-D) 71 ..Stuart Erwin-Gloria Stuart .. . (F)
lossu jiimes iL»)
105 .. Power- Kelly (Tech.)
(F)
Jones Family in Hollywood (C) .59. .Jones Family
(F)
Just Around the Corner (C-D) . .70. .Temple-Farrell
(F)
Keep Smiling (D)
72 .. Withers. Stuart- Wilcoxon
'F)
Kentucky (D)
96. .Young-Greene (Tech.)
(F)
Little Princess (D)
91.. S. Temole-R. Greene (Tech.) (F)
Meet the Girls (C)
60. .J. Lang-L. Bari
(F)
Mr.
Mote's Takes
Last Vacstion
Warning (My)
Lorre-Field
(F)
Mr. Moto
(My) .74.
.65 ... Peter
Lorre
(F)
My
Lucky Star
(C-D)
90.
(F)
Mysterious
Mr. Moto
(My)
62.. . Henie-Greene
Peter Lorre
(F)
News Is Made At Night (D)
..Preston Foster-Lynn Bari
Pardon Our Nerve (C)
55.. Lynn Bari-B. Albertson
(F)
Return of the Cisco Kid (W) ..70.. Warner Baxter-Lynn Bari
(F)
Road Demon (D)
65. . Arthur-Valerie-Armetta
(F)
Rose
of
Washington
Sq.
(Mu.-D)
86.
Power-Faye-Jolson
(F)
Safety in Numbers (C)
55.. Jones F3mily
(F)
Second Fiddle (D)
Sonjs Henie-Tyrone Power
Shsrpshooters (D)
62.. B. Donlcvy-L. Bari
(F)
Smiling Along (Mu-D)
91.. G. Fields-M. Maguire
(F)
So This Is London (C)
70. . Drayton-Hare
(A)
(Reviewed as "Paddy D3rling")
Speed to Burn (D)
61. .M. Wh3len-L. Bari
(F)
Story of Alexander Gr3h3m
Bell (D)
lOL.Loretta Young-Don Amech*
(F)
Straight Place and Shew (C) .65.. Ritz Bros. Merman
(F)

8/19/38
. . .bB/28/3S
'.'.
6/2/39. .'.b8/20/38
11/2/38
.
.b5/l3/39
2/10/39
.
.bll/12/38
5/19/39
. bl2/3l/38
1/30/39 . . ..b6/3/39
6/16/39 .bl/14/39
.b3/l8/89
12/16/38.. ..blO/15/38
5/5/39
4/7/39
10/14/38 .. ..bl2/3/38
3/24/39 . blO/15/38
8/5/38 . . .b5/27/39
. .b8/S/38
9/16/38
5/26/39
. .,b9/l7/38
.b4/l/39
3/10/39 . ,bl0/22/38
3/31/39
,b4/22/39
12/23/38 .b6/l7/39
4/21/39
6/30/39 . .b5/27/39
.bl 1/5/38
11/11/38 .b6/l8/38
6/2/39
.bl/l4/SSl
8/12/38
.
12/30/38 bl2/17/38
3/10/39
b2/25/39
10/7/38 .. .b7/23/38
.b7/30/38
2/24/39 . bl 1/19/38
7/14/39 . . .b9/3/38
10/21/38 .. . .b6/4/38
9/2/38
7/21/39 bl.33/18/39
1 /19/58
4/28/39
12/2/38 ... .b4/29/39
3/3/39
.b8/2'/38
. . b5/6/39
.
.34/8/39
5/12/39
.b8/
13/38
9/9/38
6/23/39 ,. .b9/24/38
11/18/38 blO/22/38
1/20/39 . . b2/4/39
8/26/38 ..b6/ll/38
b4/l/39
9/30/38 , ...blO/1/38
4/14/39

julu- 24. l^K^')

SHOWMEN'S

(Cont.' 1938-39
20TH CENT.-FOX
Title
MIns, Stars
Submarine Patrol (C-D) 95.. R. Grecnc-N. Kelly
Suez (D)
104. . Power-Youno-Annabolla
Susannah of the Mounties (D) . .77 . Shirley Temple- Randolph Scott..
Tail Spin (D)
82. . Fayo- Ben nett- Kelly
Thanks for Evorytliino (C) 70. . Oakie- Whelan
Thi'ee
Musketeers
(Mu-C)
Bros. -Don Ameche
Time Out
For Murder
(My-D). 72..Ritz
59 . M. Whalon-Stiiart
(Reviewed
as
"Meridian 7-1212")
Up the New
RiverYork
(C)
75. . Foster-Brooks-Martin
While
Sleeps (D) 63..
Michael Whalen
White Lady of the Orient (D)
Alice Faye-Warner Baxter
(Former
"By theBaxterDawn's
EarlyYouno....
Light")
Wife, Husband and Friend
(C) .8Jtitle.
.. Warner
Loretta
Winner Take All (C)
(i I . . Gloria Stuart-Tony Martin
Young Mr. Lincoln (D)
101.. Henry Fonda-Marjorie Weaver...

T R A 1) E
WARNER

Rel.
Date
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)

See ol
Issue
.
.bl
1/5/38
11/25/38 .blO/22/38
10/28/38
. .b6/24/39
7/28/39 . , .b2/4/39
2/10/39 . .bl2/IO/38
12/23/38
2/17/3(1 . . .b7/2/38
9/23/38 . . .b2/l I /3'J
1/12/38
12/9/38 . .bl
.b8/27/38
12/16/38 .. .a8/l3/38
7/7/39 .
. .b2/l8/39
3/3/39
4/21/39 . ,, . ,b2/25/39
. .b6/3/39
6/9/39

1939-40
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
(My-D)
Basil Rathbone-Nigel Bruce ....
.36/24/39
a6/3/39
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island (My. Sidney Toler-Sen Yung
Chicken Wagon Family
Jane Withers-Leo Carrille
.In Prod.
Escape. The (D)
Kane Richmond-Amanda Duff ..
35/27/39
Oirl Must Livp (C)..
93..Marnarpt Lockwoori-R. Houston.. (A)
h5/27/.39
.In
Prod.
Heaven With Barbed Wire Fence. ... Glenn Ford-Jean Rogers
In Prod.
Heie I Am. A stinnger
rsicnard Uipene-Nancy Kelly ...
Hollywood Cavalcade
Alice Faye-Don Ameche
36/10/39
title, "Falling Stars")
35/13/39
Hotel
Women (D) (Former
tisa
Ellison
Quick For
Millions
Jones Maxwell-Jas.
Family
35/13/39
Family at the Grand Canyon")
a5/l3/39
Rains Came D)(Former title "Jones
Loy-Power-Brent
Stanley antl Livinnstone (D)
S. Tracy-Greene- Kellv
.36/24/39
.33/4/39
Stop. Lock and Love (D)
Jean Rogers-Robert Kellard ....
Tin Hats
Jane Withers- Ritz Brothers ....
.In Prod.
UNITED ARTISTS
1938-39
.b7/2/38
Algiers (D)
95. . Boyer-LaMarr-Gurie
(A) 8/5/38 . .... .b5/6/39
Captain Fury (D)
92. . Aherne-McLaglen-Lang
(F)
5/26/39
.bl
1/12/38
Cooper-Oberon
Cowboy
and the Lady (C-D) 91.
11/17/38 . .b4/l6/38
Drums (0)
99. ..Sabu-Massey-Hobson
(Tech.).... (F)
(F)
9/26/38
,
(Reviewed
the Mount3in$")
Duke of West Point (D)
109. .asL. "Mutiny
Hayward-J.In Fontaino
12/29/38 . bl2/l7/38
King of the Turf (D)
88. .Adolphe
Menjou-D.
Costello .... (F)
.b2/l 1/39
(F)
2/17/39
Made For Each Other (D)
94. Lombard-J. Stewart
(F)
2/10/39
, .. .. b.b2/4/S9
10/1/38
Prison Without Bars (D)
79. . Luchaire-Best-Barnes
(F)
3/10/39
Stagecoach (D)
96. .Claire Trevor-John Wayne
b2/l 1/39
(F) 3/3/39 . .. .blO/l/38
There Goes My Heart (C) 84. .F. March-V. Bruce
(F) 10/14/38 .bl2/3l/3S
Topper Takes a Trip (C)
80. .C. Bennett-R. Youno
(A)
1/12/39 .bl2/24/33
Trade Winds (D)
94. . March-J. Bennett
(F) 12/22/38
Wuthering Heights (D)
103. .M. Oberon-L. Olivier
.. (A) 4/7/39 . . . .b4/l/39
Young
He3rt (C-D)
90.
Gaynor-Fairbanks. Jr.-Goddard . . (F) 10/27/38 ...b3/l8/39
Zenobia in (C)
71. ..Oliver
Hardy-Harry Langdon (F) 4/21/39 .hi 1/5/38
1939-40
Chump At Oxford
Stan Laurel-Oliver Hardy
.b4/29/39
Four Feathers iTech.) ^0) . . . luy . . Dunrez-Sniith - Rmhard^on .
.In Prod.
Prf'l
(F) 8/4/39
.In
Intermezzo
Leslie Howard-Edna Best
.33/25/39
Man in the Iroa Mask (D)
Louis HaywarU-Joan tseiineti ..
8/11/39
Over the Moon
Oberon-Rex Harrison (Tech.)...
noil.
Real Glory
Gary Cooper- Andrea Leeds ....
..In
.36/3/39
36/10/39
They Shall Have Music (D)
Jascha Heifetz- Andrea Leeds...
7/15/39
(Former
"Music School")Carlson.
Winter Carnival (D)
Ann title.
Sheridan-Richard
7/28/39 ..a5/l3/39
1937-38
UNIVERSAL
.b8/6/38
Letter of Introduction (C-D). 100. . Menjou-Bergen &. McCarthy-Leeds (F) 8/ 5/38 ..b8/27/38
Missing Guest (My-O)
. .65. . Kelly-Moore-Lundigan
(F) 8/12/38 .blO/l/38
That Certain Age (C)
100.. D. Durbin-J. Cooper
(F) 10/7/38
1938- 39
(F) 4/21/39 .b4/29/39
Big Town Czar (D)
62.. Barton MscLane-Eve Arden
Black Bandit (W)
58.. B. B3ker-M. Reynolds
(F) 9/16/38 bll/19/38
Code of the Streets (D)
70.. Carey-Thom3S-Little Tough Guys.(F) 4/14/39 .bl/28/39
(F) 8/26/38 . ,bl0/l5/38
Dark Rapture (TR)
80. Native Cast
East Side of Heaven (C)
St. Bing Crosby-Joan Blondell
(F) 4/7/39 . . .b4/8/39
(F) 5/19/39 . .b5/20/39
Ex-Champ (D)
74., McLaglen-Grey-Brown
Exposed (D)
63.. Glends Farrell-Otto Kruger
(F) 11/4/38 . bl 1/26/38
Family Next Door (C)
60.. Hugh Herbert-Ruth Donnelly (F) 3/31/39 ., .b4/l5/39
.34/22/39
For Love Or Money (D)
67. June Lang-Robert Kent
5/5/39
.b8/27/38
Freshman Year (C)
65.. Dunbar-Truex
(F) 9/2/38 .. ,.bl2/24/38
Gambling Ship (D)
61. Helen Mack-Robert Wilcox
(A) 1/20/39 .310/29/38
Chost Town Riders (W)
57. ,B. Baker-F. Shannon
12/16/38
10/21/38 .39/10/38
Guilty Trail (W)
57. Bob Baker
His Fxciting Night (C)
61.
Ruggles-M. Martin
(F) 11/11/38 .bl2/l7/38
Honor of the West fW)
58. ,C.
Bob Baker
I /i3/iq . .all
/2n/3f!
House of Fear (My-D)
66 . Wm. Gargan-lrene Hei^ey ... (A) 6/30/39 .b6/l7/39
Inside Information (D)
62. June Lang-Dick Foran
(F) 6/2/39 . .b6/l7/39
In
Prod.
I Stole a Million
George Raft-Claire Trevor
7/14/39.. .blO/8/38
Last Express (My)
56. Taylor-Ames
(A) (0/28/38 ..bl2/IO/38
(F) 1/13/39 . .bl 1/26/38
Last Warning. .
62 . .P. Foster-F. Robinson
Little Tough Guys In Society (C) 68. .Boland-E. E. Horton
(F) 11/25/38
Mars Attacks the World (O)...60. .Buster Crabbe-Jean Rogers (F) ll/IR/38 .bll/l2/.3S
Modern Cinderella (D)
Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer
8/4/39 . .36/24/39
Mystery of the White Room
Cabot-Helen Mack
(A) 3/17/39 . . .b4/l/39
(My-D)
58. .Bruce
.Jaikie Cooper-Little Tough Guys (F) 12/23/38 . .bl/7/39
Newsboys'
Home
(D)
73.
(F) 9/9/38 . . .blO/l/38
Personal Secretary (C-D) 62. .W. Gargan-J. Hodges
. Kent Taylor- Rochelle Hudson ...(F) 2/3/39 . .b2/25/39
Pirates of the Skies (D)
6t. .Bob
Baker
11/14/38 .39/24/38
Prairie Justice (W)
57.
Murphy-Dorothes Kent ..(F) 3/3/39 .. .. .b3/l8/39
Risky Business (D)
66. .George
(F) 9/23/38 . . .b9/3/38
R»ad to Reno (C-D)
69. .H. Hampton-R. Scott
1/19/38
Secrets of a Nurse (D)
67. .Edmund Lowe-Helen Mack.. (F) 12/9/38 . .hi
(F) 10/21/38 ..blO/22/38
Service De Luxe (C)
85. .C. Bennett-C. Ruggles
1/39
Society Smugglers (D)
65. .Preston Foster. Irene Hervey (F) 2/24/39 . .b3/l
.bl/21/39
Son of Frankenstein (D) 93. .Basil Rathbone-J. Hutchinson ...(A) 1/13/39 ....b3/4/39
Coooer-F. Bartholomew. .. (F) 3/10/39 . . .bl 1/5/38
Spirit of Culver (C-D)
90. .J3ckie
(F) 10/28/38 .bl2/IO/38
Storm (D)
75. .Bickford- Foster
(F) 12/2/38 . . ..b6/3/39
Strange Faces (D)
60. . Kent-Jenks
Sun Never Sets (D)
96. .F3irb3nks, Jr.-B3rb3r3 O'Neil .(F) 6/9/39 . .bl2/l7/38
Murray- Kathryn Kane (F) 12/16/38
Swing, Sister, Swing (Mu-C) 62. .Ken
I /l9/3a
(F) 10/14/38 .bl
Swing That Cheer (C-D) .63. .Tom Brown-C. Moore
. .34/22/39
They Asked For It (D)
.Wm. Lundigan-Joy Hodges
5/26/39
Three Smart Girls Grow Up (C) 87. .Durbin-Winninger ..
(F) 3/24/39 . . .b3/25/39
YouMan Can't
Cheat An Honest 75. . Fields-Bergen-McCarthy
.b2/l8/39
(F) 2/17/39 . .blO/l/38
(C)
(F) 9/30/38 .
YOL-th Takes a Fling (C-D) 78. .J. McCrea-A. Leeds
1939- 40
36/10/39
Bright Victory (D)
J. Cooper- Freddie Bartholomew.
36/24/39
Desperate Trails (W)
Brown-Baker-Knight
.In
Prod.
First Love
Deanna Durbin-Leslie Howard..
.a6/IO/39
7/7/39
Forgotten Woman (D)
Sigrid Gurie-Donald Briggs ...
In
Prcd.
Fury of the Tropics
Richard Arlen-Andy Devine ..
b5/2n/39
Prod.
H3waiian Nights
Downs-Moore-Quillsn
,. • In
Mik3do (Mu)
90. .Kenny Baker (Tech.)
(F) .■ .■
35/20/39
Mutiny On the Bl3Ckh3wk (D) . . . Arlen-Moore-Devine
(Former
title,
"In
Old
C3liforni3")
.
a5/6/39
Old Grad (D)
Charley Grapewin-Anita Louise. .
..In36/10/39
Prod.
Underpup
(D)
Rob't
Cummings-Nan
Grey
Unexpected Father
S3ndy-M. Auer-Shirley Ross ... 7/7/39.
WARNER BROS
1937-38
.b7/23/38
Boy Meots Girl (C)
82.
.Cagn,Mi,-J>',Brien
(A) 8/6/38
9/3/38
. .b8/6/38
Mr.
(C-D)
60. .Brent-Dick&on
. Davis^Lane(F)
RacketChump
Busters
(D)
75.
. .,
(A) 8/13/38 . .b8/l3/38
(FOR

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

R I-: VIEW

CHECK
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BROS.

1938-39
Title
MIns.
Stars
Adventures of Jane Arden (D). .58..Rosella Towne-Wm. Gargan ...
Angels With Dirty Faces (D). .97. Cagney-O'Brien
Blackwell's
Island (D)
.71. .J. Garflcld-R. Lane
Broadway Musketeers
(D)
.63. . Sheridan- Lindsay- Hunter
Brother Rat (C)
.90. .W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Dsvis ...
Code of Secret Service (D).
.58. Ronald Rcagan-Rosella Towne..
.69..K. Francis-I. Hunter
Comet Over Broadway (D).
Confessions of a Nazi Spy (D) . 106- . Edw. G. Robinson-Lya Lys ....
Cowboy Qu3rterb3Ck (C)
Bert Wheelcr-M3rie Wilson ...
(Former
"Lighthoi-se
Harry")
Dark Victorv (D)
100.. B. title,
Davis-G.
Brent
Daughtci-s Courageous D)
107 . John Garflcld-Priscilla Lane ..
ua;vn t-atrui i.u i
103 . . Flynn -N iven- Rathbone
Devil's Island (D)
63 . Boris Karloff
Dodge City (0) (Tech.) 104. . Errol Flynn-Olivia do Havilland.
Each Dawn I Die (D)
Cagney- R3ft-Bry3n
Four Daughters (D)
90.. J. Lynn-Lsne Sisters
Four's 3 Crowd (D)
90. . Russell- Flynn -DeHavilland
Garden of the Moon (Mu-C) .. .90. .. Payne-Lindsay-O'Brien
Reagsn-Brysn
Going
(C)
83.
Girls OnPlaces
Probation
(D)
64. "D. Powell-A. Louise
.D.
Powell-0. Page
deHsvilland
Hard
to
Get
(C)
79.
D. Foran-G.
(Tech.).
Heart of the North (D)
67. .Lindsay-Dead
End Kids
Hell's Kitchen (D)
81.
Hobby F3mily (D)
Jane Bry3n-Henry O'Neill
lndi3napolis Speedway (D)
Pat O'Brien-Ann Sheridan ..
(Former
title. Muni-Bette
"The Roaring
Crowd")
Juarez (H-D)
127.. Paul
Davis
Kid
From
Kokomo
(C)
92
.
.
Pat
O'Brien-Joan
Blondell
King of the Underworld (D) . . . .69 . . K. Fr3ncis-J. Stephenson .....
Man Who Dared D)
59.. Charles Grapewio-Jane Bryan
as "I Am Not Afraid")
. .65. .Granville-Litel
N3ncy Drew — Detective (D). . (Reviewed
Bonita Granville-F. Thomas
Nancy Drew — Reporter (D).
.Bonita
Granville-F. Thom3s
Nancy Drew — Trouble Shooter (D).
Naughty. But Nice (C)
90 .O'Brien-Blondell
Dick Powell-Gale Page
(Former title, "Always Leave Them Laughing
Okl3hom3
Kid
(W)
80 .J3mes' Cagney-Rosemary
Lane
-■ Lindsay- John Litel
(D)
the Record
Off Trial
On
(D)
6065. Marg3ret
Secret Service In the Air (D)..63 R. Reagan-I. Rhodes
Secrets of an Actress (D)
68 . K. Francis-G. Brent
Sisters (D)
100.. B. Davis-E. Flynn
Steeplech3se (D)
" Fellows-Jimmy McC3llion
.■■65Edith
title, Wilson
"Gantry
the Great")
Sweepstakes Winner (C) (Former
59. Marie
-Johnny
Davis ....
They Made Me a Criminal (D) . .87. . Garfield-Dickson
Torchy Gets Her Man (D) 63..Glenda Farrell-B. MacLane
Torchy Blane in Chin3town (My) .58. . Farrell-MacLane
Torchy Runs for Mayor (D) 60. . Farrell-MacLane
Valley of the Giants (D)
80. . Morris-Trevor (Tech.)
Waterfront
59 . Dennis
Morgan-Gloria
Wings of the(D)
Navy (U).
.9U..G.
Brent-O.
deHavill3ndDickson
Women In the Wind (D)
.62..K3y Fr3ncis-Wm. G3rgan
Yes, My Darling Daughter (C) . .85 . . Priscilla Lane-Jeffrey Lynn ..
You C3n't Get Away With
Murder (D)
78 . Humphrey Bogart-Gale Page

(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(H
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(F)
(A)
(F)
(F)
(F)

Rel. Issue
Se. 0
Date
3/4/39 b2/l8/39
11/19/38 .blO/2U/38
3/25/39 b3/4/3«
10/8/38
M/i/IH
10/29/38 .blO/22/38
5/27/39
.
.b5/20/39
12/3/38 ..bl2/24/3«
5/(i/39
.b4/29/39
7/29/39 . ...34/29/39
4/22/19 .. h3/ll/30
7/22/39 ..b6/l7/39
I2/Z4/38
1/7/39 .bi2/l//ill
bl/7/39
4/8/39
b4/S/39
a3/4/39
8/27/38 . . .b8/l3/38
8/20/38 . . .h7/l6/38
10/1/38 ...b7/30/38
10/22/38 .blO/15/38
12/31/38 .bl2/24/38
I 1/5/38 . .bl 1/12/38
12/10/38 .bl2/l7/38
7/8/39 ...32/18/39
35/6/39
33/18/39

(F) 6/10/39 ..b4/29/39
(F) 6/24/39 ..b5/20/39
(F) 1/28/39
,(F)
6/3/39 ...bl/14/39
... b4/8/39
(F) 11/19/38 .bl2/24/38
(F) 2/18/39
6/17/39 ...bl/28/39
...33/4/39
7/1/39 ..312/10/38
(A)
1/21/39 .....b3/l8/39
bl/28/39
(F) 3/11/39
(F) 4/1/39 ....b3/25/39
(F)
b2/ll/39
(A) 3/4/39
9/10/38 . .blO/15/38
(F) 10/15/38 ..blO/8/38
33/25/39
5/20/39 .. al/7/39
(A) 1/14/39 bl/7/39
(F) 11/12/38 .bll/19/38
(F) 2/4/39 b2/l 1/39
,(F) 5/13/39 ....b4/l/39
7/15/39 . ...34/1/39
(F) 9/17/38
. .b8/20/ f>l
(F) 2/11/39
4/15/39 ...al/2l/3«l
....b2/4/3l
(A) 2/25/39 . . .b2/ 1 ,
(A) 4/29/30 ..bl/21/39
34/1/39

1939-40
Angels Wash Their Faces (0)
Dead End Kids-Reanan-Sheridan.
(Former
title.
"Battle of City Lynn
H3II")
C3reer M3n (D)
Joel McCrea-Jpffrpv
Child Is Born (D)
Geraldine Fitzgerald-J. Lynn ...
(Former title. "Give Me a Child")
Dead End Kids at Milit3ry
School
Litel-De3d End Kids
Dust Be My Destiny (D)
John Gsrfleld-Priscills L3ne ...
Kid Nightingale
John Payne
Lady andDrewthe andKnight
(D)
Davis-Flynn-deHavilland
Nancy
Hidden
St3ircase (D)
Bonita Granville-Frankie Thomas
No Pl3ce to Go (D)
Glori3 Dickson - Dennis Morgan..
Old Maid (D)
Bette Davis-George Brent
On Your Toes
Vera Zorina- Eddie Albert
Playing With Dynamite (D)
Jane Wyman-Tom Kennedy
Queer Money
Ronald Reagan-Eddie Foy, Jr...
Return of Dr. X
Lys-Bog3rt-Morris-Lane
Secret Enemy (D)
Boris KarlofT-Margaret Linds3y. .
(Former title, "Enemy Agent")
STATES RIGHTS
Code of the Csctus (W)
Tim McCoy
Code
of the Psrents
Feorless (D)
(W)
56.
Fred Scott
(F)
(F)
Delinquent
61. . Weston-Murphy-Walker
Edge of the World (D)
74. . Durante-Tauber
J. L3urie-B. Chrystall
(F)
(A)
Forbidden
Music (Mu-C)
65.
Forbidden Territory
(D)
80. Gregory Ratoff
(A)
Hesdleys 3t Home (D)
59. .Evelyn Venable-Grant Mitchell ... (F)
In Old Montana (W)
63. .Fred Scott-Jean C3rmen
(F)
Juarez and Maximilian 95. .Medes Novsra-L. Atwill
(F)
(A)
I Demand Payment (D)
55. .Jack La Rue
Lightning C>rson Rides Again
McCoy
(F)
'W)
69. .Tim
Fay-R. Hall
(F)
Meet the Mavor (C-D)
63, .F.
.John Gallaudet-lris Meredith. .. (A)
Murder Is News (My-D) 55. .Paul
Lukas-Lyn
Harding
(F)
Mutiny
Elsinore
(D)....73.
(A)
Paroled ofFromthe the
Big Houst
.Stone-Lee
57.
(F)
Peg(D)
of Old Drury (D)
80. .Ne«gle-Hardwicke
Prison Train (D)
66. .Fred Keating-Linda Winters (F)
Jory-Margaret Dare
(F)
Rangle River (W)
72 ..Victor
Hlllie-Moore-Reynolds
(A)
Rebellious Daughters (D)
60. .Diana
Churchill
(A)
School
For
Husbands
(C)
72,
.Tim McCoy
Six-Gun Trail
.A. Amcs-P. Kelton
(A)
Sl3nder House (D)
65. .Gene
Austin
Songs 3nd
S3ddles
(Mu-W)
. .Tim McCoy-Joan
Texas
Wildcats
(W)
Barclay
.Jack Buchanan
(A)
This'll Make You Whistle (C)
Trigger Fingers (W)
.Tim McCoy-Jill
Martin
.Nudist
Cast
(A)
Unashamed (D) . .
70.

34/1/39
35/27/39
In Prod.
afi/'n
"o
In
Prod.
36/3/39
35/27/39
. 35/27/39
35/6/39
.In
Prod.
35/20/39
In Prod.
In34/1/39
Prod.

Victory ...al/14/39
Spectrum
Prog ..bl/21/39
b9/l7/38
Pax
b9/IO/38
WorldFilms.
...bl2/3l/38
Hoffberg .bl 1/26/38
Standard .bll/l2/SI
Spectrum ..b4/l/39
Torres b4/29/39
Imperial ..bl2/3/38
Victory . blO/18/34
Sterling
Warwick ..bin/15/38
.b6/24/39
Regal
b2/25/3»
Jay-Dee
Kay
b8/6/38
Tri-Nat. .blO/22/38
MalcemBrown ...blO/19/38
Hoffberg ...5/13/39
Prog
blO/8/38
Hoffberg ..bl/28/39
Victory ...al2/3/38
Prog
blO/8/38
Roadshow .38/13/38
Victory ...a3/25/39
Victory bl0/l5/3»
a5/6/39
C4M
Cine Grand b8/l3/38

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
.bl2/3/58
Burstyn .
Abused Confidence (D)
85. . Danielle Darrieux
(A) Columtiis
Tri-Nat.
Ballerina (D)
83. Janine Charrat-Mis Slavensky ..(F)
.bl2/l7/38
Tri-N3t.
Tri-Nat.
Mayer.
Carnival in Flanders
Francoise Rosay
. ...b3/4/39
Reissued
..bl2/3l/38
Champs-Elysees (D)
89 . Sachs Guitry
(A)
Crossroads
(D)
80.
.Chas.
Vanel-Suzy
Prim
(A)
Tower
Doublo Ctime in the Maginot
Hoffberg . .. .b4/l5/39
Nation3l
. .b5/6/39
Lin* (D)
S3.. Victor Francen
(A) Trl-N3t.
Escape
From
Yesterday
(D)
.
.
.89
.
.
Annabella-Jean
Gabin
(A)
World
..
.bl2/3l/38
40 Little Mothers (C)
92..Lucien Baroux
(F) Tri-N3t. .bl0/l5/3S
Grand Illusion (D)
90. . Gabin-von Stroheim
(A)
.bl2/l7/38
..12/24/38
Orage (D)
73. . Boyer-Michele Morgan
(A)
Sacrifice D'Honneur (D)
76. . Aniabella
(A)
(D) Drama; (C) Comedy; (Mu-D) Musical Drama; (M) Musical;
(My-D) Mystery-Drama; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (CS-D) Costume
Drama; (W) Western; (Mu-C) Musical Comedy; (F) Farce;
(TR) Travel; (E) Educational;
(FA) Fantasy;
(H) Historical.

RUNNING

TIME

WITH

YOUR

LOCAL

EXCHANGE)

SHOWMEN'S
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COLUMBIA
Comment

1938-39
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue Of

ALL STAR COMEDIES (IS) l7'/i.
l6'/a. .Not Rev.
o«m
the
Boom Goei a Gr
Rev.
17 . .Not
. .r. ■ •
. 12/17/38
Cbamp Takes Bump. . .Pretty
Good
. 8/27/38
Home On the Rase
18
.
l7'/2.
Funny
Returns dy
Many Sappy
.Not Rev.
Bo
Mutiny On the
17
17 .. .12/17/38
Funny
.. 12/24/38
lag In the Basit
17
.
10/29/38
y
Funn
MiSitshirt Band
Funny
gh
. 4/ 8/39
Not Guilty Enou
17
.
...
y
Funn
....
Sold
Be
.
Mow It Can the West . . Keaton Hum
18 . 6/24/39
Pest From
Rev.
18 . .Not
••
r\» a la Maid
3/18/3*
l7>/2IWi. .Not
Funny
Rev.
Su Takes a Wrap
■„■ •
. 4/22/39
Star Is Shornrs ...Ver
y Funny
.10/ 1/38
Swing You Swinge
Fairly Go»<l
er
Sm My Lawy

WASHINGTON
PARADE (()
Inside the Capitol
Good
II
Inside the White House. Fair
II
Washington
Very Good
ID

COMMUNITY SINGS (12)
. . Lively
College Songs . . .
Friendship Songs
. . Satisfaotory
Moonlightof Melodies
Parade
Hits
w
Excellent
Romantic Tunes
Soason's Idea
Sengs of the West
• ■■
Rood
South Sea Songs
Different
s
Strauss Waltze
tweetheart Melodies

ley.
l,,
'
• ' 9'/2

GREAT MOMENTS OF HISTORY (6)
7'/i
KRAZY KAT (8)
Golf Chumps
Jam
Gym
Het Dogs
On s
Ice
Krazy's Bear Tale
Krazy's
Shoe
Shop
Lone Mountio

•-•■•j'
Good
•■
Fair

7 . .Not
R*v.
»/iO/»
f
Net
Rev.
3/18/3*
7 . Not
7 .N*t Rov.
Rev.

MUSIC HALL VANITIES (8)
Qoed Old American
1^,^^ Not Rov.
. 5/27/39
2/ 4/M
Mon*m*artri 'Madness ' . . Entertaining
10
lO'/s-.
talninf
a Music Hall . . Enter
Night in
Rev.
'»'/»•
6/ 3/39
■ ood
th* Tree
Might at Doodle
10 .Not
Home ...G
Yankee
PICTUREGRAPHS «)
Not R*v.

No. I
SCRAPPY (8)
Ejirlv Bird
Good
For th* KiddUs
Hlp»y Birthday
's Added Attrao-.
Icraipy
tion
w
Scraepy's Sid* Sho
Just Filler
Worm's Ey* View

6'/>..10/ 1/38
6 ..2/ 4/M
R*v.
77t</...N*t
.... N*t
R*v.
5/13/39

I (S*ri** 18)
2
3
4
5
t
7
t
9
10

MCM 1938-39
CARTOONS (IS)
Art Gallery
Excellent
Jitterbug Follies
Fair
Little Goldfish (T*ch.) . . Anueint
Mama'sSkinners
New Hat
Poor
S*al
Poor
Wanted No Master
CRIME DOESN'T PAY (6)
Monoy to Lean
Exoellent
While Amerio* Sleeps ..Timely
Wrong Way Out
Exoellent
MINIATURES (10)
City of LIttI* Men
Splendid
Brest Heart
Impressive
Hollywood Hobbies
Good
Is* Antic*
Entertaining
Lev* On Tap
MIraol* of Salt Lak* . . . Satisfactory
Prophet Without Honor. Excellent
Streamlined Swing
Ent*rtaining
rh*y LIv* Again
Exeellent

. . . EnleyakI*
. . . kxe*ll*nt
••■•
Good
Intereoting
For Rabid Fans

.N*t R*«.
Net n*v.
Re*.
. Net
2/ 4/Jt
.Net
Re*.
. 3/18/i*
Net Rev.
.. 5/13/39
4/29/3*
. 6/17/39

SPORT THRILLS (13)
•Ivlai Rhythm
Exeellent
Feetball Giaats ....Interesting .
Jockeys Up
Excellent ..
King Vulture
Outstanding
Mary Champions
Fair
Odd So«is
Ski Rhythm
Ex**ll*nt ..
Teohnique of Tennis ...Exeellent ..

5/13/39
It/ l/M
6/17/39
1/ 7/lt
4/2*/3»
Not
Rev.
12/17/38
10
.
10 . 6/17/39

109'/2...
9'/,. .
It
11
10'/2..

(Con.)
Running
Comment
Tim*
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
Doubl* Diving
Excellont
8
Horess At Lolsur*
Exciting
8
Hot On loe
Good
10
Man's
Frisnd. ... Excellent
Excellent
109
Marin* Greatest
Circus (Tech.)
Peaay's
Plenio
(Tech.)
.
Appetizing
Radio Hams
Very Good
Good
ID109
Woathtr
Wizards
Very
ROBERT BENCHLEY (8)
An Hour For Lunch Good S
Dark Magic
Very F
Home Early
Funny
Msatal Pels*

Fair

9
9
9
8
9
7
9

Revlswsd
Issue 01
..11/12/38
1/28/39
. 2/25/39
. 12/17/38
.. 4/22/39
6/24/39
1/ 7/.39
. 4/22/39

.. 5/27/39
3/25/39
. 6/24/39
..
1/28/39
..11/12/38
..
1/ 7/39
.12/10/38

. 5/27/39
. 3/25/39
. 4/22/39
. 4/15/39
3/18/39
.Not
Rev.

20
21
17

4/ 1/39
4/22/39
1/ 7/39

Okay
Dam Clever . . . .
Entertaining . . . .

17
.... . 2121
20

OUR GANG (12)
Aladdin's Lantern
Aifalfa'e Aunt
Clewn Prince*
Cousin Wilbur
Daol P*rsonalitie*
Feetball Romeo
M*B In Fright
Pra*tl*al J*k*ri
Tlay Treukle*

Funny
Humeroi:*
Funny
Fairly Amusing
Amusing
G*ed Gang
EnJoyabI*
Satisfactory
Fair

PASSING PARADE (10)
Impressive
Angel of Mercy . .
Very Goed
Near
R*adway*
Vory
Geed
Me. i
ExcelUnt
Story 1 Alfred Nekel . ExoelUnt
St*ry
(f
Dr.
J*nn*r
.
.
Yankee
Doodle Goes to Outstanding
Town

OCT

21
II
II
10
10
10
10
II
9
10
10
It
ItII
10
10

.. 2/25/39
..10/15/38
..6/ 3/39
..
3/25/39
..12/10/38
..Not Rev.
..11/19/38
.. 6/17/39
.. 1/28/39
. . 1/ 7/39

S/IO/38
9/18/38

8
9
8
77
8

II
II
10
10
II
10
11
9
10

8
9
9
88
8
8
9
9
9

1939-40
CARTOONS
(18) (Tech.)
CRIME
DOESN'T PAY(I) (6)
METR06C0PIX
CAREY WILSON MINIATURES (9)
OUR GANG (8)
JOHN NESBITT PASSING PARADE (8)
PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES (13)
ROBERT BENCHLEY (4)
FIT2PATRICK TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)

. 9/ 3/38
.. . 1/28/39
Coming
. 2/25/39
.Not Rev.
.. 12/10/38
6/17/39
10/15/38
.11/12/38

MUSICALS (6)
Happily
Burled ..
Mea
ef Steel

10»'/,
I*levs
It
*
It
It
10
10

1938-39

AntlMit Egypt
Fasoinatini
Cairo, City *f Contrast. . Fascinating
GIlB)**** of Australia .. Good
lapM-lal th*0*lhi
Average
Jaipur,
Pink Clty...Geed
Jara Journeys
Madeira, Isl* of Re■an**
Enchanting
Rural Hungary
Good
SiBfaper* and Jahare ..Interesting
8y<i*»—
Prid* *f Aus- Good
tralla

EDUCATIONAL 1938-39
CAVALCADE OF STUFF (2)
No. I
Swell Stuff
10
No. 2
Excollsnt
18

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (IS)
Me.
He.
Me.
Me.
Me.
Ma.
Me.
Me,
Me.
Mo.

MCM

TRAVELTALKS (12) (Tech.)

. 9/11/37
R»v.
..Not
6/17/39
.12/17/38

.18/ 1/38
!• . 2/ 4/M
IS/' .Not
.Not R«*.
Rev.
in"0 ■ . 6/17/39
J. Not Rev.
Ro«.
J« . IO/2*/Si
.
4/29/39
10
">^' .Not Rev.

6/10/39
12/17/38
2/1 1/39

1939-40
ALL STAR COMEDIES (IS)
CINESCOPES (6)
COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) Tech.
COMMUNITY SINGS (10)
FABLES CARTOONS (6)
FOOLS WHO MADE HISTORY (6)
MOMENTS OF COMEDY (6)
PALS AND PETS (6)
PHANTASIES CARTOONS (10)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (12)
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
WASHINGTON PARADE (6)
WORLD OF SPORTS (12)

TOURS (6)

Bermuda— Islands of
^,,„
^„,
Colorful
dise
BitPara
Town Commuters . .
Interesting
Man Madeof Island
Good
Quebec
Province

June 24, 1939

REVIEW

COLUMBIA 1938-39 (Con.)
Commont
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue of
STOOGE COMEDIES (8)
A Ducking They Did GeGood Slapstick
l6>/i. 4/22/39
Flat
Foot You
Stooges
Good Slapstick
15'/]. . 12/17/38
2/ 4/39
Mutts
IS
Three toLittle
Sew and Okay Slapstick
Not Rev.
Violent
"is the Word
For Curly
Fair Slapstick
18 . 9/H/38
We Want Our Mummy
17
Net Rov.
Yes, Wo Have No Bonanzas IS Net Rsv.

COLOR RHAPSODIES (16) (Tech.)
7 .10/ l/3»
od
Cracker Circus .. Go
Animal Hunt
Rev.
Cerilla
• • ■■
f' ■ ..Not
4/22/39
Fair
.
9/IO/JI
Happy Totsion . p'«»
'
«r
od Graduat
HollywsThat
7 . . 5/13/39
Amusing
Jack Built . Very
Hraao
Not R««.
i'' .12/17/3*
•i
Kid
Kanoaroo
» .Not Rev.
Cle»or
Uttlt Moth's Big Flame. Goo
/
LMky Pigs
Rsv.
Midnight
Frolics
wd
«i/ ..Not
8'/, 2/II/J9
Well Done
rs
Neighbo
^•aoe'ul
COLUMBIA

TRADE

.
.
..
.

2/25/39
5/27/39
1/
7/39
1/28/39
4/22/39

.10/15/38
. 1/28/39
5/ 6/39
... 6/17/39
3/25/39
..11/12/38
12/17/38
. 1/ 7/39
. 3/25/39
6/24/39
11/12/38
2/25/39
2/25/39
4/22/39
6/24/39

PARAMOUNT
1938-39
BETTY BOOP CARTOONS (12)
Buzzy Beep at th* Con- sort Poor
7
Musical Mountaineers ..Amusing
7
My Friend th* Monkey Poor
7
On With the New
Okay
7
Pudgy in Thrills and
Chills
Fair
7
Pudgy the Watchman ..Fair
7
Sally Swing
Poor
7
Seared Crows
7
So Dees An Automokll*. Good
7

. . 9/24/38
.6/ 3/39
.2/11/39
..12/17/38
.. 1/21/39
.. 8/13/38
..10/15/38
..Not Rev.
..4/ 1/39

COLOR CLASSICS (i) Teoh.
All's Fair at the Fair. .Good
Always
Fair
Playful Klekin'
Polar Bears ...Cut*
Small Fry
Okay

7
77
7

.. 8/27/38
..
2/II/S9
..11/12/38
. . 4/29/39

10
10
10
It
9

..ll/2*/39
.. 8/27/38
.. 1/21/39
. . 9/24/3>
..4/ 8/S4

COLOR CRUISES (7)
C**t« Rl*a
Fair
Giiatamala
ExcalUnt
iM* ef inea Mamorl**, Fair
Maxiae
Peer
Ropisbll* ef Peaama . . Int*r**ting
HEADLINERS (15)
lO'/i.
Buss* Rhythm
Standard
Champagn*
Music
ef
Lawrence Welk
Snappy
10
HaJ Kemp & Oreh Okay
9
Lights! Actual Lueasl. . Excellent
10
Moments
of
Charm
....Splendid
10
Music Through the
Years
Lacks Movemetit .. . II
Orrla
Tucker Presents
& Orth. . . Snappy
It
Paramount
Hoagy Carmichael ...Tuneful
10
Song
Bomand a Unusual
10
Three Is Kings
au**n
Geed Music
10
PARAGRAPHICS (13)
Circus Ce-Ed
Very Good
Fisherman'sM*lodrana*
Pluek ..Vary
Sw*ll Funny
Sp*rt Short...
Mlldowtd
Oh Say, Can Yeu Skir. . Commercial
Raising Canin**
Interastlag
Rub*
Goldberg'* Tramt- Vary Funay
gab
Tannhauear
Claaal*
That's AfHea
Uausual
Unflnl*h*d Syaitheny ..Claati*

10
IIIt
It
It
II
It
It

. 10/15/38
. 11/26/38
3/ 4/39
8/27/38
, 7/16/38
11/12/38
2/11/39
,12/17/38
5/27/39
, 4/ 1/3*

4/ 1/3*
12/17/38
3/ 4/3*
9/24/38
.18/15/38
It/l5/3t
, 8/13/38
3/ 4/3*
.11/28/38

June 24, im

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

S H O W M I<: N ' S

1938-39 (Con.)
PARAMOUNT
Running Reviewed
Camment
Time
Issue ol
PICTORIALS (12) Part Tech.
10 . 8/I3/3S
I
10 . . 8/27/38
2
. . 9/24/38
3
Slow
. . N/19/38
4
Fair
9 . . 12/ 3/38
S
Fair
6
.. 1/21/39
6
Interesting
9
7
Very Good
10 .. .. 2/11/39
3/ 4/39
6/39
10 .. .. 5/
.
Fair
6/10/39
II
10
Good

POPEYE (12)
Bulldozing the Bull
Very Good
Cepi
1$ Alwaya
Right. . . Average
Customen
Wanted
Almoet a Reiitue
Date to Skate
Good
Goonland
Funny
Leave Well Enough
Alone
Fair
Mutiny
Ain't
NIc*
Swell
Wotta Nitemare

7
77
7
7
7
107

. 8/27/38
. 1/21/39
. 2/18/39
.. 12/10/38
1 1/19/38
. 4/29/39
. 9/24/38
.Not Rev.

10
II
10
lO
II

. 9/24/38
. 1 1/19/38
. Not Rev.
. 4/ 1/39
. 6/ 3/39

22

4/29/39

10
10
10

. 10/15/38
. 5/27/39
. 12/ 3/3«
. 4/29/39
.. 2/11/39
. 8/27/38
9/24/38
. 3/ 4/39
. 8/13/38
.11/12/38
. 12/17/38

UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)
Interesting
10
Very Good
II
.All Right
10
Good
II
Interesting

. 8/13/38
. 10/15/38
. 12/17/38
. 1/21/39
. 4/29/39

POPULAR SCIENCE (6)
N*. I
Fair
No. 2
Interesting
N*. 3
N*. 4
Diversified
No. 5
Good
SPECIAL (I) (Teeh.)
Aladdin and His Wonderful Lam* ....
. Swell
SPORTLIGHTS (13)
Champion Alrhorpart ..Excellent
Diamond Dust
Very Good
Frolicking Fr»gt
Good
Good Skates
Very Good
Hold Your Breath
Excellent
Hunting Thrllit
Good
Racing PIgeMis
Interesting
Sporting Irish
Swell Entertainment
Sporting Test
Excellent
Super Athitte*
Swell
Tw» Boys and a Dog. .. Different
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
32
4
5

NU-ATLAS MUSICALS (13)
11
Arcade Varieties .
10
Cafe Rendexvous. Fair
9
Hello Mama
Fair
Readin'. Wrltin' and
Rhythm
1010
Samovar
Serenade
Styles and Smiles
Good
II
Talent Auction
Fair
10
Tropical Topics
.10
Under
a
Gypsy
Moon
..Just
Filler
10
Venetian Moonlight
II

d

San

16 . . 5/ 6/39
17 ..10/29/38
16 ..Not Rev.

RAY WHITLEY (4)
Prairi* Papas
Ransh House Romeo ...Diverting
Sagebrush Serenade
Western Weleome
Entertaining

18
17
19
20

..Not Rev.
..4/8/39
..Not Rev.
.. 5/14/38

REELISMS (9)
Air Waves
Outstanding
10
Dude Ranch
Exceptional
10
Geld
10
Newsreel
Unusual
10
Pilot Beat
Interesting
8
Soldiers of the Sea
Interesting
10
Swinguet
9
Submarine Circus
Unusual
10
Television
Very Interesting ... 9
Trans America
Fair
10

.. 3/18/39
..11/ 5/38
. .Not Rev.
..12/10/38
..2/ 4/39
.. 4/22/39
..Not Rev.
..10/ 1/38
..5/ 6/39
..10/22/38

SHEILA BARRETT (4)
SPORTSCOPES (13)
Big Leaguers
Good
10
Bird Dogs
Excellent
10
Blue Grass
Excellent
10
Bow String
Excellent
8
Dsep End
Excellent
10
Devil Drivers
9
Fisherman's
Paradise. .. Remarkable
Fascinating
10
On
the Wing
10
Riding the Crest
9
Smooth Approach
Very Good
9
Snow FaHs
Thrills and Spills .. 9
Sporting Wings
Very Good
9

.. 4/22/39
..11/5/38
..12/10/38
..2/ 4/39
..10/ 1/38
..Not Rev.
9/ 3/38
... 2/4/39
..Not Rev.
. 5/ 6/39
.. 3/18/39
. . 4/ 8/39

Not Rev.
10/ 8/38
. Not Rev.

tFionrg
Shoo rts
Spo

It

Rev.
1/38
Rev.
8/39
Rov.

. Not Rev.
Not Rev.
..10/29/38
. 5/ 6/39
Not Rev.
. 9/ 3/38

Not Rev.

20th CENTURY-FOX 1938-39
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Athletic Oddities
9 .. Not Rev.
Daily Diet of Danger. .. Fast Action
9 .11/19/38
Filming
Big
Thrills
9i/s..Not
Rev.
Recording Modern
Science
Very Good
10 .. 8/20/38
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
Autumn Fashions
Eye Filling
10 .10/15/38
Spring
and Summer Excellent
Fashions
9 .. 4/15/39
Winter Styles
Very Good
10 .12/24/38
LEW LEHR'S KINDERGARTEN (6)
Muscle Maulers
Very Funny
10 .. 4/29/39
What Every Boy Should
Know
10 . .Not Rev.
What
Every Girl Should Problematical
Know
10 .10/15/38
What
inventor
ShouldEvery
Know
10 ..Not Rev.
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE
Golden California .. . . noori But Old
Good Neighbors
Good Stuff
Isle of Pleasure
Above Average
Land ofSlam
Contentment
Mystic
Fair
Viking Trails
Very Good

(6)
10 .. 8/20/38
II . . 6/24/39
II ..10/15/38
lO'/j ...Not
Rev.
10
4/29/39
II .12/24/38

SPORTS PREVIEWS (6)
Hunting
Dog*
Fascinating
1/39
InsiU* Basefeall
For Baseball Fans .10(0 ..
..6/4/ 3/39
Timber Topper*

Exoollent

10 ..11/26/38

TERRYTOONS (26) SIX IN TECH.
Barnyard Egg-cltoment
(Tech.)
Exceflent
7 .. 4/29/39
Bully Romance
Just Filler
7 .. 6/17/39
Clirls Colombo
..Good
7 .. 8/20/3J

otRev.
10..N ..NoRetv.
10

I/2I/S9
2/II/S9

. 5/ 6/39
.Not
4/ 8/39
Rev.
Not Rev.
Not 1/38
Rev.
.10/
. 10/29/38
Rev.
.Not
9/ 3/38
Not Rev.

RADIO FLASH (4)
Dog
Gone
Poor .
Hcotic Honeymoon
Plumb
Crazy Funny

39
24/

20
19
17
'9
II

3/iB/d5
4/l5/3»
5/13/39
6/10/39

20

/
.. 6
1g0
in

MARCH OF TIME (13)
Lacks Usual Punch.
SUte of the Nation
foung A«eri*»— _ .. .
Maioo's Now Crisis. . ExooUant

2119
10

Not
.10/
. Not
4/
.Not

t
es

LEON ERROL (6)
Crino Rav*
Hono Bonor
Major Ditfleultios Excellent
Moviag Vanities
Laugh Getter
Ring Madness
FrtiW
Very Funny

r
te

HEADLINERS (4)
Romaneini Along
Soa
Very Good
SwinsMelody
Vacation

IS
I17
16
18

In

EDGAR KENNEDY (6)
Baby Daze
Beaux and Error* Good
Clean Sweep
Clock Wiso
Funny
Maid to Order

Reviewed
Issue Of

QUINTUPLETS (I)

8 . 5/27/39
3/3t
9 . .. 9/
5/20/39
7 . .Not
Rev.
88 . . . 10/22/38
8 . .. 10/22/38
5/20/39
8 .
8 . . 10/29/38
. 10/22/38
87'/i.. . 5/20/39
8 . . 3/25/39
8'/i. . 10/22/38
8 . . 5/20/39
. 10/22/38
8 . Not Rev.
9 . .10/22/38
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20frh CENTURY-FOX

Five Times Five

1938-39

DISNEY CARTOONS (18) (Tech.)
Beach Picnic
A Scream
Bran Littio Tailor ... Great
Donald's Cousin Gus. . . Excellent
Donald's Lucky Day ... A Scream
Donald's Penguin
Swell
Farmyard Symphony ... A Real Treat . . .
Ferdinand the Bull
Excellent
Goaty and Wilbur
Extremely Funny
Hockey Champ
A Howl
Mertaahies (SS)
Good
Mother
Goos*
Goes _ _ ^.
Hollywood
Outotanding
Pointer
Very Funny
Practical Pig
Great
Society Dog Show . . WondertuI
Ugly Ducklimi (SS)

R K V I 1<: W

RKO-RADIO 1938-39 (Con.
Running
Comment
Time
Moditerranean
—
Background for War
Stirring ..
Japan — Mastar of the
19
Orient
Very Good
19
Dixie— U.S. A
F'ne
War, Peace and Propaganda Timely ...

COLOR CLASSICS (6) Tech.
COLOR CRUISES (7)
HEADLINERS (10)
PARAGRAPHICS 10)
POPEYE (12)
POPULAR
SCIENCE-(13) (6)
SPORTLIGHTS
STONE AGE CARTOONS (12)
SYMPHONIC (3)
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS (6)

RKO-RADIO

T \< A I ) I-

1938-39 (Con.)
Running Reviewe4t
Comment
Time
Issue Of
.Not Rev.
Rev.
Cuekoo Bird
oyj. .Not
Doomsday (Tech.)
S<A .
.Not
. Not Rev.
Frame
6'/i
Frozen Up
Feet
6'/a. 10/15/38
Not Rev.
G. Man Jitters
6i/j.
Glass Slipper (Tech.) ... Good
Bi/,. . Not Rev.
Goose Flies High
6>/,. 10/15/38
Rev.
Housewife Herman (Tech.)
6i/j. Not
New Comer
Satisfactory
6'/2. Not Rev.
Nick's Coffee Pot
7
Nutty
Network
6'/,. Not Rev.
One Gun
Gary in the
Nick of Time
Wi. .Not Rev.
Rev.
Owl and the Pussycat
6'/a. .. Not
Not Rev.
Rev.
Stranger Rides Again
6'/,. Not
String
Bean Bean
Jack
6'/j. . 5/ 6/39
Their Last
Very Good
6Vi.
Three Bears
6V2 . .Not
Not Rev.
Village Blaoksmith
6'/j. .Not Rev.
Wolf's Side of the Story
6*/,.

1939-40
ADVENTURES OF A NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN (4)
Sand Hogs
10 . Not Rev.
DRIBBLE PUSS PARADE— LEW LEHR (6)
FASHION FORECASTS (4) (Tech.)
MAGIC CARPET OF MOVIETONE (6)
Good Neighbors
10 ..Not Rev.
Tempest Over Tunis
10 ..Not Rev.
SPORTS REVIEWS— THORGERSEN (6)
TERRYTOONS (26) (10 In Tech.)

UNITED ARTISTS 1938-39
WORLD WINDOWS (12) Tech.
. 12/24/31
Arabian Bazaar
Interesting
8 .10/ 8/38
Eternal Fire
Interesting
II
.10/15/38
Fox Hunt
inCampagna
the Ro- Good
1010 .Not Rev.
Indian man
Road
. Not Rev.
Indian Temple
10 .10/ 8/38
Rev.
Jerusalem
Outstanding
10 .Not
Not Rev.
Jingle, The
10 . 12/24/38
Maharajah
10 . 4/ 8/39
Petra, the Lost City . . . Excellent
8
RIvor Thames
Beautiful
10 . 10/ 8/38
Roman Symphony
Brilliant
10 . l2/3l/3«
Wanderer* of the Desert. Interesting
8

UNIVERSAL 1938-39
GOING PLACES (13)

No.
No.
No. 53
No. 54
55
56
No. 57
58
No.
No. 59
60
No.
No. 6162
No. 63

Good . . .
Good . . .
Excellent
Fairly Good
Very Good
Fair
interesting
Interesting
Fascinating

9
10
10
99
10
9
1010
10

MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
Bank Notes
Lively
19
Beauty Shoppe
Just Filler
20
Cafe Boheme
Passable
lOi1719 .
Gals and Gallons
Lively
Music and Models
Entertaining
18
Nautical Knights
|9
Patio Serenade
Diverting
18
Pharmacy Frolics
19
RhythmShewGate
Good
20'/2.
Side
Fakir
Fairly Diversion
Good
20
Swing Sanatorium
19
Wild and Bully
Diverting
19
With Best Dishes
Entertaining
19

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

. 9/24/38
.11/12/38
.11/12/38
.11/26/38
.12/10/38
.Not Rev.
. 2/25/39
. 4/
8/39
2/25/39
.Not Rev
. 6/ 3/39

2/25/39
8/20/38
4/ 3/38
1/39
12/
.Not
Rev.
6/ 3/39
n/19/38
Not Rev.
9/24/38
8/20/38
Not Rev.
. 2/11/39
. 5/27/39

STRANGER THAN FICTION (13)
9 .. 9/24/38
9/24/38
53
Interesting
10/15/38
9 , ..12/
54
Fair
3/38
....
91/j
55
Okay
12/10/38
9 ..Not
56
Very Good
Rev.
9 . 3/ 4/39
57
Interesting
2/25/39
58
9
.
Interesting
9
59
4/ 1/39
. Very Good
9 ...Not
60
Rev.
61
Just Fair
9 . 6/ 3/39
62
10
63
Very Good
9

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES (26)
Baby Kittens
Cute
I ..11/26/38
Birth of a Toothpick
7 ..Not Rev.
Bola Mola Land
Good Satire
6 .. 5/27/39
Cat and Bell
Okay
7 .. 9/24/38
Charlie PotCuckoo
„
Crack
Cruise
77 - .^Hat-Km
..Not Rev.
Disobedient Mouse
Good
8 ..11/26/38
I'm Just
Jitterbug
..Not Rev.
Little
Bluea Blackbird
..Average
77 ..12/17/38
Little Tough Mice
Good
7 .. 4/8/39
Magic Beans
Good
7 .. 3/ 4/39
On* Armed Bandit
Enjoyable
7 .. 4/ 1/39
Rabbit Hunt
Amusing
7 ..11/19/38
Sailor Mous*
Okay
7 . . 1 1/12/38
Soup to Muls
7 . .Not Rev.
(Continued on Next Page)
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UNIVERSAL 1938-39 (Con.)
Running Reviewed
Comment
Time
Issue Of
1939-40
CARTUNES (13) WALTER LANTZ
GOING PLACES (15)
MENTONE MUSICALS (13)
SPECIAL SUBJECT (I)
March of Freedom
Well Done
20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (15)

VITAPHONE-WARNER

5/20/39

BROS.

1938-39
BROADWAY BREVITIES (24)
Boarder Trouble
•
Buckaroo Okay
Broadway
Cleaning Up
i
Fat Chance
20
Hats and Doos
20
Home Cheap Home
20
Knight Is Young
Murder With Reserva21tions ,«
Projection
5"
Rollin' in Room
Rhythm
Seeing Spots
u
in
20
Has Laughs
Small Town Idol
^u
Swell
2^
Swing
Sophomore
Spare Parts
;, ■ „■
1018
Very Clever
ust
Stard
Sundae Serenade
„■ ■ ■ \
in
Great
Casino
Toyland
Two
Shadows
tr^
You're Next-To Closing. •
4"
20
Good
Girl
Zero
COLOR PARADE (13)
Interesting
Today
China
For Your Conven ience. . .. IFair
nterestmg
Mechanix Illustrated
Interesting
Mechanix Illustrated #2.
sting
Intere
#3.
Mechanix Illustrated #4 Interesting
Mechanix
Miracles ofIllustrated
Sport
Very Good
Nature's Mimics
Interesting
Points On Pointers
Boamina Cameraman
Interesting
No. I
FEATURETS (Tech.) (8)
la Very Good
Cinderel
Campus
Declaration
of IndeNone Better
nce
pende
Lincoln in the White „ ^ .
Outstanding
House
ining
Enterta
e
Quiet ofPleas
Sons
Liberty
Absolutely Tops
Swingtime In the Movies . Excellent

II
'U
0
0
0
0
0
10
10
II

1818
,„
20
20
20
20

LOONEY TUNE CARTOONS (16)
Chicken Jitters
Very Good
7
Daffy Doc
Lively
^
It's An III Wind
7.
Kristopher Kolumbus. Jr
'
Lone Stranger and
Porky
Very Funny
7
Polar Pals . .
Fair
7
Porky and Teabiscuit ..Amusing
7
Porky in Egypt
7
Porky in Wackyland
'
Porky's Movie Mystery. . Cartoon Fun
7
Porky's Naughty Nephew Average
7
Porky the Gob
Amusing
7
Porky's Tire Trouble
7
MELODY MASTERS (18)
Dave Apollon (4706) Fair
Dave Apollon and His
Club Casanova Orch
Blue Barron
Larry Clinton (4701)
Larry Clinton (4714)
Jimmy Dorsey
yi,-\
It's the McCoy
Sweet and Hot
Merle Kcndrick
Excellent
Just Fair
Ray Kinney
Jerry Livingston
Snappy
Clyde Lucas
Fair Swingcopation . .
Russ Morgan
Music
With a Smile In
Happy Felton Style. .. Lively and Peppy ...
Saturday Night Swing
For Jitterbugs
on the Air Okay
Club Shaw
Artie
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.
Bars and Stripes For
ever
Believe It Or Else
Clever Satire
Count Me Out
Fair
Daffy Duck and the
Dinosaur
Excellent
Daffy Duck in Hollywood
Day at the Zoo
Excellent
Dog Gone Modern
Funny
Feud There Was
Grab It
Goldrush Daze
Ham-ateur Night
Hobo Gadget Band ....Good
Johnny Smith and
Poker-Hunta«
Swell
Uttlo Pancho Vanilla. . Clever

.Not Rev.
,. Not
6/17/39
Rev.
.Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
.Not
.Not Rev.
Rev.
.Not Rev.
. Not Rev.
Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.. 3/11/39
1/14/39
Rev.
..Not
12/ 3/38
.. 10/
Not 8/38
Rev.
.Not Rev.
Rev.
. Not
8/20/38

8/38
.. .10/Coming
. 1 I /26/38
. 1/14/39
. 3/ 4/39
. 6/ 3/39
. 8/27/38
. .Not
12/17/38
Rev.
. 3/25/39

. 9/17/38
. 10/15/38
. 1/14/39
6/ 3/39
.. 3/25/39
. 12/17/38

..12/
4/ 3/38
1/39
. Not Rev.
Not Rev.
.. 6/17/39
3/11/39
. Not
5/27/39
Rev.
.Not Rev.
. 3/ 4/39
.. 10/15/38
12/17/38
.Not Rev.

7 ..12/17/38
Not Rev.
'
Rev.
]2 .Not
.Not
Rev.
0 .Not Rev.
10 .Not Rev.
,n . 5/20/39
0
8/38
0 . 10/
9/17/38
10 . Not
Rev.
100 . 1/14/39
10 . 3/ 4/39
10 . 7/23/38
10 .. 6/24/39
4/ 1/39
10
I
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

.Not Rev.
. 6/ 3/39
. 12/17/38
. 3/25/39
.Not Rev.
.. 3/18/39
1/14/39
. 9/17/38
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.Not Rev.
.. 12/17/38
10/15/38

TRADE

VITAPHONE-WARNER
Comment

REVIEW

June 24, 1939

BROS. (Con.)
Running
Reviewed
Time
Issue Of

Mice Will Play
Night Watchman
Entertaining
Old Glory
Okay as Propaganda
Prest-o Change-o
Good
Robinhood Makes Good . Diverting
Thugs With Dirty Mugs
You're An Education ..Fair

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

. . Not/26/38
Rev.
..II
. . Coming
.. .. 4/
3/ 8/39
4/39
. . Not 3/38
Rev.
..12/

TECHNICOLOR SPECIALS (6)
Immortal Brush
Unusual
9
Master's Touch
10
Pow Wow
Very Interesting ID10

.. 10/
Not 8/38
Reiv.
. 9/17/38

TRUE ADVENTURES (13)
Chained
Gripping
Defying Death
Thrilling
Haunted House
Exciting
High Peril
Good Suspense .
Human Bomb
One of the Best
Identified
Excellent
Minute From Death
Toils of the Law
Treacherous Water
Thrilling
Voodoo Fire
Satisfactory ....

11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

. 3/25/39
.12/ 3/38
. 6/17/39
.. 3/
4/39
1/14/39
. Not
9/24/38
Rev.
Not Rev.
.. 12/17/38
. 5/20/39

VITAPHONE VARIETIES (12)
Crawfords at Home
Dean of the Pasteboards Informative
Gadgeteers
Kind of Silly
Great Library Misery ..Excellent
Right Way
Good Propaganda ...
Robbin'
Good
Excellent
Ski
Girl
Splendid
Table Manners
Good
Tax Trouble
Fair
Vaudeville Interlude

ID
10
10
II
10
1010
10
10
10

. .Not Rev.
. . 5/20/39
. . 12/17/38
. ... . 9/17/38
Coming
..II/26/3S
.. 9/17/38
1/14/39
.. .. Not
3/18/39
Rev.

1939-40
BROADWAY BREVITIES (18) (Tech.)
COLOR PARADE (10)
LOONEY TUNES (16)
MELODY MASTERS (10)
MERRIE MELODIES (26) (Tech.)
VITAPHONE VARIETIES (6)
10
STATES RIGHTS
Dalcarlia — The Heart
of Sweden (Sanders)..
Datelines ( Lenauer) . . . . Novel Idea
Fishing in the Fjords Interesting
(Sanders)
Frosty Frolics (Lenauer). Refreshing
Gems of the Orient Interesting
(Modern)
Getting
Money's.... Revealing .
Worth Your
(Lenauer)
Man's
Paradise (Mod- Good
ern)
Master of the Camera
(Pictorial Films) ...
Memory
Lingers On
(Ennis)
Midsummer In Sweden
(Sanders)
Beautiful
New England. Yesterday
& Today (Jam Handy). Very Good
North Sea (Lenauer)...
Trailing the Jaguar
(Hoffberg)
Very Interesting ...
Trees
and Pict.)
Men (Modern Good
Talking

8
10
11
10
101 1
19
35
2810
10
20

..11/ 5/38
. 6/18/38
.11/ 5/38
. . 12/17/38
. . 3/25/39
. . 12/17/38
. . 7/16/38
. 3/12/38
. . 8/13/38
..11/ 5/38
.... 4/
1/39
3/18/39
. . 6/25/38
. . 5/14/38

SCREEN TRAVELER (13)
10
1010
10
109
10
1010
10
10

Ancient Cities of
Southern France
Beautiful
and Gay Buda- Very Good
pest
Interesting
Cebu
Excellent ..
Fabulous Marseilles
Hong
Kong, Gateway to
China
Makassar
Manila, Queen City of
the Pacific
Norman Coast
Fascinating
Old Towns of Normandy Good
Resort and Quaint Towns
of the Blue Coast . . . Excellent
Rio de Janeiro
Singapore, Cross Roads
of the East
Fascinating
Venice

..
..
....
..

8/ 6/38
4/16/38
6/11/38
6/11/38
2/12/38

..
. ..
..
..

2/12/3*
6/11/38
8/ 6/31'
4/16/38
4/16/38
8/
6/38

2/12/38
10 .. .. 8/
6/38
10

SERIALS
COLUMBIA
Flying G-Men
Great
Adventures
of Wild
Bill Hickok
Mandrake the Magician
Spider's Web

15 Chaps.
15 Chaps.
12 Chaps.
15 Chaps.

2/ 4/39
7/23/38
10/29/38
5/13/30

REPUBLIC
Daredevils of the Red Circle . .
Dick Tracy Returns
Hawk of the Wilderness
Lone Ranger Returns

12
15
12
15

Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps-

6/10/39
8/ 6/38
11/26/38
2/18/39

UNIVERSAL
Buck Rogers
Oregon Trail
Red
ScoutsBarry
to the Rescue

15
15
13
12

Chai-J.
Chaps.
Chaps.
Chaps.

2/11/39
5/20/39
10/22/38
12/10/38

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISIKC
Ten cents per word. No charge for name and address.
Five insertions for the price of three. Money order or
check with copy. Classified ads will appear as soon as
received unless otherwise instructed. Address, Classified
Dept., SHOWMEN'S New
TRADE
1501 Broadway,
York REVIEW,
City.
BOOKS
SYSTEMATIZING THEATRE OPERATION, a condensed, easy-to-read book
containing every important phase of theatre
operation. Written by "Chick" Lewis. Sent
postpaid upon receipt of $1.00 in cash, check
or
money 1501
order.
Address,New
Showmen's
Trade
Review,
Broadway,
York City.
NEW

SUPPLIES, BOOKS

& SERVICING

SOUND-PROJECTION
FOR EXHIBITOR— Trouco Theatre
Ledgers $1.49 — "Extralite shutters", gives
"Sked-Clock"
$7.95—
pair$4.90
more light,
40%
for scheduling
shows,
— Trouco
Deluxe
Electric Changeover, fits mechanism, $32.50
— Trouco Coin Racks for Boxoffice, $4.95 —
FOR PROJECTIONIST: "Servicing
Sound" handbook 95c, postage 10c — Powers
Int. wrench, 49c — Set five punches, 95c —
Sprocket Pullers, $1.49 — Trouco Carbon Savers $1.35— "V" blocks, $1.40— Frequency film
12c foot— 2,000-ft. film scale device, $1.80—
Trouco Cement, half pint, 70c; pint, $1.35 — ■
Catalogue free. (Please allow few days to
fill orders.) Money-back guarantee! Consulting Engineer; 24 years experience!
Terms: cash. WESLEY TROUT, Box 575,
ENID, OKLAHOMA.
POSTER WORK
ARTIST W ITH DYNAMIC IDEAS. Have
plan for supplying limited number of theatres
with displays that will sell tickets by live
showmanship methods applied to art that arrests the eye. Success of idea depends upon
response of go-getting exhibitors interested in
increasing business by consistent selling by displays that will reach out for patrons and extend "trading area" of your theatre. If interested address me: Showmen's Trade Review,
Box A-46.
SITUATION WANTED
THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED
"THEATREMAN with many years of active and successful experience behind him,
yet young enough to do a top-notch job,
seeks a position with an independent exhibitor or group of theatres. At least let me
tell you of my background and why you
will find me a good investment. Address
Box 621, Showmen's Trade Review, 1501
Broadway, New York City.
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO BUY THEATRES IN
VIRGINIA, West Virginia or North CaroHna in towns of less than 5,000. T. F.
LOFTUS, BRANDY, VA.

NO MATTER what you have to sell a
classified ad in STR will reach a wide vol~
T small
ume of potential
buyers
at PM
a cost
ENtoo
EQUI
USED an
to be considered
expense. STR classified
ads are read because many who have used
this medium expressed their satisfaction of
the results they secured. Let us do the same
for you. The cost is only 10c per word,
five insertions for the price of three. Address,
Classified Dept., Showmen's Trade Review,
1-501 Broadway, New York City.
HUGHES PRINTING CO.
EAST STROUDSBURG. PA.

Ju>u- 21. 1939
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Direct
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Displays

Special
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Animation

Special
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graphs and Diagrams
BARNUM'S

LEXICON

Showmen's Trade Review,
1501 Broadway. New York City
COMPLETELY

CROSS

FOR

EASY

INSTANT,

INDEXED

REFERENCE

Dear "Chick".
$3.50 it enclosed for my copy M the "ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EXPLOITATION." Please send it to
me postpaid by return mail.
Name
Thejtre
City
Addreni
6-24-39

lor circuit

R ml by cash check or money orde
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